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. . '.Jl ~aul ~ainle~~. ·delegate .-of.· France, · A~ting 
·~r~sident of th~ Co~cil,.took the-Chair .. 
~ · ·The ~hal~~an."~· . . 
•- ". Tflanslation :_ .Ladies and gentlemen-It is upon 
GiFrL<;le that to-day the signal honour devolves 
of opening the great international assembly whicli 

lftas, every year since 1920, .discussed all the ques
. tions. U:Qon which the peace of. the world and. the 
~tur& df humanity depend. · · .· 
-,u::i first duty as Chairman-'-an office which, even 

• though! hold itbut for a day, I shall never forget
is to extend a most cordial welcome to. all the 
distinguished representatives: of the. fifty-four 
<nati~ns assembled in ··this hall to collaborate 
Jholebeartedly in .the most ]loble enterprise ever 
undert~n by man, :. · . · _- . · . 
· ~y I also be allowed on this-occas.ion to express my 
'l'egr~ !tt Iiot seeing amongst J1S the tall figure of that . 
jl'Cat servant of humanity, M. Branting, whom, 
alas !' •e shall never .see again. You will also join · 
~th m~ in associating with 'this memory that of 
.-.o oth~ colleagueS"-who are no inore, M. Meierovics 
lltnd M. Chagas. I would also like to present my 
'respectfnl greeting to the lady who bears the great 
-~arne· of- W9odr'ow .. Wilson, who is gracing tl}is 
·maugural as!!j!mbly with her presence. . 
· -, Therll are wrtain perso:as who consider themselves 
superior.to their.f.~l>ws because; in their J!essimism, 
th~y delight. in disparaging and predicting the 

,frulure.<l)f any' eoncert!ld efforts. to combat the 

evils from which the . peoples of the world o.re 
suffering and, particularly, the worst of all evils
war. They take what theologians call a morbid 
delight in doing so, as if blind mil!trust were not 
~ven more . dangerous than blind confidence, as 
if-to quote the words of M. Motta, when he 
opened the first Assembly-hatred itself were not 
a curse. They mistake for exceptional clearness 
of vision what is really shortsightedness, which 
magnifies the obstacles immediately before their 
eyes and blinds them to the full view of the road 
that was trodden yesterday and the road you 
Will tread to-morrow . 
· Because you .can only by degrees fulfil the high 
hopes which the world has placed in you, and which 
inspire and fortify you in your task ; because you 
have not overcome at one blow the formidable 
destructive forces which are convulsing the Old 
World, they proclaim, with malignant joy, the 
death of the League of Nations. Ah ! gentlemen, 
how often-this every week even-have I heard 
them doom you to nn ignoble death ! Rut can we 
not now reply to them-to quote a classic phrase
that "les gens qu'ils tuent se portent assez bien" f 
In proof of this, I .point not merely to the number 
but to the character . of your clelegations. Both 
the strongest nations and those nations which are 
most threatened with the possibility of conflicts 
are represented by Cabinet Ministers, by men who 
were Ministers yesterday or will be to-morrow. 

It is no idle purpose that would call together 
an assembly @ucb as. this, and when the French 

. Government decided that its head shoul<l, despite 
'the many urgent calls upon bis time, come and 
·preside at your first meeting, it was not' for the 
purpose of affording help to the French delegation ; 
it does not require help, as you already know, for 
you have seen it at work. No, to-day, when the 
duty of inaugurating your work falls upon France, 
the French Government has taken this step because 
it .wishes solemnly to affirm before the whole world 
its respect for the J,eague of Nations, its faith in 
·the Lea!!Ue's work and in the beneficence of the 

"' League's acts. 



Im point of fact, if any impartial_ observ_er,_w~re 
aske": to give his sincere ~nd. unb~assed opm1o!l 
oi • ·,e work you have iione m five years, he would 

• be'-~truck, abo.ve all, by your steadily increasing 
authority. 

• ~en at the close of the great struggle, the . 
Leagu~t ~ations wM born, it was, as it were, 

• a tiny f!ani"e of hope, f!ick~ring still, a:s if the least 
breath would extihgwsh 1t ; but thiS flame has 

.~o": been fed with the enthusiastic ardour of every 
na~10n. 

The League has stood firm, it has become active, 
it has faced and overcoiPe formidable difficulties. 
But its mission is, not merely to arbitrate on dis
pu'tes, 0r to draft conventions ~o l?gical a~d yre
cise as to call forth the admiratiOn of Jun&ts ; 
it must also create a new international soul, a new 
international morality. It has fulfilled this two-

• fold mission courageously, knowing the exact. 
measure of its strength, going to the extreme 
>£;rge of the possible, but without making the fatal 
mistake of attempting th.e impossible. Day by 
day it has bad to anticipate and lead public opinion, 
while at the same time it has had to avoid alarming 
this same opinion to such an extent as to alienate 

' it. It. had to oppose projects of violence, but; at 
the same time, it had to avoid coming into conflict 
with forces too great fo! its still undeveloped 
strength. This firmness, this moderation, this 
calm self-possession, have made of the weakling 
of 1920 the strong League of 1925. Emboldened 
by success, it has each time veiltll!ed a step further 
and has increased its prestige in the eyes of the 
world. One by one its discussions ha;e helped 
to clear the atmosphere of international mistrust 
and have led the best elements and the youth 
of all nations along the path of the future. Enter
prises which yesterday seemed fantastic have 
to-day become feasible, .because you have greatly 
dal'ed. 

lu particular,' you can look back with pride 
to the work accomplished in the course of the past 
year- work which will mark an epoch in the his
tory of the League. During this period, your 
activities have been so manifold and so varied 
that 1 cannot think of even enun1erating, much less 
dE>seribing, them. In widely different fields- poli
tics, economics, finance, he.alth, and so on - the 
Co~cil of the .J,eague, its Committees, its Secre
tanat and the Permanent Court of International 
.Justice have worked togethE>r ceaselessly to bring 
peace to the world. With this calmness of 
mind and impartiality of method you have 
solved the most complex and embittered contro
vers~es, problelll:s which have aroused the angry 
passiOns of neighbouring peoples, and smaller 
problems too- smaller, but nevertheless vital 
for . the prosperity and welfare of the weaker 
natiOns- problems connected with customs trade 
tr "t ' ' ans1 , . unemployment, the abolition of slavery; 
the white-slave traffic, thP protection of women 
an~ children, and many others. I. can ouly refer 
briefly to the most important of all these activities. 

In the first place, there are the detailed amend
me~ts to the Covenant, that firm and unshakable 
ba8JS on 'Which the League and, indeed, the peace 
of the world are founded. These minor amend
~ents do not modify any of the obligations 
mcumbent upon Members of the Leao-ue but 
~hey d~fine the judicial regulations gov~rning 
mternat10~al disputes, while maintaining intact 
the penalties consequent upon any failure to ob
serve the Covenant. 

Again, the last Assembly, acting in the spirit 
of. the Co~enant, d~cided. that the task of codi
fymg public and private mternational law should 

. ' be undertaken under the Presidenc~r of M:! IIaa-
marskjold and w'lth the help of some of 'the mos,t 
celebrated jurists in the world~ A · Colllmitt~ 

· has been formed and is to receive the able c 
operation of the International Institute for t ' 
Unification of Private Law, which "i'''as founded 
th!lough the generous initiative of the It~lian 
Government. • · • 

One of the most effective methods 9J dispelling 
misunderstandings between peoples is to increase 
relations and intercourse in the worlds of · art, 
literatUre .and science, and to promote education 
and the spread of scientific knowledge from, 
country to country. · 

The International Institute for Iiltellectual Co
operation, which has been founded at the instance 
and with the co-operation of the French Govern
ment, will · pursue this noble aim in close co
operation with your Committee, the able Chair
man of which is that great apostle of human thought, 
M. Bergson. . . , 

More difficult, and more tragic too, are the pro
blems which the war has left us--economic problems 
and :racial problems, all of which call for immediate 
settlement. . · 

Then the»e are the Russian and Armenian refugees 
to be helped; this work has been taken in h~/ 
by Dr. Nansen and the International La'!I'Oil.r 
Office, with a zeal which calls for the gratitude' 
of the League. There are the Greek refugees, who 
have to be assisted by the Refugees Settlement 
Commission which your Council has established, 
and by means of a loan of £12,300,000, for which 
the League's Financial Committee is responsible. 
There is the question of the exchange of tlreek 
and Turkish populations, which you have placed 
in the hands of a Mixed Commission. There are 
the starving Albanians whom you have fed. As a 
result of disasters involving whole nations-an 
eventuality of which the world believed it had seen 
the las~enator Ciraolo conceived a magnHicent 
sc}J.eme, which to-day is well on the way towards 
re"alisation, the International Federation for the 
Mutual Relief of Peoples Overtaken by Dis®lter."' 

It has been difficult, as you are aware; to ~ablis~ 
the economic equilibrium of the new . States, ~alid 
some of them came to the very brink of disas;ter. 
Austria and Hungary appealed to .the Lea~e br 
help. The efforts of both countries and the • 
administration of the two Commissioners-General 
which the League placed at their head pr§Ved ~o 

· satisfactory that the financial restoration of ~se ' 
countries was accomplished earlier than had bee~ 
hoped. The question which faces Austria to-da~ 
is whether the supervision to which she is subjec 
should not soon be discontinued. Iil view of these. 
successes, Albania and Esthonia also app~aood ~ 
different ways for the help of the League's fi,pan<ffat 
organisation. , - ~ 

But it is the settlement of disputes arising 
between neighbouring States as a result of the war 
which has taxed the League's authority to" the • 
utmost. If proof positive of the extreme adaptao 
bility of the League's organisations were ~equired, 
we need only instance the innumerable dis:MJtes 
between Poland and the Free City of Danz~13 and 
the happy settlement found for them, thanks t• 
the able efforts of M. Quinones de Leon. & The 
representatives of Poland and Danzig have !fucept~ 
the ne~ procedure, and consider it so just that thq 
~ave given an undertaking to the Council to refr~in,• 
m . future, from direct action or even passive ' 
resistance of any kind. · 

The Council and the Committees of the League 
showed the same resoU~~Cefu!ness and the same 
C?ID:Plete imparti:ili.ty in settling the still more 
d1~fic~l~ and dangerous disputes cause(j. by the 
mmonties question. 
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' .._I •• ' ·. . 
j :wne~ver ilispute.s liable to eddanger peace ha;.e 

• .ariSen m any p~rt of ~e world, more particularlv 
;. "'Jn the.~alka~s and the Near East, you have applied 
~our Impartml.methods to them and have brought: 
f to bear up~ t~em the kD:owledge and experience 
· of; .your. ~echmcal Committees and the COU»>Iae 

and untirmg zeal of the missions you have s~t 
often 'iar .afield.. Thus, for example the Lea ~ 

·_has found'" a peaceful s~ttleme~t fo; the disp~e 
caus~d by the expulsiOn of the '.Ecumenical 
Patnarch from Constantinople. 
~ong all t?e.se thorny problems there is one on 

. w~ch ~he anXIous eyes of the world were, and are 
still, fixed. I refer to the delimitation of the 
frontiers of Iraq and the Mosul question. The 

• Council is at present discussing the conclusions 
I of it:' special Commission Of Enquiry, which carried 
I out Its task on the spot. 

But all these que.stions, howev:er grave, and what
, · ever their effect upon the world at large pale 

before the supreme problem of security. ' 
. : . T~at ~he Covenant on which the League of 
{ NatiOns _Is based was conceived, not in the midst 

of a period of peace but at a time when the clash
of arms was still resounding and the earth was 
still 'warm with the blood that had been shed and 

. wiiili all the conflagrations that had been kindled
~hat,. gentlemen, is _a fact which is unexampled 
m hiStory and which peremptorily calls upon 
us_ to _do our duty. 

The Covenant was not imposed by the wise 
a~d far-seeing few upon ,the multitude drunk 
Wlth car,nage. It is the embodiment in legal form 
of the heartfelt desire.s of the masse.s and above 
all, of the combatants.· It was because htlmanity 
had· plumbed the depths of horror that all were 
alike desirous of avoiding. a recurrence of such a 
catastrophe--and most of all those who had known 
its lowest depths. It was this longing for a peace 
founded on justice, for a world no longer ruled by 
violenc~, which inspired t~e Covenant of the League 
of· NatiOns, ·and, m particular, the essential pa.rts 
of it, Articles 14, 15 and 16. But in order to make 
it po~ible to apply these article.s effectively in 
~J;fely possible contingency ; in order to complete 
a \ext which necessarily could be little more than 
an o~ttline ; in order to define the details of the 
~eral provisions and give them full executive 
force, supplementary Conventions had to be drawn 
up ; a~d ever since the foundation of the League 
~e. constant endeavour of .its· most distinguished . 
,m~bers has been to conclude such Conventions
clear,· binding and consonant with national sover
.eignity. In 1922 we have Re.solution 14, jointly 
drawn up by Lord Robert Cecil arid M •. Hl'nry 
£a Jqp.~nel ; in 1923 the Pact of Mutual Guarantee, 
.-a ·corollary of Re.solution 14 ; finally, in October 
192f, we have the GenPva Protocol for .the Pacific 
Settlement of International Disputes. Superficially 
minded 'people may compare this work to Penelope's 
Wi~ving, but the comparison is false. These 
efforts have been cumulative, not mutually de.struc
'tive ; e~h marks a definite step along a path 
str~wn with. obstacles which are formidable, it is 
tru'P, obuf which will be overcome one by one. 

~'tlne of. you can have forgotten the stirring, 
lmpa:wioned; lofty discussions which took place 
last YlliLI' ; the magnificent speeche.s of the British 
ilJld Fwlnch Prime Ministers, Mr. Ramsay l\Iac
Donald and M. Edouard Herriot, setting forth 
the French and British points of view, which at 
first were in opposition and were finally combined 
ln those three fundamental terms, which are 
!evera.lly as indispensabl~ as is the sequence in which 
;hey come--arbitration, security, disarmament. 
~one of you can have forgotten the careful prepara.
;i?n of the Protocol, in which your Legal and 
[)ISarma.ment Committee.s endeavoured to leave 
'· • 

• • • 
•nf loophole for violence ; nor the legal def{.ition 
o the aggressor, who was declared therPbv to.~lle 
enemy o! the human race ; nor the detaile<i'. 
e~umeration of the duties imposed on the Members 
o t~e League : nor the economic and mili ti\rf 
sanctiOns to be taken in the case of f~o carry 
out the terms of the Covenant. · - ' 

In a final speech, in which t':'le logic of his argu
ments was on~y equalled by the beauty of l!,j~ 
style, and whiCh W!loS acclaimed · bv the w!lote 
As~embly, M. Paui-Boncour summed.up the work 
whtch had been done by stating emphatically 
that the Protocol was not a modification but a 
dev:elopment of the Covenant a livinu comment.vy 
on It. "The Protocol", he said, "is to"' the Covenant 
what the rules of public administration are to tho 
law". 

T~e. authors ?f the Protocol counted upon~ 
obt.aiiDng the tmmediate approval of their 
Governments, but months have p!loSsed and their 
hopes have not been fulfilled. Unanimously 
'adopted by thEI first delegates of the fifty-four 
nat~ons represented, and then submitted to the 
vanous Governments for ratification the Protocol 
failed to obtain the number of adhe;ions required ~ 
to enable it to come into force . 

This should neither surprise not discourage us. 
A scheme s_o daring, so original, and so far-reaching 
as that latd before your Oouncil and Assembly 
a scheme destined completely to transform relation~ 
be~een. the countr~es of the world, can bnly be 
can;ted mto effect m the course of time and by 
patient and constant endeavour. In the history 
of such a scheme there are bound to be moments 
of enthusiasm-creative moments, without which 
there would be nought but stagnation and inertia
followed by less brilliant but equally useful periods 
of adaptation and adjustment. 

Speeches and conventions may cast their 
glamou.; over a gathering of men, but, however 
persuasive or legally sound, they cannot 
immediately convince all the nations of the world 
and the Governments which rule those nations' 
destinies. The object of your discussions is not, 
by progressive attempts, simply to draw up the 
final and perfected text of a great international 
law; your discussions are also intended to bring 
into being that new international morality to 
which I referred at the beginning of my speech, 
and without which the most perfect law in the J 
world mjlBt remain a dead letter. But, if we are· 
to attain so noble an object1 we shall need to do 
much more than appease natreds, rancours and 

·long-standing rivalries. We shall have to create 
among the nations a state of mutual understanding. 
We must do more than conciliate ronflicting 
interests and ambitions, we must eliminate the 
clash of different mental outlooks. 

It is to the.se differences of mental outlook 
that the resistance to the Protocol is mainly due. 
The Protocol's universality, the severe and unbend
ing logic of its obligations, were framed to please 
the Latin mentality, which delights in starting 
from abstract principle.s and paRsing from genera
lities to details. The Anglo-Saxon mentality, on 
the other hand, prefers to proceed from individual 
concrete cMes to generalisations, and is averse, 
when it cannot discern the facts on which they are 
based, to principles which are too wide in scope. 
Yet the Latin ann Anglo-Saxon races both ardently 
desire, as indeed you all do, to attain the same 
goal, namely, peace. - They will therefore meet 
again if only they persevere after traversing 
different paths which a. philosopher would term 
respectively the analytical and the synthetical. 
I am not indulging in mere ready-made optimism. 
If we dispassionately consider the facts we shall 
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t ( 
hearts s[. many grounds for hope, and can credit 

' the Les::"t!Ue of Nations with successes but for which 
the> world might ,.already have been plunged in 

, disaster! · , . 
If I> were not afraid that such a desire would 

exceed mNah9rt-lived powers, I might express a 
wiGh that fml"'work of this .Assembly should be 

'guided and inspired Ly the unwritten epigraph : 
"Hope, venture, persevere." 

t\l~la.re the sixth .Assembly of the League of 
Nations open. 

,2. - ELECTION OF THE COMl\UTTEE ON THE 

·/'•' 
o I ~ccordingly ven£ure to submit th:. foll6Wi.ng 
list to the .Assembly : o ' 

' G 

M. PFLUGL (.AUstria). • 
M. WANG TSENG-SZE (China). ., 
Ml_. DE AGUERO Y BETHANCOURT (Cuba). 
H.H. the Maharaja DHIRAJ OF PA~ 

(India). • . . · 
Baron LEHMAN (Liberia). - o 
M. D: ZAUNIUS (Lithuania).. ' 

. M. CABALLERO (Paraguay).. · 
M. P. COMNENE (Roumania) .. 

The Chairman : 

Translation : Are there any observations . in 
regard to this proposal! Does any member wish 

. Translation :Ladies and gentlemen-In accord- to propose· any other candidate!. Does anyone 
t, a"nee with Article 5 of the Rules of Procedure of · . wish to speak! If there is no opposition I declare 

\ CREDEJ\'TIALS OF DELEGATES,. 

' I' The Chairman : 

the .Assembly, the Committee to report on the the proposal adopted. · 
credentials of delegates should be elected by. the The Committee to·. report on· the credentials -of 
Assembly in order that it may submit its report delegates will therefore ·consist of the members 
without delay. . · pr,?posed by the delegate f9r Czechoslovakia. 
· This Committee should consist of eight members. · · ' ' 

cl\1. Veverka (Czechoslovakia) : 
Translation : Mr. Chairman, ladies· and gentle

. men-I have the honour to propose to the .Assembly 
a list of .eight members to form the Committee 
to report on the credentials of delegates. · . 

I venture to make this suggestion, after discussion 
with some of my colleagues. By adopting the 
complete list now, we shall accelerate the progress· 

· of our work. 

The list proposed by .M. Veverka was adopted. 
, 0 1 ' ' 

The Chairm;n : 

Translation : The Committee on the Ciedentia~ 
of Delegates which has just been elected will meet 
at 2.~0 p.m. to-day at the offices of the Secretariat. 

The next meeting of the .Assembly will. take 
place at 4 o'!)lock this afternoon. . . . 

The Assembly rose at 12 o'clock noon. 
_;·. • 
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The Committee examined the documents trans· 
mitted to it by the Secretary·Gcneral and found 
that the following States are represented by 
delegates who are in possession either of letters 
of credentials from beads of State-&, or letters from 
Miniijters for Foreign Affairs, or telegrams from 
the same source, or letters from the representatives 
on the Council or from permanent representatives 
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'"'8. ~ONSTITU~ION OF COlllllliTTEES. 

9. AGENDA CO:MllliTTEE. 

•Appointment. · _ 

•1~. AGENDA." 

. Distribution of Items among the Committee. 

• 

.Abyssinia, .Albania, .Australia, AuRtria, Belgium, 
Brazil, British Empire, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, 
China, Colombia, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, 
Esthonia, Finland, France>, Greece, Hungary; India, 
Irish Free State, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Liberia, • 
Lithuania, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Niearagua, 
Norway, New Zealand, Panama, Paraguay, Persia, 
Poland, Portugal, Roumania, Salvador, Kingdom 
of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenea, Sial!~; South 
.Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, uruguay, 
Venezuela . 

. The Committee considers that the represent-
3 . .;...:., CREDENTIALS OF DELEGATES : REPORT atives of these Rtates Members are duly accredirod. 

The Government of the Dominican Republic 
OF THE COMMITTEE ON. CREDENTIALS. bas notified the appointment of a deleg~te to the 

•• . sixth .Assembly of the League of Nations, but 
! M. Painleve, · ·delegate of France, .Acting no document accrediting him has been transmit(;ed. 
: •Presid~t of the Council, in the Chair. The Committee also found that the following 

~ · States Members have not presented any docnmenta 
'1-~ Chairman : regarding their representation at the sixth .Assem-

• h d 18. llo.i Tra'li8lation: The first item on t e agen a bly of the League of Nations: 
. J£e !'@port of the .Committee< on Credentials. The .Argentine Republic, Bolivia, Costa Rica, 

I call upon M. de .Aguero Y Bethancourt to read Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras and Peru. 
-Ms re:P'brt. · , 

0 .. 
# M. de Aguero y B!'tbancourt (Cuba), ChaU:man 

and Rapporteur of the Committee on Credentials : 

• Translation: Mr. Pres~dent, ladiP-S and gentle~en 
-The Committee entruSted by the .Assembly With 

, the duty of reportina on the credentials of delegates 
met to-day at 2.30 "'p.m. at the Secre~t of the 
League of Nations. I was elected Chairman and 

• 

The Chairman : 

Translation : Has anyone any obRervations to 
make on the conclusions of 'the report ! 

Does anyone wish a vote to be taken ! 

The conclusi0118 of the report were adopted. 

• 
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4. - ftECTION OF THE PRESIDENT OF 'fHE 

• "'''' SIXTH ASSEllBLY. 
r 

The Chairman : 
" . Transla!inn • The next item on the agenda 

is the ele't!rma of the President of the sixth, 
· Assembly. 

In r~nformity with the Rules of Procedure, 
v«Ytiag will be by secret ballot. . 

I call upon two former Presidents, l\L Motta, 
delegate ·of Switzerland, and M. Hymans, delegate 
of Belgium, to. act as tellers. 

\ The votes of the delegations WI'J'e taken in turn 
• (by secret ballot. 

The Chairman : 
"' -. 

' ' Translation : ·The result of the voting is as 
follows: 

Number of States voting : 47. 

M. DANDURAND (Canada) received 
l\I. ZAHLE (Denmark) . . . . . 

• M. Al>ATCI (Japan) . . . . . . 
M. PRABHA KARAWONGSE ISia-m) 
M. PAINLEVE (France) ... 

rnank voting paper: 1. 

41 votes 
2 vote;; 
1 vote 
1· vote 
1 vote 

I have therefore the honour, according to the 
Rules of Procedure, to announce that M. Dandu
rand, first delegate of Canada, is elected President 
of the Assembly. . · 

I nm sure that all the delegations will be greatly 
pleased at the choice made by the Assembly. 

All of us here know and appreciate 1\L Dandu
rand's high qualities. His profound knowledge 
of law and economics, his experience of national 

. and international affairs, and, I would add, his 
very great courtesy, were much appreciated by 
the .A.~sembly last year. 

Allow me to ndd that the French delegation
and I am sure that our British colleague·s will take 
no umbrage at this-is especially glad of this 
election. · . · 

Canada, which M. Dandurand represents, is a 
country where the British and French civilisations 
at one period of history came into dire conflict; 
yet to-day they live there united ·in a co=on 
brotherhood. - · -

This m~rning I pointed to the historic example 
of the Umted States. I could also have mentioned 

·. Canada,· which offers us an example of a particularly 
happy solution of the minorities problem. 

I am sure that such a President, possessing the 
qualities I have mentioned and also,. I may add, 
~o pr~found a knowledge of the two languages used 
m this as~embly, will pr~ve !I' sure guide in our 
work, which, I_ am certam, IS destined to bear 
good fruit .. I am also glad, whilst offering him my · 
congratulatiOns, to pay a personal tribute to our 
deep and long-standing friendship. 

I call upon the President, 1\1. Dandurand tq take 
the Chair of the Assembly. ' 

M. Dandurand took the Presitkntial Chair. 

5. ~PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS. 

Ill. Dandurand (Canada), President of the 
As.~embly : . 

I have Iio illusions, ladies and gentlemen as 
to the real meaning of your votes and of your 
applause. I~ is not . .my humble self, but Canada 
that you dPsire to honour. ' 

, I h!'ve bPen deeply touched by the words, too 
kmd mdeed, which have been addressed to me bv 
the statesman who is both President of the Council 

c 

( . 0 - ~·· 
00f •the League of lfutions ._ and Prime l\finisl;er of~ 
France. As a descendant of the heroic Frenchmen \ 
who were the pioneers of civilisation throughout ~ 
the North American continent, I am profounrlly ~ 
moved at being received in this a.sRemQiy by the 
reprel'entative of a country the traditions and 
language of which have remained those of, the 
racial group to which I belong. 

Your act has clearly shown your ~iendship 
for the young nation that I represent. May I 
express my feelings of pride and gratitude ! Canada 
will_ not be alone in appreciating your generosity 
and good-will .. Her sister nations, which are under 
the same crown. will feel justly proud. 

We have only just appeared in international 
l'ircles, You will understand that in our youth
we are extremely glad that you have conferred 
so high a dignity upon us. _ 

(~ur appearance ~n international life was hardly 
noticed. Our rap1d development was recognised 

·by our signature to the Treaty of Versailles. Our 
political status perhaps was received abroad with 
same surprise and possibly yet is not generallv 
understood. History. had never hitherto shown an 
example of si;t ~ountries, equal among themselves, 
having autonomous political institutions, and 
through their respective Governments advisie.g 
one and the same King, in whose name they speak 
and act both _at home and abroad. 

Within the last five years, the League of Nations 
has made great progress. ; none can deny it. The 
most sceptical have been forced to admit that it 
ha-s achieved results of far-reaching benefit for 
mankind. · · · • 
- Every year my dist-inguished predecessors have 
reviewed the work already accomplished and have 
surveyed the ground still to be covered. At the 
close of the last session, M. Motta, the honoured 
President of the Assembly, gave an account of the 
"sublime endeavour ... to substitute the mora-lforce 
of right for the material force of arms". 

It was in order to bring about. the reign of jus tire 
that the Scheme for Mutual Assistance and the 
Protocol for the Pacific Settlemel).t of Internati<mal 
Disputes were conceived and studied. It was .ila • 
order to establish peace through justice that tge 
s~udy of the problem of arbitration, securit:}band 
disarmament was undertaken. It is in order .t1f 
bring about the triumph of the ideal of brotherhood; 
moderation and good-will that we are once more 
inet in this hospitable Helvet.ian Republic. 

0 
a 

Is it not·an excellent and most reassuring siglit. 
to see delegates coming regularly every year from 
the four corners of the earth t Does it n_ot show 
that both our minds and our hearts are being 
directed into new channels t . o .; ' 

I am convinced that the enli!rhtened collabor~ 
tion of statesmen and of lEigal~md technical explrts, 
gathered togeth:er_ in this atmosphere of devotion 
to the well-bemg ·of humanity; will contribute 
effectively to the establishment of peace founll.ed 
on justice. 

We shall doubtless experienee .hesi.Jations < 
diff~culties, ~unde~standings. But these d.Mfi~ 
~ult1es, these disappomtments, which are inevita'ble 
m any work of reconstruction, will only stimlftate 
our zeal and in.crease our energy. The endell;}'oursc 
and the exper1~nces of the past give us fll!ith ~ 
the successful ISSue of our future deliba::Jation~ 

' 
6.- TRIBUTE TQ THE LATE :M:.:RENE \TIVIANI. 

The Pr~sidPnt: Ladies a.nd gentlemen-a tele
gram hilS JUS~ r,ea~hPd us informing us of the death 
of M: ~ene V1VIam, former President-of the Council 
of llfm1ster~ of the French Republic,- who, on nume
rous OCC!ISions, represented his Government with 
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• ;~~~~ ability both at the Assembly and o~ tM 
Council of tlte League of Nation~. · 

It is fitting, therefore. to ree~ll- with what 
• devotion M. ·Viviani prPsifled over the deliberations 

of the. temporary Mixed Com~sion for tht> 
RP.duction of Armament<;. His name wiiJ.Iona 
lie remembered · in connection with tht> work 
of the League. 

I a~• sure that I interpret your feelings in 
expressmg to the French delegation our de!'pest 
s~m~athy in ita great loss. 

l\1. PainlevE (France) : 
Tra1111laticm : Ladies and gentlemen- I have 

nothing to add to the moving words which yon 
hav!' just heard. The sad news which vour Presid!'nt 
has just communicated to the · Assemblv goes 
straight to the heart of all the m!'mbers ·of the 
French delegation. I mer!'ly wish in their name 
to thank. the President and all the delegates for 
their kind expression of sympathy. 

The President : I propose that the l).ssembly 
adjourn for a few moments. 
.. If there is no opposition, the .Assembly is ad-
JOurned. · • 
.-The AssemblywM adjourned from 5 un.il5.10 p.m. 

·The President : The meeting is resumed. 

7.- AGENDA: EXA:~liNJ\.TION AND ADOPTION. 
'. 

The Presirlent : In order to save time, and if none 
of 6he delegat-ions asli; for a vote, I propose that the 
.Assembly adopt the ag!'nda en bloc. that is to say, 
. the questi9ns contained in the document distributed 
to the .Assembly. There. are twenty-two of these 
questions. 

, With regard to the supplementary list of items 
circulated after May 1st, 1925, I propose that the 
.Assembly should take a separate decision in each 
case: 

· . L Creation ·of a Conciliation rommission 
·.. a!£ached to the Permanent Colll't of International 
~- • Justice : Proposal by the Danish Government. .. 
• If there 'is no objection to the inclusion of this 
· !JUestion, .it will be entered as Item 23 of the 
agenda. (A.vsent.) 

,. \! .. •slavery: Report. submitted in ~ccordance 
, • with the. Resolutions of the Fourth and Fifth 

Assemblies. 

H there is no· objection to the inclusion of this 
questjorr, it will be entered as Item 24 of the 

~getlda. (Assent.) · . 
• TIL Staff Provident Fund : Amendments to 
the . Regulations provisionally made by the 
-Council. .. 
H there is no objection to the inclusion of this 

• questll&n, it will be entered as Item 25 of the 
agrnda. (Assent.) . . . 
· 'Ii there is no objection, I shall consider the 

:t. ag@nda of the sixth session of the Assembly as 
adojted in the .form ·proposed. (Assellt.) 

- Tbf Assembly will have . seen from thl' note 
· · ... ilistri~te<l by the Secretariat that ~he Conn<'il 
1 has. decided to ask the .Asst>mbly to mclnde the 
~ followil;lg questions on it<~ agenda : 

(1) Protection of Women and Children 
in the Near East. 

(!!) Opiuin : &mmisSi.on of· Enquiry in 
certain . opium-producing countries : Resolu
tion adopted by the Second Opium Confe
rP.nP.P:_ 

• 
(3) Int!'rnational Rt>lief Union ~., 'R!'port 

of the PrPparntory Conunittl'() nntl"Dmft 
8tah1te of the Union. • • 

• 

The AssPmbly will douhtlt•ss wish to rt>feP tlwse ' 
items _to the Agt>.ndtl Committl'e \\!,1~ J"'quest the 
Comm1ttee to rt'port on thl'm as sl'liTU us l'ossilrit• 

If thl're is no ohjt>Ction,e I shnll consider thi; 
procedure adopted. (Adopted.) 

••• 
fl. - CO~STITUTION OF COlllllTTEJ.:s. 

Tb~ Preshlt>nt : In ncc,~rdnncl' with precl'IINJt, 
the first matter to be dt>Culed by the ARseJ!llll\' if 
tht> constitution of its CommitteE's. Rt•foro • tht 
G':neral Committee. of the Ass!'mbly can bt> t'stu
b!Jshed. the Commtttl>es must first hnve t'lt>ot••ll 
thl'ir Chairmen, as tht' Chairmen of thf> Committl"'" 
together with tht> six Vice-Prc~idents t>h•ctt'd by tin: 
Assembly, form the General Committee of tho 
As9embly. · 

Tht> sixth Assembly will probably wiRh to follow 
the procedl;ll'e ndop~Pd by prt'vious Ass{lmbli••s 
nnd form Sl" Commtttees--the first to dral with 

. constitutional and lt>gnl quest-ions, the Rt'Cond wi.Jth 
the work of the Tec.hnical Organisations, the thir•l 
with t-he reduction of nrmam~>nts, the fvurth with 
budgetary and financial questions, the fifth with 
social questions, and the sixth with politica! 
qul'stions, • 

In the. light of experience gained at previous 
.Assemblies, I would suggest that the meetings 
of the Committees should be arranged 110 ns to 
alternate as follows : the First, Second, nod Sixth 
Committees wotild meet at the same time, nK 
would the Third, Fourth, and Fifth Committm1s . 

H the Assembly accepts this suggestion, the 
Secretariat will supply the delegations with 
forms on which to enter the names of their dolo
gates and substitutes to sit on each Committell. 

1 As soon as these lists have been collected, each 
Committee will meet to elect its Chairman nnd 
Vice-Chairman. The Assembly will thus know 
at its next meeting the names of the Chairmen 
of the Committees and can proceed to elect the 
six Vice-Presidents. · · 

If no one wishe~ to speak, I shall consider this 
procedure adopteil. (Adopted.) 

9: - AGENDA COMliiTTEE : AI'I'OI~TliEXT.~ 

The President : As wall done at the last Ass ern· 
bly, I would suggest that a small Committee of 
seven members should be appointed to examine 
the question of the inscription of new items on 
the agenda. H the .Assembly agrees, and if there 
are no proposals by delegations concerning the 
names of the members of this Committee, I would 
venture to put forward the following liKt : 

Sir JoHeph CooK (Au-tralia) ; 
M. KALPOFP (Bulgaria) ; ' 
1\I. RELLO·CODESIDO (Chill.') ; 
M. IDMAN Winland) ; 
Count SKRZYNSKI (Poland); 
H. E. PRABHA KARAWONGSE (Siam); 
l\1. DE PALACIOS (Spain). 

H nci one has any objections to raise, I shall 
consider the list adopted. (Aasent.) 

10 .. - AGEXDA : DISTRIBUTIOX OF ITEliS 
AliOXG THE COllliiTTEES. 

The President : As regard11 the distribution 
of the items on the agenda among the Committees, 
I venture to make a few suggestions in order to 
expedite our work. 
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ItemsG7, 8 and 23 might be dealt with by·tli'e 
First .;ommittee ; It.t>ms 10, 111 14, 151 16 and 19 
by' the Seeond Committee ; Items 12, 20, 21 and 

' 25 by the Fourth Committee ; Items 9, 17 and 
18 by'-the Fifth. Committee; and. Item 24 by the 
Sixth Com'1oitt~. · 

·r 'with regard to the Third Committee, I think 
I shall be interpreting 'the opinion of the Assembly 
in •proposing that the allocation of such questions 
as might appear to be within its competence 
shoii.Id be reserved. The Assembly will doubtless 
wish to await the conclusion of its debate on the 
\report on the work of the Council before taking 
ll decision regarding the allocatioJ;l of question 
:.3 to a Committee. • 

If the Assembly aecept.• my proposals, the various 
items will be distributed among the Committees 
as follows : · 

First Committee : Items 7, 8 and 23. 
Second Committee: Items 10, 11, 14, 151 16 and 19. 
Third Committee : Reserved. · 
Fourth Committee : Items 12, 20, 21 and 25. 
Fifth Coriunittee : Items· 9, 17 .and 18 . 

. ~i.xth Committee : Item 24. ' 1 

' ·Dd any delegation• wish to make oflserv~its ·) 
on the distribution of work which I h~tve prop<fsed f 

. If there is• no objection, the. ar1angemen1;, is · 
adopted. (Assent.) . . _ 

In order that the Committ-ees may proceed , 
witho'l.t delay to the election of their t'espective 
Chairmen, I would propose that they should meet 
to-morrow morning .at the Salle de la RefGrmatirui 
in the following order : . . • 

First Committee, ·10. a.m.; Second Committtee. 
10.20 a.m. ; Third Committf'e 10.40. a.m. : Fourth 
Committee 11 a.m. ; Fifth Committee 11.20 a.m .. ; 
Sixth Committee 11.40 a.m. 

We have ex)laust_ed the agenda and will adjourn 
, the Assembly. until t.o-morrow at noon ; we will 
then proceed with the announcement of the Chair
men of the Committees. together with the election 
of. the Vice-Presidents of the Assembly and the 
constitution .of the Ge_neral Committee. 

ThP. Assembly rose at 5..30 ·p.m. 

PRINTED BY ,; TRIBUNE DE GENEVE " 
t ... 
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CONTENTS: 

. 11. CHAIRMEN OF COMMITTEES. 

. Announcement of Charrmen. 

· .12. VICE-PRESIDENTS OF THE .ASSEMBLY. 

Election of six Vice-Presidents. 

13. REPORT ON THE WORK OF THE COUNCIL AND OF THE 
....... SECRE:I'ARIA.T. 

• , l'roposals of the President regarding the Disenesion 
• . of the. Report. . . · 

··: t\. PROGRAMME OF MEETINGS OF ~E .ASSEMBLY AND 
.· .. ITS COJ.niiTTEES. 

· ., · .. Communication by the President • 
• 

President: M:a. DANDURAND. 

U. ,.-'-- CHAIRMEN OF CO.M.IDTTEES : 

• • ANNOUNCEMENT OF CHAIRMEN • 

• The. President : The following is a. list of the 
Chairmen elected this morning by the Committees : 

No I. 
'No. II. 

Chairmen 

Senator ScuLoJA. (Italy). 

'·• No. ill. 

M. VAN EYSINGA. ,(Netherlands). 
M. NINTCHITCH (Kingdom of 

the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes). 
• No. IV. M. DA. CoSTA (Portugal). · 

• 

• Nq. V. M. MOWINCKEL (Nor'!\&\). 
0 

1\o. '\'1.. M. GUERRERO (Sahador). 

12.•- ELECTION OF THE SIX VICE-PRESI
DENTS OF THE ASSEMBLY. · 

The President : Under Rule 7, paragraph 1, 
of the Rules of Procedure of the Assembly, the 
agenda includes Me election of the six Vice
Presidents. 

Under Rule 21, paragraph 3, of the R:ules of 
Procedure, this election takes place by secret 
ballot. .. 

I call upon M. Ferna.ndez y Medina. (Uruguay) · 
and M. Osusky (Czechoslovakia.) to be good enough 
to act as tellers . 

The f!Otll8 of the delegations were taken in turn 
by secret ballot. 

. The President : Ladies and gentlemen - The 
result of the ballot is as follows : · 

Number of States voting: 41. 

Voting papers null a.nd void l 
. Voting papers valid • • • • 46 

Majority required . • . • • 24 

The analysis of the voting is as follows : 

Viscount IsHII (Japan) • • • • • 45 
M. BRIAND (Fra.nce) . ,. • • • • 43 
M. ZIDrlETA. (Venezuela) . . • . • 43 
Mr . .Austen CHAMBERLAIN (British 

, 
votes 
votes 
votes 

Empire) • • • • • 
Prinr.e A:R.F A (Persia) • 
M. DucA. (Ronmania.) • 

42 votes 
41 votes 
39 votes 

In accordance with the Rnles of Procedure, 
I have the honour to declare these delegates 
Vice-Presidents of the Assembly. 

13. - REPORT ON THE WORK OF TilE COUN
CIL AND OF THE SECRETARIAT : PRO
POSALS OF THE PRESIDEXT REGARDIXG 
THE DISCUSSION OF THE REPORT. 

The President : In accordance with the recom
mendations made by the Assembly laJ!t year 
(the printed text of which will be found at the 
en.d of the Rules of Procedure), we might open 
our meeting to-morrow at 11 a.m. with the 
consideration of the Report on the Work of the 
Council and of the Secretariat. In accordance 
with the recommendations made by the Assembly 
last year, delegates who wish t;o speak on the 
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.work of ~J{e Council are requested-to hand in their 
names ta soon as possible and state whether they -
wish' to engage in tlre generl!l debate on the report 
or to make observations on specific subjects. 
By this 'ineans, the President will be able to conduct 
the debates~ greater clearness. 
c I 'suggest that the D]eeting should be devoted 

to the general discussion. I~ this agreed f (Assent.) 
~ .. 

' ' . 
14.- PROGRAllfME OF JIIEETINGS. OF THE 

ASSEMBLY AND ITS COJ\IMITTEES : . 
', CO~fMUNICATION BY THE PRESIDENT. 
1In order to avoid loss of time, I propose that the 

Committees should meet this afternoon, at the 
offi(les of the Secretariat, in the following order : 

The First, Second · and 'Sixth OoJllmittees a~ · 
3 p.m. · 

The Third, Fourth and Fifth Committees at 
4.30 p.m. 

•• • 4. ~., - • r-
~he Committees . will _thus. be able _to appoint 

theJ! burea~ an~ .study 1ihe~r, agendis, so as 4;0 · 
begm · the discussion of ·the questions submitted 
to them at their next meeting. -· • 

The order we are adopting thiS year is t'ne same· 
as that'> of former years. Should any delegates 
desire, . however, to sit on two Committees whim,." 
under the proposed schem~, woul~ meet siJnulta
neously, the General Comm1ttee will consider what 
can be done, in time to enable any necessary change 
to oe made before the next . meeting. of the 
_Committees._ _ . - . _ _ 

-Finally, I suggest that the General Coinmittee · 
should meet at 10 o'clock to-morrow morning in 
the ;rresident's room at the Salle de la Reformation . 

.As we have now come to _the end of the agenda 
lwill_ close the mee~ing. · ' 

. . 
. :fhe meeting !f'ose i.d 12.5o p.~.' 

PRIN'IED BY " TRIBUNll DB GENBVE .. 
t '-
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OF THE • 

SIXTH ASSEMBLy· 
OF THE 

LEAGUE O·F NATIONS 

FOURTH PLENARY MEETING 
- WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 9th, 1925, AT II A.M. 

· CONTENTS: 

l5. APPOINTlllENT OF THE CHAmMA.N OF THE AGENDA 
COMl!ITTEE AS A MEMBER OF THE GENERAL 
COMM~TTEE OF THE ASSEMBLY. 

Communication- by the President. 

16 •. TRIBUTE TO THE MEMOKY OF 'M. VIVIANI, M. MElERO· 
VICS, :M:. CHAGAS AND M. BRANTING. 

17. REPORT ON THE WORK OF THE COUNCIL AND OF THill 
~ECRji)TARIAT. 
• •• Speech by M. Zahle (Denmark). 

• President·: MB.. DANDURAND. 

15.- APPOINU_IENT 01." THE CHAIRl\fAN OF 
. T.IIE AGENDA COMMITIEE AS A MEJ\IBER 
• OF THE GENERAL COJ\UIITTEE OF THE 
__. ASSEMBLY: COl\mUNICATION BY THE 

PRESIDENT. 

The President : 
~Trttnllation : The meeting is. open. • - .A:!' its meetiilg this morning the General Com-
mittee decided to propose that the Assembly 
should, appoint the Chairman of the Agenda 
Coaemittee as a-member of the General Committee. 
· If no one has any objection, I shall regard the 

.froposAas approved by the Assembly. 
T)l.e prop,osal was adopted. 

'·· 16 . ..a. TRIBUTE TO THE MEMORY OF ll. R&\"t 
'"' \'IVIA.l\'1, l\1. MEIERO\'ICS, l\1. CHAGAS 
--~D M. BR.A,.~!JXG. 

The ftesidenl : 
Translation : M. de Mello-Franco, first delegate 

of Brazil, will address the Assembly. 
M. de Mello-Franeo (Brazil) : 
Translation : Ladies And ·gentlemen - It is a 

tradition in all Assemblies that a tribute should be 
paid to the memory of those who haTe collaborated 
with us in onr .common task. It symbolises not . . 
• 

merely the pious . tribute paid to comrades who 
have fallen before the journey's end but also tho 
hope of attaining, by the union of past and future 
efforts, the triumphant realisation of our Ideal. 

The religious and mystical sentiment which gnve 
rise to ancestor-worship, created household godH, 
and, thousands of years ago, brought into being 
the city, in no way differs from the civic sentiment 
of organised nations, which inrulcate into the new 
generations re~pect for the memory of their great 
men1 thP.reby nurturing them in their love ol tbP 
motner-country. 

The union of pa~~t and present is a manifestation 
of the fundamental principle of human co-operation 
- a principle which has passed beyond the terri· 
torial frontiers of individual States, has ceased 
to be a mere force making for internal cohesion ' 
and progress, and has becomeo the corner-stone of 
the future edifice of international organisation. 

The League of Nations, in which, more than 
anywhere, it is essential to appeal to this community 
of feeling between its Members, cannot but ren~er 
homage to the memory of those who, faithful to 
its ideals and full of confidence in its future, have 
devoted to its work their supreome gifts of heart 
and intellect. 

.Among onr collaborators of yesterday who have 
already passed into the mysterious shadows-the 
undiscovered country-whence they can exercise 
their enlightening influence only by the example 
of their virtues and qualities, are those three 
colleagues to whose memory M. Painleve, inter
preting the feeling of this .Assembly, has already 
paid tribute. · 

It is not for me, after the; poignant words 
uttered by the distinguished head of the French 
Government, to seek to give expression to your 
grief. 

The premature and unexpected death of 
M. Meierovics has not only plunged his own 
country into mourning ; it ill a source of great 
sorrow for all of us, who thus find olll'8elves 
suddenly deprived of one from whose aid the 
ideals of justice and of peace had still much to hope. 

•• 
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As Acting President of the Council, I have' 
alreildy had occasion to pay the tribute of my 
admiration and profound respec~ to the noble 
memory of the great Swe~Ish statesman, . 
l\I. :tlranting. Our happy tecollectwns of. that great 
man arl:· -11l&~ eiated with another ~ore Imp.e:sonal 
"feeling - our esteepi for. tho.se ~Igh q.ualities of 
rectitude and loyal~y whwh msprred his contem-
"Joraries with such confidence. . 
• !;is example will remain w-ith ns and his great. 
figure will always serve as a model for. th.ose 
engaged in the crusade for peace throng~ Jnst~ce. 

Now that we are about to open the discussiOn 
on •the annual report o'!- th~ wor~ _of the League, 

' reasons of racial and histone nffmity lead me to 
turn to the noble figure of that other colleague 
whom we have lost, Joao Pinheiro Chagas, who on 

· "more than one occasion represen~d Po~t~gal. as 
first delegate t{) the Assembly. . His parttmpatwn 
in the work of the J_,eague looms large in the annals 
of this Assembly and in the Min.ute~ of the ma;ny 
Committees and technical orgamsatwns on which · 
he served. · ·· 

Upon me, by every right, devolves the sad duty 
. of interpreting the general sorrow felt at the loss 
of a trusty and courageous triend. Not 'only did 
Joao Chagas honour me with his esteem and 
confidence, but I could regard him as my fellow
countryman because he was born in the town ?f 
Rio de Janeiro and because Portugal· and Brazll, 
despite the ocean which separates them, constitute, 
for us Brazilians, one single country. 1 

While still quite young, J oao Chagas left Brazil 
for Portugal and set.tled in the town of Oporto. 
Tt wns in this town, which became the cradle of the 
liberal traditions .of the Portuguese people, that he 
E'mbarked on his long journalistic campaign on 
behalf of democratic ideals and the establishment 
in his country·of a new political regime more suited 
to the social condition of the nation and better 
adapted to t;he utilisation of its material and moral 
assets. 

As chief editor of the paper Republica Portu
guesa, Joao Chagas was one of the leaders of the 
first Republi11a.n Revolution in · Portugal, which 
broke out in l 891 in the historic town of Oporto. 
On the suppression of this revolutionary movement, 
Joao Chagas was condemned to exile and imprison
ment in Africa; from which, however, he succeeded 
in escaping ; he then found sanctuary in the generous 
land of France, which sheltered hin1 for many 
years as a political refugee. 

His activities as a journalist and pamphleteer 
were wide, productive and inspired, and were 
successful both in Portugal and in Bra2;il. The 
vigprous pages of his Oartas Politicas were like so 
many battering-rams, helping tb break down the 
instit.utions of the old Portuguese regime and to 
pave the way for the coming of the Republic in 
1910. ' 

He was a distinguished man of letters and 
belonged to the vigorous generation which produced 
the youthful nationalism of the third phase of 
Portuguese romanticism, the phase enriched by 
great and brillnnt minds such as Ramalho Ortiga.o, 
E~a de Queiroz, Guerra Junqueiro and other 
writers and poet.s, whosl' work was produced 
bPtween 1870 and 1890. · 

He was Portuguese Minister in Paris for thirteen 
years,. after having held in the first Constitutional 
Republican Government of his own country the 
post of Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign 
Affairs. 

In the exercise of his important duties he was 
among those who, in those tragic and terrible 
years at the memory of which we still shudder, 
did most to induce his country to share in the work 
of fertilising and tilling the soil over which the 

gr~t tree of international peace a~d conctr;owill 
one day spread its shady branche&t. ' 

1.'he last years of this noble life were dhote«f 
to the work of reconstructing the Old World, which 
had failed to find a way of preventing the dire 
dis&ster of war, and to the work of preparing a 
better world based on the inviolable rule ol rtght 
and justice -: an ideal _now ~aterialising ~n the 
great institutiOn of which thts Assenfbly 1s the 
guiding power. 

Devoid of political fanaticism, but firmly intent 
upon the purpose which his sound judgment and 
l1is ideals of beauty and·perfection had conceived, 
Joao Chagas was a pioneer of the new movement. 

It is fitting, therefore, that our grief at his loss 
and t.he regret felt by those who had the good 
fortune to know him, should be recorded in the 

·annals of this Assembly. 

The President : 
Translation : His Excellency Dr. Affonso 

Augusto da Costa, first delegate of Portugal, will 
address the Assembly; 

Dr. da Costa (Portugal} : 
Tra.nslati~n : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 

- It is with the deepest emotion, yet with the most 
profound gratitude, that I mount this platform. 

.Not having been associated with the work of the 
Assembly of the League of Nati9ns- for ~he last 
five years, I never thought that to me would fall 
the sad duty of speaking to you, as I now must, . 
of a former companion who shared in our toil and 
struggles. My deep grief is not devoid of wlace, 
however. Only when we see that our sorrows are 
shared do we realise how beneficient is the general 
sympathy fl!lt for us in our distress. This general 
sympathy I find here. · 

I desire to express my deep gratitude to the ' 
Brazilian Ambassador for his words in memory 
of Joao Chagas. That great Brazilian citizen and 
friend of Portugal, M. de Mello-Franco, has 
interpreted in this high Assembly the feel~' s __ of 
his country, feelings which he himself sha , foP 
the grea.t loss which we have suffered. I Wo!:Wl' 
·also express to the whole Assembly my prof~und 
gratitude for the way in which it has receivetl those 
words. · t. 

I speak on behalf <if my couiltry, on behalf .of 
the Portuguese delegation, and also on IllY' own 
behalf. . .,__, 

In the brief but clear account which he gave,~ 
Brazilian . Ambassador d:welt upon my fellow
cmmtryman's qualities and described the stages 
of his career and his activities. · · 

It is not for me to enlarge before thl!; t~Worl.._ 
wide Assembly upon his untiring energy, whrnh 
now, alas ! has been stayed for ever. This energy 
he devoted mainly to national problems and the , 
strengthening of our ties with France, the country 
in .which he so ably represented' us for thiffuen 
years. When, however, such energy is unswJlrvingl~ 
devot-ed to a lofty purpose, it constituteS' in itseu 
an example worthy of note. To fight;. from:~arly • 
youth :under one flag, to defend the same dcfcJ;rines 
against all and sundry, and to suffer for lheiQ;:P 
constitute a legacy which our poet, 8§. de Mdranda, 
has so well defined as : • --. 

"But one ideal, one thought, one heat!.'' . 
He wished to see his country powerful · and~ 

respected, and he never .wavered in his self-appoin-' 
ted task. . . , . • 

Inspired by a patriotic ideal, ·he always remem- " 
bered that a country cannot remain isolated. · He . 
stepped into the arena at a time when there were ~ 
two opposing schools of thought. He did not hesitate, 
from the outset, to proclaim his opinion and fight 

&. 
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for•~'l.. a_cceJltance. · Events .have proved tlaat 
he w!IS" nght, and later, when the Assembly first 

, m~t Vi 1920, ~ ple~ded before you for the just 
prmCiple of the tmtversality of· the Lea ~rue of 

· Nations, a principle which is surelv essentlul for 
the·complete success of our task. Gitided hv these 
principles, he set out to defend the legl.tilllate 
anfbit.,jons of the nations which were proclaimed 
independent after the war. · 

I will n'bt dwell further on my private feelings 
towards one who has gone from our midst ; but 
after the condolence expressed by this Assembly, 
after the tributes offered to his memory, I cannot 
hide my emotion. 

How can I respond to the heartfelt sympathy 
of M. de Mello-Franco, the representative of that 
Brazilian nation which we regard as part of the 
wider Portuguese motherland, where all our 
deepest joys and sorrows mingle ! Indeed, the 
mighty ocean -which. lies between us does but 
intensify our mutual sympathies, which re-unite 
and are welded into one. 

Such is the lesson we may learn from the words 
of the Brazilian Ambassador. 

So, too, all that the great Brazilian nation has 
at heart fonns part also of our ow~ patrimony of 
ideals. 

Prince Arfa (Persia) : 
Tramlation : Mr. President, ladies and gentle

men - I desire on behalf of Persia to associate 
myself especially with the tribute which has just 
been rendered to the memory of that great man, 
Hja!Jnar Branting. 

. We have all had occasion, here and in the Council, 
"to appreciate his perfect loyalty, his courage, .his 
spirit of justice and his impartiality towards all 
nations, small and great. 

Sweden's sorrow is deep and to "that noble country 
.we express our profound sympathy. 
. Hjalmar Branting was not only a good Swede 
but a great citizen of the world, and in him all 
humanity has lost a loyal friend. 
~h deepest sorrow also we mourn the loss of 
• .our Two respected colleagues, M. Chagas and M. 

J[eierovics, with whom we have so often worked 
in:"nq.ison. Their memory will live for ever in our 
nun<fs, 

The Presidt>nt : I now call upon Viscount Cecil 
.,.pf C!Mwood to speak. 
..-viscount Ct>Cil of Chelwood (British ·Empire): 

Mr. ,.President, ladies end gentlemen- I desire, 
on behalf of my Government, to occupy your 
attention for a very few moments by referring 

-to tiuf very grievous losses that the League of 
• ~aiions has suffered during the past year. 

As regards the deaths of M. Chagas and 
.M. Meierovics, I will not attempt to add anything 
to the eloquent tributes which have already been 
p5rd to the memory of those colleagues. On 

• behlf.... of the British Govem~ent, I desire to 
a:SSociaT.e myself Wtth everythmg that has been 
sajl! by those who have already spoken, to 
exw1ss our deep "regret at the death of our eminent 

-.<colleagues and tO t~nder our respec~ sy_mpathy 
·tQ....tbe countries which have lost thelf semces and 
. tire"ir eitizenship. · 
' . The~ are two others whose loss we have to 
'"deplore, Rene Viviani and Hj~ar Brant~. It 
would be impossible to say which of them l8 the 

· greater loss to the Council of the League. They 
represent~d in a very remarkable way perhaps_ tb~ 
most opposite types of kuntan nature. M. Vtvtaru, 
born under the wann sun of Algiers, preserved until 
the end, until his Ialit appearance_ in this ~S(>mh_ly, 
the waqnth, the _enthusia.qm, the rmpetuoatty which 

helen!! to the <'Otmtry of his birth. M. Bl111ting 
was o't a very tlifferent type, not less vnhmble, 
representing all that wns sound antl st>nsibl~utd 
essential for the fair IIIHl just jtwl~'lllent of .qul'S· 
tions that came before us, t~·pical perhnps of t,he 
climate of th~ country whi!•h gnvt~ him birth•nnd 
presenting a contrnst, whil•h only ..ru>ll'llct•s the 
merits of such a type as M. Yivinni, withoul 
detractinl!" in any way from tTte groat. vnlue of his 
own presen<'e 1\Ild his own tollaborntion. ., • 

Of M. Viviani"s eloquence it is unnecessnry to 
speak. Many of those pn•st•nt hnre hnve hl'nrd 
him spPak from this platform. lie exl'ellt>d in ewry 
kind of oratory. I remember pnrtillUlnrly threo 
speeches of his, among many others. 1'he ·fit'Rt 
was delivered in one of our Committees when he I 
was suddenly called upon to dt•nl with n eompli· 
cated report (I think the subject of it ·waN 
armaments\ which he hnd not, I think, scen btlfnre' • 
it was put i.nto his lmndR nt the mt•eting. lie mndo 
a most logical nnd valuable criticism of thnt rl'port, 
arrnnged in perfect lll'tistio s~'llllnetry, t'aoh IH'gn
ment having its place in the ger\llrnl scht>me. If nn 
ordinarv ma-n had thought fo•· a week ho would not 
have been able to present. to the Committee ll more 
complete study of the question. • 

We all remember his ~plendid bursts of eloquonce · 
which we have heard from this plntform, nnd there 
probably lingers more particularly In our mindR n 
magnificent speech which he made, also on the 
spur of the moment, in defence of the poHition und 
policy of his country. I nlso have a very vivid 
recollection of Mother great speech in whlnh he 
welcomed the reappearance of Poland amohgHt tho 
independent nations of the world, when he thrlllod 
us all -with the deeply eloquent testimony whit•h 
he gave to that country nnd ltR history and chal'ne· 
teristics. · 

One other characteristic of M. Vivlnnl I, mny 
perhaps venture to mention. He wns, I think, one 
of the most ardent patriots who ho.ve ever nttended 
this Assembly. He had a profound belief In his 
own country. and was deeply devoted to Us 
prosperity. His ardent patriotism, however, In 
no way impaired his conviction of the vnlue and 
importance of the work of the League of NntionH, 
and he showed thnt a man may be, as he waH, an 
ardent patriot and, at the same time, a convinced 
internationalist. 

With regard to M. Branting, I will only suy that 
he was one of the pillal"ll of the League of N atlonK . 
His moderation, his straightforwardnes~, his con- • 
rage, his clearness of vision were valued by every 
member of this Assembly. When any· dirrlm1lt. 
matter arose, one of the first questions we aHkflrl 
was : "What is M. Branting thinking on thiH 
subject f" We referred to him as a kind of embodi· 
ment of the commonsense and judgment of the 
world, and when be bad spoken we felt very sure 
that his opinion was not far from the truth as 
regards the question b~>fore us. 

These two great figures, contrasted and yet 
comparable, as different 311 11. mountain torrent. 
from a slow-moving river, were both of great valne 
to this Assembly; theil' loss is one which we all 
deplore, and we tender, with the greatest reHpect1 
onr deep regret for their loss and onr profouna 
sympathy with their respective countries . 

The Piesident : 
Tramlation. : I call upon J\I. Unden, first delegate 

of Sweden. 

ll. Cndeo (Sweden) : 
Tramlation: Mr. PrCI!ident- Pennit me, on 

behalf of the Swedish delegation, to express our 
sincere thanks to the delegates of Brazil, Pcrijia 
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and the British Empire for their words of ~yrppl.thyo 
in memory of Branting; that great Swedish states
man who was so convinced a partisan of the Leagne 
of ~ations and i~s deals and who took so importaJ;~t 
a part in its work. 

Tneir words have moved us deeply and will 
find a gta-te£ul echo in my country. 

~1. Schumans (La.;via) : : 
. Translation: On behalf of my country, I desire 

to' thank the previous speakers for the kind and 
friendly words we have just. heard. For a small 
country such as mine there is no greater honour 
than that the memory of one of its stat)lsmen 
should be involved in a great conference such as 
this. I would express my heartfelt gratitude to 
the whole .Assembly for the sympathy it has 
displayed towards my country, stricken as it is 
'oy the tragic death of my chief, M. Meierovics, the 
Latvian Minister for Foreign Affairs. 

The President : 
Tramlation : I believe that I in,terpret the 

feelings of all the members of this Assembly in 
associating myself with ·the tribute paid to the 
memory of those statesmen whose loss has plunged 
into mourning not only their own countries but 
also the League of Nations and the whole world. 

17. REPORT ON THE WORK OF .THE 
COUNCIL AND OF THE SECRETARIAT. 

According to the decision taken yesterday, the 
next item on the agenda is the discussion of the 
Report to the sixth Assembly on the work of the 
Council, on the work of the Secretariat and on the 
measures taken to execute the decisions of the 
Assembly (Documents A. 7. and 7(a), Annexes 2, 
2(a) and 2(b). · 

M. Zahle; first delegate of Denmark, will address 
the Assembly. 

M. Zahle (Denmark) : 
Translation : The Danish Government has 

followed with the very greatest interest the work 
accomplished by the League of Nations during 
the past year. 

We see in the report before us, which has been 
prepared by the Secretariat with its habitual 
care and clearness, that the Council, in conformity 
with the resolutions of the Assembly of 1924, has 
examined a number of questions of the greatest 
importance· and that the Conferences held under 
the auspices of the League have attempted, and 
not without success, to settle various problems 
which concern the whole world. 
W~ ca;nnot, it is true, do everything at once, 

and m View of the extent and complexity of these 
problems, our wisest course is to have patience. 
Our League is still in its youth, and onlv Hercules 
could kill serpents in his cradle. We cannot 
therefore expect our youthful League already to 
have the strength to destroy all evils at one below 
and solve problems so vast as those of disarmament, 
the control of the trade in and manufacture of 
arms, and the abuse of narcotics. Until we can 
solve these problems, therefore, we must, before 
all things, collaborate wholeheartedly in the work 
of the Leagne by aiding it in its lmtiring efforts 
t{) attain its goal. . 

On one point at least I feel we shall all be in 
~areement: the Leagne of Nations has left behind 
1t the realm of dreams and fiction. It is now a. 
political ~eality. It may change; it may adapt 
1t~elf to diverse and complex needs; but it is not-; 

as I have heard it said- in the throes of:lfe;th. 
It lives, and will continue to live. Jlome idea of its 
task and of the work accomplished by '-•it is•· 
beginning to penetrate the minds of the masses, 
and - more important still - the younger 
generation itself seems to be takin"g a greater 
inte'test in the Leagne's activities, in response. to 
the eloquent appeal recently addressed to R here 
by the head of the French. Government. 

In this connection, I can assure you that Den
mark has taken· steps to acquaint the pupils of 
secondary schools with th~ work of the Leagne, and 
on the very day of ·the opening of the Assembly 
at Geneva teachers in all . the primary schools 
explained to their pupils the League's aim and 
mission. , 

After these general remarks; I will now turn to 
certain sections of the report submitted to us. 

In 1921 the Assembly adopted several ·amend
m!lnts to the Covenant, but up to now only those 
amendments which relate to .Articles 6, 12, 13 and 
15 have come into force. It is ,unfortunate that 
the amendments to .Articles 4, 16 and 26, are not 
yet in' force, although they have been ratified by a 
number of co\Ultries. 

As regarcis .Article 16, the Assembly in '1921 
adopted a draft amendment simplifying''dhe 
application of thiS' article and sought at the same 
time to mitigate its too severe effects. Denmark 
attaches special importance to this ameniil¥ent, 
because· she considerR that Article 16 in its present 
form - not merely from the point of view of 
certain countries ~ is too ri~id. I do not propose 
to go into the interesting details of the origin of 
this article brought out by the enquiry of the 
Foreign· Affairs Committee of the United States 
Senate. I will simply remind ypu that the original 
draft of this article was based on the assumption 
that a state of war existed between the Covenant
breaking State and all other Members of the 
League. Mr. Wilson's •advisers nevertheless 
pointed out to him that this rule was dangerous. 
Thereupon the article was so <}rawn up that a 
breach of the Covenant was ·considered as ~ 
of war which might indeed authorise; but wOl>lM 
not compel, the other Members to declare wp. 
The application ·of sanc.tions, therefore, did not 
ipso facto pre-suppose a state of war, and they can, 
in principle, be quite well re-conciled with the 
neutrality of Members. But although thlb main 
basis of the international situation referred to iff• 
Article 16 was thus modified. no modification wt.'£ 
then made in the definite and special provisions 
of the article. While thus granting rights and 
imposing obligations on Members, as if they were 
in a state of war, it was nevertheless claim~d. that 
no state of war existed. That was a somewhlt't, 
striking anomaly, which was further accentuated 
by the fact that there are great and powerful 
military, economic and industrial States which 
still remain outside the League, and would perlf.tps 
not respect the provisions of Article 16, wl)ich are 
contraa;y to the traditional rights of War and~ 
neutrality. '!;:, 

It was in order to obviate this difficultf0 and 
place the application of .Article 16 upon a firmer., 
basis that the 1921 Assembly adopted a serie~of 
recommendations and a number of draft 10>melr'U::: 
ments to this article. ·.,, 

I need only refer here to the speeches made in 
the 1921 Assembly, and I repeat that my Govern
ment still considers it of the highest importance 
for the future of the Leagne that a sufficient 
number of States should ~.atify these amendments 
so that they may .come into force. 

As regards Article 4, the Danish delegation has 
already more than once stated its opinion that 
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U~te roJes must be laid .QOWD for the eltfctioll 
of the non-l!ermanent Members of the Council. 

~ need not, I think, repeat our observations, 
for I hope it will be possible, a-s soon a-s circum
stances permit, to reach a solution satisfactory 
t{) all. • 
• As regards the question of the allocatron of 
expenses, the competent Committee ha-s proposed 
a scale vhich I hope this .Assembly will see its way 
to adopt. As it is not possible to establish a final 
scale, we readily agree to the Committee's proposal 
that the new scale should be applied for three 
years. By adopting this scale we shall avoid the 
discussion of this important question every year. 

I now come to the question of the codification 
of international law. In accordance with its 
instructions, the Co=ittee has endeavoured to 
draw up a list of special problems which have not 
yet been solved, and which could with advantage 
be examined more thoroughly on scientific lines. 
.Apart from this most useful work, it would perhaps 
be interesting to endt>avour to carry out a short 
general codification of international law as a 
whole, that is to say, all the questions regarding 
which the rules at present in fol¥)e are clear and 
generally recognised. We might perhaps take as 
our model the ".American Codification of Inter
national Law", drawn up in 1925 at the instance 
of the Pan-.American Union. 

I now come to the really fundamental matter
the great and important question of the Geneva 
Protocol of 1924, and the problem of disarmament 
and arbitration. This document, the main result 
of our deliberations last year, has been sharply 
cr.lticised in various quarters. The Danish Govern
ment is among those which desire first and foremost 
to maintain the great progress achieved by the 
Protocol, and the encouragement given by the 
1924 Assembly in unanimously recommending 
the Members of the League of adhere to that 
Protocol. .A Danish poet once said that a great 
idea cannot die until it has given birth to an even 
better and greater idea. Thu.~ the sequel to our 
~cussions of 1923 was the draft Protocol submitted 
tal!ur .Assembly last year, which marks conside
~ble progress, since it declares all wars of aggres-
8io:q to be contrary to law, whereas the Covenant 
adllits the possibility of legal warfare. 

. 'The Geneva Proto~l introduces an almost 
unconditional obligation to settle interational 
dispt.tes by peaceful methods. . The Danish 
~overnment wholeheartedly approves this noble 
endeavour, and we are certain that the Geneva 
Protocol, duly modified and adapted to the 
interests of the various States, will not die. On 
the c-"ntrary, we feel sure•that the work which, in 
.19~, was approved in principle by every Member 
ofothis Assembly will from the basis of our efforts 
to bring to a successful issue the task which it is 
o~ duty to accomplish, and which the whole 
~rld expects ns to accomplish. 

I shall not go into details here. I wish only to 
emp~sise that, as far as we are concerned, we are 
less interested in the question of responsibility 
ffl""war than in knowing who, in any concrete 
ca.,e, is the aggressor. We consider it far more 
iimportant to · prevent and to combat war in 
~al, and . t'o see that the resolutions adopted 
by tll~ Assembly in 1921 with regard to the 
application of the League's sanctions should remain 
in force. 

The Danish Government regrets, as indeed we 
all regret, that during the past year circumstances 
have prevented steps being taken to prepare for a 
Disarmament Conferenbe. 

We were very glad to hear the head of the French 
Government express the hope that this Assembly 
would be able to adopt a resolution again inviting 

tfle.Council t{) make pf(>parations for a Disarma· 
ment ConferenCE'. -, • 

As we know, Ct>rtnin 8tate.s holt\ thnt disl\l"mnmeut. 
cannot be achieved unless nnd until the estnblish· . 
ment of a system of conventions h11s incf(>!l~ed thl' 
nat~ional fCt>ling of securit;v, whel'l'Q_s o!Jll'l' nations 
behe':e th11t they cnn d1snrm, n••ying upon thl\ 
sec1mty a}f(>ady afforded b~ the Covennnt. 

We believe, howevl'r, that in the menntimo we 
should make proper pt't'parntion for dism·nul'.til'nt 
by carrying out an exhaustive ~tudy of all the 
concomitant probll'ms. 

I venture to f(>mind you of the I't•solntion on 
. this subject passed by the lntl'r·Plulinml'ntl\r~ 
Conference of the four countrit:>s of Northern Europ~ 
at Helsingfors in August last. We hope thnt the 
present .Assembly will adopt l"l'Solut.ions emtbling 
this preparatory work to be undert-aken in ~ho 
immediate future. 

As regards the question of the pneific scttlt•nwnt 
of international disputes, Denmark has concluded 
various 11rbitration <'Onventions in conformit.y 
with the resolution adopted by the Ass!lmbly in 
1922. 

That Assembly recommended t.he Mombnt'8 pf 
the League, subject to the rights and obligations 
mentioned in Article 15 of the Oovenant, to conolude 
conventions with the object of htying their di"putes 
before Conciliation Commissions formed by them
selves. It also recommended a model to serve as a 
basis for these convent.ions. 

The Danish Govt>rnmont accordingly enttm•cl 
into negotiations with the Governments of Finhmd, 
Sweden, Norway and Switzl'rland, and those 
negotiations have result-ed in the condnHiou of Ute 
Convention of June 27th, 192·1, between Ute 
Scandinavian countries, and that of June 6t.h, 
1924, between Denmark and Switzerland. Tho 
ratifications were exchanged on May 18th and 
August 30th of this year respectively, and tho ' 
Conventions have been publillhed In the Troatie~ 
Series of the League. 

Under these conventions the parties undertake 
to submit any dispute, without exception, to n 
special Conciliation Commission, unless, In virtue 
of the Statute of the Permanent Court of Inter
national Justice or of any other convention 
concluded between the part-ies, such disputes are 
subje-ct to judicial settlement. 

The Danish Government considers It most 
desirable that inter-State conventions of this, 
kind should be concluded, and is itself prepared 
to sign such conventions with those countries 
which so desire. 

My Government has submitted a proposal which 
will form the basil! of discussion regarding the 
formation of a Conciliation Commission attached 
to the Permanent Court of International Justice ; 
this proposal has been placecl on the agenda of the 
present .Assembly. It should be regarded as initiating 
a discussion of principles. , 

Such are the considerations and observations 
which I have to submit to yon on behalf of my 
Government. I have given expression to these 
wishes because my country has placed high hopes 
in the League and desires to see it develop and 
progress from strength to strength. 

We think that the League is the only organisation 
which will enable us to make international solidarity 
an accomplished fact, and all efforts directed 
towards this end should, as far as possible, be 
centralised and placed under the League's 
direction. 

In days of old, men sought to build a tower 
which should reach to the heavens. But an evil 
day came when they found they could no longer 
understand each other, and had to abandon thPir 
project because they spoke different tongues. 

-c.-.----.:.:_. I)';..; 
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. To-day we have begun by learning the Iangnage 
' of intornational underst.anding, and in building 

up•the ~e of Nations we are taking in hand 
( once more the erection of that gigantic edifice. 

· Lehus work unitedly and wholeheartedly to 

" 

buila up this edifice 6Jf the League until. it p~s 
the clouds of international dilleord and rears its 
lofty pinnacles to the skies. · 

The meeting rose at 12.55 p.m. 
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l~- AGENDA_:; At\"NOUNCEliD"T , OF THE. 
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'- AGENDA COMMITTEE : DISTRIBUTION OF 
-tERTAIN ITEMS .UIONG THE COllliiT-• . 
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· · The -President : · ' 

. Tra~lati<m : The Agenda Committee has mt>t 
:and. has· elected as Chairman Count- 8krzynski, 
delegate for Poland. · . · • . 
- The AssPtnbly has bjfore it . the first report of 

-,t;be _Agen~ Committee, which reads as follows: 

;. ''The Committee held its first meeting m the 
Salle de la Reformation on September 9th, 1925, 
at 10.30 \m·, ~ 

"Present: 

Sir Jo~t>ph Come (Au~tmlla) ; 
M. KAT.FOFF {Jiulgarla) ; 
M. BELT.O·COIJERIDO (Chile) ; 
M. E. DF. PAL.\MO~ (Spain) ; 
M. K. IDMAN (Finland) ; 
M. SKRZVN~KI (Poland) ; 
M. PRAnHA KABAWONCBE (Sinm), 

"~L Skrzynski was unanimously elected 
Chlfuman. 

";t.'he following questions were on the agenda : 
"1. The Protection of Women and Children 

in the Near East. 

"2. Opium : Commission of Enquiry 1~ 1 

certain Opium-producing Countries : 
Resolntion adopted by the Second 
Opium Conference. 

"3. International Relief Union : Prepara
tory Committee's Report and Draft 
Statutes of the Union. 

"Reports on these three questions have been 
submitted to the Council at its present session, 
and it has decided to request the sixth Assembly 
to place them on its agenda. 

"The Committee was· of opinion that all these 
, proposals were deserving of consideration. The 
reports . on each snbject have been carefully 
drawn up. Neverthelesa, the short time (less 
than a week) that has elapsed since these reports 
were submitted may be considered as an 

_ · exceptional circumstance which will enable the 
Assembly, in accordance with Article 4, para
graph 4, of its Rules of Procedure, to place these 

· questions on its agenda and refer .them to the. 
'competent Committees for consideration.. . 

"The Committee therefore proposes that they 
be placed on the agenda of the Assembly and 

· referred to CoJVmittees as follows : 
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"To the Second Committee : 
";,The question of the Internationa~ Union 

· for the Relief of Populations Overtaken by 
Disaster. 

"To tlte F'Jtb Committee : 
"(a) The que&';ion of the Proiection of 

women and Children in the Near East ; 

' ' '"(b) The question of a Commission , of 
Enquiry in certain Opium-producing CountrieS. 

"These Committees may ask the a~ vice of the 
Fourth Committee, should the questwns before 
them involve financial interests. · 

(Signed) AI. SKRZYNSKI1 

Chairman of the Committee." 

I would ask the Assembly to give an opinion 
on the conclusions of the report. 

If no one wishes to speak, I shall regard the 
conclusions of the report as adopted and the 
questions mentioned as referred to the various 
C6.nmittees. . 

The report was adopted. 

I should like to remind the Assembly that 'the 
Chairman of the Agenda Committee, _ Count 
Skrzynski, has been invited to sit on the General 
Committee of the Assembly, in accordance with 
the proposal approved by the Assembly at its 
meeting yest-erday morning. 

19.- REPORT ON TilE WORK OF TilE 
COUNCIL AND OF TilE SECRETARIAT: 
CONTINUATION 0~ TI:IE DISCUSSION. • 

The President : 
Translation : The next item on the agenda is 

the continuation of the discus~ion on thP report· 
to the sixth Assembly on the work of the Council, 
the work of the Secretariat, and the measures 
taken to executP the decisions of thE> Assembly. 

The first speaker on the list, Dr. Cabal!E>ro, 
dell'gate of Paraguay, will address the Assembly. 

l)r. R. V, Cnhnllt'ro (Paraguay) : 
• Tran8lati1Jn ; I.adies and gentlemen - Paraguay 
Joined the League of Nations with full confidence 
m it and with an earnest desire· that the new 
organiRation, the defects of which ahe fully realised, 
should be perfected. W\10, indeed, could fail at 
once to perceive those defects, the most .serious 
of which was that resort to arbitration was not 
imposed in all cases. Certain disputrs were left · 
for Members of the League to settle ac<'ording 
to their discretion. I.ast year this defect was 
remedied : the fifth Assembly made arbitration 
compulsory instead of merely optional. Wllereas 
the Covenant admitted certain cases in which 
war was, as it wrre, authorised, Wt' decidt'd, in the 
Protocol, that war could ne.ver hl' tolerated except 
in legitimate self-defence. In future, no State 
would havl' the right both to judge and be a party 
to a dispute in which ita interests were involved. 

There was, nevertheless, another defect - the 
absence of sanctions which would be brou<>ht to 
bear in any and every contingency against ; State 
guilty of violating the Cove,nant. To this end the 
Assembly of 192-l defined thE> conditions which 
should govern intervention by the mi\it.arv naval 
or air forcPs as provided for in Article 16' of the 
Covenant. It made provi~ion, amona other matters 
for the prPparation, in advance, of: joint economi~ 
and military plan of action. 

' We should striv~. to -render thl prmciple of 
international law so sacred, to con.er on it lf\lch 
active powers and far-r«.>aehing prestige, that 
anyone tempted to revolt against it w.ould be forced, 
by thj! preventive action of the penalty imposed, 
to renounce his purpose. • 

Our own traditions and. national temperan1ent 
will not allow us to remain indifferent to.:any act 
what«.>ver intended to reduce the sum of evil in the 
world. Paraguay has no reason to stand aloof in 
this era of universal pacifism : h«.>r· Continental 
policy has always been governed by the desire. to 
promote an ever-closer understanding b«.>tween 
the peoples. Paraguay has always given her 
support to international institutions the· object. 
of which is mutual enlightenment, concord or 
conciliation. Without going further back into the 
past, let me remind you of the work done by the 
delegation sent by Paraguay to the last Pan
American Conference at Santiago in Chile in 1923. 

M. Gai:J.dra, former President of the Republic 
of Paraguay, who was once at the head of that 
delegation, has endeavoured to- bring about a 
Convention of w11e scope for the prevention .of all: 
conflicts betwl:!en the States of the American. 
Continent. W«.> are fully justified to"day in; 
regarding this Convention as the first rough draft. 
of a great international pact Of peace. The Oon-. 
vention relied on international loyalty, and mo.re-. 
particularly on the calming influence of the pre-. 
determined period which would intervene between. 
the outbreak of a -conflict and the date on which, 
the ·Conciliatien Commission appointed to ·examiue. 
the dispute would deliver its award. This Conven
tion was ratified, in ·particular, by the ·United: 
States, Rrazil and Paraguay. · 

How did such a project come to be conceived: 
in the minds of American .. statesmen ! The· 
explanation lies in our common political organisa,.. 
tion, our s~nse of equality and fraternity, AS: 
Renan said, democracy neither desires nor under
stands war. The American Republics are agreed 
in making international law a basic law. They~ 
not diflerentiate between individual and nationab 
liberty. 

From our distant point of vantage. we can~tol 
discern the special questions ra.isE>d by the problem ." 
of the organisation of peace ; we only perceive the 
general and eternal quE>stions which . domi~te 
them. The most important question for us is the • 
reconciliation of the nations of Europe. It is C:: 
essential for the progress of humanity that Europe 
should continu«.> to play' the part it has always 
hitherto played in the hi!ltory of the world. Our 
main concern is to offer our humble aid in bringi.p.g 
about a pact of peace. Could we not endeavolY' 
to reach this end by means similar to those which 
were us«.>d in America ! · 

It is essential not to allow ourselves to be misled 
by the enthusia.~m to which the work of the fiftlf" 
Assembly gave rise throughout the· world. As,has 
been rightly pointed out, the Protocol in 'itself 
was not sufficie';lt to prevent all possibility of wa!'u 
It offers remedies for symptoms rather than n'>r· 
~uses. The solution it proposes for the organis:-. 
tion of peace is too purely political. F_or, althm~IL __ 
th~> Protocol might have impos~>.d univ(l!:'sat---=' 
arbitration and · disarmament, a nation ~hich 
depended on another nation for all its necessities 
would still possess no means of defence, however 
just its cause. But, so long as respect for the 
basic principles of the Covenant has not been 
enforced, it will not be po~ible to deal usefully 
with the problem•of preventmg war. 

We cannot make solid progress even in our work 
at Geneva unless we. succe~d in organising a world 
peace on an econoiD!c basiS. .At the present tinle 
political problems cannot be kept ao>art fro~ 
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·. tooilnical }"roblems. Th~re are Ct>rtain ('I'OOOmi~ 
.question.s which. cannot be so'lved unless tht>y are 
treatt>d mtern,tionally. They are so closely intPr
corufected and mter-dependent that it is impossible to 
provide an individual solution for ear.h ont> of them 

Salvation does not lie either in absolute prott>c
tion or absolute free trade. Individual intt>rests 
mns~ necessarily give place to an int~rnational 
conception of economics. 

The m~st powerful factor for the promotion of 
peace is public opinion. We must therefore bring 
public opinion in every country to realise the need 
for a common economic and financial policy. Indeed, 
a movement in this direction is already bt>ginning. 
Any attempt to ignore it will be u~eless ; we had 
far better take steps to prepare for it. The reign 
of empiricism is past. 

> Tht> work accomplished by the League in 
.Austria and Hungary gives us much ground for 
hope. We can therefore trust the League. It alone 
•can est-ablish the conditions of an economic 
•equilibrium just to all. We must, as far as possible, 
·ensure the independent economic existenct> of the 
small nations as well as of the nations whose IWnPral 
conditions of existence are often nrecarious. We 
must make it possible for every liation to wor]j: 
in the full light of day, without fear of perishina 
either by starvation or ~urfeit. This is the price of 
peace, .a just peace, a peace organised and assured, 
the real peace of the future. As yet, it is true, 
peace is merely a distant glimmer ; but we shall 
never despair of attaining it, because we shall 
always cling to the belief that we cBn attain it. 

The work accomplished by the League containR 
an illlperishable leaven which will react bent>ficially 
upon the future. There is one moral law which 
invariably proves to be true, and it is a source 
of comfort and consolation for all who have faith 
in the de.velopmcnt of an international code of 
ethics : no effort is ever wasted ; sooner or later 
it will bear fruit. Men are loath to yield the 
ground they have gained.· Despitt' temporary and 

- sometimes unavoidable checks, we still press on. 
Wt> must desire, we must believe, before we can 

;"lfci'o:-.. plish. We believe, then, that our efforts will 
··nc;it be in vain ; we believe that what we have done 
will 'Serve some useful purpose ; we believe in our 
ideal• Peace is an act of faith, and we hold that if 
humanity does not of itself take the right road it is 
our duty to urge it, to strive to perRuadt> it, to do so. 
Beliefj.n the.moral rcgent>rlltion of the world is not 

l!!!o fantastit> as is generally thought. The ideal 
Cllken leads to and strengthens the act. 

The President : 
Tran .. qlati<m: Mr. Austen Chamberlain, delegate 

of th~~ritish Empire,. will address the Assembly. 
• Tile Rt. Bon. Austen · Chamberlain (British 
Empire): Mr. Pr!'sident, I hope that I may be per
mitted t.o offer you the congratulations of the 
Briti.~h d!'legation on · the high honour which 
till: Assembly has done to you, and to you, ladies 
and g~tlemen, may I exprei'S the thanks of the 
deleaations of the whole British Empire for the 
hoohr which you have done to it in chooi!ing o~e 
of . ~ distinguished citizens to take the Chrur 
at this Assembly. 
· J~oice with other spt>akers who ~ave pre_ceded 
:~o 1ee not merely the growth of mtert>st m the 
proceedittgs of tht> I.eague of Nations ?ut the 

·growth of its authority and influence as 1t~ work 
proceeds. My own country has desired to mark 
its rE'l>pect for your Council and for your Assembly 
by deputing me, ~ince I bave held my presen_t 
office, to repre~ent it at 1111ch ses~on of th~ Council 
and to be a member of its delegation to th~ ~s.sem

. bly., _A more practical and a more Significant 
proof of our admiartion for the Assembly, of our 

• l) 

c8ntidt>nce in the Connril anti in its jftstiee, is 
our ready acct>ptnnee of the Council a..~ arQitmtor " 
and judg!' in tht> unfortunllte difft>ri'IICe of opinion 
which has arist>n bt>tween us "and the Turki~h 
Republic and whit>h we htwe bPI'\\ unnble tG.St'ttll' 0 

runkably without your ht'lp. No !!J'l'~tt>r Jlroof 
of the influenct' which tht> Leag\\e has gt\iDl~l' 
or of the confidence with l'O,hieh tht> Government 0 

of a grt>at nntion mny justly submit its t't\\181' to 
the dt>eision of the Couneil, cnn be offt•red -tlihn 
by the 11ction which my Govt•rnmt>nt lHIS "taken 
in connl'Ction with the differl'nce I'Oncerniug Mosul. 

I have no intention of nttcmpting tn rt'J.>t•at 
the eloquent survey of thl' manifold awtivJtit•s 
of thl' Lengue of N atious which wns nultlo b~· th11 
Prime Ministt•r of France from tho Cl111ir at our 1 

opening met>ting. l\ly themo is 11 moro rt•strietl•d 
one, but sint>e it ft•U to me on bllhalf of my Govt•I'J,I· 
ment to makl' the first public deelnration of the • 
the rt>asons for which it was unnbl!' to IIOCI'pt 
the Protocol, I would ask you to pt•rmit me to snv 
a few words upon that subject to·dny nnd to Indi
cate to you briefly by what spirit we are h1splrffi, 
what objt•cts we are pursuing and, broadly, t'Vl•n 
the methods by which we think those objt•e!(l 
can most readily bl' nttninetl. I bt•litwe tl111t. if 
you will do me the honour to consid••r cnlmly 
what I say, you will find thnt thon~:h tlwro hnvo 
bet>n, and though thert> yet may bt•, diUt•reno••s 
of opinion in thiJI As~embly a~ to the bt•st menus 
of attaining the objects that we have in view, 
therl' is no difference of opinion hero as to what 
those objects themselves should bl). · 

I hope that I may assume thnt you nre fnmllit1r 
with the statement that I made on bt•hall of my 
Government to the Counril and which h11s hcen 
distributt'd to you. I do not propose to covt•r 
all the ground t.hat wns covPred in thnt stlltemt•nt. 
I wish only to prPsPnt to you two or three bronc\ 
considerations. 

I was stnlCk by an observation made yesterday 
by the honourable delt>gate of DPnmark. Hpe11klng 
of the aims of the League of Nations, lie sa1id: ult 
is not our purpose to punish tht> aggrl'Psor ; it Is 
our object to prevent aggression". That 81'1'1llS 
to mt> to be a fundamental principle which we 
are always bound to keep bl'fore us; Punishment 
of international crimt> may be and Indeed Is, 
necessary, just as punishment of lndividunl crime 
is neeessary. But the object which all h!giHlators 
should have before them is not to pun iHh the cri· • 
minal but to prevent the eommisHion of the offence. 
Now it seemed to my Government that that dis· 
tinction, that principle, had bPt>n somewhat loHt 
to viPW in the fmming of the Protocol of last year. 
We felt, if I may repeat the words whh•h I URf•d 
to the Council, that the additions which the Pro· 
toeol made to the Covenant. in some sort changed 
the spirit of the Covt>nant and obsoure1l the ori· 
¢nal purpose which inspired the creBtion of the 
Lea!!tle itself. 

These additions, I said, destroy the balance of 
the Connant and alter its spirit. The fresh emphasis 
laid upon sanctions, the new occasions discoverPAl 
for their employment, the elaboration of military 
procedurP, insensibly suggest the idea that the 
vital businPss of the LPague is not so much to 
promote friendly co-operation an_d reas~med 
harmony in the management of mt~~natwnal 
affairs as to preeerve pPace by orgamsmg war, 
and it may be war upon the largest scalP. 

Do not let us Jose sight of the fact that if the 
only result of our ef!orts i8 to punish war an1l not 
to prt>vent it we havE' failt>d in the achit-vem1mt 
of the very pU!JIOSe which WE' were created to punme, 
and that it is only in so far as we prevent war that 
we can justify the hopes which humanity sets 
upon this great international society. 

• 
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Now '.jllay I make a further general observatioij f_ 
We represent here a multitude of nations scattered 

' over ~he face of the whole world bt>longing to 
every race and P,Verv clinic ann to every creed, 
with every possible diversity of political institutions, 

' of social characteristics, of dom~>stic law and 
of past historr. To frame an instrument precise 

, ill every detail, logical in every line, which b 
to Ileal with the mul'!-iple affairs of so vast and so 
diverse a conglomeration of communities, . to 
frari•'il it with logic~! precision, and so that every 
possible case is foreseen and provided for, may well 
be beyond the wits with which htunanity is 
endowed. Indeerl, ladies and gentlemen, is it not 
somc:.what as if some enterprising but idealistic 
tailor undertook to fit all the personages of this 
great Assembly with a common suit of clothes Y 

To me it seems, and to my Government it seems, 
t!l:at if this_ARsembly is to work smoothly, if the 

' League of Nations is to exer,ise full authority and, . 
above all, a healing and conciliatory influence, 
you must allow for this great diversity among 
our conditions. I can well heliPve that the Protocol 
fitted exactly the circumstances of some nations, 
though, as I know from communications which 
];_have received since I made my. statement to the 
Council in the month of March, there are not a 
f~>w Governments, small as well as great, which 
shart>d the doubt and hesitation felt by the British 
Government itself. 

Our attitude, howevPr, is perhaps a consequence 
of thosP chararteristics of the Anglo·Saxon mind 
upon which the Chairman at our opening meeting 
dwPlt in nn .interes~ing and strikin~ passa.ge of his 
speech. Tt 1s, I thmk, natnral, as he said. to the 
Latin mind first to fix crrtain ab~traot principles, 
to sPttle general rules, and then t<> proceed to 
apply the'? to l'letailed ca,s<>s. Our history has 
~aken a d1!ferent course, and it has indelibly 
1mpressel'l 1ts mark upon our out.look on public 
affairs .. We are prone to eschew the general, we· 
are fe~U"ful of these logical conclusions' pushed to 
the l'Xtreme; hrr.ause, in fact, human pature b<>ina 
wha-t_ it is, logic plays but a small part in our .every': 
day hfr!. We are actuated bv tral'lition bv aff<>otion 
by prejudice, by moments' of emotibn. and senti: 
ment. In the fa~P of any great problem we are 
seldom really guule!l bv the stern Iogie of the 
philo~opher or thE' hiStorian who, removrd from all 
th<> turmoil of daily life, work~ in the studiou~ 
calm of his surroundings. 

' Mav I invite th~ Assembly for one moment 
to look at the history of mv countrv ! We have had 
no revolutionary distm:bance for 25() yPars. 
Immense changes have taken place in that period 
m every aspect of our life. At no single moment 
have. we for~u.lated large general principles with 
a _logiCal .P:f'ClSion ; on thE' contrary, neaJ>ly eV:erv 
v~tal dt>ms1on that we have taken has b<'en ruo~ 
g~cal, an~, for tl~a~ r<>~son, all the tnorl' adap~ 
to reconCile confhrting mterPsts, to find· the middle. 
path, and .to lead- on by slow and gradual ll}@lin.l 
to the desired end. - . · . ·' . · · · -rrr: 

, . , . ' '>[r•.J . 
. Take the rela~ons of the_various grea~commucl~ 

hrs of the Br1tish Emp1re amonl{•nthems~>lves; 
What was the Protocol I SornethingHiike a sino-le 
code of law, a single conat:ttibion· .for all the !States 
represented in this grE>at Asst>mbly. More than 
once. at the gatherings of Ministers of the British 
Emp1re we have considered whether we might not, 
whether we ought)not; to endeavour11to••pnt inw 
blac~ and whif:e ~hel constitution of tlie' $ritish 
Empm~ not as 1t lS ""!itten but -&S itds·-practised 
to-da.r, an~L E>very tune, and .. with. unanimity, 
rep:rl'SlN!tat.ivilllr;:of · those 1~ren11" Governmen'ts~ 
haverrdeoidedf ··t.liat, in· •the.- rtay.·,tllasticity, 1W hicbt 
our want of logic and our want -of precise defi.: 

niti{Jn afforded us, lay the secret o2 our wrtty 
., and our concord. ' _ 

· If these ideas be strange to othli' nations diffe
rently _situated, at least you can see how'" this 
historical development of the British Constitution 
and of the British Empire must influence the out
look .On these great questions of the representatives.. 
who speak to you in her name. It has bee!), our 
practice, therefore, to eschew these large decla· 
rations of general principle, to- avoid attempting 
to definp exactly what should bP done, and how 
it should be done in. every possible contingency 
that we can cont~mplate, knowing, as ·we· do,. 
that even if we provided satisfactorily for every 
contingency that we could contemplate, it is 

. quite as likely as not that the event which would 
actually happen would not confOrm to the exact 
detail of any of those which. we had anticipated.
We have proceeded from the particular to the gene
ral -instead of from the general to the particular. 
vVe have been content to deal at any one moment 
with the evil of the nay al).d to provide the remedy 
which that evil required. It is not out of a logical 
system· proceeding from general hypotheses that 
our freedom, our liberties, our safety have grown. 
It _is from· tj:le' wiRe spirit of compromise which 
has inspired all Briti~h parties in critical moments 
and . from our careful concentration upon the 
immediate problems which rPquired a solution 
at the moment. . 

It is, therefore! inspired by all our. historv, 
by habits of min<1 that are inbred in us as ·a 
consel]uencP of that history, that we approach the 
consideration of these · great _ international 
problems. We were part authors of the original 
Covenant. _ We pledge again- though ·that, 
ilidePd, is not needed - our loyalty to the League 
and to the Covenant. We share· your desire to see 
a sense of security give rest and peace to the pPoples 
of this world, and if we think that the mpthods 
which the last Assembly chose are not best adapted 
to that end, if we think· that, proceedina morP . 
modPstly and . at first attP.mpting less. .;e may 
eventually ach1eve more, I beg you to- believe.~t.,. 
we a~t always ~n the spirit which inspired _ se 
who m successive years have sought to give toe 
t~e Covenant a gr~ater completeness and pcrfei)· 
tion. _ ·• 
. Our ultimate aim. our only aim, like that of 

other members of th('- Assembly, is to promote 
:peace,, to estahl~h peace firmly, to abolish.war, 
~f YC!U _can, and, If not, to do everything to render c 
.1t. rbfficult j;Q make war, to give time for th!;:::; 
frzen,$ of: peace to make their influence felt, and 
!or t-he moral feelin~ of the world to ·pronounce a 
Judgment on- the att.ttude of the disputants aild to 
indirate wherp justice. lies. -Ab, ladies and ~•tie~ 
men, much of the attention of the last Assembly· · 
and o_f its Committe~s was ?irected to· the physical 

; sanction$ to be apphed agamst flagrant aggressors. 
I do not underrate their importance. I do not 

; denir_tlj_eir necessity. Rut I say to you with profouM 
• eon,'ll.ction that the moral sanctions are as inJ)uen

tial· as the 8alictions of force. and -that the "inoral
sanctions aot_earlh:.r, act ~ore,surely, and in ~e 
lon~ run--:--;- and ·hiStory lS there to prove £(

0
:_ 

dec1de the Issue of the combat. · '· · 
011r object is not merely that therp shoult_---be 

p~ce, but that all should feel that peace is soo~ 
D1s~ma.mpn~ thr~ugh security, secll!·ity through arbi
trahon-4.oarbltration, security, ·disar_mament.are the 
common pl~.tform_.!lf ,the.Lwijol.e, ,League of Nations.: 
But there ·15 another- di~rmam,ent _which -·U. not. 
!"s~ .important, whicb inde\i'4.•ill more: urgent, for, 

. 1t lS a necessarY preliminar:v; to the }lhvsical• disar-" 
mam_ent of natiofi:S.·:_nlt is.the moral_disarmament-._ 

I o~ :th11 w~rld. It 111, a,.s t4E> Chairmltll sainuto J:l,f!,inl 
.hlS opemng speech, the nred of er_eating, a new: 
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int'\!l·nationltl soul and a • new internat:ienal. 
morality. Unless we find some method to allay 
the ~istrust, 1io remove the ""Suspicions, to take 
away those fears which now brood over not meri'Jy 
Government offices and Councils of Ministers 
but the mansions of the rich and the cottagE's of 
the poor in the lands which hav!l been devastated 
bj ~'I' or the populations of which have paid their 
toll in blood and sacrifice-unless we can do that we 
shall ne~r succeed in achieving the great pro· 
·gramme which we have set before us. 

It has seemed to my Government, therefore, 
that the greatest contribution we could make 
was t~ seek in that rl'gion with which we are 
most intimately associated, a region which has 
too often been the origin and the theatre of war, 
and to secure, in the first place by mntual agreement 
amongst all tl>ose whose interests were imme· 
cliately affected, a guarantee for the peace of that 
district, and that if we could a<'hieve that, we 
made no small contribution to the peace of thl' 
world. 

By the instructions of my Government, I put 
our object before thA Council in words which 
again, I hope, you will allow me .to repeat : l?ur 
object is "to supplement the Covenaut by makm~t 
special arrangements in order to mePt special 
needs. That these arrangements should be purely 
defensive in character, that thE>y should be framed 
in the spirit of the Covenant, working in close 
harmony with the League and under its ~idance, 
is manifest. An(\, in the opinion of His 1\Iajesty'a 
Government. these oBjects can best be attained 
by knitting together the nations most immediately 
coneerned,· and whose differencE'S might lead 
to a renewal of strife, by mean~ of treaties framed 

· with the Aole object of maintaining, as between 
thernselvPs, an unbroken peace." · 

What is ·the work in which some of the Govern· 
menta here represented are now engaged ! We 
seek no fresh alliance directed against some other 
party We do not seek to continue the suspicions, 
the passions, the animoRities of the past. Our 
Q]:Jjl'ct is to bring rest to our peoples and peace 

._ to""ttle world, and if we succeed by such mutual 
i:!grel'ments, not confined, I hope, to on~ narr?w 
r~on, but finding, in suitable fo_rm, thell' ~pplic
atimt in other menaced spots, then mdeed, laclies and 
gentlemen; I hope we shall have the sympathy 
and approval of the League of Nations, for we 
sball•bring to the J,eague great support, a great 

• increase of its authoritv and influence and the 
4rgest contribution that it is in our power t~ 

make to the preservation of the peace of the world. 

The President : 
• 11-:nslation : M. Unden, Swedish Minister for 

Fo!eign Affairs, will address the Assembly. 
"J 

· l\1. Unden (Sweden) : 
""'Translation : Several of the distinguished 
speak~rs who have already addressed you. h~ve• 
referre'l'l to the fate of the Geneva. Protocot. · 

1,he unanimous hope of the last Aasemb~y that a. 
cor~llete ·system of arbitra?-on, secnntr and 
disarmament would be established forthWith has 
n~een realised. Only a very small n~ber of 
~e:t have responded to the .Assemb~y s recom
mendation by signing the so-called opt10nal clause 
oLthe Statute of the. Permanent Court of Inter
national.Justice;· we··cannot,.bowever, deny t.he 
great importance of the ;effort made last year to 
influence public opinion in favour of .compulsohry 
Arbitration. The reSIIIlutions adopt~ by t e 
Assembly of 1924 should· therefore enco.urage ~he 
Leagne.<of. Nations oo perseve~ 31Qng .the es 
inclicated;- . · 

,. . . 
~From the out.•et., public opinion throngbont. the 

wotla has shown a spl'cial interest in the JlrlUI•ipll's 
contained In the Geneva Proto<'ol. There have llt-eu 
many indications that the- Lengo~.~e i~ expected to 

. pursue its untiring efforts to Nltablish a more 
perfect peace orgnnisa tion. ' 

allow me to cite, for exnmple, ~he tl'l!ohttions 
passed by the northern ~UJI of the. Inhl\'- ' 
Pnrli:lmentary Union at its mN'tiug tlt llelsmgfot·s, 
and those recently passed by the 8ocinl.ist 
International at its Congress at 1\lt~rseilles. • • 

The negotiations now taking phl()tl betwNn 
certain Powers co!l('eming a pact of Sl'?U~Ity, 
combined with arbttratlon treaties - uegotmt.mns 
which are lnt~nded to caiTy Into effect in pat>t the 
principles of the Geneva Protol•ol- have unturnlly 
been closely followed by the public. We are eagerly 
awaiting the results of thesa negotiations. 

I venture to hope that they will aoon termina1l' 
in an agreement between the Powl'rS conctJmed, 
conceived within the terms of the Covennnt1 and 
that, at the same time, a further stPp towardY tho 
universality of the League will be taken by t.ho 
inclusion of Germany amongst lt.s Mom hers. In this 
way, one of the essential conditions for tho apJ?Ii· 
cation of Article 8 of the Covenant concernu~ 
clisarmament would be realised. 

The principle of arbitration ho.s, on the whole, 
made considerable progress durin~ th~ pnst ye~. 
A large number of partial arb1trat10n trl'l~t•os 
have heen concluded or are In course of preparation 
between various States. 

In thl'.se circumstances, we may perhaps qu"st.lon 
the desirability of proceedlnjl further with the !!lea 
of a ~eneral t.reaty and ask ourselv<'B whether 
it would not be wiRPr to abandon It in t.he hope 
that aeneral compulsory arbitration will be realised 
by ~eans of partial trE'aties alone. 

Although the conclusion · of these partial 
arbitration treaties is most satisfactory, the League 
should not, I submit, be content. to_ play amorely 
passive role and !Pave the initiative entirely to 
individual States. It is true that we cannot il!'nore 
the difficulties which stand in the way of a collec
tive and general treaty. But would I~ not be 
desirable to strive to diminish these dJfficultiP.II 
by "adaptation and adju~tment", to cite the 
expression used by l'ri. Painlev4! In his very able 
opening speech ! 

Two kinds of. difficulties- chleny mat.ters of 
form it is true - occur in connection w1th tbe • 
enfo;cement of the arbitrat.lon claus!•B of the 
Geneva Protocol, and both arise from . the ohll· 
gatory nature of these clau~e~.. In the frrst place, 
thl'y contemplat«> the pos~1b1hty o! amemlments 
to the Covenant, and we have, lll~l'~y,,alas I bad 
sufficient cxperi(•nce of the diffwulhes which 
prevent the ratification of such amrn.dments. 
In the second place, the Protocol _requires the 
adhesion of States without reservatl'?n· Would 
it not, in present circumstances, be e:wn~r to rPach 
the desired goal if we adopted more elastic methoW!! 
Could not a general convention b': drawn ~p, 
independent of the Covenant,. to. w.htch countn~ 
could adhere, under reservat101111 if they. conKl· 
dered theaP. necessary,.! They cannot do so If com
pulsorv arbiuation ·.;elauses are to fomt part of 
the cOvenant. The latter already allu_des to 
arbitration treaties which go further than Its own 
provisions. and 11tates what. measur~ are neCI'll~ 
sary to ensure the _exec_ution ·of arbttral award11 
given under an arb1trat10n tr~ty.. . · . 

l'rlanv countries. I am certam, will· not m~ke 
use of the facility thus provided of exem~tmg1 
cP.rtain kinrls of disputes from com~ulsot'Jl BllbitJ::3o'l 

· tion. but .there are: other cRt.atefl wlilclir fe~rr"Bpi'CJal 
reasons, cannot at once accept compulsory 
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arbitratfpn for all legal and political questioQ..s. 
On the other band, the Geneva Protocol 

c contained important exceptions to the. principle 
of compulsory l)orbitration, without, however, 
admitting other exceptions than those expressly 

' menticmed. 
It is in fii.y «rpinion most important to. examine, 

<before the next Assembly, the possibility of carrying 
in to effect, one by ohe, in the way I have just 
out!iped, the principles of compulsory arbitration. 
I sho~ld likl', therefore, t,o submit to the Assembly 
the following draft resolution : 

"The AssPmbly : 
•ftlonsidering that it is important that the 

principle of compulsory arbitration for the 
- settlement of international disputes should be· 

<.lCcepted by all the Powers ; • · 
"Requests the Council, with a view to facilitating 

the realisation of this aim, to submit the provi
sions rPlating to this subject contained in the 
Protocol recommended by the fifth Assembly 
for further ·examination by a Committee of 
Experts." 

'·· 
The President : 
Translation : A draft resolution has been laid 

before the Assembly by M. ·undlln, delegate for 
Sweden. 

T\lis resolution will be submittl>d andodistri~lH!Ild 
'to the Members of<> the Assembly, who Will· be 
invited to give their opinions after 0the closure of 

. the .general discussion . 0 

20. --'- REPORT ON THE WORK · OF . THE 
COUNCIL AND OF THE SECRETARU.T.: 
PROPOSAL BY THE PRESIDENT foN
CERNIN'G THE CONTINUATION · fiF THE 
DISCUSSION. 

The Presidt~ut : 

Translation : Before we rise, I wish to announee 
. to the·- Assembly my proposals regarding the 
continuation of the discussion on the report on the 
work of the Council. 

The discussion will now be adjournPd until 
to-morrow at 10.30 a.m. There will be two plenary 
meetings to-morrow (Friday). and two plenary 
meetings on Saturday. . · · 
· The PrPsidE>nt hope.~ that these four meetings 

will suffic_e for the conclusion· of the discussion, 
and that 1t can- be closed on Saturday afternoon. 

My suggestioNs will, I trust, meet with .the 
approval of tf!e Assembly. · If no one has any ' 
objections, I shall consider these proposal& 
adopted. (Assent.) 

The meeting rose at 12.25 p.m. 
\ .. 

PRIN'IED BY .. TRIBUNE DE GENEVE .. 
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Speeches by. M. Motta (Switzerland), Count 
Skrzynski (Poland), M. Chao-Hsin Chu (China), 
and M. Mowinckel (Norway). 

President : l\1:&. DANDURAND. 

21. ~EPORT ON THE WORK OF THE 
COUNCIL A1\'D OF THE SECRETARIAT: 
CONTINUATION OF THE DISCUSSION. .. 

- The President : 
Cfl!rranslation .: The first item on the agenda is 
the continuation of the discussion on the rt'port 
of the work of the Council and of the Secretariat. 

M. 1\Iotta. first delegate of Switzerland, will 
addre~the · AssPmhly. . . 
~1. Motta (Rwitzerland) : 

~ T·ranslation: 1\Ir. President, ladies and gentlemen 
- ~o one can mount this platfo~ without a 
certain sense of fear and some emotion, becalll!e 
the ech~ of our words spreads further from this 
tribune than from any other. On the one hand, 

• we ~ supposed t() represent the opinions of the 
Govei'nments which sent us here and, on the 

• othP.r,. to interpret public opinion in our country : 
fhi~st give us a very keen sense of our respon

<ll!!iDI!itie~. . · k f 
Furth!!- when we come to consider the wor o 

·the Council, a vast domain opens out before us -
':,. a domain which lies within the competence both 

of the Council and of the Assembly, without any 
• very definite lines of demarcation. 

The Council is not tt Government nor any 

r.. similar institution, nor is the Assemb!y a 
· • Parliament; as an Assembly, therefore, we haV:e 

no actual right of control and the legal rt'spollSl-
bilities of the two bodies must be kept separate. 

That does not prevent the Council and AHHI'Inbly 
from heing organs of the same lnt(lrnntlnnnl 
organisation, nor, despite the absence of any il•j!tLI 
co-responsibility, does it preclude the I'XiKttonce nr 
a certain moral solidarity between the two. 

The League of Nations was born of the very 
war itsPlf. If that war had not taken pine!', we 
should probably have had no LeaWle to-day. It 
was only natural, therefore, that the first rnnnifi'M· 
tations of this great institution should bnnr some 
traces of its origin. It was a common saying tlmt 
the Ll'ague of Nations was an alliance of the 
victors against the vanquished. It was inevitable 
that the spirit of alliances born of the fire and 
blood of war should sometimes find itself, at nil 
events to a certain extent., in opposition to the 
calm and magnanimous spirit of the League. 

I am glad to see that the Council has on many 
occasions shown itself capable of rising to the 
highest plane of justice. I .not.e t~ia fact w!th 
gratitude, and I have no hf'sitatwn m expreHKilll( 
my confidence that this determination to attain 
complete impartiality, even in the application of 
the peace treaties, will become increasingly 
manifest. 

Some of us here have ha1l the honour of repre
senting our countries since the first day on which 
the Assembly met, that is to say, for six years ; 
we have been present at every philliP of the gradual 
progress of pacification: and truth bids us proelaim 
that that progress h1111. been considerable, I would 
even say immense. 

·The moving factor in this work of transforming 
mind and conscience is the Lea~e. 

We sometimes hear it said that thiJI year's 
Assembly will be uneventful and even dull. That, 
I think is not necessarily a rnattPT for regret. The 
meetinlis of the Council and Assembly need not 
always be sensational. The L~e must bear in 
mind that its most useful work m the future will 
consist, not in suppr~ing or . ~ven in . settli~g 
disputes but in creating conditiOns which wlll 
prevent' the occurrt;nce of disputes. 
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I do• not propose to discuss, in detail, the q~e;~ion • "shall I give yod a ~her proof of t~ truth 
of the Geneva Protocol, which has been the pnnCipnl which I have just enunciated ! ~hall I g~ve you 
theme of the ~oquent spl.',eches wP have heard ·a proof drawn from the policy of my own cot& try ! 
these last few davs. There are two reasons for my · In 1920 Switzerland, Denmark and Portugal 
silefice. The first is that I bad the signal if unmerit;ed were the first countries to accept the optional 
honour r,f p.Rsiding over the -i\ssembly at which clal!lse in the Statute of the Permanent Court of 
'that work was brought to a conclusion; the second International Justice providing for comp,ulsory 
is based upon the r,eculiar position of my country jurisdiction. Since then the Confederation has 
~ a Member of the Leagiie, .a positi~n due 't? its entered into engagements with several States 
permanent neutrality recogmsed by mternational which- have also adhered to that clause. Let me 
Jaw and solemnly confirmed in the Declaration of quote by way of example the North~n Euro~ean 
London in 1920. countries, the Netherlands and .Austria. I IDJght 

I merely desire to correct one mi~take whi~h add several more. .After giving our adhesion to the 
is l think, rather frequently made. It JS often said optional clause yv-e C?ncluded a n~be! of separa~e 
that the Protocol was adopted by last year's treaties of arbitration and conciliation. I will 
.AssE.>mbly because o~ the fact that t~e dell'g~?ons only refer to one which is of special importance
voted unanimously m favour of all Its provlSlons. the Treaty concluded by the Confederation with 
•This, however, is incorrert : the .Assembly simply Germany in 1921. 
sent the Protocol to all the Govermnents, recom- Last year, on Septl'mber 20th, when the 
menrling them to give it their earnest attention. Assembly was actually . sitting, we signed with 
If, last year, the delegations had been required Italy a treaty the importance of which cannot be 
to bind themselves in any way beyond the- terms over-emphasised, because it is the mol!-t signal 
of this recommendation, some of them would most ·triumph Qf the principle of arbitration between 
certainly have abstained from voting, or would neighbouring StatE's, one of which is a great Power. 

ncven have voted against the motion. Since that O,afe, and &in<)e the impor1;ant discussions 
It is better, in the very interests of the future on the Protocol -indeed to a eertam extent under 

of the Leagiie, to look the facts in the face, to dispel the influence of those discussions - the Confedera
illusions and reveal the true state of affairs. tion has signed 'further treaties with France, 

I listened yesterday with the closest interest to Belgium and Poland. The treaty with· France is 
the lucid and discriminating speech of the first also an example of this type. In my view, it reflects 
delegate of the British Empire. Even if I cannot even greater honour on the French Republic than 
fully subscribe to certain of the opinions expressed on the Swiss Confederation, for I do not forget 
by that eminent statesman, I think that no one that the French Republic is a great Power and that 
can dispute the importance and the solemnity of Switzerland is a small State. The Swiss Conffldera
the occasion when the Minister for Foreign .Affairs tion will shortly sign a similar treaty with Spain. 
of one of the greatest countries in the world Other negotiations are in progress.· In all probabi
appears before fort~-seven assembled delegations Jity, but for the impulse given by the discussions 
t.o give a loyal anu reasoned explanation of his .. on th11 Geneva Protocol, these arbitration treaties · 
attitudE.'. · would never have been signed. If treatiP,s of. the 

-.Any person who before the war had dreamt of ' same kind were concluded . cyetween groups of 
the Minister of a great State explaining the policy neighbouring States, there would soon exist a 
of his country to an ,Assembly in which great and system of arbitration treaties covering the whole 
small nations met on equal terms would have been world, and, in particular, the whole of Europe. 
called a visionary born before his time. Proceeding from the particular to the gC!leral, 

We believe that the vital part of the Protocol by easy but regiilar stages, the principle of CQJll
is that which concerns compulsory arbitration, pulsory arbitration will ultimately prevail. 
because arbitration - even unaccompanied by The Swiss Govermnent has authorised me0 to 
material sanctions, if reinforced by moral sanctions, declare .before this .Assembly that it is prepared to 
that is, by the sovereign power of public opinion - renew its adhesion to the compulsory jurisdiction 
constitutes a pledge of peace which is of incalculable of thE.' Permanent Court of International Justice 
value. I shall always maintain that arbitration for a further period of ten years immeOiatelJ
forms the corner-stone of our edifice. This idea, on -the expiration of the first period of five ye~ 
even without the fuller definitions of the Protocol, I ·trust that those other States which have already 
already underlies the Covenant. · accepted the clause providing for the compulsory 

The creation of the Permanent Court of jurisdiction of the Permanent Court of Interna
International Just.ice at The Hagiie is the most tiona;) Justice will be ready to do the same.(,.! even 
decisive event in the recent history of international intend, before the end of this .Assembly, to express 
law. This institution will acquire an even wider the hope that those States which have accepted the 
range of action when -and I most earnestly compulsory jurisdiction or the Permanent Court 
ho~e that the day may not be far distant- the will renew their. undertaking. . · 
Umted States of .America also give their adhesion In principle, the Swiss delegation is in favolfi'oof 
to that Court. There can be no State where there ~nY: pffort mach• in .the direction I have just 
are no law courts. We are accustomed, in examining mdJCated. It heartily welcomes, thoug·h with 
the nature of our several States and the State as reser~ations as regards the drafting, the pro~osal 
an abstract, to regard law courts and State as subnutted yesterday by the Swedish . delegation. 
in~e~arable ideas .. It is impossible to conceive, I should be happy if, when I left this platform 
w1thm a State, a tr1bunal not possessing compulsort' I had succeeded in showing you that Switzerl~Wd .......: 
jurisdiction. The day will com!IL I think, when a the seat of the League of Nations- has rep~au..~ 
truth that holds good for each ;:state will he seen faithful to its origins, its history and its,political 
to hold good <in international rPlations also. 'ideals and. has ceaselessly endeavoured to streng
:Morl'oVI'r, BPt-ting at~idt> the qut>stion of the Protocol then-as far as a small country can-not only the 
as a whole, those chapters which refer to arbitration foundations of its own · security but those of 
are already, and inevitably, producing their effect. universal peace. · . · 
The proof lies in the negotiations for the· Security 
Pact between Germanv and her form!'r enemil'~ M. Skrzynski (Poland) ~ 
for arbitration is regarded in that Pact as· one ~f Tramlatim :Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 
~i~. means of realising the Contracting Pl)l'ties' - \'\'hen I last had the honour of addressing this 

.Assembly, a year ago, I stated from this platform 
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that""' was ahout to sign,- on .my Governmen't's 
behalf, the Protocol for the Pacific Settlement of 
Inter~tional Dil&putes. Never have I experienced 
a more profound emotion than when signin!!: that 
~ocument, bec~use I realised that through that 
mstrnment, which corresponds with all her wants 
and needs and with her ideal of peace, Pol!lnd 
associated herself with the common and universal 
desire for peace voiced by so many countries 
throughout• the world. 

That document was not destined to become the 
common chart~r of international law. Was this 
because it was too complete, too precise, too 
absolute in ita conception, too rigid in its applica
tion, too inflexible in its logic f It would seem so. 

Life, political life, whicl1, like all oth"l" forms of 
life, demands variety and abhors uniformity, has 
rejected that document. In that verv_ feature 
which is its _inherent evil lies also its majesty and 
strength - Its superabundance of lofty ideas, 
which, invoking the one principle of common 
right and justice, place all laws and all dutit>s alike 
upon a single plane. • · 

. The Protocol, though it has not become law, 
nevertheless remains the noblest, and purest 
manifestation of ·the spirit which ammates, guides 
and dominates, which inspires and vivifies this 
Assembly - the spirit of the League. 

Before the great war the world was based upon 
the balance of power ; but history has taught us 
that the great~r the weight and counter-weight 
of power the more surely the merest trembling 
of the scales suffices to overset that balance and 
bring ·about disaster. . 

Thfls the new world has come to seek its security 
in the balance not of material but of moral forces. 
It is greatly to the honour of the Powers that, 
though they come to this Assembly possessing, and 
conscious :-of possessing, vast material resources, 
they yet join with us all in seeking for security by 
a common and united effort. They add to the 
wealth of their resources a dignity which is new 
to history,· for it requires great moral courage to 
discover and determine the limits of our strength, 

'•abov~ all when we know that it is very great, feel 
thBt it is all-powerful, and believ-e it·inexhaustible. 

'l'his Assembly is a striking proof, an instance 
uniqu~ in history, of the common will cAlling into 

; being a common organisation in face of a common 
dangPr. 

We~till have to evolve our methods of work, and 
.,his -will be a complex and difficult task: if it is 

tffue, in the world of science, that an invention 
has to be made several times, it is even more trne 
in political life. . 

We have, however, reached the essential point 
on t~path of PI:Ogress. That essential is t~' : 
we know that security - and I mean the secunty 
which can bring moral disarmament and render 
material disarmament possible - can only be 
atiiined here, and that the world cannot safely 
revert to pre-war usages, whereby stability lay 
but in rivalry, balance of power was but tension, and 
securitY lay only in defiance. 
\~at point l_Jave we reac_hed to-day, what 

turning, what milestone ! It IS clearly useless to 
talk dogma, or to indulge in barren recriminations. 

· ~ useless to look back; we must look forward. 
~ e m&t talk po!itics. Politics is nothing but the 

art of deation: otherwise it would not even be a 
profession. We have before us a carefully prepared 
plan; we are on fairly clear ground: and we a~e 
already· unanimously agreed upon the mam 
outlines of the edifice Wt' are to build. 

Now is the time for ea®. State, in accordance with 
its size and strength and responsibilitie.,, to bring 
its wrought stone. which, joined and cemented to 
the others, will form the future edifice. In or~r 

,that~ ttJe finlsh~· work may .be hnrmonioue, that 
there should be no departure from the gt>nl'l·al 
plan, the part contributed by l'ach nation must be 
clear and recognisable. This is o':lr contribution : 
The fifth A.'lSt>mblv recommended the Protocol 
for the Pacific 'Settlt'ment of Intt>rnntional 
Disputl'.~ "to the l'nrnf.>St attentio~ or nil the. 
Members of the League". !IJy Gov~>rnm~>nt has 
givl'n it its Pnrnest attention. smce it has signt>d it, 
and that with conviction. Our efiorts "ill now _b" 
directed towards carrying out, in our rt>lntions \lith 
other countries, the great principlt'S which nrl' 
embodied in it. My GovPrnment accl'pted thl'se 
in the belief that they would become the common 
weal of n~ all, but, sin11e this is not to be, it dt'cl~<rt'S 
that it still remains faithful to them. 

I think I may express the hope that the Protocol 
will remain, fora!!, the authoritntive interpretation of 
tho Covenant of the League. I understand it to moori' 
that those States which, for important rt>nsons, 
cannot see their way to bind themselvl's by the 
Protocol, will at least recognise that it "ill form the 
sole solid basis for future relations ond individur~l 
agreements betwel'n other countries and tho sole 
means of supplying what wns omitted - ond 
intentionally omitted- from the Covenant. -':> 

Agreements concluded under these terms Ol\n 
never be suspect as regards an intentional trans
gression or distortion of the r11nl meaning of the 
Covenant. In other words I take it that the 
supplementary agreements wl1ich already, in virtue 
of Resolution 14 adopted by the Assembly in 1922, 
come within the four corners of the Covem\nt muHt 
in future be made to accord with the principles of 
the Protocol. 

It is thus that I regard the continuity of oil 
our past work up to the present time. It Is thuR 
that I interpret the ,moral engr~gementll which 
devolve upon us through the signing of the Protocol 
even though the Protocol it8elf is not to become 
our law; it is thus that I understr~nd thr~t the 
problem of security, though it cannot be solved 
by means of one uniform ond binding instrument, 
has nevertheless, in its main prinolplt>s, been 
brought to maturity here> in the League, and the 
proposed solution has been submitted to tho 
judgment of the nations. . . 

More especially do I df.>Sire to sr~y thr~t we regr~rd 
war as a crime, that we desire to conclude arbitrn· 
tion treaties and to submit to arbitration all 
disputes, without, however, infringing trt>nties which 
constitute the immovable and changeless law of 
nations. We desire justice based upo'l lawful 
right, for to seek justice in df.'spite of it - and thi.H 
I said last Ve!\r- is revolution. 

Arbitration involves the definition of the 
aggressor. This definition must be simple, clear, 
automatic as far as possible and dwoid .of 
ambiguity, for ambiguity in such a. matter gives 
an advantage to the aggT'esMor. 

Along this path, in this direction, on these linea. 
we shall collaborate with all our strength, convinced 
that in serving our own interests we are serving 
thfl great common cause of peace. 

What I have said is no empty phrase : lt iH not 
a. mere deduction, a metaphysical Rpeculation, but 
a truth that can be proved by experinu~nt from any 
of the events of the past ten yeArs. Had we been 
a free country in 1914, the terrible storm which 
devastated the world and shook it to its foundations 
would never have arisen or would never have 
lasted so long. In 1914 there was one guarantee 
of peace missing - Poland. 

The President : 

Tramlalilm: M. Chao-Hsin "ctiu;· delegate for 
Chiria, will addreas the Assembly. 
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. ' ', 
ll. 'f:hao-Hsin Chu (China) : First of all, iu th~ 

name of the Chinese delegation and on behalf or 
the Chinese Government, I wish to express our 
appreciation iuul admiration of. the work accom· 
plished by the Council and the Secretariat during 
the•past year. The League deserves to be congra-
tulated »PODrits progress and success. . 
• Owing to the non-observance of the geographiCal 
principle in the election of non-permanent Members 
to the Council, China has not yet been able to re
ol:!tllin her seat on. the Council since 1923, and the 
Chinese people have not known whether the LPague 
still has its eye on the continent of AI!ia. But I can 
assure you that the att.itude of the Chinese Govern· 
ment as a supporter of the League remains 
unchanged. Moreover, there are in China many warm 
well·wilihers of the League .. Chinese public opinion 
on matters. of international interest runs very 
JJigh to-day. What China most expects from the 
League is that her international position and the 
privileges to which she is entitled shall be fully 
recognised. 

In view of her ancient civilisation, h(•r large 
population and her magnifjcent land with unlimited 
natural resources, China regards her membership 

,,of the League II;S an important. contribut~on 
towards the attamment of the obJect for whiCh 
the League has been created. 

We Chinese have full confidence in the Covenant 
of the League as an effective instrument in bringing 
about close relations and a better understanding 
between the nations. The League, though in its 
infancy, has indeed justified its existence as an 
international organisation which is able from year 
to year to settle international disputes. It has 
become an indispensable part of the new order of 
international life. . 

For these reasons, pPrn;tit me to call your 
. attention to China's appeal for the reconsideration 
of her Treaty relations with other Powers. I bring 
this question before the Assembly because it falls 
within the letter and spirit of the Covenant of 
the I.cague, particularly Article 19. Let me read 
that article to you. 

"The Assembly may from time to time advise 
the reconsideration by Members of the League 
of treaties which have become inapplicable 
and the consideration of international conditions 
whose continuance might endanger the peace 
of the world." . 

It has been generally admitted that the treaties 
now in force between China and other Powers 
which were entered into in the old days are regarded 
as-having become inapplicable and as not being 
in harmony with intemational conditions in respect 
of China's position in the family of nations. It is 
~hl'!efo~e t.he o~inion· of the Chinese people that, 
m JUstice to China, as well as in the interests of 
the ~orPign Powers concerned, there should be a 
re~dJustment of the existing treaties in order to 
brmg them more into line with the generally 
accepted conoeptions of international law and 
eqni~Y. and. more in conformity .with the present 
cond1t10ns m China. 

As !' ma~ter.of fact, mWJy of these treaties were 
negotiatt>d m ClrcunJstances which hardly permitted 
the formulation, by full and free discussion of 
principl';S which should permanently regu'mte 
normal mt~rcourse between China and the foreign 
Powe~. · 

These treaties were really concluded in the old 
days as mod1u1 operandi, but, unfortunately they 
have been allowed to remain in· foroe tni now 

. when, the situation having greatly changed th~ 
fnr!h.er indefin•te .. continuance of extraordinary 
politu~al .. and ·economio privileges and immunities 
conferred by those treaties upon foreigners seem 

b.:)l'dly warranted by circumstances.' As a l'E!sulto 
mutual inconveni~nces and disadvantages have 
been experienced. So long . as tjlese inequaliti_es 
·exist, tht're will always· remam cause~~ ?f _dlssatis
faction which are apt to produce fnction and 
disturb cordial relations and good understanding 
bebween China and the foreign Powers. 

Allow me to point out that, as a result,.of"the 
great war, all the ~efeafed nations have giv:en 
up their old treat:y- r1ghts, but _those l"owers Wl~h 
whom China assocmted herself m the war are·still 
enjoying extraordinary privileges and immunities 
in China. China has ground to complain that her 
international status is in some r.espects even 
inferior to that of the defeated .nations, for in none 
of them do we find extra-territorial courts, foreign 
concessions, leased territories, and externally 
imposed conventional tariffs. 

Perhaps some of the members of the audience 
would not know or would not even believe that, 
according to the existing treaties, China's tariff is 
limited to 5 per cent. only; in other words, China 
cannot raise her import duty on foreign goods 
higher than 5 per cent. 'rhis limitation is applied 
not only to necessities but to luxuries as well. 
You can·smplfe the very best cigars and drink the 
finest champagne in Chinese territory at a very 
low price because of the treatyrights. The tariff 
limitation has been rpgarded as being responsible 
for financial difficulties in China, and therefore 
China can by no means reorganise her national 
finances on a sound basis without insisting upon 
the restoration of tariff autonomy. Moreover, 
foreigners of those Powers having old treaty rela
tions with China are not at all subjected to Cltinese 
jurisdiction. Extra-territoriality in China has 
therefore caused great obstacles to the governmental 
machinery and interfered with the sovereignty 
and integrity of the country.· · 

In view of these facts, the Chinese Government 
has, on repeated occasions, approached thll ·foreign 
Powers concerned for a · re-adjustment. of her 
treaty relations. Questions requiring re-adjustment 
were submitted by China to. thl\ Paris Peace Confe· 
renee, which, while fully recognising the inipoftanceo • 
of the questions raised, did not consider that su.ch 
questions came within its proyince. .A similar 
effort was made by the Chinese Governml9i!t at ' 
the time of the Washington Conference, which, ;, 
though more disposed to consider China's request, 
could not agree to effect a fundamental re-adjust
ment, so that, so far as substantial results arP 
concerned, very little progress has yet been mad>?. 

More recently, the Chinese Government, in 
obedience to public opinion, has addressed notes 
to the foreign Powers concerned· asking for a· 

· revision of the existing treaties on an e~atable 
basis. There has been a general manifestatio11 by 
the Nationalist movement against the inequalities 
provided in the treaties. This movement has been ' 
mis~?-nderstood and has been considered by swe 
fore1gn observers as anti-foreign. But in fact tills 
is not the case. Some even thought that the 
elements of young China had gone to the e"xtreme. 
· The Chinese have been historically known ~the 

most conservative people in the world. We poosess 
nothing in common with the extremists. We have 
been pa~ient enough to allow the unequal ~\'-'\. 
to remlU!l for many decades. If you stuflv th~ 
Ch~ese mentality, you will feel that the sti:tfulitions 
agamst China contained in the existing treaties 
are almost intolerable to the Chinese as a 'whole. 
We are now appealing for an amicable- re-adjust
ment. The Chinese· Government and the Chinese 
people have great faith U1 the Covenant of the ' 
League. It will interest you to know that the 
Powers ~oncerned have already. given China an 
encouragmg response to her proposal as to the __ ,_ 
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~econs~deration of the treaties which have b:com~ 
mappli~ble.. The League should be congratulat~d 
upQD.. this! sil'lce. Article 19 of the Covenant is for 
the first t;nne bemg carried out in respect of Chin · 

We Chin~se are ~ooking forward to the ~estio~ 
?f ~ ~ew mternational morality. I ad.mite the 
VJspu~g speech made by the French Premier 
M. ~Pamleve, who ·said : "Without a new inter: 
national. morality, the most perfect law in the 
world must remain a dead letter" 

I am la~g stress on these pofuts to-day, but I 
am not asking for a passage of any resolution 
But I do ask, however, that the members of th~ 
.Assembly will bear in mind the appeal of China 
and do what they can to assist in liberating Chins 
froiJ?- the _yoke and in placing her upon an equal 
footmg WI~ any sovereign Power in the world. A 
symp~theti~ atmos~here created towards China 
01!- this s~bJect.at this gre_at int~nationa~ gathering 
Will certawly giVe a good ImpressiOn and mspiration 
to the. Powers concerned and pave the way towards 
a satisfa~tory s_olution of the questions at the 
forthcommg-Tariff Conference at Pekin on October 
26th,. or at a subsequent time when the whole 
question of revising the treaties is .to be brought up 
for reconsideration. ~ 

I heard yesterday with great admiration the 
eloquent remarks made by the British Forl'ign 
Fle~re~ry, Mr. Chamberlain, who advocated the 
p~mc1ple of preventing war. We are taught by 
!llstory. that war has. b~en generally ·created by 
mequality. ~he most.mfluential weapon, therefore, 
for p_reventmg _war IS to change inequality into 
eqy!"lity~ _That IS. ~he reason why China bas asked 
for rmmediate reVJs1on of these unequal treatieR. 

We can be well assured that re-adjustment of 
the unequal treaties will not only make int~na
tional rel.ations more cordial on the part of Cliina, 
but. fore1gn trade and commerce :will be more 
rap1dly and· greatly developed to mutual advanta.,.e. 
Moreover, it will bring about an assurance of the 
permanent peace of the Far East, in particular, and 
of the world in general, which will be an outcome 
of the great aims of the League of Nations .. 

•· l\1. Mowinek"l (Norway) : 
11 ~an8!atwn: Mr. Prl'sident, ladies and gentlemen 
:-Speakmg to-day for the first time in this Assembly 
m mY: cap!"city as Head of the~ otwegian delell"ation, 
I dl'SJrl' first to express my smcere admiration for 

• the -noble work so zealously undertaken by the 
~eague, and for the remarkable results obtained 

during its short period of l'xistencl'. 
The Norwegian Government is of opinion that 

the steadfast purpose , displayed by the League 
and j;he whole spirit underlying its activitie.s are 
mo!tt encouraging auguril's of its future success. 

"There is one question on the aaenda of the 
.Assembly with regard to which I d~ire to say a 
few words. to-day. It is a question of supreme 
Jmportance from the point of view of world peace ; 
I refer to the question of arbitration, security and 
disar:r.p ament. . 

I will not disguise the fact that the Protocol 
oi"..October 2nd, 1924, caused my Government 
and public opinion in Norway some anxil'ty, 
particularly those provisions which concPm the 

.- plll!!ible obligation upon Members of the League 
to Il!:\rticipate in military sanctions. I do not 
propo~e to refer in detail to· the causes of that 
anxil'ty, . or the legal objections which could ~ 
made to certain provisions of the Protocol. The 
Norwegian Government has not yet defined its 
attitude towards the Geneva Protocol as it now 
exists, and in view of '"'the situation creatro by the 
decisions taken by the Council on March 13th, 
1925, the question is not one which calls for 
inrmediate solution. 

• • 
Norway, bowl'ver, hl'artily approv~ the aims 

of the. Prot~I. In my Government's opinion, it Is · 
of J!riDlary 1mportanee that 1\!1 manv Statt'S as 
possll~le sh~l undertnke, so fnr as is· ft>Mibll', ttl 
subDllt_ ~ll disputes ~twl't'n thl'm and othet 8tatt't1 
to pac1f~o Sl'ttll'ment by jndicinl 'lr o\hl'r menus. 
~n th~. connl't'tion, I henrtily support thr· 

S~1ss ~nJSter for }'ort•ign • Affnirs. M. Mottn, in 
his admuable spet't'h to-dtly, when he expri'!ISt'd 
the hope that more and more States would s(lht•re 
to the optional clnusl' in the Rtntute of tho 
~ermanent Court of Internationnl Justice. Norwav 
1t go«-s without saying, will rl.'new her mllwrt•nc~ 
to that clause. 
. It was with the greatest sntisfnotion timt I 
hstene~ to the remarks made a few days ngo by 
M. P_ainleve, Prime Minish•r of Franct• on tho 
question of ~rbitratio!l in his very not~1bie spet:ch . 
at the '?Penmg of tins Assembly. :r.I. Pninlevll'~ 
declaration that :r.I. lll'rriot spoke in the nnme of 
France when, last September, he solemnly a~o'Toed 
t~ <:om~ulsory arbitration for all disputes without 
distmchon should still furtht>r strengthl•n our 
confidence in the future. 

Clearly, then, if the problem of arbitration 'is 
to be conceived as I have just definl'd it Norway 
will . heartily approve the draft ~esolution 
subm1tted to the .Assembly yestt>rday by our nble 
colle!lgue M. Undlln, Swedish Minister for l•'or~:~lgn 
Affa1rs, and will support this proposal. · 

The Norwegian Government fully understnndM 
the efforts which certain countries llre mnklng 
to obtain greater security, and tnkes a keen interest 
in the international nl'gotiations now being con· 
ducted with a view to fulfilling the idtmis or 
arbitration and security. 

The N orwl'gian Government ill of opinion thut 
the agreementa which will be concluded in thiK 
connection might be so drawn up as not to contra· 
vene either .the letter or the spirit of the Covenant; 
I was therefore very glad to hear the nritlsh 
Foreign Minister, the Rt. lion. Austen Chum· 
berlain, declare that the agreements to be conchulcd 
will be framed in the spirit of the Covenant and 
carried out in complete harmony with, and under 
the auspicl's of, the League of Nations. 

In my opinion, the question of diHarmamen t 
is of particular importance, and it should be the 
desire and endeavour of all friends or peace to make 
some practical progress in the near future towardB 
transferring this problem from the realm of visionK' 
to that of facts. I hope, indeed, that the pre~~ent 
Assembly will help to do so. In this connection, 
it would, of course, be a very great step forward if 
the efforts now being made to obtain increased 
security could be brought to a successful conclusion. 

The important, even leading, part which the 
League of Nations is taking in international affairs, 
and which is continually increasing, serves to show, 
in the opinion or my Government, bow neceHsary 
it is to give all the Members of the League an 
opportunity of participating in tum in the impor· 
tant work of the Council. It ill therefore most 
desirahle that the unanimous recommendation 
made by the .Assembly of 1922 concerning the 
adoption of organic rules for the ele<:t;ion of non
permanent Members to the Council should be borne 
in mind. 

To tbi.@ recommendation that rules, which would 
be satisfactory to all the Members of the League, 
should be laid down for the Plection of the 
Members of -the- Council, I would add a further 
wish, which is, I think, shared by us all, namely, 
that the League should become truly indillpensabl& 
and that, in the near future, .it will be able to make 
some real Jlrogress towardH the att:Unrnent of thia 
ideal:. 
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The Norwegian people are undoubtedly among 
' the most ardent and loyal supporters of the Leaguf'. 

N.orway desires that the internal administration 
of the League may be organised on so sound and 

' universal a basis . that Members will reaJise how 
advantageou ~Y.Id profitable it is to. collaborate 
,in its work. Norway confidently hopes that, by 
the policy which it adopts, the League will redouble 
its force and prestige, so that it may become an 
insuwable barrier between peace and· war.. · 

-The League of ·Nation11 is in truth, as Presirlent 
Wilson said, the only hope for the future of human_ity 

<And r,civilisation. It: is the surest anCI perh3ps 
the only means at our dispo_sal for dispelling the 
clouds of doubt, mistrust and f~ which ttill, 
unfortunately, darken the relations between Sta.t;('s, 
and which, if not dispersed, will lead to ·world-
wide pa.tastrophe. - - - - . · 

When all the States arid all the peoples of thf 
world collaborate in mutual ·confidence for athe 
maintenance of .international pea('~· -~and 
friendship1 then success is as certain as the fact that 
mankind 18 not falling back but progressing. , 

The meeting rose at 12:45 p.m. 
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22. - REPORT O:V THE WORK OF THE 
COUNCIL AND OF THE SECRETARIAT: 
'ONTINUATION OF THE DISCUSSION. 

·• The President : 
Tramlation : Our agend:1. to:day is the 

continuation of the discussion of the report on the 
work of the Council and of the Secretariat, and the 
step~taken to carry out the decisions of the 
As~nibly. 

I call upon Jonkheer Loudon, delegate of the 
Netherlands, to address the Assembly. .. .• 

. Jonkheer Loudon (Netherlands): 
1 

TraMlatio-n : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 
-l desire, first of all, to associate myself with 
tM <praise rightly bestowed upon the Council for 
the•ruauner in which it has once again carried out 
its _l}yer-growing task. The report we are discussing 

~'tlfopf of this increa,sing activity, and, as delegate 
of a S•ate not represented on the Council, I am 
glad to take this opportunity of paying a public 
tribute to that "Areopagus", and also to the great 
ability and indefatigable zeal shown by the 
Secretariat, the Committees and the various 
organisations of the Leagna. 

The Council's task b~tles with difficulties. We 
need only take note of lluch delicate probleiUS as 
those of Mosul or Danzig, or the Minorities ques
tions, to perceive that, in dealing with all of these 

problems, the Council has acted with undenialllt! 
tact. 

One item in the report. whiiJh I c~pPcia11ly nut.e IK 
the mandates question, and, in partil•ular, the work 
of the Permanent Mandates CommiMMion. l'he ' 
Council has very rightly expn>Rsed once more its 
satisfaction in finding that the mundntecl tl•rrituries 
are being adminiMtcrPd in conformity with tlu• 
spirit and letter of Arti<"le 2:! of the Uovenant and 
in conformity with the terms of the mnndates. 

The Permanent Mandates ComrnisKion is one 
of the most praiseworthy organiHationM of the 
League. Its reports and the Minutes of its meetlngs 
clearly show the care with which ih very able 
members supervi~e the execution of the mun1lat.f•H. 

Its work is public, and even when, occasionally, 
as at its last session, it meets in private in ordor to 
~ettle questiong of detail, the Minute~ are • 
published. 'fhe Commission's reports are evidenco 
of the zeal and good faith of the mandatory 
Powers. It goes without saying that neither the 
mandatory PowPrs, however coll.llcientiou8 their 
efforts, nor the Commission, however careful itK 
supervision, is infallible, and an old colonial Power, 
such as that which I represent, fully recogniHes 
this. Nevertheless, I think I may say that the 
critiiJisrus which have recently. appeared in the 
Press are for the most part devoid of all foundation. 

It is unfortunate, of course, that in many of the 
mandated territories there are uot enough qualified 
teachers and doctors, and that the mandatory 
Powers should not allow foreib'llers to fill thPKe 
vacancies.· In connection with these two profeK· 
rions, however, the reports hardly mention the 
large aniount of work done by the numerom 
religions missions with their well-known and· 
praiseworthy zeal. 

It is true that the development of several of 
the mandated territories snffpn from lack of 
financial resouree~; but, in thP. opinion or the 
Permanent Mandates Commis~ion, there is an 
undoubted desire to promote the economic •lev~ 
Iopment of these territories and the well-heing of 
the native populations, and, although the amounts 
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shown in th<' Cust~ms returns are smaller thall' in the reduction ()f armaments is to remain under 
pre-war days, the fa,ult lies not wi!h the. adJ!li· examination, the proposal for a Disarmament 
nistration hut wilJJ the gPneral disorgamsat10n Conference stands and the p'?eparatioll{, for the 
caused bv tlie war. Conference must on no. aC<'ount pe negleeted 

On the· whole, the League can certainly congra- however difficult they may appear. The possibl~ 
tulate itself upon the institution of territorial .delay in calling this Conference ~ to which the 
man\iates~ They fulfil the aim of the Covenant .first delegate of ~ranee referred~ musto in no_{, 
and are by no. means, as has been alleged, way prevent these immediate preparatiofls. 
"camouflaged annexations':. · I shall therefore venture .to sub~t to you a 

The report of the Council' 'contains the welcome draft resolution on this subject. · 
c-tews of the cominl! into force of the amendments A special body of a permanent character is 

to Articles 12, 13 and 15 of the Covenant with indispensable for the prep~ratory work, which 
reference to the additions necessitated by the will probably. be lengthy. The Third Committee 
establishment of the Permanent Court of Inter- could at once begin to consider the composition 
tlational Justice. 1 am sorry, however, that we are of that special body. 
told nothing yet of a much more important matter-. As regards disarmament in the wider sense, new 
the ratification of several amendments unanimously and far-reaching ideas are growing up, and· they 
adopted four years ago. The first delegate for deserve our most cart>ful attention~ I have in mind' 
Denmark called our attention the day before yester- the suggestions put forward by Professor ShotWell, 
day to this deplorable state of affairs, and J that distinguished American savant, to ·whnm we 
must endorse his remarb. We have reached the are chiefly indebted for the definition of the 
year 1925, but no rule has yet been laid down, aggressor contained in the Protocol, and who, in 
despite the unanimous vote of 1921 regarding the· thP Journal de Genrve· of September 7th, pointed 
election of the non-permanent M;embers of the out that, besides the problem of armaments itself, 
Council. The snme rP.mark applies to the amend- there was .the problem of war-time supplies _..:,a:l 
menta to Articles 16 and 26 of the Covenant. What, problPm which, during the great war, gave 'rise to 
in these circumstances, is the valul' of discussion such considerable difficulties for neutral countries
and of the unanimou~ vote on the amendments of and also the problem of the ·dangers of chemical 
the Covenant Y and scientific wa.rfare. · 

The report of the Counnil cannot be discussed The League of Nations will further have to study 
without touching upon the all-important question the economic factors, the importance of which was 
of the Protocol. The Journal de GenC.ve said so strikingly pointPd out by M. Jouhaux last 
recently: "We do not expect a Parliamen~ to year. It will probably have to make provision for 

· perform mirac[e~ every session". The unanimou~ an economic organiRation like that wl:rlch M.0 

agreement reached last yt>ar regarding the Painleve recommended. · Iv am very glad to learn 
Protocol was a wonderful thing and, despite the that M. Loucheur · declared yesterday in the 
sceptics, undoubtedly electrified the whole civilised Second Committee that the . French delegation 
world. Neverthele~s, speaking from this very intended to submit· a definite: proposal to this 
platform, I at. tbe time said : :"We must be ready effect. '' . 

· for disnp:pointmentR; we mu~t prepare the world ·It cannot be stated too· often that we have no 
. for them, and, above all, we must not let the world: reason to· be discouraged, ·either' as regards the · 
believe that the idPal to which we aspire is. fate of the trilogy : arbitration, security, . disarma-
attained. We a.re still only at the first stage... ment ..,..-' Mr. Chamberlain showed this in his 

'In the queRtion of principle, however, what has ''admirable ·Speech ·yesterday = or-·a.s·regp;rds ~e. 
•· been done cnnnot bP undone." · work of the League in general. · 

M. Painlev~'s brillant speech confirmed my view. Is it not ·true that the· League has· aroused the 
The Protocol iR not dead ; it is most certainly. not Governments in an unprecedented deg;reeL to a 
buried ; it but slumbers. It need not necessarily feeling of their responsibilitieg;·towards mankind 
be adopted in its present form. Do not let us seek as a whole ! Are· not Governments, as .I pointeH 
now to remodel or to perfect it; rather let it rest;. out just

6
now, becoming more. and .more drawn to 

Its essential principles remain,· as 111. Paul-Boncour settle their differences by peaceful m:eanf! · D~os 
has so well said, but. the Protocol it~elf, being a not the feeling grow. that no peaceful settlement 
work of man, is susceptible of improvement. can be reached without compromise and mutual 

We now know from l\L Painleve's words that our concessions ! · · 
work of last yPar was not in vain. You may say that' 'these are·,. impondt'rab!e 

We know that the Powers most interested in the factors : and yt't are not the factors whi~ we call 
establishment of peace are seeking to conclude an imponderable the main factors in human a<'tivity, 
agrei'II!ent upon tho basis of the Covenant, and that whether it be the activity of individuals, <'tovern-
negotiutious would ..not have, been begun in this ments or· nations ! · · ·.. .J 

· spirit bnt for· the work dono last year in this very Nothing this year has struck me so profoundly·· 
place. This work has been a powl.'xful factor in as the increasing number of l'Ount.ri<'ll repr~nted 
convincing Governments t-hat it is their duty to by their Prime Ministers or their· Foreign llfinisters. 
settle international disputes by·pacifio means. It There could be no greater proof of their .zonfidence 
ha., contributed, as, for that matter, all the work in the future of the League. · Personal contact 
accomplished in. Geneva has contributed, to 'plays a most important part in the relations~"~;twcen° 
prepare the moral disarmament of which the first Governm~nts, and never in all history 'has so " 
deiPgate of the British Empire spoke so well. 1 favourable an opportunity been ·offered for meeting 

Let this suffice for us, while we await the dav- and discussing the various questions which~n~l'D 
· which I hope is at hand - wht>n we sl'lall all realise them, ·in an • atmosphere . of e.alm, without ai'ly 
. that, if we are to attain world peace, regional danger of public opinion becoming alarmed. W PrE' 
interests mu~t be merged in the general interest. it only by reason of this meeting together, . the 
· If we agree not to deal with the Protocol, it does gathering at Geneva would be of benefit to our 

not follow that the work begun should be laid countries. · 
aside. The first dt•legate for Sweden, in hi~ interest- . I will conclude by reiterating on('.e more my faith. 
ing proposal ye.•terday · regarding compulsory , m tJ1e great work und~.rtaken at tht> inst-ance of 

' arbitration, has pointed out to us one of thP paths President Wilson. Whether sceptics recognist'"1 
to follow. thP fal't_or ~ot, thP League of Nations is acquiring' 

If, on the one hand, the paramount problem of added ntahty every day. Its influence is gradually 
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mcreasmg,_ and, the more unostentatious itR wotk, 
tbe more 1t will accomplish. 
~aJ" I ventuYe t{) read the draft r!'solution to 

which I have already referrPd : 

. "Consid!'ring _th!' importance or proct>eding 
Without nP1ay Wl~h the prPparation of a gt>111>ral 
Jfro~mme covermg the whole question of the 
reduction and limitation of armaments with a 
view to• convening, at an opportune :nomPnt 
a general and intPrnational ConfPrl'nce : ' 

"The Assembly begs the Coun<'il to study this 
problem, particularly with thP objPCt of sPtting 
up a special or~nism entrusted with the dutv 
of preparing a draft for the abovP-mentionPil 
programme." 

The President : 
Translation : The Assembly has hefore it a 

new draft r!'solution, submitted by Jonkhl'f'r 
Loudon,. first d!'Jegate of the Netherlands. This 
resolution will lie printed and distribnt!'d '1\;thout 
delay to the membPrs of the Assembly. 

The Asse~bly will be askpd to gin its opinion 
as to the action to be taken on thP araft rPsolution 
at the conclusion of the diRcussion o1l thl' report 
on the work of the Council and of fhe SeerPtariat. 

Dr. Urrutia, first delegate of Colombia, will 
address the Assemhly. · 

, Dr. Urrutia ·(Colom!)ia: : 
.. Translation : Ladies and gentlemen - The 

report on the work of the Council and of the 
Secr~ariat, which we are. now considering, reveals 
the variety and intenRity of the activitieR under
taken by the LPague since the· fifth Assemblv. 
more particularly in connect.ion with the work j,f 
ita technical organisations. 

As ·regards -international politics. thl' action 
. taken by the Ll'agu!', although still very limitl'd 
, by reason of circumstances beyond its control, 
has nevertheless bel'n ·valuable from the point of 
view of the general interests of justice and pl'ace 
thro~hout the .. world. 

• . Tbe report. on tbe work of the Council will 
certainly be examined closely both by the Assemblv 
an~ ~Y the·. ~ommittees, and will be of great 
assistaQ.ce. in our prl'sent work. 

' . Ther~ 'a~,; however, questions with. which thl' 
repo[til.: being .:an administrative document, cannot 

;..deal~ nd, these questions,. which concern the vital 
intl'rests of the League, cannot be omitted hom 
our present discussions. Among them, the following 
!\fe; in my opinion, the most important : 

· ·.:What is the opinion of .the civilised world as a 
whol~ and, more particularly, of the nations 
Memoers of . the League, regarding the League 
itseJI' ! . 
, What tendencies are most marked within the 
League and outside it f 

.What reforms does the world expect the League 
· to undertake ! . · 

The FOrk actually' done by the League during 
the six years which have elapsed since itll founda
tim»•is enough to show what it is and what it is 
cap:tble of becoming. The expressions of world 
opinion, particularly during the present year, may 

~hpl'@ore be regarded as having been given with 
lull kftowledge of the facts. That the Lea$'De 
has wmr itself a position in the world's regara is 
incontestable. That its existence either in its 
present or in some other form is almost universally 
held· to be ess.ential to the maintenance of peace, 
also admits of no dispute. . 

It is equally ,clear 'ttla t the League, like the 
International Labour "Office, is pursuing a work of 
peace and justice in the field of international and 
social problems. Tbe fact that the League is 

f ~ • 
takm~ a lt•ading part in thE' nff!urs whi()h lun·e 
~ccupted the world's attl'ntion ever since tllf." wnr 
18 proved by the interest - I may !'Yen say the 
e~thush~m -which this institut!i.on arot18eS' and 
w1th wluch the problems are discussed. It oc<>ypi!'S 
thl' attl'ntion not only of public spl'!\kers nnti the 
Press, of Parliaml'nts, lt>arned instituaous:politi<'al. 
s?cial and scientific associatifV1S, but evf'n - nnd 
rt!(htly so - of rl'ligious associations nnd oonfe· 
renct's. Morrover, special associations luwe 1)1\t'tl 
!'ud are still bl'ing formt>d, the obj!'Ot of wt1wh 
18 to support the League and to prnmot.e the 
nc<'l'}ltauce of the principii'S for which Jt, HtnndR, 

Thl' Lengue came into being tltwold of nmtt•rinl 
fore~ : it hilS always bl'en, and probnbly will nlways 
~1', f1rst a~d foremost a grt-at mom! forot-. Rt•tJuir
mg M 1t dot'S the moml support. of thl' 
Governments, and more tmrticulnrly of , th~ 
proples tht>mselvl's, It is dt•stitwd primnrllv ti'l 
accomplish work of a moml chnmot.t•r. ' 

I venture to say that the fa<'l· that the majority 
of mankind hal! nlr!'11dy rnllied to the Lt•al{uo IH 
dull ll'ss to its wnrk in the donmln of intornnUurml 
politil's or its technical n<~tivit.il'll - exhmsivt• 
thou~rh thtJy ma.v he - th11u to the work It Iu111 
accomplished in fortifylnll the conHoit•not~ of thAI' 
world ann thl' principles of justice and Jlt'olllll. 'l'hl' 
rl'llnlts alr('lldy ach1eved are not, }ll'rlmps, thl' 
outcome of po~itive acts, world-wide In effuot, 
since such act11 always require Ionll r1nd l11horlous 
preparation, but they ar11 none th<• ICKR berwflclu!. 
Positive nets will douhtli'HR follow In tlw wakl• of 
the moral evolution now tnkillll pl11ce in the <loll· 
~ci!'nce of p!'oples and of indivldn11111. The ohlt•f 
stages laid down in the Covl'naut for tlw 
development of the Lelljlue- the conHt.ltut.ion 
of the Permanent Court of Intt•rnatlonal JuHtlco•, 
arbitration, the reduction of armumcntRi and so on 
- cannot be completed in a day, ant can oull 
come with the progressive tranHfurmut.ion of m••n H 
minds and the gradual evolution of ldouK. Tho 
progress or th0ught is slow, difficult and aom<•tlrni'M 
painful, and the development o( lntl•rnlltlunul 
life cannot <'Scapi" this law, which governs nil etfurto11 
towards thl' arlvancement of mankind. 

Yet each stage along this road n•preHPiltH a 
splendid achievement, above all, if it lncludt•R a 
closer application of the principh•H of gunrdiunHbip 
exercised by the League. The Ltlague huH taken 
a big step forward and ha~ untloubt.lldly mudr• 
progres~ m the moral domain. Rl'~hltl tlw old 
maxim, Bi vis pacem para bellum, tho Lr·a~rue huH 
inscribed, in the intl'rnationul Hpirit, the new 
principle which is in it.~elf !'Vidence of pro~'l'eHH 
along the right lines, Bi vis panm 1mra juslitiam. 

The declaration made in the fifth AH~ernhly 
by the reprPsentatives of over fifty f!tatflH, who 
proclaimed the principle of compuiHorr arbltratlrm 
as the keystone of international law, JK one of the 
outstanding fi'Bturi'S of contemporary JiiHtury. 

What matter the futurE' vicil!Hitudeil In store 
for the instrument in which this pruclamatiun was 
formulated ! It has left so dl'!lp a mark on the 
spirit of the peoplt'f! that it would be morally 
impossible for any nation to-rlay to abjure tlw 
principles that have thus been adupted, and to 
refuse arbitration in the caHe of an international 
dispute. . 

The Geneva Protocol, which, on account of itH 
legal pl'rfection, was perhapH ahr.ad of its day, may 
or may not live: but there will remain indlllibly 
graven in the heart or man the wordl! : "A war of 
aggression ill an intern"ational crime, and PVery 
State which rejects arbitration in a dispute liable 
to lead to war most be branded as the a~rgresRor 
and in cor the moral stigma of the t-iviliHed world". 

This nnanimou11 and solemn declaration in favour 
o! .compulsory arbitration ball hoon caHt like fertile 
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seed ~;wn the conscience of the world. Sine~ its 
adoption by the fifth Assembly and, above all, smce 
tba.t day when Switerland and Italy consecrated 
it in a pact whi'Jh may worthily serve as a model 
and an example, the coneeption of the scope of 
arbitration has been considerably enla~ged1 and 
it may 11.ow ve said that the lofty aspuatwn of 
the Assembly of 192 i is being realis!ld by the very 
force of circumstanc&!. · 
~mongst the promoters of this movement, a 

~I aCt> of honour. must ·be reserved for SwitzE>rland, 
which hal! succeeded, as the natural outcome of 
her age-long f!nd democ!at~c policy o.f ju~tice and 
peacP, in placmg the prmmple of arbitratiOn upon 
a hdght as lofty and as crystal-pure as the snow
peaks of her mountains. . . 

But, although world opinion is already practically 
unanimous in recognising the necessity of the 
League's existence as the great organ of international 
peace, there are divided counsels as to its actual 
methods of work. Even within the associations 
founded in its support, certain movements and 

· aspirations have bf'en rllvealed which cannot be 
ignored, particularly where they rl'flect the natioJ;~al 
sentiments of the States :MembPrs of the League. 

<, In order to satisfy these aspirations it is not 
even necessary to amend the Covenant. All that 
is need'ed is to apply it in its broad and liberal 
spirit, since it was so drawn up that the very 
t1t'xihility of some of its articlf's makes it possible 
to set down in black and white sound and wise· 
interpretations of it which will keep it always 11 
living thing. . 

This remark applies, nbove p,Il, to thP. l].ecessity, 
so often urged in the most authoritative quarters, 
of introducing into the life and development of· 
the League a wide and demoeratic spirit. . 

You are, of course, aware of the results of the 
comp,etit.ion called "The European Peace Competi· 
tion •, organised by an eminent philanthropist 
of Roston, and of the peace competition instituted 
in the United States by Senator Bok. 

The importance of thPse two competitions a.s 
an expression of world opinion on the great interna
tional questions of to-day can be jud~ed by the 
fact that, for the European competition, 37,000 
manusoripta were sent in, which were examined 
by special juries and were the work of men of 
recognised authority. _ 

In glancing through the'conclusions of the French 
, juries after they had examined the 5,319 essays 

submitted to them, we may observe that the 
passage referring to the question of the Lea.gue 
of Nations, nnd which is in practical agreement 
with that of the other juries, is summed up as 
follows : "French opinion desires that the League 
of Nations should be madt> univ~>rsa\ and 
democratic". 

The desire thus evinced, together with the r~>solu
tions adopted by the Peace Congr~>ss, by the _ 
League of Nations Associations and by other 
authoritative bodies corresponds, I am <'erta.in, to 
the desire of many of the countries represented 
here. , · 

With regard to the country which I have the 
honour to represent, I can assure you that ita 
attachment and devotion. to t.he League will be 

'strengthened by every step the League takes to 
·conform more closely with the liberal and demo
cratic spirit which presided over its birth. 

It is only natural, indeed, that countries which 
are profoundly democratic in spirit and in their 
laws, and which observe the principle of the 
absolute legal equality of Stati'S in their councils 
and int~rnational meetings, should follow with 
profound interest all that may tend to render the 
League more democratic. 

And now, what are the most praetical ~ans 
of attaining this d'e.~ired democratisation without 
overstepping the bounds of th~ Covenant or 
disturbing the smooth working of its machfnery! 

One suggestion is the election of delegates by 
the Parliaments of each country and by electoral 
bodfes constituted ad hoc ; but· such a system, 
though it possesses certain advantages, ifb also 
open to serious objections, and would, nevertheless, 
always be subject to the sovereigu riglft of each 
State to appoint its delegates according to its 
constitutional laws. 

But the Covenant itl!elf provides effective means 
for the democratisation of the League. The chief 
of these, in my opinion, consists in giving the 
League powers, as wide as the Covenant. will 
permit, to enable it to express ita desires by real 
resolutions and not by mere recommendations or 
requests addressed to the Council. 

Once invested with these powers, the Assembly 
would itself enact the Statutes of the principal 
technical bodies of the LeaguP - such as thp 
Committee on . Intellectual Co-operation, · for 
example- according to the procedure adopted 

. by the Barcelona Conference in regard to the 
organisation o of communications and transit. 

In the same way, the Assembly would in future 
possess the right to nominate the members of these 
bodies, which would then have the weight of its 
authority, and the Council would be relieved of 
a very complex part of its work, which, however, it 
carries out most· conscientiously. 

By a practical and liberal application- I might 
even say a more equitable application- of c~tain 
other articles of the Covenant, by the more 
constant and real participation of all States 
:Members in the conduct of business of common 
interest to ·all :Members, the League would best 
show its desire• not to depart from the principles 
of the Covenant ; and by so doing it would 
develop along more distinctly liberal .lines than 
it has ever yet followed since the first Assembly. 

One of the most valuable results of the democra
tisation of the League would be to hasten thf! day c 
when it will include all the nations of the world 
and particularly those American States whese 
absence we still deplore. . <!> 

At the last Conference of Santiago, these Stat.es 
made a unanimous effort, which was crowned With 

· success, for the more complete democrati!lation"' 
of the Pan-American Union. Thus, while once 
again proclaiming their devotion to liberty and 
peace, they have become a. powerful' moral force 
for the defence of democracy and of justice, and 
for the maintenance of peace throughout the 
whole world. '"" · . 

I fe.ar that I should be taxing your pati~hce 
too much were I to dwell longer on these questions, 
but I hope you will give kind consideration to my 
words, and that you will see in them no more titan 
the expression of my sincere and convinced attach" 
ment to the League of NatioM, as witnei!Bed by 
my presence here for the sixth time. 

Allow me, before I conclude, to join in the triWute 
already paid to the memory of those four emill.ent 
fellow-workers who have died since the last Atsem
bly, MM. Rranting, Chagas, :Meirovics and Vjvmn~ 
:rhe ~ords of Grotius might '!>e applied to these 
11lustr~ous dead : Veri pacis sacerdotes, in memory 
of theu zealous love of peace and juRtice. 

Just as on· the field of battle warriors surround 
!he fallen heroes, let us who fight for the right 
JOID hands around our ,!lead · Cdtci!Mes. The 
common gratitude of all to those who' have rendered 
signal service to the cause of humanity' is one of 
the noblest forms of international co-operation. 
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ll. Paul-Boneo~r (France) : • • unsolved, and makE's the redttotion of armt1ments, 
. . . which, tmder the tE-rms of Article 8 of the 

Trcnslatwn :•M. M?t~a, the fll'St _del~gate of the Covenant, is the fundamentnl bai!js of the. Lt>ngue, 
noble country now gt~g us" _hospt~ty, m~de a conditional upon the estnblishment of a stl\te of 
very sound remark this mornmg which remmded sE-curity nCCE"ssary to E-nable this disnrmament to 
~e of a French proverb that must, ~ ~ sure, ~ave become an accomplishE-d fnot.. ., ., 
tt~~ocounterpart m every lan~age! smce tt e:tpresses Then there is the work of the Temporary Mixed 
an n·eryday thought. It ts thiS : "Les JOUrs se Commission b!lst>d on Rt>sol~tion XIV, and the 
~uivent Ei ne se re_ssemblent pas". The same drnfting of' the Treaty of Mutunl Assishmee, ~n 
ts true of the Assembhe~, and ~ecause we no longer which work a leading part was tnken on bttlalf 
hear the echoes of the 1mpass10~ed debates of last of our country by thnt most eminl'nt represenh\· 
year's Assemblr -llebate~ wh~ch leave to those tive of lnbour orgunisntions, 1\l. JonhiiU::C• n~d by 
who took part m them an mdelible memory of the the former Prime Minister who boll\ office m tho 
cordiality unit~g even those who were oppo'!-ents tragic moments of August 191-l- tlmt c,ollel)guo 
-bec:"use_ o~ this! I say, l?vers of t~e sensa!10nal to whose memory we paid a s?rrowf~tl trtbnto at 
are dissatisfted wtth a sessiOn at whtch we stmply the opening of our Assembly, m wluch his voice 
deal with Austria and Mosul. Superficial minds has so oftE'n been heard. 
which cannot realise the ~mount and the difficulty France gave her full ndheslon to. the Treat~ 

·of the work we are domg here, and even· the of Mutual Assistnnce. Not only her mtclleotuals, 
powers of evil, the forces of war that still haunt not onlv her politici11ns, but also lll'r military 
the League, rejoice to think that we may yet fail leaders · her t'hiefs of the Military and Nnv11i 
the nations whose eyes are still up~n us. staffs, 'meeting in the Conunissinn d'l~tndt•B of 

And yet I am here to say, not hghtly, but from the Supreme Council for Nntinnnl Dofonco, rt•nllsed 
the bottom of my heart, not merely on my own that here wns the new formuln for mutntll do!euce 
behalf but on behalf of that great.country whose which wns necessary to all Stutcs. 
name I am honoured by the first French delegate There were grave objections, however, the turf 
to speak to-day- I am here tc;- sa~ _that ~ranee weight of which was folt by our country, which 
still has the fullest and the most 1mphctt conft?en_ce prevented any possibility of the Trl'llty of 1\lutual 
in the League of Nations, and not merely tn tts Assistance coming into force. Two objections 
future destiny but in its present work. were advanced against it, euch of which incronHod 

This confidence I do not derive from our c;-wn the importnnce of the other fnotor of the problem 
wishes or ideas, but from a dispassionate examma- -arbitration. 
tion of the international political situation of the It was said, on the one hand, by concentrntlng 
mm·vent. unduly on penalties, we have lost sight of the 

Even if, as its detractors state, the League_ of morn! and legal eleml'nts of the problem. 'l'hc 
Nations has been ouly a debating society expressmg material elements had, as it were, upHet the bulnnce 
platonic desires, the best proof that it has become of the scheme· what wns wnnted was to develop 
the mainspring, the controlling spirit, of inter- the idea of a;bitration which already existed In 
national politics is that it is necessarily affected the Covenant. . 
by the delays, the pauses and also the decisions of On the other hand, it wna aaill, the terrible system 
that policy. But the League has _never. b~en a _me~e of penalties, which become more serious na they 
debating society. The French Prime Mmtster, m h_ts become more precise, can only be brought into piny 
inaugural speech which opened this Assembly,. satd if the aggressor is ascertained beyond all poaHibUU.y 
so rn_ unmistakable tet"ms. Th': League of ~atu~ns, of doubt; and the fact that, for puroly mutcriul 

' he said, was not the dream-chtld of a few tdealiSts and practical reasons, it is olton impossible to 
-a vision dwelling ina sphere far removed from the determine the aggressor, revealed the necessity 
li~ world. ·It was tound':d in a _land _shaken for arbitration ; and arbitration was, I repeat, 
with the tread of armtes, still smoking ·'!tth the at the very basis of the League. The Covenant 
rnins of war, still red with the blood of tts sons. defines it in Art.iclea 12, 13, 14 and Hi, and the 
. The only wishes we must strive to fulfil here League, during its first AKHembly in 19201 made 

• are tfle wishes of the dead- of those '!ho have ita meaning still cleart>r by instit1~ting the Pe~~a- ' 
fallen in the war to end war. These. Wishes the nent Court of International Justtce and inVttmg 
l•eague has interpreted to the last letter, in a treaty the States to adhere to Article 36 of the 1'\tatute of 
of the new kind, a treaty of the new alliance, but the Court, whereby they aj,'TI'Al to submit their 
a treaty which· differs from the rest only in tha~ it disputes to arbitration. , 
is wi~r ·in scope. and which, like all other treattes, Such was the position laKt year, at the o~enm_g 
binds in honour those who have signed it. I refer of the fifth Assembly, the memory of whwh IK 
to ~he Covenant the basis of the League, to which, still fresh in our minds and heartH. Home of us are 
therefore all who enter by its door- and that bent on founding international peace on general 
door sta~ds wide open- have bound themselves. and compulsory arbitration, ameJ_Hling, .completing 
•-rhe Covenant already contains all the obliga- and defining that whic~ may st11l ~e ,mcompltlte, 
tions which we have endeavoured- though, of imperfect, or vague m the artwles of . the 
course~ it ·was a most difficnlt task- to define in Covenan~. Others r~mi!l~ us ~h.at ~n arbitral 
det~il and let me add only to define. These award, hke any other·JudlcJal decJHJOn1 IH valueless 
efft>rt~, whi~h were neces~ary because the Covenant unless there is a binding force atta<lhea ~ it. 'l:hey 
ap~ied to and linked together, all the nations tell us that arbitration would be fatally Imperilled 
of the wo;ld, and because the formulas adopted if we risked calling it into play in vain, Ki!lce ~he 

~ad"'t2 remain elastic and somewhat vague, neces- defaulting State which hall agreed to arb~tratu~n 
sary tgo in order to arrive at that definition of wonld not, after all, suffer the full penaltws laid 
the 'provisioilS of the Covenant which make it down by the C~mtractin~. State~, a'?-d. would 
possible ·to applv them - these efforts have, as accordingly place m a pos1t10n of 1nfenonty the 
you know, always received the warm support of ~tate which, in _view of- its ~nte~ational_ undertak-
France. . .J •. · . · mgs, ~ad ~ubmttted _to arb1trat~on. . . . 

At the, thMd,:)As-~ml>ly Resolution XIV was Arbttrahon, secunty and disarmament, t~en, 
.adopted, whie!h :Was the liappyresultof an agreement become the three termH_ of the formu!a defme_d 
between Viscount Cecil and Henry de Jouvenel. last year bY: ll. Hern?t,_ and repeated· this 
This resolution alreadv attempts to connect two year by M: Painleve, who tlll!lSted th~t these thr~ 
parts of the problem· which still lies before us terms are mseparable and form a logtcal sequence 

I 
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. 
-first,{ arbitration; next, penalties ensuring secu- to the atmosphere C'f peace which we desire sh';;uld 
rity ; and, last of all, the final goal- disarmament. reign throughout the world. · 

It was upon this basis that slowly, minutely, yet As regards the military, naval a:.m air sanations, 
fervently - for ~there was not one of us but the Protocol maintains their optional character, 
reali"ed the interests involved - we built up the but particularly lays down that, in order to remain 
Protocol, of 1)1,24. within the spirit of the Covenant, assistance must 

This Protocol introduces nothing that does not be measured according to capacity, each St.;tte 
already exist in the Covenant : it simply defines giving what it has, all that it has, and onlyowhat 
the provisions of the Covenant so as to bring them it has, and - in Article 11 - making .,provisions 
in -t.ouch with the realities of international life. for those nations which, through their geographical 
The Protocol is to the ·covenant-to quote an situation' or the state of their armaments; cannot 
expression which I once used upon this platform assist in the application of military sanctions . 
. and which has frequently been repeated since - Then, as in the case of economic and financial 
what the rules of public administration are to the sanctions, the Protocol has been planned with due 
law~ These rules possess in themselves no binding allowance for practical realities. Article 13 lays 
force other than that derived from the Jaw for down that States must determine in advance the 
which they serve as a commentary and which effective forces which, if necessary, and in certain 
tbey interpre~ and help to apply; but without concrete cases, they could bring to the assistance 
these regulatrons the law . would , be merely a of. the victim of aggression. And, to carry this 
statement of principle that would often remain elasticity and flexibility further, Article 13 makes 
outside the field of practical reality.' provision for partial and regional agreements 

This Protocol imposes no obligation or penalty between nations which find themselves faced with 
not already laid down in the Covenant. In Articles more definite and pressing problems, and desire 
10 and 11 it provides that all the Contracting to obtain a clearer definition of the forces they 
~tates shall come to the assistance of the State would place at the service of the Contracting 
attaek~d and place their reso~rces at its disposal State attacked. The Assembly has certainly not 
as agamst the aggressor. Artwle 16, which forms forgotten that these regional agreements were 
the fundamental basis of the Covenant defines . very keenly discussed by the Third Committee, and 
and d~termines the various categories of s~nctions. I can 11-t least assure the first delegate for the 
It defmes those: that are compulsory and uniform , · British Empire that, even at that time, the French 
for. ~II State.s, Irrespective of their geographical . dele.gation had already adopted all the practical 
positron, the1r place in history or their military advwe he gave us yesterday. · . 
power. These are the economic and financial I will not labour this point. The whole of 
penalties, and there is no State whatever its this text is still fresh in your memory. As you 
place in the world, whatever its sta~ding whatever see, it is not based on any theoretical or symmet~ical 
its geographical position, which cannot offer its idea. Its aim was rather to bring the somewhat 
~conomi? ~nd financial support to a State which • theoretical provisions of the corresponding articles 
IS the v1ct1m of aggression and withdraw all such of the Covenant into line with the realities the 
suppor~ from the State responsible for the act of variety and the many-sidedness of life. ' 
aggresswn. The Protocol is here; it is ever-present. Only 
. Milita~y, naval and air sanctions cannot be put an· As~embly has the right to· destroy -what a 
mt? u~uform operation or constitute a uniform precedmg Assembly has built up. The register is 
ohhgatwn, becau1e certain States whether on . open. On its empty page the first delegate of 
accon~t of their geographical-situation or the scale · France, M. Briand, placed his country's signaJ;ure. 
of the1~ armaments, or because their history has The Foreign Affairs Committee of the French 
long smce removed the difficulties with which Chamber unanimously ratified it. I merely point 
other St.ates still have to cope, cannot be compelled to this fact to prove, by this unanimous a!!Teewel!t 
to subRt1tute, for the relative degree of disarmament my country's desire for peace. · " ' 
they have already attained, an armament which qther na.tions have not seen their way to. give 
wo~ld be· contr~y and paradoxical to and, as, it the1r adhes10n. The Protocol has· not received the 
wem, the neg!!'twn of the very aims which the necessa~y numb~r of s.ignat~es.' I will no.t say 
League of N atwns pursues~ that neither. has 1t received Signatures of sufficient 

A:~icle 16 of the Covenant, therefore, judicioUsly weight, because I hold that there are no !!'reat or 
nohf1~s the ~ompulsory nature of some of the sm!!-11 J?-ations but only nations equal in the eyes 
snnetwns, wl~1le as regards the others it makes of JUStiCe. What I mean is that it did not receive 
re<'onunendatwns. the signature of nations which by their imp01~-nce, 
. ~tudy t.~1e I'rotocol, study Articles 11, 12 and 13, by .the par~ they play in the world as well all by 

"h1<;h d~fme these sanctions, .and I defy anyone then· ~~vot1.on to the cause of peace, ought to hllve 
to .fmd. m ~hem anything which adds to the a deciSive mfluence upon· the application· of the 
obhgatwns unposed by the Covenant or makes Pro~ocol: And why did these States not sign ! 
<'m~pulsory. anything not already contained in I t~mk 1t wou~d not be suita~le for me to anal~ 
Article 16 of the Covenant. the1r reasons; It would be, as It were an encroach-
?h~se artic~e~ ?f th~ Protocol, with their great me!lt upon the sovereignty of Stat~s, a piinciple 

pi,ICtJCal flexl.blhty, simply make the operation ~hwh hes at the-very foundation of the League. I 
of tb~se sanct10ns more definite more easv more ~mply note the. fact and deplore it. For, indel!l'lo, if 
prac~~eal and more rapid; th~y certainly' add It stood alone, It would be a very serious setbttck 
nothmg to them. · . to the work to this session. 

I~R n•~rards economi<' and financial sanctions · I~ it stood alone ! But note the facts of il!l!er
w ll<'h, under Article 16 of the Covenant ar~ natiOnal polit~cs. Side by side, parallel '\Yith us,~ 
cmnpulsory for all, obligations which all prese~t or . on ~lanes '_Vhwh must remain separate but' which 
f~1.ture Mem~Prs of the League have accepted or are m the Immediate vicinity, in the very atmos
" VII ~cct>pt, It adds. nothing, but prepares them, ph ere of the League, partial agreements are in 
so ; ~ on_ the basis of preconceived plans, in . bourse of negotiation. I speak oL.them freely, 
such a."ay that, when the time comes, all little ecnuse I know no more about,them than you 
a~ pos~lble shall be l!lft to chance, and in such a yo~u·~elves. But there is s~mething ·which, in my 
wa! that .chance, whwh in itself creates a feelin opmiOn, tells us m~re than any document. ·It is 
u{ lllMecurity, will not prevent States from yieldin gg · the '_VOrd. 0~ t~e first dt>legate of the British 

Emp~re ; It lS his solemn affirmation that nothing 
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in t'tese pacls is contrary to .the spirit of the ~e. 
.And then th_e Press, as you know, is so wide 
awalr4l- f~r 1t. shares the aversion of the people 
tl~ secret _dipl?macy - that negotiations, however 
discreet1 meVItably become all but public in the 
end. 

J-et us think o':er the facts we already pos~ess. 
. .Are these treaties of the old kind t Outworn 
formulas cg. the old diplomacy, which in the course 
of ~ntunes h.as, I admit, given us periods of 
transient secunty ! Security, yes, but, with group 
coll!!tantly opposed to group, always containing 
a hidden venom and a menace of war ! This is so 
true that the peoples of the world have held these 
treaties_ responsible in part for all the blood which 
has been shed. . 
. From the fragmentary rumours that reach us 
from the hushed precincts of the chancellories, 
we perceive the fundamental difference between 
these old treaties and the pacts that have been 
negotiated ·since last year. Against what enemies 
are these pacts directed . t They bear no ethnical 
or geographical name. It is the future enemy, 
whoever he may be, who will provide the name, 
and that name will be held up to the :reprobation 
of the world. • 

The enemy in these pacts is the aggressor. 
But who is to determine the aggressor if the act 

of aggression itself does not do so as, for instance, 
if one . of the · demilitarised zones referred to in 
Article 13 of the Protocol were violated t Will it 
be one of the Contracting Parties t Or a group of 
Contracting Parties ! · , 
· Nv ; it will be arbitration, 

, Aii.d who is to .be the arbiter if, finally, the 
arbitration provided for in these pacts proves 
inadequate to settle a dispute Y 
It will be the League of Nations. And not until 

the aggressor is revealed, ·either through the act 
itself - which will, of course, be determined by 
the League -or by arbitration, will the guarantees 
provided in these pacts be brought into play in 
the form of military sanctions. 

Awessor Y .Arbitration ! League of Nations t 
Control, in consequence, by the League ! Respon
sibility of the League for the operation of these 
p:tet'' 

· Surely we have heard of these before. These are 
the very words we used in our discussions last 
September. · 

Artitration f And security also, I think, which 
is to be the final term, the product of the first two. 
'But - I speak in hushed tones, or, at any rate, in 
tones· as hushed as can be used on this world-wide 
platform - these three terms constitute the very 

. prin«ciples of the Protocol itself, and of the Protocol 
undirroembered, unmutilated, just as if we were 
yietding to the - as I think ~ reprehensible 
temptation of removing from it some of its terms, 
instead of leaving it as it should -be - an undivided 
-..»ole. Each of the pacts now under discussion 
is in itself a partial Protocol, yet consistent with 
each Qther, and the essential principles of the 
Protocol have been retainl?d. 

'l'o be exact, this is the application of the 
pritlciples of the Protocol to concrete and definite 
cases, cases for 1Vhich .the Stat~s concerned felt 
_.ur~tly bound. to make provision; bnt, although 
they lre linlited as regards application, although 
they ap•ply to concrete cases, the principles involved 
are still those of the Protocol that yon drew up 
last September. You ·may well be proud of your 
work, therefore ; ·you may well be confident. 

.Arbitration,ldefinition of the aggressor, security ! 
Surely these -oru-e your twn ideas which are pene
trating the hushed precincts of the chancellories. 

And yet, mnst the League of Nations, robbed 
of its offspring by reason of its very success, look 

on kactive, unconcerned, while such great events 
are passing t Surely not. .And so I find myself 
unavoidably drawn into a controversy, court-eous 
indeed-nay, more, fn\ternal, swce it is tnking 
place between Stat&S which are pursuin~t the $1\me 
ends, though by different menus - and 1 must 
call into question some of the sh\t('lll6tlts mad11 
from this plaUorm by the first dele~tate of the 
British Empire. 

Mr. Chamberlain gave us a most eloquent. I}Dd 
stirring account of the history of his own countryj 
his analysis revealed both his own cultured mina 
and the strong political tradition to \vhil'h he is 
attached. His acc.ount glowed with th11t Jlride 
which is shared by all of us here; even wheN we 
are working to crente a wider orgnuisation, we 
still cling to the det>p-rooted trndit.ions of our own 
past. 

Mr. Cham herh\in cited the history of his owri 
country as example. He showed us thnt the 
British Empire, which wns the first to estnblish 
the institutions of freedom and parliamentary 
institutions, has for 250 years been free from any 
violent upheaval. He showed us how, as 1\ ri'Kult 
of this settled condition and the solidity of it-s 
institutions, the British Empire hns extended itJ' 
power to the four corn11rs of the enrth. He said to 
us : "Let the Longue remember thnt all this hns 
been accomplished without a previous plnn, by 
empirical methods, nnd by an endeavour to renl•h 
a suitable solution in ench particular cuKu". He 
pushed his illustration to a logicul l'xtrmno, if I 
may say so, in his endeavour to prove the fundn· 
mental illogicality underlying these pnrticular 
cases. • 

There we cannot follow him, for where the Brit.IMh 
statesman who spoke on this p11Itforrn st•l•s illogi
cality we ourselves see only the splendid continuity 
of English history, Yes, th~re is a profound sense 
of reality, a so1md experience, a metholUcnl doKire 
alwan to solve on its own rneritM any problem 
which arises ; bnt the solutions reudwd form u. 
regular sequence of events when viewed in the Ih:ht 
of the underlying basis of the British gmplre's 
institutions and its requirements. All thnt IM a 
story which the great Britillh author, Kipling, 
has rightly called "the finest story in tho world". 

And for the League of NationM, thiR otlwr grout 
fatherland that we are eRtablishing by bringing 
to it, each of us, some of the wl1u.lth of our own 
nations, by endowing it with u.ll the' experienl\8 
acquired from our national temperaments and our 
national histories - for the Ll'ague of N ationH 
we ask the same continuity. We do not want it., 
year after year, to have to return to the Harne old 
problem by putting forward Holutions whh:h ure 
merely rejected on the morrow. 

We remember thut Penelope herKclf, at long lust, 
saw the prow of Ulysses' vessel appro!l(:hing her 
over the glittering Hea, and I really think that In 
his wanderings arounrl the Mediterranean, Ulysses 
is the prototype of the great maritime l'owers. , 

Since we are all bringing to the League the _frUit 
of our experience, the wealth of our natwnal 
histories, let us draw from this ohjed-leHson and 
from English history all the tmths that they ~o~
vey. Let us seek to solve each problem as ~t IH 
laid before us, inspired by va~~t idealiHtic l'.onceptwns 
and taking due account of the setbacks we shall 
inevitably encounter. Above aU, we must on no 
account be discouraged if it happens that, a11 a 
result of theBe setba<·ks, events take a different 
course from that which we had intended. But, 
despite this, we most alllo link each problem to the 
next. We must follow up each agr~mP;n~ by 
another agreement if it is by a system of md1V1dual 
agreements that we are to erect an edifice which, 
if yon will allow me to say so, will be uncommonly 
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like tl~e Protocol which the first British delegate 
has condemned. In spite of this, however, let us 
try to keep before us the aim of universality, which, 
I assure you, is•not a mere arbitrary concept of 
our .minds, but is simply an accurate reflection of 
what haJlPen&10 in a world-war- in the late war as 
well as the war which will break out to-morrow 

" if we do not succee.:l in the work we have come 
here to do. 
'' w· e have _seen - and Europe cannot forget the 
lessons it has learnt - that the first shell fired 
in a world which has not thought upon the morrow 
produces effects which are felt to the uttermost 
ho\lllds of that world. How do we know that in · 
this Europe of ours, this small continent to which 
ultimately all the nations in the world came and 
fought in its quarrel~, peace may not, be over
thrown by a gun fired on some distant ocean! 

Universality, alas ! is not a mere arbitrary 
concept of the mind. 'fhrough the very inter
dependence of all nations, and through the fact that 
modern warfare must inevitably be waged on· a 
large scale, it has become an inescapable reality 
for us in our endeavour to abolish war. 

''· We still believe- we should be insincere were 
we to say otherwise, and I wish to be as frank as 
was the British delegate the other day - that, 
in view of the world-wide extent of the danger, 
we must surely employ world-wide measures of 
prevention. We believe that some day it will be 
found that the Protocol was a vital necessity for 
the peace of the world. 

But since, for the time being, events have taken 
another turn, since• the States which are most 
immediately jnenaced have adopted the method 
of partial agreements - which, as I have shown, 
are in accordance with the principles of the Protocol 
itself - tqe League should at any rate exert every 
means in its power to increase the number of these 
agreements, at the same time taking care to see 
that tiH'Y are in a.cc'¥·dance with the essentml 
principles of the Covenant and the Protocol. 

A single pact is not enough. Already we have 
learnt through the investigations of the Press that 
t.here is more than one pact, on, at any rate, that 
the signature of one particular pact in Western 
Europe is e.onditional upon the signing of a similar 
pact in Eastern Europe. The inevitable interde-

' pendenee of Western and Eastern Europe has already 
become an accomplished fact through, these partial 
agreements. 

Do you think, does the League think, that' these 
two pacts will suffice Y If this is to be the path 
chosen by our diplomats, do you imagine that, 
both in view of the experience gained through 
these partial agreements - and this is the great 
lesson which I wish to draw from what the first 
delegate of the Rritish Empire said - and also 
because there will necessarily be other agreements 
arising out of these - since it will be dangerous 
for any nation to remain outside these pacts without 
concluding others to meet its own needs - do von 
imagine that we shall not find these ·agreements 
concluded in large numbers in order to meet 
equally numerous requirements Y It must be so; 
the League of Nations must exert its influence to 
this end. Then, when thet·e ar!' a hu·ge number of 
these agreements, when they cover, in every part 
of the world, the risk· of the conflicts which each 
group of nations eonsiders to be most imminent. do 
you imagine that these agreements will not reqitire 
to be arljust<>d and co-ordinated f · 

And, then, what body will he.qn:tlified to do so 
but the J,eague of ~ations Y . , 

::'lloreover, these pacts will ultimately bring into 
Q 

Q ... 

action all the ma<fuinery of the Leagut;. They 
are - I ask your pardon for , repeatiii:g: the 
expression, but it adequately expresses my 1d'ea -
they are pervaded by the atmosphere of the League, 
they apply its principles unaltered, they are only 
limited in time and space, and they are therefore 
experimentH which may lead to others. • • 

What, then, is the League's immediaJe duty in 
regard to these pacts Y The League has asked for 
work ; its energies demand som~ outlet. · po ;von 
not think that through its techmcal orgamsatwns 
and committees the Leagne ought at once to pre
pare for the great and multifarious duties whieh 
it may have to fulfil to-morrow ! 

To take only two examples : From wh~t we hear, · 
these agreements will organise arbitr~twn, apart; 
of course, from clear cases of aggresswn, . such as 
the violation of a demilitarised zone, and, m many 
cases, arbitration will ultimately lead to. arbitration 
by the League itself. 

Yet remember that last year, when we sought 
to strengthen arbitration in order to ensure a clear 
definition of 1;J:Ie aggressor - a~d I k_now that 
my colleaguei! on the First Comm1tt~e w1ll have a 
particularly vivid recollection of t~1s :-we. found 
that the articles of the Covenant whiCh proVIde for 

· arbitration 'Yere incomplete. In the first pla<;e, the 
Council's decision must be unanimous, and, m t.he 
second, one of the disputant States may take refuge . 
behind its domestic laws. We saw that there were 
gaps 'through which some day, under the pres~ure 
of the forces let loose by war - popular passwn, 
economic needs and so on - thewhole flood of war · 
might pour forth once more. · 

It was one of the 'most difficult and complex, 
and one of the most essential, tasks of the First 
Committee• to draw up in detail those art~cles of 
the Protocol which were intended to ftll the 
existing gaps. · 

Do you not think that·, if it is called upon one 
day ....:: as we have every reason to. suppose i\ ~ill 
be ....., to intervene in cases of arb1tratwn arlSlng 
under these pacts. the . League should consider 
how the gaps we found last year can be. fiUe<J.e !, 
And as there cannot be two practical solutions for 
one and the same problem, I think that the only 
possible solution is one which is remarkably like 
the first part of the Protocol. • 

But the idea of arbitration contains somet.hlng 
more - it has its danger~. The idea fascinates us, 
and rightly so. It is the right basis on which to 
found peacP, because it is the only means of det.er
mining the aggressor which all nations Rcept 
without. demur. But unorganised arbitrat;ion 
involves great dangers. As we know only too well 
from the difficulties which in recent years -indeed 
even this year, and even now- the Council of 1Jte 
League has had to solve, arbitration i~ bound tt 
entail lengthy investigations and researches and 
there are moments of hesitation and uncertainty ; 
meanwhile the time passes. • •. 

Remember that the Covenant even · prescrfbes 
a period of nine months. Nine months ! That is 
much longer than thoroughly equipped nat'ton~ 
require to prepare for war if they secretly. fntend 
not to submit to arbitration. That is why the Pro
tocol contains a passage~and a vital passage
i'f>ferring to measures to preserve the status qt!o in 
tlt11 case of arbitration. No provision, however, 
is made for these measuresjn'theJgi!iW,tai C-ovenant 
of the League. I do not khow"whether· suc!J a 
stipulation ·exists in the partial r,agreements, for 
we are building upon texts we have never seen. 
But, whatever the stipulations of the pacts, when 
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!heooti~e co~u;s t'? im_pose measl.ln'e of this natwe. 
mv.olvmg mvesbgatwns, updh States between 
whw~ the. sp~ctn: of war has arisen, I know of 
only ?De m~ti~utwn of such high standing and 
such. IIDpartmbty. as to be acceptable to both 
parties, and that IS the I..eagm.• of :N at.ions. 

po you ima,<:!ine there is no immediate neell to 
lay 4own 1\ pro~edure for measures. to preserve 
the status guo, as IS done in the Protocol t 

'I might give many more inst.ances, but I ha~e 
already kept you longer than I intended and I 
mu~t thank you for you kindness in listening to me. 
.I Will not burden you with more t>xamples. I will 
&top here. 

One last word, however. What is the third 
term of the problem, the third aim that we have 
inscribed above the portal of our edifice-or rather 
which we have laid down as a part of the foundation 
on which to build up the texts that are to define 
the Covenant! This third term has pt>rhaps, more 
than any other, awakened hope in the soul of the 

.nations. It is perhaps principally for the sake 
of this word that the peoples have fixed their hopes 
upon us, and as we know how infinitely difficult 
and complex a problem it is, as \rt! ~now that it 
can only be an end and not a beginning, it is for 
us to tranquillise, if I may say so, the hopes that 
the peoples are placing in us. None the less it. was 
for the sake of this ultimately inevitable third 
term that the League was founded. It is the 
message which gleamed in the eyes of the dying, 
as the eye of a murdered man reflects the image 
of his murderer-that third term is "disarmn-
ment". . · 

Until we have achieved this, we have achieved 
iiOthing. 

· Can we ,have disarmamt>nt befort> seclU'ity! 
Impossible ! France ·says so, for she will enter into 
no engagement which she cannot keep. 

Can we have disarmamt>nt after securitv! Can 
we summon a Disarmament Conference, a "confer
ence for the reduction of armaments, as soon as 
the I,eague has ascertained that a state of security 
exists t After M, Painleve's speech I think I am 
ngt exeeeding my Government's intentions in 
sayiRg thq,t, when that day comes, France will 
answer the call. 

· Through its very universality the Protocol has 
. mad" it possible for our aim to be attained. It 

linked up that aim closely with the general body 
of. its provisions.. It was laid down that the 
Conference for the reduction of armaments could 
not be held until the Protocol had received a 
number of signatures sufficient to render it O}'era
tive,'A.nd! at the same time, in order to ensure that 
the contracting nations would submit to such 
provisions as the Conference might agree upon, 
it was laid down that the Protocol itself shonl!l 
g~ome inoperative in respect of any Powers that 
refused to stand by the undertakings given at the 

. Coi:tfeJ;jlnce on the reduction of armaments. 
'~;he terms of the problem were firmly welded 

to!ether,_and formed a solid structure. And now, 
. what is t~ take its place! 

hl view of the turn which events have taken. in 
/view •of these separate pact!! inspired by 'the 

principles of the Protoeol, each of which represents 
a partial and limited fulfilment of the Protocol 
idea, is . the great hope of reducing armaments 
destined to perish! 

i'·~ 

It is the ElWiY!Pf the League to grapple with this 
problem •. , If,• by· cop.cfuding more of these pacts, 
and ·by toncluding them in harmony with the 
principles of the Protocol if, hy this devious 

• 

an<'. hrokt>n road. we renlly sut"et>l'd in t>staHishin ... 
a state of st•curit~- npproximuting to that. whiuh 
!he Protocol would have E>stnblisht>d, then I think 
It w?uld be the duty of tho ('o•mc.il, when it is 
·conVI~eed that such a stnte of st>curit.y eJdsts, to 
exercise the powt>rs llssignNl to it. in tho Pro"ouol 
by summoning a f'onferen!'e on thl rNI'Il'tion of 
annaments. · 

But if you wish nil to he lD rt•n!lim•ss for this 
Conference _when !he time t>onws, i~ is m•ct•ssouy 
t? make Immt>dmtl•ly the teehm<'nl Jlropnrn
tJons. It would surely be well to instnwt the 
-technicnl hodie.~ to b!'gin this work, for '1\'e <'llllllnt 
but realise- nnd the worltl whil'i1 is wntdting us · 
must 11lso be mnde to rt>nlise- that. t.his is 11 
highly delieate, difficult and complex tusk; t.Iw 
wen pons will not fnll from the hamds of nwn or 
nations at the first sound of the magic word. · 

These reductions of 11rma1mt>nts will have t.o be 
measured hy the lll1eds of enoh country, nnd those 
needs must be woiglwd not only agninst the 
extent of the count.ry's territory, but IIA'Ilinst 
what we mny ('llll - sitwt> mollt•rn wnrfa1t·e is 
Wa!{ed US JIIU(•.h by lllt>IIIIH of industry UM by lll"mit>H 
-its. "potentinl mohili~ntion strt:ngt.lt". It i~. 
essentml that our techmt•a1l orgamHntions shoulu 
go to the root of the problmn, l~>st wlwu the time 
comes, if it does !'Orne- nnd rome it muHt - thiK 
Conference on the redul'tion of urnu1mt>nts should · 
dn<~h our hopes, and prove the ut•uth·blow of tlw 
Lenl{ue of Nations. 

I have said my suy, unu I must crave your 
pardon for the length ut which I have spoken. By 
brief examples -some inauequutely sketched, since 
the problems ut iMsue ure so vnst- I hnve enuon
voured, not only for myself but for my country 
to express before this Assembly my profound 
convictions. My earnest hope is eithor thut, sonw 
duy, custom, uided by the operation of tho sopuratltl 
pacts which ure now In course of m•gotiation, will 
show us that these incomplete experiments justify 
the wider and more comprehensive experiment of 
the Protocol, or else thut, by the very multiplh,a
tion of these pacts applying the principles of the 
Protocol, we shall rench a poKition upproximatlng 
to that which the Protocol itself would huve 
creuted. However that muy be, we muKt link thlK 
year's problems with lust year's work, which waH 
itself but the culminution of 11 serieK of eurllor 
efforts- continuous, as I huve tried to show, 
since all were alike inKpired by the deHire not to 
add to, but to expluin, the Covenant. 

The time has not yet come, then, for us to fling 
over the Protocol that gold anrl pm"[lle pall bencuth 
which the dead gods sleep. The st.ructure we om'e 
built on the shore of this lake iH still there, firm und 
unshaken. The passing wuve may distort und dim 
its image, but its essential features form once 
again in the passing river. The fragmentary 
structures in which diplomacies muPt petforce put 
their faith can only be built .upon the plan which 
we have drawn . 

The Prf'sidPnt : I turn at this moment to the 
EngliHh-speaking delegation& and I draw their 
attention to the fact that this brilliant speech to 
which we have listened is hardly translatable, 
and that it iH much beyond the foroo and strength 
and ingenuity of any interpreter to translate that 
speech on the spur of the moment. I therefore 
suggest - but. it is for yon to say - that the 
speech should not be interpreted. It will of cour~~e 
be carefully translated and in due time distributed 
to the members of the English-speaking delegations. 
H it is agreeable to yon we might diHpense with the 
oral translation. But shonld any protest be raised 
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againRl this procedure, and if any English-spea.Jing ' ia~ge in which ~ ~a& delivered. B~t in ~pt
membr.r insists on the tr~nslation being made now, ing the proposition on this occasion I mmt assert 
it will ot course be done. . /the claim of the English Ja.nguage 'to equali!;y in 

The ni. Bon. Amten Chamberlain (British. this Assembly and mlll!t ask that the course which 
Empire) : I do not_ raise any objection to the you hl!'ve p~oposed. should be. treated as .wholly 
suggestioJ}. whjch you have made, Sir. -It would be : ex~p.t1onal apd not as .a prece1ent on future 
tloubly ungracious to do so because I had the good 'OCCaBIOns.. . . . ' .. I· . . . . .. . 

fortune to understnruJ and enjoy the 'spe!!ch. in the Tki_ meeting roKe ~ 6.15. p,m: 

• 

' . 

PRINTED Jiy .. Tlimt1NE DE GE.'IEVE ;. 
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· ,~President: ¥&- DANDURAND. 

-OPTIONAL CLAUSE OF THE STATUTE 
OF THE PERMANENT COURT OF ~TER· 
NATIONAL JUSTICE : DRAFT RESOLU
TJ.QN PROPOSED BY THE SWISS DELEGA
I[ION.. 

. ·n,e President : 
· T1anslation : The Swiss_ delegation baa sub
nu'Hed the following· draft resolution 

· ' "T~ Assembly, 
·: !'Noting with satisfactfun the fact that seven· 
teQ~J. States have. accepted, up to the present. 
th& optional clause of the Statute of the Per
manent Court of International Justice concem-

~ ing \he compulsory: jurisdiction of the Court, 
"Reeommends that those St.ates which have 

IW!SlUiled _this obligation for. a. period which will 
shortly terminate should. take the. neC088ary 
steps in order to renew, in. due course, their 
nndertaiings." . . . 

This resolution will ])# printed and distnlmted 
to the members-of the Assembly, and at the end 
of the present discnasion the A.saembly will be in
vited to give its opinion upon that resolution. 

24. REPORT ON TilE WORK OF THE 
COUNCIL AND OF TilE SECilETARIAT: 
CONTINUATION OF TilE DISCUSSION. 

The Pre~ldeot : • 
Translation: The next item on the agenda Ia the con· 

tinuation of the disou~sion on the report on the work 
, of the Council and of the Secretariat and the mua· 
sures taken to execute the decisions of the.Al!semllly. 

Prince Arfa, first delegate lor Persia, will addresa 
the Assembly. 

, . Prioee Arfa (Persia) 

1 
Tramlation : Mr. President, ladles and gentle· 

men- It is my pleasant duty pullllcly to expreKa 
· my thanks to the Council and the Secretariat for 
· their activities of the past year. The Conferenooa 
of the League of Nation& have become ao frequent 
that many of us have passed the greater part of the 
winter here at Geneva, and have been able to appro-

' o~te anew the great abilities and devotion of 
the Secretary-General and his loyal collaborators. 

Persia was specially interested In the Conference 
. on the Trade in Arms which met In the spring . 
She sinrPrPly hopPd that sho would be able to 
co-operate in the nHeasary rontrol over an il.lllgal 
traffir, the dangP.rs of whirh she well know~. 
She deeply regrets her inability to adhere to tbe 
f'..onvention, on account of a cla0111 which made 
tbe Persian Gull a prohibited zone and which, 
if we bad accepted it, wonld have placed PerHian 
vessela upon the same basi¥ 311 the native boata 
of colonies or mandated territoriee. 

She was prepared herself to exerci.lle, in colla.
boration with the other contracting partiear the 
most stringent aupervisioo, and even to organiBe 
later a special maritime police. But it is of course 
clear that Persia cannot, any more than any other 
Member of the League, allow the warship& of 
another .Power to stop, on the high seaa, veuell 
flying her flag and to treat them aa if they were 
craft belonging to a colonial or mandated people. 

The Covenant doeB not allow any special group 
of Members of the League to decree measures 
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affecting the sovereignty of another Member 
without that Member's formal consent. I . am 
therefore quite certain that none of the nat10ns 
represented here. would. wis~ to depart from t~at 
pri'lciple of justice, which IS t~e very foundat10n 
of intet:natioual law as recogrused by us all. 

In onr ardent desire to maintain t~e best pos
sible relations wit'l our powerful neighbour, the 
British Empire, we have left the door open for 
· ai:. agreement. . 

Seeing that genuine good-will exis~s on bo~h 
sides, I hope the two Governments . will soo11: diS
cover a solution capable of safeguardm~ ~he ng~ts 
and equality of both countries, a condit10n which 
is· indispensable to every agreement, whether 
general or 1>artial. · . 

The great difference between the old mte~a
tional relations and the new, the la~ter b_emg 
based on the League of Nations, should lie preCisely 
in respect for the equality of all States, great and 
small. If the prestige of the League has somewhat 
increased in the East during the last two years, 
it is in direct proportion to ~he increase in the 
influence of the smaller countries. 

The election of six non-permanent Members of 
the Council instead of four has made a good 
impression. We must continue along that path. 
Popular confidence in the real value of the Lea~e 
will depend more and more UPO!J such a P?licy. 
The confidence of the masses will be won If we 
prove to them that the mighty are no longer 
supreme, and th~t th.e voice of th~ weakest receiv:es 
equal consideration m the Councils and .Assemblies 
at Geneva. 

During the five years of its existence, the League · 
of Nations has rendered splendid service to the 
peace of the -world and to humanity. 

.From the creation of. the world down to the 
present time, force has often held right in thrall ; 
the stronger has attacked the weaker and the 
latter's voice was never heard. The weak had to 
tolerate every kind of injustice, without even the 
consolation of making their complaints heard. 

The League has already provided the weak 
and oppressed with the means of bringing their 
grievances and complaints before the tribunal of 
the nations. This is progress indeed. 

We must press steadfastly on. With courage and 
tenacity there is nothing we cannot do. If the 
League is given the real support it requires, there 
will be no more oppressed peoples in the world to 
come here and lay their grievances before you. 

The Persian delegation has heard the Swedish, 
proposal regarding compulsory arbitration with the 
deepest interest, and requests the Assembly to 
instruct the First and Third Committees to examine 
it next week. 

The President : 
Tramlation : M. Bello-Codesido, first delegate 

for Chile, will address the Assembly. 

ll. Belio-Corlesido (Chile) : 
Tramlat im : Mr. President, ladies and gen

tlemen- The interest with which the countries 
of Latin America, and more especially Chilfl, regard 
the activities of the League increases every day. 
After having L'l'owned its work of peaceful deve
lopment at home with a new political constitution 
inspired by the highest ideals of democracy, after. 
having settled our sole remaining international 
problem by arbitration and of our own accord, my 
country now proposes to collaborate with ever
renewed enthUJjiaKm and constant loyalty in the 
Hplendid peace work undertaken by the League. 

The League's power for securing the peace of 
the world is greater than is gent>rally admitted. 

' Q 

Its suppo~ters; :tnd particularly i~s adversaries, 
are often inclined to ignore all but. Its more. essen
tially political actiyities. But t.h~ econonhc. ~nd 
'intellectual ties which the League IS endeavourmg 
to strengthen, the care of the world's health, the · 
enr,ouragement by the League of contact-between 
the younger generation of different countries, 
the improvement of travelling facilities foF these 
young people, the total or gradual •removal of 
the scourges which threat~n them, and also t~e 
activities of the Internat10nal Labour Orgams
ation, are as effective a contribution to world 
peace as direct political action, because they create 
the state of mind and the material well-being 
essential to real peace. 

Chile therefore takes an enthusiastic interest in 
the success of the League's present and future 
work for the realisation of these a.ims. It attaches 
great value· to the work of the Committee on 
Intellectual Co-operation, the scope of which has 
been greatly enlarged thanks to the generous help 
given by the .French Government in founding in 
Paris an important International Institute. The 
increase in .the number of national committees 
on intellectw11 co-operation and the satisfactory 
progress of the Committee's work for the 
development · of inter-university relations, the 
instruction of youth in the ideals of the League and 
the exchange of professors and students - all 
these are most hopeful signs. The reform of educa
tion, the aim of which is to draw the peoples of the 
world closer together, is a question to which 
special attention should be given. .The Assembly 
knows of the great progress already made in°Latin 
.Ainerica in this connection, and it is ·the South 
.Ainerican members of the Committee who are 
responsible for the increased activity in this field 
and the new orientation given to this work. 

There is no need for me to emphasise the impor
tance of the League's economic and financial work, 
in which Chile co-operates with very keen interest. 
Bv its work in connection with the financial 
reconstruction of two European countries -
work which at first sight seems of only resllricted:J 
importance but is really of world-wide concern, 
and, which, too, is _a model of organisat!on ,•tnd 
foresight - and by 1ts gene~al efforts to ~pr~ve 
economic conditions, · to bnng about uniform1ty • 
in legislation, to simplify formalities, and to 
encourage fairness in the world of commeir.Je, the 
League of Nations is undoubtedly preparing the< 
advent of an era of peace which can only be reached 
by- setting the whole economy of the world in 
order. 

.As regards the direct political action. taken by 
the League, the triple peace formula : "Arb~ation, 
security, reduction of armaments", adopted by the 
fifth Assembly, combines a wide application. of 
the principle of ·compulsory arbitration with the 
factors of guarantee and disarmament, w'J.jcb 
complete the system of organising peace by 
common and united action on the pacy of all. 
Members of the League. The Protocol, the further 
examination of which is included in the agerffia of 
this Assembly, has given concrete form ta., the 
fundamental principle of a general agreement for 
the creation of an active force which will comp~l 
respect, ensure the execution of interr.ationat--
engagements, eliminate the causes of war, inau
gurate the triumph of right over violence, and 
establish the ideal of justice. 

Although objections to this agreement have been 
raised, on account of the difficulty of applying 
the methods provided for' with a view to attaining 
the desired end, these objections do not refer to ~ 
the groundwork of the peace organisation conceived '· 
by the Protocol. 
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.Artitration: security and disaQnament have net 
and cannot be replaced by other means or by 
better .or more &ffective methods. Their scope 
must, however, be strictly defined, and their 
characteristics in the different parts of the world 
must be examined in order that their general and 
compulsory application may be made acceptable 
to an iitates. 

The nature of the objections which the examina: 
tion of the l>rotocol has suggested to some Powers 
has not merely thrown light upon the problem; it 
has Ied to preparatory action, including interna
tional negotiations of the highest importance for 
.the rapid settlement of urgent outstanding ques
tions between the countries which took part in the 
great war. Nay, more, the way is being· cleared 
for the general agreements which will contribute, 
within the League, to the establishment of universal 
peace: . 

Great Britain's point of view is in keeping with 
this new aspect of the problem. Her declarations 
show that if the League is called upon to settle 
disputes which concern certain nations or groups 
of nations more directly than others, the best 
solution is to supplement the Coven11nt by special 

' agreements designed to meet special naeds. These
agreements, which would be purely defensive 
and would be concluded in the spirit of the Covenant 
and under the auspices of the League, would bind 
together the nations more directly concerned, 
whost> differences might give rise to further conflict. 

This system of partial agreements has reached 
the stage of practical a.pplication and will have a 
predominant influence on the further action 
taken~y this Assembly with regard to the various 
points and; indeed, the fundamental principles of 
the Protocol which have again come up for 
consideration on account of the objections and 
criticisms which have been made. 

·The. Chilian delegation, on behalf of its Govern
ment, signed the Protocol for the Pacific Settlement 
of International Disputes adopted by the fifth 
Assembly. It gave its adhesion to the principles 
of international peace and the policy of co-operation 
~n wh'l.ch the Protocol is based -'- principles fully 
in accordance with those which my country has 
conitantly advocated. We were all the more 
anxio~ to sign that document, because the Report, 

• which is inseparable from the Protocol, lays down 
·the maxim, which my country also upholds, that 
the pooific procedure shall only be applied to 

"ilisputes relating to the revision of existing treaties 
or involving the present territorial integrity · of 
the signatory States.· Chile, however, fnlly recog
nises the weight and importance of the objections 
to final· acceptance of the Protocol, and the 
difficufties which stand in the way of a general 
agre11ment. . 

. .Arbitration and guarantees are necessary factors 
in any plan for the organisation of peace, and are 
in~etJarable from any system designed ~o prevent 
the risk of war, but they cannot be mtroduced 
without taking into account the limitations and 
the differentiation which are unavoidable in order 

• to r~pect the sovereignty of States, their means 
and ))Owers of co-operation, and their more or Jess 
di'!:-ect interest in the settlement of such disputes 
as may arise . 

.,/ As rctgards arbitration, Chile is proud of having 
employed this peacefnl and equitable means for 
the settlement of all her international difficnlties. 
She cannot fail to recognise the supreme importance 
of arbitration in the international life of nations, or 

• the expediency, nay, the necessity, of extending, 
by means of special pacts,ti.ts compulsory application 
in the pacific settlement nf questions relating to 

• specific. countries. A world pact of arbitration is 
.an entirely different matter. By reason of its very 

' - ~ 
Mmprehensiveness, it cannot be made compalsory 
in every case. Even if the principle were generally 
accepted, it could only be made workable in 
practice by admitting certain resenations enabling 
every country to adopt it. 

.Article 36 of the Statute of the Perman'llnt 
Court of International Justice prov"ldes -for the • 
jurisdiction of the Court in four .ases of compulsory 
arbitration covering legal disputes 'concerning : 
(a) The interpretation of a treaty; (b) any questi~n. 
of International Law; (o) the existence of any f!\ct 
which, if established, would constitute a breach 
of an international obligation; and (d) the nature 
or extent of the reparation to be made for the 
breach of an international obligation. • 

A general pact of compulsory arbitration might, 
in our opinion, conform to the provisions of the 
Statute of the Court in this respect, omitting the 
clause providing for arbitration on any question ° 
of international law - a formula which is too wide 
and too vague. The revision of treaties actually 
in force would, it need hardly be said, he excluded. 

Compulsory arbitration, thus rendered consonant 
with national sovereignty and existing treaties, 
would play a large and essential part in the 
proposed system with a view to achieving the nobleo• 
purpose of consolidating peace in international 
relations. 

The :American continent has taken an important 
step, of which it may be useful to remind you, 
with the object of resorting to all possible means 
for the pacific settlement of international disputes1 
by first obtaining the moral disarmament referre!l 
to by the eminent representative of the British 
Empire on this very platform, when he declared 
that this purpose must take precedence of the 
fixing of penalties . 
. The Convention approved by the Pan-American 

Conference at Santiago, at the proposal of the 
representative of Paraguay, lays down the 
obligation to submit to Commissions of Enquiry 
all controversies between the signatory Powers 
which have not already been submitted to 
arbitration in accordance with existing Treaties. 
These Commissions are required to make a preli
minary report on the causes and nature of 'the 
dispute; the parties to the case undertake, in the 
meantime, not to mobilise, not to begin concentra
tion of their forces, nor to engage in any hostile 
acts or preparations for hostilities. Even after 
the report has been presented, a period of six months 
must elapse, during which negotiations are to be 
re-opened in order to bring about a settlement of 
the difficulty in view of the finclings of this report. 

This pacific procedure, which is supplementary 
to arbitration, is already emboclied in one conti
nental agreement, and should, in our opinion, be 
taken into consideration by the League as a contri
bution from the American continent to the world 
work of peace, which is the foremost object of 
the League's activities. 

As regards the system of guarantees laid down 
in the GenPva Protocol for the benefit of certain 
States, it should be noted that it applies more 
particularly to European countries. This aspect 
of the peace problem does not directly affect the 
American countries, since none of them has reason
to fear tbe loss of its independence or needs to 
have it guaranteed by any other State. These 
countrie~ therefore cannot undflrtake, on equal 
terms, the obligations and responsibilities involved 
by guarantees to safeguard the security and terri
torial integrity of countries in another continent. 

Logically, the guarantee and the security re
quired in view of the particular position of cer
tain States should be est-ablished beforehand, as 
was propo~ed in the British Government's decla
ration, by means of partial defensive agreements 
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' . d.r tl to bll concluded between the countries rrec 3" 

concerned and to be placed under the control 
of the League. 

If a dispute" threatens the . peace o! the wo!ld 
a!lli is so serious as to reqmre the mterventwn 
of all the 1\i_~atory Powers, the obligations and 

• burdens involved bv the guarantee should fall 
• primarily on th~. countries directly concerned 

and bound by special pacts, next upon the coun
•bies of the continent in which the dispute .has 
arisen and, lastly, upon alf the other countries 
bound by a general pact of security. 

This system of guarantees, which is both logical 
and equitable, would be in keeping with the his
t<lrical facts of the great. war and corresponds with 
the manner in which the various countries succes
sively entered the war. It would also be adapted 

, to the powers and resources of countries situated 
far from the centre of military operations and 
having no direct and immediate interest in the 
dispute. 

In view of these general considerations, the 
Chilian delegation feels that the work hitherto 
accomplished by the League has not been unfruitful, 

, and that an examination of the methods to be em
' ployed for consolidating, supplementing and re

inforcing it by means of fresh agreements, engaging 
the loyal and unconditional support of every 
State in its turn, will create, in the near future, a 
great moral body of international opinion defi
nitely bent upon the attainment of peace, concord 
and solidarity. 

The President : 
Translation : I call. upon Viscount ·Ishii, first 

delegate of Japan, to address the Assembly. 

Viscount Ishii (Japan) : 
Translation: Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 

- Since the great discussions of the fifth Assembly, -
.the Government of Japan, inspired by the peaceful 
sentiments which actuated the .Tapariese'delegation 
when the- Protocol was being discussed, has 
examined that important document not only with 
the sympathy it merits by reason of its lofty aims, 
but also with a profound sense of the political 
responsibility it involves. My Government has 
closely studied the details as well as the basic 
principles of the problem ; it has taken into 
consideration not only the official documents but 
also the powerful currents of public opinion which 
exist in the various countries. It finds that. after 
all its vicissitudes, the Protocol has failed to obtain 
the unanimous approval of the Members of the 
League. Such unanimity, however, is the basis 
of the decisions of the League, which is a · free 
association of free nations. It . is the essential 
condition for the effective working and practical 
application of the Protocol. 

All Gov:e~ents are, of course, in agreement as 
to the pnnc1ples of the Protocol. They disagree 
o~y . as regards the method of applying those 
prmc1ples. They are not opposed to the noble 
ideals which inspired last year's agret>ment but 
they_ have f~nn~ that the world is not yet ;eady -
for Its applicatiOn, which has accordingly been 

. postponed. We therefore think-it would be wiser 
.. for the pre11ent not to press for it to be put into 

force. 
The experience we have gained from the Protocol 

sho'!s us t~at at present it is extremely difficult, if 
not lDlpo&Slble, to strengthen the Covenant in such 
a way a11 to ensure its general application in all 
parts of _the. worl~. In_deed, every community, 
every nation 18 ~ubJect to 1ts own special conditions.
The Cov~nant 1~self . had had to take account of 
geographical 11tnatwns and special political 

<!ircumstances. F;om the point of vfew of s€curity 
and disarmament the requirements of each-continent 
are different. · o c· 

For some years now, efforts have been made 
1:o elaborate a general system of arbitration, 
securit:v .and disarmament. These efforts led last 
year to the prepar~tion of the Protocol, 'Yhich 
received the lmammous approval of ill the 
delegations. But when it was no longer a question 
of discussion at Genel[a, but within tll:e individual 
States, this general scheme encountered serious 
obstacles. Governments, Parliaments and public 
opinion in every country are inevitably influenced 
by the situation in their own country. They see 
things from their own angle and shape their work 
accordingly. Reason as well as experience seem, 
therefore, to prove that tl1e best method is to start 
from the individual case and work gradually anlj. 
methodically towards the general. 

If we are to accomplish something practical and 
enduring we must; while conforming to the spirit 
of the Covenant, base our work on the historical, 
politimtl and geographical conditions obtaining 
in the various parts of the world. In this field there 
is an urgent. need for regional agreements corre
·sponding tfi the desire of neighbouring nations for 
security and peace. 

The legitimacy of regional agreements has some
times been contested on the ground that they are 
likely to lead to the ereation of antagonistic groups 
within the League itself, thus restoring the pre
war system of unstable and uncertain balances of 
power. But if these agreements are devoid of hostile 
intent and are not directed against anyone, jJ their 
fundamental object is to prevent an armed conflict 
between the .Contracting Parties and. to forestall, 
as far as possible, the outbreak of war between 
them; if, moreover, with this end in view,- provision 
is made for arbitration and .conciliation procedure 
caJ.culated to facilitate the peaceful settlement of 
any disputes which may ari,se, the objections 
formerly raised to partial agreements disappear. 
. The new partial agreements, so dra-wn up, will 
be in conformity with the letter and the spirit of, 
the Covenant. They will leave the Covenant 
lmchanged, but they will come within its generaJ. 
framework. They will thus strengthen the Icag'ue's 
work and will make it easier to apply the Covenant, 
when the need is felt to strengthen the guarantees' 
of security and peace. . . c 

If the number of such agreements is increased 
throughout the world, we shall finally obtain a 
result similar to that aimed at by the general 
Protocol. · 

I am -quite convinced that since the League of 
Nations heralded to the suffering world too dawn 
of a new era of peace, an evolution has taken ,place 
in the mentality of the various peoples of the world. 
This has been crystallised, as it were, in the 
formula, "arbitration, security, disarmament". It 
has been duly noted not -only by Governnieuts 
but also by public opinion, which sees in these 
words a trinity of inseparable terms. NO one of 
these conditions ca'n be fulfilled unless the others 
are also fulfilled; but no solid or-lasting pr8gress 
?an be made except through the slow evolution of 
Ideas and a steady adaptation to facts. If the 
quest.ion. of the Protocol cannot as yet b\'. sol veiL.,_ 
at a .s~ro~e, we m~y place our hopes, abo:ve all, in . 
con~il1atwu. The 1dea, long upheld by-the Scandi
naVIan na~ions, of .s~tt~g up a special organisation 
to d~al With conCiliatiOn, may very profitably be 
applied here. 

Doubtless the system c-of conciliation will not 
.entirely !Deet t~e desires of all nations for justice. 
B_ut unt-il the Ideal of arbitration, security and , 
dll!armament has become an accomplish_ed fact,. 
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w; think • that conciliation ,ponstitutes the ~osl 
appropriate method for the peaceful settlement 
of internatim~al disputes. This does not mean 
that we desire to belittle the high authority of the 
Permanent Court of International Justice or of 
arbitration tribunals. It merely marks our belief 
that many international disputeR might be•satis
faciorily settled by conciliatory procedure applied 
by wise and eXperienced mim fully acquainted 
with th~ facts of present-day politics. 

My eolleagues will doubtless remember that at 
the third Assembly a recommendation in favour 
of conciliation commissions was adopted. Since 
that date the world has been able to judge the 
advantages of this system, and many States have 
embodied it in their special agreements. It is for 
us, then, to perfect it in the light of recent develop
ments both of theory a.nd pra'ctie.e. We must 
begin our work, and continue it methodically. 
Japan will be the first to give her whole-hearted 
support to all efforts in favour of peace and 
concord. 

The President : I call upon M. Hymans, first 
delega~ of B~lginm, to addres~ the Assembly. 

• 
l\1. llymans (Belgium) : 

Translation : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 
- After this lengthy and brilliant discussion, and 
after listening to ·such remarkable speeches, I 
must ·apologise for mounting this platform. I 

· have really nothing new to tell you nor to reveal, 
but I thought it my duty to say a few words. It 
w<fuld be inconceivable indeed that, in a dis
cussion on the question of seeurity, the voice of 
Belgium should nut be heard; but it is also my duty 
to be brief, ·and I shall endeavour to fulfil this 
duty. to the letter. 

First of all, however, may I re-assert ·my 
confidence in the future of the League of Nations 
and its· spirit ' I am one of the oldest collaborators 
in its work. This is the sixth Assembly at which 
I have been present. I have always been optimistic, 
ana at the opening of this sixth Assembly there 
are many signs which confirm my optimism. 
• In the first place, I should like to observe that, 
in ~he whole course of this lengthy discussion, 
I have. never heard-and I, personally, am rather 
proud of it-a single eriticism of the Cmmcil's work, 
de~ite the fact that this work ha~ been constantly 
increasing and deals with ever more numerous 
and complex questions. International life grows 
in -volume and continually flows on, while we 
strive to direct, encourage and organise it. 

A second reason for confidence is the way in 
whleh the public is attracted towards this Assembly, 
,mich. has become a rallying-ground for thinkers, 
and gives an impression of calm strength and unity 
of thought .. 
• Then, . again. speeches are shorter than they 
used .to be. ·. There is a gradual tendency to 
abandtin general formulas and what I venture to call 
"the~metaphysics of peace", and to seek more for 
c~crete· and positive solutions. · 
.In this.connection may I refer-andM. Paul

Boncour spoke of the matter yesterday - to. two 
important decisions, taken three days ago by the 
Collllcil of the League, which may possibly have 
escaped the notice of the public, namely, its 
confirmation of the admirable work thaG has 
culminated in the financi~:<l and economic 
restoration of Ailstria and of Hungary t 

This is· the League's own work. The L11ague 
initiated it. We have ¥J,ved two nations and brought 
_back to them life and hope. Such a snrce~s 
should not be allowed to pass unobserved. It iB a 
positive proof of our power, and shows that the 

• • • ~ 
l.feague ean, v.·henever it wishes, accomplish great 
things in the economic sphere. 

And now, since I am to be as brief as possible, • 
I will pass at onr.e to the quest~on of security, the 
Protocol and regional agreements. • 

Last year the A.~sembly made a great an~ noble 
effort to esta.blish a general syst.emt fo~ the pacific 
~ttlement of international disputes. . • • 

At the 1924 Assembly e'ne Belgian delegation 
voted for the Protocol, and three months l~ter 
I signed it on behalf of roy Government. Bllft our 
hope of seeing it put into foroe has not )>een 
realised. We ourselves remain faithful to its 
principles, which, we believe, fulfil the aspirations 
of mankind. • 

. Wars of aggression are a crime, disputes must be 0 
settled by just.ice and not by violence. 

The expression "Arbitration, security, disarma
ment", in which the system of the Protocol has 
been summed up, still holds good. It is graven on • • 
our minds. 

Th11 idea of arbitrat-ion is making steady progress; 
the Assembly and all the peoples of the world 
approve it. The day has not yet. come when the 
political situation and the public mind and con
scien:•e make it possible to apply the Protocol.,Jn 
full, but in the meantime partial treaties of aroi
tration increase and multiply. . We are very glad 
to st>e this, and I thank M. Motta for his reference 
to the treaty which Belgium recently concluded 
with Switzerland. 

But now that I am on the subject of arbitration 
I should like ·to give expression to a thought 
which constitutes a reply to the various arguments 
advanced by some of the distinguished delegates 
who have spoken from this platform. · 

The system of arbitration can only provide real 
security if it is strengt.hene£1 by a series of practical 
sanctions and guarantees of execution ensuring 
respect for justice. Moral sanctions aro powerful, 
but human history and experience show that they • 
are not enough. 

1\f. Politis last year brought us convincing 
evidence of the fact in the eloquent speech which 
he made at the beginning of the session. He 

. concluded with this striking illustration : "It is not 
·sufficient that the spendid tower of peace which 
we are one and all working with eager hearts to 
erect should be given the good and solid foundations 
of justice. It iB necessary, in order that it may 
bear the weight of that burden of armaments 
which one day we shall place upon the summiij 
that the walls should be strongly built of the 
granite stone of security". 

The impossibility at present of putting the 
Protocol into force iB bound to lead nations to seek 
by regional agreements and partial arrangements 
to guarantee their security and to maintain and 
safeguard peace. 

The pacts of mutual security which are at present 
being negotiated, and to which various speakers 
have alluded, are not military alliances organised 
by certain nations against ot-hers. They are not 
weapons pointed against a definite enemy. The 
enemy, as M. Paul-Boncour said yesterday, will 
be the aggressor. These treaties are protective 
alliances founded on mutual obligations. They 
closely associate arbitration and guarantees. They 
are destined to become forces making for general 
security and will contribute to the peace of the 
world. -

The germ of these regional arrangements iB to 
be found in the Covenant of the League. It will 
also be found in the draft Treaty of Mutual 
Assistance of 1923 and the Protocol of 1924. 
Special agreements would, in my opinion, be 
indispensable even under the universal system 
of the Protocol They would constitute the pillars 
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' ' ' 
upon which a universal syst.ein of arbitration abd 
security would repose. -

A few months ago M. Benes, Rapporteur for the 
Protocol, directed. the Council's _attention t<? the 
practical value of regional agreement~, and pomted 
out tliat if these agreements were mcreased and 
were !!Tad-Iallf' c{)mbined and co-ordiRated, . a 

'svstem"' >eould be evolved which· would be remark
a-bly similar to that d:i the Protocol itself. 

:t'he pacts under preparation which fan within 
the fiamework of the League are imbued with the 
spirit of the Protocol; it may be said, in fact, that 
they actually form a partial application of its 
principles. They· help to create an atmosphere 
favourable to the growth of the ideal of peace .. 

Such is the character of the schemes now bemg 
carried into effect. My brief account of them is 
taken from the statements made by Mr. Austen 
Ctamberlain to the Council last March, and of 

·< ' M. Paul Painleve in his opening speech, and also 
from the brilliant acoount of them given us 
yesterday by M. Paul-Boncour. 

What they have told us shows that they have a 
common idea, and with that idea my ,Government 
associates itself; it is evidence of a close under
stpnding -which Belgium welcomes- between two 
great peoples whose friendship is vital for the safety 
of the world and of civilisation. 

We have always held that disarmament will be 
the natural consequence of security. It cannot 
precede; it must follow. Nations cannot neglect 
the precautions which self-preservation impels 
them to take until they have- acquired confi
dence and feel themselves protected. But Belgium 
is prepared forthWith to take her share in the 
preliminary work of collecting the material required 
for a Conference on disarmament, to be convened 
by the League of Nations as soon as circumstances 
make it possible and desirable. · 

I havil felt it my duty to say these. few words· 
• on behalf of the Belgian Govermnent; and in the 

name of Belgium, whose independence is essential 
to the political stability of Western Europe. .All 
of us, to whatever party we belong, believe in 
Right, and in international affairs we have no other 
ambition than to collaborate in· the pacification 
of the world, and to place our country beyond the 
machinations of violence and the agony and 
suffering of war. . · 

It was in order to give expression to this thought, 
wh~ch the whole Belgian nation shares, that I 
•JesU'ed to address this Assembly, in which Belgium, 
after the terrible trials which she bore with such 
stoicism, has found so cordial and so fraternal a 
sympathy. 

I conclude, a11 I began, with an affirmation of 
confidence and hope. The work of the League 
goes on. There is no stopping, no going back. We 
move forward slowly, step by step, towards justice 
and peace. Let us endure to the end. 

The President : 
TranJJlatwn : M. Quiiiones de Le6n, first delegate 

for Spain, will address the Assembly. 
ll. Quinones de Leiin (Spain) : 
Tram~ion : ll1r. President, ladies and gentlemen 

:-- I~ was m any case my intention to be brief, but, 
m_v1ew of the lateness of the hour, I shall be even 
bn~fer. I could repeat to-day, without altering 
a smgle word, all that I had the honour to say last 
y~ar, o!l behalf of my country, during the solemn 
dJr;cu.~swn of the Protocol which WM to maintain 
~nd develop the constitutional principles inscribed 
m the Covenant of the League of Nations. 
~i~ce then, Spain ~as in no way changed her 

opmwns _regarding either the ideal of universal 
peace which we all share, or the means of realising 

.this •ideal so far as. the limits of human natfu-e 
allow. 

Inspired by the glorious tradition~ of h~.>r j~ists 
in· the past, who foresaw the problems of inter
national law before that branch of the legal 
encyclopredia bad even been defined; inspired also 
by the efforts of the League itself in affirming, 
by its acts, the principle of arbitration and0 the 
definition _of aggression, Spain still favours the 
solutions set out in the Protocol. ' 

We therefore voted for the recommendations 
which it contained and, conscious of their impor
tance and of the benefits they would bring, we 
have come to affix our signature thereto. 

I therefore repeat, in the name of Spain, all that 
I said last year. 

I said then that my country's long history had 
fully convinced · it that institutions, whether 
national or international, require time to reach 
maturity and must- take into account the realities 
of life. . 

ThE.' partial agreements which the League has 
been offered this year are not; I feel, so wide in 
character as the scheme of settlement formulated 
last year ; but they are pregnant with the ideas 
embodied in the Protocol, and in essence they 
correspond to the principles - born of a sincere 
desire for peace- which underlie the Covenant 
of the League. 

We must often perforce abandon the immediate 
attainment of an ideal and reach it only by gradual 
stages. 

We know now what the problem is, and it is, 
I submit, the Assembly's duty to take up the par
tial solutions proposed and apply their bene!its 
to the whole world ; it must work ceaselessly and 
untiringly for universal peace. 

Faithful to Spain's ideal, but recognising nature's 
L'l.w that ideals can only be attained slowly and 
gradually, I venture to submit for the consideration 
of the Assembly certain proposals-which, I think, 
combine the ideas expressed by the majority of 
the delegates who have already spoken, and which, 
without departing from the spirit and intention 
of the admirable proposal submitted by M:Loud'on, 
widen that proposal in such a way as to cover the 
whole problem. ., 

I have therefore the honour to submit to Gthe 
Assembly the following draft resolution . : 

"The Assembly, profoundly attached to cthe 
cause of peace, . and conVinced that the most . 
urgent need of the present time is the re
establishment of mutual confidence between 
nations, 
· "Declaring· afresh that a war of aggression 

constitutes an international crime, .,. 
"Taking note of the declarations subinittoo 

to the Council and the Assembly of the League 
of Nations in respect of the Protocol for the 
Peaceful Settlement of International Dispute,~, 
and of the fact that the said Protocol has not · 
up to the present received the ratific~ttions 
necessary for putting it into operation 
immediately, · · ·~ 

"Regards favourably the effort made 1;\y 
certain _nations to advance these questions by 
concluding treaties of mutual security conceived 
in the spirit of the Covenant of the Leagu9 of 
Nations and in harmony with the principles 
of the Protocol (arbitration, security, disarma-
ment), ~ · 

"Records the fact. that such agreements need 
not be restricted to a limited area but may be 
applied to the whole world1 

"Recommends that, after these agreements 
have been deposited with the League of Nations 
the Council ·should examine them iii order t~ 
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;eport to the seventh .Ass~lhbly on the pro;ress' 
in ~eneral security brought about by such 
a~eements, • 

"Underta)res a~~:ain to work for the establish
ment of peace by the sure method of arbitration 
security and disarmament, • ' 

• "And requests the Council to make preparatory 
afrangements for a Conference on the reduction 

. of arlllQments as soon as, in its opinion, satis
factory conditions have been achieved from the 
point of view of general security .as provided 
for in Resolution XIV of the third .Assembly." 

• The President : 

" Tra118lation : The .Assembly has before it a 
new draft resolution, submitted by the first 
delegate of Spain. This draft will be printQil. and • 
communicated to members withou~ delay. · 

At the conclusion of this discussion, th\ AssembJy 
will be called upon to vote 6)n this draft and on • 
the other draft resolutions which have "been sub-
mitted to it.- • • • 
, The meeting ros~ at 12.66 p.tn. 

.. 
PRINTED BY ., TRIBUNE DE GENEVE" 
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COUNCIL AND OF THE SECRETAIUAT : 
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The J:resident : 
Translation: The first item 'on the agenda is 

the-continuation of the debate on the report of the 
""- Work of the Council and of the Secretariat. 

Dj;. Nap.sen, delegate for Norway, will address 
tM Assembly. 

Dr. Nlfnsl'n (Norway) :· Mr. President, I desire 
on th~ ·present occasion to confine_ my remarks 

• on tile report made by the Secretary-General 
, almot!l; exclusively to one• single item, namely, 

the action of the League and the International 
Labour Office·on behalf-of refugees. 

• Befor~ I take up that subject, however, I may 
in a few words bring some other points before 
the Assembly. First of all, I desire to move, 
without elaborate comment, a resolution referring 
·to the Sixth Committee for consideration the report 

· • of the Permanent· Manda,tes Commission and the 
annual reports of the ·various mandatory Powers 

f which. that Commission has received this year. 
• This item, as you may have noticed, does not yet 

appear on the agenda, but in moving my resolution 

- in conformity with what l1as been done on several 
previous occasions - I know that 1 am only 
giving expression to a sentiment shared by the 
whole of the Assembly as to the importance of 
the annual discus~ions on the mandates syst.cm. 
Anyone who follows· the current of international 
affairs cannot fail to be aware that the relations 
between the advanced and the backwarcl peoples 
of the world are assuming every year a greater 
and greater importance. There are many in the 
Assembly who believe that in this mandates 
system there will be found the means by which 
perhaps the gravest of the problems resulting from 
the contact of civilised and primitive peoples may 
in the lon~t run jJe solved. 

I therefore beg to move the following resolution : 

"The Assembly, following the precedent already 
established in previous years, decides to refer 
to the Sixth Committee the annual reports of the 
mandatory Powers, the reports of the Permanent 
Mandates Commission; and all other relevant 
documents on the mandates question which 
have been distribute.d. to the Members of the 
League since the fiftil"' Assembly." 

Secondly, .i desire to 'move another resolution 
referring to the Fifth Committee the report of the 
International Labour Office and the High 
Commissioner on the work on behalf of the Russian 
refugees. This report contains a new and hopeful 
proposal which may lead to a great development 
in the near future, as any member of the AMsembly 
who has read Colonel Proctor's valuable report 
will agree. 

I therefore move the following resolution : 

"The Assembly decides to plaee on its agenda 
the question of Russian refugees and to refer 
to the Fifth Committee for considerat.ion the 
reports of the International Labour Office and 
of the High Commissioner on this subject." 

The third ·matter on which I may say a word 
relateR to the question of the protection of .. 
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minorities. I do not desire to enter into any general 
consideration on the working- of the system. of 
protection of n.'inority rights- a system _which 
is being gradually built up under the auspiCes of 
the' League. I have always been one of_ th?se 
who beli1-ve tl.at the peaceful settlement of nnnonty 

, 'problems is of vital importance to the welfare and 
progress of Europe,• and it is only by the cautious, 
•Jersistent and courageous development of the 
;v!ttem of protection that acute problems can be 
dealt with. 

To-day I only want just to mention once more 
a detailed question which I understand has been 
brQught to the attention of the Secretary-General. 
Some months ago a petition was made to him by 
certain Armenian refugees alleging that European 
banks had withheld from them bank deposits 

•which they had made before their departure from 
Smyrna in 1922, and their legal claim to which 
they believed to be properly established. My 
Government, in accordance with the rules of proce
dure, received at its request a copy of this petition, 
which has been considered in a Council Commit.tee 
of Three, but which has not yet been formally 

•.laid before the Council of the Lea,o-ue itself. · 
As this petition has an obvious connection w,ith 

the wider subject on which I will -speak in a 
moment, I venture to suggest that the facts put 
forward iri that petition aie sufficiently well 
established to justify its formal consideration 
by the Council. I therefore express the hope that 
the Council may without delay be seized of the 
matter by one of its members and that it will take 
whatever measures it may deem to be "just or 
necessary, whether by seeking an advisory opinion 
from the Permanent Court or in other ways, to 
secure a right settlement of this important question. 

I now come to the maiii business with which I 
desire to detain the Assembly to-day, the proposal 
of a detinite scheme· for the settlement in agricul- · 
tural enterprise of a large number of Armenian 
refugees. It is a scheme whi<lh, if it is to succeed, 
must involve a loan made by those who control 
capital in Europe to the new Republic of Armenia. 
It is- a scheme similar in nature, though less in 
scale, to that which has been successfully carried 
through for the settlement of Greek refugees on 
the vacant lands of Greece. Some members of the 
Assembly have already expressed to me their 
amazement that I should come before you to-day 
with what they hold to be an impracticable if 
not a fantastic scheme .. 

It is almost three years since I went on behalf 
of the Assembly to Greece and Turkey to examine 
the situation created by the great influx of refugees 
from Asia Minor into the lands of ancient Greece. 
Within a few weeks of leaving Geneva I came to 
the conclusion that the onlY possible solution for 
the vital problem raised ~the Balkan Peninsula 
by the influx of those refugees lay in the floating 
of an international loan for their settlement in the 
new homes in the mother-country to which they 
had returned. 

At that time, when I first put forward the 
proposal, although it received the immediate and 
ardent ·support of the Government of Greece, 
there were a few persons who considered that there 
was one chance in a thousand of its being carried 
into practical effect. It required a year ~ a year of 
patient endeavour, of careful investigation and 
persiKtent effort - before the Council and the 
.Financial Committee of the League were able to 
evolve a scheme which could command the confi
den~e of the world. Yet that scheme was evolved, 
the great loan for which we then asked was raised 
and the ·reports which are now before you sho~ 
that the results have surpassed our most hopeful 
exp~:ctationa. 

.. ' 
.There may be some who think that the proposal 

that I make to-day is· less hopeful and has less 
chanee of practical success than 'the proposal for 
the Greek loan. I do not share tha,t vil)w. I have 
no hesitation in saying that the proposition that 
I 1nake to-day is far more hopeful from every 
point of view than any proposal which coul~ ll.ave 
been made in 1922 on bt>half of the refugees of 
Greece. I have no doubt in my own mi'hd that the 
difficulties of the scheme which I ask. the Assembly. 
to consider, whether they be economic or financial 
or, I will add, political, are far less than the diffi
culties which the Greek Government and the 
Council and the Financial Committee had to meet 
three years ago. 

I make this proposal therefore, not only with 
confidence strengthened by the success of the 
League in all the great reconstruction schemes 
which it has carried through, but also with 
confidence founded on the facts of the situation 
such as I know them to be from my investigation 
this year. I do not doubt that in the coming 
weeks we. shall have days of difficulty and it may 
be of discouragement, but I am-certain that sooner 
or later - a..un I believe sooner rather than later - 'i 
we shall carry thil! thing through to the successful 
conclusion which has attended .every other effort 
of this character which the League has made. 

I make no apology for laying this matter before 
the Assembly to-day. It is nothing less than my 
duty to do so. I need hardly remind you of the 
resolution of the last Assembly which invited the 
International Labour Office in collaboration with 
myself to institute an enquiry. These are the <words 
of the resolution : 

"To institute an enquiry with a view to 
studying the possibility of settling a substantial 
number of Armenian refugees in the Caucasus 
or elsewhere." 

In carrying out the enquiry which we have made, 
we were therefore fulfilling the instructions of the 
fifth Assembly, and in view of that fact I b~g to lay 
before the Assembly-the following resolutiOn: ' 

"The Assembly, bearing iri. mind the resoluj;ion 
concerning Armenian refugees adopted by . the 
fifth Assembly on September 25th and 29th, , 
1924 .. and, in particular, the invitation which 
was then addressed to the International :&abour 
Office to institute an enquiry with a view to' 
studying the possibility of settling a substantial 
number of Armenian refugees in the Caucasus 
or elsewhere, · 

"Decides to place on the agenda of the 
Assembly the question of Armenian refug~>es and 
to refer to the Fifth Committee for consider~,tion 
the report submitted by the High 0ommissioner 
on the results of the said enqniry." 

I ask the members of .the different delegations 
here assembled ·to note the words of the resolution 
adopted a year ago. Our task was to <Jiscover 
some means which would p~rmit of the settl~ent 
of "a substantial number of Armenian refugees ' 
in the Caucasus or elsewhere". The first pro'nlem 
which we had to consider, therefore, was to find 
a place where such an establishment might be 
can-ied through, where there were possibilities of ' 
economic development which would permit an 
imported population to support itself by its own 
work. 

We examined all the possibilities and we came 
to the conclusion, unanimously and without any 
doubt that we were right, 'that the only place where 
a la~ge body - ~ emphasise a large body - of the , 
destitute Armeman refugees now in Europe can 
be settle4 is in the Armenian Republic of Erivan. · 
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• • 
If the Assembly reflects on the m!\tter for a moment 
I think it will agree that we are right. Where els~ 
can ro~m be fou~td for a large body of refugees y 
.Ask any Government if it can take a great new 
body of refugees. .Ask the Government of Greece 
whose generosity to the .Armenians is one of th~ 
brigllt spots in the history of recent years. .Ask the 
Goverament of Egypt; ask the Government of 
Turkey;- asll: the Government of Syria; ask the 
Government of Palestine if they can receive 
thousands upon thousands of destitute men, 
women and children seeking new homes and the 
means to live. 

There is this other important fact to consider, 
namely, that the .Armenian refugees themselves 
wish to go -to .Armenia and to go nowhere else. 
They wish to go and make a national hOme. There 
can be no doubt that if the scheme which the 
fifth Assembly recommended is to be carried 
through, it must be done in the Republic of Erivan 
or nowhere. 

The - enquiries were made by a Commission · 
formed by the International Labour Office and 
myself. 'J;his Commission consisted of three 
experts, namely, M. Carle, an a,o-riQI.lltural expert : 
of French nationality recommended f$r his expert i 
knowledge and high personal position by the i 
French Minister of .Agriculture; M. Dupuis, . an : 
Englishman until lately a Cotmsellor of the Ministry ; 
of Public Works of the Egyptian Government, and : 
a distinguished expert on irrigation and agricul- ! 
tural work; and M. Lo Savio, proposed by the I 

Italian Government, a Commissioner for emigration 1 

and ,jtn expert on agriculture and emigration. 
M. Quisling, a Norwegian who has spent a long time 
in Russia, acte<i as secretary of the Commission, . 
of which I was the- fifth member. 

Some months !)go we went to .Armenia and spent 
there a prolonged period examining the whole 
question. We went there, all of us·- myself no less 
than the experts who accompanied me - full of 
doubt as to whether anything practical could be 
carried through. We came away unanimously 

0 
conyW.ced of the fact that there was an opening 
for a new economic venture of great importance, 
for a work of irrigation and drainage wbich would 
opl!n iJlP ineans of absorbing not only some of the 
many refugees already present on the soil of 

0 .Armenia but also a great number of those who are 
still wandering over the face of the earth. _ 

., We0 examined on the Sp!Jt, and in great detail, 
a number of different schemes proposed to us by 
the .Armenian Government and by other persons 
acquainted with the country; and our detailed 
conclusions on these various schemes will be found 
in the report which I have made to the .Assembly.· 
We h~ve chosen from them those which seemed 
to fts to be the easiest to carry through for the 
expenditure of a small sum of money. We have 
chosen, as a modest beginning, two works of irriga
t~qn and drainage, in part, which will open up for 
settlement an area amounting to 33,000 desyatins, 
or pra.lltically 34,000 hectares, or very nearly 
90,000 acres. We calculate that on this land there 
can•'be settled, and settled wit-hin a period of two 
or <lhree years, not less than 25,000 or 30,000 
people,_ -and ultimately it may be many more. Of 
those 30,000 people, the Armenian Government 

' has agreed that at least 15,000 shall be refugees from 
EuropE'. · 

The number of..J.5,000 may seem trivial compared 
with the --vast number of .Armenians who are still 
poverty-stricken or living with great difficulty 
in different places, but, after careful investigations 
made in Greece and in eonstantinople and in other 
places, I came to the conclusion that if we could 
send 15,000 refugees to .Armenia we should be able 
to solve the niost urgent problems of .Armenian 

\uffet-ing and des:itution which still confro~t us 
in Europe. Much would still remain to be done, 
but I for one mn firmly convinced that, if this 
beginning is successfully carried .through, much 
more can be done. However this may be, the 
settlement of 15,000 refugees would, in itself, 
solve the problems which now m\)st ..U·gently 
demand solution. ·· 

I will not trouble the .Assemnly with the details 
of the proposal. My Commission has suggested it~, 
its report that money should be provided by me1t'ils 
of which irrigation and drainage works could be 
carried out for the watering and, in parts, dl·aining 
of land which is at present unfit for cultivation. 

My Commission proposes that in this woo-k, 
which it believes would take from one to two 
years, a great number of the refugees in Europe 
would find employment. When the work hns been 
done, the refugees could be· given houses, ploughs,'' 
oxen and seed ; within a few months, or at mo8t 
a year or two, they would become self-supporting, . 
and more than that they would be able to cont-ribute 
what is needed for the repayment of the lmln 
within a reasonable time. 

1\iy technical experts had no hesitation whatever 
in making this prediction. They were able to,,•> 
observe the successful results of other similar 
irrigation works in Armenia which have .been 
carried through in the last few years. They were 
able to observe that the irrigation of this land 
gives an agricultural' return which is absolutely 
certain,, because it makes the cultivator practically 
independent of the weather. They were able to 
obsm·ve that, among the crops which could be 
successfully raised, cqtton stood pre-eminent, that 
cotton of very good quality, now in immense 
demand for all the markets of the world, could be 
produced in quantities per acre that promises a 
certain and high return. They had, therefore, no 
hesitation in saying that any loan raised for the 
carrying out of this scheme could be financed from 
the revenues of the land thus brought into cultiva
tion, that a considerable rate of interest could be 
paid, and that, in a short period of years - ten 
or fifteen years at the most - the capital debt 
could be paid off. · 

The Commission is able, therefore, t-o present the 
.Assembly with a scheme which, in the opinion of 
highly qualified experts, is economically sound and 
financially feasible. We lay before you this 
definite proposal, together with the definite 
promise of the Armenian Government to receive 
and settle at least 15,000 refugee~ from Greer.e and 
Constantinople, and to make the arrangements 
which may be rE>quired for the raising of the loan. 
For of course, as the .Assembly by now cannot have 
failed to perceive, the essence of this scheme is the 
proposal for a loan of the same kind which was 
raised under the auspices of the League for the 
refugees in Greece. 

This is not the time nor is it the place to explain 
the detaiL~ of the financial arrangements which 
I believe could be made for raising such a loan. I 
was in no position, even if I had had the competence, 
to enter into detailed negotiations with the .Arme· 
nian Government on this subject. But this I can 
say, that, so far as I discussed the matter with 
that Government, I have every reason to believe 
that a scheme could be prepared which would give 
to European investors in the loan which we 
propose all the material guarantees which they 
require. So strongly am I convinced of this that I 
believe that the loan can be made and carried 
through on the same basis as the loan for Greece, 
that is to say, without the guarantee of any Euro
pean Government behind it. If, however, this 
hope should be deceived, if it were necessary to 
give a guarantee by European Governments for 
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' I 
tl1is loan, I should not hesitate to make a confi~e~t 
appt>nl to them to give that guarantee, and, if It 
should be necessary to do so, my hopes would be 
smngthened bj the proposal made by the present 
Pri!lle Minister of Great Britain l)arely a year 
a!ro on behQ}f of this very scheme which I now 

v .. 

'propose. 
·Writing to Mr. namsay MacDonald, then Prime 

Minister of Great Britain, Mr. Baldwin, together 
'w'..th Mr. Asquith, made this appeal to the 
Government .of the British Empire, and I beg my 
eollt>agues of the British Empire to weigh every 
word of that appeal. It is the "Proposal of a Grant 
for the Final Liquidation of Armenian Questions 
arising out of the War". It says, "What can be 
done ! We recognise with deep regret that it is 
impossible now to fulfil our pledges to the Arme

,nians; for these pledges involved political and 
territorial rearrangements now beyond our power 
t-0 achieve. But there is open to us another method 
of expressing our sense of ·responsibility and of 
relieving the desperate plight of the scattered 
remnants of the Turkish Armenians. The most 
appropriate territory for their settlement would 

, be surely in Russian Armenia. Facilities are 
''offered by the local government. In September 

1923 the Council of the League of Nations approved 
a scheme for the land settlement of 50,000 Arme
nian refugees in the little Republic of (Soviet) 
Armenia in the Russian Caucasus. The Armenian 
leaders in Europe approve this plan. The Council 
passed a resolution that an appeal should be made 
to its members to give financial support to this 
constructive scheme, and the Council would be 
prepared to give assistance• through its technical 
organisations. This resolution was distributed 
to the fifty-four States Members of the League 
with an invitation for assistance as stated above 
. . . It is, in. our opinion, the duty of Great 
Britain to give substantial support to this scheme. 
We desire to express our view that, as some 
compensation for unfulfilled pledges is morally 
due to the Armenians, the British Government 
should forthwith make an important grant." 

That letter is signed by H. H. Asquith and 
Stanley Baldwin. 

I believe that with such support we should not 
apJJC!ll in vain if Government guarantees were 
reqUire~ for the scheme which we propose ; 
but agam I say that I hope that when the Finan
cial Committee comes to deal with the matter 
it. will find that its task can be carrie"d through 
Without such complications. 

Mr. President, I will not say more of the details 
of the scheme which I propose. I will wait for an 
opportunity before the Fifth Committee of the 
Assembly to clear up the doubts and misunder
standings which I suspect some delegates may 
entertain. I will ask the experts who went with 
!De to ~ve to. thl!-t Committee any technical 
information whiCh It may require. 

I will there endeavour, with the assistance of 
these experts, to make plain to the Committee 
that the present Government of the Armenian Re
public is a good Government, a Government which 
has brought peace and order and a measure of 
prosperity to a country where, three or four years 
ago,_ there was chaos and misery and famine. 
I Will endeavour to make plain that this Govern
ment, wh~~ver it~ relations with the other parts 
~·f t~e po~Ihcal umon to which it belongs may be, 
JK ~JJ_JanCiaUy entirely independent and is in a 
P,OKitJOn to. make loans, to grant concessions, to 
carry out m full freedom both now and for the 
future _whatever ~conomic or financial arrange
ments 1! may des1re to make. I will endeavour 
to convmce the Committee that the Governmenj; 
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oi the Armenian :Republic is a Government which 
lives in peace and security, which is not threatened 
by military attack from without'; those tlfilrefore 
who lend it money have not to fear a great or 
present risk of international war. 

I will endeavour to convince the Committee 
that the Armenian people- which has bee!'l so 
badly treated, and has suffered so .much, th!tt cer
tainly no people in modern history has-experienced 
anything to he compared with it --that this people 

. is highly cultivated, gifted, and exceptionallv 
clever, that it is an industrious and hard-working 
people, which really, during the last three years, 
has done marvels ·in developing their country 
from the misery of only a few years ago, when 
every day cartloads of dead children and adults 
were brought in from the streets of their towns. 

Lastly, I will endeavour to convince the Com
mittee that the Republic of Erivan is a real Arme
nia, that its population is 95 per cent Armenians, 
that its Government and its Government depart
ments are exclusively Armenian in personnel, 
and that the only official language used or tole
rated is Armenian, that its technical services, 
agricultural :;;nd otherwise- the work of which 
we have·see'h and know to be of value- are like
wise Armenian ·from top to bottom. 

There is, in fact, in this little Republic a national 
home for the Armenians at last, and I ask the 
members of the Assembly to put to their consciences 
the question whether they sincerely and earnestly 
believe that any other national home can be hoped 
for. I believe that I know the answer which their 
consciences will give, and I appeal to the .Assembly 
to approve this one effort to carry out all the 
promises which have , been . made in the p-ast 
concerning a national home . for the .Armenian 
nation. 

If this sixth .Assembly could launch this scheme, 
I believe that., by that alone, it would live in 
history, for it would have made a first move to 
right what everyone in t.his Chamber believes 
to be a great international wrong. 

Let us cast back our minds to 'our debr..tes in 1 
previous_.Assemblies. Year by year we have made 
promises of a national home; year by year we have 
recognised the pledges of our Governme:nti' to 
secure justice for a maltreated and abandoned 
people, and year by year with sympathetic words 
upon our lips we have watched the slow history of 
a long martyrdom. Now there opens before us an.• 
opportunity to act. Now there is a scheme which 
we know to be economically sound, financially 
practicable and politically desirable. Ii we can 
but carry it out we shall alleviate the sufferings 
of countless refugees. We shall help to bllild up 
and strengthen the only stable Armenian Goyern
ment there has been in recent history, and, above 
all, we shallf orge another link in the fabric of peace 
which the League is creating throughout the 
world. · • ... 

J:et me re11_1ind you of the fact that recently 
a big battleship was launched in a great European 
co.w!-try, and, ac~ording to the statements of the 
MmiStry of Marme, the cost of that battfeship 
was £7,000,000 sterling, and the cost of the arinual 
upkeep is close upon half a million pounds .sterling. 
Two years of that battleship is more than sufficient 
to cover th~ loan. we are as~ng for. The·· money 
spent on this en~me. of war diSappears, leaving no 
betterment behind It. The loan is reproductive 
builds up human homes and happiness and add~ 

·to the general prosperity of the w~rld. · 'l'he 
hattl~ship is an insurance a,gainst the risks of war and 
at this moment it may be inevitable but is not a 
great work of peace likewise an inRu'rance against 
war Y Are we sure that it is not a better and a 
cheaper insurance by such a scheme as this to 
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remo'¢e misUnderstandings betJVeen peoples aoo 
create new bonds between them ! 

If we can but !(IUTY through this small beainning 
it wilf in~vitably lead to greater things. b Othe; 
s~h~mes. ill_dependent . and self-contained but 
s~mlar ill killd and leadmg to even greater results 
Wlll,be_ adopted. I appeal to the .Assembly not' to 
lose tJ»s _chance. Too often in our day the .Armenian 
tragedy lS forgotten or passed off with some indiffe-

. rent or crulll jest. . 
I appeal to the members of every delegation to 

think again what this tragedy has been. But, still 
more urgently, I appeal to the Governments of 
the three great nations of Europe for their support. 
Engla!ld, Fra!lce and Italy have played a great 
part ill shapmg the course of history and the 
destiny of peoples in these latter years. Indirectly 
they have played their part in the tragedy of the 
.Armenian people. I beg them now to take a hand 
once more and to create on the ruins of the failure 
of the past a brighter future for a stricken nation. 

I speak to the delegations. of the British Empire 
of France and of Italy and I say that the name of 
.Armenia has, here and elsewhere, been often on the 
lips of your lea\'lers, that the sorrows of .Armenia 
have for long been in the hearts of 0yf)ur peoples 
that the remnants of the .Armenian nation look 
now to you for help, and I beseech you that they 
shall not look in vain. 

The President : 
Translation: Ladies and gentlemen, Dr. Nansen 

has submitted a draft resolution to the.A.ssembly. 
· This resolution will be printed and distributed to 
. the members of the .Assembly, who will be invited 

· to give their opinion at the conclusion of the debate. 
His Excellency_ M. Benes, Minister for Foreign 

Affairs for Czechoslovakia,- will address the 
Assembly. _ -

1\1. Benes (Czechoslovakia) : 
Translation : Mr. President, gentlemen- M. 

Q.uiii.ones de Le6n, first delegate for Spain, has 
flsubmi'i;ted to the .Assembly a resolution the impor
tance of which will be realised by us all. For some 
it will mean the maintenance and confirmation 
of the'great principles of our Protocol of last year ; 

" others will probably, or at any .rate: may possibly, 
regard it as meaning the end of the Protocol. 

I do not wish to prolong unduly the debate 
.,on the Protocol, though this debate may one 
day be considered as one of the most significant 
records of European and even world politics since 
1914. But I should be lacking in my duty to the 
.Assembly if I did not state briefly my opinion 
on the~ubject. I do not wish to seem like a deserter 
duri&g the battle. 

I was the Rapporteur of the Third Committee, 
' and I upheld the cause of the Protocol in the .A.ssem

blj 
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before the memorable vote was taken last 
year. You will remember the scene of enthusiasm 
in this hall then ; you remembered it yesterday 
when y8u heard the admirable speech of my friend 

• M. ~ul-Boncour. 
· .A.~ former Rapporteur· of the Third Committee, 
I had the honour of taking part in the debate, 
side by side with my colleagues of the Council, 

• and I .outlined my arguments in defence of the 
Protocol. . 

In the belief that I was expressing the feelings 
of a great number of my colleagues, especially 
those representing the smaller States, I laid stress, 
before the Council, on the need felt by those States 
for the evolution of a ieneral system which will 
protect them all and provide the benefits of security 

• by arbitration and disarmament. 
I do not propose to repeat all these arguments 

0 0 

" 0 
llwe fire f~ced by a definite fact : the Protocol has 
~~:ot receiv~d the necessary number of ratifica
tiOns. It will not come into force in the near future. 
We l_llUSt th~re~ore seek other IDllans to obtain 
secunty for mdividual States and the fulfilment 
of the Covenant's provisions reo-ardin.,. disarlha· 
ment. That is the position. b " "' " 

In his.eloquent, shrewd and lo_~ieal, yet persunsive' 
and delightful, speech, M. Paul-Boilcour tried to 
console us for this misfortune. With admirable, 
clearness he showed us the close connection betwt:~n 
the pacts of' guarantee which are now bein" 
neg:oti~ted, a~~:d ,bY which my country is also bound 
- mdirectly, It IS true, but still quite measurably -
and _the provisions of the Protocol, by demen
stratmg that, though our aim cannot be reached 
at one stroke by a general and universal instrument 
~ncb_ as the Protocol, gradual progress townrds 
It wil~ nevertheless be made by the opposite route,·' 
t~a~ 1s, by proceeding from individual cases and 
hm1ted measures to general solutions, until we 
reach the complete system contained in the 
Protocol . 

I hasten to add thnt, as representative 'or 
C.zechoslovakia. I associate myself in present 
crrcumstances with these negotiations, ·which I.·{ 
think, represent a very great advance. I do ~ot 
pro_Pose, therefore, to re-examine the two methods, 
which have been so clearly defined, in particular, 
by Mr. Austen Chamberlain, the first delegate for 
the British Empire. -

Both methods are good in theory, and the first 
is not a priori better than the second. It all depends 
on the results obtained . 

From this point of view, and despite what 
M. Paul-Boncour has said, we cannot help feeling 
some regret that our work of last yent has not 
been crowned with success. In its boldness, its 
geD:eral. structure, . its magnificen~ univ~rsality, 
which gives expressiOn to the essential and mtrinsic 
idea of the League, the Protocol, in its broad 
lines, held much that is grand and beautiful. It 
embodied rules of international equity hitherto 
unknown in international politics. Its severest 
critics cannot deny that. 

.Another reason for the regret we inevitably 
feel lies in the new method itself which is to 
replace the old. 

I am all in favour of a practical policy, but I 
foresee that it will be long before the slow and 
gradual evolution of regional agreements brings 
us final success. There is strong reason to suppose 
that many a year will pass before we possess a· 
Protocol, or anything resembling it, which will give 
security to the whole world . 

Finally, we come to the last and most serious 
objection. M. Quiii.ones de Le6n very rightly states 
in his resolution - and I fully agree - that the 
Disarmament Conference can be called as soon 
as satisfactory conditions have been achieved 
from the point of view of general security. But 
do you not think that it will inevitably be found 
to be very difficult in the near future to apply 
the disarmament clauses of ·.Article 8 of the 
Covenant t .And do you not think that, by sepa
rating thus the different spheres and regions one 
from the other, we shall find next year, or later, 
when we are asked to take the first step towards 
disarmament, that there will always be a large 
number of important States which will say that 
they are not sure of security ; and they will pro
bably be right, judged by the standards laid down 
and adopted here, unless we can follow the example 
of the Western Pact now being negotiated, by 
concluding similar agreements, and that within 
a very short space of time. For the new circum
stances are in some respects, even perhaps 
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inhi.'I't'ntly, antagonistic to our work in the field' 
of security and disarmament. 

Dou btl;ss there are differences between the 
.!no-lo-Saxon and the Latin mentalities. There 
ar:. also differences in the general conditions 
obtainil\g in J;liffPrent countries. ~ut in my opinion 
it is bv no means a matter of logw, or at any rate 
not or" louie alone., The League is by its nature, 
bv its st~cture as laid down in the Covenant, 
ai'!l in its very essence, a un_iver~al institution. 
As such, it tends always and meVJtably to work 
on genPral linf!s and by means of .general measures. 
Herein lii.'S its strength. Accordmgly, we feel t.he 
n!'ed of including the other States wh!ch_ are not yet 
l'llemhers ; they must be brought w1thm the fold. 
But herein also lies, in certain cases, its weakness. 
'When it encounters practical impossibilities it 
.is obliged, despite 'its_ 1miv~rsal c~aracter\ to 

· compromise and to admit partial solutiOns entrrely 
contrarv to its true spirit. It must eornpro
mise, despite its duty to lPgislate for the whole 
of mankind. It must thus be content with measures 
which do not make provision for the majority of 
its Members. 

These are the moments when the adversaries 
·of the League fasten upon its every act, and strive 
to prove its bankruptcy. Its friends and champions 
tremble lest it should end by vacillating between 
half-measures on the one hand and, on the other, 
vast, wide and ambitious schemes far beyond its 
powers. Such a situation·would cause it to fail.at 
the critical moment, and would result in it.s utter 
collapse. ln this dilemma its 'friends and cham
pions wonder whether it would not now be 
opportune to re-examine the constitution of the 
League so as to make provision within it for the 
differences to which we have alluded, by carrying 
out a kind of decentralisation on the lines of the 
great federalist States. I merely raise this point. 
I do not propose to follow 'it up, because it is an 

. extremely important political question which cannot 
be answered off-hand. 

I will endeavour to make my· argument clear. 
Sooner or later we· shall be obliged either to 
amend the Covenant along the lines I have indicated 
or else to bring forward and adopt general measures 
in conformity with the spirit of the . present 
Covenant. 

I am prepared to accept whichever of these two 
methods practical necessities render desirable, but 
I tremble for the League if it bas to carry on its 
difficult task in face of the incongruities which 
at present are, as it were, inherent in its 
constitution. 

In my opinion it is neither the Latin nor the 
Anglo-Saxon mentality which is at the root of our 
difficulty; it is the nature of the I.eague itself, 
~ts universality, which hinders our work and yet 
IS the secret of our strength. Until the League 
becomes Pntirely universal, we shall. always be 
figh_ting fo! or against general measures, for or 
agamst umversal measures. That is one of my 
practical arguments on behalf of the Protocol. 
That is why I am convinced that the Protocol 
either in its present or in a new form, is not dead' 
and will not die. Next year, indeed, when we com~ 
once more to diScuss disarmament, there will still 
be States which will say at once that no provision 
bas been made for their security. The question 
o~ general measures may then come up again. for 
dJ?annament - as you yourselves have often 
sa1d - can only succeed if it is e-eneral. If you 
turn to any other question connected with the 
P~oto~~l - arbitration, the aggressor, chemical or 
scJen~JfJC war: are, control of disarmament, economic 
sanctwns .- m. every case you will come back' to 
the co~s1der~twn of general measures, because 
the umversahty of the League will not allow of 
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pfi,rtial meastrres, .,which a:re bound to fail at the 
critical moment and may m the long run sully our 
high ideal. ~ · o 

These, then, are my reasons for confidence in the 
future, and this is· why, in spite of all, I have a 
prqfound confidence in the League of Nations. 

At a meeting yesterday I was.greatly movEJ,d at 
the eloquent words of Yiscount Cecil C-'11 the 
vitality of the League, on the salient f.ltct that its 
existence, work :wd activity are present before us 
like the rock against which, one by one, aU the 
struggles, all the relics of the past are being 
shattered. I will add that, in proportion as Europe 
is becoming stabilised, the J,eague is also becoming 
stabilised. It gains new vitality and new featmes, 
it strengthens our mutual ties, and. imposes upon 
us new obligations and, above all, moral obligations. 
We all of us feel that we are now more truly Mem
bers of the League than we were some time ago, 
and our .actions are, I think you will admit, less · 
unfettered than they were at the beginning. 

As long, therefore, as the I,eague exists in its 
present form, we are bound, I think, for the reasons 
I have stated, to strive steadfastly to promote 
general meast'!res. 

We do liot know .in what circumstances ·we 
shall meet again next yea.r, but I am convinced 
that when disarmament and security come. to be 
discussed I shall once again mount this platform 
in defence of general measures, for the self-same 
reasons as those I· have already advanced; and· 
I believe, too, that we shall not pass lightly over 
this subject. · 

These, I repeat, are the reasons why I (to not 
believe that the Protocol is dead. 'J'hough it ma.y 
not he carried out and applied to present-day 
politics, I feel sure it will give more signs of life 
than we suspect, in public opinion, at international 
public meetings, in the private studies of respon
sible statesmen, and, I venture to say, in the hearts 
of all here present. M. Quinones de Le6n's resolu
tion points to this, for we all realise the great 
force of the idea, which, once launched, will pursue 
its irresistible· course throughout the whole 

0
world. 

I have another reason for· believing m the<!l 
vitality of this general plan, ·M. Quinones de Le6n's 
resohl.tion is extremely characteristic. It CfV!t!tins 
aU the ideas a.nd principles of the Protocol : a 
war of aggression is a crime ; treaties must only "' 
be concluded in conformity with the Protocol ; 
a general system is regarded as a future'' possi., 
bility ; the connection of the three princip!Ps : 
"~rbitration, sec.urity, disarmament", is accepted 
and· the convening of a Conference on disarmament 
is requested. · 

If we vote for this resolution- and I shall be 
the first to do so -we shall show that .. we are 
by no means afl:aid to accept the essential ideas 
of the Protocol. We merely defer t.he welding 
of its principles into a system of practical politics. 
It seems to me that this in itself is an impm~~nt 
sign of confidence in the futme, because if we 
a~~ ourselves why we are rather shy of a <!lose and 
r1g1d system, the answer will be that we cannot 
at present foresee the exact consequences which ' 
such a system will entail. < 
· Just .think how often, during the six years we 

have worked together here, we have had to change 
our minds. • · •· 

I remember that, two years ago, in the Third 
Committee, the idea of rt>gional ·agreements was 
argued and di~cussed with our honourable colleague, 
L.or~ Ro~ert Cecil. J.ast year, again, we had a. 
difficult fight to secure the adoption of this idea 
by our colleague, Mr. I:Nmderson. You will also 
remember that two years ago, when one of our 
eolleag~IPs,- M. Lan~e, I .believe -suggested that 
the prmc1ple of arb1tratwn should be embodied 
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in the .Treaty of Mutual .As!!istance, nearly :fll oP 
us thought this proposal novel and impracticable. 
Yeloyou see oow we regard the idea of arbitration 
to-day. 

This is not due to the fact that we have suddenlv 
changed our minds; it is because during the last 
t)lree or four years the world has made immense 
progress. It is not onlv due to the fact that certain 
coliD.trie%. have changed their Governments, and 
that the 1deas of the new men who have come into 
power are radically opposed to the tenets of their 

·predecessors. I see among us some who, during 
the struggle about the Protocol a year ago, were 
far from convinced - nay, they _even opposed 
the Protocol. Yet to-day they rise in its defence! 
It is not because they have changed their minds. 
It is simply because, through the maze of the. 
international situation, they could not at once see 
its ultimate consequences. Yesterday they saw 
it from one angle; to-day they see it from another. 
They foresaw how it would operate in the then 
existing political conditions, but these have since 
been profoundly changed, and changed not by 
the will of man. That is another and a further 
reason which convinces me thato the League will 
eventually adopt some such generoo measures in a 
form similar to the Protocol. Indeed, general 
measures, I think, have always possessed this 
characteristic ; actuated by circumstances which 
change and~ fluctuate and are beyond human 
control, they benefit now one and now another 
section of the community. .And therein, in my 
opinion, lies their fundamental justness. 

~ am inclined~ to ·think that ere long most of 
those who he~itate to-day will, in the light of new 
world-events, regard the Protocol from our 
standpoint and not until then will all its vital and 
universally human elements be under~tood. 

I therefore cling to the ideas which I championed 
at last year's .Assembly, though I fully recogni'se, 
as I did last year, that certain of the articles of 
the Protocol must be modified to suit circumstances. 
The Government of Czechoslovakia has signed the 
Prr;~tocol and ratified it. It is following the policy 
of the Protocol and will continue to do so. It 
realises the necessity of negotiating a linrited system 
ef cuarantees, such as. is, at Jlresent, outlined in 
the Pact of Guarantee. It associated itself with 
the Pact from the outset, and, when ·the German 
Government initiated negotiations, the Czecho
slofak Government took part in them in so far as it , 
was coneerned therein. This is the attitude it will 
maintain, and it will always have in view the need 
for a fuller realisation of the principles we adopted 
here last year. 

My. Government considers the present. negotia
tiori's as a step forward. They may, if they succeed, 
render considerable service to peace and to the 
task of the I,eague. 

I have constantly defended regional pacts in 
• •his .Assembly, and will be the last to deny the great ~ 

and immediate benefits of arrangPments of this 
natuee. I shall not lose heart if we can only capture 
the fortress inch bv inch. It is rare indeed for a 
g.f!at and splendid. enterprise to be crowned with 
ilt!mediate success. But, for reasons which I have 
already explained, I believe that the battle for the 
general provisions of the Protocol will continue. 
It i~for these reasons that I have every hope of the 
future. 

We often give undue rein to imagination. we 
dream too long of unattainable ideals ; but, as 
M. Painleve said in his opening speech, it is much · 
more serious to err on the side of over-scepticil:m, 
o'er-incredulity, bas~ess suspicion. 

The League of Nations would perish if it were 
directed and administered by visionaries having 
no sense of the reality of things. Worse still, it 
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would lead but a struggling existence if it were 
directed and administered by sceptics and unbe
lievers. We all agree that these twq dangerous 
extremes must be avoided. ~ 

Czechoslovakia, like you a 11, looks to the future 
with every hope and confidence. She is certain 
that neither hP.r confidence nor'' yot:rs will be 
bet.rayed and it is in this spjrit that I support and · 
shall vote for M. Quinones de Le6n's resolution. 

The President : 
Translation : Baron Lelnnann, delegate for 

Liberia, will now addt-ess the Assembly. 

Baron Leluunnn (Liberia) : 
Tmnslation : LibPria, a member of the Leag-ue 

from the beginning, has alwnys been legitimately 
proud of being able to collaborate, on terms ·uf 
equality, in the work for peace, progress nnd 
justice which is being done at Geneva, thanks to the 
effort.s made by the Council and the Secretariat 
of the League. 

I wish, as briefly as possible, to draw the atten
tion of the Assembly to one special matter. 

On July 30th last I addressed a no~ l ,to O.e 
Secretary-General of the League of Nationij, in 
which, acting under instructions from my Govern
ment, I drew the attention of the Members of tho 
League, and of the States non-Members of tho 
League, to the fact that the Republic of Liberia, 
in the full exercise of its sovereign rights, under
takes, in so far as concerns its own territory, to put 
into force all regulations which may be necPssary 
to comply with the provisions of Arti<•les 12 to 
18 inclusive of the Convention of June 17th of this 
year, relating to the exportation, importation and 
transportation of arms, ammunition and war 
niaterials . 

.Although Libet•ia adheres to this Convention, 
it is my duty to refer again to the deep impression 
made upon my Government by the decision tuken 
by the Conference for. the Supervision of the 
International Trade in .Arms and Ammunition 
and in Implements of War in June last, to the 
effect that the territory of the Republic of Liberia 
should be included among the special zones. 

This Conference, by a vote in which there were 
36 abstentions out of the 42 delegations represented, 
decided that Liberia, a sovereign and independent 
State, a Member of the League of Nations since its 
foundation, a co-signatory to the Treaty of· 
Versailles, should be placed in the category of 
countries subject to a protectorate or a mandute, 
and it is only through the compromise suggested 
at the session of June 11th, by the delegate for the 
United States of .Amerira, that the Repuhlic wus 
able to adhere to this Convention. 

The legal international status of the Republic 
of Liberia is perfectly clear, and cannot be different 
from that of other sovereign States Members of 
the League. No consideration eitJher political or 
legal could dilninish the full value of its sovereign 
rights or cause them to be disregarded. In the~e 
circumstances, tlie Conference would, under com' 
mon law, have been compelled to accord to this 
independent country, which has fulfilled all the 
essential conditions required of l'rlembers of the 
League of Nations, all the rights appertaining to it 
as an international entity. 

The general legal principles involved were put 
f9rward by the delegate of Nicaragua, and later 
by l'rl. Urrutia, the Colombian delegate ; the 
arguments put forward by the delegate for Colom
bia were so clear and so just that they huve never 
bren seriously questioned. During the (•ourse of 
the same session, the Geographical Committee 
referred to the Conference of Brussels, as if certain 
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~tipulations in the Decree ?f J_uly 2nd, 1890, were 
applil'able to the case of L1b~na. . 

Art ide (l.) of this internatwnal doeumen~, whwh 
aims at the ubolit:on of the slave trade, defmes the 
right and the duty of the protecting State as well 
as those of the occupying State, in order to assure 
tq :mv .&fri<'a'n territory placed under the 

c protectoratt> of civil) sed nati_ons. a progressive, 
administrative and legal orgamsatwn, etc. There
fore, it is plain that no -connection can be established 
hetw~en the articles of this Convention and the 
case we are considering. · 

In the same way, the Treaties of the Berlin· 
Conference of 1885 and the Convention of St. 
Germain of September lOth, 1919, are inapplicable 
to a sovereign and independent State, for Liberia 
has been placed neither under what may be called 
an international protectorate nor under a protec
t{)rate under international law, nor under a colonial 
protectorate, in the sense of the Treaties mentioned 
above. 

After carefully studying t.he record of the twenty
third and the twenty-fourt.h meetings of the Con
ference, we have arrived at the following definite 
conclusions : 
c,No principle of international law, no t1·eaty or 

convention, no rule or custom recognised by inter
national law can be cited to justify the prohi
bition imposed on the importation of arms, 
ammunition and implement~ of war into Liberia. 
I may also add that the neighbouring eountries 
have never reported any smuggling of arms and 
ammunition from Liberia into their respective 
territories. There is, therefore, no justification 
for the request on the part of the Geographical 
Committee that the territory of Liberia should 
be included in the special zones. 

Further, the reasons for imposing a convention 
such as the Convention for the Supemsion. of the 
International Trade in Arms and .A.mmunition 
and in Implements of War on the Republic of 
Liberia are as valid for that country as for any 
other European Power possessing territory in 
West Africa. Long before the idea of this Conven
tion arose; Liberia possessed municipal legislation 
- which is still in force - rPgulating and 
restricting the importation and sale of arms and 
ammunition. Under this legislation my Govern
ment exercised its supervision over the trade in 
arms and ammunition in as effective a. manner 
as any other Government in West Africa, and no 

cone can import arms, ammunition, etc., into Liberia 
without having obtained (1) an import licence; 
(2) a licence issued by the War Department autho
ri~ing the Customs authorities to allow the import 
of the arms and ammunition in question. 

Persons residing in Liberia and wishing to 
purchase arms and ammunition are obliged to 
obtain (1) a purchase licence from the War 
pepartment ; (2) an arms registration certificate, 
m accordance with Article 13 of the Firearms 
Traffic Act, also issued by the War Department. 

In order !O show how strict is the supemsion 
of the trade ill arms and ammunition, it is sufficient 
to add that the validity of the registration certifi
cates for arms and ammunition expires on October 
31st each year. On this date, the certificates 
must be renewed by the int«>rested parties, either 
at the office of the War Department or at the offices 
of the Commistiioners in the interior. Moreover 
in order to import arms and ammunition into th~ 
interior, a special licence is required stating the 
name and occupation o_f the interested party and 
the_ name of the provmce, town or viUage into 
y;·JHc:h the arms and ammunition :are imported. 

Jn the same manner as in the neighbouring 
t~~l•m!es and protectorates, the Government of 
Liberia ruu~;t maintain order in the country and 

'prot.lct foreign subjects residing in its territory. 
The Government of Liberia adhered to the 
Convention for the Supervision of th11 Internat\!mal 
Trade in Arins and Ammunition and in Imple-

. ments of War only from a feeling of int~rnational 
solidarity and from a wish ~o co-operate m a wor!r 
whicli it regarded as useful ~tnd expedient, a~d th}s 
attitude must not be permitted to have the shgbtest 
effect on the sovereign independence of . the 
Republic, as compared with that of t~e other 
States, whether Members or ·not of the ·League of 
Nations. 

The legal equality of all cotmtries is a principle 
underlying the veq e~nstitution of t_he ~eall"ue ?f 
Nations, and any infrmgement of thi_s prmciJ!le 1s 
prejudicial to the League and gives ~se to ~!sap
prehensions calculated to destroy confidence m the 
work of peace and justice, which it is the League's 
task to develop and strengt-hen. 

The President : 
Translation : Dr. Gustavo Guerrero, delegate 

. for Salvador, will address the Assembly. 

Dr. Guerrerl! (Salvador) : 
Translation~ 1\Ir. President, ladies and gentlemen 

-It is only right and proper that I should pay 
tribute here to the valuable work done by the 
League, the Council and the Secretariat. 

Those who have preceded me on this platform 
have: ·already paid this tribute, but they have 
passed over in. silence the most conspicuous act · 
of the present year, the act which by itself consti
tutes one of the greatest pages. in the opelfing 
history of the League. · 

I refer to the work done at the Conference 
for the Supervision of the International Trade 
in .A.rms and .A.mmunition and · in Implements 
of War. · 

Pursuing its mission of peace and desirous of 
marking a first stage in the campaign for the· 
limitation of axmaments, the League prepared, 
by the method of which it alone possesses the 
secret, the material to serve as a basis for othe 
discussions of the Conference for the supervision 
of the trade in arms. • 

Forty-four States answered the Council's ffi.vi
tation, including Germany, the United States 
and Turkey, which are not yet Members of the 
League. o 1 . 
· Resp.;mding readily to the spirit of conciliation . 

and solidarity which invariably governs the pro
ceedings of the League, the representatives of 
these States vied in generous rivalry with. the 
other States in their endeavour to find formulas 
which should smoqth ·away the inevitable t!liffi
culties occasioned by the conflicting interests .of 
different States. 

.A.fter long and interesting discussions, we 
succeeded in setting up machinery which it woul,jl 
perhaps have been impossible to construct withouV 
the valuable assistance of the League and without 
that atmosphere which, from its very found~tion, 
the League has always been able to create. ~is 
machinery consists in the establishment of restrJc
tions designed to prevent the illicit trade in 
arms, thus minimising the use of implements of war. 

Other results of the greatest importance JVere 
also obtained, chief among them being the pro
hibition of chemical and bacteriological warfare. 

I now come to the real question which explains 
my presence on this platform. . 

The report submitted to the Assembly by the 
Council gives an account ofc-the work done by the 
Conference for the Supervision of the International 
Trade in .A.rms, Ammunition and· in Implements 
of War. · 
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I(.t d' t . 0 u rrec s your attentiOn' to the declaration 
inserted in the Final Act and signed by almost 
all 'the State& represented at that Conference. 
This declaration reads as follows : · 

"That the Convention of to-day's dateomust 
o be con~idered as an important step towards 
a'' general system of international agreements 
regarding arms and ammunition and imple
ments of war, and that it is desirable that the 
international aspect o'f the manufacture of such 
arms, ammunition and implements of war should. 
receive · early consideration by the different 
Governments." · 

The results of this Conference do not, strictly 
speaking, constitute an important stage of this 
work, they simply mark the opening of a stage 
which is still little· more than begun. · It is for the 
Assembly to trace the path along which the States 
will travel to attain their goal. 

·The declaration to which I refer expresses the 
view of the forty-four. States represented at the 
Conference as to the urgent need of completing 
the work begun by the League with such wisdom 
arid impartiality in preparation for the limitation 
of armaments, which is the earnest desire of all. 
. I had the honour to take a considerable share in 

-the work of the Conference, and I can assure you 
that this declaration was no isolated expression 
of the conviction of these forty-four States as to the 
necessity of co-ordinating, by means of interna
·tional agreements, the two questions of the super
visi:on _of the trade in arms and the supervision of 

"the manufacture of arms. 
Throughout those memorable discussions, in 

. which the loftiest sentiments . were expressed and 
shared by the representatives of every continent, 
one single thought dominated every mind-the 
conviction that the work begun could only be 
completed by a fresh Conference regulating the 
private manufacture of arms. · 

Ima-gine, then, the enthusiasm which hailed the 
deo!aration of the United States delegate when he 
announced that his country was prepared to take 
this question in hand without delay. 
0 Q,ther manifestations of the same nature mru·ked 
the proceedings. We even expressed our surpTise 
that the Conference on the Trade in Arms should 

· not have been preceded by a conference on the 
pri~ate manufacture of arms, a procedure which 

. would assuredly have been much more logical. 
What was the League's real object in preparing 

and eovening the f'onference on the international 
trade in arms Y Why did it desire to draw up 
reg1;lations on armaments and to obtain accurate 
statistics of the· trade in arms 1 Was it not in 
order to bring about, in the near future, the 
reduction and limitation of arms and to remove 
the most serious obstacle to universal peace and 

o the economic recovery of the world Y . 
In order, however, to attain the result at which 

the l!eague and all countries are aiming, it is not 
enpugh to impose certain restrictions on countries 
wt.ich import arms; it is absolutely essential that 
tlfese restrictions should also apply to States 
which manufacture arms. 

Export statistics alone would be useless for the 
Lea~ue's purpose.-If they are to be really effective 
and help to prepare a system of universal security 
based on the application of lawful right, it is essen
tial that the statistics to which we refer should 
be supplemented by- further information, which 
can only be obtained by the complete supervision 
of the manufacture of"war material. 

In order to indicate what still remained to be 
done, the Conference for the Supervision of the 
International Trade in Arms signed the Final 

' ' 
0 

Act containing the declaration to which the 
Council of the Lengue referred ugain in its 1·eporL 

Moreover, di8armnment uppem·8 on the ngt•nda 
of the Assembly under two distinet bends : 

1. Under Item :No. 13 : "Arbit-ration, Secu
rity and Reduction of Armuments'' ; 

2. In Chnpter 3 of the 'RPpOI·t and Chapter 4 
of the Supplementary Report to the Assembly 
on the Work of the Council. 

As regards the first. item, no 1h•l'ision should be 
taken by the Assembly until discussion has re
veuled the general opinion on the subject .. 

This does not apply to the other questio:Js in 
the Council's two reports, most of whieh can be 
examined at once by the Third Conunittee. 

I have the honour, therefore, to submit to the 
Assembly the following draft resolution : 

"The Assembly refers to the Third Commit.tPe 
the exumination of the following questions whil'h 
appear in Chapter 3 of the Report and Chapter 
4 of the Supplementary Report to the Assembly 
on the Work of the Council, on the work of tho 
Secretariat and on the measures taken to cxccl'\.c 
the decisions of the Assembly : 

"Statistical enquiry on tho trade in arms, 
munitions and implt>ments of war; 

"Private manufacture of arms, munitions 
and implements of war." 

The President : 
Translation : The Assembly hus before it a new 

draft resolution, submitted by M. Guerrero, first 
delegate for Salvador. This resolution will ho 
printed and distributed 'without delay. 

The Assembly will V{)te on the draft resolution 
at the close of the present discusHion. 

M. Scialoja, first delegate for Italy, will address 
the Assembly. 

lll. Scialoja (Italy) : 
Translation : Mr. President, ladies and 

gentlemen - After the numerous speeches in 
which such eminent representatives have stated 
·their personal- views and the views of their 
Governments, I cannot hope to say anything now 
or unexpected .. The shortness of my speech muHt 
be my apology for speaking at all to-day. Italy 
could not be silent in this important discussion. 
The world is moving, and every country must 
publicly take its place in the march of events. 

Nearly all the speakers who preceded me dealt 
with the fate of the Protocol for the Pacific Settle
ment of International Disputes, which was approved 
by the fifth Assembly amidst general enthuHiasm, 
but which has not been ratified by many States 
or even by those primarily responsible for it. 

Have we awakened from a glorious dream 
only to find ourselves in the workaday world T 
And is that world as bad as some have thought 1 
If our dream has borne us to an ideal world, has 
enabled us to give shape to great moral and juridical 
al!pirations-- if it. has been the viRion of a future 
approaching more nearly to what is truly hnman 
and divine -let us not regret that we have 
dreamed. The ideal is often but the image of future 
reality, but we must not forget that present reality 
is the outcome of historical necessity, and that 
history is often a better taskmaster than any mere 
theory, or even- and I speak as a jurist-- than 
the juridical conception of any single e]Joch. 

In the observations which I had the honotrr to 
submit last year to the First Committee of the 
Assembly, I pointed out several defects in the 
Protocol, both in the part concerning arbitration 
- where the fault lies perhaps in the undue 

0 
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importanee attached to pt~ely juridical perfect~on 
> - and in the part relatmg to penaltws, whtch 

pro\'"ed a most sepous difficulty. 
The chief obstacle to the acceptance of the 

Protoeol, howevl.'r, was that it was premature, 
and was {'nm<kd on a rather ·one-sided idea of 

• tl'll.' prl.'servation of peace. 
Men's loathing of v:-ar and its attendant horrors 

na.turally leads them to think that it must be pre
vl.'nt\'11. at all costs, but an impartial examination 
of history shows that, although in a certain number 
of cases war has broken out without legitimate 
rl.'a.~on as the rl.'sult of unbridled ambition and the 
instinct for violence, yet in other and no less 
important cases nations have gone to war for deep
seated reasons of social necessity. 

War, it has been said, is an international crime; 
le'~ us not forget that it is also a disease. .Abolition 
is not everything ; we mnst also think of cure 
and prevention. Peace is a sacred institution, 
but the life of nations and of civilisation in general 
is no less sacred. The League ·can never become 
the guardian of world peace unless it succeeds, 
by inculcating a spirit of international brotherhood, 
b eliminating the root causes of war. Then, and 
until then, will law- ius- govern not merely . 
the outward form but the substance of international . 
relations. The difficulty of the task must not 
prevent us from facing it, from attacking it and · 
finding a solution. This, I think, is why conven
tional arbitration, even to-day, stands more 
chance of success than the purely juridical general 
settlement· of international disputes. .Arbitration 
will serve to supplement and perfect law, which 
has not yet reached a sufficiently advanced stage 
of evolution to be binding in every dispute· of a 
moral, demographical or economic nature. . 

The delegate for the British Empire, speaking 
• with all the weight of his authority, explained 

his opposition to the fifth A.~sembly's findings , 
by the essential difference between the British 
mentality, which prefers to proceed from the par
ticular to the gent>ral, and the Latin mind, which 
prefers general conceptions and logical results., 

I do not know- if his predecessor would have 
spoken in the same strain, or if this antithesis 
would have been unreservedly accepted by those 
intellectuals, astronomers, naturalists and leading 
physicists and chemists who are an honour to 
F.ngland and to thehurnanrace and have contributed 

·· to science so many great truths and theories. 
X or does it seem to me that the learned authors 
of Roman law have followed a path different from 
that which leads us from the particular to the 
general. We Latins, it is true, have inherited from 
our ancestors a system of private law which had 
reached a high degree of perfection through the 
slow and laborious work of some ten centuries, 
and we frequently apply the general principles 
thus banded down to u.~ ; nevertheless, we are 
fully alive to the danger of regarding historical 
principles as eternal and unchallengeable truths. 

We r.an advance, then, side by side, without 
fear of clashing. We will beware of indulging in 
dreams too frail to stand the stern test of experience, 
but- we will not reject the ideal which should 
light us on our way. · 

By her resort to arbitration and international 
ju;;tice, Italy has already travelled far along 

----

f . • o· 
this' glorious path. -The last .Assembly welcomed 
the Treaty concluded between Italy and Swit- _ 
zerland, which, in its comprehensi.veness, might 
serve as a model. 

Penalties will replace judgments, but the causes 
of d4;putes must still be ascertained. We must 
not imagine that history can, as it were, be mlJ;-
and-dried. · . o 

In the meantime let. us endeavour to §Olve• the 
problems submitted to us. · - · , 

It is customary, at our annual .Assemblies, to 
pause in the general discussion and show th'! 
world at large why the League of Nations is so. 
necessary. I do not kll.ow if. this is a good custom ; 
it might be thought that we'had doubts on the 
point. What we can show by deeds rather than by 
words is that the League really knows. what is its 
duty: I personally am convinced that the League
.is before all a powerf)ll organ.created by the human 
conscience, and that, for that reason above all other~, 
its creation_ confers a benefit upon civilisation·as a 
whole. It ·has often· been the :ineans, through its 
wisdom and moral ·power, of preventing grave 
conflicts; it has enabled every country to do its 
share towards •Solving all kinds of questions of 
importance to all. Year by year we place on record 
fresh proofs of its beneficent work. We have all 
welcomed the success of-our efforts to promote the 
economic and financial recovery . of Hungary and 
.Austria. I am happy to st!J.te that Italy, once . 
their enemy, has already given, and will continue 
to give, this work her most zealous support. 

We have before us many other problems. Even 
nations which have not yet joined the League \jave 
asked it to solve difficulties which would probably 
be unsurmountable without its help. To all those 
who look to us with doubting eyes we can surely 
reply: Behold our good works! It is for this that 
we live. Let us persevere ! 

26.- ELECTION OF. THE SIXNON-PERl\IAN&'VT 
1\IEI\IBERS OF THE COUNCIL : DRAFT 
RESOLUTION PROPOSED BY XHE 
CHINESE DELEGATION. 

The . President · : Translation : The Cllme~e 
delegation has submitted the following resolution. 
to the President of th~ Assembly : - . . . 

"The .Assembly reiterates the f~lldWing , 
recommendation adopted unanimously by the 
.Assemblies of 1922, 1923 and 1924 : 

"It is desirable tl;tat the .Assembly, in electing 
the six non-permanent Members of the Council, 
should make its choice with due conside~tion 
for the main geographical divisions of . the 
worl!l, the great ethnical gro].lps, the differllnt 
religious divisions, the various types of civilisa
tion and-the chief sources of wealth." 

. . 
This draft resolution, like those already submitted~ 

will be printed without delay and distribuJ;ed to 
the members of the .Assembly. . 

At the close of. the present discussion the .As~m
bly will vote on the action to be taken on this 
draft resolution. 

The meeting rose at 7.10 p.m. 
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27. ---,~REPORT .ON THE lVORK. OF THE 
- •coUNCIL AND OF .THE SECRETARIAT: 

. CONTINUATION OF THE DISCUSSION. -

.•. The President : 
.·· Translation : The first item on . the agenda. is 
. the colftinuation of the discussion on the work of 
the COURcil.and of. the Secretariat. · 
· I\:all upon M. J . .A, Buero, delegate of Uruguay· 
to lddress the .Assembly. · 

. . . . . .. ~ 
,,.~ II. J. A. Buero: (Uruguay) : 
_ _. Tra'nslation : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 
';,..,..;..'Uruguay has followed with deep interest all 
· · the efforts which have been made to obtain the 
. settlement of international disputes by arbitration. 
·Obligatory .and unlimited arbitration is the very 
basis of· her international policy. This principle 
even forms part of th~ Uruguayan constitution, 

. which makes formal provision for such procedure. 
We could give a long list of treaties,. based on 

this principle,- which we have concluded with the 

great European Powers and with our sister Republics 
in Latin .America . 
_ Hence we most readily concur in the excellent 
suggestions made by M. lllotta, the distinguished 
delegate of Swit'zerland, and the draft resolution 
submitted by M. Unden, delegate of Sweden, to 
the effect that it would be desirable to examine 
the· provisions concerning the prin.ciple of 
compulsory arbitration contained in the Protocol 
recommended by the fifth Assembly. 

From the Uruguayan point of view, compulsory 
arbitration is the very heart and essence of the 
Geneva Protocol. The problems of armaments 
and security are only of indirect concern to most 
Latin-American States, but arbitration has formed 
the . subject of important discussions in Pan
American· conferences, particularly in the fifth 
held at Santiago, at which Uruguay declared that ' 
she :ureservedly supported compulsory arbitration. 

Jn this connection I may remind you that the 
countries of Latin America are mutually bound 
by treaties of arbitration which are absolutely 
in . keeping with the principles of the Geneva 
Protocol. Consequently we are entitled to hope 
that the systematic increase of regional arbitration 
treaties may enable ns to reach the goal which we 
sought to attain through the geheral Protocol. 

In this sense we may justifiably say that the 
international policy of Latin-American countries 
may . be regarded as a continental application 
of the ·principles of the Geneva Protocol, or, in 
other words, the principles of the Covenant of the 
League, which Uruguay signed in 1919 as an 
original Member' of the League. 

But treaties of arbitration, however perfect and 
however numerous, will not of themselves suffice 
to complete the juridical organisation of interna
tional life. No State can exist otherwise than on a 
juridical basis, and it is difficult to conceive an 
international organisation without international 
justice. In this connection, no one will venture 
to deny the ever-increasing importance of the 
Permanent Court of International Justice. 

• 
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This Court haB already ¢ven stri~ing pr~of of 
its capacities, and all are agreed that It Cl~nstitutes 
one of the most important constructive legal 
efforts ever ma~e. Its decisions, which have been 
numerous and are all inspired by the highest 
principiis' oi international Jaw,_ display a wide 

• understandinj:( of the true mterests of the 
international coum~unity, and have conferred 
upon the Court a universal authority which cannot 

•1>4 too highly commended. A Court universally 
respected, international public opinion sufficiently 
enlightened by acquaintance· with international 
discussions and disputes, international law codified 
as far as possible with due regard for the legal 
particularities of nations, should, we think, provide 
the basic elements for an international' organisa
tion in which we way place unlimited hopes for 

• the future of mankind. · 

c 

·Count :Appo~~. first delegate for Hungary, 
will address the ·Assembly. .. ( 

Count Apponyi (Hungary) : 
Translation : Mr. President, ladies and gentle

mQII- If I venture, at so late a stage, to take , 
part in. this discussion, on the. most· seriolJs•pro-

. blems which have ever been submitted· "to the 
League, it is because I feel that these w'ho are 
on the other side of the .line - since there is a 
line - should be heard, and because I consider 
that they are not only entitled, but in fact bound, 
to endeavour to throw light upon the situation 
as a whole. This can only be done if all points 
of view are expressed. 

Meanwhile we must persevere in our endeavours 
to obtain the adhesion of a large number of States . 
to the Permanent Court of International Justice 
and the clause regarding compulsory jurisdiction. 
May I venture to remind you that Uruguay has 
already given her adhesion f At the present time 

I need scarcely say that the :(ew observations 
I have to offer mainly concern the problem which· 
is not only the burning question of .the day, but 
an epitome of the '·whole task of the League. I 
.refer to the Protocol, unanimously adopted by 
the Assembly last year and now .brought once 
more · into prominence by subsequent events. 

But before coming to my main point, I venture 
to offer a few general remarks upon two other 
subjects, one•. of :which is . a· bright spot on the 
horizon - at any rate; from our point of. view~ 
whilst the other constitutes one of the great 
difficulties with which we have to contend; one 
of the grave threats to the friendship and general 
unity of the nations and one of the great obstacles 
to that moral disarmament of which the British 
delegate spoke "so eloquently; I refer to the question 
of minorities. 

• she is, indeed, the only State of Latin America 
•which has approved the Statute of the Court and 

the optional clause in the widest form adopted by 
the Members of the League. 

We are, however, aware that the Statute of the 
Court, which has now· been in existence for several 
years, can be so ·adapted as to render it more in 
keeping. with the real international situation. It 
is therefore very desirable to ·assist in making 
universal a Court which is destined to represent 
the legal conscience of mankind. I may state that 
in parliamentary and scientific circles, in which 
the Court enjoys high esteem, amendments and 
adaptations have been suggested with a view to 
facilitating new adhe.~ions. The "Uruguayan dele
gation therefore has the honour to submit to the 
sixth Assembly the following draft resolution : 

"Thll Assembly requests the Council to 
underta.ke a detailed examination of the Sta.tute 
of t~e P_ermanent Court of International Justice, 
takmg mto account the work and experience 
of the Court and the views expressed in 
Par~iaments and. sc!en~if~c and other circles, with 
a VIew to the JuriSdictiOn of the Court being 
more widely adopted." 

In conclusion, I should like to express our entire 
confidence in the work and future of the League. 

I was personally present at its birth· six years 
ago. I heard the dire forebodings which were 
uttered when it came into being. But the facts 
are there - the work has begun. I consider that 
succes~ is certain if we are but firmly resolved 
to strive towards the goal.. 

You are aware that the States of Latin America 
?We ~ ~n:cre~ debt to Europe. Europe gave them 
Its crvilisatiOn, its culture, its . political social 
and even its artistic institutions. But ~e can 
repa;v our debt, loyally, nobly and in full by 
helpmg Euro~e in this international work of co
operatiO~, winch ~as one supreme object in view 
-:-the fmal es~abliS~ment of human peace, secu
nty and happmess m. all the dignity of peaceful 
work. 

The l'rPsident : 

Transla_tion : ?.I. Buero, delegate for Uruguay 
has s~bm1tted. a new draft resolution. ' 

. ~h1s resolut!on will be printed and distributed 
a>[soon as possible to the membei·s of the Assembly 

The. Assembl:[ will be invited to give its opinio~ 
on this resolutiOn at the close of the discussion 
on the repo~t on the work of the Council and of 
the Secretariat. 

The first matter, with which !.will deal hriefly, 
as one of my colleagues more competent than 
myself will perhaps deal with the question at 
greater length, is the financial reconstruction of 
Hungary. . . · · · 

You. know that important results have been 
obtained 'through the able collaboration of the 
Financial Committee and the Council and the 
sympathy displayed by the whole· Assembly. 
The extraordinary success achieved may be 
summed up by stating that instead of a detlcit ot:.-
100 million gold crowns, for which provision had 
been made in the Financial Committee's scheme, 
we have a surplus of 60 million gold crowoo. • 

I must add, however, ·that this success is not 
wholly due to the collaboration of the able and 
distinguished men. who have helped· us with their 
advice -:Including above all that eininent ~meri-o 
can statesman, Mr. Smith, the League's Commis
sioner-General, who, - from legal controller, has 
become also a friend 'and adviser; this success is 
also due:- if the representative of Hungary may 
be permitted to say so - to· the collabpration 
of the Hungarian people themselves. · · · 

_The g_oo~-will, devotion and spirit of sacrifice 
with. which _the Hungarian taxpayer has submitted 

. to .the ~ela~Iyely heaVf burdens necessari)y imposed 
upon him Is a fact which, I think, adds to the g'irRy 
of my people, because it shows, better than any 
words, our ardent patriotism and our resolute will. 
Just as after t~e w:-r a !JlOnument in memory.of an 
unknown warriOr IS raiSed beside the monuments 
erected to . perl/etuate the glory of victo'Hous 
g~nerals, so m this work of the financial reconstruc
tiOn of Hungary the unknown taxpayer deserves 
to have a monument dedicated to him, or at least 
he deserves a few words to commemorate his 
efforts.. · . . 

Let. us now review, as briefly as possible the 
questiOJ?- of minorities. I will say, in the first place 
that ~hiS year, as last yep,r, this is still a burnin ' 
questiOn. In the few wo.rds I said on this subjec~ 
at t~e last Assembly, I did no·t mention any 
~hl!ICular case, or make :-ny · specific accusation. 

year my proeedure will be the same. Indeed, 
. I 
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to act otherwise would be quite useless, as it wo~d 
merely envenom an atmospherl! which it is our 
duty to keep as pure as possible, and free from anv 
spirit Sf antagonl'sm or criticism. . • 

If, in the matter of minorities, tbe work of the 
League and the Council has not yet produced the 
results for· which we had hoped, if it has not yet 
succeeded in fully reassuring the 40 million citizens 
who c'5mpose these minorities, it is not due to lack 
of good-wiTh or capacity on the part of eminent 
members of the Council. I think it is due rather 
to defects in procedure, and, since the Council 
has .been kind enough to submit to us a report 
setting out and enumerating all the changes in 
procedure· which have been made since it first 
considered the· question, I think we are well within 
our rights in offering a few observations on this 
subject. 
. To be brief, it appears to me that the Council's 

procedure needs to be amended on three points. 
It is not. I who have invented these points ; the 
International Federation of League of Nations 
Soeieties has defined them in a resolution which was 
unanimously adopted by representatives of public 
opinion in almost all the countries of Europe. 

The first ·amendment, the first ~¥e, the new 
provision which I should like to see introduced 
into bhe Council's regulations with regard to 
minorities would b~ this : When petitions emanate 
from certain sources, from supreme ecclesiastical 
organisations or the cultural and economic insti
tutions of the differeJ;tt countries, they could and 
should b.e considered as documents to be laid 
before the Council without further examination. 
Thereois no need to explain in detail the reasons for 
this suggestion. It seems to me that simply to 
reject such petitions, without further examination, 
would be regarded by the minorities in question 
as a ·kind of insult, and would disturb -even 

· seriously disturb - their sense of security and 
might shake their belief that their cause was 
receiving serious consideration, ·a matter as 
relevant and almost as important as the justice 
of the decisions themselves. · 

• Tb~ .second recommendation which I venture 
to . make is this ___: · that at all stages of the 

. procedUre representatives of petitioners should 
ha>'e the right to be heard and should be allowed 

, to state their case and reply to objections, as in an 
ordinary lawsuit. 

' You. ·may perhaps replY: that the Counpil is 
-always free to hea1· these representatives whenever 
. it . thinks fit, and I am sure the Council makes 
.: use of this right whenever·such a course appears 

necessary. In such a case, however, the Council 
merely exercises discretionary powers, and the 

·use of .discretionary powers only inspires confidence 
a,moJlgst the limited number of those who· know 
the persons to whom the discretionary power 

·· has been granted. The great mass of the people 
concerned rcan only have confidence wlien there is a 
fi~ld legal rule determining and defining their rights. 

The third observation I should like to make 
is this ~Whenever a point of law. is raised at the 
requfl,St of one of the parties, reference to the 
Per~anent Court of International Justice for an 
advi\ory opinion should be obligatory. This does 
not imply lack. of confidence. I am. bound to 
reiterate this point, because last year a similar 
expres~ion of opinion offended certain suscepti
bilities. I am not proposing a vote of no confi
dl)nce. I am not criticising the distinguished 

• members of the Council. I am merely enouncing 
· a principle which is recognised by the whole world. 

The settlement of point~; of law is work not .for 
political assemblies, bu~ for courts of law. It 
is work for the Courts specially set up to decide 
lit~gious questions. 

. ' ~ I 11hould like to offer one further observation 
of a general nature. 

I have said that there can be no question of a 
vote of no confidence. Similarly: to press the 
question of the fate of minorities 'does not imply 
any· hostile feeling ·towards those countries which 
have large minorities. • • 

On the contrary, I think it is as much to their • 
int~rest- from the point of~ view of national 
consolidation- as it is to the interest of peace 
and tranquillity in general that minorities should• 
not only enjoy all the rights which treaties accord 
them, but should also be assured that in case 
of dispute these questions will be judged from 
a legal and not a. political angle. In these matte}'S1 
the psychological a;;pect of the question is as 
important as the decision itself.· . 

I now come to the most serious and the 
most important subject under discussion- the~ 
Protocol. • 

Most of us shared last year in that great move
ment of enthusiasm which led to the unanimous 
adoption by the Assembly of the Protocol. I 
personally played my humble part in prep1tring 
it, throughout its :various stages, since I bad the 
honour to be appointed a member of the Legal • 
Sub-Committee, and I count those three laborious J 

weeks, during which I bad the privilege of working 
with the most eminent personalities of the legal 
worl!l and the highest authorities in inte1·national 
law, amongst the most interesting and happiest 
memories of my long political life. 

We all know the change which has occurred in 
the situation. I gave my adhesion to the Protocol, 
but only in a personal capacity, as I had not heen 
empowered by my Government to speak in its 
name. Nevertheless .. I said th11t I regarded .my· 
person11l adhesion as a moral engagement to do all 
I could to bring about the accept~tnce of the 
Protocol by the Government and Parliament of 
my country. 

I have devoted myself to this task, and the 
Hungarian Government was engaged in examining 
the Protocol when the change in the Rritish 
Government, and the attitude of the prosent 
British Government, modified the whole situation. 

Before the change the Protocol represented the 
unanimous will of the Great Powers, or at least of 
their representatives in this Assembly. After the 
change no such unanimity existed. In these cir
cumstances my Government held - and I think 
its attitude was fully justified- that Hungary, 
occupying but a modest position in the family 
of nations, could not take sides in a debate between 
the Great Powers of the world. 

We have heard these differences of opinion 
stated, and the effect has been, I will not say to 
eclipse the Protocol, but, at any rate, to render it a 
mere theoretical instrument which cannot for the 
moment be put into force. · · 

We have listened to the discussion; we have not 
oilly heard authoritative and highly interesting 
definitions of the difference between the British 
and.French mentalities, but we have bad the rare 
privilege of seeing these theoretical differences 
confirmed and illustrated by typical representatives 
of each- the first delegate for the British Empire, 
Mr. Chamberlain, on the one hand, and M. Paul· 
Boncour on the other. I think that the truest or 

· sincerest compliment I can pay them is to say 
that they represent two national individualities, 
each of which is as great as the other, each of which 
has played an equally great rl)le in the development 
of humanity, and each of which is indispensable 
to the future progress of humanity; and that they 
are both typical representatives, true representa
tives, the most personal representatives of the 
individuality of their respective nations. 
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rr'it were merely a question of being present'ttt an 
intellectual feast of the finest order, the present 
discussion would have been enthralling and 
int~resting. B11t it is more than that. 

A disagreement exists, and scarcely any suggestion 
has' been made as to how it is to be smoothed 
over. I shat: revert to this point later. We have 

· heard M. Paul-Boncour, in his memorable speech, 
which I whole-heai'tedly applauded, nod that not 
merely because it was a work of art. We have 
st:.JD him make a very ingenioul! attempt to adopt 
the analytical methods followed by the British. 
He explained that if we ultimately succeeded, by 
means of special agreements and by following 
a <levious path, in obtaining a general agreement, 
the result would still be a general and world· 
wide agreement like the Protocol, since special 
agreements would be of no value unless welded 
into one whole and so made universal. · 

I already foresee the British reply to this 
argument : ''We quite agree", they will say; "we too 
desire finally to obtain an a.greement which will 
include the whole civilised world; but we wish to 
obtain it, not by enunciating a general theory 
based on general principles - which would 
probably receive a different application in different 
States - but by taking, as you suggest, the terra 
firma for our basis and by concluding partial 
agreements which, being more readily adaptable to 
circumst·ances, will provide better guarantees than 
a general agreement based on a universal theory." 
This appears quite plausible. 

After this reply, however - which, though 
not actually made, was in the minds of all- M. 
Benes addressed us. In a speech' which I admire 
for its profound political wisdom, he said : " We 
do not object to this method, but I warn you that 
it will take long to apply. It will be long before 
these partial arrangements are concluded, and 
when their number is sufficiently large and they 
have been co-ordinated - which is absolutely 
necessary ~ they will in the end give us a svstem 
very much the same as the Protl}col. " · 

This i~ perfectly true. I will even go further and 
say, with that frankness which I have always 
endeavoured· to maintain, particularly in this 
A_s~embly, that. I ~annot to-day see any possi
bility of concludmg, m that part of Europe to which 
I bclo~g, such regional a~rangements embracing 
a~ natwns. I need not g1ve I'easons for this. I 
Will again quote M. Paul-Boncour- not his 
sp~ch, but something he said in a private conver
satiOn, and I a.cknowledge his authorship because 
I do not wish to steal another's thoughts. "The 
psychological ditficulties", he said, "are so many 
an~ so formidable that it may in practice prove 
eaSier to conclude a general agreement than to 
co_nclude partial agreements." Where there are 
still latent antagonisms, to which it is better not 
to shut onl"s eyes, which it is better to admit 
than to palliate, agreement can be reached within 
a general framew9rk. But we can hardly expect 
hostile nations to conclude regional and special 
arrangements amongst themselves. M. Benes, 
who belo1_1gs to the same. European group as my
self, who IS on the other Side of the trench but who 
sees the trench as well as I do, . realises this. He 
says that. the task_ will be difficult and long. I 
~yself,_ Without gomg so far as to say that it is 
1mposs1b~e, would add that, by this devious route, 
the attamment of a universal pact of securitv 
~~de up of a number of partial agreements...:.. 
if_ ll!deed we ever do attain it - will not only be 
difficult, but desperately slow. 

. 'Ye sh_all reach ~mr goal so late and aftAr so many 
dJn:!Cui~Ies that if we adopt this expedient and 
mamtam our present policy, public opinion in 

Burope will find., the question o.f ·disarmament 
postponed "to the Greek Kalends", and tliat would 
be disastrous for the credit of 0 the LeagJ,J;e. 

The situation is. made clear by th·e proposal 
which the first delegate of Spain, M. Quinones 
de Leon, has laid before the Assembly. I do not 
bh'ime him for what he has done - on the con
trary. The last part of the resolution o~ow~ich 
he is the author, the part which refers to arbl1oratwn, 
is what I would venture to ·describe as a•temporising 
proposal, one of those . proposals.· which ·are made 
when the author really believes that it is impossible 
to say anything definite and decided, and yet 
feels bound to say something : 

"And requests the Council to make preparatory 
arrangements for a ·conference on the reduction 
of armaments, as soon as, in its opinion,. satis
factory conditions have been achieved from the 
point of view of general security as provided for 

.in Resolution XIV of the third Assembly." 

On these lines we shall accomplish nothing at all. 
I can assure you that we have reached a critical 
point in the, evolution of the League and the 
developmen~ of the influence which it ought to 
exercise in the world. . . . 

I will tell you quite frankly that last year I 
supported the Protocol, partly because it paved 
the way for-the general Conference on Disarmament. 
But I had· other reasons too; the grandeur of the 

. plan cast its spell over me. Indeed, the Protocol 
does not merely aim at supplying certain omissions 
in the Covenant. There is between the PJtpt'ocol 
and the Covenant a radical difference which 
cannot be. over-emphasised. 
Th~ Covenant admits the legality of war in 

certam cases. It provides for certain interim . 
periods, . during which passions could often be 
allayed and better counsels prevail; but if, at the 
end of the period, the contending nations are not 
agreed that arbitration would lead to a satisfactory 
settlement,· war, according to the Covenant, is 
permissible, is indeed declared to be legitim~J<te. 
. The Protocol, on the other hand, undertakes an° 
~men~e and formidable task, , which might. not 
nn1_11elii:ately ha_ve led to practical resul14!;, <but 
which ~s gr~at if on~y because of the immensity 
of the 1dea 1t embodies - the task of abolishing ' 
war, once for all, because war, according to the 
Protocol, would be armed intervention to 8ensur€Q 
the application of its provisions, the intervention 
of an international police force, and not the resort 
to arms by a party seeking to obtain justice by its 
own efforts. 

1 

This, then, is the radical difference between the 
~rotocol and the Coven_ant, and now, as I sa~, we 
fm~ ourselves faced w1th a conflict of opimons. 
It IS not for me to take sides. It is not for me· or 
my country to give an opinion when two nations 
for w:hich: it professes an equal regard disa~e 
upon?' pomt of European policy. 

I will not say .that we are the disciples fJf. .one or 
the. oth~r of these nations. We have evolv,lld on 
entrrely mdependent l~es: Nevertheless, everfbody 
knows that our constitutwnal evolution resertibles, 
on .a smaller scale, that of Great Britain· so much 
so mdeed that all our instincts, all our sy~pathies, 
attract us to the country which has sho~n the 
world, on a grand scale, that which we ourselves 
ha!e. rep~o~uc~d in a smaller way, but. with· 
strikmg smlilanty and, as I said, quite indepen
dently. . 

Our fir~t constitutiona~ document, the Golden 
Bull of Kmg Andre, dates only seven years later 
than ~he .Magna 0arta of England., This was not a 
const1tutwnal charter dictated by the King; .it 
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. . . 
was, like all the constitutipnal documents o of 
England, a _record of libe"!ies and principles which 
alrejldY ex1ste~, but which had been violated. 
In our evolution we proceeded in the same way 
by stages, always showing a firm front to every 
abuse as it occ:urred. There is not in Hungary, 
an1 more than m England, a document whick cau 
be 41alled the Hungarian constitution. The 
confltitution has developed by means of individual 
laws a!ld" of precedents. · · 

The British delegate said that no revolutionary 
movement has occurred in his country for· 250 
y~ars. We can say that never throughout its whole 
history has Hungary known a revolution. We 
have sometimes taken up a.Dms in defence of our 
rights when they have been trampled upon, but 
of revolution, of any attempt to break with the 
past and reconstruct the future upon a purelv 
rational basis, no trace will be found in the history 
of Hungary. Our constitutional development is 
characterised by its continuity throughout ten 
centuries and down to the present time. 

We regard the British Empire, its constitutional 
·evolution and its mentality, as the great model. It is 
a curious coincidence that this great nation should 
show the world, in the grand and ~posing drama 
of .its history, developments similar to those which 
have taken place on a smaller scale in Hungary. 

- On the other side, we see in France the glorious 
vanguard of all liberty and human progress ; she 
has never hesitated herself to venture into the 
unknoWn in order to give humanity a new impulse, 
a new principle of ulliversal emancipation. 

Thus, divided in our sentiments, divided in our• 
adrlliration, we cannot pronounce in favour of 
either side ; but what I am anxious abo:ve all 
to prevent is our entering a blind· alley and 
despairing of ever accomplishing anything in 
the way of disarmament. ' 

You will remember the frequent applause with 
which M. Paul-Boncour's speech was greeted, but 

··at no point of his discourse was the applause so 
long and so loud as when he uttered the magic 
word "disarmament". · · 

There is no need for me to repeat what general 
disarmament means 'for us, who . are regionally 
Cijsarmed, disarmed under· a unilateral. system of 
disa!mament ! For us the general reduction of 
armaments would mean the end of an intolerable 
situation, bringing daily humiliations. For us it 
is 116lt ·a case of security preceding disarmament ; 

' it is only disarm~J.ment which will give us security, 
for we are defenceless. while all around us are 
armed. · 

Therefore what I seek, ·what I shall do my 
utmost to obtain, is that some further efforts 
shal.P be made to assure the world tha.t the Assem
b]¥, that the I,eague of Nations, is expending 
on the problem· of disarmament something more 
than words, empty, futile words. · 
• A wag said .to me one day- I apologise for 

"quoting him, but I really think his remark is 
witty though it may not be in pelfect good taste
that t\te activity of tbe League of Nations strangely 
re~f!mbled the llfforts described in the ;French 
q~train : . 

0 

A l'ombre d'un clocker, 
L'ombre d'un cocher, 
De l'ombre d'une brosse, 
FroUait l'omhre d'un carrosse. 

We must not allow that. We must have no 
more of phantoms. · 

Since we cannot o'tltain disarmament without · 
first obtaining security', since we cannot and must 
not call a general Conference on disarmament 
which would inevitably fail, only one thing remains, . 

ani that is to begin the preparatory work at once, 
so that when the time for the Disarmament 
Conference arrives, it will be able to attaek the 
problem boldly and with a full knowledge of the 
facts, treat the problem on a general basis and reach 
a decision without delav. ,, 

I therefore venture to lav before~'\'OU an amend
ment to the draft resolution of :M. Quinones de ,. 
Leon, and I be!! the Assembly ~o forward my a mend
ment to the Committee whieh will examine the 
resolution submitted by the Spanish delegnt.o. 
I ask you to substitute the following text for the 
last paragraph of the resolution proposed by the 
Spanish delegate : . 

"And invites 'the Council t,o consider forth wit-h 
plans for a general reduction of armaments in 
accordance with Article 8 of the Covenant, and, 
at the same time, to make preparator-y 
arrangements for a Conference on the reduction 
of armaments, such Conference to meet and to 
begin its work without delay, as soon as, in the 
opinion of the Council or of the Assembly, those 
conditions of security are fulfilled on which 
the success of the Conf~renee must depend. 

"The Council is invited to report to t~• ~ 
seventh Assembly on the prog~·ess of the work 
undertaken in execution of the present resolution." 

You will perceive the difference. According to 
M. Quinones de Leon's recommendtttion, nothin~ 
is to be done for the present. The Council und 
Assembly will await events with folded artns, and 
when, after a certain time, the question is reviewed 
from the point of view of security, the whole 
operation will have to be repeated from A to Z. 
But although there may be cogent reasons for not 
proceeding with disarmament until certuin 
guarantees have been secured, there is no renson 
why we should not begin the preparatory work 
forthwith. 

A resolution to the effect that the preparatory 
work should be begun at once will prove to the 
public opinion of Europe that we really desire to 
bring about disarmament and intend to secure 
tangible results. 

Allow me, ladies and gentlemen, to add a few 
general remarks. 

The first delegate for the British Empire expreijsed 
in eloquent phrases his faith in the power of moral 
forces. He also told us that the main task, the task •. 
upon which the effect of material disarmament 
depends, is moral disarmament. 

I entirely agree. · All my life I have proclaimed 
my respect for moral forces. I sincerely believe in 
them, but· they must be operative, and at a sta~e 
when no formula can be found to embody them it is 
to be feared that they are not operative, that their 
effect is retrogressive; for moral forces can be 
destructive as well as constructive, and that is one 
of the chief perils in the present situation of the 
civilised world. 

We have all arrived- or, at least, ! hope so -
at the stage of evolution where we desire the reign 
of right and not might. Indeed, the League was 
instituted for that purpose. We wish to establish 
the reign of justice, and to found peace upon justice, 
beeause these two terms, justice and peace, are 
correlative and inseparable. Justice is always 
imperilled when it is handed over to the chances 
of war, because there is no correlation between 
armed force and the justice of a cause. 

Moreover, durable peace can only be founded 
upon justice; it cannot be based upon the toleration 
of injustice. The great danger of this work, the 
great danger of the present situation- a danger 
to which humanity is exposed at all troubled 
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( • · 1 to ,f;he draft resolution pr9posed by _the Spatiish 
!Wa~~dds -as itso tbhrit~n·g:t·ngthaobuoguht ttbheeorree~gnical~ J~~t_J:e~ delegation. . . 
~·~ This resolution will be prmted and commnm-

a,.. pro~ound disagreeme~t e~is~ju:ti:n~. v~:~~ cated to the members of the Assembly as 'lloon 
rountrtes of Eur~pe as 0 w a thE' power of as possible, · ·t · · 
disarmament, moral guarantees,,ll only become - The Assembly will be invited to g~ve Is opmiOn 
mora~ forces ~o ~ecure pea~eh WI been overc~me, on it at the close of the debate on the Work of the 
facts wht;'l thu dtsagreEem1~nh :Sy been "bridged Council and of the Secretariat. . ~ ". 
"hen it bas, as the ng IS s • b . d M. Galvanauskas, first delegate of Lithu~ma, 

" That is a rusult which can be 0 tame . will address the Assembly. " 
~~f{h~ by force nor by mere preaching. Force can 
det~mine material facts, but has no ;power ov~r 1\1. Galvanauskas. (Lithuania) : 
the soul On the other hand, preaching alon~ I~ Translation :Mr. President, la~e_s all:d gentl~men . 
powerles~ in the face ,of organic an.d psycholog!Cat - I have no intention of. exammmg .m detail the 
forces as deep-lying as thos_e which are now ~ k bl k 
W

or,._ in the various countries. Wba.t, then, IS various features ·Of the remar a e. wor. accom- · 
., plished by the League last year. I will merely 

to~~ d::st' allow time for ~his psychological draw your special attention to one of the ;most 
evolution gradually to remove or gloss o':er our important questions of the day-the ProtectiOn of 
d'fferences. It requires time, and that IS why Minorities. '· . 
I gave my adhesion to the ~rotocol. . . . The present system, despite. the splendid 

It requires time, and meanwhile we m~st streng- services it has rendered to humamty, suffers from 
then existing positive law and protect It ·fro~ all a defect which it would be extremely ~a~gerous 

h lik If are Convmced to I·gnore any longer. This system limits t.he violation. Those w o, e royse • . . . '· s hilst 
that the present law must be modified, realise, sovereignty of a certain number of tates, w 
if they have had any e~er_ienc;e of history, that justice deman<J.s. th~~ the noble ·cause of the 
tottering and menaced m~t1tutwns ru:e t~e .very protection of.mmoritJes should confer .the same 
o'nes which cling most tenamously to thel,l' existence, rights upon, and require the same dutres on the 
and that we cannot alter a building unless its part of, all the Members of the League. . 
foundations are sound. . The question of minorities is a question of 

That is why, in the. face of a large sectiOn of domestic public law submitted to .the control and 
pul:ilic opinion in my country, I ad~ered to .t~at guarantee of the League. Though L~thuaiD;a 
part of the Protocol which provides po~rtr':e entirely agrees that this branch of domestic public 
guarantees, although I was not at all enthusmst1c law needs such control and. guarantee, she is also 
about it. On the other hand, we mu~t !emove firmly convinced that neither is permissible 
all lesser sources of friction; I therefore msist that unless exercised in the case of all the S~tes 
both the problem of minorities and the _ge,neral Members of the League. 
problem of disarma~ent must be dea~t wrth. In The inequality in the position of the different 
fact the one-sided disarmament to which we have Members of the League in this respect is a draw~ack 
bee~ subjected is a great obstacle to racia~ reco~~:ci- both from the political and moral points of VIew. 
liation because it inflicts upon the countries which Moral unity between Members o_f the League ~s 
are it; victims a humiliation which is intolerable impossible so long as the sovereignty of· some rs 
for countries possessing any national pride. If we restricted by higher interests whilst others are 
desire to secure a lasting peace, we must remove under no such restraint. 
all legal distinctions between the status of differe~t That is why it appears to me desirable that the 
nations. So long as there. exists one law for certam League should make a general statement regal'liing 
nations and another law for others, we have not the protection of minorities, imposing the same 
peace but an armistice. What we desire is peace, rights and .duties upon all the States Members ~:( 
and not a truce. We desire a peace based upon the the League in respect_ of their racial, religiouland 
spontaneous adhesion, the real, sincere, permanent linguis~ic minorities. . . . . 
adQ.esion, of all men, to whichever side they may In making this proposal I believe that I am 
belong. · . voicing the public opinion of the world. FiEst of 

c That is why I insist on our taking such action, all, I will remind you of the resolution passed by 
in order to assist the healing influence of moral the third Assembly, on September 21st, 1922. It 
forces. The greatest of these moral forces, devotion s~ates : 
to justice, can be directed along the path to disaster
if there is perpetual disagreement as to the concep
tion of justice itself. _ This moral force must be 
directed towards peace, towards moral disarma
ment. Confidence in the work of the League 
must be increased, because, frankly, that confidence 
is at present in a very parlous condition. 

All this is necessary if we are to obtain the benefits 
of moral disarmament. · 

I now conclude. As the representative of a small 
country, I have perhaps been extremely outspoken, 
but I have always held that we do not come bere 
tQ pay each other compliments; we come to throw 
light upon the situation, and in this all must 
assist by speaking with absolute frankness. More
over, I am convinced that when we are speaking 
tQ those who are more powerful than ourselves,. 

· adulation and reticence are an insult, free and 
manly speech is homage. 

The President : 
TranslatWn. : Count Apponyi, first delegate for 

Hungary, has submitted a new draft resolution 
t<> the Assembly which constitutes_ an amendment 

· "The Assembly expresses the hope that the 
States which are not bound by any legal osliga
tions to the League with ·respect to minorities 
will nevertheless observe in the treatment of 
their own racial, religious or linguistic minorities 
at least as high a standard of justice and toleration 
as is required by any of the treaties and by tM' 
regular action Qf the Council." 

0 

This is a first step along the path I recom!Illilnd; 
but the world's opinion is no longer satisfied With 
a recommendation. It demands vincula juris from 
all. 

The twenty-first Conference of the Inter
Parliamentary Union, which met at Copen~agen 
in 1923, has already prepared a declaration of the 
rights and .duties of minorities. I. will read you 
Resolution. No. 1, annexed to this Declaration : 

"In view of the desirability of bringing about 
the adopt.ion, as principres recognised by inter
national law and by the constitutional law of 
Statesj with a representative system of 
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government; . of the fundainent.al rights and 
duties of minorities of race or religion, 

. ~'The twehty-first Inter-Parliamentary Con
ference asks the groups- to lay before their 
respective Governments ·the accompanying 
Declaration of the rights and duties of minor!ties, 
• ."And requests the Inter-Parliamentary Bureau 
to transmit the said Declaration to the League 
of" Natftms, with a view to the drafting of a 
General Convention between the States, on 
the _basis of the principles set forth in the 
Declaration." 

I propose that we. should give due recognition 
to the spirit of universality manifested in this 
resolution,- and that a special committee be ap
pointed to- draft a general Convention for all 
Members of the League, laying down their common 
rights and duties towards minorities. The Lithua
nian delegation has therefore the honour to pro
pose that the sixth Assembly of the League should 
set up ·a special Committee to prepare. a draft 
general Convention to include all the States Mem
bers of the League of Nations, and setting forth 
their common rights and dutie!!' in regard to 
minorities. · • 

After so many remarkable speeches it is very 
difficult for me to add anything new on the question 
of international peace. No institution, indeed, is 
better qualified than the League to do this work. 
The guarantees demanded by the small nations 
are not peculiar to_ this or that Latin or Anglo
Saxon idea. The small nations will always support 
any.attempt to achieve a just peace. And I empha
sise the word "just". Without justice there can 
never be moral disarmament, and consequently 
there can never be a durable peace. 

Justice must be the basis of moral peace. Nothing 
can prevail against justice. Nothing i~ col)lparison 
with justice is immovable or immutable. Our 
ideal' should be, not peace alone, but peace based 
upon justice. 

Tile' PresidPnt : 

Translation : M. Galvanauskas, first delegate for 
L,thaania, has submitted a draft resolution to the 
Assembly. - . _ . 
. This resolution will be printed and communicated 
to t~e Assembly_ later, an~ at ~he. close o~ t~is 
discussion the Assembly Will be mVJted to g~ve 1ts 
opinion on it. · 

· M. Kalfoff, Minister for Foreign Affairs and 
.first delegate of Bulgaria, will address the Assembly. 

1\1~ Kalfoff (Bulgaria) ; 
:f'ranslation: Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 

- The long and detailed report on the work of the 
. Council and Secretariat,· which we havll been 

lliJ!cussing for the last few days, clearly shows how 
· '\>'aried and also productive their work has been in 

combating all the evils which afflict ma~~d, 
in unll;ing the peoples of the world and brmg~ng 
them security and peace. The Bulgarian Govern
me'ht wishes to add its sincere tribute of gratitude 
to • the Council and to our devoted Secretary
General and all his collaborators. · 

This year, once again, the grave questions of 
disarmament and security constitute the central 
point of our discussions. Speakers far more able 
than myself have preceded me upon this platform 
and have with great authority examined these 
problems and recommended the best methods f?r 
their solution. May I• too, be allowed to explam 
my country's views on these problems ! I speak in 
the name of a people which has_ passed through 
terrible periods of suffering and whose one aim is 
to live in peace and harmOJ;lY with all, and so be 

free to devote itself to the task of regeneration; and 
this fact emboldens me to address this Assembly 
of illustrious statesmen, eminePJ; politicians and 
distinguished jurists. 

I -need not, then, assure you that Bulgarin, 
inspired by these sentiments, as!ocialles herself 
whole-heartedly with the League's work for tlie 
attainment of security and di~armament. 

The Bulgarian Government is of opinion that tl!e 
Geneva Protocol for the Pacific Settlement of 
International Disputes provides a satisfactory 
solution for these great questions. We do not mt>an, 
of course; that this Assembly cannot find other 
methods which would be equally satisfactory. and 
would a void existing difficulties, and we will not 
withhold such help as we can render towards the 
accomplishment of this task. Nevertheless, the 
Bulgarian Government definitely p1·efers a g'{'UeJ'ft) 
pact which, by guaranteeing security through 
compulsory arbitration, will soonest enable us 
to attain that disarma1uent which is the goal of 
suffering humanity. 

For these reasons the Bulgarian delegation 
approves the draft resolutions submitted, and I 
think I may also say that my Government wiil 
renew its adhesion to the optional clause regarding 
the compulsory jurisdiction of the Permanent 
Court of International Justice, 

We believe that these aims can only be attained 
upon a basis of international solidarity. It is true 
that the Peace Treaties also provide a solution 
for these problems, but the solution they offer 
would seem to be far from ideal, otherwise tho 
nations would not still he seeking a solution to·duy. 
This is not surprising; the pence treaties, like 
all other works of man, are not perfect. N everthe
less, they at least laid the foundation-stone of 
international solidarity by crea-ting thut grl•nt 
institution; the League of Nations. It is the League 
that must take in hand the noble but heavy t.ask 
of bringing concord to the world. 

International solidarity will come, but it will 
only come when all the pt>oples feel that they have 
an equal right to a free and happy exiMtence. On 
that day the souls of the nations will be fr~ed from 
their sufferings, . and peaee in the true senHe will 
have become a reality .. The problems of security 
and disarmament will solve themselves, and all the 
nations, unit.ed in true fraternity, will pay a grateful 
tribute to the League of Nations. · 

I speak for a young nation which put.s its faith • 
in international solidarity and which believes in 
the League, and I should be lacking in my duty 
if I did not refer also· to the hopes which it places 
in tl!e League. 

Completely disarmed, having forces hardly 
sufficient to ensure internal order, my country 
hopes that its security will he guaranteed au d that 
the other nations will feel bound in honour to 
fulfil, by' themselves disarming, the engagements 
they have solemnly assumed. 

Bulgaria also hopes that she will be granted 
access to the sea, which has been formally promised, 
and which is a vital necessity for her economic 
prosperity. She also earnestly hopes that another 
solemn promise given in the Peace Treaties-the 
rights of minorities - will be fulfilled. This is a 
burning problem for many other nations, but we. 
speak of it more and oftener because we are 
profoundly conVinced of tbe necessity of finding a 
solution which will eradicate the dangers it 
pre~ents to international peace. 

This solution will be found by granting the 
political and religious minorities a system guaran
teeing them a life of free citizenship. The authors 
of the Peace Treaties have carefully and fully 
defined this system and have made it binding 
upon the Governments. It is also placed under 
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• 
the guarantee of the L~a~e, and. what more 
powerful or more impartial prot.ectwn could be 
found for it ! • 
\V~ gratefully accepted this system, b.elie~~g 

that it would Wlsure the freedom.of the mmont1es 
aiHI wouftl permanen tlv remove any possibility 

' of internat.ional fric~mi arising from this cause. 
Our war-weary people looked forward to a 

futlke of peace. Yet I am sorrowfully for~d to 
recognise that our l•opes have been deceived. 
To-day, seven years after the conclusion of treaties 
which guaranteed the rights of minorities, we are 
~till JlO further than when we started. Indeed, we 
have gonl' back, since no real step has been taken 
to improve their lot. 

We do not wish to belittle what the League has 
,fone. We are aware of the noble aims of the 
Council and the good-will .of the Secretariat, but 
the results are woefully small. Last year our dele
gation and that of our neighbour Greece were 
deeply moved at this unfortunate and perilous 
state of affairs, and jointly came to the Council's 
assistance. Our common efforts. aided by the 
\louncil and the Secretariat, resulted in the 
preparat.ion of two Protocols for the protection 
of minorities in Greece and Bulgaria. These 
Protocols were intended to transform the supine 
system provided by the Treaties into a living 
reality, and were unanimously welcomed and 
approved. 

But Greece did not wish this system to be 
retained. I need not descant upon our bitter 
disappointinent at the Greek Government's act, 
which, moreover, is hardly calculated to help our 
Government in its effort·R on behalf of the Greek 
minorit.y in Bulgu.ria. 

We are therefore forced to an inevitable conclu
sion. We are convinced- and we lmve frequently 
told the Assembly so - that the rights of minoritieR 
will11ot be safeguarded until tl>e Council stretches 
forth its arm to protect them. 

The Bulgarian Government and the· Bulgarian 
nation hope that that day is at hand, because we 
are loath to believl.' that the rights of hundreds of 
thousands of people to n. better lot will be flouted, 
and that the profound faith of millions of others 
in the J,eague of Nations will be shaken. 

'" Despite all, we still hope, for to despair would be · 
to despair of justice, to despair of a brighter future, 
to despair of international peace. 

• 

I • . 
28.- YEAR BOOK OF GENERAL AND 

STATISTICAL . IXFORliATif'!N ON THE 
. ARliAliiENTS OF THE DIFFE1fENT 

COUNTRIES : AliiF..tVDliEl~T TO THE 
.DRAFT RESOLUTION, PROPOSED BY. 
THE DELEGATION OF SALVADOR. oON' 
SEPTEMBER 12th, 1925. , • 

The President : 
Translation : I have received the following letter 

from llf. Guerrero : 
"I have the honour to request you to add ~he 

following amendment to the dra.ft resolutiOn 
which I submitted, and which has been 
distributed as Document A 57 : 

"Add at the end the following paragraph : 
•• 'Year book · of general and statistjcal 

information on the armaments of the diffe-
rent countries.' " · 

This ~ddition to the draft resolution submitted 
by M. Guerrero, first delegate for Salvador, is laid 
before the Assembly. It will be printed and 
distributed M the members of the Assembly a~ 
soon as possible, and you will be invited to give an 
opinion on it at the close of the present discussion.· 

' 29.- SITUATION IN CHINA: DRAFT RESO· 
LUTION PROPOSED BY THE CHINESE 
DELEGATION. 

The President : • 
Translation : The Chinese delegation has sub

mitted the following draft resolution ': 
· "The Assembly, 

"Having heard with keen interest the Chinese 
delegation's suggestion regarding the applica
bility of Article 19 of the Covenant to the existing 
situation in China, 

"Having learned with satisfaction that a 
Conference of the interested States is soon to.take 
place in China to consider the questions involved, ' 

"Expresses the hope that a satisfactory 
solution may be found at an early date." • • 

This new draft resofution, which will be printed· 
an\! communicated without delay,. is supmitted 
to .tl~e Asse~bly, which will be invited to gi•e its 
opmwn on 1t at the close of the present discussion. • 

The meeting rose at 1.10 p m . 
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30. _..·SECOND REPORT OF THE COMlllTTEE 

ON CRED&WIALS. 

Tile President : • Translation : The first item on the agenda is 
the secfilld report by the Committee on the 
Credentials of Delegates. 

I ~ upon M. de Aguero :i Bethancourt to read 
his report. 

l\1. de Aguero y Bethancourt (Cuba)t President 
and Ra,pporteur of the Committee on lJredentials. 

Translation.: Mr. President, ladies and gentleQJen 
- The Committee on Credentials has examined 
a telegram from the Secretary of State for Foreigu 
Affairs of the Dominican ·Republic, stating that 
M.. Angel Morales, Envoy Extraordinary and 
Minister Plenipotentiary ef the Republic in France, 
Belgium, Switzerland and Italy, has been appointed 
delegate to the sixth Assembly of the League of 
Nations. 

The Committee has also received a letter from 
the Minister of the Republic of Haiti in Paris, 
informing the Secretary·General of the League 
that M. Frederick Doret, engineer of the Ecole 
Superieure des Mines, Paris, has been appointed 
delegate of the Republic to the sixth AMsembly 
of the League of Nations: 

In the opinion of the Committee the communi-
. cations to which I have just referred are fully in 

conformity with Article 5, paragraph 1, of the 
Rules of Procedure of the Assembly. The Committee 
therefore considers that the representatives of the 
Dominican Republic and Haiti to the sixth Assem
bly are duly accredited. 

The President : 
Translation : I thank the Chairman of the 

Committee on Credentials for his report. Does 
anyone wish to speak on the report 7 If no one 
wishes to speak, I declare the report adopted. 

The report was adopted . 

31. REPORT ON THE WORK OF THE COUNCIL 
Al~D OF THE SECRETARIAT: CONTINUA
TION OF THE DISCUSSION . 

The President : 
Translation : , The· next item on the agenda is 

the continuation of the debate on the Report on 
the Work of the Council and of the Secretariat. 

M. Idman, Minister for ForPigri Affairs and fir~t 
delegate of Finland, will address the Assembly. 

l\1. ldman (Finland) : 
Translation : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 

·-Before taking part in the debate upon the report 
on the work of the Council, I wish, in the first 
place, to tell th~ ·Assembly how highly Finland 
appreciates the importance of the League of 
Nations, and secondly, on behalf of my Government, 
to congratulate the various organisations of the 
League on the results they have achieved. 
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It is with reference to t~e splen~d 'York of the 
fifth Assembly, which still remams meomplete, 
that I think it ~esirable to ~ay a few words. . 

At a meeting of the Council last March, M. B~nd, 
the· eminent representativ~ of F~ance, remm.ded 
us of t11e ltlthusiasm with whwh the natwns 

•represented at the fifth Assembly had voted, 
through their deles'ttes, in favour o! the ~rotocol 
Jor the Pacific Settlement of Int{lrnatwnal DI~pute~. 
'rlhl Finnish delegation entirely con~urred m thiS 
unanimous decision, which was so sm~re and of 
such hopeful augury for the future, and It regarded 
the result as the greatest step yet taken towards 
se~ing world peace. . . 

The Finnish delegat.ion therefore unhesitatmgly 
recommended its Government to sign the Protocol, 
and the latter, after careful. exa~inatiol!, decid~d 

<to sil,'ll it. My Government considered It a satis
factory instrument, which adequately met the 
l.'ssential international needs of the day. 

The Protocol doubtless contains certain imper
fections and some of its provisions are too vague. 
'l'he Fi~nish Government mentioned some of these 
points in its declaration of December 18th,, 1924, 

, setting forth its views on the interpretatiOn of 
''parts of the Protocol. It is only natural that so 
comprehensive an instrument as the Geneva 
Protocol could hardly claim to be perfect. The 
Protocol is, and is bound to be, the result of 
compromises and concessions; consequently, every 
State is sure to find some provisions which do n~t 
entirely coincide with its views. Let us even admit 
that the Protocol contains provisions which might 
in the interests of all be clearer, more precise, more 
elastic and more adaptable. Does that mean that 
the whole work prepared at the cost of so much 
lnbour should be cast aside like the Treaty of 
Mutual Assistance Y · There are certainly many 
States which are opposed to such action. 

We can, of course, continue to revise the Protocol 
and remodel it, but, apart from other considera
tions, this is surely a case to which we can apply 
the maxim : "Leave well alone". 

As we have said, then, an instrument like the 
Geneva Protocol, which is the result of compromise, 
can never, by its very nature, attain absolute 
perfection. · However desirable it may be that its 
terms should be as uncontroversial as ·possible, it 
must not indulge in mere hair-splitting. There are 
questions of detail which must be l(lft for subsequent 
interpretation ; clauses the application of which 
will depend, in part at least, on the needs of the 
moment. 

Finland remains faithful to the principles of the 
Protocol, as the basis of a more solid and equitable 
international oi·ganisation, Jess influenced by 
incalculable political factors at variance with ·all 
notions of right, She is convinced that even 
though the Protocol in its original form may·never 
come into force, its principles can never be 
abandoned. ' 

The reception accorded to the Protocol by the 
various Governments has shown that it is hardly 
possible to reach immedittte agreement on a geneml 
pact of guarantee. At the Council session in March 
the representative of the British Empire, 
Mr. Chamberlain, pointed out that "the best· 
solution" would be to complete the Covenant in 
co-o~eration with the League, by concluding 
specml mutual agreements adapted to meet special 
needs. In the splendid speech which he made last 
Thursday he gave further details, indicating the 
conditions which such special agreements should 
fulfil. 

Similarly,l\1. Puinleve, the French Prime Minister 
ref':rred in his opening speech to the conclusion of 
regwnal. agreements, and he divided these agree
ments mto two categories : alliances between 
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States the interests of w hich are identical and 
alliances of States between who~ disputes • might 
arise · h 'I w~ must not forget, ~owever, t at. spema 
situations might arise in whiCh the rul';s laid .down 
in .the special agreements could not Immedi~tely 
be applied. . . b t• 1 

In certain cases it wil.l, I thmk, e ex ;erne Y 
difficult, if not impossible, ~o co~8lud~ such 
agreement~. There are. countnes wh~eh smcerely 
desire always to live in peac{l, but '!hwh feel they 
cannot trust their security to special agreements 
in the strict sense of the term, because, on account 
of their geographical situation, or for oth~r .re~sons, 
they are exposed to dangers due to the VIC~ssrtu~es 
of international politics. They are forced, pending 
guarantees of security which the Lea,"'lle alone can 
provide, to make heavy sacrifices in order to orga
nise their national defence. 
. Accordingly, the organisation~ ()f the League 
especially emphasised, in. Resoluti.on XIV of 1922, 
the necessity of adoptmg speCial measures ·to 
safeguard these States. · 

Finland hopes, not only in her own interests, 
but in the inMrests of world peace, that the general 
agreement interpreting and defining the application 
of the principles of the Covenant has only ·been 
adjourned. In the meantime, she feels it her duty 
to. observe a policy in strict keeping with the 
doctrines of the Geneva Protocol. She has concluded 
agreements of conciliation and arbitration with 
eight neighbouring countries, and she hopes . to 
increase this number. My country asks nothmg 
better than to contribute, .in proportion 1o her 
strength, to the realisation of the aims ~f the 
League, in whose future she has complete confidence 

The President : 
Translation : M. Morales, first delegate of the 

Dominican Republic, will address the Assembly. 

l\1. 1\lorales (Dominican Republic) i 
Translation: Mr. President, ladies·and gentlemen 

- The Dominican Republic, which I ha .. e tho. 
honour to represent in this Assembly, though a 
young nation with less than a century.: of 
independence behind it, has passed througlflm•any 
vicissitudes in its courageous struggle for existence • 
as a free and sovereign State with solid and stable 
foundations. • 

Every page of my country's history bears witneslf 
to her heroic attempts to attain her undoubted 
right of self-determination, and prove to the world 
·her unwavering adhesion to the eternal conception 
of justice and liberty. 

But I have not come to tell you of our ~allant 
struggles and past misfortunes. I only wiiiJ:!. to 
say .that to-day the Dominican Republic in the 
full enjoyment of her sovereign rights, and despite . 
her small territory, feels herself great in being 
mistress of her own destiny, in the sovereign po'l'f'er 
she exercises for the well-being and happiness of 
her people, and, as far as she is able, -tor the 
realisation of peace and progress in international 
relations. • . • 

My country has emerged from her infancy; to
day, adult in reason and in ·conscience, she has 
crossed the threshold of a youth filled with the 
brightest hope. • 

Assured of the stability of her democratic insti
tutions, and firm in her faith in the universal power 
of right and justice as the creative force of all real 
human progress, my country is developing her 
natural resources fully ~nd unreservedly, and is 
devoting special attention to the encouragement 
of friendly international relations. ' . ' 

With all her youthful enthusiasm she has • 
embraced the cause of the League of Nations, 



becab.se she • believes that this institution will 
make the greatest efforts ever witnessed to establish 
world peace as a living and lasting reality, based 
on mll.tual confllience and respect for the moral 
and material interests of each and every State. 
Definite progress, I am glad to find, is beillg made 
towards the attainment of this goal. All the ~ns 
of tll~ times point to the fact that an agreement 
conciliating all divergent points of view and 
satisfYing d!l just claims will eventually be reached. 
As regards the fulfilment of their destinies, the 
sincere and unanimous desire of the peoples of the 
wprld to bequeath to future humanity an era of 
happiness and glory which has been deniei to 
past and present generations, creates a favourable 
atmosphere for the conception . and fulfilment of 
those ideas which the delegation of the Dominican 
Republic hopes will soon materialise. 

The principles which form the foundation of the 
majestic edifice that we are raising are in themselves 
solid enough to bear the weight of the structure 
they will have to support. When arbitration has 
been raised to the status of a compulsory rule for the 
settlement of international difficulties, when every 
nation .is free to devote itself to the development 
of its .vital energies in an atmosp1lere of moral 
peace, ·based on security, when confiilence in the 
effective application of justice has confirmed these 
principles and led to the necessary reduction of 
armaments, then the world will. have removed 
the obstacles which have hitherto stood so obsti
nately in the path of progress and happiness. 

The Dominican Republic, though but a small 
American State, opeuly avows before this Assembly 
her ardent desire to see the settlement of the disputl' 
which has arisen among .the European nations, and 
feels sincere admiration for the new and advanced 
international polit.ical methods which it is hoped 
to establish in order to present in the future all 
causes . of · dispute or conflict between nations. 
Convinced of the efficacy of arbitration for the 
settlement of international disputes in a manner 

·fully consonant with right and equity, the Domini
can nation has raised this principle to the status of 

• a coflstitutional law, and has undertaken to 
include it as ,a compulsory claus~ in all its inter
national treaties. 

Am!brdingly we have always pressed for 
settlement by arbitration in the case of our frontier 

. problem with the neighbouring Republic of Haiti, 
the fVi>le international dispute which at present 

• occupies the minds of our statesmen. In the hope 
of strengthening the friendship between the two 
nations which share the sovereignty of this island, 
and improving still further the cordial relations and 
the sympathy which unite them, I venture upon 
this solemn occasion to express a fervent desire 
for • a prompt and satisfactory solution of the 
dispute. . 

Another movement now taking definite shape 
an~ destined to prepare the way for an era of definite 
J:Teace - a movement which we should do our . 
utmost to promote - is the codification of inter
nationlfl law. Serious difficulties are inherent in 
eve~ attempt to unify regulations and laws which 
are essentiallv abstract, and which nevertheless 
have to be applied to existing situations of every 
conceivltble kind and in every country. Doubtless 
these .difficulties stand in the way of success, but 
we are bound eventually to succeed, because we 
have on our side spiritual forces and vital energies, 
far more potent than these obstacles themselves. 

By codifying international law we shall render its 
precepts clearer and more precise, we shall reduce 
its vagueness, which U]\ to now has allowed it to 
be dangeroll1!ly misinterpreted and has caused 
regrettable disturbances of the international 
equilibrium. 

• • • Tlte Dominic~m delegnt.ion is hnppy to declare 
that. its Govt>rnment will always be willing to offer 
its humble but sincere co-opemtion in realising any 
progress rnleulated to l'nsure world pence. Once 
more it voice,; its enthnsia..•m for the rause of the 
League; it reite!'lltes its un,;lmknble confidenoe in 
the triumph of the L~>ague 's cause, •nd t,rnnsmits 
ll!l expression of cordinl good-will to all the delegtt·• 
t10ns assembled ht•ro. • 

The President : •• 
Tra118lalio11 : M. Lmwheur, delegate of France, 

will address the Ass I'm bly. 

:\1. Lom•hl'ur (Fmnct>) : • 
Tran.•latioll : Mr. President, lndit•s and gt>ntle

men-The Frenr\1 dl•le1:mtion hns the honour to 
submit to the Assembly a drnft resolution whiciJt 
I will now rt>nd : 

"The Ass1.1mbly, 
''Being resolved to examine every method of 

promoting peace throughout the world ; 
"Being convinced that economic pence will 

contributl' largely to enslll'ing the security of • 
peoples ; • 

"Invites the Council to set up on the widt•st 
basis a preparatory committee for the· purpose 
of preparing for the work of an International 
Economic Conference, with the help of the 
Technical Organistttions of the Longue and of the 
International Labour Office. 

"A decision regarding the convening of thiH 
Conference under the auHpioes of the Ll•ague of 
Nations should be taken Iuter by the Counoil. 

"The purpose of this Conference should he to 
examine the economic difficuiUos which stand 
in the way of the restoration of genernl proHperity 
and to discover the best methods of surmounting 
these difficulties and of avoiding disputes." 

I will explain briefly the reasons for which Franco' 
has11ubmitted this resolution to the Assembly. 

We shall soon have concluded a long and 
interesting discussion, in which the queHtion of 
security has dominated all otherH. The· close 
attention with which the Assembly has followed 
the discussion has shown to the peoples of the 
world, whose eyes are turned tow~trds Genova, 
that you are determined to give them security. 

But as our distinguished colleague, l'rl. Scialoja, 
told us the other day in a speech which wns enriched 
with all the treasures of his long experience, and 
in which a touch of scepticism was concealed omid 
some very sound advice-as M. Scialoja told us, 
it is the hidden causes of war which we must 
discover and destroy. It is not enough merely to 
cure the attack or the illnes~ once it has broken 
.out ; you must try to prevent it. 

Such is our aim in laying our proposal before you. 
The causes of war are undoubtedly manifold. 

They are often political, sometimes ethnical. But 
I think everyone in this Assembly will agree that 
one of the most frequent causes of the scourge of 
war iii the past has been the economic struggle 
between different countries. I could find many 
examples of this in recent history, but I desire 
to avoid any discussion which might be painful, 
any allusion ·which might wound our feelings. 
The statesmen assembled here will know what I 
mean from their own .experience. 

All of us here are aware of the serious unrest which 
now prevails and has prevailed throughout the 
whole world, and especially in Enrope, ever since 
the end of the war. The causes of this unrest are 
many, and lie perhaps in the pre-war situation. 
I wonder, then, whether the world had sufficiently 
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rt'alised the profound changes which • had' 
taken place during the last century. Consider the 
evolution of those peoples who once were almost 
exclusively cnr,aged in agriculture, and. who, 
drag.,.ed gradually into the industrial whirlpool, 
have" pl'rc·eivcd the social dangers which were 
growing up·· simultaneously with the increased 

'difficulty of trading. 
Diplomats, who, ·,t i~ said, are, often behind the 

times, had perhaps not followed the movemr,nt 
clt!'aely enough, and had not quite clearly perceived 
the dangers of these economic conflicts. 

Then came the war, complicating the situation 
still further To-day, what with new frontiers 
an<l the alteration of Customs tariffs, what with 
the system of import and export prohibitions. the 
difficulties in connection with transit and commu
nications, and above all, to be quite frank, the 

"fJJOnetary disturbances which have completely 
charged the system of commercial exchanges, the 
whole world fs now plunged into a state of economic 
unrest. 

Does this mean that nothing has been done 
during the last few years to remedy this situation Y. 
That would be to ignore the efforts both of the 
Governments and of the League. 
" Improvements, indeed, . have already been 
accomplished. Many nations,· for example, have 
succeeded· in restoring a sound monetary system. 
But at the same time sotnethifig has occurred to 
which, I think, sufficient attention has not been 
given. At the very time when great efforts were 
being made here to attain international co-ordina
tion, a drastic policy of economic nationalism was 
being pursued in every country, with the para
doxical result that at the very moment when we, 
assembled at Geneva, were leaving ·no stone 
unturned to promote the security of the world, 
there was, in your own countries - in mine as 
well as yours - a manifest desire to bar imports 
as far as possible, and live under a .sort of self
contained industrial system which may, I think, 
in the future lead to very seriou.s trouble. . 

And now, having rapidly reviewed the existing 
unrest and its causes, let us consider the possible 
remedies. 

First of all, does this question come within the 
competence of the League f I am not a juri8t. It is 
not for me to discuss the Covenant. Still, I have 
read it, and I remember Article 23, paragraph (e), 
which was not inserted without good cause, and 
which, in fact, refers to the economic task we ask 
you to undertake. 

Recently, you rendered assistance to certain 
nations, and the other day, when lVI. ~cialoja- I 
apologise to him for quoting him again - reminded 
you of the League's task, when he told you that 
you have done magnificent work in the financial 
restoration of Austria and Hunga.ry, he traced the 
same path which we are now asking you to follow. 
That work is a splendid reply to those who are 
criticising the activities of the League, and I 
myself, speaking as a practical man - which is 
quite compatible with idealism - am astounded 
at t~e magnificent results you have so speedily 
obtamed. Four years ago at the Paris and London 
Conferences, Great Britain and France jointly 
began to attack the difficult problem of Austria. 
That problem was submitted to you in 1922, and 
to-day the financial part of the problem is solved. 
In a few days you will also have. occasion to applaud 
a similar success in the case of Hungary. Yet the 
Covenant did not explicitly provide for inter
vention by the League in such financial questions. 
Do not these encouraging results, combined with 
the p~ogramme laid ~own in ~icl': 23, paragraph 
!e)~ g~_ve you the right - which, m my opinion 
18 ·mdisputable - to undertake the great task of 

hi h I·s th~ aim of our economic reconstrpction, w c 
resolution ! t 

You will ask me how, and for ovhat purpQ.'!e 
I am perfectly ;ware of all the objections to an 

'nternational economic conference. I would even 
:mvertake to make from this platform a fa! longer 
speech against it than for it, but that IS what 
always happens in life. I have often found' that, 
on the whole, it is easier to destroy t~n te con
struct; yet I appeal to you to undertake a work of 
construction. . . 

What States would be invited to take part m 
this International Economic Conference ? What 
would be its programme ! 

We do not claim to lay this programme before 
you. We merely ask you t? authorise, or, more 
exactly, to invite your Council to call a preparator,r 
committee to prepare the programme _for th.IS 
Conference. The difficulty Will perhaps lie not m 
stating what the programme shou~d inclu~e, but 
rather what it should not. Economic questiOns are 
so vast that clearly, if we attempt to g,o too far in 
certain~ directions, if we attempt to draw up too 
.comprehensive a programme, we shall almost 

. certainly faiJ, •and the Conf.erence will degenerate 
into a purely academic debating society. 

But I would not have you suppose that this 
Conference will result in real international conven
tions. To think so would be a great mistake. The 
Conference would enunciate a number of principles. 
It would seek some method of international co
operation to apply them, and as a result - this, 
in my opinion, is the most important point -
it should be possible, in respect of certain bra'hches 
of production which are· easier to examine and 
analyse than others, to draw up a number of 
Conventions between nations, or rather between 
producers in those nations under the control of the 
Governments. Such conventions, apart from the 
Conference itself, will lead, for. a time, to stability 
of production and consumption. 

That is what I desired to say concerning the 
object of our proposa.l. · o 

I repeat that we could develop this programme 
at great length, . but in so doing we sho uld show a 
lack of respect for the Second Committee, to .wl:tlch 
we ask that our resolution shall be referred, and we 
should also he exposing ourselves prematurely to • 
certain criticisms· which ~ can already foresee. I 
will not dwell on these objections for the mdinent,., 
because we shall have an opportunity of replying 
to them either in the Second Committee or during 
the final meetings of this A.ssembly. ·· 

In taking the initiative in this matter, and 
submitting to you this resolution, which you. must 
all realise is of great importance for everv OJle of 
the countries that has sent you to Geneva; France 
is not acting in her own interest. In point of fact, 
after all her suffering during the war, France has 
regained, during the last three years, a cert"am 
measure of prosperity more apparent, perhaps, 
than real. This is partly owing to the milc!ness of 
her climate and the fertility of her soil, and :Mrtly 
to the fact that she is not so highly industria1ised 
as other countries, and in short has been ~ble 
to m~inta.in !tn equilibrium between her agricultural 
and mdustrml production. · 

France, therefore, has no direct interest in 
proposing. the resolution I hiwe submitted to you. 
She feels It her duty to do so becau.se like all of 
you, ~he is deeply attached to the caus~ of peace
that IS to say, security. Securitv is the theme 
on which I will conclude wJ!at I have to say. You 
have met together here, you have shown the 
world the magnificent example of an A.ssembly 
determined to continue the work begun last year, 
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• • of. an ~sembly _where stan.dpoints which w-e 
Widely divergent m appearance--but mainlv in 
appe~ra!lce--h~ve co~e into conflict, you have 
done thiS because you mtend not only to maintain 
yo~ programme, . bu_t to carry it out, adhering 
strictly to the pnnC!ples of arbitration, security 
and disarmament. • 

Y9ur prolonged debates have shown all those 
who • are watching you that, without desiring 
uselessly t& prolong the discussion, you firmly int~nd 
to solve the problem. You have reached a stage 
when you can no longer delay your decision till 
to-morrow-a morrow which never dawns. 

The task which France ventures to propose to 
you is the normal and logical outcome of the 
effort to obtain security by seeking to effect a 
radical cure of the evil you are combating. 

Believe me, ladies and gentlemen, this task is 
in-keeping with the ideals of justice and of peace 
on which you have set your hearts. The nations 
of the world are longing for its achievement. It 
ia worthy of the nations you represent. 

The President : 
Translation : M. Rani Fernandes, delegate of 

Brazil, will address the Assembly. • • 

l\1. Raul Fernandes (Brazil) : 
Translation : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 

- Before the close of this discussion, which 
has been largely occupied by the Protocol for the 
Pacific Settlement of International Disputes, may 
I be allowed, on behalf of the Brazilian delegation, 
to proclaim my faith and confidence, and to make 
a st'!!.tement which is especially necessary, since 
my country, and indeed other Latin-American 
countries, might be somewhat discouraged. by most 
of the speeches made at this Assembly. 

We shall find it difficult to share M. Paul
Boncour's sturdy optimism concerning rPgional 
pacts of arbitration and security. The eloquent· 
d~legate of Franc~.>· is confident that they will 
increase, will develop side by side, and will ulti
mately become correlated under the auspices of 
the !.eague. 

· I agree that that is a fairly accurate forecast of 
t~e future awaiting the syst,em of security 
desc~bed by M. Painleve as "analytical". Nor do I 
doubt that the principles laid down in the Protocol 
will henceforth form the fotmdation of this diplo
matii machinery, and that consequently very 

• great moral progress will be made. In this sense, 
the failure of to-day may contain the germ of future 
success. Nevertheless, in our distant countries on 
the other side of the Atlantic, we might feel we were 
playing the part of Lazarus at the feast. We have 
no concern with regional pacts of security, for the 
pe~e of our continent is based upon unshakable 
moral foundations, and is the outcome not of 
exceptional. political foresight, but of the 
ge~graphica.J and economic causes determining our 
l'listory. On the other hand, we have urgent need 
of inter-continental pacts, for there is a constantly 
increa~g. influx of foreign labour and foreign 
capiial. Both are coming, or have already come, 
froLD populous and wealthy regions -largely 
from Europe, and, to an extent which may become 
very considerable, from the Far East. 
·An~ international disputes in which we may be 

concerned will therefqre be the outcome of these 
inter-continental relations and will, by reason of 

. the4" very origin, be legal rather than political 
in character. Our security thus requires that such 
legal disputes should be settled by judicial means, 
either by compulsory Jtrbitration or, preferably, 
through the Hague Court. This is more especially 
necessary since we may be involved in quarrels 
over acts coming wholly within the domestic 

• • .. 
jurisdiction, and such cases, which must be rigidly 
excluded from the iuternationalisation of qu:trrels, 
requin> an impartial judge to sPttle them by pa.cific 
means. • 

It i~ only too obYious that in the syst~.>m of 
regional pacts room can hardly be found for the 
inter-continentnl agrel'mPnts upon ithicb,our pl'aNI 
depl'nds. Tht-re i~, of courst-, an indirl'ct W-n~· on~ 
of the difficulty- a means ewe employed b~.>fore 
the existence of th!' Ll'ngnl': I refer to pnrt.i~l 
arbitration treaties. But tltPsl' l'nnvcntions•ar!' 
independent of the I.ongue and do not inelnde all 
the guarantePs givl'n under th~.> Covcnant. 

Need I say that, if we fail in our pur)lose, if we 
are left to rely upon these inadequate mNms,. the 
J,eague of ~ations, which aims nt nniversulif.y 
and dPsires to incrense its prcsti~rC, will ~:~tin not.hinll: 
thereby ! 1\ly purpose in offl'rinll: this crit.it•ism 
is to forestall the nmn in the street, who wonltl l~ 
sure to mnke it, and to decla.re that wo still have 
reason to rejoice, since the rejt>ction of the Geneva 
Protocol will result in the conclusion of ct>rtnin 
European pacts designed to ensm·e peace in that 
part of the old continent which is most ('Xposed to 
risk of wa.r. If the Protocol hnd Sl'rved this purpose 
alone, it would have been of the g"rt>ntest vain~ 
to Brnzil, and, no doubt, to Lntin Amerkn ~~ 
general : for EuropPan peace is vital to our pro~rress 
and prosperity. Hnlf our fort>ig"n t.rade is with 
Europe and- an even mort' important point -
it would be an irreparable blow to our growing 
culture if fresh wars shonld break out nnd onft•flble 
that fruitful source of civilisation from whinh we 
obtain enlightenment, encouragement and nll that 
makes life beautiful. 

Let us do justice to Great Britnin, on whom tlw 
whole onus of responsibility for tho failure of the 
Protocol has been unjustly laid; let us lwknnwlt,dg"e 
that, while safeguarding what she rt>gardnd UH 
her chief interests, she had the com·ngoe to t.ake a 
step from which not only Europe but all the mLt.ions 
which are bent on peace and Europenn l•iviliHnt.inn 
must benefit. 

While on the subject of compulsory j nHtit•e und 
arbitration, may I be permitted, in pnHHingo, to 
correct a statement in the eloquent speech deli vi' red 
on this platform yesterday hy. my honourablo 
colleague, the delegate of Urugouayf He said that. 
his country was the only one which up to the 
present had ratified the Statute of the Permanent 
Court of International Justice and the compulHory 
jurisdiction clause. Brazil has also ratified the • 
Statute of the Court and g-iven hor adhesion t.o 
the optional clause. Her ratification, it is true, was 
subject to a suspensory condition; she stipulated 
that this clause should not apply to her until 
two of the Powers having permanent seats on the 
Council of the League also gave their adhesion. 

M. Motta referred in complimentary termH to 
Brazil's ratification. 

I should like to take this opportunity of giving 
an explanation. When the Statute of the Court waH 
drawn up- and this part of the Hague scheme was 
accepted by the Assembly - the jnriHts, whose 
work I followed and with whom I was aHHocinterl 
at the generous suggestion of my eolleagueH and 
the· Council, were divided upon the fnndnmental 
point as to the manner in which the Court should 
be set up. . , 

All finally agreed that the Council must be g-iven 
as important a rille as the .Al!sembly, a rille which 
would allow the Great Powers the main voice in the 
composition of the Court. We agreed to this proce
dure because we were convinced by the evident 
soundness of the arguments advanced by Mr. Root, 
who mad!' so valuable a contribution to our work. 

He said : "Take care; the Great Powers have not 
the same need of a Court as the small States. They 
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are strong t'nough to defend themselves. If t+Jey 
are to descend from their lofty pinnacle of force 
and put themselves on a level with the rest of the 
world, even th\l. smallest States, by submitting 
their disputes to the Court, they will obvi~~ly 
want a water-tight guarante-e as to the compositiOn 
of the CO".rrt, fur those are the only terms on which 
ihey will submit to its jurisdiction." 

That argument eo~1vinced us; and that is why so 
i111portant a rllle in the composition of the Court 
is 111ayed by the Council, and, in consequence, ~y 
those Powers which are permanent Members of Jt. 

There was another elaUHe in the Statute which 
may be said to have been unanimously accepted 
by t.he Hague Committee of ,Jurists, but which was 
nevertheless amended by the Council - and the 
Assembly has had to consent to the amendment. I 
refer to the clause concerning compulsory 
j'urisdiction. 

This clause counterbalanced all the concessions 
made in regard to the actual composition of the 
Court. It was deleted at the suggestion of the 
Council and we were forced to acquiesce. 

But when I returned to my country, when I 
reported on our work and gave my Government 

-my opinion, I said : I think it only right that, by 
adhering to the clause concerning the compulsory 
jurisdiction of the Court, we should emphasise 
that, over and above the legal and political necessi
ties, the great Powers which have a preponderating 
voice in establishing the composition of that Court · 
are morally bound .to set the example of submitting 
to its jurisdiction. 

~'hat is why, when we adhered to t.his clause, we 
stipulated that it should not come into operation 
in respect of our country until it had been ratified 
by two of the Powers permanently represented on 
the Council of the League. 

After ·this digression, I now return to the main 
thread of my speech. 

Speaking, as I do, towards the end of the present 
discussion, I am somewhat in the position of a 
beggar who is allowed to glean where others have 
already reaped and gathered in the harvest. 
M. Scialoja will, I am sure, let me take what his 
skilled hand has missed. 

In his opinion the Protocol was premature. 
War, he said, is often a disease which must be gradu
ally cured and not eradicated at a stroke, and it 
would be the height of folly· to subject future 
events to legal regulation by means of compulsory 

c adjudication or arbitration, instead of making law 
conform to historical development by means of 
optional or special arbitration. 

His w:gument appears to me disquietingly far
reaching; if it we1·e really sound, the Protocol 
would remain premature· to the end of time. 
Nations,. like individuals, have to reckon with the 
inconstancy of fortune; the beati possidentes of 
to-day are the non-possidentes of to-morrow, and if· 
justice based upon law were premature for the 
latter, its advent in international' affairs would 
always be vetoed on the ground that it was 
premature 

I understand what is at the back of my colleague's 
mind ; I fully concur in his view that the nations 
will only submit to law in so far as it is just, and 
that, if it is to be just, co-operation must be made 
obligatory by means of covenants concluded 
loyally and on equitable terms, I have said more 
than once, and I say again, that .the foundations of 
peace are to be found in the principles of Article 23 
of. the Coyenant, and there alone. But, granting 
t~l8, ~ thmk th.at the policy of adapting law to 
h1stoncal evolutwn by means of arbitration as and 
when required, as the eminent delegate of Italv 
proposes, mig.ht easily be made a cloak for a policy 
of force ; while, on the other hand, compulsory 

• 

b sis of constrUctive regal 
arltit~ation, od ;hJl t~e direct effect of adal_lting 
practwe, woul . ~ve . ements of internatwnal 
law to the VIta req~~esort to Judicial methods 
relations. The sooner.w 1 d therefrom, the 
and the legal practiCe 't~~~ ~easurable distance 
sooner we shall eomt WI. 

1 some relation to the 
of 11 system of. law e.anng . That is '1'\J:l~ I 
necessities of mternatwnal Jif~. r the jurisdiction 
think it can never be too 800~ 0 e ~pufsory. 
of the Permanent Court ~o eco.m . 1 The Italian thesis is, m reality! .not simp y 
calculated to delay the legal and judiCial orga~a
tion of international Jife ; it is tantamount o a 
refusal which would be unvarying, tho~gh the 
reasons for it might change In f,ormulat~g such 
an objection, M. Scialoja has discarded his custo
mary Florentine rapier for a club. < 

I :inerelv wish to· point out this move to those 
who claim-and ·I am one of them-that the 
Protocol still survives as a powerful, ~oral force. 
To those champions who are better equwped than 
I am to defend it, I will simply say that, if the gr~at 
work of the fifth Assembly were really· ~ead, ~ts 
remains, too vast for a world already surfeited With 
misery and violence, would pollute the whole 
earth. • • 

The President : 
Translation : M. Rentis, Greek Minister for 

Forei~n Affairs, wiUadd!:ess the Assembly. 

1\1. Rentis (Greece) : 
·Translation: Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen

May I ·be allowed first to fulfil an agreeable duty 
and to express the profound satisfaction and a'dmi
ration I feel for the work accomplished by your 
Council during this last year. Greece submitted 
to it for settlement and arbitration several ques
tions referred. to in the report now before us. 

Quite . recently this conciliatory procedure 
was employed in regard to the establishment of 
Greek refugees. In all the questions dealt with 
the solutions reached have been practical, just 
and impartial, and reflect the· greatest honour both 
on the members of the Council, individuall~ and 
collectively, and on the Secretariat, which in its 
work of preparation and documentation has givjn 
evidence of exceptional activity and compe~nce. 

.As regards the question of minorities, I h~ve 
no desi;re to enter into a fresh controversy with 
the Bulgarian Minister for Foreign Affairs. • 

I must, however, remind you of one all-important ' 
fact : the Report <in the- work of your Council 
during this .last year mentions the settlement of 
the question raised by the supplementary Protocols 
to the Treaty relating to the so-called Bulgarian 
minorities in Greece and the • so-called · Greek 
minorities in Bulgaria. The refusal on the Wti"t 
of Greece to apply the Protocol which concerned her 
was fully upheld by the Council. I am convinced, 
moreover, that when the Grrece-Bulgarifl,n 
Convention on exchanges of population has bee!!. 
applied we shall ·have eliminated yet· another 
source of friction between the two countrieT;. 

Greece, desirou~ that the Treaties _should., be 
scrupulously carried out, has no objection to the 
settlement of the question of an economic otftlet 
for. Bulgaria. on the Aegean Sea. The relevant 
article of the Treaty of Neuilly will be appliE>,.d in a 
manner satisfactory to both countries-an arrange
ment which Greece for her part has always urged 
and been ready to facilitate. I desire to re-affirm 
t~is now, and to add that, in ord('.r that this ques
twn may be settled, the Greek Government is 
P.rep~red to apply to the .,eague, whose interven
tiOn IS, moreover, provided for in the Treaty itself. 

It would be rash for the Government which I 
have the honour to represent at this Assembly 
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to define its attitude, in what might be calle~ a 
purely formal di~cussion, on the Protocol on 
arbi~ation, seturity and disarmament. The 
unanimous desire proclaimed by this Assembly 
to solve the problem of the organisation of interna
tional peace and concord fills me with optimislU as 
to 'tRe achievement of the work in which we are 
engaged. I am confident that the good-will of 
all "\till · ~cceed in finding a solution. In this 
connection, I respectfully beg to differ from the 
first delegate of Hungary as to the difficulties of 
regional agreements between neighbouring coun
tries. I am, of course; only expressing an opinion 
concerning Greece and her neighbours, who, T 
am certain, will fully justify the genuine optimism 
I feel in regard to this matter. 

I desire therefore to give my unqualified support 
both to the proposal for the establishment of a 
Committee of conciliation and to the draft resolu
tion submitted by M. Quinones de Leon, and, 
at the same, to express my earnest hope that the 
great work on which all our energies and aspirations 
are set may be accomplished, if not at one stroke, 
at all events step by step. 

• 

32 . .,.-REFERENCE TO ASSE~IBLY COlllii'ITEES 
OF ITE~I 13 OF THE AGEl'IDA A.i'ID OF 
TilE DRAFT RESOLUTIONS SUBliiTTED 

• DURING THE DISCUSSION OF THE RE
PORT ON THE WORK OF THE COUNCIL 
AND OF THE SECRETARIAT : "REPORT 
OF THE GEl'IERAL CO~IliiTTEE OF THE 
ASSEl\IBLY. 

The President : 

Translation : In order to expedite the work of 
the ~ommittees, the Gent>ral Committee has decided 
to propose to the Assembly that the draft resolu
tions submitted during the discussion of the report 
o!l. ihe work· of the Council should be allocated 
to the various Committees at once. 

The General· Committee therefore proposes that 
these resolutions should be distributed as follows : • 

-1. To the First and Third Committees: 

Item 13 of the agenda, which reads as follows : · 
"13. Arbitration, Security and Reduction 

of•Armaments : 
• "The Protocol for the Pacific Settlement of 
International Disputes ; 

"Declarations by the Members of the Council 
.made at its Session in March 1925, and any 

• other declarations communicated by the Members 
elf 1jpe League.'' 

!: To the First Committee : 
• 

(a) The Spanish delegation's draft resolution 
concerning the establi~hment of peace through 
ar\litration, security and disarmament and the 
preparation of a Conference for the reduction 
of armaments ; 

(b) The Swedish delagation's draft resolution 
concerning compulsory arbitration for the settle
ment of internation~l disputes ; 

(r.) The Swiss delegation's draft resolution 
concerning the optional clau~e of the Statute of 
the Permanent Court of International Justice; 

• 
(d) The Uruguayan dele~tion's draft rPsolu-

tion concerning the jurisdiction of the Pcrma- • 
nent Court of International Justice. 

• 
3. To lhe Third Cmmnitlee: 

(a) The Spanish delegation's ~~:aft ~resolution 
cont>erning tht> establishment of pence throng!\ • 
nrbitrntion, securit-y and d'isnrnu1mPnt and the 
preparation of a Conference for thll reduct.i(\11 
of armaments. This re~olution will uls1~ be 
referred to thll First Committee ; 

(b\ The Netherlnnds delegation·~ dmft 
resolution concerning the redut>tion and limittl-
tion of armaments ; • 

(1"\ The draft resolution submitted by t.lH• 
delegation of Snlvndor conceming rl'rtnin t~~chnJ 
cal questions relating to disnrmnment ; 

(d} The draft resolution submitted by tho 
delegation of Rnlvndor nnu•nding its imrlier 
rAsolution (r) ; 

(e) The Hung'lll'ian delegation's dmft rt•solu
tion on the Disarmament Confl•r~>nol'. 'rhi~ 
resolution may perhnpR involve the aml•ndmo.,t. 
of the Spanish delegnt-ion's draft r~>solution. 

It is understood-nod this is not· 11 decision 
taken by the General CommittPe hut simply nn 
observation of my own on the dutil's of tlwse 
Committee«-thnt the Chairmen of the Fh·st nnd 
Third Committees will be free to der.ide, nfter 
consultation with one another, what proposnls 
shall be submitted to these Committees conceminll 
the division between them of quest.ion~ raised in 
certain of these draft resolutions. 'l'lwy cnn alNo 
decide between themselves ns to the most suitable 
procedure for the independent 'or joint exnmlnntion 
of these questions. , 

4. To the Fifth Committee : . . 
(a) The Norwegian delegation's drnft resnlu- · 

tion concerning Armenian refugees ; 

(b) The Norwegian delegation's dmft l'll~oln
tion concerning Russian refugees. 

5. To the Sixth Oommittee : 

(a) The Norwegian delegation's draft resolu-
tion concerning mandates ; • 

(b) The Lithuanian delegation's resolution 
concerning minorities. 

6. To the .Agenda Committee: 

(a) The Chinese delegation's draft resolution 
concerning the election of the non-permanent 
Members of the Council ; 

(b) The Chinese delegation's draft resolution 
expressing the hope that the Conference convened 
to study Chinese affairs may arrive at a Hfttisfac
tory solution. 

Does any member wish to speak on the proposals 
made by the General Committee Y 

The proposals were adopted. 

IIi order to expedite proceedings, I shall submit 
to the Assembly, at the close of the discn•sion, 
propo~als for the reference to the various Commit- ' 
tees of the draft resolutions which have been 
submitted since the meeting of the General Commit
tee and any which may be submittP.d before the 
end of the general discn ssion. 

The meetin!l rose at 1 p.m. 

• 
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.._ •. 33.- REPORT ON THE \\'ORK - OF THE 
• • COUNCIL .<\.\'fl OF THE SECRETARIAT ; 

CONTIXtTATIOX OF THE DISCl.7SSIOX. . . 
The Prestdo•ot : 
Tlbnsl ation : The first item on the agenda is the 

· cont!nuation of the debate 011 the report on the 
Work of the Council and of the Secretariat. 

M. :Duca, Minister for Foreign Affairs and first 
delegate of _Roumania, will address the Assembly. 

ll. Duca (Ronmania) : 
Tmnsl11tion : I think no impartial pPrson can 

read the report on the work of thP C01mcil withont 
feeling an incrPased confidence in the fut~~re of the 
League. _ 

, The LPague of Nations has already rendered· 
most valuable assistance in a wide rpnge of 

questiPns of the highest importnncp to the world. 
I need sl'ar~ely tell you, tlwrefore, that I approvP 
the report suhmitted to uq nn'l shull vot#l for it. 
without r«>R«>rvation. 

I should lik«>, howevPr, to say a few wordH on tho 
que~tion of minoritie~. 

First.!)', I share the AssPmbly's view thut 
minoritiP~ should be ·ensured juHt and genet•onH 
treatment, not only for thp sake of justice, not only 
for the sak'l of the trPaties whil'h some of us have 
sil!'lled, not only for the sake of <"onsolirlttting that 
worlrl peace whi<"h is our supreme j!'onl, but for the 
sake of thP States themsfl!ves which po~ses~ 
such minorit-ies. 

I therefore deqire to stnte, on helmlf of my 
country, that we are dei'PrminPcl to apply 1o our 
minorities the mo~t lihernl polit•.v po~Hihle 

SPconrlly, as regards Honmnnia --nne! J think 
that this point of view ought to he shared hy the 
whole Assembly- the qm!stion of minoriti1•s hus 
a twofold aspPct. 

GovernmentH are bound to ufford protection to 
minorities, but the engagement rnu~t be r«>cipro••al; 
the minorities on their side bave n duty of loya11,v 
towards the State of which they form a part . 

Unless these two conditions are fulfilled, there 
can he no genuine moral diHarmament. 'J'here «an 
he no real consolidation of pence such as we dl'Kire 
and are striving t11 ohtain. 

Thirdly, we do not think that the trm· way. to 
protect minorities is to occupy onr•elves with 
details Of prOI'J>dUTP. f'onsequenfJ,v, IlK far as WC 
are concerned, we have absolut" confitlence in the 
spirit of just,ice and impartiality lliHpluyed in thP 
work of the Council. 

We have this absolute confidence in the Council 
of the League for the vt>ry reason that we know it 
regards the problem of minorities from thP two 
points of view to which I have referred, and that it 
will thPrefore never allow the minorities 11ue~tion 
to degenerate into a source of constant obli!!ation, 
on the one hand, and a pretext. for selfish agitation 
on the othE"r. We know that thP Council of the 
JJea!nle ~ill do all in t~ power to avo.d a ~ituation 

• 
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which woul!l ll!' as inadmis!ible as it wodld be 
p:muloxic!ll. . 

Fourthly, reference has recently been made m 
the Assembly .to the nt>cessity of modifying the 
statu~ of minoritit>s. If su!'h a necessity exists, 
we think that the modifications should be made on 
the linfiS int!icated in the resolution submit.ted by 

• our colleague, 1\I. Galvanauska~, first delegate of 
Lithuania. It is n~t the first time that Roumania 

• has t>xpre~sed this opinion. 
•When, at the signing of the Treaty of Versailles, 

it wru; first propoqed to introduce clauses relative 
to the protection of minorities, Rounmnia declared 
that she had no objection, providNl these rlauses _ 
were of a ,general nature, since otherwi~e the 
world would find itself divided into countries with 
absolute sovereignty and countries with only 
limited sovt>reignty, a result quite incompatible 

• with the democratic principles now governing thP. 
world. 

I will also venture to offer a few brief observatiiJns 
on that burning probll'm which has formed the 
theme of all our discussions during the last few 
days - the Geneva Protocol. . 

I must say, first of all, that whatever decision 
•. is reached, and in spite of the differences of opinion 

which now divide us, lloumania is determmed to 
adhere lo the principles of the Geneva Protocol
- Arbitration, Security. Disarmament. ThesP are 
the three factors which, in my country's opinion. 
are inseparable and indispensable to the final 
triumph of peace. 

Since the first condition of modern diplomacy is 
frankness, ~ venture to say that Roumania would 
have been m favour of a draft Protocol containing 
obligations more definitely compulsor:v than those 
laid down in the Geneva Protocol. I(you consider 
the !(eographical situation of my country, you will, 
I thinlc, understand the reasons for this preference. 
But we quite appreciate the difficulties which 
certain countries experience in admitting definite 
obligations. This year, the difficulty of admitting 
even the limited obligations contained in last 
year's Pro~orol has been brought home to us. 
In the~e mrcum~tances you will understand that 
we cannot sacrifice present political possibilities 
to the desire to obtain something more. 

' We are therefore waiting. We shall wait until 
the Gen';VP. Protocol and its principles are accepted. 
We a.w~1t that hour with confidence, but we feel 
that ~t 1s not enough merely to wait .. We cannot 
remam inactive. Until the Protocol has been 
accepted, we must all, according to our means 
work for the coDRolidation of peace. ' 
. All~w me. to indicat.e very briefly the manner 
m ~h10h we m Roumama think that the intervening 
peri?d should bP. employed. . 

Fust of all, we thi~~ that regional agreements 
mu~t be concluded. Ihese have been mentioned 
d urmg the last few da.ys. I will add tha.t Roumania 
has uh:eady concluded agreements of this kind, 
and wlll endl•a. vour to conclude others in the 
future. 
. On ~be other hand, the idea of arbitration is 
beco~mg. I_nore and more firmly established in 
pubhc opmion throughout the world. · 

Whenever, therefore, we find it possible to con
clude a treaty of arbitration, we shall do so, and 
I am happy to be ~b~e to announce that at this verv 
mom~nt ~oumnma 1s engaged in neaot.iatina such 
treaties w1th a number of States. " " 
. In ?rder . to demonstrate Roumanin's peaceful 
mtentJOns m the most effective and t· I mann 'bl · prac wa . er ~ossi e, we offer to conclude with all 
neighbourmg States, without exception permanent 
pacts of non-aggression. ·we are re~d to sia 
such conventions with all our neighbourl b .,n 
nowhere on any of our frontiers do "we inte~d,e~i~~!~ 

• 
~ow or ~t any time, to commit. the crime of 
aggression. -. 

In general, I should like the Le,ague to knpw that 
wherever a problem relating to peace may arise, 
wherever anything can be done to 'promote 
international peace, there, ladies· and gentlemen, 
yOu will find us on your side, ready to collaborate \ 
with you, and, in the measure of our strength, ready ~ 
to assist this policy in every way we can. , 

In thus preparing the final triulnph of the 
principle contained in the Geneva Protocol, we 
have the satisfaction of collaborating in a splendid 
work, which must one day be completed, and at the 
same time we are conscious of fulfilling our whole 
duty towards ourselves, towards the League of 
Nations, and towards the highest aspirations of 
humanity. 

34. - PROTECTION Al~D WELFARE OF 
CHILDREN Al~D YOUNG PERSONS :DRAFT 
RESOLUTION SUB!\IITTED BY THE SWISS 
DELEGATION. 

The President : 
Translation : Tlie Swiss delegation has submitted · 

the following draft resolution to the President of 
the Assembly : 

"The sixth Assembly of the League of Nations 
request.s the Council to be good enough to 
transmit to the Advisory Commission- for the 
Protection and Welfare of Children and Y oimg 
Persons, for any _action that ma:r be necessary, 
the recommendatiOns and resolutiOns of the first 
general Congress on Child Welfare." 

This draft resolution will be printed ~ithout 
delay and distributed to the members of the 
Assembly. In order to prevent loss of time I shall 
make ~ proposal, at the close of the present meeting, 
regardmg the reference of the draft resolution to 
one of the Committees. 

35. - REPORT ON THE WORK OF THE 
COUNCIL AND OF THE SECRETAR\J\T £ 
CONTINUATION OF THE DISCUSSifiN. 

The President : 
Translation: We will now. continue the di1nussioJ.l 

on the Report on the Work of the Council and ol 
the Secretariat. · 

M. Doret, delegate of the Republic of Haiti will 
addrress the Assembly. - ' 

l\1. Doret (Haiti) : . • 
Translation : Mr. ~resident, ladies and gentlemen· 

- May I beg your mdulgence while I say a few 
words on ~hat part of the report on the Work of 
the ~ouncll .and of t~e Secretariat which concerns 
the .mstruct~on of children and youth. you will 
forg'!Ve .me 1f I d';al with this question.when so 
ma_ny, other quest10ns of urgent importance are 
clannmg our attention. • 

As a former Minister of Education and ~s one 
~ho has had much to do with text-books I know 
~w powerful an influence these have ~pon the 

mmds of the young, and how great! th 
conta-ibute - indirectly, but not les~ Sl~!l can 
towards_ the attainment of the objects of the Lea~~ 
h -The httle Republic of Haiti, I need hardly say· 

as perfect confidence in the future develo ment 
~f th: ~e~gu~, RJ?-d earnestly hopes that this ~ewly 
oun e .lJ?-St1tut.JOn, wh¥lh has already dis' la ed 
~~ch a.ctiV1ty, will one day succeed in estabiisJng 
~f~n:;:at~~n~~J:t~~.ough the wider application, 
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We are here; ladies and gelftlemen, to seek 
t~gether all possible means, great and small
none df which ~ negligible - of hastening the 
advent of peace. Among these means the report 
by the Secretariat mentions the instruction of 
children and youth in the existence and aims of tbe · 
Leaga~ and advocates the revision of history 
books with a view to their adaptation to modern 
ideas «1n in4ernational relations. I would like 
something more. something to reinforce this 
tea{:hing. While instructing young people in the 
aims of the League, I would at the same time take 
steps to · eradicat~ certain prejudices which 
prevent the realisation of those aims. What are the 
toys given to a boy as soon as he learns to walk t 
A trumpet and a drum. That is easily understood, 
when the only object is his parents' peace and quiet. 
But after the trumpet and the drum there comes 
a gun. The gun is for sport, of course. But it is 
also - and on a far vaster scale - an implement 
of war. Armed with his gun tlie boy plays .at 
''soldiers" with his companions. Is it any exagge
ration· to say that his initiation begins almost as 
soon as his babyhood ends T When, later on, 
be learns history, 70 per cent of the•pages of his 
history manuals - these are last year's statistics 
for the United States- relate to wars. I might 
find examples in other subjects also .. 

I had occasion, in the Sixth Committee of the 
first Assembly, to Rnbmit a resolution on moral 
!llsarmament. One of my colleagues expressed the 
opinion that the first effect of my resolution, if it 
were adopted, would be to make every history 
manull'l. out of date. My resolution was converted 
into a recommendation. Far be it from me to advo
cate any revolutionary upheaval. All I urge is that 
we should begin the work which we shall on~ day 
have to undertake - the elimination of anything 
which instils into children a taste for war. 
- As moral disarmament has several times been 

mentioned on this platform, I have the honour 
to submit to the Assembly the following draft 
resolution : 

• 
"With a view to moral disarmament, the League 

ot Nations invites its Members to undertake, 
as flft- a~ possible, the revision of their history 
manuals, so as gradually to reduce the number 
of pages devoted .to military events and especially 
thos(t passages in' which wars of conquest are 

• jus_tified and held up for arlmiration." · 

The President : 

Tran.slatian : The Assemhly has beforP. it a new 
draft resolution submitted by M. Doret, delegate 
of the Republic of Haiti. This draft resolution will 

'be p~inted and distributed without delay to the 
members of the Assembly. In order to prevent 
any loss of time, I shall submit proposal~, at the 
cles~of the present meeting, for the reference of 
this draft resolution to one of the Committees. 

Mr. ~witt Bostock, President of the Canadian 
SenatE>., will address the. Assembly. 

• 
Th~ Honourabl~ Hewitt Bostock (Canada) : li'Ir. 

President, ladies and gentlemen - I have listened 
with great inter!!st and appreciation to the most 
eloquen,_ speeches which have· been made by the 
distinguished representatives who have taken 
part in this discussion on the work of the Council. 

This being the first occasion on which I have 
had the honour of appearing before this Assembly, 
I do not intend to ask for your attention for any 
llingth of time. I think, fwwever, that it is impor
tant to state clearly and briefly the position of 

• · Canada -in regard to the problem of Arbitration, 
Security and Disarmament. 

It ~ true that Canada did not consider it possible 
to ratify the Protocol, but she accepted in a genera.! 
way the principles of compulsory arbitrat-ion and 
of reduction of armaments. Her pet'uliar situation 
made it impossible for her to accept in itll ent-irety 
the document as it was submitted toet-he Govern
ment for rntifieatiou. Nevertheless, being \n com
plete accord with the aims and o~eot<~ of the League 
of Nations, Canada has endorsed all the principles 
of 1miversal interest contained in t-his docume[\f. • 

Early in March of this year the Prime Minister 
of Canada communicated to the Secretary-General 
of the League of Nations the conclusions of his 
Government, which were summarised ns follows : . 

1. That Canada should continue to give 
whole-hearted support to the Longue of Nations 
and particularly to itswo rk of conciliation, 1 

co-operation and publicity. 

2. That we do not consid~>r it in the int,l'rest.N 
of Canada, of tho British Empire, or of the 
League itself to recommend to Pm·linment 
adherence to the Protocol and pnrticulnrly 
to its rigid provisions for nppJit,ation of 
economic and military sanctions in prncticully 1 

every future war. Among the grounds for this 
conclusion is the considerntion of the effect of 

· the non-participation of the United States upon 
attempts to enforce the sanctions, and pru·ticu
larly so in the case of a contiq-uous country like 
Canada. 

3. That, as Canadn believes firmly in t-ht> 
submission of international disputl1s to joint 
enquiry or arbitration and has slmred in certain 
notable w1dertakings in this field, we would 
be prepared to consider acceptance of the 
compulsory jurisdiction of the Permanent Colll't 
in justiciable disputes, with certain reservations, 
and to consider methods of supplementing the 
provision of the Covenant for settlement of non
justiciable issues, including the method of joint 
investigation, reserving ultimate decision in 
domestic issues and without undertaking further 
obligations to enforce decisions in case llf other 
States. 

4. That Canada would be prepared to take 
part in any general Conference on Reel uction 
of Armaments which did not involve prior 
acceptance of the Protocol. 

Canada has been criticised in some qnarterK for 
not assuming all the obligations of the Protocol. 
Canada, however, is realising to-day, more intensely 
than she did at the time of the great war, what it 
has cost her; she therefore nattirally hesitates to 
undertake in advance rif,rid obligations which wonld 
render her liable to intervene in conflicts KO far 
removed from her shores .. 

Canada has complete confidence in the future 
of the League of Nations, and realises that it is 
now firmly established in the heart~ ancl minds of 
the peoples. Undoubtedly, the rising generation 
will more and more come to appreciate the value 
of its work for the peace and well-being of 
mankind. 

The President : 
Translation ~ The last speaker on my IiRt ill M. 

Yanez, delegate for Chile. 

ll. Yaiiez (Chile) : 
Translation : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 

-I venture to ask for your kind attention for a 
few moments while I refer briefly to a matter 
which,_ in my opinion, will make for the realisation, 
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n an efficient raJiid and practical manuel, of 
the high ideals 'which .are the origin and the object 
of the League of N atwns. 

I am no~ SJlt'aking, not only in my own name 
and in that of the Chilian delegation, but also as the 
rl.'presentativj of a far .country in. the mids~ of 

.democra\ic evolution, which, small. m populatiOn, 
military ·forces an~ strength, is great in courage, 
"Jorious traditions and activities, and has the same 
;;lifitality, the same manner of unde~standing life, 
right and justice as have all the Latin peoples. 

I am not proposing to make a speech: the hour 
for that has passed. The general debate is nearly 
at an end and the Committees must be given the 
ner.essary time in which to complete their work. 

Nevertheless, I desire to say that America, on· 
account of its situation, traditions and distance 

o{rom F.urope, and on account of its special 
problems, has certain interests which are peculiarly 
its own. That is why the American States are not 
all represented her!'. 

This fact, however, should not alienate us from 
the ideal of world fraternity, nor weaken our 
will to help in the work of peace and universal 

• c~JO!idarity. 
Without mentioning any European countries 

not represented here, I must specially regret the 
absence of the United Rtates, 1\Iexico, the Argentine 
Republic and Ecuador from this Assembly; their 
absence prevents the unity and weakens the 
confidence which we need, and emphasises the 
necessity for a spirit of co·operation and harmony 
between the peoples of America and the whole 
world. 

The United Stat.es persist in their refusal to 
participate in our work, doubtl11ss because they 
fear that by taking an interest in European affairs 
they might incur responsibilities, and also because 
they fear the intmference of Europe in American 
affairs. · · 

These circumstances create for the other countries 
of the continent a special ,sitm~tion which we cannot 
afford to ignore. 

The situation must be changed; interests which 
ar11 vital must be reconciled, and certain nations 
not represented here must not be allowed to enjoy 
a situation of I'Xcept.ional independence with regard 
to international questions which may affect the 
s!'curity of the world. 

To avoid sueh a state of affairs, it is not enough 
to bl'ing pressure to bear upon Governments and 
tlwir most cnlighttmcd representatives; we must 
also create amongst the masses that new spirit 
to whieh the great war gave birth, and which the 
I.eagu(> is striving to disseminate throughout the 
whole world. 

llf. Painll'Ye stf1t.ed in his able O]leuing speech -
"lml Sl'\'Pral speakers lmvc follow~>d him in bt~ idea
that the LPague's rliscussions mle helpin~ to cre<tte 
a new int.emat.ionul murality through mutual 
understanding. But the result would be small 
inde!'u if WP rely sol!'ly on our discussion~. and no 
re~ult ut all will be ohtainl'd by mere diplo.uatic 
instruments. 

We must work for t11e I'Yolution of the human 
spirit; we nmot form a new mentality, so as to bring 
about the cen<'iliation of the varied intellectual 
characteristies whi<'h distinguish each nation. 

Tf we desire to achievp permanent success, we 
must not merely seek formalas and words; we 
must appeal straight to the masses and devote 
ourselves to the org-anisation and education of 
new .demo~mcil's, for it is there that racial feelina 
passwns, mt.erests unci the tradition~ whici; 
tbo~sanils of years have bred iu the hearts of the 
natwns are to be found in aU their fulness 

• 

• The equality ef nations up~n J?Urely legal 
grounds: peac~ _aiH~ rig~t; fratermty rn t~e. sphere 
of ideas; paCifiC Idealism, are no~ suffiCI~nt to 
concilia.te interests and create a feeling of umversal 
·peace ami harmony. That is why, in my opinion, 
the work of the League appears somewhat slow 
anil somewhat unreal; that is w~y it ~oes. not 
attain the nob!P ideals o~ internatiOnal nglH. and 
justice, thongh we are pamfully and persevcnngly 
striving to attain tbem. 

It has bPen rightly said that faith moves moun
tains. Well, the heaviest of all must be moved 
that of apathy and indifference. . · 

I can conceive no more· effective method of 
forming this new spirit than by influencing the 
minds of peoples through the Press and moulding 
the future generations in the schools. 

I shall deal with this last point in the Secon~ 
Committee, and I propose to invite the Col!ncll 
to examine attentiYely the replies already received. 
by the Secretariat with rPgard to tbe instru~tion 
of youth in the principles of peace and the Ideal 
of the League, with a view to calling a Conference 
of teachers to study the best possible means . of 
creating the spirit of uni versa! concord in schoo1s. 

With regard to the Press, I suggest for your 
consideration the idea of unifying its directive 
action on public opinion and its moral influence 
over Governments. 

' J oumalism has in everv country but one meaning 
in its spirit and in its ·essence ·because it is and 
should be the reflection of the ideas of liberty, 
prog~.·ess and morality. 

A universal bond of feeling unites all men and 
all peoples on the question of peace and the 
welfai·e of the working classes. The Press is the 
vanguard of these ideas, and that is why I submit 
the followin~? dra.ft resolution to the Assembly : 

"The Assembly, , 

"Being profoundly convinced of the ·necessity 
of creating a new sense of international concord 
in tlie world ; ~ 

"Considering that the Press constitutes the 
surest and the most effective means of guil\!ng 
public opinion towards that moral disarn!\ment 
which is a concomitant condition of material € 

disarmament ; 
"Invites the Council to consider the cesira-

bility . . . . I) 

"Of convening a committee of experts repre
senting the Press in the different continents, 
with a view to determining by what means th·e 
Pre~s may contribute towards the work of 
dis(!rmament and the organisation of peace : . . 

"(a) By ensuring the more rapid and less 
costly transmission of Press news, with a view 
to reducing risks of internationa.J misunlolcr-
standing, • 

"(b) A.nd by discussing all ttchnical 
problems the settlement of which wo\lld in 
their opinion be conducive to the tranqui'l.lisa
tion of public opinion in the various countr!es. ,. 

.I 'Yonder if this idea can be considei:ed as eoming 
withm the scope of the action and mission of the 
Le~gue. Can the League call upon the Press of the 
entire world to. collaborate in the work of world. 
fra~ernit;y:, in that powerful intellectual movement 
w.h1c~ Wlll be the ~est guara.ntee <_>f security, 
dismmament and arbitra1l!.on ! I believe it can. 

If the ~eague of Nations is not legally entitled 
to do so, It at least possesses the moral authoritv 
to take this step, and I think it should do so. • 
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• • 
The President : • • 
Ttanslativn :

0 
Does any member still wish to 

spea"k on thP Work of thE' Council and t.he 
Secretariat ! · 

If no one wishes to speak, I declare the discussion 
closed. • . 

• 
36. ~ RE'FERE.'XCE TO ASSEliBLY COllUIT

TEES OF FL'RTHER DRAFT RESOI.liTIOXS 
SUBliiiTED DURING THE QISCl'SSIOX 
OF THE REPORT OX THE WORK OF THE 
COL'XCIL AXD OF THE SECRETARIAT: 
REPORT OF THE AGE.'XDA COllliiiTEE 
AXD RECOlt:IIEXD\TIOXS UY TIIF. 
PRESIDE.U. 

The Presiclr.nt. : 
Tran.•lation · I will now read to the As8embly. 

the Agenda Committee'R report. which has just 
· been transmitted to me. It read~ aR follows: 

The Committee met on Wednesday, September 
16th, at 10.15 am., in_ the Salle de~a Reformation. 

The Committee decided that, in the absence of 
M. l:'krzynski, t!le chair should be taken by M. F. 
Sokal, delegate of Poland. 

The following were the items on the agenda : 

l. Dmft resolution subm.ittecl by the Clline.~e 
rlelegation concerning the election of the six non
pNmanent .3-Iembers of the Council: 

•"The Assembly reiterates thP following 
recommendation, adopted unanimously by the 
Assemblies of 1922, 192a and 1924 : 

"It is desirable that the Assembly, in 
·electing the six non-permanent Members of the 
COlmeil, should make its choice with due 
consideration for the. main geographical 
divisions of the world, the great ethnical 
groups, the different religious divisions, the 
~arious types of civilisation and the l'hief 
sources of wealth." 

-rrllll Committee was of opinion : 
Th41;;- the Assembly having already on several 

orcasions given a unanimous opinion on this 
reco~mendation, it was not necessary to submit 

• these proposals again to one. of the permanent 
Committees for preliminary examination, but that 
the recommendation should be referred direct to the 

. Assembly. · -
The Agenda Committee decided therefore, 

following the precedent of last year's decisions, to 
suagest that the Chinese delegation's proposal 
sh~uld be submitted direct to the Assembly. 

2. Draft resolution submitted by the Chinese dele-· 
gation concerning the situation in China. 
• "rhe Committee received notice from the Chinese 
delegation that the latter desired to introduce a 
slight ~mendm:ent into the text submitted to the 
Asse.p~bly on September 14th, 1925. 

'l'lie text now submitted to _the Assembly is as 
fol!ows: 

RECOMMENDATION. 

"The .Assembly, 
"Having heard with keen interest the statement 

of the Chinese delegation regarding the reconsi
deration of China's treaties which, in the opinion 
of the Chinese delegation, have become 
inapplicable; · 

"Having learned •with satisfaction that a 
Conference of the States concerned is soon to 
take place in China to ·consider the questions 
involved; 

• 
"Considering that the purpos(' of this Confe

rence <'orresponds to the spil'it of the Covl'nant, 
particularly to that of .A:rt.icle 19, 

"Expresses the hope thai' a snt.isfnctory 
solution may be found at an early date. " 

• The Committee was of opinion thl\t, ~~~ this W!Wl 
a recommendation upon "411ich the Assembly 
would have to take a vote, but which involved no 
question of principle, it should be submitted dii·e~t 
to the Assembly. 

I~or the Committee : 
(Signed) VAN HAMEL, 

Directol' of the Legal St•ctit>ll 
of the Sm·otariat. 

If no one wishes to speak on the se proposnls,I 
shall consider them as adopted. • 

The proposal.~ ll't>re adopted. 

With the object of expediting tho work of the 
Committees, as I announced at yesterdny's mooting, 
I have now framed proposals for the immmliato 
reference to the various Committees com•erned of 
the draft resolutions submitted to the Assembl.,_ 
since the meeting of the Goneral Committee yt•~
terday morning. 

This more expeditious method is in conformity 
with the Rules of Procedure of the AsNembly. It is 
also justified by our unanmous dl'sire to nvuid all 
loss of time. 

Since the distribution of the dmft resolutions 
which was decided upon at yesterday's meet.ing, 
five new drafts have been submitted to the 
Assembly: 

1. The Frem·h delegation's dmft rc~olut.iun 
concerning the examination of economic diffieult.ieN 
which stand in the way of the restoration of general 
prosperity; 

2. The Chilian delegation's draft resolution 
concerning the collaboration of the Press in the 
work of disarmament.; 
. 3. The Swiss delegation's draft resolution 

concerning the protection and welfare of children 
and young persons ; 

l. The draft resolution ~ubmitted by thP. 
delegation of Haiti concerning the influence of 
teaching on the work of moral disarmaml'nt; 

5. The Chilian delegation's draft r~solution • 
concerning instruction in schools in the principleij 
of peace. 

I propose that the Assembly should l'CfHr tho 
French delegation's draft resolution at once to the 
Se!'ond Committee. 

I also propose that the Chilian delegation's 
first draft resolution be referred to the Agenda 
Committee. 

.As no plenary meeting will be held for some days, 
I ask the Assembly's sanl'tion for the immediatl.' 
execution of any proposals which the Agenda 
Committee may make for the referencll of the 
Chilian delegation's draft resolution to one of the 
Committees of the Assembly. 

I propo_se that the Swiss delegation's draft 
resolution be referred to the Fifth Committee, that 
the draft resolution presented by the delegation 
of Haiti be referred to thP. Second Committee, and, 
lastly, that the Chilian delegation's second draft 
resolution be referrerl to the Second Committee. 

If no one has any observations to make, I shall 
consider these proposals adopted. 

The proposals were adopted.· 

The meeting rose at 12.15 p.m. 
• 

- PRINTEo BY .. TRIBUNE DE GENEVE" 
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37.- CREDENTIALS OF 1\1. ENRIQUE BUERO, 
DELEGATE OF URUGUAY: REPORT OF 
THE COMMITTEE ON CREDENTIALS. 

The Presid~nt : 
Translation : M. de Aguero y Bethancourt 

will address the Assembly. 

1\1. de Aguero "y Bethanconrt, Chairman of the 
Committee on Credentials·: 

Translation : The Committee on CredentiniH 
has received a cablegram from His Excellency the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs of Uruguay ~tating 
that His Exoollency 1\I. Enrique Buoro, UrUb'llayan 
Minister at Berne, has been accredited delegate for 
the Republic in place of M. Juan Antonio Buero. 

In the Committee's opinion, this communication 
fully conforms with Article 5, paragraph 1, of tho 
Rules of Procedure of the .A~sembly. 

The Committee therefore conRiders M. Enrique 
Buero duly accredited. 

The President : 
Translation : The communication which has just 

been made is duly noted. 

38.- SIGNATURE BY THE POLISII GOVERN
MENT OF THE PROTOCOl, CONTAINIXG 
THE AlllENmiENT TO ARTICLE lG OF THE 
COVENANT ADOPTED BY THE FIFTH 
ASSEliBLY: COlllllmt1CATION BY THE 
PRESIDENT. 

The President : 
Translation : I have received a letter from the 

Polish delegation to the Sixth Assembly stating 
that the Polish Government, with a view to increas
ing the prestige and authority of the League, 
attaches great importance to the articles of the 
Covenant relating to preventive measures against 

• 
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war and to sanctions, and has decided. to ac~pt 
the 'amPndment to Article 16. voted_ b:y tb~ F_Ifth 
A~sembly in 11rder to assist in brmg:mg 1t mto 
force. . . "k k' In exPcntion of this deCisiOn. l\I. .., rzyns 1, 
Minish•i for•Foreign Affairs an~ fLrst d~Jegate for 

• Poland, signed the amendment m questiOn on the 
15th of this montlf. 

i~ to the he~lth 'administrations of the ¥embers 
of the League. The establishment_of the Smgapore 
Bureau and the addition to this Burealf of a 
Commission composed of delegates of the Far 
Eastern Health Administrations and of represen
tatives of the Health Organisation of the ?eague 
are evidence of the special importan~e whi,cu the 
Health Comm~ttee attaches to the Improvement 
of the health situation in Far Eastern c•un~rles, a~d 
constitute an assurance that the Committee will • at_ SITUATfON IN CHINA: POSTPOXEi'ilENT endeavour to extend its work in that part of the 

OF THE HISCUSSION OF THE" DRAFT world. · s· B 
0 0 sED By THE The services rendered by the . mga.pore ureau 

R E S 0 I. UTI 0 N P R P · since its recent foundation have m~uced the 
• CIIIXESE DEI.EGATION. French delegation to propose the estabhs~ment of 
The President: a similar bureau on the West Coast of Afrwa. 

If · h This office would in its opinion be of great 
Tranxlation: The.first item on the agen a,wlnc ~ervice not only to the African countries but_ also 

• has been communicated to members of. the to the' countries with . which they have relatiOns, 
Assembly, is· the draft re~olut~on _of th~ Chmese especiallv the South American States. . 
delegation relative to the s1tuatwn lD Chma. The · The Health Organisation ha_s undertaken_ a ~eries · 
Chinese delegation has notified me, ho~evcr, t~at . of investigations· with the object of en~ur.mg that 
it wishes to· examine this draft resolutiOn agam, official morbidity and mortality statistiCS shall 
and I therefore think it preferable to postp~ne the be drawn up on a comparable basis. The researches 
discussion of this quest-ion to our _next meetm~. . for a standard definition of still-birth have been-

• The delegations will have received the defimtl' H 
1 

h C 'tt 
• t"xt of tile draft resolution by to-morrow, and the concluded and the report of the eat omm1 ee 

~ d has been 'forwarded by the Council's instructions question will be included in the agenda, for Tues ay 
· · to the various Governments. 

morning's meeting. · As reo-ards the standardisation of biological 

40.- WOUK OJ-' Tilt HEALTH ORGANISA
TION : UEI'OilT OF TilE SECONil COl\1-
1\IITTEE: 1\ESOLUTIONS. , 

The l'r.-sident : 
Translation : The nex.t item on the agenda is the 

discussion on the work of the Health Organisation. 
I invite the Rapporteur, M. Velghe, delegate for 

Belgium, and the Chail:man of the Second 
Committee, J onkbeer van Eysinga, to take their, 
places on the platform. 

(Jonkheer van Eysinga and M. Yelghe, took their 
places on the platform.) 

1\1. \'l'lghe (Belgium), Rapporteur, gave the 
following summary of the report of the Second 
Committee (Annex Doc. A. 79.1925. III) : 

Encouraged by the approval of the Fifth Assem. 
bly last year, the Health Organisation has continued 
its work in a manner which deserves the approval 
of the Second Committee. 

The Epidemiological Intelligence Service, the 
g)'(•at value of which is appreciated by the health 
atlministrutions, has continued to publish its 
moftthly report. In view of the necessity of · 
accelerating the transmission of information 
regarding certain diseases, the Governments of 
several countries on the Mediterranean and Black 
Sea decided to notify Geneva by telegraph at their 
own expense of the first appearanc~> of plague or 
cholera cases in any of their ports. This represents 
a considerable step forward, for if all prophylaxis 
is bused upon the notification of the outbreak of 
contagious diseases, the speed and efficacy- of 
such prophylaxis varies directly with the promp
titude of the notification. 

Purther, the proposed Epidemiological . 
Intelligence Bureau in the Far East has been 
established at Singapore and bas been at ·work 
~im·e March 1st last, thanks to the far-sighted 
generositly of the International Health Boru:d of 
the Rockefeller l~oundation. This Bureau is now 
in commun~cation wit~ forty-six of the principal 
ports of Asm, Austmha and East Africa. It co
?rdinates the information received and transmits 
1t weekly by wireless to the interested health 
services in the Far East and also to the Health 
Section of the Secretariat, which in turn transmits 

• 
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products~ the investigations are so a~vanced _that 
it has been possible to hold another mternatwnal 
conference at Geneva. 

The investigations in connection with· sera in 
respect of which standardisation is possible•in the 
present state of knowledge are so far. advan~ed 
that there is some prospect of resolutiOns bemg 
adopted next year which will be submitted to the 
Governments for ratification. 

The experience acquired by the :Malaria Commis
sion continues to be appreciated by the adminis
trations concerned. At the invitation of the 
Spanish Government, the Commission has visited 
certain malarial regions in Spain. One of its 
members has visited the health administration 
of the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes 
at the request of the Government of that country. 
The French Government has asked the Co:mcni$ion 
to conduct an investigation in Corsica, and a < 
similar request has lately beea received from the 
Turkish Government. 

There are also· other matters in connecti&. witk> 
which Governments have appealed to the Health 
Organisation. Thus, at the request of Persia; a 
delegate of the Health Section proceeded to that 
country to study the possibilities for organising 
measures against epidemics. The Union of 
Socialist Soviet Republics has also recently solicited 
the co-operation of the Health Organisatio'h in 
investigating the causes of the persistence of • 
endemic plague in certain parts of Eastern Siberia 
bordering. upon llianchuria. . · . • ·" 

On the suggestion of -the Health Committee. 
which was transmitted, in accordance • with a 
decision of the Council, to all Governments J!aving 
possessions in Central Africa, a Conference .diet in 
London last May to consider' the campaign agltinst 
sleeping-sickness and tuberculosis in those regions. 
This Conference made various recommendations 
and proposed, in particular, that ·an interflational · 
commission should be asked to study in East 
Africa. along certain dPfinite lines, a· series of 
~roblems relating to the epidemiology of sleeping
SICkness. 
. Interchanges of public health officials, organised 
m part by- means of _fun~ placed for this purpose _ 
at the d1sposal of the Health section by the 
Rockefell~r _Founda~ion, took place this year in ' 
Great Br1tam, Belgmm and . the Kingdom of the 
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Serbs, Croats ·and Siovenes. ' Sixty-five offiei'ais 
belonging to thirty-six different countries partici
patell. In addit;;un, three interchanges of specialists 
took place, one of which was organised in conjnnc
tion with the International Labour Office for medical 
inspectors of labour. A special interchange.,was 
arranged for the health officers of Latin-American 
coun'l:ries, whilst another is being arranged for the 
sanitary oMicials of Eastern countries. 

As it is difficult for Public Health officers of 
the British Dominions to take part in these collec
tive tours, health experts from Australia and New 
Zealand have been charged with individual study 
missions in Europe. Similarly, a Canadian 
tuberculosis expert has had the opportunity of 
10vestigating thoroughly the methods in use in 
different European countries for combating 
tuberculosis. 

These interchanges of officials are intended to 
develop· the scientific and technical knowledge of 
those who take part; to give them an insight into 
the institutions and organisations of the countries 
they visit and to enable them to appreciate the 
efficiency of the methods in use for combating 
disease and for improving the hygillnic conditions 
of the population. The relations which result from 
the interchange of health experts of the various 
countries serve to promote mutual understanding, 
a desire for collaboration, and a spirit of emulation 
which cannot fail to be of value, both to those 
who take part in the interchanges and to the 
sanitary administrations to which they belong. 

The Fifth Assembly asked the Health Committee 
to mstitute an enquiry into the value of the 
measures t.aken against tuberculosis in different 
countries . 
. In carrying OJit this decision, the Health 

Committee de.!lided, as a preliminary measure, to 
prepare a report dealing ~th. the decline. of . 

·mortality from tuberculosis 10 the var1ous 
countries from a statistical point of view. 

This report having· dem?nstrated ~hat the~e 
was a real decline of mortahty from th1s cause 10 
certa4,n countries, and having brought to light the 
probable reasons, a Committee was formed to 
continue the work and to study the effect of. 
indmnrial labour, of housing aJ?-d f_ood s~pplies 
gem•rally, and of milk- consumpt1<;>n m part1cular, 

. upon tlte prevalence of tuberculosl8. 
We appreciate the methodical characte~ of _the 

oprop&ed invest-igations1 and yve realise ~he 
· ·important part they will play 10 strengthenmg 

our defences against tuberculosis. Let us therefore 
hope that they will shortly be productive of 
satisfactory results. . 

Last year the Assembly was pleased to recogmse 
· that the work accomplished by the Health 
Organisation had been kept within the limits of the 
mission entrusted to the League of Nations under 

. Article 23, paragraph (f) of the Covel?-ant_ and was 
12k~ly to promote valuable co-operat10n m health 

·matters. - · . 
· The <Second Committee would also ~mph_asl;Be 

· the flj,Ct mentioned by the Health Comm1ttee m 1ts 
· repo~t .:... that the greater part of the work of the 
Hea'ith Organisation has been done not so much 
upori its own init~ative as . at the reques~ . of 
"Governments, ofnat10nal public health authont1es, 
of the 'Council or of the Assembly. . . 

As the investigations of the Health Orgarusatlon 
are given· a wide publicity, they are of value to ~he 
local and central health authoritie! in all countries. 
Even when the Health Organisation, at t~e _request 
of any particular Government, sends a nnsBlOJ?- ~o a 
given country to investigate its health co~dit10ns 
and discover what remedies are needed to _rmprove 

· them, it does not render service to the public he!llth 
authorities in that country alone, for all nat1on.~ 

are' united in health matters, all benefit by the 
experience of others, just as all are menaced by the 
unsatisfactory health conditions, of any one of 
them or by the inadequacy of its sanitary equip
ment. The League of Nationq fully n>alised this 
when it established the Health Or,.'anis'ltion and 
approved the methods of work of the Henltll 
Committee. By forming pern;nnent or temporary 
'commissions, as the case might· be; by appointing 
the most highly qualified experts in the var;ous 
eountries to be members of these commissions; by 
the research work entrusted to these experts; by 
the missions sent to mnke studies on the spot, iu 
order that they might nseertnin the actual s~nte 
of affairs and might judge in special circumstances 
of the extent of the evil from which Jlopulations 
are suffering and of the remedies best suited to local 
conditions, the Health Organisation is in a positio:1. 
to make prompt and usl•ful suggestions to the 
public health authorities whil'h Sl'l'k its ndvice. 

In order to show itR appreciation of the wm·k 
done by the Health Organisat-ion, the Second 
Committee decided to submit to the Assl.'mbly 
the following resohition, which was proposed by 
the Venezuelan delegntion and secotHled by the, 
dele~ations of Belgium, Cuba, Czechoslovnkh1; 
France, It.aly, Japan, Paraguay, Polnnd, Rounm
nia, tbe Kingdom of the Serbs, Oroats and Slovenes, 
and Switzerland. 

In proposing the following resolution, the Second 
Committee emphasises that its adoption dm•s not 
involve any additional expcncliture. 

The Assembly has examined the report pres~nled 
by the Health Committee on the activitit•s of tllo 
Health Organisation ami consitlt•rs that tl1e IMI'k 
accomplished sinve the last Assembly has born 
carried out in accordance with tho reoommendnlions 
of former Assemblies and in conformity 11>ilh the 
decisiom of the Council. 

The Assembly notes with satisfaction that this 
work thanks to the research and investigations 
underlaken for the solution of the problems examined, 
will be of the greatest value to tho public llealtli. 
services of diflerent countries. 

The ·Assembly is glad to note that the Govern
ments are more ancl more disposed to collaborate 
with the Health Organisation in matters concerning 
the prevention of communica_h!e diseases ancl tile 
improvement of health conthhons of the people. 

The Assembly requests the Council to refer to ., 
the Health Committee and to tile Econom1o Com
mittee for tlleir consideration the proposal submitted 
by tile delegation of the Kingdom' of the St-rbs, 
Croats and Slovenes, and to tho Health Committee 
the proposals of the delegations of Cubf!J Ozecho
slovakia, France, Italy, Paraguay and v en~zuela, 
on the assumption that these proposals Wlll not 
involve any expenditure supplementary to the 
estimates already submitted for 1926. 

I put the resolutions to the vote. 

(The resolutions were adopted). 

41. - WORK OF TilE ORGAMSATION 
FOR TRA~SIT AXD COli:\IUXICATIOXS : 
REPORT OF THE SECOXD COlllii'ITEE: 
RESOLUTIOXS. 

Thl' President : 
Tramlation: The next item on the agenda is the 

discussion of the Second Committee's Report on the 
Organisation for Communications a!'d Transit. 

M. Avramovitch, Rapporteur, Will address the 
Assembly. · 
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ll. 1\ vromovil«'h (Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats 

nnd Slovenes), .Rapporteur : 

Translation :"Before presenting my re~ort. on 
the work of the Organisation for Commu_n~catwns 

d TraJisit ri trust that I shall be voiCI!ll! the 
.~~sire o'f th~ whole Assembly in congra~ulatmg ~he 

• British delegation •upon the celebratwns wh~c~ 
took place in London last June on t~e occasiO 
'bf~the Fourth Railway Congress organ~sed by the 
British Government in commem.oratwn. of the 
centenary of the opening to pubhc traffic of_ t~e 
first railway from Darlington to Stockton m 
England in 1825. · · h 

'l'his work, which was destined to be of such h_Ig 
importance and was conceived by a great Eng~I~h- · 
man - George Stephenson - marks a defi!lite 

,stage in the development of civi!isat!on. _It IS a 
fitting moment, now. th!tt we are discussmg the 
question of commumcatwns1 to say th_at George 
Stephenson deserves the highest gratitude, not 
only of his own country but of the ~hole wo~ld. 

After offering these few observatiOns, as It was 
my duty to do, I turn to the question on the 
agenda. · , 

c c I will not take up your time with the report of 
the Second C'ommittee (Annex, ~.81.19~5:VIII), 
which you already have, as we all w.Ish to fmish. the 
work of the Sixth Assembly as rapidly as possible. 

The questions for which I have the honour to 
act as Rapporteur are neither controversial nor 
very interesting to the. public. I venture to s_ay, 
however, that few questions a.re. of fl"I"eater ~
portance, few questions ar~ ?f Wide~ mterest m 
the whole field of human actiVIty. I will not dwell 
upon this point - indeed, before such an Assembly 
as this it would be out of place to do so - but, 
bearing in mind the progress that ~as ?een made, 
not merely in the last century but m the last 
twenty years, I cannot help pointing out that, 
but for this improvement in communications and 
transit, even the great principles and noble ideas of 
the League would be less eaRiiy disseminated 
throughout the world, and the advance of scientific 
knowledge and material and moral progress would 
be impossible. 

Means of communication have been a great spur 
to progress, even in the most abstract domains. 
Without them, certain transcendent principles of 
international law and international relationships 
would never have seen the light. Owing to its · 
means of communication the world now forms a 
single material, intellectual . and moral entity, 
which is rapidly destroyed as soon as these 
communications are broken; "the best proof of this 
is to be seen in all the different crises which have 
arisen and the unrest which has prevailed 
throughout the world since the war. 

In adopting the resolutions which I am about 
to read, you will not only be serving the individual 
interests of your own countries but also the general 
interests of humanity, and you will be acting in 
conformity with the fundamental principles of the 
League. 

(M. Avramovitoh read the two following .dmft 
resolutions submitted by tile Second C01mnittee.) 

I. The Asstnnbly : 

Having taken note of the 1·eport of the Advisory 
and Technical Committee for Communications 
and Transit on the u:ork of the 01·ganisation for 
Conm11wications m1d Tl'allsit betwe~+n the Fifth 
and Sixth Assemblies, 

Expresses its gratification at the work undertaken 
and the results obtained by the Advisory and 
Technical Committee, its Sub-Committees and the 

• , . ' ointed by the Chairman of t~e 
van~us perso-:;sTa"!c~nical Committee to undertake . 
Adt>tsory ann • J 

spe~ial '"!itsfion~t;s· elf w;th the resolution adopted 
· .11SBOeta mg • · ' · · l t h Ad . nd Technical Commtttee at tts as 

by t. e mso~~ as it highly desirable that the 
!Jf!Csswn,t" e:snsta:pr ted at the last General Conf.erence 

onCven w .a t. ns and Transit should come into 
on ommunwa w · <th g' reatest 
force as early as possible between e . 

. bl umber of Btates draws the attentwn of 
r;:saO:er~ments eoncerned

1

to ~his fact, and reminds 
them that, should it seem ~estrab_le to any .ot th~se 
Governments to obtain, wtth a mew to .famhtat~ng 
ratification or adhesion, any necess.ary t?'-formatwn 
or articulars aS' to ihe.9e Conventwns tn ord~r to 
dispel all misunderstandings! the .A~v!sory 
Co~mif.tee would be. rea(ly to gtve any assMtance 
which might be requtred ; 

Trusts that the European Conference of t~e 
Tonnage Measurement of Vessels employed tn 
Inland Navigation, which is to meet on ;Novem~er 
20th· next will obtain the complete success whwh 

· can be al;eady expected as a result of the excel!ent 
preparatory work of the Advisory and Techn:~al 
Committee tarried out with the full co-opera .. ton " 
of the European States not Members of the 
:League· 
Draw~ the attention of all the Governments to 

the special importance- of t~e Conf.eren~e . on 
Passports to be held in 19~6, w~wh pubhc optmon, 
particularly in economw etrcles, undoubtedly 
expects to iake at least ~ step toward$ the abolition, 
to the widest extr.nt posstble, of the _passport system, , 
and to mitigate considerably the. dtsadvantag!s ~nd 
expense which that system ent~tls for ~he relatwns 
between peoples and for · tnternatwnal trade 
facilities ; . · 

Follows with keen interest the work of the 
Organisation for . Communica~ions and Transit 
.which may result tn the eonvemng of a Conference . 
on communications and .tra.nsit of the European 
State.Y concerned with a view to maintain, preserve 
and, if necessary, ad'!pt .to present cir.cum~tances, 
the unification ~f pnvate ?aw con~erntng v~tt.ernal 
traffic as . applwable , to .tntcrnatwnal traffw .on 
successive contracts, of the method. of presentatwn 
of tariffs ,and of the method of presenta~ol of 
operation regulations which were all effected before 
the war between certain railway systems in Central 
and Eastern Europe ; . . · • 

In view of the great economic importance u>hiclfl 
problems relating to the organisation and exploi
tation of hydro-electl"ic power present for a large 
number of countries Members of the League of 
Nations, and· in view of the influence which 
favourable agreements will exercise on the economic 
reconstruction of Europe and the improvelllent" 
of the general economic conditions of the world, 
again d1·aws the attention of Governments and tht 
Organisation· for Communications and Transit 
to these problems, and to. the fact that, apart {rl1'm 
the question of the ratification of the Conventions 
concluded at the last General Conferen~e, it is 
desirable that the competent organs of the .{,eague 
should dmw up a definite plan of actio~ for 
instituting the most practical methods wh~reby 
the· League of Nations_ may take as active a part as 
.possible in the solution of these problems ; 

Convinced that the Members of the Lea/ue will 
f1~rther the 1oork of the Organisation in every 
dtrectwn, and, in particular, will assist its efforts 
to arrange for the technical settlement between 
States of disputes concerning international 
communicat~ons, of whtch remarkable examples 
have been gwen by the Ailvisory Committee during 
the past year : 

Invites the Organisation for Communications 
and Transit to continue its work in the same 
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~p1nt and o-n the same li11es, with a rierc to He 
~mprovement of _interna~io-llal" tra11s-port a11d the 

ev/i.lopm_ent. 'If tnternalional law i11 regard to 
commumcat10111t. 

II. The .Assembly : 

,Ccmsidf!ring ~hat all improveme11ts in railrcay, 
tet81!Jrap~IC, radw-telegraphic, telephonic a11d radio
telf]lhont~ communicatimw bettoeen the seat of the 
League of N atiQ-118 and the States Members or 
fiO'TI;-~embers of t~e .L_eague are of the highest 
poltttcal anil practical Importance to the working 
and development of the League · 

_ . .A~ h~ving taken note of 'the effo-118 of the 
Orgamsatwn fo-r Co-mmunications a11d Trans-it 
to ~ecure improvements in the railway time-tables 
whwh affect communications with the seat of the 
League: 

Calls the attentim of the Go-vernment$ concerned 
to the n~cessity fo-r further progress accompanied 
by an 1mpro-ve?":ent in conditions as regards
Customs fo-rmal!ttes at the frontiers near thr seat 
of the League. These co-11ditio118 are still giving 
nse to the delays and inco-~~venience.~ to which 
attention was drawn in the discussjo-~~s of the last 
4ssembly, and the . .Assembly requests the Organisa
twn fo-r CommumcatiQ-118 and Transit to conti11ue 
to co-operate in the endeavour to achiet>e such 
progress; . 

.Associati~g itself with the resolution adopted 
by the .Adv1sory and Technical Committee at its 
last session with reference to the questioll8 raised 
b!f the establishment of a nete Europea-n long
dtstance · telephone system, draws tlie attentio-n 
of llle Governments concerned to the desirability 
of treating co-mmunicatioll8 between the seat of 
the League and the principal European capitals 
on tlie same footing as communications between 
impo-rtant capitals, when coll8idering the question 
of prio-rity and urgency for the establishment 
of different lines ; · 

Recommends that a resolution proposed by the 
delegate fo-r Uruguay 1 on the subject of telegraphic 
faciliti~s fo-r the dissemination of info-rmation 
reg&rd1ng the wo-rk of the League of N atiQ-118 should 
be referred to the Organisation fo-r Communica
iio\s and Trall8it fo-r cQ-IIs-ideratim and fo-r any 
actwn which it may think expedient and possible. 

I am certain that in adopting these resolutions 
and ~ doing what is necessary- to carry out the 

•suggestions they contain, the various Governments 
will be accomplishing a useful work not only for the 
League but for their own countries. 

Indeed, we shall be greatly helping to strengthen
the foundations- of the League and to establish 
international co-operation in every sphere : material 
an<l. moral disarmament, the security of nations, 
and universal peace. 

I therefore beg the Assembly to adopt the resolu
tiops submitted by the Second Committee, and I 
·!Teg the Governments :Members of the League here 
represented in the persons of the honourable 
delegat~s to do all they can to ensure that these 
resoJ,.u.tions shall be approved and put into practice. 

• 
. 1 Dmft resohltion :" ... requests the Conference of the 
·Universal Telegraphic Union, which is now in ~onference, 
to conlider how far it is possible for the telegraphic 
administrations to. further the work of the League of 
Nations and assist in bringing it to public notice by 
affording newspapfll"s and journalists who follow the 
work of the League the widest facilities in regard to 
Tates, approximating a.s nearly as possible to uniformity, 
and by considering the illlProvement of the telegraphic 
and radio-telegraphic servie.es, which can and should be 
utilised for the wider dissemination of information 
regarding the work of the League of_ Nations." 

T1te Prf'sidl'nt : 

Tra•wlation : Dol'S anybody wish to speak on 
these resolutions ! _ 

I put them to. the vote, 

Th8 resolutiorw 1oere adopted. 

.. , -. .. ~ FIXAXCUL ltECO.iSTRUCTION OF 
Hl"XGARY: REPORT OF THE SECO~D. 
COllliiTTEE: UESOLl'TIO:'\. 

The Prf'sidt'nt : 
Translatio11 : The next item on the n-~nda is 

the debate on the Report of the Second ('ommit~l'O 
concerning the finnncinl reconstruction of llun<>arv 

M. Loucheur, Rapporteur, will address"' til~ 
Assembly. 

i\1. Loul'ltl'ur, Rapporteur : 

Tra11slatio11: l\lr. President, h11lies nut! ~entlt>men 
- As the report -on t.he finnnoial r!'l1onst.ruction 
of Hungary has bt>en distributed in bot.h htn"Uil"es 
(.Annex, A.80.1925 ), I will merely refer to its ~nli~nt 
points. 

Less thnn eighteen months uft.er tho signattll"{,'' 
of the agreements providing for the fiunnoittl 
reconstruction of Hungary, we nre glad to be nble 
to say that, at the end of the finnncial yt•ar 192·1· 
1925, instead of the estimated tlefi11it of 100,tlOO,OOO 
gold crowns we have a surplus totalling 6:1,000,000 
gold crowns. l\loreover, t.lte crown has been Mt.ablo 
for over a year; the Bank's resources nre sufficient 
for the needs of the harvest ; its reserves lutve boon 
tripled in n year ; and the commeroinl blllunce hns 
greatly increased. Lnstly, the doposits in crowns 
in the Hungarian banks have imlrcusc•l from 
2,600,000 to 78,000,000 gold 6rowns. 

Nevertheless, a number of problems remnin to 
be solved, such as the retluct.ion in the numl)(lr of 
officials -a question whieh is more importunt in 
Hungary than elsewhere. To carry this out, the 
Hungarian Government has plnnnetl a complete 
reorganisation of its public services. 

Above all - and this is an essen ti11l point to 
which the attention of the Hungarian Govurnment 
should be drawn - the commercial uegotiationH 
at present in progress, particularly the negotil1tionH 
with Austrin, must be brought to a H:ttisfactory 
conclusion. 

The present fiscal charges, nlthough they 
constitute 13 to 15 per cl'nt of the national revenue, 
are not too heavy. Unfortunately, they are mised 
by methods which Hhould be modified, Hince about 
three-quarters of the State revenue is ruiHed by 
direct taxat.ion.. The Hungarian Government haH, 
however, resolutely taken in hand the required 
reforms. 

The economic programme in connection with 
railways, posts, telegraphs and telephones, and the 
construction of drainage canals, on which the 
Financial Committee and the Economic Committee 

-are in agreement, has yet to be completed. 
• Such, gentlemen, is the work that has been done 
and the work that remains to be done . 

I believe I am interpreting the sentiments of the 
Committee and of the whole Aflllembly in congra
tulating the Hungarian Government upon the 
great effort it bas made. and in thanking and 
congratulating the Commissioner-General, whose 
outstanding ability is highly appreciated by the 
whole .A.Psembly, and who, in co-operation with 
the Hungarian Government, has succeeded in 
surmounting the difficulties of this period. 

In order to be just also tt. wards the people of 
Hungary, I venture to second the tribute paid here 
by Count Apponyi to the Unknown Taxpayer, 
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who durin~ 1924-1925 bore the burd~n of ~h~s 
taxation and thus made the restoratiOn of h1s 
country possiblP. 

Th; l'r~sidcnt ': 
Translation : Does anybody wish to spe3:k on 

the resoh:.tion ?mbmitted by the Second Qomm1ttee' 
The following rescz.lution WM put to the vote. and 

adopted : . . h ·a 
The Assembly notr-s with sahsfactwn t e raT!~ 

' progress made in the filnancial reconstructwn 
of Hungary. In the first year in w~ich the recon
strurtion programme hM been apphed, t~e budget 
hM been balanced and the accounts relatmg to the 
period from July 19~·l to J11ne 192.5. slww. a 
considerable surplus msteacl of a defunt, whwh 
1roulrl have had to be covered out of the yield of the 
international loan. Monetary stability isMsured, and 
there is an improvement in the economic situation. 

The Assembly expresses its congratula_tio.ns to 
the Hungarian Government and the Oomm~sswner, 
Ge~!eral. It confidently hopes that the reconstr~c
tion programme may be brought to a concluswn 
within the period provided for by the ProtocolR. 

It notes the Hungarian Government's declara
tions regarding its proposals for re-organising the 

·• administrative departments. 
It considers that the measures taken by the 

Hungarian Government with a view to re-establih
ing freedom of trade are of a kinrl to encourage 
the development of the country ; it would welcome . 
the concl?tsion of fm1her commercial agreements 
between Hungary and other countries - particu
larly the adjoining countries with which negotiations 
are in ·progress -which would tend to bring 
about n progressive recluction of the tariffs in 
Central Europe and would thus contribute to 
establishing closer economip relatio11S. 

•13. - l~INANCIAL UECONSTRUCTlON OF 
A USTfliA : REPOUT 01~ THE SECOND 
Co:\li\IITTEE :· UESOLUTIONS. 

Th~ !'resident : 
;I'ranslation : The next item on the agenda is the 

debate on the report of the Second Committee on 
the financial reconstruction of Austria. 

I invite M. Miclielet, delegate of Norway, 
"Rapporteur, to take his place on the platform and 
to communicate his I"eport to the Ass~>mbly. 

l\1. 1\liehelt•t (Norway), Rapporteur : 
Translation : 1\fr. President, ladies and gentlemen 

-I have. pleasure in laying before you the report 
of the Second Committee on the financial recon
struct.ion of Austria, as we now come to a new 
sta~e- a happy and a conclusive stage -in tire 
L~ague's work of reconstruction : the gradual 
liquidation of international <'ontrol. 

This liquirlation is subject to certain conditions, 
but there is every reason to believe that these 
conrlitionR will be fulfilled. Though there are 
still clouds on the Austrian. horizon, we all hope 
that they will soon be dissipated, in order that 
this noble people may be able to develop and 
plact> the whole of its strength at the service of 
civilisation. 

The Second Committee's report has been sub
mitted to you. together with the accompanyin"' 
rcsolutiom (Annex, Doc. A. 78. 1925). J shall 
therefore not read it. 

Before concluding, ·I should like to offer two 
observation~ in a personal capacity. 

It is my duty to thank the Secretariat for the 
splendid assistance it gave me when I was engaooed 
in investigating this question. I have everywh~re 
met with unparalleled kindness and helpfulness, 

. . 
an:J it has been a, great ple.asure to me to c.o

erate with men so cultured! so sym~athetw, 
op d so engrossed in the questwys submitted to 
~:em. I offl'r them my heartiest thanks. 

Colonel no IIi (Switzerland) : .• 

T' 1 twn· • Mr President ladies and gentlemen 
rans a · · · ' · t "'t If The Swiss delegation desires to assoCia e 1 se 

whole-heartedly with the con~atulationa. addYessed 
to Austria on the approach~g com.pletwn of the 
work of financial restoratiOn whwh w~s only 
be n a few years ago. Our congratulat~ons a~e 
als~ due to the League, un~er whose auspwes this 
happy result has been obtamed. . . 

For a number of reasons the SwiSS natwn has 
alwavs followed with cordial sympa~hy thl' pro~ess 
of the financial restoration of Austrta, .an.d Swttzer
land has endeavoured, within the limtts. of her 
modest resources, to afford both matertal and 
moral aid. . 

In the first place, the two natwns h~ve lo~g 
been united by traditional ties of loyal. frrends~tp 
and neighbourly amity. The great rtver wh~ch 
flows from our mountains and for many mtles 
forms the frontier between Switzerland and 
Austria has for centuries neither separated nor 
divided them. Rather has the Rhine united t~e 
two nations in a joint effort to sa~eguard thetr 
respective shores and . the well-bemg ~f the 
inhabitants. . . 

But in addition to this, and viewing the matter 
from a more general aspect, the Swiss nation 
welcomes every effort o.f. the L~ag~e that ~ea~s 
witness to the active spmt of sohdarity on which tt 
is based. With her practical clear-sightedness 
Switzerland recognises in work such as this, which 
bears immediate fruit, indications of the progress 
being made towards great achievements a~d high 
ideals. She will always welcome the establtshment 
of seclire foundations for the future peace and 
happiness of humanity. 

l\1. Suvich (Italy) : 
Translation : Mr. President, ladie8 and gentl'emen 

- I do not think I need speak at any great length 
on the question of the financial restoration, of
austria. There are, however, certain aspects tf the 
problem to which the Assembly's attention might, 
I think, be drawn. 

ln the first place, we must not lose sight f~ one 
moment of the preponderating and decisive part • 
played by the League. It would be going too far, 
perhaps, to say that but for the League's inter
vention Austria would have been lost. But it 
is only fair to say that ·when Austria was in immi
nent peril the League intervened and .played a 
decisive part in her affairs. • • 

Before this intervention, however, :Austria had 
received advances and assistance from other 
Powers, . from. Great Britain, France, Italy l\,lld 
Czechoslovakia, who had gone to -her assistanct\ 
and given her their generous and fraternal support. 
Their help, unfortunately, could on:ly ha~e the 
effect of prolonging the country's agony; th@ereal 
need was to discover some method of reviving.,her 
and ~ndowing her with new vitality. 

Thts method was found, in face of i;he imminent 
da~ger cause~ by the depreciation of her cllllency, 
wh1ch comphcated the provisioning of the country 
and made the introduction of sweeping financial 
and economic reforms a most hazardous venture. 
The means adopted took the form of a scheme for 
the reconstruction of Austria drawn up by the
League. It was a new sc~eme, which, if concrete 
results were to be obtained, demanded on the one 
hand, strict but wise and reasonable dontrol· and 
on ~he other, absolute good-will. ' ' 

t 
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These · c~'it~tions -were fl\Wlled, and that • is 
why the ongmal plan of 1922 - certain points of 
whi~ were modified in 1924 in the liaht of the 
experience obtatned durinc:r the first tw~ years of 
the scheme's application _.::has now bronc:rht about 
the desired result. "' 

Perfect co-operation was essential between all 
the" .agents concerned· in the execution of the 
sche~~ :. between the League and its organs, the 
Comnnss111her-General, the Board of the National 
Bank, the Government and the· Austrian nation. 
This co-operation was attained, and the work 
begun three years ago may be regarded as almost 
completed to-day. The system is already in 
operation by which control will eventually cease; 
it has, indeed, been relaxed since lMt August in 
virtue of a decision of the Commissioner-General. 

The budget equilibrium is now an accomplished 
fact. Although the actual expenditure has exceeded 
the estimates in the agreement reached with the 
League in September 1924, the revenue during that 
period has also increased to a corresponding extent. 
This fact is recorded by the Financial Committee 
in its report on the work of its nineteenth session,l 
in which, after noting that there was a surplus on 
the ordinary budget for 1924, it 0!U;ates _that a 
similar result ill expected for 1925. Since the 
drawing-up of_ the plan of reform the Austrian 
currency has remained stable. 

There is reason, therefore, to believe that the 
responsible Governments of the Federation and 
the Austrian nation itself, which has suffered so . 
greatly from inflation, will certainly never venturi" 
to disturb the equilibrium of the budgl"t, since 
to d~ so would inevitably lead to fresh difficulties 
and further suffering. ·Such being the case, it may 
surely be said that the reservations contained in 
the scheme for the cessation of control will not 
hamper Austrian ·economic activities but will 
rather serve to maintain confidence in the national 
finances and, it is to be hoped, make it possible . 
to float at a moderate rate of interest the long
term ·Ioans which Austrian production requires if 
cost prices are to be reduced. · 

· Eoonomic conditions in Austria still bear traces 
of an acute crisis, the most serious feature of which 
is unemployment, which as yet shows no signs of 
d:cr&sing. · . . 

Mr. Layton and Professor Rist, the experts who 
·have given us such an admirable account of 
comijtions in Austria in the form of a general 

• summary and a more detailed statement, attribute 
this crisis to - two main factors : first, the cost 
prices due ·to the economic organisation of certain 
undertakings which date back to the period of 
inflation, and the present high rate of interest; and, 
secondly,- the difficulty in finding outlets for 
A14'ltrian products owing to the Customs and 
tariff systems in the Danube countries. 

In this connection the experts contemplate the 
p~sibility of closer . co-operation between Anst~a 
~nd her neighbours m the matter of a commercml 

· and Customs policy. The question is to be studied 
and :tras been referred by the Council to the 
Ec~omic Committee for examina~on. . 

ltaly desires .to state that she 18 prepared, if 
thiS project is taken np, to give it her support, ~ 
she is most . anxious to promote the economic 
recovery-of Austria in order to complete the·very 
useful work undertaken by the League in this 
connection. In any case, the interests of third parties 
should, as far as possible, be safegu~ded_. . . 

Italy is convinced t~at no efforts m. tblS dtrectwn 
will be wast~d; all will really contribute. towards 
the economic reconstrn~tion of Central and Eastern 
Europe. · 

• See Official Journal, October 1925. 

.) ) 

In any case, the work already done towards the 
reconstruetion of Austria, and the work now being 
undertaken - and already so far advanced -for 
the recovery of Hungary, repres .. .nt an enormous 
contribution towards the mnint~nance of peace 
and undeniably reflect lasting credit on the 
League. 

The Prt"~idcnt : 
Translation : I rail upon l\I. Yl"verka, delegate of 

Czechoslovakia, to address the Assembly. ' 

::u. \"enrkn (Czechoslovnkin) : 
Translntio11 : l\Ir. President, lndit>s and gt>nt.lemen 

-The Czt>cboslovuk dt>ll'gntion desires first to 
associate itself with the pmise so rightly bestowed 
on the admirable work of the Rnpport.ettr. It nlso 
pays tribute to the wisdom of the l'ouuoilnnd to all 
those who have contributt>d to the stwre!.s 
obtained in 19:!5 in connection with the work b~>~run 
in 19:!2 under the nuspit•t>s of the Lengue. 'l'he 
admirable report of Professor Rist and 1\lr .. Layt.on 
had already encournged us to hope thnt the ~rrt•at 
work of financial and economic restomt.ion is 
nearing its conclusion. 'l'he Austrian Oovl'rnmcnt'R ,. 
assurances and the evidt>nee lnid ht>fore the Counce• 
and the Second Commit.tee hnve convt>rtcd Uus 
hope into a certainty. 

If, from this complex nmss of fnt1ts nnd nrgnml'nts 
I might venture to seleot the two chit•f constrtwtive 
ideas, I would simply quote tlwse two outst.nnding 
statements : 

1. Austria is able to live. 
2. Austria is not suCCoring from nny spt•oifir 

ills. 
I would add, in the words employed by M. Lou

cheur in the Austrian Commit.t!le of the Oounoil 
when he summed up tho situation of the oountry 
in so clear, able and com•ise a mt\nncr : "Wtmt iH at 
an end. and prosperity is in sight". 

The discussions of the competent Technical 
Committee will show whether it is expeditmt to 
adopt special economic meanH to encourage Austrit\ 
in this path of prosperity. I am also inclined to 
think that the general conference which is about 
to materialise through the action of this As~ernbly 
might, as a result of its general economic diagnosis 
of the present distress, throw sufficient light on 
the question and suggest a remedy for thiM concrete 
case. One thing, however, appears to be already 
certain : Austria will never be obliged to reHort 
to measures foreign to her natural organic evolution 
or historic mission in order to ensure her power 
to live and her national proMperity. 

As the representative of the country whi<· h is her 
neighbour and her friend and which iH llirectly 
interested in her destiny, I hasten to ofrer her my 
congratulations. 

When I say "n~>ighbour", I UMI' the word in its 
fullest meaning and particularly in its economic 
sense. Czechoslovakia, which is in a similar position 
and is destined to share and experience every 
reaction produced by the general economic situation, 
cannot hut rejoice at seeing her neighbour emer~e 
from her peril nnhanned and strengthened. It IK 
in this spirit that I extend to Austria my best 
wishes for the future. 

The Czechoslovak delegation whole - heartedly 
seconds t.he resolution now before UH. 

The President : 
Translation : M. A vramovitch, delegate of the 

Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, 
will address the Assembly. 

;u. Avramoviteh (Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats 
and Slovenes) : 

_Translation : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 
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-I have the honour, on behalf of the Serb-Cr«nt
Slovt>ne delegation, to congratulate t~e Rap~ort~ur 
and the Austrian Government on the1r contnbutwn 
towards the work so courageously undertaken and 
so successfully carried out by the League of 
:1\ations. 

Noveml:>er Z8th 1921, and September 21st, 
H:l5, will be two red-letter days in_the history of the 
League. • _ . . 

Iri 1921, the world was distraught by the fmanClal 
and ·economic straits to which every country was 
reduced. Everyone wondered whether a remedy 
could be found at all. 

It was tlien, if you remember, that M. Ador, as 
Rap,oorteur of the Second Committ()e, indicated 
the means wllich appeared best calculated to 
restore Austria and those other count.ries whose 
finances were in an unsatisfactory condition. Follow
ir..g his lead, we declared that their restoration . 
coulil only be accomplished by the combined 
effort.s of public opinion, the various Governments 
and the League. 

We . appealed for international co-operation. 
We rejoice to find that this co-operation, which 

, developed under the auspices of the League, has 
l'ld to the most striking results. 
' The Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, 

Austria's friend and neighbour, is particularly 
gratified. May I remind you that, since 1918, my 

· eountry has had very close economic and financial 
I'ehttions with Austria. Moreover, quite recently 
we have concluded with the Austrian Government 
a commercial treaty which must contribute both 
to the financiltl reconstruction of Austria and to the 
prosperity of the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and 
::ilovenes. 

As M. Miehelet, the Rapporteur, rightly safd, the 
League can congratulate itself on its work in 
Austria, as can the States which are creditors of 
that country. The Kingdom of the Serb~, Croats 
and Slovenes did not hesitate to abandon certain 
legitimate rights, even though it was itself faced 
with serious financial and economic difficulties. 
It willingly made these sacrifices in the hope that 
it would thereby help towards the reconstruction 
of Austria and the pacification of the world. 

In conclusion, may I again offer the . sincere 
congratulationR of the Serb-Croat-Slovene delegation 
to the Austrian Government, to the·. League and 
to the Rapporteur of the Second Committee, who 
hns so admirably voiced the sentiments of every 
delegation Y 

The President : 

TranslatiOil : M. Mensdorff-Pouilly-Dietrichstein, 
delegate of Austria, will address the Assembly. 

1\1. 1\lensdorff-Pouilly-Deitrichstein (Austria) : 
Translat.ion : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 

- The Rapporteur and seveml members of this 
august Assembly, whose interesting and remarkable 
speeches we have just heard, have revealed the 
great work done by the League in Austria since the 
agreements with the Federal Government were 
concluded. here at Geneva dm·ing the third 
Assembly. 

I desire .to express my deep gratitude to the 
representative of that noble country which is now 
?fferi~g us hospitnlity, for the eloquent terms 
m whwh he referred to the amicable relations which 
for centuri~s pa~t. have existed between Switzerland 
and ~ustrm. His words, which will find a ready 
echo m my country, touched me profoundly, and 
I c;nn assure him that his feelings are fully 
reCiprocated. 

~t fills me with the keenest. satisfaction here on 
thiS platform; from which in previous 'years it 

~as more than once bEl,l'n my duty to plead the cause 
of ·my country, then 'on the verge of the abyss, ~o 
note to-day that the sympa~hy shown for Au~tna 
by the League has never failed. That sympathy 
has survived unchanged durin!'; the long period .of 

. effort and sacrifice through which we have passed. 
I re · ice to find that it remains as strong as ever 
·aftefthe reading of the Second Co~mitt~e's rep~rt 
to the AssemblY on the results obtamed m ~ustr~a. 

This report like the recent report of thEPFma'b.cial 
Committee, n'otes that Austria's currency has been 
stabilised and her budget balanced .. It reprod~ces 
the Council resolution contemplatmg the With
drawal of the League's control in the near fut~e. 

Before this stage is reached, _howeve~;! ~omething 
still remains to be done. The tlffie specified for the 
execution of certain conditions in the ·agreements 
has not yet ehtpsed. Again, the Council, with the 
object of guaranteeing the credits granted ~o 
Austria - a vital and indispensable element m 
her industrial activity - has seen fit to requi!e 
the Federal Government to agree to certam 
precautionary mea~ures for whi~h t~e latter still 
has to obtain the assent of the LegiSlative Assembly; 
namely, the stipulation that the services of a 
foreign adviser 0 to t.he National Bank must be 
retained for three years, and that the control may 
be re-established if, within the next ten years, 
budgetary equilibrium should be seriously threat
ened, or if the securities assigned should 
prove insuffiCient to cover the servic.J of the loan .. 
These contingencies, however, are most improbable 
and, we are convinced, will never actually occur. 
The necessary laws will be submitted to Parliament, 
and will mark the last stage in the execution oi>the 
complete scheme of financial reconstruction. 

May I venture now to speak of one of the chief 
contributors to this work, who; to my regret, is · 
not present to-day. I refer to the Commissioner
General - M. Zimmerman - for whom my · 
country will always entertain th!l sincerest feelings 
of gratitude, and whom it will always regard as- a 
loyal and disinterested friend, as one who was at 
once our wise and trusted counsellor and the able 
and loyal executor of the League's recomme&da 
tions. 

May I also pay a tribute to the patience and 
courage with which the Au•trian nation submitt&d 
to the trials and sacrifices required of it, confident 
that those trials and sacrifices would not be in 
vain and. th~t the League's. help_ would alwa4;.s be 
forthcommg m the work of fmancial reconstruction 
which was then the supreme question of the hour. 
N~r must I omit the name.of that courageous and 

far-s~ghted statesman Monsignor Seipel, who took 
tbe first step of all by appealing to the League, and 
to whom my thoughts turn to.dav with sincere 
respect and admiration. • 

In thus voicing Austria's profound gratitU'de 
tow~rd~ the League, I must not forget our 
gratitude to those countries which at the outset 
guaranteed the loans of which we stood in dfi:e
need. 

The 9ouncil, r~ali~ing our anxif'ty as eo our 
economic future, mstituted the economic enquiry 
the outcome of which you know. In their admiritble 
report, the _experts- Professor. Rist and Mr. 
Layton.- pomt.ed . out that the. unfavourable 
economic Situatwn m Austria, which was brought 
about by the. same causes as those existing in funny 
other c?unt~I~s, _can be remedied; but the present 
econo~mc CriSIS m all parts of Central Europe hits 
Aust:Ia harder than any other country, because 
she IS the weakest. The remedy will be found 
thr~mgh the efforts of the Governments concerned 
w~wh are represe!lted her~, and some of which 
alre.ady haye possible solutions in mind. I refer 
mm e partiCularly to the illj.portan~ statement 
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• 

• 
• which my distinguished colleague M. Scialoja m~de 
on September 11th before the Austrian Committee 
of tne Council." · 

The members of the Second Committee will also 
re~a!l the state~ent made by M. Mafaja, our 
MIDISter for Foreign Affairs, and I call upon ·yon, 
geft.lemen, who represent here the interests of 
co~tries which are Austria's neighbours, to help us 
to iillpro~ our ec_onomic position. The Czechoslovak 
representative has just said that all the Central 
European countries are faced with the same 
difficnlti_es. I place my hope in the League, which 
has achieved so. striking a snc~ess in financial 
r~constrnction and whose assistance, whose 
co~petence and whose far-reaching influence will 
bnng about the restoration of economic prosperity, 
so that Austria will soon be enabled to exert her 
powers to the full. 

The President : 
. Translation : Does anyone else wish to speak 

on the resolutions proposed by the Second Com
mittee whiclf read as follows : 

1. The Assembly desires to express its satis
faction at the progress mad~ by Austria towards 
the stabilisation of her finances, as shown in the 
Commissioner-General's reports and in the 
declaration of the Austrian Minister for Foreign 
Affairs. It tenders its congratulations to the 
Austrian G011ernment and to the Commissioner
General. 

2. It is happy to see that the work undertaken 
b11 the League is approaching it.~ conclusion and 
notes the resolutions of the Council and the report 
of the Financial Committee, whioh contemplate 
the speedy terminatio-n of th.e control. 
· It hopes thet the measures which wirt allow 
the control to be abolished will soo1~ be realised. 

3. The Assembly has further noted the 
conclusions embodied in the report of the experts 
entrusted by the Council with the investigation of 

. the economic situation of Austria. 
It hopes that the enquinJ to be carried out by 

th"e Economic Committee will soon yield positive 
results. 

o If., no one wishes to speak I will put the reso
lutions to the vote. 

The resolutions were put to the vote and adopted. 
0 

44. - PROPOSAL BY THE NETHERLANDS 
DEJ.EGATION f.ONCEIL~ING THE REPLIES 
OF THE SPECIAl. C0:\1:\IITTEE OF ,JURISTS 
APPOhUED UNDER THE COUNCIL'S 
RESOLUTION OF SEPTF.liBER 28th, 1923: 

• REPORT OF THE FIRST COl\lliiTTEE : 
RESOLUTION .. 

• •The President : 
Translation : The next item on the agenda is the 

discu~ion of the First Committee's report on the 
pro~osal by the Netherlands delegation concerning 
the replies of the Special Committee of Jurist9 
ap!Jointed under the Council's resolution of 
September 28th, 1923. 

I call upon M. Limburg, delegate of the Nether
land~, Rapporteur of the First Committee, and 
M. Scialoja, 'Chairman pf the First Committee, to 
take their places on the platform. 

(M. Scialoja, Chairman of the First Committee, 
and. M. Limburg, Rapporteur, took their places on 
the platform). • 

The President : 
Translation : The Rapporteur will address the 

Assembly. 

:\1. Limburg (Netherlands), Rapport-eur : 
Translalio1• : llr. President, ladie~ and gentlemen 

-As yon are aware, the Council, by its resolution 
of September 28th, 1923, appointed a Special 
Committee of Jurists to formulate answers to five 
questions with regard to certain points oonoernivg 
the interpretation of the ~ovenunt and other 
questions of internntimml law. 

This Special Committee of Jurists, under t~e 
Chairmanship of our eminent collengne M. Adatci, 
soon formulated its replies. Its report was approved 
by the Council in March 192-l and watl submitted 
to the Assembly last year. 

This Special Committee of Jurists is dl'~eiving. 
of our deepest gratitude. We are indebted to it 
for a work which is of great value from the legal 
point of view and is most imporhmt for the inter· 
pretation of the Covt-nant. It is l'ssent.ial that this 
work should be continued in the interests of the 
development of internationnl law, more espel'inlly 
as doubts might arise ns to ct>rtnin of the replies, 
and even as to the renl purport of some of the 
questions which were asked. 

Accordingly, the Netherlands del!'gation lnst 
year proposed the resolution which was rt>ferrcd ths 
year to the First Committee and wns exnmined by 
the lntter. 

This r~>solution was ns follows : 

The Assembly, having taken 110te of t11e l'rplics 
of t11e spedal Committee of J111'i.vts appo111ted 
in purs-uanre of the -resolution adoptt•tl b11 !110 
Council on Sep!,mber 28th, 1923, a11d co11sitluri11g 
that certain poi11ts in th~se replies req11il'e elut>i· 
dation, requests the Fil'st CommilttJe to MIIHider 
how far such elucidation ·wo11ltl be tlt•sirablc. 

The Netherlands delegation, not bl•ing espl•l•ially 
desirous that the examination in queHtion should 
take place at present or that it should be under· 
taken by the First Committee itself, amendlld its 
draft resolution . 

It seemed to us that a Committee of Experts 
making in the future nn exhaustive study of the 
question should know in advanoe the various 
donotful points which the StateH :Mt•rnlwrH of the 
League might have found in the report of the 
Special Committee of Jurists. We thought, thereforll, · 
that the proper course was to propose that the 
Council should request the States Members of the 
League to transmit to it, before a given date, any 
comments which they might have to make on the 
report of the _Special Committee. Once theHe points 
have been communicated to the Council, the latter 
could refer them to a Committee for examination. 

The Netherlands delegation, though it amended 
its proposal, would have suggested that any 
doubtful points raised by the l::!tates Members of 
the League should be referred to the same Special 
Committee of Jurists, if this Committee were stiU 
in existence. Bnt the Committee in question 
had been appointed ad hoo. It no longer exists. 
The Council, therefore, will either have to call it 
together again or take such steps of a similar 
character as it may think fit. 

The Netherlands delegation accordingly proposed 
to the First Committee the resolution now sub· 
mitted to you. The First Committee unanimously 
accepted this resolution, which I now have the 
honour, on behalf of the Committee, to submit to 
you for adoption. 

The President : 
Translation : .Does anyone else wish to speak 

on the resolution submitted by the First Committee 
which reads as follows : 

The Assembly requests the Council ttJ invite the 
G011ernments of States Membera of the League 
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• 
which find in tile report of tile Special Committee 
of Jurists appointed under the resolution of the 
Council of Sentember 28th, 1923, doubtful p1Jints 
tcltich require eYucidation, or whick may have other 
comments to make on this report, to forward their 
observationsc to the Seeretaritlt of the League of 
Nations before February 1st, 1926, with a view to 
a possible examinaCion of tile matter by a committee 
to be appointed by the Council. . ' 
If no one wishes to speak I will put the resolution 

to the vote. · 

Tile resolution was put to the vote and adopted. 

45. - A11El\"Dl1El\"T TO ARTICI.E 16 OF TilE 
COVEl\"ANl PIIOI'OSED IJY THE IJIIITISII 
GOVERNJ\IENT: UEI'ORT OF THE FlllST 
COlt:'IIITTEE: IIESOLUTION. 

The l'resident : 
. Tran.~latior_t : The next itt>m on the agenda 
IH the d1scusswn of the report of the First Committee 
.1>n the British delegat.ion's proposed amendment 
to Article 16 of the Covenant. 

I call upon the Rapporteur, M. Fernandes 
delegate of Brazil, to take his place on the plat: 
form. 

(M. Fernandes, Rappm-teur of thP. l!'irat Com
mittee, took Ilia place on the platform.) 

J\1. Fernnncles (Brazil), Rapporteur: 
Translation : :JI;fr. Presiden.t, ladies and gentle

m~n. - The F1rst Committee examined the 
Br1t1sh amendment to Article 16 'of the Covenant 
unanimously accepted it, and now proposes that 
you also should adopt it. · 

Artir.le 16, as you are aware, begins by defining 
bre~ches of the Covenant. The fir~t paragraph 
defmes the powers of the Council in such cases. 

At the 1922 and 1924 Assemblies three amend
me~ts to Artirle 16 of the Covenant were adopted 
whJCh, when they have been ratified and com~ 
int.o force, will be inserted as paragraphs 1; 2 and 3. 

. The present paragraph 1 (new paragraph 4} 
w!l~ then become pointless and meaningless, as it 
def~es th!l pow~rs · of the Council concerning 
contmgenmes whJCh were previously mentioned 

The British delegation proposed the amendment 

in. question in l!rde"r to eorrec~ ~his _tex~ual error' 
which, though apparently tr1~~g m Itself, ~ad 
the serious consequence of depnvmg of all m~nmg 
a very important hypothesis in the Covenan~. ' 

I need hardly say that the acceptance o.f thiS 
amendment by the Assembly would be ~Ithout 
prejudice to those ~t.her. amenllments whiC~· are 
still in process of ratifJCatJOn. The pr~sent ame~d
ment is necessary in view of the poss!l:~e adoptiOn 
of the others, but it is understood that If the ~atter 
are not adopted this ame~dment also w!ll be 
dropped. 

In view of what might happen if the amen<1m:ents 
now in process of ratification were only part1ally 
accepted, the First Committee considered whether 
the simultaneous acceptance or refusal of the 
amendments could be made, as it were, automatic. 
It decided that no technical means could be found 
to link the four amendments, which are in actual 
fact independent of one anothert being submitted 
under separate proposals. · 

The .Assembly must rely on the wisdom of .the 
Governments concerned, and trust th~t the amend
ment it ·now proposes will only be ratified if the 
other amendntents, and more particularly the 
amendment concerning the first paragraph, are 
ratified by the number of States ·necessary to 
enable them to come into force. 

The President : 
Translation : Has anyone any objection to the 

adoption of the Committee's conclusions, . which 
read as follows : • 

·The AaRembly adopts the following resolution, 
being an amendment to A1-ticle 16 of the Covenant : · 

"·. The words 'in such ease' in the second 
paragraph of the original text of Article 16 of 
the Covenant shall be deleted. 

This amendment shall be submitted foi' rati-
fication by the Mp,mbers of the League. . 

A Protocol . embodying the amendment shall 
at once be drawn up i·n. accordance with the prin
riples adopted by the Second Assembly for amend
ments to the' Covenant • 

I shall therefore consider them adopted. (• · ~ 

The conclusions of the Fi1·st Committee WCI'e adopted. 

The meeting rose at 1.5 p.m. ·., 
( 
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46. QUESTION OF THE WITIIDitA\VAL 
OF THE REPUBLIC OF COSTA IUCA 
FROll- THE LEAGUE: DRAI''T RESOI.U· 
TION PROPOSED BY TilE FRENCH J)Ef,E· 
GATION. 

The President : 

Translation: M. Montigny, a member of tho 
French delegation, has asked leave to submit 
a draft resolution. 

I call upon him to address the Assembly. 

M. Montigny (France) : . 

Translation : Ladies and gentlemen- On behnlf 
of the French delegation I have the honour to 
submit the following draft resolution : 

The Assembly, 
Having learnt that th~ Republic of Oosta 

Rioa has e~essed ita intention of resigning 
ita membershtp of the League ; 

Deeply regrets to note the absence of a Member 
whose participation in the work of the Asaembl1f 
has been unanimously and highly appreciated ; 

Expresses the hope that the Government of 
the Republic of Ooata Rica may again find it 
possible to afford the League ita valuable eo· 
operation. 

I can explain quite briefly the text I have juHt 
read. 

The settlement by the Assembly of what is a 
purely administrative matter led the Republic 
of Costa Rica to think that the League meant 
to offer it an affront ; and the President of the 
Republic informed the League Secretariat of his 
Government's intention to resign its membership. 

The Latin-American natiollll were particularly 
grieved at this news, and they deeply regret that 
a sister nation should have taken so serious a step 

• 
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in consequence of so trifling an incident. They 
int<>nded to suumit to the Assembly a draft reso
lution of the same tenor as the one I have just read, 
nsking the Go"<>rnment of Costa Rica whether 
it could not reconsider the question and once 
again pn;-ticipate in our work. They have, however, 

, • conferred upon the French delegation the great 
honour of asking fit to speak on this occasion. 

'l'lte French delegation is happy to refer this 
'mr.tter to vou and feels sure that all States 
Members wiil support this fraternal appeal to the 
Hepuulic of Costa Rica, whose valued eo-operation 
we have greatly appreciated at former sessions. 

·The l'rcsidt•nt : 
:l'ranslation : 1'he Assembly has heard the draft 

resolution submitted by the French delegation, 
0 1he text of which has been printed and distributed 
to you. 

• < 

In view of the urgent nature of this resolution, 
I think it can be placed on the agenda of one of 
tim next meetings of the Assembly. 

llaR anybody any observations to make Y 
1'hc proposal was adopted. 

47.- SITUATION IN CIIINA: ORAFT UECOi\1-
l\mNfiATION PHOI'OSED BY TilE CHINESE 
IHlLEGATION. 

The l'residm1t : 
Translation : 1'he first item on the agenda is the 

draft recommendation submitted by the Chinese 
dclt•gation on the situation in China· this question 
~as wit!~ drawn f,rom yesterday's' agenda and 
mclnded 1? to-da.y s. As you are aware, the text 
was subm1tted to the Agenda Committee which 
decided that as this was a special case the question 
should be referred. direct to the Assembly. The form 
of the recommendation has been slightly modified 
t.JIC text now being as follows : ' 

1'lw Assembly, 

. II m>ing heard with deep interest the Chinese 
dl'l,~rrtc'~ sug.qestion l"eganling the poss·ibility of 
consul~rr.ng, ~ccordin:g to the spi1·it of the Covenant, 
the C.'Vrsttng tntcrnatwnal conditions of China· 

Having le~rncd with satisfaction that a c~nfe
':ence ?f the tnter~stcd States is soon to take place 
w Chwa to consulcr the questions involved : 

Expresses the hope· that a satisfactory solution 
may be l'cachcd at a·~t early date. 

l\I. Chuo-llsin Chu, delegate for China, will 
address the Assembly. 

ill. Umo-llsin Chu (China) : 
lllr. Prcs_ident, ladies and gentlemen - I put 

forw~trd tins draft resolution for two reasons : In 
the f1rs.t place, China looks earnestly to the League 
of N atwns for moral support in accordance with 
the letter and spirit of Article 19 of the Covenant 
~econdly, :we all recognise that Article 19 of th~ 
( ove~u.mt IS ~~ remedy for changing international 
conthtwns wh~eh might endana~r the peace of the 
worl_d. When the npplicatio~ of this article is 
~nm.••d out for the first time in the case of China 
Jt Will not only m_ore fully justify the existence of 
the League bl!t WI!! ~!so convince the whole world 
of the League s a~tiVIty and efficiency I am 
the wh?le '~orld will have more and mor~ ~onfid:~: 
and fmth Ill the League and will appeal to th 
Le~gfue for _guida!lce in ~II international dispute: 
an or the1r eqmtuble adjustment. " 

• treaties with fon!ign Powers, which have been 
generally regarded as out of date and inapplicable, 
will be brought up for reconsider3.tion on th~ basis 
of equity and reciprocity. I am sure that all the 
members of the Assembly will agree with me in 
expressing the sincere hope that a satisfactory 
solution in readjusting China's treaty relations. with 
the foreign Powers concerned will be reached' at an 
early date. The Chinese people will be,exce0dingly 
grateful to the League for its valuable assistance 
and moral support. 

I beg, therefore, to move the draft resolution in 
the form in .which it has just been read to you by 
the President. · 

The President : 
Translation : Are there any observations on the 

draft recommendation which has been submitted ! 
Since there are no observations, the . text is 

adopted. 
The recommendation was adopted. 

48.- STATISTICAL INFORl\IATION REGARD
ING TlU: TRAFFIC IN AU.\IS AND Allli\IU- -. 
NITION AND IN li\IPLF.iiiEi\"TS OF \V AR: 
UEPORT OF THE THIRD COi\IliiTTEE : 
RESOLUTION. 

The President:· 
Translation : The next item on the aaenda is the 

report of the Third Committee· on" statistical 
· information regarding the trade in arms and 
ammunition and in implements of war. • 

I invite the Rapporteur, M. Guerrero delegate 
for Salvador, and in the absence of the'Chairman 
of the Third Committee, M. Lofgren, I invite the 
Vice-Chairman, M. de Rrouckere delegate for 
Bt>lgium, to take their places on th~ platform. 

M. Guerrero, Rapporteur, will address the 
Assembly. 

1\1. Guerrero (Salvador), Rapporteur. 
Tm"!slation : As the report of the S:econd 

Comm~ttee on statistical information regarding the 
trade m arms and ammunition and in impleni.rnts 
of war has been distributed ('Annex Dotument 
A, S2. 1925. IX), I will simply read tl;e resolution 
at the end : 0 

The Assembl11 : " 
Takin_g into" account the provisions of the

0 

Conven~wn for the Supe-rvision of the International 
Trade m Arms and Atnmunitwn and in Imple
ments of W~r, signed at_Geneva on June 17th,l921\; 

Consu1.er?ir':g the advantage to be derived from the 
-~tandardtsatwn of nomenclature and statistical 
systems for this trade · " 
. Considering parag;aph 3 of the resolution of tltf 

fifth Assem_bly, dated September 27th, 1924, in 
Vtrtue of wluch States Members and non-Membe.-·s 
of the League. of Nations are invited to tran.~mit 
to, the Seoretanat all. docume!'ts which they may deem 
ltkel11 . to be of asststance m the preparation of a 
~ollectwn of statistical data concerning the"tradP 
tn arms, munitions and implement.~ of war ; ., 
. Reco.mmends all •'itate.~. so soon as they may find 
't poss!ble, to adopt the models given in Annex I tQ 
the satd Com•entwn for their . national statistics 
and _far the documents they supply to the Secretariat 
as dat~ for the preparation of the abo1•e- mentioned 
coller.twn. 

The Pr~~irl~n t : A ?'he dnlft. res?lution which is now before the 
. ssemiJ!y Will, if adopted create 
~~eesswn in the Special' Tariff c~n;:r~~JCf0~~ 
. mg on October 26~h, and at a subsequent time 

"hen the whole question of the revision of China's 

J?ranslation : If no nl!lmber ·of the Assembl . 
~tes1dres to speak on the resolution. I shall considei· 
1 a opted. · 

t 
The resolution was adopted. 
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49. :._ EST.~HUSH:UE.\T OF ,.\ COXCILUTI~X 
Co:\1:\IISSIO~ ATTACHED TO THE PER· 
JUXEXT l:OURT OF D.--rEil\ATIOXAL 

. JUSTICE: PROPOSAL OF TilE DAXISll 
GO\'EilY\IE\--r. 

Tlte Prl'sidPnt : • 
• TranRlati'J'II : The next item on the agenda is 

the di.Scw;slbn of the First Committee's report on 
the proposal of the Danish Government to set np 
a Conciliation Commission attached to the Penna· 
nent Court of International .Tu~tiCI'. 

I invite the Rapporteur, M. Urrutia, d!'lt•!mte 
for Colombia, and the Chairman of the Fir:<t 
Committee, M. Scialoja, to t!lke their phtCI's on the 
platform. · 

The RapportRur will address the Assembly. 

1\1. Urrutia (Colombia), Rapporteur : 
Translation : The First Committee has studied 

the proposal which the Danish Government has 
placed on the Assembly's agenda and which relates 
to the establishment of a Conciliation Commission 
attached to the Permanent Court of International 

- Justice. • 
The Danish delegation submitted to the Com

mittee, as the basis of discussion, a statement 
of reasons which brought out clearly the objects 
aimed at by the proposal and its legal foundations. 
According to this statement, the draft for the 
establishment of the above-mentioned Commission 
originated in two different points of views : 

The first contemplates that questions suscep
tible M being settled by the Court may also be 
submitted to a Conciliation Commission attached 
to the Court for purposes of conciliation. 

The second contemplates centralisation of efforts 
to secure conciliation in accordance with the reso
lution of the 1922 Assembly. 

It is the first of these points of view which the 
Danish delegation developed as the principal 
basis of its proposal. 

The First Committee examined the general 
aspects of the Danish proposal with the interest 
and attention which it merits. Many members 
delivered statements which were as conscientious 
as th'.r were well informed. · It appeared from 

, the tenor of these statements that the majority 
of the Committee feared that it was impossible 
for tbi moment to carry out an innovation which 

-ntight involve making amendments in the Perma
nent Court's Statute, amendments which would 
be exposed to not being accepted by all the signa
tories of the Statute. .Other objection~ were also 
raised, based on the judicial nature of the Court 
and on the special conditions, different from those 
appW.cable to judges, which mediators in inter· 
national conflicts ought to satisfy. 

On the other hand, the Committee fully realised 
the.importance of the Danish proposal, not merely 
"'ith regard to the authority of the Government 
making it but also on account of its lofty inspira
tion ana the "significance of the question which 
it rai.'!es. The proposal is in fact directed towards 

· unifiing and strengthening those methods of 
international conciliation which at the present 
moment occupy a pre-eminent place among con
templated methods for ensuring peace. On all 
sides, both within the League and in the sphere 
of public opinion, a. constantly increasing interest 
is being taken in the study of such methods of 
conciliation. 

Having regard, however, to the considerations 
indicated above, the ~ommittee felt that the 
better course would be to adjourn consideration 
of the important Danish proposal for a sufficient 
period of time to enable Governments to form a 

mat!lfe opinion on its eontl•nts and scope in 
the light of the views I"Xpressed about it in the 
Committee. 

The Danish dell'gntion aeeeptell this solution . 
In n,.areement with it, therefore, the First Connnit.tee 
has the honour to propose for adol1tion by the· 
Assembly the following resolution : • 

• 
The As:<t·m bl.lf dt•f.'"i<lf.~ to .edjOIII"II to a ~·11 bsr-

q•u•nt st·ssion the ronsidt•ration of the p1·opo.~al 
of the Dani.•h Got'l'l'lllllt'llt os to the rslobli.•hm•nt' 
of a Conl.'"i/intion Commissit>ll all<l('ht·d to lht• 
Perma111mt Co11rt of lnki'IWiiontll .T 11~ti<•e. 

Tile President : 

Translation : Does nnyune wish to spl•nk m1 this 
resolution Y ' • 

If no one wislws to sp!'nl,, I dl'rltU'O the !'<'solution 
adoptlld. · • 

Tl1e resolution u•as atlopted. 

50.- OPTIOiUL CI.AUSE OF TilE STA'flJ1'E 
OF TilE PEIUI.\X&\T COllllT OF IXTEU
NATIO:'Ci\1, JUSTICI~: U£Slll.tiTHI:'J 1'1\0- • 
l'OSEJ) IIY TilE 1-'IUST t:O:\UII'n'Im. • 

Tht'! Pr<'~itlent : 
Trnnslalitm : 'l'he nllxt itt•m on till' n:.r••ntla i~ t.lm 

drnft resolution ~uhmith•tl by thro Pirxt Cnnnnittt•l• 
relative to thl' Optinnal ClnUHl' of t.lm :-lt.ntntll of t.II\l 
Permnnent Court of lnh•rnntinnnl J u~til•t•. 

l\L l\Iottu, dele:.rat.e for Swit.zt>rluml, H:tpportt•ur, 
will addr<'ss the AssPmblr. 

~1. ~lottn (Switzm·lantl), Hnpporh•ur : 
Translation : I.ndi<'~ 1111<1 J:(l'nt,h•nwn - 'l'htl Jo'irHt 

Committ<'e proposl'H tho futlowin~ drnft l"l'>H>lution 
for adoption : 

The Assembly, 
Noting with satisftlction tl&t fant that Ji/lt'tm 

States l1at•e accepted up to the fiTCHt•·llt lito O/Jt.itnltll 
clau.qe of tl1e Statute of the Pcrmantmt Court oj 
I nternaliona! Justice concerning tl1n rompu/sor!l 
jurisdiction of the Cottrt ; 

Noting also that smite oj thosr. .'llttlt•• hunt! 
assumed this ob/igutirm for a pPTiod tvhit•h will 
shortly terminate : 

Requests the Secretar,t/· Gent'Ttl! of tlw f,mg'll!' 
of Nations to draw t/>.e altentirrn of H!tf'/1 .'-italtJS to 
the measures to be take11, if the!/ t'onsidt'T it 7'roptll', 
in Mder to rem•w in due rottrHP their mulortalcings. 

The First Committee thinkK it unrwCI•HHILry to 
submit a written report on this draftrr•Hol ution, IIH 
it does not call for much comment.. I urn lll!ked 
merely to make u verbal report, and I rwed only 
offer a few observations on tbl' ~uhjcct. 

The clause in Article 36 of the Htutnt<' of tho 
Permanent Court of International ;JuHticc which 
refers to compulsory jurisdiction has lJPcn IIN'{lfltctl 
definitely and unconditionally by fiftec~ f:ltutl•s. 
Eight other States have also accepter! tlus clunsc 
in principle, either subject to ratific•ation hy thflir 
Parliaments (in some caHCK thiH ratifieation has nr1t 
yet been given) or subjel't to some other rl•H~rva
tions. 

Twenty-three States, therefore, havo dN,Jared 
themselves, in principle, in favour of thiK clauKtJ. 
The majority of those which have bound themKfllves 
definitely and unconditionally have done so fur :,1 
period of five years, subject to reciprocity. !<'or 
manv of these States this period of five years will 
expire next vear. They should accordingly tako 
timely steps· to renew their engagements if they 
desire to do so. 
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The Swi$s proposal, which gave rise to this draft 
fl'solution, was merely a recommendation. In the 
text as now submitted the Secretary-General of 
the I.ea~rue is r~quested to undertake the necessary 
negotiations with the States in question. There is 
no qul'stion of exerting pressure : it is simply a 
friendly ·-act tif encouragement. States which have 

· not accepted compulsory jurisdict.ion can quite 
<'asily and withml't inconsistency express their 
.~atisfaction that other States should .have accepted 
it 'and vote for this resolution. The vote would in 
no way imply criticism. The States in question 
will simply be encouraging those ·which have 
already adopted this procedure. 

I am particularly glad to find that the prevailing 
idea in all the debate of the First Committee which 
I had the honour and· pleasure of attending waa 
compulsory juris<liction with all its consequences, 

• such as, for example, the extension of the 
compulsory jurisdiction of the Court. .All the 
members of the Committee agreed that it waa 
necessary to encourage States to adopt and 
practise this method. ' 

Some delegates have stated that their Govern· 
men ts will sliortly accept compulsory jurisdiction. 

• It is not for me to give the names of these States; it 
'will be for their representatives to make this 

solemn declaration at the fitting moment. 
I would merely point out that the example of 

those who have accepted compulsory jurisdiction 
has already borne fruit, and Wl' can but congratulate 
ourselves on this fact, for this policy contains an 
essential element of international peace and mutual 
confidence. It is by following this path that we 
shall eventually attain disarmament and security. 

'The President : · 
Translation : Does anyone e Jse wish to speak Y 
I put the resolution submitted by the First 

Committee to the vote. 

The l'esolution was adopted. 

51.- WOUK OF THE FINANCIAL COl\UIITTEE: 
UEI'OUT OF' THE SECOND COl\11\IITTEE: 
U F. SOl, UTIONS. 

The President : 
Translat-ion : The next item on the agenda is the 

l'l:port ~f the Sec~nd Committee on the work of the 
Fnmucml Committee. 

I invite the Rnpporteur, Mr .. Snmuel delegate 
for !he British Empire, and Jonkheer vaJ Eysinga 
Chm.rman of the Second, Committee, to take thl'i; 
places on the platform. 

The Rnpporteur will address the Assembly. 

1\lr •. Sumn~l (British Empire), Rapporteur : 
• Ladies and. gent~emen- The report of the 

Second Committee IS before you (Annex Docu
ment A . . 84, 192?l· It is therefore useles; for me 
to .reud It.. This report also contains the reso
lutiOns submitted by the Second Committee. 

Thl' l'resid~ut : 
Translation : Does anyone wish to speak y 
I P,ut to the vot? the resolutions submitted bv 

the Second Comnuttee, which read as follows·: 

I. The A.~sembly : 

(a) Has learnt with satisfaction that the scheme 
tch1.ch teas prepared, and partially put into exe
cutwn through temporary advances last year 
for .the settlement of Greek rP-fugees has bee~ 
r~aluJ.ed tltrough the successful issue of a loan 
Yltldmg an effective sum of £10,000,000 in Athens: 

Landen and New. York, on the basis of the Protocol 
sipned on September 29th, 1923, and the Addi
tional Act signed on September 19th, 19~4 ; 

(b) Notes that, of the 1,200,000 refugees who, 
on the estimate of the original scheme, required 
settlement in productive work, over 700,000 have 
iilready been settled in agricultural distri$ or 
houBed in 'Urban settlements near Athens ;• 

(c) Notes with pleasure the repcxrls f'eCeived 
that the refugees form an energetic and industrious 
elass, rapidly taking advantage of the opportu
nities afforded them, and will put to good use 
the land amd materials which it is the work of the 
Commission to place at their disposal ; 

(d) Observes that the Settlement Commission 
thus instituted under the auspices of the League 
has been able to effect a piece of work which, apart 
from the benefit to the refugees themselves, should 
hOJVe far-reaching beneficial results for Greece 
of both am economic and political character ; 

(e) Expresses the hope that, through close 
eollaboration between the Greek Government and 
the · Settlement Commission, the work may~ be 
successfully .pursued and brought to a concluswn. 

II. The Assembly approves the part taken 
by the Financial Committee and the Council 
in the issue of a loan for the economic development 
of Damzig and for the equipment of the port, 
under conditions which have fully satisfied all 
those interested. 

III. The Assembly notes the conclusions which 
hOJVe been formulated by the representatives of 
the revenue departments· of certain Eut'opean 
eountries on the problema of double taxation and 
fiscal evasion. It ob11erves with satisfaction that 
agreement has been reache.d on certain common 
principles, which are expressed in these · conclu
sions, and that a further Conference of Experts 
is to be convoked in 1926; selected on a larger 
basis. It hopes that this technical Conference, 
which for the first time undertakes at the request 
of the. Counci_l the study of a financial problem 
of unwersal tmportance, may be able to oubmit 
practical proposals. · 

IV. The Assembly has learnt with inttrest 
of the n.ew publicatio~ . which a,re in course of 
preparatwn by·the Stattstwal· Branch of the Seere
tartat for the use of the Financial and Economic 
·Organisation of the League, and considelilll that 
they form a useful contribution to the study of 
economic and financial problema. · 

The resqlutions were adopted. 

52. - WORK pF THE COl\11\IITTEE ON 
INTELLECTUAL CO-OPEUATION : REP'bUT 
OF THE SECOND COl\11\IITTEE : RESO- -
LUTIONS. • 

The President : 
Translation : The next item on the agenda is 

the report of the Second Committee on tMcwork 
of the Committee on Intellectual Co-operati11n. 

(At the President's invitation, M. de Aguero y 
Bethancourt (Cuba), Rapporteur, took his place on 
the platform.) . c 

. M. de ..A.giiero y Bethancourt gave a summary of 
hiS report (.Annex, Document .A. 83. 1925. XII) 
and read the resolutions. · 

The fresident : 
Translation : Does anybody wish to speak t 
I put to the vote the resolutions submitted by 

the Second Committee which read as follows : 
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• 

• • 
1. The Assembly invitl'.f the Internali<Mwl 

CommiUee on Intellectual Co-operation to eontin11e 
ifl work in the same spirit of prudrnce and firmne~s 
as heretofore ;• it expresses- its satisfaction tvith the 
results obtained and, in partie11lar, with the manner 
in which the International Institute for Intellectual 
Co-operation has been organised. · • 
• .It notes with plea8!lre fllat the trork of the 
International Committee on Intellectual Co-opt"
ralion fs becoming more and more appreriated 
and that still greater services are ~ected of H in 
the future and, it is happy to obst'TTe the re:tpon.~e 
made in numero·us countries to the appeals tchieh 
it has issued on behalf of 11ations, the intellectual 
position of which is particularly diffiC1tlt and of 
students and you11g people, and also with a t>iero 
to assisting research workers in their task. 

2. The A.Ysembly 11otes with satisfaction that 
most of the States Members of the Leag11e have 
acted on the resolutions adopted by the fifth 
Assembly on the subject of the instn1ction of youth 
in the ideals of the League. of N atio~ts and the 
encouragement of contact between y01mg people 
of different nationalities. It expresses its satis
faction with the report prepared 4.y the -Secretar!J
General on this subject and cons·iders that the 
report should be regarded as a first stage. 

It therefore invites the Council : 
· (a) To consider the possibility of requestir1g all 
States Members of the League of N at·ions and non
Member States to keep the Secretary-General 

- informed of the progress made in. their respective 
countries as regards the various points mentioned 
it! the report, and to foru•ard to the Secretary
General all publications on this subject as soon as 
they appear. 

(1:>) To instruct the Secretary-General to collect 
the information mentioned above. This informa
tion should be communicated from time to time to 
States Members of the League and to other States 

. interested in the question. 
· (c) To forward the Secretary-General's report, 
tO(Jether with the proposals submitted by the Chilian, 
Haitian, Polish and Uruguayan delegations, to 
the Committee .on· Intellectual Co-operation and to 

• rf?!uest it to consider the possibility of sun1m1ming 
a sub-committee of experts to c&nsider the best 
methods of co-ordinating all official and non
official efforts designed to familiarise young people 
th"'-oughout the world toith the principles and work 
of the League of Nations and to train the younger 
generation to regard international co-operatim as 
the normal method of cmducting world affairs. • 

:I:he resolutions were adopted. 

5:!. - PROTECTION OF l\IL'\IORITIES: REPORT 
OF THE SIXTH CO:\llii'ITEE: RESOL UTIO~. 

• 
The Presiden~ : 
Tr~RU~lation : The next item on the agenda is 

the ifiscussion of the report of the Sixth Committee 
on \'he Protection of Minorities (Annex, Document 
.A~ 88. 1925). 

(At the invitation of the President, M. van Lynden, 
·van .Bandenburg (Netherlands\, Rapporteur, and 
M. Guerrero (Salvador), Chairman of the Committee, 
took their places on the platform.) 

The President : 
Translation : The Rapporteur will address the 

.Assembly. • 

M. van Lynden van Sandenburg (Netherlands), 
Rapporteur : 

• • • 1'rn11.,1111iv11 : Mr. President., ladies and gentle-
men. - Fndl'.r t-hl' Trentie~ of Versailll's, St. Ger
main, Trianon and Xeuilly, ('zl•ehoslovnkia, Poland, 
Roumania amt the Kingdom of thl' Sl'rbs, C'roats and 
Slovenes, nnd under tl1e Trenty.of Lausanne, Greece, 
all agreed to <'oncludl• Tt"l.•ntit•s containing such 
provisions as the Principal Alli1•d •nd ~ssocint.e1l 
Powers might eonsidt•r neees~m-y to protect tl~ • 
intt>rests of rneinl. religious anlt linguisti1• minorit.il's. 

In virtue of this undertaking spl•l'inl ";\linority 
Treaties" wt>re cotwhull•d b1•twet•n tho J>rineipM 
..lllii'U nnu Assot•intl'U PnWl'I'S 1\llll l'IICh of the 
nhove-mentionNl five Stnh•s, tlw provis.ions of 
these tn•at.ies being guarantl•t'd by the Lengue of 
Nat ions. 

Under the Treat.i1•s of St. 01•rmain, Trinnnn"nml 
Lausanne, Austria, Ilun)!llry, Hulgnrin and 1.'urkl'y 
ngreed to similar provision~. 

Thl're nre, in nddit.ion, ~Jll'"illl cunventiuns whi<,~h 
contain provisions rt•lnting to the JH'nh•t•tinn nl" , 
certuin minoritil's, n~, fnr exnmpl1•, tlw 'l'n•nt.y 
concludt•d bt>twt•NI Polnnd anll t.h£1 P"'l' City nf 
Dnnzig on Novembt•r 9th, 11120, tllll tll'l'llllHill
Polish Conwntion of l\Iay 15th, 1922, rt•lntin~ t.n 
Upp!>r Sill'sinnml the Cuuwntiun of l\luy 8th, 19:l-l, 
coneerning l\lemol. • 

The que~tion of minuriti1•~ wns dl•nlt with 1\ly 
the first Assl'mbly of the I,l'ague, more pnrtiouh1rly 
in connel'tion with the mhnissinn of IWW Htnh•s, und 
the following resnlntion WtiH tulnptt'll : 

"In lhe et•ent of Albunia, lhe Baltic ami CUII<'tl
sian States being admitted to tl1e [,vagrltl, tlw 
Assembly requ~sts thtd lhe!f should lake tl1e ·ll~rt'HHIII'.If 
met1811res to enforce the pr·int>iplt•s nf the minorilit111 
treaties, and that they shn11/d arrang~ with t/16 
Council the dvtails rvquired to o11rry this objtiol 
into e.ffect." 

In conformity with this rosolut.ion, Alhunl11, 
Esthonia, Latvi11 ancl Lithuani11, wlaiuh Wl'l'll 
admitted us l\Ic•mbt>rs of the Ll>lll(tlll by tim £irst 
and second Assomblies, mndo dech1rat.ions bol"nro 
the Council concerning tho protcl•tion of tho 
minorities in their respoctivo countri1•s, 

}!'inland, after having !,'I'Unted tho lnhahitants of 
the Aaland Islands Jocml nutonnmy in virtue of n 
Law of .May 7th, 1920, gavo guurantN•H, In Us 
declaration to tho Conncil on Juno :!7th, 11121, tlmt 
this law slwuld be amendl!d, and unclortook to 
inform tho Council of the IIJlJllicat.ion or tlw 
guaranrees. In a resolution dated Oetohl'r 2nd, 
1921, tho Council took note of tho Information• 
relatine to the poMition of rneial, rlllil-dottH and 
linguistic minoritie~ in !<'inland furniKhod hy t.hl' 
Finnish representative. 

The queHtion came beforo the third AijKI•mhly 
in virtue of propos'llH submitted hy l'rofi!KHor 
Gilbert Murray (delegate of Hout.h Africa) and !Jr. 
WaiterK (delegate of Latvh1), and a resolution waa 
adopted, parab'l'aph 4 of which reads us follows : 

"The Assembly expreHHt:B the hope that the 
States which are not bound by any legal obligations 
to the League with respu-t to minoritieR wilt 
nevertheleRH observe, in the trec1tment of their 01011 
racial, religious or linguistic mirwrities, at leMt 
as high a standard of justice and tolcratitm as ill 
required by any of the treaties and IJy the regular 
action of the Council." 

Finally the fourth Al!sem blv dealt with the 
matter a~d passed a resolution ·providing that : 

"In accordance with the reRolution of the Coundl 
dated September 5th, 1923, the communication 
of minorities petitions shall be restricted to the 
Members of the Council. By llirtue, h01vever, of 
paragraph V of the Assembly resolution dated 
September 21st, 1922, the Gol!ernment of any 
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J/rmbl'r of the Leag_uc cfln req_u~st the Seeretar_i;at. 
to communicate to zt any pdttwn (together utth 
the obsrrt•fltions of the Government conc_e~r;ed) 
which have been communicated to the Counml. 
1'h~> Lithnanil~'n de]('gation submitted

1 
to ~!Je 

Jll'('~l'nt Assembly the following. proprma., winch 
was rr•ferJt~d tO' your Sixth Comm1W'e : 

"The Lithuaniar; dde,qation proposes that the 
si;rth As•embl!! of the League should set up a 

. special committee to prepare a draft general 
convention to include all the Stales :III embers of the 
League of Nat ions\ and setting for}h t~~ir ~ommon 
rights and duties m regard to mmortttes. 
In view of the divergence of opinion which arose 

in U1e Sixth Committee when th<> mattPr was 
discussed, it was decided, after M. Galvanauskas 
had withdrawn the Lithuanian prf:!posal, that a 
draft resolution should be subm1tted to the 
Assembly requcHting the. Secret~ry-G~neral . to 
communicate to the Counml the d1scusswn whiCh 
took plar,e in the Sixth Committee in this connection. 

The Committee also took note of the part of 
the Report on the Work of the Council which 
conC<>rns the procedure followed by the Council 
in minority questions. This procedure has already 
I'.Jen frequently discusseTl by the Council and the 
Assembly. Resolutions on the subject were adopted 
by the Council on October 22nd, 1920, June 27th, 
1921, and September 5th, 1923, and the question 
was dealt with by the Second and Third Assemblies. 
Quite recently, with the object of amending this 
procedure and facilitating the very difficult and 
important task of the President of the Council, 
without, however, modifying the terms of the 
treutics, the Council considered the matter afresh 
and decided, in accordance with the conclusions 
of the report submitted by the representative of 
Bra?.il, to adopt tho rules which are to be found 
on pages 18 to 20 of the Supplementary Report 
on the Work of the Council. 

Among these rules, I would mention thl' follow
ing, which relate to the constitution of the "Com
mittee of Three" : 

"A n11 petition submitted and wllich may be 
accepted lt~!der the terms of thf Council reso
lution of September 5th, 1923, is examined by 
the President of the Council and b:lf two members 
a7lpointed by him in each case, neither of whom 
shall be the re71resentative of the State to which the 
persons belonghtg to the minority in question 
are subject, or the representative of a State 
neighllouring on that State, or the rein·esentative 
of a State a 1n.t,iority of whose population belongs, 
from the ethnical point of view, to the same people 
a$ the persons in question." 
If these conditions apply to the President of 

tho Council, the latter shall be replaced by the 
lllcmher of the Council who exflrcised the duties of 
President immediately before the Acting-President 
and who is not in the same position. 

The sole object of the examination of a minorities 
petition by this Cummittee is to establish whether 
it. is advisable or not for members of the Committee 
to exercise tho rig·ht of drawing the attention of 
!he C~uncil ~o tl.le infraction or danger of an 
mf~·act.lon w.hwh 1s the subject of the petition, 
wh1le resPrvmg t.o other members of the Council 
the right of initiative whi<lh belongs to them 
under the t.I·cntics. 

'!.'he Committee's resolution adds, thei·efore, that 
all the mcmbm·s of the Council shall receive the 
docum_cnt ~or the examination of which the 
~om1mtt.ee IS set up and can, if they take a special 
mtt>rest m t~e ma ttt>r, inform themselves, through 
!he Secretariat, of the treatment of the petition 
I? the .Commit.~ee, and, if necessary, submit to the 
( omm1ttee t-he1r own observations. 

"'he Sixth Committee proposes that you should 
approve that part Of the Report. on the Work· of 
the Council which relates to this procedure and 
should consequently adopt the follomng resolutfon : 

The Assembly takes note of the· 8ixth Oom
mittce' s report with regard to. the protel!lion of 
minorities and adopts the follounng resolutwn : , 

"The Assembly approves that part of' the 
Report on the lV or k of the Council, • the W m· k 
of the SPcretariat and on the Measures taken to 
execute the Decisions of the Assembly, dealing 
with the procedw·e foll!YWed with regard to the 
protection of minorities (paragraph VI of 
Chapter 7 of the Supplementary Report). The 
Lithuanian representative hm•ing withdrawn 
the proposal submitted by him on September 
14th, 1925, the Assembly requests the Secretary
General to communicate to the Council the dis
cussion which has taken place in the Sixth 
Committee in this connection." 

The l'resident : 
Translation : Count .Apponyi, delegate· of Hun

ga.ry, will address the .Assembly. 
Count Ap]lOJl)'i (Hungary) : 
Translation : Ladies and gentlemen - The 

Hungarian delegation regrets that it is unable to 
support the conclusions of the report just submitted 
to you, which expresses unqualified approval of 
the work of the Council and Secretariat in the 
matter of minorities. 

I Rimply desire to make this declaration. There 
is no need for me to revert to the suggestions I made 
when I addressed the Assembly a few days ag". I 
said then that I had no intention of criticising or 
calling into question the competence of those 
eminent persons who constitute the Council; I 
stated tb;tt I had found defects in the procedure, 
and I made suggestions for its amendment. 

They were simply suggestions and not proposals, 
because it seemed to me that the Assemblv was not 
qualified to dictate to the Council its method of 
procedure. Under our Rules of Procedure and under 
the terms of the Covenant, the 'council is au\ono
mous, within the limits of its specific powers. 
What I desired, and what I still urge, is that the 
Council should consider my suggestions with ea 
view to their being incorporated in the Rules of 
Procedure. , 

Until those suggestions are taken into account, 
the Hungarian delegation cannot express its fotmal , 
and unqualified approval of the work of the Council 
and of the Secretariat in the matter of minorities. 
· I was unfortunately obliged to be absent from 
Geneva for some days and was unable to take part 
in the discussions of the Sixth Committee where 
my suggestions were the subject of criti~ism to 
which I cannot reply here. w 

The only point I desire to mention is· this : 
one objection advanced against my proposals 
was that their acceptance would necessitate the. 
amendment. of the Minorities Treaties. I do not 
~hink tha.t this is so, and I am prepared to. prove 
1t wh~neve: there i~ an opportunity of reopening 
our d1scus_swn: I srmply desire to-day to in'Wlrm 
you that, m VIew of the reasons I have just giVIIln 
~he Hungarian delegation greatly regrets that 
1t ca~not accept the conclusions of the report 
subm1t.ted on the question of minorities . .-· 

I do not ask for a vote by roll-call, but if such 
a vo~ were take?-, Hungary would be obliged to 
abstam from yotmg. ~he Hungarian delegation 
reserves the nght to raise the question again at 
the next Assembly · 

The ·l'resident : " 
Tran"'lation: M. Hymans delegate of Relgium. 

will address the Assembly: 
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• ~~- Hyrnans (Belgium) : 
• 

'llrtinslation :. Ladies and gentlemt>n - I ·do 
n_o~ p~opose to _spe~ on the protection of mino
rities m connectiOn With Count .Apponyi's remarks. 
The delegate of Hungary himself did not dt>sire 
at. the time when the report was examinPa t~ 
re-open the discussion he raised some davs ~"O. 

I JD_ert>!f ~h to inform him that the Siith 
Comnnttee, which dealt at some length "ith the 
Council's work in regard to minoriti£.s, examined 
every aspect of the question, and, in fact, dis
cussed some of the suggestions he made in the 
Assembly. 

The Committee proposed to communicate to 
the Connell the minutes of its discussions on the 
question ; in this way the Council \\ill be informed 
of Count Apponyi's views. 

The Council, as the Assembly is aware, recently 
took various measures with a view to improving 
the procedure for the examination of minorities 
questions, an.d I can assure Count .Apponyi that 
it will constantly bear the question in min(l 
and is quite prepared to receive sngg~>stions for 

- the improvement of the present .procedure. 
The Assembly will feel, I think, that these few 

words of mine have served some purpose if they 
have shown Count Apponyi that the Council 
is only too ready to consider suggestions for the 
improvement of this intricate and highly important 
proced urt>. 

• 

l\1. Henry de Jouvenel (France) : 
Translation : I desire to inform the Assembh· 

thai!' in the Sixth Committee, on which !'very 
country is represented, the Report on the Work 
of the Council was unanimously and unreservedly 
accepted. 

The President : 
Translation : If no once else wishes to speak, 

I will now put to the vote the resolution submitted 
by the Sixth Committee which reads as follows : 

The .Assembly takes note of the Si3:th Committee's 
repori with regard to the proteclion of minorities and 
adopts the following resolution : · 
• The .Assembly approves that part of the Report 

on• the Work of the Council, the Work of the 
Secretariat and on the Measures taken to execute 
the Decisions of the .Assembly, dealing with the 
p1tJ!cedure followed with regard to the proteclion of 
minorities (paragraph VI of Chapter 7 of the 

-Supplementary Report). The Lithuanian represen-
tative having withdrawn the proposal submitted by 
kim on September 14th, 1925, the .Assembly 
requests the. Secretary-General to communicate to 
the Council the discussion whick kaa taken place 
£n the Sixth Committee in this conneclion." 
The resolution was adopted. 

• M. - 1\IA.l."DATES: RESOLUTION PROPOSED 
BY THE SIXTH COliJ\IITTEE. 

The~resident : 
~anslation : The next item on the agenda is the 

di8cussion · of the resolution submitted by the 
Sixth Committee concerning mandates. 

(.At the invitation of the President, M. Veverka, 
· Rappmteur of the Sixth Committee, took his place 
on the platform.) 

The President : 
Translation : The Rapporteur will address the 

Assembly. 

~1. Veverka (Czechoftlovakia), Rapporteur: 
Translation : Mr. President, ladies and gentle

men - The Sixth Committee yesterday approved 
a._ resolution on the question of mandates which 

• 
I had the honour to submit at the l'onclusion of its 
proceedings. This resolution briefly summarises 
the Committee's discussion, and, VIOre particularly, 
the views t>xpressl'd by Dr. Nansen and the repre
sentative of South Africa. 

There is no need to ent<>r into a d,ftai!P« l'Xplnna
tion of the first paragrnph of the resolution, whiol1 
is couched in quite gt>neml• tl"rms. The second 
pamgrnph, however, refl•t-s to a recomnwndntiQn 
made by the Council t.o the Mt>mbt>rs of the I.t•atrue. 
The objN•t of this recomnwndntion, as Dr. Nnnsen 
explained to the Committee, is to extend t.o 
mandated territories as for as possible the bt•nefits 
accruing to neighbouring tl'rl'itories bE>longin~ to 
the mandatory Powt•rs through special intt•l'illl· 
tiona! convl'ntions. 

The resolution whit•h the Sixth Committee 
submits to the Assl'mbly for approval is us followlf: 

The Assembly, 
Having noted tk~ reporl$ of the P~rmant>n t 

Jllandates Commission on its fifth and sia•th 
sessions, and the document$ r61evant tkttreto : 

(a) Desires to express its kten interest ill, and 
satisfaction witl1, the work of. tl1e mmult&tC>I'!f 
Powrrs, tk11 Permanent M andatrs Commi.~.~i•lll 
and the Counr-il of the Leag11e, i11 fr~lfilling the 
duties devolv·ing on them undt'r Artwle 22 of t11o 
Covtmant in connection 1cith the application of tile 
mandates s.vstem : 

(b) Expresses in parliollll&r the hope that all 
the Jllembers of the League of Nations !(•ill give 
effect ?t•itkout delay to the rerm11mN1dation 11111dt1 
by the .Council ·in paragraph II (1) of its resolution 
of September 15th, 19:!5, conrtr11h1g t/18 e;l'lt•nsion 
of special internatimml cm1ventions to 1111111tlt1trd 
territories. 

The Prl'sidrnt : 
Translation : Dr. Nansen, df!IPgat.o for Nnrwny, 

will address the Assembly. 

Dr. F. ~ansen (Norway) : 
Mr. President, ladil'S and g11nthmwn - I do nut 

desire to detain the Assmn hly fur any longt.h uf 
time ; my only purpose is to rnuve in a few wordH 
the adoption of the proposed rllsolutiun which huH 
been unanimously adopt(ld by tho Hixth CommlttA•n. 
I believe that every d(llegation in the AHH(•rnhly 
agrees with the view that the reHprliiHihiiit.y of tho 
League of Nations for the tA•rritoril's now adminis
tered on its behalf under mandate is of great • 
importance, not only to the inlmhitants of those 
territories but also to tho I.eaguo of Nations itH(Ilf. 
It is because of the direct inten•Ht and reHponHihilit.y 
of every Member of the League and of the L(•ague 
as a whole that it is right for the AHsembly to 
consider the work which has been done by tho 
mandatory Powers and tho reports on that work 
drawn np by them and by the Permanent MandaU•s 
Commission . 

The Assembly will remember tlmt certain of thl' 
mandates were first brought into force at the end 
of 1920 and that others have been brought into 
force at various intervals since then. Now that the 
whole system is in full working order, the MandatA•s 
Commission has found it necessary to bold two 
sessions a year of at least two weeks each-a 
fact which is only one more proof of the thorough
ness with which the Commission does it~ work and 
the high standard to which it has conforn1t!d. 

It ili therefore right for ns to express, as we do 
in the resolution now being proposed by the honour
able delegate for Czechoslovakia our f:.'l'eat 
interest in and satisfaction with the work which 
the Mandates Commission has accomplished in 
pursuance of Article 22 of the Covenant of the 
League. That resolution similarly expresses the 
satisfaction of the Assembly with the work of the 
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• 
mandatory Powers and of the Council, and I think 
that anvone who reads the reports of the mandatory 
Powers· or who ,has followed the debates in the 
Mandate~ Commission between their representatives 
and the mPmhers of the Commission will al!fCC 
that this 'tlxprf,ssion of 1,rratitmle to them and to 

' flw Council is well juqtified. 
In a numbPr of diflhent ways the whole mandates 

s~·stem is making notable probrress. May I perhaps 
draw a comparison, which 1 ventured to make 
yesterday in the Sixth Committee, between the 
events in South-West Africa a few years ago on 
the occa~ion of the Bondelswarts rebellion and the 
events of this year in connection with the disturb
ance in tho Rehoboth community 1 The dis
turbance which has taken place among the Reho
boths this year was dealt with without the loss 
elf a single drop of blood and it is very satisfactory 
to know that, as soon as the disturbance was over, 
the South African Government sent a special 
Commission to investigate the problems raised 
by the troubles in that community. We are glad 
to feel that we can be certain that the mandatory 
!'ower will ensure to the Hehoboths all the rights 
•<:o which they 'are entitled. 

Another example of the pro1,rress of the mandates 
system may be found in the recent letter from 
Sir Joseph Cook, in which he states that the Austra
lian Government has decided to exempt the man
dated territory of New Guinea from the operation 
of the coastal trade provisions of the Navigation 
Act. The Assembly may remember that a year 
ago the Mandates Commission called attention 
to a criticism to the effect that the application 
of this .Act to the mandated territory might hamper 
its economic development ; the promptness with 
which the mandatory Power has acted on the sug
gestion of the Commission is, I think, only character
istic of the whole spirit of co-operation which exists 
bet;ween the organs of the League and the man
datory Powers - a co-operation upon which the 
ultimnte success of the whole system must plainly 
depend. 

There are, of course, one or t.wo points which 
have given a certain amount of trouble to the 
Commission during the last year or two. One of 
them relates to the question of loans, advances 
and investments of public and pl'ivate capital 
in mandnted territories. Only a few dnys ago the 
Council adopted a definite resolution on this sub
ject, which was calculated to remove from the 
minds of investo1·s any doubts concerning the 
stability of the financial obligations contracted 
in or for mandated territories, and I think we may 
confidently hope that this resolution will finally 
remove the doubts which have hitherto subsisted 
on this point in the minds of potential investors. 

Another tJ:oublesoll)e point is concerned with 
the definition of the liquor tl•affic. The evils 
of that traffic among natives have for many 
years been the subject of international agreement 
and regulation, and it was hoped that by Article 
22 of the Covenant we should definitely stamp 
out these evils and protect the natives from the 
consequences which, in the past, have resulted 
from the unscrupulous conduet of liquor traders 
The application of the mandates, however, ha~ 
been ~omewhat hampered by the obscure wording 
of Article 22 of the Covenant and by the fact 
that ~lll!re has been no agreed definition of the 
techmcal terms .employed in that article, in the 
mandates and m the St. Germain Convention 
of 1919. ~e may hope that those Members of the 
Ll'agu? ~hwh have not yet sent to the Mandates · 
Commission an expression ·of their views on this 
n,latte~ ~ay ~o so without dela.y and that the 
Co~I_Jnsswn will then be able to reach a definite 
deciSIOn at an early dat~. 

• 

• 
On those points and on others which I could 

mention such, for example, as some of r the 
remarks' of the Mandates Comm~sion on hea~th 
conditions and the rate of mortality in connecti~n 
with certain enterprises in mandate~ areas m 
Afritta t.here is still some cause for amaety. That 
is onlv to be expected. But eve~ ~hei_I we h!lve 
made ·allowance for such matters, 1t IS still po;ft~~e 
to say that we can see the ma,ndates $yst;em .e 
J,eaguc growing in strength year by year. That 1s 
a most important·fact. 

It has been said from this platform, but I venture 
to say it again, that the relations between the 
advanced and backward peoples o_f the wo~ld are 
destined in our century to be of unmense Impor
tance. It may well be that the peace of the_ world 
and the fabric of our civilisation as we know 1t may 
depend on finding a solution for some of the 
problems rai~ed by these relations.- The mandates 
system has made great progress. It is not too n:uc~ 
to hope that in the wider application of its _pr~nm
ples, and above all of its fundamental prmCiple, 
that the welfare of backward peoples is a sacred 
trust of civilisation in which may lie the .Bolution 
sought to-day 'by the Governments of th~Ml!i-
in connection with this most important matter of 
human relationship. 

I beg to support the resolution proposed by the 
Sixth Committee. 

The President : 
Translation : 1\fadame 13 ugge-Wicksell, 

of Sweden, will address the Assembly. 

1\lmlame Bugge-Wiclcs!'ll (Sweden) : 

delegate 

0 

Ladies and gentlemen - Will you permit me 
to say a few words with regard. to one of the 
points raised by Dr. Nansen: namely, the impor
tance of properly restricting the liquor traffic 
in the mandated territories? This question has been 
treated by the :Mandates Commission in a whole 
series of meetings, and is considered by the Com• 
mission as one of the most essential of those 
confided to its jurisdiction. · 

9 
For the time being, one of the most pronnnent 

members of the Mandates Commission has agreed 
to write a special memorandum on this suejeet; 
that memorandum will be discussed at the session 
of the Commission which will take plaqe next 
month. 

0 

The President : 
Translation : Does anyone else wish to speak on 

the following resolutions submitted by the 
Committ.ee : 

The Assemblp, 
Having noted the reports of the Permantmt 

Mandates Commission on its fifth and . sixth 
sessions, and the doc1tments rel.evant thereto ": 

· (a) Desires to express its keen interest in, a1u£ 
satisfaction with, the work of the mandatory 
Powm·s, the Permanent Mandates Oom9nission 
an~ the Oou?Wil of the League, in fulfilli'YI.fl, the 
dut1es devolmng on them under Article 22 of the 
Oovena'l!t in connection with the application of the 
mandates system ; · · 

(b) Expresses in particular the hope that Jtll the 
~ e·mbers of the League of Nations will give effect 
w1thou~ ~lay to the recommendation made by the 
Oouncnl ~n paragraph II (1) of its resolution of 
September 15th, 1925, concerning the extension 
of special international conventions to mandated 
ten·itories. o · 

The l'esolutions 1vere put to the vote and adopted. 

The 1i1eeting l"ose at 12.15 p.m • 
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55. - PROTOCOL OF · AN - AMENDMENT 
' T~ ARTICLE i6 OF THE COVEN.AJ.\'T 

ADOPTED ON SEPTEMBER 21st, 1925. 

The President : · 
· Translation : ·The Protocol of an amendment 

to Article 16 (second paragraph of the original text) 
of the Covenant, adoptld by the sixth Assembly 

,. on September 21st, ·1925, is open for signature by 
• the representatives of Members of the Leagne in 

Room 68 of the Offices of the Secretariat. 

56. - 1\IODIFICATIONS IN TilE COi\li'OSITION 
OF THE FREIVCII, NORWEGIAN, 1\0Ul\IA· 
NIAN .AJ."VD GREEK DELEGATIO:"JS. 

The President : 
Translation : I am informed by 11 Iotter from 

the French delegation that M. Rcvoilhmd, cxpl'rt, 
has been appointed substitute del~>~ate. 

A letter dated September 21st, 11125, from tho 
Norwegian delegation announces that aR from that 
date Dr. Nansen will be head of tho Norwegian 
delegation, and that M. Michelet, hit.iwrto 11 
substitute delegate, bas been appointed delegate, 
in consequPnce of the departure from Geneva of 

·the Norwegian Minister for Foreign Affairs, who · 
was originally first delegate. 

In a letter d11ted September 21st, 1925, we aro 
informed that, owing to the departure from Ocnev11 
of M. Duca and M. Titulesco, the third delegate of 
the Roumanian delegation has become first delegate, 
and the first and second substitute delegates are 
now second and third delegates respectively. 

According to a letter dated September 16th, 1!125, 
from the Greek delegation, M. Alexandre 
Carapanos is now president of that delegation in 
consequence of the departure of M. Rentis, l\Iinister 
for Foreign Affairs. 

61. ·-QUESTION OF THE \VITHDUAWAL OF 
TilE REPUBLIC OF COSTA RICA FRO:II 
THE LEAGUE : ADOPTION OF TilE DRAFT 
RESOLUTION PROPOSED BY TilE FREl .. CII 
DELEGATION. 

The President. 
Translation : The first item on the agenda is 

the- draft resolution submitted by the French 
delegation concerning the question of the withdrawal 
of the Republic of Costa Rica from the Leagn!'. 

Members of the Assembly will remember that, 
when this draft resolution was submitted at the 
meeting on September 22nd, I reserved the right 
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to submit it direct to the Allsembly for examination 
at a later meeting. 

The draft resolution reads as follows : 
• 

The Assembly, 
H a !ling fearnt that the Republic of Costa Rica 

' hiUI expressed its intention of resigning its member
ship of the Leagutf': 

Deeply regrets to noie the absence of a Member 
ichose participation in the work of the Assembly 
hiUI been unanimously and highly appreciated; 

Expresses the hope that the Government of the 
Republic of Costa Rica may again find it possible 

"lo afford the League its valuable co-operation. 

1\f. Guerrero, first delegate of Salvador, will 
,~'lddress the Ass<.>m bly. 

l\1. Guerrero (Salvador) ~ 

Translation : Ladies and gentlemen-Although 
my country is among those which, with France, 
were instrumental in submitting to the Assembly 
the draft resolution which has just been read, I 

'•'desire particularly to associate myself with · the 
statement and the hope it expresses. 

The Republics of Costa Rica and Salvador 
have always stood together throughout the varying 
fortunes of their common history. They have 
always worked for. the maintenance of peace in 
Central America and the development of all that 
was calculated to increase the moral and material 
well-being of their peoples. 

Salvador would therefore be deeply grieved 

' The President : " 
Translation : Does anyone else wish to ~peak 

on the draft resolution t • 
I shall, therefore put it to the vote . 

'fhe resolution WIUI adopted. 
• 

c 

58. - ELECTION OF THE SIX cNON-PER-
1\IAtVENT l\IEliBERS OF THE COUNCIL : 
ADOPTION OF THE RECOllliENDATION 
PRESENTED BY THE CHLVESE DELE
GATION. 

The President : 
Translation': The second item on the agenda. 

is the recommendation submitted by the Chinese 
delegation concerning the election of the six non
permanent members of the Council. 

This recommendation. was, as you know, sub
mitted for examination to the Agenda Committee. 
The latter was of opinion that, as the Assembly 
had already on several occasions expressed a • 
unanimous opinion on this recommendation, it ~ 
would not be necessary to submit the proposal 
to one of the permanent Committees for further 
examination and that the recommendation could 
be referred direct to the Assembly. 

The Assembly has therefore to vote on this 
recommendation, which reads as follows : 

The Assembly reiterates the following recom
mendation adopted unanimously by the AsseJnblies 

if her sister Republic should sever .her connection 
at the very time when the two countries are called 
upon to unite in playing an important part and ' 

of 1922, 1923 and 192~ : . · 
"It is desirable that the Assembly, in electing 

the six non-permanent members of the Council, 
should make its choice With due consideration 
for the main geographical divisions of the world, performing a great task. , 

This task. consists in extending their humanitarian 
influence as peacemakers. beyond their natural 
frontiers ; the part they are called upon to play 

the great ethnical groups, the different. rel~gious 
dillisions, the various types of civilisation and 
the chief sources of wealth." · 

is that of maintaining the rights of small States, as , 
established for the first time in. history by the 
noble institution. with. which we are all closely 

M. Chao-Hsin Chu, delegate of Chinal will 
· address the Assembly. 

co-operating. . · · 
Costa Rica has never failed· in this duty, which 

the Marquis de Peralta has always carried out 
worthily and with conspicuous ability. 

I am voicing the desire of my country in. thus 
associating myself whole-heartedly with the message 
of good-will which the Assembly transmits to the 
Republic of Costa Rica. 

The President : 

T1·anslation : M, de Palacios, delegate of Spain, 
will address the Assembly. . . 

l\1. de Palacios (Spain) : 

Translation: Ladies and gentlemen-The Spanish 
delegation is most anxious to see the immediate 
and unanimous adoption of .the .draft resolution 
concerning the Republic of Costa Rica. 

Directly it learnt of the communication sent· 
by the Government of Costa Rica to the Secretariat 
of the League, the Spanish Government hastened 
to urge the Government of Costa Rica to reconsider 
its attitude and begged it, even though it might 
reasonably take exception to certain words uttered 
in the fifth Assembly. and despite the right of 
Members to judge for. themselves, not to act 
hastily. 

In heartily supporting the proposal presented 
to. the sixth Allsembly, the Spanish delegation is 
therefore simply reiterating the ·desire already 
expressed by the Royal Spanish Government. 

• 

l\1. Chao-IIsin Chu. (China) : 0 
0 

1 desire at this stage of our proceedings to place 
again before the Assembly the views of China c 
with, reg~trd to the allocation. of non-permanent 
seats on ·the Counc.il. The League of N!.tions 0 . 

was formed to embrace the whole world, and it 
is the earnest wish of all' of us that this hope may, 
at no· very distant date, be realised. · 

Let us recollect that. in. the year 1922 it was 
decided to in<lrease the number of non-permanent 

. members of the Council from• four to six with a 

. view, to affording. universal. representation on 'this 
executive body of the League. I think. I. am right -' 
in saying that, at any rate at the inception of the 

· League and for the first two or three years of•·it.~ 
existence,. one main. principle was present in the 
minds of the delegates, namely, that, in electing 
non-permanent members of the Council the 
greatest regard should be had to the docl.tnant 
geographical divisions and the population, area, 
wealth and civilisation of the different constituent 
nationalities. 

In- the years 1920-1921, when only fou non
permanent members of the Council could be elected, 
the geographical principle was .observed. But in 
subsequent years, notwithstanding that the number 
of non-permanent. members has been increased .to 
six, this principle has been ignored, and of the 
seats allotted to non-pern11tnent members four go 
to Europe and two to South America, but none. to 
other parts of the .world. In order to have proper 
and adequate representation of all continents,. it is 
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• • 
advisable that steps be taken ~till further to itJ.-
crease the number of non-permanent members on 
the . ()ouncil. . I .all_l _laying stress on this point 
not m any selfiSh sprnt so far as China is concerned 
but as being worthy of the serious consideratio~ 
of the Assembly and in the hope that this principle 
of tpe division of the seats mav tend not o'hly 
towaw upholding the objects oi the Lea roe but 
~o thq increase of the prestige of the Cou~cll and 
Its power '"to further the objects for which the 
League has been formed. 
- Furt~er, I_ would draw your attention to a 
re~olut10n which was unanin10usly adopted at the 
Nmth Congress of the Federation of League of 
Nation_s Societies held. at ~ar~aw in July 1925, 
endorsmg the geographical prmCiple for the election 
of non-permanent members of the Council and 
urging its applicability this year in order that the 
very just aspirations of several hundred million 
people in the continent of Asia may be fulfilled. 
T~e recommendation now put before the Assem

bly IS by no means new. A similar recommendation 
has ~therto been passed with unaninlity every year. 
I brmg this matter up again in the most earnest 
hope that _the geographical ;principle Fill be strictly 
observed m the forthcomrng election of the non
permanent members of the Council so as -to increase 
the prestige of the Council and to fulfil the scope · 
of the League. . 

1\1. Lofgren (Sweden) : 
Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen - I think 

we all recognise the equity of the recommendation 
prOP?fed by the Chinese delegation and J am 
convmced that the action of the Assembly will be 1· 

inspired by its main principle, as far as may be 
possible. There is, however, a matter closely : 
connected with that raised in the recommendation I 
before us, to which attention has already been ~
drawn from this platform, by the first delegate of . 
Norway, in the general debate, and upon which! 
I desire to dwell for a few moments. I 

The system of rotation as regards the non-l 
permanent members of the Council has been the 
objec£ of an amendment to the Covenant and several I 
resolutions on the point have 'been unanimously J 

acoopljd by the Assembly. Hitherto, however, such 
a system ·has not been put into practice. I desire I 
to declare on behalf of the Swedish Government that 
it will have the utmo.st satisfaction in seeing such a I 

_system adopted as soon as po9sible. _ I 
I am convinced that the position 'and influence I 

of the Council in face of public opinion would thereby ! 
be considerably strengthened. Such a system : 
can be drawn up in different ways, but I wish to ' 
emphasise that, from the point of view of the · 
Swedish Government, the essential thing is that a 
11ystem of some kind should be approved without 
much_ further delay. 

.;t:he President : 
• Translation : Prince Arfa, delegate of Persia, 

will adcl,ress the Assembly. 

Prillee Arfa (Persia) : 
· T.anslation: Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 

- The Persian delegation heartily supports the 
9hinese proposal concerning the geographical factor 
m the .election of the non-permanent Members of 
the Council. It hopes that this year the Assembly 
will not be content simply to utter a platonic wish, 
but that it will act upon its own recommendation. 

_ In Asia, apart from Japan, which has a permanent 
seat on the·Council, there are three States Members 
of the League- China,•Persia and Siam. These 
three States, which are of considerable importance 
from the' geographical and ethnographical point 
of view, as well as by reason of their ancient 

e.iviltsations, ask that one of t-he non-permanent 
s~ats may be given to one of them. In view of their 
history and of the fact. 'that their ·populat.ion 
excee~s 50~ million inhabitant~ tl!ey ask no more 
than IS their due, and ·we hope the Assen1bly will 
be able to meet their views. • • 

The President : • 
Tra11slation : If no one else wishPs to speak 

I ~hall consider this tPxt ns adopted in the f~nr 
of a recommpndation. 

The text Wa8 adopted. 

59. INTER.~ATIONAL IlELIEF UNION 
(CIIlAOLO SCHE:UE) : REPOUT OF TilE" 
SECOXD CO:U:lllTIEE: IlE80LUTION. 

The Presidt>nt : 
Translation : The next item on the agemln is 

the consideration of the report ;of the Sl'oond 
Committee concerning the International Relefi • 
Union (Annex, Document A. 110. 1925, Il). • 

(Jonkheer van Eys·inga, Chairman of the Second 
Committ~e, and M. Fernandez y Medina, Rapport~ur, 
took thtnr places on the platform.) 

l\1. Fernandez y Medina (Uruguay), Rnpportew· ; 
T-ranslation . Ladies ·and ~entlemen - The 

·second Committee has carefully examined the 
scheme drawn up by the Preparatory Commit.tce 
appointed under last ,renr's ·resolution. 

In the Second Committee certain vel'l import!lnt 
observ!ltiu~s were submitted on the Prcpa1rat.ory 
Comm1ttee R scheme. The Second Committee 
·unanimously agreed upon the resolution now 
submitted to you. 

The Pre~ident : 
· Translation : If no one else wishes to speaik, 

I shall consider as adopted 'the resolution of the 
Second Committee, which reads as follows : 

The Assembly, 
Having taken note of the repart of the 1'repara· 

tory Committee instructed to draw ur concrete 
proposals regarding Senator Oiraalo s sol&emo 

. for the creation of an organisation of international 
solidarity between peoples again11t the calamitiea 
which may befall them; 

Noting with great interest the Preparatm-y 
Committee's :prtrposal to set up an International 
Relief Union; 

_ Con11idering that an international institution 
such as that· contemplated in the present instance, 
and possibly including among ita members States 
not belonging to the League -af Nations, slwuld 
be constituted by a sperial aiJT"eement between 
the various Governments; that the fifth Assembly 
in its resoltUtion of September 26th, 1924, 'laid 
down that the different· -Governments should be 
consulted ; and that it has -'Mt yet been possible 
for this consultation to take plaee: 

Requests the Cownc-fl to refer the acheme back 
to the Preparatory Committee in order that the
latter may introduce any 'TTUJdificationa -which 
may be called for by the observationll put forward 
in the...Second Committee·of the Assembly; 

Requests the Council to submit the statutes 
thus revised to the GovfTnments of ·all State~, 
whether Members or not of the League of Nations, 
far their formal consideration; 
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< ( • 
Recommend8 that the Governments should be • established a s~ of principles the application of 

which would ensure an equitable treatment -of 
foreigners .in regr:rd to t~eir admifsion to. the l!if.Cl'cise 
of professwns, ~ndustnes and occupat~ons ; . 

reqnes!ed IQ communicate their views by a date 
to be fixed by the Council, in order that the Council 
may, if neo:essary, proceed f(} the convocation 
of a meeting of the duly authorised technical 
representatives of the aforesaid Governments with 
a vieUJ to the conclusion of the necessary arrange
ments for the dcf\nite establishment of the proposed 
union, if the Council considers that the replies 

. received are such as to permit the conclusion of 
an Agreement to this effect. 

1'he resolution was adopted. 

60.- WORK OF THE ECONO:\IIC COi\DHTTEE; 
REI'OJIT OF TIIF. SECOND CO:\Il\fiTTEE: 
JIESOLUTIONS. 

The !'resident : 
• Translation : The next item on the agenda is the 
consideration of the Second Committee's rP-port 
on the work of the Economic Committee (Annex, 

·~Document .A. 92. 1925. II) 

. (Sir Atul Chandra Chatterjee, Rappmteur, took 
Ina place on tl1e platform.) · 

Sir Allll Chuttcrjcr (India), Ra-pporteur : 
Mr .. President, I wish merely to draw your 

attentiOn to the· fact that the report before you 
does n~t co~tain. a_ny reference to t·he very impor
tant dJs~u~~1on mJtJate? by the French delegation 
on ~he dJffJ~ult and dehcate question Qf convening 
an mte~naho~~l co.nference to consider the genera! 
economiC pos1t10n m all the countries of the world. 

The report now before you deals merely with the 
wor.k of the Economic Committee of the League 
durmg the past year. This work iR not spectacular 
It does not receive very much 'attention in th~ 
!'ress or on the platform. .At the same time it 
mvolves very patient. and laborious investigation : 
and research,. It reqmr~s great tact and judgment 
liS well as Wisdom and foresight. · · 

The Economic Committee has performed its 
task in an ~xli;raordinarily effective and brilliant 
m11nn~r and 1t IS to be hoped that you will endorse 
the VIews o~ t~e Second Committee in expres~ing 
your appreCJatJOn of that work. I should just Jik~ 
to remi~1d you .t~at, without the restoration of the 
economiC condit10ns of different countries in the 
world, the humanitarian objects of the Le11gue can 
never be accomplished. · . 

I have t~e honour to propose to the .Assembly 
the followmg draft resolution · which has been 
adopted by the Second Committee : 

The Assembly : 
1. · Referring t~ ··the resolution of thu 'filth 

_Assembly.re.garding import and export prohibitions 
and restnchons : 

N ot~s the p~ogress ackieved by the Economic 
C~mnuttPo dttrmg .the,. pa.~t year in the stud of 
tlus complex and dtffwult question • y 
d Expresses the hope tltat tl1e d~aft agreement 

ExpressP-s the hope that Btatcs may b~ gulde.d 
by this body of principles both in regar~ I? the~,r 
flational legislation and in the negotlat~n of 

·bilateral agreements. • 

3. Notes that the Economic Oomm.ittee "Will be 
represented in an advisory capacity at the Confe· 
renee sumnwned by the N etherlanda Government 
for nP.:et October at The Hague for the revision of the · 
International Convention for the Protection of 
Industrial Property, and reiterates the hope already 
expressed by the fifth Assembly that the amend
ments proposed by the Ec011(}111ic Committee in 
respect of unfair competition may receive the 
support of States Members on the occasion of that 
Conference. 

4. With regard to the protection of foreign 
purchasers against worthless goods : . · 

Expresses the desire that the investigations 
undertaken by the Econ01nic Section be actively 
pursued umh the help of all data that can be..,. 
obtained from official sources and also of any data 
which may be supplied by industrial and commercial 
organisations, in order that as complete information 
as possible may be ()ollected.and published. 

5. -Foll<lWs with interest the studies of the 
Economic Committee in regard to the suppression 
of tal~e qustoms declarat~ons and the progressive 

. ass1m1latwn of laws relahng to bills of exchange 
and in regard to the enquiry. undertaken irf colla~ ' 
b!>ration with the International Labour· Organisa
twn and the .. Financial Committee into the causes 
-of economic crises and of .unemployment. 

6. With regard to the Convention for the 
Simplification of Customs Formalities and the 
Proto,col on Arbitration Clauses : ~ 

Takes note with satisfaction of such ratifications 
as have. been deposited up to. the· present ; 

Cons1ders at the ~ame tlme that the aihesion 
of a larger number of Btates is desirable in order 
~hat the beneficial influence of these two international 
~nstruments may. operate to the fullest exte~. • · 

The President : 0> 

· Translation : Does anybody wish to spAak on 
these resolutions Y · • e 

The t·esolutions toere. adopted.-

·61. - PREPARATIONS FOR AN INTER-
NATIONAL ECONO:&IIC CONFERENI;E ~ 
REPORT OF THE SECOND COMl\IITTEE ~ ; 
RESOLUTION. A\. 

The next item on the agenda is the consider:ti~n 
o~ the Second Co111m~ttee's report on the.prepara
twn for lj.n Internatwnal Economic Conf.erence. 

(M. ,Belloni, Rapporteur of. the Second Com~ittee 
took h~s place on the platform.) .. .. ' 

The President : 

rawn up b.Y the. Economic Committee all a basis 
of furtTI~· dtscusston may receive from the Govern
mellls mterested .all the consideration due to . a 
r,roblem tile solutwn of whiclt would contribute . 
arge me~sttl'e to the improvement of intemation~1 

commercwl relations. 
Translation : The 

.Assembly. 
G 

Rapporteur will address the 

2. Referring to the resolution of the fourth 
A~s_emblly concerning the treatment of foreign 
lla wna s and enterprises : 

Declares that the Economic Committee as a 
result of the systematic pursuit of its study, has 

• 

(~·· Belloni (ItaJy), Rapporteur, read his report 
nex, Document A. 112. 1925. II). · 

The President : • 
Tra~lation : M. J ouhaux will ddr '.,._ 

.Assembly. a ess the \;.. 
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M:. Jouhitux (France) : 
' Translation : . Mr. President, ladies and gentle-

moo- We corJlially welcome the resolution which 
has just been submitted to us, and we hope it will 
be unanimously adopted by the Assembly. 
. The _present. Assembly will thereby associate 
1ts.elf With the Idea embodied by President u·iison 
~ the third of his Fourteen Point~, namely, that 
m otder to restore the reign of justice all commercial 
and indUstrial barriers must be removed. 

You will also be associating yourselves with 
a labour demonstration made. in 1919 at the first 
Washington ConferenCI'. We asked that the great 
economic problems should be examined from an 
international standpoint and that an impartial 
solution on international lines should be found 
for them. 

I may justifiably say now, after studying the 
situation and considering recent events, that if 
that labour resolution had been adopted by the 
International Labour Conference at Washington, 
where it failed by ouly one vote to reach a 
majority. many of the evils from which we have 
sin~ suffered would have been sensibly lessened. 

At . that time, when reviewing the situation
brought about by the war and the heavy legacy 
of misfortune and trouble bequeathed to the world, 
we. felt that the ouly remedy for these problems was 
complete international collaboration and the co-
operation of all the peoples. · 

We already saw the shadow of the fearful crisis 
of unemployment which has overtaken one country 
after another, and from which England is still 
suffering acutely: at this very moment. . · 

We foresaw the continual increase in the cost of 
Jiving, the cause of that under-feeding which has 
plunged some countries into the very depths of 
human misery. 

We had all these evils in mind when at Washing
ton we. demanded an impartial examination 
of this question and when, recalling the lines of the
French fabulist, we declared that the war had left 
all peoples more or less infected, more or less blind, 
more or less paralysed, and that all countries 
shoUld unite in a combined effort to mitigate their 
misfortunes. 
• T1J·day the Assembly will vote for this resolution, 
whiCh is the first step along the path we have 
marked"lOut. It will vote for it with confidence, 
because the sad experience which we have undergone 

• - and which must never be allowed to occur 
again - proves to all that the course on which we 
are embarking is at least a pri.ori better than that 
we have. already followed. -

You may confidently adopt it,. too, because the 
regeneration which has taken place, the improve
ment which was heralded, are the result not of 
measures taken individually by one country against 
another; but of international measures adopted by 
the Leagne of Nations and applied by its organs. 

_ • ~he measures have been applied too restrictedly, it 
is true, and on too narrow lines; but despite the 
limii~tion~ to which they- have been subject they 
have; nevertheless, borne fruit. 
. . ~u may _ come with · confidence to the 
International Economic Conference. Yon must not 
be afraid of the different points of view which your 
discussion will bring to light, because ther£> is 
not~ng more dangerous than to leave the peoples 

· in ignorance of the eviis which surround them and 
the dangers which threaten them. 

If you wish the various peoples to understand 
the situation, if you wish their knowledge of events 
to awaken their courage, if you wish the course you 
have chosen to be unlierstood, then warn them all 
frankly and sincerely of the dangers that lie before 
tht>m, and explain to them th~ e~orts ~ey must 
make in order to overcome theu difficlllties. 

• 
Personally, I bE-lie~o that from this Conference, 

from the clash of interests and of dis<·ordant views. 
will emerge a light ol reason destiited to illumine 
the whole worlrt.. It "ill show the points of agree
ment between the peoples, restore confidonco in 
work and tranquillity of mind, and make it possible 
for us once more to trend tho path•of p11noo. 

I hope thut humanity- just ns the t.rnvelle'r, • 
when he has p!ISSl'd the chllul-<•npped, light.nin!!;· 
crest~d summit and is dt•sconding ouoo more into 
the sunny plnin bdow, ft•t•ls a gt•ntJo pPnoo m~uud 
him - will, at last, conscious of the tusk Umt Iii's 
before it and conscious of tho immensity of tho wOJ·k 
to be done, advance towards its 1\l'W dt•st.iny and 
lay the foundations of tho world upon the rl'splou
dent and sublime concl'ption nf solitlnrit-y. 

The Preshll'ltl : 
Translatio-n : Jonkhel'r Loudon, tll>ii'J.:ute of diC 

Netht>rlnnds, will address thll .AssNubly. 

Jonkhel'r LoUtlon (N l'tlwrhuuls) : 
Tran.•lation : Mr. Prl'sident, Indio~ nnd gt•ntlt•lllllll 

- Th~>re can be no doubt t.lmt tho prnbh•m nf 
security and disarmunumt is olns(•ly hound up with 
thnt of the world's economic rl'lnt-inns. M. Lnucht1ll't• 
very rightly ohsorved, when he submitted his drnft 
resolution, that the most frequent onuso of wnrs 
seems to he the economic strug!!lc botwl'ell nntinns. 
The delt1gnte for France ewn cmphnsisod this 
point before the Second Committt•e. 

The world is becoming so small, an(l t.he eonnnmlo 
interdependence of peoples so !(rent, thnt nations 
must co-operate if they nre to avert that economic 
anarchy which threatens us all. The proposnl 
to prepare an Internntionul I~conomic Conference 
therefore d~>serves the J,eague's most serious 
attention. Governments and nations ought from 
time to time to take stock of the economic position 
as a whole. They should draw up a bnhLnoo-slwet, 
should verify the progress made and indicnte what 
must be done in the near future. 

· The necessity is rendered still greater by thn 
fact that it comes entirely within the scope of 
Article 23 (e) of the Covenant, which lays down 
that Members of the League will make provision 
to secure equitable treatment for the commcroo 
of all Members of the League. 

It would be idle to convene an Int~rnational 
Economie Conference before the financial 
reconstruction of the world had mado 811111!' real 
progress. Financial reconstruction is the bnsis of• 
economic reconstruction. Happily, however, 118 
M. Loucheur has said, this reconstruction - upon 
a gold basis- is well on the way to achievement. 
The financial reconstruction of Austria and that 
of Hungary, which took place with such marvellous 
rapidity, thanks to the Leagne of Nations, as also 
that of Poland, Germany and oven Russia, Jlrove 
that we are not far from general financial 
restoration. 

In 1920, the Brnssels Conference drew up a 
balance-sheet of world economy as it existed 
immediately after the war. This conference was, 
perhaps, unable to do all that was expected of it, 
but its importance as regards the restoration 
of financial stability is beyond dispute. Even 
in the economic domain the resolutions and 
recommendations it adopted were by no means 
ephemeral. 

Since then the Economic and Financial Com
mittees of the League of Nations have worked 
in a manner which merits the highest praise, 
though naturally the results they have been able 
to obtain are limited. How often has the request 
been made, within the Leagne and elsewhere, 
that the great international economic problems 
should be considered from a general point of view f 
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I need not enumerate here the suggestions to which carlnot avoid, because we· are all in a. sta~ . of 
I refer. 1\f. Jouhaux gave a detailed summary economic unrest. In front of 08 lie thos~ disqmJti"!{ 
of them in his admirable speech before the Second shadows which great social anfl mterna ona 

h f h. h I h h d upheavals always cast before them. . . 
Committee- a c'ipel'c o w IC ave ear · We have whole heartedly approved the_finanmal 

The resolution proposed by the French dele~a- d H We are 
tion indicates that its aim is merely to examme reconstruction of .Austria an ungary. · ds 
the econ<flnic hifficultics which stand in the way than'Kful whenever we see any adva~ce :t«?w~ 
of the restoration ql general prosperity and to the unification of commerciall~w, th--: sunpbfication 
8how clearly the most suitable methods of over- of Customs formalities and fauness_ m ~ade . .- We 
<'nming these difficulties and avoiding disputes. are prepared · to preach moral disarmam~nt by 
The task of the Conference would therefore be word and deed, but all work for peace ~ght be 
to diagnose the disease and endeavour to find vain unless it were founded upon --:conomic peace. 
possible remedies. M. Louchcur therefore stated There is no need for me to remmd you of t~e 
that he did not seck to make the Conference lead powerful influence of materia.! interests. Daily 
diroctly to international conventions. bread is an imperious need1 and not . only do 

Economic reconstruction differs from financial economic disturbances lead to mternal somal unrest, 
reconstruction in that its success depends pri- but prolonged economic a~~mia ma:y. easily lead 
marily on the action of individuals and not on peoples to lose their political stability· There 
tl'lat of Governments. Governments can sup- is no need for me to quote examples, for many 

· · port or hinder the efforts of individuals or com- will instantly occur to you.. .The work so labo
munities 9f individuals, but they cannot them- .riously begun and so wisely and patiently con
selves take the initiative. The delegates to the tinned by the League may one day be s~aken to 
Conference must therefore be truly representative · its foundations. For it cannot be derued that 
of economic life. the economic world to-day is evolving along 

The Council will consider whether it should · lines quite opppsed to disarmame~t, :and ~h~ t!l'sk 
~.ppoint a committee to prepare the work of the . of the League is not merely to readJUSt-or diSCipline, 
Conference. The economic difficulties of the world but to convert. 
will be discussed at the Conference ; the possible M. Loucheur fully grasps this aspect of .the 
limits of international action will perhaps be · problem, although he referred to- it with great 
defined, and world opinion will in any case make : circumspection. He laid special stress ·on the lack 
itself heard. In my view- though I would not i of regulation in general production, but he ·also 
dream of trying to influence its work beforehand- noted the serious danger of excessive protection, 
the Conference will collect ·opinions upon the eco- which brings nations into conflict. .As the repro
nomic situation in every country, and will discuss . sentative of a small industrial State, :I ve)\ture 
the general Jines on which it will be possible to to Jay stress on the ·dangers -of such protection. 
promote the economic reconstruction of the world I quite recognise that genuine reasons can -be 
aud avert the perils of economic disputes endan- advanced to justify the measures of defence which 
gering peace. · even traditionally free-trade countries have •been 

.As in the case of disarmament, the Council will obliged to take since the war. But we must above 
undertake without delay- and after the.exchange all recognise that exclusive and .jealous economic 
of views in the Second· Committee there can be no nationalism constitutes an immense danger to 
doubt on this point - the preparation of this the future ·peace of the world. · 
Conferenr.e, while reserving the right to decide ·I am fully aware of the difficulties. :I know .that 
at what time it should be convened. the League must :not attempt the ;impossible, 

Periodical international Conferences are one of ' and that we must not let undue rashness endanger 
the most important parts of the League's machinery. . ultimate success. · 
If, side by side with the international Conferences The originator of the proposal has hiR_J.sa.lf 
on labour, communications and, we 'hope, limited it .to two aspects. -He desires to avOid all 
disarmament., we institute, thanks ·to the French problems which might lead-'to·disastrous misunder
proposal, periodical Economic Conferences, the I standing or disagreements between nations, and, 
League will certainly not .regret tho splendid step secondly, he does not seek to •force •Governments ., 

' forward it will owe to the sixth '.Assembly. to accept ready•made formulas or -draft ,conven-
I am therefore happy to state that my country · tions. 

gladly associates itself with ·the ·draft resolution · The aini of the Conference must be to enlighten 
now before you. public opinion, to give a·lead,:to 'educate·the nations 

The Prcsitll'nt : 

!l'ramlation : M. Van Cauwelaert, d!llegate -ror 
Belgium, will address the .Assenibly. 

l\1. \'an Cauwelncrt (Belgium) : 
I 

Tran.<~lation : Ladies and gentlemen - I have i 
the honour - and it is a great pleasure too - to 1 
repeat ~efore this Assembly that the entire Belgian I 
delegation accepts the resolution submitted by 1 

1\I. Loucheur and the Second Committee. 
Rarely has a suggl'stion been received witl1 such i 

unanimous approval. Doubtless the influence and 
authority of its author and the affection with which 
his country is regarded count for much. But this 
approval would be inexplicable were it not that 
the p~oposal itself I)leets a general need, a real : 
nPCI'SSity of the day. 

The economic problem has not been raised bv i 
artificial means. It is a real problem that we ' 

and lend the' weight of it.s authority to rpublic and, 
•Parliamentary discussions, which are ibound to 
benefit from the<discussions and conclusions ·of 1lbe 
Economic ·Conference, .just .as ·Jhey did from ·the 
Brussels FinanciliJ. ·Conference. · · 

If ·the· success of the •.Conference depends 'llp~tn. 
the care with· which lit -is rprapared, •then the Com
mittee acted wisely in·decidingto entrust:its.whole 
preparation to the Counoil. We most rely upon the 
Council's ?-iscretion as to :the method of prepara~n, 
the selection of problems to be· considered and llhe 
eventual summoning of the •Conferense. 

The Council will perhaps -decide 'that the task 
we have been invited to carry -out •is too great to 
·be dealt wi~h ·by one 'Conference,. and that a series 
of Economic Conferences will be necessary. We 
have aJ;>solute confiden_ce 'in the ·Council. It has 
shown ~ts met~le. It IS helped by technical and 
econo~c adVIsers ·whose great abilities we 
appreciate. We hope that till Council in its action 
in . its deliberations and in its ·deciSions. will b~ 
gruded by the spirit of faith; which.'brings to it the 
appeal of the nations for·economic peace. 
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The President : 
Tramlation: M. Cobian, delegate of Spain will 

addi-ess the As~mbly. . ' 

1\1. Cobian (Spain) : 
!framlation : Ladies and gentlemen - l llave 

verJi great pleasure in informin.,. you that the 
Spanish d;legation now adheres t'O the resolution 
subrrutted by the Second Committee following on 
the proposals J!Ut forw:a~d by the French delegate, 
M.- Loucheur, m a brilliant speech which you all 
applauded. . 

_Let us·hope that the application of this resolution 
will ~~raid a new era, both as regards economic 
conditions and as regards world peace. 

The Spanish delegation is also glad to observe 
the care with· which this draft resolution has het>n 
conceived and ·worded. This care evinooq the 
exceptional importance and gravity of the problem, 
and will enable all Members of the League to take 
an active· part in the work thus· be run. 

The Spanish delegation expresse;' its sincerest 
hope for the success of the French proposal which 
is ~urely destined to open out a n~w path~ay to 
umversal peace. ~e sha~ _thus soon be able to put 
an end to the evils ar1smg from the economic 
injustices which produce surh baneful effects. 
If- as I hope- we attain this happv result. 

posterity will always hold in grateful memory the 
work accomplished by the sixth Assembly. 

The President : · 
T,amlation : M. Loucheur will address the 

Assembly. 

1\1. Loucheur (France) : 
Tramlation : Ladies imd gentlemen - I will 

endeavour to sum up in a few words the interesting 
discussion which took place in the Second Commit
tee, and which will be concluded here. 

First of all I should like to thank those delegates 
who, both in the Second Committee and here also, 
have. expressed their approval of the draft sub
mitted by the French delegation. I should also like 
to thank them for the various interesting suggestions 
tlftly ~Dade. 
. M. Loudon, on behalf of his country, has confirmed 
m the .Assembly what the distinguished Chairman 
of the Second Committee, Jonkheer van Eysinga, 

• told 'that Committee-that his country has accepted 
our project. May I be allowed to thank 
Jonkheer van Eysinga for the able manner in which 
he presided over the work of the Second Committee 
and for the many helpful suggestions he offered! 

But the main reason why I venture to address 
you once more is to point out that we are no longer 
at •variance as to the objects we are all seeking 
to attain. . 

When, a few days ago, you listened so attentively 
4trfd sympathetically to the explanation I gave 
on behalf of my country, I particularly urged that 
the wo.-k we were asking you to undertake formed 
a logical sequence to that which you already had 
uncll!rtaken · at Assemblies previous to the fifth 

· As~mbly, with the object of endeavouring to 
give the nations the security they claim. I told 
you that, in our opinion, the cessation of economic 
confliets was one of the principal and fundamental 
factors of that security. 

Not a word was said in the Second Committee 
in opposition to this statement, which was the 
starting-point of our discussion. Indeed, several 
speakers confirmed it And to-day, by adopting 
the resolution submittl!d to you, you are taking 
the first step. 
· There has been a certain amount of. discussion 

concerning the procedure to be adopted. Some 

d~lt>gates would have preferred the Second Com· 
rmttee to have decided the composition of the 
Preparatory Committee forthwith. Our own view 
prevailed, and it was ag-reed t'b.nt the Council 
itself should decide on the composition of that 
Committee. • • 

I should. like, however, to assure the membel't 
o~ the Assembly here and Dl~· thnt the nppnrent 
difference of opinion which nrose between tho 
B!itish delegation nnd our own hns hnl'lli(v 
disappeared. I say "apparent difference", bl•ennse 
we were at one as regards onr nit i mnte aim. 

It has been ng-reed to invite the Council nt it.s 
coming session in December to decide whethl•r it 
would be desirnble to set np the Prl'pnrnfory 
Committee. . 

The British delegation lu\8 also ng-I·et'd- nml 
the Second Committt•e hns consented to this emu~ 
-that France may, before Df.'cemoor, stllld to 
the. Secrotnry-General a scheme for tho consti· 
tuhon of the Cmnntittee ; the Council will thns 
be able to take a decision also on this mattl'l' at 

. the same December session and will so nvoid 
delay. 

Further, the French deleg-ation has asked tlm!l 
before the matter comt-s bl'fore the Conncil, tlio 
Technical Committees of the Loa~ue should bo 
consulted reg-arding the scheme submitt01l to tho 

. Secretariat by the French Govern mont. 
In this connection I shonld like now to explatin 

frankly the part we think those 'J~echnical Commit· 
tees ~ught to play. Some of them hual.tinod that 
we WIShed to take the matter ont of their !muds 
and prevent them continning tho important work 
on which they had been en~a~od. 

May I offer, on opr own bohnlf, and, I am sure 
on behalf of all the del~>gations here prt>sent, a sin~ 
cere tributt> to the work which the Technion! Com· 
mittees of the League have been carryin~ out dny 
after day with such perseverance, ability, ami, 
if I may say so, perspicacity Y It is on them, In· 
deed, that the Preparatory Committee will hnvo 
to rely. 

In its draft resolution the French dolc~ation 
has been ·careful to make spocinl reference to tho 
International Labour Office. Is there any need, 
gentlemen, after- the speech of my collengtw, 
M. Jouhaux, to explain the reasons for this Y 

Surely no one can ima~inc that the vast problem 
of the economic or~anisation of the world can 
possibly be solved without the active co-operation • 
of the representatives of the workin~ class, 
without associating labour with our work, and, 
consequently, without making the International 
Labour Office, as it were, the corner-stone of our 
edifice. 

The important data which the !Jabour Office 
possesses, and its extremely interesting enquiries, 
the results of which have been communicated 
to you in recent publications, will enable the Pre· 
paratory Committee to avoid all loss of time in 
making preliminary investigations. 

All is ready, thanks to the work accomplished 
by the International Labour Office and the other 
Technical Organisations. It is on tbe work of these 
organisations, then, that we intend to base our 
efforts. 

It would be a mistake, however, to give the world 
the impression that 'the work of these Technical 
Committees will merely be continued. New blood 
must be infused into it. Do you not think, for 
instance, that the representatives of certain nations 
which are not yet Members of the League should 
sit on this Preparatory Committee 7 Would it not 
be useless to attempt the economic restoration 
of Europe without inviting Germany to co
operate Y 
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• 
Indeed, we feel that all countries should be asked 

to take a share in this work. Let all who will join 
us. We shall ende3vour to solve in unison a problem 
which we all frankly admit to be a very difficult 
one. The task is a difficult one ! It is indeed ; but 
is, that an) reaaon why we should flinch from it f 

· Is it not rather one .reason more for beginning at 
once upon work wh1ch will take us many years 
to, accomplish T 

I will not again go over the causes of the present 
economic unrest. I have already referred to them 
in the Second Committee and in this Assembly. 
Many of our colleagues have confirmed our opinions 
and.have also made important additions to our 
arguments. 

Henceforth it is vital - to quote M. Loudon -
that the general interest should not be done to 
d.,ath by the blind conflicts of individual interests._ 
We must realise that it is not enough for nations 
to pursue a domestic fiscal .policy involving a 
certain Customs policy. They must be brought to 
realise that the Customs policy must 'first be 
examined, quite apart from its fiscal aspect, with· 
a view to economic equilibrium. 
,,Now that a Conference is to be held, many 

considerations will arise. We might examine, for 
example whether consumption among the older 
nations has increased in proportion to the number 
of inhabitants. It might be worth while finding out 
what is happening in the new continents, where 
home consumption has enormously stimulated 
production. 

The main object is to try to establish equilibrium 
between home consumption, the number of con
sumers, and productive capacity. These are the three 
terms which require to be balanced. 

What can I add to the 'brilliant report of 
M: Belloni, to whom I should like to pay a heartfelt 
tnbute Y He has attempted to summarise in a few 
page9 all the salient points of the discussio., in the 
Committee, and he has succeeded. May I, however 
refer to the observations of the Belgian delegate' 
M. van Cauwelaert, in the Second Committee y ' 

Essaying to elucidate the reasons which had led 
France to submit her project, he noted that we had 
kept out of the discussions all points which might 
have been over-controversial and might have led 
to unfortunate differences of opinion. I refer to the 
inter-Allied debts, which must not be included in 
the programme of the Conference any more. than 

-the question of emigration. 
He was kind enough to add that France intended 

to face the problem squarely. He stated finally : 
"If you undertake this important and difficult 
work you must do.so with faith and confidence" 
and I for my part would add "enthusiasm" too: 

I said the other day that pessimism is destructive 
and optimiRm alone is constructive. If there is 
one problem in which we shall need all our optimism 
it is this one. ' 

. - . . 
It is, I repeat, a difficult, almost a superhuman 

task. No one more than myself sees how gr,llat 
a . task it is, . how nearly impossibl~ it will be to 
discover a· complete solution. But we shall 
advance step by step along the road which leads 
us tO' peace. . · 

To the world we must tell the truth, for 0 Cbe 
world expects from us something more than mutual 
congratulations and assurances of const:tnt a~ee
ment. The world might be led to think that we 
were concealing from it the points on which we 
disagreed. 

What thi.~ Assembly should rather do is to 
convince the world that we are all conscious of the 
great difficulties we are striving to overcqme. 
Let us attack the problem with courage and 
sincerity. Let us tell the truth to those who 
have sent us here, and, since it is the representative 
of Italy who speaks from this platform on behalf 
of. the Second Committee, I will conclude. by 
repeating the words of the great Leonardo · da 
Vinci1 which our colleague quoted the other day: 
"Li ~mpedimenti a la verita Bi conertono in. peni
tenza". - · 

Gentlemen, hit us tell the people the. truth ; 
let us not shrink from our task. . . 

The President : 

Tranqlation : If no other delegate wishes to 
speak, I will put to the vote the resolution proposed 
by the Second Committee, which reads as follows : 

!J!he Assembly : 0 

Firmly resolved to seek alt possible means of 
establishing peace throughout the world ; 

Co~vinced that. economic peace will largely . 
contnbute to secunty among the nations ; 

Persuaded of the neceSsity of investigating the 
eco?!omi'o difficulties .which stand in the way of the 
rev1val of general prosperity and of ascertaining 
the best me_ans of overcoming these difficulties and 
of' preventing disputes ; 

Invites the Council to consider at the earliest 
possible. mome!l't the . expediency of constit?~,ti"'"fl 
07!- a Wlde ~asls a Preparatory Oommittee which, 
Wlth the asslstance of the Technical Qrganisations 
of. the League and the International Labour Office, _ 
mll prepare thrlwork for an International Econ'f1mic , 
Conference. . -

T~e convening of this Conference · under the 
auspwes of the League of Nations shall be a matter 
for subsequent decision by the Council. · 

The resolution 'was adopted. 

The Assembly rose at 12.20 p.m. 
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62. ~ CO:\II'OSITION OJo'"TIIE DELEGATION OF 
• fiXLANn. 

The President : 
. Translatitm : In consequence of the departure 
of the Finnish Minister for Foreign Affairs, the first 
deputy delegate for Finland becomes full delegate. . .. 
63. ~ARBITRATION, SECURITY ANH UEDUC

TION OF ARliAll&~TS : UEPORTS OF THE 
• • FIUST ANn THIUD Co:\BIITTEES. 

The fresident : 
TrCf118ldtitm : The first item on the agenda is 

the question of arbitration, security and reduction 
of !&maments. 

This general heading includes : 

• 1. The report· of the First Committee 
(Annex, Document A.115.1925.V). 

2. The report of the Third Committee 
(Annex, Document A.99.1925.1X). 

3. The joint draft resolution submitted 
by the First and Tlfird Committees. · 

I therefore invite the Rapporteurs of the First 
and Third Committees, M. Rolin, delegate for 

Belgium, und i\l. Benes, dt•legate for Czt•choslovJtkiu 
and also the Chairmen of the two Commit.tetJs, 
M. Srialoju, delegate for Italy, and i\1, Nlntehlt.ch, 
delegate for the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and 
Slov€tnes, to take their plaees on the plat.form. 

The Chail'llwn and the Rapporleiii'B of the First 
anfl 7'11irtl CommittceR took their 11/ttt'eR on lh~ 
platform. 

Thl' Prl'sidt•nt : 
1'-ranslation : l\I. Rolin, Rapporteur of tlw I~it'Ht 

Committee, will nddreHs the AKsemhly . 

11. Uolin (Belgium), Rapporteur : 
Translaticm : l\Ir. Pr('Hident, Indies nnd gt•nt.le

men- The FirHt Committee submits the following 
three draft resolutions : 

"L The Assembly, 
"Taking note of the declarations Hubmitted 

to the Council and the Assembly of the J,t•agne 
of Nations in respect of the Protocol for the 
Pacific Settlement of International DiHputeK 
and of the fact that the said Protocol hnK not 
up to the present received the ratifieaUnnK 
necessary for putting it into operation imme
diately; 

"Convinced that the most urgent need of the 
present time is the re,establishmcnt of mutual 
confidence between nationlf; 

"Declaring afresh that a war of aggreKsion 
should be regarded llB an international flrime : 

"·Regards favourably the effort made by cer
tain nations to attain those objects by conclud
ing arbitration conventions and treaties of 
mutual security conceived in the spirit of the 
Covenant of the League of Nations and . in 
harmony with the prineiples of the Protocol 
(arbitration, security, disarmament) ; 

"Records the factt hat such agreements need 
not be restricted to a limited area but may be 
applied to the whole world ; 
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• 
"Reeomnwnds (,hat, after these conventions 

and treatiPs have been deposited with ~he 
Le,tgue of :X at,ions, the Council should exam me 
them in order•to report to the Seventh Assembly 
on the progrP~s .in l(eneral security brought 
about .by ~tuch agreements ; 

"Undl•rtakes again to work for the estab!i~h
ment of peacl' b~ the sure method of arb1tr~~ 
tion, security and disarmanwnt . . . . · 
AI. Benes has drawn up a rt•port t'oneerning the 

1St par3!-'T3flh. 
"II. The Assembly, 

. "In view of the important.e of making a thoroll{fh 
studv of the views which have been expressed m 
the Assembly and the Council on the subject of 
pacific set.tl!iment of international disputes ; 

"Convinced that such study will contribute to 
the development of a system of pacific settlement 
of international disputes ; 

" Requests the Council to submit, t_o t·areful 
examination t.he proposals, declamtwns an~ 
suggestions made u~ ~he Assembly an~ the Co~cJ! 
with a view to pamftc settlement of mternatwnal 
disputes, anti to report to the Seventh Assembly 
upon tlw progress which ean be made in this 
matter. 

''III. '!'he Assembly, 
"Ueserving the question whether it is at present 

desiruble to embody in a new general Convention 
t,he provisions cmwcrning compulsory arbitration 
contained in the Protoeol for the Paeific Settle
ment of International Disputes ; 

" Recalling the guumntees provided in the 
Covenant of the League of Nations : · 

" Calls the attention of States Members of the 
League to the desirability, from the point of 
view of their security, of concluding particular 
t•onventions for m•bitmtion or for the judichtl 
settlement of disput;I1H." 
I shall not read to you the repm·t on these 

resolutions but will merely ask leave to make a few 
brief comments and indicate the general purport 
of the resolutions. 

Our first meetings werP devoted to discussing 
not the Protocol itself but to summon it forth. 
Not all the speeehes were funei·al omtions. Some of 
t.ltem which mtlled for a general settlement of the 
question of arbitration, security and disarmament 
mther resembled an appeal for a resurrection, n 
sort of " Lazm·us, come forth ! " · 

In any cnse, one faet is clear even from the 
speeches which cont1tined I'eservations to or criti
cisms of the Protocol, namely, that the problem was 
correctly st.nted htst yem· ; that disarmament 
without security is impossible, and secmity impos
sible without nrbitmtiou. By m·bitration, I mean 
the pucifie st!t.f,Jmnent of nil disputes, of whatever 
kind, without t·eservntion, and the exclusion iu 
all cases of aggressive warfare ns a method of 
st•tt.liug differences. · 

The resolution sufimit.t.ed to us notes that the 
Protocol hn.s been laid aside for the present but 
Umt you still adhere to its principles. The second 
part deals wit.h the prPsent situation. In n 
rPsolution already adopt,ed at the SU"'"'estion of the 
Rwiss del~gltt,ion yon refer to the p;ogress made 
lust yt>ur 111 rt>gard to the compulsory jurisdiction 
of the PermlmPnt. C'onrt of International Justice 
whil•h several other ~tales have recently accepted: 

ThP. present rt>solntum emphasisl's the importance 
of t'Yo other new ftwt.s which are considered to be 
specmlly opportune, the conclusion of conventions 
of ar~itrntion nnd the negotiation , of pacts of 
Het·urity. 

Both. of these' have already been mentioned 
to you. I merely point out that they are new 
and that 'they constitute an important atlvancP.. 

J,et us, first of a!l, take conventions of arbitration. 
You will remember that Article 13 of the Covenant 
draws a distinction between disputes which are 
suitable for submission to arbitrati.on or itrr a 
juridical settlement and those whwh are not. 
It is true that this article enumeratl's• a number 
of disputes whicl.t a~e cons~de~e~ suitable for 
submission to arbitration or Juritltcal settlement, 
but this enumeration is subject to two conditions. 
The Covenant only gives the list as an enu!ll~ration 
of di~putes generally suitable for submiSSIOn to 
arbitration or juridical settlement, anti leaves each 
State free to decide whether in actual practice a 
particular dispute belon!!S to the class of disputt•s 
which can be settled by arbitration or juridical 
SP.ttlement or not. 

Iu a great many arbitration conventions, however, 
Members of the League have not only renounced 
this discretionary power but have actually abolished 
the distinctions drawn in the, Covenant, anti now 
Tegard all disputes without distinction as suitable 
for suhmissiod to arbitration or juridical setNe
ment. 

This is a considerable step forward, a step which 
in itself shows what great progress the J,eague of 
Nations bas madP in a few years as regards bilth 
the ideals and policies of Governments. · 

With regard to the pacts of security, these ha vc 
been called regional agreements. That appellation 
is partlv correct, because the object of these agree
ments is to maintain peace within thP terms of the 
Covenant, and because they apply to definite 
regions : but in other respects they are quit~ 
different, if only as regards their contents, from the 
regiona.l ag:reement,s which the Assembly approved 
in former years. 

The pacts of security - and in saying this I am . 
not committing any indiscretion, since the first 
part of the correspondence has already been 
published in the Press- the pacts of security 
at present under consideration are the self-same 
conventions of general arbitration to which I have 
just referred, plus a guarantee. "' , 

I a.~k the experienced diplomats here p0resent 
whether in the whole of their long careers they have 
over, either before or since the war, met with 
conventions of this new type. "' 

Your Committee was quitl' right in noting these c 
two fads, which may in a few years radically 
change the political face of Europe. It was right 
when it decided, without offering any direr.t opinion 
on t1·eaties with whieh it is not yet acquainted 
and which have not been submitted to it, to agrm.' 
to those treati~>s in principle. It was right wh1m it 
pointed out the desirability of spreading and · 
extending this pmctice and making it general / 
throughout the world. Finally, your CommiiteP 
was right in proposing that you should ask the 
Council to watch developments in thl' I~'ltter of 
these treaties and submit to the next Assembly a 
report showing how they have morlifiet!o the 
European situation. 0 

Such - with the exception of the last paragraph. 
which deals with di~armament and on which 
M. Benes will speak - is the tenor of the fir~t draft 
resolution ~nbmitted to .vou. 

The other two d1·aft ,:esolutions also deal with 
arbitrMion. 

The object of the Swedish delegation's proposal 
is to request the Council to examine afresh the 
cla~tses of the Protocol' concerning arbitration. 
Tins proposal was based on an idea which we all 
approved, namely, that arbitration has a value 
of its own and is a desirable thing in itself. 
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The Committee nevertheless came to the concl~
sion !hat it could not recommend yon to adopt 
this resolution, alP there are a number of objections 
to it, the chief being that it might give rise to 
misunderstanding and to the belief that the 
Protocol was prematurt>ly dead. • 

"- The essential part of the Swedish sugge~tion, 
howe~t>r, namt>ly, the study -in the light of the 
convell'tionStat present being conrluded throughout 
the world -- of arbitration as a question apart. 
the study of arbitration as a pacific and general 
method of settlement desirable for all nation~, 
is also embodied in the Japanese proposal adopted 
by the First Committee. 

In agreement with the Japanese delegation, we 
propose that you should consider not arbitration 
only but conciliation as well, and, in view of the 
extremely important statemt>nts which have been 
made in this Assembly and in the Council and the 
negotiations now being c~nducted in Europe in 
this connee.tion, that you should request the Council 
to consider the whole problem of the pacific 
settlement of disputes ami make it the subject of 
a special stndy before the next Assembly meets. 

The third and last draft resolutifln submitted 
to you owes its conception to the Belgian· dele
gation and deals with arbitration conventions. 

It has repeatedly been said on this platform 
that there can be no arbitration without penalt.ies. 
The object of this draft resolution is to remind 
Members of the League that a convention on 
compulsory arbitration is at all events made 
possible ipso facto by the general guarantees laid 
down om the Covenant. 

To all those who obtain an arbitral or judicial 
award in any dispute, the C"ovenant, in Article 13, 
guarantees that, "in the event of any failure to 
carry out such an award or decision, the Council 
shall propose what steps should be taken to give 
effect thereto". It also guarantees that the League 
will intervene in the event of a State resorting to 
war against a Member of the League which com
plies with an arbitral award. 

The wording of the Covenant itself justifies 
us in deducing simply that Members of the League 
need only make sure, by means of conventions, 
thd! tleey can obtain an arbitral or judicial award 
in the case of any dispute whatever, in order to 
obtain the minimum guarantee afforded by the 
Covenant. This is simply the application of the 
!Jrovisftms of the Covenant. It was advisable, 
we thought, to lay stress on this point, in order 
that full use migh~ be made of it, and that it 
might be taken as a basis for the policy of the 
different States. 

This, gentlemen, is the substance of the reso
lutions submitted to you by the First Committee. 
If ybu adopt them they will, we think, justify 
your confidence, provided each one of us takes 
care that, as far as his own country is concerned, 
tltef are understood and put into practice. Then, 
when you meet again next year, the system of 
treaties •of ·arbitration and security will have 
been El,Xtended, . and the League will, this year 
once ~gain, have proved deserving of universal 
gratitude. · 

The President : 
· Tramlation : M. Benes, Rapporteur of the Third 
Committee, will address the Assembly. . 

M. Benes (Czechoslovakia), Rapporteur of the 
Third Committee : 

·Translation: Mr. President, ladies and gentle
men- M. Rolin, delegate of Belgium, has given 

' you a summary of the work of the First Com
mittee. I have to inform yon of the work of the 
Third Committee, so far as it concerns the 

• resolution relating to the three grent problems 
with which we are dt>aling more particularly -
arbitration, security and disnrmnment. 

By compnrison with previous ytlnrs, the Third 
Committee hns this yt>1U" somewhnt modest result-s 
to offer you. Apm·t from t-he Proaocol_.of 1924 
and the Trenty of Mutunl Assistance, whil•h was • 
a.,"l'CE'd to in 19:!3, you will oo doubt remt>mber 
Lord Cee.il's important report adopted in 1922, 
and which contained, i11ll'r tlli«~, the famous l'OSO· • 
lution No. XIV, whil•h hns hithl•rto formed the 
basis of the League "s work in exl'cution of Artiole 8 
of the Covenant. 

According to the Spanish proposnl submitted 
to this Assembly by M. Quiilonl.'s do Lt>6n !In 
Septt>mber 12th .nml referred to the 'l'hird Com
mittee, the Ass~>mbly, while taking into 1\ll<'onnt 
the present gt•neml political situntion and the • 
inter-State nt>~,o'Otiations which it is hoped wlll be 
begun and curried to n snct.'l•ssful iNsno, and whilo 
proclniming that it still rl'lllt\ins fuithfu\ to tht> 
principles of Resolut-ion XIV nllll the Protm•ol, 
will request the Council to maka pn•]ll\rtltory 
nrrnnb'Cments for n Conference on tim Roduotiou 
of Armnnuints as soon as, in its opinion, sntisfnctory 
conditions lmve been nchioved from the point of .I 
view of genPrul st>cnt•itl, ns provided (or in 
Resolution XIV o( tho tlnrd Assembly. 

The draft resolution submittt•d by the Netlwr
lands delegation at the meeting held on Suptembor 
11th, 1925, and th(l amendment submitt~d on 
September 14th, 1925, by the llungnriim doll'gntlon, 
which were also refm·t•ed to the 'l'hird Conunit.tt•e, 
may both be rel!'nrded as amondnwnt.• to the lust 
paragraph of the Spanish resolution. The ltlou 
undArlying those amendments is that thP Assembly 
should request the Counoil to consider forthwith u 
plan for the genom! reduction and limitntiun of 
armaments, and also to make prepuratury arrange· 
ments for a Conference on the general redu~tion 
and limitation of armaments. 

In point of fact, the Third Committee only dealt 
with the last paragraph of the Spanish proposal 
and the amendments to it. Its report, which you 
have before you, does, it is true, touch on the 
political sidP. of the preamble to the Rpanish 
resolution, as re-drafted by the Third Committee, 
but its main objects are as follows : 

1. To inform you of the diHcussions which 
took place in the Third Committee and In Sub
Committee, with a view to reconciling the 
divergent opinions expressed on the lUIIt para· 
graphs of the Spanish proposal and the amend· 
ments to which I have just referred. 

2. To explain the exact meaning of the 
paragraph which, according to the Third 
Committee's proposal, will be substitutl'd for 
the last paragraph of the Spanish draft resolution, 

The Third Committee proposes that the following 
sentence should be substituted for this last para
graph: 

"Ami, in conformity with the spirit of Article 8 
of the Covenant, requests the Council to make a 
preparatory study with a view to a Conference 
for the Reduction and Limitation of Armaments 
in order that, as soon as satisfactory conditionH 
have been assured from the point of view of 
general security as provided for in Resolution 
XIV of the Third AAsembly, the said Conference 
may be convened and a general reduction and 
limitation of armaments may be realised." 

Thus the text proposed : 
1. Defines the C-ouncil's present field of 

activity in regard to the reduction and limitation 
of armaments; 
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2. .Amends the Spanish prop?sal ~ r~kar~ 
the actual time when the Connell R actwn m th1s 
matter is to develop: 

3. States 0 that it is for the Council to draw 
up t-he progTamme for its aetion. 

•• , The 1'hird Committee suggests that you should 
adopt yet another •~esolution regarding the body to 
which the work in question haR ?een entrnst;ed. 

• The Third Committee has exammed the Fifth 
Assembly's resolution on this subject, and also 
that passed by the Council on ~ct?bcr 3rd, ~9~4, 
for the oraanisation of the Co-ordmatwn CommiSRIOn 
which su'Perseded the Tempo~ary ~i~e.d Commis" 
sion. The report gives the vanous cn~ICJSms of a_nd 
observations on that body made 1n the Th1rd 
Committee and its Sub-Committee. 

, Whilst appreciating the v:~;Iue of thea~ criti~isms 
and observations, the 'l'hml Committee IS ?f 
opinion that the decision rests with the Council, 
and accordingly submits to the .Assembly ·the 
following resolution : 

'· 

·• The .Assembly: 
"Takes note of the Council resolution dat.ed 

October 3rd, 1924, establishing thP. Co-ordination 
Commission ; 

".And invites the attention of the Council to 
the suggestions made during the proceedings 
of the -,fhird Committee, as contained in thP. 
report submitf:e~ to .the AssAmbly, with. ~egard 
both to the designation and the compositiOn of 
that Commission, and also to the necessity of 
determining it rules of procedure. " 

These, then, are tho concrete proposals which 
I have to lay before you and the decisions which 
you are asked to take this year. I should like to 
make a few brief remarks on this subject. 

When comparing the work of the Third 
Committee this year with that of previous years 
I mentioned Resolution XIV of 1922, the Treaty 
of Mutual .Assistance of 1923 and the Protocol of 
192·1. I said- and everyone will, I think, agree
tlmt our work this year is less ambitious. 

But the .Assembly should not for this reason feel 
any anxiety or diRB!ttisfaotion regarding our work, 
our aim or our mission. This year's discussions on 
the Protocol, the Pact of Guarantee, disaxmament 
and indeed stweral other questions as well have at 
times during the last three weeks caused anxiety 
and disappointment both to ourselves and to that 
section of public opinion which is favourable to 
the ideas nnd nims of the League. 

In my view this a-nxiety is quite groundless. In 
the first plaro, though in some of the more importa-nt 
questjons the action taken by the Assembly bas 
been more restra-ined than in pr!>vious years, we 
cannot but admit that it has a definite achievement 
to its credit -. the new and solemn constJcration, 
the ptlrpetuation, so to speak, of the inter
connect-ion of the three great principles on which 
all the League's political act-ivities will turn in the 
coming years- arbitration, security, disarmament. 
This was what l\I. Paul-Boncour and Sir George 
Grahame asserted and <'Onfirmed in the Third 
Committee the other day. _ 

I.ast ye!ti' we had pi·olonged and heated 
discussions on this subject. This vea.r even those 
who are sceptical as to the Protocol accept these 
three great principles in their entire tv. That is 
something gained. It is a great and positive 
achievement. We shall soon see what the future 
has in store for us when the time comes t{) put 
thest> principles into practice. 

As regards the second fact w bicb dispels any 
pessimism we may feel as to the League's future 
I VPDture to repeat what I said from this platfm·U:. 

• 

' 
t\vo vear~ ago when, after the Corfu incident and 
after the debates, at times both complex and 
disheartening, on .the Treaty of llf,upnal Guar!l'nte~, 
I laid before the Assembly the ~bird Comnnttee s 
report on this Treaty and on fhsarmament.. . 

"I saw" I said "a wave of pesslllllSm 
regarding the League ~f Natio~s pass over Gepeva . 
I also saw this wave of pessrmiSm pass through 
our Committee in the course <?f our de2ates.on the 
reduction of armaments. I did not then and I do 
not now share this pessimism. The great forc_e of 
an ideal lies in thP fact tha~ it can onl.Y. be ~ttamed 
with · difficulty in the midst of ~IllUSJ<?nment 
followed in its turn by success, that It leads ~n. man 
to the development of the great m?r~l qu.ahties. of 
energy and strength of will. The. difficulties which 
have arisen out of our present d1spntes should be 
a new lesson to us. 

"W c shall, of course, be obliged to compromise 
still further,· but so long as there a!'! men v:h:o, · 
while taking due account of the po!It.JCal ~ea~tles 
of the moment, can still keep vital prmmpl~s 
sacred and ·who possess energy, steadfast Will 
and i~mutable faith in the great principles of the 
League, then; though these may_ be ~om~ntary 
halts, the advance is bonn!! to begm agam Without 
delay. 
. ".At ·the end of my I'eport I said that we could 
leave Geneva profoundly convinced that the 
struggle between ideals and the realities of present 
politics is a cruel and a ruthless one, but that 
during the coming years we should wa;ge tb~t 
struggle with _ renewed energy and ~t~ st1l! 
unshaken faith in the ideals nnderlymg the 
Le!tgue." 

That is what -I said two years ago, at a time of 
temporary despondency, and I venture to repeat 
my words to-da.y. After the difficulties of 1923 
came 'the enthusiasm of last year. This year again 
we halt awhile and strengthen the position we 
have won. This ebb and flow is the normal law 
of politics which yon all experience every day. 
In the certainty that the tide will turn, I beg you 
to vote for this year's resolutions and prepare_ 
for a further advance next year. 

" 
ThP PrPsid••nt : 

Translation : Viscount Cecil of Cbelwood, dele
gate of the British Empire, will addre~s the> 
.Assembly. 

· Viscount Cl'cil of Chelwood (British Empire) : 

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen-! rise to 
support the resolutions which have been put before 
you by the Rapporteurs of the First and Third 
Committees. - ' 
_ They are four in number, the long resolution 
which had been called familiarly the Spanish 
resolution, two resolutions about -arbitration, and 
one about the machinery known as t-he Co
ordination Committee, which bas now received a 
new name. .As to the latter point I do not p'i<t.lpose 
to say anything, because the matter has been 
refen·ed to the Council and I do not think there is 
anything which can usefully be added to what is 
contained in the reports on the subject. 

With regard, however, to the other broad general 
principle, I may perhaps be allowed to recall 
that it is now several years since I first had the 
honour of addressing this ..Assembly on the general 
_question of disaxmament and security, and it is 
a matter of personal graKfication that I am able 
to say that I have nothing to withdraw, and I 
think I have nothing to modify, in the opinions 
which I then expressed from this tribune, and 
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to which I still_adhere .• I belieo.e now as stron.,.fv 
!is . eve~ that disarmament is vital to the wm1d, 
It IS •!~-tal to pe~ce and it is vital to prosperity. 
I believe there IS no duty more inNunbent on 
th~ League of Nations than to work for that 
object. 

It.is imposed upon us by Article 8 of the C'oven!mt 
an~ we mu~t never allow ourselves to forg-et it. 
It IS nil ~esse rmposed on many of us by the prefaee 
to the disar_mament clauses in the Treaties of Peace 
that were Signed at Paris. I venture to say that in 
th~t ~eat ca~se we can still rely upon the broad 
prmCiples_ W~ICh the Assembly accepted in 1922. 
Those prmCiples were two in number namely 
that disar!Dam!lnt !o be effective must be general .....?. 
t~at I believe IS still true - and that security and 
disarmament mllSt go hand in hand for they are 
essen~ial to.one anot~er. There can be no complete 
secunty Without disarmament, neither can we 
hope .for disal"I!lament w~thout secnrity. It is 
because the chtef resolutiOn we are considerin"' 
to:day- reaffirms, and reaffirms explicitly, th; 
pnnCiples expressed in 1922 that I feel so happv 
and confident in supporting it from this platform. 

" Whatever else may be said of tb,e last two or 
three years of the history of the Leaaue of Nations 
it is no little gain that after all the storm and stre~~ 
of the controversies that have gone on dnring those 
years, when the whole question has bE'en examined 
and re-examined by every Government and everv 
people, we still come back to the principles we then 
established and are able once more after mature 
consideration, to reaffirm them in this Assembly. 

But_ the resolution does more than that. I, 
personally, attach great importance to that 
paragraph in which aggressive war is formally 
de~o~ced .. I believe that is a most important 
prmciple to Impress strongly upon the minds of the 
:peoples _of the world. Under the old system of 
mternat10nal law, war was a right. We are now 
prepa~ed to say, and to say it with all the authority 
of this Assembly, that aggressive war is an 
international crime. Further, it is of no less impor
tance that the negotiations, the proposals for a 
Pact between certain countries, of which we are all 
aware, are definitely approved by the resolution 
which is before us. It is not, perhaps, sufficiently 
realiset\, though it .has been mentioned, that here 
too we !lave returned to the principles of 1922 even 
as regards methods, for this proposal for a specia-l 

.J'act, .which, as we know, it is hoped will lead up 
'"to a series of similar Pacts, was one of the methods 
contemplated in 1922. I wjll venture to read one 
sentence from the celebrated Resolution No. XIV: 
"This reduction" - the reduction of armaments -
"could be carried out either by means of a general 
treaty, which is the most desirable plan, or by means 
of partial treaties designed to be extended and 
open to all countries". 

I remember very well- my friend M. de Jou
veool will remember equally well - that, at that 
tillle, there was a considerable controversy of a 
very fri~ndly kind as to the method which it was 
most desirable to pursue. It was my contention 
that ....re proceed by way of a general treaty filled 
up 'iith special treaties, if I may so describe it; and 
the " French contention, represented by M. de 
J ouvenel, was that we should proceed by special 
treatie~ leading up ultimately to a general treaty. 

The position is now somewhat rev~rsed. I am 
not prepared to admit that l wa,s wrong. I still 
think that, had it been practicable, my plan, if I 
may so venture to call it, the plan in favour of 
which I argued in 1922, wa,s the better plan. M. de 
Jouvenel, however, coiJ~Btantly assnred me that, 
however desirable my plan might be, it would not 
be practicable, when it came to the point, and that 
his plan, more modest and more cautiollS, would 

ult~ttJntl•ly be found to be the one which wus more 
easily adopted by the peoples of the world. 

I ~·ongratulate M. de Jouvenel on his superior 
forestgh~. But, apart from thesEf lit.tle personal 
rec?l~ect10ns, . the poin~ is t~at iu our present 
posthon and m the pohcy whwh is now ~cl'epted 
~nd approved by this resolution, we ure not dopart-" 
m~ from the busis lnid down i~ 1922; hnving trit>d 
one routt> in the intervening- years, we hnve now 
embnrked upon the other route whil'b was conh.vn-~ 
pfnted in 19:!:!; but. to the earlier principll'S we have 
added that of arbitration. 

I observe smnetim~>s a little crit.icism of the Uri· 
tish attitude townrds arbitration. lit>t me rept•at 
what ~as been said already in this Assembly- that 
there Is_ no warmer fri!lnd of arbit.rntion muon~ 
the nat.wns_ ?f the world thnu the British peopl!l 
and the Brthsh Government. In prtwti(1!1, it hns~ 
always h.ad our warmest. support. Th(1 Mosul 
case,, whie:h has been reft•rred to quite hLt.oly, 
and Ill whwh we have het>n rendy and nmdnus tn 
~ettle a great. int.l•rnational.disput.e by arbitmtion, 
ts only one of n lon~r sertes of iiwitleuts of our 
national p_olicy in whieh I mny say, I t.hink without 
exnggerutwn, thnt whenever we hnve found our
selves in a serious international dispute we have . .2 
always u~ed arbitration. I me the word "nrbitm· 
tion" in the widest possible sf!nse. 

Do not let us forget that on the 1we of the ~otreat 
~a~ it wns the Brit.ish Minister who urged more 
ms1stently than anyone else thnt the diHJmte 
which then existed should be submitted nnt to 
arbitration in the snmlll•r s~>nse but to that 
broad discussion bet.ween Ute peoph•s whh•h is 
now contemplnt.ed in the tlov~>nnnt of the Le1tgue 
!lf Nations. It has always be11n the BritiHh polioy, 
1ll face of thl' actmtl m·isiH, the aotlml difficulty 
that may have arisen. 

:Sut I must. rt>pl'at what wnH so very mhulrnhly 
smd by my frwnd and collllagne 1\!r. Chtunh••rlnin 
- that, deep down in the BritiHh nnture, thore 
is a distrust. of general principlt•s, nnd though tl111y 
may be ready and anxious, as they always are 
when it comes to the point, to have rommrRe 
to arbitration, and though the id1m of force nnd 
violence is utterly alien to the British method or 
looking at the~e thingR, yet t.he BritiHh are nervouH 
and distrustful about accepting wide and goneml 
principles, the full extent or which they cannot 
measure and the full bearing of which on the im
mense interests entrusted to their charge thPy 
cannot appreciate until the time comes.· 

Let me say that I personally have always 
believed, and believe still, that, in this l!Tilat, 
edifice of the peaceful settlement of internattonal 
disputes, arbitration is not the foundation but 
the final coping-Htone of the structure. It will 
be the result much more than the cause of that 
attitude of mind on which the peace of nations 
really depends. Here, again, let me point out we 
have an instance at our very doors, the question 
of Mosul. I trust that the difficulty will be over· 
come. I need not stay to argue it here. But what 
is the difficulty that has arisen f It is the doubt 
whether both parties were really ready to accept 
arbitration. If there had been no doubt, there 
would have been no difficulty in connection with 
arbitration. It is becanse arbitration cannot 
be imposed on a nation, but mnst be the result 
of the spirit by which the nation is guided, that 
I have always held that arbitration mll8t be the 
last. rather than the first step in this great enter
prise. 

Ladies and gentlemen, may I venture to remind 
yon that in saying that I am merely in consonance 
with what is taught by the history of individUal 
natiollS. I take as an example my own nation's 
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history ; but it is not different in this re.>pect 
from other nations. In England the supremaey 
of the law the rule that all disputes between indi
viduals n;ust JJe referred to the legal tribunals 
for settlement was not the first step ; it· was the 
last. The first step was· to put a stop to private 
war and pri~ate violence. The first step was that 

' great step that ~as taken by our sple'!-did line 
of Sovereigns, those Sovereigns whom we Imported 

, so sul'cessfully from France. It was the work 
ol' William I, of Henry I, of Henry II, and .of 
Edward I which laid the foundation of the great 
work done by the last-named king in establishing 
the principle of the supremacy of the law. It 
was because we had arrived at a system of 
internal security, and to some extent,- though 
imperfectly, to internal disarmament, that in 
civil life the law became the possible arbiter of 

• all disputes. 
I myself am satisfied, and I have always been 

satisfied, that the great thing in international life 
is to get rid of the conception that war is the natural 
way of settling international disputes, to establish 
firmly the principle that security and disarmament 
must be the rule of international life ; then 

t arbitration, the actual machinery of the settlement 
of r disputes, will become so obvious and so 
inevitable that no difficulties will be found in its 
way. In saying this, do not let me be misunder
stood. I recognise .that these three great causes, 
security, disarmament and arbitration, are inter
dependent. A little security will bring a little 
disarmament, a little disarmament will bring more 
security, more security and more disarmament will 
undoubtedly produce more arbitration, and the 
more the arbitration the greater will be the pros
pects of security and disarmament. 

The three causes are interdependent and we 
must work at all of them. I welcome most heartily 
that part of the resolution which points out that 
that is the duty of this Assembly. 

I gather from what I have read that impatience 
is sometimes shown with what is called the British 
nttitude of caution. It has even been suggested, 
tacitly suggested, that the British are not in 
earnest in these great causes. Nothing could be 
more foolish and nothing could be more unjust. 

I have been engaged during this Assembly in 
promoting an effort to establiMh a new Convention 
for the abolition of slavery and other pmctices 
analogous to slavery .. The British Govemment 
proposed that that Convention should be signed at 
t~1is Asst'mbly .. ~t was pointed out to us, perfectly 
nghtly and legitimately, that other nations desire 
to have an opportunity of considering this matter. 
and that, though they were quite in favour of oui· 
general proposal, they wanted further time further 
opportunit.y . for weighing the serious suggestions 
that were b_emg made. We .readilylyielded to that 
repres_entatwn. I thought 1t perfectly reasonable 
1_1nd r1ght. I _should have despised myself utterly 
1f, because tins or thnt lllttion had lll'ged a Jit.tle 
caution, ~ Jit.tJe delay, I had concluded that they 
were less m. f~vour of the abolition of shwery than 
was _the Brii·ISh Gove1•nm~>nt. A desire to march 
cauhously does not mean n I'eluct.auce to march 
to the end . Tlwre is a very well-known Italian 
prove~b,_ which I will not venture to t.ry to quote in· 
the Ol'lgmal langunge, which points out that if you . 
go slowly ~on may y~t reach tlw goal of your efforts 
more certmnly than If you t.ry to go too fnst. 

May I venture _with the utmost respect and 
deference to say t.lu~ to my friends and colleagues 
of the Assembly. The LeHgue is now "rowing up 
We a~e no longer in a pei·iod of un.;"ertainty OI: 
establishment.. The League is established. It is 
the great~~t ~nternational fact of our dtty. Its 
general punmples hav~ been well settled. Its 

foundations have Q.een completely laid: Ther~ is no 
need for us now to • pass resolutions of a 
theoretical or abstract character. It is our 
business henceforward to be sWi:nly practical, to 
consider not only what is desirable but what can 
he done to forward the great causes we have at 
heart. . 

There is an English expression of which l,• may 
perhaps remind you without i~per~i~ence, because 
I think that it must be an English 1dwtn as "l know 
of no translation of it into a foreign language. We 
sometimes speak of "gush", that is, exaggerated 
expression which has no basi~ in reality, a~pirations 
which forget that, if they are t.o be useful, they 
jllust also be practical. 

There is nothing more.easy than to profess the 
highest sentiments and the most admirable 
aspirations. There is a danger - do not let us 
forget it- that in this Assembly we may be 
sometimes tempted to substitute aspiration for 
action. That is a grave danger, a danger which 
besets ail parties, and perhaps besets us not less, 
or even more, than other .Assemblies; for we are 
here without the direct and immediate duty of 
carrying into effect the principles which we accept. 
The .Assembly as a whole lays down its principles,'"". 
but it is for the national Governments to carry 
them into effect. And there is a danger - is there 
not ? - that some of us. especiaily some perhaps 
who are not. so immediately affected by the 
resolutions, may pass -the warmest and highest
sounding motions, leaving it to the Governments 
in the respective countries to carry them out as 
best they can. 

I speak plainly, because I do not think I suaii be 
suspected of any lack of warmth for the League 
of Nations or any lack of affection or belief. I 
believe in the League profoundly. But I do venture 
very respectfully to urge on all my colleagues that 
we have now reached a stage when it is absolutelv 
incumbent upon us to ask, as r('gards every proposai, 
every aspiration, would my own countrymen 1 
accept this Y Would they pass the necessary 
legislation to carry it out ! Unless we are satisfied 
that we intend that that· should be the case, unless 

·we believe that that can in fact be achieved, we 
have no right to vote for any aspiration, however 
splendid and however magnificent. ~ c 

What we need now in the League of Nationsis . 
actual, definite, positive advance, even if it is ' 
slow. It is far better to gain even an inch. if we 
really gain it, than to pretend that we have gained 
a mile when we have made no real advance at all. 
Th~ref~re I we!com~ most hea.rt,ily the proposal 
whwh IS contamed m these resolutions that we 
should _forthwi.th .submit to ca;reful scientific study 
those g~eat prmmpl~s and obJects of disarmament 
and arbitratiOn. It IS only by preparina the gr'lund 
fully and ·effectively tllat we can hope really to 
make an ad vane~ whi,cli shall be a real advance . . ..t 

I ha':e l~eai'd in these debates a great deal aQ,out 
the prmmples of the Protocol for the Pacific 
Se~tl~ment of International Disputes and of the 
prmmples of the Treaty of Mutual Assist'.tnce. I 
do no.t myself attach very great importance. to the 
quest~on whether what we, are actuaily doi~g is 
more m accordance with one set of principles o'i: the 
other,. or whether they differ or are the same. 
?'hat IS .no~ very important. The great principle 
IS the prmmple of peace, and, as to that I a!il quite 
sure that we are advancing on the right read. 
. I heaJ:d . the other day M. Hymans defending
m a Com~ut~ee a phrase in a report of his about 
the orgamsatwn of peace and saying that he did 
not mean by that the o(d organisation of peace 
~n the Roman basis, Si ·vis pacem para bellum , 
,nt. !'ather on t~e ne~ basis of the Lea ue of ' 

Natwns as enshnned m this resolution, n~mely. 
I 
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the_ re-establis~ment of <confidence bet?vl'l'n 
nat10~s. Th~t ~ what we are trying to do now; 
that IS_ the PrilJClple by which the Pact n£'"Otiations 
_of. w~Ich we liaye heard are inspired ; that is the 
prmmple on w~ch we should work. Believe me, 
!here IS no natiOn more convinced of the essential 
IJt!J?Ortance of that principle than the nation to 
which I_have_the honour to belong. It is very manv 
years si~ce I~ _was_ laid down that peace is th"e 
greatest of BritiSh mterests. I will venture to add 
that pe~ce is also the greatest of British duties. 
We beheve that; the British people believe it 
profoundl.Y: The vastly overwhelming majority 
of the Bnttsh people are convinced of the truth of 
that principle. Governments may come, Govern
ments may go, they may be drawn from the Left 
or from the Right, they may consist of labourers or 
of landowners, but. believe me, they will all have 
to conform to that principle ; otherwise their 
existence will be short indeed. Spt>aking, th~refore, 
fot: ~he British Government, and through it for the 
BrttiSh people, I say, let us go on in this work and 
prosper. It is a work that is dear to my fellow
countrymen and there is no nation in the world 
which will so genuinely and from,. its heart say to 
you, God be with you. 

The President : 

Translation: M. de Jouvenel, delegate of France 
will address the .Assembly. ' 

~[. de Jouvenel (France) : 

ni'ss which WI' havt> more than on!){' this war 
bl'l'n nrgt>d to displar. I desire to explain !'l~nrlv 
what Frnnce ·s position is and to reveal nil tlio 
difficulties and wcnknesst>s wit-!! whil'h we hnvo 
to contend. 

. Lord C~eil has just told . you ,.- mul I thank 
hun f_or 1t- that the Lcagut>'s grt•n'r. w!'uknl'.~s 
has lnth!'rto bl'l'n the lnck •. of t'\•sponsibilitv tho 
fact -as he nlso said in the Third Cmnmit.t~•e
that we l'ould pass resohtt.ions without bil\din" 
the Govt>rnmt>nt orgnnisat.ions !'om•l'rnl'd. "' 

I am tht>refore osp!'!'ially glad to find tho Brit.ish 
dt>lt>gation I'Xpressing this vi~>w, whil'h has always 
bl'l'n hl'ld by the French dt•logntion. 

I remE'mbl'r that., at the time of the disl•ussinn 
on the Tronty of Mutual Guarnntt>o, I g1wo up 
my seat. on the Committoe to my I'Olll'ngm•, 
M. L£'br!ln, becaus£', as a forml'r Minist.t•r for \V.m· 
and Chatrnum of tho TE'mpornry l\lixt>d Commissimt, . 
he had been able to discuss this qtwstion with 
the . responsible militnry aut.horitii.>s in l•'niiWt•. 
Agam, last year l\l. Ht•rriot's Gov!'rnmPnt st•nt. 
M. Paul-Boncou.r here to d!'nl with the· distll'lllll· 
ment question, not only in compliment to t.Iw 
specinl privilt>ge of t>loquence, but l'N•nuse M. l'nt,Y
Boncour had bet>n nppointod Prt•sid!'nt of t.,,,, 
Committee of t.he Higher touncil of N n t.iolllll 
Defence, and M. Hcrriot was anxious t.n sotul 
here, for the disnrmnment qu('stion, sonwono whn 
would not only bind the Governnlt'nt of tho d1W 
but who could nlso bind the ~:onoral militmy 
and naval staffs, for whom he was Qlllllifil'd to 
speak. 

I am glad to seo that this view i~ now uunni
Tranalation : Mr. President, ladies and gentle- mously held and that the days of irrl'MJlOilHihilit.y 

men- I trust you will allow me to express on are past. Moreover, how could it be ot lwrwisll f 
your behalf the unanimous thanks of the Assembly The Governments are no longer sondin~t vurinuH 
to M. Rolin for his explicit report and to M. Benes, opinions to the League of N aUons ; tiwy conw 
who perhaps prepared his report with less enthu- here themselves. If, therefore, Uwy bind thmn
siasm than last year, but with equal clearness. selves, meaning to evnde their obligut.ionH, tlwy 

May I also congratulate the Assembly on the should at least take the precaution of re•igning -
reappearance on this platform of the noble fi!ml'e a condition they usually try to avoid. 
of Lord Cecil, to whom tlie League gladly acknow- Yet .that i~ not enough, becnuHe it is only tno 
led~es its great indebtedness and whom it greets clear thnt, m France, the suhHtitution of tlw 
a<~ It w~mld Lord Balfour and· M. Leon Bourgeois, Painleve Ministry for that of M. llcrriot huH not. 
~hom It also hopes some day to see again. changed French foreign policy in tho slightest; 

l\"'b one, indeed, can gauge better than Lord and, unless I entirely misjudge public opinion 
Cecil the progress we have made since 1922, or in my country, unless I entirely misundm·Htan•l 
mark the stages of what both he and I are rather the enthusiasm of its youth, the nHpimtions of 
incLined to call a journey which begins and ends its soldiers and the claims of its prolet.nriat, I am 

' with Resolution XIV. certain that henceforth the principl11s of the LPngtw 
Lord Cecil also pointed out that, 118 always of Nations will be for ever insepamble from thoHe'"' 

happens when we go round in a circle, each of the French Republic. · i , 
eventually finds himself in the position of the It is not only because the Gnv~>rnmentH tlwm
others ; and so he cannot wholly accept the views selves have come here that the Lea~ruo's pliiiHfl 
e;xpressed by the. heads o~ our respective delega- of irresponsibility is past. This year wo must 
tvms at the operung of this Assembly concerning note a very significant fact to which, perhaps, 
the psychological history of our nations, since-, sufficient attention has not b1mn given, n~>~m•ly, 
as far as the Pact is concerned, it is France which that henceforth the Governments will invito the 

_ il.'l<~ proceeded from the particular to the general League of Nations to intervene in their inter. 
o and England which has proceeded from the general national arrangements. 

to the particular. That proves that here, under the Has not the League been eVf•r-proHNit at tilfl 
auspi~es of the r.eague, a kind of exchange of negotiations which have been carried on KincH 
te111peraments is taking place. This perhaps is last February f Nay, more ; the whole of thll 
n~t the_ least advantage of this institution, since negotiations have been held under the 11•1dK of 
nations are often kept apart less by their indi- the League, since the Rriti•h and the French 
vidual interests than bv their education and Governments will not sign the Pact or givll it 
mentality. • executory forl'-e until Germany is a l\lcmber of 

Tlie League's task, however, is not simply to the League. 
p_romote intellectual eo-operation, for this par- Thus we find this year that the Governments 
tiCular work has been delegated to one of its organs. of the States l'tlembers of tho League cannot 
What it wants is some immediate and tangible conclude a partial pact which iH not compri~tld 
success. in the general Covenant of the J,pague. 

How far have we idvanced towards that sue- Even that, however, is not all. There iH anoth10r 
c~s ! M. Quinones de Leon's resolution pro- thing I Rhould lilre to say, or rather I will quott' 
V!des the answer to this question. · • M. Quinones de Leon, on whose wisdom we can 

I venture to speak on this point with the frank- ·always rely. What does his resolution say ! 
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"The Assl)mbly, 
'' Re!!llrdS favourably the 1•ffort made by cer

tain n;tions to attain 'those objects by conclud
ing arbitration' conve~tions . and treat.ie.s of 
mutual security conceived 111 the spmt of 
the Cov&nan~ of the League of Nations and 

, ·in harmony with the principles of the Protocol 
(arbitration, sccuri~y. disarmament). " 

"l'll.e partial pact, therefore! is inserted not. only 
in the general Covenant but m the Protocol Itself. 
And lwre we must pay a well-merited tribute 
to the noble attitude of Great Britain, who, although 
she has not signed the Protocol, has nevertheless 
accepted its Jlrinciples. 

I turn to t.Jwse scepticR who believe that nothing 
chan,!!es under the sun, because throughout the 
C<'nturics they have smiled thP same unchanging 
smile of smug satisfaction at understanding nothing, 
1lnd I ask them : When in the previous history 
of the world have great nations ever been found 
to negotiate treaties, prepare them in the secret 
sanctuary of the chancellories, and then suddenly 
throw open the doors and invite all the nation8, 
great and small, to enter and to say : "Before 
fc'lally concluding the treaties we are about to 
sign, we can tell you that they are in agreement 
not only with the Covenant that binds us to you 
but also with the principles of the Protocol in 
which, though we have not signed it, all your 
hopes are embodied" t 

To him who, after that, chant~ the funeral 
dirge of tho Protocol we shall reply: "It ·is such 
a living force that it has hrcat.hed life into the 
partial treatil•s which, sooner or later, and whether 
they succe~d or fail, will go back to it. It is such 
a living force that henceforth it will be inseparable 
from the three tHrms which as Mr. Chamberlain 
and 1\f. Painleve, Rir George Grahamc and M. Paul
Boncour have all pointed out, a1·e inevitably 
linked togetlwr. It is such a living force that 
you are n.ct.ually h11ginning to apply it to a part 
of Europe. " 

Let us malw no mistalm. It is not a section 
of the Protocol, nrbitrarily cut. off from the other 
sections; it is the whole spirit of the Protocol 
which is beinl! applied to the most threatened 
part of Europe. · 'l'hus the events of 1925, fa.r from 
having dismemhered the Protocol, have mer~Jiy 
confirnwd its unel'l'ing lqgie ; nnd t.hough the 
League lutl! not suce{ledod in creating t.he general 

' Protocol, it has at any mtc brought into being 
a gen<'ral system to which diplomacy will hence-
forth conform. . 

This 8ystmn - arbitmt.ion, security, disal'lna
ment- will henceforwn!·d be the political system 
followed by my country. T wnture to place 
arbitration in a different ordl•r from tha.t which 
Viscount C{'cil sngg~>sted. I place arbitration 
first. beeausl• I am not. quite convinced by the 
example of William thP Conqueror. It is truP that 
William the Conqul'ror oanw to EngJa.nd before 
the law, but he has not left behind him a remark
able reputation for peace. We should therefore 
IPave arbitration whem we put it. 

WP have> not changed our minds since last 
~·l'ar. We Ntill t.hink that, however significant 
may be the signatures to Artil'le 36 of the Pflr
manent Stahtte of the Hague Court, this articl11, 
cut off ~rom thP Protocol, does not afford sufficient 
pro~{'Ctl~m, for the reason which l\I. Politis gave 
u.s .m htR report. last ~·t>ar, namely, that its elas
t~mty affords a loophole for all kinds of rl'serva
twn~. 

Nor hav~ we changed our opinion since last 
~·ear r~?arrltng the necessity of closing the breach 
m Arhcll' ~5 As a matter of fa<'t, wnr could pass 
through tbts breach whenevl'r it liked, sinoo if only 

• 

one • Member of the 'Council refased to ratify his 
colleagues' report, all. of them would be absolved 
from obligation and emce a Membe~; of the.League 
onlv needs to have a friend on the Council to be 
able to declare war at any snitahle . moment. 

It is quite evident, moreover, that th1s par~~aph 
alone" can bring back again all the bargamm~, 
all -the diplomatic intrigues, all the secret trea?eR 
from which you thought you had freed humaJnty. 

It can send the systems on which you wished 
to found permanent peace to join the outworn 
formulw of the concert of Eill'ope, the Eill'opean 
balance of power and the other similar cat<;h
words upon which politician~ have momentarily 
based their illusions, and wh1ch, after ~omenta 
rily restraining bloodshed, have evE'ntually 1ncreased 
it from century to century. 

But even had we abolished all the reservstions 
in Article 36 had we closed all the doors opened 
by Article lS, we would sti.ll have ac~omplis_hed 
nothing, and, -indeed, have still further Jeopardised 
the cause of international peace if we· han left 
arbitration without sanctions, and thought that, 
aft{lr putting forward the ideal of justice, we 
could leave thiil ideal quite unprotected. 

As M. Motta very aptly remarked the other day.: 
"It is impossible to conceive within a State a tri
bunal not possessing compulsory jurisdiction", 
and M. Caballero, in a phrase no less happy, com
pleted the idea by speaking of the preventive 
power of sanctions. 

It has often been said in this Assembly, it bas 
even been said this year, that .prevention is better 
than punishment. Qnite so ! But the majo1,ity 
of national or international crimes are committed 
because the criminals hope to escape punishment. 
Whenever punishment is disguised, the temptation 
to the criminal is doubly strong. 

There is one line of reasoning we must guard 
against. Mere agret>ment to submit to national 
or international law is not sufficient. N a tiona! 
or International society requires more than that ; 
it requires our wholehearted support. It requires 
us, if the law is threatened, to sacrifice both our 
interests and our comfort. 

Gentleman, go outside, go into any square in any 
town, in any country, a.nd every monument wil! 
tell you the same story. Look down the vist'ft of 
history. All the ages will teach you the same 
lesson, from the time when Athens perished and let 
Greek civilisation perish because, instead of devoting 
herself wholoh!)a.rtedly to the menaced. cause of 
her allies, she merely - as Demosthenes contemp
tuously told her to her face - sent them a general 
with a decree. . 

Ah ! history is never so young or so old as we 
think. Not so long ago 11 fabric similar to our own 
was once reared. Occupying the whole of Centro! 
Elll'ope there was a league of nations .containing 
300 States, powerful monarchies, feeole principa
lities, free cities, ecclesiastical government&, 
duchies, republics. This league of nations like " 
OUI'S possessed its intemational colll't of i¥tice ; 
and it pos~t>ssed what we do not possess .. -· a 
common armv. .,., 

What happened f A judgment of the colll't "las 
not respected and nothing was ·done. Then two 
judgments, then three, until the judgments of the 
court were no longer respected at all. The States 
became tired of sending their soldiers to the army 
and their judges to the court, and the dissolving 
empire itself prepared the day when the God of · 
War came and ground it to dust. 

We can, of course, ignore the lessons of history. 
Because for onP or two g~nemtions the. wars waged 
were far from our frontiers, because the invasions 

·.of the last centlll'y gravitated to the right rather 
than to the left, we ·can believe that we are 
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permanently safe. We even, ahls! allowed ourselves 
to slumber during the distant rumble of the guns 
at Sadowa, but we woke up to the sound of the 
guns at Sedan 1 I hope no nation will ever mistake 
such a fatal truce for peace. 

I personally belong to a French generation 
w~ich would fain hope but dare not tlr.Jam. We" have 
to~ many ·memorie~! We are convinced - and 
you.yourselves cannot but be convincl'd also -
that to establish arbitration without sanctions would 
be ~utile, that by doing so we should simply be 
addmg to the sorrows of the world, because there L< 
something worse than being afraid to say what 
is the right. It is worse to point it out and sny : 
"Behold, this is the righteous one!" ancl tlwn nbantlon 
him to his Calvary. 

Jn~t as arbitration cannot be separated from 
sanctions, so clisarmament forms, with them, one 
indivisible whole. Indeed, the Mtrength of thi~ 
method lies in the fact that not onlv do these 
three tl'rms constitute an integral and. indivisible 
whole, but each term in itself con~titutes n whole, 
irom which we .cannot subtract one iota. 

It is obvious that continental nations can quite 
well agree to the disarmament of IVaritime nation~, 
and J>ice versa. That is a form of international 
solidarity with which we are already familiar. 
We may contemplate the necessity of speecling 
up the disarmament of active armies and encoura
ging the arming of reserves, so as to place agri· 
cultural countries at the mercy of industrialcountril's 
and the smaller nations at the mercy of the larger. 
Lastly, we may regard the Leat,>,ue a~ au institution 
for the disarmament of others. We may even 
use • disarmament as a pretext to devise new for
mulas for insecurity, we may permit a new type 
of butchery by means of the late~t invention~. 
we may allow war accoriling to the latest fa.~hion 
and, while taking precautions to prevent the 
invasion of frontiers, take none to prevent the 
destruction of capitals. 

All that is possible, but I hardly think it is 
in keeping with the ideals of the League, which 
ought not to be in a position to allow or tolerate 
either victims of armaments or dupes of disarma
ment. 
• Cl.arly, - there is no problem in connection 
with which it is more difficult or more dangerous 
to indulge in hasty expedients than this one, 
and the last part of the resolution we are 
abo•t to adopt is admirably framed to protect 
us against such a risk. Indeed, even if we had 
had the Protocol, it would have been dangerous 
to hold a Disarmament Conference without first 
preparing for it. because it would assuredly have 
failed. We have not got the Protocol, however, 
and we are, as Viscount- Cecil says, falling back 
u}'On Resolution XIV. We shall theref~re be 
obliged to make the extent of the reductwn of 
armaments depend upon the degree of security 
aiforded by partial agreements. 

• That is the work which the League and its 
perm~ent organisations will prepare, si~ce, af~r 
all it must always b!' the degree of securtty whtch 
w~ ·~ust measure, an_d in that respect private 
agi!l'ements will clearly not prove adequate f~r 
long. We must not merely prevent some partJ· 
cular war ; we must prevent all wars. A pact, 
therewre, is not in itself a policy : it is only the 
beginning of a policy. I will no~, however, p~ess 
the point too far .. I should not like you t~ think 
that I am seekinu by devious means, through the 
League, to drag "a friendly nation further than 
it wishes to go. We must come to an ~derstand
ing; but at the same time we must cling to our 
national ideals. It is just the varied nature of these 
ideals that makes for the richness of our common 
life, and,. far from desiring to level out the 

diiferenct>R lx>twl't'n the Latin and Anglo-Snxon 
mentalitil's to which we have refert't'd, T ·trust 
that soon we shall nlso be receiving the hl'lp which 
the German ml'ntnlity ron 1->ivf! us. We do not 
come hllre to score off one nuoth<'r, hut to learn 
t~ umiPrstaud one nnothl'r, nnd, y•hill'. respl'ctiu~ 
the difft•renees in our. national idt•ns, lll'l'tis Ul!d . 
historic~! traditions, to dt•b•rmint• l'XIIt•tly, pru
dt>ntly and siuoorely the sum of truth which we 
hold in commtm, whit•h \\;U grow from y!'l)l' ·to 
year ami will olraw till• lmntls of intt•rimtinnnl 
soli•lnrity evt•r clust'r. 

The tusk, of course, is su Nwrmnns t.hnt. it is 
buuml to ht' diffieult. But. wo should nut eumplain 
of the tlifficultil's; we should emmt our gains. 
This yt•nr, not only have tlw (lJ'\•nt Puwt'l·s noet•plt•tl 
the mllthod which ynu dt•fint'tl lust yt•nr by t•stnh
lishing th11 conm•<'tion bt•twt•t•n nrbit.rntion, St'!'JI· 
rity ancl disnrnmnwnt; nut only nrol t.lwy nolopting 
the policy of conclmling pncts whit•h t.ht•y 1'1111 
iu~ .. rt within tht• l!t'lll'ml Covt•Imnt. of th11 l,t•ngml ; 
not only hnvt' tht•y l'lltt'l'l'd int.o till unolo•rtnking 
to rt•ndt•r t.lwse paets cousonnut with tlw prin
cipl<'~ of th" Protocol, but thoy have J.:iVt•n 1\ 
[urtlwr undt•rtaking. Tlwy hnvt' undo•rtnkt•n ty 
bring you t.lwse pact~ not. nwrt•ly t.lmt. von ma..r 
carry nut n V11gm• net u[ n•gist.J·ntiou llllt thnt 
you may ht•comtl l'O!(ni•unt o[ tlwm, ~t'll how 
tlwy contribute t.o tlw gt•llt'l'lll ~t'l•urily, nut! bo• 
able frt•t•ly u.ud inoh•lll'IHlo•ntly to Ntate your 
opinions ou th11m. 

15oou, wlwn this AKst•mbly is ovl'f, a Cnnfo•J't'lll'l' 
of rt•spon•ihle OovPI'IIIllt'nts .will llll't•t In tlw llllll'11l 
ntmosplll're- if I may liNt• Htwh an t•XJll't•NHinn -
of the Lt•agtw. Tlu.1 flovt•rmnNtl.ll l\!tHnbt•rH o[ tho 
League will not ••haug11 nwrt•IY ht•catJHII tlwy 
luwe passed from tliHI port.al to uuntlwr. 

They will apply to tlwir di!imtssious th11 uwl hnoiK 
which you hnw laid clnwn. If t.lwy f1lil, t.lwy 
will be bound to colllll back to yon. If tlwy stwm•ool, 
it is to you that. th11y will bl'iuJ.( tht•it· work In 
ordo>r thnt you may dt•eillll its fu tnrt•. 

The Council will take theHo t~JX~, phll'tl tlwm 
alonJ,.'llide the military files which you have d01doll'll 
to dmw up thiH yPar, alongHide t.lw 1'1\onmuic 
files which you have decided to upon, nncl t.l1iH 
wealth of data, the like of which no country has 
ever seen, will be brought to you in ord11r that 
here, where all nations are CI(Ual, you n111y frcoly 
give your opinion on tlwm in your full sovort•iJ.(u 
right. 

15uch is the net rt\HUit of thiH year'H work. Yon • 
need have no hcHitation in proelairning it to the 
countries which have Hent. yon here. You have 
not at a Hingle bound brought humanity to tho 
heighLs of hnppinesM, justice ancl peaee, but you 
have traced out a pathway, right up to tho goal, 
across frontiers, amid miHtrust, ancl in the f1wo 
of conservative tradition. You have appoint.ecl 
the goal, defined the methods, and fixed the 
lanclmarks so fast that none can ever remove 
them. 

And now you can go your ways. Remember 
that, when once this pathway has been traee1l 
on the ground, it is the pathway that dirllcts 
human footsteps, and ·that if you can lay no claim 
to the bubble reputation of miraele workerH, 
you at least deserve the real and lasting fame 
of the roacl-makers whom AeschylW! of olcl clescrihed 
as having "tamed the earth". 

The President. - The cliscussion iH adjourned 
to the next meeting. 

The meeting rose at 1.5 p.m. 

• 
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The PrPsident : 
Tramlatio·n : The first item on the ugonrla is 

the !'ontinuation of the discussion on the first 
question: Arbitration, Security and Reduction of 
Armaments. 

I call upon the Chairman and Rapporteurs of the 
First and Third Committee9 to tuke their pllletlB 
on the platform. 

M. Sokal, first delegate of Poland, will address 
the Assemhly 

1\[. Sokol (Poland) : 
Transla'ioo' 1\lr. President, ladies and gentle· 

men-The draft resolution presented by the 
Spanish delegation and amended by the First and 
Third Committees is now submitted for rliscuHKion 
to this Assembly. 

After all that has been said in the eloquent 
speeches we have heard this morning, I shall be 
very brief. 

The Polish delegation, on whose behalf I have 
the honour to speak, will vote in favour of the 
text submitted, which it regards as expressing the 
desire of this Assembly that the League's work 
should continue without interruption . 

Poland, which remains faithful to the irle111:1 an<l 
principles of last year's Protocol, would have 
preft>rred that these ideas and principles should be 
incorporated in positive international law ; she 
realises, however, the expediency of proet>eding 
by easy stages, though without losing sight of the 
final goal towards which every effort of the League 
should be directed. 

This final goal is the realisation of the threefold 
principle : arbitration, security, disarmament. 
Although the sixth Assembly. bas been obliged to 
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proceed verv cautiously, we must admit that it has just or moral, on a basis which contains even 
done useful work. Its po~itive achievements, an atom of falsehood. . • . 
which will, T hepe, meet with unanimous approval, With regard to the difference of methods which 
must not be underestimated. Poland notRs the may be· cOnsidered,· you heard from Lord Cecil 
declaration iJlserted in the resolution beforP us to and 1\f. de Jouvenol this morning, and you will 

• the eff<ofbt tliat the League •·undertakes again to he'hr from me also, fn so far as I am a-uthorised 
work for the estap!ishment of peace by the sure and able to do so, what is the truth. • from 
method of arbitration, security and disarmament". our respeutive points of view; for eacp. must 

• TJ1is is an answer to all those who maintain that, bring his own individual truth here, fn oroer that 
in vbw of the negotiations which are being carried we may together seek the common truth, though, 
on outside the League, the latter has washed its indeed, it is doubtful whether, outside religious 
hands of the probl!'m of security. On the contrary. matters, truth call !'Ver be rigidly determined and 
we seP in this declaP11tion a sure proof that the defined. . · . 
threeford principle already laid down in the Cove- Possibly truth, as Lord Cecil suggested, was 
nant and carried further in the famous Resolution concerned solely"· with . disarmament, and it is 
XIV still remains one of the chief problems before disarmament which has been the theme of thP 
t.he League. ' Third Committee's discussions. It is in connection 

• The reorganisation of the Co-ordination Com- with disarmament that I had occasion to make 
mission, which the Council will doubtless decide certain reservations afferting · .II!ore .particularly 
to convert into a Preparatory Committee for the the procedure to be employed. I said that any 
reduction and limitation of armaments and will big scheme of enquiry. carried out by Jarge organi
probably reconstitute with a view to meeting fresb sations specially created for the purpose and which, 
requirem~nts, conclusively proves that the League like all large organisations, woulq (larry on their 
anticipates that in the not too distant future work automl}tically and perhaps go beyond th~ 

t conditions conducive to general security will be immediate requirements of the case, was in my 
fulfilled. We share th«.> League's conviction. opinion useless and even possibly dane-erous. 

lily country, which has always and at all times I do not propose to repeat now what I said in the 
co-operated with the League, will gladly avail Third Committee. r .. will merely say O,I}Cii more 
herself. of any further opportunity . to evince her that I regard this procedure as Useless, since the 
deep attachml.'nt to the. rause of peace and justice. . field of investigation is immense and covers not 

For these reasons, the Polish delegation will -only military factors and data but also involve8 
vote for the resolution now submi1.ted to you. economic factors and political and moral forces. 

Among these forces, some can readily be 
Tbe l're~ident : measured, others less readily, while some c!n only 
Translatinn: M. Coppola, representative nf Italy. be measured with the utmost difficulty or not at 

will address the Assembly. · all. I went on to say that our investigations would 
M. Cop(JOln (Italy) : lead eit}lP.r to incomplete results- in which case, 

any plan of di&armament based upon them· would 
· · TranRlation: Mr. President, ladies and gentle· necessarily be unfair....:.. or else to complete-reaults 
men- You have all read M. Benes' report on the which would be fair, but, in my opinion, impossible 
work of the Third Committee. of realisation hecause they were complete. For 

You have perhaps observed that this report, these . reasons, which I·. now briefly summarise 
which M. Benes has drawn up with his habitual but which I developed at greater length yesterday, 
perspica!'ity, contains c«.>rtain observations made I have come to the conclusion that extensive 
by the Italian delegate. investigations would be of little use. 

M. Benes has endeavoured to reproduce the I also said that I thought them somewhat d~ge· 
spirit of these observations and has fully succeeded. rous, ~specially in view of . their publicit~, since 
Nevertheless, I think I should make some expla- countries not yet Members of the League would 
natory remarl<s. · th.e~eby obtain full data for estimating. our 

What does the Italian delegation desire Y In m1htary strength while they-themselves WQIIld not 
other words, what does Italy desire Y She undoub- be bo~nd to ace?rd any such publicity. That, tf> 
tedly desirllS what you all desire, what all the my m1~d, !3o.nstitute~ a most serious danger, and 
nations desire, and what I think they have always one which It IS essential that we should bear in mind. 
dt•sired- pence, and a just pPace. ' We think that disarmament can only be obtained 

But there 11re various means of attaining this upon a political basis, or, better still, through the 
common aim, and opinions differ perhaps as to natural tendency. of the. nations to lessen.· their 
these menus. · hu~ burden of armaments. .. · • 

I think we are all in duty bound to place truth What, in actual faet, are armaments 1 They 
before unanimity, constant unanimity at any a1•e the means whereby nations- seek either to ward·· 
cost. and on every occasion. Unanimity of this off ?an~ers which threaten them or to satisfy national 
kind reminds us of the IJatch-words broadcast aspiratiOns which they think they cannot reali~e.
in the days of alliances, of thll European balance or at any rate have no hope of realisin~r. without 
of power, whenever a met>ting was arranged between recourse to this 1tltima mtio. · "" 
Sovereigns. On· those occasions we used t{) read ~ut they .are alwa;rs I!' burdenr a burdeB owhich 
that when the Sovereigns met they had only to weighs heavily on all natiOns and tries some btJyond 
declare t.he perfect identity of their views, and you their strength. ·.. . . · ·. 
know that sometimes, indeed very often this What, then, in the opinion of this .Ass~mblv is 
:•fficinl identity shortly afterwards led to' war. the s~est means of reducing armaments~ ·· · ' 
ro-dn.y, When thl' system Of international life . lt IS to reduce, in every ·countrv.·,•·.t.h.e. necessity 
hill! chnu~,.oed, we m URt not make the same mis- f 
talws. Unani.mity at any price is always the result or armaments, and even to dispel the feeling that 
f d ·armaments are necessary. · ' 

o compronuse, an compromise in its turn is If rou can bring countries to. believe .that their 
tl~e result, dou?t~ess, of a c~~ta~n amount of good- security .is ass. ured, if you ·provide'·. them· WI'th 
wt\1 and a spmt of conmhatlon ; sometimes of th d h 
muol~ good-wtll; hut also, now and again, of a me 0 .s Ill w ~ch th:ey. ~ll!rmt theii.<trus·t, if you 
«'~tam umouu~ of falsehood. And the taint of can satisfy their national and historical aspirations . 
thts falsehood IS enough to spoil all the good-will by peaceful means, they will begin to feel that 
We cannot build anythinl!' durable. anything. tl~e need for armaments is decreasing,· and they 

~ , will themselves • cast off their burden.· Then there 
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~ be automatic and spontaneous disarmameu't. 
disarmament effecteq from within and not impost>d 
from without. o 

The first of these two methods is surl•lv more 
in. ~eepin15 with the natural requirements and 
spmt of h1story, and consequ~>ntly it is most lik~ly 
to stsnd the test of time. 

We"can ext~nd the idea and apply it to the more 
generaL qu~tion of peace and to the svstt>m bt>st 
calculated to ensure an equitable p~>are. 

I will not venture here to explain the t•thks of 
peace and war, but mav I Yenture to illu•tmte mv 
idea by a metaphor! • · 

At certain moments in historv the balance of 
international policies - and that other form of 
equilibrium, the actual balance of the forces. requil'e
ments and capacities of the various nations -
has been in_ comparative harmony (for absolutt> 
harmony is non-existent). Thi.~ situation coincides 
with a period of peace. 

Little by little the rear equilibrium of fol'ces, 
capacities and requirements evolves and devt•lops. 
These elements sometimes increase: at oth~>r timlls 
remain stationary; they shift and chan(!l', while 
the other form of equilibrium remain& con•tant and 
unchanged. 

What happens then! 
Beneath the unchanging surface forCl•s nro at 

work, fissures appear, and little by little ti1P Ilk 
proportion becomes so great that th(' wholl' 
system collapses. This !'ollapse means war. 
- What means can we ('mploy, I will not say to 

abolish war, hut at all events to reduce the 
possibility of war to a minimum T 

. Two methods naturally occur to us. One of th~>so 
is to increase and strengthen the external structure 
of the balance of international politics. 

This is the method which has hitherto !wen 
advocated at Geneva- not exclusively p11rhaps, 
but most frequently. This is the method which 
found perfect expression, from the mathematical 
·and mechanical point of view, in last year's Pro
tocol. But is it the sure~t and the wi.~est Y 

I venture to douht it. In making the super
ficial and official equilibrium as rigid as poHsible, 
we may delay breakdowns in the structure
thin; io to say, war - but we cannot prevent 
them. Wl1at we really do is to increase the 
disproportion to which I have referred, so that 
when outbreaks do occur they are all the more 

0/iolonY because they have been repre~sed, ju~t 
as when a boiler with a very thick casing 
suddenly {'Xplodes. 

The second· method, which is not opposed to 
the first, but is parallel to it, is to rPuder the outer 
stratum not more rigid but more flexible, so that 
it can l'('Spond to the equilibrium of forces and 
cap!tcities and adapt itself to them little by little. 

That, in my opinion. is the only way, to prevent war. 
If we de~ire to do this, we must be prepared to 

oxalnine the causes of war and cure them. We 
must be prepared t~ seek out a system by which 
all the oouses of war- or if not all, at least those 
that Me most common, those that most ea.~ily 
arise~ may be avoided and decre!l.'!cd. 

E"en 'if by this method war is not abulisherl, 
the number of outbreaks will be diminished and 
its incidence reduced as far 3.'! possible. Conse
quent!:¥, by this meth· rl, we shall attain the main 
object of .the League. -

Were we to employ rigid or mechanical means, 
we should fail. Or we might seem, indeed, to have 
succeeded, when in reality we had been preparing 
a conflagration all the more violent because it 
had been delayed. Or ru~e -let us con·sider this 
hypothesis .in order to complete our demonRtratio 
ad ab.•urd11m.-'- if the aim were attained, peace 
would not have ·been secured, because there is 

• 
always a spiritual element in peace. We should 
haw brought about an immutable organisation 
of the world, au o.>quilibrium which would not be 
in aCI'ordauN- with the truth of tfilngs, an unfair 
equilibrium- in n word, injustice, which l'annot 
Jw. the nim of thl• T.e1l,\!Ue. ,, , 

"'nr is an ~>vii : of thi1t tht'J-e 1'1111 be no doubt. · 
'"" know it beth•r thnn nnv, "'e who haVl' tnken 
part in it nnd Sl't'll its vnst b·a~··h·. 'YnT is the 
Il<'!!lltion ,,f eonstruetivl' llffort'": it menus sac>'i-' 
fict•. it. !!\'llt•mlly Nuls in mist'I'Y· WRT nlso, we 
mu~t l'l•mt•mbt•r. llll'tlllS th(' l'lmlb1tion of heroic 
null lofty moral st•ntinwnts, bought nt n pricE\
n hen vy pril>e. 

War is an t>Yil, hut injust.i<'l' is a greah•r EIVil, 
btoc:mse if war i$ n mntl•rinll•Yil, injustilll' is a mom! 
evil, and mornl t•vil ox<'N.>ds mntl•rinl ovil ns moml 
life and mom! vah!l's are mm\' importnnt. thnn. 
mntt•rial lit'•' nm! mat1•rinl vnhu•s. 

I lUll thPrl'fore in f11Vonr of plllll'l' in tht• brontlnt• 
spirit; p<:>a!'o whid1 will ho uttu.ilwd primarily by 
rtoducing or abolishing tlw <'IIUSl'S of war: n just 
pl'nee, bt><'llllso it i~ a ju~t pt'lll'<' nlmw Umt. t.lw 
L<:>ugue of Nntions t•nn Sl'l'k. 

\Ve notw of us bt>lit•n• that. t.lw I.t>nl-(ne o[ N1Jt.ions .; 
is an a•socintiun fnr llll:lhling tho Wt•nlt-hy to l'Ujoy · 
their possl•ssions in pl'lll'l'. 'l'lw rt'tl."on fur tlw 
justificnt.ilm of tho Lt•nl-(llll's t•xlsh•two must b1• 
sought for 1\lllollg it<! moral 11illls. 'l'h11 t•sstHltlnl 

· vnlue of the L!Jugu<:> must nlwny~ ht• In Its t•thlt•all 
worth. It is for tho sako of its tJthioal wort.h t.l111t 
all of you. I nm smt•, 11111\ wu, too, nl'll hl•l'll t.o-tluy. 

The Prt•~id1•nt : 

Tran•latitm: 1\l. llymuns, tlt•li'I(UI.tl uf llull(lnm, 
will alldrt•ss tlw ARsl'lnhly. 

l\1. llymnn~ (Bulgium) : 

TranHlalion IJIHiills 111111 1-(l'llt.lmnon - l•'h·Ht 
of nil, lHt me rt•aHHUJ'll von. lnm not. J!lllrll-( to rnnl1c 
a sp~>ech. I mnrely ln·ing yon an ntlhi'Rion nnd 11 
declaration. 

The propo~>ll~ suhmitt••tl b.v the Fir~t nnd 'l'hirtl 
Cnmmitte11s aro t•ntirnly in lw11ping- with t.lu• vh•wH 
of the Bel~ian dlllt~gatinn. 'rlwHo vi1•WH woru 
authnritativc•ly Hut nut this morning by 1\1. I!onrl 
Rolin, Rapporteur of t.lw l•'irst Comrnit.tt•o, M. do 
Broucki're stattlfl thmn hl'forc Um 'rhlrd Conunittm•, 
and you mny posHibly remomlmr that I myHolf 
summarised them in our upeniug diHCilHHinnH. 

In our opinion tho a1ioption of this propoHal 
means the con~ecration of tlw pr·inclpll•s on which 
we are to baHe thfl syHicrn of equity and Hncnrlty 
thnt we are endtmvouring to c•HtahliHh, nnd It 
will Cl·rtainly mark a Hh•p rorwnrd. 

I also Hee in it a proof of un!ty uncl haii"Jrwny. 
Cl1•arly, we cannot close our oy"s to tho fa11t. thnt 
at the uutHet there was a N1rt11in divc•rgonce of vlnwH. 
But tlw procPH~ we have already witnnHKIId In 
othP.r Ass11mblieR h1111 u~ain occurred. rn tho 
cnnrHe of our diKcUHHionH, our ideas, iuKtc•ad of 
drifting farther apart, havo bl\r•n brought cloHer 
together, and on the wholo we om\ with au 
agreem1•nt which was juHt now rt•ferred to 1111 a 
compromise - and aftc>r nil is nut a compromiHil 
an agreement on eHHen tiniH Y - an ai,'i'eem1m t 
which iK a freHh expresKiun of the Hpirit of thiH 
AKsembly. I think I may repl\at to-day what I 
said at the beginning of our OJWning diHCUHHiun -
there can be no stopping, no going back ; the 
work of the IJCai,'TJe of Nations continues. 

Having explained the rea.Kons for our adlmHiun 
without rlwelling upon the actual wording of the 
proposals at preHent before us, I now have a 
declaration to make to the AsHembly. 

I have frequently had occasion to explain to 
you the Belgian Government'H pnlicy. In Belgium, 
as elsewhere, Governments change. That is a 
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henomenon which is not confined . to Belgium. E t the international policy of Belgmm d?es not 
c~'lnge. It is a national policy to .whi.ch all 
parties subscribe. We have t~ee part.u~s ID Bel
gium. Sometimes they are 10 co!llition, and 
sometimi)S in opposition; but the;r are m !lgreem~nt 
upon the principles of our foreign policy, whJCh 
remains unchanged~ 1 • The Belgian Government profoundly be Ie.ves 
inl!lrbitration and in its practical value, and desires 
to do lts share in establishing a system for the 
pacific settlement of international disputes. I 
have consequently been instructed to adhere to 
Clause 36, Paragraph 2,. of the Statute of the Court 
of Justiee in the followmg terms : 

"On beluilf of the .B~Igian Governm~nt, I 
recognise as compulsory, fpso facto and without 
special agreement, in relation to anY: o~her 
J\Iemher or State accepting tl!e same ob!Igati,:m, 
the jurisdiction of the Court m conformity With 
Article 36, paragraph 2 of the S~atute .of the 
Court, for a period of fifteen year~,. m ~II disputes 
which may arise after the ratificatiOn of the 
present declaration with regard to situations 
or facts subsequent to this tatification, except 
in cases where the parties have agreed or shall 
agree to have recourse to another method of 
pacific setth•ment." _ . 

I thought ~t my duty ~o infor!U t_he. Ass~mbly 
of this r«>solution, because m my VIew It Is eVIdence 
of our faith in the work of justice and of pacifica
tion which the League of Nations is pursuing. 

The President : 
Translation : M. J"ofgren, delegate for Rweden, 

will address the Assembly. 

1\1. LMurcn (Swe.den) : S.peaking ?n behalf of 
the SweiliRh delegatwn1 I wish to begm by expres
sing our sincere thanks to the First Committee 
and its distinguished rapporteur, M. Rolin, for 
the interest and the good-will with which they 
received our modest initiative with a view to 
renewed efforts for promoting the principle and 
application of conwulsory arbitration. 

I beg to offer a special tribute of gratitude, due 
to the merits of his case, to His Excellency M. Adatci 
for his friendly and victorious _competition, _ The 
Swedish delegation is willing to accept without 
hesitation t,he amended and extended scheme pro
posed by the Japanese delegation and supported 
by the Committee. We have all the more reason 
to adopt this attitude since the draft resolution 
now laid before us bas obvious advantages over our 
own. l\I.Adatci's amendment represents so entirely 
the views which have inspired the polities of Sweden 
as a Member of the League that I make a point 
of shortly emphasising their importance. 

First, the draft resolution proposed by the 
Japanese delegation and recommended by the 
Committee aims at fortifying and strengthening 
the means of conciliation as a method of pacific 
settlement and is not restricted to compulsory 
arbitration. 

Secondly, the First Committee in its resolution 
asks for an early rAport from the Council, and tbis 
request must imply that the Council is asked to 
take immediate steps for submitting the combined 
problem of conciliation and arbitration to a careful 
examination. 

As rega.rds the method spemally suggested in 
the ~wedish proposal with a view to hastening, if 
possible, a more general adhAsion to a uniform 
system of compulsory arbitration, the resolution 
before us ensures that it will be carefully examined 
without preference but also without prejudice. ' 

· The Swedish de!Eigation cannot reasonably ~!aim, 
and does not ask for, better ~rms th~n a fair test 
of its contribution to an eventllal, It may be a 
temporary, solution of the problem. . 

To these expressions of rare and precwus 
CO!ltentment I only wish to add a few '!'ords. The 
Rapporteur has ra~ed against t~e ~weiD:s~ pro;posal 
the critieism that, if accepted ~ Its origmaJ'Iorm, 
it might have given rise to IIDSunderstanding. I 
agree that the wording of the original draft 
resolution proposed by the Swedish delegation wa.~ 
rather limited and might be mitlunderstood if not 
considered in the light of the motives which 
prompted it. .· · . · 

I hope to remove every possible misunderstanding 
by stating now that _the Swedish delegation desires 
that the coming examination may be as wide and · 
as extensive as possible. The Geneva Protocol 
of last year may be taken as 'the starting-po.int ~f 
the continued efforts of the League for arr1vmg at 
a final solution of the great -problem. But I quite 
a!!Tee with the view that the examination must not 
be limited to a critical survey of the special provi
sions of the Protocol concerning arbitration. There 
are other elements which ·may be ta.ken into-.... 
consideration. The French initiative, tending to 
an international treatment of economic questions; 
might, for instance,- give . new and . widened 
prospects even in the field of arbitration, and it is 
to be hoped that it will lead to successful results. 

Let me conclude by making this statement. 
From the ,point of view of the small nations, it is an 
absolute condition of the establi.~hment of any 
general system for the organisation of a stable,peace 
that arbitration, above all,. is the foundation of 
such a system. It was with a certain feeling of 
disappointment therefore that I beard of the 
limits within which Lord Cecil would confine 
arbitration. .A:n.y system which aims at esta
blishing security and disarmament without provid
ing for arbitration would necessarily be. founded \ 

. on shifting sands. Without arbitration the defi
nition of the aggressor would be made very 
difficult, if not impossible. 

Lord Cecil declared with some emphasis that 
the great eountry: he represents is firmly attached 
to the principle of arbitration and that- Gwat 
Britain intended to apply the principle from case 
to case. It is a great thing when a great country 
declares its adhesion to the principle ; but for a. 
small State not able to enforce its will it is "'f the, 

. most vital importance that arbitration should be 
applied not only from case to case when the Powers 
agree thereto ]?ut that the small nations can be 
assured in advance that all disputes, even those 
concerning the vital interests of the rulers of the 
world, will be submitted to peaceful settlement. 

The essential thing for the small . nattons, 
therefore, is that the League of .Nations· shall not 
abandon the movement in favour. of the -
development of arbitration. For the preBI'Int, 
we cannot do very much for security nor perhaps 
for dis!lJ'mament; but we have at least b!len able 
to provide for the continued examination of 
arbitration. The resolutions of this AssemfiiY will 
not, I think, give reason to complain · ofc too 
audacious action or exaggerated aspirations ; but 
I hope they will not fail to make their contribution 
to our progress towards a lasting peace. • 

The President : 
Tra118lation : M. de Palacios, delegate of Spain, 

will address the Assembly. : 

1\1. de Palacios (Spain) 0 
T~anslation : ~he Sp~uish delegation desires 

publicly to express Its gratitude to all the delegations 
present at the Assembly, !tnd more_ particularly 
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to the Chairmen of the First and'Third Committ~~ 
to M. _de Brouck:~re. who /resided over the Sub-

• Co~ttee of the Thir Committ~. and, in 
Pa.rticnJ!ar, to the Rapporteurs, l\I. Benes and 
~- RoJ;in, for the zeal they have shown in eonnec
tion With the proposal submitted by l\I. Quiiiopes 
de l.e6n during the general discussion with which 
the p!esent session opened. . 

You-already know the scope and purport of our 
p~osal. It was not a matter of explaining Spain's 
VIew: My Government, in signing the Protoool 
publicly proclaimed its attitude. In the opinio~ 
of the Spanish Government, the principles of the 

· Protoeol point to the right road. Dm:ing the last 
Assembly, however, the Spanish delegation. acting 
on instructions from its Government, had Blready 
had occasion to express doubts as to the system 
of special agreements. 

But circumstances now are different. · The 
. system of a general agreement is not feasible, but 

we have ·eonsidered the possibility of arriving nt 
the same result through special agreements. 'rhe 
proposal s..ubmitted by the Spanish delegation, 
therefore, 18 -an endeavour to express the opinion 

.-·held by all the delegations here present. Since the 
··introduction of the amendments, for which we have 

to. thank the authors of the :various proposals, I 
think I may say we have attamed om: object. The 
system of the trilogy, which I need not explain 
in detail, since ron are all acquainted with i., is 
once more eonfirmed in the resolu1iion which I 
trust the· Assembly will . unanimously adopt. I 
venture to hope that such unanimity· will not -
as' ooo speaker here expressed it - be merely 
official unanin)itr· I oonsider that the proposal, 
as now drafted, 18 sufficiently elastic to allow of 
ita adaptation to circumstances and to enable 
really effective action to be taken by the League. 

The amendments - fortunately few in number 
- which have been embodied in our proposal do 

· not effect ita actual substance. 
The Spanish Government thought that it might 

declare a war of aggression to be an international 
crime, since it made this declaration when signing 
the Protoeol. For reasons of a lega1 and politi('al 
cbQ~acter,. it wa.'l thought advisable to amend the 
woi-diug of this part of the proposal while leaving 

• the substance intact, and we accepted the formula 
that a war of aggression should be regarded as 
an iniJrnational crime. · 
• The prominence given to the principle of arbi· 
tration, which 'forms the subject of one of· the 
paragraphs of this proposal, is quite in keeping 

· with the Spanish Government's advocacy of these 
. methods; and the amendment - the importance 
. of which I fully realise - in the last paragraph of 
· the,.Spanish resolution, to the effect ·that the 

~Assembly, in eonformity with the spirit of Article 
8 of the Covenant, requests the Council to make a 
p.reparatory study with a vieW' to a Conference on 
:tlie .Reduction and Limitation of Armaments, 
witb.out~ waiting for the favom:able conditions 
necessary for convening the Conference .._,.. this 

. amentfn.ent, I say, represents a formula which 
:reool,lciles and harmonises the different views of 
various . .Aelegations. 

I .trust:that the b"berty accorded to the Council 
to decide when the vario~ preliminary studies 
shall begin will make it possible to carry on this 
work for the reali'.!ation of peace unint.erruptedly, 
avoiding dangerous side-paths, and adopting 
methods that will be really satisfactory. 

- · I agree, therefore, with our Chairman M. Hymans. 
that the sixth Assemblj, if it adopts this draft 

( f1lSOlution, · Will neither be at a standstill · nor 
going ; back it will be adapting the spirit of the 
League to the realities of international life . . ·. 

• The Pffilid~nt : 
TrGt18latioo ~ Does any other del!'gate wish 

to speak t ., · 
The .A.s.'!t'mbly hns noted the reports submitted 

by the First and ThiTd Commit.tet-s,. the texts 
of the draft resolutions submitted by tbe First 
Committee, and the joint d~ft resolution sub- • 
mitted by the First and Thifd ('()mmittees. I 
call upon the A&!E>tnbly. to vote on these draft, 
:n'tlolutions, whieh rE>ad as follows : , 

The Asa .. mbly, 
T11ki·ng nofe flf fAr cfcl•larafimht sublllifled ffl 

fAt Council ond fAll ARSMnbly or fAt LeagiiO of 
N llliOM in U'tpfr(!l of the Proloro for the Pacific 
Btftlmtml of lfllmtllfi&lllll Di.-tptll~ and of 
file /!WI fllal the enid Protof!OJ lias not up lo the 
pres~tnl f'fMt'M the mtifimtiOM fl('()fSSRr,v fttr., 
putting if i11to op~~rati&n im·medial~ly ; 

Cuntnnt'td tltat the moBt urg~tnt "~ of tlltt 
prt~ml timfl iB the re-11atablisllnletlt of flltduaJ 
0011/icf(lfiCII bthOIII!'Il flllti0118, 

DBelaring afr~ll tltat a war of aggre~tltion 
Bllfluld bo regarded Clll o-n internati011al critne, ' 

Regl.lf'dR fooourably the 11/lo¥1 tnacfll by 011rtain j 
flllliOM to oltain llt08e objef!U by ooncludiflg 
arbitratiun 0011Vnllimlll and trealilllt of tlltfltl4l 
BetUrily 0011ceivttt.i i1t 11111 epiril of tll11 Colltnant 
of the League of N atio1111 and in llonnlltly with 

· th~ principles of lhe ProtoooJ (Arbitrotion, 8~curity, 
DisaNIICI'IIIMI) l . 

Records lite ftWt illal tuoh agT(!fl'llletllll need . Ml 
be r~trickd to a li111itetl area but fll4'!1 be applifld to 
tltf. whole u•orld ; 

.R8commll'llcfa tllal, 11/ter thllllll 00111/tmtiotlll and 
treatieB llave been. dwp011ited w·ith tltiJ L~ague of 
N aliom, the Council altould ea:a·m·ine tltem in ordM
to report to tluJ BevMth ..4.BB~m bly on tile t'rogrosa 

• in • gll'IIBral BP.curlty brought about by auo/1 
agreemll'IIIB ; . 

Undertakes again to u•ork/or the establi8llmll'llt 
of peace by tllo BUTt! method o arbitration, security 
and d1"BM111ametll ; 

And, in cunfm"TTTily with the spirit of Article 8 
of tlle Covenant, requll8tB tho Council to make a 
preparatory study With- a view to a CO'Tifcronce for 
the Reductiun and Limitation of Armaments in 
ordcr thol, as soun as aatiafaclor1J ronditionR havu 
been CIIIB!Ired from the po,nt of view of genural 
seourity as provided for in Resolution XIV of 
the Third ABBembly, the Baid Conference mau be 
con.vened and a general redut1ion and Jimitation of 
M111ammts may be realised. 

Thll AB8embly, 
In view of the importance of making a thorough 

Btudy of the views whioll halle been earpressed in tl1e 
Aaaembly and tlle Oouncil on tile aubject of pacific 
Rettlement of international disputes; 

Cunvinced tllat Buch Btudy will• contribute to tlle 
de11elopme11t of a ayatem of pacifio aetlltment of 
international disputea ; 

Requesta tlle Council to 1ubmit to careful e~&OIIIlli· 
Mtiun tlle proposaZ.1 declarations Mid Bugge1tion1 
made at tlle .Asaembty Mid tile Counml with- a 11iew 
to pacifio 1ettlement of international diRputr41, and 
to uport to the 8ev~th A11embly upun the progreBR 
wMch can be made in tM1 matter. 

The AB8embly, 
Resercing the queBtion whether it ill at preaent 

desirable to embody in a MW general Convll'lllion 
the proviaionlt cuncerning compuZ.Of"!/ arbitration 
contained in the Protocol for the Pacific Settlement 
of International Disputlll ; . . 

RBeaUing the gtw.rantees pr011ideil in the Oovenant 
of the League of Nationlt: 
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Calls the attentian of States Members it !he 
League to the de,sirability, from th.e point of. mew 
of their security, of oonclud~ng pa~w!'lflr 
conventiom f;,r arbitratian or for the JudU"lal 
settlement of disputes. 

The rcsolu(ion,s were adopted. 
{· 

6n. - PROTECTION AND WELFAUE OF 
CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE : REPORT 
OF THE FIFTH COlniiTIEE : RESOLU
TIONS. 

Tile Presidl'nt: 
Translation : The next item on the agenda 

is the consideration of the report of the Fifth 
Committee on the protection and welfare of 

'children and young people. 
I call upon M. Sugimura, delegate of Japan, 

Rapporteur, and M. Gamy, delegate of Panama, 
Chairman of the Fifth Committee, to take their 
places on the platform. 

M. Sugimura, delegate of Japan, R-apporteur, 
will address the Assembly. 

1\1. Su!Jhnura (Japan) : 

Translation · Ladies and gent.!emen - 'l'he 
report and draft resolution submitted by your 
Fifth. Committee (Annex, Document. A. 98. 
1925. TV), ·on the question of the protection and 
welfare of children and young people are before 
you, and in order to save time I will not read 
them, nevertheless, I venture most earnestly to 
urge the adoption of the report arid resolution, 
and, in order that your hearts and minds may be 
better att;uned to this question, which- touches 
humane and moral issues, may I give you a brief 
account of its outstanding features Y . 

The soc.ial work of the League is sometime's 
criticised on the ground thnt it never leads to 
anything. People go so far as to maintain that 
the League should be primarily a political orga
nisation and should leave other international 
institutions or charitable associations to deal 
with hunmnitarian questions. Such assertions 
seem to me to be the outcome of a regrettable 
ignorance of the great successes already achieved. 

Since the League first began its humanitarian 
work, real and tangible improvements have 'been 
made in the systems and policies of civilised States' 

. concl'rning the traffic in women. The isolated 
measures of individual Governments have been 
supplement(>d by loyal and successful co-opera.tion 
and united action. I.dealists are no longer advanc
ing in open formation ; they realise that union i!l 
st.rength a.nd that solidarity is necessary to arouse 
t.he conscience of the world. 

Is not this fully proved by the fact that not only 
Rtates Membm·s of the League, but other civilised 
nations - pnrt.icularly the United States of 
America - have contributed towards this world
wide work by sending eminent representatives and 
by grunting gt~nerous subsidies Y It is gratifying 
to find that so many nations in the different 
cont.inent.s - nations of most varied customs, 
traditions, systems of morality and civilisations 
- have joined fo1•ces, with· that sense of the 
responsibility of the hunmn conscience which is 
the spiritual treaslll'e of all mankind. 

In the Advisory Committee the delegates and 
a,o;sessors have nobly devoted themselves to this 
common humanitarian work. They have endea
voured to cultivate that spirit of truc humanity 
which rises above nationality, creed or race. 
Indeed, the mom! and spiritual benefits of our 
work are even greater than its positive and 
immediate benefits; they h~ra.ld the dawn of a 

• 
new world. This 'light of conscience will a'_Vaken 

· all the peoples of the worl.d to a comprehensiOn of 
the high ideals of hu?l!tmty. . o • 

The I.eague, in additiOn to Its work m regard to 
the traffic in· women. has recently undertaken other 
work in connection with the protection and wel!are 
of children and young people. That, to m_Y !lllnd, 
is a great event. Those who have only :Wit~essed 
the sufferings of men . have. seen nq:Phmg- let 
tbem witness the suffermgs of women. But even 
those who have witnessed the sufferings of w01;nen 
have seen nothing : let them behold the snffermgs 
of children ! · - _ 

This the League has understood. ·It has a twofold 
task- that of keeping peace, the peace of to-day, 
and that of preparing the peace of to-morrow. 
Parents who neglect their children ~II never 
prosper. A nation which does not protect Its future 
generations is b_ound to fall. The I,eague; too, mu~t 
watch like a mother over the fate of future genera
tions which to-morro"~: will decide the fate of the 
world. - · 

To care for neglected children, to :tJri~g up yo~g 
people in the love of peace and JUStiCe, that IS 
one of the I.eague's chief tasks, and just as I look~ 
back to our past with real satisfaction, so I look 
forward to our future with perfect confidence. -

The President · 
Translation: Mlle. Vacaresco, rlelegate of Ron

mania, will address the Assembly. · 

l\llle. Vacarcsco (Roumania) : . 
Translation : Mr~ President, my. dear co!Jilagues 

- Since this is an age which demands that our 
speeches shall be ·swift - swift as electrical waves 
in the ether - I shall endeavour for a few moments 

·to borrow the thunderbolt and the lightnings and 
speak to you on a subject which is very near my 
heart and which ha.s already, in its main outlines, 
been defined in this hall. 

A woman never likes to mention dates, particu
larly whim they refer to herself, but I must admit 
that among the women delegates to the Assembly I 
am one of those who hav:e been here longest. 

I was present when the good and the wicked fairies 
gathered around the cradle of the Leagut. ~he 
wicked fairies predicted so much evil for the child 
that it was sent to live in the healthy air ofhospit' ' 
able Switzerland. · 

ashe shall be deaf", said one fairy; "blindol', sai«1, 
another, and they all pronounced a malediction 
which really went beyond all 'bounds. "She 
shall be dumb"; they said. But we have given 
daily and striking proof that they were wrong. 

I. have, then, seen the gradual rise of the League, 
I have seen thA varying countenance of its annual 
sessions; a countenance glowing with ardour, 
merging graduallly into a countenance of wisdom;/' 
a countenance now betraying anxiety and now 
suffused with triumph ; but always tui:ned towt~.re~ -
the breeze that blows from the open sea., towards 

·the winds that are wafted from Heaven. • 
I assure you that when pessimists and detractors 

bring their tales to me they find they hav~~made 
a mistake. I have seen the radiant "modera citv 
of our dreams emerge slowly from· the mists in 
which· the scepticism- of some and the indifference 
of others sought to plunge it. I -nave Eeen its 
buildings grow in strength and its so~called Utopias 
rapidly become powerful realities; · 

Utopias they called our work on opituil and our 
efforts to break up the white·slave- traffic; and 
yet we have been able to save so many victims of 
t~a~ baneful drug and to \)rotect so many would-be 
VIctims: We have been laughed to scorn ; it has ' 
been sa1d that we should soon find ourselves drifting 
like abandoned hulks on an ocean of harmful 
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' . 
liquor_ or ~uried under an aval~nche of that soft 
and diabolical snow-cocaine. 

A Utopia they ,called the Committee on Intt-1-
lectual Co-operation, and yet this Committee has 
already achieved noteworthy results in many parts 
of the world. In my countrv-to mention onh· 

, one ~tance-;-where Gov_ernffient help will he•so 
· l'ffect!ve, It IS t_hrough. ~tellectual co-operation, 

and unsle~ !Jle gmdance of mtellectual co-operation, 
that the Ideals of the League, and a kel'n desire 
~o see the League's prestige enhanced, are spreading 
UI our_ schools and training future generations 
who will understand these ideals and live up to 
the~~!-. Throughout the whole country, from tht> 
medical student to the law student, from the public 
school-boy to the pupil teach~>r, from the Yillnge 
schoolmaster to the town schoolmaster •. all are 
learning to think in terms of the world,· for the 
welfare of the world in general and human thought 
in particular, .llnd are teaching others to do so. 

"Intellectual co-operation !" they sneered, with 
that irony with which ignorance i.~ wont to obscure 
the troth. And yet, true to their traditions as the 
meeting-ground of dreams and deeds, Paris, the 

-~ City of Light, and Roine, the Eternal, have eagerly 
accepted and kept aflame the torch which the 
_League of Nations h.eld out to them. Roon, in Paris, 
houseg in a French building, the Institute of Intel
lectual Co-operation will begin its universal life 
in an international atmospli.ere and will enjoy 
to the full that freedom in taste and that taste for 
_freedom which have always been charack•ristic 
of the great French nation. · ,,. 

FurtJler, the League has undertaken,, before the 
world, and I might almost say before Heaven, 
the· magnificent, the sublime task· of succouring 
the unfortunate. When, in all its youthful ~trength, 
and bold in its compassion, it came into being, 
there were eyes that turned to it, the eyes of the 
masses-who with common inspiration were seeking 
the light of life ; the unfortunate set their hopPs 
in the League. and the fortunatP- who after 
all are merely those condemned to a more refined 
form of suffering - looked. to it for sympathy 
and help. -

The poet has said that to be admired is nothing, 
to Jle Javed is all. It is not as a subtle politician 
or as a legislator that the League of Nations will 
be loved. It is - and I trust I shall offend no one 
in saying so - by the work of your Fifth Committee, 
.your cHealth Committee and your Committee 
on Intellectual Co-operation that you will gain 
the w<'rld's affection. 

These are the organisations which have earned 
for you your vast, your marvellous popularity, 
of which your adversaries, and even many of your 
friends, are still unaware. 

Pltaise be to the Leal!'lle for these CQmmittees! 
In a statement displaying a breadth of vil'w 

and practical ability admired by all, the British 
dslogate, the Duchess of .A tholl, told us of all 
the thought and care bestowed by the .Assembly 
on. thi.~ question- of the protection of children 
which the Fifth Co=ittee has had transferred 
to it," bodily and not without difficulty, from its 
nohla birthplace, Belgium, in order that it may 
be raised to the high status or a _League organisatim:... 

I heartily .concur in all the views e"Ypressed by 
the D1UJhess ·of .Atholl, whose knowledge of Par
liamentary:· procedure and whose prestige as a 
Minister, combined with her charm and her great 
ability, ·have won all our· hearts. ·· 

We should remember, too, that when the time 
is ripe, .when the right Rtage has been reached. 
when .fresh -needs have arisen, the question of the 
protection- of children, though it. will no~ -qui.t i~s 
ancient home, though it will still remain wtthm 
the province of the Committee where it :first saw 

the light, must inevitably, and in natural course, 
be drawn into the sphe:rt' of intt>llectual co-opera
tion. The psyt•hologicnl moment will come when 
intellectual co-opN·ntion will have t.- take the child 
in hand. the hour "when stream and rivull't meet", 
when prot~•tion alon{' will not be enough, wlum 
WI" must teach as well, an.I this can be donl''through 
the intellt>ctuul ('O-opt>rntiou .tnon•ml'nt., which 
beps in constant tom·h with sl'110ols and institu-
tions in l'Wry country. , 

But to this, we arp tnld, tht•re m-e t.wo objt>t•t.ions. 
WP !U'f' told tlmt tht> t'ommith•l's may ov!'rhtp, 
though that dun!!t•r, 1 think, is n•mot!'. \Ve nt'l' 
also toltl thut if th!' invl'stigutions m·e h•o d••t-nill'd 
and th!' ('Ounsl.'ls wt• give nre too dirt•t•t, nntionnl 
sov('n•igntit•s nm~· hl' infringt•tl. 

('Prtninly we shu II alwny~ and in nil t•in·umstnnt'l'S 
def<'n<l our own nutiorml sov!'roigntv. t.Jmn whit•h 
nought is dl'!ll't'r to our hcnrts. It.'is t.rnto thnt· on' 
all oc('usions 1'\'I'T\' country, wlwtlll'r n 1\h•mlwr 
of the Lt•ague or 'not, is hi•th t•nt.it.h•d nnd hound 
to oppose nny nttt•mpt. t.o intt•rft•n• wiU1 thi~ t•stn
hlisht>d I'ight, thl' st•nJH' nnd signifii'IIIH'I' of whi11h 
a.r!' more fully rt•ru~:ni~l'd hl'fl' than in nny otlwr 
centrl' of humnnnrt.ivity. Hut. to t•rt•rt t.Iw thlngl'r 
of it• infnll'tion into 11 bnrrit•r t.o Jll'ngrt•~R would . , 
surl'ly be cnnt,mry to our unnnimnuM tlt•~<irt• thnt 
the prott•r.tion nffordt>d to t•hildrt•n shoultl lw 
inrrt>n<e!l nntl I'Xtendt•ti. Frnnkly, I t•nn Ml'l' no 
si~rn• of su('h n dnn~rer. 
.. As rPgnrd~ th!' fir•t objtmtion, 1 ncvPr rtlllll'lnber, 

during t.he whole of my six yonrs' npprl'nt.it•nshlp 
here, hnvin~t found any st1riouM iust.nnml of ovcrlnp· 
ping. On th11 contmry, I htwe nlwnys ntlmh·l'll 
the sound jml~:ment tlisplnyt•d and t.lw smooth 
manner in whiuh qtwstlons luwt~ bt~f\n tmusrorrt•d 
from one of th""" Commlttni'H to it.s sish•r Com· 
mittee, whetlwr to be consolhlntt•d or to b11 trmtt.t~d 
from a new stnndpoint or to htW!' t.llllh' t•hartu•lN' 
stamped more indtJlihly upon tll(\m, 

To return to national sovt>rtll~-tnty. I am nfmld 
we are all a litt.lf' over-sensitive on thnt point. 
Ra.fe within tho fortress of the Covonnnt., lt is surely 

. so well dt~f••n<led that aircraft themso)V!IH could 
not fly over it without Invisible wingA. Y 11t 
there are regions hight~r thttn thoRo into which tho 
boldest aviator would ven t.ur11-rrgions to which 
the League of Nations alone is permitted to srmr. 

In any case, can it really be cu.llod iuturft1ronce 
in a nation's private aff11.irs if we II.Hk lt whothllr 
its children are growing up in the way they should 
gof 

Is it impertinent to enquire whu.t are the needs 
of those poor little ones, those fragile beings who, 
if they were snatched from vir,e, from crime or 
from death, would become good citizenK, men 11.nd 
women worthy of tho namef Are we abuHing the 
rights which compasKion and love of our neighbour 
give us when we say : We who are wont to look 
into the heart of thin~ts, we rail to them, ~~~~so 
poor, frail, little ones? We see t~em _drrrtm_g 
aimlessly, with tottering stPps, beanng lD therr 
veins perhaps some terrible hereditary taint. 
We hear them weeping bitter tears in the d11.rk 
night, beside the laughter and t.he toys in the happy 
nurseries they have never known. · 

We meet them, lonely, wan and hagrrard, in the 
swarming by-ways of cities, holding on~ their h~nds, 
into which ·the pas~er-bv places the mite of pity
yes and also the wages of sin. Tattered, fever
racked, what do they know o! life save its bitter
ne~st They cower and tremble: ahove all, they do 
not understand. And it is this unconscionsne8s of 
the crueltv of fate, this dreadful chil<llike ignorance 
of the world, which should wring our hearts and 
move us to compas~ion. The child born for the 
Jiuht born to be surrounded by protectors, the child 
with' its littl€1 hands and little feet ; it stumbles, 
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it falls, it is picked up. But what if tbere•is no 
one there to pick it up, the child, the s~ar-crow~ed 
child hope of our hopes t Are we wrong m watehmg 
with 'heavy hMrts for the ills that follow in the 
wake of the warf Are they not so many that, when 
we try to remedy them, we know not whither first 
to turn! ., · 

Think, too, of all tht problems that stand as 
lions in our pat!\eoonomic problems, problema 

. of raw materials, problems, therefore, affecting 
oitr daily bread, the problem of maintaining peace 
and rebuilding hearths anrl homes. 

The whole world, the human soul itself, is simply 
a vast humming hive of industry. And in the 
phantom-ridden whirlwindin which we arc striving 
to prevent the shipwreck of the alliance we dream 
of establishing among the peoples, the races, the 
nations of the world, are we to forget the child:-

' the child whose fate since the war has become 
a matter of international duty? 

Here the population is too large, there too small. 
Here child-culture, a science still in its infancy, 
is unknown; there children are put to work at 
an age when the frail structure of their limbs is 
not yet set. This is more particularly a matter for 
the International Labour Offir.e. 

Then there are the child-emigrants of whom 
the Duchess of Atholl spoke, terrified infants 
carried rtway on long mysterious journeys ; chi!-

. dren abandoned at every milestone, children 
left sobbing by the frozen wayside where the 
cross-roads meet., a legion of the lost, sent by 
their parents to an unknown fate. We are answerable 
for them all, we are laying up a vast burden of 
'debt to them, and some day they will come and 
claim .their own with usury. They will claim our 
very s.ouls if Wl' fail to savP them, soul and body. 

I will say no more. We are not here to while 
away the hours ; idle talkers who never pass to 
acts. ~'he Assembly furnishes constant proof of 
the contrary. We implore it to continue and 
deyelop this movement for the protection of 
ch1ldrcn. Apart from the weight which its decisions 
will add to our recommendations, apart from tl~e 
s~ms alr~ady provided, money is coming in and 
Will contmne to come in, and with it good-will 
nnd the zealous work of the Advisorv Committee 
is an earnest of still ]Jetter work We know the 
~eague will not abandon this, the noblest of all 
1ts tusks. Not in vain is it set on the shores of 
a lak~> . through which impetuous waters flow 
a lake wh!c!l is both the image and cradle of th~ 
league, ludmg undPr the calm, pure milTor of its 
surface !Lfid ~tornal . cur:ent. of world unity and 
wo~ld-w1de .Pity, whwh 1t mmgles with the waves 
of 1ts own Imperishable destiny. 

The Prl'side~lt : 

Translation : If no one ol8e wishes. t.o spe:tk, 
I shall P?t to the ~ote the resolutions proposed 
by the F1fth Com1mttee, which read as follows : 

I. The Assembly expresses its approval of 
t~e work accomplished by the Advisory Commis
SIOn for the Protection and Welfare of Children 
antl Youn11 People: It desires, at the same hrne, 
to empht_~S'Ise the mew expressed in the resolution 
of th~ fifth Assembly in 1·egard to child ~oelfare, 
th~t the League can most usefully concern itself 
With th~ sh1dy of those problems on whick the 
c~mpanson. of . the methods and experience of 
diffc~rnt coun11·1c.•, consultation and interchange 
of VIews betw~ell the official• and experts of dif
ferent c~unl1·1cs and international co-operation 
m~K be llkely to assist the Governments i11 dealing 
WI such probltmiS" · The Assembly thereiore 
hopes t~at. the O,ommisS"ion will not lose sight 
of the lmnts of ds competence as. tliUs defined. 

. ; 
o The Assembly is also of the OJiinio~ that i.t 

ix desirable that, when collabm;_at~ng mth oth~r 
()rganisations of the League of ]'. ~ttons, the 4dvt
SMY Commissum should conf~t to Resolu.tw~ 4 
of the fifth Assembly on the subJect of duplwatwn 
of WMk. 
• II. The Assembly, : 

ConsidBring that the Cou·IU:il, in accordance 
with a resolution of the fifth Assembly, • invited 
the H ealtk Organisation of the League to consider 
any measures within if.s competence whick it 
would be desirable and practicable .to undertake 
fM the proteeti011 of children from the hygienic 
point of view ; and . 

Convinced of the importance of this fMm of 
child. welfare work: . · 

Derides. to reque/lt the H ealtk Organisation to 
investigate infant mortality from the point of 
view of feeding in infancy ; 

Requests the Council to instruct the , Health 
Committee to undertake this int•estigation .and 
to enquire into the aflvisability of constituting 
a sub-committee which would be able to call upon 
the co-operation of specialists in various count1'ies 
in qu88tion8 concerning child hygiene ani which' 
would be requested to initiate the investigation of 
this and of any other questions connected with 
chilrl hygiene the consideration of which might 
be deemed expedient. 

The resolution& were adopted. 

66. - REDUCTION OF ARMAMENTS·: MANU
FACTURE OF ARJ\IS, OF Al\IMUNITION AND 
OF IMPLEMENTS OF WAR: REPORT OF 
THE THIRD COJ\1!\UTI'EE: RESOLUTION. 

. The President : 
T~anslat_ion : The next item on our agenda is the 

cons1deratwn of the report of the Third Committee 
on the reduction of armaments (manufacture 
of arms, of ammunition and of implements of 
war). 

(At the invitation of the President M Nif8chitch 
Chairman of the Third Committ~e, ~nd M. Guerrero; 
Rapporteur, took their place/1 on the platform.) 

The President : • 
~ 

Translation : The Rapporteur, M. Guerrero, 
delegate of Salvador, will address the Assembly. 

M. Guerrero (Salvador), Rapporteur, read his 
report (Annex, Document A.I09. 1925. TX). 

_The President : . 
Translat~on : Does anybo~y wish to speak on .., 

the resolutiOn before us, wh1ch reads a& follows : -

· . . ~he 4ssembly adopts the declarati~n ins;, ted 
~ !Is Ftnal Act by the Conference for the Buper 
vuwn of the International Trade in .tlrms and 
Ammunitill!l and in Implement.• of War wltif!h mrl 
at Geneva m. May and J_une 1925, declarin~ that 
the Conventwn concerntng the Supe?'lJision of 
the I"!ternational Trade in Arms and Ammunition 
and tn !mplement.s of War "mmt .be CO'f}llidered 
as ~n tntp~rtant step towards a general system 
of tnt~~twnal ~greement.s regarding arms and 
am"!'-undton and tmplement.s of war, and that it i.~ 
destrable that the international aspect of the manu
facture of such arms and ammunition and imple
m.ents of war receive eerly consideration by the 
different Governments" · · 

The · fis~embly invit:s the Council to continue ' 
the prel1mtnary work on the subject of the CO'IItrol 
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of 'th~ private manufacture• of al"lm, ammu1~ition 
and tmplement!l of tear so that a draft C01wentit.m 
may be pr_enared as speedily as possible and that 
the Oounml may sum~~~~m a·n international C~mfe
rence w ccmsid~R" it, if possible. before the ,W,rt 
Assembly. · 

• It iB of opinilnl thaf the 00-Q'p"atinn • of a 
~eprest11tatt11e of the Umted State~ Government in 
t7!.e prfliminary teork for 'this Convtt~~fion iB indis
pensaole to the succes!l of the C~mftrence and 
begs the Council to invite the said Gortm~mt.mt to 
co-operate auoon as it consider!! such a sf"'P po.•Ribk 

· The resolutilnl was a"dopted. 

67.- REDUCTION· OF ARliA:\ID;TS: YEAn
BOOK OF GE..~ERAL AXD STATISTICAL 
L.~FORMATION ON MIUTARY, NA\'AL A.~D 
AIR ARliUIEl\"TS : REPORT OF THE 
THIRD COllliiTTEE: RESOLUTION. 

The PrPsidrnt : 
Tran•latim : The next item on the agenda is 

the discussion of the Third Committee's report 
on the question of general and statist.ical informa
tion on military, naval and air armamenta. 

The Rapporteur, 1\I. Guerr11ro, will addrl'~R the 
Assembly. 

' M. Guerrrro (Salvador), Rapporteur, read his 
report (Annex, Document A. 108. 1925. IX). 

The President : ., 
Transl"tion : Does anybody wish to speak on the 

resolution, which reads as follows : 

" 

The Assembly declares that the Year·Book 
of General and Statistical I nfol"lnation regarding 
the armaments of the 1•arious countries is of great 
assistance in connectiQn with the w"rk for the 
reduction and limitation of armament.~, and it 
trusts that the Secretary-General will a"ange 
for the continuation and ...nlargement of t!&i8 
publication 011 thf lines laid dQWn in the resolution 
of the fifth Assembly. 

·~ The resolution was aiWpted. 

68.- PROTECTION OF WOli&V AND CJIILOU&V 
m IN THE NEAll EAST: REPOUT OF THE 

FIFTH Co:\lliiTfEE RFSOUJTIOXS. 

The President : 
Translation : The next item on the a9enda is 

the consideration of the Fifth Committee s report 
on the protection of women and l>hildren in the 
Near East (Annex, Document A. III. 1925. IV). 

(At the· invitation of the Presid...nt, M. Garay, 
.. "aelegate of Panama Chairman of tile Fifth Committee, 

and the J)uchess of Atholl, ilelegate of the RritiRh 
Empire, Ra_pporteur, wok their places Qlltheplatform.) 

"!be Pre~ident : 
• Translation : The Duchess of Atholl will addreMs 

the Assembly. 
, T\le Duchess of Atholl (Rritish Empire) (Rappor
teur) :. - Mr. Pre8ident, ladies and gentlemen
The report which I have the honour, in the name 
of the Fifth Committee, to present to the Assembly 
has been distributed to the members and I shall 
ask the Assembly to consider it as having been read. 
As the report is nocessarily somewhat official. 
perhaps some delegates might be inclined to think 
it a little Anglo-Saxon in its brevity, and I will ask 
your permission_ to supplement it with a few words. 

~ 

"First of allr with regard to tl1nt part of tl1e work 
of thl'l Committl.'l' for the Protl.'et.ion of Women 
and Children in the Neur East whieh is l.'arried ' 
on !\t Constantinople, I htwe "<.1 report that the 
Fifth Committee hns lf!nrn~>d with dt'ep 1'\',gret that 
thl're is a possibility thnt Dr. Kt>nnedy mny not b!' 
abll' t~ eontinul' U1e gTl'at work whieh il~> und Miss 
Mills hav~> ll('{'ll doing for so1~e years nt the L~Jaguo' 
of Nations "Nt'Utml House". 1'-houltl Dr. KNmedv 
confirm the n>si!!mltion whieh we undl'rstnnd ·he 
hns offel'\'d, the Ct>mmit.tt'l' f!nrut.'st.IY trusta that 
this will not afft•ct the l.'ontinnatitlll of n work 
which it T't'!!l\rds as of gn>nt vnlue. The Committt>l' 
thl'refore asks thl'l Assf!mbly to vott' 11- sum of 30,000 
frnnl'8 fnr this work nt l'onstnnt.inople. 

With I'l'!-'nrd to the work l.'nrrit•d on by l\liss Jt>ppl> 
nt Aleppo, I wish, if I mny, to impl'\'SS upon my 
fellow dl>lt'!!llh's thl' VHY !!I'I'at intN'tlst whi11h is 
takl'n in this work hy th~> wonwn of my eountry, · 
and, I believl'. by the womt•n of mnny ot.lwr · 
countries as Wl'll. A fnrmcr sp~>nkl'l' this nft<>l'noon 
has spokt>n of t.ho suft't•rin:;:s of wnmt>n nntl of t>hil· 
dren. I wish to say quite frnnkly that. mnny wnnwn 
in Greut Britnin know of no Wtlllll'll tllld no t•hildren 
throughout the wholo wol'!d who luwo so grl\nt. n 
l'laim on the sympathy of tho l\lt•mbt•rR of t .ie 
L~agul'of N ntions tiS th.,~o unhappy Arnwninn wonwn 
and children whom Miss Jt>ppe huR ht•<Hl trying tn 
help at Aleppo for the p11..~t fnur ytHil'R, Tho l~ll'th 
Committee thort'foro "'lmrds this work ns n 
very essential and a vt>ry valunhlt1 nul'. 

Let us admit, however, thnt this work is tlifl'it•ult
this work of holping to fl'oo Arnwninn wonwu and 
children who uro oupt.ivl' in tho honws of nnot.lwr 
race. Let ns ndmit that it is work whit•h rt•qniri'H 
to be executed with grl'at tat1t 1111rl d istn•t•tinn. 
I th~>refore oravo tho indulgt•nr.t> of tlw AHHt•mbly 
while I briefly 1.1xplain to yon som" of t.lw prirwlplt•N 
on the basis of which l\liNs Jeppo tlirN·ts thiH work. 
She carries it on through agl\nts t<Ktahlislwtlln vm·itms 
districts betweon Al~>ppo and tho 'I'urkiNh fi'Onl.lm·, 
in any diRtrict. so far as the fnndH ut hor diNpoKal 
permits, from whieh it is to ht• I' X ped<'rl tlutt 
fugitive women and children nmy coml•. 'I'ho duty 
of t.heRe agents is to assist the fngit>iVtlS to cHoapn. 

The firHt point that I woultllikc to imprt•~H upon 
the Assembly is that th~>Ho agPnf.H Nl'ltlom or novor 
cross the TurkiNh frontillr. 'l'hl'ir work iH earriud 
on within mandnted territory. 'J'ho Kl\1'111111 point 
that I would like you to rtlmt•mhl'r iH tlmt MiHH 
Jeppe only assists Armoniun wornnn anti ehildrun, 
not womun and ehildr·en of any otlwr rru•r•. I r · 
an Armenian wonum cmnl's to thu frontil'l' llmmrn
panied by her children, chilrlrt>n whom sho h11K 
borne to a Turkish or a KurrliHh fnthr>r, MiHH 
Jeppe refuseR to take those nhildt'f'n, who nre 'rurkiHlr 
subjects. The children muKt go h11r•k to tlwir 
father and the mother muHt go with tlwrn unii'~H 
she i~ ready to be Kll]I!Lmterl fmm lwr• drildren. 

The third point that I would like to aHk you f o 
bea,. in mind is thu.t no Armrmian woman iH fH'I'HHilll 
to come. MiHH ,Jeppe only ldH it he known, in thoHI! 
mysterious wayH in whieh rwws pHreolntr•H in 
Eastern countries, that at AIPppo tlwre iH a lwuw 
founded anrl maintainr>d by the J,r•ague of Xat.ions. 
a great body that Hl'llkH, KO far aH it ean, to lm a 
father to an orphaned peoplr., a home wlwre, if 
unhappy Armenian womrm and children ran reaelr 
it, they will he warmly weleonwd and lovingly 
tended; that they have a very great chancr>, 
through this home, Of being ri'HtOrf!IJ fo thr>ir 
relatives from whom tlwy have so long heen 
separated and that if they should unhappily he 
unable to hear news of their relativeH they will 
not be abandoned b•rt will be helped to earn their 
own livings. 

Those are the three points which I would like 
to ask members of this .Al!sembly to bear in mind 
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ns to the principles upon which this work is ba~en. 
With regard to that last point-that Miss Jeppe 

never abandons a woman or child who comes t_o 
her but seeks, if ~be cannot restore them to therr 
friends to give them such training as will emt~le 
t!1em t~ be selfci!UPPOrting--it wa~ in eonneetron 
with that aim that Miss J eppe last year founded 
an Armenian village. " 

The Fifth Committee clearly understands that 
in· future all work of that kinj], all colonisation, 
will he done by the mandatory Power, and it relies 
on the representatives of that Power to allow such 
of Miss ,Jeppe's protege~ as- are not able to rejoin· 
t.heir. relatives to E>arn their livelihood in any such 
villages or colonies as ·may he established hereaf~r, 
because the Armenian women passionately desrre, 
having recovered their freedom. to live near their 
own people. 

'i would like also to urge on the Assembly the 
~'Teat need that. the Fifth Committee feels for 
prosecuting this work as long as. possible and for 
proseeuting it with the greatest vigour possible. 

I think we all recognise that this work cannot 
be carried on for ever. It is ten years since many 
of these women ancl children were, in the moving 
U. "Jrds of a member of. the French delegation last 
vear dragged from their hearths and homes and 
handed over defenceless to their oppressors. As 
the years have passed on some of them have 
died with broken hearts, others have died from 
laclc of care in illness, others again may . have 
become resigned to their fate or hopeless of escape, 
yet others may have children .a.nd may feel that 
t.bey do not wish to leave them. 

On the ot.her hand, as the years have passed, 
1\liss Jeppr.'H work has become better known, 
J.,'l'Ntter confidence is now felt because of the work 
which she hns aecomplished in the course of these_ 
y~Jars in which she has been at work- and this 
is rather an important point to remember- Miss 
Jl'ppe has got into touch with more and more 
Armenhtn families scattered throughout the various 
countries, so that. she is to-day in a better position 
to put the fugitive Armenian woman in touch 
with her relatives than was the case two years ago. 
In my view, one of the most successful features 
of Miss Jeppe's work is that she has been able to 
restore to their friends about three-fourths of the 
fugitives who have come to her. _ 

1 would remind you that last yea.r Miss Jeppe, 
in snhmitting h!'r .report to the League, spoke 

,':Jf 5,000 or 10,000 women whom she thought it 
might be possible to rescue in the next fom or 
five years. To-day Miss Jeppe speaks of a much 
smaller number. She speaks of 2,000 whom. she 
thinks she could save, though possibl:v it may 
take two or three years to accomplish' the task. 
I venture to urge upon the Assembly the neces
sity for doing everything possible in the coming 
ye~1r to enable Miss Jeppe to get into touch with 
as many as possible of the~e 2,000 women who 
!JlllY wish to enter her home. A year or two hence 
1t may he too late, the opportunity tnay have 
passed. In any ea11e, 2~00 is but a fraction of the 
number which liiiss Jeppe estimates as Jiving 
under the conditions of virtual slavery or of 
humiliation and outrage. . '· 

The Fi(t.h Committee, therefore, ca.rnestly hopes 
that the Assembly will vote the credit asked 
for to enable this work to be eontinued with the 
t,'Teatcst po~sible thoroughness in the comin"' year 
and the Committee relies on the great 

0

Powe; 
undt>r whose authority thi~ work will be carried 
on to continue to give to Miss Jeppe the encou· 
ra1-TCnwnt and support which has been of great 
assistnnc!' to her in the past. 

It is unnecessary for me to appeal in this matter 
to my f~llnw women delegatE's. No woman, happy 

in her freedom, the cfreedom to live in her own 
country, in her own home, surrounded _by those 
whom she loves, can contemplaje With~mt a 
shudder the lot of these women and children .. 
To my fellow men delegates I would only say that. 
I k thE'm for one moment to compare the lot 
of ~hese women, these. children, _with the. lot .of. 
their own sismrs, their own WIVes, tJ;tCll",. own 
!laughters, and I have no doubt what the~[·. an§wer 
will be · , '« !•r;· 

I the~efore have the hononr, in the na!Tle of the 
Fifth Committee, to submit to the Assembly. the 
following resolutions : · 

L The .Assembly apprQVes . the reports sub
mitted by Dr .. KP1r1nedy and ~11' Karen ,J~ppe. 
It exprea~es its high appre.matwn of t~e work 
th!Py and their assistants have accomphshed. 

2.. Whereas the Commission for the Protection 
of Women and Children in the Near East set 
up in fulfilment of the resol1~tio~ l!dopted ~y 
the first wnd second .Asse"!bl~es t~ tn practt~e 
composed of two distinct mtsswns tn Constantt
nople and in Hyria_ r_espectively, the . 4ssembly 
decides that tl~A~se mtsswns shall be dwtded and 
that separate credits shall be voted to Dr. Kennedy 
for the HNeutral House" at Constantinople and 
to Miss Jeppe for the protection of women and 
children in Syria. 

3. The Assembly de~ ides that the. "Neutral 
House" of the League of Nations at Constanti- · 
nople shall r,ontinue fm· another year. Should 
Dr. Kennedy be •.maN~ to continue· his p1·esent 
appointment, it invites the Council to take Gall 
the necessary measures for the continuation of· 
this work. · 

4. The .Assembly decides that, under . the 
supreme control of the Power whicli holds a mandate 
in Syria unoler the L~ague of Nations, Mi.~s J eppe 
will continue for another year her work for the 
protection of women and children. It requests the 
mandatory Power to continue to give its aid an(l 
patronage to Miss Jeppe. 

5. The Assembly decides that the sum of 
45,000 francs shall be allocated for the work of ]If is&.. 
Jeppe and the sum of 30,000 francs for the 1.&rk 
of Dr. Kennedy during 1926. . 

.A 1·eport on their work will h~ submitted by them 
to the seventh .Assembly. o 

The PresidPnt : 
Transl«tion : Does anyone wish to speak Y 
I put the resolut.ions submitted by the Fifth 

Committee to the vote. 

The resolutions were adopted. 

i I" 

69. - ERECTION OF ' Al'i ASSEl\IBLY .. HALb .. 
Al~D OF ~~EXES FOR THR.USE OF 
THE SECRETARIAT : REPOI\i. ;()F ,-HE 
FOURTH COl\ll\IITTEE : RESOLPTION.•. 

• The President : 
TranslaUon : The net item on the-"agenda ·is 

the discussion of the Fourth Committee's r~ort 
on the construction of ali Assembly Hall and of 
Annexes for the use of the Secretariat (Annex, 
Document A.U6. 1925. X). 

(At· the Pres!dent'.• im>itation, M. da. . Costa 
(Portugal); Cha~rman. of tlre Fourth Committee 
Baron Lehmann (Liberia), Chairma,n of the Sub~ 
Committee, and M. Rh•eillaud (France) Rapporteur 
took their plar.es on the platform.) ' ' 
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The President : 

Transl.atiori: -The· Rapporteur will addreas the 
Assembly. • 

M. Reveillaud (France), Rapporteur: • 
Tran-!lation : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 

_ --..!n order to save time, I beg those delegates who 
ar': spee!apy interested in the construction of the 
bui!Y~:Dgl.'indly to refer to the written report I have 
submttte~. on _behalf of the Fourth Committee. 

___ There t,lie>J. will find full details and also the 
,reasons whtch. prompted. the ~ettlement proposed 
by the Co~t~tee for this delicate question. 

Th':Y·- mil find. one point which is somewhat 
technical to explam to the Assembly. I refer to the 
arrangement we have made to carry forward thE' 
large credita neede~ for ~his w~rk over a sufficiently 
large number of financial penods to avoid placing 
too large a burden upon .our budgeta at one time. 

Here are t?e conclusiOns of the Committee's 
report : As, m -the architecta' opinion, the sum 
voted Ialit year by the Assembly and the land 
placed at Our disposal were not adequate or suitable 
for th!'l constr~ction ol' an. Assembly Hall, the 
Committee considered that. m vif\w of the urgent 
necessity· of erecting this Hall in the immediate 
neighbourhood of. the Secretariat, only one site 
was at present smtable for thiR purpoRe namely 
that on the other side of a street which the' delegate~ 
know very well and along which the tramway 
passes, the street which ends at the Quai Wilson. 
This site· is thus partly adjacent to the present 
offices of the Secretariat. 

At the end of our report you will find a sketch 
in which the site in question is shaded. 

The frontage of this site upon the Quai Wilson 
is greater than the present frontage of the Hotel 
National· on· the same Quai, even if the Armleder 
property is included. The site is therefore very 
suitable for the !'rection of a building such as we 
might have in mind. 

This property is known locally as the "Chdteau 
Banquet". It extends from the Lake to the rue 
de Lausanne and has an area of about 46,000 square 
meters,· whereas .the area of the site which iH the 
property of the League is about 13,000 Rquare 
'met#rS; 

In that respect, therefore, W.fl shall be able to 
cover all possible requirPments even in the distant 
future. .. -- · 

'Phe Committee definitely proposeR. that you 
should purchase the site and approve an eRtimate 
not exceeding two million francs for the purchase of 
the site, eight million francs for the erection of the 
.Assembly Hall, and 1, 700,000 franc~ for the ncces· 
s:u-y extension of the offices of the Secretariat, which, 
after careful examination, has been approved by 
the Supervisory Commission. 

If you agree to this scheme the arrangement 
suggested :is as follows : The International Jury 

.,. ~>f Archi:t~ts which it was decided to form last 
year will meet immediately after the .December 
sessioo ·.qf 1!J,e .Council, that is to say, early in 
Janua:ry;:'_'J'h}s Jury will decide upon the estimates 
anl1'the conditions of the comPP-tition, which will 
b@ a great international compet-ition open to all 
the ME~mbers of the LE)ague. 
· From six, to· ejght months will be necessary for 

_the plaris to be drawn up, and for plans to reach 
here_from the most_ distant countries. 

_.By making ·all -possible -haste, and barring 
Ullforeseen ·contingencies, you will, I hope, have 
the satisfaction of being able to . conduct your 
proreedings in your own building by September 
1928, ·but I am afraid :mot before. 

I have given -all these details because a section 
of thf;l Committe--.an extremely important RE'Ction, 
considering the names and the standing ot those 

• 
cohcemed- felt tlmt it would be unwise to take 
a hasty decision which would prevent us sellin<> 
the Hotel National ot• finding a site which would 
perhaps be more suit<lble. . ., 

Your Committee su~ts that, us it is impossible 
for tbt'l Jury of .Arehiteeta to m~ct befot>t> next
January, you should utilise the intervellin!t period 
to put !he Hott>l Na!ional 11'!-J for public sale. ' 

In thts way, the wtshes of those who fnvour this 
method of ~o.h·ing the question will be met nn<J the 
procedure wtll bE' as iollows : If t-hl' Secretariat 
does not receive an acliE'ptable offE'r, our main 
dellision will remain, that is to say, the mwE'ssm·y 
st~ps will be taken forthwith to bl'giu work on t-he 
Pictet site, to whit'h I l'l'fcrred just now. . 

If, on the other hand, it is found possible to st,ll, 
1\ small Commit.t~>e. which will be appointed by t-he 
Counoil, and will probnbly be compost~d of dt>ll'l-\"ltt-t•s 
who have att1.1ndefl t.his ANsembly anti thN·t•ftn•e 
know what is wanted, will re·l.'lmmine the whole 
problen~ and will be able to comt~ to a RJIE'olly 
conrlus10n. 

Before conchulin)l", I ventm"l' to make two rt•nuwlts 
which, I think, nro appoNite bt~enuNe tlwy oxplnln 
why we .nre asking";\"'"' to vote 1111 Ute Conunit.tt'O 
sugg1.1sts. 'rbe firRt i~ thnt the t•rt~t,tion of n nl\. ~ 
ht1ll and its IUJnt>xl's has bf!t'n ~rent.ly ndvnllot•d 
by the fnct tlmt at the end of 192-~ wo hnd a budgt•t; 
Rurplus of ten million SwiMs fmMs. 

'l'hose who hnve not (llosely followetl the t'attht•t• 
t.echnicnl disou~•ions of our Oomrnit.tl'l' HillY hl' 
inclined to r!'gaml this fortunnt.c tlllll JICII~IIIps 
unforesef!n ciroumstmwe ns duo to t.ho tiOillbhwll 
efforts of the St~cretarint, to whom [ nm huppy to 
pay. n trihut11, the 8Ujlt'rViHory (lnrnrnissinn, 
prestrlell over hy our ernlnl'nt coilt'IIICIIO, M. OHIIHky, 
and the l<'onrth Commltteo as a wholl'. - 'J'IwHo 
1.1fforts hnve lndet!d been crownml hy HlWt'tlHH nut! 
have ensm·tld the good utlmlniKtmt,inn of our 
finnnc.f!s ; two yenrK ago M. 1\lottn lmhl 11 high 
tribute to them, nnd it is quit-e rilltl. t.hat. tlwy 
should duly be made publlt•. 

Novertht'less, this surpluH Is lnrgoly dun f,n tim 
payment by certnin Statt's of oontribut.ions In 
arrears. I am convinced that the r1111l Higniflonnco 
of these large pttyments of nrrt>arH IK t.lmt tlw 
scepticism of the fir~t yeur, whieh uffeutod even 
the budget, has bAt•n HIICCCCded by j UHI.er llOIJC!'p• 
tion of the political and moral value nf t.lw [,eugut•. 
Hence the general eugernoHM of the nnt.ionH to pny 
their share of the annual expenHIIH, which, ·thou~.eh 
a somewhat materialist.ic way or E'xprt>KHing what . 
they feel, is neverthefoHs a welcome t.okou of th11ir 
confidence in its deHtinieH. 

I now come to my second ob~t·rvat.ion, whieh 
indee<l I made ye~terflay. Although WA of tho 
Fourth Committee usnnlly. scrutiniHo with ruro 
even the smallest of the credits we ure nHked to 
approve, not a sirtgle mombt•r quf'stionerl the need 
for a new Conference Hall. There waH no suggeHUon 
to adjourn the matter, nor wuH there any CJIWHtion 
as to thE' rlesirabilit.y of keeping the permanent 
seat of our J.!'aA'Ue at Genev'l. 

Before t.he eHtimnte of 11,700,000 franeH- mm'A 
than double that grante1l luHt, year- was pasHod, 
it was debated, at great length und point- by point, 
at the numerous meeting~ of tlul Sub-Committl'c, 
and the competent organH were called upon to 
submit all the relevant data; but what I Hpeeially 
desire to say now is that in adopting theHe eHtimatt•K 
we rejected everything that waH in the nature of a 
makeshift. The ehief concern of most -of th!l 
delegates waH rather that our eff orta should lead 
to the erection of a hoildin~ worthy of the League. 

If the budget speeialists tl1emselves, with their 
dry-as-dust minds, have surrendered, need WI' seek 
further proof, or is it too much to conclulle that, 
in the opinion of those who have come and seen, -
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• the J,pa~rtw, even without, wait in~ for a _houke 
built of stone, has won for itself a sanetuary m th!! 
hearts of a II! . 

i\Iay I now rea(i) the ~hort resolutions with whwh 
our rPport concludes and on which you will be 
HRked to vote : a 

" t. The Asscmblp approVf!H tile report of its 
Fourth Committee on the erection of the Assembly 

Jl all and A nnex('H .for the 8em-etariat, and votes 
for this purpose a credit of 11,700,000 fra!tfs, 
made up aa follows : 8,000,000 for the erectton 
of an AssemblJ! Hall, 2,000,000 for the purchase 
of the site, and 1,700,000 for the Annex to the 
present Secretariat building. 

2, The As9r:mb/,J! invites the Counril to appoint 
a Committee to report to the Counf'il, should the 
building at presrmt oceupierl h?J the Heeretariat 

· be sold within the period and unrler the conditions 
laid rlown in the Fourth Committee's report, 
whether any changes as regards the sclectinn of 
the site and the arrangement of the various buildings 
ahoulrl be made in the decision adopted in para
gl·aph l of the pre,11_ent resolution. 

.., Thr l'rl'sidrnt : • 
Translution : M, Motta, first delegate for Rwitzer

lund, will addrr~s the ·Assembly, 

1\1. 1\lottn (Switzerland) : 
Translation : Mr. President, ladies and gentle

men-Switzl'lrland, the seat of the League of 
Nations, is especially glad f,o see the re~olution on 
which tho Assembly is about to vote. I wish to 
r.onwey to you tlw gratitude of the Canton and City 
of Geneva and also of the Swiss ConJederation. 

I am sure that the solution you have reached 
t-akes due account of all the interests involved. 
1 wish to offer my sincere thankg to the Chairman 
of the Fourth Committee and the Chairman of 
the Sub-Committee, but I espE-cially desire to 
mention the distingttished Rapporteur, who hae 
ltpplied himself to the examination and solution 
of this quPstion with all his sense of justice and 
equity and his great liheral-mindenness. 

.My hope is that the new building will prove to 
be the tangible evidence of the confidence we all 
share in the prosperity of the League and the great 
future that lies before it. 

The President : 
<" Tra!IRla.tion : If no one wishes to ·speak on the 
draft resolutions submitted to the Committee, 
I shall consider tho rl'lsolutions adopted. 

Tho reRolutinnv u•ere adopted. 

70. __: WLL.\1101\ATION OF THF. PUESS IN 
THE OIUiANISATION OF PEACE: UEPOUT 
OF THE SIXTH COJ\IMIITEE : UESO
LUTJON. 

The l'rt•sidt•nt : 
Tra1Wlati<m : The nPxt item on the aaQnda i~ 

·the report of the Rixth Commit.tee on the Colla
boration of the Press in tho Organisation of Peace 
(Annex, Document A. 114. 1925. VII). 

(At the ilwitation of thv·Presidtml the Rapporteur 
.11. H!!111an.•, delegute jol' Belgium. dnd the Chairma~ 
of the .'iliJ:fh Committe~, 11J. O·iterrero, took their 
places 011 t/tP- platform.) 

~1. llymnns (BPigiulll) 
1'ranslatiml : 1\Ir. President, ladies 11-nd g~>ntle

men -I have the honour to be the Rapporteur 
of the Sixth Committee, which has examined "the 

Chii1an delegation's fmggestion that a <:o=~e 
of experts should be summoned to proVI~e f?r t e 
eo-operation of the PreP-S for the n!garusa_tion of 
peaee. I will now read the resolution which the 
Sixth Committee a-sks you to adopt : 

''The -AssembJy, - ; 
"Considering that the I?e~s eons~futes. !he 

·most effective means of gruding publi~ op~uon 
towards that moral disarman;tent. which IS ~ 
concomitant ct~ndition of matenal disarmame!lt · 

"Invites the Council to consider the ·desira
bility of convening a oomn;tittee of e~perts 
representing the Press of the different eontinent;s 
with a view to determining methods of contri
buting towards the organisation of peal'.e, 
especially : 

"(a) By ensuring the more rapi~ and ~ess 
r.ostly tranRmission of Press news With. a VIew 
to reducing risks of international =under
standing; 

"(b) And by discussing all technical pro
blems the settlement of which would be con
ducive to the tranquilljsation of public opinion." 

As you will see, the aim of this resolution is to 
enable the League to help the P.ress with a v~ew 
to perfecting its technical methods, and promoting 
the work of moral disarmament and the organis
ation of peace, to which the Press can lend such 
powerful aid. . 

From the outset, this proposal was sympathe
tically received by t.he Assembly and by the Com
mittee which examined it. 

The Press is a great power, which has already, 
if I may say so, a permanent seat on the League. 
But like all great powers, it is very jealous of its 
autonomy and independen<'.e• There is therefore 
no intention of destroying or restricting the free
dom of discussion, the freedom to guide opinion, 
which is characteristic of the Press, and without 
which it eannot . subsist or serve any useful 
purpose. 

It is therefore proposed that the Assembly should 
simply invite the Council to call together, when 
it considers it opportune, a Committee of Exp,ert~J.> 
to examine all the steps necessary to introduce 
improvement~ in ·regard to Press information, 
to co-ordinate its action and to help it in it-s 
arrangemeJlt-s with the various Government-sofor 
the despatch of news, telegrams, etc. _ 

It is essential that the -League should in no way 
seek to organise a semi-officiaJ press for its own 
propaganda. The Press must remain independent; 
all we desire is to help it. 

With this object the Sixth Committee, of which 
I have the honour to be the Rapporteur, has adop
t1ld the text I have just read, which the Assembly 
is now asked to ratify. You will understand, I 
am ~ure, without further explanations 011- my parlrj ., 
the. Idea which your C'mnmittee had in, mind, and 
which so fortunately led to the step .taken b~ the 
Chilian delegation. . " ,,; · 

The President : 
Translation : M. Plaisant, 

will address the Assembly. 

. ., 
delegate for France, 

l\1. 1\Iareel Plaisant (France): • 
Tran.~lation : Mr. President, ladies and gentle

men·- The French delegation gladly accepts the 
Chiliau delegation's proposal to call toaether 
a Committee of Experts with a view to perf~cting 
the organisation of peace b~ means of work done 
on behalf of and by the Press. · 

I must first of all congratulate the author of this 
brilliant suggestion, the Cbilian delegate, and 
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M· Hymans, who gave it SPecial prominence in 
his report. • 

But t~ere is.oone thought that at once occurs to 
us : Is 1t posSible that we, who have onlv existed 
for a. few years as a League of Nations should 
already be able to give advice to the Press 'with its 
age;long traditions' At this moment wh~n it has 
~splayed e-ye!Y solicitude on our b~half, when it 
1s eTer 1tr1vmg under diverse circumstances to 
thro~ more a~d more light upon all our work, 
our first duty lS to pay it a tribute of !!fatitude 
for the invaluable help it has alreadv aff~rded on 
behalf of peace by guiding us and extending to us 
its warm sympathy. 

But the Press to-day makes deinanrls and hus 
the right to demand even more. ' 

The Press has not only stimulated our work 
but is it-11elf a creative force, and has more tha~ 
once initiated those acts of intrenid darin~> which 
are omens of new promise and forerun~t>nl of 
progress. 

· International in composition, diverse in charactt>r 
varied in talent, the Press may well be said 
to delineate the characteristic genius of each 
individual nation, as revealed in•our di•cussions. 

But it must also reveal us in an atmosphere of 
impartiality and spiritual unity which should 
show that the League has but a single soul. 

The proposal submitted to us will greatly 
simplify the task of the Press, abolish present 
difficulties, facilitate its methods of obtaining 
information and transmitting news, and, lastly, 
ensure a widPr dissemination of the thoul!'hts 
ande ideas which are broadcast here as from the 
world's most public platform. 

In our opinion. if the Chilian proposal leafls to a 
meeting of experts open to all. it will have served 
a most useful purpose. But do not let us forget 
that freedom is the very lifeblood of the Press. 
Our political history is as it were the outcomt> of all 
the vicissitudes which have followed upon the 
victory of the written word. 

There is. therefore, no question whatever of this 
Committee. being able to interfpre in any way in 
the affairs of the Press. The Press lives in frpedom 
and must develop in freedom. 

- o BQt we may hope to remain more faithful to itN 
echo if we possess every means of giving purity 
and strength to its voice. We shall then be able to 
say that we have worked with it, just for as long 

o as i~ bas never ceased to work for us. 
We are here as delegates .of our Governments, 

and similarly the journalist~, who represent public 
opinion, may be said to be the delegat.es of the 
outside world, and by their assiduity and their 

. activity, extending as it does beyond the periods 
when we meet, they constitute a kind of permanent 
assembly of the League. 

Let us hope that the Committee which is about 
to meet will give greater resonance to this echo, 

"' Will extend the scope of its influence, and that the 
Press, through this vast concourse of mindR, will 
also contribute its share of concord towardH the 
wo~lt. of peace. 

The Pre~ident : 

.Translatiool : I call upon M. Yanez, delegate 
of Cbile, to address the Assembly 

M. Yaiiez (Chile) : 

Translation : ·on behalf of the Chilian delegation, 
1 accept with great pleasure and profound gratitude 
M. Hymans' lucid re11ort, which is a model of 
wisdom. 

This report waR unanimously accep~d by ~he 
Sixth Committee after a long and most mterestmg 
debate. I am convin<'ed that its adoption by this 

A~embly will mean the bt>ginning of a new era 
for the <'on~<'it>nt>e and idt•ns ,of tht> world. , 

I ha~-e now only t~ express_ m~· thnnks to 
ll. Phusnnt for thl' tr1bute he wns kind t>now•h 
to pay to th~> C'hilinn dt>lt>glltion nnd to myst>)f. " 

Tht> Prl'sidt•nt : .. 
Tmu.•I<Jii~>u : If nobody w.sht•s to speak, I will 

p~1t. to the vote the rt•solntion proposed b~· qu! 
Sutb Committee. whit•h l'l•nds as follows : 

Thr A.<srlllbiN, 

Cousi<ln·i113 llwl II•~ I'l'rss •~•u8lillllr•s lht• mo.•t 
ejfrclil•t 111<'<1118 of g11i<liug Jlllblit• llpiuion lllW<II'tls 
lh<1l 111<11'111 <lis<ll'lll<llll<'lll wlu't•l• is <I t~lllt'Omilolll 
<"<lll<lition of llltlkrit~l distll'llln lilt' Ill : 

Im·itt·s thr Coltlwil Ill <'U11sitlr·1· t/11• tl,.•im/Jilill/ 
tlf COIII't'llillq fl t"llllllillt•t of t'.I'Jit'/'18 I'I'Jli'<Wt'llfi~·~/ 
thr l'l'e.•s of lht• tliftc•·•·ut '"llliut•ul.v 11•il/• 11 1'1·,,,, to 
<idrl'111i11i11g 111t'lho<ls llf •~•ull·ibuliug lt~~l'lll'd.v lh•• 
m·q<llli.•nlioll of p<'<l<'<', e.vpt~·ltllly : 

(u) 8.11 t'IISIII'illg lllf 11101'~ r<l!•id nut/ It·~•• <~>NI/11 
lrtul.otmi.otsion of Prt•ss ut·uw with 1ll tti~u' to rrdltf; .. 
i11g ri.•k.v of iult'l'll<llimtttl mi.vu,idr•twluudiuy; 

(b) .-ltl<l by tli .... ,_,,,;"!l u/1 lt't•lulicttl 1"'',... 
/llems lhr sdtlt•llt<'lll of ll'hi.-!1 ll'<lltlrl /u• t•nutlut•it•<' 
lo 1/w ll'nllf[lli//isulinu n/ pub/it• opiuiu11 

Thf resoluti<JIIIVn.v ndoplrtl 

71. IXTEI\XATHIXAI. liUNICII'AI. <:11-
0I'EIUTHIX: llEl'tHl'f tW TilE Jo'IJI'I'II 
CO:\UIITTEE: IIEStlLliTIOX. 

The l'rt•sitlt•nt : 
Translntion : 'rhe nt•xt ilt•m on tht• lll{tnHla lH tltt• 

conMideration of the Fifth ('onunlUt•t•'H rt•pm•t nn 
int.ernntional munit•ipul t•o-opt>l'ut ion (Amwx, 
Documt•nt A.l:.!!U !1:.!5.1 \' ). 

(At the invitation of the l'r•·•hlwt, th~ Chairmtlll 
of thf Fifth Committt·~, JI Utlftt,ll (l'ttlllllllll) mul tlw 
Rapporteur, 1ll. Al'ramol'ilt-h (Kin(fdom of tlw 
Serbs, Croat• nml 8lovnte•) took tlu·ir pltlf'fW on 1/11' 
platform.) • 

Tho Prrsldt•nt : 
Translatitm : l\L A vramovitr:h ( Kinj.(rlnm of t.lm 

Serbs, Croats and t'llovenoHj' will ud<lrt~ss tho 
Assembly. 

l\1. Avrnmovltt·h (King<lom of the S!!rhs, CrontH 
and Slovenes) : 

Tramlation : l\lun~ important auhj1mts huvo 
been discussed during thiH AsHmnhly. lndoml, 
the importance of the work, the vitality of the 
League and the loyalty of the Members aro proved 
by the eagerness of the various dt:legutions to make 
some contribution, j!'reat or srnaU, to the huilding 
up of that great edifir.e, the League, by 8U omitting 
resolutions, recommendations and suggestions to 
the Assembly in ordi'r that the Leii!,''Ue's aims uml 
ideals shall be made known. 

With this idea the Cuban deltJgatinn tabled a 
proposal before the fifth Assembly for international 
municipal co-operation, th11 object of which is 
to spread from country to country buth this ideal 
and also that of international co-operation in 
general. 

As the report is before you, I shall only give a 
brief summary of it, trusting that those who 
have not read the report have bPen made acquainted 
with the question by the d<•legates who took part 
in the Fifth Committee. The }JToblt•m is a. very 
complicated one, and formed the subje<·t of long 
and intere~~ting discn8llions in the fifth AHsi'mbly. 
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All delegates werll in agreement as to the prin~iple 
invo)vl'll, but a number of objection~ were raJsed, 
the speakl'rK expJtssing a fear that the ~eJ_"Y ~m
pll'xity of the imhject might Jea.d .to o:lJffiCultJe~. 
It~ srope, therl'fore, had to be hrnJU:d. 

This vear tM Fifth Committee, wh1ch had been 
in~tructed to consider the question, noted a reso
lution adopted by the fifth Assembly to the Pff~ct 
tl\at the matter should he refe!T~d to the f;ecretanat 
for examination, and asking the Secretary-General 
to submit a report to the sixth Assembly. .Th,e 
Fifth Commitu~e has studied the Secretariats 
r1•port, baR imbjected the qnesti~n to further ~on
sideration and bas made cons1derahle progwss. 

During 'the discussions in the :Fifth Coll!mittee, 
ct•rtain delegations again expressed t~mr fears 
that inter-municipal action might poss1bly lead 
tc. encroachments upon the national sovereignty 

, . of individual Htates and might prove objectionable 
to Governments. Moreover, there, is already a 
eerta.in amount of unofficial co-operation, apart 
from the work carried out by the technical organi
sations of the League. It would be better, they 
said to co-ordinu.te this than create new organs 
o..r r~n the risk of overlapping. 

While, therefore, approving in principle the 
motives aetuating these suggestions the Committee 
thought it unnecessary for the present to embod_Y 
them in too definite a form. It concluded that 1t 
would be better merely to submit to the Assembly, 
in the form of a reMolution, 11 summary of the 
various principles agreed to by the Committee, 
laying partieul~~:r stress on the fact tb11t in~erna
tional co-operatwn, based upon the co-operatiOn of 
municipalities in variou~ countries, though a que~
tion of the greatesl; interest should never be allowed 
to overstep the bounds of national sovereignty. 

As J. have already said, I think that this new 
and lofty idea for promoting the well-being of the 
eitizens ·of the whole world, an idea which is 
esslmtinlly in harmony with the spirit and tradi
tions of the League, is bound to meet with your 
approval. 'J'he Assembly, therefore, will, I trust, 
approve the following draft resolution, which I now 
have the honour to submit : 

"The Assembly, 

"Endorsing the report on International Muni
cipal Co-operation, submitted by the Secretariat 
in accordance with the resolution adopted by the 
fifth Assembly on September 20th, 1924. 

"Decides to call the attention of the different 
Governments to the advantages which close co
operation, national and international, between 
the municipalities within the strict limits of 
national sovereignty p1•esents from the point of 
view of the aims of the League of Nations ; · 

"And requests the Council to· authorise the 
technical organisations of the League to give 
favourable consideration, so far as they may find 
it practicable to do so, to requests for assistance 
or co-operation addressed to them by the various 
non-official international organisations which deal 
with municipal questions." 

This dmft resolution, as submitted to you by the 
Pift.h Committee, is, I think perfectly cleRX, and I 
hope it will meet the views, both of those who 
desired to extend the scope of the question and of 
those who thought it should be restricted. 

::>orne of us may feel that the resolution does not 
go far enough but it is n mistake to ask for too 
much at a time and insist upon the immediate 
acceptance of new ideas, no matter how import.ant 
they may be. 

As Lord Cecil, the British delegate, said this 
morning, we must always, before submitting and 

• 1 · • oonsider whether they are supporting reso utions, 
feasible. · d bt that tlltl sole purpose 

There can he no ou d h · to · 
of any fresh idea. zealously advo~~ alfu~u~h I 
serve the cause of the League, u ' . th t we 
a e~ with the representative of France a e 
nfrist attack this question boldly! I would v:en~r 
to suggest that it also calls for mrcu~~~~~~~0~· 

The PresidPnt : 

TrOhlslation : M. Lugo Vina, 
will address the Assembly. 

M. Lugo Viiia (Cuba:) : 

delegat.; ~f ·cuba, 

TrOhlslation : l'lfr. President, ladies and gentlemen 
_ The Cuban delegation desfl:es . to rel!eat ~he 
declaration which it made dunng t~e disc~RSion 
· the Fifth Committee on the questiOn of lhter
~unicipality, and to define afresh!.and beyond .all 
possibility of doubt, what exactly IS ~he underl~g 
idea and the real scope of its suggestiO~ eoneex:mng 
the much-discussed subject ?f mternational 
municipal relati?ns and co-operatwn. . 

I desire, before entering upol! the subJe~t, .• to 
thank the President of my delegation for appomtmg 
me to interpret our views, since I was the promoter 
of this scheme and .its advocate in Europe and 
Ameril"a. . · · . ·· 

Inte.r-municipality, as described by me in a number 
of speeches and as defined and advo~ated by ~he 
Cuba.n'delegation, is, in actual ~act, s1mply a km.d 
of supplement.ary diplomacy wh1ch, bound up as Jt 
is with one of the organic factors in the consffi.tu
tion of the State. can only come into play as an 
auxiliary factor In St.ate administration. ·Inter
municipality, as thus understood, can ~ever be 
prejudicial to national sovereignty, but IS rath11r 
calculated to extend it at home and abroad. The 
Cuban delegation solemnly declarPS - as it has 
already declared in discussion in the Committee -
that by .reason of this very fact such a movement, 
placed under the guarantee and control of the State, 
would be quite beyond suspicion, and would· cer
tain! y not make for disintegration; because, in 
view of its subordinate character, it can never gQ 
outside its proper sphPre of action. In the compli
cated machinery of public administration, inter
municipality is not intended to .promote isolated 
aetion, which might in some cases be· hostile to 2r at 
variance with State poli<'y. Its sole purpose is to 

· contribute, in a supplementary and dependent 
capacity, towards the promotion and development 
of national a<'tivities, always within the natural 
limits of these act.ivities or in the va.~t experimental 
field of intPrnational interchanges. 

Municipalities, which · are the real framework 
of each nation, reflect within their urban limits 
practically every aspect of national life. With 
urban development, which is becoming increasingJ..v 
complex and intense, there has sprung up a new "' 
science, ''municipal science", and a new need, 
that of studying and where desira.ble pr6fiting 
by foreign experience·. • " 

These two aspects- the one purely S<'ientific 
and the other essentially practical - show tfiat 
municipalities are not simply traditional adminis
trative institutions governed by precedent. They 
also constitute a powerful factor. in national' pr-o
gress and expansion. Some municipalities to-day 
act as administrators for populations greater than 
that of whole nations, and, if these nations, in 
order to maintain their development on a level 
with that of other countrie~, need the experience 
acquired through international <'Ontact. naturally 
these great modern towns !U'e obliged Continually 
to reorganise their methods and municipal 
procedure. 
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Jntf.'r-municipality, which le~ds to the interchange 
of tl'chnical information and improvements, is 
essential to nri>an and hence to national progress. 
Such intf.'rchange, which is still informal, must 
in fntnre be properly organisf.'d. That, then, is 
the purpose of inter-municipality, which 008 no 
o!_:liects outside the limits Qf administrative life. 
Therefore, all reservations which may bl' made 
any•mis!lvings which may be felt, are removed 
by thf.' ·indisputable fact that inter-municipality, 
in order to develop, must be a movement colla
borating with, and assisting, the State and its 
sovereignty, which it claims neither to lessen nor 
deny. . 

The Cuban delegation, however, is satisfied with 
the discussions which have taken place concerning 
its proposal, and I, as author of the proposal, 
share that satisfaction. 

The agreement at -which WI.' have arrived, and 
which is embodied in the present resolution, ~r
tainly does not represent the full ideal to which 
inter-municipality aspires. .Inter-municipality, 
however, is only in its infancy, and it must not 
and cannot hope t.o arrive at perfection in a day. 
The investigations and enquirie!l to which the 
Cuban scheme has given rise have served to acquaint 
nations with the work accomplished by the Union 
internationale des Villes, which pr,omotes inter

. municipalitv by intercommunal correspondence 
and the exchange of iliformation at congresses 
in .which the town councils of different <'Ountries 
meet. They have also served to reveal the value 
of the· scheme and will make its realisation prac
ticltble in the near future, if, as I hope, the recom
mendations bontained in the draft resolution suh-

. mitted to this Assembly, after having been approved 
- here, are taken up by the Governments l\:[embers 

of the League. The League is a promoter of reforms, 
generous ideas and new ideals, and, among these, 
inter-municipality may one day reach a stage 
at which it will help to make those experimental 
international interchanges, which have already 
bernn to be organised on a more satisfactory basis 
by"' the League,. the surest and most lasting factor 
in international harmony. · 

Moreover, the various proposals submitted to 
'\his-Assembly suggest a means for the universalisa
tion of the League - the logical o~tco~e of its 
demo.cratic spirit. It must .be our obJect ~~ future 
carefully to instruct the masse~ regarding _the 

• exi!ftence of this legal and somal organisation, 

in order that they may form a COl'l'ect estima.te 
of its composition, ideals and purpose, and may • 
support and I'Ontribute toward' the development 
of its noble activit ie8. · . 

No organisations Mn contribute more effel'-tively 
to the attainment of this object thntl uu~municipal
ities, whil'h form the dh-ect link hetwt•en the Stu.te • 
and the masses, which ctt\lN•t m1d synthetis(l 
their aspirations nnd dett'rmine the gt'neml tl'l'JHl 
of new ideals. Thus guided by the St~to~ t110 
municipnlities, ·. iu conjum•tion and in h1U'mony 
with thl' Lcngue, t'llD lllll'SIIe n prog-re,•:Uve a.n•l 
demot,ratio polit•y whereby the itlt11~ls of t·ho Lenguo 
will be implanted in thl' verv · eonscien~e of tho 
masses. · •. 

Having thus dt•fim1d our nt.t.itudt•, it only l'l•nmins 
for us to acknowledge the wol<'ome nt•oorded, to 
our great Mtisfnction, in three t•onst'cutive Asst'~l
blies, to the sul(gt>stion submitt.t•d by Onh1~ nud now ·~ 
placed by the Lt111gue undm• tho snft'gmwd of t.ho 
nationalsovel'l'ignty of tmch of the Stntlls l't'pl'l'St'lltt>d 
here. 

Till' Presld~nl : 
. ~ 

Translali<m : I put to t.ha vot.t' the rcsolut;ltJII 
proposed by Ihe Fift.h ('ommlU.t•l11 whiuh l'l'lltiH IM 
follows: 

Th~ A ssem bl !1, 
E11tlorsi-11g 111~ rtpol'l till llllt'l'llulio111al M1111ioipul 

Oo-opt.>ratima, s-ubmitletl by II•~ <'lr<trt•lm-iat -i-11 aot•nl'· 
tltmo8 1oith lh~ -resolutioll tltlopltrtl b[/ tlw / ijlh 
Asse·mbly 011 Reptrmbt•r :lOth, 1 O:l-l : 

Deci<les to call th~ nllttllliotl of ll1tt tliJ/crt•lll 
(/ovm•ntmii!'IIIB to the atlVtiiiiU{/fH tt.1flit•h tt/OSII 00· 
operation, taatiolltll ami ·i·ntt•rmlliomd, bttlll'eOII 1111' 
7mmicipalitiea witllin the strict li11!ita of tlt!tiont~l 
sovert.>ig·nly preae·nts from the poml of ltWW of 
th~ aims of t/18 League of N t1lio11H t 

And -re~11ests the Oollnl'll to a11tl10rise tl1e ltt(•/llliUIIl · 
e>rganiaahona of the LetiOIIe to .uit•~ ftii'OI!rable 
cooltridcralion, so far as tl11l'[J ?IIII!J/mtl Jt praollon.bltJ 
-to do so to reques/.11 Jor aNHIRia11<J~ ot' co-opttmh on 
atldresse;l to them by tile vario11H noll·ofli.oilll 
inl1'1'1111tional organiantioiiR wlliola tlmll tvill1 'llllllli· 

t:ipal q-ueatioiiH. 

The-resolution wus atlopletl, 

The meeting ·rose 111 i .1\J p.m. 
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- 72. - ALLOCATION OF EXPENSES OF THE 

LEAGUE: REPORT OF THE FOURTH 
COliiDTTEE: RESOLUTION. 

The President : ·Ladies and gentlemen - I 
r' have, up till now, in order to expedite the proceen

ings of the Assembly, mostly made use of the 
French language. As a homage to my fellow 

members of the British Empire and of tho Doml· 
nions beyond the Seas, I shall speak this day the 
language of the majority of my own Canudlan 
compatriots. I stated \Wit y11ar thn.t Cannda was 
the only nation in this Assembly whiuh hns tim two 
official lan!,''Uages of tho Ll'ague of N atlons. 

The first question on the agenda is the consilio· 
ration of the report of the l•'ourth Commlttuo on 
the Allocation of ExponRos. (Annex. Doc. A. 1211. 
1925. II). I call on th~:~ Rapporteur, 1\1. Ctlrl 
Enckell, dtllegate of Finland, and tho Clmlrmnn of 
the Fourth Committee, Dr. da Costa, dnll'l!llto 
of Portugal, t~ take their piiiCI's on t.lte platform. 

(Dr. A. da Costa (Portugal), Chairman, and .M. Carl 
Enckell (Finland), Rapporteur of the .l<'ourt/1 
Committee, took their placeB on the platform.) 

The Presitll"nt : I call up on M. Enckoll, Rappor
teur, to address the Assembly. 

J\1. Enektll (Finland), Rapporteur: 

Translation: Mr. President, ladles and 
gentlemen - I have the honour, on behalf of the 
Fourth Committee, to snhmit to the Assembly thl' 
report on the allocation of expenses drawn up by 
His Excellency M. Adjj.tci, my nminent Japanese 
colleaguo, who, to his great regret, ill prevented by 
indisposition from speaking to-day. 

In 1924 the fifth Assembly adopted a resolution 
requesting the Council to ask t.he Committee on the 
Allocation of Expenses, presided over by M. 
Reveillaud, to continue its res11arches, with the 
object (in view of the dillicultit>s of drawing up a 
definitive scale at a time when the nchange 
fluctuations were so pronounced) of preparing a 
fresh provisional seale to be submitted to the l 926 
Assembly and to come into force as from 1926 for 
a period to be decided upon. 

You know from . previous discussions how 
delicate and difficult ha.~ been the task entrusted 
to the Committee on the Allocation of Expenses. 
I am glad, therefore, to have this opportunity of 
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• . . 
f. 'ng thr trihnre paid hy the. Fourth Committbee 

con 1mn . d ·mpartial work done v 
to the conscientious ~n I •'th the able 
1\1. Reveillaud and hiR ~lleagurs, "I 
assistance of t;he Secretariat. . 

I ha~ been along these lines that. the .Al.locat~on 
Co~mJttee, on the request of suceessJve .Asaembhes, 
has pursued its work. 

The budgets for 1923 of all the 54 1\Iembe~ 
States have heen analysed and all "abnorma 
<terns" of expenditure elimin~ted. Un~er normal 
items of expenditure are mcluded · _Dt>fe1_1ce, 
General Administration, Financial AdiJ!imstratiOn, 
Justice Posts and Telegraphs, Colomes, E~no-

. Administration Public Works, Educat.IDn, 
C~c h Health So~ial Administration, PensiOns 
an:f'~i~cellaneo~s items. The various items h~ve 
been grouped in different ways by the _AllocatiOn 
Committee after converting the n:;ttiDna! ~ur
rencies into dollars so as to form a s~ries of ~ndi~S 
which could guide the Committee. m makmg Its 
decisions. The Allocation Comm1t.tee, ho"Y'eve~, 
as it indicated in its last report, did not fmd It 

ossible to employ these indices with any sort 
~f mathematical precision nor claim that t~ey 
alone constitute by any means an unerrmg 
guide of capacity to pay. ; · 

M Reveillaud explained at length to the S~b
Com~1ittee the various difficulties with which 
the Allocation Committee was faced. Thus some 
States are much more highly soc~alised than 
others with the result that the magmtude of cer
tain items of their expenditure !S a IJ!easm·.e rather 
of their social policy than· of their natiOnal mcome.; 
in some countries a greater part of the total a~I
nistration is undertaken by the central and m 
others by the local governments .. To com_pare 
the various budgets of a federal w1t~ t~e smgle 
budget of a unitary State necessarily mvolved 
a number of highly technical problems, some 
of which are scarcely solvable. Finally, the ex
changes of the world are ev.en now by no m~ans 
stable and were subject to still greater fluctuatiOns 
in the year 1923, w~1ich was the y_ear t.aken by 
the Allocation Committee as the b~sis of Its wo~k, 
so j;hat the conversion of the natiOnal curr~~c.Ies 
into dollars unavoidably entails the possibility 
of error. 

The Allocation Committee endeavoured, there
fore, to check the preliminary concl~sions to whi~h 
these budget figu1•es seemed to pon?-t, by certam 
other economic data- the productiOn of cereals 
and minerals, international trade, etc. The eco
nomic data however, no less than the financial, 
were found 'to be open to a number of objections, 
although no doubt of certain value as a corrective. 

But I would remind the Assembly that the 
Allocation Committee, after so many years of active 
and patient study, in the p_ossession now of ~o great 
and varied a mass of eVIdencE>, bas aeqmred an 
experience and knowledge which enables it to sift. 
its evidence with special !kill and to speak with 
quite exceptional authority. · 

Some delegations have enquired whether it would 
not be desirable to publish the data on which the 
Allocation Committee's conclusions were based; 
but I think that the Assembly will agree with me, 
in view of what has just been said, that such a 
procedure would be more likely to lead to confusion 
than eulightenmE>nt. For it is impossible for the 
casual reader or even for the careful student of all 
this m!llls of data to know the particular weight 
which should be attached to this or that figure or 
to apprehend the considerations which induced 
the Committee, after so many laborious sessions 
devoted to this subject, to attach particular 
importance to this or less importance to that set 
of farts. 

' 1 would also remind the ;As~mbly that t~?. seal!> 
of allocation now before It Is not a _rectll?-c~ton 
of the old scale but is ~a sed • 01_1 qmte diStinct 

rinciples. The reduc~wn which . was made, 
fherefore, in the allocati?n of ~rtam States on 
account of the devastation which was ~uffered 
during the war disappears. That reductil'n ~as_, 
made on the ground~ that ~he former aiTo~ation 
was based on indices of pre-w~r we~Jth, which no 
longer applied to those countries which had mate
riallv suffered during the w:ar. The present 
allocation, on the other hand, IS based, as I h~ve 
already indicated, on post-war . data, which 
automatically reflect the losses which have been 

ineurred. d 'ts " b C 't The Fourth Committee a~ I •;u - ~muru tee, 
in their earnest desire to g~ve satisfaction to all 
the States Members of the League: went thoroug~y 
into all the arguments suhm1tted by certam 
delegations. They a!J:ive~ at the conclusion that 
the proposed modifications would upset the· 
delicate baiance of the scale and would inevitably 
entail further changt>s, the fatal re~ult of which, 
from the point of view of the scale, It was easy to·
imagine. • . . . . . ~ 

This very difficulty IS JD the opm10n of the · 
Committee ·the bPst proof of the nicety of the 
balance which the Allocation· Committee bas 
achieved. The Fourth Committee recommends, 
therefore that the scale should be adopted without 
change, ~nd I venture to appeal in its name to the 
deleaations of all States to support that recom
mendation in the common interest of all the 
Members of the League. • 

There is one point in connection with certain 
of the observations made before the Sub-Committee 
which I think, however, demands a word of addi· 
tiona! explanation. States very naturally tend to 
compare the contribution demanded from them 
with that demanded from their immediate neigh
bours with whose economic conditions they are ' 
familiar, and it may happen, as it -no doubt does 
in the case of Lithuania, that the percentage 
difference between the units ascxibed to each is 
not in proportion to the rE>al difference in capacity 
to pay. The Fourth Committee is fully conscious 
of that fact ; but unless ·fractions ando miil.ute 
fractions of units are to be demanded this discre
pancy is unavoidable. Nob?dy claims t~at ·· 
countries asked to pay two umts are necessarily 
or presumably twice as rich as those asked' to pa!r 
one. 

A ,further question reinains to be mentione.d. 
The .Allocation Committee in its report suggests 
that the .Assembly should put this scale into force 
for the years 1926, 1927 and 1928- The Fom·th 
Committee ventures to endorse this proposal and 
suggests that the Allocation Committee should , 
continue to exercise its functions simply with a. 1. 
view to following the economic development, so 
that it may be in a position to present in 1923 Ui.e 
results of its researches on which a future scale of 
allocation may be based. 

In view of the various considerations wh\ch have 
been set out above, the Fourth Committee ve"ntures 
to submit the following resolutions. for adr;ption 
by the Assembly : 

"The .Assembly, 
"1. Requests the Council to ask the Committee 

on the .Allocation of Expenses to follow the 
economic development of the various Member 
States with a view· to submitting a revised scale 
to the Assembly of 1928. . . . 

"II. ·.Approves for the years 1926, 1927 and '"' 
1928 the scale for the allocation of the expenses 
of the League annexed to the present resolution." 
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Scale of AUO<'alion of lhe E:rpi'IIRNI 
of the League for 19:?6.19:?1 and 19:?8. 

CouniNJ 

Abyssinia 
eAlbania 
•Argentine 
.Ans~lia 
Austria 
Belgium 
Bolivia 
Brazil . 
Bulgaria 
Canada 
Chile 
China . 
Colombia 
Costa Rica 

• 

. Cuba .... 
Czechoslovakia 
Denmark .. 
Dominican Republic 
Esthonia .... 
Finland 
France 
Great Britain 
Greece . 
Guatemala 
Haiti 
Honduras 
Hungary 
India -..... 

.. 

.• 

.... ·. ... 

• Irish Free State. 
Italy .. 

:Japan .. 

•• 

Latvia 
Liberia 
Lithuania 
Luxemburg 
Netherlands 
New Zealand 
Nicaragua 
Norway 
Panama 
Paraguay 

.Persia . 
Peru 
Poland . 
Portugal . 
Roumania 

-... 
Salvador . . . • • 
Serbs, Croats and Slovenes 

of) • . .... · ... 
Siam ......•. 
Spain ..•..•.• 
South Africa (Union of). 
Sweden 
Switzerland · 
Uruguay 
Venezuela 

. . . . . 
(Kingdom 

• 

rnil$ 

" .-• 1 
29 
:?T 

8 
18 .. 
:?9 

5 
35 
H 
46 

6 
1 
9 

29 
12 

1 
3 

10 
79 

105 
7 
1 
1 
1 
8 

56 
10 
flO 
60 
3 
1 
4 
1 

23 
10 

l 
9 
1 
1 
5 
9 

32 
6 

22 
1 

~0 
9 

40 
15 
18 
17 

7 
5 
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.In conclusion, I feel sure that I shall be carrying 
out the wishes of all the members of the A~sembly 
by expressing to M. Adatci our sincere th~,nks lor 
his 1emarkable report and our warm :wishes for 
his speedy recovery. 

· The President. - M. Galvananskas, de)egate of 
Lithuania,. will address the Assembly. 

In conclusion, I think I shall be interpreting 
the views of all the members of the As~~embly in 
addressing to our eminent colleague, M. Adatci, 

·our sincere thanks for his admirablE!· report and 
our best wishes fo~ his speedy recovery. 

• 
lt. Gah·anauskas (Litlnumin) 

Tra~tsl .. tiom : Mr. President. 'Indies and gentlE'· 
men- "'e hnn· just hem-d. tile Rapporteur's 
stntemcnt Oil the alloention of tho\\ exp«.'llses of the 
League for the coming years, more particularly 
for the yt'IU' 19:?6. · • 

I regret thut I do m•t tak(l tile snnl't- vi«.>w ns 
the Rapporteur collet•rning tht' s<'nle of nllocation. 
It hn~ bcell snid oil this platform thnt Wl' should 
not Simply pay one nnotlwr complillll'llts, 0b~tt 
should spcnk plainly, in ordl•r that improVl'llll'nts 
may be <'ffl•Ott•d in thl' ~nt•ra\1 orgnnisntion of 
the Ll.'ague and progre•s mndl', I.'Sl\<'<'inll:v in bud!!O· 
tluv qu«.>stions. • " 

This AsRembly ito <'omposl•ll <'hil•fly of <'minont 
persons with witlo politicnl and diplomntio l'X· 
pericn!ll'. All of tht'm, thl'l'l'fort'. rcnliso the impm:t. 
anoo of the bud~r<'t from the point. of Yit'W or t.ht' 
Stntc. We all know the discussions and dl'bnt~s 
which take plalll' befort' t~v«.>n thl' small«.>st itt•ms • 
!1fe V?tcd when th(l cost hns to bo. bornt' by the 
mhab1hmts of the ~Jnuntr:v. 

What cnre is tlt•votetl io the study of Uw~l' 
qm•stions! What oxritl•nwut, what pnssions 
lire SOIUI.'tinll'R 1\l'OUN<'ll by tho <lisous~ion of 1~ 
budg<'t, before equilibrium can ht• t'RtnblishNT 
and ngreE~nwnt renclllltl on n s:vst<!m of h1xntinn, 
more or les:~ ll«'l•t•ptahle to the t~ountry ! 
. I d'! no~ m«>a~n that tlw J,Niguc hns dono nothing 
10 th1s ducctlon, but I t•nttnot l'ntirt•ly concur 
in thl' npproval whh•h lms llt'l'll l'XIlr<'Msocl lHir<'. 

I slmuld like first to rtllnhul tlw AHHl•mhly of 
the pnst history of our scnlo or nlltllltltlon. In i023, 
tho AssNn bly instructed 11 spt•cinl Committ11e 
to lay down sound nnd soh•nt.iflc bast's for tho 
estuhlishment of this scalo. This pr('Jlllmtnry work 
bus now been going on for YI'III'M. 

Tho r!'lport submitted to tlio AHKl'lllhly In 102·1 
by this Committee on the Allocation n! Expi'IIKt'R 
stnrecl t·hat any scheme for tho osta1hi1Rhnwnt 
of the scale on the bnsis of tho act,unl baul~otntK 
of the various countri«•R wcUI frnught wlt.h clll'l'l· 
oulties, chief among which wns t.ho £not, thnt t•X· 
change fluctuations in the various countrlt•s wtn•e 
so pronounced. 

In any case, «>Vt•n after the qn<'Mtiun had boon 
studied for two yt>nrs no very doflnlte cnnclusinns 
were arrived at whit·ia could sorvo ns an cqultnbln 
basis for eKtablishing tho scalt!, 

To-day, however, the ourr11ney hns bmm stnhl· 
lisod in a number or countrii•K, and, t~V«m whern 
this is not yet tho cnRo1 fluctuations ure not snch. 
1.111 to preclude tho pnHKtbllity of forming an accu· 
rate estimate of budget rcvenllC and exp1mdituro, 
particularly the lat!A1r. 

Moreover, the Alh~entinn Committee !tHeir 
declares that, ulthnugh it anulysr.d tho buclr.wt 
of fifty-four countries, it did not find It posslhlr 
to employ these indices as a guide. 

I agree that if the Reale Is to be cst.nhliHhed 
on sounrl bases it is not enough simply to cons!· 
der the budget; many othllr factors must be 
taken into account . 

The most important oC theHil faetor11 is, to my 
mind, the actual tnritory oC the country. I do 
not mean that this can he taken as an absoluto 
criterion, but it should at all events be regarded 
as an essential clement in determining the seale. 

The second factor is population. I fully reali ~c 
that in many countries the actual figures for 
population are not necessarily an index of the 
financial or economic 11ituation. Population is 
none the less a most important factor and should 
be duly estimated in determining the general 
situation of a country. An industrial collntry' 
or a country possessing great natural resources 
may be said, on these lines, to be bet.ter off than 
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one which has neither natural resourc>Rs nor large 
industries. 

The third factor to be taken into consideration 
iH the nat.ional. wealth actually accumulated in 
a l.'ountry. This' has already been asse~Red in many 
countries, or had at all events been so before the 
war. EvPn it it is not possible at present to 
uscE>rtain it with mathematical precision, a relatively 
accurate estimate can be formed. 

The fourth factor is the trade of a country, as 
sho.vn by it.s export and import returns. This is 
not an absolute factor but an index of the country's 
prOf,>Tess and wealth. 

Undoubtedly, the moHt important factor and 
the one which the Allocation Committee must have 
considt>red first of all is the budget. This affords 
the most accurate index of the economic and finan
cial situation of a eountry. If you analyse the 
tadgt>t thoroughly, if you take the items occurring 
under expenditure which are to be found in every 
~tate budget for Administration, Defence, Posts 
and Telegraph1! and so on, you wjll find these a 
sufficiently sound basis for establishing a more 
e!Jnitable scale than the present one. 
· In order to show how far removed this present 

.·call' is from actual realities-a fact which is self
evident-! should like to give an example. 
~uppose that there are two countries which are 
in practically the same geographical position, 
which are practically equal from the point of 
view of historical development and economic 
progress. For them-their budgetary and political' 
positions being equal-the surest index is obviously 
populntion. 

Take, for example, J,ithuania . and Poland. 
r.ithuania, I find, pays practically two units as 
compared with Poland's one unit per million 
inhabitants. · -

There appears to be no real justification for this. 
If ,the budgets were compared-! have not got 

them before me-the result would perhaps be far 
less overwhl'lmingly in favour of Poland. The 
units allocated to Lithuania were fixed when it 
was hoped that the territory of Vilna-at present 
under Polish administrat.ion-would be restored 
to Lithuania. 

Lithuania Itt that time, despite the difficulties 
of her economic, financi~tl and political situation 
agreed to accept the four units, since they would 
have corresponded to her territory and population. 
as determined by her rights and treaties. The 
territory of Vilna, however, is still occupied by 
Poland, nnd Lithuania has continued to pay her 
four units, although she has more than once drawn 
the Committee's attention to this point. 

I might quote other data, proving tha.t Lithuania 
pays per million inhabitants practically Its much 
us Great Britain. I do not know the actual 
statistics which may exist in the Secretariat-indeed 
no Government knows them yet, since the:v have not 
been published by the Committee-but it 'is obvious 
that the wealth of Great Britain per million 
inhabitants is greatei· than that of Lithuania. 

There are, no doubt, other .considerations with 
which . I am unacquainted relating to industrial 
countries, but, so far as agricultural countries are 
co~cerne~, I find that ~ithuania is paying two 
umts wh1le other countrtes are only paying one 
unit per million inhabitants. 

We paid our share, however, even during the 
hardest times. We, too, felt the effects of the fall 
?f the German mark, which was in circulation 
m our.c.ountr~ .. We have passed through all kinds 
of pohtieal dtffic.ulties the echoes of which have 
!>een hear~ by th1s Ass('mbly. I have no hesitation 
II! declarmg that· these difficulties were quite 
different·. in char.acter from those encountl'red 
by countr1es to wh1ch special facilities were granted. 

We paid, I repeat, without demnr. The Lithuanian 
Government has, however, pointed out . the 
anomaly and the injustice of the ,.situation to the 

.Committee responsible for establishing the scale. 
We have a.~ yet received no satisfaction. 1\Iy 
Government is not even in possession of the 
recotds of the work of the Allocation CommijJ;ee. 
The latter, no doubt, considers that it migh'l; be 
dangerous to publish thi.~ report, sine~ thqse to . 
whom it was c,ommun,icated might disagree with 
its conclusions. The Governments to whom it 
would chiefly be of value, however, have statis
tical bureaUx and experts quite as efficient as those 
of the League. If these records had been published, 
all the Governments would have at their disposal 
a fairly sound basis for calculation, and one which, 
even if not mathematically precise, would at all 
events be logical. I have been told. that a sounder 
basis than the one hitherto employed has now 
been found. But it must be remembered that 
if only one unit is deducted from tl1e share of 
any one State the whole scheme collapses. 

This being the ease, I cannot possibly agree 
to the Committee's proposals. I cannot accept 
the new scale for three years any more than I ean 
accept the number of units allocated to my countr:v. 
The Lithuanian Government will . thoroughiy 
examine this scale. Not wishing, however 
to take the responsibility of wrecking the League'~ 
budget for this year by opposing the Committee's 
proposnls, the Lithuanian delegation will abstain 
from voting. · . . 

The President. - If .no other delegate desirlb'l to 
speak, I will put to the vote the· resolutions proposed 
by the Fourth Committee, which rea!l as follows : 

The A.ssembly, 

I. Requests the Council to ask the Committee 
on the Allocation of Expenses to follow the economic 
development of the various Member States with 
a view to submitting a revised scale to the A.~sembly 
of 1928. · · 

II. ApprO'Ves for the yewrs 1926, 1927 and 1928 
the Reale for the allocation of the .expense.~ .of the 
League annexed to the present resolution. · 

0 
Scale of Allocati9tL. of the · Exvense.~ 
of the League for 1~~1;1, 1927 and 1 928 .. 
Country 

Aby.~sinia 
Albania 
Argentine 
Australia 
Austria 
Belgium 
Bolivia 
Brazil 
Bulgaria 
Canada 
Chile 
China 
Colombia 
Costa Rica 
Cuba 
Czechoslovakia 
Denmark .... 
Do'minican Republic 
Esthonia .... 
Finland· 
Frarwe .. 
Great Britain 
Greece . 
Guatemala 
Haiti .... 
Hondura3 
Hungary' 

;, 

.c. 

•' -.. 

Units 
2 
1 

29 
27 
8 

18 
4 

29 
5 

35 <> 

14 
46 

6 oa 
1 

··9 
29 
12 

0 1 
3 

10 
79 

-·,··· .. '105 
7 
] 

1 
1. 
8 
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Country 
India • ., . 
Irish Free Stale. 
It{],ly > • 

Japan 
.,Latvia . 
•Liberia 
Jfitl1U¥nia 
Lwxemburg 
Netherlands 
New Zealand 
Nicaragua 
NOTWay . 
Panama: •. 
Paraguay. 
Persia .. 
Peru 
Poland ·. 
Pwtugal 
Roumania 

•, . 

•. 

Salva.tklr .•.......... 
Se:rba, Croat.~ and Slovenes (Kingdom of) 
s,am ............. . 
Spain . . . . . . . . . , 
South: Africa (Union of). 
Sweden .•...•. 
.~witzerland 
Uruguay 
Venezuela 

i\l. Galvanauskas (Lithuania) : 
" 

• 
Units 

56 
10 
60 
flO • !l 
I 
4 
I 

23 
IO 

1 
9 
1 
1 
5 
9 

32 
6 

"" ~~ 

1 
20 
·9 
40 
15 
1~ 

17 
7 
5 
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Translation : I maintain my former reservation. 
I do not consider the scale which has been esta
blished as binding for my country. My Govern
ment retains an open mind on the subject. 

The Presidflnt. - ·The Lithuanian delegatl''s 
statement will be placed in the record of the 
meeting. 

The resolution.~ were adopted. 

73.- AUDITED ACCOUNTS A.~D BUDGET OF 
• • THE LEAGUE, AND OTHER FINANCIAL 

QUESTIONS: REPORT OF THE FOURTH 
COi\li\IITTEE : RESOLUTIONS. 

• 
The President : The second question on the 

agenda is the consideration of the report of the 
Fourth Committee on Financial Questions. I ask 
M. Cavazzoni (Italy), the Rapporteur, to come 
to the platform. 

(M. Cavazzoni, Rappwteur.. took his place on 
the platform.) 

The President : The Rapporteur will address 
• tne ASsembly; 

M. Cava?:zoni (Italy), Rapporteur. 
- ~"nslati{}n : Ladies and gentlemen It 

would ill become me to inflict a long speech upon 
yofi, and still less to read to you my report, which 
is already in your possession. I would merely 
draw your attention to an observation already made 
by nfy predecessor at the last Assembly, and add 
thereto my own personal point of view. 

M. Vasconcellos stated in his report that "the 
finances of the League of Nations had attained 
their majority. The sound, healthy and orderly 
manner in which the finances are managed 
reflects credit on the ~ntire institution .•. " The 
financial year for 1923 closed with a net surplns 
of 2, 77 4,854 gold francs. But the Rapi,Jorteur. was 
careful-· and rightly so- to add: · · 

• 
"It must. however, be emphasised that. this 

satisfactory situation was not nttoined until this 
year, and then only as the result of prudent and 
economical administration ; lt. is nbsolutelv 
essential that the snme polil'y should b'e 
followed, unless the sul'cess of tlie Ol~lnisntion 
whil'h it hns tnkE'n such ,grent l'l\1'1'1 niid energy 
to build up should be end:\ng-ered." 
My eminent predt•cessor's hope hns fortuu~tel~· 

bE'en realised, chiefly owing to the ndmirnble "brk 
done by the respon~ible organ~ of the Lengm• during 
the finrmcinl year 19!!4. '!'he following fnotors 
also contributed towards this su<'l'css: (1) the 
payments effectetl by the St ntes Memb!'l·s of the 
League for the finnnoial l'N'iod 19!!4. whiuh repre
sented for the first time $3.2 p!.'r oent of the sums 
due (n remarkable incrense on the percoutngt• for 
1923, which amounted to onh· 61.7 pot• etmb; 
(2) the payment by severn! Stntt's of overdllt' 
contributions amounting to over 11 million gold 
frnncs out of the sum of almost 13 millions Uum 
outstnndiug-. 

I would, further ask you to note thnt, thanks 
to the efforts of the Secret1u-int, the Suptll'visory 
Commi8sion and the Auditor, the athninistJ.•ntlon, 
of the League is !lt prt•st•nt prool.'eding on sntis
factory lines nurl in accm-dmwe with more dt•finit.e 
and soundly established rult•s. 

Finnlly, we are glad to uot.e tlmt, the LNtgUt•'s 
financial position shows a CJ'I'Itiit bnlnm•c for the 
three organisations to,gethrr amounting to the vnry 
con~idernble sum of 9,39/i, 721 .ali !{old frlllll's. 
The Worki11g Capitt~l Fu11d, whitllt is di'Hignod t.o 
meet deficit~ due to delnys in the piiYIIlOnt of 
cont.ributious, nmountcd on AuguHt. 31st to 
4,352,423.1 L gold francs. 1\lon•ovt~r, Uw pun,huHo 
of the Hotel Nutionnl wnH corwludml 11 ye111' In 
advance, anrl it was thuH posHihlo to nllot•11to 11 
large item of revenue not inl'ludod In th11 budl-(lll> 
to the fund for the building of the J\IIW J,enguo 
premises. 

The briof information I have just l11ld before 
you show~ what very cousldornble result.s have 
been obtainPd. We must nut stop thoro, but must 
continue to pursue the sume policy. May I now! 
before I finish, submit 11 f1•w p1m•ly p1•rsonn 
remarks on the work of the l•'ourth Cummltt.t~c ! 

The speeches in that Committee may lmvo 
appeared this year less aulmat<•d, less lmpns~lnnod, 
than in the p11Ht. It might even sollm IlK if tho work 
done by the Committee had boon of li'HH Importance. 
What has actually happened is that tho ft•rvour of " 
our first efforts, the laborious work of bureau· 
cratic and administrativl.' orjlnnisatiou, tho careful 
preparation of the Technical Organisations and 
the initial efforts of the llarly years hnve happily 
been succeeded by a period of Rtabilisatiun and 
consolidation. Thus, thorough and oxhauHtivo 
as our examination has been, our work, and my 
own task, was comparatively aimple. 

The work is going on reJnllarly a01l is juHt 
as important as bl'fore, although the calmncHs 
of the proceedings may make it appear lcHH striking. 

The Technical Organisations are dealing regu
larly with economic and financial question~, with 
health and social qul'stions and with labour. 
The consolidation and development of thesiJ 
manifold activities and good works are abovfl 
criticism and quite beyond dispute. 

The Governments of the States Members of tho 
League might perhaps devote closer attention 
to the studies and work undertaken and results 
obtained in the matter of the technical qullstious 
to which I have just referred. 

It is difficult to form any judgment upon indi
vidual spheres of activity from the meeting of this 
or that committee of experts or from the results 
of a conference. The results should be considered 
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as 11 whole. Tlwy can lead, I think, to none but 
favourable conclusions. 

Let us considP.r certain suggestions of general 
importance which have been submitted in this 
connection. I might cite as an example the last 
proposal tor the convening of an International 
Economic Conference, a proposal affecting interests 
of vital importance, not only from the point of 
view of economic restoration but also from that 
of world peace. 

I have no real right, during a debate on the 
budget, to discuss the principles underlying the 
League's activities, but I am doing so because 
even the driest figureR, if considered in relation to 
those principles, may help to guidl' us in the future. 

In any case, we have no intention of increasing 
ot~r .expenditure. bu~ we think that, while sub, 
r.nttmg our budget, 1t would perhaps be right to 
emphasi~e the value of the Leabrue's so·called 
technical activities. 

It is the technical aspect of this work that is 
most appa!ent, but in actual fact any help given 
~o the natwns fal'.ed with the greatest di£ficulties 
m the 'York of reconstruction, any assistance in the 
promotwn of he~lth and social questions or the 
moral and. matenal ~rogress of peoples, any joint 
effort to fmd a solutwn for the difficult problems . 
of transport, economy and finance - all this in 
actual fact gradually leads up to a frame of mind 
favourable to the improvement of international 
relations. 

It is by these means that we may hope to procure 
~he sncccss of vast.er schemes more purely political 
Ill character, and thus help to ensure for the world 
the benefits of peace. 

:My task is at an end. It is now for you, ladies 
ul!d gentlemen, to show that you are satisfied 
wit.h the results obtained by passing the budget 
whwh I now have the honour to present. 

The Fourth Committee submits for your approval 
the following resolut.jons : ' 

.1. The 4ssemblf of the League of Nations, in 
v!rtue of 4t'!telo ~8 o the RegulaUons for the Finan
Cial Adn;m~stratton of the League, finally approves 
tl~e au.d~ted ~ccounts of. th6 League for the sixth 
fmanctal perwd, ending ])ecember 31st, 192-l. 

2. 1'he f1ss.embly, in virtue of Article 17 of 
t.lw Regulations for the Financial Administration 
of the League : . 

Approves, for the financial year 1926, the general 
budg~t of the Lefl g1~e, of the Secretariat and of the 
Spec1al . Orgamsatwns of the League, of the 
I ntcrnatwnal Labour Organisation and of the 
Pr.nnanent Oou.t't of Internati~nal Justice the 
total. atl~ount of which, including supplem~tary 
cred1ts, 18 2~,980,633 gold francs 1 : 

At!d do~tdes that the said budgets shall be 
puhltslted m the Offirial Journal. 

3. Tile Assembl11 adopU!, in so far as they 
have been .approved by the Fourth Committee, 
the con~luswns of . the various reporU! of the 
SUJ!eTVUiory CommiSsion submitted to iU! conside
ration, . and at the snme time e.7:prr,sses to the 
~ uperVUJory Commission its thanks for the SI'I'Vices 
tt has so t!•ell rendered. 

4. The Assembly adopt~ the conclusions of . 
the report of the Fou.rth Committee. . 

. The l'residPut : l\I. Zumeta, first delegate for 
'Venezuela, will address thll Assembly. 

ll. Zumetn (Venezuela) : 
Translati~~~ : The Venezuelan delegation in 

no way deHres to start a discussion on points 

to
1 ~~3~u6m33Wgasldsufbsequently reduced by the Assembly 

, , o rancs, see page • 

of procedure. It merely wishes to declare that, 
since the . Rules of Procedure of the Assembly 
also apply to Committees, and s1nf'e, when the 
vote was taken by roll-call in the Fourth Commit
tee, several delegations not only stated that 
they would,' but actually did, vote against the' 
credits for an enquiry· into the productiorf of 
opium fn Persia and the increase of 100,000 francs 
for the settlement of RU88ian refugees, <the .Vene
zuelan delegation makes every reservation con
cerning the inclusion of these two. credits in the . 
1926 Budget ; as, however, it desires to show 
a spirit of conciliation, it will abstain from voting. 

The President : 
M. Fernandez y Medina,. delegate for Uruguay, 

will address the Assembly. 

;u. Fe~nnndez y l\ledinn (Uruguay) : 
Translation: We agree with the Venezuelan . 

d()legation regarding the principles which . should 
govern votes on budgetary questions · in the 
Assembly 'and in the Committees. Nevertheless,
with regard to <the credit for an enquiry in Persia --\ 
which gave rise to so much discussion, the delega
tions opposed to this credit have authorised 
me to state that if it is reduced to 100,000 francs 
they will accept it, in that spirit of conciliation 
to which "the delegate for Venezuela has referred 
and which has always been a rule of conduct 
among the delegations. 

The !•resident : I ask the delegate for Plll'sia 
Prince Arfa, to inform us if he accepts th~ 
reduction. · 

Prince Arfa (Persia) : -
. Translatio~ : In view of .1lhe budgetary difficul

ties, I cons1der that a credit of 100 000 francs 
will suffice for. the. moment. I hope,' moreover, 
that the Council will be able to obtain resources 
from elsewhere ... In· any case, Persia will accord 
the Commission of Enquiry every facility. 

The President : M. da Costa, delegate of Pot-
tugal, will address the Assembly. " . ,., 

I l:' 
l\1. dn Costa (Portugaf);,· Chairman of the Fourth 

Committee : · . . . 
Tmnslation : In accordance with the opinion of 

the Fourth Committee, of which I had the honour 
to. be Chai~man, I wish to . say that we accept 
this reductiOn from 150,000 francs to .100 000 
francs for the enquiry to be carried Olit in Pe;sia. 

The President : Does any other delegate desire 
to speak on this subject ! . 

· If no other delegate desires to- speak I shall 
consider the resolutiom as approved ~ith tte~ 
amendment proposed by the Urugu~yan dele-
gate. (Assent.) · · 

.. ., 
t • tl. 

74. -,CO~TRIBUTIONS LYARREARS: REPORT 
01!' THE FOURTH COl\llUITTRE: RESO-
LUTION. . . ' 

. The President : The third item on the aueJida 
IS the. consideration of the report' of the F~urth 
C?mmittee on Contributions in Arrears· · and I 
w~ll . ask l\I, Barboza ~arneiro, delegate for 
Brazil, to take his place on the platform. , · 

(M. Barboza Carneiro Rapporteur, took his 
place on the ·platfarm.) ' 

.. 

) 
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:u. Barbor.a f.arnriro (Brazil) : 

Translation : ~- Presid~.>nt, ladies and 
gentl~ml'n - _The Fourth Committ~.>e has 
~xanuned the delicate question of contributions 
m arrears due. from certain Members of the Lea 

~ Th'; .('o~rmttee appointed a Sub-Committt-;"t\; 
exarmnl'l Wlth the utmost care the different ca.s~.>s 
com_municate41. to it by the Secretarv-General' 
Vano~ d~cu~ents were placed at "the Sub: 
Com~Ittee s ~posal, and it was able to obtain all 
the. i:nfonnation necessary to enable it to reach a 
deciSion upon the different aspects of the question 
Its task ~as greatly facilitated by the valuabl~ 
help of Str Herb~rt Arne$, Financial Director, to 
whom I should like, on behalf of the Committee 
to offer ourmosthearty thanks. The Sub-Committee 
came to the conclusion that the Secretary-General 
had ta~en all the necessary steps to carry out the 
reRolutions adopted by the fifth Assembly on 
September 26th, 1924. It found that much 
P!Ogress had been made, but unanimously recog
msed the urgent need for the Secretary-GeneTal 
to take further steps with a view to settlino- the 

..,tew cases still outstan~ng. • " 
T':te F?nrth Committee, after examining the 

confid~ntml report presented by the Sub
Comrmttee, _has done m? the hononr of requesting 
me to subrmt the followmg draft resolution : 

The Assembly, 

Having c011sidered the report which wM sub
mitted to it by its Fourth Committee : 

v 
(1) ·Decides to approve the settlement of th~ 

Argentine Republic's debt; 
(2) Expresses the satisfaction with the t/forts 

made by certain Members to pay their debts to the 
League.; 

(3) -Makes a pressing appeal to Members 
whose .contributions have not yet been paid to take 
the necessary measures for the settlement of their 
debts to the League of Nations and requests the 
Secretary-General to make further urgent repre
sentations to these Members ; 
• ( 4). Invites the Secretary-Genwra~ to report to 
the Council on the resuUs of these representations 
·llt its session of June 1926, in order to enable the 
9ouncil to examine the question of contributions 
m a'lrears and report to the seventh Assemb~y. 

The President: Does any delegate desire to 
speak on this report ! 

If no one desires to speak, I shall regard the 
resolution as adopted. 

The resolution teas adopted. 

75 . ..,- TRAFFIC IN OPIUl\1.<\.J.~D OTHER DA.c~GE
.. ROUS DRUGS : (a) WORK OF THE 

ADVISORY COl\llUTIEE; {t/ COlllUTTEE 
.. j)F ENQlJIRY TO \1SIT CETITAL'V OPIUll

PRODUCING COUNTRIES: REPORTS OF 
• THE FIITH COlllliTIEE: RESOLUTIONS. 

The President. - The next item on the agenda 
is the• consideration of the report of the Fifth 
Committee regarding (a) the woTk of the Advisory 
CoiDlllittee on the Traffic in Opium, and (b) the 
Committee of Enquirv to be sent to certain opium. 
producing countries. "(Annexes. Documents A.1237 
1925, IV and A.127. 1925, XI.) 

~· I call upon M. Veverka,"delegate of Czechoslovakia, 
' Rapporteur, and M. Garay, delegate of Panama, 

Chairman of the Fifth Committee, to come to the 
platform. 

• • 
(Jl: 6amy, Chail"lllaM of thr Fifth Cmnmittf'l", and 

.J[. 1 f'rerka, Rapporle-Mr, look thei1· places Oil th~ 
platform.) 

Tbl.' Pr~id~>nt : The RI\Jlporteu/ will address 
the As:.-embly. . ,. 

ll. \"e-\'erka (Czl'Choslovakia), RapportN\~ : 
Tran..•lation : Mr. Presid11nt. l~tiii'S and !relltle

men-The reports which I have the hon~ur to , 
submit to you are only a short smnmary of the' 
facts •. A;ctually tht>y represt>nt a portion of the 
unrenuthng work of the Advisory Committee 
whi~h bas done yeoman st>rvioo in the noble s trug{(l~ 
agamst the greatl>st ~rourge thnt has evt~ meutwed 
humanity. 

The immensity of the problem with which we 
have undert.akeu to denl is-and I should liko to 
emphasise this point-the sole eriterion bv whil'h ' 
we can gnuge the amount . of work and· nbove 
all the length of time st.i!l requh't'l\ to bring our 
task to a suoces~ful conclusion. I SIW this for tho 
benefit of idealists who ohnf11 nt our oilow progress. 

The scourge which we Sl•ek to abolish am\ which 
· threatens to become univCI'NIIl c11n bo ~.>ffl•otivl•ly 

combated only hy a common, loyal nud uuitl•d 
, effort-by solidarity. I venture to snv thnt on 

the part of all snorlfico is 11lso cssl•i1tinl. No 
material intt>rest, no slloondnry polit.il•tll conshlom
tion, no question of race, must bo allowed to st.nnd 
in the way. For somf.l time now this problem hns 
ceased to be a moroly lmmnuil.nrhm or rcgionnl 
one ; it has her.mne 11 univl'rsal prohlmn, t.ho 
solution o.f which is vitnl for tho progress und wrll
heing of the world. 

The two opium Con!eronc~>s lmve ngnin demon
strated the difficulty and l'OUl)lloxit.y or this 
problem. They have alHo shown that tho psycho· 
logical moment hns nrrivod to at.tlll•k tho scourge. 
The traffic in opium must be nboliKhol\, or else 
we must nccept the consequences, whh•h will menu 
the eventual dcgl'norat.ion of the humnu rnce, 
Time nnd good-will are noccssnry. On the one 
band, the experts often blame the idonliHtH for their 
precipitancy and lnck of tochnicnl experience ; 
on the other, the ideali~ts often tax the experts 
With timidity and lack or idcnliMm. 

I am inclined to believe that no positive result 
will be attained until theMe two ol.,ments, tcchnicl'l 
experiences and idealism, backerl with courage, 
unite in fighting the dangor. The peril will be 
vanquished by those who are bold enough to faco 
it squarely anrl experience<! llliOUgh to be nblo to 
fight it to the bitter end. 

I am firmly convincer! thnt the two Opium 
Conferences have cast much light upon the ~ubject. 
They represent, as It were, the "diagnosis" stage .. 
The stage of realisation and achievement should 
now follow. This is the path the Advisory 
Committee, who~e work I have ventured to outline, 
is following, and the Fifth Committee congratulates 
it on all that it has done. 

The other report now before you shows that 
progress has been made as regnrds the decrea~e 
of the production of opium in some of the producing 
countries. I trust that it will be app!"oved by the 
Assembly, ber.ause we must do everything in our 
power to decrease production. But I frankly 
say that the only way to leHsen the dang11r will 
be for all other producing conntrics to enter into 
a loyal engagement not to incre2118 their production, 
and not, by seeking to win new markets, to increase 
the misery of the human race. 

I cannot pa.~s in Milence over the seriollll social 
aspect of this question. The poor man, sunk in 
depths of misery, exha1111ted by the rou~h labour 
of the day, will only abandon opium and drugs, 
which procure for him an artificial paradi.!!e, when 
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we have S..surerl for him a modest paradise perhaps, 
but still a paradi~e on earth. 

1 arlmit that to do this we must consent~ hea~y 
sacrifices, but that has al~ays been the pnce pa1d 
for the fulfilment of noble 1deas. . . ~ 

That we ~ay more readily bear the~e saerifJces, 
think c;c the multitude of sufferers, the mnumerable 
~ictirns of the past, and, sadder. still, the fut~re 
victims who rise before us and ~mplore our a1d. 
~hink also that the League of Na;twns works under 
the moral supervision of all natw~s, and that the 
public oninion of the world, whiCh follows our 
work must not be deceived, for the measure of 
such' deception would only be comparable ~o phe 
hopes which these wretched outcasts and vwhms 
have placed in our work, 

Accordingly, I have the honour to submit the 
following resolutions : 

I The AHsemiJl!f adopts the. report of the 
Ad~isory Committee on Traffic in Opium and 
other Dangerous Drugs, together with the reHolutions 
embodied therein. 

II. The Assembly urgr.s on all States which 
have not already done so to ratify or to adhere to !he 
agreements antl resolutions •ad()pted by the F~rst 
and Second Conferences. 

and then as a conclusion to the second report, the 
following resolutions : 

I. 1.'1te Assembly, . . . 
H a1<ing considered the resol1ttwn contatned tn 

the Final Act of the Second International Opium 
Conferen~e with. rega~d t~ the a1!poin~ment of a 
CommissiOn of Enquwy tn oertatn optltm-produ
cing countries : 

llecommends that such a Co1n1nission should be 
sent f() Persia to study: 

(a) Tho existing situation with regard to the 
cultivation of the poppy; 

(b) The replacement of a proportion of this 
cultivation by other rrops. 

I I. 1.'he Commission shall consist of not more 
titan three pm·sonF to be appointed by t.he Council : 
a pm-son having the necessar'IJ qualifications ·to 
aot as Chail-man, an owpert on the agricultuml side 
of the problc1n to be nominated after cons1tltation 
with th& International I nstit1tte of Agriculture, 
and a pm·son ha1<ing ewp01'ienoe of business 
condition11 and mm·kets in the East and knowledge 
of transport problems. 

III. The Assembly is of opi.nion that such an 
enqui1-y would 1·equi1·e for its work the sum . of 
100,000 gold francs and deeides that this sum be 
voted for the purpose. 

The President : M. da Costa, first delegate for 
Portugal, will address the Assembly.· 

l\1. dn Costa (Portugal) : 
Translation : Mr. President and colleagues 

We are asked to adopt t.wo I"eports, the first of 
which concerns the· enquiry in certain opium
producing count.ries, particularly Persia. . 

With regard to this proposal, the delegate for 
Portugal, my colleague, M. de Vasconcellos, was 
one of those who in the Fourth Committee opposed 
the estimate of 150,000 francs ; but we agree with 
M. Fernandez y Medina's proposal to reduce this· 
estimate to 100,000 francs. We therefore withdraw 
our opposition to the second report. 

With regard to the first report, I have to state, 
on behalf of my Government :. 

1. That Portugal, as a signatory oft he Hague 
Convention of 1912, participated in the Opium 

• f 1924 and 1925 convened at Conferences o . . 
Geneva under the auspices of the League ' 

2 That the Portuguese ('}overnment signed 
the ·agreements and resolutions adopted by t~ese 
two Conferences subject to t~c re~ervatJOllR 

·toted by practical consideratiOns, and )II • necess1 U· t arlier."agree the obligations_ consequen upon ~ . . ~ f th-
menta . conclude~ under the provl,!'wn~ o e 
Hague ConventiOn ; , . 

3. That the Portuguese Government _has 
already submitted the agreements and ~esolutwns 
of t.he two last Conference-S to Parliament for 
ratification ; , 

4. That Portugal approves the second r~so
luf;ion submitted t·o this Assembly by th~ Fifth 
Committee, more especially be~ause Jt was 
the Portuguese delegate who first proposed 
it to this Committee ; . 

5. That this vote appears to us at present 
to he the sole legitimate and really useful ':ote 
for the ·humanitarian aims we are pur_sumg, 
for tbis Assembly must show full Cf?~Ide';lce 
in the results of the two Conferences, m -;. whJC.l:l,.,-. 
States whlch are not Members of the League 1 · 
took part; . 

6. That the Portuguese delegat~on refuses 
to vote for the first resolution submitted to us, 
but has nevertheless decided to support all 
proposals to give the Council of the League 
the widest powers to carry out to . the full, by 
every possible means, all the resolutiOns adopted 
])y. the two Conferences. o 

The President ; If no other member desires 
to speak, I will declare the resolutions before you 
as approved.· 

The resolutions were adopted.-

76. -· AUl\IENIAN UEFUGEES : LOA.lV FOR 
THEIR SETTLEl\IENT IN AUliENIA 
UEPORT OF THE FIFTH· COl\11\IITTEE 
UESOLUTION. "' ., 

The President : Tohe . next ·item on the agenda 
is the consideration ·~of the Fifth Committee's 
report on the question of a loan for the set~ement 
in Armenia of Armenian refugees (Annex Docu! 
ment A.126, 1925, II). I invite M. de.Brouckere, 
delegate of Belgium and Rapporteur, to take his 
place on the platform. 

(M. de Brouck~re took his place on the platfonn.) 

The President : The Rapporteur ·will· address 
"the Assembly. 

l\1. de llrouckerc ·(Belgium),: Rapporteur : , • 
Translation : Mr. President, ladies and gentle

men -The Fifth Committee has entrusted me 
with the task of submitting to you ·a_ report on the 
question of the settlement of Armenian ·~e'fugees 
in . the Caucasus. If we merely. had to· consider 
the business side of the question, our task would 
be a simple one but, seen from a different angle, it 
presents many difficulties, and I feel that .my res
ponsibility at the moment is almost too heavy. 

The busin!'SS side of the problem can be resolved 
into the appointment of a committee of enquiry 
and investigation and to the renewal' f)f a credit 
of 50,000 francs which was granted:Iast year. 
But behind all this there<: is a work of humanity, 
a work which affects many wide human interests, 
a work which, in one of its aspects at least, con
cerns the · honour of the League, and which, if 

• 
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.l?roperly ,·i)onducted and denloped can :~te 
::!tse t!o:. for peace in a regio~ particularly 

Th~ detail, of this question, as with most other 
q~e~tion, ar~ very complicated. The Fifth Com
lDlttee and Its Sub-Committee have found it far 
~om easdy to s~d~ them all with the requisite 
care an consCientiousness But if I f" If .t · · . ·, ron me m:l'Se o sayrng only what IS ne~ssary to enable 
you ~o understand the proposal which is to be 
~ublDltted to you, tht> wholt> problem can be put 
m a nut.shell. 

And what is the problem T 
The Fifth Committee proposed to· vou last 

year- and th'? Assembly ace~>pted the proposal.:_ 
that. ~~ enqmry should be held regarding th~> 
possibility of settling Armenian refugees in th~> 
Caucasus. 
. The first scheme was not prepared with suffi
me~t care and seemed hardly realisable. you 
~emded that t~e International Labour Office, 
m agree~ent With Dr. Nansen, should eonduct 
an enqu~ry, ~nd you placed a credit of 50,000 
francs at their oillposal. 

Dr. Nansen went to the Caucasus, accompanied 
by experts. ~e has drawn up a report which has 
been commumcated to you, and from it we can 
deduce the following information, which is definite 
and extremely clear. 

Firs_t of all, there is a large stretch of irrigated 
Ian~ m the Caucasus which is admittedly very 
fertile. Secondly, cotton has been widely and very 
successfully cultivated there during the past few 
years. 

Further, in recent years new irrigation works 
have also been successfully undertaken and a 
considerable area of very good land has thereby 
been placed at the disposal of the numerous refugees 
who have already returned. 

Lastly, a scheme has been prepared, and worked 
out in its main details, which does not appear to 
offer greater technical difficulties than other 
schemes which have proved successful. This 
scheme, if carried into practice, would allow the 
settlement of about 25,000 refugees on 33,000 to 
34,000 hectares of new land. Of this number, 

•10,llOO are to be selected from amongst the 
hundreds of thousands of refugees who have 
returned to the Caucasus in the last few years 
and who· ·have been settled under unsatisfactory 
conditions.· Of the remaining 15,000, 10,000 
are living· in precarious circumstances in Greece 
and 5,000 ·in an even worse situation in Con· 
stantinople. 

From. what I. have said, you will see that the 
execution of these irrigation schemes will result 
in saving 25,000 human lives. 

I do not mean that the 25,000 who can be settled 
in the Caucasus would all be doomed if we are 
unable to carry out Dr. Nansen's schemes ; but I 

• 'tlo mean that death is daily taking heavy toll of the 
hundreds and hundreds of thousands of hapless 
Armenian refugees sca~tered throughout the world ; 
that whatever we do; death will inevitably sweep 
many of them away ; but that, if we succeed in 
pa.rtially relieving the congestion in districts 
where Armenians are now concentrated, by settling 
25,000 of them in conditions safeguarding their 
welfare and ensuring them a liveliliood, we should 
~hen have saved 25,000 human lives. 

It is often said that reports such as the one I am 
submitting to you now only represent one of the 
League's minor activities. Perhaps 25,000 human 
lives in these days are not of much value, taken at 
their market price. 'To save 25,000 human lives 
is an operation of minor importance. An operation 
of the opposite kind would hardly suffice to bring 
fan~e .to a divisional general. But these 25,000 

hmnan livt>S, added to hundi-eds and hundreds of 
thousands of others. to hundreds and hundreds o~ 
thousand~ of prisoners in ~u~~n. 1-efugees in 
Con~tant~nople and many otl1ers st.ill, total up to 
a h1~b figul't', and the dny will, t•omt> when this 
small sidt> of the I.eugut>'s at•tiviht>& w:ll hnve saved 
as nmt•h blood as wns shed,,during the Grent War.' 

The A8Sembly will forgive 1111' if I detnin it n f~>w 
mouwnts longer. • 

The qulo'stiun, ns I tun-~ e:cplnin!'d, is vt>ry ~imple 
amd would not appear to offt•r much diffi1•ult-v · 
but. y~o>t - and this is whv 1 l't'ft•r the mat-ter 't~ 
you- tht>re is out> diffit•ult~·. 11 diffii'IJlt.y whi1•h you 
ban-e nlrendy ful't'S!'I'II. To l'lllTV out. this work 
mont>y is nt'<'essnry. The t>xpt•rts h•ll us thnt. th~ 
undl'rtnkin~ will t•nst about .t91lO,Otlll slt•rling. •rn 
save these bunmn livt>S mmwy must. bo found. 

How t ~~ subsl'ription bus b~•t•D mt•ntioiiNI, 
but the sum 1s tno lnrge to be obtnmed from l'hnri· · 
table sources. A loan ·must bt' misl'd, nnd it 
will not be made Nlsil'r bv the fn(lt thttt t.lu• lt•ndt•rs 
will hnve to be told thitt it Is iutl'lll\(ld to snvo 
Iivl's and to ac<'omplish 11 hunu1nitnrlnn work. 

Fimmcit>rs. businl'ss nwn, nmv ht• wnrm·hl'nl'h\O 
but mool'y Ct~rtuinly is not. 'l\!ntwy only run~ 
downhill, and so cnn hurdly ri•o to tho !wights 
of human solida1rity. 

In order to find this motwy, gunrtlll!N•s will 
have to bl' provid1•d. What gtmrtlnWI's cnu w" 
hope to sooure t l<'lrst of all, tlwre lll't> t.ho I'll· 
venulls from tho land ou Itivak•d by tho rt•fuJ.(t•I'R. 
According to the informntion Jriv1•n to the l•'ift.h 
Committee, this revenue should bo consitlnrnblu. 
There is also the gunrnnltlO whit•h thP Oovt•rnnwnt 
of the Armeniun Ropublic could nffnrrl and thiN 
guarantee could be covllrt>rl In vurlou~ way1. 
E_ither a guarauwe !riven to thll it•mh•rH, tho Arnw· 
man Government borrowing In Its own tnmw, 
or .guaranteed interest payuhlo, pllrhtiJIN to 1111 
agr10ultural loan compuny whhih woultl iHHltn 
the loan. The Russlnn State Dank might Jll'ovldt• 
this guarantee or perhaps tho gunranlt•n -nnrl 
this is a point which should pnrt.lculnrly liJlJWIIi 
to many financiers- could be givPn by un IIJ.Cl'i· 
cultural loan company dealing on a co-opt11'at.ivo 
ba~is with the farmers settled on t.lw html. 

Thllre may bo othor guar11ntllt'H which could 
be afforded by 11 numhor of public or prlvatt• 
authorities. But here I wlil stop, It Hhould lm 
clearly understood- and the Rn]IJ!Orttmr muHt 
say thi~ so as to prevent nny miHintt•rprntatiun' 
of a Government's intentions- it Hhnuld he 
clearly understood thnt there Is nothinl( In our 
report which can pltidf.Ce any OovornmNit In 
advance. 

Since the financial difficulties uppeur to im 
serious but not lnsupernblc, what exnctly IH tho 
proposal of the Fifth CommittN• T It roqtwHf;H 
-and you will realise how extrtlllwly important 
this is- it requests the Connell to appoint com· 
missioners, a limited number or commiHHioners, 
not a largo number of persons more or lt•HH lnl.l!· 
rested in the scheme, but four or five enmmis· 
sioners who would ho authorised, 1111 soon as tlwy 
are certain that the work can be carriNJ out, to 
begin negotiations and conduct the nect•ssary 
enquiries. . Finally. when thr,ir prPfaratory work 
is finished, thPy will be authori~~et to submit a 
scheme to the Council, but will not proe<•ed with it 
until authorised to do so by the Council itself. 

There is nothing in all this which involves the 
.Alisembly or its 1\Iembers in any undue rt,spon· 
sibility. 

BPfore eoneludin~, I would venturt• to mention 
one or two more objections which have been raised, 
and to point out at the same time some of. the 
difficulties which arise. 
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or the objections which have t{) he met I w~ll 
:nerely mention two. First of all, it has been said 
the task will be a very difficult one, so difficult 
that it would be beiter not to undertake it. 

If it is the technical difficulties which are meant, 
I think I m:1y state, after carefully studying the 
problem both this year and last year, that the 
difficulties in question are not insuperable. 

Thr>re are, of courRe, tel'hnical difficulties. Indeed, 
1 have already referred to them. There is the 
financial difficulty, which might even be held to 
rcnd1•r the scheme "impracticable", if-as some 
people do-we take the word "impracticable" to 
mean everything that has never yet been done. 

But I venture to point out that now, in. this 
.AKsembly of the League, we are actually carrying 
out work which, according t{) the above definition, 
waw so utterly impracticable that until now these 

. 11eople have hardly dared to dream of it. This 
proves that, with steadfastness and perseverance, 
we can overstep sueh a narrow ddinition of the 
possible. 

This has been the spirit actuating every .Assembly. 
It is admirably crystallised in a phrase which we 
fil.it rediscovered here and which has since made 
r<'mnrkable headway. I refer of course to Danton's 
famous phrase in which he mapped out the path 
of the French Revolution ; and, a~ if to prove that, 
among the various races gathered together here, 
those fundamental differences of tempe!·ament 
to which so many allusions have been made do not 
really exist, these· words were first quoted in this 
Assembly by an Englishman. Since then they 
have oft~n been repe.ated and have indeed become 
a sort of watchword among the delegates. I 
have often heard them quoted at. previous sessions, 
but, curiously enough, they have not once been 
spolwn this yl'ar. I want, therefore, to repeat 
them now in order to show that we are maintaining 
our traditional optimism, an optimism founded 
not on a blind faith that all will he well but on a 
firm dr.termination to make sure tha.t all shall he 
well. Indeed, whenever the difficulties of this 
scheme are mentioned to me, I shall always repeat 
these same words of Danton : "De l'audace, encore 
de l'audace et toujour.~ de l'audace". 

'l'his year, as far as th~;~ problem in question is 
concerned, boldness will be all the eaeier, because 
we need only, so to speak, be vicariously bold. 
It is the Commissioners who will have to face the 

<..difficulties ; for the present. we assume no responsi-
oilit.y for them. · 

There is one thing more which I venture to add. 
We have been told not only that the problem is 
a VE'ry difficult one but that it is not really our 
business at all. It is not for the League, we are told 
t? cure all the ills from which the world is suffering: 
~he League must not exceed its proper duties. 

I consider, however, that this matter is our 
business for two reasons : 

First, because the Covenant has entrusted 
us with the mission of E'stablishing co-operation 
between all nations and also of aiding the most 
tmfortunat.e ; 

Secondly, because the Armenian people is in a 
special position with regard to the Ll'ague. 

We must not forget. aU the promises ''vhic.h were 
made to these p~o,rle, all the resolutions voted 
here, all t.he derisiOns of the Council. It is a 
melancholy business to review them all and I do 
not propose to do so. I merely ventu~e to read 
from· one of them two lines, which summarise all 
the rest. 
Th~ second . .A~sembly passed a formnli'E'solution 

recalling the fal't that "the first Assembly on 
:!'<ovl'mbE'r 18th, 1920,, entntst.ed the Council ~ith 
the duty of safeguardmg the future of Armenia". 

Thi~ ~onstitutes an engagement which we must 
never forget. I 'd. 

Jn analysing this proposal as RapP,orl:eur, sar · _ 
"There is nothing in our report whrch can pledge 
any Government in advance". But before I le~ve 
this phttform, may I remind yon of 11: ,rroVIS~on 
in the constitution of our J,eagne, ~ provlSlon w~~ 
lays down that, though each natwn here has O=.r 
one vote, it bas three delegates, all. of wh~ may 
spealr. The intention was that, m additiOn to 
official statements, each delega~e ~ho~l~ be a?le, 
to a certain extent, to state h_Is mdrvrdual VIeW 
by speaking in a pl'rsonal capamty. . · 

If no Government is pledged, I shall be careful 
not to pledge mine, but it seems to me that, after 
so many resolutions and votes, the :v.ersonal 
respoiiRibility of those who have taken part m ~ese 
discussions is definitely engaged. If at a~y tlJ?le 
our countries are asked to assume fm~ncral 
responsibility, I do not hesitate to say th~t. if the 
matter is presented on favourable condrtwns I 
shall do all in my power to induce my Government 
to accept it · and I shall use the argument that 
where the ddlegates have voted on behalf of their 
Governments in this matter, not only are those 
delegates morally bound by voting these resolutions 
but their Governments also. 

If by means of financial help, guarantees or . 
support of any kind-the form of such support 
to be determined . by each Government at its 
discretion-it were at last possible to foresee, if 
not the certainty at least the possibility, of fulfilling 
part of the promises made ; of restoring to A.rmenia, 
if not her political independence, at least seve~al 
thousand of her subject~, furnished with the means 
to resume their national life, and if under these 
circumstances the· attit.ude of the League were 
indifferent or hostile, it would indeed be a black 
day for the J,eague. • 

In one of the pointed and witty spe17hes which 
Her Grace the Duchess of Atholl made during the 
meetings of our Committee, she told us that in her 
country, among the many associations for public 
welfare, there was one which had set itself the task 
of preventing people from throwing paper about· 
the streets .. Well, ladies and gentlemen, it has 
always seemed to me that the League of Nat~ns., 
is in a way an association of this kind, and that 
the highest ideal it has set itself is henceforth 
to prevent scraps of diplomatic paper littering the 
face of the earth. . . • ... ,.,-,' 

The President. - Dr. Nansen, 
Norway, will address the Assembly. 

delegate for 
.. ·,' . 

Dr. Nansen (Norway) : Mr. President, ladies 
and gentlemen - The wonderfully eloquent 
speech which we have just heard reminds me of 
the definition of the difference between the 

· difficult and the impossible. The difficult is that 
which can be done at once : the impossible is that 
which takes a little longer. " 

At the beginning of this Assembly most people 
thought that the proposals which were made on 
behalf of the Armenian refugees were qll!te 
impossible of realisation. The number of people . 
who think so now is much less. We know thM 
we still have great difficulties to o-vercome but 
much progress h~s be~n ~ade. During the' past 
few weeks, the drscussrons m the Committee have 
b~en prolonged and exhaustive. The consultation 
wrth ~xperts - experts on agriculture, irrigation 
and fmance - were not merely formal but really 
went.deeplyinto important aspects of the question. 
I b~h!lve that, as a result, tee whole Committee is 
satrsfred that the scheme is capable of realisation 
and of conferring great benefits. The machinery 
proposed by the Committee is not only acceptable 
but I believe it is to be strongly recommended: 
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We hope that the ;Assembly and the Council w~ b mto effect ~ the best possible wav the 
=~tillery for clfrrying on !hese negotiations 'which 
G necessary, for meetmg the difficulties of the 

overnments, and for facilitatincr workincr 
~ngements and the raising of funds~ • "" 
U~der ~he plan proposed no one will be asked to 

back J:!oVI~t bonds, and I very warmly welcome 
-~at part of the resolution. I fully realise that 

o!ernments are not able at this moment to pled!!e 
t~eu- guarantees .. We trust that their point ~f 
VIew will change m the future as it has done in the 
past as reg:u:ds similar matters. I may remind 
ron of the ~nsoners of war, the Russian refugees 
m Con~ta.ntinople, typhus in Poland, and many 
other similar questions. 

We ~elieve _that the Governments will adopt 
our pomt of VIew as soon as they understand the 
~eal facts of the case. We know that the principle 
~ sound, because the British Government acted 
m_ the same way three years ago when it was faced 
WJ.th the P!oblem of 7,000 Armenian r«:>fugees in 
Mesopot~nua. It sent these refugees to Armenia, 

~ becau_se It thought that Armenia wai. the only plae!'l 
to which to send them- to the Armenian Republic, 
under the. same government which now exists 
there. Tlus scheme was a perfect success. 
. No s<?lution of the present pro.blem can be found 

. m Syria or elsewhere. The Republic of Erivan 
Is f;he only region in which we shall be able to build 
UJ? a national home ~or tho Armenian people. This 
w1ll be a real Armeman home ; all Armenian pnrt.ies 
of w.batever political colour they mav be ar~ 
agreed upon. that point, and they have ren'ewed 
their assurances of support before the Fifth 
Committee. They believe that a country as large 
~s Belgium, but only _inhabited by 1,200,000 people, 
IS capable of absorbmg all the Armenian refugees 
now in Europe. 

The discussions 'in the Fifth Committee have 
also shown that there are great difficulties to be 
faced in securing the necessary funds, because of 
the conditions in Armenia ; it is clear that those 
funds can only be secured itfter long and difficult 
negotiations. If, however, as a result of those 
n~gotfations, the Western Powers should a!!Tee to 
give their 'guarantee, the fund can certai~ly be 
raised, and easily raised. This is a test case. The 
.Assembly;'"and later the Governments, can thereby 

• show· whether their promises mean _something or 
not. '. 

I will not quote the resolutions of the Assembly 
of previous years nor the words of Allied statesmen ; 
but they- are in this book, which contains decla· 
rations by all Allied statesmen, giving an account 
of wliat, the Armenian people suffered durin~ 
the Waa- for the .Allied cause because of their aile-

, giance to .the .Great Powers which they looked 
UJ;IOD and believed to be their protectors. I could 

"quote Mr. Lloyd George, Lord Balfour, Lord Cecil, 
Mr . .Asquith, Mr. Wilson, M. Pichon, M. Orlando, 
M. Lu.zatti and many others. 

. In- ~discussing the question of disarmament 
peoFle often say that the real difficulty is to be 
found in the Near East. Perhaps they are i:ight ; 
but here I think is the way to remove some part 
at least of that difficultv. In his memorable 
speecli, Mr. Chamberlain 'uttered the other day 
tbe following remarkable words : "But there. is 
another disarmament which is not less important, 
which indeed is more urgent, for it is a neces~ary 
preliminary to the physical !lisarmament of nations. 
It is ·the moral disarm;~ment of the world. It is, 
as the President said to us in his opening speech, 
the need of creating a· new international soul 
and a new international morality. Unles8 we 
find some method to allay the distrust, to remove 
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the suspi!'ions... \\'l' :>hallnev~>.r sut'<'<'C<l in nehit•v
in~ the great }trognunme which we h1n-e set before 
US. r 

I think this is certainly rkht. ·n is nlso certnin 
thnt it is not enough to sny so: we,must. nlso not. 
We ennnot wait for this new int<"rnnhonal soul 
to develop of itst>lf. We must do thin~ in ordl•r 
to e~nte it. Th_is is one of the first st.;ps towurd~ 
seeurmg mon1l d1snrnmmt•nt bPtween tlu• peoJ\Ies; 
towards erenting thnt new int<"rnntionnl soul 
~~nd .that new il~h·rnntionnl morality, bernuse 
1t w1pe~ out mwwnt wronl-"'· bN•ause it brin!!'S 
n><'oneilintion instt>nd of distrust nnd prov1•s f<, 
the world thnt promisl•s nre not. mnde in vnin .. 
I fet•l firmly eonvi1wed thnt this sl'IH•me will bt' 
l'llJ'!ied throu~rh nnd tlmt it will bell grt•ut. Slll't•t•ss. 
Tins work hns to be done nml the l;l'll"lle must giv~ 
its best nssishm!'e. " 

Thf' Prf'•idt•nt: I now invitl' M1·.~. l\liwKinnnn 
dt•legnte for Austrnlin, to ntlolrt·s~ thl' Assl'm hi~·: 

llr... llnl•Kinnnu (Austmlin) : 1\h'. Pl't•~itlt•nt, 
h11liPs nnd ~~·ntll'IIINI- I should nnt Inn·•• thnn~ht. 
of nddressin~r !he A~~~·mhly tn-dny, en•n in support 
of a cau8t> whwh I ha,·e so llllll'h ut lwu1·t· ns tlmt. 
of the Armeninns, hml not Dr. N1m•••n nskt•tl llltl 
to do so. I will not d1•tain you Inn~ . 

First of all, I should lik•• to ••ongmtuhLio 1\[is~ 
Jeppe on h1wing obtainllll u~ain t lw otiiiHicll•l'ution 
and sympathy of tho llll'lllht•l's of this gr••ut. AH~t·m· 
bly. We in Australia hnvo kunwn of ht•r sph•mlitl 
work for many y••ars. 

I want to sny that in my llOIIIItry wo Imvo no 
such splenditl record of so•rvim• lu fuvour of thosu 
poor refu,!!t'I'S ns has Grt•ut Britain, fl'nm whit•h 
country, during tho paHt fl•w y1mrs, th11 t•nnrmunH 
sum of £-l,OOO,OOO hus beuu provich•tl hy varinnH 
societies, such us the "Have tho Uhihlrt•n" I•'lllul, 
the Lord l\luyor's l•'und und ot.lwi'H, Ou1• work 
does not compnrc f1LVourably. Wo Ht•Jul ouJ• fl•w 
thousands, mo•t of whil'h iH devotml tn tho uplw11p 
of the AuHtrnliiLU Orphunnge ut Antllyns. 'l'he 
women In this audience may like to know tlmL 
our experience of the chihh•en In that orphunugu 
has been perfectly wonderful. 'rhey IIJ'u lnd!IHtrinuH, 
ll,TatPful and affeotionate nnd show every poKsihlu 
attribute of good citizenship. 

Let me tell you one thing whleh will apJUliLl 
to every woman here. l•'or monthH unllr tlwy 
are taken in, the little children put unclur t.lwlr 
pillows at night -and It t11keH monthH to brenk 
them of the hnbit- a little of their evening nwal, 
because they have lived In Hll~h a st.ate of fomr• 
that they have never known from whence tlwlr 
next meal would come. 

It hns undoubtedly been more difficult to raiHo 
money in Australia for such causes since we have 
lived, during the whole period of our young lifo 
as a nation, under the protection of a great anll 
gracious .Motherland, and sinr-e we have the fllllllngH 
of a people who come from a country whllro for 
nearly a thouHand years we have been free. During 
that period of a thousand years, or for at least 
two-thirds of that time, the Armenians have lived 
in such a state of misery, persecution, suffering 
and have been subjected to such atrocitieH aH 
might well freeze our blood even to bear of them. 

I do not wish to harrow your feelings, but I 
would ask you whether we are not indebted to 
this people. Those of us who are ChristianH, and 
indeed, the whole world, cannot but admire a 
people whose greatest offence haH been that it 
has clung to the faith of its fathers. I would add 
that in Central Europe it should never be for
gotten that when .John Ziska and the champions 
of Christendom held the gates of Vienna agaiilJlt 



the oncoming Moslems there were with them many 
., thousands of .Armenians who fought to t~e death 

and who are re~orded in !Jistory as haymg been 
excellent and valiant soldiers of the fatth. 

I do not wish to go in detail into the scheme 
which hal! been presented to you. Everybody 
who has worked fpr the .Armenians knows the 
heartbreaks we have experienced. No sooner 
have we established them in one place than the 
Turks have swept over that place and the .Arme
nians have been scattered once more. It has 
seemed as if it was not possible to find a water
tight scheme by which to deal with this intricate 
and difficult problem. There are, .however, two 
or three points in the scheme whtch has been 
put before us by Dr. Nansen and his experts which 
seem to me to be all to the good. First of al~, I 
would mention the character of the .Armeman 

·• himself. He has been so misrepresented in the 
• past. We have judged him so much by the. petty 

hucksters. What nation would like to be JUdged 
by the petty hucksters who are, as. it were, the 
flotsam of the population 7 First and foremost, 
the .Armenian is a peasant, with the defects of a 

"peasant perhaps, but also ,with his sple.ndid qu~
Iities. The .Armenian is mtensely thnfty, he ts 
induatrious and he can live on what we might 
think was very little indeed. These facts have 
been reiterated by Dr. Nnmen. . · 

The other good point of the scheme is that it 
is formulated and inspired by a man of Dr. Nansen's 
calibre whose temperament is such that he does 
not slur over the difficulties but surveys the whole 
scheme, difficulties and all ; he overcomes those 
difficulties and achieves what other people would 
S!ty was the impossible. He meets the difficulties 
as they arise, he be!!ds them to his wip, and be~old, 
Muscovite, .Armeman and Turk wtll, I beheve, 
really do as he wishes! Dr. Nansen will, before 
he leaves us, perhaps, experience the great joy 
and satisfaction of seeing not merely fifteen or 
twenty thousand .Armenians settled in Erivan 
but a large number of them, with, at last, a national 
home assured by the League of Nations, free from 
the Turks, and in which they can live in comfort 
and security. 

The Pr~sitlent : M. Montigny, delegate for 
Fmnce, will address the Assembly. 

l\1. l\lontigny (France) : 
Trat18lation : Mr. President, ladies and 

gentlemen- The French delegation has requested 
me to inform you that it will be very happy to 
vote for the draft resolution now before us. .As 
the hour is very late, I will not make a speech, 
but I feel it my. duty to express to Her Grace the 
Duchess of Atholl our gratitude for the very able 
manner in which she presided over the work of 
the Sub-Committee. 

It is due to her firm yet enlightened leadership 
that this difficult question has been solved. 

After our experience of the eminent services 
rendered, to the Fifth Committee, by the Duchess 
of Atholl, I should lilce to say, if the head of my 
delegation will allow me, that I think those dele
gations which do not as yet include women delegates 
are depriving themselves of a vast wealth of 
understanding and sympathy. 

Thr l'rt•sidmtt : 
Viscount Cecil, delegate of the British Empire, 

will address the Assembly. 

\'i~count Cr•·il (British Empire) : l\Ir. President, 
ladies and gPntlemen- In the first place, I ani 
charged by the Duchess of Atholl to express on 
her behalf and on behalf of the British delegation 
our warm thanks to 1\1. 1\Iontigny; for the generous 

• . thinks well-justified compli-
and, my delegatiOn . ' the Duchess. 
ment which he has patd to word db. behalf of the 
I desire to say otn}Y o:ection with the question 

British Governmen m co nd su port the report 
before us. We approve a h tuth Committee. 
whieh has been presented by t eb erve with 'fhat 
I myself am very pleased to o s b drafted 

d t · t the report has een · care an res ram d 1 f what sueh a"docu-. 
It seems to me to be a mo e o . 
ment should be. . · t the first time 

.As regards its substance, tt lS no . ed the 
h t fr this tribune I have recogms 

t a om. eal of the .Armenian nation. 
overwheimmg app 'd d 't history for the last 
No one who has const ere I s .Ar . have a 
ten years can doubt that the meruans . 

t I im on the support and generosity 
very urgen c a . · h 1 ays been of the civilised world.. This clarm as a w 
reco ised by the British Government. . . 
A~ough I can make no pledges, no promt~:~ 

on behalf of my Government, I can sa! fu t 
great sincerity and truth that I am certam a 
the British Govermnent will give its most careful 
and sympathetic consideration to the proposals 
made here and it will earnestly hope that ~hose _ 
proposals will • be carried to a successful Issue. 

The President : 
Does anybody else wish to speak 7 
I put to the vote the resolutions submitted by 

the Fifth Committee, which read as follows : 

The Assembly, 
In view of the resolution adopted by the fifth 

Assembly at its meeting on September 25th1 ~92~, 
inviting "the International Labour . Offwe, ~n 
collaboration with _ Dr. N ansen, to ~nstttute an 
enquiry with a view to studying the possibi~ity 
of settling a substantial number of Armeman 
refugees in the Caucasus and elsewhere" ; · 

In view of the reports by Dr. Fridtjof Nansen 
and by the experts who were sent with him to 
Armenia; 

In view of the fatJt that these· reports are una
nimous as to the possibility of carrying out irri
gation works which would allow of the settlement 
in Armenia under good conditions of at:, le!Mt 
15,000 Armenian refugees, now in Greece and 
Constantinople, as also of 10,000 refugees already 
repatriated, on condition that the su~··of about 
9,000,000 gold roubles (900,000 pou?iM. ·sterling) o 
is forthcoming for the execution of the ·necessary 
work· '·' · . · 

De;irous of availing itself of 'f.v'e;y' pratJtical 
opportunity of giving effect to the resolution, 8IJ 
often renewed by former Assembl·ie.~, regarding 
the return of Armenian refugees to a natiot~al home : 

Invites the Council to appoint at once not more 
than five Commissioners whom it would empower: "" 

(a) To ascertain finally the technical po8Si-
bility of the proposed undertaking; "' 

(b) To exchange views, as may be necessariJ, 
with the organs of the League of N ations

3 
the 

Government of the Armenian Republi8, and 
the other Governments, the · associations and .pri
vate individuals whose help would appear useful 
for the realisation of the scheme ; 

(c) If their findings are favourable, to propose 
to the Council the constitution of a Body of Trus
tees to whom its statutes would give especially 
the folkrwing powers : 

(1) To conclude with all authorities public 
and ~rivate all nec42sary contracts for the 
executwn of. the plan for seUling the refugees ; , 
to accept, tf necessary, from the Armenian 
Government a concession of the areas to be 
irrigated. · -
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- (2} To negotiate, if ne~sary the is:ue 
of a loan ; and, in that case, to act' as trustee8 
of the fun~ and to assure the financ-ial s~i~. 
Th_e Assembly inJJites the Counc-il to place al 

~he dlS]losal of the Com!"issioners the su1n req~<ired 
Ul; 1925 for the execz1t1011 of the a bore resolution 
thl8 sum to b_e entered in the Budget under rnjore: 
see?i 11Xilend1ture. 
. It decides to enter an item of 50,000 francs 
m the 1926 Budget for the same purpose. · 

The resolution was adopted. 

77. - ME.\Sl.JRES TO HELP REFl"GEES 
. REPORT OF THE FIFTH COllliiTTEE 

RESOL l.JTIOXS. 

The President : The next item- on the aapndn 
is the consideration of the report of the "Fifth 
Committee on measures to help refugees (Annex 
Document A. 128. 1925). 

I invite the Rapporteur, M. Bandeira de Mello 
. delegate for Brazil, to take his platie on the plat: 

form. 

(M. Bandcira de Mello took his pla"e on the 
platform.) 

The President : 
The Rapporteur will address the Assembly. 

M. Bandeira de Mello (Brazil), Rapporteur : 
Tr!nslation : Mr. President, ladies and gentle

men-! have the honour to lay before you the 
results of the Fifth Committee's work on the 
measures for the relief of refugees. I must remind 
you that, in conformity with the decision of the 
fifth Assembly, the protection of refugees, which 
has so far been carried out by the Hlgh Commissioner, 
has now been transferred to the International 
Labour Office, with, however, the cordial collabora
tion of Dr. Nansen. 

The Fifth Committee examined the reports with 
great interest and duly appreciated the admirable 
w"rk done by the International Labour Office on 
behaueof these unfortunate people. • 

The Refugee Service of the International Labour 
Office began its programme by establishing in 
variOilS countries advisory committees and selec-

• tion committees, which classified the refugees 
_according to their occupations, so as to be able to 
.transmit to them any offers of employment. 

The difficulty of settling these workers in Europe 
has been greatly increased by the unemployment 
.crisis. The possibilities of emigration overseas 
have been considered ; but serious difficulties 
:arose in connection with the identity certificates, 

'-:as severai South-American countries have not 
,te1o accepted the N ansen passport. 

Moreover, some South American countries, 
whilst agreeing to take immigrants, have imposed 
severe restrictions, particularly in regard to the 
ques1Jion of morality and the occupational qualifica
tion\ of the workers. 

As many of these emigrants are indigent and 
have no means of paying for their transport and 
settlement, it was suggested that a working capital 
fnnd should be created to cover these requirements. 

The International Labour Office has succeeded 
in surmounting all these difficulties and has 
settled about 18,000 refugees in thirty different 
countries. Thanks to the aid thus afforded them, 
these refugees have thusebeen able to reco~stitute 
their homes and resume a normal way of life. 

This magnificent work achieved by international 
co-operation and solidarity redounds to the honour 
of the League. · 

In view of all th~:"~e difficulties, the Fifth Commit
t~ su~ts that the countries dil~tltlv concerned 
might hohl an inter-govl.'rnmertlll 'ronfl.'l'ence. 

The report submittt•d to vou gives dt>hlilt>d 
inforn~ation 1\')!nrding tht> suggt•st;'ons made by 
the dtfft>rent dt>ll'!!>ltions nnd entbodied in ·t.he 
Fifth C'ommittee's re~olntion 'Yhil•h is befol\' you. 

The Pre~itlt•ut.- The Duuhess of Atholl, dl'le•!'!tt'l 
of the British Em pi!\', will mldt't•ss tho Assen{'bly. 

Thl" lhu•ht•s_~ of A thoU (British }~mpire).- Mr. 
Pre'ident, lndit•s ·nml gl'ntlt'ltll'll- I do not wh;h 
to dt>tain the Asst•mbly, but us Chnirmam of the 
Sub-Committt>e of the Fifth C'otnmittt•t>, whit•lt 
discussed the schmne bt•foro you, 1 sltould like 
to say that thnt Sl'ht•mo wns n•ry Ml't•fully 
examint•d by the ::lub-l'onunittt•t• und t~lmt, thong!· 
a 1\'servntion wus llllllit• by om• mt•mlwr of tho 
Sub-Couuuittt•e, nil the othl'l·s Wt'l't', 1 think 
convinrl'd that. if advnntn~ll wus to be tukt•n of th~ 
openings whil'lt t\1'0 bt•lit•ntl to t•xist in ::Iouth 
America for thPse rt•fn~"l'S whom wl' tll'l' so 11nxitms 
to help, it woultl bl' nl'l'l'ssary for tho Ll'u~uo t.o 
nppoint ll)!l'nts in l5outh Anwrit•tl. It is for this 
reason that the Asst>mbly is nskt>d to volt• n t•l~•tlit 
of 100,000 l5wiss framt•s muro t.lum wus uskt•tl for 
last year. 

We are enconru~t•d to hopo t.lmt theappoint.Jtwnt 
of thl'se adtlitionul n~l'ncit•s will lt•ntl to tho plnoing 
of a considerablo nmnbt•r of rofu~t•t•s, bllt'IIUHil 
the Intl'rnutional Labour Offit•o In tho oourso of 
nine months' work only bus suct<l't•lllld In phwing 
18,000 of tht•se n•fuget•s in employnwnt In vau·ious 
countries in Europe wit.h the add of U.s lll(l'lll·s In 
those countrit>s. We ft~t•l, tlwrt•fort•, t.hut tho 
appointment of tllt'so two tl!itlitionul ngl'lwit•H In 
:South Ameril'n is m•ct•ssary if Wll arc to hop11 for 
real practical results frnm tho survt•y whioh Uw 
Assombly uut.horiHt•d lnHt your. 

It wu~ SU!(f.:I'Stcd, In the courHe of tho diHCUHHionH, 
that the unemployed from some 1\0IIIIt.rh•H 
in Europe whl'fe unt•mploynwnt iM Mt•Vt•ro mit.:ht 
possibly be aHsiHted ns wt•ll us the rofugtws to somo 
of tht•se openings for employment in ~out.h AUII'l'it'll. 
I was extremely sorry, howevl'r, to lmve to point 
out on behnlf of my doil•l(alt.iun that., mawh IlK 
we sympathise with tho lot of tho unmnployml 
.-we have only too good a re11Hon to do so, ht•IHIIIHO 
we have such a large number in our own country
yet we felt that to extcnd thiH Hcrvice fur tho 
refugees to unemployed generally would bo to 
make a very large extension of tho st•rvil,o, and 
would, in reality, be aHking the L1•ugue to intt•rveno 
in a question whieh is a responsibility for Individual 
Governments. 

Apart from the question of these ag1mcioH which 
we desire to see establiHhed in l:;outh Anwrica, 
there is the question of a funrl to lwlp the refugees 
to get to South America. This Is a very urgent 
question, because, up to the presllnt, Dr. NanHon 
has been administering for thiH purpose a small 
revolving fund, which, I am very glad to know, 
is the remains of a fund provided by tho BrltiHh 
Government for the repatriation of Armenian 
refugees. There is now nothing with which to 
help the refugees to get to South America and to 
take advantage of the openings which actually 
exist there at the present moment. 

It is therefore urgently necesHary to obtain 
some money whereby the refugees can be trans
ported to South America. It waH propOHIId in the 
Sub-Committee that the AHHembly should be asked 
to advance from its Working Capital Fond a sum 
of £100,000 for this purpose, and thiH proposal 
was accepted by the Sub-Committell. It was not 
approved, however, by the Supervisory Commis
sion, and therefore this money will have to be found 
in some other way. 
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Two other methods have been suggested: 
(1) That the Governments of those countries in 
which the refl1%ees are at present established 
should advance the money to enable the refng~s 
to go to South America ; and (2) that a speeial 
tax: shoura be put on the identity certificates issued 
to refugees. Thisla,t,ter proposal has, I understand, 
been approved by several refugee organisations. 
" 1-'he Fifth Committee is therefore very anxious 
that the Council should consider the possibility 
of summoning at the earliest possible date a Con
ference of the Governments specially interested 
in this question, to see whether this working 
capital fund could be set up by means either 
of contributions from the Governments which are 
anxious to see the refugees settled or by a tax 
on identity certificates, or by both these means. 

"' I know that the Governments of many of those 
countries in which there are large numbers of refu
gees have contributed very generously to their 
support. We fully recognise that this is a pressing 
problem in some countries, and notably in Greece. 
I should like, however, to suggest to these countries 
that if they can find it possible to help this fund 
by making advances to the refugees they will 
be doing a very great service to these unfortunate 
people and I hope, ultimate good to their own 
countries, because they will relieve themselves 
of a continuing obligation which hitherto they 
have bad to meet. . 

I therefore earnestly hope that the .Assembly 
will support the proposals made to it in the name 
of the Fifth Committee, because we hope that 
by the help of these agencies it will be found 
possible next year to reap some practical benefit 
from the survey undertaken last year in. South 
.America, and so assist some more of these unhappy 
people to establish themselves and their families 
in security, and we ~rust in prosperity.· 

The l'resident.- M. Suvich, delegate of Italy, 
will address the .Assembly. 

J\1. Suvicb (Italy) : 
Tt·anslation : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 

- In the Fourth and Fifth Committees the Italian 
delegation did not vote for the additional credit 
of 100,000 Swiss francs over the sum voted last 
year. 

N ev~rtheless, the Italian delegation is anxious 
to act m accordance with the League's traditional 
spirit of conciliation, which should as far as possible 
be s~~;f~guarded, and accordingly withdraws its 
oppositiOn on the understanding, given to the 
Fourth Committee by the representative of the 
International Labour Office, that the new scheme 
for settling refugees will, before being put into 
execution, be approved by the Governing Body 
of the Labour Office. 

The Italian delegation desil·es to join in the 
expression of thanks to all who have contributed 
t.owards the success of this work, and to the 
Governments which, at considerable sacrifice 
have up .to now maint~ed these refugees in then! 
own terr1tory and provided them with the necessa
ries of life. 

The President. - Does any other delegate desil'e 
to address the .Assembly t . 

If no one elSe desires to speak; I w~ll put to t~e 
vote the resolutions proposed by the Fifth Commit-
tee, which read as follows : • 

The Assembly, 
•1. Having read with great inter~t tlie report 

of the Refugee Seroice of the Internatwnal Ll{bour 
Office on the ww k accomplished for tk~ refug.ees 
during the first seven mo.nth! of 1925, ~ ln_dtcat.~ng 
the possibility of developmg on l!n extenswe sca!e 
the placing of refugee ww kers ~n employment ~n 
various parts of the wwld: 

Wishes to record its deep gratitu~e to the Govern
ments which have affwded tke~,r valuable co
operation in this connection by means of financial 

· contributions the collabwaUon of their technical 
services w by visa and wansport facilities ; 

Expresses its great appreciat~n of the ww k 
accomplished by the !lefu_gee Sermce .of th~ Inter
national Labour Offtce ln co-operatwn w~tk Dr. 
N ansen, and ·notes the urgent necessity of finding 
employment fw Armenian refugees living in 
Greece. 

2. Taking note of the proposals in the report~ 
fw the continuation and extension of the Refugee 
Service and, in particular, of the statement that wn 
additional sum of 100,000 Swiss francs is required 
for the establishment of two additional agencies 
of that Service in South America, while recognising 
that it is an entirely tempwary service, decides to 
include in the budget of the International Labour 
Office fw 1926 the sum of 303,000 ·Swiss francs 
fw the Refugee Service. • ' 

3. In view of the fact that the Goierning Body 
of the International Labour Office has not yet had 
an opportunity of · examining these proposals; 
recommends that the report should be submitted · 
as soon as possible to the Governing Body for its 
consideration, and authorises t[l,e Council to enter 
into negotiations with the Governing Body, if ) 
necessary, for determining the' measures by whick 
effect can best be given to the report. 
· 4. The Assembly urges the Council to arrange 
for the convocation .of an Inter-Governmental 
Conf~re'!We as soon as possible for the pul'pos&'of 
examtntng the suggestions . put forward in the 
report .for the creation and administration of a 0 

revolv~ng fund. of fl!lt less than. £100,000 sterling 
to asstst the mtgratwn of Russtan and Armenian:> 
?'efugees, ·and ot effecting wn improvement in the 
p1·esent systems of l'efugee identity certificates. 

The t•esolutions were aclopted. 

78. - PROTOCOL OF AN Al\IENDMENT TO 
ARTICLE 16 OF THE COVENA.J."\IT : COI\1-A 
1\IUNICATION BY THE PRESIDEJ.vr: . . · 

The President. - I take the liberty of remin~i~g 
the members of the .Assembly that the Protocol 
of an .Amendment to .Article 16 of the. CQvenant 
adopted by the .Assembly on September" 21st' 
1925, is. open for signature in Room 68 &t th~ 
Secretar1at. 

The 1neeting rose at 1.5 p.m. 
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7!1._ - Qt:ESTIOX OF SL.\ \'Ell\': llEPOUT OF 
THE SIXTH Co:\llii'ITEE: llESOIXTIOX· 

The Prt•sident : The fir~t item on our ll!!f'llda iK 
the consid<>ration of the report of the ~ixth 

~· :l..,conunittee regardin~ •lan•ry. (Ann<>x,- Docnml'nt 
A. po. 1925. VI). 
_''I invite the Rapporteur, Lord Cecil, firRt dt•lt·gate 
of the British Empire, and l\L GuerJ·.,ro (Salvadm·), 
Chairman of the Committt•P, to tal<P tht•ir plac·es on 
the p.W.form. 

(JI! G·uerrero, Chairman of the Si:rth Committee, 
and riseount Ce~il, Rappr;rl•ur, took their plarPR 
on the platform.) 

The Prl'sidt•nt: Viscount Cl'cil. Rapporteur, will 
address the As~embly. · 

Viscount Ceeil of Chehvood (British Empire) : 
Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen - I have to 
present to you the reporr of the Sixth Committe•• 

--r on the question of slavery.· I am not going to 
read the report, but I may pPrhaps point out t., 
you a very slight but rather important t•nwnclation 

that has hf'l'n mudo in tho !l'xt. Tht' fuurt.lt pni'O· 
grqph ot' t.he rt'port nn Jllll!l' a t'l'JiflH: "In Jlrlnolplfl, 
the Cnnunittt•!' wu~ mnKt dN•idt•«Ily uppnHt•tl tn t ht• 
liM' of forl't'd lahnur for othN' thnn publit~ pm·pnHt•H, 
but ut tlw Hllllle time it rl'rogni-.•d thtLt., owing tn 
sp«•cial corulitions In C<•rtuin colnnh•s, it might ho" 
- thl' l'l'Ht of tht• words In tho HNttenco should hl' 
ll'ft out uml rl'plnced by tho followln~r words, 
"impo,sihiP tn uhnlish it forthwith". Apnrt from 
this, tlw r1•port shmds us it is prlnto•d. 

The pn•sent lntt•rnationltl pnKitinn with l'l'l(tll'tl to 
slav11ry is that, t'XCt-pt. for o1w sin~th• purnurnph In 
the ConvPntinn of Ht. Ot•rnutin u! 111111, tlwrll iH 
at prl'~ent no gt•m·ral inll•rnntionnl provision nn 
the Hnhj<•ct. It is trm• that thn lh'UHHI'IH Act. IH 
probably still in force In l't•rtnin I'IIH!'H, lmt. tlw (•XtNJt 
to which it IH in forrl' iH tlouhtrul, nrul It e·Ntnlnly 
does not Pxteml to ull or rwnrly nil tlw nntionK of 
thP world. In tht·~l' rnntliUonK th" r"port., tllll V<•ry 
arlmiruhle I'PJlOrt or UJI' 'ft•mpllrtii'Y HlnVI'I'Y 
CommisHion appointed by the C'ourwll In J'lii'Klllllli'A' 
or uremlntion of thiK AKHPmhly, i~ rxc•t•e•t invly we• II 
foundNl. 

Thl' ,\ssPmbly owt•~ a grt'llt. tlt•ht. nf grntit.ndt• to 
that CommisKion, am!, if I mny ~ny ""• nut. ltmHt to 
its diKtingniKhPtl Chainnan, )1. Onhr. I Impll nnd 
lwli<'ve that nil tlwse• who tukf! nn inh•re•st in this 
question will Ktluly tim rt•port. and will lt•nrn 11 
j.'l'f!at rlPaJ both IlK l'!'JI'Ilr!lll the Jll'f'HI'IIt pnsitinn nf 
affair• and aH to the po>Kihll' rt•ml'flie·~ which ma~· 
he adoptrrl, purth• inh•rnutionnl an•l partly hy tiu• 
nations com·••rnl'tl. • 

"'hl'n this rt'llflrt c·arn•• li)J for t•unHitlt•J·atinn it 
waR poHsiblP tn elt•al with it hem• in nrw uf twu wuyK. 
\Ve might havl' drnftNI un•• or thuKI• vague• unrl 
gl'nl'ral resolutionH whieh strP .~ume~iuws puKKI'fl, 
expresKing a<lmiratiun for nnd •ymputhy with thP 
report, whic·h wonltl not, in my vit•w, have ht•en uf 
very great HerviCI'. 

In~tearl nf that, at till' KUI!I!I'Ktinn of tlw Briti.Jlh 
Ge•Vl'rnml'nt, a differPnt f'flllrHe h1111 hi'Pn followl'll. 
The Hixth Committee has drawn up a Connon tirm, 
which it hopl's will ultimately hi' Kigned hy all tlw 
c•natinn~, and whid1 f'!nntainK d«·rinit(' an•l. KJlf'llifir· 
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proposals They are niJcessarily rather generai 
m charactt>r hecanHe tlwy deal with a general 
Kituation ; but. they are propo~als such a~ the 
Governments ~oncerned may examine and then 
decide whether they are prcopared to adopt them or 
not. The 'tiovernments will have to decide 
whether they ure going to bear their part in pro
moting the reforn\ of this great evil, for, though 
at one time the Briti~h Government had proposed 

' to ask the nat.ions represented at this AsHembly to 
sign that C'onvention fort.hwith, it now suggests, or 
rather the Hixth Comrnitt<•e suggests, that the 
propoHal should be gen!lrally approved in the terms 
of the resolution, which I will read before I conclude, 
anrl should be then sent to the Governments, who 
will consider it, and, we hopiJ, be prepared to state 
definitely at the next Assembly what their position 
is with regard to it an<l give instructions and full 
power to their representativcH to sign the Conven· 
tion with or without alteration. 

It is possible, of course, that during the twelve 
months which they have for reflection the Govern
ments, or some of thom, will see objections to some 
of the provisions. It is possible they may desire to 
cut them down. It is also possible, and I trnst 
mm·e prob!tble, t.lmt they will be pre1·ared not only 
to a<'C<'pt tlw proposals now made, but to go 
even further. In this connection, I shonlrllike to 
draw attention to tlm~e proposal8 which Dr. Nansen 
submitted to the Committe<>, but, unfortunately, 
mainly owing to the. very late date at which 
they were submitted, it was impossible for the 
0ommittce to take any docision upon them. Thos!' 
three proposals aro: (1) that any qnestio~ as to 
till' interpretation or n.ppli<>ntion of the Convent.ion 
shnll be submitted to the Permanent Court of 
Internation~~ol .Just.ice ; · (2) that a l'eport, in some 
form or another, shall be made annually of the 
progress that tho nations have been able to make 
iu rarrying out the Convention ; . and (3), with 
respP.ot to the conditions of forced labour, 
that t:lmt matter should be :remitted to the 
Tnternnt.ionnl I.a.bonr Office. 

Those m·e proposals which will, no doubt, be 
considered by the Governments concerned ; and 
eit.her u.t the next Assembly or earlier they will 
he able to-state their nt.titudo towards them. 

Now as regards t.he contents of the Convention 
itself, it deals with tln·ee aspec.ts of ,this evil. Tn 
the first place, there is the slave tt·ade. This evil 
has of com·se been condemMd for very mnny years, 
and it was nn.tnrnlly thought l'ight to insert in the 
<'mwent.ion a provision for its complete and 
immedin te abolition so far 11~ it still exists by land 
or sen. With t.he object of intercept.ing this tra.de, 
wo invite all the PoweJ•s dirPct.ly interested in 
its suppre~siou, those, for instancP, having warships 
in certain SPas. to consult togetlwr and t{J consider 
the best method of making· their nct.ion l'ffective. 

I puss now to slf'lvt>ry, which inr>lude~ not onlv 
slavN·y proporly so-ealled, hnt all a.nR.Iog01is 
r>onditions stwh ns what. is sometimes caUPd 
domPstic slnvl'l'Y or ~erl'dnm, dl'bt-slnvery nnd· 
otlwr similnr ronditions which appl'OIIch wry close 
to and are, in !'not, n form of Slavery, but Rl'l' not 
usunlly inclnd!'d in t.h(! simple t.erin of slavery. 
With J'espect to all tlto~e. we ask for their abolition, 
we ask 1111 tlw 1111tions to np;ree to their abolition, 
which will b!' rnrried out.. us an reform must 
nl'r.e.~sarily b~ curried out, liS prog1'1'ssiwly as may 
h!" possible, nnd ns soon as possible. 

Thirdly, we dPal - und for thl' first time in 
international ugreements - with the question of 
forced luhonr. Fol'<'ed labotU', in some form Ol' 
anothAI', is admitt-ed, I suppose. in every State for 
public Sl'rvices, on the demand of the Government 
of that State. I do not think that there is any 
nation, civilisPd or uncivilised, which does no't 
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po~~~·~~ powers enahlinJ! th~ Gover_n"?ent. for cert~in 
llllfiJORI'R anrl under certam restrictions. to reqmrP 
forced or compulsory labour on, the part of its 
citizens. In unciviliRed or semi-civi!ieed ·countries 
that demand most necessarily be and obviously 

· is .much more. frequently made than in civilised 
countrie~. In civili~ecl countries, of cou~e, u. 
number of social servicPs are organised, wh.ch do 
not exi"t in an unciviliRed country, and thol;l' social 
services havl' to be f'A~rried out, if neces~ary, hy 
compul"ory labour on t·he part of the ~itizens. It 
is therefore inevitable that, for pubhe purpose!'. 
for<'ed or compulsory labour must be admitted, anrl 
the Convention therefore recognises this and says 
that, in principle, this is the only kind of forced 
labour that ought to be admitted. 

Ro as regards forced llibour for private profit 
or for purposes other than the public services 
·properly so-called, such labour i.~ treated in the 
Convention on exactly the same lines as slavery, 
namr~ly, it is provided that this form of labour 
should be discontinued as soon as possible. The 
Sixth Committee, however, did not think that this 
was quite cnough, for, undoln)terlly. very great 
evils ar1• cotmecterl with forced or compul.~or~ 
labour, in partic'ulnr when such labour takes the 
form of rcl'ruiting a number of persons who are 
but littlc civilised; carrying them away from their 
families and homes to a distant place, herdinj! 
them together thcrl' anrl compelling thcm to work 
for private profit. · 

Thix kind of forced labour, which unfortunatPiy 
exists to a great extent in certain countries, is a 
fearfnl evil, and very closely resembles <>r may 
very elosely rest"mble slavery itself. We propose 
that this kinrl of labour should be abolished forth
with. No form of forced or rompulsory labour 
involving the removal of the labourer from his·home 
should llenceforth be allowed. We say also that 
even in those casps where forC'ed labotU', by reas.2l!..., 
of native or other customs, ha~ been allowed to 
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exist, hut where there is no question of compelling 
the lahomer to lea1;e his home, such labour can 
only be permitted in t.he face of an emergency, 
some flood or natural ·disaster which, in order to 
avert a public danger, may· require the assist%nce 

·of evet·yone. In all cases, such forced· or Q\ompul
sory lnhour must always receive adequate remune
ration. Certain cases may also exist where by tribn 1 • 
customs long continued some species of forced 
labour has been allowed among native races. · '-" 

These are the three kinds of forced labour with 
which the Committee dealt. We say that the so
called recruited labom, labour which in.volves 
the tmnsport of the labolll'ers, from their homes, 
must be abolished altogether; that, in other eases, 
forced labour must only be allowed in emergency 
nnd for temporary purposes, and that- in all easetl(l 
all forms ·of foreed labour for other than publi~ 
purposes must be stopped as soon as possible. 

Further, two general provisions lire included 
in the Convention· to apply to all forced labour, 
whether for public or for private purposes ; one 
of these provisions states that· in no cas., must 
sueh labour be allowed to degenerate into sJqvery, 
and the other that. in all eases the labour must 
be tmder the direct responsibility of the <'entral 
authorities of t.he territories eoncerned. o 

Such are the broad lines of the Convention which 
the ~ixth Committee submits to this Assembly. 
! personally have no doubt that, ifthis Convention 
1s accepted by the nations and carried into effect, 
it will constitute one of the greatest advances 
towards complete hmulfu freedom that has ever 
been made. I believe that it will free tens . m'"" 
hlllldreds of thousands of unhappy beings from -
l'onditions whit>h olosely resemble slavery and which 
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now t>xi~t. It will be of untold ud\"anta!!"t' to 
hurua_nity in gt>nt>ral. I am, therefore. tht> ""more
surpnst>d to _hear:-that iD: ct>rtain qnartt>rs this wry 
great t>ffort IS ht>mg SUbjected to l'ritieisms. OD thl' 
ground t~at the t>ffort does not go far t>nough, and 
that, as 1t does not go far enough, it wonld.bf.' 

'_ bett~ to do nothing at all. 
·. Ladies and gentlemen, this is the 'most fatal 
. of all llot'tl'ines. Let ns nevt>r forget thl' Fn>nt·h 

proverb : Le mie11x est l'e-11111'111i d11 bit>11. That is 1\ 
profound troth. We must advan~e in this world 
st~p by stt•p. We must do what we can to illiJII'O\"e 
the conditions of mankind, and if wP are- to rt>frniu 
from taking one step forward bec·ausl' it is not 
two stl'p<>- forward, thl'n, bclit>Vt> m~>. wt> ~hall 
make no progress whatevt>r. 

I hope I am not unduly suspicious if I slll!l!~>st 
to you that sometimes those who dt>sirt> to do 
nothing art> precisely those who Jlretend that 
~hey will .not take evt>n one step forward bt>l'll use 
1t does not go far enough. I have seen thesl' hwtit•s 
pm~ued in other similar cases. and I ven tu1·e 
respectfully to warn the Assemblv and the puhlil' 
against it. · 

,.... I tru t that you will now accept f lw l"t•sulut ion 
whkh I propose to r••ad to you. 

"The Assembly, 

"Considering that the Members of the League 
of Nat ions .have undertaken, in virtue of Article 
23 (b) of the Covenant, to secure just treatment 
of the native inhabitants of teiTitories under 
theft- control ; 

"Having examined the Report of the Tempo 
rary Slavery Commission which has beer. comnnmi

. cated to a lithe Members of the League of ~ations; 
and · 

"Being of opinion that u Convention i~ the 
best way of giving effect to the suggestions made 
in this Report and of accomplishing the work 
undertaken by the League of Nat ions for the 
suppression of Slavery: 

"Decides to recommend for upproval the 
annexed dra.ft Convention ; .. 

"And requests the Council to communicate 
"this •draft. to all States 1\Iembers of the League 
and to such other States as the Council may 
specify, With a view to the conclusion of II 
Convention which will be as far as possible in 

• conformity with this draft, and to invite the 
above-mentioned States : 

"(a) To forward to the Se!'retary
General not later than June 1st, 1926, any 
observations they may desire to make 
regarding the provisions of this draft : 

"(b) To appoint at a-later date Plenipo· 
t~ntiaries who will meet at the time of the 
opening of the seventh Assembly to re
examine, if necessary, the .orticles of the 
draft Convention and to sign immediately 
the text of the Convention which has been 

... agreed upon ; and, 
., "(c) To make every effort to adopt at 

once all possible . measures in conformity 
with the provisions of the draft Convention 
tn question ; 

"(d) To assist one another forthwith 
in the abolition of the slave trade, slavery 
and conditions analogous thereto, by all 
practicable means, and in particular by the 
conclusion of spe!,ial a,areements and 
arrangeme~ts.'' • 

The President : M. .Montigny, l'epresentative 
of France, will address the Assembly. 

:u. 1Ionligny (lo'nuwt>) : 

T.-.uo.•/t~liull : Lmlit-s lllld :..~ntlt•nwu-On behalf 
of thl' Fn>m•h dl'lt•)!lltion I should..like to explain 
\'l'ry briefly our rensous for votin,~t for tbt> 1-esolution 
submitted by Lord C'et"il. I wi~h tl\, t•OU):!rtthllnt.e 
Lord t't>eil on hnviiiA" pl'llllO.'t'd to the .-t~smubly 
the drnft l'roto~ol exumiut>d bv.the ~ixth Commit· 
t~. In doing so. I must ut tlw ~lllllt•' timo lltiY 11 
trtbutt•. I will not sn~· to his t'OIIl'ilintory nttitml._.,, 
but to his dt>el' tmdt•l'shmdinA"" throughout of tlil' 
various iuh•t·t·~ts involv!'d. 

You will hun• ttjlJlfl'Cintt•tl tlw t•lt•tll'lltlss with 
whi<·h he hus exph1iut'tl tht' prest•nt situntion. I 
should like, in tum. to offt•t· 11 ft•w su~~·stions to 
t hl' Assembly. 

The L«>IIA"tlt' wns ri!(ht in htkiug up tim qtwstion 
of sh1n•r~· un<l kindt~•tl forms uf st•rvitllllt•. 'l'llll 
Tl.'mpomry t-\hwery ('onuuis~iun huN tlmw most • 
important. most inh•t'l.'sting tmtl I would t•vNt 
suy most. reussnring wm·k, Bim·t• th~ t•ui>~injl of this 
qul.'stion by thl' l.!'ugm• might quite pnssihly htl\"l' 
CIIUSt'd llllllll.' <'OilfU>~iOU Ull<l ltli~llllth•l'lltlllltlin:.t 
umong thl' publit•. 'l'hl' pnblit• might lntn• thonght. 
thut yon ft>lt bumul to tukl' np thiH prohlt'm 

. bet·n lllll' sht Vl'r,V was st illn t•ommon 11 uti w idt•Hprt•ud 
evil whieh yon l.'onld not iA"norl'. trnt"orhmut<•Iy, 
ubnses still I'Xist. hut till.' rt'port snhmittt>d to tht• 
Leagne by the l'Nnporury CommiH>~ion t•onluhtH 
a nnmber of reassnrin~: pnHsnJ(t'H whit•h prove Ulllt
slavery itself bus huppily bt't•omo 11 l"nrft,y through· 
out. the world and thnt the solli'<'I'H of HIIIVtlry Ill'!', 
liM it were, prncticnlly dried up eve•·ywhert•. 
Indeed-and these detniJH nre of very grPtlt vnhtti
Chapter II of this I'(lport statt•s thnt the ohit•f 
sources, indeetl the only Honrc~>H, of HhtV!'I'Y nt•e 
(more partit·nlurly in Afri<'a) rnltlH prop~>rly so
called-tribal warfare and lndividnnl cnptlii'I'H. 

Tribal wa-rs, we Jearn from the rt•purt., nre now 
becoming ranw und rurea·. Wlwrens tht•y om•e 
formed the main sottrl•e of thu locul supply of Mia vt•H 
in Africa and also provitllld sluves for exportnt-ion, 
this source has now been prncti<·ully dried ll)l 
owing to the occnpution und pnoifit•atlon by the 
colonising nations of the <•otmtrieH under t-heir 
control. · 

It is stated, moreover, that the ahomlnuble 
practice of capturing individuuls has virtually 
ceased, since justice bas btmn re!(ularly eHtablfshcd 
and the nativeA understnnd the fncllftit•K provfdt•tl 
for them to obtain redress for wrongs committed 
against them. 

This means then that two H<HII'Ces of slnveJ'Y 
have practically diKa[lpcared. 

As regards the third source of slavery, the raids, 
which occur chiefly in the Hahara DcHert, the report 
states that theHe have now been made practically 
impogsible owing to the mea~~urcs of supervision 
and repression adopted by the neighbouring 
PowerH, Egypt, Italy and [•'ranee. 

The report also KtateH the very imp01tant fact 
that the number of Hlaves actually captured ln 
the Sahara doeH not appear to exceed twenty 
annually . 

It is therefore clear from this rep01·t that, although 
slavery is still to be met with in exceptional 
circumstance~~-and [ agree that if there were 
only ten slaves on the surface of the globe the 
matter would still be sufficiently serious to merit 
.the attention of the League-the evil is, nt all 
events, very limited in extent. 

One further reflection occurs to me on reading 
this document. These sources of slavery - tribal 
wars, raidil and the capture of individuals- have 
practically disappeared, and - according to the 
statement of the Temporary Slavery CommiHHion, 
which is composed not of politicians but of experts 
without political bias - it is owing to the civilising 
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action of the Colonial Powers that the t~rrible 
cttrije of slavery has been brought to an end. I 
should like to emphasise that point now, at a time 
when an attemr.t is being made, by the dissemina
tion of certain doctrines, by raising controver.~ies 
and through •. the medium of the Preas, to cause 
unrest among the natives by persuading them that 
it is the measures <taken by the Great Powers to 
introduce civilisation that have retarded their 
·JJJV.Ib'l'ess and made them the victims of ·cruel 
oppression. These reports and the expert investi
gation of the question prove that the Power~ 
which bear the heavy material burden of their 
colonies have never failed in the w01;k of civilisation 
which they have undertaken. 

After this digression, let 'me say that )!'ranee 
fully concurs in the object of the Advisory Com· 
mittee, that is to say, the total abolition, once and 
for all and throughout the whole world, not only 
of slavery, but of all intermediate states between 
slavery and freedom. 

We think that the League should, .in the near 
future, bring into force a Protocol giving a leg:tl 
sanction -to these principles. 

I will doubtless be said that stwh a Protocol 
might have been drafted and adopted this year. 
That would perhaps have be~>n premature, since, 
as the report now before you states, it has been 
impossible for the Governments Members of the 
League to study before this session the draft 
submitted by the British· delegation: no matter 
how sincet·ely and urgent.ly all the Members of the 
League may. desire to r~medy existing abuses, 
t!tere .are dehcat.e and complex questions, cle facto 
sttl!atwns, wht~h cannot be igilored, and the 
seriousness of winch the Httpporteur frankly admits 
when he states in his report that, in certain cases in 
the past1 the attempt to do away with slavery and 
other Mnnilm• conditions in an n.brupt manner 
~lthou.gh. noble in its inHpiration, has ·resulted 
~n ?~oreseen and regrettable hard~hips for the 
mdtvtduals whose condition it was sou.,ht to alle
v!ate, and even In g1·ave socialupheava~. In these 
C'll'OUmstances the Sixth Committee felt that the 
abolition of Mlavery, however desirnblc, could only 
be suo~essfully brought about with due reg·ard to 
the nmmtenance of order and the well-heing of t.he 
peoples conllerned. · 

Thet:efore, gentlemen, although the Sixth 
Comnuttee has not been able to produce definite 
results this year, it nmst not lie thought that there 
has bee~1 any deMire, in nny quarter, to delay the 
proceedmgs. 

'The I'rl'sid1•nt : Does any other member wi6h 
to speak f H no one wishi'S -to speak, I will put. 
to· the vote the resolution prop"ied by the Rixth 
Committ!'e and which reafl~ as .follows : 

The Axsembly, 
• Considering that tl!r ,lfembcrs of the L~aguP 

of Nations have undertaken, in virtue of Art~le 23 
(b) of the Covenant, to JJecu1·e just treatment of t~l' 
natit•e inhabitants of te-rritories under thelr · 
control ; 

Having examined th~ report of the Temparary 
Slavery Commission which has been communieatecl 
to all the :Members of the League of Nations ; and 

Being of opinion that a Convention is the best 
way of giving effect to the s1tggestions made in this 
report and of ar.eomplisliing the work undmaken 
by the League of N ationt< for the suppression of 
slavery; 

Decides to recommend for approval the annexed 
clraft Convention ; · · 

And requests the Council to communicate this 
clmft to all States jJf embers of the League and to 
suc.lt other States as the Counc-il may specify, with 
a view to tlJ~ conrlusion of a Convention u:hich ... 
will 1Je a.Y far as possible in conformity with, tl!ix 
clraft, and to invite tl!P above-mentioned State~ : 

(al T'J fa~•ward to th~ Secretary-General 
not later than June. 1st, 1926, any observations 
they may desire to make regarding the prot•ision.~ 
nf tltis draft ; 

(b) To appoint at a later date plenipoten
tiaries who will meet at the time of the Ofleniny 
of the '-lle!>enth Assembly to ·re-e,rarnine, if 
necessanJ, f.l1e article.y of the draft Convention 
and to sign immediately the text of the Conven
tion which has been agreed upon ; 

( {'.) 'l'o make. ever11. effort to adopt at oncP
all possible measures· in confonnity with thr 1 
pmvisions of the d~aft Convention in question ; 

· (d) 'l'o a.s~ist one another forthwith in the 
abolition of the slave trade; slavery and condition.• 

. . analogous· thereto; by all-pract-icable means and 
·in pat'ticu.lar, 'by the conclusion of specjpl 
agreements and· arrangements. • 

The l'esolution ·wa• adopted. 

. 80;- ELECTION OF lXON-PERliAXEl\T )IEli-
BEUS OF THE COUXCII.. ' · France will loyally support any further efforts 

of the Le~gue to abolish the evils of which 1 have · 
spoken. She can point with pride to the fnct that, The I•residl'nl :. In accordance with our agenda, 
~s far back as 1848, she was one Qf the first countries the Assembly Wlll now proceed to the election of 
Ill the world to abolish slavery in her own l'Olonies, the non-11ermanent ~Iembl'rs of the Council. 
and she has ·always taken steps to carry init the Thl' following is tlw I'l'levant pa~sage from the 
measures mentioned in the repm-t to prevent the. Rules of Procedure of the Assembly : •• 
capture. of prisoners, raids and tribal war~ wit.hiu 
her terl'ltory. l<'rnnce was also one of the first Powers , "Wh!'re several seats are to· be filled the 
to demand that a clau~c providing for the e11uitable election shnll he made by voting a Jist of n~mes. 
treatment of populatiOns ~hould be t'lllhQdied in Any ballot paper contninino- more name;~ethan 
the Covenant. tlwre are seats to be filled sh~ll be null and void, 

It is hardly neces~uQ' for Ill<' to r1·c~tll tlll'~e fact~, No liiembPr ~hall he elected at tlte first ;lr at 
however. -~ou all ~now that· my country has a the Recond ballot unless it has obtained at least 
lo.ng tradthon, I. might l:'ven say u long· colonial the absolute majority of the votes. If aft~r 
meed, and that .• tar from encouragin"' oppression . two. ballots there still remain seat-s to M filled, 
abnsPs or harbarouR traditional ;ustoms and a .thtrd ballo~ shall be held upon a Jist consi~ting 
usag.•s, w~ have always aimed not only at Pnsming of the oandtdates whitJh obtained most votes 
the mn~Ntal prog~·ps~ und Rl•curity. the health and nt the second ballot, up to a number double that 
well-bemg of the native populations under our of the seats still to be filled, nnd those.l\Iembers 
~ontrol, hut their e<lucntion, moral progrl'ss and shall be elected whic!;t obtain th!' greatest 
mtellectual emancipation. · numbE~r of votes. -. 

. Fran<'.!' '_Viii nE~ver fm'l!'"t that ''liberty" is thl' If two . or more Members. -obtain the same 
fnst word m tlw motto of the Repuhlil'. number of votes and there is not a. seat available 
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for each, a special ballot shall he held ht•tween 
them ; if they again obtain an equal num!M>r 
of votes. tfte President shall df'cide IM>tm'f'n 
them by drawing lotll." 

In accordance v.ith this profi>dure. you are !1bout 
to ~teet six ~Iem!M>rs to sit on the Coundl during 
the .rear 1926. On the voting tickets must ht• 
written the names of 1:\tates and !lot the nnme>< 
of clell•gate~ repre8enting such ~tates. 

ll. Chao-Hsin~Chu (China) : In connection with 
the procedure for the election of non-permanent 
Members of the Council of the League. nllow me 
to remind the Assembly of the recommendation 
which was unanimously passed here just two day~ 
ago regarding the applicability of the geogrnphical 
principle to the allocation of such non-permanent 
seats. I have the honour, Mr. President, to requl.'st 
that the Assemblv should be reminde!l of this 
recommendation before the ballot is taken, in thl' 
hope that this geographical prinl'iple will not hl' 
overlooked. 

The Prrsidenl : I will ask M. Mensdorff, dt•legate 
of Austria, and l\I. Caballl'ro, dl.'legate of Parn· 
guay, to act · as tellers. · 

( l!f. .tlf ensdt>rff ami .M. Caballero took tlleir pl1wea 
1m tlte platfo·rm.) 

TJu~ l'residt•nt : \Ye will now prot·l'ed to a sellfet 
balfot by roll-call. -

(The vote was taken br roll-call and ijecret ballot. 
The Secrl'tarv-General proceeded to count the .. 
votes.) 

The. Presidt•nt : Thl' result of the ballot is as 
follows: 

The following States voted : 

Albania. Au8trali~, • Aust.ria, Belgium, Brazil, 
Jlrit.ish Empire, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, Chin~, 
Czedwslovakia, Colombia, Cuba, Denmark, Domi
nican Republic, Esthonia, Ethiopia, Finland, 
France, Greece, Hait-i, Hungary, India, Irish Free 
State, Italy, Japan, Latvia.; !,iberia, Lith~ania, 
Luxemburg, Netherlands, New Zealand, ~hcara
gua, ·xorway, Pana!na, Paraguay, Persia, Pola!ld, 

· Portugal, Roumama, Salvador. South A~ica, 
Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, Smm, 
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, rruguay, Venezuela. 

The following States were absent: 

Argentine, Bolivia, Costa Rica, Guatemala, 
Honduras, Peru. · 
• 

•• 

Number of votl'a cast 
Blank papers . . . . . . 
Absolut~ majority required 

49 
1 

25 

'the votes obtained by the Statl's were as follows : 

Brazil 
Uruguay ... 
Czechoslovakia 
Spain 
Sweden 
Belgium 
China 
Persia .. 
NetberlandR 
Chile 
Switzer !an 

.. 

4~ 
40 
35 
35 
3' 
32 
26 
9 
~ 
4 ., 
< 
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Cuba 
Denmark 
Poland 
Portugnl 
Siam 
Colombin 
Finhmd 
Gret'Ct> 
India . . 
Lat.vin 
Liberin 
Roumanin 

--. 
.... 

Salvador . . . . • . . . . . 
Kingdom of tht> St•rhs, C'I'Onts 

nud Slovenl'><. • . . . . 

.. .. 

.. .. 
1 
I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 

- , 

Brazil, t:ru~uur, Spnin, t 'zt•t•hu~luvnkin, ~~~~·l't\l'll 
and Bl'Igium havE> ohtninl.'d the nbsolute IIUIJOI'h~· 
of votes required nnd ure thl'wfore elN•totl nun
pl'rmllnl.'nt Membt•rs of tlw f'uuneil. lt i~ my 
h11ppy dut~· to offt•r tlu•m my_ ennjl'mtulntinn•. 

~1.- ELEnltlX OF TilE XOX-I'Ellli.\XI~:-.T 
liEllnEUS tW TilE I:Ol'Xt:ll.: I'ROI'CIS,\1. 
BY Till-: \'EXF.Zl'EI.H llln.l~ti.\TitiX. 

Tht' l'rt•sldt•nt : i\1, 1.unwtu, fil••t · •h•h•11utt• nf 
\' PIII'ZIU'll\, ll~kH h•n Vt' tn llthh•t•MH tlu• .\HHl'lll hly, 

ll. Zllllll'la (Yl•llt•Ztlllhl) : 
Tra11slntion: Tht•l'l' i• t•w•ry irulit•ntiun thnt tlu• 

pre•ent choit•t• hn• ht•t•n •h•h•rmilll'cl hy tlw wry 
legitimate dt>Kirr which hu• Hn l'ur lo•tl the AMH<•mhly 
to· muint11in thP Hllllll qun in tht• t•h•ct.lun uf tl11• 
IIOn·)ll'flllllnt'nt )(t•lllhl•I'M or tJW ('ollll!lll, !I dt•Hit'l' 
shared by the \'!'III'Ztll'lun lh•l!!l(tlliun. At thl' Hlllllt' 
time, it iK cleur thnt. wlll'tlll'r th~• nm~nllrm;nt to 
the Covt-nunt nn thiH puint i~ rntlfif'd 111 tlw rwur 
futurt• or whethl'r ·u sy•tt•m of rotation iH ngl'l'l'll 
to, the pre~ent nrrungl•nwnt cunnot continur. 

The Veneztwlan dt•h•gutiun huH I'I'IIHOII to 
believe that itH viewK nrr Khurrtl hy mo~t uf thn 
ml'ml;!era of thiH AMKPIIIhly, und propoKI'M to embnrly 
thcsP virwH in 11 rPcnmm••ntlution ou tlw fullnwlnJC 
Jint•S : 

•·The AMembly, 
"Notina tlmt the 'lllll·pl•l'IIIIIIWIII )(t•IIIIU'rM 

of the co'i'mril at pre•tHrt iu nrfilliJ hun ht•t•n rt•· 
e)e()tlld for a VPur: 

"ConKidcrK . tim. lllt'UiliriJC or thiH l'll·t•)IJI'tinn 
to 1M> that it iH Huhjcct tn tlu• nnn·JI<Jflllllll111ll 
part of tht• Council heirtiC rrn••wNl n• from tht• 
election of 111:!11 hy appli1~ntinn of tlw prlnelph• 
of rntu t.ion." 

Tht> Prr~idl'nt : l• tlwrn any UJliJU~itluu to thiH 
rel'nmmPmlutinn ! 

ll. de P11hwiu• (Hpain) : 
Translation • ThP. ~p:tni•h 1lch•~:ation will no! 

oppoRe thl' nduption nf tht• I'I!COIIIJ?ll'l!dati'lll, .hut 
as it has nut ht•cn ab!" to ohtutu IIIHtrnrttouH 
from its novcrnrm•nt, it w!ll not W•tt•. 

The Prr~idt•nt: lJo"" any' utlwr ~I .. rnbl·r or tlw 
A"'li>mbly deHirl! to HJI!'ak 011 thi~ rl'ermunerulatiuu ! 
If no one wi~heH to speak I will do•clan• 1-111' 
re<'nmmemlation ario,t.cll. 

The ret·rmomi."TTdalilm ww1 wltrpted . 



82.- CLOSE. OF TilE SESSIOX: SPEECII BY 
TilE PRESIDEl\"T. 

Ladies, gcntlenlen and dear collea~,rues - Our 
work is finished. Before vacatinl! the Chair to which 
you el<>cted mP;" I should like flrHt t{) diwhargc a 

· duty and, secondly, to atu~mpt to indicate thP 
les~ons which this A~scmhly has taught us. 

On behalf of all the clclcgations, I express our 
thanl1s to the 1'\wiss Republic and to the Oanton 
and City of Geneva. Switzerland has become the 
home of noble schemes of international pacification. 
It iR in the peace-inspiring atmosphere o[ this 
country that the lofty iclcns of nniver~al reconci
liation .ha':e heen horn. Animated hy the spirit 
of hospitality, of reason and of disripline, the Swiss 
democracy offers us an exnmple of the fraternal 
UL~o~ of peoples differing in race, language ancl 
reh!,'IOn. 

Sncondly, our thanks arc due to thP. Hecretnrv
Gene!:aJ, Sir B.ric Drummond, who, wit.h his wide• 
and r!ch experwnce, has contrnlled the complicated 
maclun!'l'y of the I,eague's organisations. I would 
ask him to convey to all his collaborators whatever 
their position, our great appreciation of the va!uE.> 
of their daily help. 

The many reports submitted to us bv the six 
Committees are proof of the breadth of view and 
the ripe wisdom of those who havl' helped to prepare 
them. 

'Ye are particularly glad to pay our tribute to the 
uct1ve sympathy extended to us hy the Pres~. The 
Assembly regarde the Press as an all-important 
factor. in. world pear..e. It has passed a resolution 
Jll"oclal!lllllg the ~JCcessity of tlJO co-operation of the 
PrP;SS m preparmg- for that moral disarmament 
winch. must prcr.ecle material disarmament. In its 
capamty as a coadjutor of the League in th() work 
of peace and tho creation of a "new conscience" 
for lm'!lanity, the Press will Iw able to spread fm· 
and w1de such wm·ds us .will calm· J>llRsion and 
mould publio opinion. . 

~cveral speakers have already observed that 
tlus Assembly was not intended to be, or even 
t.o appear to be, a school of rhet.oric It is not our 
duty to distribute laurel wreat.hs or to st.rew palms 
befm·e the ~ctors in t;he lists of oratory. The object 
of our meetmg here IS to consider problems which 
affect !he fut1~re of the great civilisations and to 
s~ek w1th pat10nt zeal to I'econcile the sometimes 

~d1sco~·dant elements of p!·act.ical and acceJ>table 
solutwns. 

It has been unjustly said that our meetings 
lacked the quality of brilliance. I am inclined to 
mak~ a virtue of what was intended as a criticism. 
Is th1s not actual proof of the serious nature of our 
work '·. Whetl~e~· in matters social financial. 
eco_nonue or pohtwal, decisions have been taken 
whwh may ~ave far-reaching consequenc(\s. In 
~II spheres Ill which we are comJ>etent to act 
llllp.ortant r!'sult.q have been obtainE>d. Of thes~ 
I Will only say one word. 

Thr'?ugh the 'help. given to 1·efugees and the 
ex~enswn of protect1ve measures· for women and 
c~uldren, the Ll'ague has sought to sa.fegum·d tJ1e 
r1ghts of the .weak and ~o alleviate the misfortunes 
of the suffermg. . In tlus connection I should like 
to J?ay a warm tr1bute to the International Labour 
Office for all the help it has afforded. 

Special mention should be made of the Convention 
drafted by tha Sixth Committee to remove the last 
traces ~f ~lavery. This is an undertaking of real 
humamtanan value and we hope that it will be 
welcomed by the Governments concerned. 

By t~e interest it has shown in the organisation 
of P?bhe health and the regulation of the opium 
traff1c, the Assembly has proved its anxiety to 

I 

remove dangers threatening the physical and mo~al 
well-being both of individuals and of entire 
communities. o 

Thanks to the sincere co-operation of the Govern
ments of Hungary and Austria, the financial 
reconetruction of these t.wo countries has yielded 
most encouraging results. 6. 

The technical organisations, such as the .Financml 
Committee ancl the Economic Committee, io w4Iich 
should be added the Committee for Communiea
tions and Transit, have displayed a praiseworthy 
activity. Each in its sphere has prepared the way 
for an undertaking the wo1ld-wide scope of which 
you will alllutvc• realised. All Governments are af!reed 
that the eauses of international difficulties and 
disputes often lie in economic conditions : accord
ingly the proposal for a general Economic Confer
ence bas been welcomed. 'rhe resolution proposed 
by the ~econd Committee opens up a. vast field 
of enquiry anrl investigation with a view not· 
merely to mitiguting the effects but to removing 
the causes of the evils which at the present time 
weig-h so heavily upon all nations. 

'l.'he question of intellectual Co·operation also 
offers a promisi'ag outlook. The Committee will 
~hortly have at its -disposal an admirable instrument 
10 the Paris Institute, and its influence is bo1md 
to increase with time. It will have to concentrate 
its attention on schemes for diffusing a knowledge 
of the ideal of the League, for winning fresh 
support and making its work better knowri. This 
task cannot be pursued by means of partisan 

. propaganda, but only by a faithful and unbiased 
statement of the League's activities. • 

Although no actual resolution has been passed 
on th~ so~1~wb~t thorny question of the protection 
of mm01:1tles, It has nevertheless bllell discussed 
by ~he Sll~th 9omm.ittee. The opinions expressed 
dm·mg th1s d1scusswn show that the Leao-ue is 
conscientiously performing the useful and" noble 
but difficult ta.s_)!: entrusted to it under the Treaties, 
namely, that of safeguarding the interests of certain 
national minorities. The work it has done should 
inspire confidence in those f.opulations which look 
to 1t for support. All fear , all sensitiveness. will 
gradua.lly be l'!'moved by the wisdom of· the 
Governments and the loyalty of the minortties."' 
The combined and sincere efforts of the League, 
the Governments concerned and the minorities 
themselves should eventually lead to a situation, 
a brotherly relationship, which will mark the end 
o~ the minorities problem, both from the interna
twnal and the domestic standpoint. 

I must also draw attention to the work of the 
Mandates Commission in develop in a and perfecting 
the in~~itution e~tab~ished by the Treaty, the 
supervisiOn of whwh IS entrusted to the League. 
~Ve ~e firmly convinced that the mandatory 
I ow01s have at heart the steady impro:vement 
of the material and moral conditions of the popula
tions placed under their paternal and I woullf · • 
add, vigilant tutelage. • ' 

I ~ow turn ~~ t~at trilogy which has become 
classw - "Arb1tratwn, Security and DiS!!J'Ula
ment". ~rhe deliberations of this Assembly have 
shown us tl~at ~he spirit of the Protocol drawn ~p 
l~st year still hves. It constitutes. at the present 
tune, an ideal and a rule of conduct. None of the 
general principles enunciated by the -fifth 
Asse~1~bly. were questioned by the sixth. The onlv 
m?d1fwatwns concerned the application of these 
prmeiples : the principles themselves formed the 
fundamental basis of our discussions. Did not the 
~ssembly show wha~ was its i~tention by denounc-
10~ ~ war of aggresswn as ah mternational crime ? 
D1d 1t no~ again affirm the necessity of arbitration 
and seeur1ty as essential conditions to disarmament t 
Surely, however, Security, as contemplated in th~ 
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Protocol, must, by the very terms of that document, 
and in accordance with the statements of the most 
authoritative members of this Assembly, nece.~a· 
rily be supplemented by regional agreements; by 
pacts between peoples with common intt-rests who 
believe themselves directly threatened ! • 

ifwo methods of attaining this end were proposed 
by the authors of the scheme for the pacific settle
ment o' international disputes. The idealistic 
method, based upon general conceptions, sought 
to reconcile human fncts with principles : the 
realistic method endeavoured to find a compromise 
between principles and fact<~, and to accommodnte 
ideas to circumstances. I' may be pnrdoned for 
recalling Plato and Aristotle. Called upon to choose 
between the method of the disciple and that of the 
master, the Assembly decided that it would perhaps 
be more expedient to follow the teaching of the 
disciple. The eventunl end will be the same. It is 
the methods of realisation or application that 
differ. The Members of the League wish to prepare 
the way for disarmament by means of special 
agreements in order to obtain security. They 
propose the pacific settlement of conflicts and 
disputes by arbitration conventiont!. .fo'rom all these 
facts it is clear that the spirit of the Protocol hns 
animated and quickened the work of this Assembly. 

It has not been judged advisable to en~e once 
more in a discussion of the project for universal 
compulsory arbitration. But inevitably, whatever 
paths we may tread, we shall one day reach thi~ 
goal. A little reflection wtl:l show tha~ th~re are 
only two possible alternatives - arb1trahon . or 
arootrariness.. Between these two words, whwh 
follow each other in the dictionary and yet are 
mutually exclusive, the 1\Iem bers of the League have 
never hesitated. 

_ _;. This brief and superficial survey of the work 
done in the last few weekR is enough to show that the 
sixth ·Assembly has not disappointed the hopes 
which .the world placed in it. This work bas been 
such as to confound the sceptics, to convert the 
pessimists and to give to all those who believe in 

J 
the Lengue fresh ground for confidence, optimism. 
and faith. Our Assembly hns oourageonsly done 0 
its duty and fnced most diffioult tasks. With a 

. clt>nr renlisntion of its mission 111\d of it<! 1-esponsi
bilities it hns dnnvn up the progrnmme of the great 
enterprises of to-morrow 1\lld n>v"'lt>d :o mnnkind 
new and shinin2 horizons. • 

Ladit>s and ~ntlemen, ift the com'l!e of yom· 
wnlks through Gt'nevn yon mny hnve hnppened · 
upon the little churoh of St. Paul, whose redot.ited 
roof and Romant>sque front lie sht~ltt~n>d und01· 
the folia~!~! of autumn. Htmnonious in its propor
tions, rirh in its sobriety. this modorn t.cmple with 
its medinwal air contuins n lllt\stt>rpiet•l' of the 
French paintt>r, Mtlnrioe Dt>nis. 

Tht> nrch of the ot>ntralntlve fl'l\lllt•s this mngnirl
l't•nt wnrk nf art, which dominntl'l\ tht• high ultt•l\ 
fills tilt' whnlt> np~o nntl t·n~ts n subtlo orit•tJtnl 
light on tht> hi:th vuult. Bt•fol't\ us lit•s n rnlm st•U• 
which the twilight llll\lltlt>• with purpll' nnrl • 
grt'l'nish gold. 

A fishing-bout gt•ntly rooks upon the wntt•l'S. 
In it n numbrr nf fi~run•s al't\ J.'l'OIIpt•d ronnd 11 

1111111 clntlw!l In a rohl' of llliiiiY fuhls. The npost.lu 
Pun! arhlrt'Rst•s his compnninns, romt• to him fl'Oftl 
Ronw nnd Corinth, .Tt•rnsnll'lll and Bpht•~nH, C~·pl'IIR 
lind Tht••Ralonil•n. Thl' wortlH rnn II pun t I Ill 
mellow air: "Tht•rl' is no longt•r .Tt•w nor <ll'lllllt•, 
homl nor fn•o ••. " 

Bt>fm't' this strikinj.! t•vm·ntion of npostnlll• tlnw~ 
l fnnnrl myH('lf rlrt•llming thnt 11111' lilly Wl' mny son 
on th11 Khort>s of thiK }II'IICt•fnl lukn mon of evt•ry 
rt•lkion, faith nnd r111lt' nl1clnlminl( tho volt•o whld1 
the "'e!'hnt>s will rnrry tu thn uttormuHt onds of thn 
cnrth : •'Tht•re iK no lnnJ.'t'r vit•tm· nnr vnn!Jnlshod, 
nppressnr nor oppri'M"i•rl, fur yon 111'1' nil onn In 
jnRtict> nnd lll'l\l'll' . 

Ladio• anti l!l'ntlonu•u, tlw Hixth AM~I'lnhly of 
tllP LNI~IW nf NntlonK Is now rloKt•d. 

Thr .tlsR~mbly rosB at ~ p.m. 

------~~~~~~==~~~===~--PRINTED BY .• 'I"RI!IlJ"E DE GESEVE" 
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1.- OPENING OF THE ASSEMBLY. 

Vislofmt Ishii, delegate of Japan, Acting President 
of tha Council, took the Chair. 

The Chairman : 
Translation : Ladies and Gentlemen, - The 

Assembly of the League of Nations is abont to 
meet, for the first time, in special session. 

The Covenant of the League states that "tbe 
Assembly shall meet at stated intervals and from 
time to time, as occasion may require . • ." The 
Rules of Procedure adop~d by the first A88embly 

... provide for ~ general session of the Assembly in 
. September of each year and set forth the eonditions 

in which special sessions may be summoned. 

On Fehruury 9th, 1926, tho Suurt•tary·Ciuut•ml 
of the League received 110 uppllcntlnn for tlw 
adrnisHinn of G11rm11ny tn the Leugue. On tlw sunw 
day the Council of the League waH convoked by ltH 
Acting PreHident, the rt•prt•Hent.l&tive of lt111y, to 
meet at Geneva on Fobrunry 12th to oonKldt•r 
whether, in nccordnnce wit.h the proviMinns of the 
Rules of Procpdure, 11 Hpocial soMsinnof thiiAHHemhly 
should be summontld, In order tbnt Uormnny's 
application might be exnminetl without dolny. 1'he 
Council decided to summon the sptlclal HPHKirlll of 
the Assembly, in virtue of which yuu havo met to· 
day, and drl'w np the agenda whioh iM hefure you. 

At the annual gtmeral Kt•HMinns of tho AHMtJlnbly 
it is the cuHtnm fur the Acting ProHitlent of tlw 
Council, in opening tho HCHHion, and aH an introcluo· 
tion to iU! deliherntinnM, to rovu•w the work of the 
Leagne for the prevltms year. In view of tlw 
special character of the agtmda of this seHHion, J 
am sure that you will Bl-,'l'ee that thore is no occaHion 
for me to anticipate in any way the Introductory 
speech which will be made at the regular MI!HKinn 
of the AKsembly next 1-il'ptember • 

Perhaps, however, I may Vl'nturc to make one 
or two remarks. 
. In the first place, I would draw your attention 
to the fact that, since the application of the Gr•rman 
Government was received, jnst one month haM 
elaprred. The meeting at sncb short notice of the 
official repre~~entatives of most of the States of tlw 
world is surely without precedent, and is evidence 
of the efficiency of the Leagne 011 a machine for 
the transaction of business affecting many nations. 

Secondly, I am confident that I shall be expresKing 
the feelings not only of the delegates assemblr<d 
here, but of thorre people throughout the world 
who are following your proceedings, if I say that 
the event which has brought us together is, in the 
highest degree, significant. A great nation asks to 
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be admitted to the I,eague. I venture to see in 
t.his a sign that the covenants which unite the 
Members ~f the League, so long as they are applied, 
however ImperfJctly, in the spirit of international 
<>quity which underlies them, will appeal with 
growing .for(l(· to the hopes and consciences of the 
na tiona of the world. 

Ladies and gen ~Iemen, I declare the special 
• session of the As~em bly of the T-eague of Nations 
OjJen. 

2.- EI.ECTION OF THE COlllllTTEE ON THE 
CREDENTIALS OF DELEGATES. 

The Chairman : 
Translation : In' accordance with Article 5 of the 

Rules of Procedure of the Assembly, a Committee 
' to report on tho credentials of delegates should be 
elected by the Assembly in order that it may 
submit its report without delay. 

This Committee should consist of eight members. 

l\1. l\loUa (Switzerland) : 
Translation : I beg to propose that the Committe!' 

on the Credentials of Delegates should consist 
of the "following eight delegates : 

The Hon. Philippe RoY (Canada). 
1\f. DE AGUERO Y BETHANOOURT (Cuba). 
1\f. Louis Louormun (France)-. 
M. Dino GRANDI (Italy). · 
M. · Wilis SOHUMANS (Latvia). 
Baron LEHMANN (Liberia). 
Prince Arll'A (Persia). 
l\L Petresco CoMNENE (Roumania). 

The Chairmnu : 
. Translation : Does any member desire to ·speak 
regarding the list which has just been suggested f 
If no. one wish(\R to speak, I shall regard it as 
adopted. 

Tlte list proposed by .M. 1lf otta was adopted. 

The Cb,nirmnn : 
Translation : It is important that the Committee 

for the verification of credentials which bas just 
been appointed should meet at onee. I therefore 
propose that we adjourn for an hour in order 
to enable t.he. Committee to meet and submit its 
report to-day. I accordingly request the Committee 
to meet at onee in the President's room. . 

This meeting of the Assembly will be resumed 
at 4.30 p.m., and after hearing the report of the 
Committee for the Verification of CredentiaJs the 
Ass~mbly will elect the President of this special 
ReSSIOD. 

The Assembly adjoumed at 3.30 p.m. and the 
muting waR resumed nt 4.30 p.111. 

:l.- CREDENTIALS OF DELEGATES: REPORT 
OF THE COJ\Il\IITTEE OX CREDENTIALS. 

Thl' Chairman : 
T1:an~la~ion : The first item on the agenda i~ the 

constderatJOn . of the report of the Committee 
on C'redentirls. _ 

I request M. de Aguero y Bethan<'ourt, fiJ:st 
delegate of Cuba, to read his report. . 

:u. dt> AgUt•ro y ll~thancourt (Cub11.), Chairman 
and Rapporteur of the Committee on Credentials: 

Tra11J1latio.•! : The Committee on Credentials 
met to-day nt 3.30 p.m. and elected me Chair-· 
man . and ent.rusted me with the duty of 
drawmg up the report. 

• The Committee examined the documents trans-
mitted· to it by the Secretary~(jeneral and found 
that the following States are repr.esented by dele
gates who are in possession either of letters of 
credentials from Reads of States, or letters from 
Mipisters for Foreign Affairs, or telegrams from 
the same source, or letters from the represent,.tives 
on the Counnil of the League, or from permanent 
representatives accredited to the Leagnenf Nations : 

Abyssinia, Albania, Australia, Austria, Bel
gium, Brazil, British Empire, Bulgaria, Canada, 
Chile, China, Colombia, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, 
Denmark, Dominican Republic, Esthouia, Fin
land, Frailee, Greeee, Guatemala, Hungary, India, 
Irish Free State, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Liberia, 
Lithuania, Luxemburg, The Netherlands, New 
Zealand,· Nicaragua,· Norway, Paraguay, Persia, 
Poland, Portugal, Roumania, Salvador, Kingdom 
of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, Siam, South 
Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Uruguay, 
Venezuela. · -

The Committee considers that the representa
tives of these States Members are duly accredited. 

The Commjttee also found that the following.. 
States Members have not presented any documents "' 
regarding their representation at this session ·of 
the Assembly of the League of Nations: 

The Argentine Republic, Bolivia, Costa R-ica, 
Haiti, Honduras, .Panama, Perri. 

The Chairman : 
Translation : Does anyone wish to speak on 

this report Y If no one wishes to speak, I> shall 
declare the conclusions of the report adopted. 

The conclusions of the 1·eport wet·e adopted. 

·1. - ELECTION OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE 
SPECIAl, SESSION OF THE ASSEMBLY. 

The Chairman : 
Translation : The next item on the ao-enda is 

the election of a President for the "pt·esent 
special session of the Assembly. · 

In non{ormity with the Rules of -Procedure, 
voting will be by secret bullot. , • 

I request two former Presidents of the Assem
bly, M. Motta, first delegate of Switzerland, and 
Mr. Dandlll'and, first delegate of Canada, to act 
as tellers. · 

The t•ote8 of tl• e d~le1Jations u:ere taken In t.11J'11 
by secret ballot. · 

The Chairman : 
TraMlation : The result of the votine; ·is as 

follows: 

Number of States voting . 
Blank voting paper· . . • 
Voting papers valid ... 
Majority required . . . . 

M. Affonso da Costa (Portugal) 
reeeived 

M. RPrluf Zahle iDenma.rk) 
Others ...... - • . . . . 

48 
1 

47-
24 

I have ,thereforQ the honour, in accordance with 
the Rules of Procedure, to announee that M. Affonso 
da «?ost.a., first delegate of Portugal, is elected 
President of the present special session of the 
Assembly. 
~· _da Costa, the Assambly has, by a large 

maJority, elected . you !President. I sincerely 
congratulate ~·he Assembly on its choiee, as I also "-. 
congratulate you personally and the country which · 
yon so worthily represent here. 

-2-



• 
I calf upon M • .Affonso da Costa to take the ehair 

of the present special session of the .As.•t>mbly. 
Jl. da Costa"took the Prtsidmtial Cltair. 

5.- PRESIJ)E~t'TIAL ADDRESS. 
• 

)1. da Costa (Portugal) (President of the As-
seilibly) : · 

Ttan.i,nlitm : Ladies and Gentlemen, My dear 
Colleagut>s, -I am deeply sensible of the great
honour you have conferred upon me in asking me 
to preside over the work of this Assembly, and 
profoundly appreciative of the flatterin~ words 
which the President of the Council was goon enou~rh 
to address t~ me. 

I know that this tribute is paid mainly to my 
eountry, which is truly worthy of the honour you 
are conferring upon it. It was one of· the earliest 
pioneers of our civilisation, and has always given 
proof of its ardent and unshakable desire for peace. 
It has ever been a staunch defender of the prinoiples 
which guide the beneficent activities of t.he Leal!'\te 
of Nations. 
- As for my~elf, I see in your choii'Al only a further 
incentive to do my duty with that zeal which I 
have brought to the defence of these principles 
ever since the already distant days when this 
new and admirable system of international rela· 
tions was framed and developed. 

I am the more sensible of the honour you havt> 
done me in that our task on this occasion, though 
it will not delay us long, is of truly immense 
importance. We are not now meeting merely to lay 
the•foundations of the constitution and to frame 
the rules for the working of our League. To-day, 
we are called upon to give it its final shape, to 
adapt it to the conditions which will be most 
·likely to further the• attainment or its essential 
object- that of ensuring peace and furth~>ring 
the progress of mankind. 

During the six ordinary Assemblies of the League 
of Nations, from 1920 to 1925, we have, after some 
tentative experiments which were inevitable in the 
beginning, e.ollected ·excellent material for perfect
ing this gigantic organisation, which already 

.,includes the majority of the nations of the world. 
l3ut ,t was only after the Locarno Agreement that 
the key-stone o.f this magnificent edifice was ready 
t~ be placed in position by the present Assembly. 

It is not only the entry of a new nation into the 
• League of Nations which gives this present ses~ion 

such special importance : there are other nations 
which still remain outside the League, among 
which we need only mention that great nation, the 

· United States of Ameriea, whose seat, unfortu
nately, is still empty. This Assembly is ~ven an 
exceptional significance hy the growt-h and mflm•!lc;e 
in our discnssions of what I may call the new Rptnt, 
the Locarno spirit, the spirit which has brought 
~ermauy. here, the spirit of fraternity whic~ to-day 

• 18 possible, and which will in the future mcrease 
nnd will bind together all the peopiP-s of the world. 

This is the true Rignificance of the prel!f'nt 
ocC61sion. 

I can therefore say without exaggeration that 
a ~ew era is at length opening for all mankind -
an era of tranquillity and happiness, after all the 
suffering and angnish of the past. _ 

What then is the spirit of Locaruo f It 1R 
directed tow~ds the construction, on a rational 
and firm foundation, of a system in which force 
shall be replaced by reason, violence by justice, 
conflict by 11Dderstanding. This spirit of Locarno 
was proclaimed here Ia;t year, in the most eloq~ent 
aild definite terms, by 1ts great creators, ~L Bnand 
and Sir Ansten Chamberlain. At the meeting !'n 
September lOth, 1925, Sir Auste~ Charnberl!'m, 
speaking of the agreements then m preparation, 

which Wt're to be l"Xt>«mtt>d IUHll'r the nuspiet>S of 
the Lt>a~ut>, clt>arly summt>d UJ\ tht> dnminnnt. • 
idt>a as follows : 

• "I hope Wl' shnll baWl" the sympathy nnd 
approvnl of tht> Lt>ague of :1:\nti~ts, {pr \Yl' &hall 
bring to the Ll'ngut> gn•a1t supporl, n grt•att • 
incrt>nse of its authority nml int'htt•lll'o, null tlw 
lar~'l'st coutribution thnt it is in our powt•t• to 
nm~o:e to tht> pn.•stonntion of tht• pt>aU'(' oli tTtt> 
world." 

This promise hns bt•t•n wot•thily fulfillt•d. You 
htwl" before you, gtJntlt•nwn, t-hl" I,ol'nrno ngrt•t>nwnt~ 
nnd you will t>xnmino tht•m simnltall!'ouslv with 
Gt>rmany's applil'ntion for ndmission to tho l.l'nl-(111' 
of Nations uudt•r Artit•le 1 of thl' Covenant .. 

At the snme time, without pre-judA'ing ynur 
decisions, I canunt refrnin from ot'rt•ring ht•t'C nlltl 
now, on behnlf of tlw Nttire Assl'mhlv, a wnrm nnd 
cordial welcome to all who eout.rlbutt>d to the 
admirable work done at LoOI\fUO whioh op11nM up 
such t>xcellent prospt•!'ts for the futurt•. 

You may fet>l tha~t. I nm unduly opt.imi~tic: yon 
may be somowhnt surpris!'d that twit hor pt•rsotmlly 
nor as President of the Ass!'mhly hnvo I nuult• tm! 
rt>servations or givon exprt•s~ion to nny doubtM, 
The reason is a simple on!', I nm 11 mnn or 
principle and a mnn of fa~ith, ami the J,!'nguo of 
Nations, in whose name I hnve t.he honour to spm1k, 
has no right to contemplah• the remot(•st posHihlllt.y 
of its own disappenrance, or 1\VI'II of a t·ot.roj.rrtult• 
movement. The prt>sent juncture iH so dt•oisivl\ 
a turning-point as regurds the offt•ot.iVI\II!'HH of thl' 
League's work that we cannot but ft•el tho most 
complete confitlonoo, lost we should lmve to tulmit 
that all our vast dreams of pl'nco nnd progrt•HH 
might vanish away at tlw vt•ry monwnt wlwn 
they are beginninl( to tuke Hlmpe IIH lu•nnt.iful 
realities. and might louve tho cnmmunit.lt•s ul' 
mankind Onee more beneath tlll\ IU'U( or llll thOH!' 
forces of destruotion which wo thought luul hlll'll 
overcome. 

That is no longer a posHihillty. N ono of u~ huru 
who are taking our shnre in the lifo or the J,l'ngtw 
most mnke, or let others muke, dopr!1HHing ntul 
discouraging sugg£>Htions. 

In conclusion, I would ask you to give mo your 
support and co-operation in tho currying-out or t.llll 
important duties which yon hnve dono nw t.lte 
honour of entrusting to me, and to help mo to rnnko 
my contribution towards whnt we mny rxprll•t will t 

he the happy outcome or this AHHI•mhly. 

6. - ADOPTIO~ m: THE MiESJIA. 

The Prrsident : 
Translation : In order to shorten our proccdum, 

and uuleHs any dell'gation deHireM thut we Hhould 
vote on the agenda item by item, I propoHe tbnt 
we should vote on it aH a whole- i.e., on Items 
1 to 4 o' the domunent rliHtributed to you. In 
these circumstances there appears to he no ohje1•t 
in setting up an agenda committee. 

If there is no objection, I shall rt'gar<l thiH 
procedure as adopted. (Assent.) 

The agenda u-a& adopted. (AnDI•x 1, dcwument 
A. 5. 1926 (Extraordinary~.) 

1. - :SOlll:SATIOS OF COlllllTIEES OF Till-; 
ASSEliBLY ASH ELEf.TIOS OF TilE (;fi:\JIC
liEX OF THESE COllliiTIEES. 

The Pre~idl'nl: 
Translation : According to precedent, it is 

necessary that the special session of the AHHembly 
should now constitute itK Committees. The General 

• 
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Committee of the Assembly cannot be set '·njl 
until the Committees have ·elected their· Chairmen, 
since the latter, together with the i!ix · Vice-' 
Presidents electe& by, the Assembly, wil~ form 
the General Committee of .the Assembly ... , . 

T!ui agenda ·of. this specia\ session Indicates 
the desirability of setting up two Rom~~ttees, 
one to deal with Ite'm 1 of the agend_a, "~equest 
of. the German Government for admission to the 
League of N ntions ", and the other to consider 
It.ems 3 and 4 : "Budgetary Questions .and the 
f'onstruetion of an Assembly Hall". 

In making these suggestions as to the distri
bution of the work between these Committees, 
I am following the precedent established at. the 
ordinary sessionH of the As~embly. 

You will no doubt agree with me that for the 
rntnnent we should take no decision regarding 
the reference to one of the Committees of Item 2 
of the agend!L: "Dcci~ions of the Assembly on 
Council proposals, if any, in application of Article 4 
of the Covenant of the J,eague of Nations". 

'L'his quest.ion should first be considered by the 
Council, and we must therefore wait until the 
Council has finished its examination of the question, 
and leave it to the General Committee of the Assem
hly to sugg~>Ht the best procedure to adopt. 

If there are no objections, I shall consider 
that the Assembly ngrees, on the one hand, to set 
up two Committees and, on the otlu.•r, to distri
bute between these Committee, in the manner 
I have indicated, three of the items on our agenda, 
the second it.em being reserved for the present. 
(.tlRHent.) 

In order to .save time, I suggest that we adjourn 
so t-hat the two Committees may be formed, and 
elect their Chairmen. In suggesting this course, 
it is not my intention to introduce innovations in 
our procedm·e or in t.he constitution and election 
of the Committees of the Assembly. I am merely 
endeavouring to fulfil your wishes by suggesting 
to you a means of simplifying our arrangements 
without departing in any way from the established 
rules and traditionR. 

The meeting will therefore be suspended for 
fifteen minutes, during which time the delegations 
will designate their representatives on each of the 
Committees. I will then invite one of the Commit
tees (which might, if you agree, be called Committee 
No. I, that is, the Committee which will deal 
with the first item on the agenda) to meet imme
diately in the Assembly Hall to elect its Chairman. 

As soon as this has been done, I will invite 
the other Committee (which, for .convenience, 
we might call Committee No. II) to take the 
First Committee's place in the Assembly Hall 
and proceed in the same manner to elect itR 
Chairman. 

If that course commends itself to the Assembly, 
and if no objections are raised, I will consider 
it as adopted. (Adopted.) . 

The meeting is suspended for a quarter of an 
hour to allow t.he delegations to appoint their 
representatives on the two Committees and Com
mittee No. I will then meet in this hall to elect 
its Chairman. 

The meeting wa& adjouN1ed at 5.25 p.m. and 
TIJ8umed at 6 p.m. 

8, - AXNOUXCEM&~T OF CIIAIRliEN OF 
COlli\ll'ITEES. 

The Presidrnt : 

Translat.ion : I have the honour to inform the 
Assembly that Committee No. I. has elected as 

; Chafrman Sir' Austen 'Ohamberlai~/ ifr.sHl~leg!te 
' of the· Rritish: Empire, 'and• f'AJmm1ttee No.•ll·has 
; elected as itil 'Clmirman. ;}L Louchl"!ri · delegate of 

France. -

• . .. , .. 
t' 

9.- ELECTION OF THE SIX VICE-PRESIDEXTS 
OF THE ASSElUBLY. 0 

• 

The Presid<>nt : · 

Translation : In accordance with the first para
graph of Article 7 of the Rules of Procedure of 
the Assemblv, it is now necessary to proceed to 
the election 'by ballot of six Vice-Presidents. 

J,et me remind you that paragraph 3 of 
Article 21 · of the Rules of Procedure which 
governs this election reads as follows : 

"When a number of elective places of the same 
nature are to be filled at one time, those persons 
who obtain an absolute majority at the first 
ballot shall be elected. If the number of. per
sons obtaining such majority is less than the 
number of persons to be elected, there shall 
be a second ballot to fill the remaining places, 
the voting being restricted to the unsuccessful 
candidates who obtained the greatest number 
of votes at the first ballot, not more than double 
in number the places remaining to be filled. 
Those candidates, to the number required to 
be elected, who receive the greatest number 
of votes at the second ballot shall be declr.red 
elected." 

I call upon Sir Austen Chamberlain, first dele
gate of the British Empire, and M. J,oucheur, 
delegate of France, to be good enough to act as 

· tellers. · 

The votes of the delegations w!'re taken in tu1'1l 
by .Yel'l'et ballot. , . 

The President : 

Translation : The following are the results of.. the"-· 
voting: . · 

Number of States voting 46 
Voting paper null and void 1 
Voting papers valid 45 
Majority required 23 

The analysis of the voting is as follows : 

M. SciALoJA (Italy) 45 votes · 
Viscount IsHII (Japan) 42 , 
Sir James ALLEN (New Zealand) · 34 . ,, 
M. CABALLERO (Paraguay) 32 , 
M. TITULESCO (Roumania) 32 , 
M. MoRALES (Dominican Republic) 29 , " 

In accordance with Article 7 of the Rules of 
Procedure, I declare the above-mentioned dele
gates duly elected Vice-Presidents of the S:Qe<:.ial 
session of the Assembly. 

The Committees having now elected th~.~u· 
Chairmen and the questions on the agenda having 
been distributed between the Committees it is 
necess~y, in order to avoid loss of time, that the 
Conuruttees should commence their work at the 
earliest possible moment. 

After consulting with the Chairmen of the 
two Committees, I have the honour to info1·m the 
Assembly that it has been decided that both 
Committees should meet tG-morrow at 4.30 p.m. 
at the Secretariat. 

Xhe Asse1nbly rose at 6.30 p.m. 

PRIXTED BY ::·TRIBUNE DE GENEVE" 
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• Resolution of the Second Committee. 

13. ERECTION OF AN AsSEMBLY HALL AND OF ANNEXES 
FOR THE UsE OF THE SECRETARIAT. 

Report and Resolution of the Second Committee. 

President : 1\I. AFFONSO D.A COSTA~(Portngal). 

10. - COMPOSITION OF THE AUSTRIAN 
DELEGATION : REPORT OF THE C0:\1-
1\IITTEE ON THE CRED~TIALS OF 

• • DELEGATES. 

The President : 
.Tra~~lation : M. de .Aguero y Bethancourt, 

ChOOI'man and Rapporteur of the Committee on 
Credentials, will address the Assembly. 

lU. de Aguero y Bethaneourt (Cuba), Chairman 
and Rapporteur of the Committee on Credentials : 

Tra118lation: Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 
- The Federal Government of .Anstria has informed 
the Secretariat that 1\I. Leo di Pauli, Envoy 
Extraordinary and MiiJlster Plenipotentiary of the 
Republic of Anstria accredited to the Swiss Federa
tion, has been appointed third Austrian delegate 
to the special session of the Assembly of the League 
of Nations now being held at Geneva. 

The Credentials Committee ho.a examined the 
documents regarding the appointment of His 
Excellency 1\I. Leo di Pauli. It hnM found thorn In 
order, and trusta that the .Assom bly wlll ngroo to 
regard 1\I. di Pauli as duly accredited. 

The PreMident : 
Translation : Does anyone wish to Mpenlc on the 

conclusions of this report ' 
The conclusions of the report are adopted. 

11.- TRIBUTE TO THE 1\IE:\IORY OF 1\1. LtON 
BOURGEOIS. 

l'be President : 
Translation : As yon will have seen from the 

agenda, the first part of this meeting will be devoted 
to the payment of a tribute to nne of the first. 
champions of the ideal of the League of Nations, 
who was for many years one of the most illustrious 
members of the Lea~:ue's AHsembly- M. Loon 
Bourgeois, first delegate or France, who ho.a paHHecl 
away since the Assembly last met in ordinary SI'BKion. 

A communication has already been sent to all 
the delegations informing them Of the deCiHIOnM 
taken by the General Committee ,,f the Assembly 
with a view to giving this expre~sion of onr grief 
a Hpecial character of simplicity and dignity. 

M. Urrutia, first delegate of Colombia, who 
originally suggeste1l that thill tribute should be 
paid, will ~peak first, and afterwards, on behalf 
of all the delegations prPf!(mt, I wlll associa«• 
myself with hill words. 

11. Urrutia (Colombia) : 
Translation : l\Ir. President, ladies and gentlemen 

-Since the Ja.~t session of the AsMCmbly we have 
suffered an irreparable loss in the person of our 
distinguishe1l and regretted colleague, M. Loon 
Bourgeois. We desire to pay to his memory a 

• 
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tribute of affection and of the deepest b'l'atitude. 
He will alwayK hold an honoured place in the 
history of our J.eai,'UC of Nations for his noble 
endeavours to frond it, for the unstinted support 
and geiii'rous assistance which he afforded it, 
and for a,ll hi~:• work, during a long and glorious 
career, on behalf o! justice and international peace. 

I do not now pr~Jlose to review this work. I 
would merely remind you, in the first place, of 
his" persevering and enlightened action at the 
two Hague Peace Conferenees, the object of which 
may be summarisnrl as follows : to extend and 
eonsolidate the r<·ign of law in international rela
tions by establishing peace on a legal and not 
on a military basis ; to secure tlJC adoption of 
compulsory arbitration with a view to safp,guarding 
the principle of juridical equality between Rtaws ; 
af.ld to inculcat<l r<>spect for the ri~hts of small 
and weak nntions, rigbt.s which are JUSt as sacred 
as those of the Great Powers. "Here'', be said 
at the First Hague Conference, "there are neither 
great nor small Powers- all are equal in presence 
of the work we have to accomplish." 

The President of the Second Conference, the 
,Russian delegate, M. Nelidow, said at the closing 
meeting: · 

"The part which His Excellency M. Leon 
Bourgeois, one of the mainstays of the First 
Conference, has played at the Second Conference 
is so gen<>rally known that there is no need 
for me to rlraw pai·ticuhtr attention to it. De
voted body and soul to the aims we have been 
pursuing, he ho.s talren a most active part in 
ev<>ry branch of our work, and in mere justic1.1 
we are bound to express to him the cordial 
nppreciation a.ncl most Rincere thanks of the 
Conference." · 

Thereupon the Conf11rence paid a unanimous 
tribute to M~ JJeon Bourgeoi~. 

A .few year~ after this mc>morable incident, 
wlwn the nations gathered together a.t The Hague 
thought thnt t.hey had lnid the foundations of the 
juridical organisation of peace, there occurred 
that appalling catast.rophc which transformed 
the face of Burope and overwhelmed mankind 
with sufC!'ring and horror. Men who, like Bom•
geois, thought that in 1899 and 1906 they bad 
succeeded in consolidating the reign of law and 
justice or had ut any l'ate succeeder! in humanising 
and regulating war, appeaJ>ed to be nothing more 
than noble idealists ; yet. in reality their work 
had not been unfruitful. In the sinister light .. of 
nil this slaughter their p1·edict.ions acquired f1·esh 
forcll and seemed to he almost prophecies. As 
the disaster ~pread and assumed over greater 
proportions, tl!e i?ea of establishing a new inter
DIItiOnal orgamsa.twn has<>d on the dutv of solida
rity between nations with a view to the niaintenance 
nf peace nnd their mutual defence gained more 
and more adherent<; and obtained ·support as . 
powerful as that of PJ•esident Wilson. 

Even in tho darkest and most uncertain davs 
of the war 1\I. J,tlon Rolll'geois continued to be 
the ardent advocate of this idea, which is the true 
nri:.:in of the League of Nations. 

In 1917, whou the French Government decided 
to create a speciill couunissiou to examine the 
means by which such an organisation could be 
formed, 1\I. J.~on Rolll'geois was appointed Presi
dent. WhPn the war was over, we kno\v the energy 
he pnt forth, a• reprt-sontative of Frnnce, to endow 
the Len:rue of Nntions with that moral and mate
rial force whirh he ft•lt wns newssm·y if its acti
vitie.~ w<>re to develop sntisfactorilv. Distin!!'uished 
pbilosophl'r as he wns, Bourgeois' a ttribut:d pi'I'
pondt•rating influenct• to mom! forct>s as th~> forws 
which r<'gulnh• intNnatinnal l'elntions. That 

• was the reason for the idea which he put forward 
at the Hague Conference and which has since 
become an axiom : material dis!1:flllament must 
be preceded by moral disarmament. But in Bour
geois the idealist was combined with the man of 
sounp common sense ; he was therefore well aware 
that material forces woulcl have to co-operatl' 
with moral . forces to protect law and jus~ice. 

When once the League of Nations pad , been 
formed, the precursor and apostle became a man 
of action in the new organisation. Tie was French 
repre~entative at the first. sessions of the Council 
and .Assembly, and the new situation created 
in Europe had not disturbed his calm and perfect 
poise or weakened the strength of his earlier 
ideals. With the same ardent faith he set himself, 
before the nations assembled at Geneva, to defend 
the great principles of international justice, to 
demand that these principles should be trans
formed into positive realities, and to proclaim 
the empire of law- the only empire which, to 
usc his memorable words, can never decay. 

M. Leon Bourgeois' name is connected with 
the most important acts of the League during 
the first years. of its existence, and in parti- -
cular with the creation of the Permanent Court 
of International Justice, which meant, for him, 
the fulfilment of the highest of his generous ideals. 
We who worked in the First Committee of thll 
First Asse~bly under the chairmanship of M. Leon 
Bourgeois in drawing up the Statutes of the Court 
can bear witness to his perseverance, his faith 
in the rule of right, his marvellous tact in recon
ciling divergent, and at times diametrically opppsed, 
interests and opinions, his tolerance, his respect for 
all opinions - which was the outcome of his expe
rience and wisdom - his inexhaustible kindness. 
.At times the discussions in the Committee became 
heated, and oratorical duels became frequent, 
particularly as regards the extent of the Court's 
jurisdiction. Some wished to render this jurisdiction 
compulsory, at any rate as far as points of law 
were concerned, while others thought. it should 
be optional. M. J,eon Bourgeois' sound observations, 
his conciliatory tone, and, above all, his great 
personal authority invariably smoothed the way 
to the solut.ion of what seemed to be the ino&: 
difficult probll'ms. To us, who desired that the 
Great Powers should accept compulsory juris
diction,- he repeated the words he had spoken 
at the Second Hague Conference when the creation 
of the Court of .Arbitration was undl'r discussion :· 

"It would be too much to expect the. growing 
child to possess· all the faculties of manhood 
and of ripe experience." 

M. Ltlon Bourgeois was always in favour of the 
principle_ of compulsory nrbitration, and be could ~ 
not be otherwise than personally favourable · 
to the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court -~tto 
any rate as far as points of law wore concer~ed. 
Yet he fully realised th<> political opposition 
whirh this proposal still encountered. He was 
confident tha.t, when the Court had been s(.t up 
its jurisdiction would continuallv be Htended 
by the very f~wee of circ_n!llstances, owing to the 
new ordl'r of 1deas prevallmg among the nations, 
and that the acceptance of compulsory arbitration 
would become more and more widesprt-ad. The 
great events which have occurred in the last 
few years in the international sphere both within 
and without the League, have sho~n how well 
founded this eonviction was. His t-yes, befort
they e.Iost>d for ever on tltis world to open again 
and .VIew the realms .of ,eternity, saw the most 
cherlShed dreams of h1s life become a livin"' and 
glorious realitv. " - . 
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During the memorable discu...,ions whid1 took 

place at th~ First AssPmbly l'!'ganling probiPms 
connected wtthoworld peace, the attitudE' of M. Letm 
Bourgeois, the repl'!'s!'ntatin of one of the greatl'St 
Powers in the world, was for all of us the b!'st 
evidPnce that intprnational affairs had undeJt..'On!' 
a profound change, that the tini!'S when an intPr
national assembly like that of the First Hague 
Conferen~ could b!' call!'d togpther without the 
States of Latin America b!'ing invited were gon~.> 
for ever, and, above all, that when. Inter, at the 
Second Conference, the delPgat!'s of the~e 1-\tntes 
gave their unanimous support to M. Bourgpois, they 
perfonned an act of wisdom. foresight and justil't'. 

When M. Leon Bourgpois moun ted the platform 
to addr!'ss the A!l!'embly, he always received an 
ovation. An orator of the classic school, his words 
had not the same verve as those of M. Viviani 
hut they were more persuasive. His .every wo;d 
and action, his calm and measured movements 
and expression,- showed that he was a thinker 
and a philosopher. He seemed to conjure up 
before us the image of cprtain great forl.'runnl'rs 
of the French Revolution. His forehead was broad 
and serene like Plato's, and his giance displavl'd 
the nobility and grandeur of his soul. The lucitlity 
of his arguments, his clear and penetrating thought, 
his firm will, lofty ideas and nobll' altruism invested 
him with an irresistible authority and gave a charm 
of countenance which wa~ both austere and smiling. 
He made one of his most brilliant speechl's at thl' 
meeting of the First Assembly held on Decemb!'r 
13th, 1!120, whl'n the Statutes of the Court of Inter· 
natiltnal Justice were being adopted. Overcome 
with deep emotion, he greeted the creation of the 
Court as follows : 

"A star has risen above the mountains. As yet 
it shines feebly, but we feel that its brilliance 
is increasing day by day. Believe me, the nations 
will be able to find their way towards this star. 
They will not hesitate; they will travel towards 
this shining point, advancing with a will which 
is based more and more on knowledge and on 
thought ..• 

"Ubi lU;l), ubi jus, ibl pare ". 
• A 1!reless fighter, neither illness nor age· nor the 
approach of death were able to deter bini or extin
guish his faith. "no can forget his last appearance 
in the 1925 Assembly, when already his bodily 

• powers failed to respond to his will and when 
his very regard was lit up with the light of 
approaching immortality ! As a great French writer 
has said, "Having burned with such a flame-, he will 

. remain in history a centre of warmth and light". 
For us who have had the honour to collaborate 

with bini he will continue to be an example and a 
symbol of t.he realisation of great hopes in 

·international affairs and of the consolidation of the 
reign of justice among nations, of sincere and endur-

·1.n"g reconciliation between p~>oples under the· 
kindly regis of the League. He will also continue 
to be one of the highest incarnations of the spirit 
of tae.League. The torch which the philosopher, 
the herald, the apostle, the builder, bore in his 
balMs illuminates the meetings of Connell and 
Assembly and there casts its light on the whole 
civilised world. · 

The Prl'sidl'nt : 
. Translation : Ladies and gentlemen - After the 

delegate of Colombia's very full and very moving 
spepch, I will merely express, on behalf of the Assem
bly and on my own behalf, the deep sorrow we all 
feel at the loss of mfr distinguished colleague, 
M. Leon Bourgeois, one of the founders of t!Ie 
League of Nations, its ardent advocate and Its 
fearless defender. 

~.hly · I sny. howen-r. tlmt ~. l.t'tm Hourgt>ois 
wns all his life n mnn of priut•iplt•, nn enlightt'lled 
fril•nd of penl~. a ehampiou of the belit>f thnt morn! 
ft•rcl's an' tbt> trut- SJ•riugs of b1t'lllnll nt•tion t 

Bt•fore ht• rcneht•d thl' sta!(t' c•f workiug fur 
arbitrntion anti lnh•r fur tlw • Ll•n;~uo - ns 
M. rrruti>\ hns toht us in such moviug words 
- ::U. Let•n Bour~'l'ois hml t~rently pt·upoundell n 
doctrint> of thl' t<>lllle iutrim<il' nnturc - tht• dol'trilv• 
of solidinity b!'twl't'u mt-u anti lwtwt'l•n nntit,ns. 
From 189-1 onwnrds, hl' tll'\'t>tl•d b01•ks, ll'l'tlll'l'"• 
reports aml IIJll'l'l'lll•s to this em1st•. In his vit•w, 
solidarity implil'd the subortlinntiun of thl' spiritunl, 
historical and t>l'onomil• furt>t•s of till• wt•rltl to tim 
dictntl'S of morn! idt•nls. It implit•tl thnt hmnnnt• 
and social nct.inn rouhl only tll'tjllil'll t\11 oblij..'llh•t·y 
ehnracter if bnst'tl on unit-y of lll'lttinwnt, tltt• 
eritl'rion of wt•ll·b!'ing nntl n•t~o•on, tlw t•ritt•rinn t.r 
truth. 

Havinv orij..'inutl••l this duetl'itw, l\1, Ltluu 
Bourj..<eOill bt•t•nmt> its l'll tltiiHhlll til• npos Uo. 
Statesmnn nnd pulitioil\n as Wt•ll ns phlloHupht•l\ 
be applil'tl the stmle pt·iucipll's to politit•M, nud 
published remnrknble works 1111 tlu• t•thll'ntion of 
democrnlly, the ri~thts of nmn, untl 8lltllnl hyl(illlll'.e 

The munumentnl work whit•h l\1. llum·j.\'l•oi~ 
accompli•hefl hat\ nil the cuntinuitv u[ 11 stml~tht 
line. lie worked tirt•lt•ssly to 1\mw nwn nntl 
nations clust•r toj..'lltht•r, to smooth uwny diMnfo(rcn· 
mentB, to attack evil, uJul to prt•nt!h moral furot• us 
tbe guiding line of condul•t, und pt•lll't• 1111 U.s uu teumn. 
lie stands aM a nmtohlt•MM extunplo u( guudnt•HM 
applied in action. As a grc•a1t pudfist ho wua r!tly 
rewarded in 19:!0 with the N obt•l J>rl1.t•, nod. 
indeed, there is no tribute whll!it cuuhl bo fl•fust•tl 
to his memory. 

I think I am interprt•tilll( tho vlows nf IIVIII'Y 
delegation in asking you, in nwmury of J,(lun Bour· 
geois, to rise amlatand for a ft•w mumnnts In slh•ntx• 
and meditation. 

(The mrmbers of the ,isH~mbly TIIH~ ttnd stood for 
a few momcmts in silenre in memory and lwnour of 
M. Lton Bourgeois.) 

l\1. Briand (France) : 
Translation : I desire, on holmlf of the l•'r111wh 

delegation, to offer my sincere thankM to thu 
Assembly for this simple yt>t touching cxprl'HHion 
of its reverent sympathy. I must expr1•HH my 
gratitude to the President of tho ANHt•mbly and 
to the first delegate of Colombia fur their eloquont 
words in memory of my great fullow-countrymnn, 
M. I.eon Bourgeois, who, as you all knuw, wnH 
an ardent worker in the I'IIUMe of JICUilll, To thiH 
cause he devoted his best enl•rgh•s and his lifo 
itself, and he represented my cuuntry In thiH AHMt•m· 
bly worthily, honourably and with cunspicuouH 
ability. 

12.- St:PPLEliE.\TAU\' BL'IJGET ESTI:\IATES 
FOR 1926: RESOLUTIOX BY TilE SECOXIJ 
COllliiTIEE. 

The President : 
Translation : The next item on the agenda 

is the conHideration of the resolution propo~~ed by 
the Second Committee concerning the Hupplemen
tary Budget Estimates for 1926. 

(At the request of the President, JJI. Loucheur, 
Chairman, and VisCIJ'Unt Cecil of Chelwood, Rapprrr
teur, of the Second Committee, took their pltv.es 
on the platfrrrm.) 

The Pre!! ident : 
Translation : The Rapporteur will address· the 

Assembly. 

• 
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I 
\"iseounl Ceeil of Clt~lwood (British Empire), 

Rapporteur : 
This is a matter which, I think, need detain 

the Assembly for only a few minutes, although 
it is of considerable importance. . . 

WhPn it became necessary to hold tins specml 
session of the Assembly. it was obviou~ that 
('('rtain expenses wo~uld b"e incurred which could 
U'lt have been foreseen at the time when the 
budget was presented at the last regular Assembly, 
namely, the actual expenses of the Assembly 
itself, and certain expenses whirh might be the 
outcome of the proceedings of the Assembly. 
The occasion was an altogether exceptional and 
special one, and the Secretary-General thought 
that it would best be met, and, indeed, that it 
could only be met, by the presentation to this 
Assembly of a supplementary budget. He accord
ingly prepared such a supplementary budget, 
and, following th11 ordinary Jlrocedm·e in such 
matters, submitted it to the Supervisory Commission. 

The Assembly is well aware of the very great 
debt which we owe to that Commission. It knows 
with what scrupulous care, and with what complete 

'impartiality, the members of t.ltat Commission 
have for so long discharged their duties. The 
Supervisory Commission, being the guardian of 
the financial purity and regularity of the League, 
pointed out, when the supplementary budget 
was presented to it, that, for certain reasons 
which I do not think that it is necessary to go 
into in detail, there were great difficulties in even 
considering a supplementary budget, that it was 
not within the ordinary and regular financial 
practice of the League. In these circumstances, 
the Commission reported that it was unable, 
without the authority of the Assembly, to consider 

·the budget presented to it. The matter was brought 
before the Second Committee, which you appointed 
the other day, and we had to consider the report 
of the Supervisory Commission. 

We felt that it wa.~ necc:>ssary that the supple
mentary budget should be considered; that there 
were altogether exceptional reasonR for proceeding 
in that manner, and we accordingly decided to 
recommend to this AsRembly that it should autho
rise the Supervisory Commission t.o consider the 
supplementary budget. I will read the terms of the 
resolution in a momPnt. · 

I have only one othPr thing to say. As the Second 
Committee was verv anxious that no time should 
be lost, it asked ·the Supervisory Commission 
whether it could not unofficially begin the 
consideration of the supplementary budget in 
order that, as soon as the authorisation of the 
Assembly had heen received, it could submit a 
report, which could be considered by the Second 
Committee and reported on to thl'l Assembly at its 
next me-eting. I believe that ·the Supervisory 
C<lmmission has very nearly concluded its work on 
this matter and that its report will be presented to 
the Second Committee this afternoon.- If we have 
your authorisation we shall consider that report 
and present our conclusions upon it to the Assembly 
at its next meeting. 

The resolution which I have to move, which is 
necel!sarily a little different from that actually 
passed by the Second Committee, reads as follows : 

The Assembly thanks the Supervisory Com
mission for its report (document A.8.1!126.X, 
Special), decides to authorise the Commission to 
consider the supplementarv draft budget for 
1926 and requests it to present a report on that 
budget with the least possible delay ... 
Then follows a sentence which I think will 

recommend itself without any comment to the 
A~~embly: 

0 

• d" The Assembly is of opinion that no expen 1-
ture should be proposed in the supplementary 
budget which can properly ·and. reasonably ~e 
postponed till the regular budget for 1927 1s 
examined. 
Tire only other observation I desire t<l make is 

that I present this resolution to the A~sembly ~an 
altogether exceptional_ matter. I ):>elieve th~t _the 
concluding sentence will guard ~gamst any poss1ble 
abuse of this case as a precedent m future. Indeed, I 
hope that it will never. be regarded !IS a precedent, 
as it merely arises from the exceptwnal ~ature of 
the proceedings in which we are now takmg part. 

I beg_to move the adoption of the above resolution. 

The President : 
Translation : At the conclusion of his statement 

the Rapporteur proposed that the Assembly shol!ld 
adopt the Second Committee's ·resolution, whiCh 
reads as follows : 

1'he Assembly thanks the Supervisr»"y Com
mission for its t·eport (do~ument A.8.19~6.;x, 

· Special), decides to authorzse that Commzsszon "• 
to consider ike supplementary draft budget jr»" 
1926, and requests it to present a report on that 
budget with the least possible delay. The Assembly 
is of opinion that no expenditure should be proposed 
in the supplementary budget which can properly 
and reasonably be postponed till the regular budget 
for 1927 is examined. 

If there are no observations, I shall regard the 
Committee's proposal as approved by the Assembly 
and the resolution as- adopted. 

The resolution was adopted. 

13. - ERECTION OF AN ASSEI\IBLY HALL 
AND OF ANNEXES FOR THE USE OF THE 
SECRETARIAT: REPORT AND UESOLU~ 
TION OF THE SECOND COl\11\liTTEE. 

The President : 
Translaticn : The next item on the agenda is "th~ 

consideration of the report of the Second Co:mihlttee 
on the erection of an Assemblv Hall and of annexes 
for the use of the Secretariat ·(Annex 2. Document 
A.11.1926.X, Special). 

I will ask M. Reveillaud, Rapporteur of the ' 
Second Committee, to come to the platfm·m. 

( M. Reveillaud, Rapporteur, took his place on the 
platform.) 

The President : 
Translation : The Rapporteur will address the 

Assembly. 

1\1. Rliveillaud (France), Rapporteur : 
Translation: Gentlemen- The members of the• 

Recond Committee are lmanimously of opinion 
that the resolution which I have the honour to. 
put before the ·Assembly should finally seW~ the 
question of the new buildings of the League.. It 
may perhaps seem a little paradoxical- to apply 
the term "final" to the third draft resolution 
tabled on thiR question in less than two years. It is 
necessary, in fact, to give some explanation of 
the reasons for our changes of policy in this matter 
and to make it quite clear that the successive 
resolutions which the Assc:>mbly has adopted, 
though contradictory, are far from being a matter 
of reproach to the League'; they should rather be 
placed to its credit, as showing that all who are 
concerned with its interests, whether permanently 
or temporarily, are anxious to pay due regard. to 
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~very consider~tion and ~o refrain from entl'~ing 
m!o any eomnutments until all the questions which 
ariSe have been~ car('fu!Jy elucidatl.'d. 

In September 1924, the Assembly, having been 
g~nero~~!Y. offl'red by the Genevese authorities the 
site adJommg the present offices of the Secret!U"iat 
and kno~,n t{) t~e public of Geneva as the ''Armleder 
pro~erty , decided to proceed aR soon as possible 
with .the jlrection of a nl.'w Assembly Hall. 

The ii_nmediatl' 8equel, however, was that the 
InternatiOnal Jury of Architects which was formed 
to lay down the conditions of competition decided 
almost at once that. the solution to which I hmre 
referred would prove unsatisfactory if carril'd into 
effect because the comparatively small arl.'a of the 
site in question (about 12,000 square metrl'sl 
precluded any possibility of subsequently adding 
t{) the offices of the Secretariat should it become 
necessary to do so. 

This objection was a very sound one, and when 
the last Assembly met in September 1925 its 
Committee at once set t{) work to find another aml 
a larger. site, while, at the same time, the original 
credit of about 4,000,000 Swiss fr~ncs was raised 

rr to 11,700,000 Swiss franc~. 
I should add, incidentally, that this great 

increase had become possible owing to the fact that 
in the meantime the Secretariat had received large 
sums in payment of contributions in anears. 

At th!tt time there were already two solutions 
for the Sub-Committee of the Fourth Committee 
to consider. Despite the deliberately guarded 
teml!l of the· report whicl1 I had the honour to 
submit last year, the respective merits of these 
solutions were discussed at length. Each had its 
strong supporters and, as often happens, it was 

· found necessary to adopt a compromise. This was 
arranged on the following lines : If the · Il()tel 
National, which was purchased in 1920 and which 
formed the scene of the League's earliest activities 
- a magnificent building q11d hotel, but not wholly 
suited to the requirements of a vast public admi
nistration- if the Hotel National could be sold 
for 4,500,000 Swiss franrs-which was considered 
a fair price by the expert:S - the lakeside solution 
c!ouldethen be considered. 

If, however, by ·December 15th, 1925, no offer 
had been received, there was no choice but to remain. 
in the HI\ tel National and build on the large 

• ·adjoining property known as the Chateau Banquet. 
On ·the expiry of the time fixed for receiving 

offers no purchaser had appeared, so that, under 
the terms of the Assembly resolution of 1925, 
the only possible solution was what is now known 
as the_ Cllll.teaJL Banquet solution, the alternative 
to the lakeside solution. 

' The die was cast - or so it seemed - when 
eients took a f.resh turn. About the middle of 

':January last the International Jury of Architects
which in time to come will doubtless be regarded as 
our good genius in this affair- while drawing 
up tfu~ conditions for the competition for the erec
tion of the buildings on the ground chosen by the 
Ass~mbly, expressed a formal opinion- an opinion 
all the more weightv by reason of the unanimity 
of the members, who were drawn from the highest 
(lXpert opinion in nine countries - that the Chateau 
Banquet solution chosen laRt year could not . be 
compared with what is known as the lakesi<l:e 
solution, which we now have the honour to submit 
to you for approval. 

No one, I am sure, •will blame the Secretary
General or the Special Committee, which had been 
appointed in accordance with the wishes of the 
Assembly and which Sir Eric-Drummond, consulted 

at thll: difficult junctm'(', for having provi8ionally 
suspended the execution of the Assembly resolution 
until the new factors which had m·isen could be 
laid before you. I think I mu justified in clnimin~ 
that the prl'sent scheme submitted by your Second 
Committee i.~, in its clear-cut Jim•s ... quito difft•rent 
in scope from the labom<t•d compromise of last 
year, which then st•t•med the nuly possible solution. 

The League of Nations will thus tnkt• steps to 
('stablish itself us rapidly as possibll', with' ifs 
AssPmbly Ilnll ami nil the 8eert•turiat buihlin!,."><, 
on the actual shore of tho lake, on the far side of 
Mon Rl.'pos Park, through whillh, us has bt•t•u 
can· fully mado cll•ar in the com·so of private l'llllVN"
sations, it <'lUI b(' I"l'achod by pedl•strinns. An 
arrangl'!nent bus bel'n mmle with Uw lo!':ll 
authorities that the existing road is to bo altN'('d 
without cost to tho I.engul•. l'he Leuguc will tln:s 
have u site of 66,000 square nwtJ'l'S, l•onsist.iug of 
the Moynit>r, Peril• dn I,ml nml Bnrtholoni propN·
ties, aml will also hohl the option of 1\Cllnlring 
additional lund should this ultinmtl•ly prov1~ 
necessury. 

The extt>nsive propl•rt.y whil•h lit•H bl•twt'l'll t.lw 
Secretariat and the IntN'Imt.ionul I,ubour Offioc' 
buildings belongs to a gf!neJ·ous h1<ly wlmMl' n ttitmlc 
towards the League i~ well known to most nwmln•rs 
of this Assembly, and that PI'opt•rty could I"llmlily 
be acquired by the J,eague. 

The· beauty of tht• new site is stwh t.lmt tlwr1• is 
no need to justify the choice by 111lding t'm'llwr 
nrguments to those submitted by tho arohitc>ct~. 

As regards the budgetary aspect of the qnl'Htion, 
however, you will no doubt wonder how, ut'tN' Just 
year's failure, unanimity wns reaclwd. 

If you have followed my explnnation, you will 
have I'ealisell that the principul dirricul ty of tlw 
problem was anxict.y lest tho Leagtw, o.rt,oJ' bllgin
ning building ope1·ations at a distnnco from its 
present site, might have to take' all the I'isks of a 
chance sale of its present property. It might for 
that reason have had to make 11 sacrifice whirh 
woultl have left the very worst impression on all the 
States Members of the J,eague. The more tlw 
various aspects of the question came to be examined 
the more apparent it wos t.o some of us that the 
problem could only he solved if, by means of 
negotiation, it proved possible to eliminate all 
financial risks. 

It was at this point that M. Motta, tho ernirwnt. ' 
first delegate of Switzerland, appeared as our good 
genius, and two days ago, after conferring with the 
Cantonal authorities and with his rolleaguos on tlJC 
Federal Council, gave us the desired guarantee. 
You will find the terms of this guarantee in the 
following passage of the rt>port before you : 

"The honourable Federal Councillor has been 
good enough, on behalf of tlw Swiss Government 

. and subject to ratification by the Chamhers, to 
guarantee that the Federal Government will eovcr 
the League of Nations on the sale of the Hotel 
National- which will take place as soon as the 
Secretariat is housed in the new buildings - for 
the difference, whatever its amount, between the 
lower sum received and the 4,000,000 Swiss 
francs appearing in the present estimate. Them 
is therefore no need to make allowance for a 
lower sum on this account. On the other hand, if 
the selling price exceeds 4,000,000, the League 
of Nations will naturally keep the surplus." 

M. Motta added to this guarantee, which in our 
opinion is essential, a further undertaking, the 
importance of which you cannot fail to realise. 
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rwml'l,·. that the League of Kationij would have 
tlw rJ.,ht of expropr!ation for the purchase of 
ndditi<:-iwJJand, should it so d<>sire. 

For this twofold proof of friendship, I would ~sk 
:u. :Iiotta once more to accept the thanks winch 
we d1•sire. to e\\press to him pl'r~onally, ~o all the 
Swills authoritil's, a,nd, indPcd, to all h1s fellow
coun trynwn. 

•· '!'hanks to these guarantees and to the reductions 
pffected IJv the Second Committee in various items 
-I do 111it propose to give pHrticulars, but. would 
n•f<>r vou to the report.- it was found possiblt> to 
arrive at the sum of 12,968,000 f'wiss franes for the 
lakeside solution and. as it had become necessary 
in the meantime to make a ~light increase· in the 
cost of the CMteau Banquet solution in order to 
~)rovirle for the purchase of ndditionalland: so as to 
plaee this solution on a par with the lakes1de solu
tion, the difference betwer>n the cost of the t:vo 
•olutions is, in round figures, only 450,000 Sw1ss 
francs, which is quite a small sum when compared 
with the incontestable advantages offered by the 
lakE>side solution. 
, This was how, as I mentioned at tlw outset, 
'unanimity was obtained in the plenary Committee, 
just us it' had bl'en obtained in Sub-Committee and 
as. I am convinced, it will in a few moments be 
obtainr>d in this Assembly. It will bf' obtained all 
thfl more easily because; as far as the budget is 
con<'erned, t.here will be no need to vote a fresh 
credit. Indeed, as is explained in the last part of 
the report, it was decided by the la.~t Assembly, 
in conformity with the proposal~ of the Super
visory Commission, that the sums to be used for 
meeting the cost of the new buildings of the League 
8hould be provided by a special account made np 
mainly of the surpluses remaining from previous 
years and that a fixed annual payment of 1,375,000 
fran<'s should be included in the budget each year 
until the total sums advaMed by the treasury had 
hr.en amortised. This plan will still be adhered to 
"ithout change, since thP slight increase in the 
l'stimate can quite well be met out of the funds of 
the League. 

Before leaving this platform, I desire to mention 
that all the decisions of previous Assemblies 
concerning the necessity for an int-ernational 
competition of architects will stand. 

The following i~ the text of the resolution which 
I have the honour to propose to the Assembly : 

The Assemblr, 

. Dl'.ciding. in vil'W of thl' unanimous opmwn 
expressed by the Jury of Architects appointeil 
by the Council, to modify tl1e resolution which it 
adopted on &ptember 23rd, 1925, with. regard to 
thl' construetion of an Assembly Hall and of 
adjoining buildings for the ;~ecret.aria.t ·of tile 
League of Nations : · 

1. Approves the report of its Second Com
mittel' concerning the construction of an 
As8embly Jl:JI'I and of adjoining buildings for tho 
Rl><'rl'taria t : 

2. Adopt~ for tl1is purpose the worldn!! 
e•timate, amounting, after deduction of the surii 
of 1.000,000 francs (being the guaranteed sale 
priC{' of the HMel National), to 12,968,000 francs, 
of whieh 8,000,000 will be for the construction 
of an A••l'm bly Hall, 6,138,000 francs for the 
coiU!tnJCtion of a new Secretariat, 300,000 francs 
for the eonstruction of a temporary annex and 
2.1i30,000 franes for tl1e purchase of ground. 

{ 

The Pr!'sidNrt : 
Translation : 1\I. 1\Iotta, first del"'gate of Swit.· 

zerland, will address th~ Assembly;. 

M. ]\Iotta (Switzerland) : 
, 1 1. ·1\Ir President ladies and gentlemen .Lrans a ton· · · ' t" f th 

- J was present yesterday at the mee mg o ' . e 
Second Committee and so had an opportu~~ty 
of expressing the gratitude of the Federal iUthgntil'S 
and the authorities of the Cant{)n_ of 0Jneva. . I 

When I came to the Assembly this mormng, 
felt sure the~e would be no need_ for me to speak : 
but the Rapporteur of the Com~Ittee has expressed 
such aenerous and friendly sentiments towards the 
Confederation, the Canton of Geneva and my 
fellow-countrymen that I canno~ ~o less _than 
reciprocate his courtesy by expressmg my grat1tude 
anew. . k tl Cl · I therefore beg to offer my than s to _1e lair-
man and Rapporteur of th~ Second_ Committee, a~d 
I should like to make special mentiOn of M. Reveil
laud. for it is he who, in brin¢ng .this important 
question to· a successful c~nc~usion, ~as be~n the 
good genius of the I.eague m Its relatiOns with the 
Swiss Confederation and the Canton of Geneva. ~ 

I also desire to thank all the members of the 
Committee, the Secretary-General and his. s~aff, 
the Chairman of the Supervisory . CommiSsiOn, 
M Osusky and ·an whom I cannot mention here 
by name b1~t who have helped to solve this difficult 
yet most important question. . ' 

I regard the decision which you are about to take 
as evidence of your faith in the future of the 
League ; I regard it, too, as ~vidence of <J'Our 
confidence in Switzerland and ·m the Canton ·of 
Geneva. 

I cannot conclude more fitly than b!. repeating 
the words of the Roman magistrnte : 'Hie mane
bimus optime". 

The President : 
Translation: M. Zumeta, first delegate of Vene

zuela, will address the Assembly. 

l\1. Zumeta (Venezuela) : 
-T1·anslation : I would ask the ·Rapporteur to be 

good enough to· give liS the. Supervisory Col]lmis: 
sion's report on this fresh expenditure. . 

l\1. Riiveillnud (France), Rapporteur : 
Translation : The Supervisory Commission has .o 

not drawn up any sper.ial report on ·the financial 
consequences of the ·transaction, as the Chairman. 
of the Supervisorv Commi8sion, l\1. Osusky, was 
good enough to attenil all the meetings of the Sub
Committee of the Second Committee although not 
a member of it. I have no hesitation in saying, 
however, that he is in full agreement with all the 
details of the conclusions I have put ,before you. 

In reply to a difficulty mentioned to me by 
1\I. Zumeta in the course of a private conversatiou,. 
I may say that, as regards the working estimate 
adopted last year, the increase will certainly not 
amount to more than 1,000,000 francs. As I 
explained to you - for I have no desire to be! other 
than frank in this matter - it was found neeesiary · 
this year, when comparing the two solutions, to 
raise the estimate for the Chateau Banquet 
solution (last year's solution) by more than 500,000 
f.rancs, in order to be able to add a further group -
of properties to the Chateau Banquet property 
adjoining the Secretariat, so as to place this 
solution, as I said, on a par with the other and at the 
same time enable a rese.rve to be formed sufficient 
to meet any further extelllsions of the Secretariat. 

In actual fact, the difference between the two 
solutions is only 450,000 francs. I think I can 
guarantee that, if the Assembly decided to ask the 
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• 
. opinion of the Supervisory · Commission befol"! 
taking a decision, that body would pronounce itself 
emphatically in-t'avour of our proposal. 

The President : . . 
'Tramlation : If ·n:o one else desires to speltli, I 

wilhput t{) the vote the resolution proposed by the 
Recoi!d Committee, which reads as follows : 

• • 
The Assembly, 

Deciding, in view of the unanimoog Qpinion 
expressed by the Jury of Architects appointed 
by the Council, to modif!l the rerolution which it 
adopted on September 23rd, 1925, with regard to 
the CO'n8truetion ·of an Assembly Hall and of 
adjoining buildings for the Secretariat of the 
Leagtte of N ati0n8 : 

1. Approv88 the report of its Seetmd Committee 
001&€!eTni11g the cm&s tr11ction of an .1ssem bly Hall 
and of adjoi11i11g buildi11gs for th~ Secutm·iat ; 

• 
2. Adopts for this purpose tl1e trorking e.~u mattl, 

llfiWtl'llting, after dedul'lion of the .~tllll of. 4,000,000 
francs ( bei11g the guara11teed sal~ priu of the 
Htltel N atio11al), to 12,968,fJOO .fl·allcs, of ·whil'l& 
8,000,000 tl'ill br for th11 t<>nstrnctio" of an Asse·mlll•l 
H aU, 6,138,000 fram•s for the ron.~tructiot& ctf " 
11ete .~ecretariat, 300,000 jmllt'R for the ronst1·uction 
of a temporary annex, aml 2,530,000 frani'S for the 
purch118e of grmmd. 

The usolution 1oas adopted. 

The Assembly i'OS6 al 12.10 p.m. 

• 
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14.- REQUEST OF THE GER\IAc.'\1 GOVERN~ 
1\llli~T FOR ADMISSION. TO THE J.EAGl:E 
OF NATIONS. 

· Tbe President : 
Translation : The first item on the agenda is 

the examination of the conclusions of the report 
o~nlbmitted b:v the First Committee on the 
German Government's. ·request for admission to 

.,the League of Nations. . 
I 11all upon the Right Honourable Sir Austen 

ChamJlerlain, Chairman and Rapporteur of the 
First Committee, to take his place on the platform. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain (British Empire) : 
1\Ir. President, ladies and gentlemen - The 

proposition which I have the honour to make to you 
depends upon a declaration which has been made 
to me by the honourable representative of Brazil. 
I would beg, therefore, Mr. President, that I may 
be allowed to defer my remarks until the represen
tative of Brazil has conftnunicated his deelara tion 
to tl1e Assembly. · 

ll. de 1\Iello-Franeo (Brazil) : 
Translatitm : I desire to address the As~embly. 

-1 

The Preshlen& : 
Translation : M. de 1\lollo-Franco will alldress 

the Assembly. 

- 1\1. de Mt>llo-Franeo (Brazil) : 
· Tran11lation :Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 
-Replying to the memorandum sent by tho 
German Government to the Governments of the 
States represented on the Council, the Brazilian 
Government stated that it earnestly desired and,· 
indeed, considered it essential that all Stutes which 
were still not Members should join the League, 
reaffirmed our devotion to the spirit and letter or 
the Covenant, of which Brazil was one of tho signa
tories, and proceeded as follows : "The Brazilian 
Government is of opinion, however, that the con
crete questions arising out of the dcRiri'S expressed 
by Germany are such as cannot be dealt with by 
individual Governments as between themsPlves ; 
thl'!y should rather be stated and discussed al! a 
whole by the 1\Icmbers of the Lea~e and within 
the League in order that the vanous aspects oC 
these questions and the vicwK of the other Members 
should be fully made known. The German Govern
ment may be sure, however, that we shall examine 
impartially and in a conciliatory spirit the dcsirc11 
it expresses in its memorandum dated September 
29th, 1924-, and that we are resolved t.Q tlnd satis
fact{)ry solutions for all questions afld all just 
claims, v.ithout prejudice to the enjl'agements 
undertaken by Brazil and t{) the true doctrine of 
international law, so far as the latter is applicable 
in each indivi,dual case". 

It is upon the principles enunciated in the above 
reply that the Brazilian representative on the 
Council has acted during the arduous and painful 
disCUl!sions at tbe secret meetings of the past few 
days. 

We took no part in the difficult work of negotia
ting a solution acceptable to the various political . . 



interests at stakt>. We merely avoided compro
misinu the principll's laid down in our reply of 
Dl'celf.ber lst, 1'l24, which I have just quoted. 

Wu still maintain that the reform of the present 
<>onstitution t>f the Council is not a matter which 
concerns certain European Rtates only ; we think 
that this question .is of such vital importance to 
the League that it cannot be solved by means of 
sp.!cial agreements between individual Members, 
but that eV!'ry Htate without exception must be 
heard in order that, before a solution is adopted, 
the views of all may be )mown. 

These principles, which we are proud to have 
cl1ampioned, are based on the foundations of tl1e 
Covenant itaelf and on the juridical equality of 
sovereign States. 

The Brazilian nation followed the wor.k of the 
Locarno Conference with deep interest and rejoiced 
when it learnt of the conclusion of the great work 
of the Treatv of Guarantee and the Arbitratio11 
Conventions,· which will help so greatly towards 
the establishment in Europe of peace based on 
justice. 

How, indeed, could it be otherwise, in view of 
public opinion in an idealistic and peace-loving 
country like Brazil, which has placed arbitration 
among the cardinal principles of its political 
constitution T 

Nevertheless, despite the great value of these 
agreementi!, which so greatly redound to the 
honour of the distinguished statesmen who 
concluded them, we must not forget that it is the 
admirable work done at Locarno which must be 
brought within the framework of tbe League of 
Nations and not the League which should be 
brought within the political framework of Locarno. 

It would be a most unfortunate mistake to assume 
that our policy during recent events was actuated 
by any merely selfish consideration or by mis
guided national pride. 

That, I repeat, is utterly untrue. I desire to 
reaffirm in this .Assembly what I have always 
maintained in the Council: that, in virtue of our 
right as an American nation, we claim that America 
should be represented more equitably and more 
fully on the Council. .As an integral part of America, 
Brazil has an equal right with the other American 
countries to formulate this claim; for it is the logical 
consequence of a community of interests, as of an 
abstract condominium, that a joint owner may 
defend joint property as if it were his own
res sua prop1·ia agitur. . 

We sincerely regret that the great German nation 
has not been at once admitted to the League. We 
regret it not only because of the value of her 
contribution to the common task but also because 
her entry would represent an in1mense advance 
towards the universalisatiou of the I.eague, to 
which, I would add, Brazil has on all occasions 
afforded her modest yet unfailing support. 

The distinguished representatives of the States 
}Iembers of the Council can·not in justice refuse 
to acknowledge that our conduct has been loyal 
and based upon considerations of the highest order. 

I have the honour to inform the Assembly that 
my Government's instructions are irrevocable and 
final. 

The PrPsillent : 

Tramlation : I will again ask the Chairman 
and Rapporteur of the First Committee to come 
to the platform. · 

(Sir .Austen Chambe-rlain, Chairman and Rappor
teur of the First Committee, took his place on the 
platiwm.) 

The President : 
Translation : Sir Austen Chamberlain will 

address the Assembly. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain (British Empire), Chair
man and Rapporteur of the First Committee : 

:Mr. President, ladies and gentlewen ~ The 
report of the First Committee has been in your 
hands for some time (Annex 3, Document A. 9. 
1926 VII, Extraordinary). It answers in the 
affirmative the questions which it has been cus
tomary to put when examining a request from any 
nation for admission to the League, and it recom
mends the acceptance of the German request 
and an approval of her entry into the League. 
But, ladies and gentlemen, it is known to us an· 
that, from the first, the German Government 
has made its demand subject to one natural and 
reasonable condition : that, if when she entered 
the League, she should receive a place on the 
Council consonant with her great position and 
influence. It was necessary, therefore, that, 
before I could 'Propose to you to give a vote which,·---. 
by itself, would make Germany a Member of the 
League, we should be assured that this further 
and most reasonable request would receive satis
faction. 

The declaration which has just been made 
by the honourable representative of Brazil shows 
that the members of the Council are not in a 
position to give that assurance and, under those 
circumstances, it is impossible for me, h'aving 
regard to the duty of loyalty that I owe to Ger
many herself, to propose that, at this moment, 
you should make her a Member of the League. 

Ladies and gentlemen, when we ail came to 
Geneva, we found that there had risen suddenly, 
and owing to a regrettable misunderstanding -
I might even say owing to a regrettable failure on 
either side to mention a point which was of critical 
importance.- many difficulties in the way of 
the immediate acceptance of Germany. 

At one moment those difficulties existed in the 
ranks of the Powers which signed the Prottcol ~i 
Locarno. I am profoundly happy to ·be able to 
say that all the difficulties which existed within 
the mnks of the seven Locarno Powers have been 
removed and that, if they had been the. only ob
stacle, we might at this momeqt vote the entry of 
Germany into the League, to-day . she might 
receive ber permanent seat upon "the Council, and 
this new acquisition ·of force and strength to the 
League, this new pledge· for the stability of ·peace, 
would have been realised, as we all earnestly 
trusted that it might be. · . 

Moreover, I cannot merely record that those • 
difficulties have been removed. I must add tb..'1t· 
they were removed by the . generosity _ of tw<f 
members of the Council and the States which they 
represented. One of them was numbered among 
the LoC!trno Powers, and one of them. had no 
occasion to participate in the Locarno .meetings. 
I can only say that it was with profound emo'tion 
tha;t I listened to the offer which they made and 
which solved our difficulties - an offer which 
shows, if any proof were needed, bow deeply both 
are attached to the cause of world peace,· how 
profound is the devotion of both to the interests 
of this great League and of all for which it stands, 
and how keen must have been their sence of the 
disaster which menaced Ul\ all, if the entry of Ger
many were not now accomplised. · 

I desire on behalf of the British delegation -
and I know I speak the mind of all my· colleagues 
from the Dominions and from India --'- here from 
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this tribune to express our deep appreciation of 
the ge!lerous, ul!selfish and, indeed, noble conduct 
of Sweden and of Czechoslovakia. 

It. is indeed a tragedy that when these diffi
culties had been removed, when there was,. no 
longer any danger that Europe miaht again be 
divided into the two camps of a fe~ years aao 
when,. by .surmounting these difficulties, we h"ad 
not· o~l,Y _not injured or impeded the . work of 
reconciliatiOn that was in progress but had given 
new proof how deeply its roots had. struck and 
had shown that even under such a strain that -work 
of reconciliation had continued and would continue 
another obstacle has arisen in our path and th~ 
unanimity of the Council is not secured. 

Ladies and gentlemen, I ani obliged to speak 
not only - perhaps least of all, in the circum
stances - as Rapporteur of the First Committee 
but also in the name of Great llritain. Permit me, 
t~erefore, to say that we, the seven Powers who 
signed the Treaty of Locarno and its accompanying 
Pacts, arQ determined that the good work done 
there shall not be interrupted, that those Pacts 

"'"·shall go forward to their fulfilment and their 
ratification, and that the policy of peace, of 
reconciliation and of co-operation which was there 
begun shall not be interrupted. 

Now, ladies and gentlemen, I have discharged 
my task. It is a bitter disappointment to me that 
that which I have so earnestly striven to accom-. 
plish, that which seemed well within our grasp and 
capable of realisation here and now, must be post
poned ; but I ai]l sure that the Assembly, whilst 
sharing my regret, will share my hope and confidence 
that an adjournment of this reques.t, if adjournment · 
there must be, shall be an adjournment only in 
order to make. certain that at the next meeting of 
the Assembly the demand is acr.epted and that 
Germany shall take her rightful place, so that the 
League gains all that new importance and new 
influence in the world which the co-operation of 
that great country with us who are already 
Members of t.he League will bring to us and to her. 

'l"he P•esident : 

Translation : M. Briand, first delegate of France, 
will address the Assembly._ 

l\1. Aristide Briand (France) : 

Translation : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 
-:- I come before you on behalf of the French 
delegation to associate. myself wholeheartedly with 

. the lofty and eloquent words of my colleague and 

. friend Sir Austen Chamberlain, first delegate of 
Great Britain. 

Like him, I have to express both regret and hope. 
w'hen this Assembly met, certain serious difficulties 
had arisen among the members of the Council, 
and I may say that between the representatives 
of FmQce and the representatives of Germany who 
had come here to negotiate with them there were 
certatin serious .misunderstandings, aggravated by 
polemical discussions, which might have appeared 
difficult to. remove. · Both the German and the 
French re:IJresentatives, however, attacked these 
problems resolutely in a spirit of conciliation 
and compromise, and I can say that, in the light 
of the explanations given by both parties, these 
misunderstanding were gradually dispelled, until 
at ·length an agreement. was reached between us 
which it was thought woultl be confirmed by the 
Assembly and Council : the admission of Germany 
into the League and the satisfaction of her 
legitimate desire. 

This agreement was not reached without certain 
sacxifices, to which Sir Austen C'hnmberhun has 
jlll!t paid a tribute. I desire to en<J..orse what he has 
said. The Members of the League nre imbued with 
the League spirit - a spirit of c~10iliation and 
peace. When menus hud to be found to attain the 
end for which this special A&Sl"Q~bly was summoned, 
a spirit of generosity and self-sac.>rifice, to which 
fitting refPrence hns uh-eady bePn made, was .a• 
once displayed to smoot-he away difficulties. My 
collPagues lll. Undtln and lll. BPnes, representatiVPs 
of two countriPs which have ah-eady rendered signal 
service to the League, at once came forward, and, 
thanks to their unselfishness, final agreemoot 
appeill'Cd to have been reached. All that was 
needed was the confirmation of t.lmt agreement. 

Owing, however, to difficulties, upon which it ii 
not for us to pass jugment - difficultil"s based on 
considerations and principles which the League 
traditionally respects - we now find the path to 
agreement blocked. I cannot believe that because 
of this fact, regrettable though it may be, we noed 
give up all hope. It has not produced the disnstrous 
results which might have been anticipated. It hns • 
been contemplated by the principal parties con
cerned with exemphlry equanimity - and in saying 
this I desire to express my apprecitttion of tllllii' 
attitude. It showed. us that we might, after all, 
have to postpone the fulfilment of our hopes, but 
not that they were finally destroyed. 

I am convinced - profoundly convinced - that 
we shall emerge from this difficult situation 
without having impaired the work of peace which 
we have jointly accompliMhed nnd without harm 
to this great Asse~1bly- to this League of Nations, 
which has already rendered such great service to 
the world. 

I already hear the criticisms of the League 
eagerly uttered by those pessimists and sceptics 
who cannot bear to see it growing year by year in 
strength, nobility and splendour ; I hear them 
proclaiming disaster and final ruin. 

Gentlemen, it has often been said that I am an 
incurable optimist. I confess that I am. Even 
amid the difficulties with which we are confronted, 
even in. the grave circumstances in which we 
find ourselves - circumstances which have 
brought about a postponement veritably distressing 
for us all- I say that the League of Nations 
remains untouched. 

It has already renderecl mankind too many 
services, its achievemcn t.a are too great and too 
glorious, to be marred by mere paasing events 
which are rather in the nature of growing pains 
and can leave no lasting injury . 

When we glance at the work that is behind 
us, when we consider the sPrions conflicts which 
were brought before the League and which it 
settled, thereby perhaps preventing still graver 
and more deadly conflictll, we may rightly point 
to such a record and say that the League can 
meet transient difficulties, however serious, in 
the certainty of solving them. 

It is in this spirit that I regard the. difficulties 
which face us at the present moment. 

As the representative of France, I may say 
frankly that I feel more cleeply than anyone else 
the turn that events have taken. I am more 
grieved than anyone that Germany cannot at 
this Assembly become one of us and work on the 
Council with us. 

France and -Germany, in common with five 
other great nations, have signed a loyal and sin
cere pact of peace. We know that it cannot become 
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wholly effective, that it cannot develop to the 
full, except undt>r the regis of the I,eague of 
Nations. To the League, therefore, we have 
t>ntrusted it. In the League, through the League, 
it "ill come to fruition, for the J,eague .provides 
the atmosp)l(;re favourable to the settlement 
of all the acrimonious disputes which may arise 
between two natiolis which appear in the blood
stained pages of their history so frequently arrayed 
'a~·•inst each other on the battlefield. 

Only in the peculiarly serene atmosphere of the 
League; of which I was so profoundly conscious 
when, as President of the Council, I was called 

. upon in- difficult circumstances to settle a dispute 
- only in this atmosphere of peace and strength, 
which leaves its mark on us all, can an agreement 
such as ours come into being amj: attain its ends. 
' It is therefore a profound disappointment 
to me, who put my whole heart into this work, 
to find that it cannot yet receive the final con
secration which we had planned. 

The League of Nations was born of an idea, 
lofty indeed, yet, it must be· owned, somewhat 
limited. Through the course of events it came 
about that, though aided and encouraged by 
the peoples of the world- for· it has struck its 
main roots among the peoples and has grown 
strong through them - the J.eague was received 
by those who are termed the elect with a scepti
cism which would certainly never have warmed 
it into life. · 

The higher instinct of the peoples, their horror 
of war, their desire to find an organisation that 
wonld ensure pea~- this it was that gave birth 
to the League and brought it to the prominent 
position it occupies in the world to-day. 

The League has grown. From all quarters 
of the world peoples have turned to it ; social 
problems, the settlement of disputes, have been 
referred to it ; it has been appointed as arbitrator, 
it has been nominated as the proper body to take 
humanitarian endeavours under its. protection r 
an ever-growing number of serious and complex 
problems have been referred to it. 

And now its duties have outgrown its constitu
tion. It is beginning to encounter difficulties 
which it cannot solve, and for the sake of its future 
the causes of this powerlessness must be removed. 

For this purpose we must attack the problem of 
reform. It will be a difficult and complex task, 
for we must go down to the fundamental principles 
upon which the League was originally based. 
We must act warily; we must take care to destroy 
nothing, but we must achieve something. We 
must take to heart the lesson taught us by present 
experience. · 

It is inconceivable that we should be unable 
to solve a problem such as the one now before 
us or that a great organisation like the League 
shoul~ again suffer such a humiliating paralysis. 

We must therefore turn our thoughts to the 
future and, far from being discouraged by this. 
experience, we must draw from it strength to. reform 
and rebuild, and we must reaffirm still more 
strongly our faith in the future of the League. 

Turning to Germany, 1 feel bound to say that 
in spite of all, her representatives have met th~ 
diffic~ties which have aris~n with a certaih serenity 
of spmt and true generosity, for which I a French-
man, desire to pay tribute. ' 

Far from being disheartened, far from feeling 
any bitte":te~s or il~-w!ll, they have from the outset 
~1_1 the di!ficulty m 1ts true light. ·They said : It 
Ill !nconceivable that· an obstacle of this kind 
which after all merely postpones the ultimat~ 
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se~tlement of these problems, should endanger_ 
the ~pirit of peace in which we jointly signed the 
Pact of Locarno. ' . . 

The yat once joined with us in proclaiming 
before the world that this work of peace remains 
untpuched, that it is still intact, that it will live 
on and develop·; and we have unhesitatingly 
given our signature to that noble declaration of 
which- I acknowledge it and congrat1.1late.- them 
upon it- they were the originators. -- -

But it is essential that in the near future they 
should join us and take the place rightfully due 
to a· great nation like Germaby. Germany will 
understand that equality is . the_ essence ·of the 
League spirit ; that antagonisms between· nation 
and nation cannot be contenanced, · that the 
individual is merged in the collectivity, for equality 
is the motto inscribed- upon the charter of our 
brotherhood. _ 

Germany will understand this and to-morrow · 
tbe difficulties of to-day will be overcome if we 

·set our hearts and minds to accomplish the work 
of reconstruction of which I have spoken. . 

Yet this Assembly must not disperse _without 
a message to Germany. It is essential that she~ 
should realise our profound disappointment -at 
our failure to accomplish all that we had hoped.· 

It is essential that the Assembly should close 
with- a moral admission, as it were, iil anticipation 
of the actual realisation of our ·hopes._ Accordingly, 
as delegate of France, _I venture to submit to you 
the following draft reeommendation : 

"The-Assembly : ~ 

"Regrets· that ·the difficulties encountered 
have prevented the attainment of the purpose 
for which it was conven<:ld, _ 

"And expresses the hope that between now 
and the ordinary September session .of 1926 -
these difficulties may be s'urmounted so as to· 
make it possible for Germany to enter the J,eague 
of Nations on that occasion." · · 

The President : 

·Translation : The first delegate of Fran.lle ha£ 
submitted a recommendation for adoption by the 
Assembly. I will ask the Assembly to take a decision. 
on this recommendation after the close, of the 
general discussion. · ~ 

Viscount Ishii, first delegate . of Japan, will 
· address the Assembly as Acting President of the 

Council of the League .. 

. Vist>ount Ishii (Japan), Acting President of the . 
. Council of the League ~ - _ 

Translation: Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen ~ 
- After the eloquent words of the distinguished~ 
speakers who have preceded me, I need not.dwcll -
upon the deep regret_ I feel at the postponement of 
the admission of Germany to the League or upon 
m:~; profound admiration and gratitude for the 
chivalrous and Bushido-like action of . n:t:v• two 
colleagues of Sweden and Czechoslovakia. G · 

I will merely say that the Japanese delegation
desires to associate itself fully with the tribute 
paid to M. Unden and M. Benes and to the two 
countries which these distinguished colleagues 
represent. · 

The Japanese delegation also wholeheartedly 
seconds the recommendation which the first delegate 
of France has just submitted to you. · 
. As President of the. Cduncil, I think I should 
inform the Assembly that I shall submit· to my '< 
colleagues on the Council - and I am sure they 
will give it their approval --:- the proposal that 
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before the end of the present session the Council 
should appoint a co=ittee to study the composi
tion of the Council and the number and mode of 
election of its members. This Committee will be 
asked to issue its report in time to enable the 
Members of the League to consider it before•the 
opening of the ordinary session of the Assembly 
in SeFten;ber 1926. ~ 

The terms of reference and composition of this 
Co~mi~tee will be decided upon by. the Council 
dunng 1ts present session. 

The President : 

Tramlatwn: M. Unden, first delegate of Sweden 
will address the Assembly. . ' 

l\1. Unden (Sweden) : 

Tmmlatii:m : Gentlemen - This Assembly was 
summoned for the purpose of admitting Germany 
to the League of Nations. All friends of the League 
had long ardently desired to see Germany within 

I". its fold. Her admission, it was held, would mark a 
great step forward. It would mean the beginning . 
of a ~ew era in the life of the League ; it represented 
the frrst stage towards universality '- a condition 
which is essential to enable the League to accom· 
plish its lofty mission : the preservation of. peace. 
We are therefore profoundly disappointed to find 
that Germany cannot at.once be admitted to the 
League. 

Tbc sole object ·of this special Assembly was to 
admit Germany to the League with a permanent 
seat on the Council. Unfortunately, her admission 
was brought into relation with other and irrelevant 
issues. National claims were advanced in various 
quarters ; individual interests came into conflict 
with the general .interest, the common good of the 
League. . . · 

In order to surmount the difficulties raised by 
these new questions, great efforts were made and 
arduous negotiations took place. 

To· our profound regret we have to admit that 
these efforts and negotiations have produced no 
l"OSiti"e result and that it has been found impossible 
to reach a solution compatible with the fundamental 
principles which underlie the constitution and 
organisation of the League. 

• Nevertheless, however keen our present disap-
pointment, we must still hope - as M. Briand has 
urged - that the League, in a broader and more 

_universal spirit, will shortly admit Germany to its 
ranks. · . 

The President : 

Tramlatwn : ~L Caballero, first del,!lgat.e of Para
guay, will address the Assembly. .. 

l\1. Caballero. (Paraguay) : 

Trv-nsla;tion: Mr. President, ladies and gentle
men.~ as Vice-President of this Assembly, I 
have been asked to make the followi.ng statement : 

I desire, on behalf of the delegations of Chile, 
Colombia, .Cuba, Guatemala, Niearagna, Paraguay, 
the Dominican Republic, Salvador, Uruguay and 
Yenezuela, to express profound regret that this 
Assembly should be obliged to adjourn without 
having completed its agenda. 

The American delegations which I have named 
have simp!y followed ov this 'occasion their tradic 
tiona! poliey of conciliation : pacification and 
friendly collaboration in the permanent interests 
of universal p~.>ace and of all that can contribute_ 
towards the true and la.sting reconeiliation of the . . 

peopll'S of Europe, which is essentiul to the peace 
of the world. 

These delegntions lmve given frt•sh proof of this 
spirit during the course of tb(l presl'nt Assembly 
by the unan.imous decisions th1•y lJtiVI.' forwarded 
to tl1e bead of the Bmzilian dl•legtttion, in the 
hope .of obtaining unnnimity ln tho Counoil. 

I would ask your permission to read the text 
of tb~ decision ta~etl on Tuesdny morning by th• 
Amer1can dele~'l\tions present at this S]leoinl 
Session of the Assembly of tJ1e l.engue : 

· "The American dl'l('gtltions present nt tho 
Speoial &ssion of the Assembly of the Lenguo of 
Nations, lmvinA" ex!' hanged t.hoir views in a 
spirit of tho. ufmost cordialit.y nnd solitlnrity, 
and, having hE'ard the informntion which 
M. Guani and M. de Mello-l!'ranco, ml'Juber~ 
of the Council, have been good enough to 
give them, have lleoided as follows: 

"The AmericiiJl delegations, conscious of the 
gravity of · the League's present situntion 
regardful of the in tereHts of world peace, and 
realising bow eSS!Illtial it is that the Amorican 
States should exert their influence to bring •· 
about the reconciliation of the peopl11s of Europe, 
desire to express to His Exeellency M. de M1•llo· 
Franco the hope that Brazil will tnko such steps 
as she may consider most opportune to bring 
about unanimity iu the Council and so l"emove 
the difficulties which stand in the way of its 
decision."- · 

I desire to add, on bcha!C of the dclegationK 
I have named, that we n.~sociate ourselves with 
the proposal put forward by M. Briand. 

The President : 
Tramlation : M. Motta, first delegate of Swit· 

zerland, will adclress the Assembly. 

l\1. !\Iotta (Switzerluncl) : 
Translation : Mr. President, ladies and gem· 

tlemen. - It is with profound emotion that I 
mount this platform. That phrase is constantly 
on the lips of public. speakers, but to-day the 
emotion I feel is very real and is shared, I know, 
by all the delegates in this Assembly. The words 
I have heard during this morning's. debate, however, 
have somewhat reassured me. I might perhaps . 
have indulged in recriminations - and I should 
have been wrong. This is no longer the time· for 
recrinrinations, after the noble declarations we 
have heard from most of the speakers who have 

· preceded me. 
We were su=oned to this special session of t.hc 

Assembly for one purpose : the admission of Ger· 
·many to the League of N a tiona. Everyone knew 
that this admission also meant that she would be 
given a permanent seat on the Council . 

The l!'irst. Committee of this A~HP.mbly unani· 
·monsly accepted the German Government's pro· 
posal: no objection was raised, as t.hat request was 
held to be legitimate and in order. 

I know that many difficulties had arisen, but 
tlwy had all been removed except one. It is not 
for me to ·make a formal complaint or to seek, 
however remotely, to bring pressure to bear on 
behalf of the delegations who are met bere. I know 
that all the States are equal before the law and are 
equally possessed of sovereign rights; 

I ball hoped - this I will say - that the vision 
of stricken bleeding Europe, ready at lal!t to extend 
the hand of reconeiliation, would have touched all 
hearts. I bad hoped that that great and noble 
country which ha.~ contributed so much to the 
promotion of international justice and arbitration 
would have lent its aid to bring about reconciliation 
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in Europe. It was not to be. I would no~ now maim 
anv criticism. Let me assure the Counml, however, 
tluit. if the Assembly· had been called _upon to 
second it in it<>• difficult task, the Council would 
have found the Assembly unanimously desirous 
to aid it in «>vercoming the difficuJt.y. If the 
Assembly was really to represent public opinion 
throughout the worl\1, it must be placed in a position 
to carry out this essential duty. 
c ~ was wondering a few minutes ago whether, 
from the point of view of form, the proper procedure 
would not have been for us to refer back to the 
First Cnmmittee, which had unanimously arrived 
at a favourable conclusion, that problem the 
solution of which has to-dav encountered difficul
ties. I do not propose, however, to raise this 
question of procedure, as it seems to me petty and 
rven somewhat narrow compared with the gravity 
and complexity of the present situation. Never
theless, the Council can count to-day on the support 
of the whole Assembly. 

I desire to add my tribute of respect to Sweden 
and Czechoslovakia, and to the Governments of 
both those countries. I wish also to pay special 
tribute to the British Government and to th.at of 
France. If there is one glowing record of this 
Assembly which will remain, if there is .one 
gesture the memory of which will bo graven in our 
hearts, it is that of M. Aristido Briand, who on this 
occasion truly deserves to be hailed as wise and 
just. M. Briand has recognised the serene spirit 
in which tho delegates of Germany awaited the 
decision and realised the necessity for the adjourn
ment of their admission to the League. I wish to 
emphasise the significance of .this act. It is my 
most earnest hope that at the autumn session of 
the Assembly Germany may be admitted to the 
League and may obtain the permanent sea.t on the 
Council to which she is entitled, and that, thanks 
to a spirit of justice and conciliation on all sides, 
all the present difficulties will be removed. With 
that hope I leave the platform. · 

The crisis through which we are passing is a 
grave one. If the League surmounts it, it will 
have given proof of its vitality. I trust that it will 
survive it. Jf this present crisis, which I hope may 
be safely surmounted, were really the crisis prece
ding the downfall of the League, the noise of that. 
downfall would be' drowned in the cry of despair, 
anger and indignation which would arise from all 
peoples. 

The Prrsidrnt : 
Tramlati{)n : M. LoudoU:, first delegate of the 

Netherlands, will address the Assembly. 
M. I. Loudou. (Netherlands). 
Tran•lati{)n : Mr. President, ladies and gentle

men. -My purpose in speaking now is not to 
offer opposition to the proposal so eloquently 
voiced by the first delegate of France ; I desire, 
on the contrary, to give that proposal my cordial 
support. 

As a member of. this Assembly, however, I feel 
it my duty to express the consternation ~hich 
we all felt yesterday on learning that the question 
which we had been summoned to Geneva to decide 
was not settled and that the decision was to be 
adjourned until September. 

For ten days the Assembly bad been awaiting 
a solution with growing impatience. At the be
ginning of this session it instructed its First Com
m!tt~e to examine Germany's request for ad
~Isswn. That request, however, although una
rumously approved by the. Committee, could 
not be complied with, because the members of 
the_ Council were unable to agree as to the allo
ca~wn of the permanent seat which had been pro-
nused to Germany. · 
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For ten days the members of the Council have 
tried by means of private and unofficial conver
satio~s - fragments of which have reached the 
various delegations- to arrive at an agreement, 
but - alas ! - the spirit which ought to govern 
the.Leagne, the spirit which places the welfare 
of the community before the amour-propre of each 
of its Members, has not prev~iled. Certain of th?se 
Members,· however, while m no way 9 depart~g 
from the principles they advocated, hav~ dJ~
played a spirit of disinterestedness to wh1ch 1t 
behoves us to pay- and by your applause you 
have already paid- a heartfelt tribute. 

Is it surprising that the delegations of the 
forty-eight na.tions which were summoned here 
to decide a question of vital importance to the 
League should have shown impatience, followed 
by profound dissatisfaction, on finding that the 
object for which they I1ad met had not been at
tained T As M. Motta very rightly says, we all 
know that the Assembly would have given its 
unanimous support to . Germany's request for 
admission to the League. 

Does this failure to find a solution for the burn
ing question now before us mean the downfall"" 
of the League Y No, a thousand times no! In 
the eyes of the general public and of sceptics 
the League will, for some time to come, have 
lost something of its glory and even of its prestige. 
But to those who care to think, who see and under-

. stand the work it has done in the ·seven short 
years of its existence, to Governments and men 
who realise that a number of disputes -most 
of which, it is true, though by no means all,"were 
bloodless -·have been settled through its inter
vention, to those who recognise its success in bring
ing about the financial restoration of certain 
countries, the League, as M. Briand has so truly 
pointed out, has given incontestible proof of it 
power to live, and difficulties such as those with 
which we· are faced to-day are ,but of ll\inor im
portance. At the same time; whether of minor 
importance or not, these questions have, in the 
eyes of the masses - who are still sceptical as 
to the work which is being accomplished by the 
League in furtherance of world peace- a signi
ficance of. which we must never lose sight!> Th~ 
more the Council is criticised, the more the public 
shrugs its shoulders - with a smile of compassion, 
perhaps- the more clearly does it become our 
duty to restore a prestige which has suffered 
so rude a shock. 

What we ask of the Council, therefore, is that, 
since adjournment has been found necessary, 
the Council will neglect no steps to have the forth
coming discussion next September fully prepared 
in advance in order that there may be no risk 

. of a fresh setback, which would be unpardonnble 
-perhaps even fatal. 

We ask the Council to use the utmost impartiality 
in choosing .the members of the Committee ofo 
Enquiry of which His Excellency Viscount Ishii 
has just spoken ; we ask that there shall be entire 
freedom from political considerations, th~J>t. the 
Assembly, and not the Council alone, shall be 
largely represented, and, I repeat, that .the am'our
propre of individual States shall not be allowed 
to play a dominant part. 

' Only in this way wilJ our resolution of adjourn
ment be accepted with confidence by public 
opinion. If M. Leon Bourgeois- that great 
Frenchman to whose memory we paid a tribute 
a few days ago, and who, better than anyone, 
personified- the spirit of the League - were still 
among us, he would, I thihk, say what. I am now 
saying. Let us act as he would have acted. I 
make an urgent appeal to the Council. Our ho
nour- the very future of the League - is at stake . 
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The President : 

Translation• Dr. Nansen, delegat~ of Norway; 
will address t~e Assembly. 

• 
Dr 1\"ansen (Norwayj : 
• 
~r;. ~esident, ladies and gentlemen. - We 

know that the eyes of the world are anxiously 
turned towards Geneva at this moment. The 
resolut~ons '\yhich we are taking h~>re are of very 
great rmportance for the whole future of the 
League and of the world. Unfortunately, questions 
have arisen which are of such difficulty that it has 
been proposed that we shall adjourn om meeting, 
and that the decision for which we hoped shall be 
postponed until September. 

J.et us hope · that that adjournment is really 
only a postponement, and that in September 
Germany will come into the League with all the 
honours of a Great Power and with a permanent 
seat on the Council.. 

We also know, however, that, lilaving met here 
..for the one purpose of admitting Germany, and not 
having succeeded in doing so during our time here, 
we are exposed to criticism throughout the world. 
I am afraid, as M. Loudon ha-s said, that the League 
may have lost or may lose some of its prestige on 
account of what has happened, but it should be said 
here - and the attention of the world ought to 
be drawu to the fact - that, under the circum
sta~ces, owing to recent developments and to the 
difficulties that unexpectedly arose, the machinery 
of the League has not been used at all, and therefore 
the League itself cannot be blamed for what has 
happened. The Jllaehinery of the League did not 
even begin to w8rk ; no use has been made of it. 
What has happened is that there have been private 
conversations. There has been no meeting of the 
Council and no meeting of the Assembly to discuss 
the question. No record at all has been kept 
for the future of what happened in Geneva in March 
1926. 

I think that public opinion throughout the world 
'"'sbou!d appreciate this fact and should realise that 

the methods of the League cannot be blamed. We 
who have worked in the League for many years 
know its methods and know thE'm to be efficient 
and good, and we hope that recent happenings will 
.not damage too much what has been built up in 
past years. 

It bas been proposed that the CounCil should 
appoint a eommit.tee to consider the composition 
of the Council. I realise- and I think we all realise 
-that therc_,are very complicated questi?ns which 
have to be studied carefully before any rmportant 
decisions are taken in this matter. As, however, 
1!ohis is such a very important question for the 

• League, I venture to P!Opose to the Coll;Dcil tb_at 
the Committee should melnde as many rmpartml 
members as possible, representing the diff~rent 
vie*lf'of the Assembly and of the League of Nations. 
I Ulink that this point i~ of the. very greate~t 
importance in view of what Will _happen m 
!'leptember, when the League meets agarn. 
· Let me close my speech by saying that I am sure 
we are all willing to co-operate to the utm~st of our 
power and ability in seeking a happy solutiOn of the 
difficulty which has arisen, and we aU look forward 
to the future success. of the undertaking which 
has been bc!!1ln here but which unfortunately 
has had to b~ postponed. We all hop_e sincerely 
that no new difficulties will be placed m the way 
of the entry of Germany into the League and her 
permanent seat on the Conncil. 

The Prt'sidt>nl : 

Tmn.slation : M. Piip, the fb:st deleg11t~ of 
Esthonia, will address the Assenlbly • 

ll. l'iip (Esthoniu) : • 
Ladie8 and gentlemen. - The Esthunivn 

delegation regrets vt>ry much that the mu.iu o".jeot 
of this AssE'mbly has not bt>t>n nttained und thnt 
Ga·many has not been admitted into the League 
and is not yt>t a permanent member of t.he Council. 
When my Government instructed our doleb'lttion 
to vote in favour of. both these mattei'S, we consi
dered that the entry of Germnny into the Lengue 
meant a further stnhilisation of peace in gcneral1wd 
particularly in Eastern Europe, as we also hope tlmt 
some day we may have the pleasure of WEllcoming 1 

here another gf!!at European Powa· which is ~till 1 

outside the League. 
, Very fortunately, the question of tho allmission 
of Germany is only postponed. 'l'he Esthoninn 
delegation hopes that by the time of the meeting 
of the Assembly in September nll those diffirultio~ 
of procedure that have mnde the efforts of this 
Assembly fruitlt>ss will be eliminntod. It is evilll'nt 
that the present construction of the organs of t.lm 
League and its present procedure are not suffieil'ntly 
elastic to carry out the unanimous wish of the 
Members of tho Lengue as exprl's~ed in ·the First 
Committee, especially as the difficulty arose on the 
part of a mt'mber of the Council elected by tho 
Assembly, which procedure seems to us quito 
abnormal. 

We therefore welcome and heartily support tho 
proposal of the Council, referred to by Viseotmt 
Ishii, for an examination of t.he League mttchinory 
with a view to removing existing d1>fects and 
establishing an effective modus vivMcli for the 
election of members of the Counril. 

We consider that the Leagno of Natitms is of 
such importance for the peace and welfare of 
humanity that minor defects ought not to endanger 
its work. Up to the prt'sent, all the decisions of tho 
League of Nations have been carried out by nil 
Stutes practically without exception, and there is 
no doubt that the League has sufficient internal 
power to overcome the present temporary diffi
culties. The great declarations mnde by Sir Auston 
Chamberlain and M. Aristide Briand, and tho gre1~t ' 
and noble sacrifice of Sweden and CzechoAlovnkia, 
are the best guarahtees of the vitality of this great 
organisation for pea~ which has been th~ clre_a!fi ?f 
centuries for humamty. Fortunately1 tins CTJHIS IR, 
in our opinion, not a crisis of the League of 
Nations bnt only a crisis of procedure. 

The Pre~ident : 

Translation : His Excellency M. Chao-Hsin Chu, 
fir8t delegate of China, will address t.he Assembly. 

;u. Chao- Hsin Chu (China) : 

Ladies. and gentlemen. - I am asking for per
mission to speak at this critical moment, but I 
can assure you that I am not going to add more 
difficulties on this controversial subject which 
the Assembly has been discussing. 

What I have to say is this : in order to make 
the League a more successful organisation . for 
international usefulness, two wrong conceptions 
should be corrected. In the first pia~, people 
now a days generally recognise a Power by rea;son 
ofits military strength. This is a wrong conceptiOn. 
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From my humble point of view, in considering 
< a nation as a great Power we should take into 

account solely its economic potentialities and 
geographical position. If we still take a narrow
minded point of view and consider a Power as a 
military Power:· it will tend to encourage military 

' preparations. Such.- encouragement will, in the 
long run,· endanger the peace of the world. We 
sl>opld form an int~rnational public opinion which 
wotild entirely discourage and look down . on 
militarism. It is our duty, Gentlemen, for the sake 
of humanity, to work out, without further delay, 
a practical programme of general disarmament 
and mutual securitv in order to save world civi
lisation from being' once more· ruined. 

Another wrong conception of the League which 
people generally take is that the League is dOiili
nitted by European affairs. We· all admit that 
European affairs nowadays seem more vital 
to the peace of the world, but we, as Members 
of the League, should not forget that the League 
is a. Lt>ague of the whole world and has to fulfil · 
a world-wide expectation; The JJeague should 
he in no wise dominated by European politics. 
<;t should have its eye on all parts of the world 
and we should encourage all nations to take an 
equal part in the great work- of its international 
organisation. · . 

In concluRion, I wish to support the proposal 
just put forward by M. T,oudon, the first delegate 
of the Netherlands, that the Council should appoint 
an absolutely impartial committee to consider 
the whole question of. the enlargement and com
position of the Council. Furthermore, let me 
urge that in the allocation of ~eats on the Council 
the Com~ttee. sh~tlld pay full attention to the 
geographieal prmCiple which has been emphasised 
by the Chinese delegation and reaffirmed annually 
by the previous .Assemblies. 

Thl' Pr!'sident : 
Translation: M. Comnene, delegate of Roumatiia 

will address the Assembly. . ' 

ll. Comnene (Roumania) : 
Trml$lation: On leaJ.ning late on 1\Ionday, Ma;~h 

15th, of what was expected, during the present 
~ssembly,_of the member of the Council represen
ting the Little Entente, the Roumanian delegation 
immediately did all in its power to prove its sense 

, of iD:ternational responsibility in regard to the 
. solutiOn of the grave problems which had arisen. 

We desire, therefore, to proclaim that Roumania, 
conscious not only of her.rights but of her duties, 
gladly undertook her part, side by side with her 
Czechoslovak and Serb-Croat-Slovene allies, in the 
great work. of peace which we had hoped to 
consummate. · 

. The Ro~anian delegation takes this opportu
mty of urgmg that new methods, more democratic 
in character and more in keeping with the spirit 
of modern times, should be adopted to enable the 
League, in the wider interests of humanity, to 
develop smoothly. 

. The Roum_anian delegation believes that, by 
dmt of combmed effort and by the manifestation 
of that spirit of conciliation which is the very 
eKsence of the League, it will become possible for 
Germany to take the place in the League and on 
the Council which is her due. · 

The President : 
. TranshztiQir,: 111. Zahle, first delegate of Denmark 

wJil address the ABsem bly. . ' 

ll. Zahle (Denmark) : 
1'ramlation : 1\Ir. President, Ladies and Gen

tlemen. 'T"' Is hall be very brief. After the eloquent 

• 
words uttered from this platform by those of my 
colleagues who have already spoken, there is very 
little for me to add. ~ . 

I desire, on behalf of my country, to associate · 
myself wholeheartedly with the expressions of 
dism:ey and regret, and also hope, which have been 
voiced in this Assembly. I desire also to secot;Ld 
the remarks of the Netherlands delegate concerning 
the constitution of the committee sug~sted by 
the Council. I venture to emphasise the desira~ 
bility of including on~-that committee a number 
of representatives of States which are not members · 
of the Council. · · 

I specially appreciated the few words uttered by 
M. Motta. With his characteristic wisdom he 
advised us to make no effort at this juncture to 
apportion responsibility for the present state of 
affairs. I· entirely agree. It is clear that the time 
has not yet come to fix this responsibility, but it is 
only right to proclaim from this platform that that 
responsibi~ity does not, at any rate, rest upon the 
.Assembly. · 

The Presiclent : 
Translation : "!\'[, Mehdi Frasheri, Delegate of 

Albania, will address the Assembly. 
l\1. l\lehdi Frasheri (Albania) : 
Translation : Mr. President. Ladies and Gentle

mim. - After having heard the utterances of so 
many distinguished state~men, I have no intention 
of making a speech myself. I think, however, that 
every meniber of. the .Assembly has the right to 
express an opinion on the question under diseussbn : 
namely, whether we are competent to take a deci
sion immediately or whether we must adjourn it to 
the meeting of the Assembly in September. 

With your permission I propos.e to present the 
question from a somewhat different standpoint 
from that adopted by previous speakers. · 

The Council is, as you know, composed of two 
kinds of members : the permanent and the non
permanent: The non-permanent ·members receive 
their mandate from the Assembly and not from 
their own Governments; : . 

If, as the result of the action of & non-permanent 
member, the Council fails to agree, on a quootion~ 
which does not directly affect the interests of the 
League and the Assembly but concerns the interests ' 
of the country which that member represents, the 

·position is quite different: the non-permanent 
~embers of the Council, not having· received a 
drrect mandate; are free to express ·their individual 
convictions. If, however, a non-permanent member 
of the Council opposes the settlement of a question· 
directly affecting the interests of the League - a 
question for the specific settlement of which· a 
special session of the Assembly has been convened 
-the Assembly, in virtue of)ts sovereign powers, 
possesses full competence t.o take an immediate 
decision. •· 

I beg to propose, therefore, that you declare that 
the Assembly, in virtue of this sovereignty. is 
entitled, despite the disagreemcmt of one of th~ rion
permanent members of the Council, to give a final 
decision on the admission of Germany to the 
League and the allocation to Germany of a ~seat on 
the Council. 

The President : 
~·ran,slation : .As no one else J,Ias expressed the 

desire to speak, I declare the general discussion . 
closed'· 

1 Afte~ the close o! the gene~al discussion, His Excel
lency Pt;nce Arfa, first delegate of Persia, handed to 
th~ President a statement relating to the discussion. 
This statement appears as an annex to the verbatim 
record of the meetiri~. 
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I ~vite the .Assembly to vote on the proposal 
su~nntted by M. Briand, first delegate of France, 
which reads a'!! "follows : 

The Assembly, . 
Regrets that the difficulties enc01mtered. have 

T!revented the attainment of the pw·pose for ·trhich 
d was convened, . 

.Antl expresses the hope that, bettreen !/.OIV 

. and the ordinary September se.ssion of 1926 
these difficult-ies may be aurmotmtetl so as t~ 
make it possible for Germany to enter the Leag11e 
of N ation.Y on that oct:asion. 

If· there is no opposition, I shall consider as 
adopted unanimously by the .Assembly the pro
pQSal made by the first delegate of France and 
that the .Assembly agrees to postpone until its 
ordinary session in September the consideration 
of the report of our First Committee on the request 
of Germany for admission to the League. ( .As.Yet~t.) 

15. - DRAFT SUPPLEUEN'TARY BUDGET 
FOR 1926: REPORT OF THE SECOXD 
COJ\IMITTEE. " 

The Presidt>nt : 
Tran~lation : The agenda of the speci11l session 

of the .Assembly includes the draft Supplementary 
Budget for 1926, which was referred to the Second 
Committee. M. Belloni, who is Rapporteur of the 
Second Committee for this question, will wish to 
.give certain explanations to the .Asseinbly. 

I•call upon M. Belloni to speak. 

M. Belloiti (Italy) Rapporteur : 
Translation: Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 

- In the new situation in which we are now placed 
the question of a supplementary budget no longer 

. arises. If the wishes expressed to-day by the 
Chairman of the First Committee and the speakers 
who followed him are realised- and my country, 

. inspired by the same · sentiments as the other 
signatories of the Locarno Pact, earnestly hopes 
that they will be realised - there will, of course, 

.,be n~ longer any need to consider a supplementary 
budget, as the expenditure required for the admis
sion of _Germany to the League can be included in 
the ordinary budget for 1927, which will be dis
cussed by the .Assembly in September. 

There are, nevertheless, two categories. of expen
diture to be met. I am sure that, as regards the 
special session of the· .Assembly, the. Council will 
decide_ to charge the expenditure incurred to· ~he 
credit allotted to "Unforeseen Expenditure". .As 
regards the cost of installing the Annex the con
struction of which the . .Assembly approved last 
Saturday, this could, if necessa.ry, be met from the. 
fund for the construction of the new buildings. 
• It is within the competence of the Council to 
approve· ·the budget proposals involved, which 
in any' case mnst be submitted by the Secretariat, 
to meet the expenditure relative to the upkeep of 
the•..tbmex. 

The Presitlent : 
Translation : If there is no objection, I shall 

consider as approved by the assembly the 
statement made by M. Belloni in the name of ·the 
Second Committ.ee. ( Assenf:.) 

16.- CLOSE OF THE SESSION : SPEECH BY 
THE. PRESIDEJ.'\"T; • 

The Presidl'nt : 
T1·anslatitm : Ladies and gentlemen - It is my 

duty to close this session, but before I do so ,you 

· mnst allow me to explain in a few words the mean
ing and purpose which I attribute to the I'esolut.ion • 
just adopted by the .Assembly. • 

Sir -.Austen Chamberlain, as Chairman and 
Rapporteur of the First CommiUt•e, has t.old us 
how that Committee reached a unanimous agree- • 
ment and what were· the reatons which prt>vented 
us from giving effect to its proposals during Ute 
presE'nt session. • • 

Our decision to adjourn the qul'stion i~. howevl.'r, 
a sign of st.rength ; it shows primarily that tho 
r,eague of Nntions is completely <'Onfident thnt at 
the next ordinary .Assembly in September the 
difficnltieR which have arisen will be overcome, 
and that we shall then be ahlc to nccomplish tht1 
work which was entru~ted to us at this session. 

Tho League of Nations will thus he in a JIOsit.i&n 
to assert itself very shortly oR tlte essential, if not : 
the . only, organ for giving expt·ession to tlw 

· international aspimtions and teullenoit>s of nil 
peoples. It will do so through its work in dovt~loping 
conceptions of understanding and frntornity and in 
settling in. an equitable munner all diffm·t•nct•s -
even the gravest - which ma,v from timl.' t" 
time arise and imperil tho Pl'•t<•e of the world. 1'he 
adjournment is it,self a ml.'nns of ut•hil'ving thtl 
most satisfactory solution of the tlifft•rt•nces -
pacific though they are- which hnvo t•ocent.ly 
arisen with regard to the bt'st methotl of supple
menting or reorganising the Council of our Longue. 

Every great work has been uchievetl with 
difficulty and has involved suffering, nnd tho 
Lea.,"'le of Nations, although it has not immediately 
attained the result announced and hoped for, will 
be entitled to seek consolation in the fact that it.s 
work has not been useless, and that its foundations 
remain unshaken despite the long discussions, 
hesitations, and even anxiety which it has experi
enced during the brief period of this Assembly . 

Now that all the Governments have hacl thl1 
problem clearly set before them, they are bound 
henceforth to accept their responsibilities, because 
in the short space of time between now and the 
September session all causes of dispute or mis
,understanding must be removed. From the point of 
view of mankind, and consequently of the J,eagne 
of Nations, the essential consideration, in evory 
aspect, ·of this matter is the advance actually 
accomplished along the road of progress, and not 
the obstacles encountered on the rond. We only • 
dwell upon the obstacles with the view of over
coming them now and avoiding them in the future. 

When we survey the whole evolution and the 
present position of the League of Nations, we are 
bound to admit this : whatever prejudices there 
may be against the League, and however great 
may · be the temporary disappointment at the 
adjournment of the greatest problem which hns 
ever come before us, our institution is now in 
readiness to take its chief. step forward towards 
the attainment of the object for which it was 
created, the object which is defined in the Preamble 
to the Covenant. It is perhaps actually on the 
eve of taking this step. 

This proves, in the first place, that the League 
is •now conscious of its own value; and if we get 
down to essentials we must also realise that, 
owing to force of events and public feeling, it was 
very different in the early days of its existence 
from what it will become when the decision post
poned t-o-day is taken in September. 

From tbis summit wbich we have reached, and 
on which we desire to establish ourselves firmly, we 
cannot allow ourselves to descend. .Anyone who 
in a moment of madness, or by a reversion to 
obsolete principles, dal'lld to attempt it would be 
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condemned to failure, to universal reprobation, 
• - and more than that, he would see himself, however 

great might be his importance, obliged by the 
force of circumstlfnces to retrace his steps .and do 

· full penanee to regain his lost position. 
The greatnes§ that the League of Natio~K ~as 

thus achieved and sectured does not prevent 1t, like 
all human organisms, from endeavouring to im
pJ;Ove itself and to adapt itself better to the require
Ulents, every day more complex, _of the. aims ~t 
pursues. It seems to me - and m. saymg th1s 
I give my personal impression - that the League · 
of Nations will have to modify some of its organs 
and render them more elastic, more effective and 
more powerful. The example ~upplied by the 
democratic evolution of c01mtries with a parlia
mentary system leads me to think that a similar 
g~adual transformation will take place in the struc
ture, attributions and working either of our Council 
or of our Assembly. Every circumstanC\l is 
favourable to-day for the study of these reforms to 
be undertaken without loss of time, each of us 
offering his contribution in the spirit of the Cove~ 
nant, in order that the reforms may be introduced 
:n due course by the general will of the States which 
belong or may belong in future to the League. 

For the present, as President of this- Assembly, 
and in the name of all my colleagues, I only wish to 
express the earnest hope that the work of the League 
of Nations may not cease but may, on the contrary, 
be strengthened in all its fields of activity for the 
welfare of humanity and for· the permanent and 

immutable maintenance of peace among all the 
peoples of the world. · . _ . 

During-the period which lies immediately before 
us the various organisations of the League will 
ha've to deal also with problems of special impor
tance~ I need only refer to the preparations_ for an 
Economic Conference and for a Conference on the 
Reduction of Armaments. It is most desirable that, 
in carrying these tasks to a· satisfactory cdhcluY!ion, 
the Lea,uue shoUld be inspired with the completest 
confidence in itself and with the certainty that the 
results· of its work will increase its reputation and 
prestige and enable it to·meet calmly, and with the. 
certainty of success, the inevitable political diffe- -
rences, which can only gradually, and through the 
daily activity of the League itself, be attenuated 
and eventually oyercome. 

In paying my tribute to the spirit of co-o:peration 
which has, in ·spite of everything, been d1splayed 
in the course of these difficulties, I do not address 
myself exclusively to the delegations represen~ed 
in this building but also to that of the great nat10n 
which, .though not immediately associated with the 
work of this Assembly, is directly interested in it , 
and will soon take its proper place, the place whicJ• 
we desire to see it occupy, among us. 

Ladies and gentlemen, I declare the · special 
session of the Assembly of the League of Nations 
c1osed. 

Tile Assembly rose .at 1.15 p.m. 

ANNEX. 

STATEMENT BY PR-INCE ARFA, FIRST DELEGATE OF PERSIA. 

TraMlation : Almost every year I am impelled 
to make certain very frank observations, which 
may perhaps give the Assembly the impression 
that I am a somewhat sharp critic of the League. 

, I must crave pardon for this. Nevertheless, the 
League cannot progress unless it has the courage 
to recogllise its defects and correct them. · 

Like the honourable delegates for Sweden and 
the Netherlands, I regret that the Council some
times, at critical moments, neglects to consult or 
seek help from the Assembly. This is perhaps one 
of the chief reasons for the anxious struggle to 
obtain seats on the Council. I trust that the 
Committoo which is to l•e appointed will be 
recommended to study very carefully the problem 
of the relations between Connell and Assembly. 

It is unfortunate that th~ delegates of ~lnore '-' 
than forty countries have been-vainly waiting day 
after day without knowing exactly what is taking 
place. Are we ultimately_ to .have everyone on the 
Council 'Or are we to have a small Council, which, 
however, will always be·ready to co-opera.te with 
the Assembly and take due note of its views ! 
That should be one of the main points for the 
Committee to study. ' 

We have come long -distances to admit Germany 
to the League. We have not been permitted to do so 
on account of difficulties which have arisen on 
the Council. We all deeply deplore this, but ilf 
proves the urgent need for a change .of systeiii_. 
That, I think, will be the conclusion reached by the ' 
nations of the world, whose earnest desire for peace 
should be our law. 

PRINTED BY •• TRIBUNE DE GENEVE" 
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~ .,-- OPENING OF THE ASSEMBLY. .. . 
M. Benes, delegate of Czechosl~vakia, Acting 

President of the Council, took the Chair. 

• The Chairman : 
Translation : Ladies and gentlemen -· It is 

to the delegate of Czechoslovakia that falls the great 
honour of opening the meetings of the Seventh 
Session: of the Assembly of the· League of Nations 
and of inaugurating its work. I am proud of this 
honour, and it will remain for me an unforgettable 

.._:memory, particularly as the present Assembly 
.will without doubt be of special importance both· 
in J;he history of the League and in that of European 
:(lolitics in general. 

In opening this first meeting, I do not wish 
to dwell too much on the difficulties of the moment. 
You_· are as familiar with them as I am, and we 
shall have to deal with them during our discussions. 
But "I shall also refrain from sounding a note 
of triumph, or of "official optimism", regardless 
of existing obstacles, which we can hardly hope 
to surmount without difficulty. 

I do not wish to indulge to. excess the optimism 
which must inspire all those who work for the 
advancement of the Lea,aue and who desire through 
it to contribute to the maintenance of world 
peace ; neither will I attempt, on the other hand, 

. , to ignore the . obstacles which daily beset our 
path ; but at the same time I will not give way 
to the misplaced pessimism or accept the 11Djusti
fiable criticisms of the sceptics, who are. rarely 

capable of any solid achievement in our distracted 
society or of bringing humanity a step forward 
in the path which leads to a better future. I 
merely desire, in accordance with our young 
tradition, to.give a brief outline of what the League 
has done directly or indirectly during the last 
twelve months. We shall all realise that. while 
it has not brought about a radical change in the 
present difficult conditions of political, social 
and economic life, the work it has accomplished 
in the past year has nevertheless been very consi· 

, derable ; it constitutes a step forward in the 
evolution of Europe and it furnishes a proof that 
the path we have chosen is leading, despite all, 
to a progressive and comparatively rapid improve· 
ment of the world of to-day. 

The struggle we are waging is a hard and 
difficult one ; but it holds out promise of success 
and of final victory, and we all realise that this 
victory can only come slowly and at the cost 
of great sacrifice. 

You have before you the report on the work 
of the Council and of the measures taken to execute 
your decisions of last year. Who can peruse 
it without being struck by the growing amplitude 
of the League's work, by the fresh responsibilities 
it is constantly assuming, and by the ever greater 
services it is rendering to the cause of peace f 
May I therefore be allowed to recall in a few words 
the League"s activities during the year ;1925-26 f ... 

Broadly speaking, these activities may be divided 
into three categories. The first comprises the· 
work of the technical and advisory organisations 
of the League and of the Council, particularly 
in economic and financial matters and social 
and humanitarian undertakings. In this connec
tion it may be pointed out that, since the last 
Assembly, Committees have sat at Geneva every 
month to consider problems of the most varied 
kinds. _ , 

On two occasions the League has held general 
Conferences, technical conferences in connection 
with the Transit Organisation, for the purpose 
of reducing the numerous formalities which, 
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particularly since the war, have hampered co_m- I 
mercia! relations. One of these Co~ferences, wh~ch 
dealt with cettain technical pomts concermng 
inland navigation, was a European conference, 
while the ather was world-wide. The latter 
dealt with one of the most irritating of the minor 
problems of the p.Jst-war period- that of P!ISS· 
ports. In order to remove the most yexatwus 

•fnmalities forty States sPnt representatives, who 
agreed up~n a number of conclusions. 

In this connection, I should like to draw the 
attention of all delegations to the fact that it 
is their duty, once they have re~urn~d to their 
own countries, to see that effect 1s given to the 
decisions taken at Geneva. I am fully aware 
that our Parliaments, which are often o_verbJ?'dene~ 

, with work, are obliged to take_ questwns m their 
order and to postpone, sometimes for too long, 
the ratification of the international instruments 
signed at the seat of the League. We must not 
forget, however, that in the sphere o~ inte~ational 
conventions the reserve and cautwn d1splayed 
by the League have sometimes been judged exces
sive that the draft conventions it has drawn 
up ;efer to technical questions which it is in the 
interest of all to have finally settled, and that it 
has always made every effort to simplify the 
mechanism of international exchange without 
detriment to individual interests. 

I 'think I am bound to say that, from the point 
of view of the conventions drafted by the technical 
committees, by the Economic, Transit, Health 
and Opium Committees and by our Disarmament 
Committees, the situation is not very satisfactory. 
Indeed, the further progress of our technical 
work· would be a matter of some difficulty if this 
situation did not improve. The action of our 
experts · and even of our Governments would 
run the risk of being tl).warted if, owing to the 
non-ratification of these instruments, it were 
deprived of the groundwork provided by established 
conventions ; and, knowing your desire to have 
these conventions put into force, I am convinced 
that you will convey my appeal to the proper 
quarter and that it will be heard in all your capitals. 

In the past year the League of Nations has 
continued its efforts to improve international 
relations in the various technical_ spheres with 
the assistance of the most qualified representatives 
which our administrations possess. To realise 
this, it is sufficient to peruse the list of tasks 
undertaken by the Economic and Financial 
Organisation : the draft Agreement on the abo
lition of import and export prohibitions and· 
restrictions ; investigations on economic crises 
and unemployment ; on false ClL~toms declarations ; 
on unfair competition ; on doublfl taxation and 
tax evasion ; on the measures to be taken to 
prevent the issue and circulation of counterfeit 
cnrrencv. This enumeration outlines the work of 
to-moriow of the economic rapprochement which 
is essential if peace and international co-operation 

· are to be established on solid foun(,lations. 
In tllli! connection we have, as you know, under

taken an ambitious task, the preparation of an 
International -Economic Conference. A Commit
tee has met the composition of which ensures 
that every type of interest will be represented 
and defended. It comprises a list of experts, 
chosen from among the most competent. It 
has already drawn up a rough programme of the 
investigations which mnst -be made before the 
Conference itself is convened. The organisations 
of the League of :Nations, the International Labour 
Office and other international organisations 
immediately set to work on this task. The Com
mittee has sketched the main outlines of the 
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enquiry which they must pursue_. On~ll bin 
possession of these data, the ~opumtte~ wr e 
in a position, at its next . sessw0:, to s~gle out 
the chief points of the mdustrial, _agncultural 
and commercial problems to be subnutted to the 
Coriference. The latter will therefore only meet , 
to consider these vital and complex problems after 
it has been given a clear, precise ·apd !4ni~d 
agenda. It will, therefore, be able to reach rts 
conclusions with a full knowledge of the facts. 

Meanwhile we must not omit to lay stress on 
the progress achieved by the League of Nations 
in the work of European reconstruction, which 
has now been pursued for some years with ~he 
success that you know. The_ thorough en9wry 
conducted last year in Austria by two emme~t 
economic experts appointed by the Council, 
Mr. Layton and: Professor Rist, showed . th~t 
the economic difficulties suffered by Austrra m 
common with so many other countries .do n_ot 
threaten to compromise the w~rk ?f fmall:c.Ial 
monetary reconstruction. ~he fmanCial ~tabili~y 
of the country is now estabhshed on a sohd basis. 
The two JJeagpe experts at "the same time indicated...., 
the best methods to be adopted to enable the 
results of financial reconstruction to develop 
and to become the source of an economic prosper~ty 
which will enable Austria, in cordial co-operatwn 
with all her neighbours, to play in fu!l freed?m 
that part in the European commull!ty which· 
is hers by right. Our Commissioner-General, 
M. Zimmerman, having concluded his task, has 
been able to take up other work, and I a~I sure 
I shall be voicing the feeling of the . Assembly 
in expressing to him our deep gratitude~ 

The thanks of the Assembly are also due to 
Mr. Smith, who has devoted him.self ~th such 
conspicuous success to the work ~f financral_c?ntrol 
in Hungary and whose exceptiOnal quahtres of 
tact and thoroughness jhave won for him the . 
affection and esteem·of all with whom he has come 
in contact. Before his <lenarture Mr. Smith had 
the satisfaction of learning that the Financial 
Committee had recognised the excelle)lt result.~ of 
the budgetary supervision . which he harl been 
called upon to exercise, and that tbe Council" heod 
undertaken itself to deal with the questiorf of .the 
utilisation of the balance of the reconstruction 
loan. 

Since the last Assembly, other examples have c 
demonstrated the value or international action in 
financial matters and the assistance which can be 
rendered by your Council in this connection, among 
them being those of the Danzig Municipal Loan, 
the enquiry into the position of the Free City""under
ta.ken by the FinaMial Committee, the continuation 
or the work of the Greek Refugees Settlement 
Commission with the help of the loan, and the 1 
preparation of a loan for the settlement of the~ 
Bulga.rian refugees. · Such have been the princ~al 
contributions made by the League in. the course 
of the year to the great work of European recon
struction ; the cause of peace cannot fail thereby 
to be greatly promoted. c ' 

Thus the economic, financial and humanitarian. 
activities of the League of-Nations have continued 
unchecked. While adding to this list the work 
undertaken for the b!'lnefit of the Armenian refugees 
aml for the protection of children, I should also 
mention that the first institution of the League of 
Nations in the Far East - our Epidemiological 
Bureau at Singapore - has begun operations. In 
this field also the League is pursuing its task 
with conspicuous success..:. 

Finally, when reading the report of the Committee · 
on Intellectual Co-operation, you will certaiuly 
be struck by the increasing interest which its work 
arouses. It was only right that the work of peace 
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I 
undertaken by the League shonld extend to intel
lectual matters. Fortunately, thanb to the 
initiative of the French Government means were 
found to enable the eminent scholars' on our C()m
mittee to translate their decisions into rt'alities. 
To-morrow, through the generooity of the ,.Italian 
Government, they will be endowed with a new 
instrument of work. The results of these welcome 
a<'t~ of.generosity are already becoming apparent. 
Assistance is arriving from all sidE-s. Of their own 
accord, scholars all over the world, taught by a long 
experience of disinterested work, have come forward 
with suggestions to Rave their collPagues loss or 

· time, to complete the process of international 
co-operation in the sphere of letters and science and 
to secure in that field the final triumph of the 
great principle of division of labour. National 
Committees have been establishPd in almo~t all 
countries. ThPy ar!' working with redoubled 
energy ; a kind of intellectual I.eagne of Nations is 
spreading its organisation into all countries. 

As yon see, gentlemen, one of your main preoccu
pations of last year, namely, to ensure continuity 
in this slow, steady, fruitful and constructive work, 
which it lies with the League of N.ations to perform, 
has been given all possible consideration by your 
Council and by the advisory and technical Com
mitU>es which you placed at its disposal. 

As regards the second class of questions on which 
the I.eague of Nations is permanently_ engaged -
I r~>fer to the regular work done by the League 
and the Council in the sphere of daily political 
relations between States, the settlement. of any 
di.\putes which may suddenly arise between l\Iem
bers of the ·League and, lastly, special questions 
like minorities and disarmament - substantial 
results have again been attained this year. 

In thi.• connection I wonld remind you, in the 
first place, of the final settlement of the very 
delicate question of 1\Iosul. It was included in the 
agenda for 1925, when we were all gathered in this 
same hall. Several months of work were needed 
before· the Council could arrive at a solution. 
That solution wa<~ adopted after lengthy reflection, 
after the pros and cons had been weighed and after 
the report by the Commission of Enquiry which 

"' w~sent to the disputed territory had been carefnlly 
studied. A valuable opinion by the Permanent 
Court o{ International Justice, the new tribunal 
of the .nations, enlightened the Coun~il ?n the legal 
a<~pect of the question .. The Council f!fiall:r gave 
a unanimous award, whteh seemed to 1t fa1r and 
which it surrounded with all possible precautions 
in thA interests of the populations concerned. 
. It was ce~tainly not without a deep sense of 
its responsibilities that the Council took its final 
decision. Its satisfaction was therefore great when 
it learned tha.t the two parties in the case, animated 
by a spirit of conciliation which cannot be too 
highly prised bad concluded an agreement between 

• themselves t~ apply the award given. At its last 
session the Council took note, with what ph•asure 
you may imagine of the arrangement concluded 
between Turkev ~nd Great Britain. All that is 
now wanting is the logical conclusion, which I hope 
'turkey will shortly ena-ble us to . su~pl;y:. We 
shall all be delighted if the opportumty 1~ gwen to 
11s to welcome her among us as a member of the 
League. 

Another case, of a different kind: but. perhaps no 
less serious, came before the Connell qmte recen~ly. 
That was the dispute which arose on the fronti~rs 
of two Members of the League, Gree~ and B~gana. 
I am quite convinood that unav01dab~e cucnm
stances ·forced both Gover~ents . mt? th~t 
difficult situation, which found 1ts solut;i.oi_IID Parll! 
before the Council. of the L«:>ague. This IS proved 

by the readint-ss with which tht>y acceded to the 
suggt>stions we made to them. , 

Those, gt>ntleruen, are powprful assurances for 
the futUrE', firm pledgt>s of a~emt>nt and under
standing. Tht-se hopes rt'ceive strong confirmation, 
if you read through the rt•port olio the Council now 
before von and if von Pxmuine thE~ work of tho, 
League· on minority lfltt>stions. Formerly 
oppressed, the sport. of intNnntionnl ambitious, 
tht.>se minoritit•s are tn-dt>Y assured of frt'l' dt•""lhp
ment ";thin tlw States to whirh tht•y ht'long. 
Further, ~-ou will find in that report positive and 
remarkable results concerning tht• administrntion 
of certain territorit>s, the l'xchanf!(' of populntions, 
the delimitntion of frontit•rs, concilintory nt•tJon 
of all kinds, the work of tlw lllnndntt•s Coriunission '. 
on behalf of natiYe populations, t•te. 

It is with the snme intention of political p~.ci
fication that the League of N ntions is pursuing, 
its work on disarmanwnt. Last yt•m· you suggt•stt•d' 
the idea of two great Conft•rences of worhl import· 
ance- the Economic Conft•rt•nce, of which I spoke 
just now, and the Disarmamt-nt Conft-rt'ncc. 

No one can be surprised that t.he prepnrntions 
for such vast enterprises are not yt•t t•omplot,'l. 

Ever since its cr~.>ntion, the Lengue of Nntions 
has, in virtue of its Covenant, bt•on cont~t•rnod 
with the problem of disarnmment. Possimists 
may find that these six yenrs of effort buve yielded 
very meagre results. That would be u lmrsh und 
an unjust judgiUent. Natumlly, we should all 
like to be much further udYunced thtlll we ure, 
but, if we glance back at the road we have travelled, 
we see that in spite of everything we ure apprl'· 
ciably nearer our goal. The problt•m of armaments 
is nothinoo less than the expression of the pnJif.ical, 
·social and, above ·all, psychological stnto or the 
world. The progress made townrtlK pacification 
during the last six, and particnlnrly during the laKt 
two, years will, I am sure, bring the firHt positive 
results within our reach at an early date. 

There is no doubt that even now tho disarmumont 
problem cannot be solved in its entirety. What 
we propose is to aC<'-omplish a first stage and to 
arrive at an initial internatiom1l agreement on 
the limita.tion of the preparations for war, however 
restricted this limitation may be, though we all 
hope that it will be as little restricted as posHiblo. 
No one can fail to realise its im porta nee, or to 
grasp the fact that nothing since the agreements 
concluded last year at Locarno would be more 
likely to improve international relations. • 

l!riore perhaps than in the case of any other 
Conference, it is important in this case not to 
approach the final act too heedlessly but to make 
all the requisite preparations, and, as far as 
possible to reconcile in advance the important 
interest~ at stake. That is the work of your Com
mittees, which know well that the failure of an 
ill-prepared Conference would amount to a catas
trophe. The chief of these Committees has drawn 
up a programme of all the technical diffi~ulties 
to be solved. It has had the co-operatiOn of 
Germany and of the United StaU>s of America. For 
the study of this programme. it established co_m
prehensive bodies of techmcal experts, whwh 
set to work immediately. They will shortly 
be able to give 1lll the resul~ . of their work. . It 
will then rest with the pohtwal representatives 
on the Preparatory Commission to draw the 
conclusionil and to elaborate a draft agreement 
for submission to a general conference. 

When this Conference meets, the League of 
Nations thanks to the resolutions which you are 
going tJ, adopt, will have made further progress 
towards that universality to which you have always 
aspired. 
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I thus come to the lMt class of questions with 
which our League ha<~ been occupied during the 
p:u!t year. These are for the moment the most 
important, because they touch upon . current 
questions of European and even world pol~~Y:• a;nd 
because their set-tlement aims at the reconCJhatwn 
of the great European nations which took part in 
the Great War, and M ensuring for a long time to 
come the security and peace of a very large part 
of ~he world. I refer to the important international 
event known as the Locarno Agreements, which, 
apart from their great international political 

· significance, are of decisive importance to ~he 
League of Nations, because they are bound up w1th 
the entry of Germany into our League. 

In September of last year, M. Painleve, at that 
time President of the Council, in opening the 
Assembly, informed it that its previous work for 
the organisation of peace WM on the point of 
bearing fruit and that, although it was not possi~le 
to put in force immediately the regulations wh1ch 
the Assembly bad drawn up the previous year 
in drafting the Geneva Protocol, at least the 
principal European nations, guided by its spirit, 
were about to conclude between themselves a 
B) stem of guarantee pacts and arbitration conven
tions which would define the pacific obligations of 
the Covenant of the League of Nations. He thus 
emphasised the extreme importance for the 
future of peace of· the year which was to elapse 
before our present meeting. It is no exaggeration 
to say that all diplomatic negotiations, at all 
events in Europe, since the last Assembly, have 
turned in the direction of the League of Nations. 

Yon are all familiar with the events to which 
I refer. Hardly had you separated last year when 
a number of European Powers, those who had been 
most closely engaged in .the Great War, met at 
Locarno to conclude the agreement and treaty of 
arbitration, of which you will indirectly decree 
the coming into force this week. Although the 
Conference of Locarno was held outside the League 
of Nations, the work.accomplished there was none 
the less inspired by its influence. 

M. Briand, President of the Council, made the 
following statement in October last during our 
Paris session : 

"Under the inspiration of a resolution voted 
by the last Assembly, which gave us great 
encouragement, we have pursued the limited, 
but nevertheless important, work of Locarno 

. If the negotiations of Locarno . . . 
have been crowned with success, it is due to the 
fact that from beginning to end we took the 
utmost care to conduct those negotiations in the 
spirit of the League of Nations and of its Cove
nant. It is because we were guided by all the 
previous work of the League of Nations 
that we were able to attain our ends." 

Sir Austen Chan1berlain, who so largely 
contributed to the success of this great work of 
peaoo, has on various occasions emphasised its 
historic importance. Other ~tatesmen who took 
part in it- M. l\Iussolini and M. Scialoja, M. Van
dervelde, l\1. Stresemann and lll. Luther, Polish 
statesmen and political circles in Czechoslovakia 
-all these, without over-estimating the value of 
what had been done, have borne testimony that the 
Treaties of Locarno mark a definite stage in the 
political history of Europe. . 

But for the existence of the League, the Treaties 
of Locarno would, M you know, be a dead letter. 
They are, in fact, no more than an application of 
the Covenant, all the provisions of which they 
B(.TUpulously respect. They are also the outcome 
of the great effort made by the Fourth and Fifth 

Sessi~ns of the Assembly for the organisation of 
peace. Your long discussions, which. were the 
necessarv preliminary to the elabo.atlOn of the 
draft Treaty of !Iutual Assistance and subsequently 
of the draft Protocol, have borne fruit. Although 
it hM not proved possible to give. to the inge~ous 
and effective legal formula.\! which you dev1~ed 
that universal application which WM your d~srre, 
at leMt we have been able to apply them. 1~ a 
restricted field, as you had indeed foresee~. 

The Treaty of Mutual Al!sistance and the Geneva 
Protocol contemplated the conclusion of partial 
agreements carefully linked to the Covenant of the 
League of Nations, in conformity with its provi
sions and placed under the guarantee of the 
Coun~il. The most original of these treaties which 
could by conceived was concluded last winter 
at Locarno. It bound togethor the belli!!erents 
in the late war. It is in no way reminiscent of the 
alliances of a former day, which aimed at establish
ing a faille security by means of a balance between 
groups of Powers, secret alliances which only too 
frequently masked ambitions an<l war-like 
intentions. 

I think I may ~tate from this platform, without 
fear of contradiction, that the negotiators of 
Locarno were true to the new spirit- created by the 
Assembly of the League, a spirit which it personifies 
and which has been acclaimed here in moments 
of unforgettable enthusiasm by all the represen
tatives of civilised nations. Those negotiators 
also took into account the importance which you 
so rightly attach to the progress of conciliation and 
arbitration. I know that no policy could be m<1re 
popular with you and that it will, in particular, 
meet with the approval of the Republics of I,atin 
America, which have already pursued this path so 
long and whose wish it ha8 been that their youthful 
strength, their powers of expansion and their 
future should develop along the lines of arbitration 
and justic-e. 

Provision is made as between all the signatories 
of I.ocarno for the whole series of pacific procedure : 
commissions of conciliation, arbitration, Court of 
Justice, Council of the League of Nations. 

But there is more than this. As a result of the 
powerful impulse given ·by the last. two sessions o 
of the As~embly, . a remarkable movement "has 
begun in the political world. In response to the 
Assembly's reco=endation, the States Members 
of the League throughout the world are in process 
of inaugurating among themselves a vast new 
political system bMed upon the principle of conci
liation and arbitration. It is impossible to over
estimate the importance of this evolution, of this 
new· procedure instituted by the nations for the 
settlement of their disputes. What valuable 
assistance will be given to Governments by this 
appeal to conc.>iliation which will make it possible 
for them to obtain a hearing by organisations at 
once competent and impartial, and thus to justify , 
the concessions indispensable to a good international 
understanding ! . · · . 

I am well aware that this system is not yet 
pe.rfect, that there are certa-in gaps and ~kt 
frul~es may occur,_ but the voluntary action ~f 
vanous States durmg the lMt few months, in 
conjunction with the supreme guarantee more 
especially in political matters, afforded by the 
appea-l to the Council of the ·League of Nations, 
provid.t>s the most complete system that has yet 
been maugurated for the pacific settlement of 
international disputes. 

I now come to the events of the last few,days, 
which are occupying us all a.f this moment. 

Signalised hy the auspicious events to which 
I have just referred, the first months following 
the lMt Session of tpe Assembly encouraged 
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the belief that Germany would oo speedily admitted - also-by those Members of the League of Nations 
into the Lea~e of Nations. You are all aware of which have communicated to us their desires and' 
the event~ wllleh made it nPcessary for ns to wait aspirations in the course of the Yenr. 
until to-day in order to reply t{) the request which I am fully aware that two ~mportant States, 
Dr. Stresemann submitted on February lOth last. both Members of the Council, whA<'h for six yenrs 

To solve these difficulties, the ('{)uncil constituted have worked on the League wtth the utmost 
a Committee, the members of which were a.ssisted devotion in the cause of p~ce and international • 
by the representatives of several other States and understanding, and which through their distin- -
of Germ~ny herself. The report of this ('{)mrnittee guished representatives have rt>ndert>d _it?cnlcu~a~le 
will shortly be in your hands. It ha~ tak.-n account, service to the League, have tnkt>n dectSIOilS wlnch 
not only of the obstacles which faced.the SpeciRI are profoundly saddl.'ning to us all without 
Session of the Assembly in March, but of the work exception. 
done by the First Committee during previous years. May I be allowed, as President of the Council, 

This question of the organisation olthe Council to appeal to-day, with less authority, indeed, than 
aro~e in almost the very earliPst days of the Lea,"'le. that with which you will certainly soon appeal ·• 
You know the controversies to whi1•h it led in the but with the same confidl'nce of heart, to tht>ir 
Council, when the question of new permanent seats noble sentiments, to tht,ir pr'de even, which will, 
was raised in 1921, and. later, when the question I am sure, prevent them from abandoning thNr 
carne before the Assembly, which has thoroughly part in the responsibiliti('s which fnll upon us nil,; 
stnrlied the rules for the election of the non- to their generosity, and to their spirit of iuterna
permanent Member~. It is possible that a certain tional friendships t 
impatience may have been aroused by the length I declare the Seventh Session of t-he Assembly 
of these discussions. It is impossible that we should of the League of Nations open. 
not congratulate ourselves upon them to-day, since 
the reor~anisation of the Conn"cil may further 
facilitate the solution of the grave problems with 
which you are faced. 

The new Committee has taken account of the 
Assembly's wishes, and has drawn up rules for 
election based directly upon those which you had 
laid down. It has taken account of certain oppo
sition that made its('lf felt, and with which the 
Assembly will no longer be faced, thanks to the 
wetcome ratification of the amendment to Article 4 
of the Covenant, a ratification at which we all 
rejoice, while realising the grave responsibility 
which it lays upon this Assembly. 

Thus our Committee has given elasticity to the 
proposed system by according to the Assembly 
facilities for re-electing States, if it so desires, when 
their mandate has expired. It has wisely limited 
this right to a small number of States. Thus the 
two tendencies which have manifested themselves 
in the past are reconciled, and I hope that in this 
way further difficulties may be avoided in the 
future. We should perhaps have one day regretted 

"' it if we had drawn up too rigid a plan. The one 
submitted to you, which will now serve as the 
basis of your discussions and upon which you 
will be asked to pronounce freely in your sovereign 
independence, seems to me to hold out prospects 
of a unanimous and speedy agreement. 
· Accordingly, I think that the difficulties with 
which we were faced in March will no longer arise, 
and that to-morrow we shall have the satisfaction, 
first of welcoming a ;new Mem~er in .0~ midst, a;nd, 
secondly, of satisfying certam legitrmate clarms 
by othe: St~tes. In th~ interests of world peac':, 
international understanding and European reconCI
liation we may congratulate ourselves upon this 

"happy' event. I venture already from this plat-
form to extend a cordial welcome to the new Member 
of the League. 

fs•it possible that this expected agreement and 
the entry of a great- Europea~ . Power . into the 
League may be saddened by deciSions which would 
result to our sorrow, in the departure from among 
us of' some of the States which are dearest to us ! 
I have not yet lost all hope. For six years the 
Assembly has attempted to give such p:oofs of 
wisdom, breadth of view, justice a~d eqwty that 
no one should misunderstand the rmport of _the 
decisionS which you will take. We are aJl a~10us 
to accord the largest ,possible share, thetr rightful 
share, to all the civilisations, ol~ an~ new, ~ all 
forms of culture to all those mestrmable nches 
contributed-out' of their long past, tiu:ough the 
virtues of their race and through thetr future 

s 

2. - ELECTION OF THE CO:\UIITTEE ON TilE 
CRED&'iTIALS OF DELEGATES. 

The Chnirman : 
Translation: Ladies nnd gentlemen - In 

accordance with Article 5 of the Rules of Procedure 
of the Assembly, the Committee to report on tho 
credentials of delegates should be elected by the 
Assembly in order that it may submit its report 
without delay. 

This Committee should consist of eight nwmbors. 

l\1. :Motta (Switzerland) : 
Translation : I have the honour to propose the 

following list of eight members to form tho 
Committee on Credentials. 

The list I am about to read is composed nccording 
to the alphabetical order of States, and I beg tho 
Assembly's indulgence for my boldness in making 
this proposal. My object is solely to expedite the 
progress of our work. 

I accordingly propose tho following delegates 
as members of the Com mit tee on Credentials : 

1\I. Vladimir 1\IoLLOFF (Bulgaria). 
M. Wang KING-KY (China). 
111. DE AGUERO Y BETHANCOUit'r (Cuba). 
General Johan J.AIDONER (Esthonia). 
1\I. Joseph BARTHf~LEMY (France). 
H.H. the Maharaja of KAPURTHALA (Imlilt). 
Count BONIN-Lr>NGARE (Italy). 
Baron LEHMANN I Liberia 1. 

The Chairman : 
Translation : Are there any observations in 

regard to this proposal ! Does any member wish 
to propose any other candidate ! If there is no 
opposition I declare the proposal adopted. . 

The Committee to report on the Credentml of 
Delegates will therefore consist of the members 
proposed by the delegate of Switzerland. 

The list proposed by M. Motta was adopted. 

The Chairman : 
Translation: The Committee on the Credentials 

of Delegates which has just been elected will meet 
at 3 p.m. to-day at the offices of the Secretariat, 
Room D. 

The next meeting of the Assembly will take 
place at 4.30 o'clock this afternoon. 

The Assembly rose at 12 o'clock noon. 
, 
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Translation : The. first item· on the agenda is 
the report of the Committee· on Credentials. . 
· I call upon M .. de Agiiero y Bethancourt to read 
his report.····-,. -· · ·. · .. · · 

' : ,' _._ - ' .. 
, ::M. de, A'oil'ero ··y~ Bethan~ourt (Cuba2J Chairman 

and, Rapporteur of the Committee on llredent~ : 
Translation- : Mrd:'lhairman, ladies and gentlemen 

_.The · .Committee• appotnted by the Assembly to. 
·report on the credentials of delegates met to-day 
at·3.30· p.:rtw.at· the Seeretariat of the League of 
Nations. I was elected Chairman and was entrusted 
with the duty of draWing up the rep_ort. 

The Committee examined the docUments trans· 
mitted to it by the Secretary-General and found 
that the following States are represented by . 
delegates who are in possession either of letters of 
credentials from heads of States or letters from 
Ministers for Foreign .Affairs, or telegrams from the 
same source, or letters from permanent repl'l!'sen·. 
tatives aceredited to the Lea¥Ue of Nations : 
· Albania, Australia, AUiltria, Belgium British 
Empire, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, 
Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denma.rk, Dominican 
Republic, Esthonia, Ethiopia, Finland, France, 
Greece, Guatemala, H~~oiti, Hungary, India,· Irish 
Free State, Italy, JapaD:_, Latvia, Liberia, Lithuania, 
Luxemburg, Netherlanas, New Zealand, Nicaragua, 
Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Persia, Poland, 
Portugal, Roumania, Salvador1 Kingdom of the · 
Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, S1am, South Africa, 
Sweden Switzerland, Uruguay, Venezuela. . -
. The Committee considers that the representntlves 
of these States Members ll.l'e duly accredited. 
· The following States Members have not accredited_ 
.delegatious to this Assembly : . 

The Argentine Republic, Bolivh1 Brazil, Costa 
Rica, Hond1ll'll8, Peru and Spain. . 

Your Committee on Credentials trust-s that the 
Assembly will approve its report • 

The Chairman : 
, Tr~nt~Zatitm : I beg to thank the Chairman of 
the Committee on Credentials for his repoJ1; • 
' Has anyone any observations to .make on the 
conclusions of the report 2 

The eoMZU8iona of the reptm were adopted. 

4.- ELECTION OF THE PRESID~T OF THE 
SEVENTH SESSION OF THE ASSEl\IBLY. 

The Chairman :. 
. Tr1!418lation : The next item on the agenda is the 
election of the President of the Seventh Session of 
·the Assembly. . 
· · In conformity with the Rules of Pro~ure voting 
will be by secret ballot. · 

~ 
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t c.-1ll upon M. Motta, delegate of Switzerlan1, 
and a former President of t.he A~sembly. and II1s 
Excdlency Prina~ Arfa, delegate of Persia, a former 
Yi<'e-President, to act as tellers. . 

' The roles of the delegations were taken in turn b!f 
Bf('Tet ballot. ' 

' ·"rhe [hairman : 

Translation : May I first thank the tellers for 
their kind assistance 1 . 

The result of the voting is as follows : 

Number· of States voting . . . . 48 
Absolute majority . . . . . . . . 25 

M. Nintchitch (Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats 
and Slovenes) has received 42 votes. 

I have therefore the honour, according to the 
Rules of Procedure, to announce that M. Nint
chitch, first delegate of the Kingdom of the Serbs; 
Croats and Slovenes, is elected President of the 

, Assembly. 
I am sure that I am voicing the feelings of all 

delegates present in congratulating my friend 
M. :Nintchitch on the display of good-will shown 
to him by this .A~~embly in electing him ·President. 

All of us here know t.he great merit and high 
qualifications of this statesman of the Kingdom 
of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes. First as Professor 
of Finance and Political Economy, then as Minister 
of Finance and Commerce and, for several years 
since the war, as Minister for Foreign Affairs, he 
baR proved himself a talented, practical and clear
headed statesman. At home and in dealing with 
neighbouring States he has pursued a policy of 
reconstruction. and consolidation, always in confor
mity with the prineiples of the Covenant of the 
League. For several years past he has taken part 
in the work of our Assemblies and Committees, of 
which latter he has more than once been elected 
Chllirman. . 

It is unnecessary to say.more. You all know our 
new President and you know that your choice is an 
admirable one. I am especially glad to be able to 
add to the gem.•ral congratulations my personal 
sentiments of friendship towards a man with whom, 
since 1920, I have worked in elo~e intimacy and in 
a spirit of friendship, loyalty and,. above all, 
devotion to the work of European peace. 

I call upon M. Nintchitch to take the Chair of 
the Assembly. 

Jf. Nintehitch took the Tresidential Chai:-. 

5. - PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS. 

ll. Xintchitch (Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats 
and i'Jovenes), President of the .Assembly: 

Translmi•rn: Ladies and gentlemen·- I beg to 
thank you for the great honour you have just done 
my country, for inde!'d it is on my country and not 
on myself that your choice has fallen. 

I am sure that to-day's vote will cause profound 
fmotion in my country, which, having experienced 
all the trials and horrors of war. iR all the more 
resolutely attached to the League of Nations, the 
guardian of peace aml of civilisation. 

1 am especially proud to be preRi!ling over this 
Seventh Session of the .Assembly. The task it ha.~ 
before it will leave an indelible mark upon our 
hilstory. l>cspitc the difficulties through which 
the J.eague has just pasRed, it will emerge from this 
.-\~wmbly stronger than ever bt-fore. 

• 

We trust that the ·elonds which have darkened 
our horizon during these past few months will clenr. 
The presence of yet another. great nation .among 
us in the ncar future shoulll g~ve us full confidence. 
A new g11est i~ :thout to enter our house. In 
welcoming that giJest., as we shall to-morrow, we 
all ·lta ve the conviction that those of our friends who 
are absent on that great occasion will spon return 
t~ us. The solemn act which will take place 
within this building a few da.ys hence will certainly 
resound throughout the world. 

For those peoples who are watching us and who 
are still in doubt there could be no .more convinc
ing test.imony, no more moving appeal to come 
and join us in our work of peace and universal 
collaboration. "'"'-

In· the region of Europe from which I come, 
this robust faith in what I do not hesitate to call 
the noblest of human institutio~ is an absolute 
necessity. For centuries war has ravaged this 
part of our continent. If we-are to believe in peace, 
if we are to defend its sacred cause, we must feel 

. that all peoples are animated by the same desire .. 
Pessimists who sometimes indulge in the vain"' 
intellectual pastime of belittling- the League of 
Nations and announcing its approaching ruin do not 
realise the painful effects which such thoughtless 
words may have· in certain countries of Europe 
which, having known war only too well, sometimes 
find it difficult to believe that it will never break out ; 
again. 

If we are firmly resolved to maintain peace; we 
must proclaim aloud our conviction that it will 
henceforth be inviolable. Many statesmen come 
here to these annual ..Assemblies for the renewed 
encouragement and faith which they require to 
enable them, on returning home, to pursue tli.e 
sometimes difficult task of conciliation, moderation . 
and peace. . . . 

During the seven years of its existence, the League 
of Nations has rendered eminent services to man
kind, which was so sorely tried by the war. It is 
.preparing to render it fresh services, but, even 
apart from the beneficent action which it exercises 
'by direct means, its very · existenre is sufficient 
in itself to imbue the peoples with a ne.w anG 
hitherto unknown spirit. 

I wonder what relations would exist. but for the 
League ·of Nations; between the peoples who 
through the war seemed fated to be for ever pitted 
one against another. If the work of moral reconci
liation has already made such progress, it is to the 
League of Nations that this is ·due. 
Las~y, is it not highly significant that we should 

find so many eminent statesmen, bearing the heavy 
responsibility of power in their own countries, 
coming quite naturally, to meet each other at 
Geneva every year at this time, moved by a common - . 
desire to settle quarrels and bring about the reigQ. 
of harmony and good-will among the . peopleS'!, 
How many misunderstandings which might have 
led to disastrous consequences· have been· dissipated 
through such personal contact ; how many serious 
problems have found their solution at Ge"neva f 
Yet there are superficial and malicious· minds which 
affect to believe that we are wasting time on mere 
academic discussions,· · 

Such are the a.uspices under which the work ·of 
this .Assembly opens. In your committees; and in 
this han too, you will deal with the whole work of 
the League. You will have to define the· pro
gramme for the coming months and to give ttt the 
representatives of all the countries assembled here 
guiding principles which thily will gladly take back 
with them and defend. and carry through to 
ultimate triumph, for the welfare and glory of 
that great community of peoples, the League' of 
NationR . 
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6.- QUESTION OF THE COMPOSITION OF THE 
COUNCil! : LETTER FROM THE ACTIXG 
PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL COllliUXI
CATING THE RESOLUTION ADOPTED ON 
SEPTEMBER 4th, 1926. • 

The Dresidt>nt : 

Translatioo : Before asking you to take a decision 
regarding the agenda for the session which is ·before 
you, I think I should communicate to you the 
following letter, dated September 6th, which I have 
just received from the Acting President of the 
Council: 

"I have the honour to communicate to you, and 
to ask you to be good enough to transmit to the 
Assembly, the attached re~olution, which the 
Council, after taking note of tbe report of the 
Committee on the Composition of the Council, 
a-dopted at its meeting held on September 4th. 

· (Signed) BENEs 
Acting Presidenl of the Oorml'il." 

l'he resolution reads as follows : 

"The Counci4 taking note of the resolution 
proposed· by the delegate of France and passed 
by the speeial A.~sembly of March 1926 - which 
resolution reads as follows : 

• " 'The Assembly, 

" 'Regrets that the difficulties encountered 
have prevented the attainment of the purpose 
for which it was convened, 

" 'And expresses the hope that between now 
and the ordinary September session of 1926 
these difficulties may be surmounted so as to 
make it possible for Germany to enter the 
League of Nations on that occa,~ions'; 

"And, acting in pursuance of the wish expressed 
~ that resolution : . 

"1. Approves the report of the Committee 
{)n the Composition of the Council ; 

"2. In consequence and in virtue of the 
powers which it derives from Article 4 of the 
Covenant decides upon : 

"(a) The appointment of Germany as a 
permanent Member of the Council upon her 
entry into the League of Nations; 

"(b} The increase in the number of the non· 
permanent seats to nine ; 

"3. Recommends to the Assembly the 
approval of these decisions; 

"4. Commends to the favourable considera
"t.il>n of the Assembly the proposalR made by the 
Committee as regards the method of election and 
tenure of the non-permanent seats.'" 

The Assembly will note that this communication 
concerns Item 12 of the agenda. I would propose, 
therefore, that the Assembly should decide upon 
the action to be taken on this communication when 
I submit to it suggestions relating to that item of 
the agenda. • 

If there is no objection, I declare this proposal 
adopted. 

Tlte propoaalwas adopted. 

7.- AGE.'XD.\: K'\::\lUNATION AND ADOPTION.., 

The Presid~111 : 
~ 

Tra1111lation : In order to save time, and if no 
delegat.ion asks for a vote, I J1TOllose t.hat the 
Assembly adopt the agt>nda "'~ blot•, that is to say,, 
the questions eontained in th~ document distributed 
to the Assembly, under Numbers 1 to 22 (Annex 1, 
doeument A.2.(1) 19~6). ~ ., 

With regard to the suppll.'ment.nry list of items 
distributed after May 1st, 1926, I propose thnt the 
A.•sembly should take a separate decision in enoh 
case. 

If there is no objection, I shall considor this ., 
proposal as adopted. 

The pro-posal toas adopted. 

The firl!t item on the Supplementary List is ns~ 
follows: 

Conclu~ion of an International Convention 
on Slavery and Conditions analogous thereto. 

If there is no objection to the inclusion of tbJs 
qu!'stion, it will be entered as Item 23 of the agenda. 
(Assent.) 

The second qu!'~tion on the Supplementary List 
is as follows : 

Conference on Russian and Armenian Refugee 
Questions : Measures taken by Governments to 
give effect to the Terms of the Arrangement 
concluded at the Conference. 

If there is no objection to the inclusion of this 
question, it will be entered as Item 2·1 of the 
ngenda. (Assent.) 

The third question on the Supplementary List 
is as follows : 

Staff Provident Fund : Amendment to Article 
6 of the Regulations provisionally made by the 
Council. 

If there is no objection to the inclusion of this 
question, it will be entered as Item 2[) of the agenda. 
(Assent.) 

If there is no objection, I shall consider th~ 
agenda of the Seventh Session of the Assembly as 
adopted in the form proposed. 

The agenda was adopted. 

8. - CONSTITUTION OF COllliiTTEES. 

The President : 
Translatioo : In accordance with precedent, the 

first matter to be decided by the Assembly iR the 
constitution of its Committees. Before the General 
Committee of the Assembly can be established, the 
Committees must have elected their Chairmen, as 
the Chairmen of the CommitteE's, together with t.he 
six Vil'.e-President~ elected by the Assembly, form 
the General Comm1ttee of the Assembly. 

The St:venth Session of the Assembly will 
probably wish to follow the procedure adopted by 
previous Assemblies and form six Committees -
the first to deal v.ith constitutional and legal 
questions, the second with the work of the technical 
organisations, the third with the reduction of 
armaments, the fourth with budgetary and financial 
questions, the fifth with social questions, and the 
sixth with political questions. 
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In the light of experience gained at previous 
'.Assemblies, I would suggest that the meetings of 
the Committees _.should be arranged so as to 
alternate as follows : the First, Second and Sixth 
Committees wo~d meet at the same time, as would 

. the Third, Fourth and Fifth Committees. 
If there is no obj&tion, I shall consider these 

proposals adopted. (A!Wpted.) 
A~ the Assembly has accepted these suggestions, 

the Secretariat will supply the delegations with 
forms on which to enter the names of their delegates 
and substitutes to sit on each Committee. As soon 
as these lists have been collated, each Committee 

, will meet to elect its Chairman and Vice-Chairman. 
The Assembly can then proceed to elect the six 
Vice-Presidents, who, with the Chairmen of the 
Committees, constitute the General Committee of 

:the Assembly. 

9.- AGENDA CO:'IUIITTEE : APPOINTl\IENT. 

, The President : 

Tramlation : As was done at previous Assemblies 
I would suggest that a small Committee of seve~ 
members should be appointed to examine the 
question of the inscription of new items on the 
agenda. 

If the Assembly agrees, and if there are no 
proposals by delegations concerning ·the names of 
the members of this Committee, I would venture 
to put forward the following list : 

M. Dmo 
Viscount CECIL 
M. URRUTIA·· 
M. NEMOUlt.'~ 
M. GRANDI 
M. BECK 
Prince CHA.ROON 

(Albania), 
(British Empire) 
(Colombia), 
(Haiti), 
(Italy), 
(Luxemburg), 
(Siam). 

If no one has any objections to raise I shall 
consider the list adopted. (Ad<Jpted.) ' 

10. - AGENDA: DISTRIBUTION OF ITEl\IS 
AliONG THE COllliiTTEES. 

The President : 

Tramlati<m : I think that the ~implest procedure 
would .!>a for the President, as usual, to submit 
suggestions concerning the distribution of the items 
on the agenda among the Committees. 

I should first like to submit a propos!\! 
concerning Item 11 of the agenda.: 

CoDI!ideration of the Report of the First 
Comm1ttee of the Special Session of the Assem
bly on the Request of the German Government 
for Admission to the League of Nations. 

And Item 12, which is as follo.ws : 

s.uch report or proposals as the Council may 
deCide to ~ake after considering the Report of 
the ~mmittee on the Composition of the Council 
appomterl by the Couneil resolution of March 
18th, 1926. 

With this last. ques~on might be coupled the 
Jette~ and.resolutwn which the Acting PrE>sident of 
the Conntll forwarded to me and which I have just 

read. We noted that ·this · communication 
concerned Item 12. I think the .Assemblv will 
agree with me that it. would be well to plaoo the 
General Committee, 3.1! soon as constituted, in a 
positiQn to submit proposals so· that the Assembly 
may decide upon the procedure to be followed as 
regard both Items 11 and 12 and the various 
paragraphs of the resolution co~unicateij by. the 
Council. 

If there is rio objection, I shall consider· that the 
Assembly has accepted my proposal · to · submit 
these various questions to the General Committee 
for previous examination. The General Committee 
will meet aa soon as constituted, and I will in due 
course co=unicate to you the results of its 
examination. · 

The proposal was adopted. 

I propose that the other items on the agenda 
should be distributed as follows : 

Items 13, 14, 15, 16 and 19 might be dealt with 
by the Second Co=ittee ; Item 20 by the Third 
Committee ; Items. 10, 21 and 2.5 by the Fourth 
Committee; Items 9, 17, 18 and 24 by the Fifth 
Committee ; and Item 23 by the Sixth Committee. 

With regard to Items 7 and· 8, I think I shall be 
. int~rpreting the o~inion of the Assembly in pro
posmg the allocation of these questions to the 
First and Third Committees, which would decide 
whic~ parts of tb_e questions they should respectively 
examme. 
. If th~ Assembly accepts myproposals, the vari{lus 
Items on the Agenda will be distributed among the 
Committees as follows : · 

First Committee i Certain aspects of Items 
7 and 8. 

Second Committee: Items 13, .14, 15, 16 and 19. 

Third Committee :..Item 20 and certain aspects 
of Items 7 and 8. · · . 

Fourth Committee : Items 10, 21 and 25. 

Fifth Co=ittee: Items 9, 17, 18 and 24.0 

Sixth Committee : Hem 23. 

Do any delegations wish to make observations on 
. the distribution of work which I have proposed t 

If there is no objection, the arrangement is 
adopted. (Assent.) · . 

_In order· that the Co~mittees may proceed 
mt~out delay to the election of their rE>spective 
Chaumen, I would propose that they should meet 
~-morrow m.orning at the Salle de Ia Reformation 
m the follomng order : · 

First Committee, 10 a.m. ; Second Committee 
10.20 ~.m. ; Third Committee, 10.40 a.m. ; Fourth 
C?mmittee, ~1 a.m. ; Fifth Committee, 11.20 a.II!. ; 
SIXth Committee, 11.40 a.m. (Assent.) • 

Dr. N ansen, first delegate of Norway will address 
the Assembly. ' 

Dr. Nansen (Norway): 

I do not know what the reason is, but I have not 
been able to hear a word of what has been said. 
I w~uld a~k that we should l!e supplied as soon as 
possible mth a record of the decisions taken to-day, 
boca~e we do not know them. Perhaps nothing 
very.rmportant h~ been decided- I hope not
but rmportant thmgs may have been said which 

0 
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_have escaped our attention, and I do_not think that 
we can be quite bound by them now, as we do not 
know what has happened. I propose that we 
receive as soon as possible a record of the decisions 
taken to-day. • 

The Prt>sident : Tra718latum : I will note this 
rem:ft'k, owhich has to do with a notorious defect 
in this hall, namely, its p~or aconstic properties. 

There is only one real remedy for this defect, and 
that is to build a new hall. In the meantime, as 
my voice does not carry sufficiently, I think. that 
those of my colleagues who understand English -
aud the delegate of Norway is one of them- might 

listen to the interpreter, whose voice is more power- • 
ful than mine and who can certainly be heard 
quite well M a rule. ~ 

To return to Dr. Nansen's propq.sru, we will, as 
usual, proceed as rapidly as possible with the 
distribution of the report of \his meeting. 

I would avlill myself of the opportunity provided 
by the Norwegian delegate's observations w 
request the members of the Assembly to be good 
enough to remain silent. This might counteract 
to some extent the defective acoustics to which he 
referred. 

The ABB~tmhly ro.~e ell li.30 p.m. 

• > 
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VERBA TIM RECORD 
• 
OF THE 

• .. , 
SEVENTH ORDINARY SESSION OF THE ASSEMBLY 

OF THE 

LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

THIRD PLENARY MEETING 
TUESDAY, SE.PTEMBER 7th, 1926, AT NOON 

• CONTENTS: 

]I. ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE CHAffiMEN OF COMMITTEES. 

12. VICE-PRESIDENTS OF THE ASSEMBLY. 
Election of six Vice-Presidents .. . 

13. PROGRAMME OF MEETINGS OF COMMITTEES. 
Comm~ication by the President. 

11. - Ai~OUNCEI\IEJ."'T OF THE CHAIRME.."' 
OF COI\IMITTEES 

~ The President : 
TraJslation : The following is a list of the 

Chairmen elect{'d this morning by the Committees : 

Committees-
No. I. 

II. 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
VI. 

Chairmen 
M. MoTTA (Switzerland), 
Mr. FITZGERALD (Irish Free State), 
M. VILLEGAS (Chile), 
M. TITULESCO (Roumania), 
M. MENSDORFF-POUILLY-

DIETRICHSTEIN (Austria), 
1\I. DE BROUCKERE (Belgium). 

12.- ELECTION OF THE SIX VICE-PRESIDEl\'TS 
• OF THE ASSEMBLY 

' 
The Prt>sident : 
Trqnqlation: Under Rnle 7, paragraph 1, of the 

Rnles of Procedure of the Assembly, the ae:enda 
includes the election of the six Vice-Presidents. 

Under Rnle 21, paragraph 3, of the Rnles of 
Procedure, this election takes place by secret 
ballot. 

I call upon M. Mensdorif (Austria) and M. 
Villegas (Chile) to be good enough to act as tellers. 

The •·otes of the deleqationr were taken in turn l;y 
secret ballot. 

The Presidl'nt : • 
Translation : Ladies and gentlemen - The resnlt 

of the ballot is as follows : 

Number of States voting . • • • , 
Voting papers valid , . , • • • • . 
Majority required , • , , , , . . 

46 
411 
24 

The analysis of the voting is as follows : 
Sir Austen CHAMBERLAIN 

. (British Empire) 
1\I. BRIAND (France) . . . , 
Viscount IsHII (Japan) . . • 
JI.I. SCIALOJA (Italy) , , , . 
M. FIGUEBOA (Guatemala) . 
Baron LF.HMANN (Liberia) • 
M. BECH (Luxemburg) • • . 
M. SETALA (Finland) . • . 

44 vot<>s 
43 • 
43 )) 
42 
29 
2·1 
lR 
11 

)) 

• 
In accordance with the Rules of Procedure, I 

have the honour to declare the following delegates 
Vice-Presidents of the Assemblv : Sir AuHton 
Chamberlain, M. Briand, ViRcotmt lKhii, 
M. Scialoja, M. Figueroa and Baron J,ehmann. 

13.- PROGRAllliE OF 1\IEETIXGS OF THE 
COllliiTTEES: co:miUXICATIO:'Il BY TilE 
PRESIDENT. 

The Prt'sident : 
Tramlation : In order to a void loss of time, I 

propose that the Committees should meet this 
afternoon at the offices of the Secretariat in the 
following order : 

The First, Second aml Sixth Committees at 
4.30 p.m. 

The Third, Fourth and Fifth Committees at 6 p.m. 
The Committees will thus be able to appoint their 

bureaux and study their agendas, so as to ber,rin 
the discussion of the questions submitted to them 
at their next meeting. 

Finally, I suggest ·that the General Committee 
shonld meet at 3 o'clock this afternoon in the 
Secretary-General's office. . 

As we have now come to the end of the agenda, 
I will r.lose the meet-ing. 

The Assembly rose at 12.35 p.m 
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VERBA TIM RECORD 
• 
OF THE 

SEVENTH ORDINARY SESSION OF THE ASSEMBLY 
OF THE 

LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

. 
FOURTH PLENARY MEETING 

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8th, 1926, AT 10 A.M. 

CONTENTS: 

14. REQUEST OF THE GErotAN GOVERNMENT FOR 
ADMISSION TO THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS AND 
QUEsTION OF TIIE Co:MPoSITION oF TIIE CouNCIL. 

Proposals of the General Committee of the 
Assembly. . 

15. APPOINTMENT OF THE CHAIBMAN OF THE AGENDA 
CoMMITTEE AS A :ilf.EMRER Ol' THE GENERAL 
COMMITTEE OF THE AsSEMBLY. 
Communication by the_ President. 

16. Co:MPoSITION oF THE FINNISH DELEGATION. 

=' 
9 Communication ,by the President. 

14.- REQUEST OF THE GERMAN -GOVERN
MENT FOR ADl\llSSION TO THE LEAGUE 
OF NATIONS A.J.'\'1) QUESTIO~ OF THE 
COMPOSITION OF THE COUNCIL. 

The President : 
Translation : There has been distributed to the 

delegations a document 1 containing the proposals 
which the General Committee decided to submit 
tl<l the- .Assembly ·concerning Questions 11 and 12 

a on · the agenda_ and the . Council's resolution of 
September 4th communicated to the .Assembly 
atits meeting on the afternoon of September 6th. 

~ ~ - . . 
The proposals' of the General Committee are 

as follows: 
"The General Committee of the .As13embly 

proposes that there should be a plenary me~>ting 
of the .AssemblY on Wednesd3:y, September 8~h, 
at 10 o'clock, with the followmg agenda, which 
comprises Questions 11 and 12 on the agenda of 
the .Assembly : 

" 1. Consideration of the report of the First 
Committee of the Spe0ial Session of the Assembly 
on the request of the German. Government for 
admission to the League of Nations. 

• Document A. 49. 1926. 

" 2. Consideration of the resolution adopted 
by the Council on September 4th, 1926, in regard 
-to: 

(a) The nomination of Germany as a 
permanent Member of the Council. 

(b) The increase to nine of the number of 
non-permanent seats on the Council. 

" 3. Consideration of t-he proposals made by 
the <'..ommittee instructed to study the question 
of the compo~ition of the Council lUI regllrds the 
method of election and tenure of the non-perma
nent seats. 

"The General Committee proposes that the 
Assembly should determine, in Accordance with 
Rule 14, paragraph 2, of its Rules of Procedure, 
to decide on Items 1 and 2 on the above agenda 
without reference to a Com!'llittee. 

"The General Committee proposes that 
Question 3 on the above agenda should be 
referred to the First Committee with the request 

. that a report on the subject be presented to the 
full .Assembly at the earliest possible date. 

"The General Committee has RSked M. Motta, 
delegate of Switzerland,. to present Its proposal 
to the .Assembly." 

M. Motta, first delegate of Switzerland, will 
address the AsRembly. 

M. lllotta (Swit1.erland) : 
Tra118latioo : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 

- Thl' General Committee of the Assembly has 
entrusted me with .the taak of giving you a verbal 
report on the proposals which I have the honour 
to submit to you on its behalf. 

My task, though perhaps not dilficnlt, is 
extremely delicate. I therefore feel that I should 
at the outset claim your indulgence and your 
sympathy. 

. With· your permission I will divide my report 
into two parts. I will first deal with certain 
questions of procedure antl. then briefly with. the 
fundamental question involved. 
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As ft'e&rds procedura, the General Committee 
' suggests~ that yon sliould emplo:f ~he most di_rect 

and expeditious ,means of attammg our obJect. 
It asks yon to couside~: the matter yourselves 
without referri..1g it to one of the C'A>mmittees. 
It is true that under the Rules of Procedure all 

' matters coming up 'lor decision by the Assembly 
should first be considered by one of the Committees. 
:p;:ute 14, paragraph 2, of the Rules of Procedure, 
however, lays down that the Assembly, by a 
majority of two-thirds, may take up and debate 
any subject directly, that is to say, without 
ft'ferring it previously to one of the Committees. 
We ask you to make use of this power, ~e as!r 
this because the usual procedure would seem In this 
case to be unnecessary. On the contrary, the 
s;lllmary procedure would seem to be called for 
in the circumstances. 

If the employment ·of the summary procedure 
were in any way to interfarc with the liberty of the 
Assembly, the General Committee would not have 
made this proposal Indeed, we consider that the 
complete liberty and authority of the Assembly are 

, necessary .for the discussion of questions of princi
ples wb.ich are raised. 

There are three things to be considered. First, 
the admission of Germany to the League; secondly, 
the granting to her of a permanent seat on the 
Council, in ratification of the una.nimous decision 
already adopted by the Council itself; and, thirdly, 
the simultaneous increase of the number of non
permanent, i.e., elective, seats from six to nine. 

The first of these questions is more than ripe ; it 
is much over ripe. The First Co=ittee of the 
Special ·Session of the Assembly held in March 
presented, on March 11th, a unanimous report 
proposing the admission of Germany to the 
League. The Rapporteur was the first delegate of 
the British Empire, our distinguished colleague, Sir 
Austen Chamberlain. You all know how the March 
Assembly was prevented from completing the task 
for which it was convened. 

The allocation of a permanent seat on the Council 
is one of the conditions laid down by Germany in 
submitting her request for admission to the League. 
It is obvious that these two questions - admission 
to the League and the allocation of a permanent 
seat - must be considered pari pMsu. 

The third point in the proposals submitted to 
yon ia, as I have said, the increase in the numher 
of non-permanent seats on -the Council. 

The President of the Council, who gave the 
General Committee all necessary explanations 
at its meeting yesterday, stated that in the 
intention~ of the Connell the allo<'&tion of a perma
nent seat to Germany anJ the increase from six to 
nine in the number of non-permanent seats 
constituted two inter-locking action~ The . reso
lution therefore forms a single whole. 

If the two questions had had to be separated, it 
was by no means certain that the necessary unani
mity would be obtained in the Council. It is not, 
therefore, possible, speaking politically, to refer 
t•l a Committee the question of the non-permanent 
seats without referring to it the other two questions 
at the same time. · 

I would point out that these two questions, 
which are quite distinct, ·should not be confused· 
I refer .to the question of the increase from six t~ 
nine in the number of the non-permanent Members 
of the Council and that of the rules to be :tpplied by 
the Assembly in the ele<'tion of these non-perma
nent Members. 

This last question· is referred to the First Com
mitt'*:, which will give it most careful consideration 
and Will shortly pr_esent its report with its proposals. 

To s~ Ul;l : the ~ediate procedure is indicated, 
but this will not mterfere with the Assembly's 

~ 

li'berty ot discussion. 1: hope -you will accept the 
General Co=ittee's views. , . 

I have still a few remarks to make on the funda
mental question involved. This forms the second 
part of my report. I will be as brief as possible. 

Tlie admission of Germany to the League has, in 
my opinion, always been a vital necessity. This 
feeling has been strengthened year by year. It is 
no longer questioned by anyone. . That' is one of 
the most striking proofs of the great impulse 
which the establishment of the League of Nations 
gave to ideals of peace, conciliation and arbitration. 

The admission of Germany to the League will 
realise one of the dearest wishes of the Swiss people, 
which I have the great honour to repre&ent here 
among you. I venture to add that I humbly 
rejoiee no less ou this account. · 

The allocation of a permanent seat to Germany 
is one of those ideas which have in public opinion 
the force of elementary truth. Whether it is 
right or not that the Covenant should de juu grant 
permanent seats to great Powers is an open question. 

The discussion of this subject, although closed 
to-day, may pE)rhaps he resumed at some more or~ 
less distant date. The pros and cons of the question 
are. very evenly balanced. 

I am not so devoid of all sense of political reality 
as to ignore the full weight of the reasons that 
militate in favour of permanent seats, but it is 
none the less true tha.t the theory of permanent 
seats is not altogether in conformity with demo
cratic doctrines as we conceive them or with 
the theory of equality among nations. 

However, I do not· propose to discuss' that 
question to-day. This is neither the hour nor 
the place for such a discussion. It is obvious 
that if the great Powers are given permanent seats, 
Germany, being beyond all doubt· a great Power, 
could not, cannot, enter the League except upon 
the condition that she also obtains a permanent . 
seat on the Council. 

The question of the· increase in the number· of 
non-permanent seats, however, is another matter. 
I am prompted to make this observation by my 
sense of justice and .· equity in debate. This 
question may be, indeed has been, the subject of 
much .controversy. I realise only too well the 
reasons which militate both against an increase 
in the number of the non-permanent seats and 
against an excessive increase in that number. 

The great honour of. presiding over the Com
mittee on the Composition of the Council fell 
to. me. · I c_onsider~d_ it my dut~, since that Com
mtttee was m a pos1t10n to examme all the aspects 
!I'll the ~acets, of the problem, to indicate what; 
m my VIew, were the reasons against an increase. 

There are two reasons which I do not propose 
to . dwell ~pon o~ t? dev?lop particularly, but 
which I WISh to mdiCate m order to show you · 
that the problem before us has been considered,in 
the necessary atmosphere of calm and tranquillity.' 

One of the reasons against increasinoo the number 
of the non-permanent seats is the" danger lest 
the Council, were it to become too large,.=should 
be tempted to assume too great a measure of 
power, with the result that the Assembly would 
suffer- tho~gh quite unintentionally on the part 
of the Council- a ~oss of prestige and authority. 
If- as I trust will be the ca:!!e, and as I urge 

;Y"o_u to decide -the number of permanent seats 
lS mcreaaed, we shall have to see that the Assembly's 
sovereignty remains inviolate, for we must never 
forge~ that it is in the Assembly, especially when · 
unanlllous, that the pnl:se of the world beats. 

The. sec?nd r~aso~ is that an unduly large 
Coun~ll. Illight, m View of the rule demanding 
una~nuty, be ~ampered or handicapped in . its 
working and actions. · 
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' ~ese are, I think, the two principal reasons 
~hich may honestly be adduced against an increase 
m the numbe< of the non-permanent seats and 
in general, against too large a Council. ' 
. But. there an: !ilso weighty, and at the present 

time, ~ my opm10n, conclnsive, reasons in f<\vour 
of an mcrea.~e. 

When I say that these reasons are conclusivf. 
I mpst jdmit that I too have had to make a~ 
effort or n;rind and cons~ience as I trust every 
delegate will do- to weigh and decide, with a 
full ~owledge of the facts, the reasons which 
consmenct; and mind show to be conclusive. 

The chief reason in favour of the increase is 
that we mnst in future strike a more equitable 
balance between the interests of the different 
continents. Latin America has no permanent 
seat, and you know that it has not been possible 
to satisfy the desire expressed by one of the Latin
American States. Since this continent has no 
permanent seat, it seems only fair that we should 
be generous towards it in the allocation of non
permanent ~eats and this is the reason why first 
the Committee, and then the Council, proposed 

~· and are now proposing to you, to give thrt>e non~ 
permanent seats to Latin America. 

The experience of past years, moreover hM 
shown us how painfnl it was for the Assembly to 
vote each year a recommendation addressed to 
itself, inviting itself to take into account the big 
. geographical divisions of the world, and each vear 
to find it morally impossible to fulfil the obligation 
it had thus imposed upon itself. Thus, one of the 
larg'lst Asiatic States was unable to gain election 
to the Council though we all thought at the time 
that she ought in fairness to be represented there. 

The second reason for increasing the number 
of non-permanent seats is the necessity for recon
ciling the principle of rotation, by which all, or almost 
all, the States of the Assembly will one day be able 
to take their seat on the Council, with the need 
which may exist, which does exist, and which has 
existed, as we all realise, to take into account the 
political exigencies, the meritorious services and the 
aspirations of certain States in particnlar circum
stances. 

• That is why the Committee and the Council, 
while proposing to increase the number of non
permanent seats, have· also recommended greater 
flexibility in the system of rotation by providing, 
subject to a two-thirds majority of the Assembly, 
for exceptions to the rule by which a State whose 
period of re-election to the Council bas come to an 

. end is no longer re-eligible. 
Finally, the third reason which, apart from all 

purely academic theories, militates in favour or 
increa-sing the number of the non-permanent 
seats, the reason which statesmen regard as 

l conclusive, is that it was imperative to put an end 
to the crisis. If for this purpose it WM necessary 

a ttl sacrifice some preferences, some opinions, some 
views, it was impossible, if we were to find a solution, 
to refuse to make the necessary sacrifice on the 
altar of the common weal. 

Tlie're is a proverb which may be aptly quoted 
here : primum t~it~ere deinde pMlosophare. The 
question of the best constitution for the Council 
conld be discussed to the end of tim«", but the beRt 
solution will always be that which obtains the 
unanimous suffrages of the Assembly. 

The good-will and the spirit of conciliation which 
prevailed in the Committee and later in the ~unci! 
will. I hope, I trust, I beg of you, prevail m the 
Assembly also. This will be an .ltistoric day. 
D~cussion of internal c..rganisation will cease for a 
time, and the League will be able to devot;e i~s 
energies to the concrete tasks that awrut 1t 
- :i:iiternational collaboration in every field, the 

codification of law, the development of pacific 
methods for the solution of disputes, disarmament. 
To-day will be a day of reconciliation and justice. 
The work of Locarno that pros~rcd in t11e sunlit 
little city to which I am so dt'E'ply attaclu.'d -
sinoo it is one of the jewels of my homeland, the 
little Canton of Ticino - will at lengt.h be fully 
and effectively safeguarded for all time. 

From my student days I call to mind soma lin«>.s 
of the poet Lucretius. Tlwy oct~ur in his great 
poom D~ Reon~m ~ at11ra. .At the op(Oning of the 
poem Lucretius invokes the Goddt•ss of Love nud 
Life: 

"Terrible the sufft•rings o[ Rome from wnr, but 
the sky at length has clom-ed." 

"Placatumq-11~ t1ilrl r/111.~o l11111i11~ ro~lum.'.' 

For many years past the sky of Europe lu~~ bN•u 
overcast with grief and dtu·kened with the lll\wring 
clouds of anxiety. May God in Ills gomlm•NR nt 
length restore to us, through tho mN!ium of tho 
LPague of Nations, the quickening sun of Pl'nce and 
justice ! 

The Prl'shh•nt : 

Translatio-n : M Loudon, first dell'gttte of tho 
Netherlands, will addreRs the ARKNllbly • 

l\1 Loudon (Netherhmds) : 

Translati011 : Mr President, Indies nnd gontll•mon 
-The General Committee of tho AHsombly, 
adopting the resolution of the Couul'il, propus1•s that, 
in conformity with the second pnrnt.rmph of Artioh• 
14 of the Rules of Procedure, we 8linuld nnw ngr1>n 
to take a decision on Items 1 and 2 of tho IIJ.:lllllla 
of t.he present meeting without first referring them 
to a Committ11e of the Assembly. 
A~ regards the first question, nanwly, tlw 

admission of Germany to the Longue, t-horo cun 
be no objection, since bor admission Wlll4 
unanimously voted by the Conm1ittPe of the 
Special Session of thA Assomblf nppolntod to 
examine thE' matter in March of th1s year. 

Nor shall I, in the present circumstances oppose 
the adoption of the second item. I should, howevtlr, 
be lacking in frankness if I did not declare that, In 
my opinion, clespite whnt bus just been said by tho 
Rapporteur, M. Motta, it is a mistake to link the 
question of a permanent BOat on the Council for 
Germany- which no one, as we nll know, has 
any desire to rl'fuse - with the question of an 
in<'.rt>ase in the number of non-permanent scats, 
a matter on which opinions are divided. 

I con~ider that such a procetlure amounts to 
forcing the Assembly's hand, and that oven if we 
agree to it as an exceptional measure, with the aole 
object of avoiding fresh complications, the Assembly 
has a right, and indeed is morally bounU, to express 
its profound disappointment. 

I !lid not come to this platform to raise objections: 
I realise too well the rlifficulties with which we are 
faced. .At the same time, those of yon who were 
present at the meeting of the Third Session of the 
Assembly on September 25th, 1922,. will not be 
surprised to bear the delegate of the Netherlands 
declare himself opposed to the principle of an 
increase in the number of 1\Ipmbers of the Council. 
On the oCCMion to which I refer, we alone voted 
al!ainst the proposal for an additional . two seats. 
My late colleague, Professor 8trnycken, explained 
the rea~~ons for our vote in the following terms : 

" The solidarity and collective responsibility 
of the Council will diminish. " -
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• 
And his concluding words were : . 

"If this year we admit a radical transformatiOn 
of the principal organ of the. ~eague . . · · by 
reason of the aspirations of poht1cal groups · · • 
what guarantee have . we that : . . . every 
year the com\)osition of the Council Will not be 
determined in ac«.ordance wit~, the ephemeral · 
state of affairs at fue moment t 

c'l;he Assembly ignored his argum~nts,. and by 
44 votes to 1 (the Netherlands delegatiOn) mcreased 
the Members of thE' Coun.cil by two. T~~ suggestion 
now before us is that It should be mcreased by 
no less than four ! 

In the space of four years, therefore, w~ shall 
have increased the number of seats fr?m ~1ght to 
fourteen. Consider what dangE'r this . mvolves 
for the League, if the_ proper balance IS to b~ 

. maintained between the Assembly and the Council 
and if the necessary unanimity is to be obtained 
in the Council ! Consider what difficulties may 
arise whenever it becomes necessary to convene 
the Council suddenly, if some political question 
calls for immediate decision ! 

These ·objections were clea;rly set f?rth in the 
~ommittee of Fifteen ; the Minutes of Its proceed
ings show how forcibly M. Scialoja, M. Sjoborg 
and M. Le Breton opposed any further extension 
of the Council. M. Scialoja's concluding words 
were : "The smaller the increase the better ; best 
of all would be no increase at all." 

Nevertheless, the opponents of the scheme,· 
acting in a spirit of c~nciliat.ion l!'nd de~irous of 
amending the rather painful situatiOn whiCh arose 
out of what has too often been called the "crisis in 
the League", have finally agreed on the proposed 
compromise, by which the number of non-perma
nent seats is ra-ised to nine. 

The Netherlands delegation will adopt the same 
course, and for the same reasons. We desire to 
state, however, that we still maintain _ all our 
previous objections to the extension of the Council ; 
if it were feasible, we would even urge that the 
number of non-permanent seats should again be 
reduced to four, the number existing up to 1922, 
even if our country itself were never to have a 
seat on the Council, for as I declared with the most 
profound conviction at the Assembly in March of 
this year the spirit which should, in my opinion, 
animate the League - but which, as we have 
seen to our regret, does not always do so - should 
place the interests of the community above the 
amour-propre of individual Members. 

The Netherlands delegation, con~trained by 
circumstances, is thus prepared, to support this 
further proposal to increase the number of non
permanent seats. We aC<'.ept it as a temporary 
expedient, with the sole objE'ct of surmounting the 
difficulties which have arisen. · 

Having said so much, we now proclaim our 
satisfaction - a feeling which is, I know, shared 
by the wb,ple Assembly - that this day should 
witness a further step in the applicatioq of that 
principle of universality so essential to the evolution 
of the League by the admission of another great 
Power - Germany - and that this proposal 
should be passed not merely by a majority, but by 
the unanimous vote of thfl .\~sembly. 

The Pre~ident : 
Translation. : Dr. N ansen, first delegate of 

Norway, will address the Assembly. 
Dr. Nan~en (Norway) : 
ll!r. President, ladies and gentlemen- The Nor

wecian Government is very happy that we have 
at ·last oome so fnr, thnt there is a very near 
prospect of Germany entering the League and 
taking her proper place amongst its Members, 

I 

That the prospect of this happy result ~s so very 
much better now than it was. even m. March, 
is due to the work of the speci_alcCommiUee on 
the Composition of the Council.. 9ur . Govern
ment recognises that immense. difficulties ha':e 
been overcome by that Comllllttee and that 1t 
has .leeply changed the ~ituation for the better 
by its well-ordered debates and by the methods 
of publicity which it ha~ brought to bear op all 
the aspeets of the questiOn. 

We are also convinced that the proposal. of 
the General Committee of the Asse~bly, which 
is now before us, is inspired l;>Y the desrre to. settle 
this question as soon as possible, to end this un- -
happy period and to open the way for the Lea~e 
to proceed with its proper work of reeonstrncti?n. 
No one can be more anxious than the Norwegian 
Government and the Norwegian del~gation t;~Iat 
this should be achieved at the earliest possible 
moment. 

Having said this, I am, however, boun~ t.o .say 
that my Government has the gravest llllSgiVIn~s 
about some parts of the proposal. :rhese IDlB· 
givings arise from the fact that durmg all . the 
past difficult- period there have been serious ... 
departures from the proper constitutional methods 

· of the League. _ Of the lamentable events in March, 
I need say nothing. Everybody in th;s hall regrets 
them as much as we do and if we have learnt 
nothina from them our bitter disappointment 
will h~ve been in vain. Yet even now part of 
what has been done and certai,n of the proposals 
made do not seem to us to be quite constitutional. 

For instance, on Saturday last the Co'An~il 
· decided to grant a permanent seat among Its 

Members to a Stat!l which was not a Member 
of the League. We rejoice in that decision on 

. every ground except one. We believe that it. 

. was not consistent with the strict terms of 
Article 4 of the Covenant and on tbe grounds of 

. eonstitutional principles alone, therefore, we regret 
that it. could not have been done_ otherwise. 

Similarly, we deeply regret the proposal of the 
General Committee of the Assembly that the 
questions of the permanent seat and the increase 
in the number of the non-permanent seats are 
linked together and that they should both.have. 
been dealt with- without the usual reference to 
a Committee. For our part, we have to admit 
that the explanation given in this connection 
does not appear conclusive. The explanation 
given just now by the Rapporteur, that the per
manent seat on the Council might not be given 
to Germany unless this .A~sembly raised the number 
of non-permanent Members to nine, surprised 
us, and we sincerely hope that it _may be based 
upon some misunderstanding. We 'deeply 
deplore that these two questions, being linked 
thus together, prevente-d us from voting freely on 
them separately as we desired. 

We entirely a,.,aree with every word of the v iewo; . 
which have just been expressed by our honourable 
colleague, the delegate for the Netherlands on 
this subject. Ever since the beginning of the 
League, the granting of a permanent s&f! to 
Germany has always seemed to practically every 
Member of the League as right .and inevitable. 

The increase in the number of the non-permanent 
Members is anentirely different matter. It is a new 
proposal which no one ever heard of until a few 
months ago and of which most of the Members 
of the Assembly have only had formal notification 
this morning. It is a proposal which we consider 
to be of vital importance for the future of the 
League. A similar proposill. for an increase from 
four to six was discussed for weeks in the First 
Oommittee and in Sub-Committee before it wa.s 
adopted by the full Assembly. 



~his new p~p~sal, which is. infinit~ly more 
senous, because It mcrenses the sue of the Council 
to the unwiel~ number of fomt~en, we are now 
asked. to accept without anv simiL'll' discussion 
and without any chance of ·debntina the matt-e; 
o.n it.~ merits. I wish _ to· emphasi~e that • only 
fifteen ~embers out of fifty-five have had any 
opp~rtun!ty of expressing an- opinion on this 
p~wul~ _proposal, whether in the special Com
~ttee, which the Council set up, or in the Counril 
Itself, or by written communication. Forty 
Me~bers. of the Lea~e have had no opportunity 
until thiS morning, of expressing tht>ir views, 
~nd yet we are asked to accept this very serious 
mcrease without any tinle for con~ideration and 
practically at sight. We understand the reasons 
of those who urge this procedure, but we never
thE>less feel that it involves an infringement of 
the full liberty. of the Members of the .Assembly 
and that, if it were accepted as n. precedent, it 
might constitute a very serious menace to the future 
working of the League. 

I will not develop other points on which I might 
dwell. We do not propose to move any_ counter 

,. proposal ; we do not propoge to ~ke any action 
which will prevent a rapid solution of the problem 
or which will disturb the full harmony which ought 
to mark the entry of Germany into the J,pagne. 

We want to make, this declaration, and we want 
it to be considered as the most solemn protest we 
can make against any form of- unconstitutional 
procedure; we desire to close it with a fervent appeal 
to the Members of the Council, and to other leaders 
of tee League, to uphold with scrupulous care the 
sound and constitutional methods which have 
proved satisfactory in the past and to help in eVPry 
way to safeguard the rights of the Assembly which 
is and must be the supreme organ of the League, 
and thus to build up ita authority and discretion. 
We make this appeal because we are absolutely 
conVinced that only these methodR can create the 
true League spirit of co-operation and confidence 
which is vital to its future success. 

The President : 

• Tr6nslation : M. LOfgren. delegate of Sweden, 
will address the Assembly. 

l\1. Lofgren (Sweden) : 

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen- .After 
what has been said by the Rapporteur and by the 
previous speaker, !·have only to make a declaration 
in order to express the views of my Government and 
of the Swedish delegation on the question now 
before us. 

It has been proposed by the President that !he 
admission of Germany to the League, the granting 
to Germany of a permanent seat on the Council, and 
the question of increasing the number of the non-

• permanent Member~ from six to nine - IJ:ll these 
questions should be treated as one question and 
should not be referred to a Committee. I feel 
bouft<P. on principle, to join in certain reservations 
already made to this procedure, although I do not 
wish under the present circumstances to ask for a 
division on the question. · 

I also respectfully submit that the granting 
to Germany of a permanent seat on the Council 
has as a ma'tter of procedure, no material connec
tio~ with the creation . of new non-permanent 
seats. The admission of Germany as a permanent 
Member of the Council has, from the outset, been 
·nui.de ail integral condi';ion of her membership and 
has thus been known to all the Members of the 
Assembly and has in fact, if not in form, been 
already agreed t~ by all of DR here present. 

On the other hand, the creation of three new non
permanent seats has hitherto not been considered -
in any way. This question, moreover, is in its turn 
intimately connected with the reg;:~lntions proposed 
by the Committee, regulations which are entirely • 
within tbe sole competence of the -.Assembly. 

It is true that countrit'll like my own ht\d ~e 
privilege of studying the whore of this problem 111 
the C{)mmittee appointotl by the Council. 'While 
loyally collaborating for the purpose of rcnohing-1\lt 
agreement, we .have thus had the opportunity of 
expressing our st•rious doubts ns to the wisdom of 
tho proposed incrcuso in tho Council antl of formultr 
ting the conditionR whit•h·we fol' our part felt. bound 
to attach t~ the acceptance of 1\ solumte whit'h we 
considered fraught with certnin dnn~rs for the 
future development of tho Lengue. While now 
agreeing to the proposed e:ttl!nRion of t.he Couuc:J, 
we do this for the purpose of saving tho League 
from what is, perhaps, the gravt'St .l.'rlsis thnt hns 
occurred in its short existence. 

In my view, however, all the otht'r Mombt•rs of 
the League who have not beon mombt,rs of the 
Committee should not, in my view, have been 
deprived of their ri~ht and freedom to dt•liberute. 
on this vital problem in accordnnc.e with the 
ordinary procedure of the League. I fNll, therefore, 
that, whereas the question of Oermanv's 
p~>rmanent seat on the Council, which is univl.'rsu.)ly 
accl.'pted, could be decided at once, tim question 
of the increase in the number of the non-permanent 
seats should hu.ve been referred SI'Jll\l'ntoly to a 
Committee together with the prnposcd rt•gulat.lnns. 

I venture very respectfully to think it a mlst-1\kl', 
when dealing with a problem of this magnitude, 
not to have had sufficient confidence in the 
political judgment of the Assembly as to ennblll 
it to treat the qul'stion laid before It by t.he Council 
in accordance with its ordinnry proroduro. 

In conclusion, I express the f•!rvont hop11 tlmt tho 
present exception which has been made In the 
ordinary procedure of the AHs1.1mbly will not be 
considered as a precedent for the future. 

The Presidl'nl : 

Translation: The Assembly baH before it the 
proposals submitted by M. Motta on behalf of the 
General Committee of the Assembly. Before aM king 
yon to take a dl'cision on the procedure to hA 
followed in regard to these proposnls, I would 
remind you that the General Cornmittl'e proposeK ' 
thot one of them - the third - should be referred 
to the First Committee, which will be aHked to 
report on it. The third propo~al reads ns follows : 

"Consideration of the proposals mude by the 
Committee instructed to study the question 
of the composition of the Council as regards the 
method of election and tenure of the non-
permanent seats." -

I think the Assembly will agree thut there is no 
objection to the ref~ence of this re~olutio!l to thfl 
First Committee without further formality. 

Question 3 wrs referred to the Fir8t Committee. 
As regards the first proposal made by M. Motta 

on behalf of the General Committee, the Assembly 
must decide first of all whether· it desires to diwuss 
it forthwith. 

If no one wishes to speak, I declare that, in 
accordance with Article 14, paragraph 2, of the 
Rules of Procedure, the Assembly, without taking a 
vote, unanimously decides to dil!cuss this proposal 
inlmediately. (Assent.) 

The Assembly having deci<led upon the immediate 
discussion of the first proposal submitted by . . 
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M. Motta, I will now read the following draft · The second paragraph of Article 4 of the Covenant 
' resolution : reads· as follows : 

"Subject to tlih approt•al of the Council resolution 
menti011ed in Point 2 of the agenda of the present 
meeting, the 'Ass6111bly approt•es the report of the 
First C0111mittee Qf. the Special Session of the 
.Ass6111bly on the request of the German Government 

n for admission to the League of Nations." 
" 

.According to the conclusions <>f the report, 
therefore, the .Assembly will now have to take a 
decision regarding the admission of Germany to 
the League of Nations. 

" Under the second paragraph of .Article 1 of the 
Covenant, the .Assembly must take its decision on 
this admission by a two-thirds majority. 
cThe vote will be taken by roll-call. The name 

~ of each delegation will be called out, and one of 
it.'! members will answer either "yes", "no", or 
"I abstain from voting". The result of the vote 
will be duly registered and announced. 

,. (The vote was taken by roll-call.) 

The President : 

Translation : The result of the voting is as 
follows: 

Number of States voting: 48. 

.All the delegations have voted in favour of the 
admission of Germany to the League. 

I therefore proclaim that Germany is admitted 
to the League of Nations by a unanimous decision 
of the .Assembly. · 

I think that we may congratulate ourselves 
upon the step that has just been taken. It vin
dicates those who, last March, never lost heart 
despite the difficulties which we all deplored 
-difficulties which could not have been foreseen 
and which may always arise to stop any great 
measure of progress. · 

Ry this vote we have accomplished one of the 
most nt>cessary and at the same time one of the 
most difficult task!! with which the League has 
boon fa-ced- ont>, too, which is of momentous import
ance for its future. I feel surE' I shall be voicing 
the unanimous feeling of the .Assembly in express-

" ing my joy, my very legitimate satisfaction, at 
the step which the .Assembly has just taken, and 
also in expressing the hope that the representatives 
of Germany will take their places among us as 
soon as possible. · · 

I will now ask you to take a decision on the 
second draft resolution proposed by M. Motta 
on behalf of the General Committee of the 
.A!<sembly. 

The draft resolution reads as follows : 

"The .Assembly approves the proposals put 
forward by the Council in its resolution of Sep
t6111ber 4-th, 1926, regarding : 

"(a) The mnninati<m of Germany as a perma
nent M 6111ber of the Couneil ; 

"(b) The increase in the number of non
permanent seats, tchich shall be brought ttp to 
nine." 

In aocorclance with the second paragraph of 
.Article 4 of the Covenant, the .Assembly is asked 
to _approve the Council's proposals by a simple 
maJonty. 

0 

"With the approval of the majority of the 
.Assemhly, the Council may name additional 
Me.mbers of the League whose representatives 
shall always be Members of the Council ; the 
Council with like approval may increase the 
number of Members of the League to b~ sel11cted 
bv the .Assembly for representation on the 

·Council." · 

If there is no objection, I will at once proceed 
with the roll-call for the second proposal. The 
vote will be taken in accordance with Article 20 
of the Rules of Procedure. 

·Dr. Nansen (Norway): 
Is it decided that we are not to refer the matter 

to a Committee ! 

The President : 
Translation : That has already been decided. 

We voted for immediate discussion. 
The roll-call will now be taken. 

The vote was taken b11 roll-call. 

The President : 
Translation : The result of the vote is as follows : 

Number of States voting : 48 

All the delegations voted i~ favour of 
0 

the 
resolution. 

I therefore declare that th!l second resolution 
has been unanimously adopted. 

The Assembly having approved the Council's 
proposals by the necessary majority, the conditions 
laid down in the second paragraph of Article 4 
of the Covenant have been fulfilled. 

. .Accordingly, Germany is now included among 
the Members of the League which are permanently 

• represented on the Council, and the number of 
Members of the League to be elected by the 
.Assembly ·for representation on the Counci~ has. 
been raised to nine. 

15. - APPOINTMENT OF THE CHAIRMA.l\l 
OF THE AGENDA COMMITTEE .AS A 
1\IEl\IBER OF THE GENERAL COI\11\IITIEE 
OF THE ASSEMBLY: COI\Il\IUNICATION 
BY THE PRESIDENT. 

The President : 
Translation : .At its meeting yesterdav, the 

General Committee decided to follow last· year's 
proceilure and propose that the Chairman of the 
.Agenda Co=ittee should be appointed a member 
of the General Committee of the .Assembly. 

If there is no objection, I shall regard this 
proposal as accepted. (.Assent.) 

" . 
16. - COl\IPOSITION OF THE FINNISH 

DELEGATION: COl\11\ll.lNICATION BY THE 
PRESIDENT. 

The President : 
Translation : I have just recoh•ed from the 

!innish delega~on a l~tter informing me that, 
m accordance With the f1rst paragraph of .Article 6 
of the Rules ?f Procedure of~ the Assembly, M. Hu-go 
Valvanne Will act as a substitute delegate for 
Finland. 

The .Assembly rose at 12.5 p.m. 
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17.-- MAINTENANCE OF ORDER IN THE 
ASSEI\IBLY HALL: COl\lllUl\'ICATION BY 
THE PRESIDENT. 

The President : 
Translation : Before we - begin the agenda, 

I wish to communicate a decision taken by the. 
General Committee at yesterday's meeting concern
iDe -the maintenance of order _in the Assembly 
Hall. This decision has been published in the 
Assembly Journal, but I think that, in v:iew of 
its importance, it would be well to have 1t read 

• here. It is as follows : 

"Decision of the General Committee of the 
Assembly. 

-ul, The ground floor of the A.~sembly Hall, 
except the reserved seats at the back, is intended 
exclusively for delegates, substitute delegates, 

- experts, advisers, secretaries and members of 
the Secretariat. The public or members of 
the families· of the persons mentioned above 

· will not be admitted to this part of the hall. 

"2. In conformity with the pTaCtice followed 
in national Parliaments, no applause will be 
allowed in the galleries reserved for the Press 
and for .the_ public." 

I. will.aecordirigly draw the attention of the 
public to the necessity of abgtaining from any 
sort of manifestation. The interest that everyone 

takes in the work of the Assembly is quite un!lor, 
standablE', but, howevPr interested it may be
the public has no right. to display its f1mlirJ)(R. 
This might interfere with thP work of the A~sllmbly. 
I think everyone will understand this aud will 
in future abstain from any public manifcst,ntion. 

18. - THE REPORT ON TilE WORK OF THE 
COUNCIL A."JD OF TilE SECUETAIUAT. 

The Prc~idl'nt : 
Translation: T!Je first item on the ag~nda 

is the· discussion of the report to the Revon ths 
Ordinary Session of thll ARsemhly of the Leng-uP of 
Nations on the Work of the Council, on the Wnrk , 
of the Secretnri11t and on the MeiiMIIrPs tak~n to 
execute thll Deci~ions of the Assembly (Annox1•s 2, 
2(a) and 2(b) dncnruents A.6. and fl(a) 1926), 

(',ount 1\ToltkP, first delegate of Denmarl:, will 
address the Assembly. 

Count Moltke (Denmark) : 
Translation: Mr. President, ladies and gentle· 

men- In addressing you for thP first time, I 
should like at the outset, on behalf of t.be Danish 
Government, to give this illustrious AssPmbly, 
the distinguished persons composing it and the 
LeaJ!De which we are all hl're to serve, an assurance 
of our feelings of cordial fraternity, profound 
respect and uruohnkable confidence in the work 
which is being done. 

Even though at the outset we coulrlll•t,ritimatoly 
express our confidenr,e in the League's work, 
and even though these e-,:pressions of confidence 
havE", despite passing difficulties, been justified 
by t.he colll'~e of events in the first years of the 
existence of the Le11gne, yet it seems to me that, 
in this last year especially, its development has 
shown many hopeful signs. 

I make no· claim to draw up a balance-sheet 
of the great work accomplished by the League 
in any particular period of its existence, but 
in looking through the report on the work of the 
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Council- whir.h is the subject of to-day's discus
sion- I cannot pass over in. silence certain aspc.cts 
of its work whicr perhaps d1splay these reassurmg 
signs in the brightest ligh~. . 

.Mav I refer to th«" solution of the Greco-Bulgarian 
dispute in October of las~ year 7 The dispu~ ~roke 
out on October 19th : mne days later t.he InCident 
was closed, the menace to peace which it involved 
wa.s averted thanks to the authority whieh the 
Lea!!Ue and the Council already possessed, thanks 
to the prompt action of the Council and the highly 
rommendahle good-will displayed by the two 
GovE-rnments concerned, wbich eonstituted, as the 
report says, an example- I might say an admirable 
example- of the conduct which might he expected 
of .Members of the Le!tgiJe of Nations between 
'1\hom some incident has arisen which threatens 
the peace of the world. This peaceful solution set 
up a new jurisprudence, as was so aptly pointed · 
out on that occasion by the Right Hon. Sir Austen 
Chamberlain. 

I would mention, too, the solution of the Moaul 
affair. I do not propose to go into the details 
.>f that important question. I simply desire to 
remind you of tho great and beneficial endeavours 
made hy the Council to conciliate the claims of 
the parties concerned, the important advisory 
opinion given on No'l"ember 21st, 1921>, by the 
Permanent Court of International Justice, and the 
agreement concluded directly afterwards between 
Great Britain, Iraq and Turkey1 an agreement 
desired and welcomed by every friend of peace. 

I wish elso to dwell upon the importance of the 
auspicious event in which we took part this morning 
- the admission of Germany as a Member of the 
League. We have spoken hitherto of certain 
reassuring features ; we now have every reason, I 
think, to rejoice profoundly on the occasion of this 
event, so long awaited, so full of promise for the 
future. We extend a cordial welcome to this new 
.Member, who will take among us the place that 
awaited her and was due to her. The entry of 
Germany - a vital necessity for the development 
of the League in accordance with the principles 
forming the basis of the Covenant - gives us reason 
to view with confidence the outcome of our policy 
of reconciliation and co-operation. It also signifies 
a further step towards the aim upon which our 
hopes are set - the universality of the JJeague. 

Apart, however, from its direct action in any 
given matter, the League exercises a further action 
by reason of its fundamental qualities, its very 
existence as an instrument of good, its permanence 
and its receptivity to ideas which serve the great 
cause of peace. The fact that during the last 
few years the League has occupied a preponderating 
and inereaaing part in the proceedings of the 
Parliaments of the States Members deserves atten
tion. · Of even greater significance is the fact that 
these proceedings have served to bring the work of 
the League to fruition in those very States, just as 
the individual work of those States or groups of 
States in this or that domain of the policy of inter
national understanding serves to bring to fruition 
the ideas on which the League is based. Reflex 
action of this nature is of the highest importance. 
It finds, and has found from the very beginning, 
ground prepared for its beneficent influence in 
the conditions arising out of the permanence of 
the League. Formerly, Conferences were held: 
sometimes their purpose was attained, but some
times they proved abortive, or the situation remained 
imcertain or unsolved. The merit, the incon
testable merit, of the League, is that its voice has 
alw~ys been beard urgin~ the same principles 
dunng the seven years which have elapsed since 
its foundation. 

Even when a proposal has not been adopted in 
its original form, it has been po~~il!le to continue 
the discussion and to resume the thread thanks to 
the experience acquired ; many ideas and principles 
incorporated in proposals which have not been 
fully carried out still persist and govern our 
proceedings. In other words, t.here has been no 
backward step. We have behind us a reco1'd of 
patient, laborious and persevering work, of work 
calculated to consolidate this immense foundation 
and to reduce the sceptics to silence. 

Ladies and gentlemen, I spoke just now of the 
individual work of the States in the cause of peace. 
I would remind you in a few words of what Denmark 
has done during this last year in pursuance of our 
traditional policy and in entire conformity with. the 
principles laid down by the League. 

On September 25th, 1925, the .Assembly passed a 
resolution calling the attention of States Members 
of the League to the desirability, from the point 
of view of their security, of concluding particular 
conventions for arbitration or for the judicial 
settlement of disputes. 

The purpose of this resolution was to emphasise ..., 
not only the great importance of the conclusion 
of such conventions for the contracting States 
themselves, · but also the indirect support which 
they afford to joint international efforts designed 
to promote the great objects set forth in the 
Covenant of the League, objects which may be 
summed up in the formula : arbitration, security, 
reduction of armaments. 

I have always regarded the means advocat111 in 
the resolution of Septe.mber 25th as highly beneficial. 
It has this advantage among others - that it 
enables each State to show by its actions that it ·is 
prepared to take its share in· the realisation of 
these lofty aims. Hence the Danish Government 
took immediate advantage of the opportunity 
provided by this resolution to effect a drastic 
revision in. its system of arbitration treaties . 

Denmark was one of the first countries to adhere 
to the arbitration movement, and has always 
been ready to conclude conventions of this nature 
on the widest bases. I would venture to remind 
you that the Treaty of February 12th, J904, 
between Denmark and the Netherlands, is the. 
first .Arbitration Treaty free from reservations 
ever concluded. It goes so far as to open the way 
to all who desire to give their adl~esion and proclaims 
the intentions of the contracting States in the 
frankest possible manner by laying· down in the 
simple terms of .Article 4 that : -

"Non-signatory States may accede to the 
· present Convention. .Any State which desires 

to accede thereto shall notify its intention in 
writing to each of the contracting States." ..1 

.As a result of the .Assembly resolution of " 
September 25th, 1925, the Danish Government has, 
during the past year, carried on negotiations with 
a number of States with the object of concluding 
conventions on compulsory arbitration. .As rllghrds 
Denmark's relations with the northern countries, 
Poland, Germany and France, these negotiations 
have already led to concrete results. I wish to 
acknowledge from this platform the frank and loyal 
co-operation we have- received from all the 
Governments referred to, which have helped us 
along the road that leads to right, justice and 
mutual confidence. 

The object of the Danish Government, which 
is continuing its negotiatioi!S with other countries 
with a view to completing treaties of compulsory 
arbitration without any reservation has been to 
give the widest application tO'- the resolution 
- already mentioned - of the 1925 session of the 
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_Assembly. My country hopes that bv its efforts 
it has contributed, however humbly, to the geneml 
progress. We are glad to know, however that we 

. are not alone ill this W{)rk and that other' countries 
on all sides are animated with the same desire. 
Here on the hospitable soil of Switzerland let me 
also recall the services rendered in this re;p~t by 
the Government of the Swiss Confederation and 
the coll!age and perseverance it has display~d in 
concludi.Jlg many similar conventions with countries 
which are prepared to follow a similar policy of 
confidence. 

A_ big movement in favour of compulsory arbi
tration has been set on foot. We welcome it with 
all our heart as a great boon for the contracting 
States and as a powerful aid in the realisation of 
the work which the League has taken in hand 
under the formula of "arbitration, security and 
reduction of armaments". 

May I in conclusion call to mind a saying of one 
of the founders of the League, that great American, 
the late President Woodrow Wilson, at a time when 
he cherished, with his whole heart and mind alike, 
that idealism which contributed so much to the 
creation of the League. The President was then 

7 on a visit· to his mother's little .native town in 
England. After divine service in the little village 
church he addressed the congregation. In his 
speech the following passage will be found, which 
I venture to read first in English and then to 
translate into French : 

"It is from . quiet places like this all over the 
world that the forces are accumulated that 
piesen~ly will overpower any attempt to 
accomplish evil on a great scale. It is like a 
rivulet that gathers into the river and the river 
which goes to the sea. So there come out of 
co=unities like these streams that fertilise the 
conscience of men, and it is the conscience of the 
world we now mean to place upon the throne." 

I can imagine no finer distinction for a nation, 
for a people, for a State, or for a Government, 
than to be counted among the rivulets' or the 
rivers - it matters little which - that in the course 
of years will have contributed the most towards 

-fertilising, by their purity and limpidity, the 
conscience of the world to which Mr. Wilson 
referred- that new conscience which has so 
often been mentioned by speakers in this .Assembly 
as the indispensable condition for the success 
of our work. 

Guided by such ideals, Denmark wishes to 
continue her co-operation in a spirit both of purity 
and of perseverance. It is her wish, ladies and 
gentlemen ; it is also a promise. 

The President : 
Tramslation : M. Urrutia, d!llegate of Colombia, 

will address the Assembly. 
~ 

M. Urrutia (Colombia): 
'Translation : Mr. President, ladies and gentle· 

me:q - May I be permitted, now that the Assem· 
bly bas under consideration the great work achieved 
by the Council and the Secretariat, and also the 
general interests of the League, to express to 
you the deep regret felt by the Colombian deleg· 
ation at the decision of Brazil to leave the League 
and again at 1ihe absence of Spain from the present 
session of the Assembly. -

I can assure you that the regrets I have just 
expressed are shared by all delegations to the 
.Assembly from the American continent. There 
is no country in America which does not maintain 
clo.se and cordial relations of friendship with 
Brazil ;' some of these countries, like my OWII: 

• are united to Brazil not only by bonds of geo· 
graphical propinquity and by common interests, 
but also by kindred trnditions and ideals of inter- • 
national justice and fraternity. Bmzil has inva· 
riably endeavoured to exhmd ha>r rolntions with 
her sister Republics on the basis of respect for 
right and in a pre-eminently paciNo spirit. Who 
will ever forget the lofty proposnls whil'h the 
great Lusitaniun Republic ltuu before the Second 
Hague Peace Conference, l'roposuls whillh were 
voiced by the eloquence of Buy Barbosa! Who 
can forget the brilliunt eo-opl'rntion of Bmzil 
in the work of the League t Wit.hin the Ll'ltgue, 
Brazil hns ever and always striven to extend 
the dominion of right in intl'rnationn.l relntions. 

Spain, too, has givl'n invnluable nssistanco 
t{) the League. The void causl'd by her absl'noe 
from this Assembly is keenly fl•U and rogrcttod 
by all, but it hns a speci1\l signifknnce and l'IIUS!is 
a particularly deep regret among the dell'gntions • 
from countries of the same rn.l'.e and tongul'. • ~ 

Bound to Spain by indissoluble mom! ti11s, 
these countries share her pride in l10r glorious 
past and in the inestimnblo contribution that 
she has mnde, in the course of her co!obratod 
history, to the work of civilisation and hunml\. 
progress. 

Let us tntst thnt the plac<>s we seo empty to .. 
day will not remain so indofinitt•ly. Ll't us fl'r· 
vently hope thnt the Ll'aguo will find the monns 
of ensuring its universality, which Is the indis· 
pensable condition to its development. Let us 
pray that, by a strict observamce of the principles 
of the Covenant and by a continnous l'ndNwonr 
to realise the ideals underlying it, the L11ngno 
will soon acquire sufficient mom! power to attract 
all nations to itself and to cr<>ate between thorn 
and itself spiritual bonds strong enough to 
withstand any future vicissitudes or emerglmci~s 
such as those which deprive uk to·day of tho 
presence of Spain and Brazil. 

The Pr•silll'nt : 
Translation : His Highnl'ss the 1\[almraja of 

Kapurthala, delegate of India, will addr11HH tho 
Assembly. 

His llighnllSS tho 1\luburuju of Knpurthulu (Indlu.) : 
1'\Ir. President, ladies and gentlemen. - llufore 

I address myself to those aspects of the work of 
the League which are of Apocial lnteroRt to Indlu., 
I wish to oUer rou, Mr. President, on behalf of tho 
Indian delegation to this .AllHembly and in my ' 
personal capacity as a rnling Prince of Indiu. my 
most sincere and respectful conb'l'atulations on 
your election to preside over the work of thil! 
session. 

This is not the first occallion on which an Indian 
Prince has had the honour of addressing tho 
Assembly of the League. Among my predecessors 
Th11ir Highnesses the Maharajah Jam Rahib of 
Nawanae:ar and the Maharajahs of Bikanir and 
Patiala have been privileged, as members of nthur 
Indian delegations, to tell you something of the 
awakening of interest ani! sympathy !'mong the 
Governments and the mMses of Indm for the 
ideals and work of the Leagu11. 

It may not be out of place to mention that India, 
with it~ vast area and population composed of 
peoples of different races and creeds sp11aking 
languages which are a! entirely different in different 
parts of the country M, for instance, Portni,'DI'Se 
is from Russian or SwediRh from GrePk, can 
more appropriately be callerl a sub-continent 
and two-fifths of this entire Indian peninsula and 
one-fifth of its population are mled hy the Indian 
Princes and chiefs, un<ler th11 su7,erainty and the 
protection of His Majesty the ~g-Emperor. 
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The principal ruling Prin~s. '"ar~ . absolutel,v 
indt'pcndt'nt in the inter~al afimi?.IStrati?n of the_rr 
~t:lh's. Thl' British Indian Law IS _not m ~orce m 

r their territorif.'s nor can· the Tndmn Lei!Jslature 
lt>•!islate for the:O, and the High Courts of Justiee 
in"' British India rhavo no jurisdiction over their 
subjel'ts. r 

I and mv brother Princes keenly feel the honour 
and responsibilit~· o• being included among the 
representatives of India at the Assembly of the 
I:>a,gue. We are glad, as practical administrators 
con.versant with the dav-to-day problems of 
government, to be allowed the opportunity. of 
bringing our personal experience Jo the common 
stork and sharing in your important deliberations. 

I feel and have no h~sitation in declaring that we 
Indian Princes, a.s rulers of our peopl~, hav.e better 
opportunit-ies of diffusing the knowledge and the 
aims of the League - i.e., universal peace and 
harmonv and mutual co-operation for the welfare 
of humanity on the basis of equality of nations 
- amongst 011r peoplE' and fTom there to the 
remotest corners of the indian Empire than 
others who are differently placed l>is-i't·l•is to 
ourselves. 

With the spread of education and the knowledge 
.. nd experience ~rained by travel in foreign countries, 
to which the people of India are now beginning to 
apply tbemselve~, India is awakening· to a spirit 
of nationalism and, with its own traditions and 
ideals and the friendly guidance and assistanl'.e of 
the British Government, I sincerely hope it will one 
day, not in the far-distant future, achieve its 
glorious goal and will become a united nation and 
self-governing country, in all its rights and privi
legPs, like its sister dominions of Canada, Australia 
and South Africa, and prove a jewel of outshining 
splendour in the Commonwealth of nations forming 
the British Empire. 

India is well aware that it has been essential 
for the League hitherto to devote its main energit>s 
to solving the grave problems left behind by the 
Great War. We have watcht>d with interest the 
unceasing efforts of the Council and the As~embly 
to devise some means of promoting the great ideals 
of security, arbitration and reduction of armaments 
and its zeal in pressing forward schemes for the 
economic and financial reconstruction of those 
countries most heavily stricken during the 
aftermath of the war. · 

India, though geographically far r11moved from 
the main srenes of these activities, has been 
privileged also to take some share in these 
endeavours. Several indeed of my countrymen 
have been associated in the work of T,eague 
organisations directed to these objects. Among 
those now so engaged I may mention Sir Jagadis 
Bose, of the Committee for Intellectual Co
operation; Sir Muhammad Rafique, of the 
Committee for the Codification of International 
Law; and Sir Atul Chatterjee, of the Preparatory 
Committee for the Economic Conference. . 

But the League has also undertaken other tasks 
imposed upon it by the Covenant in which India 
has a more direct interest and in which it has 
played a more conspicuous part. I spP.ak of the 
international work in labour and sor.ial questions. 
India bas been represented on the Governing Body 
of the I .abour Organisation since 1923 as one of 
the eight chief industrial countries of the world. 
Her representativPs have taken an active part in 
the discussions at the International Labour 
Conferences: they have also attended other impor
tant international gatherings organised by the 
l.eagne. Among these I may cite the Conferences 
on Transit and Communications, Customs, 
Passports, Opium, Traffic in Women and Children 
and Traffic in Arms. As a result of India's 

paJcipation in this work, twelve important 
international conventions concluded at the League · 
have been ratifit>d on her behalf, apart from the 
special labour conventions concluded through the 
International Labour Organisation ~which she has 
also accepted. . 

To give effect to these conventions, a. number 
of legiSlative and administrative reforms have been 
~narted in British India. Our reCl'nt labour 
legislation baa includerl the Indian Factories Act 
and thn Indian 1\fines .Act, which limit weef::ly :flours 
of work in accordance with the Washington Labour 
ConVPntion, 1919, and Recure t~ miners the twenty
four hours weekly rest-day in accordance with the 
Geneva Labour Convention, 1921. 

Social legislation in India to implement the 
ratification by India of the Convention for the 
Suppression of Traffic in Women and Childrt>n 
ba.s included important amendments of the penal 
law dPvised to protect the community, and 
particularly minors, more effPctively against sexual 
crime. Much has also been achieved for the 
protection and welfare of <'l!ildren by administrative 
measures and the devoted work of private 
organisations. Opportunity will arise to speak more 
in detail on these matters during the discussion in ..., 
Committee. ·• . . . . 

The discussions at Geneva on opium and dange
rou.q drugs have produced administrative changes 
resulting in the progressive restrintion or the 
cultivation, internal consumption and export of 
opium, and also providing for the exchange with 
other countries of information designed to cheek 
the illicit drug traffic. I may here remind the 
Assembly that India has now decidt>d to reduc.l(. its 
exports of opium by a fixed annual proportion 
during the next ten years so that this export trade 
will be absolutely extingui.•hed save for. medical 
and scientific purposes in ten ye·ars. 

Turning to· the health work of the League, I am 
glad to tell you that India is closely co-operating 
with neighbouring countries to promote the work 
of the League Epidemiological Bureau at Singa·
pore and officers and doctors of her Medical Seryices 
are collaborating with . European scientists in 
research into the caus.e. of diseases which specially 
menace the East. 

The Indian States in some cases are at present 
ahead of British India in social and educat'ional 
advancement. In my own State, for instance, 
education is making rapid strides both for the 
boys and girls. It is compulsory in some parts 
and the compulsion is being gradually extended 
to other parts of the State. English, Persian, 
Arabic and Sanskrit languages are taught, and 
since a few years the French, language has also 
been introduced in the -lower and higher classes, 
but mine is the only State in India where this 
language is taught. 

· Modern hygienic methods, sanitary improve
ments and electric light are established in the 
State. The municipalities are given powers t\9 " 
elect their own Presidents, and a representative 
Assembly exists for examining and discussing 
the . budgets, for suggesting fresh legislation, 
and for advising my Government on social,"ligri
cultural and other administrative points. Marriage 
is unlawful among juveniles and laws prohibiting 
children smoking. are in force. Central and 
provincial committees have been formed for 
ma~r!lity an~ child welfare, and philanthropic 
somet1es orgalliSed by educated people are doino-· 
useful work for humanity, which I think is th~ 
best beginning of the aims and objects of the League. 

At thP risk of wearying you I have ventured 
~o recapitulate these facts:. about. India's ~hare 
m the League work in .order to show you that 
her activities in this field have not been 
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Jacking. Distant as we are from the centre of 
League policy at Geneva, the obligations under
t~en for my country by itll representatives who 
signed the Cevenant at Versailles have been 
brough:t ~orne ~ th~ Governments and peoples 
of India m all directions, particnlarly in matters 
affecting social and indnstrial life. • 

On the other hand, India is a country with its 
own ancient civilisation and traditions of which 
it is inte~ely proud and which, in many respects 
it regards as in no way inferior to the more materiai 
':i~lisation ?f the West. It is also a deeply re
ligiOus _and, m many re~pects, conservative country, 
to which many of those theories and principle~ 
which have emerged from the rapid indnstrial, 
social and political developments during the last 
hundred years in Europe are entirely foreign. 

Nor are thP. circumstances of India in other 
respects analogous to those of modern industrial 
nations of the West; in many cases, social and 
indnstrial problems in India mnst be dealt with 
on difft>rent lines, though we have accepted and 
carried out the greater part of the reforms in 
domestic and industrial life recommended from 
Geneva. . It is for this reason that I feel justified 

. -in inviting you, on behalf of the Inltian delegation, 
to consider whether in thll future more particnlar 
attention shonld not be paid by the League to the 
conditions and problems special to Asia, 

All of us desire that the influence and authority 
of the League throughout the world shonld be as 
universal as the authors of the Covenant intended. 
If this object is to be achieved, the decisions and 
policies· adopted at Geneva must be trnly inter
nati~nal, they must take more account of the 
differences existing in mankind due to climate, 
traditions, civilisation and history, and must 
be conceived in a form which can be applied with 
allowance for those differences and with equally 
beneficial resnlts to all parts of the world. 

To us in India some of the proposals made 
by League organisations have seemed to be too 
narrowly drawn on ·European models. In other 
cases, they appear to encroach -on the internal 
authority of the various Governments in India. 
My predecessor, the Maharajah of Patiala, 
uttered a word of warning last year relating to 
certai9. schemes both in the social and econo
mic spheres which His Highness and his colleagues 
considered unsuitable in their present form for 
adoption in India. I will not detain the Assembly 
by any detailed discussion of these proposals, 
as such an examination can more properly be 
made wholly in the Committee. But I ask the 
Assembly seriously to consider what practical 
demonstration can be made to the peoples of 
India for whom I speak, what direct evidence 
can be offered to make them realise that their 
interests are appreciated and considered at Geneva 

. -as of equal iniportance with the interests of the 
West. Unless and until India is convinced of 

• tl!is· it will be inipossible to secure for the work 
of the League that wholehearted interest and 
co-operation which is essential for the success 
of its ~;eat task. -

May I in particnlar cite one direction in which 
the assistance and sympathy of the West would 
be. highly valued by all Eastern people, namely, 
the prevention of epidemic disease ! Her!l is 
a problem on which the health and happmess 
of the highest and the humblest equally depend, 
and if the League can promise the collaboration 
and assistance of countries more fortunately 
situated than the peoples of Asia in their. ~ily 
contest with plague, cholera and other '!lmilar 
diseases the cause of -the League wonld; m my 

r judgme~t, be greatly advanced in the East, and 
the value of the great work done wonld be more 

widely felt and known, not only amongst the 
millions of India, but throughout Asia. Members 
of the Indian delegation will I't'fer in greater detail 
in Committee to the methods in whil'h this great 
duty of the League may be promoted. 

It only remains for me to assul't.' you, Sir, that 
my collea,.uues and I are ea,.aer to <~ our shlll'tl in 
furthering the work of the Le~ue and in nmking 
its beneficent influence as comprehensive aud 
worldwide as possible, and it is to this end thalj_ 
our suggestions and criti()isms will be dii'tlctold. 

The President : 
Translation : Prince Arfn, dt>lt'gate of Persia, 

will addl't.'ss the Assembly. 

Prince Arfu (Persia) : 
Translali&n : Mr. Pl't.'sideut, lndit>s and !(l'ntlNuen 

-This is the sixth time that I have come amon~ 
you to state the Persian view of the work of the 
League of Nations during th11 pf('oeding yt>ar. 1'he-' 
Leugue has no need either of flat-torv or dispt\rn~o· 
ment. It requires only justitle am\ truth. With 
these two prinoiples in mind I will now proffl'l' 
my thanks and critici•ms . 

First I would express my thanks. Yon all know. 
that, pending its full political dlwl'lopment, tho 
League has nlready rendered grl'ut sorvioos iu the 
domain of intl'rnutional co-opl'ration in hculth 
matters. Persia is profoundly gn\tl'ful for it. 

The East is afflicted by a terrible and pcrsiHt()nt 
scourge, maluria. In response to our apponl, Ute 
League of Nations sent us nn emim,nt speoinlist 
Dr. Gilmour. Immediate results have bel'n obt.11ined 
from Dr. Gilmour's visit and from his enquiry and 
report. He recommended tho drnining of tho 
marshes which are poisoning oPrtain parts of PorHia. 
He made proposals to the Health l:lection of tho 
League of Nations for t'Je tmining of Porqlan 
specialists. Dr. Sheikh, who was uppoiutod by 
the Persian Government for this work, came to 
Geneva, and, supplied with the noc!lHRtlry inNtruo· 
tiona from the Health Section, made n tour In 
Europe for the purpose of experimental study. His 
report has made a great impression, and the 
Persian Government is about to undertake tho 
draining of the marahes with the aiel of technical 
experts whose aasiHtance has already been scoured. 
Thousands of human lives will thus be saved. 

The East is also afflicted with another scourge, 
opium. This matter h1111 been discus~ed for six 
yPars at Geneva from every point of vio1v, but no 
adequate reduction has yet been made In poppy 
cnltivation throughout t-he world. At the Geneva 
Conference, Persia submitted a memorandum 
demanding that the evil should be attacked at 
the root. America agreed with us and proposed 
that a Commission of Enquiry should be sent to 
Persia. The League of Nations granted 100,000 
gold francs, the Rockefeller Foundation 150,000 
francs, and the Persian Government undertook 
to defray the entire housing and feeding expenses 
of the members of the Commissioq, who wore its 
guests throughout their stay in the country. Every 
facility was granted to them in carrying out their 
task. 

The report of the Commission will shortly be 
submitted to you. If it is favourably received and 
Persia thus aided in replacing the cultivation of the 
poppy by ~orne other crop, many Il!ore th~nsands 
of lives will be saved, not only lll Persia, but 
throughout the world. 

On behalf of my Government, I warmly thank 
the Assembly, the Council and the Secretariat for 
these two acts of beneficence. 

I wonld like to have stopped here, but in relation 
to political-events, justice and truth force me f:o 
utter a few less optinristic words. Only thiS 
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. . 
morning ome members of the A~sembly sb,owed 
l'('!!TI.'t at the apparent tendency in the League 
to~set aside the Assembly in favour of the Council 
and its Committees. This is a great danger. . 

The Council nust not be transformed mto a 
State within a State- that is to say, an assembly 
within the Asbambly. Those countries, great or 
small which in future will form the Council must 
reme~ber that thef hold their seats not in order 
to represent first and foremost their own interests, 
bu~ in brief, as representatives chosen by the 
Ass~mbly to defend the common welfare a~d the 
superior interests of the the whole community. 

For this reason, the principles of geographical 
representation and of rotation must be seriously 
applied. A Council composed of f'?ur~ee~ ~.em"!>ers 
from which !~lam and the great AsiatiC civilisations 
were excluded would give rise in the East to grea~r 
disappointment and graver doubts than a Council 
of eleven. No handle must be given to those critics 
who refuse -to see in the League anything but a 
new form of domination by some nations over the 
remainder .. 

We proclaim here the absolute equality of races 
and peoples of whatever colour, religion or inlpor
tance. The League of Nations can 1>nly work 

··effectively for peace by keeping this equality in 
view. Privileges, exceptions, combinations and 
attempts at domination have always been the cause 
of those wars which have exhausted our poor world. 

Finally, there is a point to which we attach 
great importance, namely, Ar~icle 10 of the 
Covenant. Three years ago we opposed any change 
in the fundamental meaning of this essential article 
of the Covenant. To-day the Council has been 
largely increased and this fact will give rise to 
certain difficulties in summoning it in an emergency. 
At the least, its decisions must, in case of need, be 
prompt. · 

The Protocol failed to find favour in the eyes of 
many Governments, but it did give us -one thing, 
a thing which would have particularly facilitated 
the rapid and effective action of the Council in the 
event of conflict - that is to say, the definition 
of the aggressor, namely, the State which refuses 
arbitration. 

We should be grateful and even reassured if 
the members of the new and enlarged Council 
would tell us that this definition will guide their 
attitude at it.s table, should any Member of the 
League be threatened by a mor!' powerful Member. 

Since we have not yet been able to bring about 
disarmament, let us at least attempt energetically 
to promote the principle of arbitration, and to 
secure the acceptance in practice of a definition 
which has received the approval of the Assembly. 

The President : 
Translation : lii. Franco, delegate o~ the Domi

nican Republic, will address the .AssP.mbly. 

ll. Franco (Dominican Republic) : 
Translation : Mr. President, ladies and gentle

men -As a represent.<ttive of one of the youngest 
and, from the material point of-view, one of the 
weakest States of the New World, I do not propose. 
to weary you with high-soundin~r but empty words. 
Nevertheless, the importance of the subject with 
which we are dealing compelf' me to take my plaoo 
upon this tribune of the nation~ and put before 
you in a few words the actual thoughts and feelings 
of this Latin-American people, which, in the course 
of ita long-snffl:'ring and heroic existence, has 
given so many proofs of its devotion to inter
national institutions. 

The work of the League appears to the whole 
world as deserving of the profoundest gratitude 
and the highest admiration. No one doubted but 

that the realisation of the dreani of Emeric Cruce 
and Bernardin de· Saint-Pierre would constitute 
the clinlax in the history of international relations. 
An examination of the efforts mad~ and the work 
accomplished during the first few years of this 
international organisation justifies the highest 
hope~ on the part of those -who truly desire to -put 
an end to the anarchy of sovereignties. This 
anarchy,· which has been :falsely ~escribed a~ 
proceeding from the fundamental 1de~ of the 
equality of States, .means in ~tu!l-1 fac~ the· 
destruction and negation of that prmmple, Without 
which civilised life would be inlpossible ; for civi
lised life depends upon an international spirit 
of Yespect and justice, confidence and sacrifice. 

The noble spirit of the League thus serves to 
keep ever present in our minds the duty which 
unites us, and · which, to quote a well-known 
author, consists ·in realising that the best way 
of serving the interests of the States represented 
is not to set those interests one. against 11.nother, 
but to conciliate them as far ·as· -possible in the 
supreme general interest, the satisfaction of which 
never fails to conduce to the well-being of each 
member of the international community. 

Thus .it is undoubtedly essential, if the spirit..,. 
to which I have just alluded is to -prevail and extend 
its influence, that we should eliminate- as far as 
possible any tendency on the part of States or 
their representatives to vie with --each. other in 
the pursuit of honours. To the Dominican Re
public the supreme honour has always consisted; 
and will always consist, in baing and remaining 
a -loyal and esteemed Member of the League. 
·It is in this spirit, ladies and gentlemen, d{l,votd 

of all ambition and all pretensions. that I now 
turn to examine that vital and difficult question 
-the ·composition of the Council of the League. 

It is an open secret that the crisis through 
which the international organisation first estab
lished in 1919 has just passed owed its origin 
te certain claims to a permanent seat on the 
Council·· involving an increase in the .number 
of such seats. I would mention at this point, 
in ()rdei' fully to explain my thought, that, exa
mined strictly from the point of view of the theory 
of international law, the constitution of the 
Council as laid down in the Covenant ·of the I.eague 
.is contrary to the principle of the equa,Jity ()f 
States, which forms :the very basis of model"Ii 
international law. It is obvious that, viewed in this 
light. the existence of permanent Council seats, 

. constituting the exclusive and individual pro
perty of the Powers described as "having general 
interests", is entirely contrary to the fundamental 
principles upon which the Covenant itself was 
supposed, and was stated, to be based. 

I would add, however, that the other States were 
moved by a "Sense of the realities ·of international 
politics to accept, at all events provisionally, _ 
circumstances which arose out of the facts of 
everyday life. This is not a tribute to brute o 

force. Nor does it represent an honour accorded 
to the powerful or .the abandonment of a right 
to certain Rtates ; it is a sacrifice designed to de§troy 
on<'e and for all the mischievous conception of 
absolute sovereignty and to inaugurate ·an era 
of order in the liberty oi Rtates corrPsponding 
more nearly to the present facts of international 
interdependence. 

In a word, we agree and I still agree, so far as 
may be necessary in view of existing realities 
an~ necessitie~<, t? a position whereby the Powers 
which, at tho time -of the drawing up of the 
Covenant, -were regarded, though wrongly, as 
Powers '"with general il?terests" mav acquire 
or retain the privilege of a permanent sPat on 
the Council of the League. It remains for us 
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therefore to respect the existing situation, provided 
that the Stat-a enjoying this privileged position 
are worthy and continue to be worthy of it. Our 
actual life and, a fcmiari, the progre~ of this inter
national organisation make this an impe:mtive 
necessity.. _ 

Having said so much, I now desire to proclaim 
from •thiso platform, over which the mighty spirit 
of Bolivar and Washington seems to hover, that 
we must resolutely oppose the creation of further 
privileges, since these would constitute a violation 
of the international spirit and of international 
law without even the juatification which exists' 
in the case to which I have just ·referred. There 
mnst not be, there cannot be, any further conferring 
of honours within the League. . 

The democratic principles which lie at the 
root of our .American institutions and constitute 
th~t essential characteristic of the peoples of the 
New World make it incumbent on us to support 

·the proposal wberebv the number of non-
permanent seats on the Coun('il would be increased 
as far as the normal working of tllat body permits1 
and all States, by a f~ system of .Jotati?~· wouln 
be given the same r1ghts and opportumties. 

We hereby declare our~lves unreservedly 
opposed to the creation of new categories amon~ 
the States Members of the League. ' 

Thus, Wl\ boldly sacrifice our deepest affecti?ns 
to the claims of international law, to the re1gn 
of an international spirit, to the protection of the 
League and to the gradual realisation or our 
ideal. We close our ears, harden our hearts to 
the poignant call of blood and of the past, and heed 
only the caij of a lofti~r duty and of ~e higher 
claims upon our gratitude and devotion. " 

The Assembly rose al 6 .1 0 p: til. 
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Sir George: Foster, delegate of Canada, will 
address the Assembly. · 

. ' 
Sir George Foster (Canada) : 

"" .. - . -
Mr. President. ladies and gentlemen- Yesterday 

this Assembly had the pleasure of listening to 
gpeakers from middle Europe and far-of! India, • 

· from the small islands of the West Indies and from 
the continent of South America. It is not therefore 
unlitting that a voice should be heard from a not 
un lnportant part of the American continent which 
comprises the large and populous countries 

· ext"nding from the Gulf of Mexico to the North 
Pole. 

Sometimes in our cliscussiou.s it would almost 
seem as though in describing thi.• area the word 
".America" . was entirely appropriated to our 

· friends of the United States of America. I may be 

permitted this morning to make a mild prot.t•st 
against that assumption and to assure you that 
there are others in North .America who do not 
fly the flag of the United States . 

. I am not. for a moment proposing to anRwc-r for ull 
that portion d North America which liPs north 
of the Gulf of Mexico, but I am here to state th11t 
the ideals and the purposes of the League of 
Nations are supported within these limits by a 
population of more than 10,000,000 Canadiuns 
who are in absolute sympathy with those aims and 
purposes. Moreover, I do not think I should be 
outside the truth were I to say that the ovorwhnl· 
ming majority of the 120,000,000 people of the 
United States are heart and soul in unison with the 
ideals of the League in its aspirations for world 
peace and its hatred of aggressive war. 

It is, I think, very appropriate that, at the ' 
opening of the .Assembly each year, suffictent time 
should be given as is now being done to a review 
of the whole field of work which is being carried 
on by · the League. During this time we may 
profitably examme the past, we may as profitably 
take stock of the present, and we may take common 
counsel regarding the futuro work of the League. 

I call to mind that I was a member of this 
Assembly during its first session in 1920. Flince 
that time I have not had the pleasure of participat· 
ing in the actual work of the Assembly at Geneva, 
and I see a str«4ng and vivid contrast between 
the field of work covered in 1920 and that covered 
by the League to-day. 

In 1920, the League of Nations was but an infant 
in swaddling clothes. Seven years have passed, 
and that infant has grown to a lusty, strong and 
virile young manhood. In the early days there 
was a feeling of extravagant optimism on the part 
of a few, of doubt and scepticism on the part of 
others and of active oppOl!ition on the part of many. 
Seven years have proved that the idea of the League 
has emerged into thiil era of our worltl. history as a 
great, a beneficent and an enduring organisation. 
It may not have fulfilled all the bopes of its most 
ardent supporters, but it is eqnally true that it 
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has cli~pro~e<l tl:e scepti~>iRm ant! fears _of t~wse who 
were doubtful or hostile. I do not thmk I~ can be 
said with truth .to-day that there are m . any 
quarter of the wiae world thougl.tful and s~nous
minded peopi<!Who are in doubt as to the good work 
thb.t the League has donP. and as to the work which 
it may do in the h.ture if properly and wisely 
condurted. 
• \fe have had trials and disappointments ; but 

what organisation of aey merit has not had its 
trials f The League has grown in strPngth, in 
purpose and in power by the very fact that it baR 
experienced difficulties, that it has faced them, 
has triumphed over them and continued 

' victoriously upon its course. I am not one. who 
fears trials. While we do not court them in 
CQnnection with the work of the League, they 
bring out the virtue, strength and power of the 

~organisation. 
Our first great disappointment in connection 

with the League of Nations was that we were 
deprived from the beginning of the active co
operation of the United States of .America. Many 
a sceptic and doubter said that the absence of the 
tJnited States of .America from the League of 
Nations spelled its failure. They said that without 
the United States of America it would be impossible 
for the League to do effective, continuous and 
progrt'ssive work. Yet in spite of that we have 
cont-inued, we have done progressive work and we 
have made our way forward step by step. And 
we have done all that with the sympathetic co
operation of the United !'ltates of America. 

It i~ true that nationally the United States of 
America do not belong to the ,League, but it is 
equally true that among the population of that 
country there are millions upon millions of 
individuals whose sympathetic hearts and minds 
are running parallel with our own . in their 
approbation of the great work of the League. We 
are therefore not without help and comfort from 
that quarter. And to-day, after seven long years, 
this Assembly has before it a proposal from that 
great country with a view to·its entrancp into and its 
co-operation with the Permanent Court of Inter
national Justice. I earnestly hope that this 
proposal may be consummated in due time. 

To the nort.h of the Unitt'd States of .Americ:>a 
the Dominion of Canada, with its population of 
lO,OOO,OOO, is completely in sympathy with the 

, work of the Lengue. · 
Having met and ~urvived our first disappoint

ment, we ha.ve encountPred other and serious 
diff~culties which we have succeeded in ll'aving 
behmd us. GI'aVI' and perplexing differences had 
to .be ~aced in carrying · out the treaties and 
obligatiOn~ of the League. The troubles in Silesia 
and Lithuania were met . with patience and with 
prudence, and the days of bitterness and strife have 
been succeeded by a period of co-operation and 
friendly fellowship. 

Then ea.mo tho incident of Corfu .,.... a sudden 
and sharp test. In this connection, once again 
th~ sinister doubt waa expressPd that the J,eague 
might here meet its great crisis a.nd might fail 
to overcome it. But the spirit of the LeaguA 
prc·miJ~d: again and triumphed over the old~>r 
war spmt ; to day thnt difficulty has faded into 
the past, and its solution has given us added 
st.rength and power from the fact that it was 
mP L, and met successfully. · 

~~~en. there is. the problem of disarmament, 
wlu~.l IS the primary ohjcct of our League of 
~ attons. The solution of this problem still lies 
m the f~ture- may be in a distant future- when 
the natwns of the world are no Jon!!Cr weighE>d 
down ~nder the CI'u.~hing burden of armament 
espend1ture and war waste, Whl'n the resources 

of the nations, released therefrom, may be used 
for the works of peace and development. First, 
the draft Treaty of Mutual A~sist'ance waa put 
into c:>~ncrete form .. It did not meet the case 
and was succeeded by the PI'otocol, and in that 
Proto flo I the League of N atious reachefl the high
watt'r mark of its ideals- arbitration for the 
settlement of disputes, security as the result 
of that arbitration instead of war for the st'ttle
ment of disputeR, and disarmament following 
upon the security gained through the mPdium 
and by virtue· of the principle of arbitration. · 
That,, I say, was the high-water mark, the lifting 
high of the ideals of the League or Nations in view 
of a waiting world. From this position the League 
of Nations has not retreated and does not propo~e 
to retreat. It was not, however, found possible 
immediately to adopt the PI'otocol, but the agree
ments of Locarno which followed in direct Sl'quence 
adapt the principle and substance of the lofty 
declarations in the Protocol and apply them 
in a practical and prudent manner. Thus pro
ceeding from the smaller to the larger, from the 
lesser to the greater, by a system of agreemAnts _ 
a.nd arbitration," and as a result of the security 
and disarmament thereby evolved, the League 
will achieve the thorough and complete fulfilment 
of its high ideal. 

In this way, through successive . trials, - the 
strength, virtue and power of the League of Nations 
has b('en demonstrated, has been appreciated 
and is to-day ack,nowlPdged by the whole world. 

Many ml!est~nes of success. and of progt"ess 
have been erected in the seven years which have 
passed. There was first the constitution of the 
Permanent Court of International Justice, the 
fulfilment of a wish which had long existed in the 
world. To-day, that institution is a beneficent 
and efficient agency in the working economy 
of the League of Nations. Recondly, there have 
heen the strong and notable achievements of the 
LeaguA of Nations concerning economic · and 
financial matters. Who among those who have 
followed the history of the work of the Lea!!Ue 
in this connection has not been struck bv t·he 
prudencp and wisdom of its methods - rui.d by 
the success with which thev have been attend!'d -
iu a reconstructed Austria, a restorPd Hungary; 
n:nd in Greece, which, in it~ dire necessity, could 
fmd, no help from any ·other source bnt found 
it in the admirable dispositions of ~he Lea!!Ue of 
Nations! "' 

These and many ot.her facts which might · 
be mentioned form an imperishable testimony 
to the bpneficent work of the Lea!!Ue of N ntions 
in the most important field of fin~ncial. and eco
mic reconstruction in a world which has been so 
torn and. injured by the disastrous war. So I 
might pass from one to another of the -succ:>ess
fully progressive stages of the work of the LeagU'e o 

of Nations. up to the present time. The m~>mory 
of a bitter .March has not ·yet altogether faded 
from the nnnds of the lovers and -the partisalli' 
of the League of Nations; but the failures &'that 

• bitter March have .already beim · overtaken and 
met by the milder atmoEphere and the more ·plea
sant reflections of the month of Sept~mber. 

And so to-dav we tra~.e ·a record .. of trials of 
difficulties successfully overcome and of max'ked 
achievements which have take~ their plaCP in 
the world's hist.ory as agencies with which it will 
not be possi~!e· h~reafb>~ to dispense. Tt is .very 
useful at a.. tim~ like this to review the past and 
to ?tke from 1t the streAgth to .which we. are 
entitiP.d as a result of the progress . made. . It is 
our duty to do so. It is also our duty to renew 
our vows;. · · 
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I may say, speaking as one coming from a far 
distant conntry separated from the centre of the 
activities ofs the League, but which follows 
them - as millions of our people do - with 
sympathy and intense interest, that we have 
complete faith in the ideals and in the purposes of 
~he League, that we gather strength from its :record 
m the past, that we feel a growing confidence in the 
pl'e!ent «ituation, and that we look forward to the 
future with nnabated optimism. 

But let us to-day again :renew our vows. In the 
first flush of a new situation, marked by a great 
heart and a great purpose, enthusiasm mounta 
high and optimism takes its loftiest place. Then 
come the prosaic and difficult hours of everyday 
work when ideals must be somewhat blurred and 
when optimism must be a little diminished -
hours which the stern realities of life and the 
weakness of human nature bring to an organisation 
and to a cause. In these hours we must go back 
to the old ideals - that the peace of the world 
is what brings us together, the attainment of a 
future when war shall ceaae and good-will shall 
rule the whole world. 

Each of the fifty-six nations which belong to the 
League must again review and burniqh its ideals, 
knowing that before it there is much yet to be 
accomplished through many a weary mile of 
progress, work which will test our patience and 

. resources to the uttermost, but which, if followed 
with calm persistency and strength and with a 
faith which will not be denied, will bring this old 
world of ours sooner or later out from the fogs and 
mi!sma of war and the bitter trials which follow 
in its wake into the sunlight and clearness of a 
peace in which good-will and brotherhood shall 
reign the whole world over. 

Now, Mr. President, just one word more before 
I conclude. I have already said that it is the duty 
of this League every now and then - and no 
occasion is better than when the annual Assembly 
of the League of Nations meets - to renew its 
vows in the spirit in .which those vows were taken 
seven or eight years ago, and to consecrate itself 
anew to-the high cause of peace and good fellowship 
in the world. I want to say. in this connection 
that•we must sedulously cultivate the spirit of self
-sacrifice in a great world cause; that, in a prudent 

. and moderate degree, self-interest must give way 
to the general interest; that personal ambitions, 
racial ambitions, a11d national ambitions, while 
having their due place and power amongst the 
nations of the world, must bear in mind that they 
are a part and parcel of the world aggregate and 
that there must be due subordination of ambitions 
of that kind to the purposes and work of the 
League. 
. ·Most, if not all, of our difficulties have arisen 
(as difficulties generally do arise) from mistakes 
p1ade in the past. How well we see that exemplified 

, m the last year of the work of the League. If no 
mistakes had been made in the past years, we 
should not have been confronted by the circum
sta:g,~s of March 1926; if no mistakes of a similar 

··nature are made in the future, we shall not expe
rience similar difficulties in the future. We must 

·remember that the League of Nations has intro
duced a new principle and new methods into 
international dealings before which,__ and in the 
carrying out of which, the old practices of the past 

'diplomacy must take a subordinate place and 
· · largely disappear from the scene of action. I 

hold that the League of Nations should respect 
itself and its interests and maintain that self
respect and that intetest against all comers. 

There need be no unhealthy rivalry between the 
Connell and the Assembly; they are too intimately 
related for that. I do not say that there has been 

~ivalry before; I do not say that there will be rivalry 
m the future. But each of us must, as Members ot" 
the League of Nations, remember that there must 
not be rivalry between the Council and the Assembly 
and that both of them, just as they have worked 
together harmoniously in the past, must continue 
to work harmoniously in t.l}\1 future. 

To this end, I say that the Assembly should 
maintain its essential' indt>pendenoe and its 
essential rights as a body, whioh is built up directly 
and freshly from the difft>rent nationalitit'S whiuh 
give it substance and form, alld thnt it must kt>ep 
that self-respect and thnt imlt>pt>ndenre and the 
liberties which thereby bl'long to it. I do not sny 
that there is any disposition in other qtmrters to 
infringe or tresptiSS upon those right..q, but so long 
as we hold-them prudently, hold them firmly nud 
hold them as essentinl to nn orgnuisutiou work.i'llg 
for pence and good-will in the world, the bottt'l' we : 
shall be prepared therefor. 

The Lt>ague of Nutions is an orguniaution which 
must not bend eithor to tho cajnll•ry or to tho 
menace of interested Powers. It umat ho 
conscious of ita own righta mindful of ita own 
purposes ; it must kot>p thorn in mind and n1•t 
deviate from them to the t(\nth pnrt of an iuoh 
merely bt>cnuse some outaide hody or Powor 
attempts either to nwnuce or cnjnlo it,. We must 
have faith in the inhl•rllltt virtuu and pow1•r of 
our organisation; if outside parti1•s say: "Unll'"" 
you do so-and-so, we cnnnot come in with you", 
or, being nlrrady in, "we cnnnot Htay with you", 
regard mnst first bP han to our own Lt>ngun pur· 
poseR and ideals. If Wll l'nn aocommolltlto our
selves in such a way as to bring thnt Powt•r in, 
or retain it when in, wt!l\ and good ; but If thnt 
is impossible, without prejuolice to our work, 
we can only part with rl•grot., in the hope tlmt wo 
may meet again in a more rewmnnblo atmnsplwrn. 
Fid11lity to our principles and reMonable sol[
resper.t can demand no less. 

One last thou~ht. What we nood aR the ~rround
work and foundation of the J,oaguo of Nt1tinns 
is wide instruction, regarding Its purrosos anrl 
principles, in thoso funclumental nm primary 
arPaR where that education cnu- alone ho ~UCI'.CMR· 
fully effected. You mny sond your 166 d!!lo~:ati•K 
hl're yPar aft.er yea!'; you may p11KR your res11lUti11n~ 
and l'nrry on your work from ARAPmhly to Assem
bly and from Council session to Cou nl'il HI'HRlon ; 
you will make a certain prowess In edul'ativo, 
work but yon will not thereby arrive wlmro It 
is nPcessary for this J .. eague to arrivo If it. Is to be 
a continuouR, g-rowing and snccossful power In 
the world. We mnst get into tho homes, to tho 
firesides, into the schools whl're the young mind is 
being taught and eagerly imbibes ltH prlnciplllH 
for later action, into. the collegos and tho uni
versities. Into these areas we mnHt ponotrate ; 
we must get th('re and stay there, animated by 
a feeling that yearR of patient an!l ronstant effort, 
unmitigated in their ardonr and thrJir porsistP.n<'e, 
niu.qt be cheerfully and faithfully spent in order 
that at last we may familiariMe our whole grner
ation, in the home, the school and the college, 
with our principles ami our ideals. If we can 
·have one full generation of teaching, of precept 
and of sympath<Jtic inHtruetion, the Lea!,'llC of 
Nations will he firmly based npon a broac\ found
ation in eveTV member nation, and then, and then 
only, will the JJCa~e of Nations rPst upon a fonnd
ation which will jW!tHy the strongest hope and 
the higheet optimism for its future. 

The Pre~ident : 
Translatiml : Viscount Cel'il of Chelwood, 

delegate of the British Empire, will address the 
Assembly. 



• \'istount Cedi of Cbelwood (Jlritisb Empir~) : 
Mr PreRident larlies and gentlemen - I tlunk 

an;o~c who looks"at •.he report on the W?r~ of the 
Council ";u he ~truck by one charactenstic more 
than bv any othh, namely, by its imi_JlenRe extRnt. 

• Jt deals with subjects0of the mo~t vaned character, 
from a serious international dispute between Greece 
au.cl Bulgaria to proposals for the reform of the 
raJc!ular and thP. fixing of the Fc~t of EasfA;r. 
It deals with the traffic in _opium, WJ~h eo.mmere~al 
arbitration with the provJ~wn of sw1mmmg ~aths 
for childre~. with the codification nf i:Dt?rn~twna! 
Jaw anrl with thl' reduction and. bmJt3.twn ot 

• armaments, apart from the ve~ f?!mous matter ?f 
the reconstruction of the compos1t10n of the Coun~1l. 

industry if admirable C'onventious were drawn up 
b or under the auspices of the Le3;gue and then J ths and ·even year!! elapsed before those 
C~:vcntions were brought into effect. ~he_ Tes_ult 
was a.~ they pointed ont, a gradual dimmution 
in the 'belief in the efficiency_ of tbe ~ague _and also 
tbe creation in the 'CommerCial and mdustrial wo-.:Jd 
of that uncertainty which is, per~aps, the chief 
em•my of industrial and commercutl _pr6sp~:r1ty. 
It, was from that document that I obta_med figuyes 
stating that, as rega~ds eig~t Conventions dealing 
with these commerCial· subjects, there had b~!l 
fifty-five signatures and only twenty-three ratifi
l'ations · the result was, of courBe, that the 
Conventions had not come into. force. . 

Now ladi1•s und gentlemPn, it would he qmte 
infpossihle to .a~~mpt, ev.en H. it were useful, any 

• r<'view of actJvJtJes so w1dely extended as these, 
"itnd in the observations which I am about to 

;wdress to the .Assembly, anrl which, I trust,_ will be 
brief, I propose t? confin~ mys~lf to certam v~ry 
pruetical and scrwus pomts without ~~:ttemptmg 
t•1 make, even if J were ca~able of domg so, an 
tmpt.ional and eloquent oratiOn. 

A more elaborate examination of the subJeCt 
. has revealed facts like the following : that to !he 

Convention on International Waterways, wh1ch 
was concluded no less than five and a-half year!! 
ago there were tw.enty-seven signatures and only 
ele~en ratifications, and. as rP.gar~s t~e Protocol 
for the Mutual Recognition of .Arbitration ClausP-s 

In the fii·st place, may I ~a.y o~e wor~ on the .very 
important topic of the eocllficatwn of mternatwnal 
law. As vou know, the .Assembly appointed a 
Committee·- I think it was two years ago- to deal 
with that subject, and on the Yl'ry .first page of t~e 
report on the work of the CounCil. an aer{)unt JP 
·given of the activities of the Comm1t.tee. I cannot 
help fpeJing that, though we are VPry grate~ul for 
that account a11 far as it goes, we 8hould like to 
!mow rnther more about the actual procedure of 
the Committee, the linrs upon which it has 
prorer.dcd, and whether its activities show .any 
prospect of success or achievlmcnt in th~ nel.l.l' 
fiJturo. I do not intend to submit. a motion on the 
matter, but I venture very reRptetfully to suggest 
that the First Committee of the .Assembly should 
consid<or whetlwr it ought not to make 8ome enquiry 
into the activities of that Committee, since, in 
many part.R of the world, the codification· of , 
inte.rnational Jnw is regarded as one of tht> most : 
important possibilities of the League. . 

'J'he next observation I desire to make arises not 
ouly from the rc,port it.~clf but from the exceedingly 
inter1•sting opening address made by M. Benes · 
in his capacity as Acting President of the .Assen1bly. 

, You will remember th11t he then callEd attention 
to the importa.nce of the ratification by the 
Governments of Conventions concluded or suggested 
hy Conft>rences called under the auspices of the 
Lea.gue or by the Leagu(' itself. 

May I quote tht·ee sentences from his speech Y 
He said : 

"In this connection, I should like to draw the 
attention of all the dAlegations to the fact that 
it is their duty, once they l!ave returned to their 
own countries, to see that effect is given to the 
decisions taken at Geneva." 
Then a little later on he ttdds : 

"1 think I am bound to say that, from the 
point of view of the Con:ventions drafted by the 
technical committees, by the Economic, Transit, 
Health and Opium Committees and by our 
Disarmament Committees, the situation is not 
very satisfactory. Indeed, the further progress 
of our technical worl!: would be a matter of some 
difficulty if this situation did not improve." 

This is· a matter which was brought to the 
attention of the British Government by certain 
important comnwreinl interests. They pointed 
out that it was discouraging to those all over the 
world who were interested in commerce and 

in Commercial Contracts - one of the most use~l 
and as 1 venture to think, important commermal ~ 
achievements or' the League - there '!"~re ~enty- ~ 
seven signatures and only twelve ratifications. I 
venture very re~pectfully to state to my colleagues 
that we should do well to devote some of our 
energy to finishing what we ha¥e so well be~n. even 
before and in preference to undertaking new 
responsibilities and work. 

These remarks do not appl:y only to t~e 
comme.rcial sphere. The C?'!-vention 01!- the Traff1c 
in .Arms has not been ratified by a smgle on& of 
the Powers which signed that Convention; thirty
one have ~igned it. and thirty-five Powers have 
signed the Protocol dealing with the employment 
of gas in warfare. which is ~ttachPd to. th~t 
Convention. .AI! regards the Opmm Convention, 111 
which I take some personal interest because I 
happened to be one of the representatives of my 
Government at the Conference which drew it up, 
though there ha.ve been 'thirty-four signatures 
there have been so far only six ratifications, whil'h 
- I may perhaps ·be pardoned for remarking-
all come from the British Emnire. · 

.I therefore venture to propoRe that we st10uld 
adopt the following resolution - or at any rate 
send it for consideration by a Committ.ee : 

"The Assembly: 

"Obser>ing with regret that many Conventions 
and agreements concluded under the auspices 
of the League of Nations have remained ineffec
tive or have only come into force after undue 
delay owing to · the difficulty experienced in 
securing- a sufficient numbpr of ratifications 
by the signatorieR ; 

"Desires to call thl'l atte.ntion of th.e 
Governments of all States Members of the Leagne 
to the necesRity for taking all measures in their 
power to facilitate and expedite the ratification 
in all <'ases of Conventions and agreemE>nts .§igned 
in t h~>ir nnme ; · 

'' .Ahd decides to invite the Council of the 
I.eague to examine the possibility of appointing 
a Committee to con.~ider whether any general 
understanding could be promoted that would 
secure rapid and if possible simultaneous action by 
sign;ttories of such Conventions and agreements.'• 

I come now to the last topic on which I desire 
to say a few words to the Assembly and which is 
a topic of some delicacy ana difficulty. 

On more than one occasion recently, questions 
have been rais~>d conrerning what i~ and ,what is 
not the proper sphere of activities of the League of 
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Nations .. This is an exceedin,:rly difficult subject and 
one, I think, of very great practical importanef'. Tf 
yo~ turn to tlfe Covenant you will see that the 
~bJect ~f the League o~ Nations is to promote 
mternational co-operation and to achieve 
international peace and securitv, and the Asse!D.blv 
and the Council are told that" they can deal with 
any matter within the sphere of action of the 
Leagtte aifecting the peace of the world. I think 
everyone will agree that those indications of the 
sphere of action of the League are neressarily and 
pro~ly, aa I ~~nk, rather va,aue in their terms. 

· Different Op!lliOilR may well oo held as to what 
·are proper subjects for international eo-ojJI'ration. 
~~orne subjects, of co_urse, ll!e qui~ clear. The ques
tion of armamAnts 1s obVJonsly mternational, and 
one which affects the peace of the world. For many 
years ~ for a hundred years or more - the slave 
trade baa been regarded bv evervone as an 
international . ma~r, . and, ·aa a "eonsequence, 
slavery also, sme.e 1t mil never be po~Rihle to put 
an end to the slave trade unless an end is put to 
slavery. Labour eonditionR, I a~ee. do not 

. conRtitute a matter with which this Assembly deals 
('directly, for they fall within the colnpet.ence of thP 

International Labour Office; but here, al!llin, it is 
obvions that. the conditions of labour in one country 
have an important repercussion on the ronditions 
of labour in another, and that this matter therefore 

·is one which quite properly calls for int.ernational 
consideration. ·Broadly speaking, the same is true 
of all hygienic matters. Ba<l heaJt.h conditions 
in one countrv affect or mav affect the h11alth 
of il"' neighbours anoi, through its nei~rhbourR, all 
the countrii'R of ~h!l wo,.Jrl. 

These topic.q, and there are many others, nre 
evidently within the sphere of action of the League 
as requiring international co-operation, and with 
regard to which, international co-operation can 

.. certainly be beneficial. Outside these matters, 
however, there is a very large number of others 
which, by gradations, are further and further away 
from the international sphere and more and more 
nearly approach the national sphere of activity 
of individual countries. 

Very early in the hiRtory of the League it was 
sRid that, broadly speaking, the ordinary educa
tional policy of each country was a matter for that 
country and that country alone to settle. Personally, 
I thought at the time, and still think, that this 
is too broad a proposition, and that there are, at 
any rate, some aapects of education which are 
unquestionably int.ernational, as, for instance, the 
proposal which we have adopted at this Assembly 
on more than one occasion that it is desirable 

· that the youth of the world •hould be in>trncted 
in the principles and activities of the League of 
Nations. No doubt when we come to the subject 

l I mentioned just now- the provision of swimming 
Qjtths - it seems very difficult to attribute any 

• special international aspect to the provision of 
swimming baths in the different countries. On 
the other hand, there are cases which excite 
immew;e sympathy in the minds of every one of us, 
such as the case of neglected children, the case of 
cruelty to animals; but regarding which it is, at 
any rat.e in my mind, somewhat doubtful whether 
they could jnstly be brought within the sphere of 
international action. 

This is not an academic question, and I will 
explain in a moment why I think it is of great 
importance filr the League and for its proSJ?erity. 
I have no cut-and-dried remedy. I am gomg to 
move a motion merely: asking that the matt.er be 
considered. If it we"re possible to lay down 
principles with great.er precision, it Il:'ight be th~t 
it would be desirable to set up some kmd of ma.cht" 
nery, some kind of Committee of Referees, to 

whi~h, on the applieation of any eountry, a spPcin.l 
subJect might be refPrred for advice ns to whether 
it was of an intPrnntionnl eharaetPr or not. 

Certainly, as far as I personnllS' n m coneprned 
and aa far as my GovernmPnt is con~prnPd, we have 
no desire whatevPr to restrict or to diminish the 
lPgitimate activitiPs of the> League. On the 
contrary, I have always preacht>d '(and there is 
nothing in my present position whi()h prtwents lllJ' 
continuing to prt'nch) that the grenh•r the lll'tivity 
of the LPague the greater will be its su!'CPss, 
provided, of course, it really confint>s itself to 
intPrnntionnl action. I am not in the lf.'ast nfmid 
of its doing too muf.'h intl'rnationnl work. On the 
contrary, I would go furthf.'r and I would sny that ns 
a broad prin<"iple (nnd without dt•nling wit.h nnv 
specific cnsPs) I bt•lieve it woul!l bl' dt•sirublo t.o 
concentrate in GPneva, ns fnr a~ it !'an bl' dtnll', nil 
the official intt>rnationnlnt•tion tnkl'n in the world. • 

The existPnce of a nmnbPr of intl'rnnt.ionnt•' 
authorities and a numbl'r of intPrnntional organisa
tions is, in itRelf, a bad thing and cnust>s, ns I know 
from what pPople have said to nil', disquit•t nnd 
uncertainty 1unongst those who are nffectl'll by 
their activity. 1.'he more we e1m eonct•nt.rntt•' 
international action at Genevt\ the bt•t.tf.'r I shall 
be pleased. But I do say, with gn•at emphasis, 
that it is important that we should confine ourst•lvf.'s 
to really intl'rnationnl al'tion and tlmt we should 
not be led by any argument., however powerful nut! 
however specious, to extend our nctivit.if.'s bf.'yontl 
the international spht-re. 

I say this for two main rPnsons. In the first 
place, if we extend our spht're of action too widt•ly, 
there is a dnngpr that we may obscure, in tho 
public mind, the chit>f objec.ts for whieh the J,t•n~uu 
of Nations exists. We exiRt to secure- and lt•t. us 
never for~tet it- internnt.ionul co·operntion muking 
for the peact' of the world. It is a trNmml!ou• anti 
august ta~k, and one which W" shull fiml will 
strain the whole powers of evPry one of us if we 
are to accomplish it properly. Do not ll't us allow 
ourselves for one moment to be diverted from or to 
be weakened in that tusk by any appeuls to deatl 
with matters which do not contrilmtt> to that 
supreme object. 

Secondly - and this is the most important 
observation - we are faced with a very <Micate 
task. In some respects we are bound to i.nfringe 
and impinge upon national sovereignty ; that is 
essential and is involved in the very exiPtence of 
the Covenant, the very existence of an agreement 
that we will, in certain respects, submit ourselves 
to international restriction and agreement. It is of 
the utmost importance that, since we have to do 
this, since we have to run the risk of rousing national 
feelings against us, we should not do so unnecessa
rily or for reasons which are less than the supreme 
reason of the maintenance of pence and good rela
tions between the nations of the world, because 
by so doing we may give occasion to our enemies 
to blaspheme and to add difficulties to our already 
difficult task. I am convinced that the future of 
the League depends very largely upon this 

How far can we enlist in the work of the League 
that immensely powerful motive amongst men, 
the motive of patriotism and national feeling ! 
There is no essentii!l contradiction between the 
League of Nations and patriotism of the most 
burning character. What is essential i.~ to create 
in the breasts of the patriots of the world (who, 
after all, comprise some of the noblest of the human 
race) a new object and a new purpose of patriotiHm, 
namely, to excel in the work of peace and to enllllre 
the prosperity of their own nation through th11 
prosperity of humanity at large. 

I venture, therefore, to move the following 
resolution : 
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"The Assembly requests the 'counl'il to app?int 
a Committee to consider and report what questi~ns 
are and what are not within t.he sphere of act10n 
of the Lea~o:ue "Within the meanmg of the Prea~ble 
and Artidcs 3 and 4 of the Covenant, especially 
with rcferenoo to the questions which are now 
being dealt with };ly the organs of the League or 
are proposed to be so dealt with." 

'fhe Pr~'ident : 
Translation : The Assembly has before it th_e 

draft reRolutions submitted by Viscount Ceml 
on behalf of the British delegation. These docu
ments will be printed and distribu~d to the dele
gations before the Asspmbly deCides upon the 
action to be taken. This dccis.ion, will ~e taken 
at the close of to-morrow mormng s meetmg. 

1\I. Guerrrro, delegate of Salvador, will address 
•-the Assembly. 

1\f. Guerr~ro (Salvador) : 

Translation: Mr, President, Jaflies and gentle
,mcn -To all who have closely followed the work 
of the J,cague since its foundation, it is most reassur
ing to note th<• continual progress it has made. 

Condnctod svstcmatkally, with precision and 
with a true comprehension of the growing require
ments of manldnrl, its activitieR have been 
graduallv exwnded ·to all questions of a moral, 
poJit.ieal; economic or legal character which 
are of mternational interest. 

The report prcscnt.ed by thll Council to this 
seventh ordinary session of the Assembly gives 
a very accurate idea of the wide scope of tho 
work accomplished during these last few months. 
The worlc of the C'ommittee for the Progressive · 
Codification of International Law, that of the tech
nical orgauisations, that of the Preparatory 
Disn.rmrmJOnt (1ommission- to quote only a. few 
example~ -would be sufficient to preserve intact 
tho hope and faith which the di[j'erent nations 
have placecl in the Loagne. . 

It ~corns illllonc·eivahle that . tho manifold 
activitirs of this in~titution should hP, as it were, 
brought to a standstill by an ob~tacle so difficult 
to surmount, so- tremendous that in very truth 
the whole frtbric baa been shaken by it. 

The pt•ril, Indies and gent.Jemen, must be reso
lutely faced. The only real remedy for a situation 

·' which has he come so serious is "the Ralt of truth", 
to quote the text so aptly cited by the eminent 
Archbishop who .preached the sermon at the 
opening of this Assemhly. 

For this, however, everyone must be allowed 
to speak his mind frEiely and in accordance with 
the dilltates of his conscience, in an atmo$phere 
of trust. disintf>restednes~l loyalty and devotion 
to the rommon weal ; anct, in so doing, must be 
cleared in advance of the charge of adding to the 
complications of the situation by destroying 
the more or less elastic and provi~ional compromises 
by which di}Jlomal'y endeavours to circumvent 
difficulties- and only too. often fails to overcome 
them. 

lllay I ho permitted, then, in virtue of this right 
of freedom of speerh, to indulge in a few brief 
obs<•rvations on the supremely important question 
now before the seventh ordinary session of the 
Assembly. 

Our I.eagul', which has been in the throes of. 
a crisis since the beginning of March, has in the 
C'Ourse of a fP-W mont.bs experienced numEirical 
and material losses and, most serious of al!, a 
weakenine of prestigl'. Twn great Rtates have 
witbflrawn their valuahll' collaboration.· Such nrc 
the facts. Let us now trace tl1oir origin. 

One of the most eminent of. men. O?e wbos.e 
conRummate worth and aut.honty dommate thlS 

. Al!~embly- I speak of M. Brffind-: declared 
in March that the Lea~e was . suffenng. ~om 
" owing pains". Much as I admire the opmwns 
of our eminent colleague, I am, to my regret, 
enable to agree with him bere, and I would venture 
to point out that his diagnosis bas never been 
confirmed, and that there is _-nothi~g 1so Sllggest 
the likelillood of its being confirmed !11 the _future. 
If it wp,re merely a matter of growmg .pams, all 
we should have to do would be to let It develop 
in its own way leavin"' it to time to effect a cure. 
Unhappily, th~ roots ~f the evil lie d~eper. The 
Lea !!Ill' is suffE.'rin"' from a congemtal defect, 
a malformation datlng from its very_ birth. 

To extirpate the germ of the evil, we must 
strike at its ront. We must not be afraid to attack 
the Covenant of the League, lest Article_ 4 .should 
have the effect of destroying that prmc1ple of 
equality among the States ~embe_rs nf ~he League 
which forms the very baslS ~f 1ts elClStence. 

"\'\That justification is there, m .the ~res~nt st~te 
of the comitv. of nations, for a SituatiOn m which_ 
the equalitY imposed by the Covenant O?. an·., 
M'2'mbp,rs of the League in regard to sacrifices, 
obligations and undertakings has no. counte!part 
in abRolute equality from the legal pomt ?f VIew.! 

What is the use of dwelling upon this consti
tutionnl defect ¥ It .is known to all ; it may have · 
been of use at the outset, when the Covenant 
was first drawn up, but it has since cost us the 
abstention or withdrawal of the Argentine ~e
public, Brazil and Spain, three nations un.•parm.g 
in their devotion to the work of peace and soh
darity on which our aims are set. Thi~, I fear, 
may be only a beginning ; this list, alr~a<1;y of 

. appreciable length, may b~come longer stlll if w:e. 
persist in our error and fall to apJ>ly the e~erg~tlC 
remedies that are called for now that the sttuahnn 
has been considerably aggravated by the events ·· 
which have followed in such swift succession since 
the special session of the Assembly in March. 

It is never too late to ·mend. Nothing is yet lost 
if only we speed up the work of readjustin~I~;t t.hat 
is to restore to the League the true equihbrmm 
and the vigour essential to the accomplishment 
of its task. .That task, I am glad to say, appeared 
to be proceeding most satisfacoorily, but it has so 
far only been sketched in broad outline, and for 
-its accomplishment, the unity of all the Members 
of the League ~ including those who have felt 
it their duty to absent themselves for a time - is 
a necessity so absolute as to constitute a sine qua 
non. 

Let us admit, then, that the League; in following 
the path laid down for it in the Covenant, has 
strayed from its. true aims. 

It is obvious that the solution adopted by the 
Council is not calculated to eradicate the evil. qn 
the contrary, it increases the evil, since it amounts ~ 
simply to a widening of the inequality already 
existing between States. The time is. past for 
expedients which may serve to deliver us frgQ;l·one 
difficulty but will not prevent us from falling into 
another. · 

Desperate diseases require desperate ·remedies. 
Since the hour· of sacrifice has sounded, let us 
accept sacrifice willingly rather than wait rmtil 
it is imposed upon us by the. irresistible f!JrCe of 
events.. . . 

Let us consider who should make this sacrifice. 
It certainly should be the States which, when war 
had laid Europe in ruins, resigned themselves, 
solely in the cause of peace, to a situation at 
variance. with their democratic principles. Those 
States have already given their full quota .of 
sacrifice . 
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-The States which should make the great sacrifice 
are those for whose benefit there was created under 
the Covenant the situation that has brought about 
the present crisis - a cri._<ti,s which, I would add, will 
assuredly be followed_ by others. I refer to the 
voluntary renunciation of permanent seats otl the 
Council. , ' 

By this I am simply suggesting the only means -
impo8siblo!J of immediate fulfilment, perhaps, but 
not impracticable in the future - of settling the 

·crisis in the League once and for all; and, in my 
opinion, this crisis cannot be solved by one of those 
provisional compromises to which modern 
diplomacy too often has recourse. 

The President : 
Translatitm: M. Hambro, delegate of Norway, 

will address the Assembly. 

l\1. -Hambro (Norway) : 
Mr.· President, ladies and gentlemen- The 

Norwegian Government is in cordial sympathy 
with those feelings of gratitude for and content 
with the progress of the League of Nations and 

( its growing competence in settliiig international 
disputes which have already been so eloquently 
expressed in the addresses delivered by the 
delegates of various nations. I can only add to their 
words of appreciation that my Government has 
followed with special interest the work of the 
Permanent Court of International Justice and has 
decided to renew for another period of ten years its 
acceptance of compulsory jurisdiction according 
to ~ticle 36 of the Statutes of the Court. 

There is one part of the work prepared or 
accomplished by the League during the past year 
to which the Norwegian Government attaches the 
very highest importance. I refer to the work so 
successfully begun by the special Committee for 
the Codification of International Law. This is a 
practical work of far-reaching influence tending 
to restrict the possibilities for international friction 
and to help and further international knowledge 
and understanding of the separate usages, traditions 
and laws of every country. I was glad to hear the 
illustrious delegate of the British Empire (Viscount 
Cecil)• emphasise so strongly the work of this 
Committee. We congratulate the Committee on 
having started with the study of the important 
questions concerning territorial waters, because 
these questions have been waiting for international 
examination and touch thl' interest~ and problems 
of most States 

. If I have a few remarks to-make concerning the 
work of the Committee, it is not in a spirit of 
criticism but with a view to making the results 
of this important examination as complete and 
satisfactory as possible. I do it with the highest 

l 'regard for the learned Rapportenr of the Committee 
w)lose authority we all recognise, and who~e works 

• on these questions we have studietl with profit, 
and I do it with all due respect for the members 
of the Sub-Committee who have worked so 
thol'flu~hly and successfully. 
· · There are, ·however, countries which are not 
represented. on the Com~ttee, conn~es _for whose 
very existence the quest10ns of terntonal waters 
are of the 11tmost importance, and foremost among 
such countries is Norway, with a longer and more 
broken coastline than any other European country 
and with a history from time immemorial indisso
lubly bound np with the sea and the gifts of the 
sea. The northern parts of Norway would hardly 
be- inhabitable without the fisheries, and about 
90 per cent of the popu!a.tion, of these parts of the 
country are wholly or partly dependent on. the 
territorial waters for their living These questions, 
therefore, are followed with the closest attention 

in Norway and with the comiction that they 
cannot be studied exhaustively from a lawyt>r's 
point of view onlv. It is nl'l't"S~nrv to studv them 
also hydrographi~ally, geographi~;11ly and' hi$tO
riClllly in order to unden;tnnd t,ht> estnblished 
rights of centuries, rights thnt rnnnot be infringt•d 
upon and which for a gren'l proportion of t.he 
population of Norway repl't'Sent a qut>stion of 
existence or non-t>xistence. , ·• 

The Norwegian Governnwnt is not ut J>n>sent 
pn>pared to frame any proposals, but would ask 
the Council and the special Committe!' to considt•r 
earnestly and sympatht>tie~uly whother it would not 
be advisable and save time and trouble if rouut.ries 
particularly intt>rested in such questions us fall 
under the examinntion of the Committee were givt>n 
the opportunity to pnrti11ipate even in the p~
paratory work of codifil'ntion. 

This reflexion leads me to tho prublt•m of the 
composition of the Com mittel's of tho Lt~ngue in-· 
general and more especially of the pormnncnt 
Committees. 

In the opinion of the Norwt•ginn Gowrnnltlut, 
it would be natuml to di~tributo the SNitS on thoso 
Committees mnre evenly nmnng tho Mmnbor~' 
of the Leaguo, if possible, mult•r a systt•m or 
rotation similar to that which was unc•nimuuslr, 
recomm .. nded for the t•lt•otiuns to till' Counml 
by the Assembly in 1922 nnd 19~3. Tim Nor· 
wegian Govornment at.tnchns consldt•mblu im
portance to t.be Cllrrying out of tlwso rocomnu•ncl· 
ations, which ought alrt~ndy to hnvo hct•n llllltltl 
effective, and siiJCilrely trusts thnt thll lllc•mhi'I'H 
of the Council will nlwnys net in tho most Ht'I'IIJllllonK 
way upon the resolutions ami rt•cnmmt•ntlations 
of the Assembly, bearing in mind thnt tho Mt•tltK 
on tho Council hllve boen givun them in t-ruHt 
by the Assembly in ordor to rc•Hpollt ami uphold 
tho wisheR and the rights of the Assomhly. 

I was glad to hoar tho SIIIIIO vit~ws oxpr<•HHml 
so openly by the dt•le~11te of PorHia yt•sturday, 
and I have list.enod with the greutA•Ht intt•r<•st to thll 
address delivered this morning by tho dull'gntt• 
of Salvador. It follows from t.ht•Ho r<•murkR t.1111t. 
the Norwegian delegation will support nny nttumpt 
to make tho sys tcnn or eluctions more juKt ancl 
in accordance with the roplllltBdly oxpt'I'RKud 
opinions of tho A.~sumbly, and will try to count .. rnot 
any attempt to create a new und moru marlwtl 
classification of Status. It will do this In the lwpo 
that it will not prove nnc~ssary to I'HI,ahliHh nn 
instrument for tbe proteetiun of minoritit•H in 
the Assembly, and in the hope t.hnt 1111 tho nctitlllH 
and activities of tho A~sernhly will be lnHpirefi 
by a spirit of confidence and opllnneKH, of lncll!· 
pendence and fuarlesKn<•ss, which w1ll stl'aclily 
grow stronger, anrl that tho nN·••sHit,v or thu 
temptation to sacrliice conviction~ on tho altur 
of unanimity will OC<'Ur moro rarely. We nrl! 
happy to find in the general report or tho SN!rll· 
tariat ample proofs that such hopes are nut 
unfounded. 

20. - REFEREXCE TO TilE THIRD COli· 
1\II'ITEE OF QUESTIO:VS DF.AUXG \\'ITII 
THE REDUf:TION OF Allll.'\liE~TS : 
DR.\Fl' RESOLUTIONS PROPOSED JIY TilE 
1\ETHERLANDS DELEGATIOX. 

The President : 
Translatiml : Jonkheer J,oudon, delegatfl of 

the Netherland~, will address the Assembly. 

Jonkherr Loudon (Netherlands) : 
Translatitm : Ladies and gentlemen -What I 

have to say does not bear on the subject under 
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discussion, but refers to a matter which concerns 
•· the Third Committee. 

The Secretariat has distributed to the delegations 
document A.32."consisting of I'Xtracts from docu· 
m«.>nts A.6 and A.6 (a) (Annexes 2, 2 (a)), that 
is to sav, tho Report and Supplementary Report 

• to the Seventh Ordinary.Session of the Assembly 
on the Work of the Council, on the Work of the 
fleerl)ta.riat and on the Measures taken to execute 
the Decisions of the Assembly. 

This document contains all the requisite 
information to enablt• the Third Committee to. 
discuss the questions placed on the Assembly's 
agenda under Item No .. 20; these questions have 
al.rmtcly been referred to that C..ommittee by a 
decision of· the Al!sembly. · 

It would, however, be desirable for the Third 
~ommlttee to be in a position to discuss ot.her 

· sections of this important document. I accordingly 
"- propose that the Assembly should adopt the 

following resolution : 

"The Assembly decides to refer to the Third 
Committee all the portions of the Report and 

0 of the Rupplllmentary Report on the Work 
of the Council and of the Secretariat which 
deal with the reduction of armaments." 

We have also received document A. 4 7, containing 
the resolution aclopte,d by the Council on Septem
ber 4th, 1926, in regard to the preliminary draft 
Convention on tho Control of the Private Mnnu· 
facture of Arms and Ammunition and of Imple· 
menta of War, prepared by the Committee C?f 

Enquiry and the Committee of the Council and 
submitted by the latter Committee t~ the Council. 

Under this resolution the Countil refers to the 
Assembly, for- information, the preliminary -draft 
already mentioned. It would accordingly be proper 
to rlffer document A.47 to the Third C'~mmittee, 
as it contains all the necessary information on 
the subject. · 

I propose, therefore, that the Assembly ~hould 
adopt the following resolution : 

"The Assembly decides to refer to the Third 
Committee M. Benes' report (approved hy the 
(',oun<>il on Reptember 4th, 1926) on the draft 
Convention for the Control of the Private Manu
facture of Arms and Ammunition and of Imple- · 

· mc>nts of War, and the documents attached 
thereto." 

f have DQ doubt that the Assembly wilr adopt 
these two draft resolutions. · 

The Prcsiclent : 

Tra-nslrrtinn :. Jonkheer Liludon, on · behalf of-
the Netherlands delegation, has just submitted 'lo; 
two draft resolutions for thll reference of certain 
questions to the Third Committee. These draft 
resolutionS' will be printed and distribut.ed to mem
bers of deleg~ttions, so that I shall be able, at the 
close of to-morrow mornin~.r's meeting, to ask 
the Assembly to take a decision on them. 

The Assemb~11 rose; at 12'.30 p:m. 
\ 
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21. .....:. CREDENTIALS OF THE GERliA..V DELE
GATES: REPORT OF THE COM!\IITTEE 
0~ CREDE,VTIALS. 

The Presidep.t : · 
Translation.: The Chairman of the Committee 

on .Credentials will read the report and submit the 
decisions of the Committee on the credentials of the 
German delegation. 

1\1. de AgUero y Be(ha!lcourt (Cuba), Chairman and 
Rapporteur of the Committee on Credenti.a1s : 

Translation : Mr. President, ladies and gentle
men ...,... The Committee instructed by the Assembly 
to examine the credentials of delegates met to-day · 
at .10 o'clock in the Salle de la Reformation to 
ex"mine the credenti~tls of the German del ega tea 
to the Assembly. . . 

. The Committee has examined the credentials of 
the delegates of Germany :$igned. l>Y. tlul President 

• , Of. the Rei$. and .the Minister fpr Foreign Affairs. 
']'his doc~ent having been found in good and true 
form, .the. Committee considers that the. delegates 
of. tp.e German Government.to this Assembly have 
bee]:! (luly accredited. . . · 

The Pr.esident : 
T~~nslation : If nobody has any remarks to 

make, I will declare the conclusions of the report of 
the Committee on Credentials adopted. 

Th~ , ~~~lusions of the report were adqpted. 

The President·: 
Translation : The conclusions of the report being 

adopted, I invite. the. Ge~man delegates to take 
·· their seats. 

· ( Th~ Germa:n delegates took their seats in the 
.Assembly.) 

22. - WELCO:\IE TO TilE GEIUIAN 
DELEGATION. 

The Pre~ideut : 
Translation : Ladies and gentlemen - My rille 

as President to-day is an easy one, since I hn ve 
but to voice the unanimous sentiments o! tho 
Assembly in extending a warm welcome to the 
German delegates who have just taken their place 
amongst us. 

This event is, for the League of N ationH, both 
happy and memorable in a twofold sense. 

In the first place, it marks a now. HtllJ? toward~ 
that universality to which tho Ll'aguo iH mevit,ably 
progressing, despite difficulties which we hope ILI'Il 
only temporary. 

Secondly, the essential object of the League is tho 
maintenance of peace, and the admiHHion of a • 
great European Power is a happy omen for the 
peaceful future of the continent which has suffered 
most from war. 

We have therefore the double good fortune to 
see the accomplishment of an act for which the 
League has hever ceased to hope, and to see in it 
the prelude o! new successes in its mi~sion of peace. 
The preparations for this happy event Wl're made 
last year, and this year, too, both within and with· 
out this hall, but its achievement was made poHsible 
by the will of this Assembly which, the day b1•fore 
yesterday, expressed its opinion with a unanimity 
the symbolic importance of which will be plain 
to al1 . 

I am glad to see Germany take her rightful place 
amongst us aJJ a great nation desi.rou' of supporting 
our work for international security and under· 
standing. 

In extending a cordi'\1 invitation to the distin
guished representatives of Germany to take part 
in our work, I welcome thl'ir presence as a new 
pledge for the success of international collabora
tion in the cause of peace. 

M. Stresemann first delegate of Germany, will 
address the Assembly • 
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:u. Stresemnnn (Gennany), speaking in Gennan : 

Translation : liir. President,. ladi~s and gentle
men - The Preddent of thrs . Hrgh Assembly 
and the President of the Council of .the League 
of Nations ha've been good enough to ~ord 
Germany a joyful ,welcome .on her entry m0 
the League, and i!l addressmg you from th~ 
platfonn I feel it my frrst duty to express Gennany s 
thdhks t.o these two gentlemen and to the Assem
bly. Allow me at the same time to expre~s 01:!1" 
gratitude to the Swiss Government, whrch IS 
now extending its traditional and generous hos
pitality to Germany as a lllember of the League 
of Nations. 

More than six years have passed since the League 
was founded. A long period of development 
W<ts thus necessary before the general political 

, situation rendered it possible for Germany to enter 
~ ~he League, and even in the present year great 

difficulties have had to be overcome before 
Gl'rmany's decision could be supplemented by the 
unanimous decision of the League. Far be it 
from me to revive matters which belong to the 
past. It is rather the task of the present 
l(encration to look to the present and to the future. 
I would only say this, that, although an event 
such as Germany's entry into the League is the 
outcome of a long preliminary process of develop
ment, yet that very fact constitutes perhaps 
a surer guarantee of its permanence and of its 
fruitful results.· 

To-day Germany enters a circle of States .to 
some of which she has for decades been attached 
by unbroken ties of friendship, whereas others 
were allied against her during the Great War. 
It is surely an event of historical importance 

· that Germany and these latter States are now 
brought together within the League of Nations 
in permanent and peaceful co-operation. It is 
a fact which indicates more dearly than any mere 
words or programmes that the League of Nations 
may in very truth be destined to give a new 
direction to the political development of mankind, 
and civilisation would be exposed to grave dangers 
indeed at the present time if the nations could 
obtain no assurance that they would be able 
to perform in peaceful and untroubled co-operation· 
the tasks which their destiny has assigned to them. 

The catastrophic events of a terrible war have 
r·ecallcd the conscience of mankind to a considera
tion of the tasks which confront the different 
nations. In many countries we have witnessed 
the ruin of whole classes of the population, who 
ru·e not only valuable, but intellectually and 
economically indispensable to the life of the nation. 
We are beholding the birth of new forms of econo
mic life, and the disappearance Qf older ones. 
We see how economic life is overleaping the old 
!lational. boundaries an~ creating new forms of 
mternatwnal co-operatwn. The old economic 
situation of the world had no sta.tutes no pro
gram~es, to guide its co-operation. 'This co
oper·ation was based on the unwritten law of 
the traditional exchange of goods between the 
different continents. It must be our task to 
restore that exchange. If we really desire the 
eco~omic development of the world to proceed 
undr~turbed, . we shall not obtain that end by 
erectr~g ~arrrers between the countries, but rather 
by bndgmg over the gulfs which hitherto ·have 
separated the different national economic systems. 
. ~ut there is something which far transcends 
m rmportance all material considerations nam:ely 
~he souls of the nations themselves. 1There i~ 
JUs~ now a mighty stirring of ideas ainong the 
nat •ons of. t~e world. We see some that adhere 
to the prmcrple of self-contained national unity 

and reject international undel'!!tanding, because 
they do not w:sh to see all that has been developed 
on the basis of nationality superseded by a more 
general conception of humanity. Now I hold 
that no country which belongs to the League 
of Nations thereby snrrendel'!! any of its national 
individuality. The Divine Architect of the world 
has not created mankind as a homogeneous whole. 
He has made the nations of different races J' He 
has given them their mother-tongue as the sanc
tuary of their soul ; He has given them countries 
with different characteristics as their homes. 
But it cannot be the purpose of the Divine world
order that men should direct their supreme national 
energies against one another, thus ever thrusting 
back the general progress of civilisation. He 
will serve humanity best who, firmly rooted in 
the faith of his own people, develops his. moral 
and intellectual gifts to the utmost, thus over
stepping his own national boundaries, and serving 
the whole world, as has been done by those great 
men of all nations whose names are wrir large 
in the history of mankind. -

Thus the ideals of nationality and of humanity 
may unite on the intellectual plane, and they -
may similarly unite in pursnit of political ideals, 
provided that there is the will to make eommo!l 
progress in this field. 

The political outcome of these ideals is a moral 
obligation on the part of the different countries 
to deYote their effort~ to peaceful co-operation. 
This moral obligation also applies to the great 
moral problems of humanity. No other law 
should . be applied to their solution than that 
of justice. · 

The co-operation of the peoples in the League< 
of Nations must and will lead to ju~t solutions 
for the moral questions which arise in the eonsCienca 
of the peoples. The most durable foundatioll 
of peace is a policy inspired by mutual under~ 
standing and mutual respect between . natiore 
and nation. . . . . . . . 

Even bofore hor entry into the League, Germanv 
Andeavoured to promote this friendly co-op11ratiorr. 
The- action which she took. and which led to the 
Pact of Locarno is a proof of. this, and as further· 
evidence there are . the arbitration treaties -which 
she has concluded. with almost all her neighbours •. 
The German Government is reRolved to persevere 
unswervingly in this line of policy, and is glad 
to see that the-se ideas, which at first met· with 
lively opposition in Germanv, are now becoming 
more and more deeply rooted in the conscience ·Of 
thp German people. Thu.~ the German Government 
may well speak · for . the great majority of the 
German race when it declares that it wilLwhole
heartedly devote it.qelf to · the duties devolving 
upon the League of Nations. . - · . · 

Dur~nll' t)le past six years the League has already 
:taken m hand a substantial portion of these ta.qks. 
and has done most valuable work. The German 
delegation does not possess the experience which 
the members here assembled have acquired . We 
bel~eve,. however, that, as regards the new._work 
which hes before us, the subjects ·dealt with first 
should be those in which the individual nations 
can do most by combining in joint institutions. 
Among other institutions which the Lea~roe ·has 
~reated, we have in mind the World Court, which· 
!3 thE.> ~utcome of efforts made to establish an 
mternational legal order. · - . . . 

Furthermore, the efforts made t(lwards disarma
ment . ar~ of particular importance· for _ the 
consolidation of organised · international peace 
T~e complete disarmament; of Germany wa~ 
s~pulatcd by the Treaty. of Vel'!!ailles as a preli
mlnary to .general disarmament. It is to bt> hoped 
that practical steps will be taken to further this 
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general disarmament, and thereby furnish E'vidence 
that the lofty ideals of the League of Nations 
ain:a~y contafn within them. the seeds of a great 
positive force. 

<krmany's relations t~ the League are not, 
however, confined exclusively to the possit7ilities 
of co-operation in general aims and issues. In many 
respecta the League is the heir and executor of the 
Treaties oof 1919. Out of these Treaties there have 
~ep. in the past, I may say frankly, many 
differences between the League and Gcrmanv. I 
hope that our co-operation within the League will 
make ~t -ea~ier in future to discuss these questions. 
In this respect mutual confidence will, from a 
politiCal point of view, be found a greater creative 
force than anything else. It would, indeed, be 
~compatible with t~e ideals of the League to group 
Ita Members according to whether they are viewed 
with sympathy or . with antipathy by other 
Members. 

In this connection I reject most emphatically 
the idea that the attitude hitherto adopted by 

· <krmany in matters concerning the Lt>ague of 
Na~ons _has been dictated by such sympathies or 
antipathies. <krmany desires to co-operate on the 
basis of mutual confidence with all nations 
represented in thl' League or upon the Council. 

The League has not yet attainod its ideal, which 
is to include all the Powers of the world. <krmnny's 
entry into the League does, it is true, con~titute an 
important step towarda ita univl'rsality. But we 
desire at the same time to express our deep regret 
that Brazil has manifested her intention to withdraw 
frol!l it. We regret thi~ more particularly because 
we believe that ·if the League is to be world-wide, 
one continent alone ~bould not have a predominant 
influence within it. Furthermore. we share with the 
other Members of the League the fiTm hope that 
we may retain the valuable co-operation of Spain. 
We are convin<'.ed that the appeal which hM been 

·addressed to Spain by all the Powers will reveal 
to that great country and ita people how dE'trimental 
it would be to the high ideals of whi!'h Spain has 
been a leading champion if ·she were long absent 
from <'nmeva at this per1od. · 
· Universality alope can protect the League 
against the danger of using its political forces for 
other purposes than in the servi('.e Of peace. Only 
on the basis of a community of all nations, without 
distinction and on a footing of perfect equality, can 
mntual assistanrE' ·and justice be!'ome the true 
guiding stars of the destiny or mankind. Upon. this 
foundation alone can that principle of freedom be 
sE't for which nations and individuals alike are 
constantly striving. Germany is firmly reRolved 
to found her policy upon these lofty ideals. To 
all. the nations assembled here we can apply the 
words of that grE'at thinker who sain that we 
belong to a generation which strivE's from darkness 
tpwards the light. It is our fervent hope that the 
tasks of the League may be fulfilled on the basis of' 
the noble conceptions of peace, freedom and unity. 
So shall we draw nearer the idea!R to which we 
aspii~ and it: is the firm resolve of <krmany to 
assist wholeheartedly in that task. 

The President :-
Translation : M. Briand, first delegate of France, 

will address the Assembly. 

M~ Briand: . 
· Translation: Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen

! sincerely thank my colleagues on the General Com
mittee of the Assembly for having allowed the dele
gate of France to follow the distingnished representa
tive of Germany on this platform, to weloome the · 
<krman delegation on its entry into this Assembly 
and to assure you that we are resolved ,to 

collaborate with that delt'gation, cordially and 
sincerely, in the work of internntionnl pncificntion. ' 
My collea.,oues on the <kneral Committt'8 doubtless 
realised-and I thank them l'or it-that the 
presl"nce of the dell"gate of Fnml'e qn this ph\tform 
at this moml"nt, after the l"loqul'nt and lofty words 
which you have just hl"nrd,, would pl'rhaps do ' 
soml"thing to empha..'<ise the l'hnmcter of this occn.· 
sion and make cll"l\l' its significanl'e, its eonSI"QUNJ.ers 
and all the hopes whicll the peopll's of the world 
rightly centre in it. 

Those who indulge in irony and det.rnction at tlie 
expense of the League of Nntions, who do\ily east 
doubt upon itl1 soundness and time after time 
proclaim that it is doomed to perish, what will 
they think if they are pl'l'sent nt this llll'cting t 
Is it not a moving spwtncle, and a specinlly enno
bling and comforting one, when we think tlmt on~y 
a few years after the most frighUnl wnr whillh hns ' 
ever devastated the world, when the bnttlt•fit•hls ' 
have hardly ceased to reek with blood, tho peoplt•s, 
the same peoples who were hurled Ia combnt ngninst 
each other, are meeting in this P~>lll'eful nssllmbly 
and are expl'l'ssing to each other thoir common will 
to collaborate in the work of worltl ponce f > 

What a renewal of hope for the nation~ I From 
this day on how many mothers will look at their 
children without feeling their honrts cont.mot 
with fear. 

Peace for Germany and for Frnnoe : that nwnns 
that we hove done with the long Bllrios of ttwriblo nnd 
sanguinary conflicts which have stained tho pal)tt>s 
of history. We have done with tho blnok voils 
of mourning for sufferings thnt cnn never be appl'nMl'll, 
done with war, doni' with brutal nnd snngnhmry 
methods of settling our disputeM. Trtw, tlit'l'oronco.~ 
between us still exist, but henceforth it will be for the 
judge to declare the law. Just as individuul citiztms 
take their difficulties to be settled by a mugistmto, so 
shall Wll bring ours to be settled by pacific procoduro 
.A way with rifles, machine-guns, cnnnon I Clonr tho 
way for conciliation, arbitration, peace ! 

Countries do not go down to history as grt>ILt 
solely through the heroism of tht•ir sons on tho 
battlefield or the victories that they gnin thoro. 
It is a. far greater tribute to their grcatnoHH if, 
faced with difficulties, in the midst or circumstunm•s 
in which anger all but drowns the voice of reuson, 
they can stand firm, be patient and appeal to 
right to safeguard their just interests. 

Gentlemen of the German delcglltlon, our nntionH .
1 

need give no further proof of their strength or of 
their heroism, Both nationA huve shown their 
prowess on the battlefield, and both have reaptld 
an ample harvest of military glory. llcncoforth 
they may seek laurels in other fioldH. 

For many months now M. Stresemann and myAI•lf 
have been working together at the same task. He 
had every confidence ; 80 had I. I do not regrllt 
that confidence; I trust that he also will have no 
occasion to regret it. With the help of a mun 
whose noble and generous spirit and sincerity are 
known to you all - I refer to my colleague and 
friend the first delegate of the BritiHh Empire1 
Sir .Austen Chamberlain - we have ·workca 
together. Both of us needed all our courage in our 
endeavour to reach a goal which was then 80 dil!tant. 
As the crow flies, Locamo and Geneva are not far 
distant, but the road between them is by no means 
easy. It has to pass round· many obstacles, and 
since ·we all admire faith when it moves mountainll, 
we should certainly feel pride in the faith that has 
brought the Lake of Locarno 80 near to the Lake 
of Geneva. 

If at the out~et we had allowed ourselves to 
lose heart ; if, influ('nced by the expressions or 
doubt, hesitation an1l mil!trust emitted by some 
in our countries, we had gone no further, all would 



have he<>n at an pod. Far from talting a f!lrther 
st<'p towimls peace, the seeds of renew~d m1strust 
woulcl have been sown between countr1es alr!'ady 
divirlPd. '· k' fr th' 

I have perhi!Jlg the right, spea mg om 18 · 
platform to f•·el a special pride in having taken 
part in t;J-rlay'a mani!cs.tation, for I have the great 
satisfaction of seeing m 1t the outcome o_f a personal 
cfifqrt- althoul(h that, of course, 18 a smfl_ll 
mott<>r- and above all I forl'see that thPre wlll 
heneeforth hi' no possihility of a_ repetiti~n of the 
terrible eventl' which we have Witnessed m recent 
years. 

Beforll we could arrive at the stage we have 
reached to-dav, certain difficult problems had 
to bP settled 'by means of private negotiations. 
In point of fact, these negotiations Wl'rl' recom
mended by previous APscmblies, which displayed 

. remarkable political insight a-nd realised that, 
If certain rapprochements were not made out;.qide 
the I,pague of Nations, if rortain concessions 
could not be obtained from both sides, if certain 
conversations coulcl not be held in preparation 
of solutions to be submitted to you, the task 
we were jointly pursuing would never be aecom
pli~hed. 

At th11 last Assemhly, we came very close to 
the danger-spot. I am glad now that at the time 
I mwer doubted of thll final result and that it 
was I who caus«d the special Assembly to adopt 
th<' motion which enabled the German repre
sentn.th~c>s to leave Geneva in the certainty that 
morally Germany's application had been unani
mously accepted by the Assembly. 

In tho interval we discussed matters, and we 
prc>parcd for solutions by conciliation. This kind 
of work, I hasten to add, does not partake of the 
true spirit of the Len.gne of NationR. In the League 
everything JT\USt be done in publir and in colla
boration with all the nations belonging. to it. 
I can now. proclaim, with the certainty that I shall 
not he contradicted by my friends, that in future 
it will no longer be necessary to resort to pro
ceedfngs of this nature. 

All the llfemhers of the League of Nations, 
groat and small, without distinction, must colla
borate with a view to attaining the objects laid 
down in the Covenant. 

If, during these difficult timps through which 
we have passed, some of you have felt perhaps 
t-hat it was our intention not to admit you to a 
share in our decisions, lPt me persuade you that 
you have been mistakPn. No one is more firmly 
resolved than the dPlegates of France that in future 
the work of the League shall be donP. in the light 
of day and with the collaboration of all its 
1\Icmbei'S. 

I have no fault to find with the remarks madil 
by the representative of Germany concerning his 
conception of collaboration with us on the I,eague. 
As rega1·ds the delegate of France, I may say 
that the Germa.n delegation can be sure of finding 
in him a loyal collaborator. · 

The fact that we are both present in this Assem
bly and that, on the plane of the ideal we can 
ho~d .communion with one another does no't destroy 
extstmg obstacles. Such obstacles still exist, . as 
you,· !3ir, so tactfully indicated. Of this fact I 
am fully aware. M. Stresemann and I, each in· 
our rE.~spective countries, are in a po8ition which 
enable, us to perceive those obstacles, and the 
mer~ fact that he has left the Wilhelmstrasse and 
I the Quai d'Or~ay, to meet here in the fair city 
of Genc>va does not mean that these difficulties 
have ~isappeared through the good-will mani
fested m our words. 

It is sufficient! how:ever, if both of us, voicing 
deep-rooted feeling m our countries- and I 

can assure you that it is the feeling ~f my C!J~Dtry_
have the will to meet these vanons difficulties, 
firmly resolved to settle them bY' conciliatory· 
means. That is enough to prevent any dispute 
between us· from becoming an armed conflict. 

It 'is especially those peoples who have not 
always been in agreement who have most need 
of the League of Nations: for, if it is true that there 
may be some divine plan whereby the- nations 
are . preventecl. from -making. war on one another, 
M. StreHemimn will readily agree that, during 
the long years of the past, this plan has been 
singularly disregarded. I should like to see it 
applied from to-day onwards, and you may be 
sure that I will do nothing to prevent it. I simply 
wish to say this : If you are here as a German and 
ouly as a German, and if I am here as a Frenchman 
ann only as a Frenchman, agreement will not ·be 
easy. But if we come here, not forgetting our 
respective countries, yet .as citizens sharing in 
the univPrsal work of the League, all will be well, 
and we shall attain ~piritual communion with 
our colleagues in the atmosphere peculiar . to 
Geneva. · . 

You said, Sir, that you were inexperienced; that 
will not be for long. You posspss intuition, the 
state~man's supreme quality - this your speech 
has clearly proved - and you have the sensitive 
perception which enables you to realise the. spirit 
of the LE'.ague. 

I have often arrived at Geneva, or in some other 
· town where the Council of the League was sitting, 

with the helpless feeling of being at grips with 
problems impossible of solution and confronted With 
the comments o£ the Press and of politicians which 
sometimes serve to render them more obscure. 
On such occasions, I have often said to myself that 
we should separate without coming to an·agreement 
or finding a solution. But a solution has a-lways 
been found, because, directly ·we were seated 
opposite· one another, under the safegu'1rd of the 
Covenant, infected by the spirit of the place, 
ennobled in one another's eyes by our great purpose, 
reali~ing the moral responsibility which weighed 
upon us not only toward our individual· nations 
but the whole world, we readj)lsted. our minds, we 
made a supreme effort, and at the most critical 
moment, just when a solution appeared to be 
escaping us for ever, we were able, by a kind of. 
mixacle which I will not attempt to explain, to 
reach an agreement, to tbe amazement of nll and 
particularly of those who perhaps had not desired 
the success of our endeavours. · 

But such a result could only be attained upon 
one condition, which I am now going to put befCilre 
you. . It is a condition' which applies no less to 
myself than to you all, for I,. like ·any other 
statesman, am not strong enough to resist eo=it
ing that kind of error. I have in· the past been 
guilty of many such errors, and I trust that whllJt 
I am going to say will be taken not as advice but 
largely as a confession. · · . 

There are two spirits in which delegates may 
come to Geneva : the objective spirit ando the 
fighting spirit. If the League takes on the 
semblance of a kind of tourney · if, under the 
stimulus of po~emical debates or ~ctuated by an . 
overheated natrona! sense of pride we come here 
as ~hampions to fight, with the deilie to gain the 
p~nlo~s successes_ of prestige, then all will be spoilt. 
V10tones of prest1ge bring no result save in appear
ance. Think of the havoc they have wrought in 
the past ! · ~est~ge stimulates the imagination, 
aggra\ates ~elf18h mterests1 urges States to feverish 
demonstratiOns of nationa..t pride· and incites them 
to. oppose the statesmen, whb then lose the guiding 
rem of reason and the power to find moderate 
S<?lutions. It is impossible for statesmen, under 
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such conditions to work in a spirit of conciliation. 
They face one another like wrestlers in the ring, 
with their peoples eagerly looking on and asking 
which is going to throw the other. That is the spirit 
of war ; it is a spirit which must not exist - least 
of all in the League. • 

For my part I promise to do my best to avoid 
bringing this spirit here, and I count on the 
intel.ijge~, the pacific spirit and the lofty senti
ments of the German delegates to do the same. 

H we are egged on against each other, if we are 
urged in interviews and speeches to oppose each 
other, we must put aside all such temptations ; let 
us thrust them far from us ! That is the road 
of blood, the road of the p1111t, covered with the 
dead, the road of mourning, of destruction and 
disaster. It is not our road. 

Henceforth our road is to be one of peace and 
progress. We shall win real greatness for our 
countries if we induce them to lay aside their pride, 
if we persuade them to sacrifice certain of their 
own desires in the service of world-peace. This 
sacrifice will not dimini.~h, it will increase their 
prestige. 

- When .Europe has regained its economic and 
moral equilibrium, when the peoples realise their 
security, they will then be able to caRt away the 
heavy burdens imposed by the dread of war, they 
will be able to work together to improve their 
respective positions. There will arise at last a 
European spirit which will not be born of war, and 
will for that reason be nobler, loftier and more 
worthy of admiration. . 

n is for us to make this effort. It is easy to blame 
the peoples, but it is generally their leaders who are 
to blame. It j.q they who should know how to control 
themselves, who should have a proper understand
ing of events and should alway~ in~~r!lt them 
in a spirit favourable to efforts of conciliatiOn. 

Arbitration ! That word is now at the height of 
its prestige and it~t power. Ar?itra.tion tre~t~es are 
increasing ; nation after n~t10n IS .Pr~ID18mg to 
abjure war and to accept mtermedianes. P_eace 

· is making its way through all these undertakings. 
The spirit of the League is at the root of them ; and 
for that reason all nations should devote themselves 
heart· and soul to the League's defence. It should 
be sheltered from all attacks and placed above all 
other considerations. . 

With the League goes Peace ! Without it, the 
menace of war and blood from which the peoples 
have suffered too long ! 

This day should be commemorated with a white 
stone. The words of collaboration which Germany 
and France have just exchanged in a like spirit of 
sincerity should be marked with a white stone -

· and I for one will never change the colour of that 
stone. 

And now, apologising for having presumed upon 
~our patience so long, may I say that the League 

hlUI to-day, by the entry of Germany, made another 
step towards its object-universality. Although this ·' 
is a cause for rejoicing, our joy is dark~ned by the 
fact that two great nations of tke League are no 
longer with us. . 

I endorse your remarks both as' regards Brazil 
and Spain. These two great C(luntries were deE>ply 
imbued with the spirit which animates us all; they 
have rendered many servioos to the Le~~gue iq. 
difficult ciroumstan<~es. It is therefore not surpria.'ng 
that even our joy at to-day's ennt !!hould be 
tinged with regret at tht>ir absence. But we do not 
give up hope, and I am deeply t'onvinced that soon 
we shall see the representntives of Spniu and Bmzil 
among us once again. 

The Le~~gue is not going ba<'k; it.s future will be 
one of constant expansion. To-day it has taken 
one step forward; to-morrow it will tnke Dnothe;r. 
Our presence, both yours Dnd ours, is of gnlllt 
significance. · · · • 

I am glad to have been able to take part in this 
event. It will, I am sure, take a gre11t plDce in 
history. It is for us to ensure thDt no imprudence 
on the part of any of us will endnnger the hopt>s 
of the peoples of the world. 

The President : 
Translatim: LDdies Dnd gontll•nwn - 8luwln~t 

as I do the d~>ep emotion with which you luwo 
listened to tho last two 8penkl1rs, I nm cnnvlnoocl 
that the Assembly will wish mo to convey our 
thanks to M. 8tl'<'AI.'munn and 1\I. Brlnnd amd to 
a.~sure them that their sinoorl' and touching words 
have roached our inmost he11rts. 

It was indeed a moving spe<~tawll' to Sl'O tho 
delegates of GermDny Dnd Fmnce mount the sa1mo 
platform, animnted by tho sume dl'sit·o to proclaim 
their det>p faith and unshak11ble conviction In tho 
futuro of the League I 

Tht>ir words, I am convinoocl, will prove a dc,tor
mining factor not only in the work to be accom· 
plished here, but also in the whole future of tbls 
great international association. 

Sir Au~tt>n Cbamhrrluln (British Emplr11) : 
I beg to move tlmt the speeches which you, 

Mr. President, hnvt> addressed to us from the 
Presidential chair and t·hl' spec•cli!'K of tho 
honourable representatives of Germany and I•'ranoo 
be printed verbatim in the Assembly Journnl. 

The President : 
Translatim: I take your DppiDuse to ml•an that ·: 

the Assembly has adopted tho propnsul of tho 
firllt delegate of the BritiKh Empire. 

I think that, in view of tht> deep emotion we ~avo 
all experienced, it would be inopportune to contmuo 
the discussion of the agenda at this morning's 
meeting. I propose, therefore, to adjourn until 
this afternoon. (Assent.) 

The Assembly rose at 12.15 p.m. 

PI\DiTEI> BY •• TRmUNE DE GI!NEVE ~ 
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Germany into the League of N ntlons. . This morning 
a great step was taken towards the universality 
of the League- a step which mnny ht\ve said 
was impos8ible. It has, howPver, been accom· 
plished. The unanimous desire to receive 
Germnny into the Longue Is Inspired by the faith 
and the hope that Germnny will work with the 
Members of the League for the nccompllshment 
of the idenls for the promotion of which the League 
was formed. 

. 23. ··.:.:...: REPORT ON THE WORK OF · THE 
• • . COUNCI" A..'ID OF THE SECRETARIAT : 

Many will remember that during the war In 
France millions of men and women looked forward 
to peace and happiness apr~8 la guwrrB. In the 
words of M. Briand this morning : "/'lu• dB gumos", 
It is the greatest hope of mankind to-day that 
this statement may prove to be true. The events 
of this Assembly, marked as they have been by 
the surrender or sacrifice of certnln ambitions 
in order to attain unanimity, in order to reach 
an agreement, help to j1111tify the hope that the 
statement of M. Briand, supported as It was by 
the statement of the representative of Germany 
(a statement which is also a prophecy), may be 
realised in the world of fact as well as in the r<'nlm 
of nspiration and hope. The pos.~ibility of attninlng 
the ideals of the League depends In tho judgment 
of most, if not all, . who are present here to-day 
upon the League pursuing its work in accordance 
with the principles for which it stands. 

CONTINUATIO~ OF ~HE DISCUSSION. . 

The President : 
.T;a'i,slation :'·The first item on the agenda is 

the continuation of the general discussion of the 
Report on the Work of the Council. on the Work 
of the Secretariat and on the Measures taken 
to execute the Decisions of the Assembly. 

Mr. J. G. Latham, first delegate of Australia, 
:will address the Assembly. 

The Honourable J. G. Latham {Australia): 
Mi. President, .ladies and gentlemen....:... In the 

/ first place I desire, db behalf of Australia, the 
country which I have the honour to represent, 
to associate myself with the sentiments expressed 
this morning on the occasion of the entry of 

It is difficult after the events of this morning 
to return to the ordinary work of the day, but 
that I conceive to be the proper duty of those 
who are here representing their countries upon 
the League. I therefore make no apology for 
resuming the debate upon the work of the Council 
and of the Secretariat during the past year. 

The report before us is a record of useful acti· 
Vities constituting an effective reply to any 
persons who would suggest that the League is not 
worthy of support. · I propose to deal briefly 
this afternoon with three subjects only. In 
the first place, 1 propose to say something on 
the subject of the International Economic 
Conference. Secondly, I propose to make a small 
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, practiciu suggllstion which · I venture to . hope · 
may facilitate the -work of the League. Thll'dly, 
I propose .to ma~e some remarks upon the question 

. of diRarmament and certain associated · subjects. 

"One point in respect of which there appears 
to be unaninlous agreement, and flU which I -feet 

· sure it is essential to insist, is· t bis '· .it· would · 
seem that. the Conference is not to have a strictly . 
Government- character an.d that it .is not to 
be' comp.osed .of Tesponsible.~delegates. invested· 
with full powers for the conclusion of conventio.ns; ·: 
it is intended rather to, organise a gElneral 
consultation .in the course of which, ·as·cat the 
Financial Conference at Brussels, the various· 
programmes and· doctrines may be freely exposed 
without the freedom of discussion ··being· 
restricted . by any immediate neCessity to trans
form the conclU.~ions · of the .Conference .into • 

The peoples< of Australia .. are very interested 
in the proposal to hold an International Economic 
Conference. 1'bey 'regard it with interest, but 
also, I am bound· to say, with some degree of 
co:J.cem. I refer to this question in order that, 
if there be any misunderstanding, it may be dis
Pflled in the interests of the League and of the 
1\lembers of the League. · · . · .. · 

In the first place, it is necessary to understand 
exactly what the present position is. This matter· 
was initiated by a resolution of the Assembly 
passed on September 2<1th, 1925, which remitted 
t'J . the Council the question of the desirability 
of holding an International Economic Conference. 
That resolution did not itself determine that 
a conference should be ·held, but · it left the 
convening of the Conference under the auspices 
of the League to be a matter for subsequent decision 
by the Council. The Council then considered 
the matter and· passed a. resolution appointing 
a Preparatory Committee for. the purpose of pre· 
paring and collecting such economic information 
as would be useful if the Economic Conference 
were held. There was, however,· no· definitive 
decision of the Council to hold a conference, and 
there has not been, I venture to suggest,"· an 
authoritative description by the Council of the 
nature and the scope of the Conference which 
it is proposed • to hold. .. 

It is true that the Economic Committee wbich 
reported to the Council had a very definite idea of 
both. the nature and the scope of this Conference, 
because in its report the Committee made the 
following statement : 

"In response to the request· made to it . in 
connection with the composition of the Prepa
ratory Committee, the Economic Committee 
desires to point out that· the membership of 
such a body must depend essentially upon the 

. !lature, composition and aims of the Conference 
. 1tsolf. 

·"The Economic Committee has accordingly 
assumed that the Conference would consist of 
persons. havi~~ ·~omme1·cial, industrial, . anq 

. economic qualifwat10ns, who would be appointed 
by, but not responsible to, their Governments, 
and whose. object in. meeting would be to discuss 
matters With complete freedom and not to draw 
up conventions. 

"On this assumption the Economic Comi:nittee 
. consid~I'S th~1t the composition of the Preparatory 
Committee as proposed by the French Govern• 

. ment answers, on the whole, to the duties allotted 
to that Committee and to the nature of the 

· proposed Conference. The Committee feels 
· however, bound ·to offer the followina observa~ 

tiona : · " 
. . <"'Jt desires to emphasise its entire a!!l'eement 

with .the view taken in the French mem~randum 
that the membe~·s of thE' P1·eparatory Committee 
should not.be re~arded as Government delegates. 
~t als.o t~mks tnat any membei·s of technical 
organisa~wns of the League who may take part 
sho~d s1t a~ experts and should not be hampered 
by ms~ructwns fl'Om the technical organisations 
to wh1ch they belong, though they would of 
course, keep those organis!ltion.~ informed of' the 
progress of the Preparatory Committee's work." 

. Again, in taking its decision, the. Council approved 
the repo~t of the Rapporteur, which contained the 
followmg statement : 

international engagements. . _ 
"The Council will, in any case, nave to consider· 

this point before taki!lg a ·definite decision a8 ,to·. 
the convening of the Conferenrn> after receipt of ·· 
the Preparatory Committee's report, but I .have 
thought it necessary to mention it at once since 
it, may be an important factor in determining · 
the scheme of work of the Preparatory. Qommittee 
itself". .... 
The particular point which ·r desire to make is 1 

this- that .the Council has not yet taken any · 
decision upon these questions and, in view of the 
nature of the provisional recommendations of the 
Preparatory Committee, it is important that the 
Council should arrive at .that decision as quickly 
as possible. · · 

There is a ·certain fear that the Conference may 
feel itself entitled to make recommendations, 
upon which the Leagqe may be asked to take action, 
regarding questions many of .which. are essentially . · 
domestic in characteri it is very desirable, therefore, 
that the Council should, as soon as possible, make 
a declaration upon the· scope and nature of the 
suggested Conference. _ 

Reference·. to the list of matters • which the.
Preparatory Committee has under consideration -
!ls potential subjects of .enquiry shows that ·they . 
mclude, ·among others, questions .of tariffs, ·the .. 
question of protection and free trade, more parti
cularlr t~e question of ~referential. tariffs, selling · . 
orgamsatwns, State tradmg, bounties, the organi- . 
sation of internal trade and commerce in relation 
to the. utility of middlemen and similar subjects . 
and various questions affecting . migration. i 
venture to ask, therefore, for the consideration by
the Council at an early_ date of the scope and nature 
of the Conference. 

In the meantime, -information upon _these 
problems will be collected and it may be -that 
matters will be allowed to drift in such a way that 
it will be assumed that all these problems are to 
bec~me subjects of enquiry by the League of 
Nat10ns. Upon a number of the matters to which 
I have referred, political opinion within the various J 
countries of the world is acutely divided and 
1 suggest that it would be an error for the L~aaue ' 
to hold a conference of such a character that the 
League would run the risk of becoming associated 
with one side or the other in any form of domestic 
controversy. · . . · · 

The work of the League,. as. Viscount Cecil 
~uggest~d. y~sterday afternoon, is marked out for 
1t, and It lS m the true interests alike of the League· 
and of the world that it should, whilst doing that 
~ork, confine itself to the legitimate functions which 
1t has under the Covenant. · 

To make a complete_ study of· these questions 
would occupy many years, because the conditions 
and circ~stances in ev~~ country vary greatly. 
In Austraha, before we rmpose a protective duty 
the matter is sent for enquiry to a Tariff Board' 
and sometimes many months are occupied n;, 
examining a single industry. In the same way, 
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... -we have a Development and Miln':ltion Commission 
which is charged with the dutv of considerin"' th~ 
economic development of the country. In" this. 
case, ~gain, tlie_ pro~lems ~ill undoubtedly occupy 
a cons!derable time m detatled study before action 
can be takeiL 

I venture, therefore, to ask for a definit('. de~ion 
upon the nature and fCOpe of the Confl'reDt't' 

. in acMrdanre.with th(' principles that. the Confer~ 
ence. shoy.ld .be a conference of experts as recom
mended by the Economic Conm1itt('O, that it 
should . not bE\ a conference of representatives 
of Governments as such, and in accordance with 
the further principle that the League will best 
serve ita own interests, and therefore the interests 
of the. world, by avoiding domestic questions 
which are not truly international in character. 

I come now to a relatively small matter npon 
. which I desire to make a practical ~ug~restion 

for action by the League. There is no formal 
document in the world to which ,reference is so 
frequently made as the Covenant of the League 
of Nations. The Covenant is now presented 
in a form which i.~ unsuited for ready and con
venient reference. Some of ita articles are lengthy 

rand contain many paragraphs. Article 15, .I 
think, contains ten paragraphs; Article 22 contains 

• nine. My sugge9tion is that it would facilitate 
. reference· to the Covenant and would accordingly 

in some measure faeilitate the work of the League 
if the paragraphs of the articles were numbered. 
Accordingly, I propose that the First Committee 
be requested to consider and to report to the 
Assembly upon the desirability of numbering 
the ciJara.graphs of the articles of the Covenant in 
all copies of the Covenant published by the League. 
This i9 not,. T conceive, ~n amendment to the 
Covenant ; a direction to the printer of the League's 
publications will be sufficient. I suggest, however, 

. that it ought to be done and by the proper 
·authority. . . . 

Finally, I _wish. to speak shortly on the subject 
of disarmament. Disarmament is one of the 
principal objects of the League. If t-he League 
fails to achieve results in this direction, it is diffi
cult to see how it can effectively attain its ohject 
of securing peace. 

It is the general view at present that the 
subjects of arbitration, security and disarmament 
are inseparably linked togetJ1er and that no one 
of them can· be ·solved unless the others are simul
taneously solved. At this Assembly these questions 
are· again under consideration. The League has 
already explored.~ unfortunately without success 

· ~the possibility of general agrePments such as 
those embodied in ·the draft Treaty of Mutual 
Assistance and ·in the Protocol. In view of the 
failure to secure genllral assent, new methods 
of approach are being utilised. 

I venture to -make two observations upon this 
aspect of the matter. In the first place, alllaW\.Vers 

, . a'l'e familiar with the distinction between sub
'staritive law and the law of procedure. Procedural 
law merely provides th&., means for administering 
substantive law. It is substantive law which 
.aetul\.l'!y defines and specifies the righta and duties 
of those persons who are subject to the law. I 
suggPst that arbitration belongs not to mbstan
tive law but to procedural or adjective law. 
Arbitration is merely a method of ascertaining 
factf, of declaring and of enforcing rights, which 
:rights are derived from some other K'!urce _than 
the arbitral procedure itself· ~ that lS to say, 
arbitration, sptla-king generally, operates as a 
means of procedure within a ~ystem of law, that 
system of law definin" the rights and dutieR to 
which ·it is the function of the arbitrator to give 
effect.. There are some_ special instances in which 

intli\"iduals agret• that tht•v shall ~ubmit tht'ir 
difft•.rent't's tt) arbitration \\:ithout tmv iusistNlCC 
upon lt•l!lll right. so that the mattt•r ~ simply ' 
lt'ft to the dist:'rotiou of tlw vnrtieulnr nrbib•ator. 
In this ense. ewrythiu~ d.t'}'!'Uds upon his 
knowled~, imJltlrtiality nud fairness. Till' t>ffect 
of this Jlrot't'duro is that the nm~t•r is n•mo\·etl 
from the realm of lnw to that of U1e opinion of 
an imlividual or illlliYitluals.'' 1.'hero are obvious 
objeetions. to stll'h n prot't'ss. nr rnther tht•re m-e 
obvious limitntious of the utility of such n pro: 
reduro in the ense of important difft•renoes, espo
cinlly whl'n U1ey involve qnt•stions of policy Ol' 
of nationnl a.•pirntion. 

What, then, ia n•quired ! Something mnre 
than arbitration us" a pro!'<.>duro is required. Whnt 
is require1l is either a system of lnw t>r the nut king 
of agreenwnts bt•t-wet.•n nntions. l'hnt syst~m 
of law or those agreements will dt>UIIl' rlj:thhl nnd 
duti~>s, and then thoro is 1111 approprintt> Npht>ro , 
for the exercise of the funotion~ of nu arbitrntot'.,1 
Aecord.fn~tly, amon~ the most importunt subject<! 
with which the League mny prnl!erly conoorn 
itself, a function which it is st•oldng to tlisehln'/.'0, 
is the problem of the codifioation of intt•l"lllltiouul 
law. :!.'his is ouo of tho fundum1•ntal qnt•Nt.iuns, 
upon which, I sugj,'Cst, the futuro of tho Lt•nguo 
depends, and, in pnrtioular, th11 t>fft•11livonl'NH 
of any systt>m of arbit.rntion dt•Pl'Dth upon somu
thing of this clmrat•t1•r. 

Tlie second obHervat.ion which I nmke upon 
arbitration is this. There are cert,u.in dnnge1·s 
attached to the institution of a sysh.>m of arbitrution 
in which the arbitrntor, instead of applying a lnw 
derived from another sonrce thnn bimsolf, or 
interpreting nod applying an aJ,>roement nmdo by 
the parties, i9 left to ad aC<'W"Iiing to hiH own view 
of the cast'. The effect of such a procedure id that 
the arbitrator, instead of adminiHtering nny form 
of law or applying any aJ,>Teetnent, r<'IIIIY mnkt•s a 
law, and we h"ave found in AuNtrnlia that when a 
body is set up for the purpo~e of dotorminlug 
indllStrial disputes withont any rulos bt•lng l11l1l ' 
down as to the law according to whil•h they tll"e 
to be determined, the result is thnt, in order to 
invoke the jurisdiction of the tribunnl, a dispute 
is created. We do not want to g~>t into a similnr 
position in international affairs nnd the mere 
establishment of a tribuntll for tho sottlem~>nt of 
international disputes incurs the rillk of tho creation 
of disputes in order that an appcalmny be made to 
the jurisdiction of the international tribunal. In 
such a ease the claimant has nothing to lose and "l 
may gain something. This, again, is another reason 
for the development of a complete system of 
international law onil for the making of furtlu•r 
·agreementa between the representatives of the 
nations. 

.A:· final word upon disarmament itself. The · 
Preparatory Commission bas prepared a CJIII!H· 
tionnaire which attacks the problem of disarma· 
ment in analytical detail. No one will deny 
either the importance or the relevance of the Issues 
raised, but what muHt strike any student of the 
report is the remarkable complication, the 
extraordinary complication of the problem, and 
the difficulty, amounting, I should think, in some . 
instances almost to impossibility, of securing any 
general agreement upon the answel'fl to the ques
tions proposed. I mention, by way of illustration, 
Question V (a) from the questionnaire, which is 
in. these words : 

"On what principle will it be possible to draw 
up a scale of armaments permissible to the various 
countries, taking into account particularly popu· 
lation, resources, geographical situation, length 
and nature of maritime communication, density 
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and character of the railways, vuln~rability of 
the frontiers and of the important. vital ccnt;es 
near the frontierij, the time reqmred, varyrng 
with different States, to transform peace a~a
mente into waf armaments, the degree of security 
which in t-he event of aggression, a State could 
receiv~ under the provisions of the Covenant, 
or of separate e~agements contracted towards 
that State." 

In this solemn hour I would evoke the ~e~ory 
of those great leaders of mankind, of all CI VIhsed 

-nations, who have worked toge~her thro_ughout 
the centuries to build up those Ideas which are 
gradually assuming practical shape befor~ ?ur 
eyes It cannot I feel sure, imply any depreCiation 
of. t~ merits of the others if I single out by na~e 
one of the most illustrious s~ms o! the country. which 
has to-day taken its place m this Assemb~y. . · 

I would recall those noble flights of ge11:ms which 
are ocattered throughout the work of the ,great 
phil~sopher Kant.. When designing the plan_ for 
his League of Peace, Ka~t s~w _on the honzon 
the outline of this noble m~titutwn, thc .. Lea;gue 
of Nations. The scaffolding erected by this prince 
of thought and other kindred minds in ?t_her 
countries was too far in advance of the politiCal 
thought of t.he age. Their ideas bad no practical 
result, but they have surviv~~. _champi?n~>d and 
nurtured by devoted and perseverrng men 
throughout the. world until that decisiv!' hour 
when after the disasters of the war, th!'y took 
on la~ting and solid shape in this town of Geneva. 

That is one question out of seven. On readin~ 
these questions, we begin to woncler whether, if 
disarmament is to await a general agreement upon 
the answers t.o these qnest·ions, it. is wi~hin t~e 
sphere of human vision. Thes~ que~~wns, Wl~h their 
balancing and opposing consideratwn, remi~d me 
of the dialectical discussion upon the subJeC~ of 
whether to marry or not to marry, to be found m a 
l.tmous French classic. The risks of an unfort.unate 
marriage are so great if they are really thought 

, out that the truly reflective man or woman would 
have missed all opportunitie~ for marriage if he or 
she insisted qpon fully accomplishing the process of 
reflection and yet we do marry and we do take 
the risks: Surely, in the case of disarmament, 

,.something can be done even if the whole problem in 
all its aspects cannot be completely solved. 

I hope that the Chairman of the Preparat?ry 
Commission will be able to make some reassurmg 
sta.tement to the Assembly upon this subject before 
it rises. The Treaty of Locarno, which we now hope 
ls to come into effective operation, goes far to 
promote securit.y in a large area of Europe. . The 
peoples of the world await a definite step towards 
dis1JJ"mament. The problem, ladies and gentlemen; 
is urgent. It cannot wait ; it cannot be postponed 

· indefinitely. Action depends upon the Governments 
of the peoples. I venture to appeal · to the 
representatives of the Governments not to lose the 
opportunity by over-elaboration of discussion even 
of very necessary and relevant questions. Those 
who are prepared to lead the way C?n this question 
by action, in addit-ion t.o discussion,· will earn and 
fully deserve the undying gratitude of. mankind .. 

Tl1e President : 1 

Translation : A draft resolution has b~en · suti
mitted to the General Committee by the Australian . 

· delegation. The text will be puhlis\leli in the 
Assembly Journal so that Members may consider 
the action to be taken on it at the next meeting. ' 1 

M. Ramek, delegate of Austria, will address the 
Assembly. ·' 

1\1. Rnmek (Ai1strial : 
'Tmmlation : Mr. President, lndie~ and gentlemen 

- The report of the Council of the League, which . 
is on the agenda for discu~sion, gives us,. by the 
variety of the subjects. handled, an . accurate, 
pjcture of the oompl!lx ~tnd · splendid wot'k. 
accomplished by the League· of Nation$~ : · 

The reconstruction of Austria, . which 'has just 
been brought to a ~uccessful conclusion,. is an 
integpal part of this work and attaches my country. 
to the League more than most by ties ·of Sincere. 
gratitude. . , . . . ': 

Further, I note with keen satisfaction that the 
Council baa succPeded in completing its work by, 
solving the very difficult questions of organisation 
which arose during the year. 

From the bottom of my heart, I extend, a very· 
cordial welcome to the new Member of the Assembly,· 
for Germany and Austria are peopled by one and · 
the same race. The entry of Germany should mean 
a powerful reinforcement of . the League,' which, 
by the recons.truction of Austria; ha.S shown how 
great is the vital force engendered by the united 
efforts of the nations. · 

· The new League of Nations, like all human work, 
could hardly lay claim. to p~rfection ; it. could,_ 
not attain its ideal of umversality, nor has It done l 
so even to-day. The. eastern an~ th.e _western 
wings of. our great bwlding are still m1ssmg, but 
the central strnct.ure is now firmly set on its 
foundation ; it can weather any passing storms 
that may arise, and is unshakable for all time. 
· The ·deep emotion we have felt should, I am 
snre impel us to offer our thanks to all who have 
bent their effort.~, to · the reconciliation of the 
nations and so paved the way for the histerical 
event we have witnessed to-day. 

It is with sincere joy that we warmly welcome 
the new ·Member of this Assembly. 

As I have alreadv stated, the advent of Germany 
must strengthen all that is sound and vital in 
the· Lea~ue. The. principal source of its strength 
must, however, be confidence in the future-'- the ~ 
very life-blood of the great League of Nations
that splendid confidence which has brought us 
through to this memorable day and which is alone 
capable of ·leading us to greater and ever greater 
heights of perfection for the good· of mankind. 

' . ' ~ 

Th!l .President : · 
Translation : ·Viscount • Ishii, first delegate of 

·Japan, will address the Assembly. 

Viscount . Ishii (Japan) : 
Tra.nslation: :M:r. President, ladies and gentle

men - Since the beginning of the year the League 
haq bad to deal· with a particularly difficult 
question---' the reorganisation of the Council. 
TIIis time the evil came from within, and just as 
a physician, even the hig)).es~ in ·the land, can 
seldom treat hims!llf "1th ell$~:;. so the crisis through -~ 
which: the League has passed, was full otincident 
and attended by moments· of ·anxiety. . • • 

The League has invariably proved surcessful 
in solving the problems ....,. sometimes of a delicate 
and difficult nature·- with which it has been 

. confronted ··during> the. past 'six years.: ~e are 
happy to., l)ote : th~tt ·it has succeeded onpe again 
in overcoming a . gre~t diff]l!ulty0. thUS JlrOvin!! 
to the world that by good-will and a Rpirit of 
sacrifice·· a satisfactory solution can always be 
found. · · · · 
· It is p.· matter of "deep regret, ·however, from 

the point of view ·of the universal extension of 
the 'Leagti.e, tihat one tif the· great Latin-American 
republics: should have ·announced ·its ·intention 
<if withdrawing from our ooun8els. Public opinion 
iri Japan has been profoundly impressed by'· the " 
retirement of this great and friendly Power; which 
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bas eontributed so brilliantly to the work of the 
~ague. We fervently hope that her absenoo 
Will ~ot be more than temporary. 

It JS a mat~r of no less regret to me that Spain 
wbosl} co-operation in the work of the Leagu~ 
bas been so great_Jy appreciated, Rhould, as' it 
appears, have the mtention of withdrawing- from 
all active part in our work. We trust most sin· 
oorely that she will reconsider ·her decision at an 
early d!tte. 

TG ~ ·to Germany, I desire, on behalf of tbe 
Impenal Government and the Japanese nation 
~ offer her my hearty congratulations on her entry 
mto t~o League with a permanent seat on tbe 
Council. · • 

If, from the purely legal point of view. the 
Tre~ty of Versailles restored pl'ace betwet>ri the 
belligeren~, Germany's entry into the League 
may _be satd to mark the happy re-establishment or 
political peace between former enemies. The 
I"ocarno agreement~! restored order in Europe and 
!loW: th~ parf;icipation of the Reich in this i_,.eat 
mstitntion will effectively assist in the work of 
general stabilisation throughout the world. With 
Ger~~ny's entry in~ the . League, the spirit' of 
suspiCIOn and antagoDJSm Will give place to a spirit 
of trus_tful and brotherly co-operation, and with this 
n~>w crrcumstance the League's work will become 
more normal and regular, more solid and durable. 

Now that the incident of the organi~ation of the 
Council is happily closed, we must devote ourselves 
untiringly to ensming the development of UJ.e 
League along sound lines. • 

f!luggestions have been advanced from various 
- quarters with regard to its fntnre. One of these 

contemplates the establishment of several Leagues 
on a continental basis, the head organil!ation at 
Genev!L being retained as a co-ordinating and 
recording centre. All international questions would 
thus be referred to these new continental Leagues. 
In my opinion, this suggestion should be put aside. 
There is the danger that, with several continental 
Leagues io existence, misunderstanding, Ruspicion, 
competition and even intrigue might gradually 
develop. lnter-continAntal difficulties, should 
they arise, would be the more alarming in that they 
would cover a far wider field than difficulties 
between individual States. Continental bodies of 
th~ kind proposed, instead of contributing to 
world peace, would give rise to grave perils and 
new antagonisms. 

In a general manner, groups formed on a 
continental basis or on the basis of religion or race 
are, in our opinion, by no means to be-encourag~d, 
since they would necessarily have a sectarian or 
regional tendency, howevPr praiseworthY their 
original purpose. • 

True world peace can only be achieved after 
every barrier erected upon continental, religious 

.or racial considerations has been broken down. 
I am firmly convinced that the task of the League is 

to conciliate and bring into harmony the various 
sentiments and interests existing in the different 
patt!! of the globe, and to facilitate and promote 
cordial co-operation between the different States, 
the different continents and the diffl'rent races. 
If. our faith in the League is unshakable, it is 
because the League, instead of dividing mankind, 
seeks to unite it. It is because the Covenant 
constitutes a great charter of international concord 
between the civilised peoples of ·evecy continent. 

In conclusion, I wish to proclaim my conviction 
that our one aim and purpose ~hould be to con80li
date, · expend and inllensify on sound and general 
lines the development of the League and itl! 
organisation as. it now .exists at Geneva. 

It is in this spirit that. Japan, th\\ Japane~0 
Gowrnment and the Jnpanl'se lli'Ople will devote 
the~u~lvt>s loya~ly to the ~,·or~ of t110 Lengue, proud ' 
to ]OlD bands w1th all then fr~ends in A..~a, Europe 
and Americs. 

21.- REFEREXCE TO '•'liE THIRD COli
MI'ITEE OF Qt:ESTIOXS llEAIJXG WITH 
THE REDn:rrox OF ARlUllEi~k'S : 
ADOPTIOX OF TilE llRAFf· RESOI.llTIONS 
PROPOSED BY TilE NETIIEULANllS 
llELEGATION: COllliUXICATIO:"<S BY TilE 
PRESillE.~T. 

Tbe Pre-sidt>nt : 
Translali1>11 : :May I remind thl' AsRl'lnbly of the 

proposal I made, nt the end of yl'sh•rdny's llll't>tin~, , 
in regnrd to the drnft resolutions submitted hy tho 
Neth0rlands nnd British dtllf'!!l\tiliiiS. 'l'hi'S(\ ru•n.ft& 
have be0n published in the Jo11rnal of tho Asst•mbly 
and han also bl'en spccinlly distributed t.o 
delegates, so that you have now lmd an oppm·tunlty 
of becoming familiar with thl'm. 

I also said that I should submit the nNll'Ssru'\• 
sug!(('stions at thl' end of to-dtly's mct•t.ing In l't1j..'1\ril 
to the action to be tnken on those drnft l'('Solut.ions. 

I will first remind you of the terms of the 
rl.lsolutions submitted by tho Netherlands dl'll,gt\· 
tion. They read as follows : · 

1. "Thll A~sembly decides to rofer to t.llt' 
Third Committee all the portions of the Rt,port 
and of the Suppltlmentnry Ropot•t on tho Work 
of the Council and of the HtlCl'('tnriut which doni 
with the recluction of armaments." 

2. "The Assembly dooidt•B to rofl'r to tho 
Third Committee M. Benes' rt1port (nllJlrnved by 
the Council on September' 4thf lO!lO) on tho dmft 
Convention for the Control o the Private Mallin· 
factnre of .A-rms ami .Ammnnltlnn nnd nf 
Implement.ll of War, and tho do!lnments 11t.tnchod 
thereto." 

I propose that the documents numtinnml In 
these resolutions should be ri'Forrcd to tho 
Third Committee. 

If no one has any objection, I shall n•gnrd thiH 
proposal motion as adopted. (Adopted.) 

25.- RATIFICATION OF TilE AGREEI\IENT.'i 
ANll CONVENTIONS CONCLUllED UNUEII 
TUF. AUSPICES OF TilE J.EAGUE OF 
NATIONS AND INTEllPllETATION OF TilE 
PREAliBLE ANU ARTICLES 3 ANI> 4 OF 
THE COVENANT : REFEflENCE TO TilE 
AGE.~llA COM:UI'ITEE OF TilE IJllAFI' 
RESOLUTIONS PUOPOSEIJ BY TilE 
BRITISH DELEGATION. 

Tbe President : . •. 
Tra718lati011 : We next come to two draft resolu

tions submitted by the British delegation, the rirHt 
of which rPads as follows : · 

"The Assembly : 
"Observing with regret that many Conventions 

and agreement.ll concluded under the auspiPes 
of the League of Nations have remained ineffec
tive, or have only come into force after undue 
delay, owing to the difficulty experiencerl in 
securing a sufficient number of ratifications 
by the signatories ; 
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"Doaires to call the attention' of tho Govern-. 
· ment.s of ill! States l'!Icm bers of the League to the 

necessity Cor taking all measures in their power 
to facilitate and expedite the ratification in all 
cases of Conventions and agreements signed in 

. their nnme ; • · · 
. "And deci<les to invit.e the Council of the 
·League t~ examine the possibility of appointing · 
a committee to wnsider whether any general 
understanding could be promoted that would 

_ i!!JCure rapid and, if posswlo, simultaneous action 
by the sign:}tories of guch Conventions and 
agreements." · 

The serond draft resolution submitted· by the 
Briti~h delegation is as follows : ' . · 

"The .Assembly requests the Council to appoint 
~a. committee to consider and repot;t what . 

. ·, 

questions a,J:e an.d what are not within the sphere 
· of action of the League within the meaning of the 

Preamble and .Articles 3 and 4 of the Covenant 
especially with reference t-o the questions which 
are now being dealt with by_ the organs -of the 

·League or are proposed to be so dealt with."· 

In·-accordance with custom, 1 propose that these· 
two draft resolutions shi>nl!} be first referred to the 
Agenda Committee; which will' perhaps be· jtoo~. 
enough to meet as soon as possible, so as tb present 
suggestionS on the action to· be taken in rflgard 
to them. · · • • 

If no one has anything to say, i shall regard my 
proposal as adopted. (Adopted.) . ' · 

. . . ' ' ~ 

The_ A~sembly rose cit 5 .. 5 p.m; · 
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26. M.<\l~lTEN.~NCE OF ORDER IN THE 
ASSEMBLY HALL : COMliUNICATION BY 
THE PRESIDENT. 

Tb~ Preq1lent: ., 

oi.r Translation: Before turning to the agenda 
of the m~ting, I should like to read you the 
following communication-

• 
The General Commlttee, nt itA meeting hoi~ 

on the morning of ~ptember 13th, diMous~od 
various measures to help the Presidl'nt to nmin· 
tain order during the plenary meetingij of the 
_1\ssembly. • 

In particular, the Genern.l Committoe desired 
that the attention of the Assembly should 111(1\in 
be called to it~ previous decision, which WIIS 
brought to the notice of the delegations through 
the Assembly Journal. • 

This decision, as you know1 was to the P.ffeot 
that the floor of the Assemoly hull should be 
exclusively reserved for members of dell'gatlons 
or of the Secretariat, and Press reproHentutivea, 
photographers and the public would In no caMe 
be admitted. This rule applies, therefore, to 
relatives and friend!! of delegate•, and the Ocneral 
Committee wishes to appeal to delegates to see 
that it ill scrupulously observed. 

.Further, in order to maintain silence during 
the speeches and to allow freedom of movement 
during the translations, I should like to submit 
to the Assembly the following snggest.ionH which, 
if they meet with approval, will assist me In my 
·difficult task of maintaining order : 

1. Between the en<l of a speech and itH tmns· 
lation, an interval of one or two minutes will be 
observed to enable anyone who does not wiHh 
to listen to the translation to leave the Assembly 
Hall. 

2. The doors of the press and public galleries 
will be kept Rtrictly closed, except durmg the 
interval betw~n two speeches or between a speech 
and its translation. "· 

3. The attendants will be Instructed to check 
conversation and movement amongst members 
of the publ"c during speeches and translations. 

If no one h2.s any remarkll to make on these 
suggestions, I wiU take it that they llave the 
approval of the Assembly and will have them 
putlished in the A.ssembly JltUrnal. 

The proposals were adopted. 
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27. - IXTERPRETATION OF THE PREAliBLE 
A~H ARTICLES 3 ANH 4 OF THE 
CO\'EXA~T~ A1~D RATIFICATION OF THE 
AGREEllf.NTS AND CONVENTIONS CON
CLUDED U~DER THE AUSPICES OF THE 
LEAGUE OF NATIO~S: REPORT OF THE 
AGENDA COllliiTIEE ON THE DRAFT 

• • UESOLUTIOXS PUOPOSEO" BY THE 
BRITISH DELEGATION. 

The President : 

Translation : The first item on the agenda is 
the report of the Agenda Committee on the draft 
~solutions submitteil by Viscount Cecil on behalf 
of 'the British delegatio~. The report is as follows : 

• "The Agenda Committee met on September 
llthJ 1926, under the Chairmanship of H. E. 
M. 1Jrrutia. . . 

"It haR examined the two draft resolutions 
• which have .been sent to it following the decillion 

of the A~semhly taken at the meeting of 
SP.ptember lOth, 1926. · 

"After this preliminary study, it was decided 
unanimously to propose to the Assembly to 
refer to the First Committee the following 
draft resolution : .. 

" 'The Assembly requests the Council to 
appoint a Committee to consider and to 
report what questions are and what are not 
within the sphere of the League of Nations 
within· the meaning of the Preamble and 
.Articles 3 and 4 of the Covona.nt, especially 
with reference to the questions "Which are 
now being dealt with by the.. organs of the 
League or are proposed to be so dealt with.' 

"On the other hand, it was unimimously 
decided to propose to the Assembly to refer 
to the .Sixth Committee the following draft 
resolution : ' · 

_
1
' 'The Assembly : 

" 'Observing with regret that. many Conven
tions and agreements concluded under the 
auspices of the League of Nations have 
·remained ineffective, or have only come 
into force after undue delay, ·owing to the 
difficulty experienced in securing a sufficient 
number of ratifications by the signatories ; 

" 'Desires to call the attention of the 
Governments of .all States Members df the 
League to the necessity for taking all measures 
in their power to 'facilitate and, expedite 
the ratification in all cases of Conventions 
and agreements signed in their name ; 

" 'And decides to invite the Council of 
the League to examine the possibility ·of 
appointing a Committee to consider whether 
any · general understanding could be pro
Il_IOted that would. secure rapid and, if possible, 
Simultaneous actwn by the signatories of 
such Conventions and a,OTellJllents.' " 

. If no one has anything to say, I will ask the 
Assembly to vote on the Agenda Committee's 
proposals. · 

The proposals were adopted. 

28. - REPORt ON THE WORK OF THE 
COUNCIL AXD OF THE SllCRETARIAT: 
COXTIXUATION OF THE DISCUSSIO~. 

TJ!e Pre•ident : 
Translation : M: Booroff, firSt delegate of Bul

garia, will address the .Assembly on the Report on 
the Work of the Council and of the Sec~tarjat. 

l\1. Bouroff (Bulgaria) : 
Translation : Mr. P~eeident, ladies and gentle

men- Mv sole motive in addressmg this Assembly 
is the imperative duty of expressing my country's 
gra,.titude to the Leagne of Nations. · 

Among the many problems relating to peace for 
which the Leagne has found a solution, there ~re 
two which are of particular concern to Bulgana .. 
These two questions are dealt with in the report 
of the Secretariat. The first is the frontier incident 
which occurred at Petritch in October and which 
might have entailed serious complications. W~thin 
the brief space of a few days, the League of ~at1ons, 
by its pal'if~c intervention _and tha_nks to 1ts great 
moral prestige, succeeded m avertmg the dangers<ji 
involved and in liquidating the consequences of the · 
incident, thereby earning the deep gratitude of 
the two countries concerned and reaffirming not 
so much its moral prestige - which was already 
great enough - but its efficacy in action. 

.A few months after this beneficent intervention 
on the part of the -League, Bulgaria requested your 
assistance in the solution of another problem of a 
social, political and financial nature, namely, 0 that 
of the Bulgarian refugees. 

The refugees, who, after · a succession of wars, 
left their homes and fields and crowded into Bul
garia, in most cases without any means of subsis
tence, still constitute to-day a very heavy burden 
on the country and are the cause of serious distur
bance in its social and political life. This horde -, 
of human beings, uprooted from their native soil 
and subjected to many a cruel ordeal, forms a 
favourable ground for subversive propaganda. 
Poorly nourished; even more poorly housed and 
clothed, and living in lamentably unhygienic 
conditions, they fall an easy prey to sickness and 
suffering of every kind. · · They yield an abundant 
harvest to the scythe of Death. Industry is as 
yet so backward in Bulgaria that their temporary 
settlement in our cities has led to a decline in wages and 
an increase in unemployment, and this. fact further 
complicates the labour problem· of the country. 

The ordinary resources of the State being found 
inadequate to remedy the position, a foreign loan 
was imperative for· the· final settlement of the 
refugees, since their settlement was both essential 
for themselves and salutary for the State. In the 
circumstances in which she found herself after many·-1 

' wars, Bulgaria was unable to conclude a foreign 
loan without assistance. She was unable •to • 
furnish the necessary secUrities, her entire resources · 
being pledged for reparations. Only the inter
vention of the League could smoothe out her 
difficulties and rende_r a loan possible. She 'confi
dently solicited your intervention. .At the begin- · 
ning of May 'this year· we ·addressed a petition to 
the Leagne, and at the beginning of June a favour
able solution had been· found as regards the prin
ciple of the question involved, while, in the course 
of its present session, the Council has unanimously 
agreed to grant the loan for which. we asked. We 
have to-day at our disposal an advance of £400,000 
for the needs of the refugee settlements, pending 
the receipt of the loan as fOOD as conditions on the 
financial market permit of its flotation. ~ 

It is the bounden duty of a country which, 
within a brief space of time; has had the rare good 
fortune of experiencing on two separate occasions 
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the beneficent and effective intervention of the 
League, to PJ:.'>Claim its deep gratitude towards 
this organisation' and its abiding faith in the 
efficacy of its action and in its future. 

Let others criticise or doubt ; the Bul!!arian 
delegate cannot. He can only solemnly d~lare 
that Bulgaria is firmly resolved to adhere to a 
policy b~sed on the pacific ideal of the League 
and t{l Contribute, within the measure of her 
limited resources, to its ever-ennobling work. 

The expression of onr gratitude would be incom
plete if I did not also offer our thanks to the 
permanent organisations of the League. I have 
had the opportunity of working with the members 
of the Se<;retariat in circumstances of great 
perplexity and intricacy, and I have come to recog
nise the lofty idealism, combined with untiring 
perseverance and a full sense of reality, that they 
bring to the a~complishment of their task. To 
them, too, I tender my country's deepest thanks. 

I do not, however, wish to leave the impression 
. that our confidence in the League and our devotion 
to it are due to onr gratitude alone. My belief 

;- in the future of this great family of organised 
• nations rests on deep-seated reasons of a general 

nature. The League is the livillg embodiment 
of the peoples' undying wish for· a fuller measure 
of justice, equity and, above all, for the consoli
dation of the benefits of peace. So long as common 
sufferings and warring interests exist, so long as 
there are questions which can only be solved 
effectively by international collaboration, so long 
as t];tere is danger of armed dispute, so long will 
the need for- and the usefulness of the League be 
felt in an ever-increasing degree. There will still 
be difficulties to be faced and crises to be met, but 
fi an organisation has the power of life, the diffi
culties it encounters, so far from enfeebling it, only 
steel it and strengthen it. 

But to .my mind the. surest guarantee of the 
future development of the League is the fact that, 
conceived in the chancelleries of diplomacy, it has 
become the work of the nations themselves, and 
its vigilant guardian is the conscience of the world. 

Let us, thelt, have the faith that creates and the 
optimism that engenders action. Let us ever 
have present in our minds the unforgettable 
mem!)ries of that historic day, .September lOth. 

As I listened to the eloquent words, so pregnant 
with sincerity, ripe reflection and active good-will, 
spoken by· the distinguished representatives of 
Germany and France, I was profoundly moved,• 
and I realised that a change had come over the 
world, that it had turned towards international 
collaboration and a belief in the brotherhood of man. 
Let us follow the example of concord and self
denial set by these two great nations ; let us express 

- to them our heartfelt. gratitude for pointing out 
· to ns .the true path. · . · 

•Ladies and gentlemen, I havl' done. I share in 
' the unanimous regret of the Assembly at the 

withdrawal of Brazil and Spain, two great countries 
which are devoted to the canse of peace, and I 
trus11~that circumstances will permit them to recon
sider their decision at an early date. I ha>e only 
to tenU.er to you. onQ!l more the deepest thanks of 
the Bulgarian nation and Government and solemnly 
to reaffirm .their unshakable reRolve to co-operate 
loyally and untiringly in. the League's wprk of 
peace. 

The President : 
Translation : Jonkheer Loudl)n, fil'l't. delegate 

of the ·Netherlands,· wiLl address the Assembly. 

Jonkheer. Loudon (Netherlands) : 
Translation : Mr. President, ladies and gentle

men - I have no- desire to waste the Assembly's 

time, but I wish t{l draw your attention to certain 
sections in the Council's l'l'port which call for 
special mention. . ,. 

The first point concerns a lt>g:1l qnt>~tion in which 
the Netherlands delegation took a ,~pech\1 interest 
at previous A~semblit)S, name!:;, the report of the 
Special Comm'tteE> of JuristS" reft>rred to in the 
Council's resolution of !'leptembt>l' 2gt!l, 1 ~~:33, 

At our instance, the A~Nnbly bad mldres>tt>tl' 
a requt>st to the Council, with which tho Iutter 
complied by its resolutinn of Soptembor !!6t-h of last 
yf.'ar iustructin:.r tho ~cretnry-GNlt>ml to invite 
the Govt>rnml'nts whil'-h might find in the rt•JlOl't 
of tht> Specinl Committee of Jurists points 1'1\quh·in~t 
elucidntion or which mi:rht hnvt> t•tlwr l'omnwnts 
to make on the report to infol'm the StiOl'l>hnint 
with a view to a possible exnmination of t.}\o 
matwr by a conunittt.-e to bo appoint~·d by tho 
Council. 

We find on pa~o.oe 7 of the Council's report Umt 
twenty-one Govornments ropliod to this invih1tion . 
Their notes htwe hetm print(•d null publi~hed. 

I. do not propose to go iuto tho !lotttils of Uwlr 
replies. It is sufficiont to sny thnt tho ohsN·vntiQns 
th!'y contain roft•r nminly to tho cot>rl'ivo mNMIII't'~· 
ml>ntinned in the fourth qul'stion snhmittod t.o tho 
jurists. most of the Governnwntq being ost{•nslbly 
preoocupiod hy tht> t1uost.ion of 8uch llllll\l!UI'o•s. 

One of th11st> Oovllrmnents wriws : 
. 0 

"In reality, coorcive mt•nsun•s desl'ribed 1111 
not heing acts of w:~r ... may ronstitutc n. ~rmv«> 
dnnger for the KNIUrity o( the ,rnnllt•r Stntt•s ... 
it is essentiul that- an indivi!lunl Rt~1to shnnhl 
not ht> allowed to tt~ko tho h1w intn Ita own lmnols 
and pre~nme upon that inoquality of st-rongth 
which must always subsist ht•twl•ou 8tnh·~.". 

Several Oovernml'nts oonsidur coercive menRttrliH 
to be incompatible with tho fumlnnwntnl 
principl('s of the Luagu~>, that thlly roprcsm1t th(l 
imposit-ion of the imlividual will by nwuns of forco, 
and that in the absllnce of any critNion for dllt{•r
mining their il1gnlit-y or illt•gnlity it i~ hnrtlly 
po~sihle to decide in what ciroum~tuncos or In wlm.t 
form they "hould be p~rmittod. Allsurodly, the 
intentions of tho Oovo.•rnmont re~ponRiblo for such 
measures would not settle tho quost.ion, and, liB 
one of the Governments points out, . mt•nsurcs 
which take the form of the \'ioh1tion of torritnry 
are inadmissible .M being incomputiblo with Article 
10 of the Covensmt. 

In addition to the question of collrciun, there 
are other noints which also JCiVe riHe. to doubts. 

In short", the replios communicawd to us by tho 
C'ouncil provo that, nftt!r studying those quoijtlonH, 
manv Gonrnmonts are still not P.atisfiod and desire 
additional explnnationa. 

The Council considers, however, thnt .there would 
be no practical arlvanta~(l in at;wmptinl{ to carry 
the matter further b;v: appointing a new cornmlth•e 
which would reconsulPr tho answers givPn hy the 
Special Committee. It is of opinion that tho five 
questions examined are general questions of 
int"rpretation or the Covenant aocl of in~rnationn.l 
law which cannot bll authorit-atively ,or finally 
settled by a report !rom such a Committee. 

While I· regret that the CunnciJ· propostl~ to 
for~o the re-examination sug~est:Rd in tho resolu
tion of Reptember 2f.th )ltl!t, nnr] although I am 
unable to sh:ne tho Council's somAwhat ·optimil!tic 
opinion that, since all the Oovernment:H have had 
an opportunity or expreHKinl!' their opinion, the 
essential object has been attained, I reeoguiHt• that 
it would be diffieult to arrive at a practical solution 
of the problems under con~ideration hy appointing 
a new committ:R..e to reconsider the juril<t's answers, 
although the object ill rather to throw further 
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li ht on thPRe answers than to formulate. fre~h. 
r!pli~s to the same questions, . as stated m the 
Council's report. . . . 

The Netherlands delegation mil accordm~ly 
not i~si;t for ltJe moment ~nd th~t prhocednre "to'hiebhe 
it had proposed. We cons1 er I., owt;V«>r, 
the dutv of the .As~embly to take ~p~mal n.ote ?f 
th~ aNRnrance given by the . Council. that .1t Will 
oct fail, if nece~sary, t~ take mto <'~llsideration the 
observations received from so many Me~bers oi 
the Leagn«>. This official asmrance constitutes an 
undertaking. 

In my country great intereRt and sympat~y have 
been manifested in tho work of the Committee. of 
Experts engage~ in th<> .question of the pro~ressiVe 
codification of mternahonal Jaw. If ! m1ght be 
ai.Jowed to submit an observation on this work, I 
would urgP. thst for the time being attention should 
be concentrated on qucRtions of special' urgency for 
wl1ich the prr.parntory studies have reache~ a 
point at which codification bas become a practwal 
possibility. We all know tha~ the prepar!l'tion of 
international conferences requrrrs much tune. · If 
t,he Committ<le of RxpPrts would confine itself 
for the:> moment to questions which are of primary 
importance and are now ready for codifi<'ation, 
. we should, I think, arrive more rnpidly a.t definite 
results. 

It would, moreover, be expedient, in order to 
avoid any chance of overlapping, to !Pave on one 
side questions which have already formed the 
subject of special int~rnational conferenrrs, such
as the Brussels Conference on Maritime Law, the 
Berne Conference for the Protection of Industrial 
Propertv and Literary and .Artistic Works,· the 
Hague Oonforenet' on Private International J,aw 
or, 'lastly, the Pan-American Conferences. 

In his instructive speech last· week, Lord Cecil 
said that the .Assembly was entitled to d11mand 
fuller information concerning the work of the 
Committee of Experts. He expressed the wish 
that the First Committee of the .Assembly might 
enquire into the activities of the Committee for the 
Codification of Internationa.l Law. I would venture 
to go a st~p further and to put before you a resolu
tion referring to the First Committee the report 
of the Committee on Jnternationa.l Law. It is 
surely dMirable that the FirRt Committee should 
take official note of the experts' work, in view of 
tho fnct that "the Committee over which 
1\f, Hammarskjold presided with such distinction 
is the outcome of an .Assembly resolution. 

Before pRossing to another question, I beg to 
inform the .ARsomblv that the Netherlands Govern
ment recently renewed for a period of ten years ft.s 
adherenre to the compulsory clause of .Article 36 
of tho Statute of the Internationnl Court. 

Many ct'nturies of wide experience as a colonial 
Power give the Netherlands a special int-P.rest 
in the mandates problem and the work of the 
Perma.nent Mandates Commission. I have on 
several occasions drawn the attention of the 
.Assembly to the good work done by this Com
mission ann also by the mandatory Powers, work 
wbirh bus been acknowledged in the Council's 
reports. This year's report, too, shows · how 
important the work of the Mandates Commission 
has bet'n. Its duty is to maintain a genl'ral 
superviRion over the administration of the mandated 
territories in accordance with the resolutions 
taken by the Council at San Sebastian in 1922 
on the report of M. Hymans. -It ba~ aL~o to 
supervise the moral and intellllctual welfare of 
the inhabitants of the mandated territories. This 
is a difficult and often delira.te task. The Com
miss'on is rareful to avoid giving to its work 
of supervision any character of interference. 

Its work deserve~', I am snre, the who.el.earted 
approval of the .Assembly. .. 

I now turn h> the great question of disarmament. 
The reduction of armaments is the problem most 
exer~Jising public opinion throlll!'hout the world. 
It is the great object of Article 8 of the. Cove~nt. 
As bas been said by a n~Jtable English writllr, 
Noel Baker, it is the b~g .of t~e d~mili
tarisation of human ~oCiety, which smce 1860 
bad fhmg its<>lf at an ever·increasing pac6 into 
the fatal and, from every standpoint, destructive 
competition of armaments. We all feel that 
thiR is one of the most difficult problems to solve, 
because of its very close connection with se~urity. -

This year we ar<> no longer engaged m th.e 
discussion of appropriate methods. The preh· 
minary work for what is called an International 
ConfPrence on Disarmament, thP.t is to say, the 
progr<>ssive redurtion and limitation of arma
ments, bas been begun and, I venture to II!!R~"t, 
is well in band. The Preparatory CoiilllllBsiOn 
bas been working since May 18th, 1926. You 
have read in the Council's report that at the 
outset the Commission set np two Sub-Com- """ 
missionR one to deal with the military, naval ( 
and air' aspectlf\' of the problems referred to it, 
the other to study their non-military aspects . 
These problems are also set ou.t in ~he C?uncil's 
report in the form of a qupstiOnnarre, Wl~h .the 
instructions added by the plenary CommiSSion. 

It is obvious that these Sub-Cpmmissions, and 
particularly the Military Sub-Commission, have 
a . very arduous and intricate task be!ore t)Jeni. 

The science of disarmament is still new and 
it opens up a variety of prospects; many of them 
very. remote. It deals with some exceptionally 
thorny questions. · . • 

During the summer, the Military Su~-Com
mission has achieved a great deal of work m two 
long sessions, each lasting ~everal weeks. It 
will resume work at the end of this month, as soon 
as the Secretariat, which i~ at present fully occupiPd 
with the .Assembly, is again able to give its 
indispensable assistance. 

The Sub-Commi~sion has finished' a large part 
of the work entrusted to it, which consisted chiefly 
in elucidating and defining the technical military 
aspect of the questions involved with a view 
to the preparation of an agreement on _the reduction 
of armaments. . 

The task of the non-military Sub-Commission is 
flo consult such bodies or persons as it may consider 
proper regarding the points in the questionnaire. 
At its first meeting, it referred certain questions 
for opinion to the Commission which was set 
up by the Council under the name of. the. Joint 
Commission and which con~ist~ of representatives 
of the Economic and Financial Organisations 
of the L<>ague of Nations and the International 
Labour Offiee. This Joint Commission has been 
given the power to call in other experts. · 

I will not go further into details, nor can I 
foretell the date on which the Preparatory Com
mission, of which I have the honour to be oBresi
dent, will have finished its work. 

That work requires great deliberation and is 
extrllmely intricate, hut it. is being carried on 
assiduously and in a spirit which does honour to 
the League and displays a fixed determination to 
succeed. · 

How can it be said, ladieR and gentlemen, when 
we consider these achiev<>ment.•, when we consider 
the admirabl!l work'·of the Secretariat, of the diffe
rent organisations of the Le.'lgue, of the I'ermanent 
Court of International. Justice and of the numerous 
committees of the League ; when we consider the 
very notable work of the Council, which by its 
tact and rapidity of decision ha.s settled disputes 
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!hat had already given rise to blOodshed how can 
It _be said that witJiin the few E-hort y;ars of its 
~XIStence_ 'the League . of Nations has not justified 
1ts creation. ! 
. What is the opinion of "those- who indu.!!!O in 
Irony and detraction", to quote thE> adniliable 
words or M. Briand at the m£morable meetin~> of 
Septem~r lOth, when, hardly se-ven years aftt•rthe 
most frightful of ·wars, the enfmie~> of vesterday 
~re hpressing t~ each oth£.r their will to collaborate 
m the work of world P£al'e t 

If I am not mistak11n, it ill not so much the cltief 
detractors of the League who require to be ronvincxd 
of its soundness as the indifferent and lukewarm 
who ~ay, with a shrug of the shoulders and a smil~ 
of compassion: "Yfs, this League of Nations is 
all very well, but how can you up£ct to change 
human nature !" 

Change human nature! We f.hould not athmpt 
to do so, nor should we try to minimise the noble 
sentiment of patiiofum, aa was f.O ably pointed 
out the other day by Viscount Cecil. What we 
need to-day is to accustom men and nat-ions, lrd 
by their Governments, to rdl£ct on the unhnppv 
ref.nlts, for victors and vanquished alikP, of having 
recourse t.o arms for the settlement of disputes. 
Such is the moral disarmament which the I.t>ngu• 
of Nations haa in view. 

We have just made an imm$se advanl'e towards 
universality. We have grHtt:d with enthusiasm 
the advent of Germany amongst ns. We listened 
-and I can vouch for many of us -with tears in 
OUiio eyes, our heartR and minds alike stirn d, to the 
eloquent speech of 1\L Briand in reply to the lofty 
words of the first delegate of Germnny. 

· Latterly, it is truE>, and in particular last Satur
.day, we havp b'ad .grPat disappointment(!. Two 
Members of tbe I,eaJ:n~e haTe, for reasons which it 
is not for mEl to discuss from this platform, consi· 
dered it necessary to withdraw from the League. 

· This is regrettable, no douht, but you will agree. 
I am sure, that it can in no way weaken the great 
Geneva institution. Our work her~>, with its ever
increasing ramifi('.ations throughout the world,• is 
sufficiently strong to withstand a few passing 
shocks. · 

Let us not exaggerate in words thP importance 
of this work. Let us rather work a11 much as 
possible in silence. Those nations who have left 
us will soon realise, without our telling them, that 
the League of Nations, despite its youth, is indis
pensable to the common life of the nations. ' 

The President : 
TranslatiQfl : I now ·have to lay before the 

Assembly the followin!!: draft resolution, submitted 
. by-Jonkheer Loudon on b~half of the Netherlands 
delegation : 

"The Assembly decides to refer to its First 
Co=ittee the section of the Secretary-G!Ineral's 
report dealing with the work of the Committee 
of ExpP-rts for· the Progresaive Codification of 

. IIIQrnational Law.~' 

This text will be prinY>d and di~tributed to the 
delegatio.ns in .the .Assembly Journal. At a future 
meeting, I will submit suggestions to the Asse~bly 
as to the action to be taken on the draft resolutiOn. 
(.Assent.) 

Dr. Nansen, the first delegate of Norway, will 
address the .Assembly. 

Dr. Nansen (Nm:wayh : 
~ Ladies and gentlemen - I would like, first of 

all, to -express our gratitude to M. Briand f~r t~e 
remarks which he was good enough to make m_his 
epoch-making speech the other day on _the subJect 

of the future working of the League. I need not 
say that we wE.>lcome very warmly his assurance 
that publicity and co-operntioR muong all the 
Members of the League are to be tJu~ basic principles 
of its constitutionn.l methods. I f.ln sure you will 
forgive me if I ~fer vE>ry briefly to one or two other 
points of the snme nature. 

ThE> firf.t relntes to the desire expre.•sed in Cl"l'tnin 
quarters thnt the work of the Assembly sh(-Alld 
finif.h at a fixt'd. date, to be decidl'li upon very 
shortly nftE>r the Asst>mbly has opomE.>d and evm1 
before the debate on the Secrehu·y-General's report 
is finished. ' , 

I nE>ed not say tlmt we dt>~ire as 1\l'dl'ntly ns 
anyone that tht>re should be no wnstt' of time nud 
tlmt the mE>eting of the AssPmbly should not be 
unduly protmctt>d. On the oth11r lumo, it st>mns t.o 
us of the grentest import1111!'e thnt t he1-e shoul1i be 
no undue haste, but that full time shoul1i be give•t 
for the adequate disl.'ussion of the gmvo 1111\l 
compli<'ated mat.tt>rs whil'h we have come ht•l't' to 
considt>r. The whole wm·k of the LllaRUe during 
the next year d1•pend~ In gl't'nt lllt'IISIII'C upon the 
decisions tnkPn by the As~~t•mbly. 'l'his yt>1tr we 
have to dt>al with many C(Ul'stions uffpot-ing tlw 
whole future of the Lt>nguo. It is t>sst>ntiul, t1111rofot·e, 
that we should avoid the mistukt's into whit•h umiuo 
hn.sh.• may cause us to fall. From mtwh thnt I have 
heard I know that in this nmU.t•r I 11111 only 
expressing the opinion of nmny delt•j.,•nt.lons 

The same Is true, I believe, a~ fl'Jllll'ds the sl•coud 
point which I wish to nwntion. It reh1tns to the 
oondul't of the prest>nt dl'hat-l' on the rt•port of the 
Secretary-Gem•ml. 'l'here are mnny momlwrs who 
consider this dobnte to be n most huportnnt r.nrt 
of the work of the Assembly. 'l'hos11 who wid 
this opinion cannot but. rl'gret tlmt It shuuhl 1111 ve 
been thou!(ht necessary to lnt.flrrupt the dob1tto In 
order to prt>ss on with such hnst11 with the work 
of the various Committees. Th1•y urult>rstand, 
of course, the special circumstnncf a of the pl'l'Hl'nt 
ca~e. N everthelt>ss, they r1•grt•t tlmt we alwuld 
still be discussing here in gen11ml tt•rma the work 
which the Council and the Hl'Pretnrii~J; huvt> h<>c•n 
ablP to pPrform during the pnH~f.'ur, while at tho 
same time, before our genl'rul survey hnA been 
completed1 the Commit.teea have nlreudy gone u 
long way mto the detailed pro~'l'nmme of the work 
for the coming year. We hope, therefore, and I am 
sure that on this point I am speaking for mnny of 
my colleagues, that the specinl practice of this 
year will not he a precedent for the future. 

I attach more than nauul importance to our 
gl'neral survey this year, because I believe tbnt the 
course of events in some matters wbh~h have beon 
dealt with during the past twelve months should 
afford very valuable guidance and encouragement 
to the present Assembly. In saying this I have in 
mind one question to which the Government of 
Norway attaches great importance. I rcfl'r to the 
question of disarmament. I have received speeiul 
instructions to raise this question in the AHacmbly. 
The Norwegian Government believes that the 
solution of this problem ill of vital importance to 
the successful working of the J,eague. 1 fully a~'l'ee 
with what was so eloquentl.v said upon this mutter 
by the honourable dPiegate for the Netherlands. 

A year ago. after considerable debnte and with 
much hesitation on tbe part of some 1\lembt>rs of the 
A.'!8embly, it was agreell to invite the Counril to' 
set up a special committee to prepare a concrete 
programme for a. Disarmarnent Conference. A 
committee was set up, and, happily, the full CO· 
operation of Germany and the United States of 
America was obtained. Onr Government regrets 
that on this import-ant Committee thP.re ill not a 
larger r11presentation of States which, owing to 
thE>ir geographical position, are free from great 
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armaments, and which, therefore, are in a Sp{'cia_Hy 
favourable position to contribute to a constructive. 
programme. Nenrtheless, they think that a g~od 
start has bePn macle in the difficult work of preparmg 
a scheme for tM reduc.tion and limitation of arm~
mPnts of all kinds. They are very happy that. thiS 
~tnrt has been made ·and hope that the C!>mmittee 
will press on with all speed If thPre 18 even a 
chl!n<'e that from the work of thL~ Committee there 
should result. a real solut.ion (lf this very difficult 
problem I think it should encourage the ARsembly 
to go forward without fear or hesitation in 
fulfilment. of all its great international tasks. 

I now pass to· a suhject whi<'h is dPnlt with at 
great length in the Se<'retary-GPneral's r_epo~. 
i refrr to t.liC administration of mandated teiTJtories 
for ~hic-h the League is responsible. Here, again, I 
associat.e mvself entirely with M. Loudon's eloquent 
(lpscription 'of the work done during the la~t year. 

I venture now to propose a resolution similar to 
thoRP which I have put forward in previous years, 
the purpose of which is to secure the consideration 
by the Sixth Committee of questions relating to 
mandates. The debates-.in previous years have been 
very valuable and Ji am sure the Assembly will 
agrP.e that the practice is one that should be 
continut>d. I therefore propose the following 
resolution : 

"The Assembly : . 
''Following the precedent already. established 

in previous years ; 
"Decides to refer to the Sixth Committee the 

annual repmts of the mandatory Powers, the 
reports of the Permanent Mandates Commission, 
and all other documents dealing with the man
dates question which have been distributed to 
the Members of the League since the sixth 
ordinary session of t.he Assembly.'' 

I uow eomc to the principal matter to which 
I wish to draw the attention of the Assembly, 
namely, the question of the settlement of the 
Armenian ro..(ugePR. Many members of the Assem
bly will I'ememi>L .. the prolonged debate which 
we had on this subject in the Fifth Committee 
a year ago. Perhaps I may briefly refer to the 
subsequent dovelopment of the question se~ out 
in the Secretary-Oonernl's rep01·t. 

The Fifth Committee last year ngreed that 
' tho schemes put forward for the settlement of 

the Armenian refugPes desprved the most serious · 
consideration. They agreed that only in the 
Repub!i(l of Erivan _could. th!'y hope to see a. 
nat.ionnl home for the Armenian people. They 

· ogrepd that the Armenian people had undergone 
sufferings so terrible that they hacl a very special 
claim upon the interest and support of the whole 
civilised world, nud there were fpw of them who 
did not ft.>el that the promises made by many 
Memhers of t.he League cohstituted a moral and 
political ohligation of the stron~Pst kind. On 
thes(l genoral grounds, they urged the Council 
to set up a Special Commit.tee to study the tech
nical rl'alisntJon of the plans for settlameut ann 
national reconstruction which had been proposed. 

This Committee was duly appointed by the 
Council and included among its members distin
guished citizens of Great Britain, France, Germany 
and Italy. The Committee hold a number of 
ml'otings during the course of tha veitr and they 
sent . to Armenia two reprt~sentativli expertS, 
one. of whnm wa..~ a highly qualified British 
eugmeer. As the result of the investigation which 
the expert.~ made and the preparatory work with 
tho Armenian Government, the CommittPe came 
to the nnauimons conclusion that the plans pre-~· 
pared for irrigation and othu ·works and for 

• 
settlement in general were, from the t~ehnica) point 
of view, absolutRiy sound. · As reg'tl'ds this pa;rt 
of the task, therefore, the Committee may b.e said 
to have been completely successful, and. If the 
neces~ry funds were available the carrymg out 
of the scheme could have been begun at once 
with the certainty of the best re~ultl!. But, unfor
tunately in connection with the seco.(!-d part 
of the Wk, the raising of the necessary fuD.ds, 
the Committee were confronted by the greatest 
difficulty. It had hoped to be able to raL~e a Joan 
of the same kind as those rais{'d fo~ Greece a~d 
Bulgaria. . To this end it obtamed cert~m 
important guaran!Res for a loan from the Armeruan 
authorities aml the State Bank. 

Unfortunately, owing to circ~stance8 .into 
whieh I need not enter, the Finnncml Committ-ee 
of the League did not find it possi~le to recon:t~end 
the issuing of a public loan Without additional 
guarantees of a different kind. I need not rermnd 
the Assembly that I had hoped and believl'd 
that such guarantePs would be forthcoming from 
Governments of the Western Powers and that 
they would agree to e~tablish for Ph.e. ~en.ian 
loan a system of diVIded responsibihty similar 
to that set up for the Austrian recon8truction 
loan, which had snch a striking success. 

For some time these hopes received great 
encouragement. The Governments of France, 
Italy ·and Germany' had ali given promises of a 
guarantee of a part of the loan under certain 
conditions, and other Powers had promised that 
they would consider the proposal fnvourablyo if 
the greater Powers were ready to take action. 

I should (lspecia.Jly like to express my gratitude 
to the Frl'nch Government for having been the 
first to make such a conditional promise. Unfor
tunataly, its · condition,. which was that the 
British Government should also participate in 
the collective guarantees, could not be fulfilled. 

·For reasons which seemed- to the British Govern
ment conclusive, it felt unable to carry out the 
policy to which.. some members of the Govern
ment, including the Prime Minister, had pl'e
viously given their warmest support. 

The Assembly will understand . how bitter is 
tb.e disappointment of the Armenian people and 
their friends that, after coming so near to the 
guarantees which would have brought .this plan 
into practical effect, they have nevertheless been 
compelled to witness the faililre, or r.ather, a.'! I 
trust and . believe, the postponement of their 
hopes. 

But it is not my purpose to go over this ground 
again. What . has . h:tppened has happened. . I 
want rather to make a new appeal to the Govern-

. menta to consider afresh the present situation 
as it actually exists. I do not ask for their help 
in any specific form. I do not now put forward 
any concrete proposals to which they might have
some great objection. I· ouly wish now to beg 
~hem to take a new and generous view of . the 
tra!P-c destiny of the Armenian ·people, of . the 
sufferings which. they have endured for so mnny 
centuries of their blood-stained history, of the· 
promises which they have recaived, and of the 
future to w_hi<;h· tlwy can look forward.·· 

I beg. thern to think for a moment what the 
history of the Armenian people ha" been. During 
the pa,s~ 'tw~lve mon.ths. I have spent a great part 
of my tl!Uo In studymg the story of the Armenian 
people, and I have been .forced . to the conviction 
that no people in recorded history have endured 
misery and maltre3:tment ~ any way comparable 
to that through which the Armenians have passed. 
I l'annot att~mpt to give even the briefest sketch 
of the heartrending horror of this storv. I would 
not dare to evoke again the picture of what 
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bappen~d to them in the years 1915 to 1918 and 
even afterwalds right on to 1922. I · would 
not care to des<'rii>E' the nervl.'-shatterina terror 
an_d tht- nameless infamy of the appaulnl!" pil
gnmage of death which the historians will call 
the deportations, when innocent victims -'mt-n 
women, greybeards and tiny children - pt-rished 
not by hundreds, not bv thousands but bv hun
dred's of" thousands, and with every cirt-nnistance 
o~ savage torture. They were beaten, they were 
killed, they were sold, they were driven on till 
tht-y starved to death. 

. Here was a people "W!th intense national fl't'lin~, 
With a remarkahle history of achiev~>ments in 
bygone days, with the finest gifts of intellect 
and practical capa<'ity, a people who had made 
- though few of us ht-re may know it- a gn>at 
contribution to the medireval culture from which 
our modern civilisation is in so great a part 
derived - here was this people in a few years 
almost wipl'd out or scattered to the winds. And 
yet the surviving remnant of this people, with 
a tenacity and a national patriotism which no one 

1 can sufficiPntly admire, is now making with 
!> desperate courage another valiant attempt to build 

up a new national homt>. _,., 
The Republic of Erivan is nothing lt>ss than that 

to Armenians of every class and every party in 
whatever land they may now be. Whether they 
be for the present Gover;nment or not, wht>ther 
they be rich or poor, they look not to Syria, not to 
.Anntolia, not to South America, but to Erivan, the 
land at the foot of the eternal snows of Ararat, as 
the' place where the destiny of thl'ir nation must in 
future lie. There ye~ by year they arc striving 
to build up a new community, a political and 
social system which is Armenian. through and 
through. 

Slowly .they are gathering together by tens and by 
r hundreds their destitute brothers who had found a 

temporary refuge in' foreign lands, and tht>y are 
sending them, with such funds as they can privately 
contribute, to the Armenian State of Erivan. 
In Erivan itself they are going forward. Since I 
described the country to the Assembly as I saw 
it a year ago, great changes have taken place. 
Distress has been considerably reduced, production 
of all kinds has been increased, the whole condi
tion of the country has steadily improved. 

I now want to beg the Governments who lead the 
League to find some means by which they can help 
the Armenian people in the gallant effort they are 
making. Compared with what the Armenians 
have previously been led to hope, how small a 
thing it is that they now ask, how infinitesimal the 
sum of money which is required to realise these 
schemes. A million and a-half poundR sterling 

• among the civilised people.s of the world ; can we 
not find this sum to pay so great a debt - a debt 
.of honour and of pity that lies on all mankind ! 
This sum, divided amongst us all, should be for 
us a· trifling thing, but to the Armenians it means 
very much indeed, for if we can but find it it will 
givo them new hope and new courage in thastmggle 
for a national existence in which they are engaged. 
·It will he a pledge to them that mankind has not 
forgotten the suffe1ings they have endured. It 
will be another great etep forward in the recon
structive_work to which the League has so profitably 

• set its band. It may yet be that, by some means 
which we do not now foresee, we shall secure the 
kind of loan for which we bad previously hoped. 
It may be_ that we must tum to new sources and 
use different methods to achieve our ends. 

How eve._ this may ~e, I cannot, for my. part; 
abandon hope that a definite result can be achieved, 
and I must thert>fore pres~ on until every possible 
way bas been explored. I appeal, therefore, to the 

A.sst>mbly not to close the door ou any path by 
whil'.h the goal may be nttained, and I appt>rtl to the ' 
representatives of the l!n>at and generous-hNtrted 
pt>Oples who are gnthi.>red ht>re' to think agnin 
whether there is no way in whic~t-heir hlllp may 
yet be given and in which their great collective 
burden of responsibility mn'f be disclmrged. If ' 
they will Ponjure up bt•Iore tlu•ir minds thA tragic 
story on which I bnse the urgt>nt appt>nl that I h~\<e 
made, I l.'annot but bl.'lit>ve thnt even yet they will 
find this way. 

The Pn-sidl'nl : 
Translation: On behnlf of the Norwt'jth\U tlt'le

gation, Dr. Nanst>n hns just put the following 
motion to the Assembly : 

"The Assembly: 
"Following the prel'{'dl'nt nlrendy l'stnbllsht'll ' 

in previous years ;, • 
"Dt>Cides to refer t.o the Sixth Conunittt•l' the 

annual reports of the mnndntory Powl'l·s, t.he 
reports of the Permanent l\ltuulaltt•s ('onunission, 
and all other doounwnh tlt•nling with t.ho mnn· 
dates que~tion which have bt•t•n diNt.ributt•H 
to ~he MembPrs of the Lt•ngue since tho sixth 
ordinary session of tho Assembly." 

The motion will be printt~tl nnd oommunlcatt'd 
to Members of the Assembly in the .1l.•srmlll!f 
Jn11rnal. I will submit at a Int~>r meot.ing 11 
proposal on the action to be takon on thill mot.ion . 
If there is no objection, I shall regtu-d my proposnl 
as adopted. (Aclopted.) 

The Presld~nt : 
Translation : M. Mitilt•neu, dolegnte of Rounumln, 

will address the Assembly. 

M. 1\lilllen~u (Roumanh~) : 
Translation : Mr. Presldent, ladit•s and gont!Nnen 

-In mounting the stt•ps of this phMurm to 
address you I cannot but fool a \)erLtLin emotion, 
especially arter the mernomble aud lmprt>HHive 
meeting held last Friduy. 'fhis is my fh·Ht nppt•nt·· 
ance among ;ron as represontative of Houmunln, 
and I am anxwus to reuflirm once ngnin the rh•vo· 
tion felt by my country for the League of NatinnH. 
In saying so, I am not liMing the mcunlngi••HM 
expresHions of conventionality; I am giving 
utterance to a genuine and dct•ply felt Hentimrmt. , 

Roumania is anxious and euger for pcn.ce above 
all things. She obsl'rves treatioH and the ohllgatlons 
and rights which they entail for ht•r. Hon"e Hhe 
regards the consolidation of the League and t.he 
extension of its influence t.o all part~ of the world 
as the surPst meanft of nttainin~e univnrHJLl pacifi
cation. She regards this arwred union of all tho 
peoples, this common endeavour of all the nat.ions 
of the world, as the realisation of a unlverHrLI 
aspiration for an atmoHphero of ptlaceful work anrl 
the tranquil development or lnternutionul rclationH. 

.And so we may trust that the day iH not fur 
distant when all the peoplr•H will be united hPre In 
a common ideal and bound by identical fcclingH 
of brotherhood. 

We trust that we shall witni'HH the return of 
those who have left us and that our appP.al will be 
heard by tho~e who are not yet here. 1'hat day will 
be heralded with joy by Roumania. Roumania
Jet me to-day solemnly repeat it once again - is 
still prepared, behind the shelter of the frontiers 
she now possesses, to sign a pact. of non-aggre~sion 
with all her neighbours without dilltinc,tion. 

Eager to collaborate on the closest and most 
loyal terms, Roumania reaffirms her sentiment~ of 
lively admiration and sincere friendship for this 
illnstrious Assembly. 
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'~9. Xl~~ii!~~~ ~:ET;~~R.r:~~~~~~~~W'T~~ 
.\RTlll.ES JlF THE CO\'ENANT : REFE
RE.XCE TO THE .\GEXD.\ COllliiTTEE 
OF TilE l.l'IUFT RESOLUTION PROPOSED· 
BY THE • .\XSTl\.\LI.U DELEGATION. 

• 'Q!e Pn-sid~nt : 

TraMlation: The Assembly will remember that 
at its last meeting the Hon. J. G. Latham, first 
delegate of Australia, submttted to it the following 
draft resolution : -

"That tlui First Committee be requested to 
.ronsider and to report to the Assembly upon the 
desirability of numbering the para,.araphs of the 
Articles of the . Covenant publiRhed by the 

• L-eague., _ -- .. 
Thi~ text has been published and communicated 

to the Members of · the Assembly through the 
4s.<rm bly J ourn<ll. · · 

Yon will also remember that at the time I asked · 
your permission to suggest at a later meetilllJ what 
action we should take in regard to this draft 
resolution. 

I now propose that it be referred to the Agenda 
Committee,· and I will ask that Committee to be so 

· good as to· meet as soon as possible and submit its 
conclusions. · 
· If there is nc opposition, I shall consider this 

propos.al as adopted. (Adopted.) · 

30. - IXCLUSION OF THE QUESTION OF 
ALCOHOT..ISll IN THE .PROGR.\11!\IE OF 
WORK OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS: 
PROPOS.\L OF THE DELEGATIONS OF 
FU"LAXD, POLA<"D A.t''D SWEDEN. 

The President : 

Transl11tion: I have just received a communica
tion submitted jointly by M. Setala, first delegate 
of Finland, M. Zaleski, first delegate of Poland, 

'' and M. LOfgren, first delegate of Sweden. This 
document reads as follows,: 

"In its practical activities in the field of social, 
economic and humanitarian questions, the League 
has more and more been compelled to deal with 
the question of alcoholism. Thus the report 
to the seventh ordinary session of .the Assembly 
on the work of the Council and of the Secretariat 
contains the information that the Traffic in 
Women and Children Committee was unani- . 
m~usly of the opinion that ail interdependence 
exl8ted b~tw~n the two evils, namely, alcoholism 
and proRtitutiOn (page 111), and the Child Weli'\re 
CoiD;IDittee, after having considered the report 
furnished by the International Bureau aaainst 
Alcoholism, reqn!'sted the Council to ask the 
Governments to protect ·children and young 
peo~le from the danger of alcoholism by every 
possible means (page 114). 

"The difficulty of the mandatory Power~ and 
the Pennanent Mandates Commission of the 
Lea,aue of Xati~ns in dealing with the importation 
and consumption of liquor in the mandated 
ten-itories i:S well known, as well as the lack of 
~Iearl_y defined tenus and of uniform methods 
Ill this respect (pages 57 and 66). 

"Moreover, the absence of co-ordinated 
international action against alcoholism is felt 
in the ·most. civilised countries .. .As an example 
may be mentioned the smugglfug of alcoholjc 
liquor which cis much in evidence Qll the frontiers 

- of. au countries and especially on the seas and 
which, to the disgrace of civilisation, renders vain 
the most praiseworthy efforts of the ·peoples 
and Government~ to settle the ·alcohol 0J.esfi'i.on. 

"On various sides (United State of America, 
States around the Baltic Sea\ recourse has been 
had to conventions passed between States ·in 
order to etirpate the evil, but without uniform 
international action there can be ~o · hopt> of 
success. 

i•various organisations founded to protect 
society against alcoholism have for a long time 

· been, endeavouring to secure . international 
official action again~t this scourge of the world. 
. . "The International Conference of Studies 

. ag'tinst Alcoh!)lism which met at .Paris on April-
3rd; 4th and 5th, 1919, .under the presidency of 
M. · Vandervelde, now Foreign Minister of 

·BelgiUm, requested' the · Peace Conference - .to 
consider whether it, would be ·possible to ask . 
the League of Nation.s to take the question of 
alcohQlism under detailed examination. · 

"The InternatiomLl Conference against 
Alcoholism which met at Geneva on Septemhe:r 

· . 1st, 2nd !tlld 3rd, 1925, vot.ed a series of resolu-
. tions relating to the question~ of the colonies, 
of smuggling and of the conflicts between alcoh,ol
exporting States and Statns with advanceda!cohol 
legislation, and requested the Council: of the 
League of Nations to examine iri what way thP. 
League could concern itself with the alcohol 
problem. Finally, the Eighteenth International 
C-ongress against. Alcoholism which . met at 
Dorpat (Esthonia) from July 21s't to 29th, 1926, 

·adhered to the resolutions voted by the Geneva 
Conference and requested the League of Nations 
to interest itself in the alcohol question. 

"Several Congresses assembling representa
tives of V!'ry many countries have appealed to the 
League of Nations, hoping that, with all the 
authority at its co=and, it will now undertake 
a co-ordinating action for the •future settlement 
of the alcohol question, so important for the future 
of huinanity. 1 ·· · · 

''There arc divergencies of opinion as regards 
the- alcohol· question and the best means of 
solving it. What has to be done now i~ to 
examine the question thoroughly and scientific
ally and to endeavour thus to prepare the proper 
measures to be taken. 

"When- the different Governments and the 
different currents of opinion join together for a 
co=on task, undertaken in the spirit of th& 
JJ~agu_e_ of Nations and on the basis of impartial 
scientific research, one may hope that this work 
will b~ar fruit . which will .. prove beneficial to 
humaruty. · . · . o o 

' "The undersigned therefore venture tQ request 
that the Assemblv should decide to· include in 
the _programme o~ the work of the League of 
Nations the questiOn of alcoholism and should. 
ask the Council to take measures to this effect." 

ThiS text will be printed an{I, distributed and 
at . a subsequent meeting I will suggest 'what 
action we shoulil take in regard to this proposal. 
(Assent.). 

The Assembly rose at 5.50 p.m. 

' 

1'1\JNTED BY ,. 'IRIBUNE DE GENEVE" 
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The President : 

of dangerous haste. It was thus possible for us' 
to discuss the question in that atmosphere of calm 
and serenity which can alone safeguard the 
absolute liberty and dignity of the Assembly. Our 
work had been facilitatt>d by the investigations 
of the Committee appointed by the Council, 
which approved the conclusions of those invE's
tigations and recommenden them to the Assembly. 

I should, however, be fa.iJing iri my duty and in 
· the requirements of justice if I omitted to mention 

that the iliscussions in th!l First Committee, while 
adhering to the guidin~ principles of the scheme 
submitted by the Committee of enquiry, defined 
that scheme still further, improving and ampli· 
fying it to a very considerable extent. 

'The work which we are about to accomplish 
will thus not be a mere solemn formality of 
purely superficial import but a real legislative 
act re-affirming the sovereignty of the Assembly. Translatio-n. : The first.; item on the agenrla 

is the discussion of the proposals made by the 
Co=ittee on the Composition of the Council 

• regarding the method of election and tenure of 
the non-permanent seats on the Council. 

M. Motta, Rapporteur and Chairman of the 
Fir~t Committee, will adrlress th~> Assembly. 

The draft resolution submitted by the First , 
Committee is divided into two parts. The first, 
consisting of Articles I to III, . fixes the rules 
applicable under normal circumstances ; the seconll, 
which consists only of Article IV, indicat~s the 
temporary provisions applicable to this year's 

M. Motta (Switzerland), Rapporteur : 
Translation: Mr. President, ladies and gentle

men - The Fir8t Committee begs to ~ubmit 
to-day· the .result of its work concerning the rules 
applicable to the election of the non-permanent 
Members of the Council, their terms of office 
and "t:b.e conditions of re-eligibility. 

As Chairman. of the First Co=ittee, I have 
been requested to explain to you the proposals 
which it unanimously adopted. My explanations 
will be purely verbal, as I have had no time to 
prepare a written rE'port, owing to the fact that 
the Committee did not conclude its work until 
last night. 

I desire to point out, first, that the Committee's 
work proceeded in a friendly atmosphere of cour- · 
tesy and mutual under!Ganding. Nothing was done 
with undue precipitation ; we avoided any suspicion 

elections. · · 
I propose first to explain the general principles 

underlying the system recommended · to you. 
I shall then briefly dwell on the differences between 
the permanent or normal provisions and the· 
temporary . provisions. · 

The dominating principle is that of rotation. 
The term of office i~ fixed at three vears. On the 
expiry_of this period, the non-permanent Members 
will not normally be re-eligible. They then enjoy 
what I may describe as a spell of re~t. The term 
of office begins immeiliately on election and ends 
on the day of the elections held three years later 
hy the Assembly. The period during which a 
retiring State remains ineligible lasts only for three 
years; on the expiry of this period, that State 
again becomes qualified for election. 

The re-elelltion of the non-permanent Members 
of the Coun<'il is effected by thirds: that is to say, 

• 
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th<- :lnmml elt•t•tions IIPl>!y tntly to t}U't'l' nf the .n!.ne l\Iemlwrs b:v one ballot, and then, by three further 
Mn-pt•rnmnt•nt :\lt•mbt'l">'. This s~•st~·m. sntu;ues hallots (thus malting fum· in all), it would divide 
two t>s:;t>ntialn•quil't'lllt'Uts : thllt o! :tpp~nntmg to !he these sPat-s between the nine elected Members, 

, l\>unl'il as m:llly Stnh•s as possible m succes~um indicat.ing those elected for three years, ·then those 
nud th>lt of Cl>lltinuity. elected for two yea~s and, finally, those elected for 

The !!1'\'at idt'~. of equality between the States one year. · · 
whit'h ,~ uou-pt•rru:lllt>Ut Members of the Counc.il Another way would be, instead of proceeding 
is. thus reeonl'it.ed with the necessity of ensuring first .to 'the election of nine Members and then 
in the Cuuncil,a fet"ling of continuity accompanied dividing them into differoht categories, to take 
bv sound methods o£ work. three successive ballots, electing fit:st the States 
''fl1e principle of rotation does nut, however, to be nominated' for tliree years, then those; for• two 

~oi).Stitute an absolute, rigi<l or inflexible rule. vears. and finally tliose for one year. · · · · 
Situations nu1v arise in which it is imperative, in • The Committee recommends that the Assembly 
the interests of the League, to make exceptions. should refer this question for decision to the 
It mav be desirable that a State should remain General Corumittee,. and I hope you will give the 
on the Council for an extended period; . it may General Committee this mark· of confidenl'e, which 
be thnt the services which it has rendered or may it certainlv merits. · 
still render in the cause of peace will justify 1111 Further; the declaration 'regarding re-eligibility 
exception in its favour. Such :Ill' exception, will follow the election and not ·precede it. As I 
ht>wever. must not be allowed to become a. rule. have just explained, the declaration ·Of re-eligibility 
Hence, the draft resolution provides that it shall· · would normally precede the election itself. This
only be confirmed by a ~ep~ate secret ballot, in vear it will not be so. 'It would, in fact, be illogical 
the case of each individual State, and by a majority to ask a State to become a candidate for re-election_ . 
of two-thirds of ·the votes cast in the Assembly. ·before it knew that it had .been elected~ · -' 
The vote may be taken only upon the request of If-which is most improbable.- several St.at~s 
the State concerned and, as a general rille- ap~t should be candidates, onlyc those obtaining the . 
from the temporary provisions for the present greatest mimber of votes _:at least two-thirds 
year- only on the expiry of the term of office of the total number of votes cast - would be 
or during the years which I have described as years declared re,eligible; · 
of rest. _ . In the case of a tie, the general provisions of 

Blank. or spoilt votes are to be deducted in the Rules of Procedure .:would apply and there 
calculating the two-thirds majority. It is only would be a fresh ballot. 
right that a State should be required when voting ln '1927· and 1928· the Assembly will be able 
to express its opinion by a definite "pro" or "con". to declare ·ot11er States re-eligible. Nevertheless, 
The question of blank voting pn,pers, moreover, if this year ruore than· three; dr. at least three, 
ceases, to my mind. to be of any practical States are . declared_ re-eligible, it should. oo.ly 
impQrtance directly their aetual value, significance make use of these powers in quite exceptional ' 
and effect are realised. ' circumstances. . ·. . · · . 

The scheme provides, further, that the Council · _ These are, ill brief, the proposals wliich the 'First 
shall in no case include at any one time more than Committee has .the. honour ·to submit' to you. 
three States which have qualified as re-f'ligih!e. I 'trust that you will adopt .them unanimously-

T!Je Assembly - and this is a point I would although according to the Covenant .a two-thirds 
emphasi8e ~ is free at any time to exercise its majority would be sufficient.,- and so set the seal 
right to proceed, whenever circumstances call for on the compromise - intended to con~iliate -the 
such action, to a new election of -all the non" differences of opinion which have arisen in the' past 
ptlrmanent Members of the C.ouncil. Hence no- few months: · . . · . . 
vested right has been created in the seats on the Theo elections will be h~ld, tocmorrow. ·You · 
Council. The Assembly remains the Rovereign will not forget that the Council:andot;he Assembly, 
power. It may take away what it has given, but inincreaSing tlie number of non-permanent Meru
it will only exercise· this right by a ·two-thirds bers from six to nine, desired inter. alia· to· give 
majority and will determine the special :rules a larger share· th.an. at present to Latin America. 
applicable in-this case-. · You will bear in mind, . too;· that wisdom and. 

This right· reserved· by the Assembly,· which justice alike demand ~ better representation 
• gavt> rise yesterday to a long and . interesting for Asia. · · · · 
discussion in the First Committee, is derived from At yesterday's sitting of the First Committee, ·• 
the general spirit of the Covenant .. It rloes not the delegates of· l;'ersia and China again· urged 
constitute a menace to anyone-· this I would that two non-permanent seats should be allocated 
emphasi<re-itis.sinlplythesupreme means whereby this year to Asia and ·Africa. I~t this possible¥ 
the Assembly can interven~ to deal with critical In pre8ent circumstances, ·can the continent of 
situatiolll! which admit of no other solution. Asia for once be allowed more noncpermanent 

The rules which I have just explained as clearly Members Y ' • • · . ·• · · 
as I can are subject to certain modifications for You will understand that ·I must treat thiS 
tb!' present year. First' and foremost, the elections subject with reserve, seeing ·that . the freedom • 
for this year apply not to one-third but to all of action· of the Assembly is involved. Never
the non-permanent 1\Iembers : ·three States are ~eless, I :·enture to think that we canno~ overlook, . 
to be elected for a term of three y~rs, three for a ~1ther .thiS year or- an~ more particular!~-· 
term of two years. and three for a term of one year, m future years ·the clalllls . of the enormous 
The procedure is. to be determined by the G~eral populations and the 'inexhaustible wealth of Asia. 
Committee. · · · l'r~oreover, we should not forget that Asia wa.!! the 
· I ru;k your permission to explain: this special buth-place nf the most ancient philosophies and 
point. You will find in the nroposal now before civilisations: - · 
you a provision laying down" explicitly that the ! on will a~l. b~ guided, as in the past, by the 
General Committee, in virtue of powers delegated spmt of conmhahon which underlies this compro
bY: the Assembly, shall decide the procedure for mise. The c_ompromise is not perfect~ . That 
thll! year. · , J;em:trk is becoming almost 'a commonplace.' I. 

This is the crux of the matter. The· ballot this realise that as Wl"ll as anyone. But if I had to 
year can be taken in two ways. The Assembly choose between a palace 0-': great architectnral 

· conld first pr?ce.ed to elect niue non-permanent beauty built on principles· of pure reason and a 
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house of plainer design but answering the needs 
of everyday life, I should select the practical house 
in preference .to the palace. 

The compromise is certainly defective in many 
ways. It would, however, be unjust, and more than 
unjust, to say that it was inadequate and 
hastily conceived. Even before its main lines had 
been laid down, it brought us to the great dav 
of SI':Ptember lOth. M. Briand and M. Stresemann, 
in tl'leir •noble gesture of reconciliation between 
Franee and C'-.ermany, told us that their Govern
ments would do as much as was humanly possible 

·to close , the ·road leading to·. bloodshed. · · · 
·N e:u- my seat·. there wrui · seated a woman in 

mourning. :I was ·moved witb, great sympathy 
to see ner. -·Her·eyes were filled with tears. She 
was, I am. sure, a sacred and symbolic pictrire of 
all. mothers ·and wives whom the poet ho.d in mind 
when he wrote the words: "Bella, ·matribus detestafa". 
That h sufficient to vindicate and justify the com-

·. promise.. · . .. - .. ·- · · : · · · · 
: ·.:.:But the ,!)om promise_ .does more than· this. It 

demonstrates :the wisdom of the Ass~>mblv. It 
proves· that each one of i1S . can subordinate" indi

:r ·vidual:views to the general interest. Our policy 
• has not been dictated by consid~;>rations of prestige. 

The · Assembly has not abandoned its proper 
r6le ... By its unanimity it will, I hope, assure 
the· moral •-force and prosperity· of the League 
of N a.tions. 

The President : 
Translation. : M. Lofgren, first delegate · of 

Sweden, will address the Assembly . • 
M. Lofgren (Sweden) : 

·.When some days ago, at a moment of historical 
importance, the first delegate of France, in a 
r4lmarkable and memorable · speech, welcomed 
the great State which then entered the League, 

,. he emphasised . the . necessity of counteracting 
within .this· world-wide institution all the dangers 
which national vanity and national prestige may 
let loose. In moving words he reminded the leaders 
of all the States of their duty earnestly td try to 
moderate the egotism of their different peoples and 
to induce them to sacrifice their selfish aspirations 
in the interest of general peace. . That a ready 
response may be made to this mighty appeal to 
the good-will between the nations is a desire 
fervently cherished by nlillion.~ of men and women 
in all countries. 

The optimism whi()'b characterised the speech 
of the eminent French statesman, as well as the 
report of our honourable Rappprteur, rloes not, I 
fear, generally prevail. It may, perhaps, not be 
out of the way :to recall on this occasion how, in the 
minds of many, the very long and extremely difficult 

_ crisis which will to'day, I hope, be settled, brought 
into. daylight how far the different peoples are 
bom the time when national egotism and policy 

' will cease to be deciding factors in international 
affairs. . · 

In all the countries .of the world there are those 
"'ho •believe that if the I.eague, during this crisis, 
has -been shaken to its foundations, this has been 
due less to differences . of real interest than to 
tendencies of national pride and prestige, such as 
.,xist •mong amost peoples and in most countrieB. 
I express no opinion on the question whether this 
view i~ justified or not. nut I cannot abstain from 
emphasising that the solution of the crisis which 
is now at hand - a solution which is probably 
the only one attainable -is, in my opinion, and 
in the opinion .of the ~ountry I have the honour 
to represent, so far from being an ideal one that it 
may, on the contrary, jmply grave dangers and 
difficulties for the League in the· future. 

• 
Circumstances have compelled Sweden to take 

a more at'tive part than many other Members of , 
the League in the preparation of this solution; 
but it would be a mistake to th~nk that we look 
with pride and entire satisfaction on the result 
achieved. Without pretending in aQy way that our 
standpoint has always been the ouly right one, 
the Swedish representatives tm the Lea~me have 
time after time tried to prevent decisions which, 
in t~eir modest judgment, seemed to be ,rash 0 or 
unWISe. • 
. With regard to one vital point, namely, the 

. organisatjon of tho Council, their views· have 
prevailed,· They have, however, opposed in vain 
the ifi:crease in the number of t.he non-permanent 
Members -of the Council and certain provisions in 
the proposals before us. In giving up one or other 
point of view which we had held without acy 
selfish motives, ·only believing that we were 
acting in the interests of the League, we did so in 
the belief that the long-drawn-out struggle being 
wage.il_. Withm _the. walls of .. the J,eague- must be 
brought to an end, lest the League should suffer 
inealcnlable harm. " 

In .. tllis .spirit. we accepted some da.ys ago. tho 
decision to increase the numb<Jr of Members oY 
the Council, a decision which the situation made 
inevitable. In the same spirit I shall vote to-day 
for the proposal made by the First Committee. I 
feel able to do this because I believe that the 
stipulations before us cannot rightly be interpreted 
as violating any basic principle of t.he League. 
Explicit assurances have been given to me (and I 
think the sense of the text itself will bear witness 
in the same direction) that the scheme does not 
involve any classification of Rtates, does not 
invoh·e any privilege being conferreil on any special 
State nor any guarantee whatsoever for re-election. 

Nothing could give us greater sat.isfaction, in 
watching the work of the Council as. an ordinary 
Member of the Assembly, than to fmd that our 
apprehensions .hftve been unfounded, and that the 
appli<'ation of th4J scheme will bring about not only 
a temporary peace but also a definite and lasting 
solution with regard to the orgaqisation of the 
Council. May this constitutional peace, for which 
we all hope, assure us a new era of good-will for 
all the Members of the League. 

With this df>sire in view, I shall support, on 
behalf of my Gove~nment, the plan laid b!'fore us. 

The President : 

Translation : Sir George Foster, first delegate of 
Canada, will address the Assembly. 

Sir George Foster (Canada) : 

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen- Allow 
me for a moment to associate myself with the 
observations made by the delegate of Sweden in 
his note of appreciation concerning. the influences 
and feelings which have been manifest in this 
present session of the Assembly, , notably in 
connection with the . spP.eches made. by the 
delegate~ of Germany and France. · 

Those. of us who have not attended the different 
sessions of the Assembly but who from distant 
points have watched with unabated interest 
the work of the League cannot help contrasting, 
and with great joy, the difference between the 
c.onrlitions at thi~ present Assembly and those of 
the Assembly in March last. If we had then to pass 
through a bitter crisis we can now congratulate 
ourselves upon having passed it successfully and 
upon finding ourselves a few months afterwards 
in a stronger position as a r.eague of Nations and 
higher in the estimation of the world than at any 
.preceding stage in the history of the League. 
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t..t mc enll the ntteution o£ the dele~at()~ to 
this out' fa<'t which we must always k{'ep m muul. 
Thl' Lt'l\glll1 of Nations w.as not sent ~own to .us 
fhun Bt>nwn f<illy org:unsed. and eqmpJ?ed mth 
l>erft>l'tt•d phm.s upon the baSIS of ~hich It should 
work out its ~nt purposes nnd Ideals. It ~as 
nn experiment co.,Uided to human and fa!llhle 
bein«S to men who had to learn from expei"Ience 
and~ build up a new org:~uisation - a worl.d 
onmnisation .at that- upon the results of their 
ex}x>rienre. 1.'he thought tbat comes to ~e st~ongl:y, 
and that I belie>e we sbould all keep m mmd, IS 
that this institution is an evolution, an experiment 
upon a world-scale unexampled in the history 
of nations, and that it is from su!p to step, from 
!!Tilde to grade, from position to position, based 
~pon experience, that this organisation hall 
ultimately to be built up. . 

Coming to the subject of to-day's discussion, 
•what have we f There is a feeling amongst all the 
Members of this Assembly that the one thing 
necessarv is that within the Council we should have 
the best ability, the widest experience and the 
gn-atest prestige ·possible. · An executive wliich 

,has to do what the Co1111cil of the League of Nations 
has to do needs to be made up of the very best 
material that the League can provide and plar,e 
in the position of counst"!lors for the execution of 
its policy. We are all agreed upon that. We are all 
agreed also, I believe, that continuity is a very 
strong element in the successful work of the Council. 
The Covenant itself provides for both in making 
permanent Members of the great Powers that had 
signed the Treaty of Peaoo. They were not only 
influential, they were not only experienced, they 
not only had the largest view of the world's work 
from a diplomatic and political po'lnt of view, but 
they were also there from the first to preserve 
continuity in the work of the Coimcil. 

So much was g:Iined. The Assembly was at first 
represented on the Co1111cil, a£ we know, by four 
Members, afterwards by six, which affirmed the 
position of the Assembly as a paramo1111t power in 
the work of the League of Nations. Then came the 
practical difficnltil's, which do not need to be 
recounted here, and these difficulties led ·the way 
to a recon;;ideration of the question of the 
composition of the Council and of the methods of 
procedure of the Assembly and the Council as 
related one to the other. 

The Committee's report now p!&ced before us 
brings the whole matter to a unanimous conclusion, 
not as the ideal thing, perhaps, as the delegate from 
Sweden well remark-ed, nor yet a~ the definitely 
and absolutely fixed position which shall be 
maintainP.d for all the years to come, but as the 
be~t that w;e can a~hieve for the present, leaving 
the futu.-re to take care of itself as experience 
points the way for amendments and improvements, 
in our methods. 

Much, then, is gained if we keep in mind that this 
is a ~~r .of evolution and that we are preserving 
continmty m the work of the League of Nations 
by its permanent memberships and at the same 
time are bringing from tlie Assembly from year to 
year fresh views and fresh methods of application 
of those viPws. 

We shall have gained another element · of 
cont~uity if we pass this present report, which 
proVIdes that a non-permanent Member instead of 
being electl'd for one year will be elected for three 
years, and will thus have the advantage - and it is 
a v~ry great. advantage- of adding year by year 
to Its experu•nce and becoming a more. capable 
and a m?re useful Member of the Council than if 
the ap~mtment were a yearly appointment. 

I th!nk we shall have gained in strength and 
power if the Assembly approves of the report. 

:Bnt we have also gained one thing morE', which 
I think was essential and which may be looked 
upon· as a very strong addition t.o our working 
methods. We have made it absolutely impossible, 
if we adopt this report, for there to be a repetition 
of what took place in March 1926, an event which 
we, who believe in" the League, all deplorE'd and an 
event which was equally deplored by a great mass 
of public opinion in nations which did not belong 
to the League and had not consented to "co-operate 
with it. We l1ave made it absolutely sure t&at the 
A.~sembly of the . League will have the power, 
whenever it wishes to exE'rcise it, ·to recall the 
mandates, so to speak, of its appointed non
permanent Members and to give different instruc
tions and, if necessary, to a different set of Members. 
This, in my view, is a strong and essential factor 
in connec.tion with the work and efficiency of the 
League of Nations. · • · · 

J; think, then, that those delegations which have 
had strong and differing views with .reference 
to permanent and non-permanent Members may 
congratulate themselves on the net result, and I · 
for one, if I may be pE'rmitted to do so, congratulate 
those members of_ delegations who have held such,. 
strong views and have held them so sturdily, bu~ 
who, in the general- intere~ts of ~e League of 
Nations, have been able to meet their brethren of 
different views .and so come .to a unanimous 
conclusion. This is proof positive to me that in the 
brotherhood of nations which is represented in the 
League it is possible for the strongest diversity 
of view, h,eld with perfect honesty, to be merged 
into conclusions which, whilst they are not entirely 
satisfactory to either one or the other, are accljpted 
because they are ~in the interests of general 
co-operation. and world peace. • 

I think, too, that we must make a distinction 
between what is the official position and utterance 
of the League of Nations with reference to the 
matters dealt with in the report before us and the, 
incidental favourable allusions made by the 
Committee of Fifteen. Some things will have been 
absolutely affirmed· when this report is. adopted, 
and tliose I bave stated. There are other conside
rations which have not been affirmed in this report 
but which have been favourably commented upon 
and · recommended ' by the Committee which 
reported to the Council and whose report is now 
before us. These latter refer to the general question 
of the allocation of seats and . their distribution 
among the Members of the Assembly. ·· 

A geographical distribution of seats has been 
mooted and discussed and Assembly after 
Assembly has passed resolutions thereon. ·weight 
has been given. and I think rightly, to the question 
of geographical distribution. I am in favour of a 
reasonable and efficient distribution of seats based 
in part on geographical conditions and necessities;..;, 
m.y point of view, however, is this - I give it ·"1" 
mth all modesty but with sincere conviction~ 
that in this matter the Assembly should not ,bind o 

itself at this or any particular juncture as re!rards 
the k.ind of g~o~ap~cal ilistribution that may be 
best m the diStribution and allocation: of lll&ats in 
the Council by the Assemblv. 
. I. ~o n?t !ike to see. a. great world organisation 

dividing Itself up by r1g1d rules . into water-tight 
compartments and fl'ttering and ·hampering the 
actio_n of the. L!Jague of Nations for future years. 
I believe that It IS best to allow entire freedom to the 
Lea~e of Nations Assembly it£elf to be guided 
by Circumstances and the experience ·of later years 
and to mak<'. its dispositions with r<'gard to those 
~oundwork principles. Therl'fore, , whilst I am 
m favour of a reasonabte and prop'lr allocation..,_ 
o~ ~he groun.ds of geographical conditions, I am not i 
willing to bmd myself or to bind this Assembly 
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to any cut-and-dried specific num~>rical allocations 
which will force our hands in the future. 

The Commfttee also showed its favourable 
consideration of the Latin countries in South 
America and sympathised with the allocation of 
three "Seats to L-atin America. This allo~tion 
applies entirely to a group of countries located 
in one continent, a group of nations having a racial 
and eultftTal unity and similarity. I have every 
respe~;~t and give reasonable support to the 
underlying sentiment upon which that claiin is 
founded, and the most generous appreciation 
of that claim when once it is made. But, again, I ask 
myself, and I ask this As~embly, to consider the 
fact that, after all, we are a world society and we 
must avoid as far as we possibly can the setting 
up of a series of racial or cult_ural divisions which 
take the form of groups and make th~ appeal on 
those grounds. I hope the Assembly understands· 
what I mean. . 
, Cultural divisions there will ·be, racial divisions 

there Will be,. ·and whilst there must exist, and 
while due respect must be given to their claims, 
we in the League of Nations must always keep in 

~· view the fact that it is a world organisation, and 
that it is to a world co-operation that we have 
to appeal. With this irl mind, while giving t.hese 
different groups their due ·power and considera
tion, we must hold ourselves free to do our work 
in the League from the world point of view. From 
that point of view a man is a man, whatever his 
race and whatever his culture, and in the Lea~roe 
nationalities must meet together, if its purpose 
is to-JJe ensured, upon a groundwork of brotherhood, 
and must aim at the achievement of a great work 
of peace and amity which shall be as wide as the 
world itself. The .division into groups, racial or 
cultural, begets rivalrie~, leads to discord, and 
tends to break up that broad union so necessary, 
to success. · 

·' · Let me add one more word in continuation of 
this line of argument. It should, I think, be kept 
in mind - and I wish particularly to refer to it at 
this time__:._ that, after all, the League of Nations 
must look for its support and its success to the 
individual moral and intellectual conscience of the 
wide world. Unless in our different nationalities 
we ·can bring our League ·of Nations, with its 
principles and ideals, into the hearts and minds 
of .the units of each .nation, and found our hopes 
for access in our work upon. that individual 
conviction, we shall never have a Le3gue with the 
power and rermancnce for which we hope. None 
of us will find in our hearts any opposition_ to this 
contention, that it is upon this great worldwide 

· conviction in the hearts of individual men and 
women that We must erect. our temple, that we 

• must place our altars, that we must make· our 
,..-vows, and that we must depend for the support. 

of, the League of Nations in its great ·work .. 
• In this way we come together, men of different 

nationalities, men of different convictions, men of 
different cultures, and we place ourselves upon the 
commoil level of men of the world and brothers in 
humanity, working together and co~operating 
throughout the whole world, and having respect 
for all the different portions of -tho great world 
which mal•es up our membership. 

I have thought that it is not at all out of place 
to ca\i the attention of the Members of the Assembly 
this morning to one fact. We have heard much 
of the claims for representation on the Conneil of 
cultural and ra<'ial groups, but we have not, d•1ring 
the six years that the League of Nations has b.een 

_. in operation> heard an§thing of that group, if I 
may caU it such, of Mt>mbers of the .L~ague of 
Nations made up of the overseas .dommwns al!d 
possessions of tho British F.mpire. Away out m 

the Paeific Oc~an there is an immense island 
continent peopled already by six million inhabitants 
of the Jlriti$h race and with all the resources, 
indlll'tries and development of a g'eat and growing 
nationalitv. 

On the 'North American contine'ht there is the 
Dominion of Canada with ten,-Jnillion inhabitants, 
with rich and almost boundless re~ources, with 
well-developed industries, with !-(l'Cat str•mgth in, 
the present and greater hopes for the future. ~ 

In South Africa we come upon another rich and 
widely extended Member belonging to this group. 
On the Indian Ocean there is an immense population 
possessing a large geographical section of country 
which is being developed with persistency and 
success. 

Then, in ad;'lition, there is the Dominion of New 
Zealand and the Dominion of the Irish Free StaM~ 
both enterpri~ing and progressive cotmtries. All 
these, united in similar cultural and political· 
sentiment, form an aggregate of present potency. 
and future possibility which may well bear 
comparison with any within the membership 
of the League.·• 

These different dominions for seven years mor&> 
or less have been units of the League of Nations 
and Member~ of this Assembly occupying a position 
of absolute equality with every other nation 
Member of the League. They have been steady, 
unfailing and uncomplaining supporters of the 
League: • . 

During those six years you have never heard, 
with one exception (because I understand this 
morning that the delegates of the Irish Free State 
propose to submit a claim for a seat on the Council), 
of any demand or claim from that group of free 
people~ for special precedence or consideration or 
for a place in the Council. I do not think it is beyond 
what is fair and· reasonable to make that statement 
before this Assembly. So fltr aij my country and 
the other members of the British overseas countries 
are concerned, we have not hitherto made and are 
not now making any claim for a seat on the Council 
of the League. But it is pertinent, and I think it is 
right at this stage, to say to this Assembly and 
to the League itself that we consider that we have 
equal rights to representation on the Council and 
otherwise with every one of the fifty-six Members 
of the League of Nations, and that we do not 
propose to waive that right. 

With reference to filling seats on the Council, 
.with reference to the apportionment of honours 
that are invested in, and rightly invested in, the 
League of Nations, we make no claims except to 
equal status and equal privileges with all other 
Members of the League. My own view of mem
bership of the League is thi~ : that it is for every 
J.\>Iember of the League of. Nations not to seek over
much for place and honours which may be given 
in the course of the work of the League, but to 
search his own heart and find out what he can do to 
give of his best and his truest to the work of the 
League itself, in the way of effort, of sacrifice .and 
of co-operation. The moment we set our rmncls 
more upon the ribbons and feathers, upon the 
honours and the positions, the more we are ·led 
away from our primary and central duty, which is 
to give, and to give until it costs, for the benefit 
of humanity in the cause of peace and with self
abnegation. 

It pained my heart, and it pained the hearts of 
millions of people in my country and in the North 
American continent, when the impression came to 
us last March that in some respects more regard was 
being given to honours than to service. But, 
happily, we have passed from that bad atmosphere, 
and to-day we have before us that most splendid 
and most heartening assertion which was made from .. 
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this iuatform to the Assembly on Friday last, when 
the n'l>resentnti>e of France, N:plying. to the 
n'l'l'l'»'t'ntnth-e of Germany, flashed mt? vtew for a 
moment the battlefields and the long hnes of dead 
and the cnsualtiAs of the war, and said : "C'est fini, 
c ·est fini". Those are words which will ring round 
and round this old wo\"ld of ours and bring hope to a 
million hearts. "C'est fini". 

These assertions and these sentiments which we 
have heard in this Assembly have raised the prestige 
and stn'n!!thened the purpose and power of the 
League or"Nations to a degree which is inca~culable 
and ha>e given grounds for hopeful optllllJsm for 
the future. The cold cynics say: "Words are good, 
but wait till you see the fulfilment". I put no su~h 
limitation upon the words which we have heard m 
tbil! Assemb!y. I td:e it that the heart then spokE~ 
through the tongue and that conviction in the 
heart was simply put into French and German 
words by the representatives of those two countries 
respectively. I have absolute faith in th~ir con~c
tions and the strength and honesty wtth which 
they were expressed, and I look forward with 
undiminished faith and confidence to their being 
carried out in the future. 

I have taken fresh courage for the League of 
Nations from the work and the sympathetic co
operation of this Assembly, and I ask for _it in the 
future, at the hands of its friend~, the most unabated 
and sacrificing work ·on its behalf, at the hands 
of sceptics and of its enemies, a fair and honest 
appraisal of the great work which it has done, and 
from all lovers of humanity their unfailing support. 

The President : 
TraMlation : 1\I::r. Fitzgerald,. first delegate of 

the Irish Free State, will address the Assembly. 

Mr. Fitzgerald (Irish Free State) : 
Mr. President, ladie~ anq gentlemen- I think 

this resolution may be described as a facing up 
of the situation. I do not think that, in principle, 
the proposals are desirable. For instance, fourteen 
is too large a number for the C-ouncil, seeing that 
each Member possesses a veto. I think also that 
the provision debarring elected 1\fllmbers from 
re-election is theoretically undesirable, as it linlits 
the Assembly's choice in selecting representatives. 

The: League has to be guided to a iarge extent 
by practical experience. We know that an enlarged 

< Council became necessary or practically necessary 
in order to overcome spme of the diffirulties that 
arose during the IWlt year, and we know that 
non-eligibility is practically desirable though in 
theory wrong, because our short history shows that 
elected Members regard their seats as theirs by 
prescriptive ril!ht, overlooking the fact that those 
seats were the free gifts of the Assembly, to be 
given to whomsoe>er the Ass.'mbly chose. 
Consequently, the Assembly was placed in an ·invi~ 
dious position when it came to remove one llfembcr 
and to replace him by another.· It was not only 
placed in an invidious position hut had, possibly, 
to face a erma and the withdrawal of the aggrieved 
nations from the League. · 
. ~e ~sition ~ing what iti~, I_thinkwemaybe 
JUStified m a~eemj!" to the resolution, but in doing 
!iO we must be watchful that we do not create a 
situati?n. worse that that which existed before. 
The rlifficulty of the fourteen vetos is overcome 
to some extent at least, by Article III. which allow~ 
thl' Assembly to recall an elected llfember of the 
C:ouneil wbo exercises his veto against the wishes 
~f !he .Assembly. It ill, on the whole, better to 
lllllJt our power of choice rather than to havE' the 
el.-eted 3Iembers regarding themselves as permanent 
~Icmberr; who_ are merely to f!O through the forma
lity of an ele<.-twn from tinle to time, with the threat 

of withdrawing from the League if the -~sembly 
exercises its undoubted right to ch!!-nge 1ts repre
scnta-tivf.'s. On the face of it, then, I agree with the 
resolut.ion a.s practJr.ally worthy of support. 

But let 11s faoo the situation frankly. Are we 
getting rid of the claims of prescriptive righ1l t? a 
scat y Is it not common property tha.t alongs1de 
of the proposals in the r!lsoluf.!-on ill the .. divis~on 
of the League into geographical constimelfc~es, 
with seats allocated ·to them ! Are there not b~>hmd 
the suggestions whic~ are pla~d before us oth~r 
plans calculated to gtve certam States or certam 
groups .of States very good grounds for saying 
hereafter that if they do not get the seats they now 
have but have no particular right to expect they 
have a grievance ! I say that thore seem;s to be 
behind the present p:coposals a proposal whtch may 
be interpreted as giving a right to ~rtain seats to 
particular groups of Sta.tes, geographical gr?ups or 
groups ba,sed on alliances or understandings. 

We recognise t~e desirability_ of having a ~ouncil 
on which there IS representatiOn .of the d1fferent 
States and civilisations comprised in the League. 
At the same time, we think that we must never 
lose sight of the fact that the Assembly· as a whole 
elects the non-permanent Members and_ that 
accordingly .the non-permanent Members ·must 
represent the Assembly as a whole. Every effort 
must be ,made to preserve to the Assembly the 
greatest possible freedom of choice as to ·the States 
that shall from time to time be appointed to th~ 
Council. Accordingly, while we hold that all shades 
of opinion and every sort of int~rest in the :League 
should from time to · tinle be represented on cthe 
Council, vie deny the right of particular groups 
to be at any time represented thereon in any 
specified proportion, and we deny,more empha
tically still the right of any group to choose from 
among themselves a. State which the Ass,embly 
would be . under an obligation to elect. 

Such an. arrangement means that . not only 
will there be a hierarchy in the Council, itself 
undesirable but practically necessary, but a 
hierarchy in the Assembly. It means that .in 
the Assembly the continent of Atlantis has the 
right to three seats and the country of Ruritania 
has a. right to one seat, and· there are certain 
'other countries with no right whatever to a seat. 
The Assembly will be divided into a hierarchy 
of States which are due to· be Members of the 
Council once· in every two years or every three 
years or every four years, and States that are 
only du!' to be Members of the Council once every 
ten ye:us, and those others ~which,· with the$.e 
States revolving in their orbits, will never get 
a seat at all. · 

I say ·that we cannot stand 'by now and see 
such a situation created either by resolution or 
by the_ establishment of precedent. It may be 
snid that no ·such arrangement is made; but Ias,t 
March we saw a situation arise wherebv a country 
deemed that, because it had been elected by the 
.Assembly on a number of occasions for a number 
of years, it held its seat by prescriptive orj.ght. 

The whole history of the League shows that 
the establishment of prescriptive right tends to 
take away entirely all the powers of the Council. 
What is the chief power of the Assembly Y . We 
know perfectly WP1l that we come here every year 
unorganiRed. We have only one power that is 
really vital and that is really great, and that is 
our power to control the Council. We control 
the Council by our power to elect the majority . 
of ita Members. That I consider to be the greatest 
and the most important fower possessed by the 
Assembly. . . · 

I hold the view that the conscience of the world 
as a whole is always_ going to be right, but I do 
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not ~ink tha~ any one llation will on every occasion 
be nght ; I mv not even claim that quality for my 
own c~mntry. I do not think that any group 
of n~t10ns at any one time will always be right. 
I think, therefore, that for the proper exercise 
of_ the Assembly's power, for a proper implei'nent
atiO~ of the world-conscience, the Assembly must 
ret~~:m as one body, representing almost all the 
natlchul &f the world, t~e power to choose freely 
from. Y~ to year, mthout any consideration 
of est~biiS~ed ;prescriptive right, whatever repre
sentatives It likes. It must also at any time 
be able to say that it is not satisfied with any 
Member O! Members of the electejl Powers on 
the Council and to tell those Members that they 
must make way for another. It must be able 

-to do that with a perfectly free hand and not 
b': called upon. t?. weigh the possibility of fresh 
cmes, the possibility of the League breaking up 
as a result of its action or the weakening of the 
L~ague ~D:d of the power of the League through 
cnse~. ansmg when nations- because they have 
a ~evance or feel that they . have a grievance 

1 w~ch we ~onsider imaginary but which they 
~. W1th a. certam amount of right, consider to be real 

- decide that they will have nothing more to do 
with the League because the Assembly has not 
voted ~or t_hem. ~o our minds, the very. essence 

. of ~otmg IS choosmg, and it seems to us that 
behmd all these arrangements is an attempt to 
let us veto but not to let us choose those who are 
to represent . us on the Council. 

'lhe President : 

Tra118lation : M. de Brouckere, first delegate 
. of Belgium, will addres~e Assembly. 

1\1. de Br.ouckere (Belgium) : 

· Tra118latirm : Mr. President, ladies and gentle
. men -I must first crave the Assembly's indul

gence for speaking this morning. 
We are now at the end- at the very end, I 

trust -of certain lengthy negotiations which 
have created, not· in the Assembly itself but in 
its environment, ·an atmosphere of nervousness. 
It is essential that the clouds which darken our 
sky should be dispersed as quickly as ma-y be, 

. and I should therefore reproach myself if I were 
to delay this happy event even by· a few moments. 

After hearing some of the previous speakers, 
however, I found it impossible to resist the desire 

. to address you. 
I have listened with the greatest attention and 

interest to M. Lofgren, the distinguished repre
sentative of Sweden. I listened with no less 
attention and _interest to Mr. Fitzgerald, the repre-

> sentative of the ·Irish Free State. And since both 
these speakers expressed apprehension and regret, 
since M. Lofgren, to some extent, voiced the 
disappointment and pessimism felt by a certain 
section of public opinion, I desire not to put 
forward a different view but as it were to sup
plement the picture by explaining why. I am in 
an optimistic frame of mind and why I shall 
give my country's vote, in a spirit not of resignation 
but of joy, in favour of the motion now before us. 

To what echoes of disillusionment have we 
had to listen for some time past! We have been 
told that the League is passing through a crisis 
and that no reasonable solution will ever be found 
but only exp1;1dients adjristed to one another, 

·Heaven knows how. We have been told that 
egoism incompatible with the very existence of the 
League is being displdyed on every hand. 

That men shoul£l still be men, that the nations 
should not lose their national egoism -is this really 
a matter of surprise to an assembly of statesmen ! 

Did we expect the Lea,ooue to develop regardless 
of human nature ! Did we propose, heedless ' 
of the realities of time and space, to set up a 
~tructure of geometrical perfect1bn ! Or did we 
mtend the League to be a real political organis
~~;tion, ·taking into account all th'll conditions of 
life ! Perhaps we may have 9een passing through 
a crisis, but I think it only right and fair to add, 
as a matter for congratulation, that, despite so man:r 
pessimistic forecasts, we have come safety through 
that crisis. 

The League to-day has gained in material and 
moral power. It has taken a decisive step in the 
direction of universality. It has acquired a new 
Member : Germany has taken hE'r seat among us. 

And we have not lost a single Member. I am 'fully 
aware · that two Powers have forwarded what 
I may call a prelinlinary notice of withdrawlil, 
and that there is the risk of our losing them two 
years hence. But I would ask you : Are we J'esignell 
to this ! Have we not still two yeRrs before us 
in which to work and do all that lies in our power 
to win them back a,o-ain, to show them our sym
pathy, and perhaps, too, to make them understand 
that their duty to manl<ind and to themselv011 
forbids them to abandon the task to which they 
have set their hand ! 

We have been told that the nations bring with 
them to this Assembly purely personal, and some 
have even said egoistic, sentiments, It is not for 
me to form an opinion of the sentiments which 
_actuate the different States. But this I can say, 
that we need not be surprised, since men are men 
and States are States. It would even be a matter 
of regret if everyone were to abandon here a 
consideration or care for national interests. We do 
not believe that those interes.tR should be ignored 
or sacrificed; on the contrary, we must endeavour 
to reconcile these different individual aspirations, 
bring them into harmony, arid unite them in one 
great aspiration common to all mankind. 

We have been told: "You find nothing but 
expedients and temporary makeshifts". ·I would 
urge those who- speak in this strain to read again 
the report submitted in 1922, on this very platform, 
by M. Barthelemy. I would urge them to read 
again the remarkable speech delivered the year 
before by Lord Balfour. They will find in them the 
same preoccupations and a foreshadowing of. the 

·same solutions. They will realise that the League 
is not confronted with an unforeseen emergency 
arising out of the rashness of a few or the • 
imperfection of mankind, but that it is under the 
necessity of solving a great problem of constitutional 
law, and that, in solving it, it will accomplish an 
immense step forward. 

What is the task before us t It is to find a mj!thod 
·of constituting a Council of the League which shall 
be truly representative of all the peoples. This it 
must be. I do not propose to determine at this 
point the respective rilles of the Council and the 
Assembly. I do not· propose to detennine which 
of these -two bodies should be predominant over 
the other. I simply wish to place on record certain 
facts. The Council has to play the principal part 
when the task is that of settling one of those big 
disputes which might become a menace to peace. 
Consider, then, with this ideal of a universal League 
before us, how ludicrous it would be if we failed 
to obtain, for the solution of the difficulties which 
may beset the League, a Council which was also 
universal in character. 

The Council is entrusted, under the Covenant, 
with the difficult and even formidable task of 
administering certain territories. It is its duty to 
supervise and control the exercise of the mandates. 
In whose name is this control to be exercised if not 
in the name of all mankind t 
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Finalt·. though pt'rhaps the Covenant contains 
no pnwision to that effect, custoi~l, born of the 
nt"l't'&.jties of lift>, bas brought ~t. ab?ut that, 
wheno>ver the Assel'nhly adopts a decmon, It entrusts 
its exl'<.•ntion to the Connci~. The Assembly. cannot 
aet on behalf of a majority; It must act unan!mously 

' in its own name or nt~t at all. !fo"! could '.t, then, 
create a body t~ r~rry out Its mstruct,wns or 
dt>eisions unlo.>ss It unparte~ to that body . the 
uuihr~al character it itself enjoys, and so contrived 
that all shades of opinion were really represented 
on it f 

That is· the problem b.efore ~s- to cr~ate a 
really representative CounciL I Will not detl!-m you 
bv repeating what you all know, or reVIew all 
the stages we have passed on the road towards 

' this goal. · . 
<tou will remember that at the outset It was 

'su!!'!!"ested that the Council should consist solely 
ot'the ·representatives of the great Powers. If 
we face the facts and bear in mind the part playe_d 
bv the great Powers in the world, we must admit 
that the Lea!!11e would be an empty name if it 
had not the p~wer to enforce its decisions. When 
we recollect that the essential part of the force 
available for the execution of the League's decisions 
is concentrated in the hands of the great nations 
or great Powers, we cannot but realise the great, 
the very great, part whi~h those gr~t Powers 
must of necessity assume m the Council. 

It was, however, realised that, notwithstanding 
the importance of the role played by the great 
Powers, they did not represent. the whole of man
kind. There exist, side. by side with· them, many 
smaller nations. It was decided, therefore, that, 
if the Council were to present a true picture of 

· the human raee, these smaller nations must be 
represented. The elective system was. accordingly 
adopted. . 

Mr. Fitzgerald, the distinguished representative 
of Ireland, has just told us that the Assembly 
must take care to preserve the full fieedom of its 
electoral powers. I could not help thinking .then 
that the whole history of the successive Assemblies 
okhe League down to the seventh is but a long 
record of its attempts to find a means of escape 
from this unorganised freedom. Article f of the 
Covenant says you will nominate your repre
sentatives to the Council freely and your freedom 
shall be such that you are forbidden to limit it 
~ourselves by any regulations as to voting. For 
years this clause has paralysed the Assembly. 

The Assembly may be likened to an inhabitant 
of a town whP.xe, with the ostensible object of 
allowing complete freedom to traffic, motor
drivers are not obliged to keep to their right or 
left and are thus left entirely free, by which 
very fact they are caught in a block and nnable 
to move. The position of the Assembly, power
less to organise ita own freedom- for freedom 
can only be effective in so far as it is organised-
was not far different. · 

Every year speakers have come to this platform 
!? demand that the Assembly should have the 
right to lay down rn!es for voting and to establish 
a genuinely representative syste14 ' 

It wonld, to my mind, be deplorable if the 
Assembly, in the very hour in which it has won 
~his right, sh_ould declare that, in the exercise of 
Its freedom, It refused to make use of it. That 
would practically amount to a confession that 
all the work of the past years had been in vain. 
. The A;ssemb~y, however, has made lllle of this 

nght. Succesmve committees have drawn up 
a text, and ::II. llotta, in a speech which will still 
be in .Y~ur minds, h~. pointed out the necessity 
of amvmg at a decunon. Is it really true that 
what he has proposed on behalf of these different 

committees comists of IioUting but a col!ecti<!ll 
of expedients or lame forms of w01;,ds devrsed m 
order to shirk certain diffic~lt~es to:day, only to be. 
confrontl)d with greater diffiCu ltres t<?-morro~ Y 

I will not read the tex~ of the ~ot10n a.gam ; 
J will fecapitulate very .rapidly, as raptdly as I can, 
the main ideas govermng th.e proposed system of v 

voting. · . h t "n<>n • t 
First- and this I think, IS t e mos I~.l'or.~n 

point- we have 'the principl~ . of geo!P'apll.wal 
representation. It would be ridiC~lous if, while 
declaring that the League of. Nations ~hould be 
universal we left whole contments or rmportant · 
groups ~f nations entirely unrepresent~d. Let 
me assure you, however, that I fully re~lise that 
we must proceed with the greatest c~ut10n here. 

Various speakers, and more p~tiCu!arly the 
representative of Canada, have rightly drawn 
our attention to the dangers of establishing at 
this moment a hard-and-fast system of eleE~toral . 
divisions. Whv Y Because the world has not 
yet found its final form. And it never will find 
it. We must cherish the hope that the world 
will always be capable of change and improvement, 
but we can.affirm that at present it has perhaps 
not yet found a lasting form. · .. 

We are not dealing here with a clearly defined 
problem, and therefore we should, as regards 
geographical representation, look for purel;v 
temporary expedients,. We should take no defi
ni~ or binding decisions, so that, if necessary, 
we can modifv and perfect our work year by year. 

But .it is a striking fact that in almost every 
cu,se we have been led alike by necessity and 'by 
experience. to distribute seats on a geographical 
basis. I venture· to draw your attention to . the 
fact that the necessity for geographic.al distribution 
not only arises from thfo' universal character of 
the League but ~ dictated by ex:perjence, ·which 
will in the future show more and · more clearly 
that, side by side with world interests, there are 
group interests whose claims m'ust also receive 
satisfaction. -

If we wish to help the League to fulfil its destiny, 
·if we desire that these group interests should be 

organised within the League; under it,s authority 
and, I had almost said, under ita supervision, 
we :can ouly do so if the distribution of sPats is 
placed on a real geographical basis. This being 
so- and I will ·not labour the point- ca.n it 
really be said that the number of elective Memb13rs 
now proposed is too great ! · . 
- I ask you to examine this problem in a practical 
light and suggest, if ·you can, any other solution 
which takE.'s the geographical factor into acoount. 
You will at once see the difficulty that arises 
from the fact that EuropE~ is still very little organised 
and presents a large variety of interests, and that 
it will he a long,and arduous task to bring about 
any unity. • 

How can all these different Europ~an interests 
be represented on the Council unless there is a 
sufficiently large nnmber of representatives ! · And, 
agAin, if the number of European representwes 
is fairly large, how ca'n an equitable geographical 
representation be obtained unless a proportionate 
.number of seats are given to America and the 
other continents ! 

Try to solve this problem with .less- than nine 
non-permanent Members. You will find you 
cannot. 

I am well _awar~ of the objectio.ns to a large 
number. It 1s sa1d that a Council of fourteen _. 
Members would not work- that it would be too · 
large. .I admit that a smaller Council works more 
?.a.~ily. As ?ne <!f my country's statesmAn says : 
If a committee IS to be of any liRe, it must have . 

not more t.han one member"; and perhaps he is right. 
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~ut this is ~ot a world of ideals ; and I may 
POJ.?t ~ut that m most great countries the CabinPt 
which IS at tpe head of affairs consists of fourteen 
membE>rs,. or even more. If this is feasible in 
conducting national affairs, why should it not 
be so in international affairs ! -· 

Then, again, it is said : ''There is the ri"aht of 
veto. You will increase the chance of having 
everything held up by the persistent veto of one 
elef_ted"' l\Iember". · But we must not forget 
Artrele m of the proposal before us, wl,lich explicitly 
~m;powers the Assembly to withdraw the mandates 
1t Issues and proceed, as it were, to dissolve the 
elective part of the Council and hold a new ballot; 

I sincerely hope that this right will never be 
ex~rcised. -~ am sure. it will not. But its very 
eXIStence Will have Its effect and will remind 
all the Members that they are there not merely 
to further their own interests but to fulfil a mandate 
given them by the Assembly as a whole. 

I now come to the last problem, which I should 
like to survey rapidly, in order to reply to the 
_last objection that has been raised, namely the 
question of re-eligibility. What has not 'been 
said on this subject ! It has often been alleged 
that re-eligibility is contrary to the elementary 
principles of demoeracy. 

I know that in the old days there were out
standing examples - such· as Athens - of 
"l'llpublics where the principle of non-re-eligibility 
was. }iushe~ to its extreme ; where, in fact, the 
poSition ,m1ght have been summed up by saving 
th.tt the functions most comparable to those of the 

· Preside:qt of a modern republic were exercised for 
ole day each by every citizen in turn. But I do not 
believe that this was the reason why the Athenian 
Republic was such a brilliant one. It was simply 
because, by force of genius, the Athenians succeeded 
in remedying the very defects of so absurd a 
system. 

Under our modern system of democracy, citizens 
are not entitled to serve as deputies in turn, bu1r 
have .the right to appoint their representativ€s 
freely. Directly we begin to institute a system of 
geographical representation under the control of 
the whole League, should we not leave it to some 
extent to the discretion of the geographlcar··groups 
to determine whether each nation wishes to hold 
office in turn or whether they consider it more 
expedil'nt, more useful to themselves and to the 
whole League to entrust the mandate during a 
given period - to be determined by themselves, 
almost at their own discretion - to the nation 
which they consider most capable of exercising 
it y 
. If we propose to maintain the principle repeatedly 
affirmed in this Assembly, that the mandate 
should be exercised not in the i11terest of the 
mandatory but in that ·of the whole League, is 
not the latter entitled to retain on the Council 

.those Members · whose presence it considers 
necessary Y ' · · 

I am well aware that certain sacrifiCE's have bad 
to be made to the principle of rotation, but these 
saocifices were, in my opinion, quit!> legitimate, 
since, owing to . the perhaps fastidious' courtesy 
practised among u~, it was sometimes rather 
difficult to speed a parting Member and replace 
him by another representative who might be consi
dered more useful. It was hoped that this somewhat 
unplea.~ant procedure !night be avoided by the 
establishment of a kind of automatic system 
wherebv retiring Members would no longer be 
r~'>garded as "retiring" but as "having retired" and 
might more easily be replaced by others. 

The League woul~ I bt-lieve, have foundered, 
not through the egoism of certain Powers but 
through a flaw in the framing of its constitution, 

if it had insistl'd on this qualification of non
re-eligibility and had thus departed from tl!e true 
democratic principle that those who can render the 
grea.test service may be appointed to hold office. 

I would add a further observlttion. It would he 
regrettable, in my opinion, if the. necessitv of re
election, in many cases, were so· conceive'd as to 
result in the creation of. &: special category of 
State~, namely, those whi<'h have been described as 
"predestined to re-eligibility". 

I believe that, as far as possible; the Assembly 
should refrain from dealing with the question of 
re-Pligibility until that question arises - that. is to 
say, until we are asked to vote on the re-election 
of a. State. I desire to point out, however, that, 
despite tho repeated statements which have 
appeared in the Press, the authors of the proposal 
now before you have adhered strictly to the prin
ciple involved, except only in the case of the first 
election, and that for two reasons which I do not 
hesitate to give. 

The first reason is of a technical character and 
is in itself conclusive. If, in 1927, a State had been 
declared re-eligible under the present rules, 
without it being indicated at the same tin10 which 
States, in the vl.ew of the llssemblv, we~·e entit:.Jd 
to be re-elected in 1928 and 1929, you would have 
created in favour of those retiring in 1927 a pt•iviJ(>ge 
far more dangerous than any resulting from the 
rules now proposed. That is my first and technical 
reason. 

The second reason, whi.ch led to the substitution 
of 1926 for 1927, is political in character and is 
based on grounds of expediency ; it satis.fjes the 
desire for continuity and is intended to solve the 
immediate problam. I for one do not regret the 
sacrifice which as a member of the Committee I 
offered on the alter of pure reason. I am entirely 
of the opinion of our Chairman. We are not here 
to create a work which will accord with the dictates 
of pure reason; we are here to accomplish a duty 
in the light of practical commonsense. 

At one of our previotLq meetings I beard a dole
gate express the desire that Members should never 
again sacrifice their. chosen principles to the 
requirements of unanimity. I humbly venture to 
conclude by expr~>ssing exactly the contrary view. 
~uppose tha!" each of us were to refuse to yield 
an iota of his ehosen theories, there would be a 
successio!l of <'loquent speeches from this platform, 

, but what would happen when it camo to taking a 
vote' 

We are governed by the rule of unanimity. 
This rule can only operate, and consequently 
the League can only endure, if we make mutual 
eoncessions. When, therefore, in the interests 
of the whole League and in order to overcome 
the prepossessions and satisfy the legitimate 
ambitions of cert,ain States, I am a~ked to concur 
in a slight violation of Iogie by gubstituting 1926 
for 1927, I do so g-ladly, satisfied that I am thereby 
helpin~ not to weaken the League but to prove 
that it is in normal working order and that its 
Members are in the ]lolitical frame of mind which 
enables it to work with success. 

And now, one word in e.onclusion. I ijaid 
. just now that the real issu'' consists in the solution 
of this constitutional problem- or, rather, in 
a first attempt to solve_ it, for the final solution 
will undoubtedly" take loug to find- the real 
issue consists in the solution of this constitutional 
problem of making the Council of the League 
as truly representative of the who!e world as it 
is pMsible to imagine it. It is essential that those 
whom you are about to elect Rhould regard them
selvP.s as -repre~entatives, that they should regard 
themselves not aa men endowed with a sp<'cial 
privilege but as men who have undertaken a definite 
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ft&ponsibility. There can be no shame- to a. State 
~ S?liciting ~ l'ellponsibility. It is en.sy to 
lllll\g1Dt> certain States, with full confidMce in 
their powers, coming before the .Assembly and 
saying : "I feel "myself worthy of this . honour", 
but they can Qllly really he worthy of it if they· 
have decided, in the exercise of their mandate 
I do not say to llllCr2fice their national interestS__: 
let me repeat, there is no question of this '-but 
!a realise to the full and defend to. the uttermost 
the general inteft&ts of all. · · 

-1 

The President·: · .-

Translation : I. propose . that the. continuation 
of the_ discuSsion on the report of the First Com

_mittee be adjourned until this .afternoon at 4.16. 
We will then resume the discussion on the report 

of. tha Council, . which I hope wilL be -conc~uded · 
tbis afternoon.. · . . . _ -: · . . . . 

• "' 0 

,. 
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:PROGRESSIVE CODIFICATION OF INTER
NATIONAL LAW : ADOPTION OF TilE 
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The President : . . 

.Translation: Ladies and gentlemen- You will • 
'remember tbat at yesterday's' meeting several 
resolutions were submitted to the Assembly. .These 
have ·been . published, and the delegations will 
·have been able to ·take note of· them. · 

. •T .reserved the right to tna.ke suggestions to the 
Assembly at a future meeting in.regard to the action 
to be taken .. on' these ·draft resolutions. · 

The first draft resolution was submitted. by 
M. Loudon, first delegate . of the Netherlands, 
and read as follows : · ' · 

I .. , 

· "The· Assembly· decides· 'to refer to its First 
Committee the section of the Secretary-General's 

. report dealing with the work of the Commit.tee 
of Experts for the. Progressive Codification 

. of ID.ternational Law." ' 

r pr<rpose to the Assembly' that· this resolution 
should be adopted and the matter referred to 
the First Committee. 
· · If no one bas any objection to make to this 
proposal, I will consider it. adopted. ·(Adopted.) 
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33. - REFERE.'XCE TO THE SI~Tll COll
lllTTEE OF DOCl/liE.'iTS DEALING WITH 
THE lU.X.UATES QUESTION : ADOPTION 
OF THE RESOLl'TION PROPOSED BY THE 
XORWEGU .. \' DEI.EGATIO:V. 

The- Pre.sid~nl : • 
Translation : The second draft resolution was 

•s!lbmitted by Dr.Nansen, first delegate of Norway. 
It reads as follows : 

"The Assembly, 
"Following the precedent already established 

in previous years, 
"Decides to refer to the Sixth Committee 

the annual reports of the mru1datory Powers, 
• the reports of the Permanent Mandates Com

mission, and all other documents dealing with 
the mandates question which have been dis
tributed t~ the Members of the League since 
the sixth ordinary session of the Assembly." 

I propose that the Assembly · should adopt 
this draft resolution and refer the matter to the 
~th Committee. . 

If no one has any objection to make to· this 
proposal, I will con1uder it adopted. (Adopted.) 

34. - IXCLlTSION OF THE QUESTION , OF 
ALCOHOUSll IN THE PROGRAI\UIE OF 
WORK OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS : 
REFERE.~CE TO THE AGENDA COMMIT
TEE OF THE PROPOSAL OF THE DELE
GATIONS OF F.Il\'LAND, POLAND AND 
SWEDEN. 

The President : 
Translation : The thiJ.·d. draft resolution was 

submitted by M. Setala, first delegate of Finland, 
M. Zaleski, first delegate · of Poland, and M. 
LOfgren, first delegate of Sweden .. 

I will not read the text of this draft resolution 
now, as it has been printed and distributed. 

I propose that it be referred to the· Agenda 
Committee, which will meet as soon as possible 
t~ discuss what action is to be taken on it. 

If no one has any objection to make to this 
proposal, I will consider it adopted. ( Adupted.) 

35.- RGLES DEALING WITH THE ELECTION 
OF THE NON-PERliANEl\'T MEMBERS OF 
THE COtiXCIL, .THEIR TERll OF OFFICE 
AXD THE COXDITIONS OF RE-ELIGIBILITY: 
fOXQ.USION OF THE DISCUSSION: AD()P
TIOX OF THE RESOLUTION PROPOSED 
BY THE FIRST COMlllTTEE. 

The Presid~nt : 
Tramlation : The next item on the agenda is 

the continuation of the discussion of the proposals 
made by the Committee on the Composition of the 
Council regarding the method of election and term 
of office of the non-permanent Members of the 
CounciL 

(~t the inmtation. of the President, M. Motta, 
Cha1nnan and Rapporteur of the First Committee 
took his place on the platform.) · ' 

The President : 
Tramlation : Count Moltke, first delegate of 

Denmark, will address the Assembly. 

Count lloltke (Denmark) : 
Tramlation: Mr. President, ladies and gentle

Jllell - The Danish delegation has listened with 

keen interest .to the very lucid report submittejl. by 
M. Motta, Chairman and Rapport~ur of the First 
Committee. · 

This report makes clen,r the view taken by the 
Firs~ Committee on this important question, and, 
as we know, this result was not at all easily reached. 

It has been said that the Committee's report was 
a compromise, and the same may be s~id "f the 
result of the First Committee's work. The word 
"compromise" is sometimes used in a dispa~raging 
sense, implying that success has only beeri obtained 
through what amounts to a partial abandonment 
by the parties of their original principles. 

In an Assembly such as this, however, it would 
be quite wrong to come to such a conclusion. No 
State actuated by a spirit of international colla
boration .comes to the League to impose its will 
on the other . States assembled here ; the object 
of us all is to-obtain by common.accord a result 
which, if circumstances admit, can command 
general acceptance and which signifies. a further 
step in the direction or our common arm. 
. This calls for heroism - a kind of heroism, 
moreover . which does not win public applause like(• 
other he;oic acts, but which nevertheless is often 
none the less heroic, for it is the heroism of self
sacrifice. The First I Committee has given proof 
of this and the· Assembly will assuredly follow its 
inspiring example. We shall act in the spirit of the 

. League, in a spirit of international tolerance and 
individual self-sacrifice. 

As. the Danish delegation has already said, we 
view with some misgiving the actual f?rm o~ the 
solution now proposed for the questwn of the 
elections to .,the Council. · 

· I desire on: behalf of the Danish delegation to 
support the view ju.~t expressed by the first delegate 
of Sweden. At the same time, we welcome whole
heartedly the introduction of the system of rotation, , 
which we have always strongly advocated. We 
view with a-. certain' degree of apprehension 
though we accept it with full- confidence - the 
considerable increase which is to be made in the 
number of non-permanent Members of the Council. 
· Our confidence is due to the fact that we rely 

upon that sense of i.:D.ternational responsibility 
which has always inspired the Members of the 
Council and• will.do so to an increasing degree in 
future. Whether a Power \ln the Council be big 
or smal~ its duty remains the same, for it must 
act in conformity with the fundamental idea 
underlying the League. Even if it were alone in its 
views, its voice might still be the voice of conscience, 
and would gradually make itself heard. 

It is a well-known fact that in every country and 
every assembly opinions invariably differ over. 
political aims, methods and persons, and even over · 
art, ideas and so on. ·These divergent opinioqs, 
often inexact and even erroneous, are the outcome 
of individual points of view or ·national character 
and are sometimes devoid of adequate forindation. 
Such a phenomenon may come to pass ~ve-n in 
this Assembly. . 

After a time, a general. opinion begins ' to be 
evolved in regard to the various questions under 
consideration, the facts of the case and the methods 
to be adopted, and this general opinion dominates 
all others and eventually gains final acceptance. 
It is the vox populi which imperceptibly becomes 
the vox Dei. 

If many of the delegations in this Assembly 
have found themselves able to- accept the result 
now awaiting our confirmation, it is because they 
are firmly convinced that the delegates will take 
their decision in· the sense which I have indicated 
when they come to record their vote. 
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·-

RESOLUTION. MAKING. RlJLES DEALING .WITII 
THE ELECTION OF THE NINE-NON-PERMANENT 
MEMBERS OF THE COUNOIL, .. THEIR. TERM 
OF · OFFICE AND THE CONDITIONS OF BE
ELIGIBILITY. 

·oo .Article ' I. 
· · The Assemb~y shall,. each year~ in the course 
·of its -ordinary ·session, ekct three 110n-perma11e11t 
Members of the Council. They shall be electd. 
for- •a · , term commencing·_ immediately on , their 
ekction. and ending on the day .of_ the ekctions 
held three years ~ter · by the Assembly. 

· Should·· a non-perma11e11t M1!111ber ceaae to 
belong to the · Council before its term of office 
expires, its seat shall be filled by a by-ekction 
held separately at the session followiny the or.cur
rence. o.f the t•acarwy. 0 The term of office-of the 
Member so elected shall end at the date at which 
the term of office of the Member whose place 
it talres would have expired. . 

.Article II. 

A ret!'ring Member may not be re-elected during 
the. per1od between the expiratiolf of its term of 
offwe and the third election in ordinary session 
held t~eaf!er, u-nless the Assmnbly, either ott 
the. exp1ratwn of the Membfr's term of office 
or 1'11 the. course of _th~ said period of three year~~, 
shall, by 11- maJority of t•co-thirds of the ro~ , 
~t, pr_~1~-<l.11 have der.ided that sucll. M en~her 
u re-ellgtbk. 

The Assembly shall pronounce separately, by 
secret ballot, upon each reqt~t for re-eligibility. 
The number of vol~ cast shall be determined 
by the total number of roling tickets deposited 
deducting blank or spoilt votes. ' 

The Assembly may not de.,'ide upon the re
~igibil!t!l of a Member except upon a requesl 
tn wntmg made by the Member itself. The 
reqJtest mmt be handed to the President of the • 
~ssembly not later than the day before the ·date 
ft:eed for the election; it shall be submitted to the 
Assf.11!bly, _which shall pronou~tee upon it tr.ithout 
·refemng tt to a committee and without debate. 

The r~;umber of Members re-elected ·in consequenctl'> 
of havmg been prtlviously ~red re-eligible 
shaU be restricted so as to 1;1reuent the Coutw" 
from conta~n~ng at the samo time more than threo 
Members thus elected. If the result of the ballot 
infringes this restriction to three Members those 
of the Members affected which have recei;ed ·the 
smallest number of votes shall not be considered 
to have been elected . 

.Article III. 

N ottr.ithstanding the above prom;ions, tho 
~ssemb~y may at any ~ime by. a t~o-thirds majo-

. nty demde to proceed, m apphcatwn of Artio!e 4 
of the Covenant, to a new elcution of all the non

.permanem Members of the CouMil. In this 
case the AsRembly sh4l! determine the rulos 
applicable to the new election. 

' 
·Article IV.- Temporary ProvisionR. 

1. In 1926, the nine !Wtt-permanent Members 
of the Cou~teil shall be elected by the Assembly, 
three fM a term of three yeq,rs, three/or a term 
of ttco years, and three for a term o one year. 
The procedure of the election shall be determined 
by -the General Committee of the Assembly. 

2. Of the nine Members thus elected in 1926, 
a m=imum of three may be immediately deelared 
re-e!igible by a decision of the Asstni.bly taken 
by a special oote by secret ballot, a separate ballot 
being held for each. Member, and 11d!/pte-d .by a 
majority of two-thirds of ihe 'MI.mber of wtes cast. 
Immediately after the announcement of the re8ults 

. of the election, the Assembly shall decide upon 
the requests f~Jr re-e!igibility which have been 
presented. Should the .Assembly have before it 

· more than three requests for re-eligibility, the 
'three candidates having received the ~rgest number 
of votes,. in excess of two-thirds of the votes cast, 
shall alone be declared re-eligib'!6. 

3.· Th11 according in adva~tee in 1926 to. one, 
two or three Members elected at that date of the 
quality of re-eligibility Jlhall not affect the Assem
bly's right to exercise the power gi·oen by Article II 
in the years 1927 and 1928 in faoour of other 
.non-permanent .71lembers retiring from the Council 
in those years. It is,, however, understood that, 
if three Members already possess the quality of 
<re-eligibility, the . Assembly 1ciU only exercise 
this power in very exceptional cases. 
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I would remind you that under the rules a 
majorit> of two-thirds is required. If ~ny Member 
ot' the A&lembly so desires, a vote Will be taken 
bv roll-call. ' · 11 

·As no one wishes for. a .roll-caU vote, I sha 
consider, if there is no obJectwn, that th~ Assembly 
has 1manimously tdopted the res.olutiO;'l of t~e 
Fi:n;t Committee and hns thus demded,. m applic
ation of Article 4 of the Covenant, on the rules 
for the election of the nine non-Pe:t:manent Members 
of the Council, their term of office and the con
ditions of re-eligibility. 

:Che ruoltttion proposed by the First Committee 
ff'a& smanimottsly adopted. 

36.- REPORT ON THE WORK OF THE 
COl:MIL AND OF THE SECRETARIAT: 
'CONCLUSION OF THE DISCUSSION. 

The President : 

' :Cranslation : The next item on the agenda is the 
continuation of the discussion on the Report on the 
Work of the Council, on the Work of the Secretariat 
and on the Measures taken to execute the Decisions 
of the Assembly. · · ' ·. 

M. Chao-Hsin Chu, first delegate of China, will 
address the Assembly. 

lJ, Chao-Hsin Chu (China) : 

l\Ir. President, ladies and gentlemen- I am 
·speaking now on the work of the Council and of the 
Secretariat as set forth in the report before us: 

Fi:n;t of aU, I wish to remind the Assembly of 
the proposal which I put forward lwt year on 

· behalf of the Chiilese delegation · asking for· a 
reconsideration, in accordance with Article 19 ··of 
the Covenant of the League, of treaties ·between 
China and foreign Powers which were regarded 
as out of date and inapplicable. Public opinion 
in China is now focussed on the time-honoured 
issue of the revision of unequal treaties. The 
Chinese Government, reinforced by popular support, 
has been making a great effort to deal with the 
foreign Powers concerned in this question. 

The Tariff Conference now sitting in Peking has · 
adopted a resolution to the effect that China will 
have her tariff autonomy in three years, and it is 
now considering the question of a proportional 
and reasonable increase of Chinese tariffs during 
the interim period before autonomy takes place. 
Let us hope that, according to the resolution 
passed by the Assembly last year, the Peking 
Conference will, at an early date, work · out a 
sati<illlctory solution which will be in the· form of the 
revision of the unequal treaties. · · . . 

China, as a sovereign State, should exercise the 
right of fixing her own tariffs. The present tariff 
rate, limited to & per cent. on all kinds of foreign 
commodities, is far from being sufficient to 
balance the budget of China, hence it is the cause 
of financial and political chaos. The Chinese 
Government is verv anxious to increase the tariffs 
by means of which· China will be able to reorganise 
her national finance and adjust her economic 
position on a sound basis. · · · 

Further, China is welcoming the negotiation of 
new treaties with foreign Powers, particularly with 
those the treaty status of which in China is or will 
be terniinated according to the terms of the old 
treaties. China is to be congratulated on having 
~nclnded treaties of equality and reciprocity 
With some foreign Powers, notably with Germany 
and Austria. The Chinese delegation has been 

instructed to register with the Secretariat of the 
League of Nations the newly COI!clude~ tre~ty 
between China and Austria, and the regiStratiOn 
will take place on September 15th - that is to-day 
-which is the exact date. when the Sino-Austrian 
treaf.y comes into force. . . . . . 

The Chinese Government IS of opm10n that, 
in order to make the . League a real league of all 
nations we must fully recognise the gedgra:[jhical 
positio~ of the import~nt nations and ~he privileges 
to which they are entitled, We have mdeed t:wre;n 
due consideration of these factors and thiS IS 
}Jroved by the welcome which has been given, 
as Member of the League, to one of the 'great Powers 

: of the world. On this occasion I offer my German 
colleagues who' are now in our midst my sincere 
congratulationR, and I am sure that wo all look for 
their co-operationin the work of world peace. 

I sincerely hope - and I am sure that all the 
·Members of the Assembly share that hopll - that 
Brazil and Spain will soon return to us and that 
other great nations which are still standing outsi~e 
the League will join us in the near futurfl. In this 
way the scope of the League 'will be enlarged to 
the 'utmost and its activities will be carried out 
to a still greater extent., . . · . 

In conclusion, ·let. me, on behalf o~ the Chinese 
delegation and in the name of the Vhmese Govern
ment, express our great satisfaction with the work 

· which has been done during the past year by the 
Council and by the Secretariat of the League of 
Nations. • · · · 

The President : 

Translation: M. Hambro, delegate of Norway, 
· will. address the Ass.embly. 

M. Hamhro (Norway): 

Transla.fion·: Mr. President,. ladies and gentlemen 
- My colleague, l\L Vogt, .has already announced. 
in the First Committee that the Norwegian 
GovernmeTJ.t is in favour of a system of proportional 

· representation. The Committee's task was, 
however,. so delicate,th,at he refrained from asking 
for an immediate discussion. 

The draft resolution submitted by the First 
Committee has just been adopted, and the question 
of proportional representation, which calls for very 
thorough examination, can be considered apart. 

In my country, we adopted the proportional 
: system first for municipal elections and then for 
Parliamentary elections. Our Parliamentary 
commissions and committees are now constituted 
entirely on this principle. 

It · is inconceivable that we · should forego the 
· guarantee which would be afforded by the division -: 
. of responsibility among aU parties and minorities 
· in the Assembly. · It would, in our view, be quite 
' in. keeping with the spirit of the League• if this 
system were adopted for the election of the non
permanent Members of the Council. Whatever 
may be said about the system - when apFli.:Jd to 
Parliamentfary elections - it would appear to be 
very practicable and very fair for the elections 
to the Council. 

I have the honour, therefore, on behalf of my 
Government, to submit the following proposal : 

"The Assembly requests the Council to appoint 
a Committee : 

"1. To study the question of the single 
transferable vote and t:O.e principle of propor- • 
tiona! representation in general as regards the 
problem of the election of the non-permanent 
Members of the Council ; 
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· "2. To report on the method of election of 
the non-pel'Jilanent Members in sufficient time 
to lay_ the question before the next session of 
the Assembly." (See.Document C. 299. M. 139. 
1926. V, page 143.) 

> 

The President : 

Tfans'Tation : This draft resolution will be printed 
in the .Assembly Jo1,rnal so that delegations may 
be able to consider it. 

At a Iate.r meeting I shall submit suggestio~s . 
as to the procedure to be followed in regard to this 
proposal. 

If no one else wishes to speak, r shall declare the 
discussion on the report of the Co!mcil closed. 

The discussion is closed. 

Th6 Assembly ros6 at 5.15 p.111. 
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37. - ELECTION OF THE NON-PERMANEt"T 
" J\IEJ\IBERS OF. THE·. COUNCIL .... 

.:. . , 
The· President: 
Translation ::r h~~<ve just received' from the ·dele

gation of Uruguay a communication which I will 
read to the· Assembly at the conclusion of the 
election of the non-permanent M;embers of the 

1f>~~~i~~ first r~call brief!~ the R~les adopted by 
the. Assembly as temporary provisions fm: the 1926 
e1ections. · · · · · · · · · 

The· fir~t paragraph of Article IV prescribes ·that 
in 1926 the nine non-permaDP.nt Members· ·of the 
Council <>skall be elected by the Assembly; ·three 
for a term of three years, three for a term of two 
years and three for a term of one year. · · 

As I announced: at the end of yesterday's meeting, 
the procedure laid down by the General Committee 
for these elections . has been · communicated• to 
delegations through ·the .Assembly. JO'Urnal. 

, Delegates !Jave, therefore, been able :to acquaint 
themselves with the procedure. · Nevertheless, I 
should' perhaps brtefly 'recall the salient features. 

Three secret ballots ~- be take_n by· roll-call. 
The first ballot will be· for all the nme seats to. be 

, -,.illed that is to say, the voting papers should 
desighate the nine States which delegations desire 
to elect as Members of the Council. 

. . . 

After the result of this ballot has been proclaimed, 
a second secret ballot will. be taken, whereby the 
Assembly will choose three of the newly elected 
Members ·to be represented on the Council for a 
term of three years. 

After the results of the· second ballot have been 
proclaimed, a third. secret ballot will be taken, 
whereby the Assembly will choose from the 
remaining elected non-permanent Members those 
to be represented for a term of two years. 
· The results of the third ballot wiiJ be proclaimed 

and it is understood that the Members not chosen 
in that ballot will be those to be r€1}lresented for a 
term of one year. 

Before opening the ballot, may I ca11 attention 
to the relevant Rules -of Procedure in this 
connection 'I · 

"2. Where several seats a~e to be filled, the 
· election shall be. made by voting a list of names. 

Any ·ballot paper containing more names than 
there are _seats to be filled shall be null and void. 

"3.- No Member shall be elected at the first 
or at the second ballot unless it has obtai.ried at 
least the absolute majority of the votes. If, 
after two. ballots, .there still remain seats to be 
filled.,.' a third ballot shall be hel!l upon a list 
consisting of the candidates which obtained 
most.votes at the second- ballot, up to a number 
double that of the seats still t{) be filled, and those 
Members shall be · elected' which ohtain the 
greatest number of votes. 

· "4. If two or more Members obtain the same 
number of votes and there is not a ~~eat available 
for eaeh, a· special ballot shall bl.' held between 
them;.. if they again obtain an equal number of 
votes, the President shall decide· between- them 
by ·dra~g lots." . , . · 

:My explanations will,. I trust, prevent any 
confusion. _ _ 

I will therefore open the first ballot, which is for 
the election of the nine :Members .. 
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t will ask Viscount Ishii, first delegate of Japan, 
and M. Scialo~a, first delcgatj> of Italy, to take 
their places on the platform to act as tellers. 

The ballot is now open. 

The Prc>sident : • 
Translation : . The result of the ballot is as 

• follows: 

Number of States voting. . 49 
Number of votes cast ..•. 49 
Absolute majority required. 25 

The votes obtained by the States were as 
follows·: 

Colombia 46 votes 
Poland 45 

" Chile 43 
" Salvador .42 
" Belgium 41 
" Roumania 41 
" Netherlands 37 
" China 29 
" Czechoslovakia 23 
" Persia . ,, 

20 
" Portugal -16 
" Finland 14 
" Irish Free State 10 
" Uruguay 9 
" Canada 2 
" Denmark 2 
" Estbonia 2 
" Siam 2 
" etc., etc. 

The following States have obtained the absolute 
majority required and are therefore elected non
permanent Members of the Council : 

Colombia Belgium 
Poland :Roumania 
Chile Netherlands 
Salvador China 

The ninth non-permanent seat has still to. be 
filled. , . ·'r . · : . 

According to the Rules, a second ballot will be 
taken for the election of the ninth non-permanent 
Member of the Council. Voting papers should. 
indicate only one name. 

We will now proceed to the election,. 

The President : • 
Translation : The ~esult or the ballot.is as follows : 

Number of votes cast. . . . . . 49 
Absolute. majority required. • . 25 

The votes obtained were as follows: 

CzechoSlovakia 
Finland .... 
Portugal .. 
Irish Free State· . 

27 
11 

7 
4 

Czechoslovakia, ·having' obtained an absolute 
majority, is therefore elected a non-permanent 
Member of the Council. 

I have now the privilege and the pleasure of 
congratulati.Jig the States which have obtained 
non-permanent seats on the Council of the League. 

A letter received this morning from the delegation 
of Uruguay will now be read. I should inform the 
Assembly that, despite the urgent request of the 
delegation of Uruguay, this letter coulci not, owing 

, to precedent, be read before the election which has 
just been held. I understand that the contents 
have already been communicated unofficially to 
the different delegations. 

The letter read.~ as follows : 

[Translation.] 
• 

"The evejlts, now made public, which~t.ook 
Jftace at the private meetings of the delegatiOns 
of the Latin-American. States no:w at Gene'IOa, _...j 
impose upon the delegation of Uruguay the 
dutv of bringing directly to the .knCI.wledge 
of the Assembly the reasons which prev~nted 
it from concurring in thli procedure est:tbhshed 
by the delegations of the other States ~or the 
nomination of candidates to the Council from 
the Latin-American Repuhlics. 

· "Under Article 4 of the Covenant of the 
League, the non-permanent Members of. t~e 
Council are to be elected by the Assembly ill 1ts 
discretion and by the duly prescribed majc•rity. 
"Nomi~ations put forward in any way other 

than that prescribed can onl;r b_e regarded ~s the 
·expression of certain tendenCIE!S ill some particular 
electoral group and, in fine,_ may fail to be in 
keeping with the general feehng of the elf,ctoral 
body. The Assembly, and the Assembly alone, 
possesses the right, the power and the authorit~ 
ne~ssary to . select . candidates, with due 

- reference to the following factors : 

"I.. The general interests of the League ; 

"2. The political circumstances of the 
moment; 

"3. An equitable distribution of forces from 
the continental point of view. • 

"The Assembiy can and should correct ·any 
·tendencf that is incompatible with international 
realities, if, for instance, it· were confronted 
with nominations not in keeping with the 
coinnic.in desires of any pne continent .. 

''The adoption by a group of States o~ a. syste~
of voting -,- other than that of una=ty and 
more particularly of a. system of secret voting 
such as has'recently been the case - might have 
the highly regrettable result of enabling a group 
of delegates· which by chance happened to be 
numerically stronger to impose itR will not only 

- upon all the members of ·that group but 
eventually upon the whole Assembly. 

"It is essential to guard agailll!t so improper 
a contingency. . . . · . ·· • 

"The following is the actual position of Latin 
America in the I..eague : of the twenty States of 
which it is composed, only twelve are now present 
at the Assembly . ., ·For. various . rea<~ons, the 
following are <tbsent : the Argentine, Me~ico, 
Brazil, Peru, Ecuador, Bolivia, Costa. Rica. and 
Honduras. It is unnecessary for us to draw th~ 
Assembly's attention to the significance of tilt!; 
fact. · .. .. , . · • 

"In ·view of this ·very exceptional situatiotl, 
we are entitled to enquire whether; from- the 
point of view of the fair a.nd adequate 
represflntation of a whole continent, .i1i. is right 
that six States, probably bfllonging to the 
same region, should be regarded as qualified, by 
means of a secret ballot in which they constitute 
a majority, to interpret in the Assembly of the 
League the real aspirations of the whole of Latin 
America . 
. "For the above .reasons, therefore, the delega

tion of Uruguay lS regretfully obliged to stat.e' 
~hat t~e ~eetings of Ameri!lan representatives, 
m which 1ts own representatives have always 
taken a most sincer~ and cordial part, must be 
regarded by t~e Assembly only as an unofficia)- · 
exchange of VIews and as admitting of no other 
interpretation. 
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1'While emphasising th.e above considerations, 
and persuaded that they represPnt tbe views of 
the Assembly also, the Uruguayan delegation 
has decided not to maintain its candidature to 
one of the three seats assigned t~ the Latin
Amerie.an States at the time of the elee,tion of 
the non-permanent Members of the Council. 

"Our country, which bas had the honour of 
sittil!g on the Council for four years, desires to 
cpnvey to the .Assembly its profound thanks for 
the confidence shown .to Uruguay on more than 
one occasion, and to assure it that in .the future 
as in the past it will remain loyal to the ideals 
of the League: . . . 

(Signed) J. C. BLANCO. 
GUANI. 
FERNANDEZ Y MEDINA. 
BUERO. 

(Delegation of Uruguay)" 

The President : 

· · Translation: The Assembly has now to choose 
from the newly elected nine Members three who 
will. retain their. seats on the Council for a term 
o£ three years. · 
' The Rules of Procedure. governing the first 
ballot apply in this instance- also. 

I will ask Viscount Ishii and M. Scialoja to 
be kind enough to continue to act as tellers for 
this ballot and .the next. 
" I ·would· mention that . any voting papers 
containing more than three names will be void . 
. We will no'Y proceed to the ballot. .. 

The President : 

Translation .: The, result of . the ballot is as 
follows: 

Number of votes cast . . 49 
Absolute majority required . 25 

The votes obtained by the States were as follows : 

Poland . 44 ·votes 
Chile .. 41 , . 
Roumania 30 

" Netherlands 16, 
" China .. . {I 
" Colombia 3 ,, 

Belgium . 3 
" Czechoslovakia 1 
" 

The following Members have ·therefore been 
elected, in conformity with the temporary pro
visions of the new Ru)es, for a term of three years : 

Poland, Chile, Roumania. 

The Assembly has .now to choose from the re
maining Members three to be represented on the 
@ouncil for a term of two years. 

The Rules of Procedure governing the first 
two ballots will apply here too. · 

I would mention that any voting papers contain
ing more than three names will be void. 

We will now proc~ed to the ballot. 

The President : 
Translation : The result of the ballot is as 

follows: o 

Number of votes cast .. 
.Absolute majority required 

49 votes 
25 votes 

The votes obtained by the States were as 
follows: 

Colombia 
Netherlands 
China 
Belgium 
Salvador .• 
Czechoslovakia 

·. 

. •. 

votes , 47 
47 . " 

• ,..34 " . 11 . 4 " 
" 3 " 

The following countries are therefore elected, 
in conformity with the temporary provisions 
of the new Rules, for a term of two years: 

Colombia, Netherlands, China. 

• 

The others three Members of the Oounoil are '. 
elected for a term of one year, namely : , 

Belgium, Salvador, Cze!Jhoslovaki:. .,, 

38.- DESIGNATION OF POLAND .AS A RE
ELIGIBLE NON-PERMANENT MEMBER OF 

. THE COUNCIL. . 

The President : 

TransUr.tion : · I have re<>ilived · a request for 
re-eligibility submitted by Poland, which has just 
been elected a non-permanent Ml'mber. of the 
Council. The request is submitted under paragraph 
2 of .Article IV of the Rules adopted by the 
Assembly. 

I will read the paragraph in question : 

"2. Of the nine Members · thus elected in 
1926, a maximum of three may be immediately 
declared re-eligible by a decision of the Assembly 
taken by a special vote by secret ballot, a separate 
ballot being held for each Member1 and adopted 
by a. ma.jority of two-thirds of tne number of 
votes cast. Immedia.tely a.fter the announcement 
of the results of the election, the AssPmhly 
shall decide upon the requests for re-eligibility 
which ha.ve been presented. Should the Assembly 
have before it more than ·three requests fqr re
eligibillty, the three candidate& ha.ving received 
the largest number of votes, in excess of two
thirds of the votes cast, shall alone be decla.red 
re-eligible." 

I will therefore now read the request for 1\l
eligibility submitted by Poland to the Assembly : 

[ Translation] 
"By to-day's vote the Assembly of the League 

of Nations has elected Poland a Membet of the 
Council. 

"In conformity with the new Rules for the 
election of the non-permanent Members of the 
Council, which were adopted by the Assembly 
on September 15th and which provide for the re
eligibility of the elected Members of the Council, 
I would beg you to place before the .Assembly the 
request of the Polish GovernmAnt that the 
Republic of Poland should be declared re
eligible under the temporary provisions of the 
above-mentioned Rules. 

(Signed) Auguste ZALF.RKI, 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, 

First Delegate of Poland." 

I propose that the Assembly should decide on 
this request for re-eligibility, and I may remind 
you that a two-thirds majority of the votes cast 
is necessary for a State to be declared re-eligible. 



We will now proceed to a ballot by roll-~all. · · 

Each !':tate will be called by name . and a 
representative of ,the delegation will come. up and 
place his voting paper in .the ballot-box. 

Those in favour ·or re-eligi~ilfty &hould write 
' "yes" ori their votirv.r. paper& ;tnd. those. opposed 

should write "no'~. . . . 

T~1e .ballot is now open. 

'; 0 ·• •,. I 

The. ~esidou.1, : " 
' 0 \ 1 :. -. ·, 

?.'ranslatwn : The result qf .the ballot. is as 
follows: · 

' . . ' I,·: ·;. 
· Number of: votes .. cast, •. , .. . . , .. _. 4;8 . 
·Blank papers··; : ... ; '

1 
., ::· .·:·.·:A 

Number of votes valid . : '; ·. • . . '' 44' 
Two-thirds majority . . -. . . . . 30 
Votes in favour of granting the request' 36:-~ 
Votes against . . • • . . . . • _. 8 _ 

. . . ~ . . ; . . ' ~ . . . . . .. . .- -' 

The' Polis~ ·request· having received more than 
the requisite two' thirds' majority, I dec~are,Pq1:,tnd 
re-eligible for· election to the Council_',,on. -~~e 
expiry of her present term of three years.· · 

Let me 'warlnly thank M. ·"loialoJa, first delilgate 
of Italy, and. Viscot)nt- Ishii, first delegate for 
Japan, for their kind assistance in .acting as tellers 
at the many ballo.ts we hare''held to-day:·, This 
has entn.iled a very great deal of .hard. wqr)r and I 
offer 'them th!l Ass(lmbly's th~nks. ,. - - ·. · : ·-' .· __ , . ' ·. ... . ' .. ·. . 

40 . ....:.. QUESTION OF _THE DESIRABILITY OF 
· NUMBERING THE PARAGRAJ!HS OF THE 

ARTICLES_ OF THE. COVENAl~T: REl?ORT 
OF THE AGEi\'DA COi\IMITTEE ON THE 

.. DJlAFT RESOLUTION PROPOSED. BY THE 
.AUSTRALIA.\! DELEGATION. .. · 

:-·· --· The President : ., .• 

• Trcmslation.: Ladies and gentlemen~ I have 
just received ·the report of the Agenda Committee,
which met at the-conclusion of yesterday's meeting 
of- the Assembly. · 

The text of the report is as follows : 

"The Agenda Committee :m:ef on September 
15th under the Presidenoy of His Excellency 

. . M. Urrutia and examined tht~ draft resolution 
, moved by the HonourableJ.G. Latham, delegate 

of. australia; on .Septem'ber lOth, 1926, in regard 
to the question of the desirability of numbering 
the paragraphs of the Articles -of .the.,Qevenant. 

. This draft resolution was referred to the Agenda 
·eommittee by ·a decision' of' the -Assembly of. 
September 14th, 1926:• -- · · · ; ·_ ·. ~ ,_.) . · 

., "After .a··prelilninary• study, -it -was- decidiJd 
unaninwusly to propose to the -:Assembly'• that 
the following draft resolutieq should,(be; referred 
to the First_,Col!lilltttee:. • , · 

''That 'the First Committee be requested- to 
consider- and to report to the- Assembly· upon 
the desirability of numbering -the paragraphs· 

. - of the Articles of_, 1;b.e ,-.Oo-venant publislloo 
. ,.by,, .th!l- Lea.,o:ue..'' · , : · 

. . ; \ , : : ~ I - , - - .' ) , ' , , ," . • ~ 

If no one ·has any objection to make; I declare 
the report adopted and the question r!Jferred t9 the 
First Committee. (Agreed.) - ··· '·'- ,- .. · · 

·, The Assembly- rose•at•il p.m;:·.: 

PRINTED BY .. TRIBUNE DE .GENEVE" 
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40. - INCLUSION OF THE QUESTION OF 
ALCOHOI..ISI\1 IN THE PROGRAMME OF 
WORK OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS : 
REPORT OF THE AGENDA COMMITTEE : 
REFERENCE TO THE EIGHTH ORDI
NARY SESSION OF THE ASSEMBLY · OF 

'THE PROPOSAL OF THE DELEGATIONS 
OF FINLAND, POLAND AND SWEDIW. 

The President : 
Translation : The first litem on the agenda is 

the reading of the Agenda Committee's reports 
on two proposals submitted by members of the 
Assembly. 

The Assembly will recollect that, at the meeting 
on .September 15th, 1926, it decided to refer to 
the Agenda Committee the draft resolution on 
the question of alcoholism, submitted by M. Setalli, 
first delegate of Finland, M. Zaleski, first delegate 
of Poland, and M. Lofgren, first delegate of Sweden. 

As the draft resolution has been eQmmunicated 
to all delegations, it is unnecessary, I think, 
for me to read it. Accordingly, I will ~imply 
read the Agenda Committee's report. 

"The Agenda Committee met on September 
15th, 1926, at the Sa.lle de la Reformation, 
under the chairmanship of M. Urrutia, and 
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made a -preliminary e"Jtamin~tion of the <?"aft 
resolution on alcoholism which was submitted 

· bv M. Setiilii, first delegate of Fin~d, M. 
· z8.ieski, first delegate oLPoland, and M. Lofgren, 
first delega~ of Sweden, on September 14th, 
1926, and refer,ed to the Committee by a . 
decision of the .Msembly dated September 15t)lj , 

• 1926. 
• "The Committee, after exammmg the pro
posal, did not. fail to ap-preciate the extreme · 
.inlportance .of the question, whic)l ha4 _not. 
previously been placed before the Assembly, 
but considered that the problem, in the terms 
in which it was raised, did not appear on a firs~ 
examination to be sufficiently clearly defined. For 
these reasons, and in view of the very recent 

• date at which the- proposal-. was -submitted,
the Committee ,thought 1t would be· preferable., 
to place it on the. agenda. of the-iie:rt ordinary • 
session of the Assembly. · 

· ••After this preliminary;·study; ;it-was unani
mously decided tEJ propos~ th~~ the .. Assembly 
should refer to- . the First"' Committee ' phe 
following draft .resolution.~ .. ,-' .. ;...._ . .; · 

• " 'The Assembly requests the Council to 
appoint a. Commit~e : . • 

" '1: To study the- question of J;he ,.'lingle 
transferable vote and the principle . of 
proportional . xepresentation, in , gene~Al.r- .-3oll 
re"ards the problem of the .election 'Of •·the 

'no;-permanent · Memhers of· the 'Council:··· 
" '2. To ·report on the method of election 

· -of the non-permanent Members .in sufficient 
· ·'time to lay the question -before· the next 

session of the Assembly.' " 1 

· If no one·, has anyobser\rittforu to inake, I shall 
take. it that the General Co.mmltt.ee'S proposal is 
adopted arid tliat The draft·- resolution under 
consideration is referred to the First Committee, 

·which is requested to take it into con.8ideration 
as early ~s possible. (Agreed.) 

"It was unan.imou~ly decided, therefore,. .to 
propose to the Assembly that, if the originators 
of the proposal agreed, the draft resolution 

- should be placed on the- agerida of.· the next .. ·· · · ·. 
session. In ·any case,. j .thli. . Committee- feels • , _ ' · :. : · . · ' .. ; ; : : ! ·-' 

·~ 

bound to say that, .in .its opinion, the draft 42. - INCLUSION IN THE AGENDA OF THE, 
resolution could not be dealt with at the present PRESENT SESSION OF THE ASSEMBLY 
session of the Assembly." " ' ! ·' . OF THE QUESTION OF THE SETTLEMENT 

If no one has any observation to make,~ .shall. 
take it that the Assembly is in favour of placing 
the question of alcoholism on the agenda of the 
next. ordinary_ session of the_Ass~mbly. (Agreed./ 

1;1 

41. QUESTION OF .THE; .APPOINTMENT. BY 
, THE, COUNCIL . OF. A CO!\l~ITTEE TO 

EXAMINE CERTAIN QUESTIONS RELAT
ING TO THE. ELECTION. OF THE NON
PERMANENT 1\IEl\lBERS OF THE COUNCIL: 
REPORT OF THE' AGENDA COl\11\IITTEE: 
REFER:&VCE TO TOE FIRST COM.l\UTTEE 
OF THE DRAFT RESOLUTIONPROPOSED 

. 'BY THE NORWEGIAN. DELEGATION. 
! ' 

·The 'President ': . ' , .. '\ '. l I 

. I 

Translation :1 It will be recollected that at the 
me!lting on Sep~mber 15th, 1926, ·M •. Hambro 
delegate of Norway, submitted .a.' draft· resolutio~ 
to the Assem ~ly. As it ltas not been possible for 
me to ask t-he Assembly· to take 'a 'deP.fsion 
concerning the aotion to be. taken on this ;proposal, 
I thought I should be complyin.,. with . the 
Assembly's wishes if, with the consent ~f the General 
Committee,· I requested the Agenda Committee 
to make a preliminary examinrttion ·of the ·araft 
resolution so that it might be able to submit. its 
report at the earliest possible moment: · 

In consequence of the expeditious pl'o.cedure 
adopted, I am to-day able to communicate · the 
Agenda' Committee's report on this matter to the 
Assembly. 

The text reads as follows : 
"The Agenda Committee met on September 

18th, 1926, u~der the Chairmanship of M. Urrutia. 
It has exammed the draft resolution submitted 
by _III. Hambro, delegate of Norway, on . the 
subJect o~ the appointment by the Council of 
a Comm1~e to examine certain matters 
eoMnneeted With the election of the non-permanent 
· embers of the Council. 

OF AR!\IENIAN REFUGEES: LETTER 
FR0!\1· THE SECRETARY-GENERAL 
TRANSl\llTTING A REPORT OF THE 
COUNCIL. • 

; ' I '~ ~- • ~· : ·: ~. :, f 

lhe Presiden~ :, .. , . , . . , . , .. , , 1 , 

· Translation: . As you· Will have· seen from the· 
agenda, I have received from the Secretary-General 
a letter' oovering·, a report·· of the .Council·• dated 

. September· 16th,· 1926, ·on· the' settlement of the ' 
Armenian refugees. · The letter ·reads ·as follows : 

,, .- ~ :~o·-' . :': . ' 

"I have the honour to oonllnunicate · herewi~h 
the report adopted by the Council at its meeting 
on September 16th, _1926,-concernfug',the'settle

.ment of t]le; Armeman refugees. , · · · · 
' ' . ; . ' ~ .. '' 

· ' "AS _you will'uote,· the'last p~ragraph of this 
.report reads as follows : . · · . 

. · · " 'The Council 'decides that this question 
shall be placed on the agenda of the present 
session of the Assembly.' .'. · ··· · · .. 
'"I sh~uld be very' grateful if' you' would 

communicate the contents of this report to the 
.Assembly at OUe Of itS next iiieetin·~s.;': / 0 

I ; .. 

The rep~rt ~f the Council mentioned in IJiis lettel"-
has been d1stnbuted to the delegatioill! in: document 
A.70. 1926.ll. 

In order to save time, I propose that the:Assetnbly ' 
~h?uld decide w:ithout . fll!t•her f~rmality w;hether 
It lS prepared to mclude this questiOn ·iii the a"enda 
of the present session. · · .. · '· •· ,:' 
· :U nobody, has any observation to make. I shall 
regard the. proposal as aaopted. ' X Adopted. i . 

I s:ngges~ that the Assembly should refer this 
q_ue~tto~ drrectly to the Fifth Committee. It is 
smul~ m c~aract~r to those with which the Fifth 
Comnuttee lB dealmg and with which it dealt last 
year. 
th If no one has any 'abservation i~' make' 'i take it 
, a~ my proposal i~ adopted, and I will ask the 
Ghair~an of the Fifth · Cllmmittee ·to· submit the 
q( uest10n to the Committee as soon as ·possible 

. Assent.) . · 
• ... j 

1 See document C.299.M.l39.V., page .143.' 
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43. - WORK OF THE GREEK REFUGEE 
SETTLEI\IENT COMMISSION: REPORT OF 
TH.E ~ECOND CO:UliiTTEE: RESOLUTION. 

The President : 

. Tran~lation.: The next item ' on the · ·agenda 
lS the.dlSOOSSlon of the Second Committee's report 
on. the work of the Greek Refugee Settlement 
Commfssion (Annex 3, document A. 71.1926 .II). 

I will ask the Rapporteur, M. van Cauwelaert, 
delegate of Belgium, and Mr. Fitzgerald, Chairman 
of the .Second ~ommittee, to take their places 
on the • platform. · 

· · (.Mr. Fitzgerald, Chairman, and .M. van Ca-utoelaert, 
Rapporte-ur, of the See01fd Committee, took . their 
plac68 on. the. platform.) · '.'· 

. The Presidenf: ·' 

Translation : M. van • Cauwelaert, Rapporteur, 
will address the Assembly. ' 

·~ . .M. v~n Ca-uwelaert, Rapporte-ur, read his report. 

The President : 

Translation : M. Caclamanos, first delegate of 
Greece, will address the . Assembly. 

. 1\1. Caelamanos (Greece) : 
• . . 1\ 

,, . Tr1tn8lation : Mr .. President, ladies and .gentle
men ,.- The documents communicated to the 
Assembly by the Rapporteur of the Second Com. 
mittee · on the subject ·of the settlement of the 
refugees in Greece place upon •the representative 
of Greece. the duty of saying a few .words, first, 
in ·order to take note of the report of the Second ' 

"" Committee and, secondly, in order to request you to · 
adopt the. resolution proposed by the Committee. 

First, in taking note of M. van Cauwelaert's 
report, I wish to offer him my deepest thanks for 
this very notable document, which gives so -com
plete, so Jucid and moving ••an account of the 
work accomplished in Greece for the settlement 
of 1,500,000 refugees (I venture to make a slight 
correction in the figures given in the report) under 
the auspices and with the aid 'of. the League of 
~ations. To· the aid. afforded by. the. League 
I desire to pay yet. another public tribute of 
gratitude. . · 

May I make one observation on a passage .in 
the •report, which states ·that no restriction has 
been placed on the districts in which the refugees 
may be lodged! If. this observation is to be taken 

\:as registering a fact or as a matter of purely histo-
1 rica! record, we are in entire agreement. If, 

however,· it was the Rapporteur's 'intention to 
•introduce an allusion of any kind, will he permit 
me to submit one simple remark, of the accuracy 
of which his insight and· sound judgment ~ 
convin.ca him. , If no restrictions of any !rind have 
been placed on the settlement of the Greek refu
gees, . this· is because no ·demand for restrictions 
has been put forward ; and t.he. fact that no such 
demand has been put fotward from any quarter 
proves that there was no ground for it to be put 
forward. · .. 

. The explanatory account which the Rapporteur 
has just given you renders it unnecessary for me 
to detain you. qn the subject of. the set.tlement 
of the refugees. The work involved, wh1ch . was 
the legacy of an overwhtlming tragedy, appeared 

"," at the outset to offer an insoluble problem, a 
problem likely to cause . far-reaching unrest 
in South-Eastern Europe. 

In July 1923 the Council of the League approved 
in principle and placed lmder it.s own auspices 
an international loan for £10,000,001) for the settle· 
ment of Greek refugees. The scheme only began 
to be carried into · effect, howevel'j' towards the 
end of 1924, at the time of the session of the Assem
bly in that year. It was, moreover, unanimously 
recognised that the sum of £8,000,000, the amount 
remaining. after deduction of the costs of tire ' 
financial operations involved (the difference 
between the net yield of the loan and the nominal 
capital, bankers' commissions and. publicity ex· 
peuses) was . inadequate. The nominal capital 
of the loan was finally increased to £12,000,0001 from which a net sum of £10,000,000 was placed. 
at the disposal of the Commission entrusted by 
the League with the, work; of carrying . out. the> 
settlement scheme. 

Meanwhile, Greece had expended more than • 
£4,000,000, or one milliard drnchmw, from her 
own funds to keep the refugees alive, t.o lodge and 
feed them- in brief, to preserve the human 
material which the League's Commission was 
finally to save from total destruction. ,. 

According to the moving report recently" 
communicated to the League by Mr. Howland, the 
distinguished Chairman of the Refugee Commission, 
750,000 refugees have already been settled by the 
Commission. Greek Macedonia has been completely 
transformed. In places where once there was 
uncultivated or waste land, field· after field of rich 
crops can now be seen, stretching farther than the 
eye can reach.. Smiling villages are arising 
everywhere. among the fields, · and rugged and 
contented workers till the earth and make it rich 
and fruitful. Whole towns are rising around 
Athens as by the wave of a magic wand. New 
industries are being founded and are developing 
all over the country. In a few. years the sacrifices 
made by our nation, whic-h has afforded the world 
an ennobling example of. fellow-feeling with its 
kindred, will bring their reward in the increased 
wealth of the country thanks to the toil and labour 
of her newly acquired sons. · 

The League of Nations may be proud of having, 
by its kindly care, preserved and endowed with 
prosperity a population of one and a·half million 
souls. It has erected a barrier againAt the rising 
tide of resentment engendered in men's minds by 
poverty, hunger and privation. · 
· Beyond all question, the League will desire to 

finish the work that is now in full swing, and will 
continue to give it its moral assistance and support. 
According to Mr. Howland, five million pounds will 
be sufficient to complete this work, which only 
requires the finishing touches. It will survive as 
yet another memorial to prove that the League 
is not a vain Utopian conception, but that, side 
by side with its ta~k of international conciliation, 
pacification and collaboration, it is engaged upon 
a task which may perhaps be more modest and less 
spectacular, but is no less useful- namely, the 
material reconstruction .. and consolidation of 
countries which have been sorely tried by fate. So 
may the poverty. and discontent which give birth 
to social and political unrest be gradually eliminated 
from the world and mankind may continue its 
onward march in peace, rejoicing in the work 
before it. -· 

The President : · 
Translation : If no one else wishes to speak, I 

will put to the vote the resolution of the Second 
Committee, which reads a.s follows : 

The .Assembly : 
(1) Has learnt with satisfaction that the work 

of setUement effected in coUaboration between the 
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Greek autkoritie& and the Seltlement Commission 
6~ up urnl.er the auspices of the League has made 
oonti11uous a,~d satisfactory progre&s during the 
past gear, wi~in the limits of the avai1ab!e funds, 
fiJhkJi are 1UIW nearly exhausted ; 

(2) Qbsen~e& that this piece of work is attaining 
the re&ults expected of it. More than one-half of the 
1 400,000 destitute refugee& who have filtered Greece 

• h~ve been 48sisted ·to establish themselves Mid have · 
become productive eitM:ens. · · Apart from the 
kumanitarian signifieaMe of. the scheme, it is 
having permanent beneficial results in strengthen
ing the economic life {)f the country and in 
pt·omoting social stability ; 

(3) Expresses the hope that conditions may be 
. such that the money required ~ 'Qecome ~vailable 

' in due course for the completton of th~s work, 
which has progressed successfully under the 
League's auspices and the resuits of which have 
~1mply justified the as~oc;iation ofthe Le(lgue 'I!Jith 
~ . 

The resolution was adopted • .. 

44.- NUMBERING OF THE PARAGRAPHS OF 
THE ARTICLES OF · THE · COVENA..~T : 
UEPORT OF THE' FIUST COl\ll\IITIEE : 
RESOLUTION. 

The President : 

Translation: We now have to discuss the report 
by the First Committee on the question of number
ing the paragraphs of th~ artkles .{If the Covenant. 

(On the invitation of the President, the Hon. 'J. G. 
Lmham, Rapporteur, and M. Motta, Chairman; of the 
First Committee, took thei.r· places on the platform.) 

• • . . - .' • ~ l • . • ' : ' ' 

1 ' 'j - ' ' ! 
The Hon. J: G. Latham (Australia), :Rapporteur i 

read the following report and reso1)1tion 1 :. · 

"On September 16th, 1926, the ·Assembly 
adopted the following proposal made. by the Hon. 
·J. G. Latham; delegate of Australia: 

" 'That the First Committee be requested 
to consider and to report to the Assembly 
upon the desirability , of numbering . the 
paragraphs of the articles of the Covenant 
published by the·League.' . · 

. . . 
"The First Committee una.nimously appTOves 

Mr. Latham's suggestion· and aecordingly 
recommends the Assembly to adopt the following . 
resolution : · ;. , . , .. " 

" 'The Assembly in.Structs' the Secretary- ; 
General to cause thll paragraphs of the articles : 
of tho Covenant to be numbered in all future 
editions published by the Secretariat.' ". · 

He continued as follows : _ 
The effect of adopting this resolution, if tlie . 

Assembly sees fit to do so, will be that each of 
the paragraphs of the articles of the Covenant will 
be numbered, and, accordingly, it will not be 
necessary, when referring to the Covenant, to coimt 
t~e paragraphs in the separate articles in order to 
discover any par~icular one. For example, the 
paragraphs of Art1cle. 22 (let us say) will be num
bt>reu 1, 2, 3, and so on and this will apply to each 
of the articles of the Covenant. . · 

The Committee considers that this is a small 
but very desirable improvement and that its 

1 Document A.tlll.l926.V. 

adoptioli will facilitate the work 'of the League 
itself, and will also facilitate the Wljlrk of those who 
are interested.in the League. - . 

I therefore, submit. to the Assembly for its 
approval the resolution which I have read to you. 

The President ~ 
Translation:'. 1\1. ScialOJ\1· first delegale of Italy, 

?.ill address the Assembly · · • 

M Scialoja (Italy) : ' 
. ' . . 

Translation : 1\Ir. President, ·ladies and gentle
men ...,... I do not propose to make a speech: The 
question before. 'UB · is. not. of vital importa!lce, and 
what l have to say ·is even less. important ... 

While it would be an excellent thing for the 
convenience of those desirous of referring to the 
Covenant to.numb(lr the paragraphs of the articles, 
we should, I think, make provisimi -for futuro 
amendments and take into account t)le nanendnlents 
already adopted. . • , . · · - , · . . 

If, then, the Secretariat confined itself to writinJ?i_ 
in ·the numbers in· ·their· correct order, so . thav> 
paragraph 3, for. example, did not come before 
paral!raph 1, there would not be much poiqt in il:he 
operlttion. It would be quite useless if every frt>sh 
amendment necessitated ' a· new edition' of. the 
Covenant containing no references to ·the aet.s of 
a previous Assembjy. 

I would therefore urge. the Secretariat, .which, 
under the terms of the resolution, is to be responsible 
for this numbering, to adopt. an elastic ·system; so 
that the fundamental part· of the Covenant may 
always bear the same numbers. · · · 

I am not· going to submit a proposal,. but will 
give an example to' show exactly ·what_ I mean : 
amendments constituting fresh paragraphs would 
bear the original number: followed by ·(a) 'or (b), 
etc., so that the numbering would always remain the' 
same and the reajler could see at a> glance that he 
w:u; dealing with an amendment and not with the 
original text: 

I :think this suggestion· might . m:ake. the Secre• 
tariat's work more useful than a mere arithmetical 
operation. ' ' · · · · 

. ' I,. 

· · · The Presideht ; ·. · -. 
.· · · TransWion : · · If ho one 'else wishes to speak, 
1: will put to the vote the resolution proposed bv 
the First Committee, which reads as follows; .. • 

I . 

Xho A.ssembly instruets the. Seuretflry-General 
to cause the paragraphs. of the articles. of the 

. Covenant to . be mtmbered in all future .editions 
published by. the SI!{JY'eta.riat. · / 

The resolution wa8 'adop~ed. ;"? 

WORK OJ.<' TIU; PREPARATORY COl\1• 
l\DTI~E fOU . THE ' INTERNA:TIONAL 
ECONOl\UC ~ONFERENCE: ' REPOUT . OF 
THE SECOND f.Ol\IMITTEE; UESOLUTIOV. 

The Prtsllil"nt : · 

· ·. Traf~!!lation : The next item on the· n.ge~da. is the 
diSenssiOn o~ the report on the work of the prepara
tory f.'omm1ttee for the International Economic 
Conference (Annex 4, dq,cument .A. 76.1926. II) .. 

(Otl the ~m•ittdion of t~e ·President, M., Loucheur, · 
~apport6Ut, a.nd .iJir. F1tzgerald, Chairman, of tlte 
Serond Cmmmttee, took their placeR on tli?-plattorm.) 
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The Preside-nt : 

Tran>~lation : .M. Loucheur, Rapporteur of the 
Second Committe~", will address tht" As~mbly. 

_· llLoucheur '(France), Rapporteur:· • 

k 'Tra.nt~laf·~nn: The Second r,ommittee's report 
has ~~en ~Istributed t(} all delt"gations. It simply 
remams for: me . to explain as briefly as possible 
the preceedmgs m the -second Committee and the 
con<'lnsions it has reached; · 

You will_rememb!lr that, ?n September 24tli, 
1925,, the SIYth •ordinary session of the ARsembly 
nnam~ously ·pa~<sed a resolution inviting the 
Council to consider the expediency of constituting 
a Preparatory-_ Committee with a view to the 
subsequent co.nvening of an International Economic 
Conference. · '· 

In ·respoiise · to the· Assembly's suggestion, the 
Council ·constituted this Committee, whirh bas 
already held its first session at Geneva. · The 
session; presided ovel" by M'. Theunis}n the absence 
through ilhiess, of ::\f. Gustave Ador, resulted in th~ 

-,4.~mpilation of lists of questions which constitute; as 
-·It were, -the ba~is·or the Preparatory Committee's 

present investigations. · ,. : · · · . · 
· The length of these lists and the number· of 
questions included' in them· appeared somewhat 
alarming to certain delegations; which imagined 
that the Preparatory Committee was engaged 
in··.drawing ·up a long and inv:olved programme 
which would-obviously have doomed the Economic 
Conf~rence to ·certain failure .. 

You ·may perhaps remember that, --last year; 
when I explained the French delegation's proposal 
from·. this platform,- I ventured to direct yonr 
attention to the danger of drawing up a programmll 
wl].ich was not confined ·to a few ·essential questions. 
I' also pointed out ·that the difficulty lay in deter" 

. lnining· the 'questions to be omitted from .the· pro· 
" gramme rather• than • those to· be included in it;. 

M.·Theunis was'requested by the·Second Com
mittee to report· ·on the Preparatory Committee's 
work. -He succeeded in· completely reassuring those 
delegations which ·were'· somewhat alarmed by the 
contents of • the •doimments distributed;·· He e:r• 
plained that, • at the next ·session, · to be held at 
Geneva on November 15th;· the · Preparatory 
Committee would proceed ·to· eliminate . questions 
which might ·later· handicap the work of the 
Conference arid' would endeavour to fix the main 
lines of its discussions. '· · : 
· · The Second Committee- concurred in M. Theunis' 

views, and:-unanimous agreement was reached· in 
_regard- to the chief points of the programme for 
the Economic Conference. : ', · · 

·A secm;td question; however, arose in the Seeond 
;;;;..committee, · namely,- the actual composition·· of 
l the Economic Conference. This point ·was raised 
• by Mr: Latham, delegate of Australia, and by the 

representative of 'the British Empire.· Two sng· 
gestions were put forward. 

Certain speakers thought that ·the .Conference 
shoult! 'Mnsist e:X:clusi vely of experts who would 
be free to· express their personal views, without 
instructions from their Governments, so as to 
afford the Assembly of the League insight into the 
deep-rooted causes of present evils and the remedies 
to be adopted. . ·· · · . 

The British delegate urged that a Conference 
composed of representatives who had, as it were, 
received a mandate from their Governments 
would be apt to-deal with certam delicate pro
blems less frankly and boldly, and that it was 
accordingly ·essential tilat the members of the 
Conference· should in no case be bound by instruc-
tions from: their Governments. · · 

Another view was advanced in opposition to the 
foregoing argument : it was suggested that it 
might be preferable to convene a Conference 
somewhat diplomatic in character,, and consisting 
of representatives holding a mandate from their 
Governments with the possible ulmnate object 
of concluding international conventions. · 

The Committee was from the' outset unanimous 
in rejecting this second proposal. Accordingly, the 
f(}rthcoming International Economic Conferenoo , 
'Will in no sense be a diplomatic Conference and will 
not be expected to frame international conventions. 

Certain · delegates, however ·- in particnln.r 
M. Jonhaux, the ·delegate --of France- pointed 
out that there was a risk that the importance (}f 
the Conference might be lessened and that it was 
possible, to pnt it frankly, that it might be deprived 
of all authority, if it were composed entirely of, 
experts chosen or nominated by the League itself. 

The Committee agreed on the adoption not of a 
hybrid system but of a system already sanctioned ' 
by experience. You will all remember the Brussels 
Financial Conference, which consisted of represen
tatives who were appointed by the Governments, 
but were given absolute liberty · t.o express their 
views-with complete frankness and were not bound., 
by formal Government instructions. 
· · The Brussels Conferenm•, it was pointed out, was 
composed of experts, and the usual pleasantries · 
at the expense of Ministers of Finance, who may be 
described as greater or lesser experts, found an 
echo in our Committee. We thought that· the 
definition of the word "expert" might give rise to 
controversy and difficulties. "Expert" does not 
bear quite the same meaning in English as in 
French. We thought, and we still think, that 
the Governments wil~ show their wisdom by 
sending to the Conference only representatives 
possessing the twofold qualification of experience ~tnd 
knowledge. · · · · · · · -
· The formula ·which we adopted was, therefore, 

that employed for the Brussels Financial Conference, 
namely, representatives appointed by the Govern
ments, without formal instructions from the latter 
so that they might be perfectly free to study the 
important problems submitted to them. 
· A more heated, more lengthy and, in my opinion, 
more important discussion occurred as regards the 
date for the convening of the-Conference. We had 
occasion - yesterday morning, in particular - to 
explain our views clearly on this point. 
· The world is· awaiting with growing interest 
the results of the work upon which we are now 
engaged. It is a year - over a year now - since 
the Assembly decided upon the convening of an 
International Economic Conference. I do not say 
that the time since then has been ill-spent, for the 
Preparatory Committee has collected, and is still 
collecting, documents which will be of great use 
to the future Conference. But we must not run 
the risk 'of wasting our time in protracted prepa
ration. In this connection there was placed before 
the Committee a line of argument which found an 
energetic advocate in the person of the delegate of 
Sweden. The suggestion was that you should be 
invited at this meeting to· specify in the resolution 
on which you are about to vote a definite and final 
date for the coming· meeting of the International 
Economic Conference. 

I, personally, would be glad if it were possible 
to insert a cia~ convening the Conference for next 
spring .. The representative of Sweden, less ambi· 
tious, proposed that it should meet before the next 
session of the Assembly of the League. Finally, by 
way of a. compromise, he suggested that the Confe· 
rence should be held in 1927. · · 

The resolution now before you, however, 
mentions no date at all. It contains one of those 
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facile expressions which are sometimes found in 
recommendations of this kind. It says that the 
c~nference shall be convened as soon as possible. 
I want to e::s:pla.in what we mean by the words '·as 
soon as possible". . . 

We adopt~~ this text with the idea of compro
mising, in order ro obtain general agreement, and 
this desire for gen<!ral agreement has at all events 
led to some result. 

I am convinced that the Committee was 
unanimous in its desire that the Conference should, 
be held at an early date. We were reluctant, from 
motives of courtesy which you will readily 
appreciate, to interfere in the work upon which the 
Prepararory Committee is at present engaged. 

Last year, you showed your confidence in the 
Council when you invited it ro · constitute this 
Committee. There is no reason for withdrawing 
that confidence now, and, since a Committee 
of the C~uncil is following the work of the Prepa
ratory Committee, we propose to renew our confi
dence by asking the Council at its Dect>mber 
session to decide to, convene the Conference at 
the earliest. possible date. . · · . : 

The resolution now before you is, if I may 
'-day so once ogain, a declaration of our confidence 
in the Council and in the Preparatory. Committee. 

. May I be allowed to add a few words,· not in 
my capacity as Rapporteur, but on my own.behalf ! 
I wish briefly to explain why, in my opinion, 
we can · no longer postpone. . convening ·the 
Conference. .. , . . . , . 
. Last year, when stating the grounds· .which 

led the French delegation to propose this important 
decillion tQ the Assembly, I drew :attention to 
the gravity of the financial and economic position 
in all parts of the world, and I said that the thought 
of what might happen within the next few years 
filled me with apprehension. . . , .. . , 

There has, as you are all aware, been no improve
ment in the economic situation. since -last year. 
I even believe that we are on. the verge of serious 
criseR . in different countries... Some . of . those 
countries are making an energptic. attempt w 
emerge from a position whirh, it is ·Claimed, is 
the result of the war, but which, I. assure you, 
may rathflr be the consequence of E~conomic 
mistakes. N>mmitted before the war. . 

The war, it is true, did not improve mattP.rs, 
hut I question whether P-ven before the war those 
re~ponsib1o for the conduct of affairs . of State 
understood quit!' what was happaning in the world 
flr realised that, as a consequence of over-indusc 
trialisation in certain countries, the food supplies 
of the inhabitants were being jeoparPised .by the 
failure t~ maintain a proper balance between 
agricultural and indmtrial production. · This state 
of affairs, which arose out of pre-war conditions, 
was intensified by the .war, and no mflasures, 
so far as I am aware, have since been taken to 
remedy this most alarming situation" , 

Every clay,· however, it. beoomes .·necessary 
to . provide sus_tenance for increasing . nnmberij, 
while new frontiers have to be token into account 
88 well as the circumstances in which ·Certain 
countries find themselvelf 88 a result of the 'erection 
of Customs barriers hitherro non-existent between 
them and the countries with which they formerly 
traded. We mwt, therefore, oome together and 
find a remedy for this problem without delav • 
otherwise it may become so acute as to pass beyond 
any possihility of solution... . 
~us, while we are examining the problem in 

all 1ts a.~<pects in. Preparat~ry Committees, the 
usefulness of whwh I fully recognise timid 
attempts are Jx;ing . made in . various quaTters 
til remedy the Situation, but the remedies found 
are not always properly thought out, and some 

may even lead to further difficulties. To take 
just one example: You are. all aware ?f the eff.o!t 
now being made ro. urut~ stE>.fl mterests m 
Germany, Belgium, France and Luxemburg.· I am 
among those who approve and heartily commend 
suey efforts, but, unless they form p_art of a ge~eral 
plan and include as many countr1es as possible, 
they will immediately give rise ro alarm. . · One · 
of our colleagues, whose name I shall not mention, 
but who does not belong to any of the" countries 
ro which :i have just referred, confided hi6 fea~s 
to me. He said: ''Are .we ro be left out of: this 
steel ring !" . 

If, on the other hand, the Economic Conference 
had been convened, if it had formulated rules 
which would have made it possible ro include more 
countries in rings of, this description, if at the same 
time it had framed protective regulations ensuring 
Rtate supervision, it would assuredly have done 
useful work and made a solid contribution rowards 
the solution of ·the great problem of .economic 
reconstruction. . 

There is a danger that-, while we are still ta,lking, 
timid and.,inadequate solutions, if I ~ay repeat 
the term I used just .now, may be attempted 
which will only serve to aggravate the situation.l 
which we desire to remedy. · 

. There is anqther point. We were witnesses here 
·very recently of · an . unforgettable event. But 
the pe·ace for which we are working rests, we fully 
realise, . upon insecure foundations,··· We have 
among us many valiant workers who are determined 
to consolidate that peace, but. the . Economic 
Conference would prove a most valuable adjunct 
in our . task. . . . · . · · 

I pointed out last year that, if you are looking 
for the causes of past wars, their. true origin will 
be found in the economic field ;:-and, as M. Scialoja, 
said, legal formulas alone are not sufficient, to 
banish the-spectre of war. We must seek out.its 
causes,- .strike at the very root of ·the evil and, 
endeavour to discover a permanent remedy. - · · 
_ In his eloquent speech a . few days ago, . M. 
Stresemann sketched out a general plan. . He said : 
"We see how economic life is overleaping the old 
national .boundaries and creating. new . forms · of 
international co-operation." And he added ~.,."We 
shall not obtain that encl by· erecting barriers 
between the countries." · · -, 

I need not say that I agree with M. Stresemann 
and yet, in the midst of .these discussions, we are 
daily raising up fresh barriers. against one. another. 
Is this logical ! , . . . . . , 
. I therefore ask .you,- if I ·may :revert to the 

view . that a solution of our present .. economic 
difficulties will promote the cause of peace -
whether it will be possible to break down the 
barriers between natJ.on and nation until a feeling of 
greater. security has been created between them !.~ 
·. We are faced, then, with the conclusion that the , 
solution· .of economic .problems must promote 
security,- aJ?-d that security,· if established, would' 
prove an mvaluable factor in the solution of 
economic problems. · 

At our next meeting - iJl all probability to
morrow - the Assembly will be asked . to discuss 
the question of disarmament and to reconsider the 
great p~oblem of security, so that this is a mqst 

,appropnate moment for urging that the Assembly 
should also take steps to solve the·, economic 
pr_oblem ; otherwise, all our efforts are doomed to 
failure. , . . . · 
. ·I 8.!'k ;v:~u,, therefore, to approve,. in the. spirit 
m which It_JS mtended, the very moderate resolution 
now subDUtted to you by the Second Committee. 
I wo~ ask ~ou,- above all,. not to lose sight of the ' 
great 111~ wh1ch '!"ehavein view, .We are all agreed, 
as M. Bnand said, that the time for bloodshed is 
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paBt :--- you all applauded hlm. There must be no 
drawmg back. We must have courage to engage 
frankly. resplutely, loyally and confidently in 
combl!'ting the dangers which now beset the world. 
Tha:t IS the great task to which you are called. The 
nations are looking to ·you for courag;e and 
determination. · 

l'he J>resident : 

Jfran~lation :- Baron von Rhein baden, delegate 
of Germany, will address the A~sembly.- · 

Baron von Rheinbaden · (Germany) : 

Translation : Mr. President, ladies and gentle
men- Before proceeding, as delegate of Germany, 
to explain our views on t.he International Economic 
Conference, which we have already discussed iii 
Committee, I will venture, with your permission, 
t_o make a few observations ·of a general chara~ter. 

When, last autumn, the Assembly.adopted the 
suggestion put forward by M. Loucheur,, delegate 
of France (who is to-day· acting as Rapporteur), 
and decided to convene an International Economic 
Conference, Germany was not ·a Member of the 
League and, in consequence, could not give her 
co-operation in regard to that decision. · 

Even at that• time; however, the Rapporteur 
made it clear that an International Economic 
Conference without· the participation of Germany 
could· ouly achieve partial success. To-day, for 
the first time, Germany can put before this Assembly 
h~r views on: the Conference,' and I will take this 
occasion to say that my country fully appreciates 
the noble principles and lofty ideals invoked by the 
Rapporteur wllen submitting his resolution. 

The world~ war gave a rude shock to the economic 
relationships which previ~:msly existed between the 

· different. States. In a number of countries' it has 
called into ·being industrie~ which in ordinary 
times would. never have seen the light and, indeed, 
may· not survive the restoration· of :normal condi

: tions. Throughout a large part of _the world the 
war haB destroyed the purchasing-pow:er of the 
masses. Export and import prohibitions and State 
intervention have diverted the normal current of 
economic life• .. Further, the increa,~e in the number 
of frontiers and ·the re-establishment of great 
Customs barriers have led to"a rritical situation 
in tlle : economic field ·.and, ·as' 'regards · social 
conditions; have resulted in ·unemployment on an 
unprecedented scRie. 

. Those countries in which the situation I have 
_briefly outlined , is still obscured by exchange 
flurtuations -are. endeavouring to reconstruct their 
economic ltfe and to stabili~e their exchanges ; but 
they .again are faced with the problem of stabilisa
tion and it,s social consequences. The only escape 
from the disa.~trous effects of the war.: from the 
endeavour to apply ~he old principles to ·a situation 
to which they are no longer suited, is to educate 
international public opinion in the ways and means 
of bringing order out of , .the present _ chaos. 
E'90Yywhere there are sigus that this fact is 
beginning to be realised. An improvement in the 
means of communication and in modern technical 
methods for which mass distribution is essential 
has resulted in a general demand for the formation 
of 'large economic· territorial ·units, undivided by 
Customs or other State-erected barriers. 

' On tlle other hand. it is sometimes said that such 
a; te:rritorial. reorga:ri.isation and. in general, any 
international redistribution of labour would result 

. in .the collapse of existing. undertakings and would. 
increase unemploym~nt. . -

A clear understRnding of tJle special character 
of the age is a!J. essential pre-condition ot any epoch-

making change, and the Economic Conference is 
intended to bring about a more speedy realisatiol\ 
of the facts. 

Allow me to say a few words qn various matters 
of detail with which the Second Committee dealt. 
We, too, think that the Prepar~tory Committee 
should make certain questions of principle the main 
pivot of the Conference. I Lave already indicated 
the line we -intend to take in this matter. 

We also think that the Conference should.not 
be confined to general principles. We must learn 
how to progress from one stage t-o another with a 
minimum of loss to the economic life of the various 
nations. As an example of this method, 
international agreements might be concluded 
covering the various aspects of international 
economics with reference -to production and 
consumption. , These agrePments might pave the 
way for, and place on a practical footing, some kind 
of international distribution of labour. In this 
connection I. would mention that, in the past fl'w 
weeks, an agreement has been reached between the 
metallurgical industries of Germany, France and 
Luxemburg. It . is hoped, too, that the Belgian 
industry will also shortly become a party to this 
agreement. Such agreement<~ are not direcood 
against the general- interest ; this is clear from the 
fact that they were not concluded until the 
engineering industries had first been consultAd. 

The question of the composition of the Economic 
Conference was considered at length by the 
Committee. We agree that .the Governments should 
have a considerable say in this matter, and should 
be given the task of selecting experts of world-wide 
rppute. There is no doubt that public opinion in the 
various countries will ensure that only the best 
qualified persons will be selected. But these experts 
should also be free to express their opinions without 
being · bound by the instructions of their 
Governments. Only in this way can their abilities 
be utilised to the full. 

The actual date of the Conference neeessarily 
depends on the progress made in the preparatory 
work, and . should, therefore, be left to the 
Preparatory Committee, which enjoys our full 
confidence, and in whose work we have already had 
the opportunity of co-operating. The economic 
situation of the world, as I have just described it, 
requires that we should expedite not only the 
h~;>lding of the Conference itself and the decillions 
which it will take, hut also, and more especially, the 
practical effect to be given to those decisions; Tht: 
qne~tion of the best method of putting these 
decisions into practice will be one of the· most 
important matter!! which the Confet>ence will have 
to study. 

The profohnd attention which this august 
A~sembly is devoting to the matter of the Economic 
C-onference and the very lucid account which the 
Rapporteur has given of the ta.~k before it will 
c~rtainlv do much to strengthen the confidence 
of the • world, on which the outcome of the 
Conference will_ ultimately depend, and will also 
give public opinion in the various countries the 
weight which is the sine qua non of succe~s. .. 

The President : 

Translation : M. Adelsward, deiPgate of Sweden, 
will address the Assembly. • 

111. ~delswiird (Sweden) : 

Translation :Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 
-During the Second Committee's discussion of 
this subject, which lasted for more than two days, 
I objected to the proposal, but this was not because 
I was opposed to the report which has just been 
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read. On the rontrary, I c.ongratu!ate_M. I,ouoheur 
on hi.< admirable work. My obJection does not 
applv to the actual resolution now before you or 
it<> ('(lllt("nts but rather to what it does not contain. ,, 

· Of thl' three question~ discussed by the 
Committ("e - the composition, the programme and 

. the dat(" of the Economic Conference ....:... only on"! 
- the date - is deal't with in the resolution, and 
even on that subject aU that ha-'! bP.en done· is 
to ...,ropose a recommendation by the Assembly 
that the Economic C{)nference should be convened 
as soon as possible. You are not even asked to 
recommend that the Conference should be held 
during the coming year. . That proposal might 
perhaps have been dangerous, though for my part 
I cannot conceive whv. Whatever the rea<~ on may 
be, I was v<>ry pleased to h~>ar M. Louchenr himself 
exrress a wish that the Conference should be called 
as early as next spring. 

As regards the programme ·of the Conference, 
the resolution has nothing to say· on· the matter, 
but the report proposes that only a small number 
of essential questions should be examined. Now1 I believe that economists, big . financiers ana 
cantains of industry throughout practically the 
whole world are all beginning to realise that the 
economic disease from which Europe is suffering 
is largely due to the existence of frontier barriers, 
and they seem to agree that the best remedy would 
be gradually to throw open these . frontiers to 
free intercourse. That being so, I think the report 
should have contained some reference to this great 
truth ; in this way the subject would have been 
brought to the notice of the whole world, which 
ought to have its eyes opened to ·.the facts as 
soon as possible. · 

Is it not true of this question, as of all others, 
that public opinion is supreme! We have often 
said, and we all believe, that ·no. great problem 
can be solved unless public interest bas .first .been 
aroused and public opinion won over. That is one 
reason why I could have wished that the proposed 
resolution had been more definite · and explicit. 
We must maintain and, above all, we. must 
strengthen the prestige and authority ,of the 
League, but we shall never succeed in doing so 
.by means of resolutions such as that now .before us. 

ThP President : 
Translation : If nobody else wishes to speak, 

I will put to the vote the resolution of the Second 
·.::ommittee, which reads as follows : 

The Assembly Mtes that the Coun.cil ha8 gi'l!en 
effect w its decisum of December 15th, 1925, 
b.lf colt8tituting a Preparatory Qommittee for 
the Ecmwmi{J Conference. · · · 

It realises that the general econOmic . situation 
of the u:orld calls more imperiously than ever 
for an effort wwards international co-operation 
and makes it yet more n.ecessmy that the Economic 
Conference should be held. 

The Assembly therefore lwpes that the Committee 
will actively push forward its work, so a8 w enable 
the Eoonomw Conference w be convened a8 soon 
011 po8sible. 

The resolution u:as atlopted. 

46. - TRAFFIC IX OPIL'll AXD OTHER 
HAXGEROl:S DRt:GS: REPORT OF THE 
1-'lFTH COllliiTI'EE: RESOLUTIONS. 

The Preoident : 

TraWJlatw:n : The next item on the agenda is 
the report of the Fifth Committee on the· Traffic 

in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs (Anne:t 5, 
document A. 74.1926.XI). . · ·. . . ' 

(On the invitation of the President, "¥. V ~ver f'a, 
Rapporteur, and M. Mensdorff-P~utlly-Dletl'lc~,. 
steln, Chairman, of the Fifth Oommlttee, took thevr 
places 'on. _the platform.) 

The P.resident : • · • 

·Translation : M. ·veverka, Rapporteur, "~>.ill 
address the Assembly. 

l\1. Veverka (Czechoslovakia); Rapporteni~ ' 

Translation : In ··submitting 'to the Assembly 
the report ·on the Traffic in Opium and Other 
Dangerous Drugs adopted as. the out~ome of ~he 
work done by the Advisory. Committee . dunng 
the current year, I. have perhaps little to add to 
what I said last year, but I shall certainly 4ave 
to repeat many of the points to which I dr_ew 
attention then. The only method by· which 
we can pave the way for the solution of questions 
so important as these is to build up ,a solid body 
of pul)lic opinion, a communis opinion of the nations~ 
.. The steady output of ,Jiterattire on the subjects; 

the associations that are .being _formed in all parts 
of the world, the work o.f .the Churches, and so 
forth, are proof .of. the cloRe attentiQn with which 
our work is being followed.. We; must bring the 
utmost" zeal and devotion to, our task. if we are 
to cope· with the grave and alarming situation 
existing to-day. . _,,., , , , .. 0 . 

The Fifth Committee fully· realised the seriousness 
of the position, and it is with great pleasure that I 
draw your attention to the unanimity with which it 
approved, in particular, the measures to counteract 
the illicit traffic, and strongly recommended-· the 
early ratification of the Geneva Convention, which 
still further strengthens the engagements entered 
into under the Hague Convention. 
· The same unanimity was shoWn as regards ·:the 
cont~uance of the .struggle against this ever~ 
growmg danger. . · ' ·. · 

In: this conn~ction I would once. ~ore d\ven on 
the immense responsibility we . should incur if. the 
remedies applied proved inadequate, or if we failed 
to erect in time the barriers that are· needed to save 
mankind from the destructive flood of opium and 
drugs. . · . 

· There is one fact which, to my mind, increases 
that reponsibility~ Both · the ·man engaged· in 
mass-work under primitive labour. conditions and 
the highly ·strung product of our tin'les are. so 
constituted mentally that they unhappily supply 
only too ready a market for tlie balance of the 
world's surplus production. · , · 

So much ~or the soci~l ~~e of the question. . The 
m~n who lives by prrmitive daily _.labour takes 
opium ; and the modern man, enervated and driven 
towards ~n· e~aggerated suggestive individualism~ 
the soc1ologrcat phenomenon of the age• •_:, 
craves for drugs. · · · · 

The duty of the. rulers of this world is to watch 
over su~fering hu~anity until the day when the 
econonu~ reformation of the one ·and . the moral 
reformation of the· other have. been achieved. , 

It is in t~is spirit that I submit to the Assembly 
the r~s~lutron you have before you.. It is my firm 
convrctron and ho.pe ·that the campaign against 
the B?ourge o~ opium and «!rugs will be carried 
on with ever:mcre~sing enetgy and that this -is 
t~e only war m which the League will never urge 
disarmament. . . 
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The Presillent :· ·' , 

: -T;anslatioJ, : If' no. one else wishes to speak, 
I will _put to tJ:te vote the resolution of the Fifth • 
Committee, whwh reads as follows : · 

1.. The Asse!'lbly adopts ih~ report • of the ' 
' -Adv'W!ory Commtttee on Traffic in Opium and 
. •· '!theli :Dangerous Drugtt, together with the resolu-
c . !tons contained therein, 

.. • 2. The . Assembly, . impressed by th.e report 
of the Advtsory Commtttee as to the gravity of the 

. present situation .in regard to the iUicit · traffic . 
anil by the resolution of the Committee that it was . 
erctreme~y. diffil!'"lt to se~J!Lre. an effective control 

· of the mternattonal trafftc tn opium and drugs 
·until the Ge-neva Conve-ntion has been· brought 
into operation, urges on the Governments of all 
States Members of the League to proceed to ratify 
or ·adhere to the Geneva Convention so· that if 
possible, the ratifications necessary to bring ihat 
Convention into. force ma1( be deposited with the 

.. secretariat b~fore the end of the year .. 
The Tesolution was adOpted;. . · 

. •; 

47. - SUPERVISION OF -THE PRIVATE 
. ·. ~IANUFACTURE OF' ARliS AND Al\1:\IU
.. NITION A.~D' OF IMPLEl\lENTS OF WAR: 

REPORT .. OF THE THIRD COMMITTEE : 
RESOLUTION.. . ,. ... 

· , The President : 

Translati~n: · The next item ·on the agenda. is 
the discussion of the report of the Third Committee 
on the Supervision . of the Private Manufacture 
of.Arms and ·.Ammunition and. of Implements of 
War. (Annex 6,. document .A. 73. 1926. I,X •. ) ; . ' 

(On the invitaii~n 1 
o(ihe President, M. Gu~ero, 

Rapporteur:, and M . . Villegas; Chairman, of the 
Third Committee, took their places on the platform.} 

The President : 
' ' . 

. Translation : . The :Rapporteur .will address the 
Assembly. 

M. ·Guerrero (Salvador), Rapporteur, read_ his 
report;· · 

\- ~\ ' 

. "It notes that, up to the present, the Conven- . 
t10n on the Supervision of the International 
Trade _has been ratified by only t:wo signatory 
co"!lltrtes, and hopes that the efforts which are 
be~g. made to obtain the • TPtification of the 

· pnnCipal producing countries will soon be 
successful." · 

I _regret th~~;t I ~1!-S unable to submit this prO:QO&.al 
durmg_. the discussiOn of the report in the 1hird 
.Commt~~e, as our delegation had not then received 
the offtmal_ communication from the Venezuelan 
Government. . . . 

Th~ Preside,;t : · 
. Tramlation : ~I. lllensuorff-Pouilly-Dietrichstein 

first delegate of Austria, will address the Assembly: · 

l\1. 1\lensdorff-Pouilly-Dietricbstcin (Austria) : 

'. Trans~ation : Mr. PI:esident, ladies and gentlemen 
- Austrta has consiStently followed with the 
greatest interest the efforts of the J,eague to bring 
about a general reduction of armaments. 
. My country, firrilly convinced of the very spoial 
unportance of the task entrusted to the League 
under ·the first· paragraph of Artiol!' 8 of the 
Covenant, in the interests of world peace and 
having itself adopted a consi~tentlv pacific policv 
hails with profound satisfaction every step take~ 
towards the aim so ardently desired by thousands 
of mankind. 

M. Guerrero's very remarkable report brings out 
the conditions in which, in the Third Committee's 
opinion, the League should endeavour . to settle 
the difficult- question of the supervision of the 
private manufacture of arms. ·· ' · 

The delegation of :Austria - a country which 
is now di~armed and is particularly anxious to 
bring to a.n end a state of affairs that is a greater 
menace to us than to other countries, but is 
assuredly a manace to the p11ace of the world
confidently welcomes in. this . report certain 
indications which · appear favourable · to the 
aecomplishment of the task we have so much at 
heart. .. 

The first of these is the fact that the resolution 
for _the. convening of the' Conference on the 
supervision of the. private manufacture of arms, 
proposed by the French delegation - France being 
as yet the only country which with Venezuela has 
seen its way to ratify the Convention - is ba.~ea 
upon the hope that the valuable work achieved by 
the Preparatory Committee of tl1e Disarmament The President : 

, Translation: M. Escalante, delegate of Vene
. ~u~la., will a.ddr,_e~s. the Assembly. 

· Conference will result in the convening of that 
Conference during the coming year. 

• · ·M.: E_scalante ·(Venezuela) i 
.. • 'Translation : Mr. President I . have asked 
leave to speak in order to propose a slight amend
ment to the draft resolution submitted to you by 
tl!il• Third Committee. Our delegation _has just 
been officially informed that the Government of 
Venezuela. has ratified the Convention for the 
Supervision . of the International Trade in Arms 
and .Ammunition and in Implements of. War. 
The instruments . of ratification· will be deposited 
shortly with the .Secretariat of the League. -This 
means that two . ratifications· have now been 
registered, those of France and .Venezuela.· 
,.,The second paragraph of the draft resolution now 
before us states·that up to the present this Conven
tion has been ratified by only one signatory 
country; :May .I propose to the Rapporteur, 
M. ·Guerrero, that the paragraph in question should 
be amended .as -follows: 

Secondly, the information given in the Third 
Committee al! regards the efforts-made by Great 
Britain to bring about an agreement between 
producing States with a. view to making it easier 
for them to ratify the Convention on the Supervision 
of the Trade in Arms justifies the hope that thE\ 
General Conference_ will produce a solution for the 
question of the ratification of this Convention, 
:together with that of the reduction of a.rrnamonts, 
and will result in the adoption of a Convention for 
the supervision of private manufacture. It is .this 
hope which reconciles us somewhat to the provisional 
postponement of the Conference for the supervision 
of private manufacture, a Conf11rence which should, 
in the opinion of many, bt> held at an early date. 
We bow to the considerations which led the .l<'rench 
delegate to look for a-solution of this question to the 
general Disarmament Conferenoo rather than to the 
special ·Conference hitherto cont"mplated, and 
which take into account the views expressed by the 
Council on September 4th and unanimously 
endorsl'd by the Third Committee'. 
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I would venture, however, on behalf of A~~ia 
'to draw special attention to the very defimte 
alternative laid d9wn in the last paragraph of ~he 
proposal now before us, namely, the converung 
of the general Disarmament Conference before the 
eighth ordinary 'session of the Assembly, or, 
alternatively, the com·ening by the Council, without 
further delay, of a special Conference for the 
sc~rvision of private manufacture. In the event 
of ils proving impossible ag-ain this year for the 
general Conference to engage upon -its general 
ta-•k, the resulting disappointment would inevitably 
be increased by the failure of the League to make 
at least an attempt to arrive at partial solutions, 
which might still serve to pave the way for and 
facilitate the general reduction of armaments. 

The President : • 
·Translation: IlL Guerrero, Rapporteur, 

addre.ss the Assembly. 

II. Guerrero (Salvador), Rapporteur : 
"' Translation: When drafting the report which 

I have just read, I was not aware that Venezuela 
had ratified the Convention for the • Supervision 
of the International Trade in Arms. . .. . 

The Venezuelan .delegate's statement has been 
duly noted and my report will be amended 
accordingly. 

The President : 

Translation : If no one else wishes to speak, 
I will put to the vote the resolution of the Third 
Committee, which will be amended to rPacl as 
follows : 

The Assembly, 

Once again draws attention to the close CO'Itnec
tion which ea:ists betweffl the question of the super
Wiion of the private manufacture of • arms and 
ammunition and of implements of :nar anct the 

-> international trade in these articles ; 
X otu that, up to the p1·esent, the Convention 

on the Superv~ion of the l nternational Trade 
has been ratified by only two signatory countries 
and hopes that the efforts. which are being mad; 
to obtain the ratification of the principal- pro
ducing countries will soon be ~uccessful ;' · 

Notes the work which has been carried out· 
under the direction of the Council with regard 
to the superv~ion of private manufar:ture; 

Declares that it ~ in agreement with the Council 
as regards the connection which ea:ists l>etween 
this '?uestion and the whole problem· now being 
examt~ by the Preparatory Commissi-on for 
the Duarmament Conference; 

Lays _stress upon the necessity of concluding a 
Ctml!enfl~ as soon as possible, though it recognises 
t~ prumty must be accorded to work in connection 
tctth the Convention on Disarmament; · 
. And P:oyoaea that the Council ahould continue 
tta enqum.es regardi"!g private manufacture, in 
order that these questW11.11 may be include-d in the 
pr?gr~mme of the Disarmament Conference, if 
thu. Confereru:;c can be convened before the eighth 
r.:rdmary ses~wn of the Assembly, or, if that is 
tmposnble, tn order that a special Conference 
may be Clmllened as soon as possible to deal ·with 
the matter. 

The resolution 'ICIUI a-dopted. 

48.- TRAFFIC IN WOMEN AND CHILDREN~: 
REPORT OF THE FIFTH COI\IMITTEE : 
RESOLUTION: 

· The' President : 

Translation : We will now pass to the last question 
on the agenda: the report on the Traffic in.Wo111en 
and Children (Annex 7, document A.75.1926.IV). • 

(On the invit~tion of the President, M. Nagai, 
Rapporte·ur; and M. Mensdorff-Pouilly-Dietrichs
tein, · Chairman; of th( Fijt~ 911mmittee, took thei1· 
places on the platflr(m-, . · . ~ . - . 

.: The President ; 

TranslatiO-n: :M.' Nagai, Rapporteur, will address 
the Assembly .... , " · 

M .. Nagai (Japan), 'Rapporteur : 

Mr. President, iadies and gentlerruin__:_The report 
which I am directed by the Fifth Committee to 
place before you this morning deals with the traffic 
in women and children. It is lamentable to reflect 
that this· traffic has been left to take its course in 
.the past ... But no -longer can.such· a blot, such an 
.evil, be permitted to .continue. It is a crime which 
is revolting to 'the conscience of the. age in. which 
we live and every: strong and useful measure must 
be taken to eradicate it. In·view,-however, of its 
complex and delicate nature, it is necessary th4\t 
we should go carefully to work in studying it and in 
'considering what steps can be taken towards the 
end we have in ·view, 
·- This august Assembly will note with-satisfaction 
the progress that has been already .made in that 
direction by the Advisory Committee;, an account 
of that-progress is given in the report of ·the Fifth 
Committee, which I will now read. -

.. ) t. 

M. Nagai read h~ repOrt. 

The President :_ 

Translation : If no one wishes to' spe;k I' ~ill 
put to the vote the resolution- of the Fifth Co~mittee 
which reads as follows : _ . , ' 

. The Assembly av_prove9 the rep011 of .the. _Tmffic 
tn Women and Chfld1·en Committee and the reso-
lutions contained in that repory. ' · 

The resolution was adopted. 

49. - COST OF LIVING AT GENEVA : REFE
Rfu\"CE . TO THE FOURTH. COMI\IITTEE 
OF THE REPOR~ OF THE SALARIES 
A~JUST!\IENT COM!\IITTEE. 

T~e President :. • • 

Translation : Ladies and gentlemen' - The 
Secretary-General of the League has communicated 
to me a report adopted by the Council at its meeting 
yesterdaY: rega!ding the report submitted . by 
t;~t~ Sa~nes :AdJustment Committee on the cost of 
livmg m Ge~e;va (document A.78.1926.X). . 

The Council s report, which has already been laid 
bef~re the Assembly, states that the Salaries 
~dJustme~t Committee's report should be commu
mcate~ dll'ect t~ the Assembly. 
- I think t~at, 1n order to avoid loss of time, the 
Ass.embly Will agree that the report of. the Salaries 
AdJustment Committee should be referred without 
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· 'further formality to the Fourth Committee, Bince 
the Assembl:~- itself cannot take any decision on 
the conclusions. of the report until the latter has 
first been studied by the proper Committee. 
· If there are no observations, I shall rega.>:d my 
suggestion as adopted, and the report will at once 
be· communicated to the Fourth Committee. 
{Agreed.) 

• 
50. - QUESTION OF THE EXTENSION TO 

OTHER GROUPS OF. REFUGEES OF THE 
MEASURES OF ASSISTAl~CE TAKEN FOR 
RUSSIAN AND ARMENIAN REFUGEES ~. 
REFERENCE TO THE AGENDA COMMIT· 
TEE OF THE DRAFT RESOLUTION PRO
POSED BY THE BELGIAN DELEGATION. 

The President : -

Translation : The Belgian delegation has sub
mitted to to-day's meeting of the Assembly the 

~\ following draft resolution : ~ 

"The Assembly -invites the Council to. request 
the High Commissioner for Refugees and the 

International Labour Organisation to consider· 
how far the measures taken to give protection to, 
to provide employment for and0to afford relief to 
Russian and-Armenian refugees can be extended 
to other categories of ·refugees.' .. 

In order to avoid loss of \ime I will ask ·the 
Assembly to authorise me to communicate this 
draft resolution direct to the Agenda Colnmi~e. 
If the latter considers that it should be sent to a . 
Committee, I would ask to be permitted to take 
this action without further delay. · . 

If there is no objection, I ~hall regard this proposal· 
as adopted. (Adopted.) 

The President : 

Tra118lation : The next meeting of the Assembly • 
will take place on Thursday, September 23rd, q.t 
10.15 a.m. 

Does anyone else wish to speak ' 

The' meeting is adjourned. 

The Assembly rose at 1.10 p.m. 
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ATTEJ.VD THE MEETINGS OF THE LEAGUE 

·AT GEN:EVA': · DRAFT RESOLUTION 
. PROPOSED . BY THE CHILIAN DEI.EGA
TION :. REFERENCE TO THE AGENDA 

. COl\L'llTTEE. ' 

The President : 
Translation : M. Quezada, dc.>legate of Ohile, 

~address the Assembly. 

liL •Quezada (Chile) : 
Translation :. Mr· Presitlent, ladies and gentle

men - The Chilian delegation had the honour at 
the last ordinary session of the Assembly to 
propose and secure .the adoption of a resolution 
recommending the convening of an International 
PreRS Conference to consider how it might be 
possible to . assist in the transmission of news, 
thereby helping to reduce the risks of international 

·misunderstanding' by improving international 
relations, in view of tj}e fact that .this is one of the 
most effective means of dirc.>cting the public 
opinion of the world towards moral disarmament. 

Useful preparatory work has already been don& 
in improving the facilities grl!-nted to the Press. 

A Committee of News Agencies met last month at 
Genc.>va, and. very important and encouraging 
results were obtained. 

We have no doubt that this work will be conti
nued and that a meeting of Press experts might be 
held later on, as contemplated in tha resolutions 
of the Council and of the Assembly. 

The International Committee of Journalists 
accredited to Geneva might form the nucleus of 

· the future committee of experts proposed in the 
Chilian scheme. If we begin by granting its 
members special facilities, the success of t.he 
scheme will be materially promoted. 

Our idea of these formalities would be a kind of 
official recognition of journalists' cards. These 
would bear the holder's name and photograph and 
a recommendation, signed by tbt> Secretary- ' 
General, which would enable the holder to obtain 
all assistance from Secretariat officials. 

These cards have been of great utility to journa-
. lists, particularly in as~isting them to cross frontiers . 
We know t.hat the Association is most careful only 
to admit as members journalists of established 
reputation ·who are actually engaged in their pro
fession. ·It has to-day 160 members representing 
the Press of twenty-five different countries ; these 

, representatives come regularly to Geneva to attend 
meetings of the Leagne. Most of them have to 
cross a number of frontiers several times a year. 

Supervision would be necessary, of course, and 
for this purpose the Association would have to 
forw;ard copies of thesa cards to · the various 
For«.>ign Ministeries. "I understand that it would 
be prepared to do this. 

In view of the considerations whil'h I have 
bfiefly stated, I venture to submit to the Assembly 
the following draft resolution : 

"The Assembly of the Leagne of Nations, with 
a view to facilitating the work of journalists who 
attend the meetings of the Leagne at Geneva, 
recommends the Governments to consider the 
possibility of granting to bearers of identity 
cards issued by the International Association 
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of Journalists accredited to the _t.eagu_e of Nations 
all possible facilities which w~ll assist them ~o 
cross front.iet:l in the fulfilment of their 
professional duties." 

c 

The PrPsident : c 

Tran.Ylatioo : M. de J ouvenel, delegate of France, 
w'_ll address the Assembly. 

lf. de Jouvenel (France) : 

Translation : The French delegation strongly 
supports the resolution submitted by the Chilian 
delegate. 

The President : 
c . 

!l'ranslation : The .Assembly is asked to consider 
.a draft resolution, which has just been read and 
which will be printed and distributed · to the 
delegations. · 

Te avoid loss of time, I propose that the .Assembly 
should at once decide to refer this draft resolution 
tt> the Agenda Committee. Should the Agenda 
Committee decide to refer the proposal to one of 
the Committees, I will ask for the .Assembly's 

. authority to forward it to the Committee in question 
without further formality, in order that it may 
proceed with its discussion of the proposal. (Agreed.) 

52.- RATIFICATION OF AGREEl\IENTS AND 
CONVEt~TIONS CONCLUDED UNDER THE 
AUSPICES OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS: 
RESOLUTION PROPOSED BY THE SIXTH 
COMlllTTEE. ~ 

The President : 

Translation : The next item on the agenda 'is 
the discussion of the resolution prQposed by the 
Sixth Committee concerning the ratification of 
A,ureemcnts and Conventions concluded under the 
auspices of the League of Nations. 

(On the invitation of the President, Vi8oount Oecil, 
Rapporteur, and M. de Brouckere, Chairman, of the 
Sixth Committee, took their places on the platform.) 

The President : 

Translation : Viscount Cecil, Rapporteur, will 
address the .Assembly. 

Viseount CPcil of Chelwood (British Empire), 
Rapporteur : 

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen- The 
Assembly will remember that I had the honour 
of laying before it a proposal the purpose of which 
was_ t~ se.c~e,_ or to attempt to secure, the more 
rapid ratificatiOn of Conventions concluded under 
the auspices of t_he League of Nations. I proposed 

·that the Council should be asked to appoint a 
Committee t~ see what could be done on the matter; 
My proposal was, in accox'dance with the Rules of 
Proce~ure of the A!tsembly, referred to the Sixth 
C~miDlttee, and was very carefully considered. first 
by that Committee as a whole and afterwardi by a 
small Sub-Committee. 

.In th~ ci~cumstances, the Sub-Committee did 
not_corum1er It worth while to ask for a fresh exami
Ilfltwn_ of the question by a Committee of the 
Connell. It wok some trouble to ascertain the 
lK:tnal state of affairs at the present time and also 
w coml!are our procedure with that of the 
lnternatwnal Labour Organisation. · 

I do not know that we found out anything very 
new about the state of Mfairs here. 0 I had 'already 
laid before the .Assembly the facts which, indeed, 
are to be found in documents distributed to the 
.Assembly. Everyone was agreed, both in the Sub
Committee and in the Committee itself, that some 
effort should be made to expedite the ratification 
of· Conventions. The representative 0 ofo the 
International Labour Office told us of the procedure 
adopted there. I need not recount it tO . this 
.Assembly. In many respects that organisation 
is able to proceed more rapidly, or perhaps at any 
rate with fewer formalities, than we are. Its 
representative also showed us a very interesting 
form of diagrammatic report indicating the 
progress made in the ratification of the various 
Conventions concluded under its auspices, a report 
which is issued by the Office every month. One 
single page shows exactly the state of affairs. I 
think that all the members of the Sub-Committee 
were impressed with the technical nature of that 
report. 

The representative of the International Labour 
Office also described to us the more elastic pro- r) 
cedure which it was possible for that organisation 
to adopt in view~of the provisions of the Treaty 
under which. it exists. We felt that it was not 
possible for us to recommend that any drastic 
alteration should be made in our procedure. Such 
action could only be taken after a very careful 
discussion, and with the assistance ·and support 
of all the Members of the .Assembly. Nor were 
we quite satisfied that even if such changes were 
made we should effect a material improvement 
in the rapidity of the procedure. 

Nor did we think, for the reasons which I have 
already given, that it was well, at any rat6 ·at 
present~ to ask the Council to appoint a Standing 
Committee to deal with this matter. We consi
dered that it would be better at ·first merely to 
suggest that the Council should consider, at least 
every six months, the situation. as regards · the 
various Convent.ions signed or concluded under 
the auspices of the League, and should consider 
carefully every six months what steps, if any, 
ought to be taken to hasten the ratification of 

, those Conventions. It is evident that the Council 
might decide to co=unicate directly with the 
Governments, asking for information concerning 
the difficulty in the way of ratification, or to take 
other steps which it might think fit in respect 
of each Convention. 

The Sub-Committee - and the Sixth Committee 
agreed with it- thought that it would be better 
to leave a great deal of liberty of action to the 
Council in . this matter, and all that we propose at 
pre~ent is that the Council of the Lea~e should be ;' 
mv1ted to ask for a report every six months on thE> 1 
progress of ratification and to consider methods 
for securing the more rapid bringing into force ' 
of tJ;te agreements and conventions. 

I was particularly_ authorised to say that this 
must be regarded as an experimental mllltllure ; 
I hope that the .Assembly will keep very careful 
watch over this matter, and if next year it is 
fo_nnd that there has been no improvement, it 
will be for the .Assembly to consider what further 
action could be taken. Meanwhile, I may perhaps 
be allowe~ ~o make a':l appeal to my colleagues 
to use their mfluence With their respective Govern
_ments- as I certainly will do with mine- to 
sec~re more rapid ratification of the agreements 
w_hwh _the Leagu~ haE! '!it~er authorised or super
VJsed m connectwn w1tii these very important 
international matters. 

I beg to ask the · Assembly to adopt the 
resolution proposed by the Sixth Committee. 
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.'the President ! 

. · Translation'! M. 'Bastid, delegate of France, will 
address the Assembly. 

IU. Bastid (France) : 

. Translation: Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 
- I.ha-y;e· the honour to state that the French 
delegation fully concurs in the proposal which 
Viscd'Unt .Cecil originated, and for which he has 
acted as Rapporteur.. We do so, firstly, out of 
defer~nce to the eminent delegate of the British 
Empll'e and, secondly, on grounds of principle. 

We all know Viscount Cecil's chivalrous, almost 
religious, devotion to the League. We can all recall 
to mind his generous and efficacious initiative 
in countless circumstances, and we should be loth· 
to let him feel himself a solitary champion. of the 
League's cause. · 

There is, however, another aspect of the matter· 
to be considered. . France has always· deplored the 
fact - and her actions have been consistent 
with her words - that . the decisions passed at 

·. Geneva in matters of minor importance, and still 
more in matters of major importance, .have not 
invariably been followed by tangible results. This 
city must not be allowed to· stand as an oasis of 
faith in the midst of a desert of hesitation and 
doubt. The effect and influence of our acts here 
must, if .necessary, overcome Governmental 
inertia. We can no longer tolerate two diplomacies 
pursuing a.parallel course: the new diplomacy of 
Ge8eva, which works in a new spirit and a purer 
atmosphere, and . the old diplomacy which, it 
would seem, · has survived by some inexplicable 
paradox of history. ·. · 

The facts, moreover, are arguments in themselves. 
The continual progress made by the League, the 
services it has rendered and the services it has 
endeavomed t<Y render. are eloquent pleas in its 
favour. 
, The measures agreed 'to by the Governments 

. here, in an atmosphere in which the aspirations 
of the wQrld converge, in which we hear the full 
and splendid harmony of the voices of the nations, 
must not be subsequently exposed to the risks of 
obstruction or delay. We are convinced that it 
will not. be so,.· and France desires, in supporting 
Viscount Cecil's proposal, to reaffirm the unity and 
consistent purpose of her. foreign policy. 

. r 

The Presiile;•t : . 

Translation : If no one else wishes to speak, I : 
will put to the vote . the resolution of . the Sixth : 
Committee, which reads as follows 1 : . 

The ,Assembly; ,, 
.Observing · witl1 -regret that many conventions· 

and agreements concluded under, the auspices of 
the League of Nations have remained ineffective, 
!»' have only come into force after undue delay : 
owing to the difficulty ewperif:'TICed in securing a . 
s~flcient number oj.ratifications by the signatories: · 

Desires to. call the attention of the Governments 
of all States Members of the League to the necessit11 
.for taking all measures in their power to facilitate 
and e:cpedite the ratification in all cases of Cim
ventions and . . agreement8 ·signed in their name; 

And decides to invite the Council of the League 
to call for a report every Biz months on the progress 
of ratification and to consider methods for securing 
the more rapid bringing into force of these agree
ment8 and conventions. v 
The resolutio,n was adopted. 

• Document A.83.1926. 

53. WORK OF THE PREPARATORY 
COliMISSION FOR THE . DISARMAMENT 

. COXFERENCE.: REPORT (IF THE THIRD 
COllliiiTEF.. 

0 

The President : 0 

Translation : - The next item on the agenda is 
the discu~sion on the report of the Third Commit~~ 
on the work of thE> Preparatory Committee for the 
Disarmament Conference. (Annex 8. Document A. 
93. 1926. IX.) 

(On th8 int•itation of tl1~ President, M. Paul
Boncour, Rapporteur, tmd JI.I. Villegas, Cllairma'll, 
of ·the Tllird. Committee, took !heir plares on thr 
platform.) ., 

The PresidPn~: 
Translation : M. Paul-Boncour will address the 

Assembly. 

M. Paul-Boncour (France), Rapporteur: 
Translation : Mr. President, ladies and gentle

men - Deep emotions. legitimate emotions, have 
swept over this Assembly, but the League would 
be neglectful of its duty and the object.s for which 
it was created if it remained content with out
bursts of this kind, which,. however far-reaching 
in their effects, are merely illustrative- though 
supremely illustrative- of its progress, if, streng
thened by the addition to its numbers and buoyed 
up by these very emotions, it failed to benefit 
thereby, to further that practica-l work which 
constitutes its raison d' etre and is, as it were, 
the true condition of its permanence. By a 
fortunate chance .we have had to deal at two 
consecutive meetings with the ·two great tasks 
.to· which the League, fortified by the advent of 
its new Member, must henceforth . devote itself 
unsparingly, until it has succeeded in concluding 
the international conventions which should be 
the practical outcome of its efforts. One of those 
tasks is to convene the Economic Conference, 
which is destined to mark a further stage in the 
League's progress, its purpose being to seek out 
the deep-rooted causes and possibilities of war, 
·to discover international regulations for the pro
duction and distribution of wealth, for the alloca
tion of raw materials, and for the whole question 
of migration, so as to ensure that what are some
times vital necessities shall be obtained here 
by common consent and not by victory in the 
field. The other task is the task summed up 
by the hopes of mankind in one comprehensive 
word • - disarmament, but more cautiously 
defined . by the Covenant as the limitation and 
reduction of armaments. . . . 

This is not merely one· of the objects of the 
League ; it is, as it were, the woof that supports 
the whole· fabric. It has Us .origin and its basis 
which are laid down by the terms of the Covenant. 
Compare Article 8 of the Covenant and the Preamble 
to Part V of the Peace Treaties and you will see 
that it forms part of these Treaties themselves. 
None of you will be surprised that the representa
tive of France should appeal to these Treaties, 
for he is in duty bound to refer to them. This 
matter, I repeat, forms the very basis of the League. 
The special limitations imposed on certain countries 
are prescribed solely aa the pre-condition of the 
reduction of armaments that is to follow. 

If at each successive stage on the way towards 
this goal the road has seemed to stop, has seemed 
longer than we thought, these apparent and 
temporary checks should not serve as a test of the 
succes~ of our best work. Ow:: best work has been 
achie.ved solely by the ·measure of our anxiet.y 
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~ f{>r the limitation and general reduction of arma
ments, by the sustained effort, in strict adherence 
to the Covenan~ to combine the limitation and 
generai reduction of armaments with the general 
conditions of !!ecurity. The Treaty of Mutual 
Assistance and the Protocol were discussed solely 

. to meet certain risks that seemed- particularly 

in the light of thiS final goq_J. · 
I will not refer again to these various stages 

bl!- the road : I will begin at the stage on which 
you are asked to give your opinion to-day in the 
light of the results which have been reached and 
which the Third Committee asks you t{) note as a 
starting-point for the next stage. The extent of 
that next stage the Committee has endeavoured to 
define. You will remember the feeling of perplexity, 
uncertainty and discouragement which marked 
t_he opening of the sixth ordinary session of the 
Assembly last year. Our path was, if I may say 
so, strewn with wreckage. The Protocol, which 
had been so conscientiously debated by the repre
sentatives of every nation during the fifth ordinary 
session of the Assembly, and_ had raised so many 
hopes, •had not been · ratified by certain of the 
~owers. -• The number of these. Powers and,. in 
particular; their legitimate importance in the 
world made it impossible, without their ratification, 
to :bring the Protocol into force. 
- With the failure of the Protocol the chancellories 
appe~U"Cd t{) be bending their thoughts once 
~in to~ards the idea ~f separate agreements, but 
this reiniDder of memories too recent t{) be buried 
aroused anxiety among many members Of the 
Assembly. . -

First the Third Committee and then the As~embly 
performed an act which is the· basis of all that is 
great in man : namely, an act of faith. We perform 
this act when, by a spiritual effort, we transcend 
without forgetting, the realities of the moment: 

On the assurance given by the representative 
of the British Empirll", Sir Austen Chamberlain 
and by myself on behalf of France; the Assembly 
performed this act of faith. It undertook to believe 
that these agreements would not be a contravention . 
of the- principles which it had so long debated : 
and which were simply a development of the Cove: 
nant. It undertook to believe that they would 
signify . the ful~ application to a partic1llarly · 
susceptible spot m Europe of the principles discussed 
by the Assembly. 

As it was realised ~hat ~he work would be pro- : 
tracted, t~at the COnsid~ration of technical ma~ters, · 
however Irksome at times, would . be .the indis
pensable prelude to discussions among statesmen ' 
the Thi~d Committee and the Assembly proposed : 
t~at this work _should be put in hand at once, 
.Wlthont even waiting to learn the results· of the. 
co~versations which the diplomats of Europe were; 
gomg to hold in a certain t{)wn_not far from Geneva. 

Events have justified this act of faith.- The
Locarno .Agreements, as you know, are not a revival: 
of ~he old diplomacy, of those {)ld arrangements 
-which, alw:ays defensive in appearance, always 
)l~re, as It . were, a sharp point of offence • 
directed agamst one or other of the groups 
concerned. 

The Locarno Agreements are a reaffirmation 
an~ not a denial of the principles of the Protocol. 
This f:!.ct the Third Committee in agreement with 
the Fnst, will - in a very n~table report to be 
expounded, I believe, by M. Markovitch '- ask 
you to note. The Agreements recognise the 
m:rangement whereby the organisation of peace 
~~henceforth depend, not on special conventions 

een tw~ or. more. States, but on agreements 
ba~ on arbitration. ~auctioned by this guarantee 
the Locarno Agreements appear in their true Ji ht
IUI a part of the Protocol which has been emplo:ed 

threatening. . . . • 
Thev justify the arguments I adduced .last year. · 

They even prove the truth of the simile I used when 
I likened the str<>am of life to the stream of a river, 
the river may refuse to follow the ideal course 
prescribed by the mind of man, and the reflection 
may be broken by the passing waves of 1;jle JOiver, 
but in the end its outlines are recomposed intact 
and meet to form again the perfect picture~ 

Other agreements have been made and old 
agreement~ remodelled in the light of these princi
ples. Doubtless !If. Markovitch will te II y01i to' 
morrow that the Third Committee is almost per
turbed by the multiplicity · of these agreements. 
He will probably propose· to the Assembly to 
consider ways and means of examining the contents 
of these treaties, which are submitted each year 
under different titles to the League for registration. 
1 will not detain you with this part of our work : 
it will be expounded to-morrow .. 

.I · may; affirm that -those States which 
stood aside from the r,ocarno :Agreements have 
endeavoured to solve the problem of security. on the ,
basis of arbitration sanctioned· by the guarantee 
on which the Protocol is founded. In- relation, 
therefore, to some of the more acute problems of 
Europe, if not, alas·! to all, the Covenant has been 
amplified by these special agreements in a manner 
determining the essential objects· of _the Treaty 
of Mutual Assist-ance- and. of _the Protocol,- and 
.hence the Third Committ€P notes that the political 
conditions laid down in Article 8 of the Coveoont 
for the Reduction• and General- J,imitation of 
AriJ?-aments have, in part at -any rate, been 
fulfilled. · Consequently, as soon as the technical 
work to which I have referred has been completed 
it will be possible, on the decision of the Council·_:_ 
for this, of course, is our constitutional practice -
to convene the Conference on the reduction and 
liniitation of armaments. · 

-As a result of the action takim by the Council 
as a result of the_ decision- of the Assemblv -th~ 
Conferenct; will no longer find it necessar~ to-11~der
take certam work. · The broad lines for a question
naire have been worked out and the question
naire . h~s been _ subiJ?-i~ed . to the Preparatory 
CommissiOn and· modified and developed by it. 
~his 9omiD:ittee _subsequently referred these- ques
tions m. then ent?'et_y to the technical; military and 
econo~Ic orgamsations. When, in . the ,Third 
~omnuttee,. the delegate of the Nether lands,: who 
IS also Chairman of th~ _PreJ?aratory Commission, 
expo~ded . and amplified the written report 
s~pplied to us_ by the Secretariat, we thought -
With the caution required by any prediction ~ 
that th~ work. was so far advanced .that its final 
compl~tion might be expected in the months ' 
followmg the. presei!-t ses~on of the Assembly. 

The zeal With which thiS work has been consis
. te~tly conducted justifies· me in paying a public 
tribute to the body of experts who for some months 
past ·.have exerted their best endeavours here 
lD ~rder to furnish you with the material mthout 
whwh a Conference for the limitation and reduction 
of armaments wou}-d ~e impossible or would 
be doomed to certam failure. If we pursue .the 
prudent co~se. of. all~wing this -work to be 
complet~d, 'Ylthm a relatively short time, as we are 
assured It Will be by the members of the Committee 
of experts- or those who have remained. at 
Geneva and _whose heart and soul are in their 
work - and if the Governments, whose experts 
ha':e, I unde~stand, kep~ them in touch with 
their proceedmgs, . a~e notified in time for a 
~repar!ltory CommiSSion to be convened at the 

egmnmg of next year, then there is every reason 
to hope that the Conference for the limitation 
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and reduction of armaments may be able t~ meet 
before t~e next ordinary session of the Assembly. 

In this COJillection - I am not now speaking 
a~ Rapporteur, for the question has not yet been 
discussed br . the Assembly ; I am stating my 
personal Opimon, or rather the opinion oj' my 
country-:- the interval which must elapse between 
the meetm~ of the Preparatory Co=ission and 
.the convenmg of the. Conference will obviously 
dep~d 'Upon _the view adopted as to the work 
of t:ije Committee and of the Conference itself. 

I pe!s~nally do not think· that the Preparatory 
CommlSswn can conceivably take the place of 
the future Conference, as regards the actual work 
to be done. In my view, its duty is simply to 
draw up . and define a programme, whereas 
the Conference, and the Conference alone will 
be entitled to enlarge that programme and frame 
a Convention. 
. My reasons for this view are twofold. . In the 

first· place, certain nations are not represented 
on the Preparatory Commission, and, considering 
the vital interests involved, I doubt whether 
they would agree to any hard-and-fast arrange-

' ment being . made before they themselves had 
had ample opportunity of expressing their opinions. 

. In the· second place, let us try to imagine what 
Will actually happen ; let us try to picture the 
Conference actually seated round the Conference 
table. What will ·the. ConferenCe be Y Will it 
~e a. Conferen~e a~ which the League, acting on 
its own authority, lS to determine the armaments 
of every nation Y That is a sheer impossibility. 
·It .might have been possible, if we had taken our 
stand on a different plane, if we had conformed 
to the conception which M. Leon Bourgeois threw 
upon. the Conference table at the H6tel Crillon 
during the actual framing of the Covenant, the 
conception by which the League ·itself. would 
be the sole depository of the .international forces 
of the world. 
· It would have been possible under the Treaty 

of Mutual Assistance or the Protocol.. These 
were based on the same conceptions as those 
I have mentioned- only each was more elastic 
·than the lastwhereby the States would of course 
have kept their respective forces ; but the League, 
in virtue of a general system of security designed 
to permit of rapid action to prevent or intervene in 
disputes, would be responsible for general security 
- and would assure it- since it would have at 
its disposal the land, .sea and air forces deter
mined beforehand by whichever of the . two 
Conventions we had adopted__: the Treaty of 
Mutual Assistance or the Protocol. The League 
would in that case have been justified in inverting 
the problem, as it were, and in laying down what 
armed forces should be allowed for each country, 
since. the aggregate of these armed forces would: 
constitute the instrument . of security it was 
endeavouring to create. I am accusing no one ; 
nothing is more futile than recrimination. I 
simply wish to put the balance-sheet in all its 
tru~h. before you. . 

You will not misunderstand me when I say 
that the Covenant does undoubtedly constitute 
a .very real guarantee of security ; through the 
instrumentality of conciliation and · arbitration 
it brings into the world a spirit hitherto unknown. 
' . At the same time, without those precise defini
tions of ·which we have been in search,' there 
is no sure, no immediate guardian of international 
security, and each State must first decide what 
is needful to ensure security for itself. 

A ·Conference for ~he limitation and general 
1 reduction of armaments, which, for the reasons 

I _have indicated, would be perfectly feasible, 

must therefore be regarded not as a Conference 
at which ~h~ ~ternat.ional or~nisation will lay , 
do~ the limitatwns and reductiOns to be imposed, 
but as one at which each country will propose 
such limitations and reductions ''as it thinks fit. 
The delegates will not merely sit !"~;lund the Confe
rence table and discuss general problems. Each 
one must state, ~th reference•,to the requirements 
of general security and any special conditions 
resulting from· separate agreements what ht» 
regards- in the well-chosen terms ~f Article" 8 
of the Covenant - as the lowest point consistent 
with national safety. 

Each country will state its case and submit 
its. proposals, and since, in my view, the first 
serwus act of the Conference will be to receive 
these different contributions, matters cannot 
proceed very far until the Conference actually meets. 

It is obvious that the States will not entrust 
confidential information of this nature to a 
Preparatory Co=ission the outcome of whose 
proceedings no one can yet foresee. Neit.her will 
they assume the grave responsibilitv of committing 
themselves until the Conference has met to discuss 
that information. 
' But there could be no Conference, there cou1d 

. be nothing but a registration of views,. if these 
concrete proposals on which the success of the 
Conference depends were left in their original 
form. The whole value of the Conference will 
consist in an exchang(j of views and in the 
observations which the different countri<'S will 
present as a result of the comparison of the various 
proposals with one another, a comparison which 
may, nay must, involve the amendment and, 
let us hope, the reduction of the proposals them-

. selves. Friendly and courteous discussions will 
be held between the delegates, for they will be 
men who have agreed to meet together in the cause 
Of, peaee. 

But if tJhese discussions are to be of any value, 
if they arc to bear fruit, the subject mu~t be clearly 
defined beforehand. 

Suppose some countries cited, in support of their 
claims, their population, or the fact that they 
had no natural physical frontiers, or the 
difficulties of mobilisation, or any other factor. 
Consider the position in which the Conference 
would be placed if, in order to assess these conflicting 
claims, it were obliged to start the technical 
investigations on which our special Committees 
are now engaged .. Now do you realise the' 
impflrtance of those investigations Y Their value 
lies first and foremost in the fact that they are 
a means of testing those general arguments which 
may be advanced in support of the proposals 
which will make a Conference on the reduction 
and limitation of armamenta a necessity. 

Now do you realise why, despite the inevitable 
delays so often misunderstood by an ill-informed 
public, the work which is being done by the 
committees of experts is the sine qua non of what I 
might call- to use an E-xpression which i~ some
what feeble in . comparison with the enormous 
interests at stake - a useful and profitable 
conversation between the 8tates taking part 
in the Conference ! 

If we adopt this view of the matter- and . I 
for my part can adopt no other- I cannot 
conceive of a conference for the limitation and 
reduction of armamenta resulting in a simple 
enunciation of general principles or- to take 
the opposite view- a mathematical scale to 
be uniformly applied irrespective of differences 
of situation. . 

If you view the Conference aa I ·do, what "ill 
be its result ! And · why are we so. emphatic 
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in urging that it should n~oot at tht> t>arliest 
po..-<sible dllte! Bec:mseof Article8oftheCovenant. 

• The existence of Articll' 8 would make an inter
national Convention for tl1e reduction and limitation 
of armarnl'nbl a!! immense step forw~rd in iblel.f, 
pven if- to l;'lke the lowest poss1 ble ca.se m 
order to prevent any chance of disa-ppointment
e'fl'n if that Conven<flon reprt>sented no more than 
the stabilisation and acceptance of the statug quo 
"""'and it may l'E'pre~ent snmPthing more, as I 
shllll shortlv show - even if it involved no 
reduction trom pre~ent conditions, even if, . in 
conformity with Article 8, it were r~>stricted to 
determining that reduction. · 

The more one studies the Covenant, the more 
grateful one feels to those who, when the wa.r 
was barely over, before the clash of hatred had 
diffi down, {)I' the wounds of battle been healed, 
ronceived a scheme at once so vast and so precise, 
so lofty and' so pradical, assuredly the best, 
perhaps the only sl'heme ever attempted since .the 
be¢nning of the world for the organisation of peace. 

Consider the implications of Article 8 and you 
will realise the importance of a Conference for the 
limitation and reduction of armaments, conceived, 
e'\<1!11 on the smallest possible scale, as the first 
stage so prudently recommended by your Third 
Committee, which knows that the work of disarma 
ment will not be achieved in a night, but is a 
continuous onward movement through a series of 
stages to be covered before the actual goal is 
reached. ' · 

Even within these narrow bounds, Article 8 
implies that States will in future be unable to 
exceed the figures they have accepted in _the 
Convention, save with the consent of the Council 
of the League. 

This means the complete cessation· of the race 
for armaments, which, failing an international 
Convention, will certainly be resumed - make 
no mistake about it - as soon as the.memories 
of the war have faded from men's minds and the 
temptation arises, with improved financial condi
tions, to employ our principal resources in the work 
of destruction. 

With an international Convention sanctioned by 
Article 8, the race for armaments becomes an 
impossibility. There is anotht>r point. This Con
vention, I need hardly say.- it is clear from my 
report and from the Third Committee's proposals 
now before you - can only apply to a limited 

, period, serving as an experimental period with 
the object, so to speak, of reassuring the States 
and inducing them to enter upon the second siage 
to advance further and with greater boldness tha~ 
i~ the first. Dnrin!f the varying periods of time 
fixed for the executwn of the different provisions 
of the Convention, the States will be bound shonld 
they- desire to amend it, to come back ~nd put 
!herr case before the international organisation 
tt1!Clf. The armaments charter will thus be 
transferred from the national to the international 
plane. 

But this fact will, I imagine, involve fresh duties 
for the League. And here I approach a problem 
to which I am impell~. by an elementary sense 
of loyalty _t{) refer, for 1t IS a problem which I per
sonally ra~- or, to be more exact for France 
has_ well w;e~ghed her responsibilities _: a problem 
which I raised on behalf of the country I represent 
a problem which, I.a~ aware, is giving rise in th~ 
~para tory Com~JSswn,_ and will give rise at the 

nference, to ~nOUJ! differences of opinion. 
• Let ~e explam. I cannot imagine that any 
m~~onal Convention - I must emphasise 
thUI pomt - the scope of which was laid down in 
at;cordance with Article 8 of the Covenant in the 
manner I have jllllt indicated, would fail to' include 

provision for a suitable measure of international 
control. If the States are in truth required under 
the terms of Article· 8 to come befo;e the League 
for power to alter a Convention to which they have 
set their names, I, fail, to see how the League could 
withhold that power from them until it had deter
mined whether the arguments adduced were sound. 
I fail to see how, without the power of supervisory 
control, the · League could ascertain - until 
it had decided upon some sort of proce!l.urll' for 
ascertaining the truth - whether the argm:g.ents 
adduced were sound, whether real danger were 
near at hand, .or whether one of the signatories 
had not, by secret increases of armaments,.justified. 
the purpose of the application made by another 
State in all singleness of mind. . 

In the course of our discussions, my friend M. de 
Brouckere outlined a mode. of procedure based 
on Articles 419 and 420 of the Labour clauses 
in the Peace Treaty. According to this pro
posal, the League could, upon receiving a complaint 
from any given State, decide to hold an enquiry 
into the grounds of the complaint. This is neither 
the time not the place to go into the details of 
the proposed procedure. What I am attempting 
to do is to convince you of the probable results 
and importance of- a Convention on the limitation 
and reduction of armaments. But, to my mind, 
the procedure indicated will never work, unless 
the League assumes- and I, personally, shall 
be delightea.-··to see it assume~ new responsibi
lities, unless it really undertakes the essential 
object for which it was created, namely, that, 
when confronted with the possibility of a threat 
of war, it should not wait until war has bro:fen 
out, but should employ its good offices for the · 
restoration of peace, when thus ·disturbed.· 

Further, I have . based my argument upon 
the narrowest possible supposition - the sup- · 
position that the first Conference may be able 
to achieve no more than the stabilisation of the 
status quo. Even so, however,. the result would 
be clear : the competition in armaments would 
be arrested and the League would be under an 
obligation to deal-with threats of war and nip 
them in the bud. I believe that with this first 
stage -to judge by the present political situation 
and the existing condition of security resulting 
from the Covenant as a whole, vague though 
it be- I believe, I say, that a measure of reduction 
is practicable, for certain countries at any rate, 
provided that we are content to look for reduction 
only where it is practicable and susceptible of 
supervision ; for I personally am unable to separate ~ 
the idea of supervision from the idea of an inter
national convention. 

Let me expla;in what I mean by a reduction 
which is practicable and susceptible of supervision. 
I admire, I envy those for whom the problem 
of disarmament is obyious and simple. I envy 
them because, however great our wish to take our 
stan~ upon ~he iJ?-ternational plane, we are still, 
an~ m all smcenty, actuated by motives of a 
!latwnal. charactt>r. In our conception of the 
mternatwnal plane we must still be go'I.C:uned 
by the reflexes to which we are predisposed by 
a sense of our country's real position. 
. I realise th~t dis~rmament appears simplicity 
Itself to countries which are freed from the haunting 
fear of invasion by the wide expanse of the seas, 
by the peaceful course of their history or their 
geographical situation, remote from the natural 
roa.ds of invasion. The other countries those 
w_hJCh hav~ a different position on the m~p or a 
d_Ifferent hll!t?ry, hope never to repeat the expe
nence ~f the mvasions that,•like the ebb and flow 
of ~ tJde, hav.e ravaged the principal European 
natwns and po!Jioned the very life of their peoples, 
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If these countries are to come to the Conference ; make up a country's power of aggression, will 
with the .freedom of mind and loyalty of heart assuredly not complicate the problem so greatly · 
that are the .essential condition for the success as to :render it insoluble. On the contrary, they 
of a congress of this kind, .they must be certain will show that there is only one ;method of elimi
tbat the problem bas been considered in all ita nating inequality nl! regards wa.r :resources, thereby 
aspects - and not in order to make it yet more enabling the nations to come to -the Conference 
complex, but .in :order to bead straight for "those determined to make it a success. That method 
points that are susceptible of solution. · is to apply Article 16 of the Covenant, and nothing 

We, gentlemen, are ·not living in times when more. Article 16 in itself constitutes a definition 
wa,r •is "ftaged with the lives of others, as in the of potential war strength. What is this obligation
pain~gs of . those old - Dutch masters- those - for an obligation it is - that bids each and 
artists of the country which we asked to preside · every Contracting State withhold all means of 
over our work for disarmament, because her aid 'from the State guilty of aggression, that bids 
proud warriors exist now only in her· glorious :each and every Contracting State place the whole 
history and in the genius of' her painters. War · of its resources at the disposal of the State attacked, 
is no longer. waged as in the pictures of Van der that requires all States whatsoever, if they are 
Meulen, in .which fashionably dressed gentlemen Members of the League, even though in no way 
look on at the manreuvres of armies of the strength . engaged in the struggle, to enable the State 
of a modern division, . If that were so, the question attacked to obtain all it requires for ita defence 
of a Disarmament Conference would probably against the. aggressor ! _ 
never have arisen. It was the sense of immense Although the international spirit is still, I am 
suffering forced on public opinion in •every country afraid, somewhat weak, because we do not yet quite 
by the. siZe of modern armies :that induced the realise that there is no justification at all for armed 
peoples to bring pressure to bear ()n their statesmen forces unless they are intended to be used some day 
and to ponder the problem in search of a solution. against some State declared by the Court Qf 

' Public opinion is our judge, .public opinion will Arbitration and the Council of the League to be an 
listen to no excuse for unpardonable delay. aggressor; although, too, the Covenant very wisely 

To-day the . position is • changed. Countries makes no provision for military, air ancl naval 
now stake the whole of their existence in a war. assistance except in the form of a recommendation, 
They throw their entire resources into the scales. yet an obligation does exist : there iR the obligation 
In the blood and mire of the trenches the men of _ and it is a verv real one .:.... to make recommenda-

. three. generations from· . every country stood tiona in the event of a contingency actually arising. 
shoulder. to shoulder. Old men and young boys 
alike entered the fray. To maintain these enormous Let it be clearly understood that we arc going 
ar!dies supplies and raw materials are required, on as we began, that at each stage of disarmo.ment 
and ships and railways to transport them. Battles we shall have to make fresh adjustments to improve 
that were won of old .by the marching power of the working of the Covenant and, more particularly, 
soldiers are now won by motor-cars and railway to increase the speed with which its provisions can 

-trains. Further, there would seem to be a law be put into operation. 
though we refuse to accept it as inevitable - -Yet another lesson emerges. It iR the second 
whereby even the_ triumphs . of man's genius, important point in this analysis, which some 
things that should be devoted solely to the purposes have found over-complex, though this complexity 
of life, are immediately usurped lor the work of and consequent slowness were unavoidable. This 
death. There is now not a single chemist working very complexity teaches us that if we really desi:re 
in his laboratory whose discoveries may not be to arrive at a practical and at any rate partial 
utilised in the event of war. Even those who solution of the problem we must attack all the 
have, so. to speak, endowed man with wings - elements of it that are capable of settlement. 
man who seemed to have been created to walk the We must try to effect reductions wherevt>r they 
earth - have, when all is said and .done, .simply are obviously needed, in whatever conRtitutes a 
provided new instruments of destruction. How permanent feature or can be definitely measured, 
great, but how infinitely tragic, the gesture with or in whatever, by good fortune, can be shown to be 
which, but a few years before IJ!e war, an aged, a most serious menace to peace or to be most likely 
white-robed man, with hand uplifted to Heaven, to prevent the J..eagne from playing its proper part. 
made the_ sign ·of benediction on the first aeroplane Public opinion is not del'.eived. The public, with 

· to fly above the gardens of the Vatican. ' it~ common-sense view of things, sees <'ye to eye 
Well, since this is so, since in modern warfare a · t h' f1 d 

Country's real power .of aggression. lies in the with the ell,perts. The armamen s we c 1e y nee 
to reduce are those which constitute national 

genius .of .its sons, :the number of its railway~~, i!'s burdens ; I refer to the armaments pP.rmanently 
economic products, factories ; .. and. .s~ips, . this maintained in peace-time - soldiers in barracks, 
potential war strength- a term which .It. was my 1 d to 
good or evil fortune to. coin for it has earned for me warships in port or at ~ca, aerop ~nes rea _Y • 

· thi t tial. pounce upon neighbourrng countncs. It 18 m 
much hostility •in :certam quarters . ..,- 8 po en connection with this burden of permanent peace-
war strength is a self-evident reality, a reality which time arma.ments that the race in armaments exists. 
cannot be disregarded when :we study the problem 
pf lij.sa.rmament.. .When, therefore, we regard the These are the burdens which the public has in 
question in all its component parts, are we fore~ mind when it waits with impatience, but v.ith hope, 
in despair to the conclusion that the probll'm IS for the conclusion of our work. And it is not wrong, 
insoluble Y No, never! _ for with its common sense it sees clearly that these 

The aii.alysis carried. out by .our technical are the burdens which are crushing down the 
Commissions signifies two things. It signifies,_ first, peoples, swelling budgets, sapping national vitality, 
that a Conference on the limitation and reduct10n of using up labour and raw material ~or the. wo~k of 

· armaments WOUld, be impracticable withOll;t a death instead ()f for the work Of life, WhiCh 18 SO 
League of Na.tions- a League resolved to ach!eve vital a necessitv after all.the suffering and death 
its task, a League consisting of nations determmed with which the world bas been visited. These 
to meet each and every undertaking to which t~ey armaments, too, constitute the gravest danger to 
sub9cribed in signing tli.e Covenant. ~he question peace. Not that I aCI'ept the mi~taken idea that 
of potential war strength, the analySIS of all the disarmament is in itself an essential condition of 
different factors that at the present time go to peace. The essential condition of peace is security. 
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• But it is equally certain tha~ in~ecuri~, with the 
competition in armaments wh1ch It entails, creates 

• a situation which will eventually lead; some natJOn 
to yield to tempt~tion and fly to ~s m_ an attempt 
tu recover its exl)enditure and hg~ten Its ~urdens. 
By throwing ibt peace-time forces mto a neighbour
ing country within the space of a. few hours there 
is a very real dangef that that natio~ ~ay fores.tall 
the Learne's action and so render It mop~rat_ive. 

ucceeded bv a generation which has never expe
~ienced war~ , then the horrors of the battlefield 
will be no longer even a me~ory,., and all th.at 
will be known of war will be 1ts b~auty and. Its 
heroism, .recorded on the page of hiStory and by 
the qand of art. · · _ . 

In conclusion, then, I repeat : the hom; whi~h 
is sounding to-day would have sounded m vam 
had we not firmly resolved to follow the , way 
which has been opened to us, and we sl11lul~ see 
once again that whic~ all of us here, :I am :ijrmly 
convinced, never WISh to see agam. · 

The President : 
. Translation : M. Villegas, _first delegate of_ Chile, 

• will address the Assembly. · 
·- ' 

M. Villegas (Chile) : 
Tramlation : Mr. l'resident, . ladies and 

. _;rhe &;venant exists. The moral . obligations 
it involves cannot be denied, and neit~er can 
its political obligations. ~_en ·we conside~ . the 
safeguards it contains, the mdispensable conditions 
it lays down, the rule of una~ty it enjoins, 
the serious nature of the action · necessary . t.o 
decide the grave question whether a given coun~ 
shall be adjudged the aggress?r,· thereby calling 
down upon itself the reprobation of the whole 
world- when we consider all this, we cannot 

' but realise that the operation of the Covenant gentlemen - On behalf of Chile 1 give my full 
support to the report before you and to the resolu
tion submitted to the Assembly. I should be very 
glad to see the preparatory work for the Disarma
ment ·Conference hastened on, so that our hope 
that the Conference may meet before the next 
session of the Assembly may be realised. · 

is necessarily slow. · 
Let us be frank. Let us look facts in the face 

and so come to a better understanding of them. 
The sine qua 11011, the essential outcome of any 
Conference is this : no nation in the world shall 
bli perma~ently in a position tu attack either 
on land on sea or in the air, and so prevent.the 
League ' from taking conciliatory action and 
carrying out its mission of arbitration and 
active intervention. . , . , 

Such is in broad outline - though I apologise . 
sincerely for having spoken at somewhat undue 
length- of my own conception of what a Confe
rence on the limitation and reduction of arma
ments should be, and such, in my view, will be 
the outcome of its deliberations. · · · 

I tllink a picture such as that which I have 
delineated, though it may not perhaps be entirely 
accurate, was necessary, now that you are· about 
to ratify- as I have no doubt you will do -'
the Third Commi.ttee's proposals ; now that the 
hour of the Conference is drawing nigh, so that 
you may be able to obtain in advance some idea 
at any rate of what its nature will be. So will 
you see your hopes fulfilled, and you. will also 
be spared disappointment. 

Yet we must take heed. The hour is sounding, 
the time is ripe for us to take" the first step, but 
I still emphasise - and public opinion must be 
made to realise the fact- that it is no more than 
a first step. 

c I repeat, the time is ripe to· take this step, 
now that the League has happily been enlarged 
by the entry of Germany. It is ripe also because 
we have created the right moral atmosphere, 
which only those who were not here can deride. 
The time is ripe, because certain of the nations 
which are most deeply concerned in this question 
have now cuncluded special agreements defining 
the essential conditions of security. _. . 

We must not let this hour pass unheeded. I 
am confident that a Convention of some kind,. 
however small its scope, will definitely be concluded 
to stop the race in armamentJ!. I am sure of 
this, because I am · equally apprehensive that, 
but for sue~ a Convention, we shall quickly see 
the r~umption of that race in armaments which 
bas so grievously afflicted both Europe and the 
generation to which we belong, and which was 
once the nightmare of a whole continent for 
nearly fifty years. 

When we have obtained fresh resources throuah 
the financial recov"ry for which we are strivU;'g 
a~d towards which the Economic Conferen~ 
w1ll afford so valuable a contribution · when 
the vision of war, which still remains to blind· 
even the closed eyes of those who have once seen 
it, begins to fade ; when our generation has been, 

We do not wish this because the question of the 
reduction of armaments is· of direct or urgent 
importance to my country. It has often been 
said from this platform that the problem has not 
for us either the same aspects or the same acuteness 
as it has for Europe, and that we are I!Ot threatened · 
with the perils of armed peace; since our armaments 
are not even sufficient for our own nation~J,l secu
rity. The ouly question, therefore, that aff~cts 
Chile and the other countries of our continent is 
the prevention of any possible ra.ce in armall?~nts. 
· These different standards, due to the ·political, 

economic and geographical conditions , of our 
country, which are so uulike those of Europe, point 
to the need for regional agreements as the medium 
for the solution of our own particular problems ; 
this, indeed, was pointed out in. the Preparatory 
CommisRion alike· by .the representatives of the 
Argentine, Brazil and Chile. · · 

It would be quite wrong to suppose that these 
characteristics in any way lessen our interest in 
the solution of the general problem of disarmament, 
which is an indispensable condition for the mainten
ance of peace. Materially, the last war proved to 
us that an_ armed conflict brings disastrous 
consequences even to the most distant countries. 
Morally, the only reason for our presence here 
and for our sincere adherence to the League of 
Nations is our fervent desire to collaborate in: the 
organisation of world peace. 

My country has already given proof of this 
desire ; in America, by submitting to arbitration 
all its international problems that have arisen in 
the last quarter of a century ; here, by its co
operation in all the steps taken in the cause of peace, 
by the signature ·of the Protocol of 1924, a,nd by 
its constant efforts to promote the universality of 
the League, for Chile is convinced that the increase 
of the League's power constitutes a guarantee for 
the future of international relations, of which it is 
the safeguard .and should become the .. ideal 
embodiment. 
· During this seventh ordinary session of the 

Assembly the League has made an important step 
forward towards universality. Ohile welcomed 
with enthusiasm the admission of Germany, which 
had been awaited so long, and she has no doubt of 
happy and beneficent consequences of this event. 
We are also watching attentively and, I venture to 
say, with optimism, the colkl,boration of the United 
State~ of Americ~ in the Preparatory Commission 
on DISarmament. . . . . 
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Though we harbour no illusions as to the complete 
co-operation ol. the United States of America in the 
Le~gue's work in the near future, we hope that a 
sa-tisfactory solution will be· found in respect of the 
reservations attaching to her signature oi the 
Statute of the Court. They ear 1926 will then have 
been marked by two events of outstanding 
impQrtance - the entrance of Germany into the 
League ~f Na.tions and the adhesion of the United 
States of America to the Permanent Court of 
International Justice .. 

We welcome with great satisfaction the increasing 
co-operation of the Argentine Republic. with the 
League, for we attach great value to the assistance 
of this great nation, which is both a sister and a 
friend. At the International Labour Office. on its 
Governing Body, on the Preparatory Commission, 
and on the important Committee on the reorganisa
tion of the Council, everywhere the Argentine has 
given evidence of its enlightened collaboration 
and the high qualifications of its representatives. 
All this encourages the hope that, when 
constitutional difficulties have been overcome, the 
Argentine will take the place belonging to a country 
which is one of the most progressive of our 
continent. · 

These happy events and hopes are, it is true, 
darkened by one-poignant regret. No one can hide 
the loss we have sustained through the absence of 
two countries which have afforded us their generous 
and loyal collabora~ion since the birth of our 
institution. We deplore the absence of Spain
a ]luropean Power bound to us by ties. of blood, 
cufture and sincere affection. We dare to hope, so 
great is our desire, that she will once again take 
her seat among us. . 

My country has special reasons for giving 
particular expression on this occasion to the regret 
we feel at Brazil's decision. We respect her 
motives, but we are deprived of the valued colla
boration of a great sister nation of our continent, 
united to my own country by a friendship that, 
throughout our history, has never failed. 

I trust the Assembly will forgive me if I take 
this opportunity to express the very sincere wish 
of the Chilian delegation that the Council will be 
able to find means - in supervising the general 
interests of the League, and at a suitable moment -
to satisfy Brazil's needs and enable her to resume 
her place in the League. 
. ·· Chile, which is l_oyally attached to the ideals of 
·the League and its work of peace, and has always 
. fervently desired its universality, will feel profound 
joy when all the sister nations· which are not 
represented or which have left us return and work 
with us again. 

The President : 

Translation : M. Comnene, delegate of Roumania,
will address the Assembly. 

1\l 'Comnhe. (:&oumania) : 
. ' Translation: Mr. President, ladies and gentle-

men - The work already done by the experts 
of Sub,Committee A of the Preparatory Com
mission for the Disarmament Conference·, on which 
I have the honour to represent my country, 
constitutes a· remarkable achievement. I might 

· even say that the whole of military science has 
been passed in review, that every theory,_ every 
doctrine has been examined. 

As the result of dpproximately one hundred 
and fifty meetings, an enormous wealth of 
knowledge has been acquired. Never, I belieye, 
has a more scientific study been undertaken With 

this ultimate object in view than the one the 
results of which will shortly be submitted to you. 

I feel deeply distressed, therefnre, when I hear 
criticisms levelled against this Sub-f',ommittee 
or detect a sceptical and superitr smile on the 
lips of many. We hear on .every side that we 
are not progressing as quickly as we should. 

Just imagine : for ten, for twenty thousand 
years, ever since the first ape-man made >ar 
on the second ape-man, who came to rob him of 
his prey, man has made war on man. We have 
behind us centuries upon centuries of what may 
be called the "increasing momentum" of war, 
ruins, death and suffering- and we expect ·in 
the course of a few weeks to find a solution for 
a problem of such vast "dimensions ! This cannot 
be. · 

Does this mean that we m·e authorised by the 
very immensity and· complexity of the task before 
us to ·stand idle, to sign an open confession of 
failure ! Do not misunderstand me. 

No, gentlemen. When we signed the Covenant 
of the League, after those hours of terror through 
which we lived, we entered into solemn under
takings towards our own nations, townrds our 
dead, towards our children. The nations are 
crying out for peace, they are waiting only for 
peace, and they realise that there can be no peace 
unless the first step, at all events, is taken to bring 
about disarmament. 

Complete disarmament' No. They know 
that for generations yet this cannot come to pass ; 
but they realise that something at least can and 
must be done. What that something is we must 
endeavour to determine in the Preparatory Com
mission; A vague, nebulous, faint and fugitive 
possibility is emerging to-day from the shadows, 
is assuming a definite outline and beginning to 
take shape, and soon, we are convinced, we shall 
be able to place it before you, tentatively, perhaps, 
but with the certainty that we have done all that 
mere human effort could achieve, and, as M. Paul
Boncour said just now, we have accomplished one~ 
stage in the onward movement. 

This exhaustive work, the fruit of deep reflection 
and days of laborious endeavour on the part of 
indefatigable enthusiasts and idealists, will soon 
be in your hands. It constitutes a tangible, an 
incontestable achievement. 

Away then with this paralysing scepticism! 
Away with this feverish impatience, this anxiety · 
for haste even at the expense of thoroughness ! 

I venture to think that it would be wiser, as 
indeed the Roumanian delegation suggested in 
the Third Committee, to give no undertaking 
to finish our work by a definite date. 

We know from experience that Conferences 
prepared with undue haste invariably end in failure. 
Failure may be permissible in any other ma~ter, 
but failure in the matter of disarmament IIDght 
have effects so tremendous as to jeopardise the 
very future of this great institution. We dare 
not run such a risk. We have no right to do so. 
Let us pursue our work unwearyingly, concentrating 
on the glorious ideal before us and inspired by our 
common belief in and devotion to the cause of 
peace. 

The President : 

Translation : The discussion on the report of 
the Third Committee will be continued to-morrow 
at 5 p.m. 

The .Assembly rose at 12.55 p.m. 
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The Presiden:t : 
'' ' 

Tranalation : M. Chao-Hsin Chu, first delegate 
of China, will make a declaration·to the Assembly. 

. M. Chao•Hsin Chu (China) : 

Mr. Pr~sident, ladies -and gentleme~ ~ A~ting 
under instructions received from Peking, an!l in 
the . name of the Chinese delegation, I make the 
following declaration to the Assembly. 

. 68. FINANCIAL RECONSTltUCTION OF AUSTRIA •. , 

Report o~· the. S~cond Comm.ftte11, : · 
Resolution, .. , •.. 

·. ln. the first place, I have, pleasure in declaring 
that, on my .recommendation and in conformity 
with the statement I made last May in the .Com
inittee on the Composition of the Council, the 
Chinese Government will present to the Library 
of the League of Nations a complete set of the 
Chinese Encyclopredia as soon as its reprinting is 
finished. We Chinese claim that this Encyclopredia 
is the largest of its kind in the world, and we are 
making this appropriate gift to the League for the 
purpose of international intellectual co-operation. 

~r 69. 
\ - - . ~ , . I : . . , 

SETTLEMENT OF BULGARIAN REFUGEES. 

, Report of the Second Cimnruttee. 
Resolution, 

60. WoRK oF TIDi FINANCIAL CoMMITTEE. 

" Report of the Seoo»;d C,ommittee. . , 
Resolution~;. 
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Report of the Second. .Comnuttee. • , . 
Resolutions. . . .. 

62: WoRlt oF ~m: HEALTH 0RGANISATI(n;r. 

63. 

Report of the Second Committe~~. 
Resolutions. 
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CHILD .WELFARE. , 

Report of the Fifth Committee. 
Resolutions. 

In the second place, I desire to state the facts 
with regard to an international incident which has 
~'ust occurred in my country. According to the 
mformation received by the Chinese delegation, 
those facts can be summarised as follows. 

On July 8th, Augnst .2nd and 29th, several 
British merchant ships so.iling under. t.he names of 
Tyenkong, W anliu, Ohaili, sailed up the Y angtse 
at full speed.· A number of native wooden ships 
and small boats were "Wrecked by these British 
merchant ships and over one hundred passengers, 
military officers and soldiers were drowned · goods 
and silver were also lost. When the Chinese 
authorities sent soldiers to make enquiry on board 
these British merchant 'ships, they were interfered 
with by a British cruiser which happened to be on 
the spot. Moreover, the British cruiser threatened 
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the villagers on both shores of the river with the 
< points of its cannons. The Chinese authorities 

were obliged to detain the British merchant ships 
and t{)ok up tht matter with the British Consul in 
Chungking. 

Unfortunately, before this- case was settled, a 
much more serio"Is incident occurred. It ·was 
reported that a British gunboat arrived at 

, Wanhsien on September 5th and opened fire on the 
gendarmerie in the town, killing over a hundred 
of them. Following this, other British cruisers used 
their big guns to bombard the town of Wanhsien. 
Over one thousand houses were destroyed and 
thousands of civilian lives were lost as . the 
result of the bombardment. The Chinese soldiers 
were obliged to return the fire in self-defence. 

My Government has also informed the Chinese 
ti.elegation that instructions have been given to 
the local authorities to settle the matter peacefully 
if possible. Since this is such an extraordinarily · 
serious incident of international importance which, 
if developed, would endanger the peace of the Far 
East, the Chinese delegation is instructed to make 
known these facts to the Assembly as a matter of 
r'!cord. 

The President ~ 

Trarn~lation : Viscount Cecil, delegate of the 
British Empire, will address the meeting. 

Viscount Cecil of Chelwood (British Empire) : 
Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen - I have 

heard with some astonishment the statement 
which the Chinese delegate has thought it right 
to make from this tribune. He did not give me 
or my Government any kind of notice or intimation 
that he was going to uise this matter, or was 
going to make any such statement to the Assembly. 
I cannot but regret that this very strange method 
of procedure prevents me from replying . in any 
detailed way to .his remarks. I happen, however, 
to know sufficient about the facts, as reported to 
the British Government, to say at once. that we 
do not in any way agree with the statement that 
the Chinese delegate has made, and that our view 
of the incident is entirely . different from that 
which he has laid before the Assembly. 

I am able to agree that the matter is the subject 
of negotiation in China, and it is to be hoped that 
a peaeeful and friendly settlement will be reached. 
I cannot pretend to think that such a statement 
as that just made by the Chinese delegate is in 
any Wf!'Y likely to assist in obtaining a. peaceful 
and friendly settlement of the question. · 

The President : 
T!'arn~lation : It is impossible to open a dis

CUSSlon on a question which is not on the agenda. 
I therefore close the present discussion .. 

55. WORK OF THE PREPARATORY 
COllliiSSION FOR THE DISARMAl\IENT 
COXFEREXCE : CONCLUSION OF THE 
DISCUSSION ON THE REPORT OF THE 
TIDRD COlUIITTEE: RESOJ.UTION. 

The President : 

. Translat~: _The next item ori the agenda 
1l! the con~uation o~ the discussion of the report 
of thA Thud Committee regarding the work of 
the Preparatl>ry Commission for the Disarmament 
Conference. · 

(On the inllitation of the President, M. Paul
B<meo11:r, Rapporteur of the Third Committee 
toolo: h1.11 plat·e on the platform.) ' 

M. Quezada (Chile) : 
· Tran.Ylatwn : Mr. President- M.,'Villegas, Chair

man _of the Third Committee, cannot be present 
at tha meeting, . as he has been obliged to leave 
,Geneva. He therefore begs you to excuse him. . . 

· The President : Viscount Cecil, delegate of the 
British ' Empire, will address the m~eti!lg. 

Viscount Ce~il of Chelwood (British Empiie) :· 
Mr. President, ladies and 'gentlemen-"we were 

privileged yesterday to hear a very remarkable 
speech by M. Paul-Boncour on the subject of 
disarmament. It was a speech such as we have 
become accustomed to expect from that speaker ; 
that is to say, it was a finished and admirable 
oration, SE.>tting forth ·.with great force the point 
of view which he holds. · . · 

Broadly speaking, 'it is a great satisfaction to 
me to know that I am in full agreement with 
what our Rapporteur has said. I could not help 
feeling that .there were two of his auditors who 
must have heard that speech with great satisfaction. 
One. was M. de Jouvenel, and the other myself.>' 
Some three or .four years have passed since we 
were able to arrive at an agreement, which waif 
sanctioned by this Assembly on certain broad 
principles, upon· which it might be hoped success
fully to ba.se a policy of disarmament, and. it is 
certainly a very great satisfaction to know that 
those broad principles, adhered to by M. Paul
Boncour, are. now regarded· as fundamental to 
any policy of disarmament which can hope to sel!ure 
the approval of the nations; . 

It is now generally admitted that the limitation 
and reduction of armaments, as M. Paul-Boncour 
very -properly preferred to put it, must go hand 
~ hand with . security ; that· disarmament, if it 
IS to be effective, .must. be general, that securitv 
may be reached either regionally or by general 
agreement and that, as our Rapporteur very 
truly said; many advantages would accrue if ouly 
a general scheme of security could be attained. 
All those considerations have become the common
places of the question, and I. cannot help hopina 
that other matters, which at present are to sorn~ 
extent controversial, will. also become matters on 
which 'general agreement ·may be assumed. 

M. Paul-Boncour mentioned a matter which 
has beau ~ subject of great discussion, both inside 
and outs1de the League, namely, the question 
of what is called a "potentiel de guerre". I have 
always believed that there is no substantial 
difference of opinion on that question and that 
ver;r S?on the controversy will be wholly historical. 
So 1t Is, I hope, with other questions.. M. Paul
Boncour referred to the question of·· control a 
matJ::er about which I .. am not very perturbed. · 
I believe very strongly that when we ·reach an agree
ment on the broad general question of disarmament 
such diff~rences of op~on as may still exist o~ 
t~e question of control will, as it were, automatically 
diSappear. 

Let me tell you a story that is current 'in"' my 
country. If two men have a question between them 
C?ncer~ng which they are in agreement on ninety
nme pom~ o~t _of a. hundre_d, while they disagree 
on one pomt, 1t 1s sa1d that 1f they are Scotch they 
will talk only about the one point that if they 
are Irish they will talk only abou't the ninety
nine poil!-ts on whi~h the¥ are agreed, and if they 
are EngliSh they will av01d the subject altogether. 
I do not know whether that is a true appreciation 
of the national characteristics of the peoples that 
dwell in the British Isles, but I do know that the 
procedure attributed to the English in that story 
has a great many advantages to recommend it, 
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sin_ce, · if the parties are agreed on ninety-nine 
porn~ out of &ne h=:dred they will usually find 
that if they do not diScuss unduly the one point 
on which. they were disagreed, the progress of 

. events will show that the importance of that 
point has been very much exaggerated. T vel!ture · 
to ·hope that, in connection with the question 
of control, we shall find that general maxim of 
human cflntroversy to b~ as. true- aa it is in other 
cases .• 

.. I welcome the immense progress which · the . 
problem before us· has made, - progress which · 
was demonstrated nQt only by the speech of M. Paul
Boncour itself, but by the underlying assumptions 
on which it was based ;_because I ·have always 
held, and I have ventured to express that opinion 
more than: once from this tribune, that the question : 

- of disarmament is absolutely vital to the League of 
Nations~ It is what our American friend called the 
acid test of the whole procedure and conception . 
on which the League rests. It mnst succeed. We 
cannot even contemplate the· possible failure of 
this movement. · · · · · • · . 
"I say thiS not only because of the manifest danger : 

li which threatens peace so ·long as armamenta 
continue to exist on a· war scale in the various 
countries, the continual threat of aggression which 
they must represent, not only because the main
:temince of these armaments is a tremendous strain ' 
on the' finances and ·on the prosperity of every · 

. country,· but even more because of their psycho- • 
logical effect on the nations of the world. So long as 
these armaments exist, so long as you are to 
con'duct your public' affairs with the sub-stratum, 
the underlying understanding that sooner or later 
war may come upon you, so long as that is your 

· condition, the cause of peace has. immense diffi-
. culties with which to contend·. The whole education 
of the people must be coloured by that fact. · 
The people must be continually reminded ·of'the 
sacrifice ·which they ·may be called upon to make. 
They must continually be trained to ·contemplate : 
war as a; duty and as an end 'Which may at any 
moment be forced upon them by their love of their \ 
country. The whole education•, the whole psycho
logy, the whole trainmg of' the people will be 
coloured by this conception, and; therefore, until 
you can really cut · at its roots, until you can 
remove this· conception, until you can divert the · 
minds of the people from· war and battles and 
armies and direct them towards peace, prosperity : 
and industry, so 'long will· the danger. to peace· 
continue and so long will the work of this J;eague be 
hampered· and impeded.·· 
· I say, therefore; that· we must ·succeed. And 
'What is the condition of :success ! The condition , 
of success is · · this : that the.· Conference on 

. Disarmament shall only take place, the countries 
shall· only be summoned to it when full and complete · 
preparation for it has been made. 1 believe it to 
be a maxim, with• scarcely any exception, that 
international 'conferences succeed in direet propor- , 
tion to· the completeness of the preparation whirh 
bas ileen made beforehand for their work. That is 
the reason which makes preparation so vital. : 
Unless it is complete, success ·will be far more ' 
difficult ; indeed, it may be impossible.· There are 
some -people ·who say : "Call your Conference 
immediately. ·Let it begin now. ·Let the nations 
begin ·to discuss disarmament straight away". I 
believe that no qoun8el is more fatal for the success . 
of disarmament than that. I have always been a · 
strenuous supporter of the full preparation for that 
Conference. 

I welcome the great<>zeal, the great energy, the 
great skill, the great knowledge that have been 
displayed in the technical Commission which has 
been considering this matter. I noticed that one 

of the speakers yesterday suggested that the merits 
of t.bose teehnicians had not been adequately • 
acknowledged. That idea would certainly be very 
remote from any thought of mine. ~I believe, on the 
contrary, that they have done admirable work, and 
that they have.shown a zeal and a 'devotion to the 
cause which is worthy of the )jigbest appreciation·· 
and commendation. · , .. 

In t-his great matter, however, the question.~. 
which, in the end, will really determine .the failute 
or success of the Conference are not only the 
technical military, naval and air questions, or even 
the technical economic questions, but the broad 
political question which underliea the whole 
problem. What is that question Y It is simple 
enough. What, broadly speaking, is to be the 
attribution, the allocation, of a-rmaments to the 
various nations t What proportion· is each nati<1l!. 
to be content to accept as sufficient to meet its own • 
essential interests t That is primarily a political , 
question- that is to say,· it· is a question :which 
goes to the very root of the existence .of. each 
State, to the very foundation on which the whole 
'political system of Europe, and indeed of the world, 
is built. ' . ' ~ 

This is the question on which the Govermnents 
of the various countries will have ultimately to give 
a lead and take a decision, and no one who is not 
blind can fail to see the enormous responsibility 
and difficulty which will rest upon the Goveraments 
'when they have to take that decision. It means 
that they have . to take upon themselves to say : 
"What armaments · can we · accept 9 What 
armaments can we put forward t How low can we 
strike the balance of armaments between ourselves 
and our neighbours consistently with the safety 
of the country and the great trust which has been 
placed, upon us by the populations which . we 
represent !" · That will be a tremendous decision 
to take. But I personally. do ·not doubt that, 
difficult as such a decision must necessarily ibe, 
the solution of the problem is perfectly possible, . 
perfectly easy, in a way, provided that the peoples 
of the world are really willing and are really in 
earnest in the pursuit of disarmament, provided 
that they really recognise that this is the great 
political change of the future,-the great international 
political change on which the whole peace of the 
world may ultimately depend. 

The question then arises·: "Are the peoples in 
earnest Y Are the Governments which repreRent 
them really in earnest Y" I know that everybody e 
is in favour · of disarmament - as long as it is · 
confined to all the nations except the one to which 
the speaker belongs ! It is said in my country -
this ,is a very well-known story, and I apologise 
to my fellow-countrymen for repeating it- that 
a body of elderly judges once met to draw up the 
terms of an address of congratulation to their 
sovereign.· The draft of the address began as 
follows ': ·"Conscious as we are of our own 
infirmities", whereupon objections came from 
several different parts of the room, and one of the 
judges suggested a small change in the drafting 
which satisfied everybody. He said, "We had 
better begin •Conscious as we are of one another's 
infirmities' ". That is the attitude which, perhaps, 
in some cases is too often assumed with regard to 
lfisarmament. We are all conscious of the danger. 
of other people's armaments. Yet, in spite of this, 
I am convinced myself that there is a profound 
desire for disarmament amongst the people. ·I am 
convinced not only that M. Paul-Boncour was 
sincere, as be obviously was, in his speech yesterday 
on this subject, not only that his Government 
is sincere, which I do not doubt, but that, broadly 
.speaking, all the Governments meeting together in 
the Preparatory _Commission are .. equally sincere. 



To my mind, it is a great achievement on the 
• part of the Preparatory Commission -even if 

they accomplish nothing .else it would b~ a gre:at 
achievement -<'to make 1t clear to any 1mpart1al 
observer that the countries represented on the 
c~mmission relillv do desire disarmament, whatever 

• may be the opinio~ of individuals,· and no one can 
look into the individual mind. The members of 
the Commission came t~ Geneva conscious that they 

• dared not, in the face of their people, say anything 
except that they were in favour of disarmament and 
ready to take all reasonable measures to effect it. 
I believe that this has already been accomplished, 
but there remains, as I have said, the great problem 
of the figure for disarmament, and I am quite 
confident that the Disarmament Conference will 
meet in vain unless the most careful preparation 
.Uas been made in order to promote the po~sibility 
of success as ,regards that point. 

, That is why I confess to having had some doubts 
whether the Third Committee was really right in 
trying to fix even a remote date for the meeting 
of the Conference. I myself would do nothing 
which could possibly indicate to . those entrusted 
'fith the preparatory work that they would be 
justified in accepting anything Jess than complete 
results for their work. · It is vital that their work 
should be complete, and though I earnestly hope 
that the Conference may meet at the earliest 
possible date - and I should rejoice as much as 
anyone here if it were possible for it to meet before 
the next Assembly - I, personally, would far 
rather postpone it for six months or even for 
twelve months if by so doing we could secure a 
more complete preparation, and greater prospects 
of ultimate success. I am convineed that a 
meeting of the Conference which failed to achieve 
any result would be the greatest possible disaster 
to the cause of peace since the foundation of the 
League of Nations. . 

I do not doubt that this is a difficult matter. 
I do not doubt that the preparatory work will 
call for courage, insight and prudence). that it will 
call for courage also from the uovernments 
concerned. I know that this work is going to be ·a 
great test for all Governments and all peoples, but 
I believe that they can accomplish it ; but thev can 
only accomplish it if the Governments feel' that 
they have behind them the convinced support of 
public opinion in their respective countries and 
the public opinion of the world. This seems to me 

' t~ be almost the most important step that any of 
· us can take during the coming months. We must 

spare no effort to bring to bear behind this great 
cause the public opinion of our own country. A 
great responsibility rests upon all of us who are 
here as delegates. We shall be looked to by our 
people to tell them what it is that is really essential 
for the peace of the world and of Europe, and the 
attitude of the populations who are lookine- to us 
for guidance will depend very largely' upon the 
oonviction and the vigour of our answer in this 
matter. 

I will venture to add one more word. It iS not on 
us only that the responsibility rests ; perhaps it 
rests still more on the gentlemen and ladies of the 
Press. They have here a great responsibility, as 
they always have. I know that it is dull to say 

. that things are going well, that, on the whole, the 
cause of disarmament is advancing smoothly 
and peacefully, that it is much more amusing and 
much more r~ada~le to wt;ite . some interesting 
story of combmations and mtrl!!'Ues and desires 
~or _d?mination and duplicity displayed by various 
mdtviduais and I'{)Untries. 

. I. read only the other day a most interesting and 
VIVId account of some transaction in which my 
country and another were ·engaged, in which we 

were held up as ·desiring to obtam some obscure 
domination. for ourselves and some equn.lly obscure 
destruction .for others. The story, "I .need not say, 
was totally and absolutely destitute of foundation. 
·It made, I dare say, good reading, but I dou~t 
whether it served· the cause of peace. I know 1t 
must be difficult, very difficult even,_ for tho most 
conscientious writer not to say sometimes what he, 
no doubt, genuinely thinks about the oond!I.Ot of 
foreign nations and foreign statesme~; but. I beg 
you in this case to remember the va:st ISsues and the 
vast moment of the question which we are discussing. 

There are enormous difficulties in our way -
difficulties of prejudice, difficulties of tradition, 
difficulties of fear, difficulties of long-ingrained 
opinion and education. We are trying to do 
something which has never yet been successfully 
accomplished. We are trying to do something 
without which peace can never be secured. This 
is a tremendously difficult task. We have, indeed, 
two great assets in the righteousness of our cause 
and in the fundamental and convinced, yea., the 
passionate support of the populations of the world. 
They desire disarmament, whatever other people, 
their rulers or other guides, may think.· I venture j 
to· ask the Press to make clear beyond dispute 
the righteousness of our cause and to make the 
support of the people so vocal that no Government, 
however .timid or ·however unwilling, can fail to 
carry out to the best of its power this great, this vital 
cause for peace, for prosperity and for happiness. 

The President : 
Translation: Dr. ~·on Schubert, delegate' of 

Germany, will address the Assembly. 

Dr: von . Schubert (Germany) : 
Translation : .Mr; President, ladies and gentle

men- You will hardly expect me,, at the end of 
a long session, to rehearse in full the question 
of the reduction of, armaments, or· Germany's 
attitude towards it. ' · 

The German point of view, which is in keeping 
with the interests. of the League, is, moreover, 
Jl matter of common knowledge. Even . before 
her entry into. the League, Germany eagerly 
welcomed the opportunity of assisting in the ·work 
of the Preparatory Commission. Her repre
sentatives on that Commission and on the Sub' 
Commissions have co-operated actively in framing 
the various draft replies to the questionnaire 
prepared by the Council.' You are familiar with 
the differences of opinimi manifested in this 
co.nnection. They are snfficiently clear from the 
Minutes, as are the difficulties arising out of every 
attempt to find a common formula. , Throughout 
the co.urse of the proceedings, the German repre
sentatlves have kept the general interest before 
t~em, They believe .that, in . the present ') 
circumstances, the reduction of armaments must 
be regarded. as the_ supreme task o~ the League; 
and that, 1:" seek!ng to accomplish that task, 
the_League lB workmg not only for its.own consoli
dation but also for the benefit of all manl;'ind. 

It would be easy to pass in review the various 
obstacles that have arisen or that may yet arise 
tn prevent the conclusion of any agreement for 
gener~ disarma~ent worthy of the name, and 
we illlght readily formulate definite criticisms 
or .express our disappointment in regard to certain 
pomts.. . The_ meetings of the Preparatory 
Com~lBSlo.n Will afford our delegates an opportunity 
of dlScll!lsmg all these questions in detail. The 
only thmgs that matter here alld now in this 
.A_ssembly are the prin ciplee to be applied and the 
aliD to be pursued. . 

M. Panl-Boncour, yesterday, in an eloquont 
speech, stated clearly the principles upon which 
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any attempt at disarmament must be based. 
He referred to Article 8 of the Covenant These 
principles, as othe French delegate pointed out, 
are also to be found in the Preamble to Part V 
of the Treaty of Versailles: 

Special limitations, he said, had been imposed 
_ on certain nations, but only as a preliminary 
- to the general reduction of armaments that is 

to follow. . 
As reg:frds the object of our endeavours, we are 

all asNredly agreed we wish to put an end to the 
insecurity to which the different countries, are 
exposed as the -result not only of the race in 
armaments, but of the inequality of armaments, 
as it exists at present. _ 

It was stated, however - merely, it is true, ae, a 
supposition and in order to avoid possible disap
pointment -'- that an international convention for 
the reduction of armaments would in itself consti
tute a con8iderable advance, even if it amounted 
merely to the fixing and acceptance of the statm 
quo. ' 

We too feel that .it is essential to proceed by 
easy stages, but consider that the fixing of the 
stat118 quo cannot be regarded.a~ a genuine advance, 
for we contend that the- preparatory work should 
be directed from this moment towards· the final 
object, which is to reduce the existing disproportion 
between the armaments of the States Members of 
the League, and thereby fit the League more 
perfectly for the accomplishment of its mission. • 

No one can fail to be aware of the enormous 
difficulties which· still obstruct the realisation of 
any~general plan for the reduction of armaments. 
No one can be blind to the political and technical 
obstacles that must still be overcome. 

The German, delegation does not in any way 
overlook realities to be taken into · accmmt in a 
matter so delicate as that now before the Assembly. 
We realise that nothing but perfect loyalty and 
that desire for mutual understanding of which the 

t Assembly, at this session, has given such con• 
spicuous proof, can serve to clear the path 
which leads to our co=on- ideal. 

The President : , 
\. TranRlation : If no one else wishes to speak, I 
will ·read the- -draft resolution submitted by the 
Third Committee : 

· The Assembly takes note of the report submitted 
to it by the Secretariat and the very full information 
furnished to the Third Committee by the President 
of the Preparatory Commission on the work of 
that Commission, its technical Sub-Commissions 
A and B, and the Joint Commission. . 

It e:cpresses its complete ·satisfaction with the 
work performed and thanks those who have con
tributed ta it. 

Being desirous that the investigations, in regard 
to which the Assembly itself took the initiative in 
its resolution of September 25th, 1925, should be 

. brought to a successful conclusion as soon as 
possible, it requests the Council to call upon the 
P»eparatory Commission to take steps to hasten 
the completion of the technical work and thm be 
able to draw up, at the beginning of next year, the 
programme for _a conference on the , limitation 
and reduction of armaments corresponding to 
existing conditions in regard to regional and general 
security, and it asks the Council to convene this 
conference before the eighth ordinary session of the 
Assembly, unless material difficulties render this 
impossible. 

If no one else wishe.~ to· speak, I shall consider 
the resolution as adopted. 

The resolution 1pas adopted. 

56. WORK OF THE COllliiTTEE 0~ 
INTELLECTUAl. CO-OPERATION: REPORT 
OF THE SECOND COllliiTTEE: RESOLU-
TIONS. • 

The President : • 
Translation: We will now paSj! to Item 3 of the 

agenda : Report by the Second Committee on the 
Work of the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation 
(Annex 9. Document A.80.1926. XII). 

(On the im>itation of the President, M. Munch, 
Rapporteur, and Mr. Fitzgerald, ChaiNnan, of the 
Second Committee, took their places on the platform). 

The President : 
Translation : The Rapporteur will address the 

Assembly. • 
1\1. !\lunch (Denmark), Rapporteur : 
Translation : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen ' 

-You have before you the report of the Second 
Committee. I need not therefore read it, but will 
confine myself to emphasising the most important 
points. ~ 

When the Assembly during its second ordinarj' 
. session, on the proposal of M. Leon Bourgeois, passed 
a resolution creating the Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operation, there, were sceptics who doubted 
whether it would be possible to achieve any thing 
in this direction within the organisation of the 
League. 

The necessity · was recognised, it . is tru,e, of 
reviving the intellectual co-operation whic4 had 
come into being prior to 1914 . and which was 
interrupted by the war. It was not quite clear, 
however, how the League could succeed in organising 
intellectual co-operation. 

Nevertheless, the Committee was instituted, and 
eminent savantll from various countries were 
appointed to serve on it. No mt~mber of this 
Assembly will, I am sure,. fail to agree that the 
Committee has accomplished a most important 
work. It has facilitated the resumption of relations 
between savants· in former enemy countries. It 
has even set up new organisations and promoted 
intellectual contact in directions not thought of 
before the war. Every year its work has grown 
and become more concrete. The Committee on 
Intellectual Co-operation is now a permanent 
organisation, and ita work r,onstitutes a most 
important part of the League's activities. 

The Second Co=ittee was gratified to note 
that during the past year the Committee on 
Intellectual Co-operation has again made very con
siderable progress. 
. It has not only continued and carried further 
the work already undertaken before the sixth 
ordinary session of the Assembly, but has also 
begun valuable new work. 

The scheme for the establiRhment of the Inter
national Institute in Paris which was under 
discussion last year has since been put into effect 
and all doubts as to its character and utility are 
now dispelled. The . Second Committee was 
unanimou.s in recognising the impartial character 
of the Institute from the very outset. It was 
happy to note that the Institute, by its collabo
ration with the Committee on Intellectual Co
operation and the Secretariat, has already been 
of great assistance in further defining and widening 
the basis of this particular work. 

The Second Committee expressed its grateful 
thanks to the Polish and C?.echoslovak 
Governments, which have · offered subsidies to 
support the Institute so generously established by 
France. It urges the other States to follow this 
example, if possible. 
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The Committee noted with satisfaction that ~here 
has been a rnpid increase in the number of fSab?nal 
Committees, whose activities are proceedrng m a 
most satisfactop· manner. It also noted that 
intt>rnational meetings have been held between !he 
Directors of tbe National University InformatiOn 
Bureaux and between representatives of ·Inter-
national Stud~>nt .Associations. • 

Three Governments represented on . the 
, «;'ommittee have offer~d the hospitality of the!t" 

countries to international conferences on thiS 
work. Ronmania and Switzerland have both 
extended offers of hospitality to the International 
Conference on the Popular Arts. Great Britain 
ha• offered to make arrangements for a Conference 
of Teachers to study the best means of instructing 
young people in the ?rganisatio!l_and o_bjects o~ th(l 
-yeague and inculcatrng the spmt of mternational 
·co-operation. . . . . . 

This latrer question was raiSed at the last ordi
nary session of the .Assembly; and ~uring the ~ast 
year the first steps were taken to find a practical 
solution: · One of tbe r.hief res.:ults of the year's 
work is the creation of. a Sub-Committee of experts, 
which has already formulated two series of pro
f}osals and suggestions : these, as you have no 
doubt seen, are to be found among the documents 
submitted to the Assembly and rommunicated 
to the Governments of the Stil!tes Members of the 
League. · · : . · 
· Nearly all the speakers in the Second Committee· 
showed special interest in the education of young 
people in the ideals of international co-operation. 
Thi~ interest is, in my opinion, fully ju,~tified, 
for the future· of the League depends •Upon the 
evolution of the minds of the coming generation. 
The present generation, which began its work 
during the progressive period preceding the Great 
War ani! upon· whose minils the horrors of war 
have been vividly impressed, resumed. its task 
of international< co-operation after a period of 
transition, after the paill)ions of war bad subsided, 
and so was able to resume the work already begun.· 
The men who lived through the war have made 
a beginning with the new world organisation 
which is to ensure a happier future for the coming 
generations. But that organisation will collapse 
unless the generation into ·whose· hands it . will 
pass a few years hence understands bow to 
employ it. · 

Our chief task mnst therefore be to win over 
the young to the cause of peace, pea!'.e between 
the different nations and peace between the 
different classes, and to make them realise the 
necessity of international co-operation on a basi~ of 
peace and justice. It tbns becomes imperative 
that they should be instructed in the objects 
and organisation of the League. · 

But, while engaged in organising such instruction 
and in carrying on . a vigorous propaganda, we 
must n~ver los~ sight of the fact that the coming 
generation, wb1ch never knew pre-war conditions 
and will soon have but a vague idea of the horrors 
of ~be Great War, will judge ns mainly by our 
~tions. Its re~Jlf'C~ for and interest in the League 
WJ.Jl depend pnmarily on the League's activities. 
If we can make real· progress towards the attain
~ent of our object, if we can bring about moral 
disarmament, effect a radical reduction in arma
ment~ and promote economic co-operation between 
the diff!'rent countries and classes, then the younger 
generation will assuredly be converted· to our 
eau~;e. ' 

The Serond Committee, having <'Xamined the 
rel?o~ on the work of. the League's organs in 
thtR freld, recommends that the As~emblv should 
exprelll! !tK Matisfaction .at the progress iwhieved 
by pasijmg the resolution submitted to it. 

The President : 
Translation : Dame Edith Lyttelton, delegate 

of the British Empire, will address> the .Assembly. 

Dame Edith Lyttelton (British Empire) : 
: Mfo. President, ladies and gentlemen - I am 
not going to keep you more than a few moments, 
but I wish to say a few words about the work of the 
Sub-Committee of Experts mentioned in ghe t~port 
which you have just heard. · · 

. I believe, as we all must,· that the future <of the 
·world depends upon the babies. ·To-day, as I walk 
' in the park and see the children pla~g on the ~ass 
' or sitting in the p!)rambulators .w1th tJ;lat curious 
unconsciousness . which is one . of theiT greatest 

: charms I say to myself, "Here is the new barbarian 
' .. , t race coming to the gates of Rome , or, o ·use 

· Ibsen's phrase, "Here are the people who are 
knocking at the door". The question is : When 
they open that door, what are they going to find ¥ 
I feel that it is not enough· to make the world a 
better place: we have also to make the children to 
understand 'what the League' of Nations is trying 

, to do. ' · 
The problem of the method to be adopted in. 

· order to ·teach the children· about the League of· 
·Nations is difficult. It is not easy to make the 
League of Nations an exciting subject. It .is not 

. easy to use the League for propaganda purposes; 
· Someone bas told me that they· were looking 
. through • a series of pamphlets issued· by_ so~e 
· organisation -'- I do not know what the orgarusatwn 

was-'-which was trying to do propaganda work for 
the League of Nations.· One of: the pamphlets bore 
on the back of it two pictures. The first picture was 

' of a number-of· glorious young men leaping over a 
trench, guns in their bands and bombs .bursting 
all around· them; and on the (top was written "The 
Old Way". The second picture showed a number 

: of gentlemen just like ·yourselves sitting round a 
table talking, and on the top· of this :was written 
"The New Way". I do not think that anybody can 
say that that is very good propaganda, and, of 
course, it was dismissed at once. I only tell the 
story with a view to showing bow difficult it is. to 

. put the ideas of the League of Nations into a shape· 
that children can. ·understand. ·· . · . , ' 

I am not ·one of those who believe that you can 
· teach. internationalism· withont•teacbing national
ism. It is necessary to give children first of. all a 
pride in their home. and their nation and after that· 
a pride in the part which their nation can play 
in world affairs. The child spirit pours itself into 
a multitude of moulds, and it is -vital that none of 
those moulds should be broken, but that all of them 
should contribute to the beauty and richness of the 
human race. The child must be made to take a 
pride and glory in its own nation, and it is very 
difficult to teach children tb.at pride and that glory
unless you deal with the question of battles and 
fighting. It is in.evitable also that we sholild make 
them proud of the heroisms which have charac
terised their past history and the sacrifices which 
have been endured. We have then, I think, to take 
a different attitude, not to gloss over the bruta'Iities 
and horrors and cruelties of the past, but to let the 
children understand that pa'st 'history contains a 
great deal which should be done away with now 
and that in the future it is necessary to build in a 
different . spirit. . · · · · 

We are not very far forward with our history yet. 
Ev~ry na~ion bas to look back upon a history 
s~arne~ With blood.. T~e roots of every nation are 
fiXed m a past which IS full of the worst sides of 
human nature as well as of the best. . Of. course, 
we. bav~ all the glory of ~h&ught and all the power 
of 1deahsm to ~ach and mspire us. It seems to me 
that the world 1s governed by thought and ideas. 
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'That ~s why the. Committee on Intellectual Co
operat~on has, I ~hink, found the right line to take 
when It deals,.,With the teaehing of children and 
youpg persons. If anybody is in doubt as to the 
method by which this is to be done, let me recommend 
a study of the report of the Sub-Committee 
of Experts on this matter. That Sub-Comiliittee 
has translated into practical details the wish which 
we atl share that the children should be made to 
und~stand towards what future the world is 
moVIJlg. · · . 

The. series of recommendations which the Sub
Committee has drawn up is full of common· sense 
and f.un. of possibilities for good. ,I should like ·to 
~ention ~wo or three things -'- Without entering 
mto details. There is, first, the suggestion that 
teachers shoul~ be helped to inculcate a new spirit, 
~nd I 'Yould like· to say that my own Government 
18 -~akmg a reference to this matter in the new 
edition of a book of suggestions for teachers. It is 
also suggested that national Conferences be called 
t,o deal, with the subject, and my Government 
proposes· to convene a Conference oi local education 
authorities to deal with the matter .. 
. But our aim is not ouly to obtain a new attitude 
m the schools, but a new .attitude in the homes. 
If we must draw .Pictures for children, let us show 
them, the. horrors of the past as well as the 
possibilities of the future. Let the first picture for 
propaganda purposes to which I have referred 
show; not 'young meri leaping over trenches, but 
what happens to those men after they have left 
the trenches; let us show the horrors and cruelties 
of 'the old way, and, as 'for the new way, let us 
dt!tJict a: future with young men and young women 
walldng arm-~n-arm in the freedom of fellowship, 
and al;lout to climb the mountains that even now 
we see are gilded at the top with the new dawn. 
To get at the children is to get at the future. I 
commend to you the report of the Sub-Committee. 

The President : 
, Translation: If no one else wishes to speak, 
T will put to the vote the resolutions of the Second 
Committee, which read. as follows : 

- The Assembly approves the Intellectual Co
. operation Organisation, as . at present .constituted 

..,-with the Internationa.l , .Committee. and its 
. sub-committees, the. National Committees. : and 
the .International .Institute.. It considers that 
this organisation now provides a mechanism 
·capable of strengthening the inteUectual relations 

· · · between nations and of improl'ing the conditions 
of intellectual work in the world. It notes with 
satisfaction the assurance gi~>en by the Governing 
Board _of the International Institute to the effect 
that that institutiim is so conducted· as to ensure 
perfect equality of treatment between all nations. 
It draws the attention of all the Members of the 
Assembly to the felicitous step taken by Poland 
and by Czechoslovakia, which, following France's 

. generous aqtion, have granted a .subsidy .to the 
International Institute. . . . . 

. • F.'urther, the Assembly wishes to emphasise 
the. practical· character and the . 811!pediency of 
the plans for: international intellectual co-operation 
which the · Com:m;i.ttee and ... the Institute are, at 
the' present moment, prpceeding to carry out. : 
It lays particular stress on the importance o.f 
the following plans - the convening of a Congress 
of Popular Art, the creation of an International 
M use1~ms Office, the union of libraries of all . 
countries in order to facilitate research by the 
public, the co-ord·ination, by means of international · 
collaboration, of <the analytical bibliographies 
of the various sciences. · · 

The Assembly, having considered in its Second 

• 
Committee the report o.f the Bub-Committee of 
Experts on the instruction of children and youth 
in the aims and objects of the League of Nation$, • 
urges the Governments· of the States M e1nbers 
of the League to give this reportetheir sympathetio 
cons!deration and to take the .n1e'lsures necessary 
to gn•e effect to all or any of tts recommendations 
which may be found suitable jor adoption in their 
respective countrie.~. 

The Assembl.ll invites the various States to., 
consider, and asks the competent institutions 
to examine, the po.•sibility of establishing scholar
ships for university students, whereby they would 
be enabled to tli.~it Gene11a both before and during 
the annual Assemblies, in order to obtain first
ha~ knowledge of the work of the League of 
Natum .•. 

The resolutions were adopted: • 

. 57. FINANCIAL RECONSTRUCTION OF 
HuNGARY : REPORT OF THE SECOND 
COMMITTEE : RESOLUTION. 

The President : 
' Translation : 'l'he next it~m on the agenda is 

· the discussion of the report of the Se11ond Commit.tee 
. on ·the Financial Reconstruction of Hungary. 
(Annex 10. Document A. 81. 1926. II). · 

(On the invitation of 'the President, M. Buvioh, 
· Rapporteur, took his place by the side of the 

Chairman of the Second Committee on the platform.). 

The President : 
'Translation: M. Suvich, delegate of Italy and 

Rapporteur, will addf('SS the Assembly. 

l\1. · Suvich (Italy), Rapporteur : 
Translation : ·The report of the Second 

Committee on the financial reconstruction of 
Hungary has been distributed, so I shall confine 
myself to a summary. . 

Two years have passed since the coming into 
force of the scheme for the financial reconstruction 
of Hungary. The .A.~sembly is now asked to agree 
that the supervision exercised by the High 
Commissioner should come to an end. During 
these two years the scheme has been put into 
effect in accordance with the programme and has 
succeeded beyond all expectations. This is proved 
by the fact that it has been possible to utilise for' 
productive investments the greater part of the 
loan which was raised to meet the deficit in the 
budget. · 

ThP scheme of reconstruction included : an 
international loan secured by certain State 
revenues ; the creation of a Central Bank of IRsue 
enjoying the monopoly of issue ; the fixing for 
twenty years of the reparations payments at an 
average rate of 10 million gold crowns per annum ; 
the establishment of a Committee of Control 
appointed by the Reparation Commission ; the 
appointment of a Commissioner-General to super
vise the execution of the whole programme and 
control th!l use of the loan ; administrative reforms. 

Actual facts have proved that the scheme wa.~ 
wonderfully well con<'.eived. By good fortune its 
execution waa entrusted to 1\Ir. Jeremiah Smith, a 
man who possessed all the qualifications necessary 
to ensure its execution, and he has devoted himself 
to this work with genuine enthusiasm and an 
extraordinary tact and sense of proportion. 

There has been no deficit in the budget since 
1924. The loan, although assigned to a large 
extent for works of a permanent and productive 
character, still shows an available surplus. 
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The st-cured revenue is to-day nearly eight 
times in t-XOl'SS of the annual sum required for the 

· sl'rvice of the loan. 
Et>onomic conditions in Hungary ~e vast!y 

improved. Agncultnral production JS agam 
approximating &<> the pre-war level and,_ in the 
case of rertain crops, even exceeds · 1t. ' The 
adversE> trade balance is also steadily decreasing. 

One point to which I desire _to direct _your spe~ial 
~ttention C{)Dcerns commercial treat1es. Durmg 
tM past year two new treaties came into ferne, 
one with Austria. and a provisional agreement 
with Czechoslovakia. · 

In the circumstances which I have briefly out
lined, and which are set out at length in my report, 
Hungary has been able to embark upon the most 
important reform, that of her currency. The fact 
tbat the paper crown, the currency previously in 
citcnlation, had been stable for a fairly long period 
constituted the necessary basis for the complete 
cJnversion and reform of the monetary system. 
This stability of the currency is confirmed by an 
examination of the wholesale and retail index 
nun1bers, which have not risen. since 1924 .but, on 
the contrary, have shown a downward tendency. 
Dning the same period the increal!e in the deposit~! 
in savings banks and other banks ha..q continued. 

This reforms has undoubtedly been made possible 
solely by the success of the scheme for the 
reconstruction of Hungary and ·by the resulting 
economic recovery of the country. 

It is generally arlmitted that there can be no 
question of the stabilisation or conversion of the 
currency until two essential conditions have been 
fulfilled, these being the balancing of . the budget 
and the approximate establishment of equilibrium 
in the balance of payments. 

· The other circumstances, such as the amount of 
currency in eirculation, the proportion of 
reserves, etc., are of importance rather in 
determining the relation to be fixed between the 
old and new forms of currency. 

As regards- the Hungarian budget, the deficit, 
as already stated, had disappeared in the account~! 
for the' year ending June 30th, 1924. 'The balance 
of paymenm, judging by the principal factors, 
that is to say, the trade balance, is approximately 
even. The policy of inflation had already been 
brought to an end by the creation of a National 
Bank of Issue independent of the State and governed 
by a Statute which prohibits it from making 

_advances to the State. · 
Having thus been withdrawn from Government 

influence, the new Bank was in a position to 
exe!cise an effective influence on the monetary 
policy of the country. A foreign AdvisE-r was 
a~ched to the Board of Directors, in order to 
ass~t the ~ew Bank in. accomplishing im task, 
which constituted the pivot of the whole recon-
struction programme. ' 

The Bank's policy has been extremely cautions 
and conservative. On June 30th last. the reserve 
amounted to 55 per cent of the circulation, and 
one-half of the res..•rve consisted of minted gold or 
bullion. The discount rate has been reduced and 
fixed at 6 per cent. . 

Towards the. ~nd of 1925, .a law was passed in 
Hungary proVJdmg for the mtroduction, as from 
Jan nary 1st, 1927, of a new currency, which can, 

/ however, be used for purposes of reckonin"' before 
that date. The value of this new currei';cy the 
"pengo", has been fixed at 1 pengo per 12 500 old 
paper crowns. • · ' 

The balance-sheet of the National Bank is 
already expressed in "pengos" and measures 
hav:e been taken for ~ll private co~cerns to draw up 
t~Jr balance-~heets m terms of gold in accordance 
With the principles laid down. The form and value 

of the new currencv have been exhaustively studied, 
and care has been taken that proper attention 
should be given to the psychologicaHactors which 
might have had a dangerous effect on the ()Ost. of 
living in the country at the moment of ill! 
intro<tuction. . · · . 

The considerations which Lhave jT1st exp,lained 
and the fact that the whole economic life of the 
country is gradually becoming accustomey to,_the 
"pengo" justify the hope that it may be poss1ble 
to reach the gold ~tandard without lili.due 
disturbance. 

The programme of-the financial reconstruction 
of Hungary, conceived and applied in t.he manner 
I have indicated, constitutes an achievement of 

· which the League can justly be proud. The problem 
submitted to· the League has been solved with 

: brilliant success alike from· the technical, social and 
political points of view. 

In. expressing its appreciation of the 'results 
: obtained, the Council app;roved ·the Hungarian 
Government's proposal ..,- which had received the 

. support of the Commissioner-General' and of ·the 
Financial · Committee -'- that· the supervision 
exercised by the Commissioner-General should 

'cease on June 30th, 1926. The,duties of the foreign' 
Adviser attached to the Bank of--Issue also ended 
on that date. · · 

. i ' 

The service of the secured revenues will in future 
be ensured by the Trustees. The balance of the 

· loan - in regard to which no decision has yet been 
taken . ..:.,. will be kept available in a separate account 
in .the name of M. ter· Meuleri, who has be~~n 
appointed for the purpose by the Financial Com
mittee. . The Committee. of Control will remain 
in office and will. communicate directly with the 

· Hungarian Government. 
. I. now have the honour to submit the. followiilg 
draft resolution : · 

.The Assembly .: 

(1) Notes that, the Council having ascertained 
that the financial stability of H·ungary is assured, 
the function~~ of the Commissioner- General were 
brought to an end on June 30th, ·1926; and that 
with this step the work of reconstruction has been 
brought to a successful close within the minimum 
period contemplated _un~ the original plan; 

(2) CongratUlates . on . this result the Hungarian 
. Government OJnd people, the Commissioner-General 

OJnd the Financial Committee, who prepared the 
original plan. .It eonfide'Yftly hope8. that,. by a 
prudent financial policy, the Hungarian .Govern
ment will in the future maintain ,and con~~oZidate 
the satisfactory position now' attained";. 

· (3) Observes with satisfaction the conclusion 
of comn_z,ercial agreements between Hungary and 
the neighbouring States with whom· about half 
of her total foreign trade is wan~~acted; and repeats 
the. hope expressed at the last ordinary session of 
the Ass~mbly that the further progress of such 
commer~al agreem~nts ma;y tend to bring about a 
progresstve red'!'ctwn of the tariffs in Central 
Europe and w~ZZ thUB contribute to establishing 
closer economic relatiom. 

The President : 

T~an~~Zation : If n? one wishes· to speak, I will 
cons1der the resolutwn of the Second Committee 
adopted. 

The resolution, was adOpted. 
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58 .. - FINANCIAL RECONSTRUCTION OF 
AUSTRIA : REPORT OF THE SECOND 
COJ\IMITPEE: RESOLUTION. 

The President : 
Translation': The next item on the agenda is the 

. discussion of the report of the Second Committee 
on the Financial Reconstruction of Austria (Annex 
11. l)ocument·A.82.1926.11) . • 

(On. the invitation of the President, M. Strasburger, 
Rapporteur, took his place on the platform by the 
side of the Chairman of the Second CommiUee.) 

The President : 
. . ' 

Translation.: The Rapporteur, M. Strasburger, 
delegate of Poland, will address the Assembly. 

1\1. Strasburger (Poland), Rapporteur : 
Translation: Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 

- .As the hour is now late, and in deference to the 
wishes of the President, 1 will not detain yon long. 
The report on. the financial reconstruction of Austria 
is already in your hands. I will confine myself to . 
drawing your attention to certain salient points. 

It. was agreed to abolish the office of the 
Commissioner-General for Austria on June 30th, 
1926,· upon two conditions, which the Austrian 
Government accepted : first, the retention of a 
foreign Adviser to theN at~onal Bank, and, secondly, 
the retention of the right of the Council, during 
a period of ten years, to re-establish control if, 
~ontrary to all expectations, the budgetary 
equilibrium . were seriou,~ly endangered. The 
Auil'trian Government has therefore assumed full 
responsibility for its finances. ·· .. 

. The following results have been obtamed from 
the loan: The net yield amounted to 568.7 million 
gold crowns, of which only 13 per cent was used to 
cover deficits. The remainder went towards 
repaving credits previously granted til the Austrian 
Government. or spent on productive investments. 

The closed accounts for 1924 showed a deficit 
of 9,000,000 gold crowns; the. c~osed accounts for 
1925 gave a surplus of 28.4 millions. . . 

It should be remarked that Austria first passed 
through a very severe fina~cial. c_risis, which was 
followed later by an economic crlSls. 

The Council instructed Mr. Layton and frofessor 
Rist to examine the economic situation in Austria 
to see how far this economic crisis might affect the 
financial situation. These two gentlemen went to 
Austria and their investigations there clearly 
showed' that the economic crisis was directly 
connected with reconstruction, but that there was 
no ground for anxiety concerning the country's · 
power of. ultimate recovery. . 

Recovery is certain if the ~ustrian J?eople 
and the Austrian Government strive energetica~y, 

cas the League of Nations is sure they wi~ to mam
tain budgetary equilibrium and explOit to the 
full Austria's natural advantages. . · 

By thus· justifying the confid~nce. which . the 
Council has placed in her, Austrm 'Yin complete 
the owork · of financial recovery which. she wa:s 
the first to begin. In this way she will contri
bute towards the economic stability of the whole 
of Central Europe. 

I venture to recall the words spoken two years 
ago· in this Assembly by the distinguished repre
sentative of France, M. Georges Bonnet, who 
said: 

"We sincerely desire the removal of the control 
as. soon as· possible. We hope an~ trust th~t 
it will be removed ; we are conVIn~d of It, 
because that would tle the best possibl!l pr~of 
that · Austria had at last recovered finanCial 
stability and economic prosperity." 

What was then foreseen has now been realised. 
The Austrian Government has been able to 
resume full responsibility for its finances. 

The great work undertaken by the League 
has been crowned with success, and I am parti
cularly gratified that the honour' of presenting 
to the Assembly the report, on the financial 
reconstruction of Austria should fall to my country, 
which is also in the throes of s~>rious financial ,, 
difficulties. ., 

As Rapporteur, and at the same time as repre
sentative of the Poliah Government, I wish to 
express to the organisations of the LPague our 
great admiration for the notable work of inter
national ' co-operation which they have just 
achieved. I also wish to congratulate the Au.•trian 
people and Government and to express the hope 
that they will be able by their own efforts t.> 
ensure the prosperity and economic stability 
of their countrv. , 

On behalf of the Second Committee, I have 
the honour to propose to the Assembly the 
adoption of the following resolution : 

The .Assembly : , , 
lias taken not~ of the Council resolution of 

June 9th, 1926, tv hereby the functions of the 
Commissioner-General for Austria tvere brought 
to an end 011 June 30th, 1926 ; 

Is gratified that A lllltria has been able to 
reassume full responsibility for her budgetary 
and financial pnliC'If ; 

Does not doubt that the Austrian people and 
the Austrian Government tvill by their QWn efforts 
be able finally to ensure the results of the tvork or 
reconstructi011 ; . 

And expre.•ses its thanks to the countries tvhich 
have helped Austria tvith their credft and .thus 
ntade possible a great ~ of ~nternatwnal 
co-operation." 

The President : 
· Translation : If no one wishes t.o speak', I will 
consider as adopted the draft resolution proposed 
be the Rapporteur. ., 

The resolution was adopted. 

59. - SETTLEl\IENT OF BULGARIAN 
REFUGEES : REPORT OF THE SECOND 
COl\lliiTTEE : RESOLUTION. 

The President : 
Translati011 : The next item on the agenda is the 

discussion on the report of the Second Committee 
on the SPttlement of Bulgarian Refugees 
(Annex 12. Document A. 84. 1926. II). 

(On the invitati011 of the President, Commander 
Hilton Young, Rapporteur, took his place on the 
platform by the side of the Chairman of the Second 
Committee.) 

The President : 
Translation : . The Rapporteur will address the 

Assembly. 

Commander Hilton Young (British Empire), 
Rapporteur : 

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen - I have 
the honour to present to the Assembly the report 
of the Second Committee on the subject of the 
Settlement of Bulgarian Refugees. As the Assembly 
knows this is a new scheme for the relief of refugees 
in Bulgaria. It will not be necessary for me now 
to do more than underline the principal features of 
the report. 
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The s<'heme which has just .been adopted by the 
Council for the settlement of refugees in Bulgaria 
is the second of its kind undertaken under the 
auspices of the. f,eague. The firs~, which h~s now 
been in operatiOn for two years m Greece, -IS well 
known. ' 

The two problems are similar in certain respects, 
and so are their solu'tions. In each case the finances 
of the country have been examined by the Financial 

· C-Jmmittee, which hall drawn up a plan containing, 
amon~t other things, a statement of the securities 
which"' conld suitably be given for a foreign loan to 
pav for the work of settlement. In both .cases the 
GOvernment has agreed to provide for settlement 
purposes a minimum quantity of suitable land 
and to aecept the control of an authority responsible 
to the Council to ensure the expenditure of the 
noney on the specified objects. Greece is the 
easier problem because many suitable houses were 
made available by the return of peasants • to 
Turkey under the system of exchange and enough 
cnltivable land was ·available.. In Bulgaria, on 
the other hand, there· are not nearly enough houses 
or land, and a part of the proposed loan will have 
t~ be spent on re-claiming land and making it fit 
fOr cnltivation. In general, the preparation of 
the Bulgarian plan required long negotiations . ,
which were not needed for the Greek plan -
with the neighbouring countries and with the 
reparation authorities, whose consent was 
necessary in order to provide securities for the .new 
loan. It has been provided that the work of 
settlement shall be done under the supervision 
of a single Commissioner appointed by, and 
responsible to, the Council of the League, with 
power to investigate and approve aU plans for .the 
work of settlement and with sole control over the 
proceeds of the proposed loan. . 

It is not necessary to detain the Assembly with 
any further details at the present time. I am 
confident that if the Members of the Assembly 
will study the resnlts of the prolonged and careful 
work of the Financial Committee and Qf the Second 
Committee they will come to the conclusion 
that this is a most important and· valuable work 
which must be done in the cause of humanity, 
work which will enable Bnlgaria to be released from 
a burden which is too heavy for it to bear alone and 
for which it was not itself responsible. 

I am confident also that the Assembly will come 
to the conclusion that the plan will not only alleviate 

,. the sufferings of the unfortunate refugees but will 
promote the external and internal stability· of the 
Bulgarian State. It is too early. to speak of it at 
length at present, but I trust that next year or 
the year after a Rapporteur may stand here and 
give a report to the Assembly of the successful 
conclusion of this work. 

The President : 
Translation : :r.I. Monoff, delegate of Bnlgaria, 

will address the Assembly. 

ll. llolloff (Bnlgaria) : 
Translation : :r.1r. President, ladies and gentlemen 

-On behalf of my Government, I have the pleasant 
duty ~f expressing once more the gratitude of 
Bulgana to the League and its various organisations 
for their invalna ble assistance in the work of the 
!!ettlement of the Bulgarian refugees. I wish. also to 
express .o~ high appreciation of the very succinct 
and felicJtOUJI report submitted by Commander 
Hilton Y onng. 

In recent years, Bulgaria has made a great effort 
punctually to carry out with the aid of her own 
rewnrces the different stipulations of the Treaties 
CJ! Peace .. She has honoured her financial obliga
twns, which are becoming an increasing strain 

on the budgetary .resources of the ~onntry. While 
pnrsuina indefatigably her policy· of peace, 
international conaboration and national recon-

. ~trnction, Rhe has succeeded in ba!ancing the blJ.dget 
and stabilising the currency durmg the }last three 
yearih But the increasing influx of refugees, due 
mostly to the exchange of populati?n ~ronght 
about by .the treaties, created . 3: SJ~uatwn of 
indescribable distress for the fannltes mv~lv1ld, a 
heartrending situation in itself, but one w'Inch also 
endangered the internal stabilij;y of the count~ and 
was ·liable to provoke serioUs disturbances that 
might have affected international relation~. 

The funds required for the settlement of thiS horde 
of refugees far ,exc~ded the country's resourc.es. 
This state of affaus, the true facts of wh1eh 
were recognised and described by the organisations 
of the League, caned for immediate !Jiter~a.tional 
intervention, and there was no body qualif1ed to 
handle the situation so effectively as the League. 

Bulgaria confidently applied to ·the League for 
aid, and has since complied with every recommen
dation made by its· competent organisations, for 
we were convinced that this was the only way of · 
reaching· a satisfactory solution. May I _v_ent'!ll"e'.to J 
point out that, as a coronary, the stab1lisat10n of 
our currency has been assured for the future by a 
decision of the · Reparation Commission; ·setting 
np a Transfer Comlnittee .to reg'nlate our external 
payments. · · . 

In· conforlnity with another · recommendation, 
we have settled in a satisfactory manner .our 
relations with pre-war bondholder~: The Financial 
Committee has sanctioned an additional loa!!. to 
repay a Paris bank for advances made to Bulgaria 
in 1912-13. · · 

From another point of view, it is important to 
point out that the National Bank of Bulgaria .has 
been transformed into· a central Bank· of ·Issue. 
This will enable . us to participate in the system of 
central banks proposed ·by the· Genoa Conference 
and recommended by the Financial Committee. 

The utilisation of the funds of the· loan to be 
i~sned is placed under the strict and effective cont.rol 
of the League. . · ' , 

We have already received ·advances from the 
Bank of England, to whic-h I express· mu deep 
gratitude. The Bank of England has such complete 
confidenC'.e j.n ·our determination to reconstruct 
our finan!les that it has been good .enough to assist 
ns, thereby making an effective contribution to the 
work begun by· ·the League. · 

We have therefore complied with all your 
recommendations and have thus afforded every 
requisite guarantee for the flotation of the proposed 
loan, which will, we trust, be offered in .the near 
future. This event will mark the final consnnirri
ation of this mission of charity and peace, which will 
assuredly enhance t.he high authority and growing-.. 
prestige of the J,eague. · · · · , 

' , . I ':' 

The President : 
T_ranslatfon : If . no one eL~e wishes to speak, 

I Will put to the vote the resolution of the Second 
Comlnittee, whieh reads as. follows ; o 

The Assembly : · 

(ll. H!LB learnt with great S(!tisfaction that the 
negotiatwns of the last Bi:r. months have resulted 
in the adoption by the Council of a scheme for. the 
settlement of some. 120,000 refugees in Bulgaria; 

(2) Observes with satisfaction that, by means of 
an advance of £400,000, .this work hall already 
been begun; · 

(3) Ewpresses the · ho~e th~t the total sum 
estimated for this work, namely £2 250 000 1nay 
be successfully subscribed in the' nec/n- futwre ~ 
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( 4) Desires to express its appreciation of the 
valuab!e w~rk once more done by the Financial 
Commtttee, o~ whose advice the plan was adopted 
b1f the 9ounctl, and whose long and unique e:cpe
rtence tn such work of reconstructio-n has borne 
fruit in Austria, H '!!ngary and Greece ; • 

' (5) J!!wpresses the belief that the ~ecution of this 
plan "?''ll not only ~eviate "!idespread suffering 
b~t ~ll also _beneftt economw and social order 
w1t~t!" Bulga"::a and consolidate and improve the 
poltttcf!l relattonB of Bulgaria with neighbouring 
countrtes. . · 

The resolution was· adopted. 

60. - WORK OF THE FINANCIAL COMl\IITTEE : 
REPORT OF THE SECOND COMJ\IITTEE: 
RESOLUTIONS. 

The President : 
Translntion : The nE'xt item on the· agenda is 

the discussion on the report of the Second 
Committee on the work of the Financial 
Committee (Annex 13'. Document A. 85. 1926. IT). 

j • • • 

(On the invitation of the President, M. A vramovitch, 
Rapporteur, took his place on the platform by the side 
of the Chairman of the Second Committee.) 

'fhe President : 
Translation: M. Avramovitch. Rapporteur, 

will address the :Assembly. · 

1\1. Avramovitch (Kingdom vf the Serbs, Croats 
and Slovenes)·, Rapporteur : · 

Translation: .J have the honour, ,on behalf of the 
Second Committee, to submit to you the raport 
of. the .Financial Committee. This involves an 
examination ·of questions which aa:e perhaps of 
the same nature at those already dealt with, but 
which neverthE'less have an importance of. their 
own. I should 'like to mention in particualr the 
Danzig question. . 

At the request of the Free City, the Council, 
which guaa:antees its Constitution, authorised 
M .. Janssen; a member of the Financial Committee, 
to go to Danzig, to ·study the finan<>ial situation 
and to ·. consider .what ;measures it might he 
necessary •. to take in that connection. . . . 

.. M. Janssen. submitted his ·report to the Financial 
Committee at its July ses~ion in London, imd the 
Committee in its turn submitted. a report to the 
CounciL . The Committee recommended that the Free 
City should be given assistance .in view of special 
difficulties aa:ising out of unemployment and certain 
deficits due. to the reduction in the Cust.oms 
revenues. 

The. Financial Committee. also· urged in this 
connection that the .Free· City should cut down its 

· general expenditure by at least 10 per cent. It 
then recommended the conclusion of an economic 
agreement between Danzig and Poland and the 
isstting of a loan Qf approximately thirty. million 
gulden with the twofold . object .of (1) covering 
the deficits arising out of exceptional circumstances 
in 'the budget for 1926,27 and repaying the floating 
debt, 'and . (2) meeting certain productive 
expenditure. , 

Your 'Second Committee was gratified to note 
that this agreement between the Free City and 
Poland was concluded on the very day on which 
the present report was being examined. · 
· lf, as is hoped, the Free City suCCE'Cds in reducing 

its expenditure and iflcreasing its production and 
resources, the Council will perhaps be able in the 
near future - not later than next December -

to recommend, on the proposal of the Financial 
Committee, that the loan in question should be • 
authorised under the auspices of the League. 
As a conclusion to this first question, for which 
I have the honour to be Rapporteur, I propose 
that the Assembly should adopt the following 
draft resolution : • 

"The Assembly has taken note of the Financial 
Committee's two reports on the restoration of t.h&' 
public finances of th11 Free City of Danzig. 

"It trusts that, in accordance with the 
conclusions of these reports, it ma.y be possible 
for the Financial Committee, when the Free City 
ha.s 11ffected the ·necessary administrative and . 
budgetary economies, to recommend the issuing · 
of a loan designed to consolidate the financial and 
economic situation of Danzig." 

l now come to the second qucstio·n, which 
concerns the suppression of counterfeiting. ' 

The Council had to consider an application from 
the French Government requesting an examination 
of this matter, which disturbs the cours11 of 
international relations, more particularly in those 
countries whose currency is counterfeited. 

-The question was referred for exantination to the 
Financial Committee, which requested certain 
information. It drew up a questionnaire and 
asked, as the matter was in its opinion a most 
important one, ·that i,t might be given proper time 
to go into the question e'<haustively and without 
incurring the risk of precipitate action. 

It is hoped that the Committee, which has 
already given such tangible proof of its value in 
theoretical and practical matters and which has 
done su<>.h fruitful work, in the past, will succeed 
in finding a satisfactory solution of the problem. 

As a conclusion to this second question, I propose, 
on behalf of the Second Committee, that the 
Assembly should adopt the following resolution : 

"The Assembly ha.~ noted that, at the request 
of the Council. the Financial Committee has 
undertaken a study of the methods whereby 
the Governments and Banks of Issu11 mil!ht 
collaborate to prevent the issuing of counterfeit 
curren('y. It trusts that the Financial 
Committee's. work will be actively pursued, so 
that practical proposals may be submitted to the 
Council for consideration at the earliest possible 

·date." 

The third question is that of double taxation and· 
fiscal evasion, a problem which has occupied the 
League's attention for some years. It was first 
studied by four eminent economists and was then 
referred to the Financial Committee, which 
examined it in its turn. The Committee's report 
was submitted to exhaustive examination by experts 
of the countries ('On('erned, namely: Germany, the 
Argentine, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Franee, Great 
Britain, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Poland 
Switzerland and Venezuela. They had been so 
chosen as to ensure that the Committt>e should be 
composed of nationals of countries whose interest 
and outlook in fiscal questions were as different as 
possible ; countries which exported capital and new 
countries paa:tially financed by foreign capital. 

The similarity of views displayed by these experts 
made it possible to draw up three preliminary draft 
conventions regarrling: (1) double taxation, (2) 
judicial assistan!'e with regard to the recovery of 
taxes, and (3) fiscal evasion and administrative 
as~istance. 

These proposals were not definitive, the experts 
being undecided whether a general international 
convention or bilateral conventions would prove 
the most satisfactOry solution. The Financial 
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C<lmmittee decided, as the questiol! ca!led f?r more 
exhaustive examination, to deal With _It at Its next 
session, which will probably be held rn December. 

I have the houour, therefore, on beha!f of the 
Second Committee, to propose the folloWipg. draft 
resolution : ' 

"The Assembly has taken note, according to 
~he Financial Committee's reports, of the result.q 
~f t.he work of the last meeting of experts on 
double taxation and tax evasion. 

"It trusts that their work will be continued and 
will serve as a useful preparation for the dev~lop
ment and progressive unification of internatu;mal 
law in the matter, by means of general conventions 
or of partial conventions based upon common 
principles." 

. ' In conclusion, I should ~e ~o dra'Y :y:our 
attention to the economic and financial publications 
of the Economic Intelligence Service· of the 
Secretariat. Apart from the Monthly Bulletin of 
Statistics, which appears on the last Saturday 
of'the first fortnight of each month, the Memo
randum on Cun·ency and Central Banks f6r the 
period 191~-25 has already been published. This 
Memorandum has aroused great interest in the 
business world, especially in financial circle~. 
A new edition. of the ,Memorandum on .Publtc 
Finance is now in course of preparation. 

In view of the importance of these.· questions, 
I would urge you to adopt the draft resolutions 
which I have just submitted on behalf of the 
Second Committee. 

Th~> President : 

Translation : If no one else wishes to speak, 
I will put to the vote the resolutions of the second 
Committee, which read as follows : 

I.. The Assembly has taken note of the 
Fimm.cial Committee's two reports on the restoration 
of the public finances of the Free City of Danzig. 

It trusts that, in accordance with the conclusions 
of these reports, it may be possible . for the 
Financial Committee, when the Free City has 
effeeted the necessary. administrative and budgetary 
economies, to recommend the issuing of a loan 
designed to consolidate the financial and 
economie situation of Danzig. 

II. The Assembly has noted that, at the 
request of the Council, the Financial Committee 
has undertaken a study of . the methods whereby 
the Governments and Banks of Issue might 
collaborate to prevent the issuing of counterfeit 
currency. 

It trWits that the Financial Committee's work 
will be aetively pursued, so that praetical 
proposals may be submitted to the Council for 
consideration at the earliest possible date. 

ill. The As~embly has taken note, acoording 
to the Financial Committee's reports, of the results 
of the work of the last meeting of ea;perts on double 
taxation and taa; evasion. 

It trtLBts that their work will be continued and 
win serve as a useful preparation for the develop
ment and progres8ive unification of international 
law in the matur, by means of general conventions 
or of partial con1lentions based upon common 
principlu. 

The ruolutions were adopted. 

61 -WORK OF THE F.CONOJ\IIC COMJ\IITTEE: 
. REPORT OF THE SECOND C?l\11\UTIEE: 

RESOLUTIONS. 

The President : 
Trr:nslation : The next .item on the agenda ' 

is the discussion on the report of-. the Se~ond 
Committee on the work of the Economic Co~m~ttee 
(Annex 14. Document A; 94. 1926. II). · 

(On the invitation of the President, M. Nagai, 
Ra orteur, took hi-s place on the platfor~ by the 
sil~f the Chainnan of the Second Comm~ttee.) 

The President : 
Translation : :M. Nagai, Rapporteur, 

address the Assembly. 

1\1. Nagai (Japan) : 

will 

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen The 

. ,, 

report which I have to make, a~ the request of the 
Second Committee, concerns the wc;~rk done by the 
Economic Committee during the past year. 

As you will see, . the report covers three pages , ) 
containing a summary of the work done .bY ~he 
Economic Committee. On account of the .diversity 
and the technical nature of the problems mvolve~, 
the statement is naturally quite _lengthy. ~ut !11 
view of the late hour, I shall refrarn fro~ reading 1t. 

. There is one point, however, which I m~st 
emphasiSe and which is dealt with in the followmg 
passage of the report : · · · · 

"The Econonrlc Committee is systematically 
pursuing the study of the. ~ari~us problems 
set before it, and IS ascertamrng m each case, 
by ·comprehensive and exhaustive enqUiry, how 
far the proposals which it is consi~eri_ng ~re of 
practical value and' capable of reahsat10n rn the 
international sphere." · · . 

• • ' I 

I have now to submit for your approval the 
following. resolutions : 

The Assembly : 
(1) A gain states its conviction that commercial 

relations would be greatly improved by the con
clusion of an international convention for the 
abolition of import and export prohibitions and · 
restrictions. · . · . ' 

It notes with satisfaction the progress whieh h4! 
been made, thanks to the efforts· of the Economto 
Committee, towards the realisation. of the 
recommendation made by the ordinary session 
of the Assembly in 1924. .· 

It not~ the Council's resolution to convene, for 
. this purpose, at as· early a date as possible, a 
Conference of Representatives of the Governments 
of States Members and non-Members of the · 

. League of Nations, and ea;presses a most earnest . 
hope that this Conference's work will be crowned 
with Slwcess.. . . . 

(2) It ,;otes with satisfaction that the Prof!Jcol 
established in 1923 · is still making .its influence 
felt in the direction of a ·wider recognition of 
commercial . arbitration, and that the Economio 
Committee has recently begun to consider the 
possibility of preparing an additional act, the 
object of which will be to ensure the execution of 
arbitral awards given abroad. · 

(3) It records the fact that the number of 
ratifications of the International Convention for 
the Simplification of Customs Formalities is 
increasing and Mtes that• this international aet 
has had a beneficent influBn('e on the conclusion 
of certain treaties of commerce. . . 
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. (4) It observes with satisftiction that 'IIWSt of the 
method8 suggested by the Economic Committee to 

. ensure. "!'ore effective protection against unfair 
competttwn ~a"!e, in 'IIWSt cases, been embodied in 
the new promswns of the Convention of the Union 
for the Protection of Industrial Property reVised at 
The Hague in November 1925. · 

• (5). It foUows with interest the enquiries being 
. co:uzucted by the Ec.onomic Committee with regard 
to meas!lres for the repression of false. Customs 
ile_claratwns ; the standard-isation of legislation 
wtth re_gf!rds_ 'to bills of exchange and cheques ; 
the umftcatton of economic statistical method8 · 
the protection·ot the, buyer against worthless goo;h,. · 
and the Commtttee s research work regarding the 
causes of excessive · fluctuations in economic 
activity .. 

The President: 
. , T~anslation : .. If ~o one wishes to speak, i shall . 
.cons1der the resolutwns of the .Second Committee . 
as. adopted. · . 

The resolutions were aaopted. 

.And requests the Council to refer the resolutions 
proposed lnj the Cuban 1, Czechoslovak a and 
Uruguayan• delegations to the Health Committee 
for consideration. ' 

ill. The Assembly : 
In view of the importan6e of the work of the 

Singapore Bureau of Epidemiological InteUigence 
as the first institution of the League of Nations i1. 
the Far East, and in view of the utility of its tcork 
not only for the- Far-Eastern countl-ies but also for 
other States Members of the League ; 

· Decides that provision for the expenses of the 
· Bureau should· be made i·n. the budget of the 
League for 1927. 

The President : 

T~ansiation : If n!l one wishes to speak, I shall 
coDSlder the resolut10ns of the Second Committee 
as adopted, 

The resolutions were adopted. 

62 . ...,... . WORK OF THE HEALTH ORGAN-, 63.- CHILD WELFARE: REPORT OF THE 
ISATION : REPORT OF THE SECOND , FIFTH COMMITTEE : RESOLUTIONS . 

. COl\IMITTEE': RESOLUTIONS. The President : 

The President :' Translation : The next item on the agenda is the 
discussion on the report of the Fifth Committee on 
Child Welfare (Annex 16. Document .A..77.1926.IV). , ·.Translation: .The next.ite~ on the agenda is the i 

di~cussion on the report of the Second Committee 
on the work of the Health Organisation (Annex 15. · 
Document .A.. 63. 1926. III). . . . , 

(On 'the invitation of the President, M. Fernandez: 
y Medina, Rapporteur, took kis place on the platform 
by the side of the Chairman of the Second 
Committee). 

J'he President : 
Translation : M. Fernandez y Medina, delegate 

of Uruguay, o Rapporteur, · will address the 
Assembly. 

l\1. Fernandez y Medina (Uruguay), Rapporteu.r, 
read his report and tlie following draft resolutiom : 

I. The Assembly : 
Having taken note 'of the reports dealing with the 

work of the Health Organisation (do1J1iments A.6. 
i926, A.6(a).1926 and A.17.1926), notes with 
satisfaction the grpwth and increasing usefulness of 
that work with its tendency to universality ; 

Expresses its gratification at the work undertaken 
and the. results obtained by the Health Committee 
and its organs as well as by the various experts 
entrusted with special missions, and wishes to 
express its sympathetic interest with the scientists 
of the International Commission on Sleeping
Sickness who are ccnducting their sometimeS 
dangerous enquiry. in Equatorial .Africa. . 

• II.. Tlie Assembly notes with satisfaction the 
close collaboration established with the sanitary 
and medical authorities of Japan as a result of 
the interchange and the conferences held in that 
country ; and with the sanitary administrations 
of other Far-Eastern Countries, thr_ough the 
intermediary of the Advisory Counml of the 
Epidemiological InteUigence Bureau of the League 
at Singapore; 

Notes, in particular, the plan of research work 
and speeial enquiries into health problems of the 
Far East in which t}le administrations of British 
India China, the Dutch Indies, French Indo
Chind Japan, the Philippine Island8 and Siam 
have promised their assistance ; 

(On the invitation of the President, Count 
Mensdorff-Pouilly-Dietrichstein, Chairman of the 
Fifth Committe, and Dr. Riddell, Rapporteur, took 
their places on the platform.) 

The President : 
Translation : Dr. Riddell, 

address the Assembly. 

Dr. Riddell (Canada): 

Rapporteur, will 

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen- I have 
been requested by the Fifth Committee to present 
to the Assembly its report on child welfare, 
and I have accepted that honour realising· that 
it is a tribute to the great interest taken in my 
country on this subject. 

• The Second Committee, in conformity with the 
resolutions adopted by t.he Assembly at its fifth and sixth 
ordinary sessions on the subject of infant mortality and 
the protection of children, requests the Council to ask 
the Health Committee to consider to what extent it 
could, at a suitable time, enlarge its scheme of interna
tional enquiry to include other problems of eugenics. 

• The Second Committee, con•idcring the importance 
of physical culture as a means for preventing disease and 
in view of the interest which num~roUA countries take 
in that question, asks the Council to instruct the Health 
Committee to consider the inclusion in the programme 
of ita work of the -international investigation of physical 
cnltnre, in~luding scholastic hygiene, and to decide 
what special problems may necessitate a comparative 
study and a co-ordination of national research work 
and national enquiries. 

• The Second Committee, having taken note that the 
International Economic Conferenct''s plan of enquiry 
is to include an e:..:amination of the problem of nutrition 
(document A. 24. 1926. II), points out the interest which 
would attach to the supplementing of this enquiry by 
a study of the problem from the standpoint of race 
improvement. This study should take into acoount 
the work of the Health Organisation reganling infant 
mortality, as well as the reports by the Japanese lnstitute 
of Research into Nutrition Problems oon1prised in the 
publications of the Health Committee. 
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The Rapporteur then read his report and con
tinued as follows : 

It bas been a matter of great satisfaction to 
the child welfS:.·e organisations and multitudes 
of laymen tbroBghout the world that this subject 
of child welfare bas been inrluded in the work 
of the League by ·~he una.nimous coruent of all 
its Members. There are, in fact, few questions 
wi,tJJ. which the League deals 'which a.ppeal to a 

. wider constituency, or are more suitable for 
comparative study and research. ., 

During the last two or three decades, great 
progress bas been made in certain countries through 
organised effort to promote the welfare of children ; · 
and ~urely it is an object worth:f of the League 
that this experience and knowledge should be made ' 
available to all its Members.. It is possible . that 
t:lie study 'of child welfare may not prove as 
fruitful of international agreement· as ~orne othE>r 
I{Uestions before this Assembly, but the results ! 
will be none the less valuable for the prestige : 
of the League and for the well-being of genera.tions 
yet unborn. · . 

I hope you will give this report your most 
careful consideration and your approval. 

The President : 

Translation : If no one else wishes to speak, I 
will put to the vote the resolutions of the Fifth · 
Committee, which read as 'follows : 

The Assembly : 

~· Takes note of. the rep011i presented by the 
Chtld Welfare Commdtee and destres to e:cpress its 
thanks for the work done by the Committee ; · 

2. Approves the proposals contained in 
Resolu!ions III, V and VIII adopted by· the 
Commtttee for pursuVn,g the enquiries into. the · 
protection of infant life, the age of consent and of ' 
marriage and the subject of family allmoances ; • 

3. -4-pprov_es Resol'!'tion ~IV, subject to the· 
conelmtonB d contmns bemg confirmed by 
BUbsequent investigations into the general 
problem of alcoholism ; 

· . 4. Ei;presses its concurrence with .Resolution 
VI relating to child labour ; 0 

5. Considers that .the enquiry into. children's 
courts can most· suitably . be undertaken by the 
Chi!d Welfare Committee, but, in the circ1t.1nstances, 
agrees with the course proposed to be taken by the 

. Council in regard to .Resolution XIII ; • · 

·6, . Expresses the wi~h that the Committ,;8- s7fould 
actively pursue ·the enquiry into the effect qJ the 
cinema on children with a view to the presfntation 
of a report for. the_ ~nformation of the G~vernments; ' 

7. (a)' Recognises the importance. of recreation 
in the life of children• and· young · persons aiJ 
·expressed in .Resolution XI, but, as doubts· have 
·b~en expressed hmo far the subject is one which 
is suitable for action b1J the League of Nat ions, the 
Assembly, in view nf the sanction of the study of this 

. subject given la.'t year by the Council and Assembly, 
approves its ·continued, study by the Advisory 

· Committee, but considers that it 8hould be confined,. 
as indicated in the resolution adopted by .. the 
Assembly at its fifth ordinary session, to the 
conJ,parative study of those aspects of the subject , 
on which "the comparison ·of the methods and 
ea;periences of different :countries ,; . • and, 
international co-operation" may be likely to assist 
the Governme~ts i?J- dealing 1oith the.se proble1ns; 

(b) .Recommends that the subject . of biological 
education, regarding which similar" doubts have· 
been expressed, should be postponed for the present; 

8. Agrees generally with the reso.l~tio~ rdopted 
by the Council on June. 9th and September. 2nd,, 

.1926. 

The resolutions were adopted." 

The Assembly rose at 8.10 p.m. 
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64. COMIIIUNICATIONS NOT CONNECTED 
WITH QUESTIONS ON THE AGENDA : 
INTERPRETATION OF CERTAIN 
PROVISIONS OF THE RULES OF 
PROCEDURE. 

Tbe President : 

Translation : I wish to draw the attention of 
the Assembly to the proper interpretation of 
certain . provisions of the Rules of Procedure, -
which lay down that delegatl:"ons may ask the 
President's consent to make communications not 
connected with questions on the agenda of the 
meeting. 

Rule ·13 of the Rules of Procedure reads as 
follows: • 

~ 

·_ "At the beginning of each meeting the 
President shall present· to the Assembly all 
communications addressed to the Assembly 
or to the League the importance of which appears 
to him to warrant such action." 

Further, paragraph 1 of Rule 15 lays down : 

"No representative may address the Assembly 
without having previously obtained the 

_ permission of the President." . 

While the President is bound to be liberal in 
. giving leave to delegations to make communications 
to the Assembly, the delegations are under 
obligation to inform him in advance of the object 
and nature of such communications, so that ~e 
may have a full knowledge of the facts before 
giving his consent. 

I believe that my temarks, which I felt it my 
duty to make; are in accordance with the intentions 
of those who drew up the Rules of Procedure. 

I am sure that with tl:Us reminder all delegations 
will conform to the Rul1!s. 
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65. - ARBITRATIO:V, SECURITY A.~D T;"E 
NOFIC SETILEliE\T OF INTElli"VATIO~AL 
DiSPUTES: REPORT OF THE THIRD 
COllliiTIE'E: UESOLUTION. 

• 
The President : • . 
Translation : The- first item on ~he agen~a IS 

, the discussion of the report of th~ Thrrd Committee 
on the progreSS in general SeCli~Ity, brought ab?Ut 
by the conclusion of ConventiOns and Treaties. 
(Annex 17. Document A. 79. 1926. IX.) 

(On the invitation' of the President, M. Villegas, 
Chairman of the Third Committee, M. Motta, 
Chairman of the First Commit!ee, and . M. 
M arcovitch, Rapporteur of the Thwd Oomm~ttee, 
t6ok their places on the platform.) 

The President : 

Translation : M. Marcovitch, Rapporteur, will 
address the Assembly. -

l\1. l\larcovitl•h (Kingdom of the. Serbs, Croats 
arid Slovene8), Rapporteur, read hiS repo:rt and 
continued as follows : 

Translation : With your permisRion, I will 
add a few general remarks to ~he report of the 
Third Committee which I have JUSt read. 

If it were possible to solve once a~~ for 11ll the 
questions of arbitration and of the pacific settlement 
of international disputes, the face of the wo!ld 
would immediately be changed and a lastmg 
peace would be ensured. The · ~fforys of the 
Assemblies of the League and likewlSe of the 
Governments of the various countries have all 
been directed towards this ideal. . In past y~ars 
we have sometimes strayed from the stra1ght 
path. But we have sought, "!ay~ and. me~ns of 
solving the problem, and. thlB m Itself 18 eVIde~ce 
of a firm desire to obtam concrete and practiCal 
results. 

I do not propose to recount the various steps 
taken by the League. It first adopted the 
celebrated Resolution XIV of 1922, next, in 1923, 
it drew up the Treat.y of Mutual Assistance and, 
in 1924 went so far as the Protocol. The Protocol 
was intended by its authors to be an instrument 
of general scope ~or the permanen~ ~ettleme~t o! ~ll 
international disputes by paciflC or JUdicial 
methods. 

Last year it was stated that the Protocol was far 
in advance of the realities of the international 
position. While the validity of the general 
principles lai<} down was admitted, it was. n~ver
theless affirmed that the States were not m a 
position to adopt it. as a ~eneral ~e for !he 
guidance of the foreign policy of therr countries. 
But though last ye!l.r we were, I regret to say, 
checked in our ad vance towards the pacific settle
ment of international disputes, we yet retained 
the hope that the negotiatiollS being conducted 
between the Western Powers with a view to the 
conclusion of a pact of guarantee - and these 
negotiations were in no way secret-would yield 
favourable and concrete results. 

In its report to the Assembly, the Council 
dwells on the fact that the Treaties of Locarno -
which can be brought into force now that Germany 
has been admitted to the League - mark an 
appreciable advance towards pacification, the 
restoration of mutual confidence and the progression 
of Europe and the world generally towards peace.· 
The Third Committee, examining these results, 
was struck by the capital, the vital importance 
of the general provisiollS of the Locarno Treaties. 

Tho~e Treaties conta.in certain princip!es whi~h, 
if taken as a general rule fo~ the foreign policy 
of all countries, would eontnbute fargely to ~he 
maintenanc~ of peace ~nd the permanent restoratiOn 
of internatiOnal confidence. I v_enture ~o recall 
the flfct that, in the Locamo Treaties, the Signatory 
States, Germany and France, Germ~ny and 
Belgium and Germany, France, Belgmm and 
Great Britain guarantee jointly and ,jjeverally 
to maintain 'the territorial status quo .and the 
inviolability of their frontiers. • . 

The same States give a mutu~l UD:dertakmg 
not to engage in any attack or mvaston or to 
have recourse to war in any cir~umstances. 

As a logical complement to t~~ above 
undertaking, they agree to settle. pacifically ~ 
disputes of whatever nature which may · arise 
between them and which are not amenable to 
the normal diplomatic procedure. 

Here, . then, we have a very im~ortant . step 
towards the pacific settlement of mt?rn:ational 
disputes. Germany, France, Great Britam an_d 
Belgium solemnly undertake to settle all their 
disputes and all their quarrels, ~f "!hatever _natll!e, 
by pacific methods. ~y Signmg arbitrat~on. ! 
conventions they have pomted out the way _which 
we all - for we are equally concerned m the 
maintenance of peace - should follow and adopt 
as the practical policy of our country. 

I must remind you that, in so f~ as they_ hav;e 
been used as the basis of the Thrrd Comllllttee s 
resolution the Locarno Treaties have been 
regarded ~olely from the polit~cal _point. of view. 
We collSidered this the best gmde m laymg do:wn 
the direction to be followed in our future 
endeavours to establish peace. . . 

The Third Committee did not go mto details 
nor did it examine any . particular clauses in the 
Locarno Treaties. It confined itself to a purely 
political examination, and the resol~t~on it prop?ses 
to the Assemb!Y is essentially a pohti~ resolut~on. , 
· It considered that the Powers m question, 
whose antagonism dates back to th~ most distant 
historical times and covered very serious problems; 
showed both .boldness and common sense when 
they signed the Locarno Treaties. They removed 
all danger of war and undertook publicly and in_ 
the sight of the whole world not to _have reco.urse 
to war in any circumstances. The Third Committee 
believes that other countries .in other parts of 
Europe might similarly .be induced to wipe out 
a past that all desire to forget, and thereby to 
ensure peace and turn their eyes towards a brighter 
future. 
· . In view of this fact, the Third Committee decided 
to recommend, as regards political matters, that 
all States should follow: the road laid down by the 
Locarno Treaties. · 

I will not detain you on this subject. I have 
tried to give a brief explanation of the resol?tion 
proposed to the Assembly by the Comllllttee. 
I wish to add only one word concerning a passage 
in the resolution which · I consider essential ; 
I refer to the passage in which the Council is 
requested to offer. its good offices when it juliges 
such action opportune. . . 

The Council, of course,. retaillS ·complete liberty 
of action in this matter, but we believe that, 
being an independent and impartial body,· it 
should avail itself of the general atmosphere 
of confidence, reassurance and hope which now 
prevails, to complete the pacification . of· Europe 
and the revival of mutual trust, and so facilitate 
the great work of disarmament, which. is of vital 
concern to all men and all nations. 

I therefore ask the As~embly to adopt the· 
resolution proposed by the Third Committee. 
I believe that the resolution marks a further 
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stage in the spiritual evolution leading to the 
permane~t ~e.ttl_ement of. the problem of peace 
an~ the ~nst1tut1on of stable and pacific methods, 
. which ~ render war a futility and will prevent 
the nations from ever again having recourse to 
arms. • 

The President : 
~»ansl,ption : M. Motta, first delegate of 

SWitzerland, Chairman of the First Committee, 
will llddress. the Assembly. 

M. 1\lotta (Switzerland), Chairman of the First 
Committee : . 

Translation : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 
-I have no report to submit or speech to deliver. 
I have only one observation which the First 
Committee has instructed me to make. 

The First Committee's task was a very simple 
one. The Third. Committee .had already, so to 
speak, prepared our work. 

We studied the draft resolution drawn up by the 
Third Committee, and we were able to give it our 
unreserved support. Some delegations, however, 
were afraid that to accept the resolution would 
involve them in actual· interpretations of the 
Covenant of the~eague. We do not think that this 
is the purport or scope of the resolution submitted 
to you. Moreover, Dr. Markovitch in his eloquent 
speech said that the resolution was · not 
constitutional or judicial, but purely political in 
character. I am glad to state that the First 
Committee entirely concurs in this view. · 

We welcome the work done at Locarno. We 
approve the main idea underlying the Locarno 
treaties, the . setting up of a procedure of 
conciliation, judicial settlement, arbitration. and 
security through mutual guarantees against 
unprovoked aggression. That is the essence of the 
resolution. The Covenant is unaffected. We have 
no intention of laying down any interpretation 
of it on this occasion. 

Another question was raised in the Committee, 
namely, whether · the magnificent opportunity 
provided by Locarno should not be utilised to 
urge all States once again to reconsider the question 
of accepting the compulsory jurisdiction clause 
of ·the· Statute of the Permanent Court of 
International Justice. . · 

However, we came to the conclusion that it was 
unnecessary to mention this aspect of the question 
in· the draft resolution. ·We thought that this 
great, this vital question of the acceptance of the 
compulsory jurisdiction of the Court was, if I may 
say so, still on the "agenda" of mankind and was 
therefore one which concerned the· Government 
of every country. · · 

, The President : 
· Translati{ln : M. Marks von Wurtemberg, delegate 

of Sweden, will ,address the Assembly. 
. . '·_ . -.· ' -

M. Marks von Wurtemberg (Sweden) : . 
1Janslation : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 

:...._: The Swedish delegation supports the proposed 
resolution.. · The Third Committee and its 
distinguished Rapporteur have emphasised the 
importance of the Locarno Treaties and shown 
how desirable it is that the main ideas underlying 
these treaties regarding conciliation and judicial 
settlement, and the mutual guarantee of States 
against unprovoked aggression, should be put into 
wider practice by the conclusion of further 
international conventions. 
· The Swedish delfgation fully shares the 
Committee's views on these points and sees in 
this development of international relations an 
effective means of ensuring peace and mutual 

confidence between nations and of facilitating the 
general reduction of armaments, which is ardently ' 
desired by the Swedish nation . 

In this connection, however, I should like to 
draw attention to two points in the Committee's 
report to which our delegation ttttaches special 
importance. The report show~that certain States 
are in a position to go further and to accept a more 
strictly judicial system than that of the Locarno 
Treaties. Sweden is one of those States. She ill, • 
in fact, one of those that have concluded 
conventions entailing a judicial settlement of all 
disputes without exception. Thi.~ settlement 
applies, therefore, not only, as in the Looarno 
Treaties, to disputes of a legal character, but also 
to political disputes. SwedPn has recently concluded 
such treaties with her neighbours, Denmark ana 
Finland. Our Government and Parliament ha,.e 
further declared themselves in favour of concluding 
a. similar treaty with Norway, and there is everr 
reason to believe that they would be prepared to 
make similar agreements with other countl'ies. 
We therefore think it desirable to point out that tho 
stipulations of the Locarno Treaties concerning the 
judicial settlement of international disputes -
although they certainly represent · a very 
considerable advance - should not bar the way 
to the conclusion of treaties providing for an even 
wider application of the principle ·of judicial 
settlement. 

The report points out, moreover, that certain 
States do not consider it necessary to identify 
themselves stTictly with the system of mutual 
guarantee provided for in the Treaties of Locarno. 
Sweden bas always sided with these States, and 
will probably continue to do so in the future. 

The views I have just expressed are, it is 
true, embodied not only in the report but also in 
the resolution itself, which expressly recognises 
that there are certain countries whose interests 
do not require the conclusion of treaties on the 
same lines as those of Locarno. 
. Having drawn special attention to the above· 
mentioned passages in the report and the resolution1 
the Swedish delegation welcomes the proposed 
resolution and gives it its unreserved support. 

The President : 

Translation : M. Cassin, delegate of France, will 
address the Assembly. · 

1\1. Cassin (France) : 

Translation : Gentlemen The French delegation 
gives its entire support to the resolution submitted 
to the Assembly by the Third Committee, and tbis 
not only because France is one of the signatol'ies 
of the Locarno Agreements, but also for certain 
general and fundamental reasons to which special 
reference must be made. 

This resolution contains the elements of the 
continuity necessary· in the work of successive 
Assemblies. Since public opinion always feels a 
sense of disappointment at inconsistency, the 
confidence of the nations in the League is bound 
to be strengthened if it can be shown that the 
decisions and recommendations of the Assemblies 
are followed up by practical action. . . 

The resolution reaffirms the continuity of the 
method selected in 1924, and, as in 1925, the 
Assembly will proclaim its continued adherence to 
the triple and indivisible formula : arbitration, 
security and reduction of armaments. The League 
of Nations .and the States Members must rely on 
this for the maintenance of world peace. 
- These fundamental considerations justify. the 
unanimous approval of the resolution submitted 
by the Third Committee. -

t 
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, The President ! . . 

Translation : If no one hw. anything .further to 
1 will put ..to the vote the resolutwn of the 

;aJi'i~d Committee, which reads aR follows : · ', .. 
· The .Assembly : · 

Having 'exami1ted the reports of t.h~ Oouncil on 
.Arbitration, Secur!ty and the Pamfte Settlement 

• <Of! nternational Disputes ; 
' Records the fact that the resolution ad-1p~ed 

by the .Assembly at its sia:th ordinary sess~on 
to the effect that the most urgent need of the present 
time is the re-establishment of mutual confidence 
between nations has had definite resul.ts. It sees 
clear proof of this in; the . ever-incre~mg num~er 
of arbitration convent~ons and treattes of secunty 
conceived in the spirit of the Covenant of the League 0 
of Nations and m harmony with the principles of 
the Geneva Protocol (.Arbitration, Security and 

' Disarmament). It emphasises in particular fhe 
importance of the Treaties. of Locarno; the ~ommg 
into force of which has been renderea posatble by 
the admimon of Germany into the L~agu~ of 
Nations and the principal object ~f. whw~ ts to . 
ensure peace in one of the most senstttve regtons of 
Europe; . . d f' 't 

Sees in the last-mentioned Treahes a e tm e 
step forward in, the establishment· of mutual 
confidence between nations; . . 

Considers that agreements of thta kmd need not 
necessarily be restricted to a limited area, but may 
be applied to different parts of the world; . . 

.Asserts its conviction that the general tdeas 
embodied in the clauses of the Treaties of Locarno, 
whereby provision is made for conciliation and 
a~·bitration and for security by the mut11al 
guaranteeing of States against any unprovoked 
aggression, may well be accepted amongst the 
fundamental rules which should govern the foreign 
policy of every civilised nation; 

Expresses the hope that thf!-Ye princi.ples will.be 
recognised by all States and mll be put tnto practwe 
as soon as pos.Yible by all States in whose interest 
it is to contract such trell-lies ; . . 

.And requests the Council to recommend the 
States Members of the League of Nations to put 
into practice the a hove-mentioned principles and 
to offer, if necessary, its good offices for the 
conclusion of suitable agreements likely to establish 
confidence and security, the indispensable conditions · 
of the maintena~we of international peace and, as . 
a result, to facilitate the reduction and limitation 
of the armaments of all States. 

The resolution was adopted. 

66. - EXAMINATION OF THE SECTION OF THE . 
REPORT ON THE WORK OF THE COUNCIL· 
DEAUNG WITH THE WORK OF THE 
COMMITTEE OF EXPERTS FOR THE 
PROGRESSIVE CODIFICATION OF 
INTERNATIONAL LAW. 

The President : 
Translation : The next item on the agenda iq the 

examination of the section of the report on the 
work of the Council" dealing with the work of the 
Committee of Experts for the Progressive 
Codification of International Law. 

M. Motta, Chairman of the First Committee, will 
address the Assembly. 

ll. ::IIotta (Switzerland) : 
Translation : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 

- I rise once more to make a short announcement 
to the Assembly. There is no report on the question 
and I shall certainly not make a speech. 

This section ot the report on the work of the 
Council was referred to the First COJpmittee on ~he 
proposal of the Nether lands delegation. The Fil'st 
Committee studied it with great _care _and came 
to the conclusion that a general discussion on the 
codification of international law would not be 
advisable for the moment. . . . 

The codification of internatwnallaw ,Is of _cC?u.rse . 
one of the most important of the League s ».ctiV'lti~s. · 
It is closely connected with two ?ther Jl!-aJor 
questions - the pacific settlement of mternatwnal 
disputes and disarmament. . . 

The question has been referred for exannnatwn 
to a Committee of Jurists, who are now engaged 
upon this work, so that a debate in the Assembly 
would be neither wise nor helpful. · 

The First Committee confined itself ~o an 
exchange of views. It decided tha~ the Minutes 
of its discussions should be transJ?lltted thro_ugh 
the Secretary-Gener-al to the Committee ·of Junsts. 
We may rely upon the wisdom and experience of 
the Committee to make such use of them as may 
seem expedient in the circumstances. · 

The Presillent : 
Translation : If nobody has anything further to 

say I shall consider that the Assembly has taken 
not~ of the stat-ement made by M. Motta, Chairman 
of tjle First Committee. (.Assent.) 

67. - EXAl\IINATION OF CERTAIN QUESTIONS 
. REGARDING THE · ELECTION OF THE 

NON-PERMANENT MEMBERS OF THE 
COUNCIL: RESOLUTION PROPOSED BY 

.THE FIRST' COMMITTEE. 

The President : . 
Translation : The next item on the agenda is the 

discussion of the appointment by the Council of a 
Committee to examine certain questions regarding 
the election of the non-permanent Members .of the 
Council . 

(On, the invitation of the President, M. Zahle, 
Rapporteur, took his pla(Je o~ the platf~rm by the 
side of the Chairman of the Ftrst Oommtttee.) 

The President : 
Translation : M. Zahle, Rapporteur, will address 

the Assembly. 

l\1. Zahle (Denmark); Rapporteur :· · 
Translation·:· In a memorandum dated May 12tli, 

1926, Viscount Cecil, delegate of the British Empire, 
drew the attention of the Committee on the 
Composition of the Council to the system of the 
single transferable vote in regard to the election 
of the non-permanent Members of . the Council. 
As you know, the memorandum is annexed to the 
report of the Committee on. the Composition of 
the Council, which Committee, as .you are aware, 
did not examine the .question, as it consider~d.it 
to lie somewhat outside its scope., · 

The Norwegian delegation, -in view of the 
advantages which the adoption. of this system 
might entail, submitted the following resolution 
to the Assembly : . 

"The Assembly requests the Council to appoint 
a Committee : · . 

"(1) To study the question of' the single 
transfer!tble vote a~d . the principle · of 
proportwnal representatiOn in general as 
regards the problem of the election or' the 
non-permanent Members of the Council. 
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"(2) To report on the method of election 
of the non-permanent Members in sufficient 
time to 11y the question before the Assembly 
at its next ordinary session." 

The ~t Commi~e examined the Norwegian 
delegatwn s resolutiOn. On that occasion· the 
Norwegian delegate drew attention to the great 
impQrtance which the Norwegian Government 
attached" to this question, on the ground that the 
Colll11lil should represent as completely as possible 
the different opinions and interests existing with 
the League. In the Norwegian Government's 
opinion the object in view cannot· be attained 
under a system . of election& by majority. The 
Norwegian delegate pointed out, moreover, that, in 
the present instance, it was not a question of ordi
nary political· elections. The objections usually 
advanced against the system of proportional repre
sentation as applied to political elections were not 
valid here. · 
. During the examination of the proposal by the 
First Committee, the Norwegian delegate submitted 
the following amended proposal : 

The ~Assembly requests the Council to instruct 
the Ser:retariat to study the system of the single 
transferable vote and of the principle of proportional 
representation in general, in connection with the 
problem· of the election of . the non-perma~t 
Members of the Council, in order that this question 

.. may be laid before the next ordinary session of the 
Assembly. · 
• 
You will see that there is a substantial difference 

between the two draft· resolutions. In the first, 
the Council is requested to appoint a Committee to 
study the question, whereas · in the amended 
resolution the Council is only requested to instruct 
the Secretariat to study the system. 

I would like to point out that the First Committee 
did not discuss the substance of the question. The 
Chairman of th~ Committee found that the 
resolution did not affect the question, but left it 

·Intact. , Moreover, it did not entail any expenditure 
by the League. . · . · 

The States Members of the League will be able, 
if they wish, to send memoranda on the subject to 
the Secretariat. · 

As Rapporteur of the First Committee, I have 
the honour to submit to the Assembly the amended 
_resolution. 

The Preside~t : 
Translation : · If no · one wishes to speak, I 

. shall consider the draft ·resolution submitted by 
the First Committee as adopted. 

; . . 
The resolution was adopted. 

68.- WORK OF THE· ORGANISATION FOR 

· ~o~~D':! i~118~~sn~:~F l:C:L~:lis 
. TO BE ACCORDED TO JOUlli~ALISTS WHO 

ATTEND THE MEETINGS OF THE LEAGUE 
AT G&~EVA :'REPORT OF THE SECOND 
COMMITTEE: RESOLUTIONS. 

The President : 
f 

Translation : The next item on the agenda is the 
discussion· of the Second Committee's report on 
the work of the O~anisation for Communications 
and Transit (Annex·l~. Document A.96.1926.VIII.) 
and the proposal of the delegation of Chile 
concerning facilities to be accorded to joun;talists 

who attend the meetin,as of the League of Nations 
at Geneva. 

"<On the invitation of tho Presidtmt, .Mr. Fitzgerald, 
Chairman of the Seco11d ~ommitloe, and 
M. Jaramillo; Rapporttrnr1 took tht<ir placts on the 
platform.) 

• 
The President : 
Translatio-n: M. Jaramillo will address the" 

Assembly. 

M. Jaramillo (Colombia), Rapporteur, read his 
report. 

The President : 
Translation : If no one wishes to speak, I will 

put to the vote the resolutions of the Seoored 
Committee, whioh are as follows : 

The Assembly : 

Notes the progress accomplished by the 
Organisation for Communications and T-ransit 
since tho sixth ordinary session of tho Assembly, 
and especially the success obtained by tlio European 
Conference on the M easuromont of Vessels employed 
in Inland Navigation and tl1e Conference on t11e 
Passports Regime ; · 

Trusts that the Third General Conference on 
Communications ancl Transit, wl1ich will be l1eld 
in 1927 and which will examine in partioular the 
general questions of organisation and documentation, 
will consider the question of improving, as jar as 
possible, technical liaison between tho work of the 
Organisation for Communications and Transit 
and the specialised ad-ministration and experts 
of non-European countries ; and 

Notes, finally, the conolusion of the work of the 
Special Committee of Enquiry into the Reform 
of the Calendar, and associates itself with tho 
findings and suggostions matle by the AdvisOT'IJ 
and Technical Committee. 

The Assembly of the League of · Nations, 
desiring tliat all. -possible assistance should be 
given to journalists attending the meetings of tlie 
League at Geneva, 

Takes note of the liberal statements made at tlie 
time of the Passports Conference with regard to the 
facilities for r:rossing frontiers to be granted 
to · bearers of identity cards issued by the • 
International Association of Journalists acr:redited 
to the League of Nations 

The resolutions were adopted • 

69.- INTERPRETATION OF TilE PREAMBLE 
Al~D OF ARTICLES 3 AND 4 OF THE 
COVENA.i~T: REPORT AND RESOLUTION 
PRESENTED BY THE FIRST COl\llliTTEE: 
J\IOTION OF ADJOUlli~llEJU PROPOSED 
BY M. BENES (CZECHOSLOVAKIA) . 

The President : 
Translation : The next item on the agenda is 

the report of. the First Committee on the 
interpretation of the Preamble and of Articles 
3 and 4 of the Covenant (Annex 19. Document A. 
102.1926.V). 

(On the invitation of the President, M. Motta, 
Chairman of the First Committee, and M~ .Joseph 
Barthllemy, Rapporteur, took their places on the 
platform.) 
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The Prt>sidt>nt : 
TraMlation: M. Joseph Barthelemy will addr~ss 

the Assembly. 

" :\1. Joseph BaJ!helemy (France), Rapporteur: 
TraMlation : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 

·- Viscount Cecil flas submitted a propoPal. the 
object of. whi~h was t~ request the CounCil to 

·aJlpoint a speCial Comnutte~ to draw up a report 
defining the sphere of actwn of the League of 
Nations. 

The British delegate withdrew the first part of 
his proposal, in whi~h the Col!-Ilcil was reques~ed 
to appoint a speCial committee, and puttmg 
forward various considerations, more particularly 
the necessity for economy, he proposed simply 
tbat the First - the legal - Committee should 
appoint a Sub-Committee to draw up a report on 
this subject. 
· The First Committee rejected the proposal thus 
made, for reasons which I will explain. It refused 
to defilie the League's sphere of action ; it merely 
recommended that the letter, and more especially 
the spirit, of the Covenant should be observed. It 
considered that the Covenant was sufficient in 
itself, and accordingly proposes the adoption of the 
following resolution : 

"The Assembly : 
"Having considered with the deepest interest 

Viscount Cecil's proposal and the memorandum 
of the British delegation annexed to the present 
resolution ; 

"Shares. the feelings which inspired these two 
documents; 

"Rer.og!lises that the League of Nations 
should avoid dissipating its activity . upon 
subjects which might divert it from its lofty 
mission of promoting the peace of the world and 
facilitating co-operation between nations for the 
peaceful progress of mankind ; 

"Recommends that each body forming part 
of the League, before taking into consideration 
any proposal submitted to it, should satisfy 
itself that the proposal is in accordance with 
the objects of the I.eague as indicated by the 
Covenant and possesses real importance from the 
point of view of the attainment of those objects; 

"Decides that in case of doubt, and if so . 
requested by a member of the body, the question 
shall be submitted to the Council, in the interval . 
between the sessions of the Assembly, and, during 
those sessions, to the Committee appointed by 
the Assembly for legal·· and constitutional 
questions. · 

"The present resolution shall be brought by 
the Secretary-General to the knowledge of 
the various bodies forming part of the League." 

I must first submit to the Assembly certain 
observations on the text which has just been read. 
In the first place, Viscount Cecil's proposal and 
the memorandum submitted by the British 
delegation in support of this proposal are annexed 
to the resolution. This does not mean that the 
proposal was adopted or that the Committee 
agreed absolutely, and to the letter, with the 
conclusions set forth in the memorandum. It only 
~eans that the high standing of the authors, the 
Imp?rtance of the great country they represent and 
the lDlportance of the question raised in these two 
documents - the proposal and the memorandum 
- deserve the fullest consideration 

You will doubtless have noticed· too that the 
Assem?ly, which is. happy, on occasion, t~ assert its 
soveretgnty, uses m paragraph 4 the timid word 

"recommends". The reason is that the Committee 
did not wish to settle the extremely delicate 
question of the relations between t:tfe Council and 
the Assembly. These bodies have parallel powers, 
and there is no established hierarchy. For thi~ 
reason the Assembly in addressing the Council 
"recommends". _ 

The recommendation is addressed to the , 
organs of the League. This point, how~ver,. had 
aroused the susceptibilities · of the International 
Labour Office, and we were instructed to •state 
that the International Labour Office is not an 
organ of the League. The only certain and 
incontestable right of the Assembly - and it is a 
right which we shall always defend - is the voting 
of the necessary credits for the International 
Labour Office. 

I now pass to the fourth point to which I drew · 
your attention .. When a special and new subject 
is submitted to you for discussion there i~ no need 
to hold a special debate on it, terminating with a 
vote on the question whether action in the matter 
would be in order or desirable. In the words of the 
proverb of the sunny south, so appositely quoted 
by the distinguished representative of Italy : "Do, 
not scratch the cicada to make it sing''; ·do not ' 
force the League to engage 'in $Uperfluous di~cussions. 

We simply wish to draw the particular attention 
of the organs of the League to this point - that 
th~y must not blindly accept any subject whatever · 
and bring it within the League's sphere of action. 

When submitting his proposal, Viscount· Cecil 
undoubtedly had some retrospective purpose in 
mind, and as the League has now been in existe~ce 
and at work for six years, it seems at first sight a 
little strange to say after all this time : "Well, we 
have been working for six whole years. It is time 
we decided what we ought to be doing !" 

Doubtless Viscount Cecil has discovered that the 
League has exceeded its. powers in some respeets, 
or is in danger of doing so ; but he has not thrown 
any light on this point, although it would have been 
of especial interest. ,, · 

To define is to limit, and to limit is to restrain; 
but the Committee has shrunk from the difficulty 
of findipg a definition. A definition must contain 
the whole res definita, and it must contain nothing 
else. Indeed, have not lawyers _and theologians · 
always throughout the ages said, Omnis definitio 
periculosa ("a.ny definition is ·dangerous"~ ! A 
definition is doubly dangerous both because it is 
difficult to make and because, when once it is made, 
it may have very vexatious consequences. 

The honourable delegate of Canada, Sir George 
Foster, whose warm and hearty eloquence we all 
so greatly appreciate, said : "No, all definitions are· 
not dangerous. On the contrary, they are necessary, 
and in life no progress is possible- without definite 
rules of conduct." 

I trust the honourable delegate of Canada will 
believe that the French delegation also considers 
rules of conduct necessary both in private and 
public life. But we consider, too, that a hard-and
fast definition is not invariably a good thing. If, 
for example, we were asked to define the ph"rase 
"fully self-governing" which appears in the article 
of the Covenant providing that any State desiring 
to become .a Member of the League must be fully 
self-governmg. If I myself were asked to define 
this ·phrase, which covers such a multitude of 
things - an~ it has been my profession for thirty 
years to define what a free government i~ - I 
should refuse the task. 

The British delegation had in mind a universal 
abstract,_ sound a~d. clear definition - a surprising 
fact, seemg that 1t 18 n:sually my country which is 
acc~s_e~ of an excessive fondness for universal 
definitions, a taste for abstractions, a superstitious 
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:~;everence for the written word; and we have always 
th(_n~ght t~at • one ~f the ma:~~y great qualities of the 
~nt!Sh ID:ID~ was 1ts practrcal nature, it,s wariness 
-m comnnttmg to paper, its trust in established 
c~~om . and its preference for dealing with 
diffrcultres as and when they arise. • 

B1:1t, as M • . Scialoja remarked, we owe some 
gratitude to the British delegation, since both the 
pr?J~OSal and the memorandum might have been 
wntten by a professor of a Latin country - and 
ther~ can be no derogatory implication in the 
tenn, seeing that it comes from the eminent 
delegate of Italy, who represent-s here the world
famous Universi~y of Rome, and from myself, who 
all too. unworthrly represent the great University 
of PariS. ' 

Viscount Cecil's proposal is confined to a 
suggestion to nominate a Commit-tee, but there is a 
memorandum attached to tbe resolution. This 
memorandum. first sets out a certain method of 
interpreting the Covenant; secondly, it supplies 
the material for a definition of the League's sphere 
of action, and, thirdly, it lays down a certain 
procedure which·the League's activities would have 
to follow. 

The memorandum begins by laying down a 
method of interpreting the Covenant. There are 
two possible methods. ·When considering a 
document we can look at it with the eyes of a 
jurist, scrutinising every Jetter, twi..sting the text, 
studying its grammatical interpretation, giving it 
what some would call a judaical and others· a 
jesuitical interpretation. The text may be subjected 
t<J an interpretation strictissima, as if the French 
Oour de Cassation were hearing a plea regarding 
a party wall or a criminal case, where the 
interpretation strictissima must be taken whenever 
it benefits the accused. · 

Is this the best method to apply when dealing 
with a document like the Covenant f My very 
eminent and eloquent friend, M. Paul-Boncour, 
who is now the head of the French delegation, said 
the other day that the more one studied the 
Covenant the· more gratitude one was bound to 
fee} towards those who, on the immediate morrow 
of the war, when the earth still reeked with the 
smoke of battles, raised this imperishable monument, 
conceived this precious and precise ·instrument 
£or the organisation and maintenance of peace. 
No one has a greater admiration for it than I have; 
but for the very reason. that the Covenant was 
drawn up at a time when deep emotion was every
where prevalent, it is essential that we should make 
it a rule to distinguish, if we can, between what the 
authors of the Covenant said and what they 
intende~ to say. ' · 

Turn to the. Preamble. Two of the League's 
obJects are set out therein, namely, the promotion 
of international co-operation and the attainment 
of international peace . and security. · 

The words used are : "In order to promote 
international co-operation and to achieve 
. international peace and security". 

tet us go further and, in a common-sense spirit, 
talting a somewhat higher view than the man in the 
street, Jet us read Article 23. "The Members of the 
League will endeavour .to secure and maintain 
fair and humane conditions of labour for men, 
women and children . ..._ Article 25 : "The mitigation 
.of suffering throughout the world." Article 22 : 
"The well-being and development of such people", 
that is; inhabitants of mandated territories. All 
these articles assert the sacred mission of civilisation 
and, since we have this text, which glows with the 
spirit of the Coven.tnt, what right have we, in 
drawing up a list of the special missions of the 
League, to declare such a list to be limitative 

instead of simply enumerative or, a,s the jurist 
would say, ad ru-cmpll1111 COI18Iitult18. ' 

Personally I think that the spirit of the Covenant 
is sufficiently lucid and clear ~ justify all tho 
activities of the League in the sphere of 
international eo-operation and t'be maintennnre 
of peace. 

Secondly, the British dcle~t.ion's memorandum 
provides material for a definition The League 
may deal with (1) the object of a t(!'eaty ; 421 
wha~ver may become the object of a treaty ; (3) 
a treaty dealing only with internntional questions 
(this idea, perhaps, is not nry sharply defined). 
As regards national questions, the League mtty, if 
I understand the British memornndum aright, only 
collect informntion. · ~ ' 

Before reverting to· what I have already said, 
I would ask what would be the use of a scieae.e 
~hich produced no · practical results, or of • 
mformation not intended as a preliminary ~o 
action. To my mind, the League may legislat-e on 
anything t-hat is likely to promote internationnl 
co-operation and the maintenance of peace. 

The disadvantage of a restrictive definition is 
that it would both add to the Covenant aud 
limit it. There is the risk that it might reflect upon 
some of the past work of the Assembly, and even 
on some of the noble work in which Viscount 
Cecil has enthusiastically participated. I have in 
mind the restoration of Austria, the financial 
assistance rendered to II tmgary, the assistance 
l(iven to Greek and Bulgarian refugees, Armeninns, 
Russian~ and others-in fact, all the works conducted 
by Dr. N anson. There are certain evils so serious 
and deep-rooted that the countries suffering from 
them constitute a definite element of unrest in the 
world - evi~s so serious and deep-rooted, especially 
when resultmg from the war, that peace (1annot 
be regarded as secure until they have been eradimtted. 

To take another point : a restrictive definition 
would eventually become a handicap. Supposing 
that at some distant date, perhaps so distant that 
we shall not be here to see it, measures were 
contemplated to remedy the money market troubles 
which exist, as you know, both in countriM with 
depreciated currencies and in those whose 
curren()ies are somewhat paradoxically described 
as favourable ; supposing that we were one day 
asked to deal with some great humanitarian work 
beyond the power and resources of a single State' 
should we declare such work outside our sphere of 
action f • 

If this proposal for the restrictive definition of 
the Covenant is designed to prevent the League 
from dealing with questions like children's baths 
or swimming pools for adults - to return to the 
examples already quoted to you - the fable 
would be revc>rsed and instead of the mountain 
bringing forth a mouse, the mouse would bring 
forth a mountain. Or, to quote another fable, it 
would be like the bear which, in order to rid its 
master of the fly on his nose, proceeded to break 
his head . 

The maintenance of peace is indisputably the 
chief, the primary object of the League. But 
does that mean that we shall ensure peace simply 
by meeting in this hall and making statements of 
doctrine. Is peace a matter of courts and 
magistrates, of public prosecutors or judges' robes 
and wigs ! Can peace be manufactured by the 
machinery of the law f 

No, if the triune godhead of the League, 
- arbitration, security and disarmament - is to 
come down on earth and live among us, preparing 
the wa:v for peace, we must create the proper 
atmosphere for its reception. We must teach the 
nations that the interests which they have in 
common are more numerous than those which 
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divide them and are also more real, more profound 
• and more permanent. Collaboration and 

co-operation between the · people~ create an · 
atmosphere fav~urable to the mamtenance of 
peace. , 

In the BriU;h delegation s memorandum an · 
attempt is made to.estB;blish a !Jne of de~arcation 
between national and mternational affarrs. This · 
is an intricate problem, one as difficult as the · 
·d~finition of public order, morality or decency 
which are by their very nature conceptionsJiable . 
to change. One speaker in the Committee referred 
to the fact that it was formerly considered · 
improper for a woman to show her feet. Well, 
standards of decency change. The bathing costume 
of to-day is not what our grandmothers would have 1 

worn. It does for seaP.ide bars and restaurants, but ' 
isv so far, prohibited in city streets and resta~ants. < 

Everything is a question of latitude, of penod, of 
the state of opinion at the moment. Questions are 
continually extending beyond the bounds of i 

national affairs and coming within the · 
international purview. Some questions which were · 
once international are no longer even national, but 
simply matters for the individual. 

1\Ir. Latham, delegmte of AustraliR, spoke of ·a 
uniform religion for all Members of the League as a, 
sheer absurdity. It would indeed be an absurdity 
at the present day, when religion has become a 1 

purely individual matter, but less than two 
hundred years have elapsed since the Holy Alliance. · 
We have seen the evolution of religion from the : 
international to the national plane and from the 
national to the individual plane, on which it finally 
stands. : 

Let me now turn to the question of the interna-l 
const-itution of States. 

Viscount Cecil, the eminent delegate of the · 
British Empire, gave an excellent example of the 
national purview when he spoke of the reform of the 
House of Lords. That is obviously an essentially 
national question, but it is · too forceful an · 
illustration to provide us with a definition. It is 
as if we had hold of the two ends of the chain but 
could not find the intermediate links. · · 

Does this mean that, from the international 
standpoint, the internal constitution of States is 
a matter of indifference Y Parliamentary democracy 
is for some of us the most satisfactory constitution 
from the international point of view, and, in the 
view of some, the democratic control of diplomacy 

, is calculated to prevent war. . 
Is it not, moreover, in keeping _with the spirit 

of the Covenant, under which, as I have just · 
said, none but States "qui se gout•ernent librement ", 1 

or, in the more explicit wording of ·the English 
text, ''fully self-governing" States may become ' 
Members of the League ! At the same time, :. 
nobody here would wish to raise in this hall these 
bumiJ?g questions, which are so essentially i 
legal m character, for the simple reason that the 
problem __ is not a l~gal one within the competence · 
of the F1rst ~omm1ttee, but a matter of expediency . 
and ta~t wh1ch concerns every organ of the League .. 
~ygJ~ne was on~ unknown, hence the terrible • 

ep1d_enucs of the M1ddle Ages. It became a national _ 
affarr and fearful scourges still occurred, such as 
~he Mat;~eilles pla,.,aue. At length it became an 
mternatJonal question, and cholera and plague are 
shrin~ing day by day. 

_Somal a~d labour legislation, which at one time 
d1d not ex1st, WE're first national affairs and are now 
!ending . more and more to become questions of 
mternat10nal concern. · 

:S:ow is it possible to distinguish between the 
natJO';Jal and international aspects of such 
qu~stw~s ' . Can '!e ~ecide, for example, . that an 
epidemic disease 18 mtemational, that a non-

infectious and non-epidemi~ disease is esse!ltia~y 
national and that an infectwus but non-epidemiC 
disease is a mixture of t~e two ! Can _cholera ~e 
included among internatwnal and arterw-.sclerosis 
among national diseases ! Can cancer be mcluded 
in the-national category because it is n~t considered 
to be trausmissible, while tuberculosis would be 
considered as half and half ! . 

Such hair-splitting would lead. us mt<l endless 
difficulties. . , 
. A · third point : the British delegation s . 
memorandum - and now I am dealing with an 
essentially technical matter, which is bo~h 
intricate and difficult - suggests that a certam 
procedure should be adopted for action by the 
League. -

This is a question whicJ:I . ·requires · ma;tm;e 
consideration. The Bnt18h delegatwn s 
memorandum proposes to restrict action by the 
League not only to a certain sphere, but proposes 
to lay down certain rules for the exercise of the 
League's activities within that sphere i-tself. The 
League could only act by framing an i-nternational 
treaty .or creating an interna~ional burea~-- ·The 
Committee felt, however, that m each specific case • 
the League should be left to . decide whether the 
matter in question was -of sufficiently ·general 
interest for it to take up, or whether it was 
preferable to Jleave the Powers most directly 
concerned to settle it. . 

Once this point is decided, it is for the Assembly 
to select the procedure which it considers most 
suitable. In particular, resolutiQns adopted by the 
Assembly in accordance with the. Covenant MJ.d 
the Rules of Procedure may constitute a perfectly 
satisfactory basis for action by the League. The 
rule of unanimity imposed upon me~bers of the 
Assembly is an adequate guarantee that they will 
not overstep the linrit. . . · . 

The Covenant is enough in itself and.we hav~ the 
necessary organs to interpret . it, whenever a.· 
proposal is referred to them, name y, either the 
Council or the Assembly --: on the report of the 
Legal Committee, that . is to say, the First 
Committee - or· the Hague . Court when purely 
technical questions are involved. . 

Wherein, then, would the disadvantages of a legal 
definition lie ! It would mean that the League 
would be shown the immensity of its domain, as 
when the Devil took Jesus upon a high mountain 
and offered him the kingdoms of the earth; and 
we should have to say : Take care, be cautious, be 
wise, do not attempt,everything at once. . 

An- old English jtirist once said ; "Parliament 
can do anything except change a man into a 
woman". That is an excellent legal definition, and 
I think it is a very good legal definition of the 
sphere of action of the League of Nations. · 

This legal .definitiQn does not mean that the 
British Parliament is bound to do everything short 
of changing a man into a woman, and the Assembly 
and its organisations should not take up every 
question ad absurdum. What I mean is 'that a 
distinction must be made between the question 
of legal competence and the question of expedieifcy. 

_On the question of expediency we see eye to eye 
with the British delegation, and the Committee 
shares the feelings which inspired the British 
memorandum and draft -resolution. • 
~e . we to take up every question without a 

prehnunary study of its constitutionality and 
~xpediency ! Think how overburdened our- agenda 
18, how the meetings of the Committees are 
crow~ed together and how the most important 
9-u~stwns are ~sh~d through in the charming 
mt~acy and friendlmess of the closing period of a 
sess1?n ! . Account . must be taken of polit-ical 
contmgenCies, practical and financial possibilities. 
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In· this latter- connection I am particularly glad 
of the support of the eminent representative of 
Czechoslovakl'a on the First Committee 
M. Osusky, who emphasised the importance of 
financial considerations. . 
· What is the resolution. now before us !' It is a 
!ec?~e~dation not to accept everything 
mdiscrrmmately, not to admit all those who knock 
ins~ten:tJy at our doors. It is a recommendation 
to select. There are questions of major importance 
which fall within the legal competence of the 
Assembly but which cannot be taken up, either 
because we are incapable of settling them at the 
moment or . because . we do not possess the 
necessary funds, or because the matter is a very 
delicate one affecting the internal policy of States. 

There are also minor questions which it is not 
for the League to examine. The League must not 
be· made to appear an academy of cranks or the 
last refuge of a school of sentimental thought. The 
League must be wary in taking up the more or less 
ingenuous schemes of reform conceived in the 
brains of bachelors or old maids or of the childless, 
or even ~I would add, lest I fail to carry the 
whole. Assembly with me - of men with family 
cares. Questions such as heliotherapy, hydrotherapy, 
language reform, or rational food and clothing 
belong to a sentimental school of thought into 
which we cannot penetrate. The League's task is 
obviously not to provide· children'R baths ·or 
swimming-baths for adults. If the Assembly were 
asked to deal with a question which for some hours 
occupied the attention of the French Parliament, 
namely, the question of babies' dummies, and to 
recommend the international prohibition of their 
use, I should most certainly . ask it to refrain. . 

There are certain problems which should only 
be dealt with when public opinion is ripe. I must 
confess that when, in a few days'. time, I return 
to our farmers in .the south of France and .tell 
them of the great work the League is doing, I do 
not propose to mention the reform of the calendar, 
important as that question undoubtedly is. . 

It is essential, moreover, to realise that the 
importance of any question is purely relative and 
varies .. , considerably. according to latitude and 
country. For example, certain countries ,regard 
·opium as a burning question; others attacll. capital 

. importance to infectious . diseases, whi~e .others 
again - and these constitute . the maJonty -
regard the maintenance of peace as the primary 
work of the League. ·. . 

The meaning of our resolution is perfectly clear : 
no questions must be taken up without due 
reflection, for fear of damaging the Le11gue's 
prestige. , - · 

We maintain that certain unwritten rules are 
implicit in the Covenant : th~ sense of expediency, a 
comprehension of practical possibilities and respect 
for what Roosevelt once called ."sublime .common , 
sense". I think the Assembly ought to be unanimous 
on all these points. , . · · . . 

We' have, however, refused to consider any 
rigid or restrictive legal definition which might 
one• day. hamper the Lea~e in the J!erf~rm~nce. of . 
its duties, in. the. attamment of Its Instmctive 
objects and in. the -realisation of those great hopes 
which the world looks to it to fulfil. 

The President : 
Translation : M. BeneS,· ·first . delegate of 

Czechoslovakia, will address the Assembly. · 

1\1., BeneS (Czec:qoslovakia) : , 
Translation ·: Mr President, ladies and 

gentlemen -'- I· am lnot going ·_to oppos~ 'the 
resolution submitted by the Comnnttee, but srmply 
to make a small observation. · ·· 

You have heard the views of the First Committee • 
and the Rapporteur's observations on the British 
proposal, and, since this proposal might have fa.r
reaching consequences, I will asbthe Assembly to 
consider the following suggestion. 
. I quite agree with Viscount Cecil.that the League 
should not engage in work ol6tside the sphere of 
international co-operation or work which is not in 
keeping with its other objects. Moreover, I regard. 
the drafting of any resolution on the·qu~>st-ion as• a 
very important matter ; it concerns not only the 
First Committee, but also the other Committees 
whose work it can or might affect. ' 

At the same time, I r.\cognise and call special 
attention to the weight attaching to the • 
Rapporteur's arguments and the large measure 
of truth which they contain. 

For all these reasons and in view of the f11~t 
that the other Committees have had neither time • 
nor opportunity to study the drnft resolution and 
its possible effect on the work which concerns them 
more particularly, I venture to propose that the 
examination of the resolution should be postponed 
until the next session of the Assembly. 

. The Prt>sidt>;tt : 
Translation : Viscount Cecil, delegate of the 

British Empire, will address the Assembly. 

Viscount Ceeil (British Empire) : 
Mr.. President, ladies and gentlemen - It Is 

probably one of the chief difficulties of the League 
of Nations that the mentality of the French race 
is so different from the mentality· of the British 
race, so that, however clearly we try to express our 
thoughts, . , we find ourselves constantly 
misunderstood by our French friends; and it may 
be that the converse happens with equal frequency. 
. We have listened to a most interesting and a 
most .versatile discourse by the distinguished 
representative of France. It was very elaborate 
and, in parts, very entertaining j but it was based 
on a complete misapprehension of the central topic 
with ·which he dealt, namely, the British 
memorandum on , the question before us. lie 
conceived -'- indeed, he asserted in the most 
emphatic way - that we desire to lay down a 
hard-and-fast. definition of what is and what is not 
within the competence of the League of Nat-ions. 
No conception· -could have been further from our 
thoughts, and I can only say that I· do not think 
that any English person reading our memorandum • 
could have arrived at so strange a conclusion. 

The memorandum consists of an argument to 
show what perhaps it was not worth while ~o 
elaborately to show, namely, that the League IS 
constituted ' to deal .with international matters 
and not with national mattem; it has not to take 
the place of organs of national opin~on or of national 
constitution. When an attempt IS made to draw 
a line between what ill international and what is 
national there are ·obvious and immense 
difficulties to be encountered. As M. Barthelemy 
very truly said, not only is it very difficult to dr!"w 
·the line at any particula~ mome~t, but t~e- !me 
necessarily changes from time to tiiDe. Thill Ill all 
quite true and is all recognised or implied in the 
British memorandum. An endeavour has been 
made there to· give examples of what may be 
thought to be clearly on one side of the line or 
clearly on the other side. I recognise, of course, th~t 
the statement is not a complete one, and that 1t 
could not be made complete unless it were a goo.d 
deal longer. It was merely put forward as the basiS 
for discussion and I hoped very much that the 
First Committee would have seen its way to 
elaborate it and to make it - I will not say quite 
complete, because I doubt whether it could ever 
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be made so - but more widely embracing so a~ to 
give a more useful indication of what was and what 
was not within the competence of th€l Le~gue. 

I think that ('Ur French colleague pomted out 
very truly one s'\bject w~ic~ was entirely omitte~ .
and it is a grave omiBs!on - from the Br1t1sh 
memorandum, namrly, such spheres of ~~;ctivity_ as 
the assistance of refugees and the action wh1ch 
the League has tak~n - so h_appily and. usef~y 
from an internatiOnal pomt of vww - m 
Hungary, Austria, Greece, Bul(l"ariiJ; aud other 
countries. It may be - I trust 1t Will be --:- that 
such action is only the prelude to other act10n of 
the same kind. A man must indeed be a lunatic if 
he thinks that snch action is not clearly 
international in character. 

The whole basis, therefore, of that part of the 
Fiench orator's speech which attacked and 

· criticised with some stwerity the · British 
memorandum because it sought to Jay dowu a strict 
definition was based - I must say so quite pbiinly 
-upon a complete misunderstanding of what 
that memorandum essayed to do. I do not desire to 
withdraw anything which I said when I ?rst .hii_d . 
this matter before the League. I do thmk 1t 18 
important that the League should confine itself 
to matters of international concern, though I quite 
ad!uit that any attempt rigidly to define what are 
international matters would be mistaken , and 
impossible. I did not bring this question forward, 
as the French delegate appeared to think,. merely 
because some Advisory Committee had 
recommended swimming-baths, or for any reason of 
that kind. I took that suggestion as an illustration, 
an obvious and a harmless illustration, of the kind 
of thing which seemed to me to be clearly outside 
the competence of the League. . . 

This is not a trifling matter and it is a grave 
mistake to suppose that it is. There is a danger that 
our critics, the enemies of the League - and there 
are enemies' of the League in every country, 
perhaps as many in France as in my own country -
may be able to say that 'Geneva is the home of 
cranks and fanatics. It would be grossly untrue 
to say so, but it is very important that we should 
take care not only that it is untrue but that there is 
not even a scintilla of basis for such a charge. . 

It is for this reason and in order to reassure 
public opinion in certain countries and to make 
it quite cert:tin that there is no intention of 
interfering with national sovereignty, no intention 

' of utilising international machinery in order to 
accomplish a strictly national object, or, still less, 
to interfere with national· independence and 
sovereignty, that I desire to bring this matter 
seriously to the consideration of the League, and 
I had hoped that we should have had a more 
helpful kind of speech than that to which we have 
just listened. 

I personally greatly prefer the report of the 
Com!uittee to the argument by which it has been 
recommended and I do not doubt that the essential 
paragraph, which suggests that "each body for!uing 
part of the League should satisfy itself that the 
proposal is in accordance with the objects of the 
League as indicated by the Covenant", does lay · 
dowu a useful guide which might be considered 
carefully by those bodies. It does not amount to a 
definition, because it does not say what the objects 
?f ~he League are or what exactly is meant or · 
mdicated by the Covenant. I think the authors of 
the definition were very wise not to .attempt 
rigidity. . 

I believe that, broadly speaking, the objects of 
the League are, for the reasons given in the British 
memorandum, matters of international concern 
and I agree with the very able argument of 
M. Barthelemy to the effect that in interpreting 

the League it is necessary to take into consideration 
the whole League. It is necessary- to take the 
preamble of the Covenant as _indicati'!lg the object 
in view and the articles as 1llustratmg how that 
general' object may, in pa~icular . cases, be 
accomplished. . With all th18 I agr~e . and, 
personally, I should have been. quite sat1s~ed to 
have adopted this report as It stands Without 
further delay. My friend M. Bene~, hOWI1\Ver,o has 
suggested that furt~er consi~eration is desira~le, 
and has pointed out With undemable force that, o"w~ng 
to the great haste in which we have been conductmg 
our business for the last week, we have not perhaps 
had an opportunity of considering as fully as '!e 
ought the exact wording which should be adopted m 
dealing with this very' important matter. .I 
personally should be the last ~o oppose h1s 
suggestion and if he desires that this matter should 
be postpo~ed to the next session of the Assembly, 
I am very ready to agree, particularly as my chief 
object was to draw the attention of the League 
to the dangers of unduly expanding its activities, 
rather than to lay dowu any rigid and unalterable 
rule as to what those activities should be. · 

I therefore accep~ the ~roposal of M. Benes. ': 

The President : v 
Translation : Sir George Foster, delegate of 

Canada, will address the Assembly. 

Sir George Foster (Canada) : 
Ladies and gentlemen - Do not be irl the least 

afraid that I am going to impose a speech upon ye111. 
That would be altogether ,out of place, but I find 
myself in a certain difficulty. 

All those who have listened to the speech made 
by M. Barthelemy, the honourable delegate of 
France, and who contrasted· with that speech the 
very me agre and insufficient English inter
pretation which followed it, will appreciate my 
difficulty. I do not understand all the arguments 
brought forward by that distinguished orator; and 
I do not therefore know exactly what was the close 
connection between the arguments he used and the 
resolution which we are asked 'to pass. · From my 
imperfect knowledge of French I judged, if I may 
be allowed to use my judgment, that he was 
combating something which had not been asserted. 

We have a :phrase in our country which we use 
when; for example, an advocate ·tries to get the 
better of an opponent before a po:pular audience; 
we say that he puts up a "man of straw". In the 
most valiant fashion he beats that "man of straw" 
and at last ad!uinisters the final "knock-out 
blow". It is a great victory, for the advocate 
himself, and I was wondering; when my friend 
M. :Barthelemy was speaking, whether or not, if 
he had been delivering such a speech irl an assembly 
in my country, we should have classed him under. 
the style of advocate I have just mentioned. But, 
of course, for sedate and cultured Euro_pe to 
unde~take that kind of advocacy is out of the . 
quest1on ! I have not the least suspicion th~t itc 
would ever be undertaken. -

This is my difficulty. If I am asked to vote for 
this resolution I am asked also to admit the value 
of and to support the argument by which it was 
placed before this Assembly, and I do not know 
what that argum~nt wa~. Consequently, I am irl 
some dou_bt lest, m votmg for a resolution which 
seems fairly . reasonable, I shall be endorsing an 
argument which I should consider to be somewhat 
unrea:s~nabl~. For that reason, I would suggest 
that It 18 of rm:p?rta~ce that this Assembly, irl view 
of ~he _duty Which 1t owes 'to itself and the duty 
w~ch 1t owes to the great :public which is listening 
to It, should not regard this de~ate as ended, but 
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should give an opportunity for it tQ be continued 
·at a,_nother fl.eSsion of the Assembly. It is not 
possible, at the present· session of the ·Assembly 
for the other side of the argument to be adequately 
presented, and I think therefore that we should 

· do well to resume this discussion at anothe~ time. 
I want to endorse what Viscount Cecil said -

that there is a very real and continuing danger 
ahead oi the League. There is a suspicion on the 
part. of a great many people in the different 
countries of the world, there is even an apprehension 
- I cannot think that it is well grounded - that 
the League of Nations is pursuing methods which 
make it liable ·to be regarded as entrenching upon 
the national rights and privileges of the c01mtries 
'of the world. That is considered in some quarters 
to be its object, or at all eventl! one of its methods. 
I meet that criticism - I have to meet it and 
overcome it as best I can - when I am upholding 
the ·League. . 

I believe. that the League must be very careful 
not to give any prominence or support to a<>tions 
which could give rise to that suspicion. I bt>lieve 
it is perfectly possible to have the general scope of 

. ' its action fairly well defined and understood and 
carried out, leaving each proposal al! it arises to 
be judged by circumstances and to be brought 
to the test whether it is within the sphere of the 
League of Nations or not. I must not, however, 
·run into argument or take up more of your time. 
I simply wish to approve and support very strongly 
the proposal made by Dr. Beri'es that this debate 
be adjourned and that the subject be held over. 
fdt further discussion by a future session of the 
Assembly. 

The President : 
Translation : M. Motta, Cha,irman· of . the ;First 

Co=ittee, will address the Assembly. 

M. Motta (Switzerland) Chairman of the First 
Committee: 
_ · Translation : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 
- I have no desire to presume upon your patience, 
but I think that as Chairman of the First Committee 
I ought to give you my views on the proposal .for 

. postponement submitted by Dr. Benes, frrst 
delegate of Czechoslovakia. · · 

In view of present circumstances and of the stage 
which the discussion has reached postponement is 
advisable. I trust, therefore·, that in agreeing to the 
discussion being held over until next year I am · 
faithfully interpreting the views of the delegations 
and their representatives on the First Committee. 

I do not think that any harm can: come of 
postponement. · The question is a difficult one, 
involving serious issues, and may still require 
lengthy discussion. A long discussion hardly appears 
desirable at this late hour. 

It is quite true that, owing to the large number 
of questions to be dealt with by the First Committee, 
we were perhaps unable to devote as long as we · 

· sh~uld have liked to the discussion of each one of 
them. Fortunately, however, we sueceeded in 
arriving at a unanimous agreement on the basis of 
the resolution expounded by M. Barthelemy. 

The essential feature of this resolution was a 
recommendation that eaeh body forming part of 
the League, before takin~ into· cons_ider~tion 
any proposal submitted to 1t, should satisfy Itself 
that it comes within the scope of the Covenant and 
is of real importance from the point of view of the 
League's activities. . . · 

We shall accordingly resume the discussion of the 
questlon under consid'eration ne~ year, .though we 
feel that while · postponement L~ desrrable, the 
discussio~ this year has been equally so. · ·I 

I trust no one will imagine that the resolution, 
refers to action already undertaken or work already 
begun by the League.· This was by no means the 
Committee's intention. • 

As regards any fresh activity subsequently 
suggested to the League, tllis discussion will, I feel 
sure, constitute a sufficient •recommendation to • 
proceed with caution, moderation and, best of all, 
common sense. • 

• 
The President : 
Translation: WE' have b11fore us two proposals: 

first a resolution submitted by thE' First Committee 
and, second, a motion for postponement submitted 
by Dr. BeneA, delegate of Czechoslovakia. Under • 
the Rules of Procedure the motion for adjournment • 
must be taken first. I note that it bas been • 
agreed to by the Chairman of the First Committee 
and by all the previous speakers. I will ask • 
the Assembly whether it is in favour flf 
postponement. 

As nobody has anything to say I declare the • 
motion for postponement adopted. ( Agreeti.) 

70. - l\IANDATES: RESOLUTION PROI'OSED 
BY TilE SIXTII COl\1:\liTTEE, 

The President : 
Translation : The next item on the agenda is 

the discussion of the Mandates question. 

(On. the invitation of the President, M. de 
Brouckh'e, Chairman and Rapporle11r of the SWth 
Committee, took his place on the platform.) 

The President : 
Translation : M. de Brouckere, Rapporteur of 

the Sixth Committee, will address the Assembly. 

M. de Broucki\re (Belgium), Rapporteur : 
Translation : The Sixth Committee has adopted 

and now submits to the Assembly the following 
resolution : 

"The A~sembly : 
''Having taken coguisance of the report 

to the Council relating to the mandated territories 
· and of the discussion on the subject which 
has taken place in the Council ; • 
. "And having beard the Vice-Chairman of 

the Permanent Mandates Commission : 
"Thanks the Permanent Mandates Commission 

for the devotion and the zeal with which it has 
carried out its delicate. task ; 

·. "Has confidence in the members of this 
Commission as well as in the Members of the 
Council tQ ensure the application of the principles 
of Article 22 of the Covenant in a cordial spirit 
of cO-operation with the mandatory Powers." 

Such is the very brief report drafted after 
somewhat lengthy proceedings which were marked 
at times by a certain animation but were inspired 
throughout by· the loftiest sentiments. · 

I have already acquainted you with the 
conclusions reached by the Committee as the result 
of its proceedings. It is not for ·me as Rappo~ur 
to give · an official account of the vanous 
arguments .adv_anced. A:nyone in~erested in the 
question Will find them m the Minutes. At the 
same time I shall not, I think, be exceeding my · 
duty if, in a verbal report engaging only my 
personal responsibility, I endeavour briefly to set 
forth those ideas upon which I feel - indeed I am 
convinced- that the Sixth Committee was 
unanimous. 
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that the criticism is constructive and designed to 
help the Mandatory to do better .. ·' . 

One word more. Two definive quest~ons 
In the first place, we were all agreed in testifying 

'most gratefully to the zeal and· devoti~n ~is~layed 
by the members of the Mandates Comlllisswn m the 
performance of a difficult task. Certain ~onbts 
on this point have been expressed, not m .the 
League but among the public. The proceedings 
of t.he 'Sixth Comwittee, following on the very 
clear and definite statements of the members o~ 
~he Council, will serve to dispel these doubts once 
anJ for all. 

The members of the Mandates Commission have 
a supremely difficult task to fulfil. 

occupied the special attention of t~e SJ::rth 
Committee, the first being that of the questwnnarre. 
You know what that means .. The Man~tes 
Commission drew up a questionnaire a long tu~e 

· ago, in order to assist the mandatory _Powers ill 
drawing up the annual report to be submtt.ted u11.der . 
Article 22 of the Covenant. It is now propos~d to 
revise this questionnaire. Naturally, such a step 

· cannot be taken nntil the mandatory States have 
been consulted. This is now being done and I ha:ve 
no doubt that the concili.atory attit~de to .which 
I have just referred will result m complete 
agreement being reached betwe!ln. the mandatory 
States and the Mandates Comm1sswn. 

They have to obtain detailed information 
concerninu the mo8t varied kinds of peoples. That 

, is a singuiar!y thankless task, since they are never 
called upon for assistance when things are going 
well, but are nevertheless obliged to intervene 
whenever there is the menace of a dispute calling 

. for settlement. Lastly, their duties are, I need 
h~rdly say, of a particularly delicate nature. . 

With the years of experience behind us we can 
• testify that, no matter how . difficult their task, 

they have always succeeded in performing it with 
credit to themselves. 

There is a second point on which unanimous 
agreement was reached, and it calls for special 
mention. I refer to the importance universally 
attached to the work for which the Mandates 
Commission is responsible. No one dreams of 
under-estimating that work or of restricting 
the Commission's powers which are clearly defined 
in the last paragraph of Article 22 of the 
Covenant: .. 

"A permanent Commission shall be constituted 
to receive and examine the annual reports of the 
Mandatories and to advise the Council on all 
matters relating to the observance of the 
mandates." 
I might remind you that this .general provision 

was further defined and elucidated by the famous 
report which we owe to one -whose presence for 
many years shed a special lustre on the Belgian 
delegation : I refer to M. Paul Hymans. 

As you are all aware, the League .is directly 
involved in the administration of the mandates .. 
It is specifically laid down in Article 22 that States 
entrusted with the duty of tutelage shall exercise 
such tutelage as Mandatories on behalf of the 
League. This means that the League can never 
divest itself of its respomibility in regard to the 

·way in which the mandate is exercised. 
Nor must it be forgotten that this task involves · 

the application of an entirely novel principle and . 
the regulation of the relations between the . 
mandated territory and the mandatory Power on 
the one hand and between the League itself and · 
the mandatory Powers on the other. It is obvious , 
that the adjustment of relations of such recent 
growth cannot be brought to perfection in a day. 
Such a task calls for long experience, and until 
that experience has been acquired, the only means 
whereby the various interests can be reconciled 
and the necessary co-operation established is to 
continue to act with tact and circumspection, 
a rule, I repeat, to which the Mandates Commission 
has constantly adhered. , 

That body, it should be noted again, has clearly 
affirmed its intention to carry out its mission, 
b~t not as a body of magistrates examining persons 
lymg under a charge, since the mere fact of giving 
a Staf:e a mandate and entrusting it with the 
executu~n of so high a mission constitutes a proof 
?f C?nfi~ence which must carry with it certain·. 
rmplicatwns. No, the Mandates Commission has 
o~nly proclaimed its intention of collaborating 
With the mandatory Powers. Collaboration does 
not preclude, advice or even criticism, 1 provided . 

· As regards the reorganisation . of the ri_gh_t ~f 
petition, . I would emphasise ·the. Commisston s 
very explicit declaration that It had never 
contemplated the .. e_stablishment . of a ~ystem 
conferring upon pt>tltwners any urulateral right to 
be heard: · . . . . 

In this connection I desire to make the followillg 
statement, not in my capacity as Rapporteur, but 
as delegate of Belgium. . · · · . . 

I desire to state that mY Government mailltams 
intact its original view . as te the exercise of the 
right of ;petition. It cannot agree to any system 
whereby the mandatory Powers could be arraigned. 
It does not, however, reject a priori a procedme 'i!Y 
which the Commission would be empowt>red, m 
cert.ain strictly defined cases, . to carry out 
investigations and to hear the statements of boob 
pa.rties. 

I have no more to say. The word "crisis" has 
been used in connection with the meeting of the 
Council at which. the report of the' Mandates 
Commission was discussed. It has become the 
fashion to employ that word in connection with 
all the League's activities. It is perfectly true that 
discussions do sometimes take place in the League, 
and that these discussions are sometimes more 
heated than used to be the ca.~e. What is the 
reason ! It is that .the League bas grown into 
a more tangible reality, and that. the. concrete 
interests of the nations are more . closely affected. 

But this, as has often been pointed out, is &imply 
a phenomenon of growth. Wben an organisation 
is in process of development, fresh· problems crop 
up and old problems reappear in a different form. 
The overcoming of such obstacles and difficulties 
constitutes the very .life· blood of any organisation. 
Progress will not be achieved simply by following 
the course of events peacefully and, if I may say 
so, apathetically, but by surmounting difficulties, 
just as the human body overcomes its physical 
disabilities. This organic determination to rise above 
difficulties and expand is perhaps. the most vital 
factor both in physical and in moral well-being. 

It was Anatole France, I think,. who once defined 
the will by likening it to the persistent determination 
of the tree to burst into leaf in the springtime. 

The Le~e will triumph over difficulties, m:eat 
!~Jl~ small ali~e, b_ecause mankind remains persist'ent 
ill tts determmatwn. to blossom forth in the coming· 
springtime of peace and justice. 

The President : 
Tramlation: Dr. Nansen, delegate of Norway, 

will address the A~embly. 

Dr. Nanscn (Norway) : 

I wish to sa:y .a few words in support of the formal 
rep?rt cont_ammg the very important resolution 
whtcb has Just been laid before the Assembly by 
the ~l'Bident of the Sixth Committee. I sha.li not 
detam yon for more than a few moments, but I do 
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not fe~l able to leave without comment here this 
resolutiOn ~nd the debates from whi<'h it resulted. 

In ~be first placE', I should like to say that in 
my VIew the value of those debates was seriously 
reduced ~y .the atmosphere of haste in .which, 
fro~ begmrung to end, they were conduct~d. I 
destre on behalf of my delegation to add my 
pro~st.to that_which ba,s been made by the British 
delegatttm agamst the practice of seekina to end 
the .Assembly on a fixed day decided up.;'n before 
the work of the Assembly has properly begun. I 
have ~o ~xpress o~r ardent hope that in future 
years 1t Wlll be demded that adequate time shall be 
allowed for the fall and s~ttisfactory discussion of 
~very subject which comes before the Assembly. It 
lS for the Assembly to give the necess~try impetus to 

· the whole work of the Le~tgue for the succeeding 
year in all its branches, and it is certain that it must 
often be very difficult for the .Assembly to show the 
wisdom that is required if attempts are made to 
take the work too fast. 
. .As re~ards the ~ebates on Mandates questions 
m the Stxth Commtttee, I do not propose to raise 
again the issues with which we dealt. I only desire 
to say that those debates, curt~tiled though they 
were, had, in my opinion, the greatest possible 
value. The resolution to which we agreed is less 
comprehensive than other draft resolutions which 
were submitted, but none the less it carries out 
adequately the purpose which every member of the 
Sixth Committ~e had in view. That purpose was 
to express in the most solemn manner possible the 
full and unabated confidence of the whole League 
of Nations in the members of its Mandates 
Commission. 

Resolut~ons simil~tr to this have been passed in 
previous years, but I think th~tt our resolution this 
year has more than the usual significance. Anvone 
who has studied the reports of the Mandates 
Commission knows that it had, between the sixth 
and seventh sessions of the Assembly, a year of 
extraordinary activity. It held ordinary and special 
sessions and issues of the greatest possible gravity 
were submitted for its consideration. Throughout, 
as the Sixth Committee has unanimously recognised, 
it fulfilled, with great courage, great wisdom ·and 
great devotion, its duties in accordance with the · 
Covenant and the decisions of the Council and 
previous Assemblies. I feel sure that I am speaking 
for every member of the Sixth Committee when I 
say that they were deeply impressed by the 
high-minded conception of its task which the 
Commission has, as witnessed, in particular, by 
the speeches made before it by the Vice-Chairman 
of the Commission, M. van Rees, and that they have 
the greatest admiration for the determination of 

. the Commission to do its duty. 

There are other matters in connection with tbe, 
mandates concerning which I had hoped that the 
Sixth Committee might be able to make positive 
recommendations, in particul~ concerning the 
subject of the liquor traffic in som~ of the mandated 
areal!. Owing to the circumstances to which I have 
referred this has not been possible. I hope, i 
satisfactory solutions are not reached before that 
time, that the next Assembly will very carefnlb 
consider the matter. • • 

In the meantime, I desire to say again thnt, 
by the resolution which is now before it, the 
Assembly is expressing its confidence in the 
Mandates Commi~sion, both in respect of the work 
which it has done during the past year and that • 
which confronts it in the year to come, and that it is 
expressing its approval of the action taken by the • 
Commission during all its ~essions, both ordinrt.ry 
and special, held during the past year. The • 
.Assembly is also, as I understand it, expressing its 
unabated confidence in the rightness of the 
mandates system, by means of which, we all believe, 
the mandatory Powers may be able to build up 
new principles of co-operation between the 
advanced and backward peoples of the world for the 
mutual benefit of both. No one who follows these 
matters can doubt that these relations constitute 
one of the gravest of the problems which the 
twentieth century has to face, and that towards 
its solution the Mandates Commission may have a 
great contribution to make. 

The President : 
Translation : If no one else wishes to speak I 

will put to the vote the resolution of tho Sixth 
Committee, which reads as follows : 

The Asstnnbly : 
Having taken cognisance of the re]Jorl to the 

Council relating to the mandated terr~tm"ies and 
of the discussion on the subject which has taken 
place in the Council ; 

And having heard the Vice-Chairman of the 
Permanent Mtmdates Commis~ion : 

Thanh the Permanent MandatPs Commission 
for the devotion and zeal with which it has carried 
out its delicate task; 

Has confidence in the members of this Commission 
as well as in the Members of the Council to ensure 
the application of the prinl'iples of Article 22 of th8' 
Covenant in a oordial spirit of co-operation with 
the ma·ndatory Puwers. 

The resolution was adopted. 

The Assembly rose at 1.25 p.m. 
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. Translation : The fiJ:8t item on the ngemla 
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Convention (Annl'x 20. Document A.101.1026.VI). 

(On the imJitatirm of the PreRident, Ill. de Br01wkJre, 
Chairman of the Sixth. Committee, and ViRcount 
Cecil; Rappr1rl~11r, took their plare¥ on th~ platform.) 

Tbe President : 
Translation : ViRcount Cecil will address the 

Assembly.· 

.Visr.ount Ceeil ol lhl'lwood (British Empire), • 
Rapporteur : 

''';. j ~ "1 ._ , ·t' 
· Mr. ·President, ladies and gentlemen- Before 

74. QUESTION OF' EXTENDING TO ·oTHER REFUGEES THE I say anything with regard to the question of slavery 
1 

r MEASURES TAKEN TO ASSisT RussiAN AND mav. I. be· permitted to make one observation 
.. ARMENIAN 'REFUGEES,... . " I concerning a declaration made by the Norwegian 

: .. ·. Resoiutj.~n;·p~~p~sed ·.by .the ;Fifth ,Committee: delegate, Dr. Nansfln, this morningf He thAn 
• • · • · , 1• · • • explained what, I think, has been fn the minds 
: ..... ' ' · ' ' · w· • • · .,__~ of a great many delegates and others, nnmely, 

7fi:. PROTECTION OF OMEN AND ""u.uREN 'IN ·THE h b ki d d' • 
}<E~ EAST.,., 1,_. ... that we ave een wor ng un er con 1t10ns of . great pressure, pn.rticularly' during the last 

.. Report o~ t~?. Fift~. Co~lllltte;i~ : few days. That pressure manifested itself tn some 
Resolutions .. ,.. extent when we were dealing with this question 

!•~ of slavery, and I gather that it has been much 
76.· .A.m:.'ITED·A~~~~TS :ANI>:BUDGE~.oF THE LEAGtJE' more severe in connection with other questions. 

. AND PTHER FINANCIAI, QuEsTioNs. , I venture therefore to express the earnest hope 
,d.· · .. · · · · · that care will, be taken to avoid snch ·pressurE'· 

· Report· oi'the FoUrth Committee: in future .Assemblies and that it will be reCOWJiRed 
P • Rilsol~tions.: ; ', .1 • that it is really impracticable for the Assembly 
. ( : ' ! • ' •. ~ ' • •• ' 

77., 1 ~()NTRIB.UTIONS IN ARIIEABS~ , 

· ! '· Report .of the;Foutth Committee. 
· ·' · .ResQiutio);.~ ' · · · · · 

• : ••• _.; ~---1 

7l!o-_CL<is,E OF irHE SESSION.· 

Spee~h by )he Pr&d~ent. 
• ,. ' •• • J • 

to get through. its work with due f'fficiency and 
dignity .unless at least four weeks are allowecl 
for the purpose. · 

· In spite ot any imperfections which may have 
resulted from the .conditions I have described, 
I now have the honour to lay before you the results· 
of the work of the Rixth Committee in connection 
with the question of. slavery. The Committee 
has succeeded in agreeing, unanimonsly, upon 
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a Convention on this subject. That Convention 
is, in the main, similar to the draft Convention 
of last year, and deals with three main subjects. 
It recalls the un\wimous resolve of all civilised 
nations to put arr. end once and for all to the slave 
trade. It makes some provision to facilitate 
that great object.' It proposes that slavt>ry, 
in all its forms, shall, as soon as possible, come 
to .stu end, but it recognises that in some countries 
this must still take a little time; thl' Convt'ntion., 
therefore, requires that ' it should be ·done ' 
progresHively and as soon as possible. Lastly, 
it deals, for the first time in international 
do!'ument.~, with the question of forced labour,. 
which, as evl'ryone who has studied the subject 
knows, may, in some of its forms, easily degenerate 
intn conditions not very far removed from slavery. 
. You will remember that last year the Assembly 

had under consideration a draft Convention dealing 
with all these problems. It was examined with 
a great deal of care by the Sixth Committee and 
a revised text was submitted to the Assembly. 
We had hoped that it would have been signed 
at once, but for various reasons this turned 
out to he impracticable and it was an'anged 
that the matter should be adjourned until this 
Assembly, when the-~ draft Convention ·would 
be reconsidered, and that the various Membt'rs 
of the Lenguc should be invited, as far as· possible 
to authorise their representatives at this Assembl; 
to sign such n Convention if thev agreed with it 
Accordingly, we have gone very carefullv through 
the Convention again clause by claus·e and I 
may ·say, line by line. We have made cert'ain 
amendments, to which I will draw your attention 
and wc are going to ask, and indeed we do ask' 
all the Rtates which are represented here to sig~ 
the ConvPntion. · 

I do ~ot propose. to read ' ~~;t length the report 
of the 81xth Commtttee. It ts necessarily rather 
a lengthy document, because an effort has been · 
made to make it a full commentary on the text of 
~he Convent~on and, therefore, a good deal that was 
m last years report has been again repeat.ed. I 
ought, pe~haps, to add ,a word of warning; there are 
pa.•.sages . m last year s report which have been 
OJ!Htted m order to s!tve .space and anyone who 
Wishes to ~now what IS the full policy · of the 
Assembly m this matter will still have to refer to 
last year's .report also. One example of this 
perhaps the most important, is that in last year'~ 
report some attempt was made at a definition of 
what wa.~ meant by public services and that 
passag~ does not reappear in this ye'ar•s report. 

~ thmk that the best way in which I can be of 
aRs~stance to t~e Assembly is to take the Convention 
artt~le ~y arttcle, ~entioning anything to which 
I th1~k It worth while to call your special attention, 
re~ernng you for any fuller comment to the report of 
th1s y~ar, supple.mented by the report of last year. 

Arttcle 1, which defines slavery and the slave 
trade, calls for no further remark. 

In Article 2, which provides for the suppression 
of the ~lave ~rade and the complete abolition of 
slave;r m all 1ts forms as soon as possible, a slight 
but illlportant ~hange has been made since last 
YPar. In the art1cle last· year the )?hrase "domestic 
slavery and similar conditions' was included 
Those words have now been left out because it ~ 
hoped a!ld b~lieved that the definition of slavery 
as co!l~med m the Convention will cover all those 
conditions, at any rate, in their more objectionable 
form .. In connect.ion with every legal definition 
t~ere ~ always some possibility of doubt, and you 
Will fmd that in the report the definition is 
~:xpanded and t;xplained by the statement that it 
mcludes the mamtenance by a private individual of 

rights over anotber person of the same nature as tbe 
rights which an individual can have over things. In 
my judgment this is not in any respect wider .than 
the actual definition so far .as the English text is 
concer~>ed, though I am advised that, without that 
explanation, there might .be a little doubt as to the 
full meaning ,of the French text. 

As regards Article 3, which is an attempt. to 
impro:ve -erutdng provisions dealing wi'th the 
iluppression of the slave trade at sea, the Bri'£ish · 
Government was anxious, and would still prefer, to 
have done that by the simple process of declaring 
the slave trade as being on the same level as piracy. 
That would have given very wide powers to deal. 

. with any slave trader who was found pursuing~ 
his nefarious purpose. Objections, however, were. 
raised to the proposal,- and we fell back on the idea. 
that we might perhaps apply the provisions of the· 
Convention on the International Trade in Arms: 
to the slave trade so far as maritime search was: 
concerned. 

Even that idea proved to be rather furt.her than: 
some of those represented on the Committee wer~ 
prepared to go, and in the clause in the Conventioll! 
w~ arrived. at this compromise: that the parties 
Will negotiate a general· Convention including 
provisions of the same nature as those found in the 
Convention on the International Trade in Arms 
subj~ct to. the necessary adaptation, and we hav~ 
proVIded, m order to meet the anxiety of a certain 
Power, that this provision does not imply a 
preference for any one of the signatory States over 
any other-all of them are to be treated on the same 
terms. 

Some anxiety, I believe, ex:iSts about the wording. 
·of the Convention on the International Trade in 
~m,, and I think that statements to that effect· 
·WI!!- be made from ~hfs tribune: I will only say that, 
while fully recogn1smg the r1ght ·of any· State to 
make such a ~es~rvat~on, I hope and beiiev~ very 
strongly that It IS qwte unnecessary in this case 
bec:ause the obligation in. the Convention itself;· 
whtch ~oes not extend to every detail of the 
Convent10n on the International Trade jn Arms 
will leave. a~y question of the wording to be settled. 
by ·ll:egottatlOn afterwards. In addition, we have: 
prov;tded that any two or three Powera may make• 
spec1al agreements carrying, if they so choose, the, 
rtghts o~ search, and so on, further than the• 
Convent10n on the Int':rnational Trade in Arms: 
would carry them. We hope that in that way. a real: 
step forward may be made toward increasing the, 
powers whereby any slave trade still existing ma:y· 
be suppressed. · . . . o 

Article .4 ~lis fo_r no comment.c It provides that·· 
every nat10n.1s to_g1ve assistance to others in putting 
a stop ~o th1s eVIl.. The special method by which .. 
somethmg of the ~d might. perhaps be done may· 
be by .th~ effec~Ive exercise of the rights· of· · 
man~sSion which exist in certain · countries •. 
those r1ghts to be exercised by the Consul of certain· 
of the.Power~ represented there. We have exercisect 
that r1ght fatrly freely ourselves in one country, and'. 
we trust, an~ I daresay with some foundation that. 
other countr1es are doing likewise. . . ' · 
la~ now pass to Article 5, which deals with forced 

our. The terms of that article . are almost 
exactly the same as last year. .It provides as ou 
probably !e~emb~r, ~hat forced labour fo.J pri-iate 
rurp~s~biS, m prmCiple, to be abolished and that 
orce ~ur. for. p~blic purposes is deciared onl 

tf be pernuss1ble if It does not in any way resembl~ 
s :;:e.r~ · We w_e~e urged to add certain specific 
p v;tstons p_rovidmg for adequate rem1meration 
part~cularly m the case of foreed labour for publi~ 
Servtces. We considered this proposal very carefull . 
~u~ ~e faced with great practical difficulties h; 
me u g such a provision in the Convention 

. ' 
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because in !llany c3.ses, or in some exceptional cases, 
force~ laboll! Jor public s~n:ices is not, strictly 
speaking, pa1d for, though 1t JS taken in the place 
of taxes and things of that kind. We therefore 
agreed, while stating the whole of our view in the 
report (which I trust those who are interested in 
the subject will read), also to urge the Assembly 
to pass a _spe<:ial resolution on the subject, which, 
al~ho.ag~ it will not form part of the Convention, 
wi!J llldiCS:te the strong feeling of the League on 
this .questiOn. You will find it 1\8 resolution 
No. m of the report. It says: 

"ill. The Assembly : 

f'While ~ognis~g that foreed labour for public 
purposes LS sometimes necessary ; 

"Is of opinion that, as a general rule, is should 
not be resorted to unless it is impossible to 
obtain voluntary labour and that it should 

· receive adequate remuneration." 

~n addition, we have made one change. We 
sa1d last year that, in principle, forced labour may 

j: be exacted . only for- public . services. That 
provision lia.~ been somewhat strengthened, and. 
we now say that, subject to the transitional 
provisions laid down in paragraph 2, forced labour 
shall only· be exacted for public purposes. In 
other word!!, we make clearer what we always meant, 
namely, that forced labour for private purposes 
ought to come to an end as soon as possible. 

A possible· ambiguity.·· has been pointed out 
to :gJ.e. I do not see how it could arise, hut it· has 
been suggested. ·The use of the· term "transitional 
provisions" -does not mean that recourse may be 
had to any new _forced labour for. private purposes 
however transitory· the period involved ; on the 
contrary, no new case of forced labour for private 
purposes · should, under any . circumstances, be 
admitted. : Only in those cases where it . already 
exists can· it be treated with this kind of transitory 
toleration until steps can be effectively and justly 
taken to put an end to it. . · · 

Meanwhile, in the same way as last year, we lay 
down certain principles which in no case must be 
evaded, even in connection with forced labour of 
a transitional · character' for private purposes. 
Even during the .transitional period these principles 
must be •observed. . They are 1\8 follows : the 
labour shall only be exacted for exceptional reasons, 
it shall · always receive adequate remuneration, 
and - the most important of all - it shall not 
involve the removal of the labourers from their 
usual place of residence. : That,. to my mind, is 
almost the most imporbnt provision in the whole 
of the Convention. This is as far as we have 
attempted to go in regulating forced labour. We 

~ thought that to do more would be to go beyond our 
province. An institution exists · the 
International-Labour Office - whose business it 
is to deal. with the· conditions of labour, and to 
make enquiries; studies and reco=endations 
with regard tO labour conditions all over the world, 
whether free labour or forced labour, and we were 
aware that the International Labour Office had 
already begun enquiries which would enable it to 
consider this question of forced labour. We 
thought it right,· therefore, in order to remove any 
possible doubt or ambiguity on the subject, to 
reco=end . the Assembly to pass . the following 
resolution : · 

"IV.·. The Assembly: 

' ''Taking note of t4e-~ork undertaken by the 
International Labour Office in confo:tmity with 
the mi.~sion entrusted to it and within the 

. ~ts of its. constitution ;. · 

''Considering that these studi!'s naturally 
include the problem of forced labour : 

"Requests the Council t~ inform the Governing 
Body of the International Labo~r Office of the 
adoption of the Slavery Conventiqp, and to draw 
its attention to the importance of the work 
undertaken by the Office with"D. view to studying 
the best means of preventing forced or 
compulsory labour from developing into 
conditions analogous to slavery." · • 

. One other condition applit•s to all forced labour 
whether private or public, namely, that it must 
be exacted only under the responsihilitv of the 
competent central authoritil•s of tho 'territory 
concerned. 

Article 6 deals with the penalties to be inflicted• 
I need say nothing about that. 

Article 7 provides that the High Contracting 
Parties shall furnish to the League of Nations the• 
laws and rol(lllations which they enuct wit-h a 
view to the application of the provisions of the 
present Convention. We went a little further 
than that and were anxious that the League of 
Nations should not lose touch with this question 
but should continue to watch over it. Wo did not 
see our way to recommend - at least the majority 
of the Committee did not see its way to recommend 
- that an annual report shonld be made by the 
Members of the Leal(lle. They were anxious that 
an opportunity should be given every year for the 
matter to come up for debate or disonHsion before 
this Assembly, ii it were so desired, and t·hey 
accordingly agreed to the following resolution, 
which we ask the Assembly to p11ss : 

"The Assembly : 

. "Desires that the League of Nations should 
continue to interest itself in securing tho 

· progressive abolition of slavery and comlitions 
analogous thereto and therefore begs that the 
Council will prepare and communicate to the 
Assembly every year a document mentioning 
the laws and regnl11tions which parties to the 
Convention on Slavery, in accordance with 
Article 7, will have communicated to the 
Secretary-General, and that the Council will 
include therein any supplementary information 
which the Members of the League may be 
disposed spontaneonsly to furnish with regard 
to the measures taken by them to this end." ' 

The Rixth Committee believes that this resolu· 
tion, if carried out, as no doubt it will be, will 
prove a very valu11ble safeguard in dealing with 
this serious, though happily diminishing, evil. 
· Article 8 is new. It adds to the Convention 

what is now a very usual clause- namely that 
the Permanent Court of International Justice 
shall be entitled to settle any dispute with regard 
to the construction or application of· the 
Convention. I do not know that I need say 
anything to justify this provision because it has 
become such a very usual clause in all modem 
Conventions, particularly those signed under the 
auspices of the League. 

The remaining articles, though they have been 
a little changed in form, remain substantially 
the same as last year. They deal with the coming 
into force of the Convention, its possible 
denunciation and similar matter. 

One other change has been made since last 
year. In the previous Convention there was 
an article, Article 8, which provided that all 
provisions of an. international character anterior 
to the date of the Convention should be regarded 
as abrogated. That applied particularly to such 



.. Conventions as the Brussels Convention IJ}ld 
the Berlin Convention. Considerable doubt exists 
as to the exact international position of those 
Conventions aLd it was felt_ that, from every 
point of view. it would be much better to leave 
them on the Treaty Record~ on the International 
Statute Book so' to speak~ for what they are 
worth.- The 'article in question was, t_heref~re, 
,1.1bolished and it is only right to say that In taking 
that co~se the Sixth Committee had in view 
the strong representations which bad been made 
to the League by the .Apostolic Nuncio at Berne. 

I have now come to the end, I trust, of my 
short expose of the provisions of this Convention. 
I have only to· add that, as soon as it has been 
approved, as I trust it will be, by ~he .Asse~bly, 
~he Convention will be open ·for signature m a 
room at the back of· the Presidential Chair. 

I am glad to know that a considerable number 
of States have already signified their intention 
to sign the Convention .. ~he foiio:wing is t~e 
list of those States : .Abyssmia; Albarna, .Australia, 
.Austria, Belgium,• the British Empire, Canada, 
China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, the 
Dominican Republic, Esthonia,- Germany, Greece, 
India, Lithuania, Norway, Panama, Paraguay, 
Persia, Salvador, the Kingdom of the Serbs, 
Croats and Slovenes and Uruguay. I have also 
been informed by the first delegate of New Zealand 
that he is only p~evented by a mere· formality 
from signing the Convention; this means, I hope, 
that he has no doubt, as I have no doubt, that 
his Government is thoroughly in favour of the 
Convention .and will sign it very shortly.: . 

Certain countries, of course, as anyone who 
has listened to the list. will see, are omitted from 
it. I have no reason whatever to think that those 
omissions are due to any doubts as to the 
desirability of the Convention', and· I think there 
is little question that,' in the course of · a very 
few days at . the latest, 'the signatures ·of those 
States will also be appended to it. · · · 

The President : · 
Xranslalion: Count Bonin-Longare, delegate of 

Italy, will addres.s the. Assembly; ... 
Count Bonin-Longare (Italy) : 

· Tramlation : The Italian delegation has welcomed 
the opportunity of · co-operating in the noble 
and philanthropic work of framing a Convention 
for the suppression of slavery. No country, 
we can safely say, has taken up a firmer or more 
decisive .attitude towards slavery· . than .Italy. 
The moment she set foot in the territories which 
now form her colonial possessions, she decreed 
in every one of those territories . the abolition 
of slavery in every shape and form .. Although 
sometimes her task has thereby. been' rendered 
~ore difficult, she has all the greater satisfaction 
m the knowledge that she has never compromised. 
Our delegation is delighted at the conclusion, 
under the auspices. of the League, of a general 
agreement providing that the campaign against 
slavery shall be carried on with increased energy 
and by all countries. · · .. · 
. Because that campaign requires to be waged wlth 
mcreased energy, the Italian delegation would 
have preferred to retnin the text drafted in 1925. 
However, in order to meet the views of other 
delegations, we readily discussed any amendments 
to the 1925 draft which seemed suitable, and 
endeavoured solely to secure the rejection of 
any c_lause that might complicate and consequently 
handiCap the work of suppression. Nothing is 
more hru:mful to a good cause than the employment 
of unsrntable or dangerous instruments which 
may give rise to difficulties or distract hom the 

main object those who are attempting to b~g 
the work of suppression to a succeS'oful con~l~?n-

We were accordingly lgrateful to the Bntish 
delegation for not pressing its amendment to 
.Artizle 3, the object of which was t~ place the slave 
trade in the same category as p!Iacy; Though 
justifiable ori moral groun~; -the, embodime~t of . 
this clause in the ConventiOn would, we .believe, 
have overshot' the mark. ·· A differen~ warding 
was adopted, though we should have like-1 this 
wording to be more comprehensive. We were 'quite 
ready to accept it, however, because it leaves 
the· door open to special, .. agreements between 
Powers which stand in a special position as regards 
the slave trade, and such. agreements assuredly 
provide. the most .effective and vigorous. means 
for the suppression. oLthe trade. ·We ~ould also 
have preferred , the to.tal withdrawal of .4-rti()le 6 
of tlie draft ~ a .step which would have entailed 
the abolition, rathey than .the regulation, of .forced 
labour in all its forms: We realised, however, that 
in certain colonial territories a period of transition 
was indispensable to enable this form ,of slavery 
to be gradually abolished. ·. . . . .. -

. We readily agreed to the withdrawal .. of the;:; 
former Article .8 in, the light of the very pertinent 
observations communicated to., the :Secretariat 
by the .Apostolic l!l' uncio at Berne, who urged the 
necessity of maintaining the lofty arid humanitarian 
provisions regarding missions and the imprQvement 
of moral conditions among natives ~ prorisions, 
too, which are to· be found .in other Conventions. 

The slave trade and slavery,.although restrijlted 
to a small region· of. the earth, are .none_ the less a 
slur, a moral stigma of which .our civilisation must 
rid itself as soon as may be., Italy made this work 
a feature of her colonial , policy from : the. very 
beginning, and she. has. never looked. ba!)k .. She 
could have .wished that it .. had been, possible to 
make· greater progress than we are m!!oking tQ-day 
But ".le. mieuw eKt l'ennemi du bien?', and the best 
reforms ,are those that. are applied by easy stage.s 
and with caution. . . . • ... , ,, . , . . 

The Italian aelegation, therefore, wholeheartedly 
approves the Convention1 and. trusts that. special 
agreements of . the kind, suggested in Article. 3. will, 
shortly be concluded,. so as .to complete the work 
which has been undertaken, for they will greatly 
aid in the:abolition. of slavery, the scourge which 
the League is bound to (l()mbat until it is completely 
suppressed. , ... , ·, '··.'. 

The President':.. . ,, " , . . . . , 
Translation : .. Sir William. Vincent, first delegate 

of India; will address the ~sembly. . · . · , , 1, _ 

Sir lVilliam Vincent. (Inai.a) : 
· Mr. President, ·ladies :·a~d ~ntle~~nc:-+ l· ~m · 

advised that it is incumbent on me to read out. here~ 
certain reservations which· India. ·wiU·.make. on 
signing this Convention.·. I am .not satisfied that 
this is strictly necessary or that this ].>ractice haa: 
always been followed in the past., But ea; majm'i 
cautela I. am .prepared on. the present occasibn to 
adopt thiS· course. · :. . , . . , , , , , . · 

Under the terinS of Articie 9 of this C~nv:ention 
I declare that my signati~J!e is not binding, as regards 
the. enforcement of .Article 2, sub-section (b) .. and 
.Articl~s 5, 6 ~~ 7 of this Convention, upo~ the 
followm~ territories; namely; in, Burma; the Naga. 
tracts lymg west and south of the Hukawng Valley 
bounded on the north and west by the .A.ssan::. 
boundary, on the east l)y the Nanphuk River and 
on the south ~y the Singaling Hkamti and the 
SonJI!l' tracts ; m ·.Assam, tb.e Sadiya· and Balipara 
frontier tracts, the tribal' area to the East of the J 
Naga Hills district, up to the Burma boundary and 
a small tract in the south of the Lushai Hills 
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d~trict; no~ on the territories in Indi~ of any 
Prmce or Chief under the suzerainty of His Majesty. 

I also declan~ that my signature to the Convention 
is not binding in respect of Article 3 in so far as 
that article may require India to ent~r into any 
-Convention whereby vessels, by reason of thQ fact 
tha~ they are owned, fitted out or commanded by 
IndianR, or of the fact that one-half of the crew is 
Indian, are classified as native vessels, or are denied 
any~rivitege, right or immunity enjoyed by similar. 
vessE'\s of other States signatorit>s of the Covenant, 
or are made subject to any liabilitv or disabilitv to 
which similar ships of such other States are "not 
subject. , . : 
. But, Sir, it is. not only theRe reservations, but 
the great importance of the resolutions now under 

·discussion which justifies .my taking a few moments 
ofyour time to-day to explain the attitude of India 
on this question ofslavery. I regard this Convention 
as a tangible and effective achievement. of great. 

, moment and as a practical illustration to the world, 
in one direction at least, of the great work done for 
. humanity by the :(.eague. . . . . 
. ' I have no . desire· to enter into the, history of 

01 
previous. efforts. to eradicate the slave trade and 

r slavery, but the truth .is that, in various forms: 
·and -disguises, they still do . subsist in certain 
part~! of .. th!), world,· and .the, preRent Convention,. 
if it is accepted, as we hope it will be, by the Powers 
here present, constitutes .a definite advance not 
only in increasing the . effectiveness of measures 
against the ,slave trade proper. and eradicating 
slavery. generally but in preventing and .putting 
a stop to those more insidious forms of servitude 

-whfch .approximate .. to slavery though called by 
other names. . . · . . , . . 

~ , The principles.laid down, particularly in regard 
to forced labour, taken ·in conjunction , with the 
action of. the, Int&national Labour Office, cannot 
Jail to have far-reaching effects throughout the• 
·world and, so far as I know, this is the first occasion' 
on which a definite undertaking, or. at any rate so 

. complete· -an. lll1,dertakingi in regard to forced labour 
has. been, .accepted. _,I refer particularly to forced 
_labour for .:Private purposes.: May I say that India 
lheartily,_welcomes the conclusion of this Convention· 
_and is glad to -undertake ,the .duty of making every 
effort to· root., out· conditions -of servitude which· 
.approximate to slavery .. 
',;.It is true that we have to make certain reserva
·tionw •on- signing the Convention; but ·one of theRe!' 
-which relates only to the search. of ships suspectea 
of. carrying :slaves, need, in· no way impede the 
execution. of an effective agreement· on this subject.· 
I can assure the Assembly that, in fact, no-Indian, 
ships are engaged in the slave trade; and that the 
Iaw,of India prohibits slavery and. this slave trade. 
under penal clauses of. great severity,, · . 

Jr Another reservation which ·we ·have been: 
,_ compelled to make relates •to Indian States, and a 

small area·of unadministered territory. The reason 
'· for this reservation as regards the Indian States is 

not that slavery is prevalent there, for-this-is not
the case at.· all'; 'it arises from' the constitutional 
posit'!. on· which~· these · States OCCUJIY; a position 
which I have fully explained in the Sixth Committee, 
The Convention will, however,' be brought to the 
notice of all .States, and provision exists in the 
Convention for extending its obligations .to these 
areas should this be necessary or desirable in the. 
future' · • · · 

In- the ~eanttine, in the unadministered areas 
~f which· I spoke, tracts· situated -on the extreme 
·north-eastern . frontier of British · · ·India, the. 
population of which is estimated at a few hundred 
thousand cperilons . only, steady, systematic efforts· 
are'· beirig made by the local g_oyernments ·to 
eradicate traces of slavery and con!litions analogous 

• 
thereto. In one of these areas already over 3,000 
slaves have been released (last year) on payment 
of substantial compensat-ion to their owners. In 
another area a special expeditiol,l h11s been sent 
this year charged with the missioil. of securing, by 
persuasion and payment of compensation, the 
release of all slaves in that terr~tory. 

But the efforts of the Government of India have 
by no means been confined to measures of this 
kind. In other provinces steady progress has for ' 
many years been made in the direl.'tion of mens\u·es 
to prevent any condition of forced labour 
approaching to slavery, or even likely to lead to 
oppression. Forced labour for private purposes 
is not legally recognised in India. In t.he province 
in which the greater part of nty career in India 
was spent, where forced labour w11s in some pm'ts 
exacted as a predial obligation, and also in li~ 
of debt, the predial obli~ration has been commuted 
into cash payments and an enactment has been. 
passed which prohibits any kind of servitude for 
debt or the enforcement of contracts of that nature . 
Similar efforts have been made in other parts of 
India1 and indeed the enforcement by penal 
sanctwns of any form of indentured labour or of 
contracts to labour has been aboliRhed. Genorally, · 
it may be said that the Government of India hns 
made and will cont-inue to mnke every t>ffort to 
get rid of the evils against which this Convention 
is directed. · · ' ' 

Lastly, may 'I say thai such has been the moral 
influence of the work of. the League and of the 
high ideals for which it stands, that I saw In the 
Times the other day a statement, and I have no 
reason whatever to ·doubt it, that th11 State of 
Nepal, an independent State not in India but on the 
northern frontier, has reeently complnte<l the 
liberation of 59,000 slaves at a cost of £275,000 paid 
by the State. That is a result on which the St11te 
of Nepal may, I think, be congratnlat<>d, ancl 'is 
clear evidence of the influence of the 1;-eague in the 
East.· · "· 

My object in placing these details before lyon 
is to indicate by direct evidence that Indih, if apt to 
scrutinise with jealousy any agreement which is 
proposed, bas gone a great way towards the goal 
which is the aim' of the Convention. It we· examine 
the terms of these agreements in detail; it is becau~e 
we are careful to enter into no solemn undertaking 
which we are not prepared fully to implement, and 
because we have also to consider the effect of sneh 
an agreement on a vast population1 one-fiftll of the 
population of the world, living m very varying 
conditions and permeated by varying traditions and 
customs .. ·But, as I have said, India is behind no 
State in its desire to eradicate slavery, and if the 
present Convention does not meet the approbation 
of all, it 'achieves a great deal: Further, should 
neces8!ty arise in the future it can, and no doubt 
will, be supplemented by further agreements· until 
slavery and conditions akin to it, truly described 
in the Committee as a crime against the human 
raee, are utterly 11nd wholly r?oted out. · · 

The President : 
Translation: M. Freire d'Andrade will address 

the Assembly .. 

11. Freire d' Andrade (Por1jugal) : 
i .. 

Translation : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 
~ I should like to give you a brief and succinct 
account of my Government's 'Views on slavery ; 
but, before doing so, I am very glad to be able to 
inform yon that the head of my delegation has 
just received full powers to follow the example of 
mv colleagues by signing the Protocol. · · . ' 

·The Portnguese delegation has made known, both 
here and elsewhere, ·the -Portuguese Government's 
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firm resolve to combat and check every form of 
slavery. My country has given in the past, and will 
continue to give, its full and entire approval to 
any and every, measure which the Assembly may 
judge necessary- to combat this scourge of, 
humanity. ' 

whichever school of thought happens to be in the 
a-scendant. 

The Slavery Commission's repOrt, which has 
been approved by the Assembly, takes into account 
the rights of the individual, but it also takes the 
view that, if changes are abruptly introduced in 
existing situations which cannot be immediately 
liquidated, the result will be complete disorganisa
tion or even disaster. Accordingly, the Slavery 
Commission's suggestions were nsed ai the' basis 
of the Convention which was discussed last year. 

The PortugnesP delegation received powers to 
sign the Convention which was approved last year, 
after having duly forwarded its observations in a 
'1etter communicated to the Secretary-General in 
compliance with the provisions of paragraph (a) 
of the Assembly resolution dated September 
26th, 1925. 

On its arrival at Geneva, however, our delegation 
found that the discussion of this subject was to be 
revived and the Convention was at once to be 
radically changed. In our opinion this step was 
'not perhaps the best or most effective that could 
have been taken to attain the object in view 
without delay, since the Convention is to be applied 
universally, and better results would have been 

. obtained had this very serious question been given 
full consideration. Remember ·the Latin proverb, 
"Festina lente". · 

With your permission, I will recapitulate the. 
past history of this important question. For two 
years a Special Commission, the Temporary Slavery 
ComD?is~ion, was at work with the object of 
subm1ttrng to the League of Nations the most 
practical suggestions it could devise for the 
suppression of slavery. The Commission's report · 
the authors of which,. I would. observe, were not 
mere theorists and philanthropists but were 
anxious t? attain pr~ctical results, was approved 
by _the S1xth Comm1ttee and the sixth ordinary 
sess1on of the Assembly, and the British Government 
thereupon _aut.horise~ Viscount Cecil to propose 
a Conventwn as bemg the best way of giving 
effect to. th~ Slavery Commission's proposals and of. 
accom~hshing the work undertaken by the League 
of N atwns for the suppression of this scourge. 

The Sixth Committee discussed at great length' 
the ~aft Conventi~n submitted to it. A Sub-. 
Comm1ttee was appomted, but, as it failed to reach 
complete agreement, a smaller Sub-Committee 
w_as appoi~ted, containing spokesmen of all the 
differe~t VJews which had been expressed. The 
C?mroJttee and. Sub-Committee ·were occupied· 
WJth the questwn for some considerable tinie 
and_ the dr~t Convention was not ready for approvai 
unt1l the Sixth ordinary session of the Assembly 
h_ad almost come to an end. The draft was to be· 
SJgne? at the beginning of the present session. 

~hiS year, however, as I said, the discussion was 
rev1velj., despite all that had taken place. The 
Temporary Slavery Commission's report seemed 
to be fading into the background and this year 
the proposals which were rejected' last year were 
taken up afresh and approved. In consequence 
I am sorry ~ say_ that several States may no Ionge; 
be a~le to s1gu th1s Convention at once, because the 
text IS not .the same as that which had previously 
been submitted to them and which had already 
been considered by their Governments. 

Between the last and the present session of the 
A:ssembly a new factor has arisen. The Interna
tional Labour Office has taken steps to pre are 
for a!l International Conference on na.tive Iab~ur .. 
:~d Jt would perhaps have been wiser to await 

Coe out~om~ o.f thif! ~tion before modifying the 
nventwn JD 1ts ongrnal form. 

f Change~ of opinion on this question, which is 
0 ~at IDlp_ortance for the whole of mankind 
~ . ue, I think, to transitory influences In 0~ 
jJ'~~fun, th~:C ch~~ges reflect the struggl~ between 
tak 'f an realities, and the decisions which are 

en ean to one side or the other according to 

The two most controversial articles of the new 
draft Convention are (I) the article dealing With 
measures to suppress the slave trade by sea, and 
(2) the article dealing with forced or compulsory 
labour. · 
. As regards the.former, it was· agreed that the 

suppression of this form of the slave trade was 
necessary, but opinions differed as to the means 
of accomplishing it. · · · 

As regards the second· point, there was general 
agreement that forced labour for the benefit of 
private undertaking~, including those in which 
Governments participate, should be formally 
condemned. At t.lie same time it· was recognised , 
not only. in the Slavery Commission's report· but"< 
also under the terms of the mandates, that forced 
labour should be resorted to in the public interest. 
this idea being expressed in the present Convention 
by the t~rm "for public purposes". · ·· ·. 
. Thus we ~aye laid down that compulsory labour 
~s ~o pe prohibited o~ tolerated according to whether 
It IS mtended for pnvate undertakings or for public 
purposes. · · · · 

The Portuguese Government, · ·in ' it-s . I~tter 
to. the Secretary-General, stated- although this 
pomt would not have prevented it from signing 
the. Convention- that in. its .view it was highly 
des1rable that compulsory labour should be defined 
just as slavery had. been defined, and • this not. 
only in order to prevent abuses, but also to avoid ' 
any possibility of· -censure. · · 1 

. I put this . point ·to the Sub-Committee of the 
S1xth Com~ttee, and . was thereupon invited 
by the Oharrman to · submit · an amendment 
embodying this _definition;. I replied that I had 
no means of domg so, that only an organisation 
sue~ as · the · International · Labour Office was 
eqUJpped for such a task, and that for that reason 
the Portuguese delegates had long been in favour 
of asking the Labour Office to study ·this difficlilt 
question, which is largely· the key to the future 
of those · peoples, · both in' mandated territory 
and e~sewhere, which are not yet capable of 
governrng themselves. . · · · · · 

~ am glad to say, however, that the measures 
wh1ch my Governmen~ · h~s been advocating for 
so long are now embodied m one of the resolutions 
to be submitted _to the Assembly. . . 
. Last year Article 6 of the Convention was 1 

fiercely attacked by M. Palacios delegate of Spain 
a. country to. which we are ~ttached by many 
t1es of affect10n, and which I sincerely regret 
to see a~sent to-day, as I regret also the absence 
of our kinsmen from Brazil. We shall not•cease 

·to feel thes~ re~Vets until the day comes - as 
I am sure It Will~ when . these nations return 
among us and take the places which are their 
due through the distinguished services they 
have rendered the League. . 

Art
.A!J 

1 
I was saying, M. Palacios fiercely attacked 

IC e 6 of the Protocol; but I am sure ·his 
ar~e~ts would have lost a great deal of their 
wl ebJght if we had had a formula defining forced 
a our. 

In a. doc~en.t ~uch as that which we have 
:~~~l~~us~~g It .JSbl most ;im~ortant that there 

possJ e amb1grnty, so that those 
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w!Io sign it, '!ith 'tb~ lhwntion of strictly complying 
w1th the duties which it imposes should be quit~ 
clear as ~ ~bat those duties :u.e. 

The suggestions put forward bv the Temporary 
Sia:very Commis.sion in .Chapter VII, paragraph B 
«>f It_s report, which was approved by the .Assembly, 
ment our closest attention · and I also thtnk that 
the statement made in p~graph .A of the same 
<Chapter should be our guide in defining the ''public 
purpo~e~" referred to in .Article 5 (ll of the 
Convention. 

In conclusion, I am glad to have been able 
to announce that· our delegation would sign the 
-:proposed Convention, for this is a token that 
the Portuguese GovenLment, which has already 

. :approve~ the Temporary Slavery Commission's 
-report, IS happy to associate itself with the 
humanitarian action of the British Government 
-w:hi~h h:as been so 'eloquently advocated by it~ 
distinguLShed delegate, Viscount Cecil •. 

The President : 

.Tra118lation : 

His Highnes.s Prince .Arfa. will address the 
. .Assembly.· . 

Prince. Arfa (Persia) : 

Tra118lation: Mr. Pr~sid~nt- In ·giving my 
:adhesion to the Slavery Convention I wish to state, 
-with reference to .Artiele 3, that my signature will 

. :not bind Persia to accede to any arrangement or 
oonvention clas$ifying her vessels, · of what~ver 
~onnage, as "native· vessels" within the meaning 
>Of the Convention on the International Trade in. 

'Arllls.' . 
·· · I desire· that my interpretation of .Article 3, as 
:adopted with the Persian delegation's amendment, 
be duly noted. . . . . . 

Having ·made this necessary stipulation, I beg 
· to offer the ··League my sincere congratulations' 
upon the establishment of this Convention on 
slavery, and I earnestly hope that it will contribute 
towards the final abolition of the shameful traffic 
in slaves.. , 

Persia-abolished slavery long since, .and she now 
desires to afford all the help in her power. to put' 
an end to ~t in ev(lry corner of the world. ., ,. -- ' ·- '. . 

'I,· I ' ' • 

The President :. 
I I .• • ,• -' 

Tra118lation' : M. Serot, delegate of 'France, will 
address the .Assembly, 

·, '. •\ 

1\1. Serot' (France) : · 
' . " . 

Tra118lation : The French delegation will 
recommend its Government to sign this Convention,, 
a · 'hough it does not . yet know exactly what its' 
f nal fonn will be, as the Committee dealing -with 
t. has 0nly jnst concluded its work. . ' · 

· (rhis Convention, the principles of which have· 
. for long . been applied irr the French colonies, is 
. Jaraely a reproduction of the Convention drawn up 
last year; but it has been given an added force and 
:precision which will help it to bring about the 
complete .abolition of . s).avery and a~a;log?us: 
conditions. The, most rmportant modification 
relates to the slave traffic, and in this connection· 
the French delegation is glad to see that the 
Committee· has adopted its proposal to· the effect 
that ·the Convention on .Slavery should as far as 
possible be .modelled on' the Convention on the 

. InternationalL Trade in .Arnls. It trusts that on 

. this basis a. .generaJ ,Convention may ~ortly be 
· concluded which will put an end for all time to the 
abominable crime of slavery. 

• 
The President : • 
. Tramlatio-n : If no one else wishes to spen k 1 

will put to the vote the resolution~ of the Sixth 
Committee, which read as follows : 

• 
I. Th~ .Assen1bly : • 

_ApProv~ 'Jill mavt"r!J Cq,pvllntio-n drafted by its 
Sm~ Comm1tle11 ~~IJ earnrstly trusts that it u>ill 

. be Btgned and rahj1ed a.t soon a..~ possible by nJl 
the Members of th11 Leagu~ of Nat ions ; ~ 

· l118tn1c18 the Secretary-Gt>neral to tak11 the 
nec~sary steps to bring the Com•t>nlion offif"inllrJ 
to the lrnowledg~ of all Stairs Jllembt'rs or 1101i· 
M emb~s of ~h~ Leagu~ of N atio118 tvhirh 11111,1/ not 
have B1gned tl before th11 rmd of the prest>rat session• 
of th11 .Assen1bly, to the 1111d that tllt'Y may sign or • 
adh11r11 · to it in acrordance toith the prot·isioll.~ of • 
Article II of the Co-nvMitirm. • · • 

II. Th11 .Asmnbly : • 

Desires that th~ League of Nat ions should 
continue to int~~re.~t itself in aecuring the progres8iVe 
abolition of alavery and conditirms analogo11s 
thereto and therefore begs that the Council u•ill 
prepare and communicate to the .Aasemblr1 every 
year a doC11ment mrmticming th11laws and regi1lations 
which partiea to the Convention on ma·vcrv, in 
accordance with .Article 7, will hav11 commumoated 
to the Seeretary-GMcral, and t11at the Counniltvill 
include therein any supplcmcntarrJ information 
which the M 11111bers of the League may bo disposed 
spontaneously to furnish with regard to tlle measures 
taken by them to this rmcl. . 

III. The .Assembly, 

While recognising that f<rroed labour f<rr public 
purpos~ is aometimes necessary : 

Is of opinion that! as a pencral rule, it slwuld 
not be resorted to un css it lS impossible to obtain 
voluntary labour and that it should receive adequate 
remuneration. 

IV. The .Assembly, 
Taking note of the w<rrk undertaken by tile 

International Labour· Office in conf<rrmity witil 
the missio-n entrusted to it and within the limits of its 
C0118titutio-n ; 

COII8idering that these studies naturally indurlc 
· the problem of f<rrced labour ; 

Requests the Council to inf<rrm the GovcrninTJ 
Body of the International Labour Office of the
adoption of the mavery Convention, and to draw 
its atte-ntio-n to tile importance of the w<rrk unclertaken 
by the Otfice with a 'lliew to studying the b~t means 
of preventing forced or compuls<rry labour from 
developing into conditiona analogo118 to Rlavery. ., 
.The resoluti0118 were adopted. 

The Pre~ident : 

Tra118lation: I have to infonn ·you that the 
Convention on Slavery is open for the signatures 
of delegations from to-day, September 25tb, 1926. 
It may ~e signed in the Secretary-General's Office. 

72. - · SETTLEliEXT OF 
REFUGEES : REPORT OF 
COMlliTTEE : RESOI.UTIOX. 

The President : 

ARJIEXIAN 
THE FIFTH 

· Tra118lation :'The next item on the agenda is the 
discussion of the Fifth Committee's report on the 
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settlement of Armenian refugees (Annex 21. 
. Document A. III.1926.IV). • . 

(On the invitatio_ n of the Pre~ident, Ofounht ~ tJ?I.Bfth 
'orff p U D 'etrfchstein Ohatrman o t e l 

-~om~i~~e,y~:a Dr. Br;itscheid, Rapporteur, took 
their places on tlle platform.) 

. ~ 
The Presrdenf : 
Translation : Dr. Breitscheid, Rapporteur, will 

address the Assembly. 

Dr. Breitseheid (Germany), Rapporteur : 
Translation : I have the honour to read to you 

the Fifth Committee's report on the settlem~nt 
of Armenian refugees and the accompanymg. 
draft resolution. . 

On behalf of the Fifth Comrmttee, . I a~k you 
to• approve these resolutions and, by domg so, 

' to pay a tribute to the distinguished delegate 
of Norway, Dr. Nansen, and to the work he has 
accomplished. 

D Breitscheid, delegate of. Germa:ny a~d 
Rap~-orteur of the Fifth qommi~tee, Wlll agam 

- address the Assembly on this s~bJeCl. . . 

Dr. Breitscheid (Germany); RapporteUr : . · 
Tr~INU~lation : ~he Fifth .Committee ~as _adopted 

the following resolution, and now submits It to -the 
Assembly: · 

The .Assembly, • • 

H wving carefulTIIJ ·examined the- reports of the 
High Commissioner ana . of: t~e Internatwnal 
Labour:Office on the refugee questwns : , . 

.Approves those reports! . ·, , ·• :· · · . 
E;presses 'its. 'high appreciation qf the important 

work. whjch they have. . accon:tpllsheil :for . the 
refugees ; . - • • · : · · · _ 

Ex:presses 'the opinion -that this wor~ shoy.la be 
prosecuted to a satisfactory concluswn _ m the 
interests both of the refugees themselves ana of 
political, economic and social order : _ _ 

The Presi1lent : H acing regard to the precarious position of 
Translation : Jf no one wishes to speak, I will thousands of. .tl.T17\enian r~fugees in the. Near East; 

put to the vote the resolutions of the Fifth ln~tes the Governing Body of the International 
Committee, which read as follows: Labour Office and the Hig~ .<?om?"'ission_er. for 

Refugees to consider the posslblhty ?f mak1.ng _an 
The .Assembly, · : effective response to the appeal~ for thelr co-operatwn 
(1) Takes note of ana adopts the rep?1"~. o_f ·in the pertnal!ent settlem.ent _o( !1tese .r~fugees, ana 

the .Armenian Refugee Settlement Commlsswn, . of . co:ordinatln[j -; the ' (\Ctlmttes . - . of.' pn,vate 
and expresses its appre~a!ion. of the valua_ble or_ g_anisations w_orking .fot:,the r_ef~_gees i . _ ,, 
work done by this Commtsswn ~n the ela_borah!Jn . . . M b 
of a workable scheme, found a;fter _car~ful e"!quwJr · Urges .the . .Governments of ·.the -States em _ers 
to be technically sound, whwh lt lS esttmateil. .., to further .the settlement of Junemploye_d nRusBlttn 
will result in the settlement of at·least 25,000, . ana-Armenian refugees by ,giving ,rwttce alJ,soon 
.Armenians in their national home; a8 possible of their ratification of the .Arrangement 

·-· ilra-wn ,up by,, the Inter:G(J'Vernmental ,Conference 
(21 Takes note of the resolution of the Counci~ -. 'on, May , 12th, .19,26

1
., par.ti~ularly as' regards 

of September 16th, 1926, stating that, if. the money · contributions to the working capttal_f'ltnil ("revolmng 
to finance th.e initial outlay r_eq1~ireil by_ the ~cheme fund".) anil,the iss1'e .of v!sasr tq: reflfg~es on the 
is torthcommg, the Oounml would, . subJect to .recommendation. of the Hlgh Co.mmlsswner. and 
certain conditions ana if reque-Bted to do so by of the I nternatU!nal LabQ1tr_ Offio~ ; ana. 
the parties interested, lie willing to appoint a . Invites· the • Governing Body· Of the International 
person or persons to supervise the due expenditure :Labour Office to ·•appoint • ·a · co-trustee ···to "•be 
of that money for the objectp specified in the s~heme ;. '- responsible_ jointly 1vith Dr. Na;nsen .1m;_ the 

(3) Requests the Council to co~der the · administration of the jund' in quesUon ·;' 0 · 
possibility, after due enquiry, . of settlng up a 'aonsiderinJ 'tM neces~if1i 'of .. _'1n~int'aini"!g: ;a 
small committee, under the c~airmanship . of, delegation of the · Refugee Sermce t"! Berlm tn 
a member appointed by the Counml and constsltng viela of the large number of refugees _tn Gerrr;any; 
partly of representativeB ~f private . organisations. Takes note of the possibility bf a co~tl'ibution 
interested in the promohon of th~s scheme, to: · ;, b th G 
investigate the possibility of' obtaining· the sum ,_, ~,one-half .. the.-cast,b(Jlng.:ma..,e; Y e •· erman-
rfquired, and of using it for the purposes'of the overnment; . •w·- - ": '' ... 
scheme in the Republic of .Armenia; _ . Urges the .Assembly to increase the Refugee 

Budget by 18,750 francs in or_der thai t~e i~p<»"!ant 
(4) Decides that a sum of 15,000' francs be delegation of the Refugee Sermce may be mamtalneil 

allowed, subject to the conditions. already· set· in Berlin: .: ·.- · i ·' •. · _, ": . 
forth, in order t~ provide for -the printing .. and- .... J,,. ..,_, ,, , ,,. , .. , .. ·' ;.,,.,,. ''"' 
distribution of literature regarding the proposed- This a~:edit- -was· approved byf: the• Fourth 
financial operation and to permit Dr. Nansen Committee. · '•· · • . · -· .-
- or his representativ~ - t~ la1f )r.is proposals You will find all , ·the -,considerations which 
before possible contnbutorr tn Europe or were· adduced m-the report which ·has just'been 
.America. distributed to you.·· I will beg- leave,---however,. to 
The resolutions .were adopte_d. 

73. QUESTIONS CONCERNING ARMENIAN 
M\D RUSSIAt" REFUGEES: REPORT OF 
THE FIFTH COMlllTTEE: RESOLUTION., 

The President : 
Translation : The next item on the agenda is the. 

examination of the question concerning Russian 
and Armenian refugees (Annex 22, document A.l09 .. 
1926.IV). . 

say ·one word. on the 'reduction••of ·the: German 
contribution for the refugees agency in Berlin .. • : 

' In evidence ~f the- interest it feels in t.he work 
in question;. the German Government,-·.before 

•·entering .the League, used ·to· pay .an :annual 
contribution of 30,000 marks.· Now tbat she . .b.as 
joined ·the League, however,· Gerlilany,· like the 
other Members, pays a contribution towards all the 

-League's organisations, and therefore considers· that 
she would, in principle; be justified .in withdrawing 
her special ·contribution to . the. Berlin --agency. 
In view of the humanitarian ~haracter of the work, 
~owever, she is willing to pay 15,000-marks animally 
lllStead of 30,000. - - - · · · " · · 
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Thanks to t~e conciliatory spirit displayed in the 
Fourth CoiDinittee, the difficulties arisina out of the 
German Gove:mment's decision have bee; overcome. 

The President : 

' . Translation : If~ no one else wishes to ~ak, I 
Will p~t to the _vote the resolution of the Fifth 
Comrmttee. 

. Tie rejolution was adopted: 

• •. i.· 

74. - EXTENSION TO OTHER ANALOGOUS 
CATEGORIES OF REFUGEES OF THE 
1\IEASURES TAKEN TO ASSIST RUSSIAN 
ANDARi\IENIAl'll REFUGEES~ RESOLUTION 
PROPOSED BY THE FIFTH COMMITTEE. 

The President : • 
fCr~nslat1~: We 'Will now pass to .the next item 

on the· agenda :- .the resolution proposed by . the 
Fifth Co~ttee on _the draft proposal put forward 
by the Belgmn delE'.gation regarding the question 
of extending to other refugees the measures taken 
ito assist Russian and·Armenian refugees .. , , ; 

(On the invitation of the President, l!D de Brour kilre 
Rapporteur, ~took "flis place . by the side ·of tn:, 
Chatrman of the F*h Commlttee.) · 

. ' ' . . 
The President : 
Translation : The Rapporteur will address the , 

Assembly. 
! ·-· , . ;~- r -·~· ·,·.: :·.,~.~-

.;, \U., de :B~oucke~. (Belgium) : . . . 
i ·;Translation : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen ' 
-The Fifth Committee· has:adopted.the following 
moti~n, proposed by the Belgian delegation, and 
subrmts It to the Assembly. . . , ·: ~· .,._, · 

· · The' .Assemb7Jg invites the Council to request the ' 
'High Commissioner ·for· Refugees and the· 
International Labour· Organisation to . consider. 
how. far the measures. already . taken , , to give , 
protection to, to provide' employment tor; and to' 
aff'ord. relief to; ~us sian. and 'Armenian· refugees. 
can be extended to other analogoU8 ·categories of 
refugees. . . .. . , • 

1 

There is · no• need to say· much concerning :this · 
proposal. We are all familianvith the great services 
rendered by the League. in protecting and settling 
Russian and' Armenian refugees. I should like to 
·call ·your attention however, to: a; coincidence. 
which ··occurred •in this· morning's• debate ~n the: 
proper· limits· to the- League's :activities .. ., Two. 
speakers, desiring . to indicate, ' in : support of 

·arguments which in some respects were opposed to 
•one another(·the• type· 10f. activity ·which: fell 
•definitely .. within the · sphere • of' the · League's. 
. competence,- both cited the work of pr()tecting and 
·settling refugees. , . . · 
· At· the 'present· tinie, however, · the · Ikague's 

·work-is ·confined to protecting'and settling Russian 
and• Armenian refugees,·· and. I ~need not remind 
you that there are, unhappily, many pther -refugees, 
other groups,• in a;·. similar · position, ' and ' that 
sometinles --groups ·of Russian and ·Armenian 
Tefugees · include 'Jlersons 'belonging ·to other 
·nationalities. · ·should we not a;ttempt on. behalf of 
these other groups what we have already achieved 
on behalf of those belonging to the two nationalities 
I have mentioned ! · 

. Our proposal does not ·settle the question once 
'and for ·all.· We have been satisfied to bring it 
-to your -notice .. •The·proposal asks for information. 
It suggests that an enquiry- should be made, so 
that the exa;ct position may be ascertained by , 

• 
next year, and you may then be able to take a 
decision after due consideration of the facts. You ~ 
will realise that the proposal is a very modest one, 
and I need say no more in support or' it. 

• 
•· The Presidt-nt : 0 

· Tramlati&n : Does anybody t»se wish to speak ! 
If no one else wishes to speak, I will consider 
the resolution adopted. 

The resolution was adopted. 

,, 

75.- PROTECTION OF WOllEN A~D Cllli.DUEN 
IN THE ~EAR· EAST: REI'ORT lW TUE 
FIFJH COlllliTTEE: RESOLUTIONS. • 

. The .Presillent : 

Translation : The next item. on the ngomda is 
the Fifth Committee's rl'port on the Protection 
of Women and Children in the Near Ea~t (Annex 
23. Document A.l06 .1926). · 

' .. 
(On the invitation of the PrBIIident, Damo Edith 

Lyttelton, Rapporteur, took her placo 11pon tho 
pla..'form by the ltido of tho Chairman of tl&o l'ijth 
Committee.) ' 

The President : 

Translation : Dame Edith Lyttelton will addrel's 
the Assembly. 

, Dame Edith Lyttelton (British Empire) : 

·• 

·, Mr: Presi!lent, ladies :and gentlemen - With 
yourJlermission, I do not propose to rend the whole 
report which is now before you. ·The AsHomhly, 
1 think, is very familiar with the wonderful work 
done by Miss Jeppe in the Near East. The bravery, 
courage and resource that she lms ijhown are 
'worthy of the highest 'praise. I wish to add 
that the Fifth CommittE'e very much regrets the 
decision of the Fourth Committee not to continue 
the subsidy to Miss Jeppe's work. We have, 
of course, bowed to the decision, .but ·we bnve 

·a slight feeling that if there bad not been so mncb 
hurry we might perhaps 'have been able to soften 
the hearts of the members of the Fourth Committee 
as regards this matter. I say "soften the hearts", • 
but their hearts are not bard at all. It is only 
when it is necessary to translate human tbinl-,'11 
into figures that it is very difficult to keep alive 
the imagination which enables the heart to be 
softened. · 

· I am glad to say that, in spite of the fact that 
she is not' going to get a grant from the League 
of Nations, Miss J eppe bas, nevertheless1 detE'rmined 
to continue her work. She succeeden last yea-r in 
raising more money than she had hllid before, chiefly 
from England, though I am glad to be ahle to 
say that Germany also gave a very handRome 
contribution. . Now that the League bas refused 
her -more money, lliss Jeppe bas to add to her 
duties the work of getting enough funds to continue; 
but ,although our supply of money has ceaRed, 
it is a great plE>asure to be able to report that 
Miss Jeppe is to continue to be a. League of Nations 
Commissioner. I am very glad that this is so 
for her sake, because I think. it will help her, 
and I am very glad for the League that this 
wonderful piece of work should still bear its 
imprinlatur .. I pass over the anomalous position 
that the League of · N a tiona will get· the palm 
without the dust for the next year, .but that is 
'Something which ~nnot be helped. 
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Miss Jeppe will work unde! precisely t~e sa~e 
conditions this year as she d1d last year , that IS 
to say under the supreme control of the mandatory 
Power'. She speaks in the hi_ghest terms of the 
assistance which bas been g~ven her on every 
occasion by French officials. She has found them 
courteous and 'helpful in the highest degree, ~nd 
asks for nothing <better than to go on w~rkmg 
with them. Last year 300 women and cb1ldr~n 
and boys were reRcued by the efforts of. Miss 
.Jeppe. This year, owing to the fact. that some 
Kurdish tribes have come over into Syna and have· 
a considerable number of girls with them, she 
believes that she will be able to rescue a good. 
many more. 

The reason why she feels that her wor!t is nearly· 
over is in one sense, a sad one and, m another 
sense, ~ happy onl'. The happy side of it is that 
sne has been able so far to rescue the greater 

' part of the women, girls and children who were 
<Uilbappy ; and, perhaps, the sad side of it is th~t 
there are many women who, for the future, · w1ll 
always remain with the people who have tak~n 
them. It is difficult for women ever to be qmte 
free, and when the troubles and joys of motherhood 
are added to their fate it is difficult for them not 
to resign themselves and to continue the life 
which they have been forced at one time to lead; 
I think there are people who feel that the women 
should not be so reconciled. I cannot agree 
with them there, but I think we should extend 
our sympathy to those who have . been forced 
against their will and by the claims of motherhood 
to remain in an alien country and subject to an 
alien fate. ' ' 

A similar decision to that taken about this work 
has been taken about the work done ' in 
Constantinople at the Leagiie of Nations. Neutral 
House. The Fourth Committee had decided that 
this House must now be closed, but the Fifth 
Committee asks the Assembly, as Miss Mills, like· 
Miss J eppe, has already determined to carry on the 
work for another year with money subscribed from 
outside, and because, in a smaller sphere, she is 
doing precisely the same work, to grant her not the 
House, but the equipment of the House for another' 
year; that is to say; .the Committee asks that its 
value should not be realised now but that Miss 
Mills should be allowed to use it for another year. 
I think this is the least we can do as a sign of 
gratitude for the very remarkable work, which 

,. this American lady has performed. . · ' 
With your permission, I will now read ' the 

resolutions which the .Fifth Committee puts before 
you: 

The Assembly : 

(1) Desires to express its. admiration ior · the 
work Mills Jeppe has performed and its gratitude 
for the devoted way she has carried it out ; 

. (2) flppr!fVeS ~ills Jeppe's repory and .expresses 
tts sattsfachon wtth the results obtamed during .the 
course of the past year ; · 

(3) Decides that the millsion for the rescue of 
women and children, which has been entrusted tO 
Mills Jeppe by the League of Nations, shall be 
prolonged for one year more under the conditions 
fixed _by the Assembly, at its l_ast ordinary session, 
that ts to say, under the htgh authority of the 
Power which holds a mandate in Syria under the 
League of Nat ions ; · 

(4) Seeing that the work of Armenian 
col?t~isation and any other work undertaken by. 
M.ts~ J eppe personmly in connection toith the 
mtsston for the rescue of women and children 
entrusted to her by the League of Nations fall within 

the class of work entrusted by the mandatory Power,,· 
in the general interest, to a · ce?'tral organ. 
representing the Ref~ gee .S~ce. at. the: 
I nternation.al Labour Ojjtce and the dtrectton of 
the I nternationm Red Cross Committee, invites: 
Mills Jeppe to come to an understanding as reqards: 
the general direction. of thQB~ _works men.tw~ed. 
under heading 3, wtth the ltauon orgamsatwn. 
established by the mandatory Power ; 

(5) Seeing that Miss Jeppe is of ~pinio;,_ 'that 
her task will be discharged during the comin'g year, 
requests her to submit w the next ordinary session 
of the; ;As!embly a finm report on aU the resuUs of 
her m~sswn ; 

(6) Thanks Miss Mills for her devoteil and 
excellent work and regrets that it has not been 
found possible to continue the grant from_ the League 
of Nations for another year. 

t . - ·: .- 'i. 
Before I leave the tribune, I· should like to 

express · iny personal regret that these resolutions 
are more in the form of a vote· of thanks for work 
done than·the basis for new work.· · ' · · 

. ' 

. The President : . 
Translation : · If no· one else. wishes ·to speak; I 

will regard the resolutions of the Fifth Committee 
aa adopted. · · 

The resolutions were adopted~ 

76.- AUDITED ACCOUNTS AND BUDGEToOF 
THE LEAGUE AND ~oTHER FINANCIAL 
QUESTIONS : REPORT:_ OF THE FOURTH 
CO.l\IMITIEE: ·RESOT.UTIONS. ·· 

/• ,·•.; 

The President : •. r 

· Translation : .. The next item. on- the agenda is the 
report of the .Fourth Committee. · on financial 
questions . (Annex 24. Document A.105.1926.X). 

'. '(On the invitation fl/ the '.President, M. Titu1esco, 
Chairman of the Fourth Committee·; and M. Oldenburg, 
Rapporteur,· took their plac~ 011- ~he 1lla;tform.) . 

Th~ President : 
Translation : M. Oldenburg, . Rapporteur, ,will 

address the:· Assembly. ''i 

· , l\1. Oldenburg (Denm~k), :Rappo~teur : . . . 
Translation :, I· have the honour to subnrlt the 

.general report of the Fourth Committee. The report 
has been printed and dilltributed, so .I shall make 
only. a few brief comments. _,. . . .. 
· The Fourth Committee has this year instructed 

me as Rapporteur on general questions to deal with 
all the' subjects· placed on .its agenda, with the 
exception of that of contributions in arrears, which, 
in accordance with precedent, was_ referred to a 
special Sub-Committee. . The Fourth Committee's 
proposals on this latter point form the subject of a 
special report to the Assembly. , . . . • . 
~t the beginning of its. report, the Committee 

desires to pay .its tribute to the First Financial 
Director of the Leagne of.Nations, -who has just 
relinquished his duties as a member of · the 
Secretar!at_. The ·sound financial organisation of the· 
League IS m no small measure due to the untiring 
efforts and · thorough technical knowledge of Sir 
Herbert Ames.. , 

The Committee has held many sessions and done -
a great deal of hard work. It subjected the budget 
to a meticul~us examinatiop. and noted the orderly 
a_nd methodical manner. in which· the Leagiie's .. 
fmances. are managed .. 
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The Committee fnryher rioted t~e energetic action 
~e~ by_ the Supervisory COilliillSsion and its care 
m gomg mttl matters of detail. 

A perusal of the report will have shown that the 
Fourth Committee requests you to approve the 
General. Budget for the financial year 1927 
amountmg to 24,512,341 gold francs. The 1926 
budg~t amounted to 22,930,633 gold francs. 

:J'his latter figure was divided into 937 units 
the amtmnt of each unit thus being 24,472.39 francs: 
The total budget for 1927 has to be divided into 
1,015 units, each unit being approximately equal 
to 24,15~ ?-ancs, ~r a little less than last year. _ 

In arnvmg at th1s sum, we took into consideration 
the amount of 1,400,000 francs, which will be 
distributed in 1927 _ among those States which, 
by the prompt payment of their contributions, 
ass!sted in the constitution of the Building Fund. 
ThiS fund now amounts to 7,972,135.51 franc-s. 

The Working Capital Fund, which is regarded 
as the property of the States who contribute to it, 
amounted on December 31st, _1925, to 4,389,497 
francs. · 

I will not dwell upon the serious danger to the 
finances of the League arising out of the very 
!Ugh figure for contributions in arrears. The League 
18 owed as much as 6,451,318.67 francs under this 
head. M. de Vasconcellos, Rapporteur for this 
_special question, will .make a statement on the 
subject later. 

The President : 

_Translation: M. Hambro, delegate of Norway,. 
"will-address the Asse~bly. 

- . 
1\1. Hambro (Norway): . . . 
Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen-'- Before 

I -make a few general remarks upon the budget 
.which has been laid before us, I want to associate· 
myself . with the observations made by the 
distinguished delegate of the British Empire, 

·viscount Cecil, some time ago and to call attention 
to the hurried way in which we have had to pass 
even the budget of the League. I should like to 
call attention to Rule 17 of the Rules of Procedure 
of the Assembly, which states : "As a general 
rule, no proposal shall be discussed or put to the 
vote at any meeting of the Assembly unless copies 
of it have been circulated to.all representatives not 
later_ than the day preceding the meeting'~. We 
have been- voting, all the afternoon, documents 
which have been placed before the delegates this 
very afternoon. . We even had to pass over one 
item on the agenda _because the draft resolution 
was not yet printed. · 

I would also like to call attention to what is 
stated in Rule 14, paragraph 6, of the Rules of 
Procedure, which says that each Committee "shall 
keep a register of its discussions and Minutes, which 
shall be published at the earliest possible date, 
but not until they have been approved by the 
Committee. They may at any time be consulted 
by any member of the Assembly"; I know, Mr. 
President, that my point can be answered by saying 
that all delegations are_ represented on every · 
Committee. But I want-to call attention to the 
fact that we have been obliged to comply with the 
wishes of the Bureau and to have meetings of our 
Committee ·while the Assembly was in session here 
and when members of our Committee had to be 
here. We finished our work in the Committee this 
morning, after a session lasting two hours, but all 
the draft resolutions have not yet been printed; 
some of them have · been distributed without 
being printed. • 

I do not raise any formal objection to this mode 
. of procedure, but -I call the attention of all' the 

Members of the League and the attent-ion of the 
Bureau to it, and I wish to add that, if I personnliJ 
do not object, it is because I have the greatest trust 
in the financial organs of the League of Nations 
whose work we have been ui.qcussing in my 
Committee, because I have full.~onfidence in the 
work done by c the Supl'rvisory Commission, and 
bl'C3use I think that all the niembl'rs of the Fourth 
Committee also have the greatest confidence and 
trust in the work done by our Rapporteur. Bt}t I 
think it is necessary to remind the Bureau of the 
Rules of Procedure and to remind them of the 
words spoken by the President of the Second 
AssPmbly, nam~ly, that he presided in the spirit 
that we should comply on every voint wit.h t-he 
Rules of Procedure and the rl'solutiOns passed by 
the Assembly. 

· We have been discussing here the way in w4il'h · 
interest can be aroused in the work of the Le1~~ue 
and the way to create respect for the dignity of the 
Assembly and to make propaganda. I want to s\~y 
that there is no better propaganda than the work 
done iii the Assembly and by the ARsembly, and 
if we cannot interest the Members of the Assembly 
in it, if we cannot intllrest the Burllau, how Clln we 
interest the public and the Press f To·dny we have 
seen the opinions which have been ciroulated in the 
Press concerning the a-ttitude of public opinion. I 
will not dwell upon it, but I will mention the 
impression which this procedure, this ru~hing of 
our work, this informal way of doing things which 
would not not. occur in any parliaml'nt which 
sends delegates bert>, must make upon new 
delegates who, like myself, come for the first 
time to the Assembly of the League and who 
hold the very highest conceptions of its dignity 
and of the high moral charallter of the work done 
here. 

I had certain reservations to make with regard 
to the draft resolution on the budget, but I am not 
going to deal with any of them here. I t,hink it is 
unnecessary to do so. I have called attention to 
eertain points in the Committee, and that will be 
sufficient for the moment. 

· I want, however, to emphW!ise the two things 
·which have found expression in the report submitted 
by the Fourth Committee to the As.~embly. I might 
emphasise the need of all small nations and all 
distant nations for a better representation on 
the Secretariat and on the International Labour 
Office. I do not criticise and I do not compht.in, 
especially as my country has no reason to complairo .. 
I do not complain because I know what has been 
felt, what we all have felt when we have met 
members of the Secr~tariat-we have felt the spirit 
of the League of Nations. We b~ve felt an 
independence of national W!pirations; we have met 
in eagerness to further the work of the League of 
Nations. This being so, no member of the staff will 
be hurt by the words that I have uttered. 

It is a fact, however, that all those nation~ which 
are not French-speaking or English-speaking are 
under a disadvantage when they wish to be 
represented on the personnel of the staff, and I ask 
you to remember, and I ask the Connell also to 
remember it when appointing the superior officers 
of the League, that we are constantly labouring 
under a difficulty in being unable to speak our own 
language here and in having to try to express our 
thoughts in a language which we but imperfectly 
command. I am satisfied with the remarks made 
by the Secretary-General and inserted in the report, 
to the effect that only for certain classes of the 
staff of the Secretariat shall a perfect knowledge 
of the two languages be made a condition. 
Qualifications which are independent of language 
will be taken into consideration. I want, however, 
to_ call the attention of the Council to the faet that, 



when it is going to appoint new s_uperi~r o_fficers 
of the League and U nder-Secretanes or C~tefs of 
Sections it will have to take care not to gtve. the 
world at' large the impression that only_ the subJects 
and citizens of tJhe great .J:'owers Will. have ~he 
opportunity to fiU those positions. I w3:nt ~o remmd 
you that in the Mixed Courts ~f _Justice m Egy~t 
the small nations har;e been ~nvll~ged, bec~"':lse 1t 
was felt that they were more likely to be pol1t1cally 
impartial and that the first Pre~ident of . t~e , 
Permane~t Court of Justice was a Dutchman, while: 
the second was a native of the country whose guests · 
we are. This is proof enough that, where people are i 
under equal conditions, ~he men o~ the small : 
nations have an opporturuty to, obtam the posts· 
which we all want them to have. . · . · 

I also wish to remind the Council of the fact that 1t 
is perhaps rather difficult for it t? und~rstan<l; t~e ; 
full importance of these considerat-Ions; ~t 18 
perhaps also rather difficult for . a good .. many . 
milmbers of the Assembly to understand them. 
:Many of the representatives of the Members of the . 
Council are Ambassadors or Ministers to Paris or 
London and so have a perfect command .of one of , 
the official languages of the League. . ~hey must · 
remember, however, that it is important for every 
delegate who comes here to be able to meet.on the 
staff some man or woman who can understand 
him when be is talking his .. own language and 
asking for help in his own language. . . . . ' 

I am perfectly confident that the. leaders of., the • 
Bureau will do everything in their power, as. has . 
been promised and as is stated in this report. :C am 
convinced that one of the great dangers for. the· 
League of Nations and its .work would, be .. undue 
impatience. I prefer the· idea of p~oceedmg by l 
fractions of an inch rather than taking any step : 
which we might afterwards have to retrac.e. I know • 
the obstacles of pride and prejudice and prestige 
that have to be overcome in dealing with these, 
questions, but I have spoken ,these word~ .with -~be; 
feeling that, being the delegate of a. nat10n ;w:tacn : 
is in the happy position of living in friendship .with; 
every neighbouring nation, and. never having .had: 
any claim upon the League, it is also .. our duty to , 
try to express the wishes felt by the delegations · 
of all the small nations, wishes to which. not every: 
delegation can feel it politically wise ·to ... gi;ve : 
expression from this rostrum. : · · · l 

The President : . . . , . . , 
Tramlaliott : Baron Marks . von Wurtemberg,: 

llelegate of Sweden, · will a-ddress the Assembly. ; 

Baron l\larks von Wurtemberg '(Swe!leil) : 
' . . ''• 

Tramlation : Mr. President, ladies·,''and, 
gentlemen - I do not wish to detain you or ·to try; 
the patience of those who are anxiously- looking 
forward to the termination of this session. of the , 
Assembly. I cannot, however, forego· •this: 
opportunity of a~sociating myself with the · 
Norwegian delegate's remarks in so. far as they· 
concern the haste which has characterised the· 
proceedings of this Assembly. · This mode of: 
procedure is neither compatible with the dignity 
of toe Assembly nor likely to be.productive of good • 
results. 

The President : '', 

Tramlation : If no one else wishes to speak, I will: 
put to the vote the resolutions of the Fourth 
Committee, which read as follows : · 

1. The Assembly, in virtue of Article 38 of the 
Regulations for the Financial .Adminis!ralion 
of the League, finally approves !he audited Mcounts, 
of the League for the seventh financial puriod, 
mding DecembeT 3181, 1925. 

2. The .Assembly, in virtue. of .Articl~ ~7 of ~he 
Regulations .for the . Finan<nal · .A~mtmstratwn 
of the League : . · . .. 
' Jl.ppriJves for the financial year 1927 ,·the geneTal 
Budget of the League, of the Secretariat and of the 
Special Organi~ations . of t~e ~eague, : of . the 
In!eTnational Labour, Orgl!'msatton .am!- of fhe 
Permanent Co~trt of I nternatwnal J usttee, mcludt!"g 
supplementary credits the tflW.l . amount u4 ,wl'iteh 
~ 24,5121341 gold francs; . , . ~ 

And decides that the said budgets shaU be 
published i11 the " Offi,cial Journal "·. , 

3. The Assembly adopts, in so fa-r as ~hey have 
been .. approved by . _the •: Fourth Commtttee,. the 

·conclusions of the Vf1NOUS r~ports of the B:up~~ory 
Commission ·submttted to tts conmdeTation. 

. - . ,. ;' ·;· 

4. ·· The .Assembly approves the iicheilut~ shOwing 
• the proportional "inteTcst. of eMh Member of the 
League in the League Butldmg Fund (see IWcum;ent 

. ..11.39.1926). 

5.' The .Assembly, jiitetf at ~9 the number. of • 
units allocated to Germany in the ,scale of aUocalwn 

·'' /Jf the League's expimdilure'. · ' · · · · 
, r, ... "' : · , . 

' '6. 'The .Assembly ·adopts the conclusiom ~f the 
report of the Fourth Committee. · · · · · 

7. The Assembly : 

. Note;"tiiat'ihe Internal,. Co,;iroi 'Service of tl~e 
League of Nations experiences difficulty and is 
caused consiilerable trouble bJJ the fact . )hat 
members of Committees anil olher · persom who 

. have to submit•requestsfor repayment:IW not alway~ 
. take into •Consideration the exact. ·terms . of.; the 
Regulatiom of the League• of: Nations gov_erning 

'.!the administration. of .the funds,, and, therefore,-_: . 

, · • : Requ~sts ;;em lim ~~ Qom~ittees ~;,(I, ~it other 
persons performing work of any kind whatever at 
the request. and. at the expense of; .the League of 

, Nations . to .. comply,, stnctly .• wt*·· the . abov.e 
Regulations, and, i1t Ca8e of ewubt, to app~y. for 
inf.ormal·ian ·bef!>J'ehand to; ,th~. competem ,offtf!tal~. 

'': 8, ; Xhe .As~~biy,~ ',, :,,,. ,, . ::.;, ':" · . 

', W~ile~ appreciating).h{Tesitlts.',oj the .~al~ 6j 
publtcatt6ns anil appromng the proposals submttted 

. . to. it · by ··the , Supervisory . Commissioti, .• ,and : !he 
.· .'Secretary: G~ne~a~ te~ative. ~-.the extension of these 

· sales and a slncter supermswn of f/J,e emplovment 
of th.e grants for, P.ri~ting ; · : ': ' , · . , :" 

Decides· to ilraui the ·attention of' the .Advisory 
•Committees· and the Conferences convened ·by ·the 
·League' to · the · heavy ea;pen.~e ·entaileil by·· the 
publication of their' M inutcs and requests· them· to 

· consider whether the ·publication of their· di8C'U8siom 
would ·not frequently be better· effected by mean.s 
of. ·a detailed report gi'ving a8 exactly as possible · 
·an account of their work; · • · · · ' 

, Decides, that ihe'.Minut~s. oj S~~-Committees 
·will ,.in no oas.e ,b& pu/llished unless- a formal 
. request, containing a statement of; t'M reMons for 

· such a course, ill submitted to the Council through 
. the .Secrelary-Genertil; . .. .. , , , 

. Requests the Supervisiny Com~ission ·~ repOrl 
· lo it again next year on the printing · expemes ·and 

to -indicate the saving .effected, in consBiJ,uence of 
!his decision. · • · · · · 

Th& resolutiom were .ad<Jpled. · 
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77. _:_ CONTRIBlJTIONS IN ARREARS: REPORT 
.. OF ·'l"HE FOURTH'·. COlllliTTEE ': 

RESOLUTION. . . . 

Th~. President :. : • 
Translation : The next itern on the agenda is the 

Fourth Committee's report on·. Contributions in 
Arrears" (Annex 25. Document A.95.1926.X). 
'' ' - ' 

(On the· invitation of the ·President. ·M. M 
V asconcelloa, -Rapporte'Ur; took his place on 'the 
platftmn- by· the side of the Chairman of the .Fourth 
Committee.) ·• ·. •' -- · · · · · 
. 1:.: . .' 

· The Preside.;t ; · 
. . ' 

TTa718lation : The Rapporteur will.address the 
Assembly.· · · 

. . i • 

. 1\1. de Vasconcellos (Portugal), Rapporteur : · 
_;_ . -, ; .. '· .· .. - '- ' . '· 

; TranslatiOn :·Ladies and gentlemen·- The task 
of the' Rapporteur> on contributions in arrears is 
Qlways a thankless Qne. For one thing; the subject 
in itself "is very· uncongenial; ·and . then the 
Rapporteur is not allowed to exp9und his report, 
because it is confidential and the discussionlt have 
been held in. secret.:·· . · 
·· I ··must therefore' content · myself :'With · sayfug 
that;" after 'baring> been ·urafted, the report was 
carefully discussed at great· length, and at the end 
of its proeeedings' ·the Committee arrived. at the 
~onclusions which I am about to read to you. You 
irre asked to pass what is in' ·effect a vote of 

· confidence;' You favoured the ·Committees '·of 
preceding Assemblies 'With this vote, and I trust 
you will give it to the present one also. ; · ·. 

The following are the conclusions which I have 
the honour to submit on behalf of the Fourth 
Committee: 

The .Assembly : 

(1) .Authorisea the Secretary-G611o6Tal, as the 
reault of previous negotiati011.11, to write off from the 
accounts of the League the sum of 22,478.71 gold 
francs due f1·om Panama for the financial year 
1925; 

(2) Requeats the Secretary-General: 

(a) To give his support, when necessary, to 
any steps which he may C011.8ider useful with 4 
view to the reiXYVery of arrears ; 

(b) To submit to the Council at ita aeaaion of 
June 1927 a detailed report on the position with 
regard to contributions in arrears ; 

(31 Requ68t8 China to propose effective and 
concrete methods, acceptable to the League of 
N ati011.8, with a view to the payment of her 
cM~tributi011.8 in arrears ; • 

( 4) Requ68t8 the Council to cause a study to be 
made of the legal position of Statea which do. not 
pay their contributio~ to the League of ~at~, 
with a view to informing the .Assembly at 1!8 mghth 
ordinary ae.aaion. 

The President : 

Translation : If no one else wishes to speak, I 
shall regard the 1esolutions of the Fourth 
Committee as adopted. 

The reaoluti011.8 were· adopted. 

78. -'-- CLOSE OF THE SESSIO~ : SPEECH m:' 
THE PRESIDE.'\T. 

" The President : • 
Tra118latitm : When opening tli'is session of the 

Assembly on September 6th14the President of the 
Council stated that a year ago in this hall you drew 
up the programme of work which the organisation' 
of the League were to carry out in the course of the 
year. He thus drew attention to a very valuable 
asset in, your work- its continuity - and to 
the fact that in addition to the direct results 
obtained by the League of Nations, ,your former 
discussions had holped to create by degrees the • 
atmosphere in which the main political negotiations • 
have been conducted during the last twelve months. • 

Now, at the end of our meetings, may I, rel1!-ng 
on the confidence you have bestowed on me and" 
the, privilege you accOl'd me to-day of saying• a 
word of farewell to. your delegations1 say that the 
seventh. ordi.na.ry session of the Assembly bas 
enriched, the tradition established by its predec11ssors 
and has greatly contributed to the progress of the 
League! • · , . . . 
· · I feel that I am faithiully interpreting lour 
wishes in thanking the Swiss Confederation an the 
Republic and Canton of Geneva for the oordial 
hospitality which they have offered us and all tho 
facilities they have placed at our disposal, and for 
the: friendly atmosphere which is so notioeablo 
every year when we come here to work together for 
the ca.nse of peace- a cause so dear to this noble 
eountry, . . . 
.. I do not think I need bestow any further praise 
upon . the Secretariat ; you are already . so well 
acquainted with its devotion to the League. But 
I should ·like to avail myself. of this opportunity 
t() express my regret. which is certainly shared by 
all the delegates, that two distinguished members 
of the Secretariat, two who have rendered 
invaluable service to the JJeagus, will no longer be 
with us when we ineet next year - at any rate in 
their present capacity. I refer to Dr. Nitobl\ and 
M. Mantoux. 

I hope they will accept this ex presRion, of our 
thanks for all that they have done and our liest and 
most sincere wishes for the future. If I have not 
mentioned Sir Herbert Ames, it is not because ho 
is not included in this expression of our gratitude 
but because he is present with u.q as a delegate• 
and I would scarcely dare to ask him to sit anu 
listen to his own praise. 
___ I .shall not attempt to summarise your ~ork. 
You have.carefully considered in your Comm1ttees 
all the problems with which the League has had 
to deal; you have given your opinions on the results 
obtained, you have shown the path to be followed, 
and you are now relying on the Council to carry 
out the work of the future. It would therefore ill 
become me to remind you in detail of the results 
of which you .are resolved, when you return to 
your respective oountries, yourselves to be the 
advocates. 

I am oonvinced that the effects of our work will 
soon make themselves felt and that the resolution 
here adopted to hasten the ratifications of . the 
oonventions drawn up by the League of NatiOns 
will, thanks t.o your united efforts, shortly beoome 
a reality. 

The special characteristics of this Assembly, 
which will assuredly pass int.o history, ehould not 
cause us to forget the vast amount of solid work we 
have accomplished. That each of the six 
Committees has done its ample share is proved by 
the resolutions adopted and, on certain points, the 
definite agreements which have beenoeoncluded, as 
for instance that on slavery. 
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If in other respects the Assembly during its 
seventh ordinary session has contented itself with 
preparing the way for other meetings, it has, in this 
respect at least, f!isplayed a lively determination 
to arrive at tangible results. I refer, in particular, 
t~ the Economic · Conference and to the 
Disarmament Conference, whieh in this Assembly 
have formed the subjects of such ·interesting 
wd encouraging discussions. Certaiuly these are 
serwus questions, fraught with difficulties of every 
kind, which you yourselves have defined with 
eloquence. But at the same time the real scope of 
the Economic Conference, even if the powers of 
that Conference are limited, has been established, 

' and, on the other hand, we have all been made· to 
realise the great hopes raised by the first endeavour 
to attain that general and loyal disarmament which 
will gain for the League the whole-hearted support 
of all peoples. This is the programme of work 
f11r the ensuing year. We leave a tremendous task 
to the organs of the League. I hope - as you all 
hope - that the two proposed Conferences will 
have been crowned with success before the eighth 
session of the Assembly. 

But the two dominant features of this session 
will- always be the reorganisation· of the Council 
and the entry of Germany into the League. You 
are all aware of the many discuSSions which, in .the 
past few years, have taken place around• the 
question of election& to the Council. ·We have all 
heard the League of Nations criticised in this 
connection, and the uninitiated have ·expressed 
surprise that this question should 'involve such 
minute investigation, such long negotiations. · But 
is there, in reality, any problem· of greater 
importance for the future of the League than that 
of the Council, and is it not a true sign of progress 
tha~ the Mel!~ hers of the. Leagu~ should be taking 
an mterest m the details of 1ts procedure its 

'· ' . ' 

organisation and the perfecting of this intern~tional 
machinery which has been placed at .the dlSposal 
of all our Goveri:unents f . . . . 

In order that this new institution should operate 
surely 11-nd evenly, it ill indispen~able that t~e rules 
provided for it should be known m all countries and 
by all our national administrations, and that the 
representatives, .delegates. and exJ?erts of lii'Il the 
Members of the League should realise as. clellll"ly 
as possible both· its potentialities and the exact 
limits of its activity. Naturally, the crisis wlli.ch 
you have satisfactorily solved has given ns cause 
for serious anxiety, but I am sure that it will 
produce at least one good result - it will make the 
principal organs of the League better known and 
their high importance more generally understood. 

I should like to add, in the hope that · the. 
.authority, you. have. been good .enough to confer 
upon the President of the Assembly will.· enable 
his words to. penetrate far beyond these precincts, 
that. one of the arguments generally advanced. by 
the opponents of the League has henceforth lost all 
~orce and power. , T)le adversaries of international 
understanding· were ·all agreed .that ·our .. League 
included only a portion of the nations of the world, 
those . who were not separated from one ,another 
by any difficulties of vital importance. But during 
this session we have in this hall witnessed a great 
event. We have seen nations .. which .had. been 
divided by hideous strife sit side by side and work 
together under the. common ideal of . voluntary 
obedience to, the Covenant of. the .League .. If .the 
League of lf!ttions· is not yet .universal, eve~ts have 
s)lown that 1t can and will be so. . o 

. Ladies and gentlemen, I :declare the seventh 
ordinary S!lSsion of the. Assembly .~losed, 

The Assembly rose at 6.10 p.m, 
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1 . ..:.... OPENING OF THE A!!SEMBLY. 

M. Villegas, delegate of Chile, Acting President 
o( tAle Council, and afterwards M. Guani (Uruguay), 
took the Chair. 

'· The Chairman : 

Translation : Ladies and Gentlemen - For the 
eighth time the Assembly of the League of Nations 
is holding its. ordinary session at Geneva, and the 
great honour of inaugurating its work has fallen 
upon the delegate. of Chile. As· President of the 
Council, it is his privilege to-day to extend a first 
and most cordial welcome to the eminent 
representatives asseml9led here, among whom I note 
the presence of an ever-growing number of Foreign 
Ministers at the head of their respective delegations. 

It gives me particular pleasure to count among 
our colleagues the head of a State : M. Giuseppe 
Motta, the President of the Swiss Confederation, 
whose merits there is no need for me to extol 
because you are all familiar with the distinguished 
qualities which he has displayed during eight years 
of uninterrupted representation of the wonderful 
country in which we are met. 

For me, gentlemen, who have the honour to be 
your President, the Assembly conjures up a 
striking picture of the countries, races, continents, 
interests, civilisations and ideals which are uniting, 
like strong but invisible currents, in finding their 
way into this historic ball. By your presence, 
Geneva becomes the heart of the civilised world, 
to which you bring a fresh source of strength. 

The work of the League of Nations is denloping 4 

every day, its activities extend over ever wider and 
wider fields of international work. In spite of the 
impatience shown, which tends to become more 
marked as the League's importance in international 
life increases, this intense activity has, I think, been 
productive of real progress. 

The past year has been marked by the large 
number of meetings and the wide scope of their 
work. Certainly no year bas been busier, and never 
before have such heavy demands been made upon 
the organs of the League. I should not mention 
this feature which might be considered too 
material, if i were not convinced of the extreme 
importance of the results obtained from this contact 
betwePn the delegates of all nations, who 
represent the most varied forms of national activity 
and settle between them those innumerable details 
which really constitute international relations ; 
this contact is particularly valuable at a time when 
relations ·between the peoples are continually 
multiplying and when international laws and 
regulations, which were formerly few in number and 
restricted to a few limited objects, cover a far wider 
area and are continually developing. 

It is here that this new law to which I have just 
referred is being worked out and you, gentlemen 
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, have bt•en h•rgt•ly reRpOilHihle for its creation tl1rough 
these meetings which constitutc the Assembly 
of the League- of Nations, from which the guid~ng 
principles eman:~tc and where all the results rece1ve 
sanction. 

This daily taiik is not sufficiently known. Interest 
is apt to hecume c~ntred on political events, even 
if they are only of relative and passing importance. 
There is a tcndcncy to mistake the external 

' ~henomNwn for the inner cause and to see in these 
evtmts the whnltl of international life.' Too often 
tho League of N 11t.ions appears to be outside the 
current of intcrnational life, whereas it is dealing 
with problems that really matter and is seeking 
to forge the links which will join nations one to 
another by their true interests, to remove sources 
of conflict and to show the weighty reasons which 
~~II for understanding and concord. 

• A second characteristic of the year which has 
Just elapsed is to ho found in the progress made· 
towards the Leai,\'Uc's universality. It may be said 
that we have this year the same gaps to deplore 
as last year, duo to the absence of friends who 
are doar to us, whom for so long we were proud 
to have among us andJjwhom we hope soon to 
welcome in our midst once again ; for it is,_ I a.m 
sure, the wish of us all that somehow or other 
the necessary means may be found of winning 
back their disintcrested assistance in the, 
intcrnational field and the benefit of their faith 
iu hunmu prot,rress. Moreover, have not Brazil and 
Spain continuo<! to co-operate in the International 
Labour Organisation and in some of the League's 
technical work 1 On the other hand, we have had
the pleasure of welcoming on several occasions 
delegates of the Argentine Republic, who, in most 
spheres of our work, have given valuable a;;sistance. 
I am particularly glad to come to this hopeful 
conclusion, since I represent a country of Spanish 
origin which has the friendliest relations with the 

c two great South Ame1•ican Republics I have just 
mentioned. · 

In reality, the whole year ha;; been characterised 
by the participation of an ever-growing number of 
Statcs in the work of the League. Most of our 
important meetings have ·been attended by 
official delegates or experts not only of Members . 
of the League, who make up the immense majority 
of States in the world, but also of non-Member 
States. I need not remind you that the United 
States of North America have several times sent 

' to Geneva, with the full support of their national 
Administration, a number of delegates of proved 
competence, chosen for that very reason. They 
were associated with all the prepa-ratory work for 
the reduction of armaments carried out by the 
League, \~tl1 the Economic Conference,- and with 
the Transtt Conference, and they have promised to · 
give further assistance. They -have worked on ' 
other committees and have ta-ken patt in various 
meetings convened under the authority of the 
Council, mm·p particularly the Conference of Press · 
Experts. 

A large Russian delegation attended the 
Economic Conference last May, and on the same 
oce.asion WP. welcomed observers from Mexico. -
I note, too, with pleasure tire participation of 
a delegate from Ecuador in tho Transit Conference. , 
Turkey sent an important delegation to that 
Conference, as well as to the Eeonomin Conference. 
The same applies to Egypt, and most of the non
Member States, through correspondence with our 
Secretariat, have been associated in the technical 
work of the League of Nations. In this way, 
proof has been given of the importance of our 
work, not only for individual groups of nations, 

,not only for one or another continent but for , 
the whole world. Universal in its put~ose, the 

J,eague of Nations is tending to become universal 
in the support which it receives., Are we not 
all firmly persuaded that its strength lies in that 
very universality and in the equal appeal which 
it makes to all Members ' . 

Tllis brings me to the third characteristic feature 
of the past year. Durin.g that pe!iod the League 
of Nations has turned 1ts attentwn to an ever
increasing number of problems affecting., not• only 
the countries nearest to it but 'distant countries 
also. In point of fact, the present year has been 
rich in examples of cordial, valuable and promising 
relations maintained by the League with all -its 
Members, including the most• distant. I think 
that the main part of the .work of the Technical 
Organisation~ possesses this universal character, 
which we are delighted to note, convinced as we 
are that in this way the League gains in strength 
and especially in independence. 

. The Health Organisation, for example, held 
a Conference at Montevideo on infant mortality, 
in the course of which the Health Committee, 
through its distinguished President Dr. Madsen, 
who came from Denmark expressly tor the 
Conference, met leading experts from the countries 
of Latin America. It is my hope that this meeting, 
which at first sight may seem of interest only 
to a limited number of learned specialists, will 
have important consequences. Throughout the 
whole of Latin- America health problems occupy 
a foremost place in national affairs, and_ I do·not 
doubt that the Europeans -who visited several 
of the Latin-American capitals found it exceedingly 
instructive . to note the immense effort. m!tde 
in this direction, the results obtained and the 
opportunities for study, and therefore for progress, 
which those countries offer. This meeting will 
no doubt result in closer intercourse in the future. 
I take this opportunity of paying my tribute to 
the Health Organisation, whose work extends 
over the whole world, through itR -far-reaching 
investigations and its international courses, through 
the interchange of health personnel and through 
its Committees of. enquiry. 

This universal importance of the League's work 
appears in all branches of its activity. Jt is; for 
example, exceedingly encouraging to read the 
reports of the work done during the year by the 
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, its Sub
Committees and its Paris Institute, which also 
_enjoy general support and co-operation. . Among 
many useful measures initiated by this Committee 
are the efforts made to give effect to ,rour · 
1·ecommendation that the work of the League of 
Nations, its raison d' etre and its ideals should· be 
made known to children and· young people. These 
efforts are being pursued in the southern 
hemis~here as well as in Europe, Asia ancf America. 

E~cellent work. of -general importance- has 
eontm~ed to b~ done b~ the League of Nations 
Comm1ttees wh1eh deal With social questions - for 
ex~-mple, the ca-mpaign against the illicit traffic in 
OJ!llllll a?-d other drugs, the comprehensive enquiry 
w1th.a ':lew to a campatgn against the scourge ot the 
traff1c m women, and work in connection with 
child welfare. The Assembly will be particularly 
pleased .at the fres~ ratifications . of the. Opium 
Conventwn, ~or whwh it has appealed in its 
recommendatwns. It will welcome in all confidence 
the completed proposals of Senator' Ciraolo for 
the creation of an International Relief Union for 
countries overtaken by disasters. 

No less vigorous efforts have been made by the 
T!ansit Organisation to strengthen the ties• with 
~!Stant . coun~ries, to organise · exchange of 
m!ormatwu w1th them, and 'to ensure closer liaison 
w~th non-Europ~au countries. You are acquainted 
w1th the prom!Smg results obtained a few days ago 
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by th(' Third -G('n('ra) Conf('ren!'(' on Commu
nications and., Transit at Geneva. 

- Turning to another sphere, the work of the 
Fin<tncial and Economic Organisation has furnished 
re.sults which, although in some cases less aeneral 

·in character, are also of great importanC:!_ for 
example, the settlement of Bulgarian refugees, t-he 
work done to complete the settlement of more than 
a million_refugees in Greece, the b('!p given to the 
Estonian .Government in reforming its currency 
and !Janking and to the Free Cit.y of llanzia in 

. co~ectio~ with the issue of a ·loan, work of 
umversal rnterest- to prevent the counterfeiting of 
currency and to find solutions for the problems of 
double taxation and tax evasion. 

The most important event of the year, however, 
was undoubtedly the meeting of the International 
Economic Conference in May. Its meetings have 
opened up fresh avenues of successful work for tho 
League of Nations, for the Economic Conference 
was the beginning and not the end of a chapter, 
and it gives promise of renewed action for the 
improvement of the welfare of the peoples. 

- .Ever since the foundation of the League plans 
have been devised to develop the provisions of 
Article 23 of the Covenant regarding the equitable 
treatment of commerce and to create a state of 
economic peace among the nations of the world . .At 
recent .Assemblies it has been suggested that moral 
peace depended upon economic peace, and that the 
-latter wa.s a necessary pre-condition of any serious 
endeavour to reduce armaments aml organise 
peace. This suggestion of the AsRcmbly was act-ed 
U]liOn, and you may well be glad of this, for the 
conditions of the modern world, which is still 
tottering under the effects of the Great War, 
were such that only this initiative could ba ve 
brought about that iJ;nportant economic entJUiry_ 
at Geneva, the results of which will continue to 
develop for many years. 

~ I may refer, in the first place, to the valuable 
tjset of documents cprepareil for the Conference. 
P!!It comprised a body of work on the economic 
~situation of the world, so full and so relevant 
r~ to' .existing circumstance~ ~ t?- win nna~ons 
i> praise from the most distingmshed economists. · 

Many of them, indeed, had helped in the work, 
together with ·our_ Secretariat, the International 
Labour Office, and important organisations like 
the International Chamber of Commerce and the 
International_ Institute of Agriculture at Rome. 

-Probably no such complete documents on the 
economic systems of all countries and all continents 
had ever before been placed at the disposal of an 
llssembly. , 

What· struck even the least experienced observer 
was the interest aroused in all parts of the world, 
evidence of which was clear from the great number 
and the importance· of the delegations. All 

·countries, whether Members of the League of 
Nations or not, appointed statesmen or high 
officials responsible for economic policy, their 
foremost specialists and their leading writers on 
indystrial, commercial- or agricultural questions, 
together with representativses of their most 
important economic organisation. 

There is, I think, no need for me to expatiate 
upon the results obtained, which constitute a 
va.st plan of ·action. . The Conference paid 
attention to all branches of economic life : 
agriculture, the representatives of which were 
able, perhaps for the first time, to discuss the 
problems affecting them in their proper connection 
- th'ltt is to say, along with industrial and 
commercial questions ; commerce, for which it 
recommended a retflm to complete freedom, 
opposing, but in a rea.soned manner, Customs 
abuses, by takii:Ig a_ccount of existing circumstances, 

the ll('~ds of tlw momont, and th!' inl'vitnhly 1r 
slow pi"O!(l'\'ss of nil stwl• nu•v••nwnt-s ; nnd, finally, 
inilnstry, of which tim ConfPrNI!'e took t-bt~ widest 
possible view, not fnrgt't:ting that ib~ old industrit~s 
are now in compt>t-ition wit-h .those of now 
conn triPs, or t.hat. Asia- a VMt onntinent oqua.lly 
rich in human nnd in mntttrinl rcsour(J(>S- is 
adding evt•ry day to hl'r !'ronomio <•qnipmont, 
and !-hat tho Ntnv World l'nn, from many points • 
of Vl\1W, S!1TVO as a 1110!\t'J. 0 

Thl'se ~llgA'!'stiuns W!'rt' ask~d for lty t.lte 
Ass!'mhly nnd tht~ l'ourwil. 1-'ht~ E!'onomio 
Conf!'rt'nl't~ was ronvt,rwd at ONwvn· under our 
responsibility; it fnrnishod us with aunnnimons 
opinion on tho worh\ sit.untion, nnd I ('nnnot 
too strongly emvhasise tho llllthority whioh tlwrt•by 
at-taches to tho r!'sults of its dls('ussions. 'l'ho 
Councilut its Juno s!'ssion I'(1qtwstt,,\ the B11ononll!\ 
Committ~'O to st-udy forthwit-h !1N'htin n•snlnt.inns • 
passed by the Conft•rt•nco ; nnil its mombors took 
occa.~ion tn expn,ss thoir IIJlJ))'t'('llltion of tho 
work dono and th~ir dt•siro th11t Govt•rnmt'nts 
~bonlil adopt it as a guhlt•. Enthusiastic support 
has sineo hcon roct•ivt'd from vnrious qunrt~•rs, 
I would nwnt.ion, in pnrticulm·, thnt of tho 
Intt,rn:tt-innuJ Chamht•r of Cnmnwrtl{' nt U.s Ooll(..'T!'RS 
at. Stockholm. Jt. is now fnr tho Asst'mbly nnil t.ho 
Governmt•nts whieh you rt'prt•s!'nt to t.nko up 
tho tuRk and to !11lnhlo tho orgnnR of t-ho l•t•uguo 
to continuo tlw work of th£1 Conft'l'!'nc~. 

At the close of last year's Asst'mhly wt> looked 
forwaril to seeing this yl'nr marked not ottly by tho 
Economic Conferonce but also by tho rt>rluotion 
of armnmonts. We are all aware of tho ('rif;it,isms 
that have bmm directllcl against the Lon~ne for t.lw 
apparent slowno~s of itR prngr!'ss in tho matter 
of armamPnts. .I uso tho phrnst~ "apparent slow· 
ness" wit,h intont.ion, whert'aq, in company with 
not a few sound thinkers, I should fool tempted 
to say "discerning pntdonce", whieh is a condition 
of final success. A roeent exp!1rit,ncc has once 
more illust.rated the difficulty of this task. 'l.'hreo 
grPat nations have ruct at G~wva actmtted by the 
wish to light~>n their finnncial bnrdons nnd to 
demonstrate the good nndorstnnding between 
them aml their. confidence in n peaceful futuro. 
The ·problem before them, howevt~r, Jlroved to 
be so complex tlmt they wore obliged to abandon it 
and postpone the attempt to another or.cnsion. 

How, -then, can wo bo snrpriHed thut the 
preparation of a gPneral convention for the roduc· 
tion of armaments com priMing all the nations • 
has been attended by difficult-ies T It iH, however, 
on theRe lincH that the Lea~TJ!e .is considering tho 
problem, and on these lines tbut it may be solved, 
Even at last year's AsHernhly doubt9 were 
expressed as to the poKsibility of progressing with 
the rapidity deRirl'd by our RincPrest and most 
enthusiastic members. Exrmricnc•e has shown 
that th~> taRk is immense and that it can only he 
accomplished. by stages. The League has ulre!llly 
completed some of thPse stag1•s. It has not fail1•d 
in this taRk. Jt has courageonH!y Het to work on 
the programm~> you laid down for it. Its technical 
Committees have completed their work, and the 
important Preparatory Commission set up at your 
desire has already establi•hed in part the 
principles which are to form the core of the future 
general convention for the reduction of armaments. 
The Commission's work, of course, has yet to be 
completed in a second rea1\ing, but of its ultimate 
success· I am convinced, thankK to the general 
spirit of good will and the experience gained in the 
past year. 

Let nH not imagine, however, that- with the 
framing of a Convention and the establishment 
of general principles our task will be completed. 
The recent Three-Power Conference has shown 
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' us t~e need of careful, diplom~tic and. technical 
preparation required to determme the figures for 
each nation - fignre8 which will then have t~ be 
ftted into the f~amework of the draft conventron. it is, moreover, eertain that, w~en phe conference 
meets an inthl'national orgarusatron to ensure 
security will at the, . .same tim~ have been prepared. 
This work is developing with t~e d~velopm~nt 
of the League itself, a.nd from this pomt of vrew 

' the past year had been a fruitful one, ina~much 
as it has prepared for the .Assembly ~ommittees, 
more particularly the Legal and Disarm~ment 
Committees, executive instrumenps Of the h1g~est 
value. As you know, paral~el wrth the techrucal 
and political aspects of disarmament w~ h~ve 
never abandoned our efforts towards arbitratiOn 
and security. The organs of the Lea~e have b~en 
er:gaged during the last few mon~hs m preparmg 
a series of reports concerned wrth the actual 
}VOrking of the League. 

In a noteworthy document you will find t.he 
whole of the work on Article 16 of the Covenant. 
It emphasises the deyelopment ~f the !~gal aspect 
of this question, whteh IS of pnmary unportance 
for the establishment of peace. On the ~ropo~al 
of the Finnish Government, the Finanmal 
Committee has examined the question of the 
financial assistance provided for by Artic~e 16 
and has drawn up proposals for guaranteemg a 
loan to tile State attacked. . . 

The Council has been concerned to defme certam 
consequences resulting from . Article 11 of the 
Covenant - the article which more than an! 
other defines the action to be taken by the Council 
in order to prevent a conflict. It has studied a;nd 
emunerated various .methods of pressure to which 
recourse might be had before Art!cle 16 and. the 
snnctions proper were brought mto operatron. 
It has asked the Transit Committee to define the 
measures to be taken by Members of the League 
to assist the Council. It counts upon the support 
of the Assembly in inducing Governments to take 
steps to ensure that in times of emergency every 
facility may be given~ without hesitation or delay, 
to the Members of the Council, to the agents 
of the League, and to all who may seek in the 
name of the community of nations to preserve 
the peace. 

I am happy to record that the League's efforts 
during the years have been directed mainly to the 
prevention of war. There, in my opinion, is _the 

, key to the disarmament problem. If disarmament 
is inseparable from security - and we all know 
that it is - what better security could 
there be than that of an international league 
firmly based on mutual respect and justice Y 

Of the three master conceptions in our problem, 
still echoed by these walls - Arbitration, Security, 
Disarmament - arbitration comes logically first, 
and therefore arbitration must come first in their 
practical development. I could wish for no better 
evidence than the achievement of Locarno, 
established with such admirable firmness on a 
basis of arbitration. 

The Assembly, constant in its attachment to 
this policy, which it has ever been at pains to adapt 
to the necessities of the time, recommended it last 
year to the good offices of the Council, which in 
turn conveyed your wishes to all the States 
Members of the League, and will not fail to do so 
again if you still use your influence in favour of 
conciliation and arbitration. 

You have thus before you, in the matter of 
disarmament, an extensive programme including 
both the legal perfecting of the League organisa
tion and the continuation of the-strictly technical 
work - a programme which is not even confined 
to these two main objects but includes as well 

the development of ~rbitration _agreements and 
conventions and treat1es of security.c 

I who speak to you now, have this policy and 
thi; method particularly at he~rt, for I represent 

try which from the frrst has been the 
~;~t'fnt advocate of separate ar?itration and 
security agreements and c~.mve.ntions - and 
whose own success in that directron I have been 
proud to present to you- as essential step[ toWi!.rds 
a general treaty, which we regard as an eqd to 
be achieved. 

At a time when the development of the Lea~e 
is bein .. f!ubjected to criticffims - often, be It 
said v'Ztluable both in themselves and because 
they afford, in my opinion, proof of an eve~
growing interest in our work - I have f~lt It 
necessary to give a brief summary of the weighty 
rea.sons· we have for confidence. It canno~ be 
denied that there are difficulties, that the patience 
of the architects of peace is often severely tested. 
But let us not forget. the results achieved. . Let 
us realise the high prestige of the League of Natio~s, 
which combined with the increasing power of Its 
AsseU::bly and its manifold orl!ani.sations in world 
affairs has invested th,e Council wrth the necessary 
autho;ity for its task of bringing peace and order 
into political life. This task, should grave deve
lopments occur, it will accomplish with firmness, 
as it has already done in the past. We m!I'Y _be 
convinced, therefore, that by a close assoCiation 
of · the moral and material interests of peoples 
we shall succeed in overcoming every obstacle and 
that the intention of the Covenant will be wholly 
fulfilled. We shall have the support of pubfic 
opinion and its distinguished interpreters - the 
representatives of the world Press - who are here 
around us. I bear in mind that they too have 
recently given the League of Nations the power;ful 
support of their desire for peace on the occasion 
of the recent Press Conference under the auspices 
of the League, which brought together the most 
eminent experts from every continent. 

The League of Nations is growing as it :works, 
and maturing as it gains experien:~. I~ It a;nd 
about it there is a constant and act1ve discussiOn 
of its duties, its powers, and its channels of activit:f. 
The views of each of us are moulded by his 
temperament, his experience, his id~als, , and !Iis 
responsibilities. We. s~a!l follow ~his diScuss~on 
not only without IIDsgivmg but ~th phe feeling 
that it is a striking proof of th.e gr:owmg u;nportaJ?-Ce 
of the League of Nations m mternatiOnal life. 
All of us, even when our views differ, are united 
in our common faith in the destiny of this "living 
thing,_ - to use President Wilson's powerful 
words - "living" ·and therefore bound to grow 
and develop. · 

And, since I have quoted a great American, may 
I, aa an American myself, evoke the noble figure of 
Bolivar, one of the illustrious harbingers of the ideas 
on which the Covenant is based! In solemn words 
he proclaimed the ideal of international solidarity 
when he expressed the hope that all nations would 
meet together to discuss, as they are now doing at 
Geneva, those vital questions the settlement of 
which is essential for the establishment and 
maintenance of peace. You are all aware that, to 
realise his ideal, he summoned the free nations for 
the first time in history to lay the foundations of 
universal peace at Panama and called upon them 
to guarantee each other's sovereignty and to base 
true freedom upon order and co-operation. Under 
the influence of these great ideals, we are assembled 
here, on the same footing without distinction of 
continents, as representativ«*! of all nations, great 
and small, and of all. forms of ·culture and 
civilisation. 
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I declare open the eighth ordinary session of the 
Assembly of the League of Nations. 

2. -.,. ELECTION OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE 
CREDENTIALS OF DELEGATES. • -

The Chairman : 

Tranil«tion : Ladies and Gentlemen •- In 
- accorftance with Article 5 of the Rules of 

Procedure of the Assembly, the Committee to report 
on the Credentials of Delegates should be elected 
by the A;ssembly in order that it may submit its 
report Without delay. -

The Committee should consist of eight members. 
Does any delegation wish to submit to the 

Assembly proposals on this question ! 
T Qall upon the delegate of Portugal, who desires 

to address the Assembly. 

M. Ferreira (Portugal) : 

Tramlatwn : Mr. Chairman,. Ladies and 
Gentlemen -'- I have the honour to propose to the 

' Assembly a list of eight members to form the 
Committee on Credentials. I am venturing to put 
forward this suggestion after consulting some of my 
colleagues. We might expedite•the progress of our 
work if we adopted a single list without delay. 
Accordingly, I beg to submit the following list to 
the Assembly : 

M. Emerich PFLttGL (Austria), 
)\:[. DE AGtiEB.O Y BETHANCOURT (Cuba), -
M:. Demetre CACLAlllANOS (Greece), 
H.H. THE MAxAR!JA OF KAPURTHALA (India), 
M. W. SCHUMAN!'! (Latvia), 
M. L. OF'TEDAL (Norway), 
Hussein Khan ALA (Persia), 
M. Diogenes EscALANTE (Venezuela). 

The Chairman : • 
Tramlaiwn : Are there any observations in regard 

to this proposal t Does any member wish to propose 
any other candidate ! 

-If there is no opposition, I declare the proposal 
adopted. _ 
. The Committee to report on the Credentials of 

Delegates will therefore consist of the members 
proposed by the delegate of Portugal. 

The list proposed by M. Ferreira was ailnpted. 

The Chairman : -

- Tramlation : The Committee on the Credentials 
of Delegates which has just been elected will meet 
at once in the President's room behind the platform. 

· Members of the Assembly who have not yet 
f deposited their credentials with the Secretariat are 

requested to take them without delay to the room 
where the Committee on Credentials is to meet. 

The plenary meeting of. the Assembly ~ be 
adjourned during the meeting of the Comnuttee 
on <Jredentials and will be resumed at 12.30 p.m. 

The meeting was adjourned at 11.15 a.m. and 
resumed. at 12.30 p.m. 

3. APPOINTMENT OF MEMBERS OF 
DELEGATIONS TO SERVE ON THE 
ASSEMBLY COmllTTEES : COMMUNICA
TION BY THE PRESIDENT. 
• 

The Chairman : • 

Tramlatwn : Ladies and Gentlemen - Before 
calling on the Chairman of the Committee on 

, 
Credentials I wish t{) make oort.ain communiMtions ~ 
to the Assembly. ' 

The delegations will have found in their 
respective plaoes a form on which tjl.ey are requested 
to enter the names of th11ir representatives on ea~h 
of the six Committees of t-he !ssE~mbly to be 
formed this afternoon. • 

All these lists should be handed in to the 
Secretariat at the close of this morning's meeting .• 

• 

4.- SEATING ARRANGEMEl~TS FOR TilE 
DELEGATIONS, AND OTIIER ADI\IINlSTRA
TIVE DETAILS OF TilE ASSEl\IBLY ~ 
COMMUNICATION BY TilE PRESIDENT. 

The Chairman : • • Translation : The General Commitwe of tho 
Assembly suggested last session that ct~rtaib 
alterations should bo made in the arrangement 
of the seats and in other administrative details of 
the Assembly. 

The Secretary-General has endeavoured to 
comply with these instructions. 

Since it was impossible, however, ns you will 
realise, to consult the delegations in rega-rd to 
these new arrangements or to obt-ain their opinion 
in advance, I have requested the Secretary-General 
to cancel the arrangements made and to re-arrange 
the delegations' ·seats provisionally as -they were 
last year, until the General Committee is able 
to reconsider the question. 

5.- CREDENTIALS OF DELEGATES: REPORT 
OF THE COMI\liTTEE ON CREDENTIALS. 

The Chairman : 

Translation : The fust item on the agenda 
is the report of the Committee on Credentials. 

I call upon M. de Agilero y Bethancourt to read 
his report. 

M. de Aguero y Bethancourt (Cuba) Chairman 
and Rapporteur of the Committee on Credentials : 

Translation : Mr. Chairman, Ladies and 
Gentlemen- The Committee appointed by the 
Assembly to report on the credentials of delegates• 
met to-day at 11.10 a.m. at the office of the 
President of the Assembly. I was elected Chairman 
and was entrusted with the duty of drawing 
up the report. 

The Committee examined the documents 
transmitted to it by the Secretary-General and 
found that the following States are represented 
by delegates who are in possession either of letters 
of credentials from heads of States or letters 
from Ministers for Foreign Affairs, or telegrams 
from the same source, or letters from permanent 
representatives accredited to the League of 
Nations : Abyssinia, Albania, Australia, Austi:Ia, 
Belgium.! British Empire, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, 
China, uolombia, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, 
Dominican Republic, Estonia, Finland, France, 
Germany, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Hungary, 
India, Irish Free Sta~ Italy, Japan,. Latv1a, 
Liberia, Lithuania, Luxemburg, N1caragua, 
Netherlands, Norway, New Zealand, Pana~a, 
Paraguay, Persia, Poland, Portugal, Roumama, 
Salvador, Kingdom of . the Serbs, CI:oats and 
Slovenes, Siam, South Africa, Sweden, SWitzerland, 
Uruguay, Venezuela. 

The Committee considers that the representatives 
of these States Members are duly_ accredited. 
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( . 
, The following Rtatcsl\Iembers have ~ot accrerht~d 

delegations to this Assembly : Argentme Re~ublic, 
Bolivia Brazil, Honduras, Peru and Spam. 
Yo~ Commit~o on Credentials trusts that the 

.Assembly will approve ita report. .. 
The Chairman : ,. 
Translation : I beg to thank the Chairman of 

, the Committee on Credentials for his report. 
'Has anyone any observations to make on the 

conclusions of the report Y . 

The conclusions of the report were adopted. 

6. - ELECTION OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE 
EIGHTH ORDINARY SESSION OF THE 
ASSE!UBLY. 

' The Chairman : 
Translation : The next item on the agenda 

is tho election of the President of the eighth ordina.ry 
session of the .Assembly.· 

His Excellency M. Adatci, head of the Japanese 
delegation, will address the .Assembly. 

111. Adntei (Japan) : 

Translation : li:Ir. Chairman, Ladies · and 
Gentlemen -In tho interest of the I.eague of 
Nations~ to which, aa all my friends will know, 
I have been sincerely and wholeheartedly 
devoted since its foundation -and wit.h a view 
to ensuring the smooth working of the procedure 
for the election of the President of the Assembly, 
I have the Chairman's authorisation to make 
a few remarks in ordor to dispel misunderstanding. 

Certain newspapers have intimated that I had 
agreed to stand as a candidate for the presidency 
of this Assembly. I know, too, that some of our 
colleagues are intending at this moment to put 
my name on their voting card. · 

I desire to declare to. the Assembly that there 
~s no foundation for such rumours, and tha.t I never 
mtended and do not now intend to sta.nd as a 
candidate. · · 

I therefore beg all delegations without distinction 
not to vote for me. I should be greatly distressed 
if, when the votes are counted, any cards are 
found to bear my name. I thCI·efore beg all my 

, colleag~es here. to forget my presence among 
you tlus mornmg. I thank you sincerely in 
anticipation for this act of courtesy towards 
myself and towards the Japanese delegation. 

The Chairman : 

Translation : The Assembly note~; the dignified 
words _of the eminent hea.d of the Japanese 
delegatiOn - words which exemplify both his 
modesty and his sincere attachment to the I.ea.gue 
of Nations. 

JU. Adatei (Japan) : 

Translation : I should. like publicly to thank 
the Chairman for his courtesy and good will in 
agreeing to record my statement. 

The Chnlrmnn : 

Translation : In conformity with · t.he Rules 
of Procedure, vot.ing will be by secret ballot. 

I cull upon Mr. Dandurand, delel,'llte of Canada 
and _III. !liotta, delegate of Switzerland, as forme; 
PreMtdents of the Assembly, to act as tellers. 

TM voles of the delegations tvere taken in t1trn 
by secret ballot. 

The Chairman : 

Translation : May I first thank tne tellers for · 
their kind assistance ¥ 

The result of the voting is as follows : 
·Number of .States voting ........ 47 
Absolute majority :. . . . . .. . .. . . ... 24 
M., Guani (Uruguay) ........... ; 24 votes 
M. Mensdorff: (Austria) .......... <21 votes 
Voting paper null and void....... 1 , 
Isolated ·vote ....... , ...... · . . . . 1 . . 

I have therefore the honour, according to the 
· Rules of Procedure, to announce .that M. Guani, 
· first delegate of Uruguay, is elected President of the 
Assembly. . . . . , · 

I am sure that I am voicing the feelings of the 
. whole Assembly in congratulating l\'I;. G~ani,, the 
· eminent representative of a progressive ·and 
· influential count.ry. of Latin America which has 

rendered great service to the League of Nations 
· and whose fidelity to the ideals of the I.eague has 
' never wavered. 

His long experience of the work of the League of 
N a tiona~ an experience acquired at meetings both 

· of the Assembly and' of the Council, as the· 
. distinguished representative of his country and of 
Latin America - 'gives M. Guani the necessary 
competence and authority· for the responsible 
duties which he has been called upon to undertake. 

· I am especially glad to congratulate the newly
: elected P1·esident on my own behalf also. 

I call upon M. Guani to take the . Cha-ir of the 
:Assembly. • 

M. Guani took the Presidentia-l Ohair. 

7. ,...-PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS. 

JU. ~uani (Uruguay), President of the Assembly :1 
Translation : · Ladies and Gentlemen - I thank 

you most sincerely for the honour you lm.ve just; 
. done my country in appointing me to preside over: 

the debates of the eighth ordinary session of the: 
Assembly of the .League of .Nations. ·I desire at the 
same time to express my grateful thanks to His 

. Excellency M. Villegas, the Acting President of the 
Council, for his friendly remarks in regard to myself 
and the country which I have the honour to 
represent. To one devoted as I am to the cause of 
peace, no token of sympathy could have been more 
welcome than the one you have given me to-day. 

The fact that for the third time since the 
constitution of the Assembly your choice has fallen 
upon a representative of Latin America is a matter 
for profound reflection.. It shows what progress 
has been made along the path of international 
solida.rity since the Hague Conference of 1899, to 
which we younger nations were not invited -
between that date and to-day, when you have 
done m~ the honour of inviting me to direct your 
proceedings. . . 

We all know how .eagerly public opiqion 
throu_gho:nt the world, in its earnest desire for peace 
and JUStice among the nations, is following our 
debates. -
. M;v-. presence on this platform . gains an· added 

significance when we consider that, ·in the 
reorganisation of international standards and laws 
-'-- the special o bjeot of the representative organs 
of the League - the differences which formerly 
led to the classification of nations according to 
their political importance or material strength 'seem 
destined gradually to disappear before the 
levelling of all the States, great .and small, in a 
common sentiment of mutual respect and 
democratic equality. 
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I cannot forget those who have held the office of 
Pres~dent bl6fore me : M. Hymans, delegate, of 
Belgmm, who brought into our midst the 
magnanimous outlook of a nation which we have 
always regarded as typifying self·sacrifiql and 
generous pride; Jonkheer van Karnebeek, whose 
country was the cradle, and is still the traditional 
sea:t, of international law ; M. Edwards, delegate of 
Chile, tl\ltt great Republic whose inhabitants have 
devoted their energies to making their country one 
of tire most influential on our continent ; M. de Ia 
Torriente y Peraza, the representative of Cuba, that 

. isle of the Antilles, favoured alike in wealth and 
beauty, whose struggle for national emancipation 
is written in the annals of history ; M. Motta, whose 

· name alone recalls the ancient liberal traditions of 
the Swiss Confederation and to whose country the 
League of Nations is indebted for such generous 
and cordial hospitality; Mr. Dandurand, of Canada, 
living example of a people which has merged in the 
crucible of its national soul the spirit of two separate 
civilisations whose union will ever remain one of 
the soundest guarantees of peace and human 
progress ; M. Alfonso Costa, the representative of 
Portugal, who presided over our debates in most 
difficult circumstances, with tact, distinction and 
competence that did honour to the chivalrous 
traditions of his country ; and, lastly, 
M. Nintchitch, the representative of the Kingdom 
of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, a nation which, 
with its Central European neighbours, offers the 
best security of our pacific intentions in its devotion 
of the work of peace in which we are all engaged. 

•My task then will not be difficult : I need only 
follow, so far as lies within my humble power, 
the example of activity, discretion and-impartiality 
offered here by my distinguished predecessors. 
Your indulgence, gentlemen, will do thl' rest ; 

I shall eonstantly appeal to it, and I bl'g you 0 

to bear with me if I fed thnt my poor efforts are 
not enth-ely equal to the trust yon have placed 
in me. • 

You may be sure that the I.eigue spirit, that 
compound of tolernnce, mutual undorst:mding 
and conciliation, will guide d!.e in the direot.ion 
of your debates, and I most earnestly hope that 
on the conclusion of your work, when you retm;n ·• 
to your respective countries, you will carry away 
with you the feeling of confidence which should 
underlie our activities in order that the coming 
generations, intent on t.he WOI'k of pence, mny 
be nble to pursue their task without fear, secm·e 
in the conviction thnt the peoples represent.ed 
here will spare no eff01·t in their determination 
that the devastating flnme of intornationnl WJ\1' 
shall never break out within the civilised world. 

And now, gentlemen) I would invite you to puss 
on to a considerntion of the questions iuoludotl 
in our agenda. 

As it is very lnte, you will probably approve 
my suggl'stion to postpone to this afternoon 
the adoption of the agenda of t.he present session 
of the Assembly. [ shall nccordingly ndjoum 
this meeting. 

The next meeting will be at 4 o'clock this 
aftemoon. It will be devoted to the ndoption 
of the agenda of the Assembly and the constitution 
of the General Committee. 1.'he Assembly will 
also be called upon to decide upon the allocation 
among the. different Committees of the various 
questions on the agenda. As regards this point, 
I propose to distribute to the delegations in advt\Uoe 
a note containing suggestions in order to facilitate 
the decision to be tnken at this afternoon's meeting. 

The Assembly l'osc at l.lli p.m. 
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Distribution of Items among the Committees. 

14. QUESTION OF THE NEW LEAGUE OF NA:riONS 
BuiLDING. · 

Reference to the General Committee of the 
Assembly. 

15. PROCEDURE TO BE ADOPTED FOR THE APPOINTliiENT 
OF THE CHAIRJIIEN OF COlllliiiTTEES. 

Communication by the President. 

16. CHAIRJIIEN OF COMliiiTTEES. 

Announcement of Chairmen. 

1'f. VICE-PRESIDENTS OF THE ASSEJIIBLY. 

Election of six Vice-Presidents.· 

18. PROGRAlllliiE OF MEETINGS OF COMJIIITTEES. 

Communication by the President. 

President : M. GUANI 

8.- AGENDA : EXAMINATION AND ADOPTION. 

The President : 
Tran&lation : BefQre dealing with this meeting's 

agenda I wish to mention the note 1 circulated 

1 Not reproduced here. 

by the President to all the delegations setting 
forth the proposals which the President desires 
to submit in regard to tho various items on the 
agenda. · 

In circulating this note in ad vance I was 
actuated by a desire to simplify the procedure 
as far as possible and to expedite the preliminary 
work. 

As all the members of the Assembly have • 
the document in question before them I will 
proceed with the first question on to-day's agenda
the adoption of the agenda for the present Hession. 

Before proposing to the Assembly the adoption 
en bloc of the agenda- that is, all the questions 
included in the document distributed to the 
Assembly (Annex: 1, document A.2. 1927) "T · 
I would suggest that my colleagues should take 
a decision in regard to the deletion of question 14, 
which is as follows : 

Consideration of the draft resolution proposed 
by the First Committee of the Assembly in 1926 
on the subject of what questions are and what 
are not within the sphere of action of the League. 

This question, you will remember, was submitted 
by the British delegation at the last session of 
the Assembly, and the Assembly, by a resolution 
dated September 25th, decided to adjourn to 
its next ordinary session the consideration of the 
draft resolution on the subject proposed by the 
First Committee. 

Subsequently,· by a letter dated June "17th, 
1927, the text of which was communicated to 
Members of the League in document A.20. 1927. V 
(Annex 2), the British Government set forth 
the reasons for which it thought it a1l vi sable 
to propose the adjournment of the question sine 
die while reserving full liberty to raise the matter 
again if it should appear to it necessary. 

In the circumstances I think that I shall be 
interpreting the views of the British delegation 
if I propose simply that this question be deleted 
from the agenda of the present session. 
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I If there is no objection I shall consider this 
proposal adopted. 

The pr€tposal tqa.cr oAopted and questicn 14 was 
deleted irom the agenda. 

~ 

In order to sava. time, and' if no delegation 
asks for a vote, I propose that .the Assembly 
Jldopt the agenda en bloc- that IS to say, the 
questions contained in the document (under 
numbers 1 to 2/i) distributed to the _Assembly. 

If thPre is no object.ion I declare this proposal 
adopted. 

The proposal wa8 · adcpted. 

With regard to the Supplementary List of Items , 
distributed after 1\fay l st, 1927, I propose that the 

, Assembly should tak!J a separate deciRion in each 
case. 

'If there is no objection T shall consider this 
proposal adopted. 

Tlte proposal was ailoptnl. 

The first item on the Supplementary J,ist is as 
follows: · 

Work of the Committee of Experts for the 
Progressive Coclification of International. Law. 

If there ill no objection to the inclusion of this 
question it; will be entered as Item 21J of the agenda. 
(Assent.) 

The second question on the Supplementary List 
is as follows : 

'Report of the Committee of Experts ·on a 
Draft Protocol on 'the Execution of Foreign 
Arbitral A wards. · 

If there is no objection· to the inclusion of this 
question it will be entered as Hem 27 of the agenda. 
(Assent.) ... 

The third qne$tion on the Supplementary I.ist 
is as follows : 

Expenses of the Permanent ·central Board 
to be S(•t up after the coming into force of the 
Opium Convention of February 19th, 1925. 

If there is no objection to the inclusion of this 
question it will be entered as Item 28 of the agenda. 
(-Assent.\ 

The Assembly ltas now to decide definitely 
whether an item proposed by the Norwegian . 
Government uncler the second clause of Rule 4, 
paragraph 2, of the Rules of Prooodme shall be 
includetl in the ugeuda. ThiR item ,is as follows : 

. 1\Iea.~ures in favour of ArmAnian and Russian 
refugees. 

If tht>re is no objection to the inclusion of this 
question it will be entered as Item 29 of the agenda. 
{.thsent.) 

If there is no objection I shall considE>r the agenda 
of the eighth se~•ion of the Assembly adopted in , 
the form proposed. -

The a gt• nfla was adopted. 

1\I. London, llelegute of the Net-herlands, who 
de•ires to make a statenwnt on a question 
<"lnceming the agenda, will address t.lte Assembly. 

M. J,oudon (N!'therlands): 

Tr<mslatio" : 1\Ir. Pl'l'.~ident, I wish to. inform 
yon that, when the discussion on the Cotmcil 
report is openc<l, I shall propose that these passages 

of the ·General and Supplementary Reports, which 
deal with the vital question of the {·eduction -of 
armaments, be referred to the Third Committee. 

The .\'resident : 

Translation : . The statement of the N'etherlands 
delegate is noted. -

The Acting President of the Council Has s'ent 
me a letter dated September 5th, 1927, the text 
of which is as follows : 

" I have the honour to· direc.t your attention 
to the report submitted to the Council by the 
President of the Health Committee on the work 
of the Conference of Health Experts on Infant 
Welfare which was convened by the Health 
Organisation- of the League of Nations at 

· Montevideo from June 7th to 11th, 1927. -
" The Council expressed .its desire th'at this 

interesting report should ·be forwardeci to the 
Assembly .. and suggested that it should be 
considered. and discussed by the Second 
-committee. 

(Signed) VILLEGAS. " 

The Council's proposal, then, is that the report 
submitted - by the President of the Health 
Committee on the work of -the Conference of 
Health Experts on Infant Welfare should be 
forwarded to the Assembly and -discussed by the 
Second Committee. · 

I do not think- the Assembly will have any_ 
objection to complying with the Council's wishes~ 
I -therefore propose that the Assembly should 
decide to refer this report to.the Second Committee 
as soon as the latter is constituted. · . , -

If no one has any objection, I shall ·-regard 
this motion as adopted. (Adopted.) 

~ . ' 

9. - -CONSTITUTION OF COI\11\rlTTEES. 

The President : 

7'ra'n8lation : · In accordance witli precedent,' 
the. first matter to be decided by -the Assembly 
is the constitution of -itS' Committees. Before
the General Committee of _ the Assembly can 
be established, the Committees must have •elected 
their Chairmen, as the Chairmen of the Committees, 
together -with the six -Vice-Presidents elected 
by the Assembly, form the General •Committee 
of the Assembly. . 

The eighth ordinary session of the Assembly 
will probably wish to follow the procedure adopted 
by previous Assemblies and form six Committees 
- the first to deal with constitutional and legal 
questions1 the second with the work of:the technica1 
organisatwns; the third With 'the · reduction of 
armaments, the fourth with budgetary n.nd financial 
questions, the fifth with social questions, and the 
sixth with political questions. 

In the light of experience gained at previous 
Assemblies I would suggest that : the meetings 
of the Committees should be arranged so as to 
alternate as follows : the First, Second and Sixth 
Committees would meet at-the same time, as would 
the Third, Fourth and Fifth Committees. 

If there is no objection I shall consider ·.these 
propo~als adopted. ( Adolited.) 

As you will remember, the Secretariat has 
alr~a<ly supplied the delegatjons with forms on 
wlucl~ to enter. the nantes of their delegates ~tnd 
substitutes to stt on each Committee. I would ask 
the delegations which have n~t aJready communi
cated these nantes to do so as soon as possible. 

Each Committee will meet presently in this 
hall to elect its Chairman. . 
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10. - AGENDA COllliiTIEE: APPOIXTllE.\T. 

The Presl'dent ~ 

Translation: As was done last :vear, I would 
suggest that a small_ Committ~ of seven 111embers 
should be app?inted to examine the procedure to 
~e followed With regard to the inclusion of new 
Items in the agenda. - · · 

ff tbe Assembly agrees, and if no other names 
are. proposed by delegations for this Committ~e 
I would venture to put forward the following list ; 

M. DE BROUCKERE (Belgium). 
M. :RESTREPO (Colombia). · 
1\Ir. COSTELLO (Irish Frt'e Statt>). 
M. SCHtJMANS (Latvia). 
M. A. MORALES (Panama). 
M. SoKAL (Poland). -
Pririce VARNVAIDYA (Siam). 

If. no one has any objections to t·aisfl, I shall 
consider the list adopted. (Adopted.) 

11. APPOINTl\lENT -OF THE CliAlRllAN 
OF THE AGF..1"\DA COlUIITIEE AS A 

. _1\IEl\lBER _OF THE GENERAL C0:\1:\IITIEE 
OF THE ASSEJ\ffii.V. 

The President: 

Translation : At its seventh ordinary session, 
the .Assembly decided that the Chairman of the 
Agenda Committee should sit as a member of the 

·-General Committee of the Assembly, together with 
·the Chairmen of the six Committees of the Assembly 
and the six Vice-Presidents elected by the Assembly. 
· Is the Assembly of opinion that the Chairman 
of the Agenda Committee should, as on this previous 
occasion, sit as a member of the General Committee 
of the Assembly ' · · 

If there is no objection I shall consider this 
proposal adopted. (Adopted.) 

The Agenda Committee is asked to elect its 
Chairman as soon as possible in order that the 

''latter may attend the first meeting of the General 
·Committee of the Assembly. · 

12. "--- APPOINTMENT OF 1\1. 1\IOTIA AS AN 
· HONORARY 1\IEJ\IBER OF THE GENERAL 

COl\11\fiTIEE OF THE ASSEliBLY. 

· The President : _ 

Translation. : The Assembly has jnst decided 
that the President of the Agenda Committee 

·shall· be a member of the General Committee of the 
Assembly. At this point I should like io make a 
proposal, not only on my own behalf but on behalf 
of anumberof delegates who have expressed to me 
their sentiments in the matter. 

·We have the pleasure of having among us, at the 
head of the Swiss delegation, the President of the 

·Swiss ·Federation himself. The Assembly will, 
. I•am aure, be most anxious to give M. Motta a 
· token of its regard by appointing him an honorary 
member of the. General Committee of the 
Assembly. -

The Committee which will be appointed in a 
few moments will therefore include one additional 
member : -M, Motta, the President of the· Swiss 
Federation. We all hope be will be so good as to 
accept this proposal, and I need not, I am sure, 
pui the question to the vote, so certain am I that I 
am-voicing the unanimous feeling of the Assembly. 
(Assent.) ~- _ 

M. Motta, delegate of Switzerland, has asked to 
• address the Assembly. 

ll. :\Iotta (Switzerlnnd) : r 

" Translatim1 : Mr. Presill!'nt, Lndies and 
Gentl!'n1en- I nm profoumlly touched by the 
great honour whirh has bl'l'n l'<lid to me by the 
Assl'mbly. I dl'sire to thnnk rou with nll tny 
heart, and also to tbnnk our ,!'minent Presidont 
for having-made this proposf.l. I would bl'g you, • 
however, to allow mo to nttribute t·his honour 
wholly to my country and to t.he office whicl> 
I hold. · • 

13. - A(iEXIl.\: niSTIUllllTIO:';I OF lTlmS 
AliOXG TilE (;O:U:UITTEES. 

The · l'rl'sitlent : 
• 

• . . 
Trandnlion : As regards tho tlist.ribution nmong' • 

the Committees of the various items on the n~nt~n, 
the simplt•st proc<ldm"e wouht bl', I think, fot· the 
President, according to custom, t.o suggl•st how 
this llist.t·ibution should be effectl•d. 

I su~gl'st thnt. the various itNns shouhl be 
distributed us follows : 

First Commit too : Items 2:1 nml 26. 
Second Committee: ltom~ 12, IIi, 10, 17, 

18, 22 and 27. 
Third Committee: Item 2·1. 
Fourth Committee : lt!'mB 9, 13, 2!\ amd 28. 
Fifth Committee: Items 10, 19, 20, 21 and 29, 
Sixth Committee : Items S and 11. 

A few moments ago the Assembly decided, 
in deference to a wish exprcHsod by the Oouncll, 
to submit to the Second Oommitteo the question 
of the report made by the Prosiclent of tho llenlth 
Committee on the work of the Conference of Ilenlth 
Experts on infant welfare. 'rbis q1wstion, therefore, 
will also be included in the al{enda of the 1:3ccond 
Committee. 

If no delegation wishes to submit any remarks 
us regards the distribution which I have just 
suggested to you I shall consider that the Assornhly 
has adopted it. (Adoptee!.) 

U. QUESTWN OF TilE NEW J,EAGUE OF 
NATIONS UUILIHXG: llEFEilENCE TO 
TilE GENERAL COlllllTIEE 01~ Til,; 
ASSEl\IBLY. 

The Prt>sident : 

Translation: · As the delegateH have already 
been informed in the not.e which has boen 
distributed, I intt•nd to lay a specific proposal 
before the Assembly regarding the new League of 
Nations building. 

As is mentioned in the note, the question is 
related in its financial aspects to that of the general 
budget of the League. It thus comes within the 
province of the Fourth Committee. Yet, as the 
other aspect~! of this question claim special 
attention, 1 have suggested t.o the delegates that 
this particular aspect of the question shoulcl be 
first studied by the General Committee of the 
Assembly, which shonld as soon as possible draft 
proposals in regard to the procedure to be followed. 

U no delegation objects to this suggestion I shall 
coneider it accepted, and the question of the 
construction of the new building - apart from its 
financial aspect- will be submitted to preliminary 
examination by the General Committee of the 
Assembly. (Adopted.) 
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'i 15. - PROCEDURE TO DE ADOPTED FOR 
TOE APPOINTMENT OF THE CHAIRl\IEN 
OF COllliiTTEES: COi\IMUNICATION BY 
THE l'RESID&~T. 

The President : 

Tramrlation: In order to enable the Committees 
to proceed forthwith to the election of their 
respective Chairmen I propose that the Assembly 
adjourn for an hour and a-half. (Assent.) 

The members of the Committees are requested 
. to meet in this hall every fifteen minutes in the 
following order : 

First Committee at 5 p.m. 
Second Committee at 5.15 p.m. 
Third Committee at 5.30 p.m. 
Fourth Committee at 5.45 p.m. 
Fifth Committee at 6.0 p.m. 
Sixth Committee at 6.15 p.m. 

The Agenda Committee is also requested to meet 
at 6.15 p.m. in the room behind this hall reserved 
for the General Committee of the Assembly, for 
the purpose of electing its Chairman. 

The Assembly will resume its sitting at 6.30 p.m. 
when the names of the Chairmen elected by the 
six Committees and by the Agenda Committee 
will be communicated to the Assembly, which 
will then proceed to the election_ of its six Vice
Presidents. 

The meeting will now adj onrn. 

(The meeting was adjourned at 5 p.m. and resumed 
at 6.30 p.m.) 

16. - ANNOUNCEl\IENl' OF THE CHAIRl\IEN 
OF COl\ll\UTTEES. 

TJ1e Presillent : 

Tran,<ilation: I have now to inform the Assembly 
of the result of the voting by the' Committ.ees : 

Committee. Chairman. 
I l\1, ADATCI (Japan) 
II l\Ir. DANDURAND (Canada) 
III M. BENES (Czechoslovakia) 
IV J\1. VAN EYSINGA (Netherlands) 
V M. HAMBRO (Norway) 

- Vl 1\J. BEOII (Luxemburg) 
Agenda. Committee : M. DEBROUCKERE (Belgium) , 

17. - ELECTION OF THE SIX VICE-PRE
SID&US OF THE ASSEl\IBLY. 

The President : 

Translation: Under Rule 7, paragraph 1, of the 
:awes of Procedru:e of the As~embl_y the agenda. 
mcludes the electwn of the s1x VIce-Presidents. 

Under Rule 21 of the Rules of Procedure this 
election takes place by secret ballot. 

I wish to remind my honourable colleagues that 
v_oting papers should include only the names of 
siX ~embers, and that no country should be 
mentwned. 

I call upon J\1. Benes (Czechoslovakia) and 
M. Bech (Luxemburg) to be good enough to act 
as tellers. 

The rotes of the delegations were taken in turn 
by seeret ballet. 

The President : 

Translation : The , result of the oballot is as 
follows: 

N•1mber of States voting . . 
Voting-papers null and void 
Voti.ng-papers valid . . 
Majority required . . . . . . 

47 
2 

45 
. · .. 23 

• 
The analysis of voting is as follows : 0 

M. SCIALOJA (Italy) 43 vote~ 
M. BRIAND (France) 41 » 
Sir Austen CHAMBERLAIJII (British 

Empire) 41 )) 

Dr. STRESEMANN (Germany) . H )) 

M. NEMOURS (Haiti) 28 )) 

In accordance with the Rules of. Procedure, · 
therefore, I have the honour to declare the following 

. delegates Vice-Presidents of the Assembly : 
M. SCIALOJA, M. BRIAND, Sir Austen CHAMBERLAIN, 
Dr. STRESEMANN, M. NE~IO!ffiS. 

There remafns one seat vacant, since only 
five names have obtained a sufficient number 
of votes .. we shall have to take a seco~d ballot, 
as required by Rule 21, paragraph, 3, of the Rules 
of Procedure, .which reads as follows: 

" If the number of persons obtaining such 
. a majority is less than the number of persons 

to be elected, there shall be a second · ball(!.~; 
to fill the remaining places, the voting being 

· restricted to the unsuccessful candidates who 
obtained the greatest number of votes at the 
first ballot, not more than double in number 
the places remaining to be filled. Those 
candidates, to -the number required to be elected, 
who receive the greatest number of votes at 
the second ballot shall be declared elec~ed. " 

In the present instance there is one seat still 
vacant, and there can only be two candidates 
~that is to say, "douple in number the places 
remaining to be filled ". · 

The voting will therefore be confined to the 
two candidates who secured the greatest number 
of votes : M. Mensdorff, who has · obtained 17 
votes, and M. de Vasconcellos, who has Qbtained 
13. The one who obtains the greater number 
of votes will be declared elected. Any voting 
paper which does not bear either of these two 
names will be declared null and void. 

(The votes of the delegations toere taken in turn 
by secret ballot.) _ . · 

The President : 
' 

Translation : Ladi.es and Gentlemen - The result 
of the second ballot for the election of the ~ixth 
Vice-President of the Assembly is, as follows 

Number of States voting . . . ; . . 46 
Voting papers spoilt or blank . . . 2 

The analysis of the voting is as follows: 

. 

M .. MENSDORFF- POUILLY- DIETRICHSTEm 
(Austria) . . . . . . . . . . 32 votes 

M. DE VASCONCELLOS (Portugal) . 10 votes 
. . 

ln accordance with the Rules of Procedure I have 
the honour to declare the following delegate siKth 
Vice-President of the Assembly : M. MENBDORFF, 
head of the Austrian delegation. • 
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· The General Committee of the Assembly is now 
constituted as follows : 

- . 
M. MOTTA (Switzerland), honorary member ; 
The six Chairmen of the Committees : 

M. M. ADATCI (Japan), 
Mr. DANDU:&A.ND (Canada), 
M. BENES (Czechoslovakia), 
M. VAN EYSINGA (Netherlands), 

• M.oHAMBRO (Norway), 
• M. BECH (Luxemburg), 

• 

together with M. DEBRoucx:EB.E, Chairman of the 
Agenda Committee, and the Vice-Presidents, 
who have just been elected : · 

M. -SCIALOJA (Italy), 
M. BRIAND (France), 
Sir Austen CHAMBERLAIN (British Empire), 
Dr. STRESEMANN (Germany), 
M. NEMOURS (Haiti), 
M. MENSDORFF (Austria). 

18. - PROGRAMME OF MEETINGS OF THE 
COMMITTEES: COMMUNICATION BY THE 

J 1 J'RESIDENT. 

·The. President : 

Translation.: In order to avoid loss of time ·I 
propose that the Committees 'should meet 

to-morrow morning at the pffioes of the Secretariat 
in the following order : 

The First, Second and Sixth Committees 
at 10 a.m. 

The Third, FoUrth and Fifth Committees 
at 11 a.m. 

The Committees will thus be able to appoint, 
their bureaux and study their agendM, so as to 
begin at their next meeting the discussion of the 
questions submitted to them. 

Finally, I suggest that the Genertl! Committee 
of the Assembly should meet at noon to-morrow 
in the Secretary-General's office. -

The agenda of the plenary meeting to-morrow 
afternoon includes the opening of the generl'l 
discussion of the report on the work of the Council 
and of the Secretariat. Only a few members have 
lUI yet signified their desire to speak. If any of 
mv colleagues wish to take part in the debate 
I would ask them to be good enough to send in 
their names to me lUI soon as possible. 

As we have now concluded our agenda I will 
ciose the meeting. 

The Assembly rose at 7.40 p.m. 
-' 
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ORDER IN THE ASSEMBLY HALL : PRO.. 
POSALS BY THE GEl\'ERAL. COillllTTEE 
OF THE 'ASSEMBLY. -

~ The President·: 

acrangement of the Hall and the position. of the 
seats would be temporarily altered pending further 
:suggestions from- the General Committee. This 
:morning the General Committee appointed• 111 
·:committee of three members, who will go into the 
i question and submit suggestions as soon as possible. 
:As the question is one which affects all the delega· 
tions, the latter will. be duly Informed of the· 
;measures proposed., 

M aintena110e of Order in thll Assembly Halt. 
' 

. The second point - the maintenance of order 
in the Assembly Hall - was dealt• with- by· the 
General Committee at the seventh ordinary. session 
of the Assembly. At its meeting this morning 
, the General Committee of the eighth ordinary • 
.session examined· the question again. I have. 
the honour, on behalf of the Committee, to plaee 

·before you the rules w_b.ich it adopted and which 
'will doubtless also be. adopted by the Assembly; 

I . "1. The front entrance of the Assembly Hall 
: . leading directly from the lobby of the Hotel 
i Victoria. is reserved exclusively, for delegates 
[ and substitute. delegates •. and the officers, in 
' charge of. tb.i& door have been givtln instructions 

to allow no . one- else to enter the Hall by this 
means. Immediately at the side of this door 
a passage-way haB been acranged leading. to an 
entrance in the, rear of the Hall. Thill passage 
is exclusively reserved for secretaries of 
delegations, experts, members of the Secretariat, 
etc., and should be used by them in 1 entering 
or leaving the Assembly Hall. 

Translation : The General Committee of the , 
Assembly met thls morning and dealt with varioiiS · 

· questions concerning the arrangement of the 
Asserably Hall and the maintenance of order. 

"2. In tht' front portion of ·the floor' of the 
Hall seats are reserved for delegates and substitute 
delegates only. 

Arran{Jffment of the Aaaembly Hall. 

As .xegards the first point, you w:ip. remember 
that I informed you yesterday mornmg that the 

"3. Seats for experts, advisers and· members 
of the Secretariat are reserved on the flOor of the 
Hall behind the space reserved for delegates. 

" 4. No member of.-the general public or-' of 
the families of members of delegations or of the 
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:5ecretaria t is allowed on the floor of the 
Assembly Hull. . 

" 5 Experts advisers and secretanes and 
members of . th~ secretariat are requested to 
enter the part of the Hall reserved .for delegates 
as little as poss:ble, and to refram,. as far as 
possible, from moving about or talking O!l ~ho .. 
floor of the Assembly Hall. ~elegates wishing 

• to talk to advisers or secretanes are requested, 
whenever possible, to leave the Assembly Hall 
themselves for the purpose. . 

" 6. It is requested that, in so far as possible, 
delegates and officials should not e'!-ter or Ie!lve 
the floor of the Assembly Hall durmg the t1me 
when a speech is being made. 

" 7. Entrance to the floor of the Asse~1 bly 
Hall is by card only. All cards are strwtly 
personal, and if a card is presen~ed. by- a person 
other than the person to whom It IS Jssued, the 
huissiers have been given instructions to refuse 
admittance and to take up the card. 
• " 8. No applause will be' allowed in the 
galleries reserved for the Press and the general 
public. 

institutions and commercial enterprises,. whic~ 
will.be able to find in it a powerful help m therr 
business : t' f h 

" Has decided to propose the crea 1on o . t e 
International Institute of . the Educatu:~nal 
Cinema to be established m Rome, whwh, 
accordfug to Article 24 of the Covenant, has to be 
placed under the direction of the l:eague of 
Nations." · , 
For this purpose the Royal Government offers 

the funds necessary for. the fir~t establi~hment of 
the Institute and f~r 1ts o~dina;ry mamtenance, 
together with a seat m the ~stoncal palace. of the 
" Stamperia " in Rome. It w1ll thus be po~~1ble for 
all nations to participate, un~er conditions. of 
perfect equality and without laYing any pecumary 
burden on them or on the, Budget of the League of 
Nations. . . 

The Royal Government will later~ state Its Yl:e"!s 
as to the final purposes of the Institute ; but It IS 
already possible to form an idea of the nature of 
its future activity. 

. " 9. Between the end of a speech and the 
translation there will always be a pa?-se of t"!o 
minutes. Only during those two mmutes wi_ll 
persons be allowed to enter or leave the public 
galleries. The doors to' these galleries will be 
closed except during that time. 

It is assumed that .it would be a centre of 
information for the different problems of the 
cinema, giving the bes~ ·opportunity ~or a m~tual 
interchange and diffusiOn of every kmd of film : 

, scholastic, hygienic, historical, ~rcheological, 
artistic and, in a general way, educatiOnal. 

"10. Huissiers in uniform have . been 
instructed to stop at once all conversatiOn or 
movement in the public galleries during speeches 
or translations." · 

If no objection is raised to these proposals I 
shall consider them adopted by the Assembly. 
(Adopted.) 

20. - QUESTION OF THE CREATION OF AN 
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF THE· 
EDUCATIONAL CINEl\IA AT RO!\IE : 
PROPOSAL BY THE ITALIAN DELEGATION. 

The President : 

Tramlation : Before we continue our discussion 
, of the agenda, Co~t Cippico, dele!l'ate ·of Italy, 

who desires to submit a proposal, Will address the 
Assembly. 

Count Cippi~o (Italy) : In the name of my 
Govermnent, I have the honour to make the 
following declamtion : 

" The · Royal Italian Government, in 
consideration of the wishes formulated by several 
international congresses and meetings, encouraged 
by many experiments made in Italy in the use 
of moving pictures for the intellectual 
development of the nation and its employment 
as an auxiliary system of teaching in every kind 
of public school ; 

" Conscious of satisfying a need which all 
civilised· nations strongly feel, and considering 
that even the industrial world does not only 
look at the cinema with a view to speculation 
but with a real sense of the lofty and practical 
objects which it is possible to attain with this 
new and important form of propaganda ; 

" Conceived that the creation of an 
International ·Institute of the Educational 
Cinema, to be established in Rome, might have 
the most beneficial effects, not only for the 
Governments but also for public and private 

I am sure that my honourable colleagues will 
·highly appreciat!;l the advantage of such an 
Institute and I Iiave therefore. the honour to ask: 
that the' proposal of my Government .should be.· 
placed on the agenda of the Assembly. ' 

The President : 
Translation : The Assembly has just. lieard! 

the proposal put forward by Count Cippico,. delegate 
of Italy, and the request that it be included in the 

·:agenda of the present session. _ .. 
In accordance with the Rules of Procedure, the 

proposal will be printed and communicated to the 
members of the AssemblY and. insertecl in the 
,Journal of the Assembly. 

I propose to-morrow to make a suggestion to the 
·Assembly as to the action which might be taken 
in regard to this motion. 

21. - REPORT ON THE WORK OF 1THE 
COUNCil, AND OF THE SECRETARIAT 

The Presillent : 
Translation : The next item on the agend$ iS: 

the general.discussion of the report on the work 
of the Council, on the work of the Secretariat an<t 
on the measures taken to execute the decisions: 
of the Assembly. (Annexes 3, 3(a) and: 3:~/J,). 
documents A. 13 and A. 1-3(a). 1927.) • 

Before calling on the first speaker on the list, 
I should like to say that the General Committee 
has this morning examined the steps to be taken 

·to facilitate and expedite the work of the. present 
session. . • 

It is the unanimous wish of the General Com
mittee that the general discussion on the report 
of the Council should close at the end of the presPnt . 
week- that is to say, by next Saturday. 

: It is, however, still impossible to say how many 
plenary meetings will · be necessary. This will 
depend on the number of members who ask to 
speak. Up to the· present few members have 
expressed such a desire. I therefore venture once 
more to urge members of the Assembly who•wish 
to take part in the general discussion to inform me -
as soon as possible so that I 'may know how many 
meetings may be anticipated. 

Sir Ramaswami Ayyar, delegate of India,. 
will address the Assembly . 
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Sir ·C. P. Ramaswami Ayyar (India): 
The plenary .meeting _of the Assembly of the 

I,ea~e ?f Na~ons fnrrushes an opportunity for 
passmg m reVIew the multiform activities of the 
Organisation and its constituent and allied bodies. 
As one of ~h~ delegates representing India at this 
Asse~bly, 1t IS b<_>th ':TIY duty and my privilege to 
contribute to this discussion, and in doing so 
I shltll naiurally confine myself to those a.~peets of 
the 'I'ork which have a close b{laring on my 
country and her problems. I shall only pause for 
a moment to congratulate the Secretary-General 
and the heads of the various departments of the 
s.eeretariat of the League upon th{l compr{lhen
Sl_veness and thoroughness with which they have 
discharged their duties and the lucidity that 
characterises the numerous documents produced 
as the result of their co-ordinated activities. 

The position of India vis-a-vis the oth{lr Members 
of the League and the entire organisation itself 
is uJJ!.que. By her signature to the Treaty of 
Versailles and the Covenant and by her continuous 
and faithful adhesion to the principles of the 
organisation, she has enrolled herself in the frater
nity of those who have undertaken and m·e pledged 
to the work of establishing the principles and 
understandings of international eo-operation as 
the actual rule of conduct among Governments. 

M .. Villegas, in his most suggestive discourse, 
described the work of the technical organisations 
of the League as possessing a universal character, 
as removing sources of conflict and for!(ing the 
_links joining nations one to the other by their 
tl'!le interests and as establishing valuable 
relations amongst all the members including 
the 'most distant. It is the path of wisdom to 
realise this aspect of the League's work and not 
to fix our attention exclusively on certain 
spectacular political happenings, and, in the 
language again of M. Villegas, to •' see in them 
the whole of international life ". 

It is true that maJJy of the problems coming 
up for discussion before the League are essentially 
European in character and do not concern India 
in the narrower sense. But he would be both 
petty in outlook and short-sighted in policy who 
does not see in most of the activities of the League 
a genuine effort to· promote that active and 
practical comradeship without which world opinion 
cannot be adequately formed. 

The formation of such a world opinion and the 
impact. of that opinion on the several nations 
must have a profound and enduring effect on 
India aJJd on the world from many points of view, 
and therefore it .is not inappropriate that India 
should have taken, . as indeed she has taken, 
a lively interest in the deliberations of the League 
aJJd its constituent bodies. The quest of the ideal 
is one of the strongest characteristics of my race. 
.As aJJ Indian, ·therefore, I feel at home in an 
Assembly whiciJ expects, and indeed assumes, 
the existence of idealism in its members ; but 
our idealism, to be of value, mnst be not merely 
our inspiration but must be applied in a practical 
way to the complicated issues of national aJJd local 
character which come before us. 

There is no question that the necessity of 
establishing on an international basis social, 
commercial and diplomatic standards is qeing 
more generally recognised. We are striving for 
the creation of a new mental attitude, which bas 
been called the .international mind, and which 
CaJJ only be evolved by the widening of our interests. 
Though I recognise :md appreciate the value 
to our country of its participation in the League, 
yet I hope also that the presence of delegates 
from India aJJd from other far-off lands, such as 
Japan aJJd China and the. South .American 

• 
Republics, mny be of vnlue to t.he League itself 
by preserving thnt ehtU'aoter of universnlit.y whiciJ 
was the intention of ita founders. It is just the 
fact that dell'gates from all parts of the world 
!Ire not mere!! pre~ent but. tnke" an active part 
m the League s busmess whwh hAs kept it true 
~o its name of a League of Nations and has saved 
It from degenerating into a concert of Powers. 

It is not wit.hout lt>gitinmte pritlo that I point 
out that India has bol'n fulfilling in real pmcti011 ' 
the ideals of which I buve spoken, nnd, in pnrticulnr, 
bas shown hor loynlty to them by l!'gish1tion in 
pursuance of the Washington Labour Convl'!lt.ion. 
This is not, pt•rhapM, directly the work of this 
Assembly hut of an organiMatiou whioh forms pnrt 
of the League as a whole. . 

As an insttlnce of a subjoot in whioh Indil\ is loss 
directly interested, but in which, nevortht•less, site 
has accepted and fulfilled oblib'l\t.ions involved in 
her membership of the League, I may montioq 
that my country has signed and mt.ifi<•d tho 
Convention and Stat.ute on tho Frcodom or •rransit

1 tho Convention nnd Statute on tho Rt>J.[ime or 
Navigable Wat{)rways of Interntlt.ionul Concern 
and it~ additional Protocol, and the Conv!'ntion 
and 8tntnte on the Internutiontll Regime of 
Railwnys and of Maritime Ports. It is alHo unto. 
worthy that India took part in the Con[eronco on 
Communications and Tmnsit, which hns, in 
accordance with the spirit underlying the work of 
the League, made provision for the oollootion and 
exchange of such genom! in£ormution on oommu
nications ann transit as is likely to improve 
international co-operation. 

A similar remark may be made us to Indil1's 
attitude with regard to muny other questions 
connected with the aotivities of the Leuguo and its 
ancillary bodies. I may specially rl'fl'r to the 
Agreement concerning the ~uppresRion of the 
manufacture of and the internul trade in and use of 
prepared opium that has juRt now beoomo 
operative. India's recent work in connection 
with the implementing of the Slt1very Convention 
is aL~o, I venture to say, a notable e~umple of her 
adherence to the League ideals. 

It is a matter for sincere con~,rratulution that, 
day by day, the authorities of tho League are, in 
their turn, realising the importance und the worl<l
reactions of Indian and of Eastern problems. 
This is illustrated by the work on opium, tho work 
of the Eealth Section; including the Singapore 
Bureau, the intorchange of medical officers, • 
researches into problems of malaria and sleeping
sickness and many other enquiries recently 
undertaken at the instance of the League 
authorities. 

Rut it is not easy for my countrymen, remote a11 
they are and absorbed with the problema of their 
own land, to realise in a concrete way how the 
ideals of the League arc being converwd into 
practice ; and the development of the international 
attitude depends not merely on enlightenment 
but upon the e~tablishment of more extensive and 
solid relations between the practical work of the 
League and the actual ·interests of my country. 
We shall welcome anything which will tend to 
develop the contact between India and the League 
and the appreciation of the League in India, 
believing that such development cannot fail to be 
of mutual benefit. 

By reason of her political and geographical 
position, which is sui generis, India is only indirectly 
though much interested in ~orne of the great 
political problems, such as disarmament, whicl;l have 
been sought to be tackled by tho League, and 
it is therefore through the technical organisations 
of the League that its ideals can be most adequately 
realised in the non-European countries. 
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I propose, therefore, to deal specially with 
two departments of the League's work in which 
India's interest is direct and co·nspic.uous. The 
work of the Health Organisation in E:u;tern 
countries was specially considered in 1926 and the . 
Assembly drmv particular attention to the 
universality of the. work done hy the Organisation. 

of the revival of general prospmity are largely 
economir. in character. o 

The meeting of the Assembly_ of ~he I!eague last 
year realised that the economiC s1tuatwn of the 
world called more imperiously than ever for 
interhational co-operation, and it hoped that the 
Economic Conference would be summoned as soon 
as po8sible. That Conference comprised among 
the participants both Members and noQ,-'Members 
of the League of Nations, and there were also 
present economic experts and publicists'" from 
the United States, the Soviet. Republics, Egypt 
and Turkey, and delegates from such organisations 
as the International Chamber of Commerce. 
It is needless for me to recount the results of the 
work of that Conference as that task has been 
performed in a masterly fashion by M .. Theunis 
in his closing speech made on J1J ay 23rd, 1927. 
He emphasised that the ConferencP must be regarded 
not :u; an isolated event but as a, stage in the 
continuous work of international collaboration 
in the economic sphere. 

The annual report of the Health Organisation 
for the year 1926 discloses that weekly and monthly 
vpidomiological reports are published. giving 
information of great importance transmitted from 
the Eastern Bureau at Singapore, dealing with 
122 ports served by the Bureau. These data 
arl' made available to the world very early and 
in a collat.ed form. They furnish a valuable index 
of the trend of epidemic diseases. India is . 
represented on the Eastern Bureau at. Singapore, 
aad the Bureau's work has continued to e>'pand 
and has acquired a new significance f1 om the 
duties lately entrusted to it as part of the 
machinery for carrying out the International 
Sanitary Convention. The Government of Jndia 
ha11 recently agreed to broadcast a resume of 
the Bureau's weekly bulletin concerning the 
prevalence of epidemic diseases. It is in the highest 
interests of India that ~he should make ·every ' 
t>ffort to prevent and check the spread of infection 
and epidemics and,. realising such obligations to 
the full, she welcomes heartily the co-operation 
of the Health Organisation of the J,eague. Such 
co-operation should, I submit, be regarded as one 
of the methods by which the League may manifest 
ita interest in the problems of those parts of the 
world which are distant from the centre of its 
aotiviti!ls. Is it, therefore, too much to ask that 
such an obligation should be one of the first charges 
on the energies and finances of the Loa.gue as a 
whole f 

Very important work in connection with malaria 
bas been done by the Malaria Commission and there 
is no doubt that such researches as relate to the 
importance of river deltas from the point of view 
of endemic malaria will be of the most vital 
importance to India. I hope that the Malaria 
Com~!s~ion mar be able . to find an opportunity 
of V1Blting Ind1a. SpeCial courses in malaria 
organised by the Health Organisation of tb~ 
League of . Nations, were held last year at the 
Lond?n School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine. 
. It 18 also to be hoped .that the programme of 

. mterchanges of public health personnel will 
include British India, as is indeed suggested in 
the annual health report. It is important to 
rememb~r in t~ connection that a study tour 
~or m_edlCal officers belonging to administrations 
~n As1a and Australasia will take place in India 
m Janua;ry 1928. The contemplated visits of 
these officers to the various provinces. in India· 
will, there is no question, be of great value not 
only to the countries concerned but to India 
itself. This event Will, moreover, be a noticeable 
instance of a visible interest in India taken bv the . 
League. authorities, as this will be the first occ'iu!ion 
O!l which a League organisation will come into 
d~rect personal contact with India and with the 
ln~a.n Administration, and we confidently 
antiCipate valuable results not only from the 
techrucal but also from the wider aspects. 
. Perhaps, however, the work in which India is most 
mterested, in connection with the recent activities 
of the League, are the discussions, deliberations 
and conclusions of the International Economic 
Confere~ce held at Geneva in May 1927, wherein 
the Ind1an delegates, I may venture to assert 
played a UBeful and honourable part. As onoofth~ 
Aasembly- resolutions truly pointed out, economic 
peace ~ largely co~tt:fbn~ to security amongst 
the nations, and the difficulties standing in the way 

The Conference worked through three Committees, 
one on Commerce, a second . on Industry and a 
third on Agriculture. ln the reports of the 
Committee on Commerce it :i.• rightly stressen ' 
that, in spite of the variety of questions raised, the 
diversity of theories and the legitimate national 
sentiments of all those who took part in the discus
sions, one important and extremely encouraging fact 
has emerged, namely, tho unanimous desire of the 
members of the ConfPrence that it should mark 
the beginning of a new era during which inter
national commerce will successfully· overcome call 
obstacles in its path that unduly hamper it and 
resume that general-upward movement which is 
at once a_sign of the world's economic health and 
the necessary condition for the development of 
civilisation. While considel'ing tbP. economic 
problems in their international bearings, the 
Conference did not ignore the importance of 
national considerations, some of which are, in the 
language of M. Theunis, social and political rather 
than economic in character. 

The Indian delegates presented · a document 
to the Confer!lnce pointing out the principal features 
of the position of the world as envisagPd from 
the point of view of India. In that docun1ent it 
was made clear that, speaking genera.lly, India 
depends more on internal rather than external 
marl,ets ; but at the same time it was emphasised 
that in India as in Europe many industries endured 
~heir share of the prevailing depression, especially 
masmuch ·as the reaQtions of economic factors are 
no'Yadays ve~y rapid and complew. The fiscal 
poh~y of India and the need for its adoption, with 
a VIew to the development of nascent industries 
built up with local labour and· capital to meet local 
needs, were then outlined and it was riahtlv asserted 
that the protective policy of India" aims at the 
development of such manufactures only as possess 
natural advantages and will one day be able to 
meet W?rlrl ~ompetition. The gap that has 
occurred m. Ind1a between the price of raw materials 
and the _Pnce. of m!Lnufactured goods as well as the 
fluctuations of priCe were also mentioned. This 
was done by_ way- of stressing the elementary 
truth that Ind1a stood to gain from an improvement 
of tlle world's economic situation. 

. In dealing with the question of Customs tariffs, 
Fhr Campbell Rhodes, who sat on the Economic 
-Com~ittee, dissip~ted all possible misunder
standmgs of the Indmn position bv pointing out that 
the Indian tarift before the war'" as very low and 
~as been augmented both to obtain revenue and 
In a very ~imited number of cases, for the purpos~ 
of protection; but that her economic and tariff 
poboy can well stand a comparison with that of 
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many other countri{'S, and the India d{'legation 
proved that, although the proportionate increase 

. was great, the actuallcvel of Indian tariffs was not 
open t-o just criticism. 

The position of India with reference to agriculture 
was specially recognised by the appointn'lent of 
Dr. Hyder as one of the Vice-Chairmen of the 
Committee on Agriculture. It has to he borne in 
mi11d tl),at the Economic Comerence has dlo'finitely 
realised the importance of agriculture as entitled 
to ltn equal footing with industry and comml'rce 
and as being the occupation of the majority of 
workers throughout the world. It was the object 
oi the Indian delegation to concentrate attention 
on measureR which will dimini~h the cost of produc
tion and eliminate the unnecessary links in the 
chain connecting the producer with the consumer: 
The resolution that was finally passed provides 
that care should be taken to a;;si~t in the 
maintenance of an equitable balan'IJA between 
industry and agriculture. 

Jn the memorandum submitted by the Indian 
. delegates, India's position as a producer of raw 
materials was specifically adverted to and ~he 
necessity advocated of : (1) a reduction of 
agricultural cost ; (2) the improvement, by 
organising research and popular education side 
by side, in the quality and quantity of crops ; 
and (3) the spread of the co-operative movement 
in all its forms as designed to produce efficiency 
at all stages of agricultural work up to the stage 
of sales and as insuring to producers their just 
share in the market value of the crops. 
• One of the most important subjects on the agenda 
of the League is the consideration of. the report 

-of the Economic Conference, and it is to be fervently 
hoped that the attitude of the League towards 
the deliberations and resolutions of that Conference 
will be such as will demonstrate its abiding interest 
in the problems and conditions of countries far 
removed from the scene of European economic 
life but forming nevertheless component and by 
no means insignificant factors in the sum-total 
of world economy. 

It must be realised that the -recommendations 
and suggestions of the Conference have yet to be 

.considered by the Indian Legislatures and the 
Indian Executive Government, but it can be 
said with some confidence that these recommenda
tions are in general conformity with the principles 
already followed in India ; and, where there are 
differences, they are susceptible of adjustment 
and compromise. In the ·matter of agriculture, 
it is generally known that there is an important 
Royal Commission dealing with the topic of 
Indian agriculture and allied problems and we in 
India are awaiting the report of that Commission, 
which· will no doubt engage the early attention 
of our local and central Governments. In their 

. consideration of the matter they will undoubtedly 
derive immense assistance from the resolutions 
of the most authoritative gathering of economic 
experts that has ever been summoned. 

The subjects dealt with above and others, such 
as the Slavery Convention, the difficulty caused 
by the diversity of laws in the matter of bills of 
exchange and the progressive codifi~tion . of 
international law, are awongst the topics which 
are of special interest to my country. But, .as has 
already been stated, it is not onlY_' . with a view 
to the elucidation of these specific problems, 
but in the conviction that all the differen~ _but 
convergent activities of the League - political,. 
technical and humanitarian - are slow bnt sure 
advances ·in the direction of organised co-operation 
amongst the peoples of the e~~h, that ~dia 
is not only content but is most willing and anxrous 
to take p~ in the work of the League. 

The Pn>sidenl : 

Translation : His Highness 1\lolmnunml Ali Khnn 
Foroughi, delegate of Persin, will address the 
Assembly. ~ 

llis llighnt>ss llohnmmnd .Khnn t'oroughl (Persin): 

Translation: Mr. President, Lndies and Gl'ntlemen 
-In appointing ns delt-gntt>s from our distant lund 
to your Assembly men like ourselves, who. though 
as yet unknown to you, htwe spn.rod no effort 
since the League's foundt•tion in order thnt their 
country might become nnd remnin n MembN' 
of that organisation, the Persian Govl1rnment 
desired to emphasise its deep nnd l'ttl'nest devotion 
to the cnuse of the League. • 

My colleagues and I rejoice to find ourselvl's 
in this illustrious Assembly nnd to join in its fruitful 
debates. Whatever is said or done within those 
precincts we shall carry back to our countrymen ; 
and we most earnestly hope thnt the r11solutio'ns 
you adopt here will facilitate the task of those 
who, undeterred by difficultil's aud obstncl11s, 
are endeavouring to refute the criticism of n 
public which is necessarily exucting und lllltumlly 
sensitive, and which demands an a881ll't1Me t1111t 
Persia, while gladly assuming the obligations attaoh
ing to co-operation with other Powers, while ghl!lly 
accepting the sacrifices which devotion to the 
common ideal involves, shall at tho same time 
find in those obligations and sacrifices adoqunte 
guarantees of her own indopendenoe and progress. 

We are convinced that the time will come when 
the work of successive sessions of our Assembly 
will in itself suffice to allay the anxiety felt b,y 
some of our follow-countrymen rl'gnrdlng the 
discussions, decisions or omissions of some, at 
all events, of the Conferences held under the 
auspices of the League. 

I have no wish, however, even to appeur to ho 
criticising a work which, as a whole, eliuit.s our 
admiration, and am anxious to pass on immodintoly 
to a study of the report on the work of tho Council. 

We are glad to note the progress made in regard to 
the progressive codification of public international 
law. Persia feels that any effort to lend greater 
precision and unity to the rulllS governing tho 
relations between organised communities will 
contribute to a better understanding among the 
nations and to the consolidation of peace. She 
is of opinion that codification Is im porati ve if 
the defects and anachronisms of common la•7 
are to be eliminated from international law. Persia 
is now engaged in framing her own codes, in 
organising her courts and in reasserting her complete 
jurisdiction over her own territory, and she realises 
that the rules adopted by the world conscience 
for the government of international relations 
should be acknowledged by all nations and in 
·respect of all nations. 

For these same reasons we welcomed the 
foundation of the International Institute for the 
Unification of Private Law. As regards one point, 
however, we have. been disappointed. Was not 
an assurance given, and rightly given, that at this 
seat of learning all the great hU!toricallegal systems 
would be represented ! 

Now, the Persian religious law, albeit of Moslem 
origin, has particular features of its own. It governs 
the legal relations not only of my fellow-countrymen 
but of millions of Moslems throughout the world, 
and more especially in India, Egypt and Iraq. 
Sunni law only is represented in the International 
Institute, and Bhiah law is not. Let us hope that 
this omission will be remedied. 

One of the manifest benefits of the League 
is that it endeavours to bring all thll nations 
together, even the smallest and most distant, 



( and offers them permanent facilities for m_eeting, 
\ for becoming acquninted and for lear~nng to 

esteem and to help one another. lienee, m or~er 
to be true to the common ideal, every natiOn 
must bear in m'2nd the individual r~quirements 
and aspirations_, of the others. _This was our 
intention, this was our expectatwn, when ":e 
took part. in the International Economic 
Conference Its discussions were undoubtedly 

, of value, and the resolutions .i~ adopted w~re 
calculated to promote and famhtate product!on 
throughout the world and to adap~ productiOn 
to requirements, but on one conditiOn, namely, 
that, instead of confining ourselves to Eur~pe 
and America we should also turn our attentiOn 
to .Asia and' regard that continent not simply 
as a m·arket · we should remember its various zones 
-of producti~n, its multifarious people8, e~ch 
on'e anxious to become a centre ?f producti_on, 
to trade with other nations on a footmg of equality, 
with absolute freedom in the matter of Cust?ms 
tariffs and maritime navigation and, subJeCt 
to the conventions voluntarily adhered to, 
with absolute freedom as regards the choice of 
purchases. . · 

We ask for the same sympathetic understanding · 
of the economic, geographical and historical 
circumstances by which our national life is governed, 
the same recognition of our aspirations in regard · 
to two other question~ of special importance, 
on which I now propose to touch. . , 

· The Persians are essentially a peaceable natwn, 
but we have learned from the tragic experiences 
of the past always to be on our guard in order to 
protect our independence, on which we set such 
store and which we have_ maintained throughout 
the gravest vicissitudes. Accordingly, it is our 
most earnest desire that nothing should attenuate 
the articles of the Covenant, since these, if rightly 

. interpreted, will enable us to establi~h a mechanism 
whereby, in the event of 'aggresswn, the efforts 
of all the Members of the League will immediately 
be brought to bear on the aggressor, in order 
to defend the victim of the aggression. 

For that reason, a former delegate of Persia 
once expressed the fears voiced by Finland. We 
desire to state unreservedly that the Treaties 
of Locarno, in our view, express principles which 
should be followed, in accordance with the 
recommendation of the seventh ordinary session 
of the Assembly, and furthermore that, withii:t 
the scope of the Covenant, and with due regard 
to our obligations as a State Member of the League, 
we have put those principles into practice by 
concluding regional agreements designed to ensure 
the maintenance of peace in the Middle -East. 

The report of the Commission of Enquiry into · 
the Production of Opium in Persia, together 
with the observations on the subject which my 
Government submitted to the Council on March 
4th, 1927, will come up for consideration before 
the .Assembly. .. ' . 

I desire now, on behalt of my Government, · 
again to thank the League for sending that 
Commission to Persia, and to thank the members 
of the Commission for the competent manner 
in which they accomplished their most difficult 
task. We are anxious to assist in the great 
humanitarian work assigned to us all by the 
Covenant, namely, to restrict the consumption 
of dangerous drugs throughout the world. 
Realising, as the Commission itself r~alllicd, the 
present economic difficulties in Persia, the 
Government, as stated in its memorandum, has 
submitted to Parliament a plan of action based 
on the CommiRsion's suggestion. This is, in our 
opinion, the best that can be done in the 
circumstances. 

dd that the Persian nation is el!deavouring 
I !!lay a ca out the sugge'j_twns of the 

00?-s!s~~nn~~ ~0 health co~ditions in. Persi~,. 
llUSdSio 'de the country_ With the economic 
an to proVI 'h · d e ui ment the need. for whic ~e reco~se 
e~e! before the Commission of Enqwry on Oidum. 
We realise in this and in all the efforts m e.
under the direction of our .a~gust Sover~Ign 
himself - with a view to reVIvrng the o a~c~e.nt 
lories of our country, how closely our activ~ties 

~re bound up with those of all the oth~r nati~ms 
ted and we feel the bond whtch umtes represen , f lib ty us in our devotion to the cause o progress, er 

and peace. 

The President : 
Trar~.-Ylation: Jonkheer Be~laerts van. Blokland, 

first delegate of the Netherlands, wtll address 
the .AssPmbly. 

Jonkheer· Beelaerts van Blokland (Netherlands) : 

·Translation: Mr.President, Ladies and Gentlemen 
- Durin~ the seven years of its existence the 
authority of the League of N ~tio~s _has ste~dily 
grown and the place it occuptes m mternatwnal 
life h~s become more and more important. . The 
Jines alon" which it has developed have. not, 
however e~caped criticism, and it has in particular 
been bl~med for having avoided big international 
questions capable of exercising. a wide influence 
on world peace. 

This point merits our special attention. . 
It would be highly regrettable. from the pomt. 

of view of the authority and prestige of the League 
if its llfembers de.cided to deal among themselves, 
and outside the scope of the League,' with questions 
which under the terms of the Covenant, come 
wit~ the League's competence. It is primarily 
the duty of the Council to take cognisance of 
difficulties likely to bring about a rupture between 
Members of the League, and to endeavour to 
foresee aud 8ettle at the outset any conflicts which 
may ari8e on the international horizon. The 
Council must, so to speak, act as the world's 
conscience where international peace is ·concerned. 
The part which it has to play is admirably revealed 
in the discussions and report of the Committe!' 

·of the Council on the application of Article 11 
of the Covenant. The iruportanc!' of the preventive 
duty of the Council in this field cannot. be over
emphasised. For the fulfilment of this duty it 
woJild seem essential that the Council should 
meet at frequent and regular intervals,· and I am 
therefore inclined to question whether it would 
not be dangerous to reduce the number of its 
meetings~ I think that n.nything which might be 
interpreted by public opinion as lowering the 
Council's ·authority or as a sign of slackening 
in the work of the League as a whole ought to 
be avoided. · 

The other side of the question must not.; however, 
be overlooked. Though the League's prestige 
may suffer if it is prevent~d from considering 
questions which come within its field of activity, 
it seems equally undesirable to create the impression 
that henceforth no dispute can be settled without 
the League's intervention. Relations between 
peoples have happily not reached a 'point when 
it is necessary to exclude at the outset the 
P?ssibility ~f .settling interna.tional disputes by 
~ect IlP.goti~·tiOil; betwPen the parties concerned, 
Without outside mtervention. . One of tbe great 
merits of the League is that. throuah tltese 
periodical meetings at Gt1neva, it has helped to 
stJ·engthen personal contact between the statesmen 
at the head of the various countries and has 
thereby facilitated the solution of th~ problems 
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with which ihey are faced: I think it is always 
best, whenever possible, to endeavour to settle 
a dispute by direct negotiation between the .parties 
concerned, and to restrict int-ervention to cases 
where there seems no possibility: of succ!eeding 
by direct negotiation. 

Thus there is no article in the Covenant which 
reql'lires. the League to settle all dispute~ ari~iug 
among its ?!!embers. One of the most delicate 
prob'1ems for the League to handle will always 
be that of deciding which questions call for its 
intervention and which should be left to the 
parties directly concerned. 

It has been said that hithPrto the Council has 
shown rather too much hesitation in this respect. 
There have, in fact, been a number of cases where 
the Council has rPfrained from intervening, even 
though the settlement of the dispute would not 
'have been outside its competence. It must be 
admitted, too, that the solution of these questions 
has not always proved satisfactory from every 
point of view ; but, before throwing the blame 
on the Council, it must first be ascertained that 
a better solution would have been obtained if the 
case had been referred to the Council. The Council 
would be wrong to adopt too reserved an attitude, 
but, on the other hand, it would be none the 
less disastrous if it over-estimated its strength 
and endangered the position of the League. 

Nevertheltss, those who think the Council 
over-cautious ought to make their voices heard 

. whenever they think that Council intervention 
'\Vould serve the cause of interl)ational peace. 

.. In this way :the Council would be led to examine 
even more carefully, in every individual case, 
whether it could risk the responsibility of standing 

. aside. I do not myself consider that the manner 
in which the Council has fulfilled its task justifies 
a demand for a radical change in its policy. 
I· venture to remind you that at the very outset 
the secondary States were uneasy lest the Council 
should usurp powers at their expense. But the 
Council has shown, by its fulfilment of its task, 
that this anxiety was unfounded and we cannot 
fail to realise the importance of that fact for the 
develQpment of the League. 

The vital question before the League is and 
remains that of the reduction and limitation 
of armaments. It is a. question which of late 
has excited throughout the world a feeling of 
apprehension calling for serious and careful 
consideration by .this Assembly. 

In order to show clearly thi~ feeling of 
·disappointment which has invaded public opinion, 
I venture to trace briefly and in broad outline 
the steps taken by the League in this field. 
-In its early days the League of Nations strove 
to find a solution for the problem of the reduction 
of armaments independently of the problem of 
guarantees, that is to say, the problem of 
·security and arbitration. The efforts made in 
this direction, however, at once encountered 
obstacles. The conclusion reached was that the,' 
nations had to be assured of a sufficient degree of 
security before they could pe asked to consent to a 
reduction of their armaments. The plan for a 
Pact of Mutual Guarantee was based on this 
conception. I need not remind you how it failed. 

After that we saw the birth of the Geneva 
Protocol, which was inspired by the formula : 
;arbitration, security, disarmament. As you know, 
.that scheme was not realised ; but it was found 
JlO,sible to apply its basic ideas in a much m?re 
restricted field - that of the 'Loearno Treaties. 
The conclusion of these Treaties, ·which are of 
incontestable importance for European peace, 
encouraged a hope that moral disarmament was 
sufficiently advanced to enable the problem of the 

·J 
reduction of armaments to be approached anew. 

N PverthPless, despite the untiring efforts and 
complete devotion displayed during the past year 
by the Preparatory Commission a'hd all its technical 
organs, we are forced to recognllle that the real 
reduction of armaments is stJll no more than a 
distant ideal. 

It could certainly be said with justice that an 
important step had been taken, since vagne formuij\S" 
had given place to a definite plan ; but ·the nearer 
we approach to concrete formulas the more we are 
forced to realise that the whole problem of material 
disarmament is conditioned by the problem of 
moral disarmnment. 

As moral disarmament progresses, the work of • 
the Preparatory Commission will have more ; 
prospect of success. For this reason, the Assonll>ly 
must realise its serious responsibility in regard to• 
Article 8 of the Covenant, and must exert the whole 
weight of its authority to · help the Preparatol·y 
Commission at its next session. On this subject 
my colleague, M. L&udon, yesterday pnt forward a 
draft resolution, which I propose to molude in the 
resolution that I shall have the hononr to submit 
to the Assembly. 

Although it appears impossible at the moment 
to achieve any appreciable reduction in armaments1 the work of the Preparatory Commission might a~ 
least bring about a limitation which would preclude 
any return to the disastrous competition in 
armaments. That is an aim which can and should 
be pursued from now onwards. 

Nevertheless, the slight progress made 9ince the 
last Assembly in the reduction of armaments 
plainly shows that moral disarmament is not 
sufficiently advanced at the present moment to 
allow of the·realisation of this aim, which, though 
prescribed by Article 8 of the Covenant, is far from 
easy of attainment. Until the time comes when 
international relations are based upon mutual 
confidence, any attempts to achieve an appreciable 
reduction of armaments are liable to be frustrated, 
and may only cause further disappointment. Yet, 
must we assume that, since the way to the reduction 
of armaments is blocked, we must fold our hands 
and wait for moral disarmament to descend upon us 
like a gift from Heaven Y No. In order to achieve 
moral disarmament, public opinion must be brought 
into play. Peoples and Governments must act 
together and make a supreme effort. The Assembly 
- and after all, by the Assembly we mean tbll 
various countries represented there - must under
take to do its utmost to make moral disarmament 
a reality. 

The Geneva Protocol was inspired by this lofty 
aim. And here I would remind you of the words 
spoken by the first delegate of the Netherlands 
at the sixth ordinary session of the Assembly : 

" ' 
" The Protocol is not dead ; it is most certainly 

not buried; it but slumbers. Do not let us seek 
now to remodel or perfect it : rather let it rest." 

' These words were fully justified and entirely 
reasonable at the time when .they were spoken, 
that is to say, on the eve of the conclusion of the 
Locarno Treaties. Nevertheless, despite the 
progress achieved by the conclusion of those 
Treaties, I think that, if this state of rest were to 
be prolonged, it might degenerate into lethargy, 
and we must therefore push forward along the road 
on which we set out with such high hopes. 

We must continue the study not only of the 
Protocol itself in all its details, but of the important 
principles underlying it. I shall venture to 
submit to you shortly a draft resolution with this 
object in view. We must realise that public 
opinion in different countries is moving in this 
direction and that, particularly in overseas 
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<'ountries, there is a growing current of opinion 
which has adopted as its watchword " the outlawry 
of war ". lfas not the m.oment come, I ask, to 
resume our effort!: to bridge the gap in Article 15 
of the Covenant-. by excluding legitimate warfare 

·in the future anq, by stigmatising a war of 
aggression as an international crime Y The principle 
of compulsory international jurisdiction, moreover, 

•is, a necessary complement of these ideas. But 
if this end is to be achieved, the Great Powers 
must not continue to shirk obligations. 

Another method which is of primary importance 
in facilitating and preparing for moral disarmament 
is economic disarmament. An. important step 
in thiB direction was taken by the International 

" Economic Conference, whi_ch condemned protec, 
tio'lism and emphasised the importance of freedom 

·of trade for world peace. Its resolutions were 
endorsed by the International Chamber of 
Commerce at its recent Congress at Stoc),holm 
an(j. have already !Jeen officially approved by 
several Governments. All thellll are hopeful signs, 
but we cannot help feeling some uneasiness when 
we · find that recent international economic 
developments have not shown any clear tendency 
to conform to the principles adopted by the 
.Conference. 

The Netherlands Government conSiders that 
the conclusions relating to trad,e which wer!l 
adopted by the Conference should b.e accepted 
en bl,or· in order to .ensure that they are applieu 
in their entirety. ~he abolition of import 
prohibitions and restrictions should be accompanied 
by a reduction of import duties, which to a certain 
extent are imposed with the same object in view. 
The important question of ,Customs tariffs deserves 

·special att®tion, particularly wjth reference to 
the study of Customs ;nOJuenc]ature, in order 
to avoid discrimination to the prejudice .of one ' 
country and specialisation for th!l )Jeuefjt o~ 
another. 

The obvious method of a:voiding the.se dangers 
would appear to be a plurilatera1 convention. , 
The best foundation for t11e restoration of 
international f1·eedom of ·trade. would seeui to be : 
the unreserved and unconditional application of : 
the most-favoured-nation clause. The settlement 
of disputes concerning .the interpretation or · 
application .of treo,ties should be entrusted .to the 
Permanent Court .of International Justice. 

• - The Netherlan<.ls Government gives its full , 
adherence to the conclusions .and resolutions· 
adopted by the Conference, not only on its own · 
beh~If but on behalf of the Dutch East indies, ' 
Sunnam and Cnrac;ao. It does so the more readily 
as its economic policy has alw~tys been inspired 
by these principle.s. · . 

But what is true of the .economic policy 
of the Netherlands Government is also partly 
true of its attitude -towa1·ds reduction of armaments. 
No State can act alone. Unless other Sto,tes support 
it, it may eventually ·have to decide whether it 
~ill n~t be _obliged to take measures dictated by 
1ts nat1onalmterests and to conform, much against 
!ts wiN~cs, with the. exigencies of a ·policy which 
1t cons1ders to be disastrous and which has been 
condemned by -the ,League. · · 

Any efforts to carry out the principles advocated 
by the League muNt be accorded the invaluable 
support of the Press, which moulds and guides 
public opinion. TheN etherlands Government, there
fore, closely followed the work of the Conference of 
Press ,Experts and Is especially glad, "in studyina 
t~e resolutions adopted by that Conference, t~ 
fmd tl!a~. th~ Press ~ully realises the great 
respons1lHhty 1t would mom· if it hampered the · 
growth of mutual understanding among peoples 
necessary_ fo~ the prom?tiou of world peace by 
the publication of obVlously inaccurate, highly 

exaggerated and deliberately distorted articles. 
l\!y Government associates. itself fu'lly with the 
heartfelt appeal adqressed py the Conference 
.to the Press of the world earnestly requesting 
the la~ter to contribute by every means at its 
disposal to the consolidation of peace, to combating 
hatred between nationalities and between classes 
as the greatest danger to peace and to prepaQng 
the way to moral disarmament. o 

Every country, every Government must realise 
how far it will be answerable to the world if it 
refuses to take part in the sacre.d mission of 
establishing mutual confidence. Unless moral 
disarmament is achived we shall, despite ·an the 
guarantees contained in the Covenant, find 
ourselves iQvolved in fresh Wl!<rs. It is the policy 
adopted by the nations on the question of moral 
Q.isarmament which will decide the fate of tbe world. 

The draft resolution which I ha<.l the honour 
to mention to· yo)l ;runs as follqws : 

" The Assembly, 
" Convinced that, without reopening the 

discussions on the Geneva Protocol of 1924 
· it is desirable to consider whether the time 
has not come to resume the study of the 
principles on which that Protocol was based ; 

" And· considering it of the highest importance 
that the Assembly should give au impulse to 
the work of the Preparatory Commission for 
the Disarmament Conference ;-

" Decides to refer the study of the fundamental 
principles of the Geneva Protocol and the 
conclusions of the report of the Preparator; 
Commission to the appropriate Committees. ,. 

The President : 
Translat-ion : The Assembly has before it ·a 

draft resolution submitted by the N etherlarids 
delegate,. ·which bas jJist been read. This draft 
;resolution will be printed and communicated to · 
the delegations and published in, the Assembly 
Journ-al. · 

I propose at a later meeting of the Assembly to 
put forward suggestions as to the disposal of the 
motion. · · 

21. APPOINTJ\IENT OF SUBSTITUTE 
DELEGATES TO THE GERl\fAIV. D-ELEGA
TION: LETTER FROJ\,1 THE PRESIDENT 
OF THE J)E~EGATION. . . _ . . . " 

. The ,Pres;dt•nt : 
_ Tri!!Mla,tioJJ- _: Before adjourning the meeting 

I ~ish to read a ~etter dated September 6th,'l927, 
whwh I have rece1ved from_the qermau .delegation : 

~' As first delegate of the Germap. Government 
to. the eighth ordinary session of .the Assembly 
of the League of Nations, I hav!l the honour 
to inform you that, in accordance with Rule 6, 
paragraph 1, of the Rules of Procedure oJ' the 
League ~f Nations Assembly, I·have <tppoin~~li 
as substitute delegates .the follpwing : 

Count BERNSTORFF. Member' of the Reicbs
_tag, Ambassador, unattached; 

,Dr. B,R.EITsOHEm, Me~ber of the Reich~tag; 
: Dr. HoETZSCH, Professor of Law, Member 
of the Reichstag ; - · · · 

· Dr. KAAs, Professor oi Theology, Member 
of the Reichstag, Canon and Domestic Prelate 
t<;> His Holiness the Pope ; 

Baron von RHEINBADEN Member of 'the 
Reichstag; former Secretary of State. · 
" I WPUld beg you to ~e good enmigh to note 

the above. Pllgned) STRESEMANN.''. 

The Assembly ro•e at 6.30 p.m. 
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23. - REQUEST BY BELGIUII FOR RE
EUGIBIUTY FOR ELECTION TO THE 
COUNCIL. 

~ The President : 

,:. 

Tramlation : :aefore proceeding with the agenda, 
I wish to read to the Assembly the following 
letter,. dated September 6th, 1927, which I have 
received from the first delegate of Belgium : 

" In confoTinlty with the provisions -of Articles 
II and IV of the Rules concerning the election 
of non-permanent members of the Council, 
adopted by the .Assembly on September 15th, 
1926, I have the honour to ask Your Excellency 
to submit to the Assembly the request of the 
Belgian Government that Belgium may • be 
declared to be a State re-eligible for election 
to the Council • .. 

(Signed) Emile VANDER VELD E. " 

The ·Assembly has to consider a request for 
' re-eligibility from a non-permanent Member of 

the C-ouncil. This request has been submitted 

Article II, paragraph 3, of this resolution 
provides : " The Assembly may nut decide upon 
there-eligibility of a Member except upon a request 
in writing made by the Member itself. The request 
must be banded to the President of the Assembly 
not later than the day before the date fixed for 
the election; it shall be submitted to the Assembly, 
which shall pronounce upon it without referring 
it to a Committee and without debate. " 

The Belgian Government's requ~st having been 
submitted in proper form, tho Assembly will 
vote upon it at an early meeting, without debate 
and without referring it to a Committee. 

As regards the date when the vote might he 
taken, I think I shall be interpreting the Assembly's 
wishes in proposing that this question be submitted 
to the General Committee, which is responsible 
for arranging the work of the Assembly, so that 
it may name a date for the latter to pronounce 
upon the request for re-eligibility. 

If no objections are raised, I shall consider 
this proposal adopted. 

The proposal was adopted. 

24. - REPORT ON THE WORK OF THE 
COUNCIL A.~D OF THE SECRETARIAT 
CONTINUATION OF THE DISCUSSION. 

The President : 

Trarllllation : The next item on the agenda 
is the continuation of the general discussion on 
the Work of the Council, the Work of the 
Secretariat and the Measures taken to execute 
the Decisions of the Assembly. 
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M. Erich, fir~t delegate of Finland, will address 
the .Assembly. 

ll. Erich (finland) : 

Translatio:;_ : ~ Mr. President, La~es a.nd: 
Gentlemen - A study of the report With whw~ 
we are dealing furnishes liberal proof of the conti
nuous devoted and valuable work of the Lea~e 
and its various organisations, and more partiCu-
larly of the Secretariat. · 

We are glad to note that the Finnish proposal, 
which was submitted to the Preparatory 
Commission for the Disarmament Conference, 
occupies a conspicuous place in the Secret~ry
General's report. Thoug~ ~he results obtamed 

"by that important CommiSSI?n are as yet sm~ll, 
attention might usefully be duected to one spe,I~I 
feature the scheme of financial assistance . In 
support of a State which is the victim of aggressiOn. 
This scheme forms part of the gener_al, proposal 
submitted by the Preparatory CommiSsiOn. . 

Thanks to the praiseworthy efforts o! this 
Commission the Committee of the Council, the 
Council and lastly the Financial Committee, the 
scheme h~ no~ been incorporated in . a 
preliminary draft, indicating on broad ~chm~al 
lines the mechanism of the whole. system of financ.I~l 
al!sistance. In conformity With the Council s 
decision the Governments of Members ·of the 
League ~ere invited, in a circular letter from the 
Secretary-General, dated July 11th, 1927, to 
submit their observations on the report of the 
Financial Committee. 

The Finnish Government accordingly gave a 
detailed and exhaustive opinion, from the technical 
point of view, regarding the general lines _of the 
scheme recommended by the Committee. -

While refraining for the moment from touching on 
the substance of the question, the Finnish delegation 
now expresses its firm conviction that this scheme, 
which is in the general interest and has bee~ so 
successfully initiated, will be favourably received 
by the Members of the League, as it was by the 
League organs, and trusts that the Council, after 
studying the opinions expressed, will indicate the 
political bases for a future Convention and request 
the Financial Committee to frame a draft 
Convention. 

The Finnish proposal, which was so warmly 
received by the Preparatory Commission for the 
Disarmament Conference, is still on the programme 
of that Commission. As may be seen from the 
documents submitted to the Assembly, the 
Preparatory Commission decided at its last session 
to adjourn the study of Resolution No. 8, that is, 
the Finnish proposal, to a later session. ~he 
Commission expects then to revert to the questiOn 
in conformity with the decision of the Council. 

The limitation and reduction of armaments 
is, of course, the Preparatory Commission's chief 
concern, and the Finnish Government is of the 
opinion that, despite the meagre results hitherto 
obtained, disarmament, which is one of the stipula
tions ef the Covenant, cannot be indefinitely 
adjourned. Such a decision would cause serious 
and widespread disappointment. The work must 
emphatically be resumed either in November, 
as was originally intended, or early next year. 

is an added reason for n~t adjo'!rning the work 
of the Commission sine d~e- . 

The Finnish Government an~ delegation are 
fully aware that any grea~ evolution, a!J-Y progress 
or -reform in the international sphere IS ~orma~y 
bound to take a long time; ~he essential pomt---:1 
is to persist in the exarmnation and )O foll~w 
the development of im:J;l,or~ant ma~ter~ a£fecting 
the peace of the world , m the Wide· sense of the 
Covenant. When, therefore, any. scheme th~t 
is recognised to be useful, practicable and m 
conformity with the guiding principles _of the 
Covenant is referred to the League organs, It must 
not be abandoned simply on account -·of the 
difficulty of finding a solution acceptable to all 
parties. . b . d 't Even if such a scheme lies une , as I were, 
for the time being, there is still the_ possibility, 
so ingeniously invoked on two occasiOns by the 
Netherlands delegates, of the resurrection of an 
idea which failed perhaps to materialise at the 
first attempt, despite its manifest intrinsic merits. 

We therefore warmly welcome ap.y proposal 
such as that put forward yesterday by the firs&t 
delt>gate for th!l J;Tetherlands, a~vocating the 
serious re-examinatiOn of the big ,plans ~or 
organisation which have always preoccupied 
-I may e;en say, haunted.- t~e. League. We 
are convinced that the spemal limited proposals 
submitted to the Preparatory Commission by 
certain States, including ~nland, , are bound 
to be considered when any Wider and more general 
scheme falling within the vast domain.. of· 
international security, is being discussed, 

The idea of seeking a remedy for the present 
economic ills by convening an ~conomic. Conf~rel!-ce 
was received with much mterest m .FmniBh 
circles. The Finnish delegation to the Conference 
accordingly supported, whenever possible, all 
proposal~ designed . to . eJ!miD:ate · national and 
international economic difficulties. 

In spite of the diversity of views represented, 
the Conference drew · up conclusions which are 
regarded in the main .as equitable, aud ~h~ch 
answer Finland's reqUirements. The FmniBh 
Government is glad to find itself in agreement 
with the essential passages of the reports adopted 
at the Conference, and trusts that these resolutions 
will not be allowed to remain a dead letter, but 
will be put into practice; so that economic recovery 
may graduaJ.ly be achieved. Economic recovery 
is essential to .international life, but depends 
largely on the establishment of internationat 
security, and this in its turn will be influenced 
by consolidation in the economic sphere. 
· I propose now to deal with two speciaJ. points. 
The Finnish Government desires to inform you, 
through its delegation here, that the President(: 
of the Republic has just ratified the Slavery 
Convention. Finland'& participation in this 
humanita.rian work represents, a,s you know, 
simply an assertion of principle on· the part of a 
small nation, which is an ardent supporter of human 
progress and has from its very infancy respected 
the liberty of the individuaJ. - it represents, in 
fact, the complete, sincere and unreserved 
application of the lofty principles set forth in 
Articles 22 and 23 of the Covenant, . which are 
designed to promote solidarity and fraternity 
among all the nations of the world. · 

I have mentioned the principal reason why 
the important work of this Commission must 
be carried on without a break. But there are 
also certain subsidiary tasks explicitly devolving 
upon the Commission in virtue of special decisions, 
as, for example, this very proposaJ. put forward 
by the Finnish Government, which is awaiting 
further examination by the Commission. This 

While slavery is a scourge of humanity which, 
at all events in its more obvious and more inhuman 
forms, is doomed to disappear with the &nward 

· march of civilisation, there are other scourges 
which defy the efforts of civilisation even at its 
highest level. There is the serious problem of 
aJ.coholism. A few weeks ago the eminent President 
of the Swiss 'Confederation, in the course of a great 
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,speech, referred in eloquent and moving tt•rms 
to t~e great dan~er of alcoholism from the point 
!>f VIew. of pn'blic morality and health. The 
mternati~nal IU!pect of the problem is marked by 
~ne spema~ featnr~, the smuggling of spirituous 
hqnors, '!Vhich no. smgle State can really succeed in 
l!Upp_ressm~ by Its own unaided efforts. These 

~ cons1deratwns led the Finnish Polish and Swedish 
Goverijlllent~ to. bring up the . question at the 
seventh ora.IDary session of the Assembly The 
authorS' of the original proposal subseqnentiy had 
the satisfaction of seeing that proposal supported 
by the Belgian, Danish and Czechoslovak Ministers 
for Foreign Affairs. The Foreign Ministers of 
these six States sent a joint letter to the Secretary
General urging the serious investigation of this 
problem.' As the question is included in the agenda 
of t~e present sessio~ of the Assembly, I shall 
confine myself · to this statement, convinced as 
I am that the Assembly will devote to this proposal 
the attention which it deserves. 

. .The President : 

Translation : M. Akel, head of the Estonian 
'j[eJegation, will address the Assembly. 

1\1. Akel (Estonia ) : 

Translation : Mr. President, Ladies and 

The d~p and 'sinet>re gratitude of · Estonht 
to~s the League can but inOl'l'use my country's 
fruth in this union of the nat.ious. In the 
strengthening of that union Estonia sees the surest. 
safeguard of peace and internatiollltl co-operation, 
based on right and the consoiousnus of mutual 
dependence. 

Estonia has unshakable faith ''in the League's 
future, and will always be guided in hl'r polioy 
by the ideals of peace which animate that bodv. 

The Estonian Government is firmly rl'solved " 
to preserve close co-operation with the LE~aguo, 
and congratulates itself on the results alrendy 
achieved. It will always be rl'ady to oontributo 
to the full extent of its power to the furthor 
development of the League's work. 
, _I devoutly hope that the "'ltY is short which 

still separates this . noble institution fl•om 
universality, and that thll day will soon d!tWn • 
when we shall see gathered bore all the nntions 
of the world in a spirit of intl'rnational oo·opt,rntion, • 
peace and understanding._ 

The President :. 

Translation : I call upon M. Cielons, first delegate 
of Latvia, to address the Assembly. 

1\1. Cielens (Latvia) : Gentlemen - I will not take up the time of this 
august Assembly with a survey of the work done Translation : Mr. President, Ladies and Gentle
by the League of Nations -work which, without men- I must first of all appeal to your indulgence 
exception, l;las given deep satisfaction to and for my boldness in addressing you on the grl'at 
evoked the gratitude of my Government. I fully and comprehensive questions of peace, seourit.y 
endorse the glowing tributes bestowed npori the and disarmament. I feel I owe you an apology, 
League by the previous speakers. · because I represent a small and politically young 

Among the many questions dealt with in the nation, which only achieved its present politioul 
report which we are now considering - a report independence in consequence of the events of the 
which shows the full·scope of the beneficent work world war. But, on the other hand, it is the very 
of the League on behalf of peace and international fact that I represent a smull nation which urges 
co-operation - there is one question of special,.· me to say a few words on the momentous question 

· interest to Estonia : I refer to the powerful help of peace, security and disarmament. 
and· support given by the League with a view to If we ask ourselves what was the chief object 
facilitating banking and cnrrency reform in my of the League of Nations at the time of Ita 
country, and for which I have the honour to express foundation, the only answer is that that object 
here, in the_pame of my Government, our deepest was the solution of the groat problems I have 
gratitude. just enumerated. It has, indeed, accompliHhed 

For a just appreciation of the help and support great work in other spheres : it has studied economic, 
given to my ·country, it would be necessary to social, philanthropic and humanitarian questions 
retrace the- main features of the economic and in their international bearings, and ita work In 
financial development of Estonia since it first these fields meets with my unstinted admiration, 
won its independence and concluded peace With for these are indeed questions of high importance, 
Soviet Russia in 1920 - a development described although they do not constitute the essential 
with remarkable completeness and accuracy in the work of the League. 
report by the Financial Committee of the League To the clear and unambiguous question how 
in 1925. · the League of Nations has approached, discusHed 
~The conclusions and recommendations and solved the problems of vital importance, we 
contained in that report once more show that may give the following answer : 

ililEstonia had, on the whole, succeeded in stabilising From the foundation of the Lea,:,'lle until 1924, 
"'its economic situation and in preserving its the policy pursued was to define these problems 

budgetary balance. but that the cnrrency still in their concrete aspects and thereupon try to 
had to be· reorganised in order to complete the solve them. The yearl924 marked the culminating 
economic. recovery of the country. point reached by the League along that courHo. 

The conclusions reached by .the Financial The Geneva Protocol included formulas which, 
Committee showed that a foreign loan would be although practical, were not devoid of idealism 
desirable in order to give effect to the suggested and which placed these vital problems on a concrete 
banking and cnrrency reform. The plan for that basis. ~he whole world greeted the Protocol, 
reform and for the flotation of the contemplated which, it was hoped, was to establish the long
loan was worked out and defined in a Protocol awaited general and lasting peace and give security 
signed at Geneva on December lOth, 1926. to all nations, large and small, and which above 

The approval of the Council having been obtained, all would enable the delicate and complex problems 
nothing further remained to prevent the execution of disarmament to be approached from a practical 
of the"plan. The loan was floated with signal and concrete point of view. Unfortunately, the 
succeslt. Thus, through its permanent organs, Protocol has remained a mere pigeon-holed record. 
the League of Nations showed to Estonia sympathy Since 1924, we have, through lack of system 

1-.. of the most practical kind at a time when that and method, gradually fallen from the heights 
country was endeavouring to restore its currency to which we had risen, until to-day, if we survey 
and banking. . the political situation of Europe and attempt 
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to examine what formula of peace, security and 
disarmament should replace the Gene-y-a P~otocol, 
we are forced to recognise that the sttuation has 
become almost identical with that existing before 
the war. " 

For what ~re the existing guarantees for the · 
security of nations Y What are the adequate 
guarantees for a ·general, lasting and well-organised 
peace ! How does the problem of disarmament 
present itself to-day Y 

· The solution of the problem of security, as 
outlined in the Protocol, has, as far as the States 
ll!embers of the League of Nations are concerned, 
been replaced by the Locarno Agreements. These. 
Agreements have doubtless benefited the countries 
of Western Europe: they have established peace 
and increased security. But Western Europe is 
not the whole of Europe, still less the whole of the 
'world. Now the problem of security is one whil\h 
confronts every nation and every ll!ember of the 
League, and it is of still graver moment for States 
which, owing to the geographical situation, have 
for neighbours countries which, unfortunately, 
do .not yet belong to the League. Nevertheless, 
the security, as well as the political situation of 
these countries, fails to arouse much interest. 

In other respects the Locarno Agreements, and 
specially Annex F, have also led to notable 
results, for this Annex provides an authoritative 
interpretation of Article 16 of the Covenant. It is 
not my purpose to consider this interpretation as 
such. I will ouly say that it has been, and will 
continue to be, of importance, for the principle 
of equality among all the ll!embers of the League 
is a principle which must be upheld. 

For our part we have drawn certain inferences 
from the existing situation. We. have discussed, 
examined and sought for solutions of the problem 
of security and peace, in so far as it lay in our 
power to do so. In the first place we endeavour, 
in our relations with our great eastern neighbour, 
to ·establish peace and to arrive at some formula 
which, although of but relative value, might help 
to establish our security. Negotiations are now 
in progress between us with a view to concluding
in full loyalty to the spirit of the League - a 
pact of non-aggression and conciliation intended to 
stabilise peace and the status quo on the eastern 
shores of the Baltic. . 

We are sparing no effort to ensure that all our 
neighbours shall have free access to the sea for 
economic purposes. -We shall continue to do so 
and to vouchsafe to all countries the free use of 
the international highways of Estonia. 

We have also had in mind a" Locarno Agreement 
of the East ". Such an · agreement would 
guarantee the status q1w on the eastern shores of the 
Baltic, in full accord with the resolution adopted 
by the seventh ordinary session of the Assembly· 
on September 25th, 1926, which was considered 
afresh by the Council at its session of December 
1926. We may some day be in a position to submit· 
the question in a concrete iorm to the States 
interested in the status quo and in freedom of 
traffic on the main international highways of 
Eastern Europe. · 

· We realise, however, that our political efforts 
to achieve a stable peace and [an increase of 
security cannot unaided lead to decisive results. 
The problem is more far-reaching and must be 
solved by international agreements. We are thus 
naturally led to the second question of the Protocol 
namely, that of a general and lasting peace. ' 
. ~he Latvian Government is of opinion that 
1t 18 not merely our right but our bounden duty 
to bring this question clearly and emphatically 
to the notice of this Assembly. For our country 
has suffered from the Great War more, perhaps, 

than any other country --in Europe. For three 
years two powerful armies bro~ght . rUin a~d 
destruction upon our country. 1:he line of fire 
swept it from end to end. Free from social unrest, 
in peace and in spirit of f~irness to the rights 
of minorities, we are applymg ourselves to the 
reconstruction and development of our. young.;: 
country.-

Not only Latvia, but all na~ons,, grea,t an!l 
small feel in the work of econonuc reconstruction 
the vital need for the stable peace which is ellsential 
for the normal development of trade and 
international credit. _ 

But where is that peace, that general, lasting, 
well-organised peace to be found ! I need not 
mention the ecqnomic competition, not to say 
struggle, which is .the rule throughout the world 
in the scramble for cotton, petrol, rubber and other 
commodities. Nor need I refer to the political 
rivalries, chiefly noticeable among the great 
nations, but which also exist between great and 
small nations. It is not for me to enumerate the 
differences which have arisen among a number 
of nations in regard to their political interests. 

Unhappily, the main argument brought forwar~ 
for the settlement of such differences is, without 
exception, the appeal to brute force. In some 
cases, even, threats of military action have been 
uttered. The pre-war method is still looked upon 
almost universally as the most logical for the 
purpose of achieVing the object in view. 

I know it may_ be said that I am exaggerating, 
that I am prone to -scepticism and that this 
attitude no longer accords with the prettent 
situation in Europe. In a leading article on the 
eighth ordinary session of the Assembly of the 
·League which appeared in a great French 
newspaper, we read that there is no great conilict 
of political interests in Europe, or at any rate 
there is no divergence of political interests which 

&IDight lead to war. · 1 
But the great poet Sophocles, if I am not mistaken, 

says in his (Edipus Rex, in words which are now 
proverbial : -u The ·greatest misfortune of man 
is that when he gazes upon a calm and even sea, 
he never bethinks him of the storm. " 

The sea we gaze upon is at present moderately 
calm, and we never think of the storm that may 
arise. Yet the League 'of Nations should be like 
.a seismograph accurately recording the least 
inward movements of the souls .of nations. It 
shoUld foresee, it should have prescience of, events 
which, like the great war in July 1914, suddenly 
sweep like a devastating hu,rricane over the world. 

I now propose to discuss the third problem, 
namely, that of dis_armament, the gravest and 
the most complex of all, and I regret to find that 
its solution has still ouly reached the stage of a 
draft .filed among the League's records. · " 

What are the facts Y What is the practical 
solution of the disarmament problem y 

In 1926 the sulll8 budgeted for the military, 
naval and air forces of the European States 
amounted to , 1,443 million dollars, a sum 
approximately equal to the European war budget 
for 1913. The number of soldiers with the colours 
was 3,145,000 in 1926, whereas the figure for 1913 
was slightly higher, being about four million. 

We must not forget, however, that under existing 
treaties part of Europe is now disarmed, and also 
that the technical equipment of armies is -far 
more advanced than in the- days before the war, 
owing to· the considerable progress 'made in 

. military technique during, and especially" since, 
the war. 

I will not weary you by enumerating all the 
machine-guns, tanks and other engines of war 
with which modern armies are equipped. It wil 
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suf?ce t? say a few words of the me~ of offence 
which will be employed in fntnre warfare namely 
poison. gas" and electricity, the full po~sibiliti~ 
of which for war purposes are perhaps known 
only to those specialists - and they are bonnd 
to secrecy- who are attached to the 'General 
Staffs. 

How terrible will be the destructive power 
pgsses11,ed by s~ch armies! We are no specialists 
on such questions, yet we can visualise what 
that J!OWer will be ; for gas bombs, carried by 
long-distance aeroplanes, may create havoc not 
hnndreds but thousands of kilometers from the 

· front-line trenches, among the civilian populations 
of nations at war. ' 

Such is the true situation ; and when we 
investigate the reasons adduced by the experts 

· of the different nations. in jUBtification of this 
competition in armaments, we find the same 
classical arguments now as before the war. 
Mmtary strength guarantees peace ; military 
strength guarantees stability ; and these are 
the essential methods guaranteeing general peace 
and stability. 

How then do we stand! We are in. the state 
of armed peace which existed before the war. 
We have once more the same competition, .or 
rather the same rivalry, in armaments which 
has in the past led to the terrible consequences 
that are still fresh in our minds. 

Must I remind you that numerous historians 
and many politicians, publicists and prominent 
persons connected with the League have expressed 

o their belief that the immediate cause of the world 
war was competition in armaments ! 
·What is taking place to-day! If these traditional 

methods are continued, if the champions of a policy 
of peace and disarmament are overruled, ·sooner 
or later we shall once more stumble into war. 
Alas, that once more we should claim to safeguard 
the security of nations by the nefarious policy 
of armaments ! · 

If rivalry. in armaments cannot bring security 
to the small nations, it will likewise fail to bring 
it to the larger ones too in the war of the future, 
waged as it will be . with aeroplanes, poison gas 
and electricity. 

I am . no prophet ; but you may be sure that 
another war would be terrible, not merely owing 
to its destructive power, but also, and mainly, 
because all nations, all continents, the whole 

' world, in fact, would be dragged into its whirlpool. 
Nor can we ignore the political consequences 

to which another European war might lead. It 
would beyond doubt stir up those elements of 
revolt in every race, the first distant mutterings 
of which may be heard even now by those who 
listen. · · 

A militarist policy, therefore, a policy which 
consists in constantly increasing armaments, does 
. not confer on the world the blessing of a stable 
peace, nor does it increase the security of nations 
or provide any guarantee for the safe evolution 
of civilisation. 

Some will perhaps say : What futile senti· 
mentality ! or, What scepticism ! or again, What 
lofty idealism- lofty, yes, but impracticable ! 

Ladies and gentlemen, I know as well as you 
that .the solution of the problem ot disarmament 
is a complex, a difficult, a momentous task ; yet, 
great as it is, the moral greatness of the goal in 
view is no less. . 

· The general situation in Europe after the war 
isoparticularly favourable to a solution of the 
problem of disarmament. All nations alike are 
labouring under economic difficulties, and, as I 
have. said, part of Europe is already disarmed. 
Furthermore, there· is one great Eastern European 

nation which is weakened in it<~ military resources,· 
as compared with its position before the war. 
I am very sure that, if t.he principal Powers of 
Western Europe could agree upon a concrete 
scheme for the reduction i.nd limitation of 
armaments, either through or ULder the authority 
of the League, there would be ~orne hope of inducing 
the nations which are not yet Members of that 
organisation to subscribe to such an agreement, 
for the League would then have an hnmens!O, 
nay an overwhelming-, prestige. 

The agenda of this Assembly unfortunately 
contains no such draft agreement framed in 
concrete terms. Yet this is the ma.in question 
before it, and the one which ought to have 
precedence of all others. I am convinced that 
its solution might offer a basis for the solution 
of the other problems bound up with a lu~ting 
peace and the security of nations. 

In the draft agenda of the Third Committee 
commnnicated to us on our arrival at Oene'Va, 
we find, to our regret, nothing beyond the following 
question : " What measures should be taken 
to facilitate the meeting of the Council of the 
League of Nations in case of political emergency", 
that is to say, in case of an imminent or actual 
outbreak of war. 

How far we are from the Protocol of 102·i I 
We may even have come down already to the 
level of these celebrated conferenc~>s hold at The 
Hague before the war. 

Let us imagine for a moment a crisis suoh us 
would be discussed by the Third Committee. 
When the dark clouds of war arc already hovering 
over Europe it will be too late to attempt such 
measures of rescue. It will be too 'late for the 
Council of the League to solve the political crisis ; 
the voice of the cannon will already be hco.rd. 

A general peace, a lasting peace, demands 
preparation. Unless the question of disarmament 
is solved, the organisation of a general and lllllting 
peace will be an impossible tMk. 

The applause which greeted the eloquent speech 
of the Netherlands delegate- and I welcome 
with all my heart the draft resolution deposited 
by him yesterday- proves that the groat hopes 
to which three years ago the high-minded authors 
of the Geneva Protocol gave expression aro still 
alive in this Assembly. 

In conclusion, ladies and gentlemen, allow me 
to quote from Schiller's famous poem, " The 
Song of the Bell", the momentous words:" Vivos 
voco, Mortuos plango ". I am strongly tempted 
to say " Vivos plango" ; for pitiable indeed ~ill 
be the plight of the generation that comes after. 
us if we ourselves prove unequal tothetaskofsolving 
the great and difficult problem of peace. 

" M ortuos voco " : I recall the ten million soldiers 
who fell on the field of battle. They stand before 
ns, nor will their image vanillh from our sight 
until our great object has been attained . 
Everlasting rest will not be theirs until the League 
of Nations has established on earth tho reign 
of real and universal peace. 

The President : 

Translation : M. Lofgren. first delegate of Sweden, 
will address the Assembly. 

l\1. Lofgren (Sweden) : 

Translation: Mr. President, Ladies and Gentle· 
men -I venture to make a few remarks on this 
year's annual report, which gives a general and 
highly interesting acconnt of the work of the 
Connell and of the Secretariat, and I shall speak 
not only of what the report contains but above 
all of what it omits. 
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' 
Thoro is 1w tluuht that. as regar<ls ecvnom~cs, 

fin11nce. health and other fields, . the. extens~ve 
and energetic work of the League 1B still meetmg 
with success. . . . . 

All this work, "which, in special directions, 
aims at mitigatill(l' tho after-effect~ of the world 
war is obviously - from the pomt of geueral 
politics -of the grc'atest importa1_1ce also for. the 
establishment and maintenance of friCndly relatwns 
wtween peoples. But, on the other hand, the report 
says little or nothing concerni~g the me~u!es 
t.aken by the League with a VIe~ .to e~erc~mg 
a more direct influence on the political situatiOn. 
Unfortunately, this silence does . not warrant 
the conclusion that we live in a world to which, 

· after long years of conflict, calm and peace have 
:at length returned. . . . . 
· Op. tho contrary, It IS undemablc that dunng 
tho past year serious disputes and grave mis· 
understandings have arisen to divide the peoples 
anci disturb their mutual relations. What the 
report says- and omits to say- on this subject 
merely shows that the League has not considered 
it advisable to intervene in these disputes. In view 
of their nature and of the League's present position, 
however, I will not venture to express any opinion 
on the Council's attitude in the matter. Perhaps 
the Council showed its wisdom and prudence 
in remaining inactive, and, indeed, League 
intervention was not expressly claimed by any 
of the States Members. 

Nevertheless, it cannot be concealed that the 
apparent passivity which lias characterised the 
political work of the Council during the past year 
has not failed to occasion a feeling of disappoint· 
ment. This feeling- I might even call it one 
of impatience- is perhaps accentuated by the 
fact that during 1925 and 1926 tho work of the 
League was particularly fruitful in results. The 

' Locarno Treaties ·and the admission of Germany 
to the League gave rise to the hope that, in spite 
of the simultaneous ....:. and, may we hope, 
temporary- loss of certain Members, the strength 
and prestige of the League would be increased. 
The Council's prompt and successful intei'Vention 
in the Greco-Bulgarian dispute led us to believe 
that its action in this question would constitute 
a precedent for similar cases. 

The hope, this confidence in the League, are 
resources which must not be wasted. The League 
must therefore neglect no opportunity of inspiring 
tke most complete confidence in its will and power 
not ouly to perfect a system for the organisation 
o~ peacein the future, but also to settle any current 
.disputes or any disputes which may arise in the 
future. Public opinion desires, therefore, a pro
gramme, a fundamental principle for the political 
conduct of the .League's organs in their constant 
work of mediation in accordance with Article 11 of 
the Covenant. 

In this respect it might be pointed out that 
the League is lio deeply int~rest~d in the theoretical 
discussion of Article 16 of the Covenant- that 
is to say, of repres•ive measures in the event 
of war- that Article 11, the aim ·of which is 
to prevent war, has been somewhat thrust into 
the background. Would it not be useful for the 
Council to apply in a more genera.! manner that 
procedure. of conciliation which has been recognised 
and confirmed by so many States in separate 
~eatie8 ! Certainly for the moment general peace 
lB n.ot threatened, bot is it not dangerous to defer 
u~til to-morrow the solution of problems which 
m1ght be settled to-day with a greater measure 
of safetv ! 

The Swedish and other Scandinavian delegations 
have more than once suggested to the Assembly 
that there should be more definite regulations 

fur the Council'K mediation procedure. Such 
regulations would also have the advantage of -
providing the public with an assurance that current 
questions of a political nature would be dealt 
with by the Council itse~. . I~ the .newspap~rs 
and th" aecounts of variOus mterviews ,which 
have taken pia()(> are to be credited, burning 
political questions have been discussed here at 
Geneva at meetings at which ouly certain membeiS 
of the Council were present. Of course, :dobody 
would think of blaming statesmen for discussN!.g 
separately probleJ!ls which directly concern their 
own country, even if such problems come within 
the competence of the League. 

But, ·frankly,. last year's experience was not 
such as to dispel the apprehensions of those who, 
at the last ·Assembly, expressed the opinion that 
an increase in the membership of the Council 
would enhance . the danger of important political 
questions being withdrawn from its ·competence 
and transferred to an inner circle of representatives 
of certain Powers. 

I need not say that, if this tendency were to 
· increase, the League of Nations and its executive 

organ, the Council, might quite conceivably lose 
their hold on affairs and be prevented from accom

. plishing their high mission as the . guardians of 
peace. 

In speaking of the Council's ·work I will venture 
to add a few words concerning a question which is 
of vital importance, especially for small States. 
I wish to emphasise that, in whatever manner the 
Council's conciliation procedure is organised and 
applied, political mediation m]lSt be kept distinct, 
from arbitration as contemplated by the Covenant 
and by individual treaties. 

As you know, we have succeeded in developing 
and strengthening the system for the pacific 
settlement of international disputes. The League 
has given this system support, the importance of 
which can hardly be overestimated. We have 
seen the network of arbitration treaties spreading . 
farther and farther, bringing closer together the 

. various States of Europe and of the world. In order 
that this network ·should continue to extend, 

· nothing must be done to shl_lke the confidence of 
Governments in the efficacy of arbitration, even 
in disputes bearing on interests which one or other 
of the parties considers to be vital. 

.According to the spirit of the Covenant, it is 
obvious that, once arbitration proceedings have 
been instituted, any political intervention by the 
Council must be ruled out, unless, of course, respect 
for undertakings has to be enforced or the execution 
of such undertakings ensured. 

The idea that any decision taken by an ·arbitral . 
tribunal could be considered as a reason for 
political intervention by the Council, involving, 
if necessary, the interruption of the arbitration 
proceedings, appears to me contrary not only to 
generai legal principles but also to the ideas on 
which the arbitration system of the Covenant is 
based. 

Since arbitration is the essential condition for the 
establishment of a system of security leading to 
disarmament, it is all the more important that the 
ever-growing confidence in its efficacy should not 
be shaken. · 

The limitation of armaments is one of the 
lengthiest tasks upon which the League of NatiollS
has embarked. , No matter how disappointed we 
are at the present position of the problem, we 
must in fairness pay a tribute to the tireless zeal 
displayed by the various orgaus and authorities 
of the League in striving to reach a solution of 
this problem. 

The present disquieting position of the disarma
ment problem is due to the divergent interests and 
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C?nceptio~li of the various sovereign States. These 
divergencies should not, however, discourage the 
League in the pursuit of its work. Nothing would 
be more fatal for the League than to lf~ave the 

_impression that this problem has come to a deadlock 
without hope of a remedy: 

Nevertheless, if the work is to be pushed forward, 
i~ is :rv>t enough, in my opiuion, to convene the 
Preparatory Commission at an early date, 
silfce, unless new facts arise, the Commission could 
surely do no more than take note once again of 
the existing differences. -

In view of the very considerable technical 
results already obtained, I think the moment is 
ripe forustotry to find political guarantees ensuring 
an agreement which it has not yet been found 
possible to reach. Above all - and the League 
of Nations has the right to claim this much -
the Powers whose divergencies of opinion have 
prevented the successful issue of previous 
negotiations, must make the concessions necessary 
to lay down the required basis for a general and 
definitive agreement. This Assembly, I am sure, 
will'not fail, after carefully studying what measures 
are to be adopted, to express firmly and clearly its 
will to take a decisive step towards the solution 
of this problem. 

If the Assembly takes this line it will, I hope, 
mean that the delegates - in particular, those 
of great military Powers -will be bound to exerl'ise 
their influence in their respective countries with 
a view to bringing. their Government's official 

• policy into- line with League principles. 
In the same way, steps have been taken and 

preparatory work of the utmost importance has 
been accomplished in another sphere in which 
a rapprochement- among the nations can clear 
the ground for a durable peace-'- I mean the 
economic sphere. At the Economic Conference 
convened by the League at Geneva, opinion 
was· found to be strongly in favour of a freer 
co=ercial policy and, in particular, of the 
abolition of the economic and social barriers 
erected between countries after the world war. 

The principles laid down by the Economic 
Conference for a future commercial policy were 
reco=ended by the Council at its June session 
this year to the favourable consideration of all 
Governments. Accordingly, the German, Austrian, 
Belgian,. Netherlands -and Czechoslovak Govern
ments formally approved the Conference's 
resolutions, and· representatives of the British, 
Italian and Roumanian Governments also 
accepted them. 

· Lastly, the principal achievement of two 
important Conferences held at Stockholm - the 
Conference of the International Chamber of 
Co=erce and the World Congress of the 
International Co-operative Alliance - was to place 
on record unanimous resolutions urging the 

. necessity of taking_ as a' bas~ ~or interna~onal 
economic co-operation the prmClples enuncmted 
at the Economic Conference of Geneva. 
· The experts on economic disarmament. ~d 
not therefore display the same lack of unamm1ty 
as the experts on military disarmament. As 
regards economic policy, they all agreed that 

• the world can only emerge from the present 
protracted and serious crisis by a policy of libCl·ty 
and co-o~ration. But, in l)l'del' to give the 
Conference's decisions the full eJfect they deserve, 
it is essential that the great mnjorit-y of States 
should put them into p~'llotioo. The Lca!);lle ' 
of Nations must th~>refore follow up the notion 
taken under its auspioos, by bringing about an 
association of States with a view to obtuilling 
the requisite co-o~ration. 

As regards Sweden, I think I nmy sny that 
h!lr commercial policy is, in nil cssl'ntial points, 
in complete agre~>ment with the principles aliopt~d 
by the Confl,rence. I ventul·e, however, to point • 
out how difficult, bow impossible even, it is for, 
individual States, es~cially secondary Powers,· 
to continue to apply such principles to thoi\' 
commercial policy, unless those principll'S al'O 
generally adopted at the outset by the StDtllS 
whose economic influence is grt>at(lst. 

The Swedish Government takes this opportunity 
to say that it fully adheres to the principles sot 
forth by the Economic Conference and that it is 
prepared to work for their gcncrnl application. 
Sweden addresses an urgent and sincel'e appeal 
to the Assembly of the League of Nations, to the 
States Members of the League, and more 
especially to those Members who play a 
predominating part in the economic life of tho 
world, to set to work immediately to rondor possible 
the universal application of the rocommondations 
of the Economic Conference by means of inter
State agreements as well as by the general direct-ion 
of their commercial policy. 

25; - APPOINTl\IENT OF SUBSTITUTE DELE
GATES TO THE FINNISH DELEGATION : 
LETTER FROl\1 THE PRESIDENT OF TilE 
DELEGATION. 

The President': 

Translalirm : Before · closing the meeting, I 
will read you a letter I have rcooived from the 
Finnish delegation regarding the composition of 
that delegation : ' 

"I have the honour to inform yon that, in 
accordance with Article 6, paragraph 1, of tiie 
Rules of Procedure of the .A.Ilsembly, the Finnish 
delegation to the eighth session of the Assembly 
bas appointed the following as substitute 
delegates : 

M. George WINCKELMANN, Couns1•llor of 
Legation, Director of the Le~al Section at 
the Ministry for Foreign Affairs. 

M. Hugo VALVANNE, First Secretary of 
Legation . 

(Signed) R. ERIOII, 

Head of the Finnish Delegatron 
to the eighth ordinary sessron 

of the Assembly. " 

The Assembly rose at 12.40 p.m. 
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26. QUESTION OF THE CREATION OF AN 
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF THE 
EDUCATIONAL CINEMA AT RO~IE : 
REFERENCE TO THE AGENDA COMMIT

- TEE OF THE PROPOSAL MADE BY THE 
ITALIAN DELEGATION. 

t)e President : 

Translation: You will remember that at 
yesterdav afternoon's meeting I said that I might 
have some suggestions to put forward concerning 
the Italian delegation's request that the question 

of the creation of an International Institute of 
the Educational Cinema at Rome should be placed 
on the agenda of the session. 

The delegations have now had an opportunity 
of studying the text of tho proposal su bmlttod 
by Count Cippico, which wo.s distributed this 
morning. I do not think that, In the oireumstanoos, 
th~>re is any need to read it now, 

I therefore propose, in conformity • with the 
Rules of Procedure, that the AssPmbly should 
refer this request to the Agenda Committee, and 
ask the latter to report on it as soon ns possible. 

If no one has anything to say, I shall regllrd my 
proposal as adopted. (Adopted.) 

27.- QUESTION OF THE INCLUSION IN THE' 
AGENDA OF THE ASSEMBLY OF TilE 
FOLLOWING QUESTIONS: (a) WORK OF 
THE CONFERENCE OF PRESS EXPERTS: 
(b) WORK OF THE LUERNATIONAL 
CONFERENCE FOR THE CREATION OF 
AN INTERNATIONAL RELIEF UNION : 
LETTER FROM THE ACTING PRESIDENT 
OF THE COUNCIL. 

The President : 

Translation : His Excellency M. Villegas, Acting 
President of the Council, has sent me a letter, 
dated September 7th, 1927, which I will now 
read to the Assembly : 

" The Council of the League of Nations, 
at a meeting held on September 2nd, 1927, 
adopted a resolution i'~.>garding the recent 
Conference of Press Experts which contains 
the following provisions : ' The Council com
municates to the Assembly the resolutions 
of the Conference, and requests it to include 
in the budget of the Organisation for Com
munications and Transit the supplementary 
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credit necessary ·for the enqui~es ~nd other 
work entfiiletl by these resol•ltlOns. . 

" On September 3rd, 19~7, the Connell also 
adopted a rcsfllntion regardmg the work. of the 
International Conference for the creat10n . of 
an Internatillnal Relief Union which. cont~ms 
the following pYovision : ' The Council de01des 
to communicate to tbe .Assembly the results 
of that Conference with a view to future 

, consideration by the latter. ' 
" In communicating to the Assembly the above 

decisions of the Council, I have the honour 
to request the Assembly to consider whether 
they should be placed on the agenda of the present 
ordinary session of the Assembly. 

(Signed) VILI,EGAS, 
Acting President of the Oouncil." 

. The Council bas submitted two new questi?ns 
for inclusion in the agenda of the present sess10n 
of the Assemblv. In order to avoid loss of time, 
I propose that, 'in accordance '1\ith. p_r~cedent, 
the Assembly should refer the Connell s _com
munication immediately to the Agenda Committee, 
requesting the latter to submit suggestions as 
soon as possible. 

If no one has any objection to raise, I shall 
regard my proposal as adopted. (Adopted.) 

28. - REPORT ON THE WORK OF THE 
COUNCIL AND THE SECRETARIAT : CON
TINUATION OF THE DISCUSSION. 

The Presldl'nt : 

Translation : The next item on the agenda 
is the continuation of the general discussion on the 
report on the work of the Council, on the work 
of the Secretariat and on the measures taken 
to execute the decisions of the Assembly. 

His Excellency M. Urrutia, first delegate of 
Colombia, will address the Assembly. 

1\1. Urrutia (Colombia) : 

Translation : J\1 r. President, Ladies and Gentle
men- One of the most important questions 
placed by the Council on thP agenda of the present 

r session of the Assembly and appearing in the 
Secretary-Geneml's report in undoubtedly the 
work of the Committee of Exp!'rts for the 
Progressiv!' Codification of International Law. 

Owing to its intrinsic importance and universal 
interest, particularly at the present time, and 
by reason of its intimate association with the a.ims 
of the League as enunciated in the Preamble 
to the Covenant, this question of the codification 
of international law at present occupies a foremost 
position in the minds of the civilised nations. 

At its last session in Paris, the Inter-Parlia· 
mentary Union drew attent.ion to the urgent 
need for codification, being of opinion that it 
might serve to eliminate the .flagrant injustice 
and the numerous ambiguities attaching to 
international law at the present day, and might 
offer a sure and generally accepted basis for the 
settlement of international disputes, thereby 
promoting the supreme interests of peace. 

The codification of international law may 
be described by some as an attempt to embody 
the principles of international justice in concrere 
rules, or as the perfecting of international law · 
01 again it may imply, in tbe view of certai~ 
authorities - and perhaps rightly so - the 
reconstruction of international law. However 

that may be, the fact remains that the movemen~ 
an.qwers to a universal nee~. - . . 

This need was made glarmgly man~est durmg 
the tragic days of the World War, whiC~ seemed 
well pn the way to destroy the ~atenal bases 
of an ancient civilisation ~nd WltJ:i them. the ._ 
essential principles of mo!alitY: and mte!nat10nal 
law lt is a need that 18 da1ly becommg more 
inliained in the popular mind .. A stron6 rea'll~ion 
has set in against methods of VJolence, and !!- f1r_m 
conviction exists that nothing bu~ a sys~m b_uilt 
on Ia'\\ and order is proof agamst d1~ru_Pt10n. 

One of the main obligations laid down m the 
Covenant is '' the firm establishment of the 
understandings of inrernational law as t~e actual 
rule of conduct among Governments. ' 1\~any 
of these" understandings ",however, are ill-defined 
and have never been sanctioned by general 
acceptance ; the Covenant therefore _contcmylated 
subsequent action by the League With a VJOW to 
ach~eving this result. 

In setting up the Permanent Court of ~nterna
tional Justice the League has already reallsed one 
of the . greate'st ideals embodied in the CovenaJ?t. . . 
but this achievement has only served to emphasiSe ~. 
the need for establishing international laws. The 
Committee of Jurists which met at The Hague in 
1920 to frame the draft Statute of.the Court rightly 
recommended the resumption of the work of 
codification begun before , the war by the 
Hague Conference. International justice cannot 
hope to progress except by following in the steps 
and seeking the light of international Jaw ... 

In 1924, "the . League Assembly, realising fts 
duties and acting as the faithful interpreter of that 
universal aspiration to which I have referred, 
adopted a resolution, which some thought_ inade
quate but which was undou~tedly ve~~ important, 
concerning the progress1ve codification of 
international law. . , 

Last June, M. Zaleski, the Polish Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, submitted to the Council a report 
setting forth clearly the scope and objects . of the 
Assembly's resolution and the effect given to it in 
practice, as shown more particularly by the 
publication of the admirable reports framed by the 
Committee of Experts. The Council, at the same 
session, as'sociated itself with M. Zaleski in praising 
the Y.eal, accuracy and competence with which the 
Committee had performed its difficult task. 

I, too. feel that I am doing no more than my · 
duty in acknowledging our. indebtedness to the 
Committee. Its work was both scientific and 
practical ; it kept in view the different aspects of the 
questions sub mitred to it; it availed itself of the 
important studies carried on outside the League, 
and in certain matters, such as the exploitation of 
the products of the sea, established the fundamental 
bases for general and regional organisation. The
Committee was, however, subjected to criticism 
on the grounds 01 undue timidity and conservatism 
in regard to questions such as those concerning 
territorial waters and on account of its opposition to 
certain measures already established in current 
practice and to certain tendencies that apparently 
prevail in international law. _-

On the other hand, it must be admitted that the 
Committee's sagacity and moderation are likely to 
inspire confidence in States which might view 
drasti<' reforms with some apprehension. , · 

The Council saw fit to leave the Assembly to 
decide how the work begUn in 1924 could best be 
carried on. The Assembly is in possession of all 
the data - including the valuable proposals 
contained in the Committee of Expert.s' report to 
the Council - which it requires as a basis for 
discussion and for framing resolutions regarding 
this matter. 
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i'luggestions and definite proposals will certainlv 
b~ su~mitted. when the question come~; up for 
discussion before the First Committee of thl.' 
Assembly, and the Colombian delegation will 
state its views in due course. For the mo\Dent 
1 will confine myself t(l a few general rt>marks: 

The problem before the A.~semblv is so VI\St 
.- so complex and of so universal a character that' 

in ortler to estimate it atld find a proper solution' 
it is ElJ!Sential to bear in mind aU the factors both 
witbi~ tht> League ~nd outside it, which aiready 
contribute or may m future contribute towards 
the desired end. 

Even .b11fore -th11 _Leagt~t> took up the matter, 
and agam later, while tb1s work was proceedin<>, 
the question of the codification of internation~ 
law bad been extensively studied, and the League 
should be able to derive substantial assistance 
from these previous efforts. 

It would take too long to enumerate all these 
various studies, which wt>re instituted by big 
scientific associations, bv semi-political, semi
scientific bodies, such as the Inter-Parliamentary 
Union, by distinguished private individuals versed 

[ in the science of international relations or by the 
collective official efforts of groups of States. 

As regards this last category, the efforts of 
the American States to secure the codification 
of public and private international law were 
begun more than a century ago. Proposals on 
the subject were outlined at the COngress summoned 
in 1826 by Bolivar, at that time President of 
Colombia, to whom M. Villegaa, the Acting 
President of the Council, paid a well-merited 
tribute in his opening speech to this Assembly. 

These efforts have been pursued with energy 
and determination during the last five decades. 
They resulted in very important international 
agreements, such as the agreement on private 
international law sigued at MonteYideo in 1889, 
in the pacts and resolutions of the Pan-American 
Conference, in special conferences and studies 
such . as those of the American Institute of 
International I,aw, and, lastly, in schemes 
embodying the knowledge and experience of 
eminent jurists. 

The fifth Pan-American Conference, which met 
at Santiago de Chile in 1923, decided, in order 
to give a fresh impetus to the work of codification 
of international law, which bad been suspended 
during the war, to reorganise the Committee of 
Jurists set up by the Third Conference at Rio 
de Janeiro, so that the codification of public 
international law should be gradual and progressive 
and based upon a draft submitted to the fifth 
International Conference by the Cbilian delegate, 
M. Alejandro Alvarez, · and entitled " The 
Codification of International Law in America". 

The meeting uf the Congress of Jurists at Rio 
de Janeiro this year -was thus the inmlediate 
outcome of the decisions of the fifth Pan-American 
Conference. 

The work at Rio de Janeiro, however, was 
pre!Jeded by long scientific preparation. As far 
back as 1912, M. Epitacio Pessoa, the Brazilian 
jurist, submitted to the first Assembly of Jurists 
at Rio a draft on public international law, while 
his colleague, M. Rodrigut>z Pereira, presented 
a draft concerning private international law. On 
the same occasion, M. Alvarez submitted his work 
on the codification of international law. 

These various efforts are evidence of a progressive 
spirit and a desire not only to codify international 
law ~ut to reconstruct it and bring it into harnionY' 
with ·new international conditions. 

I may perhaps be allowed to out~e the res~lts 
of the last Congress of Jurists at R10 de Janeiro. 
Owing to its intrinsic importance and ~ the fact 

that the jurists taking part in its work were the 
official delegates of tlle American States, this 
Congress oonstitutt>s an official collective effort 
in the interests of int('rnational }aw- 1\11 eifort 
which, on the one hnnd, does honour to the 
American Republics and tl'stifies to their progressive 
spirit and their devotion to tlle ;_nincipll's of justice 
and, on the other hand, represents the most 
important contribution hit.herto made by any group , 
?f Rtat~s to tlte work of codifying generl\l 
mternational law. 

The Committ~e of Jurists at Rio adopted twelve 
draft Conventions on publi!1 intl.'rnationnl law, 
as well as a draft general Convention on private 
international law. 

The Conventions on public international law 
related to the following questions : the fundnmental 
bases of international law, St.atos, the pnoiflo 
settlement of internationnl. disputes, t~ntios, 
maritime neutrality, the status of aliens, diplomatiq 
agents, consular agents asylum, the duties of 
Rtates in case of civil war, the c•xehnn~ of 
publications, the interchange ol professors nnd 
students. 

The object of these various drafts, whil'h will 
be submitted to the sixth Pan-American 
Conferenre at Havana in January next, is t.o 
define the fundamental bases of international 
law and to determine its sources and authorities 
and the rules for its interpretation. 

From this point of viow, by flU' tho most 
interesting drafts are undoubtedly those relating 
to the fundamental buses of intornationnJ Jn.w 
and States ; the latter comprises cortn.in vital 
questions, such as the recognition of new Btatos 
and ni'W Governments. 

In the main it may be said that tho drafts on 
international law framed at Rio are based on the 
following great principles of international Jaw, 
which have been proclaimed and defended from 
all time by the .\merican Sta.tes and incorporatocl 
by most of those ,;;tntfls in their internallegislatlon. 
Those principles are the absolute independence 
and unrestricted internal sovereignty of evory 
State, subjt>et to modifications arising out of 
voluntarily concludecl treaties; political equality 
as- between States ; the duty of solidarity and 

- special international CO·operation between the 
'States of the New World, which, far from 
excluding the States of other continenti!, implies 
the establishment of closer tie' with them ; the 
equality of civil rights as between nationals and • 
aliens, etc., etc. 
_ The general draft convention on private 
international law framed by the Cuban jurist, 
Antonio Sanche?. de Bustamante, was based on 
the follo"ing principles : the im '''li determines 
the nationality of individuals ; their " personal 
legal status " is determined by the test of domicile ; 
juridical persons owe their existence solely to 
the law of the· country sanctioning them and 
are therefore neither nationals nor aliens ; the 
recognised jurisdiction is that of the country 
where the contract is fulfilled, etc. The acceptance 
of these principles would, in the opinion of the 
jurist!! at Rio, const1tntP. a real reconstruction 
of private international law. 

AUbough the Rio drafts were framed in an 
eminently American spirit and in the light of 
circmnstances and conditio!!& pecnliar to the 
States of the New World, this does not mean 
that their learned authors, or tbe jurists who. 
discussed and adopted them, intended to establish 
a body of international !aw differl'nt from -
still less conflicting with - that of the European 
State~. On the contrary, I think I may say that 
the jurists at Rio, when voicing the ideas of the 
Governments they represented, w.,re anxious to 
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1 co-operate in tb~ nnivcrs~ t~k of perfecting, 
codifying and reconstructing mternatwnal ~aw. 
.Any now principles discovered in these Conventions 
should be regrn;ded as proposals submitted by 
the States of tne New World to other States, 
with a. view ti. securing their introduction into 
universal international law. These ideas bad 
already been enunciated ~y public_ men a~d 
eminent writers on international law ill AmerlCa 
and are in complete harmony with the categorical 
declarations made on the subject by the fourth 
Pan-American Conference at Ruenos .Aires. · 

When speaking of the codifjcation of inter
national law before this Assembly, it is impossible 
to forgot the eminent services rendered uninter
ruptedlv for more than half a century to the 
cause of the evolution and progress of international 
law by the patient and enlightened work of the 
Institute of International Law, which was founded 
in 1873 and whose motto hill! always been " Pro 
Jmtitia rl pace ". Experts on international law 
in the different continents have taken· part in the 
work of this Institute, and soine of its illustrious 
members have been heard at the Peace Confer
ences, the Hague Court of Arbitration and the 
Permanent Court of International Justice. 

The Institute's publications and recommenda
tions are a valuable and trustworthy source 
of information to all who desire to ascertain what 
was, at any given moment, the reliable expression 
of the conscience of the civiliBed world on specific 
qu11stions relating to international law. The work 
of the Institute has been, and still is, primarily 
scientific in character and, up to a certain point, 
is connected with international politics. It is, 
however, a valuable factor in the framing of 
positive international laws. There is perhaps 
no single important question of international law 
that hill! not been thoroughly studied and discussed 
by the Institute at its annual sessions, which now 
excPed forty in number. 

Certa.in resolutions adopted by "the Institute 
have had to be revised owing to changed conditions 
and the constant evolution of international law. 
A mere list of the Institut.e's committees and of 
the questions studied during recent years will 
suffice to show the vital character and the value 
of the Institute's contribution towards the 
codification and reconstruction of international 
law. Let me quote the following : the international 
responsibility of the State for damage caused 

'on its territory to persons and property, nationality, 
conciliation procedure, the extension of compulsory 
arbitration and the compulsory jurisdiction of 
the Permanent Court of International Justice, 
navigation on the high seas, arbitral procedure, 
draft regulations relating to territorial waters, 
diplomatic and consular immunities, immunities 
to bl' granted to persons discharging functions 
of international concern, international air naviga
tion, shipping regulations in maritime ports, 
the codification of international law. 

It will be seen that some of these questions, 
such as nationality, territorial waters. diplomatic 
privilel!eR and immunities, the responsibility of 
the State for damage caused on it<~ territory 
were ~xamined simultanwusly by the Leagu~ 
Committee of F.xpPrts, the Institutp of Inter
national Law and the Committee of -Jurists 
at .Rio de .J~~eiro. !~stead of rPgarding t.he~e 
vanous actJVJtles as ISolated and independwt 
e~deaYours, we mu~t bring them into harmony 
With one anot!Jer and U8e tlu m for the attainmw't 
of one common ohj•-ct. 

The results achicv£ d out~ide the Lf.ngne in no 
way detract from the high muit of the work 
Rceon•ph>hul at G<·neva for thP codification of 
intPrnational Ia w, eBJXcially as the L€ague is not 

onlv endeavouring to promote, but has already 
promoted with increasing success, the progressive. 
codificati~n of special subject~, through inter
national Conferences convPned under its auspices 
and through the Conventions resulting from 
those' Conferences, · . 

The Conventions on communications and transit, 
on navigable waterways of international con~rn, 
on maritime ports, on slavery and other~ I might 
name represent an important contribution towards 
the progressive codification of internationaf law. 
The international conciliation and arbitration 
Conventions which the I.eague encourages so 
vigoroJISly constitute to-day a valuable worldwide 
system of moral links so powerful that it is no 
exaggeration to say that the principle of 
international conciliation and arbitration has 

, become a sort of vniversal law arising out of an 
international consensus of opinion. Nor· must 
we forget international labour legislation, which 
protects the once neglected interests of the working 
classes and serves to consolidate the .valuable . 
progress achieved in the matter of social reform. 

The League of Nations has successfully continued 
the fruitful work of the two Hague Conferences, 
where, to quote the words of our lamented and most 
eminent colleague, Leon Bourgeois, " the heart-beat 
of humanity was first · felt ". The Hague 
Conferences will go down to history as the first 
universal effort to codify international law. The 
fact that these glorious acts, which instituted 
arbitration, condemned all _ barbarous methods 
of warfare, sought to protect defenceless populations, 
wounded combatants and prisoners, and reassert6d 

. the principle -of respect for the dead- the fact 
that on dark occasions those acts were abjured 
is of but little moment. They will stand for ever 
as the expression of the thoughts and aspirations 
of the civilised world. 

This, then, is the problem before the .Assembly : 
.How is the League to carry -on effectively and 
with universal approval the great work it has 
undertaken in the interests of international law, 
work which has found its expression in its acts 
and in the studies of the Committee of Experts, 
on which more than thirty States have already 
pronounced an opinion Y 

In the light of past achievements, inaction 
would be equivalent to retrogression, and for 
the League would mean a failure to fulfil its most 
imperative duty. The League has contributed 
towards the strengthening of international justice, 
and has created the Permanent Court to administer 
it ; as a natural corollary, it remains for it to 
define and perfect law, which is the inseparable 
companion of justice, and to secure its application, 
wherever this _is necessary to regulate the life 
of the States. 

The definition of law, the strengthening ·of 
justice and the maintenance of peace are the aims 
of our institution, but the project is so vast that 
to carry it out we must avail ourselves of all the 
efforts made, even outside the League, to attain 
this end. To co-ordinate these efforts, to harmonise 
~nd group them together, as is quite feasible 
ill such a task as the codifying of international 
law, would be to render a great service to humanity. 
M. Briand, the eminent first delegate of France, 
when speaking a few days ago before the 
Inter-Parliamentary Union on the need for 
educating the public in regard to certain problems 
of international politics, said : " What . we have 
to do is to establish the peace of . the world on 
.a legal basis, to make a legal reality of internatlional 
solidarity, which is alrPady apparent in fact as 
a physical reality. The ta.~k is sufficiently difficult 
to require the energetic co-operation of all 
concerned. " 
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c ·Endorsing. M. B~d's. _wo~s ~d applying. 
them to the progresSive codification of mternational 
:Ia:w! we would re_Peat: "the task is sufficiently 
difficult to reqwre the energetic co-operation 
of all concerned ". · . 
. It wi!l be for the Assembly, in the coUrse of 
1ts commg debates, to find some formula which 
shall ensure this energetic co-operation and I 
am•snre..that, conscious of its world-wid~ mission 
of cjvilisation, the Assembly will find such a 
form'ula1 if it seeks it in the lofty and generous 
concept1on of international solidarity and of the 
benef1~ to be derived from consolidating and 
extending the empire of law and . justice and 
perpetuating the reign of peace. 

The Presid~nt : 
Translation : M. · Moltesen, first delegate of 

D~nmark, will address the Assembly. 

M. :lloltesen (Denmark) : 

· Translation : Mr. President, Ladies and Gentle· 
men - It is a pleasure to me to add my 
congratulations to those already addressed to 
the ·secretariat and the technical organs of the 
League. 

The story is told of a young Danish peasant 
who once bought a plot of land and built a house 
for himself and his wife. All the wiseacres told 
him it was a bad stroke of business, but he replie(). : 
U I have the sun on all sides, the land is well drained, 

_and what is more, I am right in the middle of the 
world." 

The Secretariat of the League seems to me 
to be in a sinillar position, and, provided that 
those directing its activities retain the same 
optinlism and the same good fo~ as the Danish 
peasant in the story, the Secretariat and its organs 
can count on an auspicious and untroubled future. 

The Danish Government and the whole nation 
follow the League's work with the keenest interest. 
Every setback, every check, casts a gloom over 
. the whole country. 

We earnestly pray for the day when the whole 
world will come to perceive that it is in the interests 
of every . State to co-operate under the auspices 

- of the League, and when men will realise that 
nations are like individuals, and that the prosperity 
of one spells the prosperity of all. 

We are gratified to note that during the past 
year the League has successfully dealt with and 
found a solution for a whole series of important 
problems. · 

Denmark hails with special satisfaction the 
preparatory .work of the Committee of EX]lerts 
on the Progressive Codification of International 
Law. · This· work is essential if the activities of 
the League and of the Permanent Conrt are to 
be established on a permanent and solid basis 
of unequivocal justice. It constitutes, moreover, 
one of the principal factors in the maintenance 
of peace. 

. It is Denmark's earnest desire that this work 
shall be pursued as vigorously as possible and we 
trust that the discussions of this Assembly will 
ensure its being continued in the form best 
calculated to secure the attainment of the lofty 
aim in view. 

In this connection I might also mention the 
efforts made in the past year to strengthPn the 
act~n of the League under Ar~cles 11 and 16 
of the Covenant. These question~ are- of vital 
interest to all the Members of the Leagne. and are 
questions to which the. Danish Government has 
always attached the greatest importance. 

I need ouly remind you of the draft amendments · · 
to . Article 16 whiol! the Danish Government, 
in conjunction with the other Northern countries, 
submitted to the Assembly in 1921, and the 
principles for the application of that article whiol! 
were unanimously adopted by" the Assembly, 
and whiol! constitute the. most importnnt 
contribution towards its interpretntion. 

There are two other questions on which I should 
like to dwell. The first is the Health Orgnnisatio:1, 
the continuous progress of which must be a cause 
of legitimate satisf11ction to all the Members of 
the League. The second is the Internationt\1. 
Economic Conference which met at Geneva under 
the League's auspices from May 4th to 2:1rd, 1927. 
We regarded the convening of that Conference 
as a most important step, and consider that the 
work done there was most satimaotory in evtry 
way. It would be an excellent thing if this Assembly 
could decide upon a meanR of carrying on tho 
work so successfully bt>gun by the Conforonoe. 

I have referred so far to questions which fully 
warrant our optimism ns regards tho present 
position and the future of the League. 1.'ruth 
requires me, however, to mention also problems 
for which the desired solution has unfortunately 
not yet been found. I am thinking now mainly 
of the reduction of armnments. 

The country which I have the honour to 
represent here has not adopted any pnrticulnr 
standpoint· regarding this question. The smnllor 
States, it must be remembered, have the same 
interest as the big States in maintaining their 
security and independence. I can assuro you 
that Denmark is prepared, for her part, to mtLko 
any sacrifices that the League might be justified 
in demanding from her as regards this special 
issue. 

At the same time, lie must not lose sight of 
the fact that Article 8 of the Cov11nant impost•s 
a general obligation to rodu('.e armaments, and 
that by the very fact of our entry Into tho Lcagtlll 
we have all, great and smr1ll alike, ph•d!Wd our 
honour individually to comply with the undor· 
takings to which we have subscribed. 

The enthusiasm with whloh tho Assembly 
adopted the Geneva Protocol in 1924 still has powor 
to move me, and J accordingly lilltened yosterday 
with the greatest intereAt to tho spet>ch of the first 
delegate of the Netherlands. We shall doem It an 
honour to associate ourselves with tho principlus 
of his draft resolution. • 

On September 24th, 1926, the Al!sllmbly adopted 
two resolutions, requesting the Council to convene 
a Conference on the reduction of ai-mamonts bl'fore 
the ei~:hth ordinary session of the AK8i>mbl;v, unloss 
matt'rial difficultius rendered this impossible, and, 
should this be the case, to summon a special 
Conference on the supervision of the private 
manufacture of arms. 

Neither of these Conferences, however, has been 
r.onvened since the last Assembly met. I venture 

. to hope that, after the necessary preparation, we 
shall succeed in the near future in approaching 
the solution of this problem, which is perhaps 
one of tbe most important with which the 
League has to deal. 

This Assembly, in my view, cannot pass over 
the question in Pilence. 

We have assumed a re~ponsibility before 
mankind. We cannot stand calmly by and watch 
the whole world being plunged again into the 
throes of an armaments struggle, with the danger 
of a world war in the near future- a war already 
predicted by eminent statesmen and generals, 
who have even foretol<l the date of its outbreak. 

M('.re discmsions on paper and in <'.Ommittee 
will not suffice. The world wants deeds. 
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" I e.annot and will not oolil'Vl', howe'lrPr. that 
tllP so-ealloo failure of our effort8 for the redut'tion 
of arnuunt>ntl! hru; ootually produced a panic. 
The oul\Stiolt h~ hithPrto bPen studied more 
particularlY from' tl1e purely military angle ; we 
ought. perhaps, 'to examine. i~ from the. econo~c . 
and political, . thl' flurelY myil s~.andp~mt.. while 
pl"O('('l'din!t wtth our techmcal mvestigations. 

It might perhaps be possible at this stage to 
• a..<..~.rt.ain e:~.actly what a.re the reasons for pa8t 
fsilurl's as regards the reduction of a.rmaments 
and to discover some more successful method 
of d!'alin!t with such obst.acles. I will not stop 
now to consider cert.ain proposals that have bePn 

• put forwnrd. I simply wish to try to make the 
As.."6111bly realise how essential it is to-day that 

: we should find some way out of this im.pa8~1'. 
I might mpntion other considerations which 

·may partly· explain why we have not obtained 
tl!e results that we should perhaps have been 
abll' to obtain and for which we had hoped. I 
regret that oertain States are still not Members 
of the League and that the efforts made through 
the League to obtain the adhesion of the United 
States of America to the Permanent Court of 
International Justice at The Hague have not 
proved successful. 

:Kevertheless, despite these negative results, 
the League is still a factor that counts, a factor 
that cannot be ignored by non-lllember States. 
It5 influence is continually on the increase, for . 
it embodies an ideal that has been cherished 
by thl' noblest minds for centuries. The League 
has now found allies in pconomic and ·industrial 
spheres and in all the smaller States which, let 
us hope, may serve -to quote the simile of an 
English statesman- as the consecrated vessels 
in which the Divinity dispenses the sacred wine. 

The President : 

Tram1lalicn: M. Adatci, head of the Japanese 
delegation, will address the Assembly. 

lL A~atei (Japan): 

Tramlalinn: Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen 
-I must first of all elaim the indulgence of the 
Assembly on account of the lateness of the hour 
and also for my very imperfect knowledge of the 
fu~ch language. I shall not detain you long. 

Smce the last session of the .Assembly, the 
League has done most fruitful .work in several 
directions. It has displayed untiring energy in 
~ to solve, to tht> fullest extent at p;'esent 
JlOSSible, all the difficulties we encounter in the 
economic, political and cultural fields. 

An International Economic Conference was 
held here, as yon know, in l\Iay last. The 
preparatory work for it was done most carefully 
and systl"matieally, and even States which are 
not ll<;mbers_ of the IA_lagnl' sent delegates and 
~Jok an active share m tbe proceedings. The 
(.<>nferenc was held nuder the presidency of 
the eminent Belgian statesman M. Theunis. 
Afrer comprehensive and exhaustive debates 
rei!<Jlntions were passed which are of verv great 
importance, especially in matters of trade and 
comi_D<-r,:e. I am convinced that the practical 
apphca_tiJ,n o! the principles embodied in these 
r~olntwns ~Ill mark the dawn of a new era in 
the economic life of the world. . 

E':t•m•mic for0011 are a vital factor whethPr 
f!Jr the ~intenance of peace or as a caJae of war. 
All nat1<ms earDe~~tly hope for an era of world 
}Kdl:e after the turmoil and diffieulties of recent 
yean, but that hope is dt:emed to disappointment 

unless international economic relations ate 
established on a basis of order and eqnity. 

Every one of us must therefore spare no effort 
to ensure that the recommendations embodied 
in th«~, maturely considered resolutions of the 
Economic Conference should be adopted by 
Governments, with a view to introducing a more 
equitable regulation of economic forces and so 
establishing on a firm ba8is the priii:Ciple• of 
international co-operation in the economic field. 

Ever since the foundation of the !Jeague, the 
Government and the nation of Japan have urged 
the need of working to carry into ·effect the 
principle of equitable treatment of commerce, 
which is solemnly inscribed in Article 23 of the 
Covenant. For this purpose we have on several 
occasions submitted concrete proposals, inore 

· especially with reference to the treatment of 
foreigners a.nd a suitable definition of coasting 
trade. 

I need. hardly say, thereiore, that we attach 
great importance · to the application of the 
resolutions which the Economic Conference adopted, 
after mature consideration. and for tha.t reason 
our delegation wishes to study the delicate problem 
of modifying, as far a-s may prove necessary, 
the Economic Organisation of the League. 

The League has also attacked with renewed 
vigour the arduous aud complex problem of the 

·limit-ation and reduction of armaments. In spite 
of all the unavoidable difficulties presented by 
a question which is of such wide scope and of 
capital importance for the peace of the world, 
the Preparatory Commission on Disarmament 
undertook the ta£k of preparing a draft Convention. 
This draft was adopted at the first reading, but 
still contains many contentions points. 1.'here 
is nothing in this circumstance, however, at which 
we should be either surprised or discouraged. 

As has often been said, and rightly. the 
problem is too vast and too complex to ·solve 
in a short time. Here again, as in all human 
enterprises of great moment, patience, perseverance 
and the helping hand of time are necessary. 

If the I.eague could achieve even a modest 
result in a question of such peculiar intricacy 
and such· paramount importance, it would have 
justified it!; existence and greatly strengthened 
its position in the world ; for even a partial 
accomplishment of the task would bring relief, 
morally, politically and financially,· and would 
thus powerfully contribute to the maintenance . 
of peace among nations. 

The> position of Japan in the ·question of 
disarmament is clear and well-defined. We ardently 

. desire that the ruinous competition in armaments 
should be checked and that a real reduction be 
effected, a reduction to the strict · minimum 
essential for national security and the discharge 
of international obligations, since the existence 
of armaments on a large scale always involves 
the risk of an appeal to arms for the settlement 
of any differences which may arise between nations. 

On more than one occru;iou, both in the 
Preparatory Commission on Disarmament and 
during the Conference recently held here, our 
Government clearly expressed its opinion as to 
the need for a reduction in armaments and al! 
to the procedure which _should be followed to 
~hieve this end. We can safely promise our 
smcere and loyal collaboration in all effective 
work which the League might undertake in this 
direction. 

Under the auspices of the League, andl in 
conformity with the 'resolution adopted by thl' 
Assembly at its fifth ordinary session, a Conference 
of Press Experts was held at Geneva after full 
and careful preparation. 'l'hrough this' Conference 
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many well-known editors of newspaper!P and 
heads. of news agencies from all countries of the 
world w~re b_rought toget~er, and were thus able 
~or the first time to study m common questions of 
rmportance to the Press, whose influence ror the 
peacef~ evolution of the world it would be 
Impossible to over-estimate in these davs. 

If public opinion rules suureme to-day the 
Prel!s . ill> undoubtedly its most powerful' and 
infhwntial agE'nt. The work of the League and 
the e~tension of its beneficent activities depend 
essentmlly on,. the support .it receives from the 
enlig~tened public opinion of all civilised countries. 
The Immense task of enlightening public opinion 
and of bringing the tflite of every country to work 
together for international concord belongs to the 
Press. -

A better understanding of t.he conditions 
n~cessary to international peace and prosperity 
will mean a more sympathetic attitude towards 
the vital needs of nations. It therefore lies in 
the po":er of the I!'~ss either to strengthen or to 
undermme the positiOn of the League, according 
as to whether it champions or challenges the 
League's cause. The greater the diffusion of just 
and equitable ideas through the Press, the firmer 
will become the moral basis on which the League 
is founded. 

The Government of Japan therefore realises 
the manifest importance of supporting every 
movement towards concerted action on the part 
of the representatives of public opinion with 
a view to establishing better understanding and 
lflutual respect among nations. 

On the proposal of a Japanese expert, the Press 
Conference adopted a resolution designed to prevent 
the publication or distribution of ·news items 
and of articles which are manifestly inaccurate 
or grossly exaggerated nr which wilfully: mis
represent facts, and thereby to contribute towards 
international understanding and good will. The 
Press should be ·a real educational force making 
for international peace. With this object, and in 
order· to give effect to the resolutions and 
recommendations adopted, the Press Conference, 
on the proposal of one of the Japanese experts, 
adopted a resolution that periodical meetings 
should be held. The Japanese Government itseH 
attaches great importance to the activities of 
the Press and ardently desires to secure its 
assistance. 

The Japanese Government and with it;..the whole 
nation are actively helping the League in its 
endeavours to create in international relations 
the degree of moral confidence, national security 
and econ01nic equity essential for the attainment 
of the League's final goal, which may be described 
in the words : "Peace through Justice". 

29. - G&VERAL ARRANGE)IE.VT OF THE 
ASSEMBLY HALL AND POSITION OF THE 
SEATS OF THE DELEGATIONS: REPORT 
OF THE GENERAL r.o;mhTTEE OF THE 
ASSEMBLY. " 

The President : 

Tran•lation: The Assembly '\\ill remember tlu'lt 
Y:esterday afternoon I mentioned some investiga
tiOns undertaken by the General Committee 
'1\ith a view to improving the general arrangement 
of the Assembly Hall and the position of the 
seats of the delegations. - · . 

As I informed you, the General Committee 
appointed a Committee of three members to 
sublnit suggestions. That Committee communicated 
the result of its investigations to the General ' 
Comlnittee this afternoon. 

The General Committee suggests the following· 
modifications : · 

· 1. Some of the seats of the delegations will 
be moved so that all of them will face the President's 
chair. 

2. The available seats will be so distributed 
among the delegations as to provide a seat for 
each delegate and substitute-delegate, but the 
total number of seats for each delegation ma:v 
not· exceed six. • 

3. The speakers' ·platform will be lowered 
by about a metre so as to reduce the difference 
of level between the speaker and the audience. 

4 .. The President's platform will be lowered 
to the present level o; the speaker's platform and 
thus will also be brought considerably nearer 
the centre of the hall. 

The General Comlnittee recommends these 
suggestions for the Assembly's approval and is 
of opinion that they are the only possible 
improvements during the present session. 

Before next· year's session, however, other 
improvements will be suggested and studied. 

As · all the delegations are interested in the 
efforts to improve the present internal arrangements 
of the hall, I wished to give you the above details 
regarding the recommendations of the General 
Committ{'e in order to afford you an opportunity 
of giving them your support. , 

If there are no observations, the modifications 
recommended by the General Committee will 
be considered t~ be approved by the Assembly. 
(Apzn-ored.) · 

The Assem-bly rose at 7.10 p.m. 
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30. - DATE OF THE ELECTION OF THE 
NON-PERMANENT 1\IEl\IBERS OF THE 
COUNCIL :COMliUNICATION BY THE PRE
SIDENT ON BEHALF OF THE GENERAL 
COMMITTEE OF THE ASSEl\IBLY. 

The President : 

Translation : The ·first item on the · agenda 
relates to a communication which I am asked 
to make to the :Assembly on behalf of the General 
Committee concerning the date for the election 
of the non-permanent Members of the Council. 

You will remember that at the beginning of 
yesterday · morning's meeting I communicated 
to you the letter from the first delegate of Belgium 
containing a request for the re-eligibility of that 
State as a non-permanent Member of the Council. I 
proposed- and you were good enough to agree
to 1\ubmit the question to the General Committee 
of the :Assembly for the purpose of suggesting 
a date on which the :Assembly should take a decision 
regarding the request for re-eligibility submitted 
to it. · 

The General Committee of the Assembly discussed 
this question yesterday and found that, according 
to the third paragraph of Article II of the resolution 
adopted by the Assembly on September 15th, 
1926, regulating the election of the nine non· 
permanent Members of the Council and fixing 
the conditions of re-eligibility, requests for 
receligibility must be handed to . the' President 
of the :Assembly " not later than the day before 
the date fixed for the election ". 

Accordingly the Assembly will be asked to take 
a decision · upon all requests for re-eligibility 
submitted to it on the actual day on which it intends 
to hold the election of the non-permanent Members. 

In consequence the General Committee considered 
that it would be best to devote the morning session 
of that day to the v'oting on requests for 
re-eligibility submitted to the Assembly, and the 
afternoon session to the election of the non
permanent Members of the Council. 

:As the General Committee had to fix a date 
for the voting and the elections it has thought 
fit to make a general proposal to the Assembly 
on this subject. This proposai, if adopted, would 
to a certain extent, and until the Assembly decides 
otherwise, be regarded as a rule which the 
:Assembly would follow at future sessions. The 
election of the non-permanent Members of the 
Council would take place on the Monday following 
the opening date of the :Assembly- that is to 
say, at the beginning of the second week of the 
session. . 

Adapting· this rule to the special circumstances 
of the present session, the General Committee 
decided to suggest to the :Assembly that the date 
for the election of the non-permanent Members 
of the Council ·should be fixed for to-day week 
- that is to say1 Thursday next, September 15th -
and not Tuesuay as ·erroneously announced in 
the .Assembly Journal. 

If, therefore, the Assembly approves the proposals 
made, the . voting on the Belgian request for 
re-eligibility will take place on Thursday morning, 
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anti tilt> t>l('('tion of tht> non-pt>rmnnent Members 
of the Council on the afternoon of the smne day. 

If no dell'@ te wishes to speak on this proposal, 
r shall eonsitlt>r :t adopted. 

Iht propo1ml .,,as adopted. 

31. - REPORT OX THE WORK OF THE 
COl.'XCIL .UD OF THE SECRETARIAT: 
CO\"TIXL\TIOX OF THE DISCUSSION. 

Thf" Pn>sidt>nl : 

Irall$latim• : The next item on the agenda 
is the continuation of the general discussion of 
the report on the work of the Council, the work 
of the Secretariat and the measures taken to 

• execute the d('('isions of the Assembly. 
Professor A. Voldemaras, head of the Lithuanian 

delegation, will address the Assembly. 

. Prof.-ssor \" oldemaras (Lithuania) : 

Translation : Mr. President, Ladies and Gentle
men - On reading- the report which shows the 
work done by the League during the past year, 
one is invariably struck by _the comprehensive 
and varied nature of its activities. At the same 
time a single predominating impression emerges, 
and, after a survey of the varied · and fruitful 
operations of the Lea,"lle organs, we turn 
instinctively to the one all-absorbing subject: 
the problem of peace. 

This is easy to understand. When the League 
was first founded it was hailed more as the long
sought saviour of the world than as a political 
reality. During the darkest hours of the war 
the whole world felt that nothing but a league of 
natiom could abolish war and establish for ever 
the reign of universal peace. Hence the demand 
that wars should cease with the creation of the 
League. The League eventually came into being, 
and, ever since that day, has been a perpetual 
source of joy and hope, and lwartbreaking 
disappointments. . 

The first disappointment was that the Covenant 
failed to prohibit war absolutely, although it 
contained, it _is true, provisiom designed to prevent 
armed conflicts and to render the declaration 
of war more difficult. 

• The fin;1: ray of hope after this disappointment 
was the Geneva Protocol of 1924, but this hope 
ooon faded, for the Protocol did not survive its 
birth. 

Locarno buoyed us up again, but our joy was 
tinged with sorrow, for the onward march of peace 
a.< the work of Locarno might well be called, wa~ 
taking place outside the League, and voices· were 
htard, ~nt,;ide the League and even within it, 
demanding a return to the Geneva Protocol. 
. If the new~paper8 are to be believed, certain 
Impetuous and ardent spirits even go so far now 
a.• to demand the outlawry of war. 

The.;e are generous hopes, so far removed from 
a<:.1:ual re-.tlity that di8appointment and pessimism 
are bonnd to foUow, while the League will be 
dk<:re<lited as a useless institntion. 

I do nflt propose to go into the merits or demerits 
<A sneh a eritici;;m. It ill obvioll,8ly exaggerated. 
The.;e reproaches, however, are not without their 
value, for they act al! a stimulant in the direction 
if not of perfe.-:tion, at all events of reai 
unprovement, and, as such, serve the interests 
<A the U:a{,rue. 

The importance of the problem to be solved 
bowev<;r, cannot be exaggerated. Viilionarie~ 
rna~ ghmr•ose the bl,auty_ of universal and perpetual 
I""""''• but men of a<.1:wn must never Jose their 

grip of facts. Hence the real issue is not whether 
the conception of universal peace is beautiful 
in itself but whether it is capable of realisation. 
Let us not attempt what is beyond our strength. 
Any &clleme to abolish war at one stroke may 
involve worse things than war, as experience 
has already. shown. Members of the League, 
in order to elude the provisions of the Covenant 
when waging war against their neighboms, have 
even advanced the ingenious pretext thatr the 
Commander of the opposing forces is a declared 
rebel. If, under6the present League system, a State 
can· wage war without a formal declaration and 
even without acknowledging it, and can sub
sequently .reap the ensuing benefits publicly, 
what would happen if all war were declared illegal f 
Such .a pronouncement, instead of suppressing · 
the evil, would set a premium on what I might 
call disguised war. · 

Accordingly, the League's main work must' 
be not to adopt such a formula, attractive as it 
may appear, but to organise the elements of peace, 
which are already -taking shape. This is a vast 
and lengthy work, but if the League fails to 
accomplish it, it. is itself doomed. It augurs ill 
for the League's future that efforts towards the 
organisation of peace are being instituted outside 
the League, though it would be unjust not to 
acknowledge what it has already accomplished 
in this direction. 

The problem of organising peace is a very complex 
one .. It has been approached by the League 
from ·various angles -'- political, economic, legal 
and military. The League has done remarkabltl 
work in the legal sphere by organising international 
relatiom, though its efforts in other directions 
have proved less successful. At the present moment 
it is grappling with the Jormidable problem ·of 
disarmament and all that that. problem connotes. 

Enough will never be said or done in regard 
to this question : it is difficult, however, to 
accomplish anything. No nation arms light
heartedly, for armaments mean financial burdens. 
A nation arms through fear of aggression. This 
brings us. to the indefinable problem of security. 
I say " indefinable ", for security chanaes with 
changing circumstances. What was "thought 
sufficient for security yesterday no longer suffices 
to-day. · . 

Nevertheless,. I think that temporary solutions 
might be found- where security is concerned 
everything is temporary- which should make 
armed conflicts less probable and hence permit 
of the limitation of armaments. Whatever the 
relations between the countries of Central and 
Western Europe may be, it is clear that there 
is no danger of hostilities there. In Eastern E nrope, 
however, there are States which ·owe their existence 
to ~he war- a condition of affairs which might 
ea.~IIy lo:J:d to armed conflicts. In many cases 
the creatiOn of these States was neither foreseen 
~or desired, and even experienced statesmen 
ill o~her countries still question their powers of 
snrvi val. It ;has be_en said, and the rum our persists, 
th.at. ~rtaill neighbours not only desire the 
eh~If:~atwn of these young States but are even 
dev1smg the means to bring it about. 

Such ?ft-repe~ted ideas might easily give rise 
to conflicts whwh would soon develop into a 
general state of war. 'rhe security and integrity 
of these_ States thus constitute oue of the important 
factors ill the problem of general disarmament. 
F~her, _there are_in East~rn Europe nat~o':laFties 

-Lithuanians, Wh1te Russians and Ukramians -
that are perforce sub jeet to several States · and 
their aspirations towards national unity -
aspirations which no power on earth can check 
-contain the seeds of future warfare. Solutions 
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based on foree cannot last, and the day will come 
wh~n a J?-ew order will be established in those 
regions etther through the.Ipeaceful revision of 
the pre~ent ~ysteiii: or by armed force. That is 
the regton m which armed conflicts must be 
_ fo!estalled. Once this has been done the way 
will be ~lear for peace, and, once peace is established 
on .a firm foundation, disarmament will auto
matic~lly f&>Ilow. This aspect of the problem is 
deservmg of serious consideration. 

My task was to sum up the problem not to 
submit ready-made solutions. I might ~ention 
however, one solution which, in the Lithuania~ 
G;overnment's view, is calculated to prevent all 
dan~er of w~ I refer to the neutralisation of the 
Ba;J.ttc co~tnes. So far as Lithuania is concerned; 
this solutton. has alrea~y been partially adopted. 

In concluston, I deme once more to proclaim 
our profound conviction that the existence of the 
smaller nations as organised-States is bound up 
with the existence of the League, and that their 
fate depends essentially on the organisation of 
peace. 

~ The President: 

Translation: M. Hambro, delegate of Norway, 
will address the Assembly. 

M. Hambro (Norway): 

Translation : Mr. President, Ladies and Gentle
men -During this discussion · on the report on 
the wo!k. of the Council and of the Secretariat, 
the mam mterest has been focussed on the question 
of disarmament, and the seemingly futile Conference 
for the reduction of armaments. Several speakers 
have mentioned the feelings of discouragement 
and anxiety that have ·been manifest in the last 
few months. The Norwegian Cabine~wants to 
express the disappointment of the whole Norwegian 
nation that those States which were represented 
on the Preparatory Commission for the Disarma
ment Conference have not succeeded in framing 
a11 agreement on the principles of that reduction. 

On the other hand, my country recognises the 
complexity and vast extent: of the problems 
involved and realises that immediate results cannot 
always ·be expected from the deliberations .·that 
take place. Like the distinguished representative 
of Japan, ·we expect much from patience, 
perseverance and the help of time. It is necessary 
to try and try again, so that old ideas and prejudices 
may be loosened and weakened in the mirids of 
men -'- even of admirals and generals ! It is 
important never to lose sight of those principles 
that should be fundamental to the League of 

!;). Nations. In this spirit we welcome the proposal 
/ of the Netherlands delegation and attach some 

importance to the fact that it has been put forward 
by a State which is a highly respected Member 
of the Council. 

I should like to add that we consider it most 
important that the Preparatory Commission should 
continue its work, and we think that the next 
session should take place in November as planned. 
We may have failures in front of us. We may 
make vain efforts and seem to waste our energies, 
but there is no other way of creating the moral 
and psychological atmosphere which will some 
day make success possible. It is our hope and 
desire that the League may not grow tired. 

On various points we are making progress ; 
we a!e moving forward slowly - imperceptibly 
perhaps, but we are nevertheless still-advancing. 
I am glad to associate myself with those speakers 
who have seen in the Economic Conference one 
of the subjects. on which progress, has been ,ma.de, 

and who regard its work as a most important 
~ctor ~or the creation of an atmosphere of 
mternat.tonal understanding and peace. The 
Norwegian_ ~overnm~nt gives. its full support 
to the prmCiples lrud down m the resolutions 
of that Cm;lference, and will try, W the utmost 
extent possible, to realise those vrinciples in the 
economic policy of the country. - • 
Ano~her subject on which progress has been 

made 1s that of the codification of international • 
Ia~. Various speakers have laid stress on this 
po~t, and the delegate for Colombia emphasised 
1t With great warmth. The Norwegian Government 
attaches great importance to the efforts of the 
Committee of Experts, and we should look with 
grave anxiety on any attempt to obstruct or hinder 
the work that has begun and already aroused 
so much interest. • 

But in another field we have not advanced. 
It was well expounded in the eloquent speech 
of the first delegate of the Nether lands. lie 
.mentioned in that speech the fact that a current 
of opinion is growing more and more strong 
especially on the other side of the ocean, toward~ 
what is called the outlawry of war. 

The principle of international compulsory 
jurisdiction is an essential factor of these ideas · 
.but in order to realise that purpose it is indis: 
pensable that the great Powers should not remain 
on one side but that they should do their whole 
duty in this matter. Only 16 States have accepted 
the optional clause of Article 36 of the Statutes 
of the Permanent Court of International J utice. 
One State (Brazil) has made its acceptance 
dependent on the ratification of the clause by two 
of the permanent Members . of the Council, hut 
so far none of the permanent Members of the 

.council have ratified. France has made an initial 
move ; but that is all. The other Members of 
the League like to look to the permanent Members 
for guidance and would be glad to take them as 
an example. We are waiting and wondering. 

There is another point of still greater importance. 
It was mentioned by the Nether lands delegation 

. and it was well and strikingly put forward in the 
interesting speech made by the first delegate 
of Sweden. It is a question which is a cause of 
keen anxiety to every small State. An impression 
has been abroad during these last two years that 
there is within the Council a supreme Council, 
which meets at the same time as the Council 
but in private, to discuss the problems with which , 
the Council itself is to deal later. It has even 
been said that regular agendas have been prepared 
for such meetings, and that in this way questions 
have been decided before they were submitted 
for consideration to the Council as a whole. 

As mentioned by the Swedish delegation, no 
one would dream of reproaching statesmen with 
deliberating in private on problems directly 
interesting their own country; even if those matters 
concerned the League of Nations. But if this. 
tendency should become accentuated, the League 
of Nations and its executive organ, the Council, 
would be exposed to the danger of losingcontrol 
of affairs and would see themselves deprived 
of the possibility of accomplishing their high 
mission as safeguards of peace. 

Nothing has more strongly emphasised the 
importance of the League and its Council than 
the fact that three great Powers have sent their 
Ministers for Foreign AffairR to the meetings 
of the Council and those of the Assembly. It is 
not unessential tQ remember, however, that they 
come to Geneva not only, or even mainly, because 
they are Foreign Ministers but also because they 
are members of the Council and under an obligation 
to the League. 
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(lne of the soundest principles of the Covenant 
is that an interestro Stnte is present as a Member 
Of the Council when it~ affairs are being discussed, 
and ewry nqn-perm~nel!-t Member has .been. 
jmtifiE'd in watching With Jealousy the half private 
delibel'lltions :It Geneva. 

It has been ore of the main objects of these 
ammal meetings to create a world opinion. That 
opinion has been creatro. Let ns be careful not 
to provoke it a,aainst ourselves. 
I do not think that the distinguished members 
of tlle Cotmcil have quite realised the impression 
that has been creatoo by this procedure of secrecy, 
and perhaps I may be allowed to mention one small 
fact that may have some importance in this 
connection - a fact that has been commented 
upon freely in my country when our Parliament 
~as discussed the work of. the League. I refer to 
the strength of the diplomatic element at Geneva. 
Out of 120 dele,aates in 1924, 48 were active 
diplomats : in 1925, 50 ; in 1926, 54, out of 124 ; . 
and the element Tepresented by active politicians 
and statesmen has not been so strong as in the 
first Assemblies. 

Indispensable as it is to have a strong diplomatic 
element, there still may be a feeling that the 
tl'llditions of the diplomatic career are not in favour 
of publicity and openness, and even in tjle Council 
the diplomatic element is very strong. Of course 
it is difficult for oversea nations to send their 
leading statesmen to Geneva four times a year, 
but I think that Brazil set a fine example when 
the Government at Rio appointed a distinguished 
gentleman as a special representative to Genev;a. 
Other nations have sent active diplomats to the 
Council. Without in any way detracting from 
their merits, we cannot but feel that it would 
perhaps give greater political weight · to the 
deliberations of the Council if its members were 
not too closely tied to the diplomatic centres 
of the great Powers. 

When venturing upon these critical remarks, 
I have had before me an example of what can 
be accomplished by the Council working in ron 
publicity. One of the most difficult questions 
settled by the Council this Y!l&r was the Saar 
problem. It was successfully debated in public, 
and. thanks to the wisdom and the moderation 
of M. Briand and Dr. Stresemann and every other 
member of the Council, a result was achieved 
which was not only' to the credit of the Council 
but which inaugurated a new tradition in world 
politics. I think we were all proud of our Council 
on the Saar Day. It has provided a standard. 
It is for the Council to live up to it. 

We believe in the Council and its work, and it· 
is without enthusiasm that we would receive 
a proposal to reduce the 1;1umber of its sessions. 

Several delegates have ·mentioned political 
questions which had been left alone by the Council. 
Some of ns are under the impression that this 
inoc-tivity has some connection with the provisions 
~ ;Art~le 16 : of the Covenant. . The highly 
distinguished first delegate for Persia laid stress 
on the importance of this article for his country, 
and I think a declaration from the Council on this 
point would be of great interest. 

Certain questions may come up in connection 
with the report of the Fourth Committee. New 
L'nder Secretaries-General have been appointed. 
I offer no criticism of any kind bnt should like 
to know from the Council whether it has been 
laid down as a principle that there should be an 
t'nder Se<:retaey-General for every great Power 
and that no such high position should be filled 
by a penon of any other nationality. 

In a notable article in Le Journal de Geneve 
the other day, it Wall said that the debate on the 

annual report 'was tending to beoome more and more 
only an exchanae of complimentary banalities. 
1 trust that the debate this year will not fall under 
that epitaph. But there is one thing that tends 
to diminish the general interest in this debate. 
We put questions that are not answered. We 
discuss the work of the Council, but the Council 
itself keeps silent. We cry into a grey void, but 
the leading Members sta~d al?of! • observing 
an attitude which is rather d1sappomtmg f01~ those 
who come here eager, sympathetic, with the greatest 
belief in the foresight, broad-mindedness, and 
wisdom of the first statesmen of the age. With 
great respect we request them t~ answer our 
questions to enlighten our obscurity, to speak 
those wo;ds of hope or of warning whioh we are 
all longing to hear. . . . 

In the opinion of my country It 18 rmportant 
to strengthen the influence of the Assembly as 
the supreme organ of the League, and it would 
certainly emphasise the importance of the 
Assembly if problems' were openly discussed 
and not only brought forward. It is to accentuate 
the influence of the Assembly that the Norwegian 
Government has worked for proportional election.(
It was for the same reason that the Norwegian 
Governnient last year had to oppose the proposals 
for re-eligibility, and it is still its opinion that 
re-eligibility is undeeirabl~, even where it touches 
States and ·individuals we admire and to whose 
service to the League . we all do homage. 

It was said in the memorandum presented by 
the Norwegian Govermnent that under present 
conditions private conversations, underhaii.d 
arrangements and agreements, more or less 
binding, interfere in the preparations for the 
elections and have a deciding influence as regards 
their result. This method is neither desirable 
nor safe, nor entirely dignified. It would be well 
if elections in t)le Assembly could not be thus 
mentioned. and I would suggest that next year 
the Council or the Secretariat should openly 
propose - and -circulate its proposal for - the 
Chairmen of the Committees and the Vice
Presidents of the Assembly. There seems at 
present to be some confnsion. Anonymous lists 
are circulated, and many delegates . are more 
or less at a loss. The choice of somebody behind 
the veil droppeth as the gentle dew from Heaven, 
and even if we all believe implicitly in . the 
discernnient and discrimination of that somebody, 
the principle in itself is not a good one. My 
Governn~ent has instructed ns to work with a 
view to assuring that constitutional methods_ 
of work are fully observed within the Council 
as well as in the Assembly. 

Many delegates have offered their congratulations 
to the Council and the Secretariat and seem 
surprised at the work accomplished. I am. not ' 
surprised. We are ambitious; we expect much 
from the Secretariat and from the Council, and in 
thanking them for what. has been done,. and has 
been admirably well done in many cases, we 
request them to do still more and fulfil our 
expectations and the expectations of the whole 
world in such a way that no great Power can long 
remain outside the League of Nations. 

The Pre~ident : 

Tr01118lation : M. Politis, 
will address the Assembly. 

1\1. Politis (Greece): 

delegate of Greece, 

Tran~laUrm : Mr. President, Ladies and Gentle· 
men- I feel it my bounden duty to address 
this Assembly frankly on the subjeet of t_he 
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criticisms whic~ have been levelled against the. 
League of NatiOns and the imit.ttience which 
~a~ b':en manifested as to its activity. I think 
It IS VItally important to the cause of peace that 
the w~rld should know there is no real justification 
for this despondent attitude. • 
. For some t~e past - in the last three years; 
m fact, ever smce the great effort was made in 
~924,. ~hi~h, as _you know, was not carried into 
Immediate practlCal effect - for some time past 
I sayy pessimism and despondency have bee~ 
displayed whenever the League has had to grapple 
with a difficult situation. 

It _has __ been said that· the League has passed 
and IS still passing through a critical period. It 
has been described as a period of growing pains 
and also as a constitutional or organic crisis. 
Then again we hear on some hands that it is due 
to a return to the diplomatic practices of the 
old concert of Europe, with a consequent 
diminution of the Council's prestige and authority. 

Lastly, we hear it said that the world in general, 
growing more and more anxious on the subject 
of its own security, is urgently demanding that 

t the League should provide guarantees supple
~mentary to those provided in the Covenant .. 

It is not my intention here to speak of the 
critical situation alleged to have arisen through 
the enlargement of the Council. The changes made 
last year are still too recent to enable a really 
useful judgment to be passed on them.. That 
very important matter, which is still far from 
settled, must stand the test of time, and if the 
re§ults are not satisfactory it can always be 
considered afresh. . 

I desire, however - with your · permission -
to dwell at some length upon two other questions. 

I cannot really credit the charge that the League 
has declined to deal with serious international 
questions of outstanding importance to world 
peace, or that certain States have tried to remove 
from the competence of the Council political 
problems of prime importance with which it 
undoubtedly ought to deal. . . 

This charge might be justified if States interested 
in a dispute had been hindered or thwarted in 
their desire to have the matter dealt with by the 
Council in full accordance with the terms of the 
Covenant. It might be justified if the Powers 
which.have the greatest influence over the League's 
destiny had preferred to settle their private 
differences by direct negotiations among themselves 
when the cause of peace would have been better 
served had the matter been brought before the 
Council. 

I do not know of any instance of either kind, 
and I therefore consider the charge unfounded. 

What is interesting, however, is the varied 
~ ·and complex psychology of the people who make 
~ these complaints. Some may" be actuated by 

personal motives, not always genuinely friendly 
to the League ; while on the other hand we have 
authoritative complaints, like those that have 
just been expressed here, which are made in sincere 
good faith and out of a feeling of loyalty and 
devotion to the League. 

It seems to me none the less true, however, 
that the charges made are always based on 
mistaken conceptions of the part the League 
has to play and its present possibilities of action. 
It seems to me that they are falling into the error 
commonly m·ade by keen lawy:e~s when t~ey_ r~gret 
that law is sometimes sacrificed by mdiv1dual 
agre~ents when it might triumph if the. case 
were settled in court. They forget the WISd~m 
of that well-known maxim, true of all countr1~s 
and all times that a settlement out of court IS 

· far better th~n the aoundest verdict. 

That is true in private matters, and still more 
true in international relations. The cause of peace 
has nothing to gain by making every international 
dispute and difficulty the subject of a public 
debate, conducted with all the euremony of the 
Lea,oue's procedure. If the cciunt.ries concerned 
can come to an understanding b!ltween themselves 
by way of reciprocal concessions, 1 am sure it would 
be folly to complain. I think we should rather be 
glad of it and congratulate ourselves that recourse 
to the Council, even when desired by one of the' 
parties concerned, is not always in the interest 
of peace. 

Public debates on rather delicate questions 
which touch on national susceptibilities are likely 
to aggravate the dispute and at the same time 
to impair the friendly relations between nations 
as well as the Council's authority and prestige, 
which must be so carefully safeguarded. 

Recourse to the Council should be regarded 
as the extreme remedy, to be applied in ·cases' 
where ordinary diplomatic action has failed. 
Indeed, even when ordinary diplomatic action 
is not immediately successful it is not always wise 
or in the best interests of peace to hurry the dispute 
before the Council. This should be done only 
when it is quite certain that the Council can really 
find a satisfactory solution. If there is any doubt 
at all in the matter it would be far better for the 
cause of peace that the question should be left 
temporarily in abeyance in the hope that time 
would bring the parties to a more conciliatory 
frame of mind. 

Such, I submit, is the part the League should 
play, and such are the reasons why, in my opinion, 
those who complain that the League does not 
intervene on all occasions are taking too pessimistic 
a view, especially when they blame countries 
having heavy responsibilities for endeavouring 
at the outset to settle their disputes by mutual 
agreement before applying to the Council. 

I explained just now what was, in my opinion, 
the general psychological reason for such 
complaints. I think, however, that there is yet 
another reason which requires to be pointed out, 
and that is that the nature and extent of the 
League's powers are much overstated. 

There is a tendency to forget that the League 
is not a super-State or a. Power capable of imposing 
its will on others ; it is simply a free association 
for co-operative action among individual nations 
for the development and organisation of inter- _, 
national life, of which the Covenant laid the 
foundation. 

For the most part the League has no power, 
no light of its own · its light is mainly a reflection 
of that of its individual Members. Sometimes 
this light shines full upon the League, but at other 
times there falls upon it the shadow of chance 
obstacles which arise between it and the source 
of light. 

In a word, the League, like every other human 
society or institution, is and can only be what 
its Members make it They provide the driving 
force and guide the League on its way. 

Those who are impatient because the League 
falls short of their ideals should blame not 
the League itself but the nations which are not 
yet sufficiently advanced to demand from it 
greater activity and power ; when they are, these 
will not be refused them. 

Let us not forget that the League's activities 
are conditioned by the international environment 
wherein it is placed. It is the environment in which 
the League acts that determines how it shall 
go ·along the path to peace. 

In addition to the two reasons I have just 
given I should like to mention another, which 
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i~: s littll' mOl"'' teehnic<ll pl.'rhaps bt~t is none the 
lt>ss impQrtant. I have of~.(\~ noticed that the 
wa>t>S Qf Jl('."-<illli$m and sceptlcmn on the ~ne hand 
and Qf Qptimi~ and exuberant. en~husJasm on 
the Qther which come into conflict m regard to 
thl' Ll'ngul' ~'both aris~ from a fund~mental 
nrl$ron('l'ption dpe to dn'l'rgl'nt accep!~~10n~ ?,f 
tt>rms.. and, in particular, of the tert;n . JUStice . 

There !lrl' in fact two concept~ of JUStiCe. One 
~ thl' philosophical concept, the general idea 
which reprt>SI'nts justice as innate in human nature 
and as the supreme. force governing the world : 
that rna> be dl.'fined as immanent justice. I myself 
am a fum believer in immanent justice, and I 
am eon>inced that no human action which runs 
eountt>r to the principles of our civilisation and o~ 
e:stabli.<:.hed beliefs will ultimately remam 
.::mpuni..<:.hed. 

But this word " justice " acquires a narrower 
meanina when we are thinking, as we must in 

· an o~~ed society, of a special public service 
which renders justice. • . 

In considering questions relating to the League, 
~ db--tinction between inlmanent and distributive 
justice has not been drawn with sufficient clearness 
Hence a confusion has arisen which has led to 
serious misunderstanding. 

Peace, to be lasting, must be based on justice 
and law, and it ~ therefore generally a~sumed 
that justice must be the precursor of peace. Hence . 
the League ~ expected to safeguard international 
justice in order that the nations may finally enjoy 
the blessings of peaoo. 

In my view, however, this is reversing the 
8ituation and asking the League to accomplish 
the impossible ; for if we think, as we should, not 
of immanent justice - which, I repeat, is the 
supreme force governing the world - but of dis
tributive human justice, we are forced to 
acknowledge that in the League, the organisation 
of which has just been ·begun, as in all human 
societies -it is not justice which must be estab
~ed first, but peace. 

·In no human society is it possible for a judge to 
interpret the law if there is no general acceptance 
of the law if the environment is not sufficiently 
pacific for the voice of justice to be heard. 

We find that in every age, in every country-. 
e>en the most civilised, even where justice has 
reached its highest degree of perfection, and where 
in pt>ace-time it is normally and effectively 
administered - we find when abnormal conditions 
arise, when social peace is disturbed, when the 
atmosphere is tense with passion and with the spirit 
of war, the voice of the judge is no longer heard, for. 
law is powerless to stem the force that sweeps . 
e>erything before it. This has been proved in 
e>ery revolution, in every insurrection, and a 
fortWri in every international war. 

During international wars we may talk · of 
it;nmanent justice and often dream of it, and 
rightly so. We may also talk of distributive 
justice, but we must wait for the restoration of 
peace before we can enforce it. 

What is true of orga~ed jUJ!tice, which 
JI11""!~P_POses. the restoration of society to pacific 
conditiOns, lB even truer when we are dealing with 

·international relations, in which orga~ed justice 
ha.~ hardly begun to make itself felt. 

Thf.;!e are the circumstances, and the League 
<:annot lll!OOrrtpli;;h the impossible. All that can 
he f::XJ>f'J<Wi of it is that it shall contribute to the 
~hli!!hrrtent of peace and afterwards enforce 
H1e }Jrinciple of /·ul!tice. 

The ~k'<£!,'11'-' wil only prove its full effica<oy when 
the d~1re for ~*'"'"'_hal! definitely taken root in the 
l:tJT•M:~ence lJf rnankJDII. Till then it seems to me 
vain t11 lll*k in mere texts absolute guarantees of 

. security or practical guarantees against recourse 
to wa;r. • 

I should like now to sketch briefly the evolution 
of the great human law which is urging civilised 
nations to abandon completely the barbarous 
weapon of force. The idea of resorting to force 
to repair an injustice or vindicate a right is inherent , 
in every unorganised society.. It is only as society 
becomes organised that 'this idea begi?s t9 lose 
!!Tound and finally, with the perfectiOn of the 
~ocial ~tructure, falls into abeyance, arid !hen no 
longer rlream of resorting to force in vindication 
of their rights, since society provides them with 
other guarantees and other methods of procedure. 

For many centuries past men have realised that, 
although force was unfortunately inevitable. in any 
ill-organised society, it could only be tolerated in a 
legitimate cause. From the Middle .Ages -onwards 
the canonists' main endeavour . has been to 
establish the essential and useful distinction · 
between legitimate and illegitimate wars .. 

We should have advanced more rapidly towards 
-this ideal of the categorical condemnation of 
illegitimate wars had it not been that in the 
sixteenth century the principle Qf absolute powef\0 
triumphed in the government of the State, bringingt' 
with it as a natural consequence the idea of the 
unlimited right of the State to declare war whenever 
it saw fit.· Despite, however, this_ claim of the 
State to be sole judge of the conditions under 
which it might resort to force, vital needs have 
continually reacted against the abuse of this 
remedy, and towarrls the end of the last century 
the general conscience had already become imb~ed 
with the idea that to resort to war when a pacific 
means of settling the dispute existed was an 
intolerable and unjustifiable abuse. 

This idea emerges in the proceedings of the 
Hague Conference, but sufficient progress had not 
then been made for it to be possible to frame. 
a law directly limiting the right to resort to war. 
Such limitations as it was proposed to establish 
were indirect, and sprang from the desire, expressed 
with increasing frequency to oblige States to employ 

. pacific procedure. . 
The advent of the Covenant a few years ago 

precipitated this evolution. Instead of indirect 
limitations we had direct limitations, and the 
Covenant, in principle, prohibits war. It tolerates 
it - I do not say that it authorises it - it tolerates 
it only in exceptional cases, and among these cases 
the most important, the most serious, is the one 
mentioned in .Article 15, paragraph 8, of the 
Covenant, namely, the case of a conflict bearing 
on questions which come within the domestic 
jurisdiction of one of the States concerned. Here, 
under the existing laws which recognise this 
principle of exclW!ive competence, the League 
is paralysed, the pacific procedure is inoperative,,! 
and war is always possible. When we reflect, 
gentlemen, that these domestic questions include. 
the most serious and vital problems of the day, 
problems such as those concerning commercial · 
outlets, raw materials, emigration, and the whole 
question of labour and unemployment, we realise 
at once what a tremendous gap is still. left in the 
Covenant. 

It was this gap that we were trying to fili three 
years ago when we rlrew up the Protocol. We 
~ad hoped, by making arbitration compulsory 
m every case and by declaring that a State that 
refused to submit to a peaceful procedure was 
an aggressor deserving of sanctions at the collective 
hands of society, we had hoped to fill in perma.'lently 
that gap in the Covenant, which still allows of 
tbe possibility of war. 

But you know what happened. The Protocol 
was never put into force. It was doubtless in 
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advance of its age. It was born of the enthusiasm 
of ~h.ose who framed it and was probably not 
suffrCiently in harmony with the world conscience 
to beco~e a practical reality. But, as has been 
~ruly sard, although the Protocol never came 
mto force, it is not dead. Its principlfls have 
go~e O!J- ~ving, and, what is more, have become 
an mtrmsrc element in the conscience of the nations. 

.Thos11 principles have come to ·acquire such 
force that they led to practical results in 1925, 
whfm agreements .were signed at Locarno by a 
number of States, m reg~d to one specific region, 
as part of a system which was descended directly 
from the Protocol. 

There is little doubt that the system inaugurated 
~t Locarno will in the near future be adopted 
m regard to other regions. 

Nor is there any doubt - of this I am· ffrnily 
p~rsuaded - that the principles of the Protocol 
will gradually come to be applied on· a vast scale, 

·and a day will come, which I hope we shall all 
live to see, a day will come - I know not when, 
but come it certainly will- when the principles 
of the Protocol will be the law of the whole world. 
. Ladies and gentlemen, if such is our hope 

of the ~uture, what of the present ! 
Three years ago the Protocol was judged 

impossible of· realisation : can we to-day take 
up ·the study of the principles it embodies and 
apply them, if only in a limited or fragmentary 
manner! · · · · 

The honourable delegate. of the Netherlands 
thinks we can, and his belief is reflected in the 

• proposal he submitted ' two days ago to the 
Assembly, the proposal that the principles contained 
in the Geneva Protocol should once more be brought 
up for study. If I have rightly understood the 
speech in which he introduced this proposal, 
the purpose in view, although not mentioned 
in .the draft resolution, is to revert to the idea 
of ·general compulsory arbitration. This would 
be the idea of the· Protocol with its fundamental 
basis of compulsory arbitration but without 
the system of. sanctions. 

While deeply admiring the great idea which 
inspired this proposal, I regret that I am unable 
to share its author's views. I do not believe that, 
in the present state of affairs, it would be wise 
or practicable ·to bring up the Protocol again. 
This belief is based on the fact that the obstacles 
which wrecked its progress in 1924 are still, so far 
as I can judge, unchanged. 

There is not the .least ground for supposing 
-still less for hoping- that those obstacles 
have become less formidable or that they could 
be removed by a fresh effort on our part. On 
the contrary; I believe that the basic idea of the 
proposal, which is, if I · a~ no~ mistaken, the 
extension of compulsory arbrtratron, would meet 
with the same opposition as before and with the . 
same results. My belief is based not only on the 
absence of any sign of real evolution in the attitude 
of · the Governments concerned but also on the 
fact of which there is abundant indication, that 

· publlc opinion, as reflected in the r~ponsible 
Governments, has not·moved one step smce 1924. 

If you consult the list of States that have ratified 
the optional clause concerning the .co~pulsory 
jurisdiction of the Hague Court, you will find that 
they number only fourteen and that, among those 
fourteen acceptances, several are still conditional. 

These circumstances hardly warrant the hope 
that there is at present any likelihood of over
cowin"' the obstacles to compulsory arbitration. 
The~e is another point. Granting ·a change ?f 

opinion,· it seems probable that there would strll 
be objections to resuming the study of the Protocol 
without the sanctions, for, as I said three years 

ago and as I say again to-day, I cannot conceive 
of compulsory arbitration · as an element of 
security, unless accompanied by an adequate 
system of sanctions. 

Furthermore, we are faced not only with the 
impossil1ility of compulsory arbit. ation on a general 
scale, not only with the impossibility of accepting 
arbitration as an element of security without the 
accompaniment of sanctions - both ·formidable 
obstacles to the realisation of the magnanim~>us 
proposal which has been submitted to \IS - but 
when we try by means of this proposal to fill the 
gap in .Article 15, paragraph 8 - a gap the 
seriousness of which I have already indicated -
we recognise the inadequacy of the procedure 
recommended ; for compulsory arbitration is 
inconceivable in the present state of society, and 
even if accepted in the case of all other dispvtes, 
is inadmissible in regard to the special category of 
questions and affairs of purely domestic import. 

This was so evident that three years ago, when 
we endeavoured to assert the principle of 
arbitration generally, we had to recognise 
that we could not modify .Article 15 and were 
indeed compelled to confirm it ; thE' Council 
unanimously declared that the question submitted 
to its consideration really came solely within the 
domestic jurisdiction of one of the States concerned. 
Your decision is unassailable, and no one could 
go against it without exposing themselves to 
sanctions at the hands of the whole League. 

There is no reason to suppose that all those 
States which three years ago ·asked for this 
confirmation of the principle of national 
sovereignty in domestic affairs are now of another 
opinion or are willing to accept compulsory arbi-
tration in questions of this kind. . 

A formula prohibiting all wars - that is, all 
wars of aggression - and seeking to define the 
aggressor by means of arbitration, while maintaining 
.Article 15, ·paragraph 8, of the Covenant in its 
present form, would still leave the gap in that 
article exactly as it is to-day owing to the absence 
of sanctions which, under the Geneva Protocol, 
rendered the system possible. Moreover, in addi
tion to this defect, which I cannot too strongly 
emphasise, there would be a great danger of giving 
the public the impression that we had progressed, 
whereas in point of fact we should have lost ground. 
·.My conclusion on this point is that we should 

. be hindering rather than serving the cause of the 
Geneva Protocol if we tried to take it up in fractior.s 
or segments, eliminating at the same time those 
features which are most practical from the point 
of view of application. The time is not yet ripe. 
Wisdom counsels us to wait, to wait patiently 
in the belief that public opinion will soon declare 
itself ; and when that day comes we shall see the 
Protocol an international reality, no longer in 
fractions or segments but in its full splendour 
and with its effectiveness unimpaired. 

There has been talk these last few days of another 
scheme, designed, it would appear, to obviate 
the drawbacks attaching to the Netherlands 
proposal, and less ambitious and more limited 
in its purpose, albeit of considerable moral force : 
it is no less than a declaration by the representatives 
of the forty-seven States assembled here that 
the peoples have accepted as a canon of belief 

· the principle that every war of aggression should 
be prohibited and deemed an international crime. 

The proposal appears particularly acceptable 
at first sight because it would simply mean the 
confirmation of an opinion enunciated by the 
Assembly five years ago. It is just five years 
since the idea of a war of aggression as an 
international crime first found expression here. That 
idea has been reflected in our decisions and, 
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gathering strength in it.s t';Ourse, has now: entered 
so deep!,.> into the conscience o.f mankind that 
t>ffortl> are being made on every Side to consecrate 
it in a solemn t~xt. 

It has ~n shggested that t~e declara~on 
might be on th~ lines of the PariS DeclaratiOn 
of 1856 prohibit~ privat~ing. But if this 
idea hlke<J shape we must beware of over-hasty 
eomparisons.. In the Paris Declaration the 
proelamation that priva~ing was henceforward 
prohibited aequired the force of law and had 
behind it the strength of strict and powerful 
sanctions. Any priva~ who subsequently put 
to sea in defiance of the Deolaration could be 
held guilty of the crime of piracy and punished 
under the laws governing that crime. · 

In the present case, if I have rightly understood 
the, idea, the suggestion ·is that all wars of 
aggression shall be declared " illicit ", but without 
anv provision for sanctions or compulsory 
aroitration, or even a definition of "aggression". 

"What would be the fate of a declaration of 
principle couched in such vague terms ! It would, 
I believe, bear some analogy; to those great principles 
which, before being incorporated in legislation, 
were used as a preface or even a preamble. to 
constitutions -principles which possessed a certain 
mystical significance borrowed from across the 
ocean and which owed their origin to the peculiar 
char-acter of eighteenth-century philosophy. 

The rights of man were proclaimed before the 
political foundations of the State were ever 
e..-tablished, because those rights were deep-rooted 
in the conscience of mankind. Until the 
constitution was adopted and its practical character 
affirmed these principles were not enforced. They 
remained as solemn declarations addressed to the 
hunian conscience rather than to the instruments 
of ju..--tice. 

They were in the nature of moral rather than 
juridical principles. 

A declaration unaccompanied by any definition 
of aggression and unattended by compulsory 
arbitration, proclaiming to-day, without any 
greater prospect of success, that a war of 
aggression shall henceforward be deemed a crime 
and shall accordingly be prohibited in the relations 
between all civilised nations- such a declaration 
would belong to the same category. 

I do not deny that such a declaration would be 
of moral value. On the contrary, it would, in my 
-dew, have just the value of those super-constitu
tional principles of which I have spoken. Just 
;111 those principles require practical force from the 
constitutions and laws which follow in their train, 
so a declaration of this nature would derive practical 
force from the Covenant and from such special 
agreements as might be concluded between the 
States parties to a dispute. 

As, and in proportion as, the Covenant or sucb. 
agreements proved instrumental, with the help 
~f saoc-tions, in enforcing the prohibition to engage 
m wars of aggression, the principle would pass 
from the category of moral to that of juridical 
ena<--tments. 

It would also have an educational value, for 
natioii.II, like individuals, live and learn from day 
to day, and the great law of imitation rules the 
world._ _If some solemn text were adopted, 
proclalllli~~ "!'"ar ~n international crime, this 
idta, whwh JJI denved from the conscience of 
mankind, would be driven home with added force, 
an<l men .would gr<l~ually learn to look with horror 
on war6 of aggrel!llwn and wonld awaken in their 
H<,vffl11mentH an equal horror of such wars. 

This ooucational fa<..1:or might perhaps pl'Ove of 
gr<::ater value in ~nternational progress than the 
mor .. I fa<..wr to which I have jU6t referred. 

But however wholehearted, however ardent 
a supporter I ~ay be, w!thin these limits, of. a 
declaration of thiS nature1. 1t see~s to !lle essential 
to avoid a misunderstanumg which might lead to 
fatal consequences. Public opinion mu~t not be 
allowed> to believe that such a declaration would 
in any way serve as a practical guarantee of 
security. The question ?f .security . w_ould be 
untouched : it would remam JUSt where 1~ staQds 
to-day under the Covenant and the regional 
a!!TCe~ents, with just the same guarantees <and 
j~t the same uncertainties. Nor could we, on the 
strength of such a misunderstanding, ask the 
States to make concessions which they would readily 
agree to if re_al practical guarant~es of security 
were forthcommg. 

This, then, gentlemen, is my conclusion. The 
more deeply we study the great problem of peace 
the deeper becomes our conviction that the remedy 
for the ills which afflict the world is not to be 
found either in texts or in formulas, however 
magical the properties we may ascribe to them. 
The remedy must be sought elsewhere at the very 
root of the disease. We must manage to formulate 
rules for the settlement of disputes which to-day, 
owing to the imperfection of human laws,_ are left 
to the discretion of the individual States, or to 
the outcome of struggles aild shifting policies, 
and which gradually become so embittered that 
they end in war. · 

Every aspect of this problem has been examined 
and discussed here in the course- of the last eight 
years. Our progress has been gradual, but we 
have now reached the stage where the road lies. 
clear before us. · In accordance with the spirit 
of the Covenant .we endeavoured in the first · 
instance to bring about a reduction in armaments 
as the necessary condition for a genuine and lasting 
peace. But we soon realised that no reduction 
in armaments is possible without real security. 

Our efforts were then directed to that end. 
We endeavoured to define the conditions of real 
security and were led to the conclusion that security 
cannot exist apart from justice. 

That is the idea at the root of the Protocol. 
Bnt we found, even when drafting the details 
of the Protocol, that the cycle was not yet complete. 
H security is a necessary preliminary to disarma
ment, and if security itself is founded on justice, 
justice in its turn is based on the existence of 
law : for it would be a great mistake, where the 
vital interests of peoples are concerned, to trust 
to the rather vague and personal feeling of a 
judge basing his verdict on grounds of equity. 

Laws are necessary, precise and unequivocal 
laws, capable of giving to the Governments 
sufficient guidance as to the grounds on which 
a judge would base his verdict when a dispute 
is brought before him. 

And now the conclusion reached after this 
long and circuitous journey is as follows : There 
are some who, in their over-eagerness, may think 
that no useful results have been obtained : but 
those who reflect see the immensity of the task 
aocomplishe~ in ~osing the problem of peace 
and a:t lea~g t~at disarll?ament leads to security, 
secuno/ to JUStice, and Justice to the complete 
establishment of the rule of right. In this field the 
League has a great part to play. It has a great 
D?ission which it has_already taken in hand with 
Signal . ~uccess,. alt.hough without receiving the 
recogmt10n whwh, m my opinion, it has deserved. 

BY: the conferences which have met under its 
auspices, by the diagnoses it has given for._the 
ben~fit of indi~dual States, as weU as by the 
patie~t a~d erudite work of its admirable technical 
orgamsat10ns1 the League has in the course of 
the last eignt years, enriched several branches 
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o~ international law with new rules, whereby 
disputes may now be settled which formerly 
offered ~upera~le diffi~ul~ies, because they were 
~el~ to _lie exclusively Within 'the sphere of internal 
JUdicatiOn. Furthermore, new- diagnosos and 
new· formulas for rules of international law- are 
continuously in process -of elaboration in the 

·ever-active laboratories of the Lagne. This is 
tM great service which the Leagne is rendering 
to tbe nations of the world ; and at the same time 
it is accustoming those nations to see that their 
individual interests and the general world interest 
are coincident and interdependent, and is showing 
them 'that their own interest lies in helping to 
create this new system of law. 

The peace ideal has long been acclaimed in the 
name of pure reas!)n ; but we can find no firmer 
basis for the final triumph of that ideal in the name 
of sentiment t)lan by showing that the interests 
of the nations ultjmately lie in the establishment 
of peace on a- foundation of right and justice. 

The League of Nations is thus building up, 
gradually and stone by stone, a broad and firm 

r foundation for its future -edifice, and for that 
reason _we are justified in _putting all our trust 
and confidence in it. · · -

The League is, in my_ opinion, endowed with 

inexhaustible resources and extraordinary adapta
bility. Adaptability is perhaps its greatest and 
its finest quality ; for this adaptability enables 
it to adjust itself to all the necbosities of the hour 
without giving up a single one• of its appointed 
tasks or in any way jeo])ardising its future 
development. It is like a young oak, which may 
bend under the storm but in which nevertheless 
there still rises the rich sap whereon its future
strength depends. The life principle of the League 
is the spirit of conciliation, of justice and of 
equality, and that spirit daily gains in strength. 
The uninitiated, the unobser-vant, Il!ay not notice 
this ; but those who have eyes to see know and 
rejoice in the work which has been going on here 
day by day for the last eight years. 

It is on this fact that I found my unshakable 
faith in the Leagne's high destinies. In that faith· 
I should like to cry out the strength of my 
conviction alike to the impatient who chafe at 
the slowness of progress and to the unbelieving 
who find in this slowness food for their pessimism. 
I should like to sum up that conviction in the 
old maxim which was the solace of my ancestors 
in their trials and difficulties : " Wait in patience ". 

The Assembly rn~e al 1.0 p.m. 
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Sir Edward Hilton Young (British Empire) : 

Mr. President, Ladies ·and Gentlemen- Our 
discussion hitherto has- been chiefly concerned 
with tile widest aspects of the activities of the 
League. I should like, if I may, for a short time 
to focus the discussion upon one of the most 
important events of the past year - I refer to 
the Economic Conference. My purpose is to give 
on behalf of ·the delegation of the British 
Empire a most cordial welcome to the results 
of that Conference and to emphasise their profound 
importance from the. point of view of those 
objeCt§ for which this. great Assembly exists. 
So intimately related are the results of the 
Conference and the cause of the League, which 

' is the cause of peace, that it is perhaps not 
inappropriate that those results should , receive 

--1 

some attention even at the outset of our 
deliberations. 

We have been concerned with the important 
direct work on behalf of peace- the question 
of security. I should fail in the very few 
observations that I have to make if I did not 
say something to emphasise the fact that this 
indirect attack upon the economic problem may 
be of the same importance to the cause of peace 
as the· direct enforcement of security. And here 
let me pause for the- pleasant task of saying two 
words of personal congratulation. 

I think on this occasion that one should certainly 
voice the unanimous. opinion of the Assembly 
in congratulating the President of the Economic 
Conference, M. Theunis. The League has owed 
very much to him at various times, but never 
more than for his able pilotage of this most 
important of conferences. Surely also I shall be 
expressing the general feeling if on this occasion 
I speak a word of very hearty congratulation 
to him who, more than any other man, promoted 
the success of this vital Conference. I refer to 

·our distinguished colleague, the representative 
of France- M. Loucheur. He, indeed, may 
well be proud of the outcome .of that initiative 
which he took, and of the brilliant success which 
it has achieved : for, indeed, it has been no ordinary 
achievement. 

There· have. been many Conferences at the 
League, each of them adding something to the 
joint stock of international comity, but in this 
particular Conference there was, I think, something 
different- something of more hportance than 
anything which had transpired at any other 
Conference. We have learned from the work 
of the League, year by year, to understand how, 
in the realm - of high ideas, th"e interests of 
humanity are joint and common. But there still 
remained perhaps some slight doubt as to whether 
that community of interests was so certain in the 
region of material things, in the economic sphere. 
Now our Conference has been held, the nations 



haw nwt together, the joint voice of t~e natic;ms 
has been heard, and it appears that on this qu~st.wn 
of material interests nlso thei-e can. be unannm~y. 

It is a dmmntic revelation that m the ~atenal 
sphere, as in 'the i~enl sphere, there. IS not 
nt'<...-.s..<:uily an~ conflict betwe~n the mterests 
of nations. Of wbat great practical use may that 
not be for the future of the work of the .Leag'!-e. 

li:n· I for a moment delay the Assembly 'Ylth 

activity on the part of the ;r.eague that it should 
thus put its resources (which are the resources 
of the greatest knowledge, the highest science 
in the world) at the disposal of all communities 
for the better organisation of production. 

'l per8onal experience f It has been my lot smce 
lhe war to take a humble part in the ~ork of 
financial reconstruction. I have. sat, a:; It were, 
b..- the bedside of sick budgets m variOUS parts 
of the world in Europe, in Asia, and in Africa. 
I ha..-e e..-eu' ventllrl'd on to that most difficult 
of scenes. the reconstruction of currencies Now 
what. ladies and gentlemen, has been, to a humble 
...-orker in that sphere, of the most practical help ! 
I sav without hesitation that it has been the Brussels 
resolutions of the Brussels Conference concerning 
'('nrrencies and Finance. in the first place because 
of the obvious reason that those resolutions were 
sound =d riaht in substance. In the second place, 
and this is ~f greater importance, these Brussels 
Nsolutions have been the great instrument of 
reconstruction, not only because they were right 
but because they had behind them the authority 
of the League, expressing the highest opinion 
of the civilised world. 

Thfrdly, this Conference dealt with the question 
of agricv.Iture. I feel that this could and should 
be left more properly to be dealt with by those 
whose interests are more directly and mpre vitally 
concerned with that great industry than our own. 
r would like, however, to refer in passing £o the 
cordial welcome given to the pronouncement 
made by the Economic Cmi.ference, a pronounce
ment which to some of us must seem to penetrate 
directly to the roots of the present difficulties 

' of agriculture in so many parts of the world -
I refer to the statement that the difficulties of 
agriculture, the difficulties of fa:ui_n~ an_d low 
prices, are an aspect of . the difficulties of 
industry, and that to secure a return 9f prosperity 
to agriculture it is necessary, in the first place, 
to remedy industrial evils. , · 

It was for this reason that they constituted 
so powerful an instrument for reform. · 
~en we humble labollrl'rs in the sphere of 

economics, remembering the use that would 
be made of the Brussels resolutions, learned that 
this great Conference on economic niatters was 
to be held, we lived in an atmosphere of the 
keenest expectation. We placed our hopes very 
high as regards the contribution that might thereby 
be made to help economic reconstruction. At 
the same time it was clear that a great deal was 
being risked in an open and free discussion of 
economic interests. Had it proved impossible 
to obtain any agreement, the world at large would 
have drawn the sad conclusion that there was 
an inherent conflict between the material interests 
of nations in the economic· sphere. But the 
Conference was held, and we who were onlookers 
saw this miracle of a wider unanimity
a unanimity in a realm of ideas which was so much 
va..-ter, and which went so much deeper than even 
that touched upon at the Conference at Brusse s. 

. We saw also an achievement that provides workers 
for reconstruction with an instrument even more 
powerful than that provided by the Brussels 
Copference. 

Ladies and gentlemen, the actual results achieved 
by the Economic Conference are too well known 
for me to repeat them in detail. In the first place 
it was resolved that it was in the, interests of all 
alike that there should be greater liberty of trade 
between nations, a freer flow of capital, of goods 
and of labour. We are all very familiar with that 
inveterate, vexed and vexing controversy between 
the policies of free trade and protection ; but 
what I would say upon this occasion is that this 
controven;y is connected solely with domestic 
politiC!!. It has no relation at all with a doctrine 
laid down by this Conference of the League -
at lea;;t, so far .a!!- I understand it- which declares 
that, whatever may be good for this nation or for 
that, it is in the interests of the world at large 
an<l of all com.munities, taking them as a whole, 
that there Hhould be a greater liberty of trade. 

In the seeond place, meful advice was given 
as. t<J the betu,r organisation of production. I 
Will rJ<Jt delay the &sembly with this question 
to-day. It is a matter of detail. I feel bound to 
tay that it is a chara<.-teristic, a wholly beneficial 

Let me return and confine myself to the question 
which is perhaps of most moment- that of the 
greater liberty of trade. I cannot wholly separate ' 
what· I have to say upon this matter from the 
particular point "of view which the members of 
my delegation hold. It would be idle for me to 
pretend to do. so entirely. We cannot but see 
these things from a somewhat national aapect. 
It is impossible for me, in welcoming these 
resolutions, . not to give a paasing thought to .the 
condition of the great industrial organisation 
which is the United Kingdom. A glance at th6tt 
organisation is enough ·to convince anybody of 
the cordiality with which we must welcome any 
pronouncement in favour of greater _liberty of 
trade- Our little island with its swollen population 
of forty-two millions, nurtured there under special 
conditions due to the position of that small 
territory,. is a great, workshop of the world. 

Figures show that we export 25 per cent- that 
is· to. say, one-quarter -·-of everything that we 
make and that we take one-fifth of anything which 
any other country exports. Foreign trade is to 
us the breath of life. The food which we need 
for our people we cannot grow at home. We have 
vast interests which are dependent upon universal 
world connections, our mercantile marine and 
our great banking system. It is certain that the 
British Empire must give a cordial welcome to 
resolutions in favottr of greater liberty of trading. 

But one side of the picture has always its other 
side. In demonstrating a national interest we are 
always demonstrating a world interest too. A 
great industrial community such as my country, 
in serving its own interests, serves the interests 
of the world. The savings of a prosperous, healthy, 
thrifty people are at the disposal of the world for 
capital investment. Our markets, as I said, are 
at the disposal of the world to take one-fifth of 
all that it exports. We cannot lend, we cannot 
buy, unless we can also sell. Liberty of trade 
is beneficial ; but the obverse to the medal is 
that what benefits us benefits all the world. So 
it ever must be with a great industrial community. 
It is natural, of course, to find that, such being 
the interest of the particular nation for which 
I speak, its policy is in accordance with that 
interest. 

Let me refer to one or two other matters in 
order rather to show the invaluable and practical 
nature of the recommendations of the Economic 
Conference than in any way to blow the<O horn 
of my own nation. 

Ali regards the recommendation against export 
duti~s, ~ w~ml~ say that we have none, that w~ show 
no dulCrtmmation between States or their natwnals, 
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that we pr?hibit no imports except those which 
affect public safety, public health and public 
morals, and that no import duties are levied as 
the result of war conditions. 

I ~an at .any rate flatter myself that I render 
no lip serVIce to these great resolutions w!\.en I 
reflect that we tax, apart from xevenue taxes 
which are counf:ervailed by xevenue duties, only 
between t,}vo and three per cent of our total imports 
and we thus provide, I think, the largest and th~ 
~reest"marketin the world. But this, as I have said, 
IS ~ut a proof of good faith as regards the words, 
whiCh _I am about to speak ; we welcome these 
resolutwns not only because of the position and 
the policy of the British Empire, but we welcome 
and. emphas~e them here because they ·express 
the 1~eas which are fundamental in the League
the Ideas of harmony between nations. They 
'I!Ot only express those ideas ;- they give the most 
practical assistance in pointing out the path which 
will lead away from war. 

It is not always the most direct path which 
leads straightest to one's given objective ; neither 
is it the path that seems to be the straightest. 

~ This is well known to those who have rambled 
- in the wonderfnl mountains which surround 

this charming city. In the high Alps it is not very 
~ften that the summit can be reached by walking 
m a straight line. Now, if the summit which 
the League has to reach is tlie achievement of our 
ideal of established peace, it sometimes seems, 
a.s at the present moment, that it cannot be most 
easily reached by proceeding straight ahead. 
'Dhe course of disarmament, of direct reduction 
of military armaments, seems to be crossed by 
some very difficult precipices ; but there are 
skilled gui~es to show the way round. Is it not 
possible that the skilled guides of the Economic 
.Conference are actually showing the path by which 
permanent and established peace will be achieved 
sooner and more directly than by any proceeding 
straight through difficult country ! · I know 
not. We do, however, knowthis-thattheinstincts 
of hostility which lead to war are the result of 
many different causes ; and amongst them economic 
causes are not the least. important. 

The natural history of war is surely a most 
proper study for the League. We know from 
bitter experience what its ancestry is. It is the 
outcome of error and of fear. But those two evil 
spirits, unfortunately, are not single. There is no 
one error, and there is no one fear. Their name, 
like the evil spirit in the Bible, is legion, and amongst 
that hierarchy of devils economic error and 
economic fear are not the lea-st. 

The most prevalent of economic errors . is the 
error that States can exist separately, independently 
of ea!)h other, without close mutual relations. 

• The greatest of economic fears and the most 
foolish of them is the fear lest the prosperity of 
one nation should detract from the other, whereas 
the truth ·is that the prosperity of each nation 
increases that of every other one. 

There appears to be a constant conflict not · 
only in the minds of men but in the States, between 
the forces of individualism and nationality, which 
drive people into separate existence, and the 
social forces which join them together. 

After the war, the separating forces were too 
powerful. They produced that state of affairs with 
which the Economic Conference has dealt, namely, 
too strenuous an effort on the part of most 
individual nations to live too widely separated 
from• each other. They produced that strain 
which is the result of exaggerated tariffs, and 
surely we can be convinced that the League could 
have no higher, no more direct occupation, no 
aim than to attempt to remove that economic .. 

strai~ to which e:x;ag~ra~d ta.riffs so powerfully 
contribute and which IS the direct outcome of the 
causeless fears that were left by the war. 

Before I conclude, let me say b.ut one word as 
~o the future. The _above results, if there is anything 
m what I have said, open a new en\ of activit.y for 
all the organs and resources of tho League. They 
will lead a flank attack upon the forces of fear and 
error, which are the causes of war. There is, however, 
much to be done. All the practical work necessar:)' ' 
to reap the harvest of these results still remains to 
be done. We have in the results so far obtaim>d 
a powerful weapon, but that weapon is yet to be 
wielded. 

One word more. We should be unworthy of tho 
great opportunity which is afforded us by the work of 
the world experts at the Economic Conference 
if we were content with any small achievement ~s 
a result. We must not be content unless we take 
advantage of the impetus that has been given to 
the achievement of the utmost extension of tho 
liberties of international trade of which the world 
is capable. On the other hand, we must realise that 
in this sphere it is certainly impossible to proceed 
by one large jump. The conquest mu~t pass from 
position to position. 

The first thing which needs the most careful 
attention, the most anxious provision, is the 
machinery by which the initial task of carrying 
forward the work initiated by the Conference should 
be undertaken. Let me say in this connection that, 
in the opinion of my delegation, the Economic 
Committee has proved itself, as indeed is clear to all 
of us, to be an organisation of the utmost value 
and efficiency, and it would be sacrificing a great 
good to a very speculative advantage if the 
Committee did not continue to perform the invalu
able functions which it has · performed for the 
League in the past. Modifications may be necesstbry 
in its constitution ; that is a matter for the most 
careful scrutiny. It may in particular be desirable 
to put that Committee in some way more closely 
into touch with the practical organisations which 
are concerned in industry, commerce and finance. 
I am sure, however, that I shall be appealing to the 
practical sense of all those who are used to 
administration if I express the opinion that, as a 
rule, the smaller the number of mt>mbers of a 
Committee to which work is entrusted the more 
efficiently and the more rapidly it is done. 

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, it has 
been my intention on this occasion, on behalf J 

of my delegation, to call attention to the fact 
that this year there has been a great step forward 
in that co-ordination of the nations which it is 
the task of the League, and that step forward 
has been achieved for us by the Economic Conference. 
There always seems to be a sort of vicious circle 
of economic fears and military fears. Nations 
attempt to live in too great a degree of separation 
economically, and they provide themselves with 
great armaments in order to maintain that 
separation. Fears are produced by the existence 
of great armaments, and under the· influence 
{)f those fears the nation is impelled to attempt 
to maintain an impossible degree of economic 
self-sufficiency because of the possible perils 
of war. Against that vicious circle it is necessary 
to strike at various points. 

Last year a great blow was struck against it 
in that dramatic scene of the admission of a new 
Member to the League, of which so many here 
were witnesses. I do not think I exaggerate if 
I say that, in receiving and accepting this 
declaration of existence of inherent peace in the 
economic interests of mankind, we strike t.his 
year a blow against that vicious circle which is 
at any rate of the same order of achievement us 
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that- whil•h ml<l struck hl<lt vear ; and amongst 
tho> whito>-lettt>r days which 'the nations of the 
future will mark in the c~lendar of the League, 
not the least i'llport:mt will he that on which it 
is re('llrtled th!lt for the first time the join~ voices 
of the chilist>d world were heard to proclrum that 
in the matt>rinl Jphere, as in the moral sphere, 
nwn do ill tu he enemies and do well to be friends. 

The President : 

Tramlation : Count Apponyi, first delegate of 
Hungary, will address the Assembly. 

Count Appon~i (Hungary) : 

Tran.•laticm : Mr. President, Ladies and Gentle
illen- The aim of this Assembly, aa of all previous 
..!..<Semblies, is to determine exactly how far we have 
progressed in the execution of the great aims for 
which the League waa created and in the 
achievement of the objecta which it has resolved 
to attmn. These aims and objects are clearly 
set out in the Preamble to the Covenant. A 
consideration of their magnitude is sufficient 
to show that it is not humanly possible to realise 
them at one stroke, or even within a comparatively 
short time. 

Those who know human nature, those who 
have studied history, however superficially, those 
who lived through the catastrophic happenings 
of the late war- God grant it may be the last -
will realise that, human nature being what it is, 
progress towards the state of affairs when peace 
shall be assured by the reign of justice, ·when, 
in the words of the Preamble to the Covenant, 
open, just and honourable relations shall be 
established between nations on the basis of their 
mutual rights - such progress ean only be achieved 
by a more or less slow and gradual process of 
evolution. · 

Hence the criticism levelled at the League on the 
grounds that these great ideals are far from being 
fnlfilled is manifestly unjust. · 

What we have to determine is whether we are 
advancing towards these ends ; exactly where we 
stand ; whether we have not perha~s lost ground ; 
and what stage we have reached ill the march of 
progress, which, despite the slowness of its pace -
because of the slowness of its pace - must be 
continuous and uninterrupted. 
~~ I shall no~ ~ to determine, without undue 

optlllllSm or pesslllllSm, simply in the light of facts. 
Som~ of us are perhaps too e~er to declare, and 

do thell' best to prove, that alliS for the best in the 
League. Such unqualified praise to my mind 
aron:;es suspicion and is not calculated to inspire 
confidence. Everyone knows that it is Governments 
on the point of collapse that publish daily bulletins 
to the effect that their position has never been 
stronger, while parties on the verge of disruption 
take pains to inform the world that never has such 
perfe<.-t unanimity been found as in their midst. 

What reassures me in this present discussion is 
the absence of the customary overdose of mutual 
CO!lJP!iments, and the fact that the voice of 
(.'fltlCllllil has been heard ; for criticism ~ or rather 
the conrage to criticise- is proof of self-confidence. 

In the course of this discussion we have heard a 
numt~ of remarkable speeches, and, without 
referrmg to them all, I should like to mention among 
others those of the Netherlands Foreign Minister 
when intro~ncing his proposal - to which I shall 
~ave ()C(;ai!IOn to revert - of the first delegate of 
l'i11·eden, the first delegate of Finland the Estonian 
repr<e:;t,ntative, the first delegate of Japan and 
t.-~y, the Hpoo<Jhes delivered by the No~egia~ 
ll.in!J!ter f(Jr :Foreign Affairs and by M. Politis. 

I may perhaps be allowed to touch upon the 
matter of some of these speeches. 

It has been my privilege to speak almost 
immediately after M. Politis. This involves perhaps 
the drawback of comparison with him, but at the 
same time entails this advantage: that I can profit 
by the wealth of eloquence and wisdom which he 
pours forth, stimulating the flow of such 
illuminating ideas as each one of us, al!cordi'Ilg to 
his lights, may have to contribute towar~s this 
discussion. ' · .• 

M. Politis counsels patience ; in confirmation 
of what I said at the beginning of my speech, he 
shows us once again that immediate results are not 
to be expected, and - what rather astonishes me 
as coming from him - betrays more s.cepticism 
to-day on the subject of arbitration than he has 
ever before displayed in League discussions. 

The first delegate of the Netherlands has 
submitted a proposal which falls into two distinct 
parts : the one which I think has met with general 
approval is to the effect that the Assembly should 
give an impulse to the work of the Committees 
engaged in preparatory studies for the reduction 
of armaments ; the other represents, as it were, a )l 
reversion to the mentality that produced the· 
famous Protocol of 1924. It is suggested that, 
without reviving the Protocol itself in all its details, 
a new document might be drawn up embodying 
certain of its principles. 

My personal feelings in regard to the Protocol 
are known to all those with whom I had the honour 
to collaborate when it was being submitted to the 
Assembly. My Government had not at that time 
taken up a definite position with regard. to that 
important document. While it was considering 
the question and deciding what attitude it ought to 
adopt, there occurred the famous difference of 
opinion between two great Powers which ·resulted 
in the abandonment of the Protocol. In the 
circumstances, my Government decided not ta 1 
express its views, since, without the consent of 
those two Powers, an?- as long as their disagreement 
lasted, there was no practical use in considering 
the question at all. I see no reason to depart from 
the attitude of reserve adopted by my Government 
on that occasion. 

I should like now to consider whether, when 
we come to take stock of these last few years, 
we can congratulate ourselves on having a credit 
balance or whether we have to record a deficit. 
This is a difficult question to decide, since it 
depends largely on the estimate of the relative 
importance of the results obtained and of the 
objects still to be achieved. 

Our assets are very considerable. There is· the 
success of the Economic Conference, which was 
conve_ned by the League. pursuant to a proposal 
submitted two years ago by a representative~ 
of France. The resolutions adopted by that 
remarkable ~o~erence have not yet, it is true, 
been embodied ill Government legislation. They 
have not yet been put into practice. But the 
Conference revealed. ~uch single-mindedness of 
purpose, su~h a definite and clear perception of 
the root evi~ of the present economic situation. · 
and . of the lines· .along which remedies might be • 
~pphed, that I think .I am justified in saying that 
It offered a very considerable contribution towards 
the cure of the present worldwide economic ills .. 
. Another asset which I desire to mention here 
18 t~e rapprochement embodied in. the Locarno 
treat~es. 'Y e are not concerned here with details 
or With this or that special agreement bu'il with 

· the fact that a rapprochement is beginn&g to take 
shape between two great European nations each 
of which possesses immense resources great ;.ealth 
and enormous intellectual and m~ral forces. 
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The absence of understanding between these 
two great nations, which resulted in the late war 

· was perhaps one of the greatest calamities that 
could ever have befallen humanity. 

I was quite a young man at the time. of the 
1870 war, and since the peace which concluded 
that war was not calculated to ·brino- about a 
reconciliation, and I saw in it -like ~any wiser 
th!tn myself - the elements of permanent 
ant¥tgonism, I have from my youth up looked ou 
the mortal conflict between those two great peoples 
as the greatest evil that could ever afflict the 
civilised world. 

Those sffitesmen who are making courageous 
efforts to overcome this evil, who are. ready to 
brave the effects of certain prejudices and feelings 
in . their own country, who are endeavouring -
already with partial success- to· dissipate or 
attenuate the evil, deserve the gratitude not of 
their own people alone but of - all mankind. 

.These, then, are our assets, not to ·mention the 
progress achieved in non-political spheres, surh 
as health; intellectual co-operation and humani
tarian questions - progress which would have 
been far less considerable without the League's 
authority. 

As to the liabilities, I will be brief. 
I must mention first,. on the debit side, the lack 

of success attending the League's activities · in 
regard to_ the protection of national minorities. 
This is due to the present system, which is, in my 
view, most unsatisfactory. Two years ago I 

, submitted proposals with a view to its revision, · 
but the Council, after due consideration, found 
itself unable to approve them. 

I ·should like to remind you of a statement made 
on that occasion by the Brazilian representative, 
whose absence.from this Assembly we all deplore. 
.He made a statement defining the problem of 
national minorities in terms which I cannot accept 
in the sense that has generally been attributed to 
them. He said that the object of the treaties for 
the protection of minorities was not to preserve 
the heterogeneous minority elements composing 
the new States but to proceed by a slow process 
of absorption until, ·with due respect for the rights 
of the individual, a homogeneous whole could be 
obtained. 

This statement .requires explanation before it 
can be accepted. If by absorption ~ the word 
is perhaps ill-chosen, being somewhat. ambiguous 
- is meant simply tbe strengthening of loyalty 
towards the State on the part of citizens of every 
race I have no complaint to make, for every State 
is e~titled to demand that its citizens, whatever 

·their race or tongue, shall manife~t their .loyalty 
and obedience to the laws. But if by thiS term 
is meant the disappearance of racial and cultural 
characteristics, the substitution of an easy· ~eath 
for a violent one, I must protest most emphatically 
against any such interpretation. I feel inclined 
to think - I am even convin(led - that the 
enlightened members of the Council have never 
understood the word ,., absorption " in this sense, 
but that they were thinking of political ab~orption 
or assinillation and · the loyal accomplishment 
of a citizen's duties towards the State. 

I am glad to see from signs of assent from a 
competent member of this Assembl:y t~at ~y 
interpretation is correct. It is essential, m vmw 
of the interests at stake, that the state~ent to 
which I have just referred shouJ.d receive an 
au1!horitative interpretation to this effect. 

The second and perhaps heavier liability is ~he 
extraordinary slowness with which the questiOn 
of disarmament or to be more exact, of the general 
reduction of a~m~mlmts, is proceeding. 

Here I agree in principle that we cannot obtain 
immediate results without certain guarantees. 
But, I ask, are not the guarantees of security, 
stipulated as necessary condit'nns for a general 
reduction in armaments, alread~ supplied by the 
agreements concluded by the Great Powers of 
Western Europe ! All the c.Jnditions of security 
usually found in treaties appear to be forthcoming. 

As regards the eastern part of Central Europe, 
the part to· which I belong, only one counti'y, 
in point of fact, is still in need of security 
guarantees, and that is my own, which is completely 
disarmed itself and has around it nations armed 
to the teeth. 

Yet we ask for no pledges of security other 
than those provided by existing treaties, and those 
entailed by the loyal execution of Article 8 of the 
Covenant of the League, which holds out t<>· us 
the promise of general disarmament, or of a pro
gressive reduction of armaments, with due regprd 
to the geographical situation of each individual 
State. We ask no more than this. 

My own excepted, the only States in. need of 
special guarantees of security are those which 
have a common frontier with Soviet Russia. I 
believe that under a system of complete general 
disarmament such guarantees will readily be 
given, subject to a further guarantee that these 
supplementary military forces shall not be used 
for purposes of aggression. 

Is it not possible then to take a more decisive 
step towards the reduction of armaments 7 As to 
details, let me mention just one or two points in 
the history of this question. 

When the Protocol was wrecked, when the 
trilogy- arbitration, security and disarmament
put forward by the then Prime Minister of France, 
M. Herriot, proved impossible of realisation, 
the question of disarmament seemed doomed to 
failure. The Assembly, however, did not wish to 
create the impression that it had set aside a question 
of such fundamental importance, and accepted 
a proposal submitted by the delegate of Spain 
and amended by myself. In this proposal the 
Council was invited to appoint a special Pre
paratory Commission to study the question so that 
a gener.al Conference on disarmament might in 
due course be convened, which would have the 
necessary material at its disposal and be able 
to proceed .rapidly with its work. . 

In the spirit of this proposal and of the resolutiOn 
adopted on that occasion, the Preparatory 
Commission engaged upon its task under the 
auspices of the Council. 

I have carefully read the Preparatory Com
mission's report, and I feel it my duty to tell 
you frankly the inlpression · I gathered from it 
- for this ~eport was circulated with the express 
idea of enabling members of the Assembly. to 
voice their opinions and put forward suggestiOns 
for subsequent consideration by the Preparatory 
Commission. 

Let me now say, in fulfilment of t;his duty, 
though without entering into details, that the 
impression which I have derived from the report 
is most unfavourable. First, on almost every 
important point the Commission has failed to agree 
on a single text, and there are sometimes as many 
as three texts on which no decision has been 
taken and which represent so many divergent 
points of view. 

This situation prompts us to demand most 
urgently that there shall be no cielay over the 
second reading, when we hope that these 
conflicting views may be reconciled. It would 
be deplorable if public opinion in Europe received 
the inlpression that the League is not prepared 
to take serious action in the matter. 
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M. Adatd, in his remarkable speech, pointed 
out that the U>a,aue·s prestige wo~d be enor~ously 
enhanced if it could get somethmg_ dont: m the 
matter of general. disarmament. He 1S a diplomat, 
but I am not ~Hid never was one. I am an old 
p:u-liamentarinn, accust{)med to employ speech 
not as a menns r.i dis,guising or obscuring my 
thoughts but with the sole object of conveying 
them as clearly as possible : and I S~Y: that it 
11ould mean bankruptcy for the Le~aue if It·proved 
unequal t{) the solution of this problem, which 

- is one of the self-imposed tasks enumerated in 
the Covenant. -

I ha>e no int-ention of ent.ering into details or 
of defining my views on all thes~ ~ontroversial 
questions. I have formed my opnnon on most 
of them, but it would serve no useful purpose 
to discuss them now ·in this Assembly. There is 
one point, however, to w~C;h I . must call ;ro~ 
att-ention, for, fraught as It 1S With danger, It IS 
a source of deep concern to me. 

I refer t{) the article which declares that the new 
Convention· on the Reduction in Armaments 
would in no way affect countries which are already 
disarmed under existing treaties. This means 
that, as far as those, countries are concerned, 
there is no hope of putting an end, within a 
measurable distance of time, to the truly deplorable 
situation in which they are placed, and which 
in mv opinion is contrary to the spirit of the 
treaties themselves. For tjle inequality involved 
by a stat.e of complete but one-sided disarmament 
was imposed upon us by a treaty the Preamble 
of which nevertheless declared that situation 
t{) be ouly provisional f and when the L~uue has 
fulfilled the duty devolving upon it in virtue of 
Article 8 of the Ci>venant, when it has drawn 
up a scheme for the general reduction of armaments, 
the rules laid down in that scheme -which will 
take int{) account the political and geographical 
situation of the individual countries - must be 
identical for every nation. For it is inconceivable 
that the great principle which all nations, great 
and small, are equally concerned in defending 
and which France has so emphatically asserted 
in her proposed military reforms- that all possible 
measures shall be taken to prevent . wars of 
aggression, while every country shall be left free 
t{) defend itself in case of attack - it is 
inconceivable that the application of this principle, 
which is inborn in every people and constitutes 
an integral part of its national honour and dignity, 
should permanently be denied to the nations 
which were vanquished in the great war. Such 
a policy may be adopted ]lrovisionally ; it may 
be pursued for a time, long or short according 
to circumstances : but it cannot be regarded as 
final 

I remember a rather dramatic incident which 
took place during the discussions on the draft 
Protocol in the First Committee, of which I was 
a member. The Rapporteur, in the part of his 
report where he justly stigmatised a war of 
31!'_gression as an international crinle, declared that 
!he right and the duty of every nation to defend 
itl!elf when attacked were in no way prejudiced 
by that conclusion. 

" It may and should . . defend itself " -
those were hill very words. One of the other 
mem!'>en of the Committee thereupon remarked 
that It was _well to assert the right but not the duty of 
everr natwn to defend itHelf. The delegate of 
Belgium then rose and urged the retention of the 
word.~ " and ·should ", so that the assertion of 
the ~.Plt of self-defence should remain in the text. 
In hii! elo<Jnent. ad~CHS on that occasion, he 
declared that th18 nght comtituted an integral 
P'..rt cA the national honour, that a nation which 

could no longer defend itself! a !lation compelled 
to appeal to foreign protec~mn m order t? repel 
an invasion, must forfeit ev_ery clai?I to 
consideration. He was perfectly n~~t. I listene_d 
t.o him then in silence, but I now claim that what IS 
true of every other nation is also true of ours. 

Our honour is no different from th~t of oth~r 
nations, great . or small,. n?r do I think that It 
is consistent with the prmCiple of honouroto f<Yrce 
dishonour upon another nation. · • 

As a matter of general principle, it is in flagrant 
contradiction with the spirit of peace to uphold 
the disparities between nations laid down in the 
treaties of peace. I repeat : _t~ese disparities 
are quite reasonable as tran8lt10nal measures 
which cannot be avoided after a great war, and 
are explicable on psychological grounds. But 
the permanent establishment of a a sta~e of affa!J"s, 
of a belligerant attitude towards certam countries, 
of discrimination between nations according to 
the side they took in the great war - this is nothing 
but the perpetuation of a state of war. I never 
lose an opportunity of proclaiming this truth,
which requires no demonstration but does not 
nowadays receive due. recognition: peace, true 
peace - that is moral disarmament, the 

,allaying of social uurest and volunta,·y acceptance 
of the established legal order - such peace is 
impossible in this world so long as inequalities 
exist in the legal status of the nations. _ 

That is what I wanted to say as regards the 
present position of disarmament, and . I · appeal 
to the members of the Preparatory Commission 
to bear this conception in mind. Above all, I appea!' 
to those who, according ·to the classification still 
employed - I am speaking not of historical 
classification, which nothing can change, but of legal 
classification - belong to the victorious side, and 
who assert, undoubtedly in entire good faith, 
their desire for peace - that true peace which 
spells moral disarmament - I appeal to them 
not to press for the maintenance of this psycho· 
logical obstacle. , The root of most political evils . 
is to be found in psychological errors. In this 
instance an attempt was made to force upon 
certain nations a system which may perhaps 
be accepted for a Jiniited period but which there 
·can be no question of ad.mitting for ever. 

There is another fallacy : the belief that, if we 
can define the premises, we can also determine the 
consequences. Make no mistake. The greatest 
power in the world cannot do more than define 
the premises. Once these are postulated the 
consequences follow a law of their own. They are 
deterniined by natural laws, by the_ inexorable 
laws of logic and of national psychology, which 
arfl as binding and as compelling as the,laws that 
govern the physical world. 

Only by adapting ourselves to those laws, by 
setting up institutions and creating situations 
in harmony with them, can we create a lasting 
work and lay the foundations of true disarmament. 
So long as the war mentality lasts and prevents 
the statesmen responsible for the destinies of the 
great nations from following this policy, we may 
talk of peace, we may employ palliatives -I 
do not deny their usefulness and have even helped 
to create them - but of this we may be sure : 
we ~hall_ never produce a;nything useful, anything 
of historiCal value, anything durable or real in the 
true sense of the term. 

Thill . ~rings me ·to the remarkable speech of 
M. P?lltis,_ w~o spoke of immanent justice and 
orga~Ised JU~tice and showed, in his usual fucid 
and I!Itere~tm~ manner, how slowly the idea of 
orgamsed JUSttce developed even in the internal 
affairs of a State, and how much slower still it 
was in making headway in international relations. 
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What he said is perfectly true. He also brought 
out another equally sound theory : the difference 
"!>etween or~a~ed justice, or positive law, and 
Immanent JUStice, the abstract idea to which 
it is .the,duty of positive law to give expression. 
The Idea of immanent justice is gaining ground. 
Not that I support the theory of the relativity 
of morality and justice ; the laws of morality 
and of justice are by their nature eternal, being 
part of "the divine essence. But our knowledge 
of those laws is in process of evolution, and in order 
to ensure peace and respect for positive laws, 
both national and international, organised justice 
and positive law must be brought into harmony 
with the generally accepted notions of inlmanent 
justice and with the great national interests. 

When a divergence exists and positive law 
no longer corresponds with the current and generally 
accepted idea of immanent justice, then there is 
a contradiction between the form and the content, 
and sooner or later the content destroys the form. 
What we call revolution in the life of a nation is 
called war in international life. The only 
conservative policy is that of constant evolution, 
the policy which keeps perpetually in view the 
relation between the positive law of the day and 
the prevailing conception of immanent justice. 

It behoves the rnlers of nations and, in a greater 
measure, those who rule the collectivity of nations 
and ·are concerned in international relations ---, 

· it behoves them to bear in mind the possible 
divergencies that may . arise between material 

.. 

or positive law and the ·essential idea of justice. 
I make bold to say that those pledges of security 

and permanent peace which we seek will only 
be forthcoming if we apply ourselves to a constant 
criticism of law, both national ~o.nd international, 
judged by the criterion of in..manent justice. 
Only when - the time has not yet come, since that 
evolution too must follow the ·taws of national 
psychology - only when the League has braced 
itself to the· task of probing the depths Qf 
international law and judged it in the light of 
immanent justice and of the interests of individual 
nations- only then shall we have achieved a 
gennine, enduring and final work of peace. 

I do not know if I shall live to see tbat day, 
but of this I am persuaded- only by its advent 
can we hope to arrive at mutual understanding 
.between the nations and to eliminate war ~or 
ever. ·When we try to visualise that day the word 
with which M. Politis concluded his eloquent 
speech this morning comes instinctively to our 
lips: "Wait". 

.An impressive word, and yet inadequate for 
our whole purpose. To wait is to prepare oneself 
for some future evolution. But if there is no 
limit to our waiting it becomes a state of stupor 
or of despair. To wait, to hope : these are 
correlative and inseparable terms. Ladies and 
gentlemen, we can wait, for we still have courage 
to hope. 

The Assembly rose at 7.30 p.m. 
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33.- ITALIAN PROPOSAL FOR THE CREATION 
OF AN INTERNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 
CINEMATOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE AT ROl\IE: 
REPORT OF THE AGENDA COl\11\IITTEE. 

The President : 

Translation : Ladies and Gentlemen - The 
first item on the agentia is the reports of the .Agenda 
Committee on various questions which were referred 
to that Committee. 

The .Assembly will remember that it was decided" 
at .~ur meeting on September 7th to refer to the 
.Agenda Committee the Italian Government's 
proposal with regard to the creation of an Interna-

, tional Institute of the Educational Cinema at 
Rome. 

I do not think it is necessary to read out the 
text of the Italian delegation's proposal as it has 
been distributed. to the delegations. I shall 
therefore simply read the .Agenda Committee's 
report on the question : 

"The .Agenda Committee met on Thursday, 
September 8th, 1927, under the Chairmanship 
of M. de Brouckere (Belgium). It examined the 
draft resolution which had been referred to it 
by a decision of the .Assembly dated September 
7th, 1927. Pursuant to this preliminary study, 
it was unanimously decided to propose to the 
Assembly to refer to the Second Committee 
the Italian Government's proposal with regard 
to the creation in Rome of an International 
Institute of the Educational Cinema. " 

If no objections are raised I shall consider that 
the .Assembly is in favour of this question being 
placed on the agenda of .the present session and 
desires to refer the Italian Government's proposal 
to the Second Committee. · 

This was agreed. 

34.- QUESTION OF THE INCLUSION IN THE 
.AGENDA OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS: 
(a) WORK OF THE CONFERENCE OF PRESS 
EXPERTS; (b) WORK OF THE INTElli~A
TIONAL . RELIEF UNION: REPORT .OF 
THE AGEJ.~DA COMMITTEE. 

The President : 

TranBlation: The Assembly, at its meeting of 
September 7th, decided to refer to the Agenda 
Committee a letter of the same date from the 
.Acting President of the Council requesting that the 
following items might be included in the agenda 
of the present SE\SSion of the .Assembly : (1) a resolu
tion regarding the Conference of Press Experts ; 
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(:?) a I'l'solution I'l'garding the Internat4onal 
C'onf!'rt'nN' for the Creation of !tn Internatwnal 
Rt>lit•f rnion. . 

The letter from the President of the Council 
was printed and' distributed to all the delegation~. 
I think, therefo.-e, that it is unnecessary to read It 
agn.ina 

I will simply communicate to the Assembly 
the .Agenda Committee's report on the question. 
It is as follows : 

"Th!' .A!!!>nda Committee met on Thursday, 
&•phcmber ""sth, 1927, under the Chairmanship 
of :\I. de Brouckere (Belgium). It examined t~e 
two resolutions which had been referred to It 
bv a decision of the Assembly dated September 
7th, 1927. Pursuant to this prelinlinary study 
it was unanimously decided to suggest to the 
·Assembly to refer to the Sixth Committee the 
following proposals : 

" ' The Connell communicates to the 
Assembly the resolution of the Conference 
of Press Experts and requests it to include in 
the budget of the Organisation for Communi
cations and Transit the supplementary credit 
necessary for the enquiries and other work 
entailed by these resolutions.' 

' 1 On the other hand, it was unanimously -
decided to propose to the Assembly io refer to 
the Fifth Committee the question relating to the 
International Conference for the Creation of an 
International Relief Union.'' 

H no objections are raised, I shall consider that 
the Assembly agrees to include these two items 
in its agenda and to adopt -the proposals of the 
Agenda Committee. 

This was agreed., 

35. - REPORT O::'l • THE WORK OF THE 
COL'XCIL A.\"D OF THE SECRETARiAT: 
CO:\"lll"UATIO::'l OF THE DISCUSSION. 

The President : 

Translation : The next item on the agenda is 
the continuation of the general discussion on the 
report of the work of the Council, on the work of the 
Secretariat and on the measures taken to execute 
the decisions of the Assembly. 

His Excellency M. Vandervelde, first delegate 
of Belgium, will address the .Assemb~y. 

ll. Vandervelde (Belgium) : 

Translation: Mr. President, Ladies and 
Gentlemen - It was not without some hesitation 
and even misgiving that I made up my mind to 
address you for the first time from this platform. 

H I were speaking here in a purely personal 
capa<.ity I should have much to say concerning 
that fueling of anxiety which now pervades the 
world, concerning its causes, and above all the 
persistence in certain quarters outside this 
Asi!embly of the deplorable spirit which divides 
the world into victors and vanquished, into States 
that are free to arm as they like and States on which 
disarmament is forced, into regions where compul
sory arbitration is established and regions where 
com:iliation is deemed sufficient, and others again 
where the right to employ armed force 'is stili 
maintained. 

I am not, however, entitled to speak here in a 
per~onal capadty. 1'his is an Assembly of States 
ami I am here _t<~ speak in_ the name of my Govern: 
ment. The opmwn I voiCe must accordingly be 

the opinion which is common to all whom it is my 
privil!lge to represent. 

Speaking in this capacity, I w:ish to associate 
myself wholeheartedly with the representatives 
of other small States whieh have expressed before 
this assembly their cares, their chief preoccupa
tions and their hopes. 

You will remember that in 1924 Belgium 
enthusiastically supported the Protocpl. &ince 
then we have associated ourselves with every 
proposal designed to enforce its principles. When, 
to our joy, the moment came to sign the Locarno 
.Agreements,. we regarded those Agreements not 
only as an end in themselves, constituting though 
they did sovereign guarantees of our independence : 
we saw in them the beginning of a wider application 
of the principles which had just been proclaimed. 

Belgium has acceded to the optional clause 
concerning compulsory arbitration and has already 
concluded with a number of countries treaties in 

·which this principle is unreservedly accepted. We 
have done all that lay in our power, and 1 should 
like here to pay a tribute to M. de Brouckere and 
others, to M. Paul-Boncour, Lord Cecil and M. 
Benes, for their efforts to being the work of _the i 
Preparatory Commission on Disarmament to a ; 
successful issue. . 

In this same spirit and with this same purpose, 
Belgium to-day expresses herself in entire agree
ment with the efforts which other delegations 
have already made or are contemplating with a 
view to the wider application of the principles of the 
Protocol. A proposal has already been submitted 
by the delegation of the Netherlands. Othe,r, 
proposals may still be brought forward. 

It is not my intention to go into the details of 
this or that proposal, or to indicate whieh proposal 
appears to be most suitable or best adapted for the 
statement of certain problems and for accelerating 
their solution. But I declare, with profound 
conviction, on behalf of the whole Belgian.delega
tion, that this Assembly owes it to itself to take 
these proposals into serious consideration, to study 
them exhaustively, and not to set them aside by 
a hastily considered vote, a vote by acclamation. 
I see no reason - indeed, I would welcome such a 
measure as a prelude to that study - I see no 
reason why the Assembly should not record its 
feeling again on certain principles. For the 
moral factor, in my view, is anything but a 
negligible quantity, and I should be happy to see 
the representatives of the forty-nine States 
assembled here reassert in a solemn declaration 
the dictum of Jaures that wars of aggression are 
crimes against the human race. 

A n;tere profession of faith, however, is not 
enough. Something tangible must follow, and it 
-is for the Committees of the Assembly -to-determine 
what can actually be accomplished at the present 
day .. 

I know that this suggestion is open to objections, 
the importance of which I am far from under
estimating. We listened yesterday to words of 
wisdom and caution, and I readily admit the force 
of the arguments put forward by the speaker. 
There is always a danger - and I fully appreciate 
the point - that incomplete or fragmentary 
solutions, based upon a spirit of compromise, may 
~eem to indicate not progress but retrogression. 

When, however, we have au intimate conviction 
that certain problems are ripe for solution and 
admit of no evasion, that to attempt to evade or 
postpone their solution would be to jeopardise 
world peace, we must take stock of the obstacles, 
face the difficulties and, while listening to the 
counsels of prudence and wisdom, must still 
remember the words of that great man in whose 
veins German, French and Dutch blood flowed, 
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'the words of William the Silent ; " I need no hop~ 
to spur me to endeavour, n~r do I need success to 
persevere. " 

, To those who incline to pessimism I emphatil ally 
declare that when I consider the work done j1ince 
last y~ar by the Council- for it is the report of the 
C?unc~ and that report only that we are now 
discnssmg - I see every reason for hope and every 
pled~ of iuture success. 

I alll ;not referring now to the work of the 
Secretariat or to the huge work of preparation 
accomplished by the permanent staff and League 
Committees. Nor · shall I refer - though the 
Assembly ought to dicuss them - to such works of 
me~cy as financial aid· for certain nations or 
assiStance to refugees and victims of disasters. 

But w:as not the Economic Conference, as Sir 
Edward Hilton Young showed us yesterday a 
fact of the first importance Y Is not the limitation 
of nationalist protectionism in itself a momentous 
matter 1 
Ag~ ...:.... and this is a point I would urge most 

emphatically - I challenge the assertion of those 
, w~o see fail:ure in the relative setback of the 
' Disarmament Conference. It was not a failure 

fo.r definite facts already stand to our credit: 
First and foremost there is universal recognition 
of the principle of disarmament, of the reduction 
of armaments. This, as M. Paul-Boncour said 
is not only a moral but also a legal obligation. ' 

Yet another point demands consideration. We 
must disarm, because we cannot remain at a stand
stpi. We have to choose between reduction and 
c?mp~tition. We. must disarm because competi
tiOn m armaments sooner· or later means war -
w_ar which, if it occurred a second time, would bring 

· disarmament to all by a general process of 
uni versa! ruin. 

I say, then, that we must disarm, and I may 
also add that disarmament is now a recognised 
possibility. The limitation of armaments has 
ceased to be a mere catchword for public meetings 
or a vague formula for propagai:J,da purposes. 

The importance of the results achieved by the' 
Preparatory . Commission lies in the fact that 
agreement was reached on a large number of points, 
and something approaching agreement on others, 
and that we now possess a definite, complete and 
detailed programme which may be ·accepted or 
rejected but the practicability of which is beyond 
doubt or question. 

Hence we must disarm. We can disarm. What, 
then, still remains to be done ! 

. The Governments must agree to disarmament. 
They will agree when their peoples demand that 
they should, and this will be the will of the peoples 
when they have not only obtained guarantees of 

• security but are themselves convinced of their 
security. . 

Yes, guarantees are indispensable to security : 
and here we have the whole network of legal devices 
which the League is continually supplementing and 
urging us all to perfect. 

Again, we have to redress the righteous grievances 
of certain nations and to settle disputes in both 
the political and the economic sphere. 

But this alone will not suffice if, when these 
. guarantees have been obtained, the nations continue 
to live ·in mutual ignorance, in distrust and. fear 
of one another·: and I consider that the League, 
that this very Assembly, could exercise a decisive 
influence for good. Here it is that the accredited 
repregentatives of States learn to know one another : 
here they meet to discuss together such problems 
as may arise. The importance of every discussion, 
whether in the Council or in the Assembly of the 
League, lies not so much in the actual subject under 

discussion as in the fact that formeriy such probiems 
were solved only by moral pressure or armed force 
whereas to-dal their solution is often found iJl 
voluntary agr cements arrived at after free 
discussion. "' 

For these l'E asons, when people•' begin talking 
about the unmst pervading th() League or cast 
doubt upon the successes achieved by the Council 
or ~ompare this A;ssembly with the 1924 Assembly; 

· which left such meffaceable memories in all our• 
hearts, for these reasons I make bold to answer : 
Yes, the Assembly of 1924, the Assembly of the 
Protocol, marked a date that will live for ever 
in th!J a~~als of history. Yes, indeed, it was 
truly Insprrmg to hear the representatives of France 
and England proclaim the great triology : 
arbitration, security, disarmament, ho!dinoo out 
the hand of friendship to one another a;d to 
Germany. Germany was not there that time, was not • 
yet come. But to-day we have Germany among 
us : s~e is rep~esented i_n the Assembly, in the· 
Connell. She diScusses With the other nations on a 
footing of equality problems which are her problems 
as well as ours, and this is a fact of such vital 
importance that whatever fears one may have, 
whatever regrets one may feel as reooards the 
inadequacy of the Council or the Assembly's 
activities, this Assembly of 1927 is still entitled 
to say: "We humbly admit our own shortcomings, 
but have cause for pride when we compare this 
Assembly with other Assemblies ". 

I am not deaf to the voice of criticism : I know 
that in many quarters the Council is held during 
the past year to have evaded certain difficulties 
and to have hesitated to intervene in more than 
one dispute. 
· Do not misunderstand me. It would be most 

disturbing if the Council acquired the habit of 
.dealing only with minor cases or really desperate 
situations. But one point must always be borne 
in mind when discussing the activities of the · 
Council and the work of the Assembly of the League. 
We must not forget, as M. Politis reminded us so 
opportunely yesterday, that the League is not a 
super-State, that the Council is not a Government, 
and that it has no authority beyond the authority 
conferred upon it by its Members. It cannot 
dictate the Tables of the Law, although the nations 
look to it to do so. The Council, like the League 
itself, is an assoniation of free sovereign States which 
are prepared to conclude agreements with their 
fellow States but will be dictated to by none. " 

In order that such agreements may be brought 
to }>ass - and this is why I think we should take 
into consideration the Netherlands proposal and 
others like it - it is essential that the Assembly 
or its less formal Committees · should prepare 
solutions, which may not be for to-day or even 
to-morrow but will be the solutions of the future. 

Yesterday, Sir Edward llilton Young spoke of 
the nations which stand to-day in the dark shade 
of the valley but can already see the light of dawn 
on the hills. 

Need we wait for the rays of the sun to reach 
us and scatter the darkness Y I do not think so. 
If we aspire to reach the summit we must rise 
before dawn, light our lantern and clamber up the 
mountain .track and we shall reach the crest as 
the sun appears in all its glory. 

Ladies and gentlemen, we ask you not to evade 
problems, not to try to solve them by means of 
formulas void of content because they omit 
whatever might serve to divide us. We ask you 
to study these problems, to discuss them, to prepare 
solutions and then to offer these solutions to the 
nations and leave it to the nations to give effect 
to them. 
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The- Prt>siol~nt : 

Trm"<l<1tio11 : M. Cavazzoni, delegate of Italy, 
will address the Assembly. 

ll. Ca\"llZZOI!; (Italy) : 

Tra11slatio11 : Mr. President, Ladies and 
Gentlemen - I have read with ·great interest and 
profound satisfaction the annual report on the 
work of the Council and of the Secretariat of the 
League. It is· a striking record of manifold and 
enlightened activities carried on in all fields of 
international life. These activities, which are the 
outcome of judicious co-operation between experts 
and savant;;, will leave a deep mark on the 
institutions, laws, cnstoms and culture of peoples, 
and will be a. sound and lasting contribution to 
v. orld unification. The League is fortunate in 
possessing a Secretariat which is admirably organised 
and which works with perfect smoothness, and 
I should here like to pay it a tribute. Under the 
wise and able guidance of Sir Eric Drummond, 
in close co-operation with the Under Secretaries
General, the whole personnel of the Secretariat 
has proved its capacity for hard work of a very 
high order. 

All the tasks taken up by the League show 
gradual but continuous success. Every one of the 
branches of its work deserves detailed description, 
but I shall here confine myself to mentioning, on 
behalf of the Italian Government, a few general 
ideas and a few detailed remarks on the League's 
social work. · 

The Italian Government has followed for some 
time past the action taken and the investigations 
carried out by the League's social organisations, 
the lofty aim and successful results of which it 
fully appreciates. In its vast scheme of social 
reform, and particularly in its legislative action, 
my Government has often learned much from the 
investigations, experiments and suggestions of the 
social Committees of the League. It has given 
proof of the esteem in which it holds this work 
by its constant co-operation - which it desires to 
extend still further - with the LeagUe in the 
latter's social activities. · This is in accordailce 
with the fundamental principles on which the 
Italian Government's policy is based. It is 
convinced that enlightened national reconstruc
tion must be based on a social policy having the 
widest poSSJ.'ble scope. 

Its attention is therefore mainly devoted. to this 
policy. If the tree of life is to bear fruit in 
abundance the roots must be well watered, and if 
civilisation is to flourish the deepest springs of 
social life must be fed. Such considerations, 
which I am sure every Government strives to keep 
in sight, must inspire the social work of the League .. 
The League's social Committees have sometimes -
and wrongfully- been criticised for endeavouring 
to do the work of idealists and failing to achieve 
any appreciable results. Idealism is the main
spring of life, and without it the League would 
never have come into being at all. On reading 
over the clauses of the Covenant which govern 
the League's social activities I realise once more 
the great wisdom which inspires .that document. 
The League's social ·programme is in complete 
harmony with the other tasks entrusted to it and 
is, in my opinion, the firstfrnit, and to a ~eat 
nt~,nt the complement, of all its other work, 

What is the aim and end of the League ! It is 
the defence and development of civilisation. Its 
high ambition is to con11erve the forces which 
maintain and enlarge all the forms of a higher life 
'Ibis ambition is not of to-day's growth. Alway~ 
and everywhere where centres of civilisation have 
exil!ted there has been a tendency to establish 

close'{co-operation between them wherever any 
social work had to be undertaken. Whatever 
form this co-operation took, civilisation sprang 
from it like a flame from the embers. But we 
must be clear as to what we mean by that much
abused word "civilisation". Civilisation means 
more than material well-being ; according to the 
Christian tradition by which we live it is a synonym 
for morality. A. more civilised humanity iso only 
another way of saying a more moral humani,ty. 

This is the road along which we must advance. 
Contemporary society is unfortunately a prey to 
vices which weaken it and drag it down. Just as 
the action of destructive parasites is most deadly 
and rapid in a fertile plot of land, where vegetation 
is thickest and most luxuriant, so in the most 
prosperous societies, where culture has reached its 
most refined point and material well-being' is most 
prevalent, there is an ever-present fear that the 
forces of destruction. may be unloosed. Unfortu
nately, morbid tendencies often arise in the least 

. healthy parts of society and, suddenly develop into 
corrupt habits whi~h infect the healthy centre and 
exhaust its civilising power. . 

The particular social evils of which I have just' 
spoken are the drug habit, the traffic in women, 
the desertion of children, child criminality and the 

· sale of obscene publications. Some of these 
scourges are more or less prevalent in every country .. 
They are plagues which .stop at no frontier and 
which individual Governments are often powerless . 
to check unaided. Hence the necessity for 
concerted action. The time has passed when 
sceptics could say that a principle which wiis 
honoured by one nation was condemned by 
another. Everywhere we find the same ideal and 
the same consciousness that, in order to check and 
diminish the danger, the great spiritual principles 
which keep the centre of civilisation healthy and 
inspire the younger generation with a worship 
of great ideals must be preserved. 

Not only do the movements inaugurated by the 
individnal States harmonise but they blend in a 
work of co-operation which finds scope for develop
ment in the social and humanitarian activities 
of the League. 

It is well, therefore, to lay down certain principles 
which may be at the same time both the directives 
and the boundaries of the League's social activity 
- principles which will inspire the Italian Govern
ment in its co-operation in this field. 

The training of the individual takes place 
within the framework of the great natural units -
the family and the nation. Family, country and 
humanity are, according to the principles of .. our 
forerunners, three concentric circles. In defending 
family and colllitry we are also defending all that 
is of greatest value in humanity as a whole. A. (. 
healthy family provides the State with healthy 
citizens. A. sound and well-organised State is a 
rampart of civilisation. A. bad citizen is a bad 
soldier in the cause of humanity. 

N a~ional or international action for the protection 
of children and of youth is consistent with those 
principles and respects and strengthens that 
framework. , , . 

0!1 account of those very principles, however, the 
Italian Government cannot remain indifferent to 
the spread of a false doctrine which with its 
specious economic theories and its opposition to 
the sound traditions of the Church, is tending to 
sterilise the family, to corrupt youth and to 
depopulate the nations which are the basis~ and 
bulwa,rk of civilisation. · 

The State, as we see it, is a higher and perfected 
form of civilisation which carries out its duties to 
its citizens from the moment of their birth and 
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endeavours to make of them a vital force for the 
progress of humanity. . 

The State supplements family guardianship 
wh~rever this is defectiv~ and helps educative 
!l'cti?n ~y ever~ possible means, by promoting alr 
msti~ut10ns which co-operate in the development 
and lillprovement of the family circle. 

An enquiry carried out by the League on the 
position of illegitimate children in various countries 
is now · .:fu progress. The child, ·who is not 
respomible for the fault of its parents, should 
enjoy every possible measure of protection, except, 
of course, that the legitimate family, which is the 
basis of society, should have prior rights. 

A question which it would be very interesting 
to place on the agenda of the Child Welfare 
Committee is that of the social effects produced 
through mothers of families being engaged in 
work outside the home. Could it not be ascertained 
whether infant mortality and morbidity are higher 
in families which are disorganised by the continual 
absence of the mother, and whether child 
criminality is not more frequent in such homes Y 
· On the first of these points, interesting informa-

~ tion may. be gained from the replies to the ques
. tionnaire drawn up by the Sub-Committee of 
Health Experts on Infant Welfare for its enquiry 
into the causes of infant mortality. 

The second point should be made the subject 
of special research. . . . 

I fully realise that the economic needs of present
day society, due to its commercial and industrial 
development, involve the employment of large 
nymbers of women in factories, and I quite admit 
that even work carried out at home, though in 
certain respects it .meets the needs of the family 
more satisfactorily, presents serious difficulties 
which call for careful study. · 

I am glad to see that the Advisory Committee 
for the Protection of Women and Children has 
already considered this problem. The protection 
of children in the home is bound up with the 
movement to abolish slums. Has the Child Welfare 
Committee, which deals more especially with the 
protection of children from a legal and moral point 
of view, yet realised that all its efforts will be 
nullified as long as families are crowded together 
in dwellings where even the elementary rules of 
decency cannot be observed f 

Children live there almost constantly in 
conditions which make it impossible to instill any 
moral principles into their minds. In order to 
protect children, too, we must combat alcoholism, 
which leads to mental and physical degeneration 
and deficiency and often to ·desertion and ill
treatment. 

In this connection the Italian Government has 
enacted a complete series of laws to which I should 

~ like to draw the Assembly's attention. In particular, 
the law on the protection of mothers and children 
is one of the boldest efforts yet made to establish 
a bond of practical solidarity among the different 
'classes for the strengthening of family life. 

Under this law a national organisation has been 
set up for the protection of mothers and children, 
the guiding principle of which is not to supersede 
private enterprise but rather. to promo~ f:esh 
efforts, to. stimula~ th~se private orgams~~ous 
which are already m eXlStence, to put suffi~Ient 
means at their disposal, and above all to co-ordinate 
their action. · . 

The objects of this law are many ; first ~f all, it 
aims at assisting nece~sitous ":ome11: durmg the 
whol<b period of matermty. · T~ _asslStance t~kes 
many forms and includes adffilSsJOn to hospital, 
medical assistance, food and grants of money. 

Assistance is given bot~ to th~ mother and 
to the child, accommodation, mamtenance and 

physical, moral and religious education being 
provided .. The law deprives of their patria potestaa 
all who forfeit their title to it through immoral 
conduct. Special regulations have been issued 
containing a series of measures 1\lr the physical 
improvement of the race. ' 

Sport is organised and encouraged, and children's 
colonies, open-air schools, palestras and stadiums 
have been established everywhere by the seaside 
and in the mountains. Thanks to these measures, , 
hundreds of thousands of children were sent this 
summer to the mountains or sea to. enjoy the 
benefits of sunshine and sea air. 

This beneficent law also provides for the 
protection of young people against dangers to their 
physical and moral health. It thus prohibits the 
employment of minors in theatres, cabarets, and 
dancing-halls, in the production of films or for th~ 
sale of alcohol. The sale of tobacco and alcohol to 
children under sixteen is prohibited. 

The funds placed by the Government at the · 
disposal of the National Organisation for the 
Protection of Mothers and Children are very 
considerable. Apart from the grant of an initia-l 
sum, certain sources of revenue, yielding a given 
amount which runs into fairly high figures, are 
earmarked for this purpose. Among these the best 
known - I might almost say the most popular
is the tax on bachelors. 

. The organisation of the scheme is simple and at 
the same time decentralised. In each province there 
is a provincial committee organised by the Central 
Council at Rome, and in each commune a committee 
for the protection of mothers and children, organised 
by the provincial committee. There are branches 
throughout the country. These committees are 
composed of voluntary workers, many of them 
women. Mention should also be made of the 
importance of other welfare institutions, such as 
charity organisations, homes, day nurseries and 
orphanages. I think it may be said that the Jaw 
on the protection of mothers and children plays a 
social and economic part which is to a certain 
extent comparable with the famous poor-law of 
England. 

The particulars I have given provide a rough 
idea of the scope of the social reforms effected in 
Italy. With this experience behind it, the Italian 
Government desires to co·operate in the work of 
the Advisory Commission for the Protection and 
Welfare of Children and Young People. 

Another problem which, since the early days of 
the League, has claimed the close attention of the 
Assembly and of the Secretariat is the campaign 
against the traffic in women and children. It is 
well known what interest has been excited 
throughout the world by the work of the League 
on tllis question. This work must end in the 
disappearance of one of the most distressing features 
of present-day civilisation, one which deeply 
degrades mankind and reduces the women who 
fall a prey to it to the humiliating position of slaves. 

And here I venture to recall the name of one of 
the pioneers of the abolitionist movement, 
Giuseppe Mazzini. To-day, this problem has 
reached a very critical point. The relaxation of 
morals which occurred in practically every country 
immediately after th~ war .Jed to a recrudesce':lce 
of the evil. The traffic, which was reduced dunng 
the war owing to the closing of frontiers, reached 
disquieting proportions shortly after the end of 
hostilities. 

The enquiry undertaken by the League has come 
at a particularly opportune moment. The experts' 
report, which you have no doubt studied, has 
furnished striking details on the extent of the 
traffic. It has brought to light the ruses and the 
violent methods employed by traffickers to recruit 
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their victims and exploit them. These individuals, 
who are ut.terly devoid of conscience or any sense 
of honour, assume false names, employ forged 
passports, promise the unhappy women :work and 
nn assured posuion, and appeal to thell" gentler 
feelings, even ~oing so far as to. offer them _the 
1•rotection of their name and the JOYS of marnage 
and family life, as a means of conveying them 
without risk out of their own country or overseas, 
onlv to deliver them subsequently into the hands 
of their own vile accomplices. 

.Accordin~r t~ the experts, the majority of the 
women who-fall victims to the traffic are professional 
prostitutes, although there are a number of minors. 
.A certain proportion come from the borderland 
of society, where they are in contact with 
professional prostitutioB. Sooner or later they 
f~ a prey to the trafficker. Cabaret artis~s 
form a third class, and lastly there are the gll"ls 
who have been seduced. They· may be offered 
marriage and subsequently forced by those who 
marry them to engage in their degrading profession 
abroad. · 

Twenty years ago domestic servants and home 
workers supplied the traffickers with the majority 
of their victims. .At the present day, so the experts 
declare, numbers of recruits are drawn from among 
women more or less superficially engaged in 
intellectual work. Obviously in such cases low 
wages play an important part. These problems 
are deserving of serious consideration. 

The experts' report contains a series of recom
mendations which will doubtless be examined by the 
various Governments with the attention that this 
grave question demands. If there is one sphere 
in which vigorous action is called for it is surely 
this. I cannot sufficiently stress the urgency 
of giving effect to the experts' suggestions without 
delay. 

This brings me to another scourge to which I 
desire to draw the .Assembly's special attention. 
It has become so widespread owing to the illicit 
traffic in drugs that it is now one of the worst vices 
of society. The disease has spread more particu
larly among the elite ; it attacks the brain and 
paralyses those whose education had fitted them 
to be leaders of the masses. No danger constitutes 
such a menaee to modem society. I must confess 
that I have found it impossible to obtain exact 
statistics as to the extent of the evil ; too many 
interests are concerned in concealing its gravity. 
We do not know, even approximately, what is 
the world production of drugs .:.- this shows the 
difficnlties inherent in the campaign -against the 
illicit traffic - but everything goes to prove how 
terribly the dmg evil is increasing. The 
Secretariat report contains the following passage : 

" The Committee considered a statement 
giving, in tabular form, information as to the 
illicit traffic, with special reference to seizures. 
.A rough summary of the first six pages of that 
document indicates that the transactions 
recorded only in that very small portion of the 
return include consignments of raw opium 
amounting to more than 65 tons, of over 3,520 
ounces (100 kilogrammes) of heroin, 10,195 
ounces (290 kilogrammes) of morphine, 625 
ounces (18 kilogrammes) of cocaine. Figures 
on a similar scale are quoted in other parts 
of the same document. " 

. Other ~ of the document mention equally 
high statJstws. Traffickers endeavour to smuggle 
t~rough consignments amounting to hundreds of 
kilogrammes of drugs. 

In Italy the vigilance of the maritime Customs 
authorities led to the seizure at Genoa in October 

last of 152 kilogrammes of morphine, heroin and 
cocaine intended for .American consumption. Over 
1 000 kilogrammes of raw .opium were seized in 
the port of Naples during March, and 13 kilo
·grammes were seized there quite recently. In 
ever:f case the goods came from abroad, as no 
drugs are manufactured in Italy. These figures 
speak for themselves. 

Gentlemen, may I · first point out that. 152 
kilogrammes -of cocaine (the amount "seized at 
Genoa) are sufficient to supply 70,000 addicm with 
doses to last them for ten days ! 

The evil is not confined to the western nations : 
it rages with equal if not greater violence in the 
East. .A well-known writer on opium questions told 
me that in certain regions it is calculated that there 
is, on the average, one addict in every family. 
Everyone knows that the number~ to-day run into 
thousands. 

We have only to consider the average profit that 
an illicit dealer makes out of his business to realise 
the enormous interests upholding the traffic. 
Recently 200,000 francs was. paid for one kilogram 
of cocaine which had originally been bought for 
20 francs. .A trafficker arrested by the French"' 
police admitted that he had hoped to resell for ) 
about 10,000 francs a kilogram of cocaine found 
on him . 

.According to the information collected by the 
.Advisory Committee, regular smugglers' syndicates 
exist with funds 'Yhich run into millions, so that the 
sums available for purposes of corruption are 
enormous. 

The gravity of this scourge demands energetic 
remedies which would strike at its very roots. Tlie 
Italian Government has repeatedly urged that the 
true remedy lies in rationing. The problem is very 
simple. . On one hand there are thousands of 
victims- the consumers; on the other, there are 
barely 50 factories - the producers. Hitherto, we 
have concerned ourselves chiefly with the idea of 
eradicating the evil by attacking the consumers. 
Experience, however, has proved the uselessness 
of such efforts. · 

We mnst reverse the procedure and fight the 
factories. Production, over-production - that is 
the real enemy. . 

Efforts must be concentrated against the actual 
manufacture of drugs. The Hague Convention 
requires the ·signatory countries to control the 
manufacture, sale and use of opium and cocaine 
derivatives. • 

The problem of limitation cannot be radically 
solved except by rationing. The League must first 
find a solution for this central problem, for its 
solution alone can put an end to the illicit traffic 
in drugs. .Any other measures are mere palliatives. 

We could understand the utility of the Central 
Board, as provided for in the Geneva Convention, if 11 
the question of rationing were to be entrusted to it. ·• 
The Italian view is : no Central Board without 
rationing. . 

Such is the very definite view which my 
Government takes, and we shall continue to press it 
until this principle has been adopted. · 

This is not, perhaps, the time to give ·details as 
to how the Italian Government thinks al rationing 
system should be set up. I will only I say that, 
thanks to the admirable work accomplished by the 
Hl'alth Committee and by the Office international 
d'hygiene publique, we know approximately what 
are the world's legitimate · needs as regards 
manufactured drugs. It only remains to divide this 
total quantity among the various prollucing 
countries. This task would undoubtedly be facilitated 
by the establishment of a Central Board. The 
Board would have to ascertain from what 
manufacturing countries the .consuming countries 
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coul~ obtain the quantities necessary to meet their 
medical and scientific requirements. In this way 
every manufacturing country would know how 
much ~o_produce, and production would be adjusted 
to le~P-trmate requirements. This would be a 
practical method of rationing. o 

Meanwhile, th~ Italian Government is quite 
prep~ed to consider the question of supervision. 
It lS Indee~ for this. purpose that, at its request, 
an extra?lrdinary session of the Advisory Committee 
has tbeen convened for the, end of this month to 
study th~ complex problem of the illicit drug traffic. 
~he Italian G?vernment reserves the right at that 
trme to subrmt definite proposals with a view to 
tightening up supervision, but it still maintains 
that the problem will not be fully solved until the 
rationing system has been adopted. 

· My Government is fully alive to the drawbacks 
?f ~ solution which only attacks over-production 
mdirectly and concentrates solely upon the 
campaign against. smuggling. It must be confessed 
that this campaign presents considerable 
difficulties. The ruses to which traffickers resort 
are legion. It is, I think, no secret that to-day the 

,_. smuggler deals in products which, having no 
l narcotic properties in themselves, are not covered 

by the existing conventions. Once arrived at their 
destination, however, these products are, by a very 
simple process, transformed into narcotics. In a 
word, the technical side of the illicit traffic has been 
brought to a hight pitch of perfection, and it is 
therefore easy to elude present methods of 
supervision. 

• In its report to the Council the. Advisory 
Committee points out that the League can only 
attack this tremendous problem if it receives the 
support of the various Governments. 

That is all I have to say. Every nation must 
always keep before it the ultimate aim t interna
tional solidarity. ·My Government recently gave 
tangible evidence of its devotion to these 
humanitarian ideals when it accorded its full 
support to the noble proposal of one of my fellow
countrymen : Senator Giovanni Ciraolo. The 
League has, I consider, evinced its lofty nobility of 
purpose and also its great wisdom by its successful 
completion of this beneficent work. 

The Governments represented here are, I am sure, 
anxious to assist in the speedy realisation of the 
International Relief Union. The signing of this 
Convention will be a great and generous act bringing 

· us nearer to the brotherhood of nations, and it will 
also be a tribute to the principles of the League. 

No single step forward along the path of social 
and humanitarian· reform is ever retraced. It is 
a stage further on the road, leading to yet greater . 
heights. In the political field the questions which 

~ fill our minds to-day will to-morrow give place to 
other and equally transitory questions. But social 
reforms last. They become the common heritage 
of mankind, the foundation for fresh reforms, the 
starting point for further progress. The League's 
humanitarian work is like the work of the artist, 
whereby· the shapeless or rough-hewn marble is 
fashioned. into the perfect statue which is the 
incarnation of the artist's ideal. Our ideal is the 
world of to-morrow, a world whose salient charac
teristic is goodness. The principles which are so 
often reaffirmed here - justice, peace, the brother
hood of man, good will - are all comprised in that 
great human and Christian word " goodness ". 

We must take action to fulfil this aim before 
an~ success in carrying out the poli~ical progra~me 
of the League Covenant can be achieved. Political 
agreements and understandings among. the nati~ns 
will be easy when individual and collective mora!Jty 
has progressed towards a higher ideal of perfection. 

The efforts we make to build a noble dwelling 
to house our ideals of peace and justice will never be 
successful unless, before we undertake this work, 
and side by side with it, we apply ourselves to 
social and humanitarian actio.!. on the widest 
scale, and above all unless the m-.ral and spiritual 
standards of the nations have been raised high. 

The house we are to build must rest on a solid 
foundation. We must labour and dig deep ere 
we find a rock on which to found the ramparts · 
of the fortress of peace. 

So long as humanity is divided by hatred, 
weakened by physical and moral evils, disunited by 
the slackening of family ties, engrossed in the fevered 
pursuit of material well-being, a prey to subversive 
propaganda of all kinds, and estranged from the 
great Christian ideals which have been its life 
blood in past generations, it can never become the 
solid foundation which is essential to the realisation 
o~ our dreams. Only by remedying these evils, 
only by obtaining mutual understanding among 
nations, and more especially moral disai·mament, 
shall we achieve material disarmament and allay 
jealousy and ill-will; only then shall we accomplish 
a lasting work of peace. 

All races, all peoples, all men of good will will 
lend their aid to this work, just as in olden times 
men from all classes of the people brought each 
his stone and his labour to the building of our 
beautiful cathedrals. Then and only then will be 
fulfilled the saying of the great Latin poet : 
" Sic itur ad astra I " 

The President : 

Translation: Dr. Lange, delegate of Norway, will 
address the Assembly. · · 

Dr. Lange (Norway) : 

Translation : Mr. President, Ladies and 
Gentlemen - Yesterday we had the great privilege 
of hearing a masterly speech in the real and the full 
sense of the word. I refer to the speech of the 
Greek delegate M. Politis, who has proved anew to 
this Assembly that he is a worthy descendant of the 
race of such orators and men of law as Demosthenes, 
2Eschinus and !socrates. 

I wish to pay M. Politis a sincere and most 
respectful tribute for his eloquent, clear and 
enlightened speech. The contentions which he 
advanced, however, - particularly towards the 
close of his speech - seemed to me to ca'l 
decidedly for serious and immediate reservations, 
and I therefore venture to address you on the 
subject,· as I should not like it to be thought that 
such contentions are accepted by the whole 
Assembly. This does not mean that I am in entire 
disagreement with M. Politis·; on the contrary, I 
fully share his admiration for the system of the 
Geneva Protocol. I am a sincere partisan of the 
principles of that great instrument of peace. I am 
convinced, like M. Politis and many other members 
of this Assembly, that the Protocol is not dead, that 
it will one day rise again, and that until the dawn 
of that great day it will remain like a lighthouse in 
the midst of the stormy seas of this present time. 

I likewise share my distinguished colleague's 
conviction as to the inestimable value of the 
incessant work done by the League, of its technical 
organs and admirable Secretariat. 

This work has laid the foundation for co-operation 
among States which will ultimately form an 
insuperable barrier against a fresh outbreak of war. 
M. Politis has developed this idea with a masterliness 
which I should certainly not presume to think I 
could equal. On the other hand, I think I may say 
that he will find me rivalling him in my faith in the 
League and its great future. M. Politis has 
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oo.~~onnllv heard, in the course of our present 
debnte<' and indeed sometimes in previous Assem
blie<' w'hat he has referred to as recriminations
eriti~ism even ; vet I hope he will believe that this 
critieism was milt inspired by_ since~e dev:otion to 
the Li'a~ue and it~ work. In saymg this I think I am 
voieina 'the feelin!!S.of most of my colleagues. 

It ; :M. Politis:' philosophy of peace and justice, 
whieh he defined towards the end of his statement, 
that has led me to disagree with him and to 
formulate the speeial reservations of which I have 
just spoken. 

I think we should be grateful to our ernJnent 
eolleague for having raised this question here. 
It is eertainlv useful for us to revert from time to 
time to what" the English call first principles and to 
discuss the first principles of the League. I think, 
hoTever, that M. Politis was carried away by his 

. enthusiasm for logic and system and that he 
pushed his deductions too far. There is great truth 
ill the old saying that nothing is more dangerous 
than a logician who starts from a false angle. His 
very logic leads him further and further away from 
faets, and in the end he rnns the risk of losing 
himself in a void. There is certainly something 
attractive for a compatriot of Ibsen in the great 
alternative : " all or nothing ". Without wishing 
to dogmatise, however, I take leave, in all modesty, 
to doubt whether this is a wise political maxim, for, 
as Cavour has said, politics consist in practising 
the art of the possible. · · 

. M. Politis dwelt more especially on the 
importance and indissolubility of the Protocol 
triology : arbitration, security and disarmament. 
He has even gone further ; he has added a factor 
which he considers to be ..indispensable - that is, 
law, -written law, codified international law. 

These are the four factors which, according to 
M. Politis, form a cycle which mnst either be 
complete or not exist at all. The whole Protocol 
and nothing but the Protocol, with the addition of 
" law " ; not a fragment or a section of the 
Protocol, not even a stage towards the system of the 
ProtocoL I am very much afraid that, if we follow 
this method in our work, this ideal cycle will 
become a vicions circle from which we shall never 
escape, and we might as well write at once on the 
pediment of the new League building which is to be 
constructed by the lake-side those despairing 
words written over the gate of the Inferno : 
" Abandon hope, all ye who enter here ". 
0 Ynst we really resign ourselves to this ! I can-
not think so. . 

With your permission I will briefly. sketch 
Y. Politis' theory and its underlying arguments in 
the light of facts and of history. , 

Yesterday M. Politis reverted to a favourite 
!ll"gnll:lent of his which three years ago he advanced 
m thiS hall when the Protocol was being drawn 
up. He said _then, and he repeated to-day, that 
though sanctiOns are not needed for optional 
jnrisdietion they are absolutely necessary where 
compulsory jurisdiction is concerned. The 
argn~ent is certainly attractive, and I confess 
that It seems to me to be rather specions. We do 
not know, however, whether it is really true, and 
we may at any rate venture to doubt it. 

What we do know is that a number of States 
have n~ h~ita~ to bind themselves by 
~dertakmgs mvolvmg obligatory jurisdiction 
with<mt any other san<--tions than those provided 
by the Covenant. 

'Y e a}l!o know that for more than a century 
arlntr«tJ(m has been employed in more than two 
~undret~ C3i!CH CI take my statistics from the 
mt~;r..,.-;tmg and masterly work by M. Politis himself 
t::DtJtlkd "La JUHtice internationale "). We know; 

also, that all the awards were, without exception, 
carried out in good faith. 

M. Politis cites the parallel of the development 
of law within the frontiers of States. Comparison 
is no argument, however. A community of States 
is a solliety sui generis, which is hardly comparable ' 
with a national society - that is to say, with a 
State. This community is not composed, as is 
a State, of millions and sometimes even hund.J;ilds 
of millions of persons who can easily igllore the 
stigma of a purely moral sanction should 'they 
break their pledges ; it is not composed . of 
individuals with an ephemeral life of a few score 
years. 

A community of States is composed of sixty or 
seventy entities at the most, all of which have, 
humanly speaking; perpetual life, and which cannot 
therefore ignore a moral stigrila, since it would 
involve incalculable consequences for their moral 

. and economic future. Failure to keep their word 
or to carry out an award would, in the eyes of the 
nation itself, entail a loss of moral prestige - an 
indignity which it could never outlive. 

M. Politis will perhaps reply that naturally 
we can only quote examples of optional arbitration, 
and that the few examples which we have of the 
praetical results of obligatory arbitration are 
hardly conclnsive as yet. 

If a further instance is needed, here is one which 
in my opinion is conclusive. Within the great 
federation of the United States of America, compul
sory jurisdiction between States members of the 
federation exists and has been in force for the last 
century and a-half. There is not a single case ino 
which a State has ignored the award given against 
it by the Supreme Court. In the face- of these 
examples, in the face of these historical facts, can 
we say that sanctions are indispensable to the 
working ef compulsory arbitration ! I think not. 
That is why I think that my eloquent colleague's 
contentions might prove fatal to the great cause 
of international jnstice. He has furnished those 
who waver in the matter of international arbitra
tion - I will not say its opponents - with argu
ments which I am firmly convinced have no basis 
in reality and are fundamentally wrong. 

Unfortunately, M. Politis did not stop there. 
He advanced another astonishing theory that 
international jurisdiction is impracticable except 
on the basis of written and codified law. This is 
a very strange theory indeed. I am ~trongly 
inclined to think that M. Politis did not say quite 
what he meant, and I should be very glad to hear 
that I have wrongly interpreted his arguments. 

Nobody knows better than he that written law 
does not suffice and never will suffice in any 
country as a complete basis for jurisdiction. 

I should certainly be the last to underestimate 
the importance of the work for the progressive 
codification of international law which has been 
so successfully inaugurated by the League. On 
the contrary, this work is one of the questions 
with which we are primarily concerned here. But 
we all know that it will be a work extending over 
generations and generations, a work which will 
never be complete and which we shall never be 
able . to complete, becanse international, no less 
than national, life is always and will always be 
throwing up new problems in the field of 
legislation. · 

· Life is a constant evolution, and we must cease
lessly and without respite adapt legislation to its 
changing conditions. ., 

By deferring · the realisation of compulsory 
international arbitration until a code of interna
tional law has been framed we should defer. all 
progress in this field until the Greek Kalends -
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if my distinguished Greek colleague will pardon 
the term. 

, In order to avoid misunderstanding at the 
outset, I desire to state explicitly that, more 
especially where arbitration is concerned, I cqnsider 
the system of sanctions to be, if not superfluous, at 
any rate not indispensable. 

On the other hand, I think that such a system is 
in<Hspeniable as a factor in the scheme of the 
Cov~ant to prevent illicit war. Where armaments 
exist, I think sanctions are indispensable. 

I do not wish to go into this question more 
deeply. I merely say that here, as elsewhere, we 
must face facts. 

M. Politis spoke truly when he said that the 
League can only be what its Mt:)mbers make -it: 
I agree with him there. As long as there are a 
large number of States which, for psychological 
and historical reasons, cannot conceive of inter
national society without a system of sanctions, 
so long must we continue to accept· this fact. 

Because the League ·can only be what its 
Members make ·it, because certain of its most 
influential Members do not wish - I venture to r say : do not yet wish - for the perfection which 
M. Politis has urged, must we therefore give up all 
efforts in the spheres of jurisdiction, of disarmament 
security and the codification of international law Y 
I can hardly imagine a more fatal policy. 1 regret 
to say that in this respect I entirely disagree 
-with my eminent colleague. 

M. Politis has said that we must not be content 
with mere fragments. I say emphatically that, 
en the contrary, we must concentrate aU our efforts 
on any fragment upon which we can lay our hands. 
In my opinion we must literally approach the goal 
by any path which seems to offer a hope of success. 

.Any stage reached, however small, represents, 
in my opinion, definite progress. Over the heads 
of the hesitating Governments we appeal to the 
peoples of the Great Powers to force t~eir 
.Governments to sign the optional clause of Article 
36 of the Statute of the Permanent Court of 
International Justice. 

As a begin)ling of compulso!Y inte~atio!lal 
·arbitration, we welcome all regiOnD:l arbitratiO.n 
a,OTeements, all new Locarno treaties. On this 
question M. Politis and I are, I am glad to• say, 
in agreement. We must begin in this Asse~bly 
the work of codificat~on under the League's direc
tion. We must pursue the technical study of the 

problem of security and probe still deeper into the 
problems of disarmament. The technical study 
of these problems, which up till now has never 
been squarely faced by responsi'Jle persons, is of 
supreme educative interest. both h public opinion, 
which has never had to consider it, and to states
men, who have neglectlld it. Technical preparation 
of all kinds must be ceaselessly and continuously 
pursued in order that, when a "Protocol atmosphPre" 
again descends upon the Assembly, we shall be 
able to seize that vital moment. 

In conclusion, therefore, I affirm that we must 
not say, with M. Politis, " wait ! " ; nor is it enough 
to say, with our venerable colleague Count Apponyi, 
" Wait and hope ! " This Messianic attitude,. 
with its tinge of fatalism, is not enough. We 
must say simply, but firmly and with conviction: 
''Act!" · 

I 

36. - . MANDATES: 
PROPOSED BY 
DELEGATION. 

The President : 

DRAFf RESOLUTION 
THE PORTUGUESE 

Translation : The Portuguese delegation has 
just handed me the following draft resolution : 

" The Assembly, 
" Following the precedent already established 

in previous years : · 

" Decides to refer to the Sixth Committee the 
annual reports of the mandatory Powers, the 
reports of the Permanent Mandates Commission, 
and all other documents dealing with the 
mandates question which- have been distributed 
to the Members of the League since the last 
ordinary session of the Assembly. " 

This draft resolution· will be printed in the 
Assembly Journal and distributed to the 
delegations. · 

At a later meeting I shall venture .to make. 
suggestions as to the steps to be taken m regard 
to this proposal. . . . . 

If there is no obJectiOn this course will be adopted. 
(Adopted). 

The Assembly rose at 12.o0 p.m. 
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37. REPORT ON THE WORK OF THE 
COUNCIL AND OF THE SECRETARIAT: 
CONTINUATION OF THE DISCUSSION. 

The President : 

Translation : The first item on the agenda is the 
continuation of the general discussion of the report 
on the Work of j;he Council, the Work of the 

~ Secretariat, and on the Measures taken to execute 
· · the Decisions of the Assembly. 

Dr. Stresemann, first delegate for Germany, will 
address the Assembly. · . 

Dr Stresemann (Germany) : 

Translation: Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen 
- From the discussion of the last few. days three 
questions emerge which mark the direction the 
League's work is taking and point to its ultimate 
goal. I refer in the first place to the initiative which 
the League is taking in the matter of the World 
Economic -Conference, and further to those two 
great questions which dominate the League's 
polic~ and which are profoundly stirring public 
opinion throughout the world - the questions of 
security and disarmament. I now venture to otfer 
as my contribution to this discussion a general 
account of Germany's position in these questions. 

The honourable representative of the British 
Empire, Sir Edward Hilton Young, rightly called 
attention yesterday to the immense importance 
of the World Economic Conference a'nd its results. 
The public is often sceptical of big interna.tional 
conferences, but scepticism is certainly misplaced 
in the case of the Economic Conference. The credit 
for initiating this great step is shared by a prominent 
statesman and another eminent personality, both 
of whom combine great statesmanlike qualities 
with wide practical economic experience. Indeed, 
in the work of that Conference politics and 
economics went hand in hand, · 

The much-discussed question as to which is the 
more important, politics or economics, is in itself 
a purely theoretical one. I myself take the view 
that big material questions, however important, , 
never influence or sway the minds of men - which 
ultimately mould the destinies of peoples - as 
much as political questions. Nevertheless, those 
who hold this opinion must recognise and 
acknowledge that never have economic conside
rations influenced international political relations 
so much as they do now. Unfortunately, this 
influence does not always take the form of co
operation_; it has often brought about the clash 
of great conflicting interests. Side by side with war, 
there is economic war. Side by side with strife, 
there is economic strife ; and it is fully in accord 
with the efforts of the League of Nations to make 
mutual understanding and co-operation practical 
realities in this field also. 

At this stage of our proceedings I cannot go into 
details as to the results of the Economic Conference ; 
but I venture to ·say this - and it is a belief 
shared by German experts, and, I think, by French 
experts also - that the conclusion of the Franco
German Commercial Treaty was greatly facilitated 
by the co-operation effected at the Economic 
Conference and by the ideas to which that 
Conference gave birth. No commercial treaty 
between these two countries hM existed for more 
than sixty years. The divergent tendency of 
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economic activities makes it all but impossible to 
conclude such treaties, with the thousands of 
different items which have to be discussed, if the 
policy of the contracting parties is confined to the 
defence of thei:: own interests against the interests 
of the other p?rty. The saying : " The spirit creat~;s 
the body ", is ·equally applicable to work of this 
kind in the domain of economic relations. 

Despite the most obstinate conflicts of justifiable 
and often directly opposed interests, the sp~it of 
conciliation and the determination to reach an 
understanding have triumphed. Let us therefore 
hope that this spirit of mutual understanding and 
co·operation, which is ever seeking new international 
fields, will conduce to international understanding 
through the fusion of economic communities. Let 
us give further practical effect to the work begun 
here : let us hope that those States which have been 
'llllpoverished as the result of the world-wide 
events that have taken place, whose citizens are 

, having to pay far greater taxes than any State. has 
ever before demanded, will not regard their own 
country as a citadel to be defended from all foreign 
aggression, but that the oft-expressed criticism of 
Foreign Ministers, that they are regardful of the 
interests of others, may become a feature of 
international trade 

May I a·so voice· the hope that the Economic 
Conference will not be looked upon by the world 
as a massing together of what has often been 
called the capitalist interests of the nations. We 
shall never attain peace in the social life of 
nations unless it is realised that capital and labour 
are not mutually antagonistic, but that neither 
can prosper except under the joint auspices of a 
reasonable economic policy of production and 
adequate social legislation. 

Those who ·are in command of industry must' 
lead. Those who, by their intellectual or manual 
contribution to the work, are essential to its success, 
must be paid a fair wage · and be granted social 
assistance. To this end we must have a common 
standard of social expenditure, in order that fair 
play may be possible in international competition. 

These ideas, which lead us from the League itself 
to the International Labour Office, will, it is to be 
hoped, be amongst those eventually adopted 
when the work of the Economic Conference is 
carried into effect by co-operation between 
employers and workers. I will say no more on this 
subject for the present. The work of the Council 
and of the Committees will certainly afford better 
qualified persons than myself an opportunity of 
re·examining this question. 

Although, as I have reason to believe, we are 
largely in agreement on the above question, it is 
clear from the discussion that considerable 
differences of opinion exist as to what course seems 
desirable in the other two questions - security 
and disarmament. These two questions are 
interdependent, and unfortunately the work of 
peace which has been carried out hitherto has been 
hampered by the fact that at times one problem 
has somewhat unjustifiably been played off against 
the other. · 

Unquestionably, great anxiety has everywhere 
prevailed, particularly in political circles, and more 
especially during the past few months. That in 
itself is not surprising. The age in which we are 
living is characterised by spiritual upheaval. The 
World War must be regarded as one of the most 
revolutionary events which has taken place for 
centuries. It produced a violent outbreak of the 
warlike spirit. It produced that " mystic effer
vescence " among the nations to which M. Briand 
referred only recently in an article he wrote on 
~: It brought out great qualities in the 
mdiVIduai, who counted life of little worth in 

comparison with the .ideals of home and 
fatherland ; but it ended with a vast note of 
interrogation which, far from solving the problems 
of mankind, raised new ones. It brought the 
glittering fame of heroic deeds ; but it also brought 
devastated countrysides, human misery and such 
unsolved problems as have never before existed , 
in the world. The upheaval led to the overthrow 
of whole States and the birth of a new ,social 
structure, often entailing social revolution. New 
ideas arose as to the relationship between State 
and individual ; constitutional developments of 
the most varied and extreme kinds took place. 
We may be sure that we have not yet reached the 
end of this· great spiritual, economic and social 
revolution which the Great War ushered in, but the 
ultimate consequences of which we have not yet 
seen. 

Out of this conflict of opinions, this universal 
confusion, out of the worldwide economic 
revolution, which in many respects has entirely 
changed the mutual .economic relations of the 
different continents, there arises one fact, the truth 
of which . must be acknowledged and its 
consequences faced, whatever developments maycl 
take place among States and nations., That fact 
is that war cannot pave the way to a better future, 
nor can it in any way regulate human progress. 
All men must realise that it can only bring fresh 
misery, further confnsion and, finally, complete 
anarchy. 

It is true that this view is not universal. When 
we speak of the attitude of a nation we cannot 
vouch for every one of its members. In eve,ry 
country advocates of the old ideas and opinions are 
contending with those who seek a new way. The 
harmonious conception of peace and conciliation 
is often marred by discordant notes of· mistrust, 
by outbursts of hatred, by the unwarrantable 
fulminations of nationalists who cannot see beyond 
the frontiers of their' own country. Moreover, 
wherever such voices are heard, they are amplified 
·a thousandfold by the loud speaker of the Press ; 
and in an age when a common-sense view of things 
is often obscured by the craving for sensation, they 
give an entirely false impression' of the actual 
strength and significance of this feeling. 

There can be no doubt whatever that public 
opinion in Germany entirely concurs with the 
fundamental principle of peace and mutual 
understanding. Germany, more than any other 
country in Europe, needs security if she · is to 
support a growing population in a reduced 
territory. Acccordingly, we are anxious not merely 
to co-operate, but to become pioneers, in the 
work of bringing about universal peace which the 
League 'of Nations is striving to accomplish. 

The lofty solemnity of the idea is, of course, a 
very different thing from tM . humdrum daily~ 
task of pacification. It is not eloquent speeches but 
deeds that count. Nevertheless, I think Germany 
is entitled to claim that she is taking her share in 
this work of progress. No less a person than the 

· French Ministry for Foreign Affairs, our honoured 
colleague M. Briand, some months ago expressed 
his high appreciation of the great psychological 
sacrifice wl)ich Germany made by the Treaty of 
Locarno, and questioned whether any other 
country would have been capable of. such a sacrifice 
after defeat. 

Count Apponyi yesterday drew special attention 
to this event, and I thank him for the appreciative 
words he used in referring to those who had 
helped to bring it about. He rightly placcl the 
conclusion of·the Locarno agreements on the credit 
side in the balance-sheet of the League's 
achievements. The Locarno Agreements stand 
not outside but inside the League, and indeed it 
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was the conclusion of these agreements that brou"ht 
Germany into its fold. It is incomprehensible that 
doubts should have been expressed- as they 
often have been __:. as to whether the work of 
Locarno applies only to some or to all of the nations 

·concerned. • 
( In this matter I must entirely concur in the views 

expressed a short time ago by the French and 
Britisli ~or,eign ~~rs, that these agreements 
are as Widely effective m the West as in the East. 
By the~e agreements the great fundamental ideas 
underlying the League were brought into concrete 
application. We consider that these guarantees of 
peace, w~ch have their roots in the League, are, in 
present circumstances, the best means of providing 
safeguards against war and strife : we think, too, 
that they will enable future international relations 
to develop naturally by peaceful means, so that the 
greatest possible measure of mutual understanding 
between nations will be brought about through the 
removal of existing differences. 

We fully realise, of course, that the methods 
. which the League has hitherto followed do not fully 
satisfy some of us ; but the League is, after all, a · 

:)'human institution compounded of · ideals and 
-...realities. Those who criticise it and those who 

deplore the slow progress that is made in many 
directions must not withdraw their co-operation, 
even if all their cherished wishes are not fulfilled. 
They must offer constructive criticism, thereby 
stimulating the work of the League and helping to 
bring into being the laws and ideals that they desire. 

In the course of this discussion a great variety 
of. suggestions has been made as to how this 
development which we all desire is to be 
promoted. I am not blind to the difficulties which 
naturally retard such development ; but I should 
like to say that I cannot rest content with the 
pessimistic ''Wait!." which formed the rather 
sceptical conclusion of the erudite and informative 

~· speech made by the honourable delegate of Greece. 
Nor should I like to believe that this appeal to 
" wait " is adequately supplemented by Count 
Apponyi's appeal to us to "hope". 

What !especially regret is that the Greek delegate 
showed so little confidence in the productive power 
and the influence of a solemn declaration by the 
League. As we all know, the present Assembly has 
already discussed the idea of a solemn declaration 
laying down the principle of the abandonment of 
resort to force and aggression. Can it really be 
thg,t a solemn declaration of this kind by the 
nations represented here would have no effect 
upon the present situation Y Many of you may, of 
course, prefer to work by means of conventions 
having binding force ; but I feel that faith in an 
ideal can be as important as a legal formula. It is 
not the mere clauses of a treaty which bring about 

~peace, but the _spirit of. the peoples and the 
/ conscience of therr- responSible leaders. 

Nor can it be said that disarmament depends 
upon security, that security depends upon law and 
that law depends upon morality, so that we end in a 
non possumtU. Over all the discordant voices which 
have recently been heard, a clear lead could be 
given if the responsible statesmen could agree to 

. proclaim their determination to co~trol the 
destinies of the world by once more makmg known, 
in solemn and binding form, their determination 
to abjure all that leads to violence and aggression. 
I do not know whether our discussions will lead to a 
state~ent of this kind, but. I consider it my 
bounden duty, as the representative of the Reich, 
to sa?that I fully subscribe to these views. 

I now turn to another question. Regrets have 
been expressed ·that very few nations have as yet 
accepted the Optional Clause of the Hagne Court 
of Arbitration. The policy of the Reich is entirely 

in keeping with that llhmse. We h1we given 
evidence of such a policy for many years past by 
the large number of arbitration treaties whioh we 
have concluded with other countries. I therefore 
desire to state that I shall appemi' my· signature 
to the Optional Clause on bt'half •of the Reich 
during the present session of the .t\sst>mbly. 

At the b~>ginning of my sp~>~>ch I stated that the 
questions of security and disarmnment ru-e inter
dependent. But however stron~ly the will to 
peace may be mnnifested in evt>ry nation, we • 
should lay ourselves open to criticism, and the 
world might well be sct>ptical of our intent.ions, 
if we did not at once apply ourselves with all our 
energ.ies to the tnsk which Count Apponyi right.Jy 
described yesterday as the touchstone of the morn! 
vitality of the Leugue, namely, the question of 
general disarmnment. We cannot bnnish Wt\r und, 
at the same time base our securit.y on the 
maintenance of armnments. The morn\ influence 
which the League has to exert will in the future, 
as in the past, depend upon the praeticnl progress 
which it makes in this field. 

We cannot disregard the solemn promise whioh 
was made to the world, and which constitutes the 
moral basis whereon the League wus originally 
founded. That promise was that the dist\rmaml'nt 
of the nations which were vanquished In the· war 
should be a preliminary to genernl disnrmament. 
If you believe that faith in great idl'als is an 
important factor - as it is - in lnternntiontLI 
progress, do not betray the faith th11t has bol'n 
placed in the sanctity of this pledge from whitlh 
the League sprang. The elements that mnny of 
you still regard as essentinl to cover the existing 
gaps in the guarantees of peace will gladly be 
provided when universal peace, to the cnuse of 
which the League is committed, rostR no longer 
upon bayonets but upon the spirit of faith and 
confidence. 

May I conclude my brief remnrks with a remi
niscence ' 

It is almost exactly a year since I first entered 
these balls. The memory of that event is still 
vivid in the minds of all who witnessed it. It 
remains vivid more particularly on account of the 
speech made on that occasion by the representative 
of France, who told us, in unforgettable words, 
that the two nations, France and Oermnny, have 
reaped such an ample harvest of military. glory 
that they need give the world no further proof of 
their heroism ; be hoped that henceforth they • 
would rival each other only in the higher planes of 
civilisation and human progress. When M. Briand 
exclaimed: "Away with machine-guns, away 
with cannons!" the whole Assembly thundered its 
applause. I hope these words will retain their 
significance for all nations. 

If we are to build up a new world, it will, I 
earnestly hope, be realised that that world cannot 
be founded on mistrust, but on mutual respect 
and equality of rights, and that no nation can be 
expected to become fully imbued with this spirit 
so long as it is exposed to violence from outside. 
If we solemnly abjure war, we must found the 
security of the nations on the spirit animating 
such a declaration . 

Since the time when the nations were locked 
together in a life-and-death struggle a new 
generation bas grown up, a generation which looks 
out upon the world with clear eyes. It loves the 
sun ; it loves nature. It sees side by side with the 
spiritual influences working in the body a godlike 
ideal of strength and beauty which it. is ever 
striving to maintain and intensify, and which will 
inspire it to achieve still greater things. We are 
witnessing exploits such as have never before been 
imagined. Oceans no longer prevent. men from 
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defying death to bring us greetings from the far 
corners of the world, and never has the old Greek 
saying been truer than to-day, that " the!e ~re 
many mighty things in the world, but none mrghp1er 
than man-". 'if then, man is the masterprece 
of creation hue' below. let him devote all his 
strength of mind pnd bo~y to develop all that is i_n 
him to the utmost for himself, for his own, for hrs 
home and for his country, but also, and above all, 
for the greater needs of international co-operation 
and mutual understanding. . · 

Let the whole world watch us in our rivalry to 
attain our ultimate ideals ; but never again let it 
see the nations arrayed in battle against each 
other. Let us all co-operate in this campaign, 
the hardest, the most arduous, but the most 
honourable of all - the campaign to win peace, 
t,)le campaign for the progress and development 
of the nations, the basis of which is peace and justice. 

The President : 

TranBlation : M. Sokal, delegate of Poland, 
will address the Assembly. 

M. Sokal (Poland) : 

Translation : Mr. President, J,adies and 
Gentlemen - The discussion on the Secretary
General's annual report on .the work of the Council 
has always afforded the representatives of States 
Members of the League an opportunity of stating 
their country's attitude towards the League and 
the numerous branches of its activity. 

In accordance with this tradition, I· now desire 
to say a few words on the• Secretary-General's 
report. First of all, on behalf of the Polish dele
gation I should like to convey to the Secretary
General and his colleagues our appreciation of the 
important and successful work done during 1926. 

Before passing on to those questions which have 
formed the subject. of noteworthy speeches by 
certain of our colleagues, I would venture to direct 
the Assembly's attention to one of the chief events 
of the year - the International Economic 
Conference. 

The Polish delegation will in due course state its 
Government's views on the work of that most 
successfui Conference. I caunot, however, pass 
over one aspect of this event which is, in my 
opinion, especially significant and encouraging, 
and which I hope foreshadows the valuable co
operation of the great American democracy in the 
League's work. 

The participation of the United States in the 
work of the International Economic Conference, 
which we all welcomed, was not an isolated case. 
Simil~r in~tances . have occurred,, and I might 
me':twn, m partrcular, the appointment of a 
Umted States delegate to the Financial Committee 
and the active co-operation of an American 
delegation in the work of the General Conference 
on Communications and Transit, which augurs well 
for the future. · 
~he _League is now embarking upon a scheme 

whrch rs bound to have far-reaching effects on 
~orl_d_ economic consolidation, and it is of particular 
srgnifrcance that the United States should be co
operating in this work. The place which that great 
Republic occupies in the world, its immense moral 
~nd material r~sources, and the great part which 
~t has to _Play m the progress of civilisation make 
rt a p~ecwus ally in. the accomplishment qf the 
League s vast economrc and financial mission. 

The League's activities will stand a better chance 
of success and will meet with wider support even 
from persons not closely associated with its' daily 
work, when those activities can be carried on under 
peaceful conditions, in an atmosphere of mutual 
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confidence which shall guarantee the nations an 
opportunity of working in freedom unhaunted by 
the paralysing fear that the fruits of their labour 
may be destroyed by war. 

To eliminate war, to destroy the germ of war in 
the 'mind of every nation - that is one of the 
League's essential tasks. 

Yesterday, in a most impressive speech to which 
we listened with unbroken attenJ;ion • and 
appreciation, M. Politis explained to us quite 
logically that the surest and in fact the on'ly real 
way to make war impossible was to devise, in 
opposition to it, a complete legal system which 
should include compulsory arbitration and definite 
rules for the application of sanctions. 

In other words, M. Politis, who was one, and by 
no means the least active, of the framers of the 
Protocol, reminded us that a complete solution of 
the question of security was inconceivable without 
some such system, which might be regarded as 
destined to become one day the universal law of 
civilised mankind. 

The.Protocol, however, which M. Politis extolled 
in such unqualified terms, never came into force. 
That is a fact, and it is useless to complain. The 
burning question now is : What is to be done ! 
M. Politis, with optimistic resignation, advises us 
to wait ; in fact, I rather received the impression 
that it was a matter of urgent necessity that we 
should wait. 

I very much regret that on this point I cannot 
agree with our· distinguished colleague, for whose 
eminent talents I have, nevertheless, the. most 
profound admiration. • 

When discussing the possibility of a declaration 
by the Assembly proclaiming the illegality of war, 
the delegate of Greece referred to the great principle 
which, before being embodied in law, was written 
at the head of constitutions, and ranked in value 
even above constitutions, in virtue of a certain 
mystic quality ·coming from across the ocean. 

Far be it from me to to enter into a discussion 
with M. Politis concerning his legal analysis of the 
question now before us. Nobody realises more 
strongly than I the justice of his views as to the 
indissoluble connection which exists between 

. security on the one hand and arbitration and 
sanctions on the other, and the necessity of linking 
these three terms together in law. Legal rules, 
however, are not the only things that count in the 
life of nations. There still remains the mystic 
element of which ·M. Politis spoke, especially wh.en 
we come to those deep currents of the national 
soul which, in the last resort, determine war and 
peace. Those who have harnessed all their strength 
to combat war cannot but agree that the legal 
methods usually employed must be reinforced by' 
moral, and even - to use a term employed by 
M. Politis - educative means. 

If States Members- of the League could be · 
persuaded to declare that in no circumstances will 
they resort t~ war in settlement of their disputes, 
th~rr declaratiOn would help to impress upon men's 
nnnds those great moral principles of which 
l\I .. Politis spo~e, _which have in them the germ of 
wrrtten constrtutrons, and which appeal to the 
conscience of mankind rather than to the 
-instr~ents of just~ce -I would say myself to the 
conscrence of mankind as well as to the instruments 
of justice- and so· have power to inspire the 
nations with a horror of war, and thus pave the 
way for and herald the birth, the re-birth rath~, of 
the comprehensive, systematic ana coherent 
charter of security, which is the final goal of our 
endeavours. 

I J:Cepeat, a conviction has undoubtedly taken 
root m many minds- a conviction which almost 
amounts to an article of faith - that the real 



task,. the chief mission, the great object of the 
League is/the abolition of war, the consolidation 
of peace. 

The ·letter and the S}lirit of the Covenant alike 
serve to strengthen this conviction and justify 
this faith, but the more ardent and the more 
exalted our beliefs, the more liable they are to 
turn to doubt and discouragement, as promises 
fail to .,materialise in definite fulfilment. 

Once before, public opinion went through a similar 
per~d of doubt and discouragement. It was 
realised that arbitration in itself was not sufficient 
to guarantee security, and that sanctions must 
be employed to crown the work. 

According to some, disarmament could only 
follow on security, while others held that this 
natural order of things should be reversed, and 
that security must be sought in disarmament. 

Since then, under the influence of this latter 
view, the attention and hopes of mankind have 
hung upon the work of the Preparatory Commission 
for the Disarmament Conference. Were we really 
wise. to concentrate general attention on this 
one solution ' It is not for me to answer that 
question now, nor do I think, indeed, that any 
reply is possible at the present moment. It 
will be for the calm and dispassionate judgment 
of posterity to decide that point. Still less do 
I think that we should waste time to-day in 
criticising the results actually achieved in the 
matter of disarmament. Such criticism would 
be premature, for, after all, the Commission has 
not yet concluded its discussions. It is only 
.fair to point out that the Commission has a_n 
extraordinarily complex task to perform, and 1t 
is not surprising therefore that reason should 
counsel patience in so delicate and difficult a 
matter. 

The counsel of reason, however, will not dispel 
the doubts of those who had faith, nor will it 
lessen the bitterness of those who, by means of 
sanctions which often were generous, sought 
to realis~ their objects too hastily, or of those 
again who, while expressing ~heir ~isappointment, 
exaggerate it, and _p~opo~e m theu. o~ hearts 
to exploit for egmstJC arms t~e s1tuatwn t~us 
created and on the ruins of this new-born fa1th, 
erect an altar to their ancient gods. 

We have no right to allow this atmosphere 
of doubt and suspicion to thicken around us, 
especially as there is no j~tification for i_t. 

The Assembly, during ~ts seventh or~ary 
session foreseeing what rmght happen, pomted 
out ~ its resolution of September 25th, 1926, 
the' methods which, properly employed, would 
be · calculated to create that atmosphere . of 
confidence which alone has power to react agamst 
the influence of systematic and premature doubt. 

Q. I use the term " properly employed " ~ecall:Be, 
' in my opinion, the invitation to conclude arb1tratwn 

treaties should be supplem~nted by ~ general 
declaration of confidence _m the ~amtenance 
of peace, of which these treat1~s are the.mstrument, 
b a universal condemnatiOn of all wars of · 
a~gression and by a solemn renunciation of ~his 
violent m~thod of settling disputes of any ~d, . 

I hear you saying that this is simply a ~epetJtJOn 
of the Covenant. Perhaps there are st1ll people 
who contend that repetition means w~ake~mg 
and attenuation. I cannot accept thlB VJew, 
in the first place because it does n~t se~m to me 
consistent .with the actual legal Sltuatwn. 

The Covenant does not abs~lutely exclude 
war• It is our intention, accordingly, t~ ap11eal 
to ~ll nations to renounce for ~ver theu nght 
to make use of this privilege, o! wlJ!ch. the Covenant 
did not divest them but which 18, m very truth, 
an odious privilege. 

Let it be clearly understood that our p1·oposnl 
is not desigued to modify the Covenant in any 
wav whatsoever. It aims simply at eliminating 
wars of aggression and not a~ tmnpering with 
the just right of legitinmte dl•fenoe, of individual 
or collective sanctions or the oblf~ltions resulting 
from treaties of guarantee an~ mutual assistance. 

Ther& is another reason why I cannot agree 
with those who criticise this proposal. I think , 
that when so many minds are filled with doul:.t, 
it is especially vahmble to repeat a profession 
of faith, because repetition is cnlculated to fortify 
rather than to shake the foundat.ions of that 
faith. Prl'cisely because we have to contt.>nd with 
certain difficulties, we should proolnim our firm , 
resolve to ovprc.ome them. The presl•nt time, 
when we are faced by an obstncle, is the moment .' 
to appeal for a grcnt world dcclnrati?n ., ~f , 
confidence, so as to crente a state of nund m 
which all future work in the sphere of security 
and peace, and hence of disnrnmment, mny be 
successfully pursued, freed from the noxious 
influence of doubt, suspicion nnd mutunl 
recrimination. 

After all, was not this one of the most impOI'tllllt 
effects of tha Locarno Treaty ! It is our d!Jsire, 
if possible, to ensure that all l'r!embers of the 
League shall enjoy these benefits and blessings. 

I repeat, this idea is already embodied. in t~10 
resolution adopted by the Assembly durmg .1ts 
seventh session which, after rightly estinmtmg 
the importance of tbe Locarno Treaty, cmphnsisl•d 
the desirability of giving the wid~Jst possible 
application to the principll's on which thnt 'l'J"et\ty 
is based. 

We would ask the Assembly during its eighth 
ordinary session to develop _th.is id~n still further. 
Realising as we do the . d1ffwu_ltws tha~ would 
stand in the way of the 1mmedmte creutwn and 
universal application of lel(al Instruments o! 
guarantee equnl in sco~e to the Locarl!-o _'rreaty, 
we yet think it poss1ble, by proclnumng .the 
remmciation of the principle of a war of aggreHsJOn, 
to create a suitable basis for the application of 
the principles of arbitration postulated in the 
Covenant. Just as some public demonstration 
of the wish for mutual understanding often precedes 
the conclusion of an alliance between two Stn~es, 
so the solemn renunciation of all acts of al(gresswn 
would constitute a solid foundation for the great 
mechanism of guarantees and securit! whic~ ~. 
trust that we shall ultimately succeed m crectmg. 

The League is not yet universal, so that we 
can only proclaim the outlawry o_f . wars. of 
aggression as between its Members, but 1t IS obvu?us 
that by this very act we should be undertakmg 
to introduce the principle throughout the world, 
in our relations wjth countries which do not yet 
belong to our community. . 
· It is with this same idea in view that Poland IS 
endeavouring to establish ~he princip_le of non
aggression in her relations w1th the Sovwt Govern
ment. 

When the renunciation of all acts of aggression 
has become incorporated in the political conscie~ce 
of mankind, when a coherent system ~f secur1t_y 
has been erected on the solid foundatwn of th1s 
pacific conscience, then the wor~ _of ~isarmament 
can really get under way, and the 1ssue IS a foregon.e 
conclusion for it only remains to deduce the techm
cal conseq~ences from a de facto moral situation. 

Let me make myself clear. The fact that t~e 
nations have not yet definitely recon~iled th~1r 
respective points of view on the questwn of dJB· 
armament by no means prec~udes the possibility 
of a dec:aration preclaiming their final and solemn 
renunciation of all acts of aggression. 
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There is no inconsistency in this. Faith in the 
impossibility of war a~d. comp'~te guarantP.es 
against war are two d1stmct thmgs, although 
they are closely cqnnected in this sense, that the 
first is bound in my opinion to · precede the 
second whereas o the second must simply be 
the legal reflection m a moral situation. · 

In this spirit, then, I have the honour, on behalf 
of the Polish delegation, to submit to the Assembly 
ths following draft resolution : 

" The Assembly : 
" Recognising the solidarity which unites the 

community of nations ; 
" Being inspired by a firm desire for the 

maintenance of general peace ; 
"Being convinced that a war of aggression 

Mn never serve as a means of settling interna
tional disputes and is, in consequence, an interna
tional crime ; 

" Considering that a solemn renunciation of 
all wars of aggression would tend to create an 
atmosphere of general confidence calculated to 
facilitate the progress of the work undertaken 
with a view to disarmament : 

" Declares : 

" (1) That all wars of aggression are, and 
shall always be, prohibited. 

"(2) That every pacific means must be 
employed to settle disputes, of every 
description, which may arise between States, 

" The Assembly declares that the States. 
Members of the League are under an obligation 
to conform to these principles. " 

The President : 

Translation : The Assembly has just heard the 
draft resolution submitted by our colleague, 

. M. Sokal, delegate of Poland. This draft'resolution 
will be distributed to the delegates and inserted in 
the Assembly Journal. I shall offer suggestions 
at one of our future meetings as to the action to 
be taken in regard to it. 

M. Scialoja, first delegate of Italy, will address 
the Assembly. 

. U. Scialoja (Italy) :. 

Translation : Mr. President, Ladies and 
Gentlemen - Whenever I mount this platform 
I have to ask for your indulgence, but I especially 
need it to-day, because I am so bold as to address 
you without having prepared my speech beforehand. 
I only wish to make some observations which have 
occurred to me while listening to some of the previous 
speeches. I have asked to speak mainly out of the 
great love I bear to the League, of which I am 
to-day the oldest veteran. I believe I am the 
only representative here who was a member of the 
original Commission to which the League owes its · 
birth.· My feelings towards it are therefore those 
of a " co-parent " - if I may coin the word, for 
there were a number of others equally responsible 
for it. 

I am filled with apprehension at the tone of some 
of the speeches I have heard. I can hardly imagine 
them likely to increase or even to maintain the credit 
which is the chief source of the League's strength. 
Several speakers appear to be obsessed with fear 
in reg8:rd to. !he League's future ; they seem to 
doubt Its ability ever to realise its chief ideal. 

_This is the opposite extreme of the error com
mitte~ formerly, .namely, that of being over
Kangume. Excesstve hopefulness and excessive 

doubt and distrust of the future both represent 
abnormal mental outlooks which may · prove 
exceedingly harmful to the League. 

At the time when the Protocol was adopted -
I contributed my share to it and both M. Benes 
and M. Politis will remember the long evenings we 
spent together in drafting it, a faet which I mention · 
for the benefit of those who were not then present 
and in order to convince them that I did c~tll that 
lay in my power - when the Protocol was ado:gted 
and submitted to the Assembly as a remedy for all 
the future ills of mankind, I made a speech which 
failed to meet with the approval of the A.<lsembly, 
although I think that I might to-day, without fear 
of contradiction, repeat everything I then said. 

· To-day I need only refer to that speech and 
read out a few lines of it which, you will agree, 
amply bear out. what I have just said. After 
paying a, deserved tribute to the initiative taken, 
I then went on to say : · · 

" However great the progress we have made, 
we must not claim to have found a remedy 
for all possible conflicts ; if we did, we should 
dangerously mislead the world. " 

These are the words which failed to find favour 
at that time : 

I' Just as the physician must not merely 
treat the symptoms of a disease, but must 
seek th0 underlying causes, •so in international 
relations we must endeavour to discover the 
great causes of. unrest that have. at all. times 
influenced the life of nations. - • 

" History has at all times been a more powerful 
force than actual law. Social and· economic. 
necessities are as unescapable as physical 

· necessities. 
" If we really desire universal peace, we must 

prevent conflicts from arising by endeavouring 
to stem the currents that lie beneath the surface 
of movements which , convulse mankind . 

" This is a new task, which the League must 
undertake in concordance with the fundamental 
rules of the Covenant. " 

I need not tax your patience ·further. I need 
only add that the speech continued in the same 
tone. Well, who was right, I ask Y · 

We have 'indulged in excessive hopes. This 
may be a very fine and very noble way to· have 
erred ; but it was an error all the same, and an 
error we must not commit again. Non bis in idem. 

Yet we must not despair either. We must 
be neither too optimistic nor too pessimistic. 

What has actually happened to make us despair 
of the future t What has happened to-day 
to create doubt, from which we were happily 
free yesterday t I cannot tell. But I think 
there is a misunderstanding. The event that 
has taken place and that has · created an 
unfavourable impression cin the public mind is 
the failure of the Naval Conference. 

It was said at the time that the League was 
not capable of solving the great problem of 
disarmament. 

The League ! But who then was at that 
Conference t Certainly not the League ! There 
were the United States, which is not a Member 
of the League, and two other great nations which 
were not present in their capacity as Members. 
I am glad to see that the distinguished representa
tive of the British Empire agrees with me on 
that point. 

The failure of the Naval Conference can'hot 
therefore be attributed to the League. 

Have . we then, apart from the Conference, 
any other ground for despair t It is perfectly 
true that the failure. of the Naval bonference 
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~ a fact to w:W.ch ~e cann~t close our eyes ; for 
if three. countries awmat~d by such high intentions 
h_ave faile~ to come to an agreement on a relatively 
srmple po~nt of the disarma:ment problem, namely, 
nava_l disarmament, which, especially when 
restricted to three countries, is obviou~1y less 
complex than the problem of the total disarmament 
of all nations -if these three countries I say 
haJl to part without arriving at any usefui 
conclusi'on, that is an event which calls for serious 
refl~ction on our part as to the present state of 
the problems and the means of finding a gradual 
solution for them ; for I too think that they cannot 
be solved at a single 11troke. 

Then, again, when we turn to the facts set forth 
~ the report w~ ~e now discussing, we can only 
find cause to reJOice at the steady progress which 
the League has made. 

M. Sokal has just been telling us that the League 
should pass a solemn recommendation exhorting 
States to conclude conventions for arbitration 
and conciliation. But we have already done so, 
~nd for my part I see no reason at all for repeating 
rt. 

In recent years Italy has concluded some ten 
arbitration conventions of this kind, and, although 
she holds the record, there are many other States 
with an almost equal number of such conventions 
to their credit. There is an implied censure 
in reminding someone of a task he still has to do, 
a censure which in. the present instance I cannot 
accept, for I have· done more than M. Sokal! 
Why should he presume to tell me I ought to do 
something which I have already done Y 

The League has made far greater and more 
substantial progress than is involved by the mere 
adoption of rhetorical recommendations by the 
Assembly, for that progress is the outcome of legal 
acts which are binding upon us, and which are 
of far greater moment than a mere recommendation 
by the Assembly. 

I strongly fear that such futile recommendations 
would be a source of danger· to the League, and I 
think I can prove this to you with almost 
mathematical precision. 

Let us ~onsider, for instance, the most 
comprehensive of all the recommendations sub
mitted, namely, the one just read out by M. Sokal. 
What does it say Y That we ought to declare 
every war of aggression illegal. But Article 10 
of the Covenant reads as fo.llows : 

" The Members of the League undertake 
to respect and preserve as against external 
aggression the territorial integrity and existing 
political independence of all Members of the 
League. In case of any aggression or in case 
of any threat or danger of such aggression, 
the Council shall advise upon the means in which 
this obligation shall be fulfilled. " 

There yon have something much stronger 
than anything M. Sokal has proposed. I say 
" much " stronger because it is accompanied 
by a sanction. It is also of far greater consequence, 
because it is an article of the Covenant-that is 
to say, a clause of the international treaty concluded 
by all the States Members of the League. 

A· recommendation by the representatives 
gathered here, however, would, even if unanimous, 
still remain a mere recOmmendation from ns as 
individuals and we have so often seen our 
recoiD.Ii:lendations disregarded by the countries 
to iVhich they were referred that we should 
endeavour to avoid, for the sake of the League's 
dignity, anything tending to create such a conflict 
of views between the delegates to the Assembly 
and the States themselves. 

I have come h~.>re ·as a defend~.>r of the Covenant, 
not ouly because I mn one of its authors but 
because I am impelled to do so by considerntions 
of pure logic. For I hold that it is entirely value:ess 
to repeat year by ye.ar the stipulat.ions of a Covenant 
which embodies the v~.>ry life!'principle of t.he 
League and establishes our -origin, while being 
at the same time an internationul trenty which 
all the States represented here not only wish, . 
but are bound, to respect. Such repetit.ion ·is 
even dnn~erous, for t~e public might thereby 
be led to infer that the Covelll\nt shmds in need 
of some such fresh confirm11tion ; but, nUhough 
the public mny be unwnre of the fact, a confirnmtiou 
of this kind is void in law, whert>M the Covennnt 
is not only vnlid in law, but represents 11 Stnte 
obligation binding UJ?On 11ll the nntions com•et•uod. 

But it will be obJected that there is t\ gnr• in 
the Covenant and that this gnp must be filled up. 

Surely the Coven~~nt cnnnot be nlt.l•red by 
discussion within the Assembly. We know nlren<ly 
wh11t the introduction of an amendment to tho 
Covenant means, for nlmost without exel•ption 
all the amendments adopted by us h11ve f11iled 
to receive fin11l 11cceptnnce. 

What then is the nnture of the gap in question t 
It is this. A dispute nmy nrise botw11on two 
St11tes, and the Council mny find itself unable 
to sny which of the Stutes is in the right. Now 
here there is little indeed to be dono, for is tho 
State which is not in tho wrong, beomtse the 
Council has been unnble to prove it wrong, ipso 
facto an aggressor Stnte t No. 

There will be a dnnger of armed conflict, but 
there will be no aggression in such a case, beenuse, 
when we speak of aggres~ion, we are perfectly 
awnre of what it means. We know thnt it monns 
nothing at all. We realise the difficulty of 
formul11ting a definition of aggression, 11nd the 
joint efforts of jurists, diplom1Lts and politicians 
have so far failed to arrive nt any acceptnble 
definition of the term. Furthermore, a t:lt11te 
which is resolved to coerce its neighbours by armed 
force will never be the app11rent aggressor, for, 
however unskilled its diplomacy, it will 11lways 
manage to make its neighbour begin the attnck. 

Therefore, in our attempt to fix tho responsibility 
for the aggression we must not dwell too much 
on appearances. We must subject to n close 
scrutiny all those relations between the States 
concerned which have iti the past given rise to 
differences. That is far from easy. The difficultie'A 
inherent in such problems, even where historical 
facts are concerned, are known to all ; but these 
difficulties become insuperable when we are 
considering facts belonging either to the present 
or to the future. 

We must not play with words. We must 
not lead the public to believe that we are finding 
solutions to problems of immense importance, 
when in reality the solutions are already provided 
by the Covenant, and cannot in any case be 
determined by mere Assembly decisions, which 
are not necessarily approved by all Governments. 

It was for that reason I said that, for the sake 
of the League itself, which is the very breath of 
our life and the reason of our existence, we should 
not only avoid all futile demonstrations, but 
should keep repeating what I have again and 
again tried to convey in the words I have just 
uttered, namely, that the Covenant has never 
been affected by whatever we may have done, 
wisely or unwisely, that the Covennnt remains 
in full vigour ap.d is still the Lea~'lle's guarantee, 
the surest warranty for peace. Let us bewa:re 
of weakening its structure. 

But it will be urged that inuch time is needed 
before that security, which will lead to disarmament, 



becomes an accomplished ·fact, and much time 
also for the accomplishment of various other 
tasks enumerated in the articles of the Covenant. 

That is so ; but. we should be false to ourselves, 
and we should oe giving the public very real 
grounds for pr8found mistrust of the League 
if- I say " if " b~~Cause we shall never do so -
if instead of actually solving the problems, w~ • a:e content with misleading the public 'into the 
belief that we have already solved them. 

Time is needed ; for ~he tasks we undertook · 
in creating the Lea,aue of Nations are of such 
wide moral and political scope that they may 
be said to be almost religious in character. 

• And I ask you, gentlemen, what is the strongest 
word in the religion which is· professed by the 

•. majority of the nations represented at this 
Membly ! Surely, the word of Our Saviour! 

• And how many years did it take for His word 

to triumph t It took three centuries at least 
if we go .back to the time of Constantine. Thing~ 
move qmcker to-day than they did in that bygone 
age, but if it only takes us thirty years we shall 
still have moved very rapidly. If, however we 
attemJ11; to do in one year or two what we n:ight 
perhaps accomplish in thirty, we shall meet with 
disaster and shall accomplish nothing, and that 
is what I want to prevent. ' 

People may say of me what they will', and I 
know that many foolish things are said of <me ; 
but I will not betray the public, I will not lie 
to the public, or. ho)d out promises which in my 
opinion cannot be fuifilled. 

Such are my aims, and it is with this 'object
that I have addressed you now. I have perhaps 
been too outspoken ; yet what I have said still 
falls short of what I feel. 

The .A.aaembly rose at 7.25 p.m. 
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38. 1\IANDATES: REFERENCE TO THE 
SIXTH COMl\IITfEE OF THE DRAFT 
RESOLuTION SUBlDTIED BY THE 
PORTUGUESE DELEGATION. 

;} Theo President : 

Translation : Before beginning the agenda of 
the present meeting I wish to make a. proposal 
to the Assembly. 

You will remember that at yesterday morning's 
meeting I said that I might. have suggestions to 
put forward as to the action to be taken with 
regard. to the draft resolution submitted by the 
Po!$uguese delegation, the text of which reads 
as. follows : 

"The Assembly, following the precedent 
already eatablished in previous years, decides 
to refer to the Sixth Committee the annual 
repbrts of the mandatory Powers, the reports 
of the Permanent Mandates Commission, and 
all other documents dealing with the mandates 
question which have been distributed to the 
Members of the League since the last ordinary 
session of the Assembly. " 

In accordance with the procedure adopted 
at the last ordinary session of the Assembly, 
I propose that the Assembly should adopt this 
resolution and should accordingly refer to tho 
Sixth Committee\the various documents dealing 
with the mandated territories. 

If no objections arell.raised, this procedure 
will be adopted. (Adopted.) 

39. - REPORT ON TilE WORK OF TilE 
COUNCIL AND OF THE SECRET ARIA'£: 
CONTINUATION_ OF TilE DISCUSSION. 

The President : 

Translation : The first item on the agenda 
is the general discussion on the report on the work 
of the Council, on the work of the Secretariat 
and on the measures taken to execute the decisions 
of the Assembly. 

His Excellency M. :Mensdorff-Pouilly-Dietrich
stein, first delegate of Austria, will address the 
Assembly. 

l\1. 1\lensdorfl-Pouilly-Dietrieh~tein:(Au.stria) : 

Translation : Mr. President, Ladies and Gentle
men- During the course of these most interesting 
debates, mention has repeatedly been made of 
the necessity of moral disarmament as a preliminary 
to all other forms of disarmament. The Netherlands 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, in his impressive 
speech, spoke with authority on the subject, and 
a. number of the speakers who succeeded him 
followed his eloquent example. 

If I venture to touch upon this question again 
to-day it is certainly not with the idea of going 
over arguments with which you are already familiar 
or repeating truths admitted by everyone in this 
Assembly. I simply wish to direct your attention 
to the fact that the League already possesses an 
organisation 'which is, in my opinion, essentially 
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qualified to cope with ·this particular task. I 
refer to the International Committee on Intellectual 
Co-operation. . · h 

In the pursuit of general co-operatiOn, whic 
is the first stagb' towards moral disarma~ent, no 
course, to my min.ll, could. be more _effective and 
more inspiring than to begm work m the sphere 
of thought, in the c?mp~nr of intellectual workers 
a'ld orators, in umversities and schools, among 
men of letters among even such dreamers as poets, 
among artists' and men of science in every country. 

It has been my privilege to represent Austria 
at the International Institute for Intellectual 
Co-operation in Paris, and through the courtesy 

• of my colleagues I have been invited to preside 
' at some of the meetings of delegates of various 
' col'.ntries. I accordingly venture to make a few 
' brief observations on the work done at those 

meetings. 
• This is a long and laborious task. No ukase, no 

treaty, no covenant, has power, as in political, 
legal, or even econo~c m~tters, to proc~aim that 
intellectual co-operatiOn eXISts as from a g.ven date 
and has become an accomplished fact. Perseverance 
is required, but the longerthework, the more reason 
we have to hope that the foundations will prove 
sound and lasting. 

You will see from the report on the work of the 
Council which you have before you that the 
preparatory stage through which this organisation 
first had to pass, the period of study and research 
- theoretical research - has come to an end, 
and we now possess a body which has taken more 
definite shape and can already congratulate itself 
on having obtained practical, tangible results. 

Obviously this success could never have been 
achieved had the International Committee on 
Intellectual Co-operation of the League not found 
a permanent collaborator in the International 
Institute for Intellectual Co-operation in Paris, the 
creation of which we owe to the generous and far
sighted action of the French Government. 

Other States have co-operated in this action by 
means of regular contributions, and I am glad to 
say that my country, the financial position of which 
is a matter of common knowledge, did not hesitate 
to associate itself with. all who are contributing, 
according to their means, to the maintenance of 
the Institute. 

The report and its annexes contain numerous 
important details, but I propose to dwell only upon 
certain points of special interest .. 

We have to note first the value, from the point 
of view of mutual understanding, of meetings of 
experts such as those which have been held this 
year at the International Institute and which the 
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation would like 
to see more frequently held if funds permitted. 
Let us hope that this will soon be the case. 

As regards the individual problems of 
international organisation, these have been studied 
not only by the permanent officials of the 
International Institute but also by the most 
competent and the most eminent experts in every 
country. First-class experts of every nationality 
have thus acquired the excellent habit of co
operating in the examination of highly important 
queHtions. 

Of all the questions dealt with by this 
organisation, one of the most attractive is 
undoubtedly the instruction of youth. I should like 
to draw your special attention to the admirable 
r(!port on this subject by the Sub-Committee of 
Experts to be found in Document A.26. Many of 
yon, I am sure, when reading this report, will be 
glad to note that the International Committee on 
Intellectual Co-operation of the League prudently 
·•bs;tains from entToaching upon State ground and 

declines to interfere in the general education of 
youth. It confines itself to seeing that instruction 
is given in the existence and aims of the League. 

In this connection the report contains remarkable 
practic"al proposals, and I would emphasise the one 
relating to the creation of an educational 
information centre, which will certainly meet with 
the Assembly's approval. As regards ll.l)iverdty 
relations, I note with pleasure that in. university 
circles in Austria- as, no doubt, in every couil.try, 
- Madame Curie's proposal concerning inter
national post-graduate scholarships has been most 
gratefully received. . 

The establishment of closer ties between the 
International Committee on Intellectual Co
operation at Geneva and the Institute in Paris 
on the one hand, and the university student 
organisations on the other, has also been a cause 
of keen satisfaction, as indeed was mentioned in the 
report of the Sub-Committee on University 
Relations. 

As regards the work of the Sub-Committee on 
Bibliography, we already have to record one 
important success : a co-ordination service of 
national information offices attached to .libraries 
bas now been established, which will be of benefit 
not only to librarians but also to scholars and 
students in every country. Under this exchange 
service, to which 600 libraries now belong, scholars 
and students from all parts can make use of 
documents in public and private libraries all over 
the world. By means of this organisation a student 
at Geneva, for exa:mple, can obtain, within a 
comparatively short time, information concerning 
documents at the other end of the world, perhaps 
in some big library in Asia or Australia. Only a few 
years ago such a thiag would certainly have 
appeared almost incredible. 

Lastly, the International Museums Office has 
entered on the stage of practical achievement. 
This important institution has already established 
effective -liaison between several hundreds of 
museums - a fact that is bound to have a salutary 
influence on all matters concerning museums and 
on problems whose solution is of interest to lovers 
of art and beauty. The latter, will see with 
satisfaction that here . again the League can help 
towards the achievement of man's highest ideals. 

A study of the report and its annexes will, I think, 
sufficiently show that intellectual co-operation is 
well on the road to progress. Regrets have been 
expressed that, so far, it has not been found possible 
to throw the meetings open to the public, but this 
will undoubtedly be done in due course in the 
interests of public opinion, which is just as 
important in this sphere as in any other. 

I thought that I might venture, in view of the 
criticism which is sometimes heard concerning the 
activities, or inertia, of the League, to take the 
opportunity afforded by this discussion on the 
report on the work of the Council to direct attention 
to one of the League's technical organisations 
which has already given regiiiar tangible proof 
of its capacities, and t)lis without publicity or self
advertisement. 

Compared with the eloquent speeches already 
delivered and still to be delivered by the most 
eminent statesmen of our times and by the 
Ministers of the Great Powers, these observations 
on intellectual co-operation may perhaps seem 
somewhat colourless. But I offer DD apology, 
persuaded as I am of the immense importance of 
interesting the intellectual elite all over the world 
in the work which is being done in this field. That 
elite, and that elite alone, can influence youth, and 
it is essential to inculcate into the rising generation 
the great principles and the lofty ideals with which 
these walls have so often resounded. We must 
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i~spire young people with a hatred of war and a love 
o peace. We must create in them a lastin 
attachment to the principle of arbitration. It ~ 
through youth and the generous impulses of youth 
that we ~ust look to achieve the realisatioQ, of the 
League's Ideals. 

'{he President : • 
~r11nslation : M. Briand,- first delegate of France 

will address the Assembly. ' 

ll. Briand :, 

Tran8lation : Mr. President, Ladies and Gentle· 
men - I should like, with your permission to 
tell you quite simply and frankly- without 
attempting to conceal or shroud my thoughts 
under. a cloak· o_f rh.etoric- the result of my 
reflections after listenmg to the discussion which 
has taken place in this Assembly during the last 
few days. 

. I may say at the outset that I take an optimistic 
VIew, and the present discussion has, if possible 
strengthened and confirmed the confidence I hav~ 
always felt and which I feel more strongly than 
ever in this international family of ours. 

As one idea succeeded another on this world · 
platform, as speaker ·after speaker expressed his 
views- sometimes divergent views- gradually 
the heavy cloud of pessinllsm in which some had 
tried to envelop us from the start lifted and vanished 
from my sight. And after the great debate of 
yesterday I can truly say that that final gleam of 
light has dispelled the last of the dark mists that 
still lingered above us. 

First let me pay my tribute to the noble speech 
of our colleague Dr. Stresemann and to his courage 
in delivering it. To those who affect to regard 
the League as a barren, fruitless institution I say: 
Think of the League's position a year ago and 
ask yourselves what its detractors would have 
said then had they been told that ere long Germany 
and France would be found sitting in the same 
Assembly, that their representatives would be 
_discussing the most intricate subjects, subjects_ 
of the greatest moment to both countries. What 
would they have said if they could have heard in 
advance the magnificent speech to which you 
listened yesterday t 

I listened eagerly to every word that fell from 
Dr. Stresemann's lips. I realised how courteously 
he tempered what he had to say ; I appreciated 
the shades of meaning which - and very naturally 
-he wished to convey. No passage in his speech 
disturbed or startled me. I saw in it encouragement 
to pursue our work together here, and it confirmed 
my belief that whatever obstacles may still stand 
between our two peoples are bound to disappear 
one by one. 

All that is necessary is that we should show 
equal loyalty, that our countries should support 
us in our joint endeavour, and, lastly, that we 
should interpret our reciprocal undertakings single
heartedly. 

We have discussed here all the grave problems 
calling for our consideration, the problem of 
security, the problem of disarmament and the 
economic prob em ; and let me say at once how 
gratified I am that the French delegation, in the 
persons of my colleagues M. Loucheur and M. 
Jouhaux, • should have taken the initiative in 
plar;ing these grave problems before the League. 

The League attacked these problems boldly 
and studied them in detail. It has already collected 
a mass of valuable documentation and is well 
on the way towards evolving solutions which 
will contribute not a little to world peace. 

Ec~nomic hmsion inevitably results sooner or 
lnt~r m war. Bnd fe.>ling grows b~twe.>n countries 
whic_h hn':e sharply conflictin~r int<>rest<l. It. 
mamfest<l 1tst>!f in irritnting ~ontrover:ries t\nd 
grndually excites num against o~te anot.lwr, until 
suddenly some ev<>nt occurs to tldd ftwl to their 
hatred and bring the two nn;ions fn·ce to fnc.e · 
and in a trice they ftlll upon one another. ' 

It is no smnll thing, then, thnt these bi~r problems , 
should be carefully explored wit.h n firm int.tJntitl\\ 
on the pnrt of all concerned to find a sultnhlo 
solution. France, you may be assured, will use lu-'r 
best endeavours towards this l'ntl. 

The speel'~es here, whatever may h>we bl'on said, 
have certamly not bl'en confinl'd to mutunl 
con~rmtulat-ions. At one point we nil folt in tho 
Assembly the existl'nce of a Ct't·tuin um•nNhwss , 
which1 had i~ not been dispt>llt•d by fl'llnk nnd ofi•••• 
speak~ng, m•~ht hnve beon exploitt•d aml mi)(ht • 
have Jeopardtsl'd the very existmwe and future of 
the League. · 

Our enemies are lying in wnit.. Tht•y are on tho 
watch for the slightest possibility of disngre"nwnt 
between us. 'l'hey are ready to exploit tho slight.••st 
mnnifestations of ill·humonr, und tht>y would 
obviously have liked to crl'ate, or to UI'Cl'nt.unt.e if it 
already existed, two separate currents of ft•l•ling 
which might have involv11d the disruption of this 
Assembly. 

Unhappily for those who cherish such hopi'K, we 
have here a platform from which we can spt•nk and 
say what we think, from which we c>m ventih~to our 
grievances if we have any, and give vent to our Ill
humour if we feel ill-humoured. It is a mugnifillont 
outlet for getting rid of all elements of discord. 
'l'hese elements gradually work themselves out, 
and suddenly, after . having listem•d to 
recriminations and expressions of oxuhomnt 
enthusiasm or unwarranted pessimism us tho cuso 
may be, we find ourselves just as we wore before : 
members of one family working for tho sumo cause. 
This cause, ultimutoly, is what brings us tog~ltlwr 
and obliges us to come to an undcrstunding ; and 
in this Assembly, with its unique constitution
a constitution that may creute somniugly 
inextricable difficulties- where unanimity '" 
required for any big resolution, in tWa AHHcmbly, 
despite all, even in the darkest hours, we can bo 
sure that in the end we shall all come together in 
the pursuit of our common object : to .Htrengthen 
the League and to increaHe itH vitality ; und, when 
we separate, our faith in the League is more firm!' 
established than ever. 

Our real power, and at the same time the token 
of our supreme and sacred duty, lies in the dllep 
instinctive confidence in the League felt by all our 
peoples, who may not always reaHon but whose 
instinct, happily, is generally sounder than thllir 
powers of reasoning. They feel that without the 
League all sorts of dangers would be hovering over 
them. They feel that if the League should go, the 
horror of armed conflict would be upon them 
again. They are ready to defend the League with a 
tenacity which should proclaim our duty, and their 
confidence never fails even in the darkest hour ; it is 
for us, then, to p9int the way for them and perHevere. · 

I said just now that certain currentH in . the 
Assembly had taken a definite trend, judging by 
various eloquent speeches that we have heard, and 
that we must not overlook them. A feeling exists in 
every country, and is especially marked here, 
that our debates -if I may use a term which, 
though inelegant, exactly conveys my llleaning -
should not be faked ; that everything should be 
done in the light-of day. That is the way to cure 
certain ills. 

The sun cure is fashionable at the moment, 
and I am convinced that the League would enjoy 
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better health if it made up its mind to take but one day we came back to you and .....: the 
thing was settled. acm& _ 

The impression prevailed at one point that 
there were so-cr lled great Powers here, Powers 
whose representatives might conceive the idea 
- as the result of continual mysterious contacts 
- of drawing up• schemes and forcing them on 
the Assembly. I admit I have established such 
contacts ; I have established them in what is 
'Called an atmosphere of mystery - though I do 
not know exactly what that means. They were 
established in a council chamber which was 
necessarily smaller than this, because there were 
fewer of us. But I can assure you that not once 
did the thought occur to us to dissociate ourselves 
from the policy of universality adopted by the 
League to which we all belonged. Our efforts, on 
tl:.-e contrary, were consistently devoted to elimina
ting the difficulties which beset its path. It is only 
f.air, moreover, to say that we had been asked to 

· do this. 
The danger of war which hovered over Europe 

and even appeared as of menacing proportions, 
stirred us all ; anxiety was felt by all alike ; and 
the Assembly, with the unanimity, I might say, 
of one enthusiastic purpose, invited the 
representatives of the nations most likely to 
become embroiled in fresh strife to talk to one 
another, to exchange views and to seek in common 
some means of ensuring peace between themselves. 

We all deferred very naturally to this quite 
legitimate desire ; and that is, when· all is said 
~nd ~one, t~e exp!anation of those mysterious 
illtemews, With whwh, however, it would not be 
true to say that the public was not to a verr 
large extent conversant. 

We succeeded; we ~etumed to the Assembly 
which had invited us to undertake this task 
and we said : Here are our papers, -here are oul: 
agreements, here are the precautions ·we have 
taken against war. We deposit them with you 
and henceforth . the duty of trusteeship ·devolve~ 
upon you. It lS for you to back our signatures 
and s~e that we loyally fulfil the undertakings 
to which we have subscribed. · 

I ~sk_ how this action can possibly harm an 
assoCiatwn such as ours. I think, on the contrary 
that. the League has every reason to rejoice. Ho~ 
can It bla!fle us ! On_ce before, you will remember 
we found ourselves m a difficult position W~ 
had to decide how Germany was to enter the League 
and be .given the place which was her due. 

There were many obstacles in our way. You 
have perhaps forgotten them, though not · all 
of them, I am sure. Yon will remember . that 
~sembly. at which "the spectre of doubt appeared 
m o!ll' midst. and we realised that we could not 
possibly achieve our object. You must have 
shared the dismay which we, as signatories to 
~he Locarno Agr~ements, could not but feel when 
ill the end our fust attempt miscarried. 

But we maintained the contact "which you· 
recommended, and we met again, the same who 
~ad met before. We looked one another squarely 
ill the face and said: Yes, this is an unfortunate 
setback, a matter for regret, a matter for anxiety 
But . has our feeling changed ! Have we lost 
confidence ! Is our work in the true interest of 
our peoples ! Is it in the. interest of peace y · yes ! 
Then ~et us go on. And Immediately we solemnly 
proclarmed that negotiations would continue. · 

We ~ppointed a fresh meeting with you. In the 
~:r~ntime, our Foreign Offices - oh, those Foreign 

Ices ! :- got to work. They exchanged telegrams. 
rhey tned to overcome the difficulties wliich 

ad checked our course. They could not agree 
all at once. It took days, it took weeks and months. 

' 

It was settled. It only awaited your consecration. 
That was a moment of unforgettable emotion .. 
Truly0 we can say : All the peoples of the earth 
felt that, in: the .face of enormous difficulties a 
veritable work of peace had been consummat~d. 
We had left no stone unturned to overcome those 
difficulties. o • · 

Do you think that we who represent o- we 
almost owe you an apology for it - what are called 
the great Powers-do you think that if we had not 
felt around :us the affection and the anxiety of 
what are called the smaller Powers, ·the " medium " 
Powers -.I must confess that I h.ave not yet 
found an illstrument to measure theu dimensions 
when international work has to be done - if we 
had not felt around us that atmosphere of universal 
brotherhood; ifwehadilot felt that. we were working 
not only for ourselves but for all the peoples of the 
earth, do you think we should have found courage to 
persist in our endeavour Y The secret of our success 
lay perhaps in that inward conviction. 

There are here, I agree, quite a number of 
diplomats. There really are a lot of them ! I am 
told that there are a score of" Foreign Ministers. 
Such persons obviously cannot remain unacquainted 
with one another : they naturally gravitate towards 
each other. They think that a talk together may 
perhaps do more to settle a difficulty than the 
exchange of a whole sheaf of telegrams. And so 
they talk and settle their affairs in the united 
interests of the whole world. 

Does it really do the League any harm, the mere 
fact that its deliberations take this form or that 
it is used as a meeting-ground for busy statesmen 
who .cannot always. 1.!-ve be~ide a lake, far from the 
wm;ries of home politics which go on at home despite 
~heu absence and perhaps even thrive the more for 
1t Y Is not the fact that they come here to share in 
our debates for days and weeks, is not this a tribute 
to the greatness of our institution Y · 

Othe.r delegates may come next time. Statesmen, 
I admit, are not the sole dep.ositories of secret 
truth.s, nor do the;v alone possess the gift of finding 
solutwns. Bu~ theu presence here in no way detracts 
from the merits of others.- Take myself · it is in my 
view highly desirable • that statesO::en should 
establish contact with the unattached delegates 
to the League, who have not the same responsibility 
in th~ir ?:Vn countries, and I have been struck by 
the Jndicwus observations advanced from this 
platform. I have, indeed, acknowledged to myself 
the force of some of the criticisms put forward and. 
!Iave found myself searching my conscience to see 
if they were all equally unjustified. · 
W~ th]ls have an exchange of ideas a reciprocal 

~eadJustment! w~ch is for the good' of all. The 
~portant thillg IS that all this should take place 
m an atmosp~ere. of courtesy and cordiality, in an 
.Assembl;v whwh Is free from any sinister mental 
res.ervatwns, and that we should make it our 
obJect, as I say, to part from one another in a 
fraternal frame of mind. I feel sure now that we 
shall. . 

· J7an_ce realises t.o the full the importance of the . 
obhgatwns she assumed by signing the Covenant 
of the League, and Article 8 is, in her "view by no 
means the· least sacred, Having und~rtaken 
~~lesnly to limit armaments, it is the duty ·of all 

~ ta~es Members of the League to pursue this 
obJect Sill~le-heartedly, loyally and conSllientiously. 

But while I agree with some of the previous 
speakers here t~at we may have stumbled on" our 
~ath, that certam hopes, unwarranted too perhaps 
av~desulted to some extent in disappoi~tment, it 

wd on be wrong to conclude that nothing has been 
one. · 
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. We hav~ !'ro~ght with us here a constructive 
Ideal, a poSitive ~deal.· We mean to produce a solid 
~tructure. And we are right, though we have not 
ai'Y~YS th~ necessary matepal at our disposal. The 
ed~ICe w!Jich goes by the name of Disarmament is 
an IDiposrng structure and cannot be built in 1\ day 
It was only t? be expected that a few of the stone~ 
sh~uld occasiOnally come falling down upon us. 

·It J..S.for ~s to put them back. 
S~e~y, however, we have already achieved one 

ma~~cent re~ult, since this most difficult question, 
~hi~h IS arousrng such feeling in every country and 
IS ~e'Yed by so many countries as an attack upon 
theu Jealously guarded national sovereignty has 
been br!'ught up for general discussion, has fo~med 

. t~e subJect of debates lasting days and even weeks, 
With the whole world as audience. 

Those debates did not result in immediate 
success, but l!'ll the material is ready now to hand, 
and all that tune~ I shall revert to this point later 

· ~ecause there p.as been rather a tendency to overlook 
It ~der the influence of a positive spirit which I 
adnnre an~ always encourage but which must 
~ot b~ earned too far- all that time, I say, the 

~ IDipellrng force _of ~ropaganda, inspired by ·our 
w:ork, :was pla~ng Its part. Thanks to your 
~~cussions the Idea of dropping all competition 
m armaments - not to speak of limitation -
was steadily gaining ground. 

Let me give you some examples : 
Wherever legislators have had to organise

or . rather reorganise- the military forces of 
theu country, the force of public opinion has made 
itself felt, and it has been found ·necessary to 
consider gradual reduction in regards to length of 
service and the number of combatant units. Any 

. reforms carried out .have been in this direction, and 
you may be sure that it was under the influence of 
Y'?ur propaganda, it was because you were dealing 
With the problem, because you had set out to find 
a solution. There was already _an attempt on the 
part of the nations to give you prelinlinary satis· 
-faction by means of legislation. But are we to 
be content with this t No ! It would mean failure, 
it- would mean bankruptcy, unless sooner or later 
we carry out the provisions of .Article . 8 of the 
Covenant. 

I would ask you to note, however,_ that when 
you assumed this ·sacred obligation, you also 
assumed another no less sacred duty. You have no 
right to wreck illusions, to destroy unfounded 
hopes. When you do at length reduce armaments, 
you must not forget the weakness of your 
constitution ; this I have always maintained, 
and I repeat it, even though men may say I am 
heedless of the sovereignty of the individual 
State. Weakness, I say; for though you can frame 

~rules, though you can dictate, not orders - you 
had to employ a milder word- recommendations, 

. you have no secular power, you have no power to 
ensure the enforcement of your recommendations. 

I have still ringiilg in my ears the eloquent 
words of one whom we all admire- I mean 
Count .Apponyi - who spoke to us in moving 
terms of the peoples and their moral status, and 
of immanent justice in which all should receive 
an equal share. · I still hear him, with his exqnisite 
an"d subtle power of conveying his meaning in · 
vivid terms, extending to us an appeal which, 
though indirect, reached us none the less and 
was understood by us all. 
J~ice ! Yes, happily, over and above the justice 

of man there is a kind of justice - how shall 
I describe it Y - an atmospheric, immanent justice, 
which permeates the conscience and which should 
suffice alone to govern the relations between men. 

B~t w~o c~n say that it hns governed their 
relatiOns m the past or that it is widely diffused 
enough to govern them now t 

_Indeed imm~ne!lt jus!ice, desirable though its 
reign mar be In Itself, IS not evenly distributed. 
Some natwns are more advanced t..lnn otl\rrs, they 
h~ve evolve~ on nobler lines, tl)ough not perhaps 
Wit~out havmg had better chnnces. I have no 
des1re to indulge in recriminations · that is the 
fact, and we m·e here to register fnot~. , 
. 0? ~he pretext of justice, are these nations to be 

VICtlniised T .Are they to suffer for their nobility of 
character ! .Are they to be sacrificed f 

No, I say ; doubtless it is difficult to appreciate 
these shades of difference and bow .delicate the • 
League's task of discrimination is bound to bo. 
:rhe League has an ~nerous duty before it, and wbon 
1t c'?mes to examme these problems it almo~t 
reqmres the laboratory of some incorporeal chemist 
to analyse individual elements one by one so that 
it may guard against what would be world-wide 
disappointment. 

Does this mean that we need despair of success Y 
By no means ; I am convinced that we already 
possess the elements of success, and that we can 
hope for tangible results in the near futtue. I heard 
the eloquent speech of my fr:end and collen.-.ue 
M .. P?litis, so ca!efully con~tructed on sound lt~gnl 
prmCiples. H1s conclusiOn was the logieal 
conclusion of his speech, because M. Politis is· 
prudent and far-seeing, and because he is a jurist. 
We all possess these qualities, or would like to 
possess them, and, although I know wlmt his 
conclusion conveys to liberal minds, it may, I fear, 
~e misunderstood or misinterpreted by the peopltlR 
m general. 

Everyone likes a catchword. Public speakers 
pride themselves upon them. We like to think tlmt 
this or that pithy phrase, this or that aphorism, 
well-turned 'and eloquently stated, will be impressed 
and graven in bronze. 

Yet what fragile things such sayings are ! How 
easily they break beneath the stress of national life 
and national hopes ! 

The peoples are prepared to wait, but naturally 
they do not want to wait indefinitely. Men like to 
think, even though their hopes partake of the nature 
of universal hopes, that what is best in them will 
come to pass during their brief lifetime, and it is only 
natural that they should strive to bring this about. 

I think that what we want here is an ardent, 
impassioned act of faith - what we want is to , 
say : " I believe that this will happen, and I will 
go on until it does happen". 

This act of faith and loyalty I proffer in my 
country's name, for France is set on peace. She 
has borne untold suffering in the past. I have 
said so before and I say it again - and with reason, 
for, since history records the story of our perpetual 
martyrdom, we can at least derive a little moral 
sat:l;!faction from it. France has suffered ; she has 
been sacrificed ; she cannot forget all the past. 
Such things mnst never happen again, and we 
are prepared to do everything to serve the cause 
of peace. Disarmament, I realise to the full, . 
·is anything but a negligible factor, but who can 
blame ns if we say : Let us take precautions ; and 
who can reproach us if we remind you that the 
League has a certain duty and certain obligations 
in the matter 1 

We have chosen this way. l\1. Paul-Boncour is 
here and is resolutely attacking the problem. I am 
convinced that, by means of a conference in the 
not too distant future, we shall get well on the way 
towards a solution, and this is my heart-felt hope. 

My friend and colleague M. Scialoja, to whom 
we listened with such pleasure yesterday - he is 
the doyen of this Assembly, and deservedly so in 
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virtue not of age but of wit - whose good ad~c~ we 
have always appreciated on the many diff~cnlt 
occasions on which he has so courageously gi':en 
it us - M Scialoja was right when, speakmg 
of the rece~t Conference which ended not in failure 
- such efforts never result in complete failure but 
pave the way for ~resh efforts that will stand a 
better chance of success - he was right when ~e 
declared that this was not a blow to the League s 
ptestige. . · 

As French Minister for Foreign Affarrs, I regretted 
that I could not accept the invitation to take part 
in that Three-Power Conference. It was a matter 
of real regret to me that I was ob~iged to decline 
the invitation. extended by the President of a great 
and noble country which I still hope may one day be 
represented in this Assembly. Bu~ so prof~undly 
couvinced was I that the undertakmg, confmed as 
it was to a few States outside the League, was 
doomed not to failure but to non-success, that I 
thought it no less than my duty to say frankly what 
I felt. 

I am convinced t;hat the League, and the Leagl!-e 
alone, can achieve success. Every Power, the big 
Powers, the little Powers, the " medium " Powers, 
must participate in this undertaking, which -will 
prove perhaps the League's greatest act. It must 
bear the mark of every country .. 
. Who would deny to-day that war does not make 
victims only among the belligerent States Y We 
may sometimes be tempted to deny this ; non
combatants may congratulate themselves upon 
escaping a terrible calamity, but they do not really 
escape, they share in it in spite of themselves, and 
experience its dire effects like everyone else. The 
great law of human brotherhood arises above the 
corpse-strewn battlefield and its shattered ruins 
and l'xtends its sway ev~>n over the countries 
which believe themselves to be under the 
shelter of peace ; they still have to bear their 
share of suffering and distress. Their natural 
energies are held in check. They too have been 
weighted down by the war. We are all prisoners 
bound by the same chain ; we must bear it together 
that it may weigh more lightly upon us ; we must 
march together on our crusade against warand make 
a united effort to crush it, to stamp it out for ever. 

How easy it is to scoff at words such as these ! 
When I leave the shores of this charming lake and 
return to my own country, what scornful glances 
- even amidst congratulations and words of hope 
'--will rest upon me ! Not that they will-come from 
the people. Happily, we are borne up by ·the 
approval of the great masses when we set out to 
champ~on ~a uses such as th~se. Nevertheless, 
scepticism IS easy t scoffers Will not be wanting. 

I myself have mane up my mind. I am philosophic 
about it - not too :philosophic though - and 
beneath this philosophic exterior, whatever some 
~ay think, I am still passionately set on certain 
1deas. After all, every flower does not grow in .the 
open, as a statesman once said when he was taken 
to task for his reserve. Everyone must act according 
to his nature, and my old Breton nature does 
not tend to expansiveness ; it sometimes even takes 
refuge in apparent scepticism as a mask to conceal 
the emotion aroused by profound convictions. But 
enough ~h~t the conviction is there, and that the 
force of It IS felt ! 

Obviously, it is easy to be sceptical on the •ubject 
of pea~. But peace is strong ; and if we re~lise its 
power, if we are not afraid, as I said only yesterday 
~t the. banquet offered by our colleagues the 
JOurnalists, the mystic virtue of that word will soon 
be sure, take effect. To day I say to you I say 
to ~h~ League: you are engaged on a constr'uctive 
post~t':e task, b';It ~ difficult task. Simply because; 
requmng unarumtty for certain resolutions, we 

cannot always obtain it,_ are ~e _to abandon hope ? 
When we attempt to bmlt a solid structure ; ~hen 
we have a juridical schem~ such as _our. frtend .· 
M. Politis loves, and o~ fr1end M. SmaloJa. t~o ; 
when we find that we cannot complete our bmlding 
all at 'once but must stop at the first or second 
or third storey whereas the completed build_ing 
is to be perhaps six, perhaps tw~nty, storeys high, 
are we to give up our undertakmg t I s~y : ~ o ! 
We must go on, but we must find some other 
way. We must use another means: the League's 
power of propaganda. . . 

And here I regret that I do not qmte see eye to 
eye with ·my friend M. Scialoja. He said: We 
have here a draft resolution inspired by the noblest 
sentiments. Our colleague M. Sokal presented 
it with eloquence and feeling, and, after all, when 
we are talking together we must appreciate one 
another's individual preoccupations ; we must 
understand them and enter into them. My friend 
M. Scialoja went on to say : But thi~ is in the 
Covenant a~ready ; . it is in Article ~0 ; you are. 
suggesting nothing new. This resolutiOn resembles 
what is called in my country a resolution of a 
Conseil general (such resolutions have their uses 
sometimes) or the resolution of a congress or public 
meeting. And what of it ! If we raise a great cry at 

: the close of a meeting after the speeches, we know 
quite well that it will not remain unheard. It 
awakens echoes in the conscience of the individual. 
It fixes itself in men's minds. It is re-echoed and · 
spread abroad and duly achieves its purpose. 

Do you think it is worth while for this Assembly 
to utter such a cry, whether it has any legal value 
or not Y Or that we should feel issuing from the 
soul of the. Assembly an aspiration, even if it have 
no juridical value, towards the ideal of peace Y 

We· must not be discouraged. I agree : the 
Protocol was a magnificent effort ; I helped to 
frame it, and I regret that it catne to nothing ; 
nevertheless, I quite appreciate other people's 
difficulties. 

Then again, it is certainly difficult to find a 
definition that will make it possible to determine 
the aggressor. Aggression, it is only too true, can be 
disguised by means of all kinds of subterfuges. 

But are we, then, to abandon hope, and. are 
the noblest hearts, the ·noblest peoples, of the world 
to resign themselves to their fate Y I cannot 
think so. Difficult though it may be to determine 
the aggressor, it s not an impossibility. Aggression 
has a way of betraying itself. After all, a cannon 
shot is a cannon shot. You can hear it and it often 
leaves its traces. · • 

The first to fire - it is surely fair to say that 
his act is not favourable to the cause of humanity, 
and if we can find the guilty party and bring him 
before the world tribunal and say : This blood, this 
havoc, are his work- well, that is something 
after all. 

Are we to give up any attempt to· do this Y 
I cannot think so. We must not be giiilty of 
injustice in the matter. We must not allow ourselves 
to be misled by over-hasty judgments, but we 
may still hope to accomplish our purpose. 

;A-nd when the first shot is fired, and the League 
ar1ses and says : " Cease fire ! " - well, if one of 
the adversaries refuses, we can surely say that he 
is not really very anxious about peace,- and we can 
all see who he is. . · · 

To turn now to the achievements that the League 
!tas to its credit. Something once hap:wned which 
m the old days would have been thought impossible. 
I was there and have a right to speak of it~> 

<?ne day a telegram was handed to me in my 
offwe. I was at that time President of the Council 
of th~ League. Two nations were engaged in battle : 
frontiers crossed, cannon-shots, rifles, machine-
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guns. f!ow far might it not go ! What mi ht not 
ha~pen II!- the sta~ of suffering, unrest and su~picion 
which s~ prevailed ·in Europe ! I consulted the 
Secretariat and summoned the Council of th 
League. The Council met next day and the tw~ 
States appeared at the bar. ' • 

I _addressed ~hem in the name of the Council. 
I Sai~ : Cease fire ; withdraw your forces ; we will 
exavune .your quarrel when you have done so. 

All honour ~o them, they obeyed at once. Their 
force~ were Withdrawn and the moment of tension 
was past. 
The~ we said to these two States : Do you ~ccept 

us as Judges to settle your dispute ! And both 
accepted. 

.J?irectly afterwards the League representatives 
VlBited what had once been the battlefield and was 
now a scene of peace. The war was over. 
· If an institution like the League could perform 

such. an act in the space of forty-eight hours, I 
ask Its detractors : Can they find anything to 
equal thiS act in historyt I a.~k them what would 
have happened if the League had not been there 

Well, if this institution, which was founded on th~ 
( ~orrow of t~e. wa~ in t~e midst of apparently 
· Insuperable difficulties, which has been in existence 

for "?nlf a few years. and has hardly had time to 
realise 1tself or to settle down -it has not settled 
~own even yet, ~or we are only just starting on 
1ts new home - If, I say, an institution like the 
~eague c!l'n s~cceed in accomplishing such an act, 
m frammg m such circumstances a formula 
prohibitinjl' war and in enforcing respect for that 
formula, lS not that, I ask you, a sufficient 
justification of its existence, is it not to its credit t 

I say: Yes! 
And when, after. a disastrous war, we see 

poor, miserable remnants of humanity - old 
men, women, children- with their humble 
belongings piled on their wretched broken-down 
carts, forlornly dragging their weary bodies from 

. the shelter of one tree to that of the next, along 
the highroad, not knowing where they shall lay 
their heads, or whether, having escaped the 
horrors of war, they dare venture to hope for life ; 
when these poor people come humbly, moving us 

, . by the very modesty of their demands, and say to 
the League: "You· are an association, a 
brotherhood ·of peoples. We,. to, are brothers, 
flesh of your flesh, stricken by the war. 
Give us .a home, give us some hope of life " ; 
when the League, not content with its political 
prowess, at once throws itself hear~ and soul into 
this work ; when we see it, with the good will of 
the nations, setting up committees, calling for 
money, sending out ij;s emissaries to the relief of 
these poor remnants of humanity ; and when, a 
year later, we can point to rebuilt homes, old men 

;_ with the light of family love in their eyes, women 
clasping their little children in their arms, confident 
that they will not fall a prey to destitution ; I ask : 
Is this nothing t · 

Surely it is to the credit of the League that it 
should have power to do such things. · 

And now, what of sanctions !-
We must have them; we have none as yet, 

but we shall have them ; we need only go on. 
This international family _which is being founded, 
which is becoming daily more united, will find 
one day that all its member nations are prepared 
to abide by its decisions. The citizens of a country, 

- however ait;racted to the idea of absolute liberty, 
. nevertheless realise the need for sacrificing a 
certftin portion of their personal liberty to ensure 
the liberty of · the community and they are 
generously-compensated afterwards by the ~e~efits 
they derive from the common stock. S~larly 
every individual nation will come to re~e that 

it must make sacrifices in order to strengthen 
the League of Nations. And will all this mean 
nothing! 

I remember the solemn words, the noble and 
courageous words uttered by Dr. tltresemann when, 
as the loyal representative of a g:-eat count.ry, he 
~arne here before the fort.y-seve'\1 assembll•d St.ates, 
m t.he eyes of the whole world, and said: ·when 
I. s~gue?- . the Locmno Agreements I made no 
distmct10n between one war and anot.hl'r. l\1'! • 
cotmt.ry has decided not to re~ort to force in Europ; 
either in the East or in the West. ' 

When he said that, when he proclaimed his 
adl!erence and his country's adl1erence to the 
principle of legal methods of settlement and lernl 
methods alone, was that nothing ! ' " 

His gesture, I need hardly say, had a greater 
a moral, significance. It was only a spoken wo~d: ' 
of course, and Dr. Strestlmann may be succeeded 
by others who, borne on the moving tide of internal 
politics, may perhaps have different ideas. But. 
solemn .engagements like these, l'Pgisterod by 
the natwns themselves, cannot be li"htly set 
aside. Over and above courts of law, over ~nd above 
judicial institutions and established codes, there 
are moral laws, there is another tribunnl- the 
world conscience which giv<'s only moral judgments, 
and has no officers of tho law, no police to enforc.e 
them. Yet its judgments cannot be ignored. 

I challenge any country that h11B given a solemn 
undertaking not to resort to war to brenk tlmt 
pledge without wrecking its own future. It nmy 
perhaps reap the benefit of its act ; it may win 
what is· called a victory. B ut1 after this lust war, 
who can say what victory is T Who can say that 
the suffering is all on one side or that only triumph 
falls to the other Y Who does not realise to·dtty 
that every country must of necessity agree to 
international interdependence, even countries which 
are aiiXious to break away from the rest Y A country 
which did such a thing would bear the mark 
of Cain. It would live in such an atmosphere of 
reprobation that it could not but be conscious of . 
its infamy. Is that a moral barrier 7 Let us 
agree that it is. Some may think it puerile to 
erect it, but never mind -let ns do so. We must 
neglect nothing ; and if I were invited to share 
in a reaffirmation of peace - for the tenth time 
if need be - or were asked to proclaim to tbe 
world, on my country's behalf, that she will never 
resort to war to settle her difficulties with other 
nations, I would do so. I should consider that in so 
doing I was entering upon a solemn undertaking, 
binding every nation so closely that, if it attempted 
to evade it, it would run the risk in time to come of 
dangers even worse than defeat. That is why I 
should enter npon such an undertaking. 

Arbitration is gaining ground, and when 
Dr. Stresemann informed us yesterday that 
Germany, like France, was acceding to Article 36 
of the Statute of the Permanent Court, the whole 
Assembly. applauded his announcement. We 
must adopt legal methods of settlement. France 
has already turned her attention to these methods, 
and has not been content with words alone. 

Quite recently a dispute arose between France 
and another country. All at once- I was at 
Geneva at the time- it developed into a violent 
controversy, and the outlook seemed black. We 
went to the Permanent Court of International 
Justice. We considered it no dishonour to a country 
to seek judges to try its cause. I have learnt 
while here that we have lost our case. Naturally, 
we are not pleased. When a country loses its case 
it must be excused if at first- for a day or two -
it is ill-disposed towards its judges ; that's perhaps 
how we feel ; it is simply one method of emphasising 
a decision. If, however, I had to choose between 
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that course and the extreme course, I would 
choose the same way again without hesitation. 

.l\Iy country is determined to press on on these 
lines, and this, I am delighted to find, is the 
prevailing feeling"of the .Assembly. 

for us an ·obligation to assist to the uttermost all 
the efforts made to render such· awful calamities 
impossible in the future. We believe that it is the 
great.mission and the solemn duty of the League 
of Nations to accomplish this end. 

.And though t.1 these judicial encounters we 
cannot have the last,word, there is no disgrace. We 
constantly hear it said : " But what of national 
prestige T " Gentlemen, if that is what is meant by 
n;1tional prestige, if it hangs upon a mere judgment, 
then it is of very little ancount. The word 
" prestige " is greatly abused ; peopl~ try to invest 
it with a moral significance in international 
relations. 

When Germany entered this .Assembly I said 
c that we must beware of victories of prestige. I 
c repeat those words tO·day with added emphasis. ..A 
'_yic~ry of prestige creates a poisoned atmosphere ; 
cit sets the national pride of one country against 
that of another ; it adds to the difficulty of settling 
the grave problems which arise between country 
and country. Those who seek prestige are like actors 
who solicit the applause and deprecate the hisses of 
t.he public. We must not be afraid of occasional 
hisses ; we must accustom our ears to the sound. 
My own ears have heard both hisses and applause, 
and I cannot even say whether the applause has 
been more frequent. In any case, I have had both 
often from the same audience at the beginning and 
end of a speech. 

We will not allow ourselves to be deterred bjt 
such considerations. 

I must crave your indulgence for having detained 
you so long. I have given you the views that are 
uppermost in my own mind. I say that peace 

. can. never be firmly established in the world 
unt1l the League has consolidated its existence 
until all the Members of the League feel that they 
belong to one brotherhood, . until they realise 
tha~ they are memb~rs of .one family, one human 
fa~ly, one world falillly, With universal aspirations 
!ln:uous ~o work in the open light of day, engaged: 
mdeed, m .work wh c~ merits the brightest light 
of day for 1ts accomphshment, since it is the work 
of peace. 

Gentlemen, let our aim be peace - peace 
through arbitration 1· 

The Presillent : 

Tra~latio.n : Sir George Pearce, first delegate of 
Australia, will address the .Assembly. 

Sir George l'earee (.Australia) : 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen -·I ask 
-for your consideration in view of the fact that the 
few r~!llarks I have to make follow after that 
magnifiCent oration from the distinguished 
st~tesman, 1\I. ~riand, to which we have listened 
Wl~h so much mterest. My apology must be that 
this League takes its decisions after listening to the 
represe~tatives of .all nations, and that all have 
somethm~ t? contr1bute to the sum of its progress. 

.Au~traha 1s, from the point of view of population 
on~ of the small States represented in this .Assembly' 
It lS a eountry,that is far removed by time and spac~ 
from Europe and its distractions, but nevertheless 
we are keenly and _sympathetically interested in all, 
proposals that w1ll make ·for disarmament and 
pea~. We have a large country that is as yet only 
r:r;;ally developed, and we therefore desire to be able 
d e

1 
vote our energies to the great task of the 

eve opment of our country. 
We, as a participant in the Great War reali~e 

~~ly too dwell what a terrible scourge war is,' and the 
o~sa~ 8 of our countrymen whose bodies lie 

burled m the war cemeteries of Europe constitute 

The 'task of deciding upon the means by which 
'this great end may be attained is a difficult one 
and needs the service and the good will of all 
civilised nations .. It is imperative, however, tllat 
every proposal shall be fully considered, and it is 
also essential that the· League, in its enqu~ies 
should not be stampeded into hasty decisions, and 
also that it should remember that the nations of the 
worl~ are looking ~o it for guida~ce and leadership. 

It IS necessary, if the League IS to succeed in its 
great task, that it shall command the respect and 
the confidence of the nations. Nothing will do more 
to impair. that. confidence and lessen that respect 
.than _v,ac~lation in the pursuit by the League of its 
enqumes mto the means to peace, or the exhibition 
of . a. desire to bow. to passing phases o! public. 
opmwn, or to cater to the demand for-the sensational 
and the dramatic. . 

~ ask those who 11-re impatient with the progress 
wh1eh has been made by the League on this its most 
important work to consider this .Assembly to-day. 

. Who could have believed that within ten years of 
the close of the greatest war in history we should 
see the representatives of nearly all the great nations 
who _were the. antagol!-ists in that great struggle 
me.et.mg he~e, as I beheve, honestly and sincerely 
str~~g ~o fmd _the w~y to disarmament and peace Y · 
This, m Itself, IS a mrracle of accomplishment and 
should hearten and inspire every friend of peace. 
. The League, at a l?revious ..Assembly, has already 

given long and serwus study to one method of 
attaining peace that had been proposed. I refer 
to the scheme known as the Geneva Protocol. The 
Protocol which was drafted has not been able to 
command the .necessary support to enable it to be 
adopted as the means to the desired end. The 
League then proceeded to explore another field · 
that of disarmament by agreement. · Th~ 
Preparatory Commission which it has set up has 
~ade certain progress, but it has not yet completed 
Its work, and therefore no definite proposals have 
been .submitted by it for adoption by this .Assembly. 

It IS now propo~ed, in a motion submitted by the 
first delegate for the Netherlands Government 
that the League should commence a re-examinatio~ 
and study of the principles of the Protocol. I ask 
~he ~.ssemblJ>: to consider what will be the effect, 
if this course IS adop~ed, on the minds of the peoples 
of the world. Will It not constitute a declaration 
that we _have abandoned the investigation of the 
plan of d1sa_r~ament by agreement and are reverting 
to the ;pos1t10n of 1924 Y Will it not exhibit 
~~rtamty and lack of confidence by the League 
m 1tself, _and can we b~ surprised if the result is to 
commurucate that feeling to the nations y It may 
be that the Protocol was a counsel of perfection 
but th~re. ~re some of us who have serious doubt 
and InlSglvmg on that point: 

We in Australia, fortunately for ourselves are 
!lot call~d upon too frequently to deal 'with 
IU~erna~wnal diplomacy and probably are not 
sk1lled 1_n that art. I believe, however, that human 
nature lS much the same in all nations and that 
~Y h a study of_ the . application of certain' principles 
m uman affarrs Within one's own nation one is able 
to ~pp~eciate something of the effect of the 

baptplicatwn of t~ose same principles on. relations 
e ween the natwns. """ 
I ~h to apply this method of reasoning to 'lihe 

qfe::wn o~ co~pu~ory arbitration, which is one 
o e .mam prmmples of the Protocoh We .in 
..Aus~raha are PI'obably unique in th t h 
apphed the principle of compulsory ar'hit~~io:~~ 
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· indus~al affairs. We have done this by legislation 
coverrng the industrial field and the· relations 
betwe~n employer and employed. We have 
established courts of arbitration and empowered 
t~em to promulgate awards and have cloth~ them 
wtth power to securjl the compulsory. enforcement 
of those awards. In the discussion of these measures 
we adopted the very arguments and reasons that I 
.ha1'e he11rd urged on behalf of the adoption of the 
ho~~ . · 

I. dr9:w ~ttention. to the term "compulsory 
arb1trat10n . Does 1t not contemplate ill-will and 
!llipute ! Does it not contemplate force ! If that 
1s. so, are we proposing to substitute one form of 
fore~ for a~other J I !till not prepared to say that 
our tp.dustrtal arbitratiOn systems have failed, but 
none can claim that they have been an unqualified 
success. What. have been some of the results of 
this system ! · Because compulsory arbitration 

. pres~es. a dispute, the system has encouraged the 
orgamsat10n of employers and employed into 
separate armies which tend to regard each other 
with . hostility and suspicion. It has led to the 
propagation of what we call paper disputes - that 
is, artificial disputes, generated by one or other of 
the parties, inspired with the hope of gaining 
something by an award and consoled by the fact 
that, even if the reference fails, the party creating 
the dispute is in no worse position. Because of these 
results, opinion in .Australia is turning from the 
compulsory principle in the direction of conciliation 
and conference. 

One of the conditions precedent to compulsory 
arbitration is that there shall be a dispute upon 
which to _arbitrate. The main aim of the League, as 
I take it, should not be to settle disputes but to 

. try to prevent disputes arising, and, if they do arise, 
to encourage measures which will prevent differences 
from growing into disputes which will cause the 
intervention of the League or of the Court of 
Arbitration at The Hague. Moreover, it seems to 
me that the League should encourage the settlement 
of differences arising between . the nations by 
friendly negotiation and without recourse to the 
League. 

It seemed to us that the Protocol had adopted 
and extended this dangerous phase of our industrial 

· arbitration laws to which I have referred. The . 
operation of this part of those laws has had, as 
I have said, a tendency to drive employers 
and employed into opposing and hostile camps. 
This is not the spirit that will help the cause of 
international peace, and it is, therefore, not the 
road which the League should tread in its march 
towards its ideals. · 

I should also like to invite the dele!!ates to ask,. 
t~emselves whethll! the nations they represent 
will be prepared m every contingency and on 
every question to submit thenselves and their 
cause to compulsory arbitl"lltion. If we are candid 
we must acknowledge that every nation knows that 
there are some questions that ii; cannot so submit. 
Let us purs~te the. study o~ disarmament by 
agreemen~ With a smcere de&re to succeed, and 
success Will come. Let 1;1s continue enm·geti<'aliy 
and earnestly the explorat10n of tile means by which 
this can be accomplished. · 

I wish now to t•cfer briefly to the wm·k of the 
Economic Conference and to associate my country 
with the appreciative remn.rks of pt·evious speakers 
regarding the spirit that has animated tile 
deliberations of that Conference. We welcome 
anything that may result from that Conference tuat 
will, as has been said by previous speakers, lead 
the nations to peace. . 

I beg to remind the Assembly that the <'Otmtry 
I represent is in a somewhat different position, in 
the economic sphere, from most of the countries 
represented here. Many of those countries have hnd 
centuries in which to develop and expand their 
primary and secondary industries and in which to 
build up those accumulations of capital which are 
so necessary for tile development of the industries 
of a country. We are a young count.ry, and, as 
regards the greater part of it, .we have had loss than 
a century in which to develop. We cannot reconcile 
with our national view of growth that we should be 
satisfied with being merely " hewers of wood and. 
·drawers of water " for tile older and economically 
more advanced countries. 

We learned in the Great War how necessary it is , 
that we should be able in certain essentials of 
economic life to supply oUI·selves with those 
essentials of national life and security. Freedom of 
trade and freedom of immigration must be condi
tioned by something approaching to ·equality of 
standards of living and economic status. We 
therefore, -whilst welcoming the resolutions of the 
Conference and promising that they shall receive 
that earnest consideration that is their due, must 
reserve to ourselves that power to safeguard our 
national and economic life which is recognised in the 
Covenant of the League as the right of all nations. 

Finally, Mr. President, I would say that it is well, 
in the pursuit of an ideal, to " hitch your wagon to a 
star ", but whilst we are making our way to that 
celestial aim we must remember that our vehicle 
must first demonstrate its capacity to withstand the 
bumps and ruts of this terrestial sphere. Therefore, 
let our aim be high bnt let our methods be practical. 

The Assembly ·rose at 1~.35 p.m. 
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40. - REPORT ON THE WORK OF THE 
COUNCij. _kW OF THE SECRETARIAT : 
CONT.L"'IUATION OF THE DISCUSSION. " 
• 

The President : · 

Translation : The first item on the agenda is the 
continuation of the general discussion on the report 
on the work of the Council, on the work of the 

Secretariat and on the measures taken to execute 
the decisions of the Assembly. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain, first delegate of the 
British Empire, will address the Assembly. 

Sir Austen ChambPrlain (British Empire) : 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen-It requires 
some courage to come to the tribune after the 
magnificent speech to which we had the pleasure 
of listening this morning, and, for my part, I should 
have been well content to close the general debate, 
in respect of those great questions of world-wide 
interest with which it has been chiefly concerned, 
upon the speech of the Foreign Minister of Germany 
and the reply of the Foreign Minister of France. 
But my silence Inight be misinterpreted, and, besidesJ ' 
I desire to join my tribute to that paid by M. Brian 
to the statesmanship, large-mindedness and 
courage of the Foreign Secretary of the Reich, who 
once again has shown himself a champion of 
appeasement and peace, and to name with him 
the Foreign Minister of ;France himself, who, with 
the same courage, the same foresight and sagacity, 
has once again in our presence taken the hand that 
was stretched out to him and registered a vow of 
peace between their two great nations. 

Ladies and gentlemen, did I hear whispers of 
anxiety earlier in our meetings t Did voices suggest 
that the Leagne was losing its authority, that 
instead of making progress we were moving 
backward, and that peace is less secure to-day than 
it was a little time ago ! The speeches to which I 
have just referred are the answer to those recreant 
fears. The strength of the League, the strength of 
the resolve of us all to use the Le&~,'lle in the great 
work of international peace, has had no setback, 
has been subject to no reaction, and our debates of 
yesterday and to-day confirm and strengthen the 
resolve which we have more than once registered 
before. 

For my part, I welcome the motion of the 
honourable delegate of Poland. I welcome it, not 



because it says anything new, but because once 
again it invites us all to join wi~h those two great 
statesmen in the solemn resolutwn to pursue the 
ways of peace ll"ld to eschew the path of war. 

I fear to cont;;nue on this line lest I should expose 
myself to the criticism which the first delegate of 
Norway addresseu to us in the early days . of the 
debate. He said that we· were too much g~ven to 
exchanging compliments among ourselves:. At any 

'rate, I may congratulate him on ~ot havmg fa~en 
into that error. He found fault w1th the CounCil ; 
he did not spare the Assembly, whose underhand 
ways he held up to condemnation. He even thought 
it necessary to criticise the composition of other 
delegations, and to regret the presence of so many 
diplomats in this Assembly. · 

·I cannot, I fear, express my agreement with this 
c.-iticism. The League owes too much to the 
diplomats who have sat and who still sit among us 
for me to wish their number less than it is, and if I 
mention to you (not the names of any here present, 
for that would be invidious) the names of two 
of our recent colleagues who, alas! have now left us, 
and for different reasons - if I mention Viscount 
Ishii and l\1. Quinones de Le6n, those two names 
speak for all that the diplomatic members of the 
Council and the Assembly have been able to 
contribute to our work. May I add that, if they 
bring into our discussions something of the suavity, 
something of the consideration of the point of view 
of others, which they practise in diplomacy, I 
think that our debates will lose nothing either in 
their force or virility. · 

A more serious criticism was offered by the 
first delegate of Norway. It is one to which 
M. Briand has already replied, but it is one to which 
I am sensible, for if the fear or suspicion expressed 
by him were widely shared it would, I think, do 
grave injury to the League. I refer to the 
suggestion that, in the meetings of some of the 
representatives of great Powers, there is some 
attempt to withdraw from the Council or the 
Assembly the decisions which properly belong to 
them and to them alone, and to substitute a kind 
of inner cabal for the Council of the League itself. 

Wby, may I ask in passing, are the representatives 
of the great Powers and they alone to meet with 
this criticism Y Are no other meetings held at 
Geneva except those in which Dr. Stresemann, 
M. Briand, M. Scialoja, M. Vandervelde and I take 
part Y I have heard the rumours of the lobbies. I 
have read in the Journal that all other members 
of the League may meet as they please and when 
they please, and it is thought natural and proper 
that they should do so. Wby, then, to us alone is it 
to be refused to meet in friendly converse and to 
try to improve our mutual relations Y 

If you think that in those conferences we have 
been occupied in the main in discussing the work of 
the Council, you are mistaken. We have many 
affairs of our own with which we hope that we may 
never have to trouble the Council, because we can 
settle them among ourselves, and if on any rare 
occasion, among the subjects which we have had 
to discuss, has been one which concerned the agenda 
of the Council, I venture to say that the work 
which we have done, the conversations which we 
have held, instead of impeding, have facilitated 
the work which it still remains for the Council to 
do .. I would remind you that, whatever we may 
demde amo_ng ourselves, nothing that we can do 
could, nothmg that we can do should, limit in any 
way the freedom of every other member of the 
Council to bring what subject he likes before that 
body, to press whatever solution he likes upon that 
body. Nothing that we may say or do unless it 
commends itself to the whole body of the Council 
can have any effect, except among ourselves. ' 

I say so much upon this subject:because, in the 
first place, I desire for myself and for the country 
which I represent, the good will and the confidenc!' 
of this great gathering; and, in the second place, 
becav.se anything which ten?-s to sow distrust or 
dissent betwePn the Council and the Assembly 
must be destructive of the influence 'of both and · 
injurious to .the vigour and usefulness of the . 
League. " ' · 

That part of the debate to which I wish tp refer 
- for the Economic Conference and its great 
achievement has already been dealt with by another 
member of our delegation·- concerns the twin 
questions of security and disarmament. 

It would- be idle to pretend that the failure of the 
recent Three-Power Conference on Naval 
Disarmament has not caused a certain disquiet and 
anxiety lest the failure to reach agreement should 
be the prelude only to. a larger failure in the 
Preparatory Commission of the League. No one can 
regret more than my country - and my country 
-does regret- the failure to reach agreement in the 
Three-Power Conference. But even from failure 
we may draw hope ; even from failure we may in . 
time win success ; even in failure we may find) 
encouragement, as in this case, that three great 
Powers· should have met to discuss so vital a 
question, that they should have found themselves 
sustaining opposite and irreconcilable theses, 
that they should have carried on their discussions 
under the eye of the public, not always helped 
by the Press, and that when, after all, they were 
unable to agree, their cordial relations of amity and 
respect should remain unimpaired and their 
confidence ill the peaceful intentions of each other 
should receive no check. c:v 

Has not the failure of that Conference perhaps a 
lesson for us all Y I took part in one great 
Conference - and to h:;tve done so, I, like my 
friend M. Briand, shall always regard as the honour 
of my career - I took part in one great conference 
which had been preceded by nine months of anxious, 
careful preparation ; yet we who took part in 
it know what difficulties we had to overcome before 
the Treaties of Locarno were [signed, treaties 
which helped, as Dr. Stresemann said - and I 
thank him for the words - to make Germany a 
Member of our League. 

May it not be that the failure to agree in the 
Three-Power Conference came from a lack of 
preparation, from the failure to secure a sufficient 
basis of agreement before the Conference met,
thus rendering its discussions futile, and may we 
not draw from it the resolution to be patient, to 
work surely even if we work slowly, a.nd that it is 
not always by hurrying that the greatest or even 
the quickest results are achieved Y 

My country yields to none other in its desire to 1 see a real and a large restriction of armaments. I-. 
am reminded of a sentence which M. Clemenceau 
wrote in the albUJ:n which was presented by France 
to Great Britain the other day: "S'aimer ce n'est 
pas se le dire, .c'est se le prouver ". ' 

. Our interes~ in disarmament, our effort for 
~1sa!mament lies not ouly in words or speeches, it 
lie~ l:fi facts. We have proved it by our deeds. The 
Br1t1sh army was reduced, immediately peace was 
_sec~ed! to less than. i~s pre-war level, to a strength 
wh1ch ~s. ?1!-lY suffiCient to discharge the great 
respons1b1lit1es we carry on our shoulders in so many 
p~ts of the world. Our navy cannot be compared· 
w1th the navy which we maintained ~-do not say 
during the war, but before the war. 'Year by year, 
the budget for the armed forces of our counti-y has 
grown less. 

I ~eg you to ask yourselves : Which of you, 
carrymg our load of _ responsibility for the_ peace 
of so many and such scattered countries, in such 
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varied conditioiis, would have done more ! Is there 
adny country, I would even ask, that would have 

one as much ¥ , 
Qur interest is shown by the risks that we have 

~aken and are taking, by the reductions whicy. we 
ave ~lready made, Far be it from me to say that 

( there IS no further contribution that we can make 
to the cause of disarmament and peace. Only two 
days "ago J. had the honour, before the Colincil, to 
de~la!~ the acceptance by my Government in 
pnnmple, and provided that others will do their 
s_h~e ~nd that our joint effort produces a real 
linntat10~ of :umaments, of the Finnish proposal 
t? co~st1tut_e a fund or guarantee for giving 
fmanmal ~ss1stance to a State which is the subject 
of aggression. We are urged to do more. I confess 
that I had hoped, ·when I made that statement 
that some of those who were urging us on would at 
least have done the same as we, and that I should 
have heard at any rate from one voice on the 
Council the immediate resolution of his Government 
to join in our efforts. 

I turn from disarmament. I speak for a moment 
. of arbitration. .Again I would beg you to bear in 
~mind the special conditions of the British Empire. 
'- Ours is not a unitary system of government such 

as prev~ils in your countries. We are a great 
commumty of free and equal nations, each autono
mous, united in the oldest league of peace in the 
world. It is not easy for an Empire so constituted 
always to accept the obligations that can be 
readily undertaken by a State homogeneous, 
.compact, and speaking by the voice of but a single 
Government. · · 

It is ~ot easy, and it would not be right, to accept 
· obl>g!tt10ns unless we not only have the intention, 

but know that we have the power, to fulfil them. 
We are sometimes thought to be backward. There 
is an undercurrent of suggestion that, because we 
cannot participate in all the plans that are framed, 

\· we are stopping the progress of the League and are 
an obstacle in its way. I beg you to think of what 
we have done. 

I do not know whether we have signed more 
preaties of arbitration than Italy or any other 
country or·not. I think we have arbitrated more 
grave problems than any .other country in the world. 
Only the other day the Council of the League 
was occupied for no small time with a decision as to 
what was to be the frontier of Iraq. We had 

·accepted the Council of the League not.as conciliator 
but as judge. We had bound ourselves in advance 
to accept and to obey the decision of the Council 
whatever it might be, for us or against us. It was 
rendered in o'Ur favour. What use did we make 
of it ! Did we use it to say : " Those are our rights. 
The Council of the League of Nations has awarded 
them to us ; about 'them there can be no 

r!r;;:egotiation " ! No, ladies and gentlemen. That 
. very award given in our favour we used to open 

negotiations with Turkey and to make concessions 
to her that had not been required by the Council, 
and in that way to make acceptable to her an award 
which, rigidly enforced, she might have found it 
difficult to regard with anything but dislike. 

Then, as regards security. Here I _app,roach 
difficult ground. I speak to an audience the 
greater part of which finds the famous Protocol 
exactly suitable to their conditions and cannot 
understand why anyone else should be unable to 
accept what is so advantageous to them. But have 
we done nothing for security ! In the first place, 
we have accepted all the obligations of the Covenant 
which0 are common to us all. I beg you, I implore 
you, with all the earnestness in my power, not to 

. cast doubt on the extent or the sacredness of the 
~obligations which all of us have signed. Have a 

• little more confidence in what we have done. Have 

a little more _confidence in yourselves. I think you 
scarcely realise how far the work of consolidatin"' 
peace has already gone. I say that we hav~ 
accepted all the obligations of -:>the Covenant. 
We have done more. 

We were party to the negotiatiohs at Locarno. 
Tl~us we helped, I hope I may sa)', to bring into 
exiStence that system of treaties which, whethl'r 
on the West or on the East, is recognised to-dny and 
yes~rday as the safeguard and the gunranwe of the o 

mamtenance of peace. To the tr·enties whic.h 
protect the frontiers of the West we gave our 
guarantee, and we gnve it knowing the responsibili
ties which we undertook. 

If I touch for a moment on history it is not I 
beg you to believe, to awaken old controversies' or 
t? suggest blame. Once, long years ago, we 
Signed a. treaty of guarantee of the inte..,rity o1 
Belgium. That integrity was attncked a~d from 
the moment it wns attncked our people were unitl>d 
to uphold our word and fulfil our pledge. 'rhe ' 
flower of our youth flocked to the colours as 
volunteers, and not of our youth only in En"htnd 
but from every Dominion, from Indin, from "'evt•ry 
colony, from every scattered British communit.y 
throughout the world the youth and hope of the 
young genemtion came to honour the word of 
Great Britain, pledged to. Belgium for her integrity 
and safety. You know what it cost us- a million 
of our men. The hope of our land lie buried in the 
fields of France and of Flanders, in Gallipoli, in 
Palestine and Iraq, or deep under the waters of the 
ocean. We know what it is to give a guarnntee 
and we know what it is to keep a guarantee. We 
know the price that we have paid. We know tho 
price that we might be called upon (God forbid 
that it should be so !) to pay again. 

Knowing all this, for the sake of peace, in order 
to help to bring three nations toget.her, to give 
them the security which makes their mutunl 
agreement possible, we have pledged our word once 
more to do, in the case of aggression on the Western 
fr.ontiers, for Germany, for France, for Belgium, as 
the case may be, what we had pledged our word 
to do before-a pledge which we were called upon 
to keep. 

Yet, you ask us to do more! Could not some of 
you do as much before pressing us to go further Y 
Is there no other trbubled frontier which those so 
anxious for this international action could take 
under their protection, to which they could give 
their guarantee, as we have pledged ours on the ; 
Western frontiers of Europe, and, by so doing, bring 
together two other nations at present regarding 
each other with mutual suspicion and fear Y 

I repeat, you say it is not enough. You invite 
us to take for every country and for every frontier 
the guarantee which we have taken for one by the 
Treaty of Locarno. If you ask us that, you ask us 
the impossible. Our strength, great as It may be, 
is not equal to the task with which you would 
charge us. If I held out to you the hope that we can 
undertake such extensive obligations, I should 
deceive you. If we were to undertake in the present 
state of the world and at this time such extensive 
obligations, we could not keep them. You do not 
know what you ask us. You are asking nothing 
less than the disruption of the British Empire. l 
yield to no one in my devotion to this great League 
of Nations, but not even for this League will I 
destroy that smaller but older league of which my 

·own country was the birthplace and of which it 
remains the centre. 

Think of what is involved. I would beg the first 
delegate of the Netherla'nds to give ear to my 
appeal. Think of what is involved in the invitation 
to take up again the principles of the Protocol 
.without reopening its discussion. He (the first 
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dele,uate of the Netherlands) w_ill_permi~ me t_o sa_y 
that there is a certain contradw_twn of. Ideas ill his 
resolution, for it is obviously Impossible to take 
up the principlPS of th~ Protocol ~n~ not t? reol?en 
the discussionR to whiCh the prmCiples g~ve rise. 
Keep all your nopes for the revival of the Protocol ! 
Keep all your hol'es that its principles may in time 
prevail to the full, and universally ! Keep such 
hopes by all means, and work to that end. Bu_t 
what useful purpose could we serve, what eVIl 
consequences might we not incur, if we reopen those 
troubled debates before there ·has been, from any 
quarter any indication of a change of mind Y 

All the old controversies, all the old differences of 
opinion are still expressed. There is no possibility 
of agre~ment until, on the one side or on the other
or perhaps on both -:- there has ~een some 
:.pproximation of the VIews of the parties. 

Observe ladies and gentlemen, the Covenant 
is not en~ugh. If you add the Protocol to the 
Covenant will you all be satisfied Y I listened, as we 
all did ~ith immense interest to the speech of 
M. Polltis. I am not very fond of logic in politics, 
as I have once before said at this tribune, but I am 
grateful to M. Politis for the ruthless logic with 
which he pursued the argiiDJent of the Protocol. T~e 
Covenant is insufficient ; the Protocol IS 
insufficient. There are gaps in the building now. 
There would still be a gap in the Protocol. Above all, 
nothing is finished, nothing is accomplished, until 
you have multiplied sanctions. Ah, ladies and 
gentlemen, we talk about organising the work of 
peace. Does it not sometimes occur to you that 
the organisation of peace singularly resembles the 
old preparation for war Y . 

I am a little afraid of the use of metaphors like 
filling up the gaps and blocking the cracks and 
fissures in the building. There are openings in 
every building. There are openings which give us 
power to breathe. There are passages which give 
us power to move. It is just those openings which 
make the difference between a hapitation and a 
tomb. Beware how you so draw tight the bonds, 
how you so pile obligation on obligation and 
sanction on sanction, lest at last you find that you 
are not living nations but dead States. · 

Who has more authority to speak about the 
Protocol than M. Politis Y Who contributed more 
to its formation Y Yet he carrie "to this tribune to tell 
us that our work will never be complete .until we 
have made of this association, of this League, not 

' what it is now - an assembly of sovereign States 
meeting in council - but a. super-State giving 
orders to us all, not only for the conduct of our 
external affairs, but regarding the way we must 
behave, and what we must do within our own 
boundaries and among our own people. That way 
danger lies. It is not, so far as I see it -and above 
all not at present - the path of the future of the 
League. 

The Leagiie does not depend only on the 
parchments which we have signed. The League 
does not depend only on the sanctions which we 
may enforce. The League - the judgment of the 
League -is the judgment of the highest tribunal 
~o '!hi~h her~ on earth any nation can appeal to 
Ju_stify Its ~~w.n, and of_ whose approval any nation 
will have infrmte need ill the moment of trial and 
trouble. 

Do not underrate the authority which the League 
has already acquired. I have been among you only 
three years,. but since. I held my present office, I 
have made It my busmess, because I have felt it 
to be·.my duty, to at.ten,d every meeting of your 
Council and each meetmg of your Assembly. I have 
done so because my Government bases its whole 
policy upon the League ; because no country 
however powerful, even to· day can disregard youl:. 

moral judgment, or can be deaf to the advantage 
of being able to ~orne here befor~ you, or to your 
Council, to plead Its cause, to receive your approval, 
and to justify itself before the world. 

W,e have accomplished much ; we shall accomplish 
more. That which is not possible to-day may, 
as the peaceful atmosphere spreads, be attainable 
to-morrow. The work may be accomplished in two 
ways · and from both ends. 'l'h~t> gri>wing 
reconciliation between ancient enemies or Jormer 
enemies makes the risk less and makes whatever 
guarantees you want easier to give. Is there not as 
much to be done on the path which Germany and 
France have chosen of a direct reconciliation as 
by any amendment of. Covenant, or addition of 
Protocol, or heaping up of sanctions Y .I give more 
for such speeches as those -"-- not merely speeches 
but great acts of peace, solemn declarations of the 
determination to pursue a peaceful course and to 
eliminate war and all its horror from their future 
relations - I give more to their willing assent, their 
mutual assent, to those great. principles than I" 
give to all the sanctions we could apply to either, · 
if it broke the pledge which it has taken. 

Perhaps we do not all view the future of the)1 
League in quite the same way. Our faith in it is 
the same ; our purpose is the same ; the way in 
which we would reach our purpose varies with our 
circumstances, our temperaments and our responsi
bilities. I look to no hasty and dramatic way. I 
look to no series of sensational steps to make the 
League what, in time, we all hope that it will be. 

I think of the words of the Psahnist when he 
speaks of the grass of the fields, " It. grows green 
and cometh up in the morning ; in the evening.l_t is 
cut down, dried up and withered. " Wherever-you 
look in the organic world, it is not those orgarusms 
which come most quickly to maturity which 
reach the greatest strength or last the longest. I 
think of the League rather as an acorn that some 
man of good will and imagination planted less than 
ten years ago, which, we know not how, is now a 
sturdy sapling, though at no particular moment 
could we mark its growth. I think of it as ever
growing and. expanding until it becomes .a mighty 
oak under which all the nations of the world shalt 
find their secure and constant shelter. 

The President : 

. Trll!n8lation: M. Caballero, delegate of Paraguay,· 
, will address the Assembly. 

I• 

l\1. Caballero (Paraguay) : 

Translation : Before the conclusion of the general 
discussion, I desire; as delegate of the Republic 

, of Paraguay, to address the Assembly. . , , 
Eminent speakers before rile have described in ~ 

eloquent terms how during .the past year the League 
has extended its ever-increasing activities to fresh 
spheres of usefulness. After their clear and lucid 

. statements there is no need for me to draw up a 
balance-sheet. 
' I shall confine myself to certain matters on which 

the League's influence might be brought to bear to 
an even greater extent. Numerous difficulties are 
being caused by the diversity which exists between 
the .various systems of legislation, iJi a world where 
relations of every kind are increasing and becoming 
more closely interconnected. The work of co
ordinating the laws which govern tlt.ese various 
questions could beyond doubt be successfully 
carried out under the auspices of the League:-' The 
League alone is in a position gradually to overcome 
the obstacles, arising out of State sovereignty, 
which prevent freedom in the legal and economic " 
relations between the nationals of different. States. 
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Such, a wor~ wo~~ be in keeping with the 
Lea~e s essential nuss11in, which is to procure the 
maxunum of security. The world looks to the 

· League . ~o co~plete the work of international 
co·oper~tmn, m matters· of law, of which" the 

· foundations have already been laid. We might 
advance step by step and succeed if not in Unifying 
at all.ev~nts in bringing into line' the legal system~ 
?f ~h~ different States. Thus, while leaving each 
m~VI~al S_tate to settle the details of its national 
legiSla~m~, It would still be possible to crystallise 
the_pnnciples corqmon to them all and to establish 
as 1t were a secondary legal system to serve as a 
guide t? legislators in their constructive task and 
also to JUdges in their work of interpretation. ' 

The. L~ague might render sigual service both in 
es~ab~shing a ~o~m.on legislative system and in 
unifying or assinlilatmg private law so far as this 
may be· desirable and feasible. 

Our grateful thanks are due to Italy for taking 
the lead in this direction and laying the foundation 
Of an International Institute for the Unification of 
Private Law. -

:r · No soc~ety can live without positive laws, without 
~a recognised code of order applicable to all its 

members. Sinlilarly, no League of Nations can 
live and prosper and become a truly international · 
community without some system of laws to govern 
~ts activities. Justice presupposes judges, and 
If the uncertainties of judicial administration 
are to be done away with, we must have a positive 
system of law to apply. 

As you are aware, two methods, two conceptions, 
exist in regard to the codification of international 
la~ The first consists in the framing of rules for 

. international relations, the ultimate object being 
the complete. codification of international law. 

This is the method followed in America. The 
International · Committee of American Jurists. 
which met for the second time at Rio de Janeiro, 
from April 17th. to May 22nd, 1927, framed a 
draft for the codification of public international 
law, and this,.if adopted by the Sixth Pan-American 
!Jonference, which is to meet at Havana in January 
1928, will. come into force in America: 
· The second method is the one adopted by the 
League Committee of Experts. It consists in 
examini):Ig the questions which, in the Committee's 
opinion, are already snfficiently ripe in the legal 
conscience of the nations to fonn the subject of 
internatioy.al conventions .. This method results 
only in partial and gradual codification. I will 
not venture to choose between the two methods, 
both of which are excellent in their way. Consi
derations of expediency alone . may decide as a 
temporary measure in f;tvour of one or other. 

t · It is important; however, in my view , that, 
, if a scheme for codification is adopted in America, 

the League should immediately set about framing 
a second scheme for the codification of interna
tional- law.· The Committee of Experts should 
be instructed to submit to the League, quite soon, 
if· possible, a draft scheme for general codification. 

This is the only ·way to prevent a break in 
"international law as the result of the adoption of 
different svstems of codification in the two 
continents. ~ Law, once codified in America, might 
develop along quite different lines from the 
international code, adopted later for the rest of 
the world. _..It is no -doubt necessary in America 
to codify tne international law governing certain 
specific ques~ons, bu~ it is essential t<! prese~e 
the -unity of mternatmnal law. There IS nothmg 
to prevent the American Sta:tes ~om a~opting 
a unified system ; but they will still remam free 

~ to settle this or that point of detail in accordance 
with their particular conditions. 

T~e worl_d has hithexto had a single system 
of mternat~ona~ law, and it would be truly 
regrettable If this should divide into two diver!!Cnt 
~uxrents_. It sepms advisable, ~erefore, ;hen 
mstructing the. CommittPe of Juri~s to prep!\J"e 
~ draft plan for genPral codific~tion, as I have 
JUSt suggested, to recommend it to take into 
!tccount the work which is procee1ling simulhmeously 
m . the New World. The League of Nations 
which has already given evidence of it-s activit~ ' 
in th~ field of intt>rnational law, ought to take 
up this work of codification, since, if succ~>ssfully 
completed, it would not only be of great value 
from the moral point of view but would establish 
lega\ unity throughout the world. 

It wo~ld subsequent.ly be quite 'feasible and 
comparat-Ively easy to combine the two systems and 
thus e~sure the universalit.y of international law'.' 

In VIew of these considerations the delegation 
of Paraguay has the honour to submit to the 
Assembly the following draft resolution : 

" The Assembly, 
" Having in view the importance and tU"gcncy 

of preparing; for the use of all nations, a Code 
of International Law, 

" Invites the Council to entrust the Committee 
of Experts with the preparation of a gt>neral and 
comprehensive plan of codification of interna
tional law, paying due regard, as far as possible 
to the work of codification which is being carried 
on in America. " 

The work of the other organs of the League 
affords further tangible and incontestable proof 
of its activity . 

We find fresh undertakings, some of which have 
been completed, while others still await completion. 
We may congratulate ourselves especially on the 
results of the International Economic Conference, 
and on the steady growth of the Health Organisa
tion, which this year, for the first time, extended 
its activities to Latin America. In this connection 
the Health Committee, by sending a mission to 
America, has played the part of forerunner. 

The Assembly would do well to arrange for the 
continuation of this work, which has begun so 
auspiciously, and the initiative for which, I am 
glad to say, was taken by the delegation of 
Paraguay. 

But while our technical balance·sheet 
undoubtedly augurs well for the League's future 
can we say the same of our moral position 7 Materiai 
prosperity is a factor in the success of any organi
sation, but, in order that , its success may be 
complete, a sound moral reputation is no less 
essential. . 

Let ns look at the future without bias. Let us 
gaze dispassionately around us. We have to 
admit that, at the moment, confidence in the 
League is wavering. Of those who had placed all 
their ·faith in it, some have given way to doubt. 
The fact that certain committees engaged in study
ing particularly delicate problems have not arrived 
at definite results has been taken as a proof of 
impotence. 

Such criticisms are deserving of attention, not 
for any element of truth they may contain, but 
simply because, erroneous though they be, they may 
react unfavourably on supporters of our cause. 

The Geneva organisation, like all human 
institutions, is not yet perfect. In point of fact, 
however, this impotence with which the League has 
latterly been charged is, as it were, the " dead 
centre " of the mechanism, and is not due to any 
irremediable defect in its design. The public should 
be taught, for example, that in political matters all 
right of initiative rests with the associated nations, 
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d that no body exists which has power to take 
~~nservatory measures _in th.e inte~ests of peace. 
This is explicitly proVIded m .Artwle 11 of the 
Covenant. The ·:;mblic should know that the :r'e~~e 
organisation itt not at all equivalent ~o a JUdiCial 
tribunal or public prosecutor responsible for t~e 
application of thillaw. The League, th~ref<_>re, IS 
not responsible for the inaction for which It has 
been blamed. . d 

Those who publicly accuse it of rmpotence sho~ 
rather blame the sovereigntY: <_>f. t~e States w~wh 
limited the Council's power of Imtmtlve. They rmght 
also perhaps blame last year's reform of the 
Cou~cil whidh unfortunately did not prevent us 
from )~sing most valued. c~lla~orators. The 
enlargement ·of the Council, It IS alleged, has 
resulted in a tendency among the great ~ow~rs
-1\-hich is to a certain extent natural and mev~t~ble 
- to confer with one another a~d come to declSlon.s 
among themselves so that a kind of super-Council 

' has now been fo~med. Experience would. thus 
appear to have justified the fears ongmally 
expressed by certain deleg_ati.ons. : . 

But even if we were to fill m this gap, to rectify 
this o;ganic error we should still have done little to 
serve the cause df peace through justice, on which 
we are all so passionately set. · . 

Institutions are of no account without a moral 
code and there will never be any international 
mor~lity or a true international_ c~mmunity ~til 
the Members of this free assoCiatiOn of natwns 
are possessed of the spirit of s<_>lidari~, t~e 
international spirit - in the sense m which thiS 
term is employed by Dr. Nichola~ Mlll'!ay ~utler, 
the eminent President of Columbia UmverSity. 

Another matter on which I should like to dwell 
is the question of international comlnittees of 
enquiry, which are a kind of magistrates' bench, 
responsible for obtaining evidence. It seems to 
me that, in the interests of a practical policy of 
organ.sed prace, it is very ces.rable that the -pro
cedure for any international enquiry should be 
settled beforehand. The League did much to 
promote the development of international 
conciliation when, in 1922, it framed a text 
which has been used as a model. for the numerous 
conciliation conventions concluded during the last 
few years. The same system might be adopted in 
regard to the procedure for enquiries. 

A certain procedure in the matter, it is true, was 
established. by the Second Hague Conference, and 

c formed the basis of the .'' Wilson-Bryan Peace 
Plan" and the "Gondra Covenant". But it 
would be a good plan to turn again to the 1907 
Convention for the Pacific Settlement of 
International Disputes and adapt it to the special 
requirements of enquiries carried out by order of 
the Council. 

I desire to draw the Assembly's special attention 
to this suggestion concerning international 
committees of enquiry, and I would ask the Council 
to examine the question. 

Lastly, I need hardly say that, as one of the 
signatories to the Geneva Protocol, Paraguay 
warmly supports the proposal of the Netherlands 
delegation to assume the study of the principles of 
the organisation of peace on which that Protocol 
was based. 

Before concluding my remarks, may I say from 
this platform how much we regret the absence from 
the Assembly of certain Latin-American States Y 
We hope, however, for the return of those who 
-only temporarily, we hope- have left the 
League. · 

When recognising the American Republics, the 
great English statesman, Canning, once said : " I 
have called the New World into existence in order 
to restore the balance of the Old ". To restore the 

balance - that is the es~ential t~sk which since then 
has devolved upon Latm Amenca. . . 

• As Members of the League, the. Latm-A~erwan 
Republics exercise a very great I~lu~nce m the 
dire~ion of moderation and conciliati_on. . Those 
distant States, which are lovers of JUStice and · 
seekers after ideal truths and_progress, ea~ employ 
their disinterested interventiOn to facilitat@ the 
application of the law in doubtful cases. 'That is the 
historic and essentially humanitarian duey laid 
upon Latin America from the beginning, and that 
duty she owes it to herself to accomplish at Geneva. 

All the Latin-American States should be here to 
assist in the performance of this solemn task. 

The President : 

Tmnslation : The draft . resolution just read by 
M. Caballero, first delegate of Paraguay, will be 
distributed and published in the Journal of the 
Assembly. 

As regards the procedure to be adopted, I will, at 
the end of this meeting, submit a proposal 
coneerning the further action to be taken with) 
regard to this draft resolution. . . 

M. Morales, first delegate_ of Panama, will address 
the Assembly. 

l\1. 1\lorales (Panama) : 

Translation : Mr. President, Ladies and 
Gentlemen -After having heard for several days 
eloquent and authoritative speeches by the most 
distinguished statesmen in the world, who have 
expressed in the most striking terms their idec...."-,on 
the grave and burning problems of disarmament 
and peace, you may perhaps turn· with especial 
interest to something new, something differen~, 
which concerns a Latin-American country, and It 
is in this hope that I now address you. 

It would not surprise me if my appearance _on 
this plat~orm as head of the Panama delegatiOn 
should cause many of you to ask yourselves in 
what part of the globe the country I represent is 
situated, and what part it can take, what interest 
it can have, in the activities and fate of the League. 

Panama is, it is true, a small nation, which was 
practically unknown to Europe until a few years 
ago, and its existence as an independent State 
dates back a bare quarter of a century. 

If, however, you take a map of the world and 
look carefully for the narrow neck of land <Separating 
the two great oceans, you will find that this region 
forms the most prominent central part of the 
American continent, and can without exaggeration 
be accorded the unique distinction of being the 
geographical centre of thl) world. 

The territory in question, which covers an area,., 
of 32,000 square miles, is that of the Republic of · 
Panama. 

Within its boundaries a canal has been 
constructed, linking the Atlantic and , Pacific 
Oceans, and through this artificial channel more 
than 4,000 merchantships, flying nearly every 
known flag, pass every year, bound for all the 
ports of the world, carrying people of all races and 
the industrial products of every continent. · 

Panama is therefore a country having the 
advantage of a unique geographical position, to 
which its present existence as an independent nation 
is largely due. For the same reason, it will 
doubtless ultimately be ealled uporl to take a 
prominent part in the peaceful concern of n&tions. 

This exceptional position confers upon Panama 
equally exceptional privileges and advantages, but 
imposes on it corresponding obligations which are ' 
new and extraordinary in modern international"
law. 
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The whole of our territory is a place of· transit a 
thoroughf~re essenti~l to the world's trade, and dur 
!~lost obVIc.ms ~nd rmpera~ive international duty 
IS to pernnt this natural r1ght of way which has 
bee~ perfected by human ingenuity, to be u!ed on a 
footmg !lf absolute equality by all nations without 
let or hindrance. 

Clear]y, then, Panama is th_e ~east ~solated country 
on the face of ~he earth. It IS m daily contact with 
evety mdu.s~al and com~ercial country in the 
world, and 1~ IS beyond que~t10n possible that it may 
be brought mto contact With every nation, far and 
near. , 

The international position of Panama does not 
resemble that of any other country. It would be 
easy to find two countries between which contact 
is impr?bable ; the Kingdom of Bulgaria and the 
Republic of Paraguay, for instance, being divided 
by land and water, would find it difficult to discover 
interests which link or separate them or causes for 
changing their • ill different or friendly attitude. 
This, however, cannot be said of Panama, since 
the possibility is evident though the probability 
may be remote. 

Since the position of the Republic of Panama 
is as I have briefly described, since Panama recog
nises and accepts it as its international duty that 
its territory should be used for the benefit of the 
trade and industries of the world, it is natural that 
it should take a deep and permanent interest in 
membership of any uuiversal international 
association the object of which is to establish 
equality among nations, to base the peace of the 
world on mutual respect between States, to guaran
fpw; security to weak nations, and to submit 
international disputes and differences to judicial 
settlement. as the final resort. 

It -is on account of this interest that my country 
appears as one of the founders of this association, 
and has taken part in its annual Assemblies in 
the firm conviction that the path forward is one 
that will lead .the world to the perpetual enjoyment 
of the benefits of peace. 

This conviction has in no wise been weakened 
· during the years of the League's existence, 

notwithstanding the work that has been and is 
being done against it daily in some parts of the 
world. It is sometimes represented as the docile 
tool of the great Powers, sometimes as a dangerous 
institution striving to become a super-State and 
to destroy the sovereiguty of its own Members, but 
mostly as a useless organisation without prestige, • 
energy or life. . ' 

The obvious incompatibility of these various 
objections reveals to the impartial mind that the 
adversaries of the League have failed to realise 
that it is the most . important international 
experiment in the history of mankind. _Its P!esent 
shortcomings, therefore, should not g~ve nse to 
despair or disappointment; rather should they serve 
to promote the study of methods for perfecting its 
organisation, which will, no doubt, be discovered 
within a comparatively short space of time. 

That is the attitude of the people of Panama. 
They are confident that the ·work is essentially 
sound and profitable, and they 'hope that the work 
of the League may be carried on with a sure faith 
in its ultimate success. 

Since the formation of the League, oth~ plans 
have arisen for the establishment of continental 

. Leagues or regional Leagues, apparently compatible 
with the 0 present League. I find it ~icult . to 
coRceive the value of a League of Nat10ns which 
is not essentially uuiversal, since it is upon this 
universality that its efficiency and permanency, its 
utility and impartiality ultimately depend. 

Let us take, for instance, the plan of a League of 
American nations based on the mistaken idea that 

there is a single spirit representative of America, 
and that all the nations of the New World m·e 
linked by common interests stronger and more 
numerous than those that bind 'them to European 
countries. Is this true ! And .U it were would 
this _community of interests alone justify the 
creatiOn of a separate League '! No. In t-he first 
place, facts go to prove that the Argentine Republic 
and Guatemala, for instance, have fewer intere&ts • 
in common than exist between the Argentine and 
England, or between Guatemttla and Germany. 

The belief in common continental intt>l'l'sts is nn 
illusion. But even if such a belief wert' bo!'De out 
by the facts, we must admit t-hat this would not 
justify the creation of a special League, The ' 
fundamental object of an internat.ional association .. 
of this kind is not to seek to harmonise that which• 
is already in harmony - that would be worse tllnu, 
puerile - but to endeavour to harmonise tlmt 
which is discordant, to settle conflicts, to prevet~t 
an appeal to arms as the final nrgument and l'esom·ce 
and to do all this by means of impnrtial agencies 
and instruments supported by the public opinion 
of the whole world. 

Any League requires as its essentinl complmnent 
a Court of Justice, and an American Leugue would 
therefore be complelled to orgnnise an American 
Court. In the case of a serious dispute between 
American countries, would an American Court 
offer greater hopes or afford a stronger guamntee of 
impartiality than the Permanent Cotll't of Justice 
already created under the auspices of the Longue 
of Nations ! 

The fact that purely American interest-s were at 
stake would surely mean that the Court, consisting 
as it does of distinguished jurists from all purts of 
the world, including an appreciable number of 
Americans, would be likely to afford a more 
complete guarantee of impartiality than any local 
organisation. Moreover, what would happen in the 
case of dispute between a European and an 
American nation ! Which League would take upon 
itself the pacific settlement of the matter f Which 
Court would be competent to deal with the dispute ! 
Would not this lead to a graver conflict between 
two Leagues, each upholding its own jurisdiction ! 

I have dealt with this matter at some length, 
and would say, in conclusion, that my country 
has not yet discovered any strong and convincing 
reasons · for altering its belief that universality 
should be the essential characteristic of a J,eague 
of Nations which ·aspires to play the part of an 
effective instrlliDent of justice and peace in the 
world. 

The League of Nations, in the universal form in 
which it exists to-day, and which we trust it may 
retain and strengthen by the accession of those 
countries that do not yet occupy the places left 
open for them, presents, as .far as the weaker 
States are concerned, an aspect the essential 
importance of which has not yet been fully realised 
- I mean the moral aspect, the influence of reason 
and justice in the formation of a stern world public 
opinion in the face of which anns and armies are 
impotent. 

This annual Assembly, at which the world's 
most distinguished men meet together, is a great 
forlliD- nay, more, it is the only forum in which 
those in need of protection and support may 
proclaim their wrongs, confident that at least the 
opprobrium of humanity's silent censure may 
fall upon the oppressors. 

As I have already said, my country, being one of 
the founders of this League, has a deep and sincere 
interest in it, and hopes that it may continue 
to prosper, respected by all nations, and in 
possession of all the requisite authority to enable 
it to carry out the aims so ably set forth in the 
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Preamble to the Covenant. I therefore co~sid~r 
that it would be well to introduce and mamtam 
the practice of inviting the l\fembers of ~he Le~~;gue 
to come here from ~ime to time and exp~am,_possi~ly 
without any defi~:.ite intention of thm.r. discuss~on 
or settlement circmpstances and conditwns whwh 
in any way 'influenCE' their international life, so 
that all the 1\fembers of the League may thus 
obtain first-hand authoritative information "!!J?On 
all matters affecting the safety and the politiCal 
life of each of the associated nations. 

Panama desires 'to inaugurate this practice as a 
proof of her profound respect for the League, and as 
the best means of explaining certain facts which 

· have been misrepresented in the Press of various 
. countries, in regard to the relations. and links 
•exi'l_t.ing between Panama and the Umted States. 
.That great country has vital interests in Panama. 
Under a Treaty concluded by the two countries 
in 1903, the United States have undertaken at 
their own • expense the most remarkable piece of 
engineering of modern times, the canal which 
provides a through passage from the Atlantic to the 
Pacific Ocean in seven hours. 

In order to facilitate the construction of this 
canal, which it was considered twenty-five year agQ 
would prove a ruinous enterprise for whomsoever 
should undertake and complete it, Panama 
renounced considerable financial interests and also 
accepted, as a sacrifice, obligations in1posed upon 
it by the essential need of ensuring its independence. 
Included in those sacrifices was the granting to the 
United States in perpetuity of the use, occupation 
and control of a zone ten miles wide across its 
territory for the construction, administration, 
maintenance, sanitation and ·protection of the 
Canal, and the exercise of all rights, power and 
authority over that zone by the United States as 
if they possessed sovereignty over the territory. 

The complexity of the numerous matters dealt 
with in the Treaty of 1903 has led to conflicting 
int.erpretations by the two countries since its 
ratification. The cause of the most essential and 
profound disagreement, that relating to trade in the 
Canal Zone, was settled by diplomatic means in 
1904, when it was established in substance that the 
:United States Government had the right to import 
mto the Canal Zone, free of duty, all machinery 
and materials required for the construction 
maintenance, operation, sanitation and protectio~ 
o[ the Canal, and all necessary articles for the 
employees and workmen and· their families. 
Other re~idents in the Canal Zone may not inlport 
goods Without paying duty to the Republic of 
Panama. 

After this agreement had been in force for 
twenty years, the United States Congress authorised 
th~ President to ~brogate it, and, although Panama 
pomted out that 1t could not be abrogated without 
Its con_sent, as no definite or contingent date had 
been fixed for the termination of the Convention 
between the two countries, it was nevertheless 
abrog:ated, ~he United States Government declaring 
that Its obJect was to conclude a new Convention 
on a more permanent basis than the old one. 
·This n~'! Conventi.on. was negotiated in Washing

ton by JOint Commisswns appointed by the two 
Governments, and, after discussions lasting more 
than two years, a Treaty was finally concluded on 
July 28th, 1926. 

puring the ~iscussion of this Convention, Panama 
enJoyed full liberty of action, and, despite the fact 1 

that the negotiations took place between one of the 
!JIOSt powerful and one of the weakest countries 
m t~e world, there was not the slightest tendency 
to Impose onerous or humiliating conditions 
upon Panama. On the contrary, these negotiations 
were marked throughout by a ·spirit of mutual 

consideration and respect, a fact which, in itself, 
is deserving of mention. 

The Treaty naturally contains a. nu;nber of 
concessions made by each of the parties m return 
for certain advantages obtained from or certain 
sacrifices made by the other, and for this vecy 
reason it can be regarded inlpartially by those 
who study it as a whole, whereas it is look~d uppn 
with disfavour by persons who see only the disad
vantages or sacrifices, and are anxious to magfl.ify 
and condemn them. 

There is, however, a serious question in regard to 
which no compromise is possible between the, two 
Governments, because it cannot be settled unless 
one of the parties changes its view wholly and 
completely and adopts the other's view. 

The United States ma.intain that .Panama has 
transferred to them its right of sovereignty over the 
Canal Zone, while Panama maintains that it has only 
granted them such rights and authority as they. 
would possess if they were, in fact, the sovereign 
Power, for the specific purpose of constructing, 
maintaining, operating, sanitating and protecting 
the Canal. 

Panama takes the view that sovereignty does not 
consist of one right only but of many rights, and 
that accordingly it was within its power to grant the 
United States the right to administer justice, to 
maintain order, to sanitate and protect the Canal' 
Zone, but neither in intention not in fact did it 
grant them the whole of its sovereign rights. 
Sovereignty is too essential and important a thing 
to be transferred by inlplication. Although it may 
be argued that the sovereign rights retained by 
Panama over the Canal Zone are but . a shado~ 
they are yet substantial enough to prevent the 
United Stat~s from having a legitinlate clainl or 
title to transfer the Canal Zone .or the (anal itself 
to any other country, and this is sufficient to 
justify Panama in its view. 

This essential divergency in the interpretation 
of the Treaty of 1903 has not been settkd in the 
Treaty of 1926, but, as the latter has not yet been 
ratified by the Legislature of Panama and the 
Panama Government hopes by further negotiations 
to effect a change and to o bta.in decisions 
favourable to Panama, it would not be surprising 
if the United States Government, whose friendship 
for Panama has always been sincere and cordial, 
should finally accept the latter's interpretation, 
which in no wise prejudices the vast interests which 
form a perpetual bond between that country and 
our~. If this is not the case, however, the two 
na_tions would still h~ve the resource of submitting 
this ~nd an:y- othe~ ~pute to an impartial Court of 
Jus~we fo; Its deCISI?n, trusting that a correct and 
eqmtable mterpretatwn would be given for all time. 

The United States has always been a just country, 
a lover of peace and an enthusiastic supporter of 
international arbitration. It is unthinkable 
therefore, that in a dispute with a small weak 
~ountry it should !~fuse to submit to im'partial 
Judges a ma.tter ariSmg out of the interpretation 
of a treaty, and still more unthinkable that it 
should attempt to inlpose its own interpretation 
by some extrajudicial means. 

I have given you the above details in order to 
expla~n the origin of the Treaty signed at 
·Washmgton last year, and in reply to the criticism 
that this Treaty violates the Covenant of the 
League of Nations. o 

By Article 11 of the Treaty, Panama agrees> to 
co-opeJate, by all possible means with the United 
States in pro_tecting and. defending the Panama 
Canal, for which purpose It agrees to regard itself 
as at war in any conflict in which the United States 
are involved as belligerents. 
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As f'anama sees it, this clause can have no other 
me~mng than that, under its terms, it offers its 
ass1~tance. for ~he defence of a part of its own 
~emtory m whiCh another country possesses vital 
mterests. Panama maintains that it }Jas not 
renounced or transferred to the United States the 
whole of its sovereign rights over the Canal Zone, 
and that, consequently, if the Panama Canal were 
at'tackefl. by any other country, it is the right and 
du~ ?f Pana~l!' to defend it. This is a purely 
defensive provlS!on to meet the eventuality of an 
attack on the Panama Canal involvina the.United 
States as a belligerent - an event~ality which 
we hope will never occur. It does not refer· to a 
conflict involving Panama as one of the principal 
parti.es, ~ whic!J. case the Covenant of the League 
provides, m Articles 12 and 13, as amended in 1921, 
the procedure to be followed for the settlement -of 
the dispute before a final resort to war. On the 
contrary, it relates to the defence by Panama of its 
territory in the event of a war arising out of a 
d).spute in which it is not directly involved. 

Panama maintains, therefore, that, even if the 
Treaty in regard to which negotiations are still 
proceeding at Washington should be finally approved 
and ratified, with the inclusion of the clause relating 
to her co-operation in the defence of the Canal, 
that Treaty would not constitute any violation of 
the engagements she has contracted under the 
Covenant. In that event, however, the matter will 
be considered when the Treaty is registered witll the 
Secretariat- of the League. 

The United States have been accused of forcing 
Panama to accept this clause, but my Government 
~mnly declares this allegation to be false. The 
essential part of the clause was proposed by the 
Panama Government as a proof of solidarity with 
the United States in regard to the defence of the 
Canal and of its own territory, and was accepted 
by them in a magnanimous spirit and with a clear 
comprehension of the intention underlying 
Panama's proposal. 

Such is the explanation which my Government 
desires to give to the Assembly· of the League of 

• Nations, in order to define its attitude to the 
League and to serve as an aut~oritativ_e statell!ent 
regarding the development of Its spemal relatwns 
with the United States. . 

But, before concluding, I think it essential, in 
strict justice, to say this : tllat these relations 
between a State that is in every respect great ap.q 
powerful and another that is small and weak have 
always been marked by firm, sincere and constant 
.respect and friendship on both sides, and that ~he 
United States have at all times shown a genume 
anxiety to contribute to the stability and progress 
of Panama without dinlinishing its independence. 

Widely divergent views have been taken by the 
two countries, such as tllose which I have broadly 
indicated ·and the energetic defence by Panama of 
its rights'and the attitude it has adopted have l!ot 
given rise to any resentment or rancour. Our froth 
in the existence of a spirit of justice in the United 
States is complete, .for in t~at ~~at demo_cracy 
justice always wins over public o~mwn and fi?ally 
prevails. For this reason, Panama lS fully conVln~d 
that all its differences with the United States will 
be settled by diplomacy or by a Court of 
Arbitration or of Justice. 

In conclusion, I would say that my country has 
. watched ~th satisfaction the patient work of the 

Covncil and of the Secretariat during the . year 
which has elapsed since the seventh ordinary 
·session of the Assembly, and is_proud to ~elo!!g to 
an association the primary obJect of which lS to 
place world peace on a firm and · unsh~~~le 
foundation, to which it adds seoondary actiVIties 

directe~ to'!ards th~ happiness and prosperity of 
all nations, Irrespectl ve of rnce, religion or custom. 

41.- STUDY OF TilE PRINfJl'LES OF THE 
GENE\'A PROTOCOL ;\NI) OF THE 
QUESTION OF DISAR:\L\liEl\T: A~IENIHm 
TEXT OF TilE DIUFT RESOLUTION 
PROPOSED BY TilE lHTUERLAN{lS 
DELEGATION. 

The President : 

Translatio11 : The Assembly will remember thnt 
last Tuesday the following draft resolution wns 
submitted by the Nethel"lands dolegntion : 

" The Assembly, '• 

" Convinced that, without reopening the 
discussions on the Geneva Protocol of l!l:!·l, it ~ 
desirable to consider whether the time hns not 
come to resume the study of the prinoiplos on 
which that Protocol was based, 

"And considering it of the highest importnncc 
that the Assembly should give an impulse to t.he 
work of the ·Preparatory Commission for 
Disarmament, 

"Decides to refer the study of the fundamentnl 
principles of the Geneva Protocol and the 
conclusions of the report of the Prepnrntory 
Commission to the approprinte Commit.tees. ". 

You will remember that I then reserved the right 
to offer certain suggestions to the Assembly on the 
procedure to be adopted in respect of that draft 
resolution. In order to expedite that procedure, I 
have consulted the General Committee of the 
Assembly, which has approved my suggestion to 
refer this draft resolution to the ~'bird Uommittoe. 

If no objections are raised, I shall consid(lr that 
the Assembly has decided to adopt this procedure. 

1\f. Beelaerts van Blokland, first delegnto of the 
Nether lands, will address the Assembly. 

l\1. Beelnerts van Uloklund (Netherlands) : 

Translation: Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen 
- The very illuminating speech of the first delegate 
of the British Empire seems, I think, to be based on 
a certain misconception of the ' Netherlands 
delegation's proposal. w 

In the first place, I should like to point out that 
a discussion of the principles of the Geneva Protocol 
by no means entails a revival of the discussion on 
the Protocol itself. I carefully emphasised that fact 
both in my first speech and in the draft resolution. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain was somewhat alarmed 
at the idea of resuming the discussion of the three 
great principles which form the basis of the 
Protocol. Moreover, the distinguished delegate of 
the British Empire urged that we must realil!e that 
the Covenant itself already gives us everything we 
need. 

I fully appreciate th~t v.i~w ; but Sir Austen 
will also agree that the provl8lons of the Covenant 
dealing with disarmament, security and arbitration 
are not enough in themselves. The work for 
disarmament, for the execution of Articles 11 and 
16 of the Covenant and for extending the use 
of pacific methods in the solution of international 
disputes, bears out my contention . 

The aim of the Netherlands delegation's proposal 
is simply to initiate in the appropriate Committees 
of the Assembly a calm and reasoned discussion' 
of the problems raised by the Covenant. 

The marked development which has taken place 
in those three problems since the failure of the 
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Geneva Protocol is ample justification for such a 
discussion. . · 

In order to remove the objections advanced by 
the first delegate "f the British Empire as regards. 
the desirabilit.y 0~ oonsidering whether the time has 
not come " to resume the study of the principl~s 
on which that Profijcol was based ", as stated m 
the draft resolution, I wish to amend my proposal 
by deleting those words and substituting -the 
fvUowing: 

" . . . . To consider whether the time has not 
come to resume the study of the principles of 
disarmament, security and arbitration which 
are expressed in the Covenant. " · 

• Similarly, in the third paragraph of the draft 
res6lution, the words: " . · . . . of the fundamental 

"principles of the Geneva Protocol " should be 
replaced by the following: " . . . . of the above-
tilentioned principles ". . 

The draft resolution will now read as follows : 

" The Assembly, 
" Convinced that, without reopening .th:e 

discussions on the Geneva Protocol of 1924, 1t 1s 
desirable to consider whether the time has not 
come to resume the study of the principles of 
disarmament, ,security and arbitration as 
provided for in the Covenant ; 

" Considering it of the highest importance that 
the Assembly should give an impulse to the work 
of the Preparatory Commission for the 
Disarmament Conference, 

" Decides to refer to the Third Committee the 
study of the above-mentioned principles and the 
chapter of the Report and Supplementary 
Report on the Work of the Council and of the 
Secretariat relating to disarmament." 

A slight correction has been made in the last 
sentence, which in the original draft did not fully 
concord with the statement made by my colleague, 
M. Loudon, at an earlier meeting .. 

The President : 

Translation : The Minister for Foreign Affairs 
of the Netherlands has submitted a new draft 
resolution to supersede the draft which was laid 
before you last Tuesday. 
' I think that, this question being a very important 

one, the draft resolution should be distributed to 
the various delegations and published in the 
Assembly Journal. · 

On Monday morning I will suggest the action 
to be taken regarding the amended resolution which 
our colleague has just submitted. 

If there are no objections, I shall regard the 
proposal as adopted. (.A.dopted.l 

42. - SETTLE!\IENT OF INTERNATIONAL 
DISPL'TES : REFERENCE TO THE THIRD 
COllliiTTEE. 

The Pre~idl'nt : 

Translatirm: You will remember that, on 
September 9th, a draft resolution was submitted 
to the Assembly by 1\I. Sokal on behalf of the 
Polish delegation, and I decided to propose at a 
later date what aetion should be taken in regard to 
that resolution, which reads as follows : 

"The Assembly, 
" Recognising the solidarity which unites the 

community of nations ; 

· " Being inspired by a firm desire for the 
maintenance of general peace ; . 

" Being convinced that a war of aggressiOn can 
never serve as a means of settling ~ternat~onal 
dispu_tes and is in consequence an mternat10nal 
crime; · . . · 

" Considering that a solemn renunmat10n of all 
wars of aagression would tend to create an 
atmosphere" of general confidence ca3culated 
to facilitate the progress of the work undertll:}!en 
with a view to disarmament : 

" Declares : 
" (1) That all wars of aggression are and shall 

always be prohibited ; · 
" (2) That every pacific means mu~t _be 

employed to settle disputes of every descnpt10n 
which may arise between States. 

"The Assembly declares that the _Sta~es 
Members of the League are under an obligatwn 
to conform to these principles. " 

I consulted the General Committee of the 
Assembly, and it approvej my proposal to refer 
this draft resolution to the Third Committee. 

If there is no objection, I shall regard my proposal 
as adopted. (Adopted.) 

43.- PREPARATION OF A CODE OF INTER
NATIONAL LAW: DRAFT RESOLUTION 
PROPOSED BY THE PARAGUAYAN 
DELEGATION. 

The President : 

· Translation : M. Caballero to-day submitted iiQ) 
following resolution : 

" The Assembly, 
" Having in view the importance and urgency 

of preparing, for the use of all nations, a code of 
international law, · · · 

" Invites the Council to entrust the Committee 
of Experts with the preparation of a general and 
comprehensive plan of codification of 
international law, paying due regard, as far as 
possible, to the work of codification which is 
being carried on in America." 

When this draft resolution was submitted, I told 
the Assembly that, in order to expedite procedure, 
I would, before the end of the meeting, suggest the 
action to be taken in regard to it. . 

My proposal will not, I think, give rise to any 
objection, as there are a number of precedents for it. 

I propose that this draft resolution be referred 
to the Agenda Committee, which will be requested 
to report on it as soon as possible. 

If no plenary meeting of the Assembly is taking 
place when I receive the report, I shall regard 
myself, with your consent, as empowered to transmit 
this draft resolution to the -Committee designated 
by the Agenda Committee. 

Is there any objection Y 

The proposal was adopted. 

44. - WORK OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
CONFERENCE FOR THE CREATION OF 
AN INTERNATIONAL RELIEF UNION : 
REFERENCE TO THE SECOND COJ\11\IITTEE 
INSTEAD OF TO THE FIFTH COMI\IITTEE : 
LETTER FROM THE AGENDA COI\{1\IITTEE. 

The President : 

Tra-nslation : I have received from the Agen~ 
Committee the following letter, dated September 
lOth, 1927 : 
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""T~e ·Assembfy referred to· the Agenda 
Commttte,e a le~er from the Acting President of 
the Council asking that the question of the work 
of the International Conference for the Creation 
of an International Relief Union should be_ placed 
on the agenda of the Assembly. The Agenda 
Committee examined this proposal on Tliilrsday 
September 8th, and decided to suggest that it 
mould. be referred to the Fifth Committee of the 
A§sembly. You thereupon communicated this 
suggestion yesterday morning, September 9th 
to the Assembly, which approved it. ' 

"Since then, however, my I'O!leagues on the 
Agenda Committee and myself have reconsidered 
the allocation .of the various questions to the 
Committees, and have come to the conclusion 
that it would have been better to refer the above
mentioned question to the Second Committee, 
because it was that Committee which, at the last 
session of the Assembly, examined the 
preparatory documents of the International 
Conferen<'e for the Creation of an International 
Relief Union. 

"In these circumstances, and although our 
first impulse was to try to lighten the somewhat 
heavy task of the Second Committee, we think 
it would be better t.o recommend to the 
Assembly to revoke 'its original decision and 
refer this question to the Second Committee. 

" I shall be obliged if you will be so good as to 
consult the Assembly on this point and enable 
it to take a decision in regard to the change 
suggested. 

(Signed) :J;.. DE BROUCKERE, 

. Chairman of the Agenda Committee. " 

The proposal of the Ag~da Committee is to 
refer the question not to the Fifth Committee, as 
suggested by the Assembly,_ but to the Second 
Committee. The Assembly 1S therefore asked to 
revoke its original decision and to refer the question 
to the Second Committee. 
/ The Assembly has to consider the reason~ which 
prompted the Agenda Committee's proposal. 

.If any member wishes to raise an objection his 
remarks will be duly noted. 

Mr. Dandurand, Chairman of the Second 
Committee, will address-t.he Assembly. 

. 1\lr. Dandurand (Canada), Chairman of the Second 
Committee: 

Translation : The Second Committee already has 
a large number of questions to examine, and has 
even thought that it ~ght adva~tageously .refer 
the question of alcoholism to the Fifth Committee. 
We have not yet, however., brought this point 
before the Assembly. I know that the Fifth. 
Committee too has a very large agenda. 
· .Since neither the Second Committee nor mJ~self 
has been consulted, I have no authority to accept 
the suggested proposal. 

The President : 

Translation : I note what our honourable 
colleague has said, and I now ask if other members 
of the Assembly have any observations to make. 
If not I think the Assembly should approve th;e 
Agend~ Committee's proposal. In other words, if 
there are !lo other observations, I shall take it that 
I ~m to refer this question, as the . Agenda 
Committee suggests, to the Se.cond Commtttee. . 

·The Chairmen of the Committees concerned will 
be duly informed of the change that has been made. 

The proposal, was adopted. 

45.- QUESTION OF THE NEW LEAGUE 
BUILDIXG :PROPOSALS OF THE GEI~ERAL 
COlHIITIEE OF THE ASSE:\IRLY. 

The President : 
• 
• 

Translation : The Assembly ~ill remember that 
when, at the second meeting on l\.londay afternoon, 
September 5th, it was asked to decide upon it1s ' 
agenda, I proposed, and you kindly acc€1pt.etl my 
suggestion, to divide up the question of the new 
League building accm·ding to its various aspeot.s. 
The . Assembly then decided that, ap(\l·t from 
budgetary matters, which would be delllt with by 
the Fourth Committee, these aspects of the question 
should be examined first of all by the General • 
Committee of the Assembly, which should also be• 
instructed to make proposals as to the procetftU"e• 
to be followed. 

In accordance with the Assembly's der.ision, the 
General Committee has on.refully studied the 
various aspects of the question and hns asked me to 
inform you of its conclusions. 

It thinks that the best course would be to a>1k a 
small Committee of five members to formulate 
suggestions as to the desirable procedure. In order 
to help that Committee, the General Committee 
of the Assembly hns thought it advisnblo to 
indicate which questions should be examined, and 
has accordingly prepared a note enumerating the 
various points. This note reads as follows : 

" The Committee entrusted with the task of 
examining the procedure to be followe1l in rognrd 
to the League building will have to study the 
following points : 

" 1. Ascertain the cost of the various plans 
and compare it with the funds available. 

" 2. Examine the position resulting from this 
comparison. To what extent should the cost of 
plans which exceed the financial limits indil'ated in 
the programme be regarded as an eliminating 
factor Y Where these limits are exceeded, is 
there any possibility of modifying plans so as to 
bring their cost within the limits Y 

" 3. Consider the prize plans from the point 
of view of convenience and administrative 
requirements. 0 

" 4. If a suitable plan cannot be selected 
under satisfactory conditions, owing to the 
rejection of a large number of plans or the 
impossibility of bringing them within the 
required limits of expenditure, should the 
Assembly be asked to increase the credit vote Y 

" 5. If this proposal is not thought expedient, 
or if the Assembly does not agree to it : 

" (a) Should further consideration be given 
to the question of a building to accommodate 
the whole of the services 7 or 

" (b) Should a building be erected for the 
Assembly alone and the building occupied by 
the Secretariat be retained for use as at 
_present 7 / · 

" 6. No matter what decision is adopted 
regarding the financial conditions, a compl~te 
or a limited plan must be selected. Should a chmce 
be made from the prize-winning plans 7 If so, 
by what method, .ta~g into . ·.acco~t 
considerations of a fmanCial, admtmstrattve 
and asthetic character 7 If not, what 
procedure should be followed as regards the 
action to be taken 7 
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" 7. If no final decision is taken before the 
close of the present session of the Assembly, 
must the matter be held over until the next 
session or who will be empowered to take a 
decision in the 'Interval Y . 

" To determine these various points, the 
Committee migh~ consult all the members of the 
Jury of Architects or some of their number, 
the Swiss authorities - in particular, the 
authorities of the Canton of Geneva - the 
members of the Building .Committee,. the 
Secretary-General and his representatives, and, 
in general, any experts whose opinion might 
appear to be desirable. " 

This, then, would be the work of the proposed 
Committee, and the General Committee hopes that 

·• its suggestions will meet with the Assembly's 
·approval. 

The General Committee, anticipating· the 
Assembly's wishes, also ventures to offer 
suggestions as to the membership of the Committee. 

It has selected candidates who. by their great 
abilities and entire impartiality, are, in the 
Committee's opinion, -eminently qualified to carry 
out this delicate task on sound lines and with high 
authority. 

The following are proposed as members of the 
Committee: 

M. ADATCI (Japan) ; 
M. OsusKv (Czeeho;lovakia), President of the 

Supervisory Oommission ; 
M. POLITIS (Greece) ; . 

· 1\C URRUTIA (Colombia) ; 
Sir Edward Hilton YouNG (British Empire) .. 

In offering the Assembly these suggeations" as 
regards the membership and terms of referenee of 
the proposed Committee, · the General Committee 
wishes to say that the Committee should not regard 
itself as strictly bound by its 'terms of reference. 

The General Committee · thinks that the 
Committee should be given wide ·discretion, so that 
it may be able to offer the Assembly any suggestions 
it may think desirable in the circumstances, which 
as you know, are somewhat difficult. · ' 

If there is no objection to-the General Committee's 
proposals, which I have laid before you, I shall take 
it that you approve the proposed Committee's 
terms of reference as defined and interpreted. 

I presume that this Committee, with the 
membership indicated and the terms of reference 
laid down, will set to work at once -and report 
direct to the Assembly. 

The above propostils were adopted. 

The Assembly rose at 7.55 p.m. 
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46:- STUDY OF THE PRINCIPLES OF THE 
GENEVA PROTOCOL AND OF THE 
QUESTION OF DISARMAME.'<IT: AMENDED 
TEXT OF THE DRAFT RESOLUTION 
PROPOSED BY THR NETHERLANDS 
DELEGATION : REFERENCE TO THE 
TIDRD COMMITTEE. 

The President : 
• Translation : The .Assembly will remember that, 

at •its afternoo!T'-meeting on September lOth, 
an amended draft resolution was submitted to 
it by the Netherlands delegation in place of the 
previous draft submitted by the same delegation 

' on September 5th. 

This is the text of the amended drnft : 

, " The Assembly, 
" Convinced that, without reopening t.lu· 

discussions on the Geneva Protocol of 192·1, it IH 
desirable to consider whether the time bus not 
come to resume the study of the principles of 
disarmament, security and arbitrution, which 
are expressed in the Covenant ; 

" Considering it of the highest importnnco that 
the Assembly should give an impulse to the work 
of the Preparatory Commission for the Disar
mament Conference ; 

" Decides to refer to tho Third Committee tho 
study of the above-mentioned principles, and the 
chapter of the Report and Supplementary 
Report on the Work of tho Council and of tl\#l 
Secretariat relating to disarmament. " 

I reserved the right to submit to the Assembly 
suggestions as to the steps to be taken with regard 
to this draft resolution. · 
- In order to expedite the procedure, I propose that 
the Assembly should refer this draft resolution 
inxmediately to the Third Committee. 

If no one has any remarks to make, I shall 
consider that the Assembly has decided, without 
further procedure, to refer this draft resolution 
to the Third Committee. (Assent.) 

47.- GIFT BY MR. JOliN D. ROCKEFELLER, 
JUN., FOR THE CONSTIWCTION AND 
&~DOWllENT OF THE LEAGUE LIBRAUY. 

The Presidt>ot : 

Translation : I have now the pleasant duty of 
reading to the Assembly a communication sent to 
me by the President of the Council on September 
9th. 

This communication reads as follows : 

" I have the honour to transmit to you herewith 
a resolution unaninxously adopted by the 
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Members of the Council of the League of N atio~s 
touether with the memorandum by t e 
Se~retary-General to which it refe~s, and to 
re uest ou on behalf of the ~ounc!l to be so 
go~d as yto su~:Uit 'it for. con~!deratwn by the 
Assembly as soon as possible. 

This is the text of the resolution adopted by ~he 
Council on September 9th, 1927, which acco!Dpamed 

• the letter from the President of the Counml : 

" The Council, · , 
" Havina taken note of the Secretary-Generals 

memorandum informing it tha~, sh?uld the 
League of Nations desire to establish a library on 
an extended scale, an ~American group wou!d. be 
prepared to furnish fund~ up to two million 
dollars for the constructwn and endowment· 
tnereof ; bli h t f 

" Being convince.d that the ~sta s men o 
such a library is m the best mterests o£ the 

• League and cannot fail to contri~ute to . the 
efficiency of the work don_e und_er Its auspiC~s, 
particularly in the techmcal fields, and Will 
further be of the utmost value to the students of 
international relations who are already more and 
more coming to the seat ~f the League as a 
natural centre for such studies ; . _ 

" Extends, on behalf of the League, Its wa!m.est 
thanks for the gift and its profound a~p!eCiat~on 
of the generous and enlightened spmt which 
prompts it. . 

" Being further convinced that the purpose 
for which this gift is ma~e can be ad~q~a~~ly 
carried out with the certamty that no liabilities 
will, in future be imposed on the Members of the 
League on ac~ount of its acceptance ; . 

" Decides in principle to accept the gift ; 
" Requests the Assembly, in view o_f the 

importance and permanent value of the gift, to 
confirm the acceptance there?£, and . to ta~e 
such measures as it may consider desrrable. m 
order to ensure that it is used to the best possible 
advantage. " 

I will state later my own views regarding th.is 
communication from the President of the Council. 

I will first call upon the members of the Assembly 
who have asked to speak, and who, I think,. are 
particularly well qualified to state the various 
reasons for the great pleasure we all feel. 

, M. Motta, President of the Swiss Confederation, 
will address the Assembly. 

ll. llotta (Switzerland) : 

Translation: Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen 
-The applause with which you have received this 
good news is evidence of your satisfaction and 
gratitude. I wish to associate the Swiss 
Confederation and the Canton of Geneva with 
your expression of gratitude to the generous 
donors. This gift is not merely of great material 
value , it is also especially significant as showing 
that in the great Republic of North America there 
are those who appreciate, encourage and support 
the magnificent work of the League. I consider 
that this gift creates a strong link between peace 
and intellectual development, and I see in it a 
further pledge of future prosperity for the League. 

The President : 

Translalwn : M. Osusky, delegate of 
Czechoslovakia and Chairman of the Supervisory 
Commission, will address the Assembly. 

ll. Osusky (Czechoslovakia), Chairman of the 
Supervisory Commission : 

Mr President - It had not entered my rn!nd to 
s eak on this occasion. as the representative of 
dzechoslovakia, but I rise to say a few. wprds as 
Chairman of the Supervisory CommiSsiOn, _to 

hi h the Assembly has entrusted the control of Its w c ' 
financiiil affairs. . h b' 

It has_been said; and also written, .that th~ a It 
of financiers is to reduce human bemg:s to figu;e~. 
Such a description is not avery flattenng.one. if It 
is applied to the function of ~he Superv!sory 
Commission. Nevertheless, even m sue~ a ~~hly 
'dealistic society as the League of Natwns It can 
~0 no harm, and must in~eed do good, to have a 
body which is charged. with the m~asurement of 
support for the League m terms of figures. 

you will expect to hear from me as . to t~e 
position of this gift in vi~w of the . fmancial 
regulations which you set out m ~923. Art!cle. 23 (a) 
provides that gifts which may drrec~ly or m~Irec~ly 
involve an immediate or ;tn ultimate ~manCial 
liability for the Members of th~ League· may only 
be accepted after author~atio~~:· by. th~. Assembly. 
Gifts not involving any fmancial liability for the 
Members of the League may- be ac()epted hy the 
Council if the Council is satisfied that acceptance 
will not undesirably' affect the general char~cter of 
the League and will be in accordance With the 
general policy which the League has pursued. 

The Council in the resolution which has just been 
read from the' Chair, has stated that it is satisfied 
that the gift corresponds to the stipulation~ laid 
down in your financial.rules, and that the gift, so 
far from having an undesirable effect on the 
character and work of the League, has an effect 
which is extremely desirable and gratifying. The 
Council has thus declared itself in full agree~, 
with the acceptance of the gift. Therefore from the 
point of view of the financial_rules of the ~eague ?f 
Nations the gift and theobJect of the gift are m 
perfect agreement with the purposes of ~he League. 

Having thus disposed of .the· techmcal aspect 
of the gift, permit me to say that, al~hough the 
United States and the people of the Umted States, 
in the exercise of their soverie&n rights, de~ided. 
not to take their place among us, I never believed 
that the people who, after their war for. national 
independence towards ~he ~nd. of the _eighte~nth 
century, introduced arbitratw~~: ID:to ~herr relations 
with other nations could remam mdifferent to the 
work of the League of Nations ,for peace and 
international justice. . 

The citizens of America have now given us 
tangible proof that they reserve in their hearts a 
very warm corner for the efforts which we are 
making. This will certainly stimulate arid encourage 
those who have set their hands to the plough. It 
will be at the same time an admonition never to 
stop or. to look or turn backwards, but to go 
forward calmly, yet hopefully and resolutely; I am 
confident that the library which is going to be 
created will be a fountain of enlightenment and 
faith, 'the two deadly enemies of war and injustice. 

The President : 

Translation : M. van Eysinga, delegate of the 
Netherlands and Chairman of· the Fourth 
Committee, will address the Assembly. 

1\1. van Eysinga (Netherlands), Chairman of the 
Fourth Committee : 

Translation : Mr. President, La'lies and 
Gentlemen - The gratifying message . which the 
President has just communicated to us ·Ieajls mil to 
say a few words as Chairman of the Fourth 
Committee. First of all, however, I should like, on 
behalf of the Netherlands delegation, to associate 
myself · wholeheartedly with the expressions of 
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satisfaction and gratitude voiced' by the first 
delegate of Swi~zerland and by M. Osusky. · 

So t~e great mternational centre of Geneva is to 
have l~S h'brary, thanks to the public-spirited 
generosity of a group of American citizens r 

No one can appreciate better than a citize~ of the 
, ~ etheria:nds the value of a great library to an 

mternatwnal centre. That other international 
~ntr,!l, .The Hague, which is the seat of two 
mternatwifal ~o~s, _also possesses a library, and 
we Mly reahs~ Its 1m_mense importance for the 
progress of the mternatwnallegal activities carried 
on there. · 
.. I need not remind you that the Library of the 
Peace Palace at The Hague also owes its existence 
to the generosity bf an American, Mr. Carneaie. 
And now Geneva is to enjoy a similar privilege i' 

_The Fourth <_Jommittee of the Assembly shares 
mth the Council and the Supervisory Commission 
thl' tha~ess t~sk of asking, whenever a new event 
?Ccurs m the_life of the League, whether this event 
1s such as to myolve _the Members, either now or in 
the future, . m direct or indirect financial 
oblig:ations. This is a particularly delicate matter 

ior'and mdeed a somewhat ungracious one in the cas~ 
;~of a g.~t like that which has just been offered us. 

The_ Fmancial Regulations mnst, however be 
observed. ' 
. I am therefore particUlarly glad that the Council 
1tse~ has already perfor~e~ this disagreable task, 
and informs us that the gift m question is so Iibera~ 
so regal, if I may say so, that, without doubt, it 
could not involve Members of the League in any 
direct or indirect financial commitments, either 
now or in the future. 

4Jt]lough, therefore, I have received no 
in!eru'ctions on the subject from the Fourth 
Committee, I can wholeheartedly invite all members 
of the Fourth Committee here present to approve, 
without any reservation of a financial or budgetary 
nature, the resolution which the President has just 
read.. · 

The- President : 

• Translation : Ladies and Gentlemen "-- After the 
spontaneous demonstrations of gratitude which 
several eminent members· of this Assembly have 
just made, I desire .to add a few words, not so much 
on my own behalf as on behalf of the forty-seven 
States here represented. 

The liberal offer which you have just greeted 
with applause honours alike the institution to which 
it is made and the donors. 

Thanks to this gift, the seat of the League will 
become an international and intellectual centre 
of information, almost unique in the world, and 
will thereby enhance the League's prestige and add 

~to its usefuhless. 
I should like the donors to realise from what has 

·been said that we all understand and appreciate 
. the significance and the import of their offer. It is 
therefore with deep emotion that, "on behalf of this 
Assembly, I express to them the gratitude of the 
States represented in this hall. 

I think that the Assembly will unanimously 
wish. to confirm the acceptance of this ~t and 
acccordingly to ·refer the letter and the Council's 
resolution to the Fourth Committee, which will 
consider at one of its next meetings the various 
practical steps that the organs of the League will 
have to take as the result of the acceptance of this 
gift. • . ' 

If n.o one has any remarks to make, this course 
will be adopted. (Assent.) 

Now that the Assembly has decided to confirm 
the acceptance of this gift by the Counc~ there 

v'is no longer · any reason why . the name of the 

generous donor should not be revealed. It is Mr. 
John D: Rockefeller, Jun., of the Rockefeller 
Fo~mdat1on, who has made the Lt-a,ne the offer 
~hich you have just acclaimed il~ a common 
rmpulse of _gratitude .. You will rer~ember that the 
name of this Foundatwn is alrt'ady •ssociated with 
the League's other work in humanitarian and socittl 
spheres. ~ 

48.- REPORT 0:-t THE WOUK OF TilE • 
COUXCIL AXD 0:-t TilE WORK OF 
THE SECRETARIAT: CLOSE OF THE 
DISCUSSIO:'i. 

The Presillent : 

TranslaliOil : The first item on the naend1\ is 
the continuation of the general discnssio~ of thfl 
report to the eighth ordinary session of tho 
Assembly, on the Work of the Council on the Work 
of the Secretariat, and on the Meas~ros taken to • 
execute the Decisions of the Assembly. 

M. Motta, President of the Swiss Confederation 
will address the Assembly. ' 

.M. Motta (Switzerland\ : 

Translation : Mr. President, Ladies and 
Gentlemen - I must begin by apolo,.ising for 
speaking in this important discussion "after you 
have heard the first delegates of the Great Powers 
M. Adatci, Dr. Stresemann, M. Scialoja, l\1. Drhmd' 
and Sir Austen Chamberlain. ' 

I thought that it would perhaps serve somo 
usef!ll purpos~ if I ~poke after thorn, but I fully 
realise . h?~ ill-eqmpped I am for this great 
responsibility, and I thank the President for 
his courtesy in having of his own accord prevented 
the general discussion from ending at a late hour 
last Saturday. 

Now that we have come to the end of this long 
discussion, we cannot but realis~ I think, one fact
that the discussion has fulfilleu our expectations : 
it has proceeded throughout in an atmosphere of 
frankness, freedom and high idealism. 

The fears of those who thought that wo had 
come here to deliver monologues and that .there 
would be nothing contradictory in our discussions 
have not been justified. On the contrary, there 
have been differences of opinion and I am glad of 
it. 

Last year the opening of the discussion suffered .. 
because, at the time when the Assembly met, 
the minds of all were preoccupied with the question 
of the admission of Germany to the League and to the 
Council and with the problem of the enlargement 
of the Council. This preoccupation was snch that 
the general discussion was influence!~ by it, and was 
cut somewhat short. · 

The Assembly, however, must remain mindful 
of the part it has to play. This year I think it has 
done so, and to a remarkable degree. The Assembly 
is a higher controlling body, and must be vigilant 
and active. 

If the development of the League shows signs 
of coming to a standstill, it is primarily the 
Assembly's duty to point ont the fact. If obstacles 
arise, it is prinlarily the Assembly's duty to 
endeavour to find means of overcoming them. The 
great impulses which urge the League forward to 
the bright future that lies before it should spring 
prinlarily from the Assembly as a whole. -

It is my privilege - one which few among yon 
now possess- to have been present at every 
session of the Assembly of the League. If I had 
time and were not afraid of abusing your patience, 
I could mention the special characteristic of every 
session ; I will, however, confine myself to two. 
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Thll first session of the Assembly is deeply 
imprinted upon my memory. '!.'hen, _only the 
victors of the war and the neutral natwns were 
present. I remember that grey day, Novem~er 
15th, 1920. .Owing to circumstances qmte 
indep~>ndent of,personal merit, I. was then for .the 
second time President of the Swiss ConfederatiOn, 
and it fell to me t..l welcome the Assembly on behalf 
of the Federal Council and the Swiss nation. 

Switzerland itself had just held a big plebiscite 
in which the friends and foes of the League had 
met face to face. Some - and their views were 
worthy of respect - urged us to be cautious and 
to hold back ; others, more liberal and more just, 
urged us to go forward. How many times have I 
thanked Providence with all my heart that the 
Swiss people did not, then, shut their eyes to those 
great events and remain deaf to the appeal of the 
n.\tions which had won the war and of the neutral 
nations - an appeal which was so consonant 
with the free and pacific nature of the Swiss people. 

The atmosphere at that time was, however, 
heavy ; the wounds caused by· the war were still 
raw and could only be touched, so to speak, by a 
woman's hand ; even the most discreet and best
intentioned reference to the possibility of one day 
admitting the conquered nations to the League 
provoked resentment, uneasiness and sometimes 
even protest. · 

To-day ail is changed ; but that first gr~at 
Assembly, despite the circumstances in which it 
met, despite the echoes of war that still were heard 
in it, set itself to found the administrative organi
sation of the League, laid down our methods of 
work, and accomplished a task of incomparable 
value by framing the statute of the Permanent 
Court of International Justice at The Hague .. 

Then again, the fifth session of the Assem 15ly is 
still fresh in my memory : that was the Assembly 
of the Protocol. 

I had the equaily unmerited privilege of presiding 
over those important discussions, and I still 
remember the wave of enthusiasm which swept 
over the Assembly. We were all pervaded by the 
mystic influence of peace, and we thought that by 
drawing up the Protocol we were going to provide 
sure and unshakable guarantees of peace. 

Yetr I confess that, even when I heard the 
magnificent speeches that were made, even while 
listening to the speakers and arranging the work, 
doubts had already crept into my mind, and - if 
I may recall the fact, though I know there is nothing 

-more displeasing than the habit of quoting one's 
own words - I put these questions in the speech 
with which I closed the Assembly : Have we bee11 
too ambitious ! Have we mistaken the measure of 
our strength ! Are w~;~ not preparing for ourselves 
a great disappointment ! 

In truth, disdppointment followed. It was not 
found possible for the Protocol to come into force. 
Neverthe'ess, to-day, if we put the question to 
ourselves calmly, and in the cold light of reason
has this disappointment been really as great as 
has been suggested Y Though so much has been 
said about it, is it all entirely justified Y 

The Protocol is waiting to be accepted.-But even 
before acquiring definite form and existence it has 
produced astonishing effects by the atmosphere 
which it has created. 

It has become a commonplace to say that without 
the Geneva Protocol the work of Locarno would 
never have seen the light. This Protocol had led 
~ve~here to a wonderful crop of treaties for 
JUdicial settlement and for conciliation. These 
treaties for judicial settlement and similar clauses 
of other treaties numbered in September 1924 about 
120. To-day the number of such. international 
undertakings is 220. 

I venture to dwell for a moment upo~ the example 
which Switzerland has given. At the tune when the 
Protocol was drawn up, that is, ~n September 20th, 
1924 Switzerland concluded With Italy a treaty 
for j~dicial settlement and conciliation which goes 
as far· as such a treaty between two States can go. 
This treaty is a model and may serve, I venture to ~ 
say as an ideal for other States. 

Shortly afterwards we conc!uded. a treaty JV"i~h 
France, and later, with Sp~m, w1th Roumama, 
with Belgium. Recently, aga~, I had t~e p~easure 
of signing at Berne a treaty with ~olombia 'Ylth our 
eminent colleague, M. Urru~Ia, who IS h;ere 
representing that country. ThiS treaty recogmses 
the compulsory jurisdiction, in case of dispute, of 
the Permanent Court of International Justice. 
When we signed this treaty, M. Ur~uti~ and I,_ we 
reflected that it would never be applied m practice ; 
that it was inconceivable that any disputes should 
arise between us, as our countries are too far away 
from each other ; but that we were setting a fresh 
example, and that, if all the States were to follow 
that example and strengthen their mutual 
relationships by means of treaties for judicial 
settlement ~nd arbitration, as Switzerlai?-d had doi?-e \' 
with her neighbours, a network of treaties would m ~ 
time spread over the whole world, and thus the 
fundamental idea of the Geneva Protocol would 
indirectly be realised. , · 

Who among you was· ri.ot'filled with emotion on 
hearing the first delegate of Germany declare here 
that Germany accepted the clause of .Article 36 of 
the Statute of the Permanent Court of International 
Justice relating to compulsory arbitration ' And 
only a few hours afterwards, the.first delegate of 
France associated himself with this _ act ~d 
,concluded his speech with the words : " ~e 
through arbitration ". · · , . 

Two countries which measured their forces on 
the battlefield and freely shed the blood of their 
heroic sons have come here a few years after the 
Great War to proclaim the virtue, the necessity, of \ 
arbitration. We should have to be physically blind 
or morally insensible not to be moved by the 
greatness, the immense significance of this . act. 
, I understand that, as a result of this conciliatory o 

atmosphere, two proposals have been submitted, 
by the Netherlands and the Polish delegations 
respectively. Both proposals have been referred 
to the Third Committee, in conformity with the 
Assembly's Rules of Procedure. The , First 
Comlnittee will perhaps also have occasion to deal 
with the legal questions appertaining to these 
proposals. I myself regard the Netherlands proposal 
as a means of stimulating the investigations on the 
question of the reduction of armaments, which 
seem to have arrived· at a deadlock, or at any rate 
to have encountered a serious obstacle. I 
congratulate the Netherlands delegation on its J 
initiative, and since that delegation has, as you know, 
amended its proposal, I no longer think that there • 
should be any reason why the investigations for 
which it asks should not be carried out in a spirit 
of the greatest sy~pathy and good will. , 

I should also like to say a few words on the 
proposal sublnitted by the Polish delegation. I was 
extremely interested to hear the eloquent speech 
which Senator Scialoja, the first delegate of Italy, 
made on the subject. Listening to bini, I had 
~ef?re my eyes, as it were, a vision -of a Roman 
Jurist .. He spoke not (;mly with subtlety and sound 
reasomng but also With real generosity of heart. 
At that moment he exemplified to rrJ'y Inind the 
clas.sical definition of the orator : vir bonus difendi 
pentus. 

I afterwards heard M. Briand, Sir Austen Cham
berlai;n and Dr. Stre~emaun, who all approached the 
questiOn from a pomt of view not so much legal ~ 
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as moral. From the legal point of view I thou<>ht 
that M. Scialoj_a ~as right, but I wondered J. I 
should follow his line of reasoning to the very end 
and I told myself that, if the first deleaate of 

· Germany. and the Polish representative thtmght 
_- that this fresh condemnation of wars of 

a~gress~on, which was formulated here after solemn 
discuss~on, could have a useful effect, the Swiss 
dele~tlOIP could not refus~ to add its small stone 
to thi edifice of peace. 

I therefore hope that the Polish proposal also will 
b~ examined by the Third and First Committ~es 
mth all the good will and sympathy which it 
deserves. 
. Before touching upon a point which I know to be 
a delicate one, · I wish to say that the Swiss 
Confederation, like all the other countries, cordially 

· welcomed the International Economic Conference 
that it noted with pleasure the recommendation~ 
adopted by that Conference and that it will 
endeavour to bring its policy into line with them. 

l am glad that before the Council itself comes 
to deal with the question of the action to be 
taken_ with·regard to certain resolutions adopted 
by the Conference, the Second Committee will 
have an opportunity of opening a general discussion 
on the principles underlying these resolutions and of 
stating its .views. The Coimcil will thus be in a 
position to take into account in its subsequent 
decisions any reco=endations which may have 
been expressed either by the Second Committee 
or by the plenary .Assembly. Thisfact seems to me 
to be evidence of a spirit of useful and valuable co
operation between the .Assembly and the Council. 

I now come to the delicate point to which I wish 
t~er. · 

First; I think I am voicing the feelings of the 
whole .Assembly in thanking M. Briand and Sir 
Austen Chamberlain for having been good enough· 
to discuss some of the remarks made during this 
discussion on the subject of .what I will call - to 
use a term which is perhaps too bald - the methods 
of the Council. I think it would be a pity if certain 
observations which have been made were passed 
over unheeded. It would certainly not leave a good 
'impression. · 

I do not speak here of conversations between 
delegates or between States. I must admit that 
both the first delegate of France and the first 
delegate .. of the ·British Empire expressed 
themselves· with loftiness of view, frankness and 
candour to which I am impelled to pay a sincere 
tribute.. . . 

I am glad they set us all such a great example. 
The fact that they so often leave their country to 
·come to Geneva, to the meetings of the Council 
and of the Assembly, is the most striking proof of 
the high importance they attach to the League. 
I hope that _this· example will continue to be 
followed, and that members of- Governments; 
especially Ministers for Foreign Affairs, will come to 
Geneva in· ever greater numbers·; for the presence 

. of such statesmen, with the very definite 
responsibilities they. bear, is a guarantee that our 
proceedings will have due weight and effect. 

But the point I desire to touch upon, though not 
to discuss, is the publicity of the Council's 
discussions. I beg the States and Membe_rs of ~he 
Council to believe that I have not the least mtention 
of offering criticism. I a~ speaking in. entir~ good 
faith and good will, and mth t~~ ~est IDt:en~IOn. I 
consider t:ttat this form. of cnt1cJSm - i:f. ~deed, 
obje\')tively speaking, it can be called .cnticJSm -
is one form of the necessary co-operatiOn between 
.Assembly and Council. _:_ . · . . 

· Much has been said on the subJect of the publimty 
.; of the Council's discussions. I know how delicate 

a question this is. I myself belong to a Government 

~hich, !fte other Government<;, does not delibE>rate 
m public. I know how neeessary it is that matters 
should be studi~d, prepared, and. brought, so to 
speak, to a certrun degree of mn.tmtty before facina 
public discussion. • "' 

. The ~sembly, howevE>r, condu.rt<l its discussio~s 
m p~bhc, as do its Committel's. I will give you a 
striking example. Last year a grave crisis m-o~e 
in connection with the reorganisation a~d. 
enlarg':ment of the Council. At first the question 
was discussed not publicly but in J>rivate · but 
afterwar~s . the Council ~onct>ived the happy' idea 
of appomtmg a Comnutt~e of fifteen m4!mbt>rs 
This Committ~e set to work ; it hl'ld fifteen publi~ 
meetings, with what results you all know. 
· Is it time yet to say whether the decision 

regarding the composition of the Council tnkcn ~ 
the Assembly last year hns resulted in the formation 
of a usefulinstitution t I will not venture to discuss 
such a subject. Here, above all, we should apply the • 
ma.'tim with which M. Politis ended his eloquent 
speech : " Wait ! " It will be some yeiiJ's before 
we shall know whether what we did last ye111• Is 
really viable or successful. 

I for my part would like to see the experiment 
which has been begun carried on under the best 
conditions, in order to give it a chance of success. 
But for that reason I am inclined to the belief that 
the Council would do well if sometimes it met not 
merely to confirm results already achieved but to 
help to arrive at the ;Jesuits themselves. 

The Council has done so on more than one 
occnsion, and whenever after a public discussion 
it has successfully brought about unity, peace nnd 
justice, public opinion has welcomed its action 
with special cordiality. 

I know that this is a question of method with 
which it is difficult to deal, but for that reason it is 
one that should be studied. I make no claim to 
have solved it. I merely wished to state the pl'Oblem 
frankly and objectively, and I hope the Council 
will be good enough to give it its attention. 

In any case, the Council may be certain that I 
shall never favour any move which would set the 
Great Powers and the other Powers against each 
other, as I consider this would be most harmful and 
dangerous. I realise only too well how much the 
nations which are not Great Powers owe to the 
League. I know that their presence here is their 
most effective means of wielding their infl nonce in .. 
international life. A Great Power can perhaps 
afford to do without the· League, but a small 
Power can no longer do so nowadays if it hopes to 
play a part in world affairs. 

I therefore beg those members of the Council 
who are present to have no fear. My message is a 
message of faith and trust - trust in ourselves, 
trust in each other, faith in the power of the League's 
ideals. Only by this means shall we find immanent 
justice ; for if its source ill in the creative spirit that 
rules the world, its material instrument on earth is 
man. 

Those who sometimes disparage our work should 
be accorded our thanks. We should not regard them 
with disdain ; they are doing us service, they are 
useful to us, because they give us food for reflection. 
· On the other hand, when I see those who are 
trying to destroy our good will and paralyse our 
action by stirring up discord, dissension and hatred, 
I would remind them of the words of one of the 
greatest poets of German Switzerland, Gottfried 
Keller- Writing in praise of international peace, he 
says : " .As for them, it were better that they had 
never been born, for they think they live, and they 
are already on the edge of the grave. " 
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The President : 

Translation : M. Lupu, delegate of · Roumania, 
will address tha Assembly . • 

ll. Lupu (:tioumania) : • 

Trmwlation : r Mr. President, 'Ladies and 
Gentlemen -Although I am a Parliament~r~an of 
many years' standing in my own country, It IS n~t 
without deep emotion that I now address from this 
platform the foremost Parliament of the world. 
When I see the distinguished veterans of the 
Assembly who have preceded me on this platform,. 
I feel that I am only a younger brother to whose 
remarks you may perhaps be good enough· to 
listen. . 

We have had the privilege of hearing the 
'i-epresentatives of the Great Powers and the 
smaller States. We have heard the voices of our 

, neighbours in Europe an~ those of distan~ countries 
in Asia and South Amenca. Words of Wisdom and 
prudence, of scepticism and of enthusiasm, of faith 
and of suspicion~ have fallen upon our e_ars: . 

I listened to the speech, so shrewd ill Its fille 
scepticism, delivered by the doyen of our Assembly, 
l\1. Scialoja, to the sound speech of Sir .A.usten 
Chamberlain, so full of practical wisdom, to the 
criticism, severe yet eminently friendly, of 
M. Hambro, to the measured, statesmanlike speech 
of Dr. Stresemann, to the inspired and pleading 
words of that apostle of peace, M. Briand, and to 
the speech, full of sound common sense and ripe 
experience, delivered by M. Motta. 

From the synthetic whole of all these speeches 
there emerges one clear and definite fact - the 
fact that here under one roof all the peoples and 
races of the earth are met in order to pursue one 
common ideal - to establish peace and safeguard 
the future of mankind. 

This moral phenomenon, coming as it does after 
the catacylsm of the war, is the most significant 
that has ever occurred in the collective life of the 
nations. What the great founders of religions; the 
thinkers, and the sages of antiquity - in China, 
in India, in Greece, in modern Europe - only 
dared to dream of or but dimly glimpsed, we are 
now helping to make a living reality. 

The organisation of any human society is 
generally slow, and only follows long after the 
thought or idealistic conception that determined it. 

Independent of all visionary hopes, the League 
stands to-day as the outcome of a profound 
historic impulse in the evolution of mankind. 

The war brought out into clear relief two great 
truths. The first is that modern scientific discovery 
has proved that war is no longer a practical means 
of solving disputes between nations, that victors 
and vanquished alike remain for years exhausted. 
In the second place, the war has shown that the 
close economic interdependence which exists 
between the nations makes it impossible now for 
war ever to be localised. A spark in one corner of 
the world may set the whole world aflame, and bring 
sorrow and suffering both to those who fight and 
those who keep out of the fray. Henceforth there 
can be no more neutrals. 

With the reorganisation of national economic life 
we have all come to look'upon war not merely as an 
absurd anachronism, a distressful relic of the past 
but aa an actual crime against humanity. ' 

It baa been the sad privilege of our generation 
not merely to record the truths which I am now 
trying to bring before you, but also to experience 
them and suffer from them. • 

Since the Great War the whole world has become 
profoundly imbued with the feeling that what 
happened then cannot, must never be allowed to 
happen again. ' 

To the present generation, which has known me 
full measure of human suffering, falls the great 
privilege of abolishing war for ever. 

Future generations may perhaps be tempted to 
begin again since they will not have known the 
suffering t~ough which we have passed. But ~e. 
who have lived through years of agony and despair, 
when the very earth seemed to give way beneath 
our feet, we must work heart and soul td' put an end 
to war. · " 

On us lies a grave-responsibility towards our 
peoples and towards the future of mankind - an 
even greater responsibility than rests on those who 
made the war, for they had the excuse perhaps that 
they could not realise what its consequences would 

. be, while we no longer have that saving plea. 
The history of the world contains records of 

many a vanished civilisation. Dare we assume 
responsibility for the destruction of the most 
splendid civilisation the world has ever known ' 
For this would be the consequence of any failure 
to do our duty. 

.Viewed in the light of the great task it is called 
upon to fulfil, the League cannot claim as yet t~ 
be either a complete or a perfect organisation. Some·. 
Powers have forsaken us. May I venture, while 
expressing my regret, at the same time to express 
the hope that they will return to our midst ? 
Moreover, one great nation - the nation which 
produced Woodrow Wilson, th!l spiritual father 
of the League - is not yet a Member of the 
League. 

But we need not despair, for henceforth no 
State, however powerful, can live in isolation. The 
power of truth, morality and world op~ is 
infinitely stronger than the material power of any 
people, however great. I feel confident that the 
great nation across the sea, a nation in which the 
ideals of justice and humanity are deeply rooted, 
will before long take the honourable place to which , 
it is entitled. · ~ 

Our institution, as I have said, is far from perfect, 
but is it asking too much that, at least among the 
present Members of the League, war shall be 
forbidden even in cases in which it is tolerated by 
-the Covenant ! 

Le~ us duly respect national pride· arid national 
interests, let us avoid all difficulties. The fact 
still remains that that should be our object : it will 
be the strongest link to bind us together in the 
-League of Nations. 

Can it be true that the )lations are not yet ready 
for such a step !-Ask those who fought in the war, 
the war cripples, the widows and orphans, the 
parents of those who now lie gloriously buried in 
every quarter of the globe. Their reply is a foregone 
conclusion. But in case there may still be so meL.. 
whom it fails to convince, we must first exert all ouv-. 
efforts and institute propaganda in favour of moral 
disarmament. • 

Those who are anxious to increase their 
armaments could certinly not share such 
propaganda. But we can count on precious allies 
in many representatives of the world Press, who 
are keeping in touch with our efforts. Let us join 
with them in a great crusade, having for its slogan : 
"War on war! " Let us add to the ten 
commandments of the Scriptures an eleventh 
commandment, yet more sacred : " Thou shalt not 
make war". 

The evil forces of the past are still:flowerful, and 
linless we can annihilate them our civilisation is 
doomed to disappear like so many before it. War 
on war ! And the first war must be against the evil 
that ~s within us, against false pride, in individuals ....l 
aJ?-d ill nations. Just as the individual sacrifice&\. 
~self for the family, the family for the city and 
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the city for the State, so now the nations must 
offer their sacrifice on the altar of humanity. 

In my own· country, at the foot of the 
Carpathians, stands a wonderful monastery, the 
gem of our· national art. The legend is .that the 
master-builder, whose task it was to raise it, saw 
the work which he produced in the day destroyed 
in the night by the forces of evil. In his despair, 
®.e night he heard a distant voice saying : "If you 
d~ire that your labour shall not be in vain, wall 
up your wife in the edifice which you are now 
raising ". The poor builder submitted and 
sacrificed what he held dearest in the world. The 
temple' was built at length and has majestically 
withstood the hand of time. Let us follow the 
example.of that master-builder, let us sacrifice on 
the altar-of peace, for the greater good of mankind, 
all tl).at is unworthy in~ur pride. 

The President : 

Translation : Mr. ·Dandurand, first delegate of 
Canada, will address the Assembly. 

1\lr. Dandurand (Canada) : 

Translation : Mr. · ·President, Ladies and 
Gentlemen - Representatives of every continent 
have spoken in th!J course of this debate, and it is 
perhaps desirable that the voice of North America 
also should be heard. I shall not, however, detain 
you long. 

Canada, as you know, is a wholehearted supporter 
of the League and its aims. It requires no effort 
~ our part, to re~p?nd to. your appeal for 

disarmament .. The mmunum fixed by the League, 
however low, will never be_ !IS low as om:s ' for 
we are in the fortunate positiOn - one which the 
nations of Europe might well envy us - of being 
quite free froni fear and mistrust. . 

We have a neighbour as pacific as ourselves, a 
· neighbour who; like ourselves, thinks in terms of 
_peace. · This probably accounts for our sense of 
entire security, which recently led a well-known 
Oxford professor to declare that Canada is a 
producer but not a consumer of security. 

Such being tbe case, it ne~d h_ardly be said 
that Canada is in favour of arbitratiOn as a means 
of settling her disputes with foreign countries .. We 
have not been fortunate as regards the awards given 
by the courts of arbitrati?n to which_ we have 
submitted questions affecting our territory. In 
east and west alike we have lost immense ~racts. 
In Alaska the United States have grown nch at 
our expen~e' and quite recently we had to cede to 
N ewfoundlahd a whole province on_ the Atla:ntic 
whose area exceeds that of Italy. Like M. Bnal!d 
and his compatriots, we did not swallow that _pill 
without pulling a wry face! But Canada, no_tw~th
·standing, remains ·a firm ·suP_porter o~ t~e pnnmple 
of arbitration, and we still think that It 18 preferable 
to rllD. the-risk of an injustice than to have recour~e 

. to. arms, for: even an unfavourable settlement IS 
better than a victorious war. . 

. You may perhaps be astonished that, d~spite 
this attitude of mind, Canada should have reJected 

· the Protocol · and I feel that I owe you an 
' explanation ~n that point. . . 

Canada is separated from the Uruted States by a 
chain of lakes and by the River ~t. Lawrence. Both 

.. countries use this waterway, which leads to the sea, 
and thel!: commercial relations are of the closest. 
_AJnon the reasons which prevented us. from 
ailherffig to the Protocol was the necessity . of 
taking into account the consequences which 

uld ensue from the non-participation ?f the 
· U~ted States in the application of econonuc_ and 

military sanctions. 

But in the telegrnm d!'spatched by the Canadian 
Government on March lOt-h, 1925, to the SNn'CtnJ·ia.t• 
of the League, we said that we WPre still firmly 
convinced that it was es~t'ntial to submit 
international disputt's to arbitration. We also 
added that we were prepared to consider the 
compulsory jurisdiction of the Permanent Court of 
International Justice in lPgal disputes, subjel't to 
certain reservations, and to study the mean~ 
wht'reby the provisions of the Cov!'nnnt might be 
supplement~d witb a view to the settlt•nwnt of 
non-legal disputPs, without prejudiee to our right 
of final decision in internal qnl'stions and without 
assuming any additional obligations in regard t,o 
tbe application of sanctions. 

Although we have no military bnrrit'I'S on Ute 
vast frontier line whit>h runs from the AUnntic tri 
the Pacific, we have Customs bnrrit'rs, and theo';J are 
much higher on the Anwrican thnn on the Canadinn 
side, despite our neighbom·'s highly specialised 
industrinl development. 

I believe that Canada is the only country thnt has 
lowered its tariff since the war. ::>he htiH dono so on 
four separate occasion and hns nlso si~:ned u. number 
of treaties containing the most-ftwourt'tl-nntion 
clause. 

Even before the Economic Conference, then, we 
had been shaping our course nccording to the 
conclusions subsequently recommended by tho 
Conference itself.. We hailed those conclusions 
with the f..'I'entest satisfaction, for they are in· 
agreement with the general trend of our policy1 
and we are glad to note thnt they wt~re also acccpt~u 
by the United States reprcsl1ntntiv~>s. 'l'ho 
development of our mnnufactm·ing induHtries is 
ever present in our minds, but we arc also oon~er~cd 
at the same time with the problem of sat1sfymg 
the requirements of agriculture and rcdnl\ing the 
cost of living. Canada's foreign trade, although 
our population is under ten millions, places us 
sixth among the nations of the worl!l. 

I now turn to a question whic~ I consider !Jf 
great importance for the restoratt!'n ?f. pence. m 
Eurgpe. This is the problem of nunontms, whw,h 
exists in almost every quarter of the wol'ld, but IH 
nowhere so acute as on the European continent. I 
spoke on the question at the Inter-Parliamentary 
Conference recently held in Paris. 

The problem ass~m~s d!ff~rcnt fort~R in different 
countries so that It IS difftcult to fmd a general 
solution ~pplicable to all alike. ThPre is, howc\ar, 
one principle which should govern the attitude of 
every State. 

There are certain elementary truths which cannot 
be repeated too often. The first duty of ~very 
Government is to promote its people's happmess. 
This is a duty not only towards the majority of the 
people but towards the whole nati_on .. _Whe.n I 
consider a nation as a whole and see It divtdcd mto 
a number of ethnical groups, my sympathies go out, 
I freely confess, to all the minorities in that 
nation. , 

The race to which I belong is a minority within 
the Canadian Confederation, ~ut is at th~ same 
time the dominating group m the Provm~ _of 
Quebec. In the Confederation the' provmmal 
legislatures have sole authority in matters of 
education and of civil law, and I can quote my 
province as an example to the who!': world._ yve 
have set up an Education Council, _ cons~ti:Dg 
of a Catholic section for the Fren.cli ~aJO~Ity 
and a Protestant section for the Englisli rmnonty. 
Each section has absolute authority as regards 
the teaching given in its . schoo~s. The. Scho~l 
Commissions under these respective sectwns fiX 
the education tax as they think fit, and the 
provincial grants are divided, for every category 
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of education, according to the numbers of the two 
respective groups. 

Minorities are generally sensitive . and inclined 
to be suspicious . ~'hey should be treated not 
only justly but "even generously so that they 
may forget thalf they are minorities. 
· This, in my vie'f'O", is the highest manifestation 

of civilisation. 
It is our constant endeavour to maintain peace 

en our frontiers, and our success will be all the 
surer if at home, in our dealings with our 
compatriots and brothers, we apply those 

. fundamental principles which make for the upward 
evolution of mankind. 

The President : 

'. Translation : M. Villegas, delegate of Chile, 
• will address the Assembly. 

, ll. Villr!Jas IChile) : 

Translation : Mr. President, Ladies and Gentle
men - During the general discussion the Assembly 
has had the privilege of listening to several of my 
colleagues from Latin America. In bringing my 
con_tribution to this debate, I am .urged by a 
desrre to say a few words on the problem which 

.constitutes, as it were, the axis on which our 
~houghts revolve : I refer to the problem which 
m 1924 was summed up in the trilogy, Arbitration, 
Security, Disarmament. 

I have already dealt with this important problem 
in my opening address to the Assembly. But 
perhaps you will not be unwilling to allow me' 
as . re:presentative of Chile, to revert to it again: 
Chile IS for the moment the only one of the American 
C{}untries represented at this Assembly that has 
co-OJ?erated actively and steadily in the problem 
of disarmament, a problem which, so far as we 
are concerned, narrows down to the reduction 
of armaments. 

Chile has the honour of having been associated 
from the start with the disarmament work, for 
one of m:1; colleagues and subsequently I :rp.yself 
were appomted by the Council as members of the 
Temporary Mixed Commission. Our collaboration 
has ~oD:tinued, ~ various forms, in all the 
commissions appomted to carry on the task of 
the Temporary Mixed Commission. Both in 
th~se commissions and in the present Assembly 
Qri!e h~s expressed her views on the problem,
and w¥Je recoii!'mending, as we do, a system 
of special or reg10nal agreements, we have given 
proof of our attachment to the more general 
work undertaken by the League and its efforts 
towards peace. 

Chile h~s .shown her~elf ~ consistent supporter 
of_ the pnnCiple of arbitratiOn, and, not content 
~th t~e e;xamples so often quoted here, not content 
mth SI~?ffi.g and ratifying the admirable treaty 
of conciliatiOn among the American States known 
a~ the Gondra Cove!lant, she has this year concluded 
mth Ital;r and With Spain conciliation treaties 
and treaties for th~ judicial settlement of disputes 
no less C{}mprehensive than the treaties just quoted 
by M. Motta: in his brilliant speech. 

Remembe':'llg .our ~ttitude in the past, you will 
I am sure, fmd It qmte natural that I should noV: 
express. ~he profoun~ satisfaction experienced by 
the Chi!Jan delegatiOn on hearing the moving 
dedarabon~ made by the eminent European 
statesmen m our midst. 

~he~e il~clara tions, in our view, and the s irit 
which mspi~ed them constitute the surest guara~tee 
of progress m the work which we all have at heart 
the '!"ork. of moral :pacification, without which 
He<.'llr~ty IS but an Idle fancy, disarmament a 
{;topwn dream. If we had to choose between texts, 

signed and ratified, but devoid of the spirit which 
inspires those speeches, and the spirit of those 
speeches without signed and ratified treaties, not 
one of us, I believe, responsible as we are for the 
policy pf our respective countries, would hesitate 
to choose t)le living spirit, with its binding and 
compelling force, in preference to the written word. 

Not that the Chilian delegation fails to realise 
the importance attaching to international agrM
ments. Far from it ! My delegation listened with 
the keenest interest to the proposal submitted 
to the Assembly by the first delegate of the 
Netherlands. These meetings which bring us 
together at regular intervals would lose one of 
their essential raisons d' etre if we neglected the 
opportunity thus afforded of exploi:ing with perfect 
freedom and good will the practical possibilities 
inherent in every one of the ideas contributed by 
our colleagues. 

The Chilian delegation will be happy, therefore, 
to ~ollaborate in any study that the Assembly may 
desrre to undertake on the lines suggested by the 
Neth_erlandds representative. In this same spirit, 
convmce as we are of the moral significance of 
solemn declarations which represent the unanimous 
views of these international gatherings, where all 
the States Members of the League are represented, 
yre shall be proud to support. the principles voiced 
m the declaration now submitted by the first 
delegate of Poland. 

In thus proclaiming from the tribune of the 
·Assembly its readiness to collaborate and its 
int~rna~ional_good_ will, my delegation desires to 
affirm Its faith in the League before the. whole 
world. 

During these last few days we have he~ 
counsels of boldness and counsels of. prudence; 
some would have us act, while others urge that we 
should wait. The contradiction between these 
appar~ntly divergent counsels is only superficial 
and disappear~ on closer ~xarniJ;lation. At bottom; 
t~ey. are all srmply manifestatiOns of the intense 
VItality . of our international association: The 
extreme diversity of the elements which make up 
so vast. a ~ody as ours ma;y-, must perforce, find 
expressiOn m the great vanety of ways in which 
present-day problems . are understood and the 
~anner in which their solution is envisaged. These 
differences of method are all to the good for 
contrast and comparison serve to improv~ our 
methods, and this we may well consider the 
surest guarantee of. suce;ess: The League can give 
!1-0 greater proof of Its VItality than by showing as :m the P:tst, vigour and variety of method, and at 'the 
same . time. the ?losest unity of purpose in the 
purswt of Its ultrmate goal-= peace. 

The President : 

Translation : As no on.e else is down to speak the 
· gen~rnl discu~sion on :the report to the eighth 
ordina:y session of the Assembly of the League 
of Nat10ns on the Work of the Council the Work of 
the Secr.e~ariat, and the Measures tak~n to execute 
the DeclSlons of the Assembly is now closed. 

49.- PREPARATION OF A GENERAL AND 
COMPREHENSIVE PLAlV OF CODIFICATION 
OF INTERNATIONAL LAW : DRAFT 
RESOLUTION SUBl\IITIED BY THE 
DELEGATION OF PARAGUAY: REPORT 
OF THE AGENDA COI\11\IITIEE : 
REFERENCE TO THE FIRST COMMITIEE. 

The President : 

. Tra~slation : The Assembly will remember that 
1t decided, at Its afternoon meeting on September 
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lOth, to refer to the Agenda Committee a draft 
resolution submitted by Dr. Caballero, delegate of 
Paraguay, concerning the preparation of a code of 
international law. , ,. -

I do not think it is necessary for me to read thi~ 
draft_ resolution, as the text was circulated' to the 

-delegations. I will simply read the letter addressed 
to me by the Chairman of. the Agenda Committee 
with reference to the resolution. It is as follows : 

• 
- •u At the close of the meeting held on the 
afternoon of Saturday, September lOth, you 
proposed- and the Assembly agreed that the 
dr!Ut resolution submitted by the delegate o[ 
Paraguay concerning the preparation of a general 
plan for the codification of international law 
should be referred to the Agenda Committee and 
that that Committee of which I am Chairman, 
should be requested to report on the question 
as_ soon as possible 

" I have consulted my coll~>agues, and am now 
in a position to infot·m you that the Agt>nda 
Committee, after a preliminary examination 
of the draft resolution, propose,s tlu\t the questjon 
should be placed on the agendt\ of the present 
session, and should be refer1ed to the First 
Committee. 

(Signed) DE BROUOKERE." 

If no objections are raised, I shnll consider that 
the Assembly is in favour of the proposal to place 
on the agenda of the present session, and to refer 
to_ the First Committee, the draft resolution 
submitted by the delegate of Pnraguay co~r;erning 
the preparation of a general plan for the cod1hcntlon 
of international law. (Approved.\ 

The Assembly rose at 12.55 p.111. 
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50.- WELCOI\IE TO THE . PRESIDENT OF 
LIBERIA._ 

The President : 
Translation : I feel sure that I am voicing the 

feelings of all in welcoming among us His 
Excellency Mr. King, President of the Republic 
of Liberia. . 

This distinguished statesman has desired to 
show his interest in and his sympathy with the 
League by coming specially to Geneva to attend 
some of the meetings of the Assembly. 

I need not reinind you that the Republic of 
Liberia, one of the original Members of the League, 
has constantly collaborated in all the important 
work of the League. 

During its Seventh ordinary session last year, the 
Assembly showed how much it appreciated this 
collaboration by electing Baron Lehmann, the 
distinguished representative of Liberia here, to· be 
one of the Vice-Presidents of the Assembly. 

I hope that Mr. King~ take a'!ay from G~ne.va 
-an assurance of our feelings of smcere cordiality 
towards himself, and our best wishes for the 
prosperity of the nation of which he is so 
distinguished a representative. _ 

51.- VOTE ON THE REQUEST BY BELGIUM 
FOR RE-ELIGIBILITY FOR ELECTION TO 
THE COUNCIL. 

• The 'President : 
Translation : The first item on the agenda is the 

vote on the request for re-eligibility submitted by 
Belgium. 

The Assembly will remember that on September 
8th it adopted the proposal of the General Committee 
regarding the date when the vote would take place 
on the request for re-eligibility submitted on , 
September 6th by the Belgian delegation. 

As M. Vandervelde's Iotter has been 
communicated to all the delegations, thoro is no 
need for it to be read again. 

In conformity with the Assembly resolution 
of September 15th, 1926, laying down tho rules for 
the election of the nine non-permanent Members 
of the Council, their term of office and tho 
conditions of re-eligibility, the Assembly muHt 
now vote upon this request. 

I would remind you of the relevant rules, which 
are defined in Article II, paragraphs 1 and 2 : 

" A retiring Member may not be re·ele.:~ted 
during the period between the expiration of its 
term of office and the third election in ordinary 
session held thereafter unless the Assembly, 
either on the expiration of the Member's term 
of office or in the course of the said period of 
three years·, shall, by a majority of two-thirds 
of the votes cast, previously have decided that 
such Member is re-eligible." 

" The Assembly shall pronounce separately, 
by secret ballot, upon each request for re
eligibility. The number of votes caHt shall be 
detennined by the total number of voting tickets 
desposited, deducting blank or spoilt voteH. " 

The Assembly must therefore pronounce upon 
this request by secret ballot. 

Each State will be called by name and a 
repreusentative of the delegation will come up and 
place his voting paper in the ballot-box. · -

I will ask M. Adatci, first delegate of Japan, and 
M. Scialoja, first delegate of Italy, to be good 
enough to take their places on the platform and act 
as tellers. 

Members of the Assembly in favour of the request 
for re-eligibility should write " Yes " on their 
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votin~ papers, and those opposed should write 
''No '. 

(M • .A.tktci and M. Scialoia ·wok their places on 
th' platform a8 tellers). 

The President : 

Translation: We will now proceed to a ballot.by 
roll-call. 

( Ths ballot Wa8 taken.) 

The result 9f the ballot is as follows : 
Number of votes cast ... ·. 48 
Number of votes valid . . . . 48 
Majority required for acceptance . . • · 32 
Votes in favour of granting the request 29 

The majority required for re-eligibility has not 
there~ore been obtained. 

I desire to thank M • .Adatci and M. Scialoja for. 
their kind assistance in acting as tellers. 

11. Vandervelde, firs~ delegate of Belgium, will 
address the .Assembly. 

/ 

2 

' u 
l\1. Vandervelde (Belgium) : 

· Translation : Mr. President, Ladies and 
Gentlemen - I asked to speak in order to make a 
very short statement. · · . 

.A number of countries had thought that it would 
be desirable particularly for the purpose of the 
application ~f the Locarno .Agreements, for Belgium 
to remain on the League Council for a further period 
of three years. .A majority ·of the Assembly shared · 
this opinion,. but the statutory majority was not 
obtained. In these. circumstances I desire to s:ay 
two things : · . . .. · 

Firstly, the Belgian delegation is firmly convinced 
that those members· of the Assembly who gave 
negative votes did so on grotfnds of princ~le which 
command respect, and which had nothing to do 
with the feeling of the Assembly towards Belgium. 

Secondly, I need hardly say that the result 
of · this vote will_ not prevent Belgium from 
contfuuing to give her most· active, devoted and 
ardent support to the great work.of peace on which 
the League is engaged. 

The .Assembly rose at 10.45 a.m. · 
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The President : 

Translation : The first item on the agenda is 
the election of three non-permanent Members of 
the Council. 

First of all, I would remind you of the provisions 
of the .Assemblp resolution of September 15th, 

. 1926 defining the rules for the election of the nine 
non-permanent Memb~r~ of the Co~?i~, _their term 
of office and the conditiOns of re-elig~bility. 

Article I, paragraph 1, runs as follows : 

· " The .Assembly shall each year, in the course 
of its ordinary session, elect three non-permanent 
Members of the Council. They shall be elected 
for a term commencing immediately on their 
election and ending on the day of the elections 
held three years later by the .Assembly." 

Before opening the ballot I would again remind 
you of the provisions of Article 22 (a) of the Rules 
of Procedure of the .Assembly, which are relevant 
to this case. 

~ 

·.. This article reads as follows : 

· " 1. The Members whose representatives are 
to sit on the Council as non-permanent Members 
of that body shall be selected by the .Assembly 
by secret ballot. 

" 2. Where several seats are to be filled, tho 
election shaij be made by voting a list of names. • 
Any ballot-paper containing more names than 
there are seats to be filled shall be null and void. 

" 3. No member shall be elected at tho first 
or at the second ballot unless it has obtnin<ld 
at least the absolute majority of the votes. If, 
after two ballots, there still remain sents to be 
filled a third ballot shall be held upon a list • 

· cons~ting of the candidates which obtained most 
votes at the second ballot, up to 11 number double 
that of the seats still to be filled, and those 
Members shall be elected which obtain tho 
greatest number of votes. 

• 
" 4. If two or more Members obtain the same 

number of votes and there is not a seat available 
for each, a special ballot shall be held between 
them·; if they again obtain an equal number of 
votes, the President shall decide between them 
by drawing Jots." 

In computing the absolute majority pr~scribed 
for the first and second ballots, I . thmk the 
.Assembly will agree that we should here, by ana!OI,'Y, 
apply the rule contained in the Assembly resolution 
of September 15th, 1926, concerning "the rules 
dealing with the election of the nine non-permanent 
Members of the Council, their terms of office and 
the conditions of re-eligibility." 

This resolution Jays dowu that the Assembly shall 
pronounce separately, by secret' ballot, upon each 
re~tuest for re-eligibility. The number of votes cast 
shall be determined by the total number of voting 
tickets deposited, deducting blank or spoilt votes .. 
It would appear that, in electing the non
permanent Members of the Council, blank or spoilt 
voting-papers must not be counted wbe~ ~be 
number of votes is reckoned ; the absolute maJonty 
should be calculat~d on the basis of the total 
voting-papers valid. 
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If no one bas any remarks to make, . I shall 
C<tnsider that the Assembly shares my VIews on 
this subject. (Assent.) . . 

I would add that;. to be valid. votmg-papers 
must contain the names of States and not the names_ 
of representatives of States. . . 

Further any voting-paper contammg more than 
three nam~s will be void. 

I will ask Sir Austen Chamberlain, first deleg_ate 
of the British Empire, and Dr. Stresemann, first 
delegate of Germany, to be good enough to take 
their places on the platform as tellers. 

(Sir Austen Chamberlain and Dr. Stresemann 
took their places on the platform). 

, The President : 
'Trat18lation : We will now proceed to a ballot 

by roll-call. · 

(!!'he ballot was taken.) 

The result of the ballot is as follows : 

Number of votes cast . . 49 
Absolute majority . . . . 25 

The votes obtained by the States were as 
follows: 

Cuba 40 votes 
Finland 33 

" Canada 26 
" Greece 23 
" Portugal 16 
" Uruguay 3 . 
" Denmark 2 
" Siam 1 
" Switzerland 1 
" Haiti 1 
" 

The following States have obtained the absolute 
majority required and are therefore elected non
permanent Members of -the Council for a period· of 
three years : Cuba, Finland and Canada. 

I wish to offer my sincere congratulations to 
the three States which have just been elected by tb.e 
Assembly. . · 

I also desire to thank Sir Austen Chamberlain 
and Dr. Stresemann for having kindly acted as 
tellers. ' 

His Highness Mohammad Ali Khan Foroughi 
will address the Assembly. 

llohammad Ali Khan Forou!Jhi (Persia) : 

Translation : Mr. President, Ladies and 
Gentlemen - I venture to remind you that last 
year when the non-permanent Members of the 
Co~cil were elected, Persia was honoured with a 
large numbttr of votes. We know that this was due 
to at least three causes : Firstly, remembrance of 
the fact that Persia has belonged to th~ Leaguec 
from the very beginning and has been a fa'lthful 
and devoted Member, respecting all the obligatiom 
which her adherence entailed, and that, moreover, 
it is due to Persia that Article 10 of the Covenant, 
the importance of which the first delegate of Italy 
emphasised in his speech to the .Assembly, has be.en 
maintained in its integrity ; secondly, to. the desu-e 
to satisfy millions . of Moslems who regret to see 
that the only sovereign State of Mohammedan 
culture which is a Member of the League has not 
been given an adequate opportunity of 'representing 
them ; thirdly, to the anxiety to secure a just 
equilibrium between the other continents and .Asia, 
which has the largest population of all. 

We believe that these r~sons still exist and will 
continue to exist, and - more especially with 
reference to the third - we consider that ·ethnical, 
geographical and historic considerations all 
militate in favour of our candidacy. In Europe 
there is a certain similarity of culture between the. 
various peoples, and in .America there are only two 
different zones of civilisation ; but .Asia contains 
entirely distinct types of ci~sation; which ?ivi~e 
it into zones from Far to Middle East, wh1ch m 
common justice demand special representation. 

It would therefore be desirable to increase the 
number of Asiatic States among the non-permanenb 
Members of the Council. In any case, it would onJy 
be right to grant a seat to a State whose language 
and civilisation have penetrated every- other State 
in the Middle East. . 
. Nevertheless, after a careful examination of the 
circumstances attending this year's - Council 
elections, and, being anxious to avoid adding to the 
difficulties of a stituation which is already unduly 
complex, we informed you before the voting took 
place that Persia would not put forward her 
candidature. 

We reserve the right, however, · to reconsider 
these factors next year, to draw the appropriate 
conclusions from them, and put forward once again 
our cla-im to a seat on the Council. 

ThP Assembly 1·ose at -6.45 p.m. 
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53.- WORK OF THE ADVISORY COllliiTTEE 
ON THE TRAFFIC L"'l OPIU~l AND OTHER 
DA."'IGEROUS DRUGS: REPORT OF THE 
FIFTH COlUliTTEE: RESOLUTION . 

The President : 

Translatio-n : In order to prevent loss of time, and . 
in accordance with precedent, may I suggest that, 
as the reports have already been distributed, the 
Rapporteurs might merely touch upon those points 
in the report! to which they particularly Wish to 
draw attention, and thereby avoid reading the 
whole report. 

The first item on the agenda is the examination 
of the report of the Fifth Committee on the Work 
of the Advisory Committee on the Traffic in Opium 
and Other Dangerous Drugs (Annex 4, document 
A.64.1927 .XI). 

(On the intlitat«m of the President M. Hambro, 
Chairman of th6 Fifth. Omnmittee, and Mme. Laraen
Jah.n, Rapporteur, took th6ir:places on th6 platform.) 

The President : 

Translatio-n: Mme. Larsen-Jahn, Rapporteur, 
will address the Assembly. 

Mme. Limen-.Jahn (Norway), Rapporteur: 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen- In 
having the honour to submit to the Assembly 
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the report of the Fifth Comm~ttee on the work of 
the Advisory Opi"um Comm1tt~, I shall only 
detain you for a few moments, m order to ~aw 
your attention to a statement made by the AdVISory 
Committee which is specially addressed to the 
individual couutries and their Governments. . 

For several y.'lars now the League of N atwns 
has carried on a vigorous campaign in order to 
combat the drug evil. Through the energetic _wo~k 

., of the Advisory Committee on the TraffiC m 
Opium, the immense extent of the illicit traffic has 
been made clear to all the world, and we have before 
us a very dark picture ~f wh~t that traffic me~ns, 
in terms of human suffermg, misery and degradatiOn. 
Remedies to combat this great danger to humanity 
have been worked out through the resolutions 
passed by the Council and the Assembly, and 
t.hrough the Geneva Opium Convention of 1925. 

The League, however, can only fulfil the 
obligations imposed upon it by Article 23 of the 

., Covenant in so far as it receives the support of 
the different Governments. The very serious 
statement has been made this year by the Advisory 
Committee that action by the Governments falls 
far short of their contractual obligations. The 
Advisory Committee has very strongly emphasised 
the fact that it is impossible for it to grapple with 
the difficulties of the drug problem, except to the 
extent to which it is aided by the good will and 
direct executive action - of the individual 
Governments. 

Year after year earnest appeals have been made 
from this platform to all States Members of the 
League to put into force in their respective countries 
the measures recommended by the League. In the 
name of the Fifth Committee, I beg once more to 
repeat that appeal in the strongest possible way, . 
in view of the grave charge now made against 
Governments that they do not live up to their 
obligations, and in view also of the danger of the 
present . situation as shown by the documents 
published by the Advisory Committee. In the 
name of the Fifth Committee, I also appeal to all the 
Assembly delegates to take upon themselves the 
duty of urging upon the competent authorities in 
their own country the necessity for immediate 
drastic action, in order that results may be obtained 
in the combat against the drug evil.- . · 

The conscience of the peoples has been awakened 
with regard to their responsibility in this matter. 
What is required is that the action of the peoples 
should be brought up to the level of their conscience. 

With these few remarks, I have the honour to 
submit to the Assembly the following draft 
resolution, unanimously passed ·by the Fifth 
Committee. 

" The Assembly notes with approval the report 
of the Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium 
and other Dangerous Drugs and the resolutions 
contained therein, and earnestly recommends 
them to the attention of the States Members of 
the League." 

The President : 

Tramlation : Lord Lytton delegate of India, will 
now address the Assembly. 

The Earl of Lytton (India) : 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen- I have 
a~ked leave t.o say a few words on the report of the 
Fifth Committee which has just been submitted 
t~ the Assembly by Mme. Larsen-Jahn, the 
R_appo~ur, not with the object of criticising or 
diSsentm~ from any of its recommendations but 
rather WI_th the object of underlining, as it ~ere, 
some of Its passages which seem to me to be in 

danger of escaping the attention which their 
importance deserves. 

The fact that the Fifth Committee has accepted 
with unanimity and practically without discussion 
the report of the Advisory Committee in Opium 
and f>ther Dangerous Drugs may be evidence of the 
efficiency and the businesslike methods of that , 
Committee. But· it has also had the effect of 
preventing the recommendations of the Adyisory 
Committee from receiving that measure of 
puhlicit.y which they deserve w)len we remember 
the gravity of the problflms with which the report 
deals and their immense importance for every 
country in the world. · 

The report of the Fifth ~ommittee '!Vhich has 
just been presented to us IS a short one, and, 
though it contains some sentences of grave import, 
there is a risk, I think, that it may be adopted by 
the Assembly without a full knowledge. of the 
obligations upon those who accept it. I speak as the 
delegate of a country _that knows. this evil, whose 
people are very much alive to its gravity and very 
much in earnest in their determination to put an 'end 
to it. This is one of those <]uestions in regard to 
which India looks to the League of Nations for'j 
help. . . _ · 

I am anxiou~, if possible, that the members of 
this Assembly should not accept the report of the 
Fifth Committee without realising ·two things 
which- that report brings out very clearly. First, 
the enormous extent of the continued illicit traffic 
in drugs; and, secondly, the grave human 
importance of that trade. Though I am anxious that 
those two things should be --realised, I speak not 
on behalf of In<j.ia alone and I address myself not 
merely to m:y fellow delegates as represen~if'es 
of their respective countries. I address yo11., ladies' 
and gentlemen, as men and women. It is to your 
human sympa.thies that I appeal, rather than to 
your national interests. 

The passage I want first of all to emphasise is J 
that contained in the second paragraph of the 
report of the Fifth Committee, where we are 
reminded that the Advisory Committee has stated _ 
that a broad examination of the reports received 
from the various Governments shows that an illicit' 
traffic, which can only . be fairly characterised ail · 
enormous, still exists. Do you realise what those 
wm·ds mean ! Let me- endeavour to make them 
clear. · 

The country which I represent - India -
imports a small amount of cocaine for medical 
purposes, but the illicit traffic in cocaine in India is 
stated by. the Advisory Committee, in its report, 
to be as much as forty times the legitimate 
imports, and this, too, in spite of the existence of 
vigorous and efficient administrative efforts to 
sup~ress it. In. paragraph 16 . of its report .the. 
AdVIsory Co!llnnttee ~es~ribes this- illicit traffi~ 
from ascertamed statistical facts. You will see 
from that paragraph that opium is there mentioned' 
by the ton, and heroin and morphine by thousands 
of ounces. Single consignments of over 4,000 
ounces (125 kilogr_ammes) of morphia and 8 000 
ounces (230 kilogrammes) of heroin are cited. ' 

N~W:• it is possible that these figures- mere 
statiSt!~ - scarcely convey to you their full 
human rmport. Let me try and translate them into 
terms of human misery. Let me ask you whether 
y_ou have ever known from personalknowledge a 
smgle case of a man or women who has fallen a 
victim to this drug. evil Y If you have, you need 
o~ly reca_ll that one case to your memory, and you 
Will reahs~ that the figures I have mentioned, 
tr~n.slated mto terl:"s of single injections, run into 
millions. One consignment alone mentioned bv the 
~~m~ittee wo.uld amount to over three mlllio11. 
InJectiOns. Think what that means. 
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If you have not personally had this experience 
et m.e ask you to think of some friend, someon~ 
w~o IS de~ to you, some man or woman in the 
pnme of life, With full physical efficiency with a 
sound and clear mind, and then consid~r what 
would happen .to such a person in little more than 

...- a few mon~hs if once he or she fell a victim lo this 
f ?rug habit. That might well happen quite 

mnoccntly,. perhaps in the first instance merely 
because a sear~h was made for relief from some 
tempo:f"ary phySical or mental distress. The process 
~ay be slow but the end is certain, and that end is 
m every case absolute destruction, physical, mental, 
and J?Oral - the lowest depths of degradation 
to which the human being can sink. 

. Now,· ~es an.d gentlemen, with that pictnre 
m your =d, With your friend rotted to death 
before your eyes, what, I ask you, would be your 
feelings if you were told that there are individuals 
who make their living out of this trade, that there 
are Governments which have it in their power to 
put. and end to it and yet allow it to continue Y 
·! et this. ii1 what the Committee tells us. It tells us 

, ~m words so restrained that their full import might 
e-well be lost upon those who read them. Let me 
·--quote the passage which follows these statistics 

which I have just mentioned. It is contained in 
paragraph 17 of the Committee's report: 

" These [say the Committee] are striking 
and alarming facts. They show the appalling 
extent and 'the very widespread ramifications 
of this illicit traffic. They are the more strikin~, 
and ·probably the more alarming, when it 18 
ll0o;dled that fifty-four nations ....,... and among 
them• are included all the manufacturing and 
distributing countries - are parties to the Hague 
Convention- which includes as an obligation 
accepted. by all the. signatories a provision to the 
following effect -: 

" ' The Contracting Powers shall enact 
pharmacy laws or regulations to limit exclu• 
sively to medical and legitimate . purposes the 
manufacture,' sale, and use of morphine and 

' · cocaine and their respective salts . . . They 
• shall co-operate with one another to prevent 
~ the use of these drugs for any other purpose.' " 

This brings me to the second po~t which I wish 
to emphasise in the report which has been 
submitted to us. I have spoken of the extent of this 
illicit traffic. Let me remind you of the obligations 
under which we already are in this matter. This 
is not one, of those human problems which cannot 
be solved, which must be tolerated because. n_o 

...-:.remedy for it can be found, On the contrary, 1t 18 
'"'\ione which all the nations of ~he world have 

•recognised, have already discussed · among 
themselves and have pledged themse~ves t~? remove. 
It is one of _the evils of the world whteh this League 
of Nations of ours is competent to remedy, Europe, 
America and the Far East are being del?ge!l.with 
these deadly narcotic drugs. The . mdividual 
efforts of no single nation can stem the tide, but the 
combination of all nations can produce that result. 
By such a combination the tide can be stemme!l 
§wiftly and effectively. The States Me~bers o~ this 
League' are already bound by an ~ternat10n~l 
Convention to do this, but i~ still re~a~ for public 
opinion in ~everal, countries to mmst on the 
ftilfil.lilent of that obligation. 

· This, ladies and gentlemen, is the task W:hich 
' · ou are now asked to undertake. The AdVJsory 
· .bommittee has expressed the opinion tha~ a " clear 

statement as to the enormous value and Wide extent 

ot the illicit· ~iO', a~d a vivid appreciation ·of 
what that traffic means m terms of human sufferin" 

. d "'' IDlBery an degradntion, are essential to pro!!n'ss 
and reform". " 

T~ Com~ttee has told us the fa~s. It has tried 
to give us this appreciation. The remedy is now in 
our own hands. • 

This brings me to my last point. With this 
knowledge in our minds - knowled!!e of the extent 
of the traffic, knowledge of the obligations already 
undertaken to put an end to it - what remains 
to be done ! 

There are probably not more than thirty factorios 
in the world in which these drugs are mnnufnctured. 
If the Governments concerned would put 11 
ring fence round them so as to prev(>nt the produot.s 
from those factories ever getting into t.he illicit 
markets, the evils would cease and this reproach to 
our civilisation would be removed. 

The Advisory Committee has urged, with all the 
insistence at its command, that the most Vl\lunble 
single step which can be taken at present to control 
this huge illicit traffic with all its, disnstrous moral, 
social and physical consequences, with nil its VIU\t 
train of suffering, misery, degrndntion and vice, is 
to secure the enforcement of the Geneva Convent.ion 
of 1925 at the earliest possible moment. The l•'ifth 
Committee has accepted tbat recommend1\tiou and 
has proposed its acceptnnce to the Assembly. 
I have intervened for the sole ~urpose of 
emphasising that report and of appealing to you, 
in your individual as well as in your representntlve 
capacity, to accept the advice and to help to put It 
into operation. 

I do not suggest that the Convention of 10211 is 
perfect, that it exhausts the subject, that there may 
not be some provisions in it which will give rise to 
difficulties when they come to be put into operntion. 
But this Convention represents the farthest point 
yet reached by the collective wisdom of the nntions 
of the world. It represents the most effective 
weapon which has been put into our hands for 
controlling this evil. If we use it, it may be possible 
to put a ·stop to the evil within a single year. 
If, when you return to those countries w,hich you 
represent here, you will tell your countrymen what 
you have learnt from the report before you1 
if you will tell them what those facts mean and 
secure a public opinion in every country which will 
insist upon action, it will be possible for ~tme. • 
Larsen-Jahn, when she comes to this tribune next 
vear, to say, in those memorable words used by 
M. Briand last year in another connection, " It is 
finished ". 

But if we are indifferent, if we neglect to use this 
weapon which has been put into our hands, we 
cannot escape our responsibility for the loss of life 
which it wa~ in our power to save 

The Pre~ident : 

Translation : If no one else wishes to speak I 
will put to the vote the resolution of the Fifth 
Committee, which reads as follows ·-

The Assembly notes with approval the report of the 
.Adcisury Committee m Traffic in Opium and 
other Dangerous Drugs and the resolutions 
contained therein, and earneB!ly recommenila them 
1<1 the attentim of the States Members of the 
League. 

The resolution was adopted. 
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5-1 -WORK OF THE COlUIISSION OF Ei\'QUIRY 
. REGARD~G THE CUJ.TIVATION OF THE 

OPIUJ\1 POPPY IN PERSIA. : REPORT OF 
THE FiflH COllliiTTEE: RESOJ.UTION. 

The President · 
Tramlation : The next item on the agenda i~ the 

examination of the report of the Fift~ Comnnt~ee 
on the work of the Commission of Enqmry _regar~g 
the cultivation of the opium poppy m Persia 
(Annex 5, document A.66.1927.XI). 

(On the im>itation of the President M. H ambro, 
Chairman of the Fifth Committee, and M. Veverka, 
Rapporteur, took their plaees on the platform). 

The President : 
Translation : M. Veverka, delegate of 

Czechoslovakia, will address the Assembly. 

1\1. Veverka (Czechoslovakia), Rapporteur : 
Translation : Mr. President, Ladies and 

Gentlemen - In submitting to the Assembly, in 
the manner suggested by our distinguished President 
the report of the Fifth Committee regarding the 
cultivation of the opium poppy in Persia, I feel 
that, having now been three times Rapporteur 
on the question of opium, I cannot refrain from 
adding a few reflections on the evolution of the 
problem during this Assembly. 

Since the question was first placed on our agenda, 
all the efforts of the League's organs have been 
directed towa):'ds the analysis and diagnosis of this 
great problem, which is one that affects the whole 
world. Speaking of the same question in 1925, 
I pointed out that ·the two Opium Conferences 
themselves represented only the first, the analytical 
and preparatory, stage. I expressed on that 
occasion the conviction that another stage -
that of realisation and achievement - would follow 
as a logical result of certain principles which had 
already been established. 

In submitting the 1925 report on the same 
special and concrete question with which we are 
dealing to-day, I expressed the hope that that report 
would show that progress had been made as regards 
the decrease of the production of opium and the 
conviction that everything must be done to 
decrease production. 

At the same time I emphasised the fact that the 
only way to lessen the danger would be for all other 
producing countries 'to enter into a loyal 
engagement not to increase their production and 
not, by seeking to win new markets, to increase the 
misery of the human race. 

The 1925 Assembly, which approved this report 
and my conclusions on the decrease of production, 
brought about further practical and positive 
solutions and showed what new roads were to be 
followed. . 

The Committee of Enquiry in Persia is therefore 
the first practical attempt to attack, by scientific 
and empirical methods, one of the causes - over
production- in order to lessen the effect -·the 
promotion of consumption. 

I am glad to submit to. the Assembly a positive 
and concrete result in the form of recommendations 
drawn up by experts, in agreement with a liberal
minded and far-seeing people. The Persian 
Government stipulates, of course, that its final 
acceptance will in large measure be dependent on 
its obtaining liberty of action in tariff affairs and 
on the removal of the restrictive tariffs on Persian 
products which must be substituted for opium. 
. The Fifth Committee, having found this 
mter~ependence both just and equitable, 
unammously expresses the hope that_ the 

Governments concerned will give t_h~ir earnest. and 
favourable attention to those co~ditiOns, _e~pemally 
as regards tariff matters. But, ~ the spmt of the 
1925 report, it also, and ve~y logwally, rec01;nmends 
all countries concerned With the productiOn and 
marlufacture of dangerous drugs and their raw 
matetlal, the enactment of legislation simi_lar to that-, 
now proposed by the Government of Persia, or such l 
equivalent action as ~ ensure the nec,!lssary 
reduction 'Of raw material and the maiiufacture of 
drugs. o • 

The first practical step towards combatmg 
the scourge by concrete methods and on a d~fini~e 
plan has been taken:. We most earnestly trust It will 
succeed. Public opinion will ther~by be 
strengthened in its hope that other producmg and 
manufacturing /countries ' will follow the path 
indicated. • · . . 
_ Thus the primitive man, seeking m opium 
forgetfulness of his wretchedness, and the 
highly-strung modern man, avid for ~ugs to calm, 
the diseased and over-developed bram of to-day, 
may alike hope for redemption. . • 

Of course, this cannot co~e ~bou~ without 
certain changes in the economic SituatiOn of _th!j,J 
countries concerned. I have already had occasiOn, 
however, to show from this platform how much 
this great humanitarian, social and economic 
problem depends, and. will always dep~nd, on the 
willingness of all natiOns to give their help and 
to make sacrifices. . · 

I therefore congratulate the pioneers of to-day, 
and I greet the pione!'rs of to-morrow with those old 
classical words of encouragement to posterity : 
" Vit•ant sequentes. " 

The President .: - 0 "" 
0 

Tramlation : His Highness Mohammad Ali-Khan 
Foroughi, delegate of Persia, will address the 
Assembly. 

His Highness 1\lohammad Ali~Khan Foronghi J 
(Persia) : 
o Tramlation : As the agenda is a very long one, 
I shall only say a few words to express my thanks 
to the Rapporteur of the Fifth Committee fot 
having so admirably surninarised the position as 
regards this question. I should also like to thank 
the Fifth Committee for its appreciation of the 
great sacrifice which the Persian nation is prepared 
to make and for having supported the Persian 
Government's view by stating that, if we are to 
succeed in this work, Persia needs to be helped and 
encouraged in her economic development. 

We also felt we ought to draw your attention to 
the very great importance of the question of the 
manufacture of dangerous drugs, and on this point 
we entirely agree with the very eloquent 
observations of the delegate of India. . &.-.. 

The President : • 
T!anslation : If no one else wishes to speak 

I will put to 'the vote the resolution of the Fifth 
Comnrittee, which reads as follows : 

The Assembly takes note of the repori of the 
Commission of Enquiry into the production of 
opium in Persia, of the observations of the Persian 
Govern"'!ent on that report, an,d of the letter fro'Yflq 
the Cha~rman of the Commission of Enquiry to the 
&cretary-General dated April 23rd, 1927. 

lt ea-presses its sincere thanks to~the members 
o~ the Comm_iss_ion for their valuable work, apd its 
htgh . appre~natwn of the good will shown <by the 
Pers~an . G~vernment in co-operating with the 
League ~n ~ts attempts to reaek a solution of the , 
difficult and complicated problem of narcotia, 
wntrol 
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·The Peraian Government having declared that 
the success o_f i•., pr?ll!'am'"!e will, in large meaat1re, 
depiJ'!Id on tta obta~n~ng ltberty ·of action in tariff 
,afja~ra a'!'-d on the Tem01Jal of the restrictive tariffs 
on Per~an product:t which mmt be StlbstiJuted 

, for opium, the Assembly expresses the hope that 
the G011ernments concerned will give their earnest 
and favourable attention to thtJse conditiona and 
that the _Persi_a» G011ernment will keep the League 
of l&t!hon:t 'nformed of the progress made in 
carry~ng out the scheme proposed for the gradual 
~iminut!on of the cultivation of the opium poppy 
~n Persta. 

· · B earnestly recommends to all countries concerned 
with the production and manufacture of dangerous 
drugs and their Taw material the enactment of 
legislation similar to . that now pt•oposed by the 
Gooernment of Persia, or such equiva.ent action 
as will ensure the necessary reduction of rato 
material and the manufacture of drugs. 
The resolution teas adopted 

. .J>5. -WORK OF THE TRAFFIC IN W01\IEN Al~D 
~- CHILDRE.'\1 COi\11\IITTEE : REPORT OF 
··-' THE FIFTH COMl\UTTEE: RESOLUTION. 

l.. 

The President : 

Translation : The next item on the agenda is the 
examination of the report of the Fifth Committee 
on the Traffic in Women and Children (Annex 6, 
document A.73.1927.IV.) 

(On the in-r;itation of the President M. Portela, 
Rapportettr, took his place on the platform.) 

0 0 

The President : 

Pranslation : M. Portela, Rapporteur, will address 
the Assembly. 

· 1\1. Portela (Cuba), Rapporteur : 

Translation : Gentlemen - The Fifth Committee 
was good enough to apl?oint M. Martinez Ortiz, 
Minister for Foreign .A.ffarrs and delegate of Cuba, 
as ·Rapporteur to the Committee and to the 
Assembly on the question of the traffic in women 
and children. ·By doing so, the members of the 
Fifth Committee no doubt wished to express their 
appreciation of the work done by the Cuban 
Government for some years past for the purpose 
of carryfug into· effect the recommenda!ions 
which are constantly being formulate~ her~ With a 
view to . protecting women agaillst adv~rse 
circumstances, against the ~thless . egOism 

- of immoral men, and even agamst therr own 
weaknesses, passions or errors._ . . 

r. • As M Martinez Ortiz is unavoidably absent, 1t "'ails to ·me to have the honour of submitt~g this 
.report. · · . . d Childr • 

-The report of the Traffic ill Women an. _en 
Committee gave rise to a very_ full and .illterestillg 
discussion in the Fifth Committee, wh1ch cen~ed 
on the question of licensed houses and the questiOn 
of measures in force with regard to aoutene_urs and 

· procurers. A number of delegates emphaBll!~d the 
importance of the employment of wo~en ill ~he 

olice. Several . delegate~ ID:ade. illte!estmg 
~atements concernmg the SituatiOn ill the1r o:wn 
~ountries, and urged t

1
he importance of employmg 

women police to patro. public places. 
• Certain deillgates expressed a wish that the age of 
conse~t should, . in no case, be lower than tbe 
age of marriage. · . inf d 

The German delegate on the Com~ttee . orme 
·. h r collPa.gues that a new law, which proYJdes for 

'!;:vere penalties, was to come into force on Oct:ob~r 
1st, abolishing licensed houses in Germany Withm 

the limits of it<~ power. The delegate of Hungary 
also mentioned the fact that the system of the 
licensed house had" recently been abolished in that 
ceuntry. Several deie~mtes ~mve it \IS their opinion 
that the abolition of licensed hquses in their 
countries had been fully justified. ·· 

The dele~mte of Cuba sh\t.ec!> that licensed 
brothels had long been abolished in Cuba, and that 
very stringent laws, regulations and police measures 
were enforced for the protect-ion of young female 
emigrants and the prosecution of their habitual 
exploiters. 

The delegate of France stated that his country 
was also moving towards the abolition of the system 
of licensed houses, but that it must be given time. 
He pointed out that the suppression of rej!ulnted 
prostitution could only be effected by attncking 
not only the licensed-house system but all th.t 
different factors involved. lie udded that this was 
the policy adopted by France. 

The delegates of Ronmaniu, Japan and Ilungary 
stated the opinions prevailing in their own connti·ics 
with regard to this most difficult question . 

The Committee was unanimous in recommending 
that the strictest possible meusm·es should be 
taken against souleneurs and procurers. The 
British delegate laid stress on the desirability of 
adequate punishments being provided for in regard 
to sexual assaults on children, and also for persons 
who ior the sake of financial gain stimulate the 
graver forms of vice. 

A special tiibnte was paid by the Committee 
to the excellent work of the Special Body of Experts 
on the traffic in women and children. 

The Fifth Committee has the honour to submit 
to the· eighth ordinary session of the Assembly 
the following resolution. · 

" The Assembly takes note of the r11port of the 
Traffic in Women and Children Committee, 
thanks the Committee for the good work it has 
accomplished and expresses the hope that this 
work will be continued along the same linea. 

" The Assembly learns with the greatest 
interest that the Traffic in Women and Ollildren 
Committee is examining carefully, in connection 
with Part I of the experts' report, the problem 
of the relationship which exists between the 
licensed house and the traffic in women ; it 
requests the Traffi~ in Women and ~hildren 
Committee to examme as soon as poss1ble the 
question of the desirability of recommending • 
to all Governments the abolition of the system 
of the licensed house. 

" The Assembly further desires to express its 
warmest approval of the able and courageous 
work of the Special Body of Experts, and 
earnestly recommends Part I of the report and 
especially its conelnsions to the study of the 
Governments of all States Members and non
Members of the League of Nations. " 

The President • 

Translation : The Ilonourable ?rlra. Alfred 
·Lyttelton, delegate of the British Empire, will 
address the Assembly. 

Dame Edith Lyttelton (British Empire ) : 

I have to ask for the indulgence of the Assembly. 
It is not very easy for anyone to stand up here and 
talk on the topics with which. I h_av~, as shortly 
as possible, to deal, but I think _It 18 ne~sary, 
though I regret it, to speak With COnsiderable 
frankness. 

One of the things which has been brought home 
to us by the recent investigation is that, below 
our respect for women, our respect for the home, ., 
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our respect for purity, there lies a substratum of 
the grossest possible indulgence leading to very 
degrading vices. 

We have to thank the expert Committee, un~r 
the chairmanship of Dr. Snow, for the extraordinary 
report with w!Iich it has provided us. I hope that 
every one who Jr.as the opportunity and has not 
already done so will read that report because the 
reading of it is a considerable experience - at 
least it was to me. When we think what was done 
by the people who worked for that Commission, 
it is, I think difficult to express sufficient admiratio;11 
and gratitude. Many of the'm must have taken their 
lives in their hands, because they had to enter the 
underworld of great cities, disguised as members 
of that underworld and as traffickers in the infamous 
trade which the League of Nations and other bodies 
r.re trying to suppress. 

It seems to me that in this report - and there 
are many points which could be brought up -
there are three main ones, which. I propose to 
examine. I do not think that anyone who reads 
this document with an open. mind, can fail to see 
that the existence of licensed houses is undoubtedly 
bound up with the traffic in women. You have only 
to think for one moment, .if you were engaged in 
procuring young girls and bringing them to other 
cities, to see how much easier it would be, from 
the point of view of organisation if there existed in 
the cities to which you were going houses into 
which to put those girls. 

It is both cheaper and easier, and the experience 
of people who have examined this subject is that in 
those places where licensed houses are abolished the 
traffic in women and children also dies down. We 
cannot put too great emphasis on that fact: 

Another point which, I think, is brought out 
by the report is the very great importance of raising 
both the age of consent and the age of marriage. 
I think it is hardly necessary to emphasise that 
point ; it must be so obvious to everyone. 

A third point is the one which happens to move 
me most and which, I think, is in a sense less 
recognised by the world at large, namely, the 
enormous influence of what is called in the report 
" the third party ", the degraded man or woman 
who profits by ministering to the vices of others. 
These men and women - and first I am going to 
speak of the souteneur, the man - stick at nothing 
at all to procure what they want. I do not think -
and I think the report says so - that there is 
evidence of dramatic abduction, or anything of 
that sort, though no doubt such things do occur, 
but there are many, many other methods which 
are employed. There are sham marriages, there are 
sham engagements in a cabaret or a theatre, there · 
are sham domestic engagements and all sorts of 
other ways of moving girls from one country to 
anoth.er .. I think it is also ma~e clear in the report 
that 1t 18 rare for perfectly mnocent girls to be 
brought into the traffic. They are almost always 
prostitutes in the first place, though that fact 
does not reduce the horror of the traffic in the 
least. 

~t is only fair to _say ~hat there is no very strong 
evidence that qu~te mnocent girls are being 
ab~ucted and carried off to other countries. The 
pomt made with such terrible persistence in the 
report is that the girls who are brought from one 
C?untry to another and left defenceles are taught the 
vil_est and most degraded forms of vice. Why is 
this done ! It seems almost incredible that efforts 
~hould be made ~f this kind to teach and train girls 
m the mos~ temble forms of perversion. Why is it 
don~ ! It 18 done for no other reason than money. 
A: grrl may make for her employer three or four 
tiDies as much money if she is skilled in these 
degrading practices than if she is not. I think that 

this mere fact shows the quagmire of degradation 
on which we are bound to step if we investigate this 
subject at all. It is bad enough to do these things, 
but what are we to think of the people who batten 
on the vices and weaknesses of those who do them, 
enti:fel.y and solely· for money ! · ""< 

But this is not all. The demand has to be 
stimulated - the demand for which these people 
can provide the supply. Therefore, in ord'er to 
create the demand by which they can make ,money 
they stimulate in all kinds of ways eve~ form of 
vice. If you go through the gamut of drink, drugs, 
obscene pictures, suggestive entertainments, of 
actual exhibitions of degrading practices, and think 
what this means, you cannot but feel an absolute 
horror of the race of men and women who, for. the 
sake of gain, will exploit the ordinary passions 
of men and women, degrade them and stimulate 
them, and then make their fortunes out of supplying 
those people with the · bodies and souls of the 
women whom they put into this traffic. 

We often remember- and talk with people of 
them - the- misgivings that fathers and mothers 
have when they send out their boys, and the~ 
girls (but perhaps more p~rticularly their -bo;y-s),~ 
into the dangerous and gloriOus adventure of life. 
It is difficult enough in any case, seeing the way 
in which we are constituted - the strange mixture 
of the animal and the soul that ,is in us - it is 
dangerous enough for young people in any case, but 
when we must add the possibility that an ordinary 
innocent desire for an evening's amusement may 
lead him (for your boy may be slightly weak
willed, hysterical, neurotic) into one of those 
places \where perhaps before him is placed every 
possible kind of temptation, every possible f&rrPof 
education in vice, it is no wonder that pe8ple are 
afraid. 

This is a matter that concerns e~ery one of us, 
men quite as much as women. .It is the duty of 
everyone to do their utmost to destroy this terrible . 
effort to stimulate and educate the worst 
possibilities of our nature, an effort which does not 
make money for the victims and for tl!.e. vicious, , 
but for the third party who exploits them. 

I should like to appeal to all the delegates here 
- and I will undertake to do this myself also -
to use every influence in their own country against 
these things, against maisons tolerees, for the raising 
of the age of consent, an.ll, above all, for the 
investigation of the measures taken, by means of 
legislation, to punish these traffickers. 

When a man commits a murder, when he kills 
another man, he is executed ; when he murders the 
~piri~ of a man or a child he gets a few weeks' 
rmpr1sonment. 

I am aware that no legislation can cure the world 
of these dangers. Of course it can not, but it will.: 
help, and the real cure must begin at home, it must"' 
begin in the home, it must begin in the nursery. • 
• I remember once having the opportunity of 

speaking to a man - I need not go into the reasons 
why he was in a pecuniarily dangerous position, 
but he was - and he described to me his struggles 
and the difficulties he had experienced. I said to 
him " Well, what helped you through it t " He 
said, " Simply this, that I felt that I would not 
add one little stream to the immense influences of 
want of control and degradation which are making> 
the existence of these people necess!\ry". That one 
thought had kept that man straight, because he 
would not add this other element to itP 

J: feel that if we can ensure that legislatioiJ and 
suppression will be xeally universal, we must theri 
look to the young for the next generation. We all 
belong, at least most of us belong, to the generation 
that has made the war, which has the inheritance" 
behind it of all the years of struggle which the 
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human raee has kno~. We have to look with hope 
to the young, but we have to help them. There are 
welco!'l~ signs beginning to show ; there are 
assoCiatwns of young men in several countries - iu 
Hungary, in France, in England, in Switzerland, 
and I daresay in many others - who have bound 

'• themselves to try and live a pure life. I say: "All 
welcome to them, and all help to them in the future." 
.ci mll!!t apologise again for having spoken with 

grE\!tt plainness, but I have been told that there 
are certain microbes which kill the human organism 

·which, if you expose them to the sun, shrivel up, 
turn up their toes and die at once. Well, that is the 
reason why we want publicity on all these horrible 
things. In the light of knowledge and publicity, 
they will not, and cannot, live, and that is why I 
.say from this platform :" Thank God for the League 
of Nations". 

The President : 

Translation : If no one else wishes to speak, 
, I will put to the vote the resolution of the Fifth 
· Committee, which reads as follows : 

The Assembly : 
Takes 110te of the repcn:t of the Traffic in Women 

ana Children Committee, thanks the Committee 
for the good work it has accomplished, and expresses 
the hope that this work will be continued along the 
same lines; 

Having learnt with the greatest interest that the 
Traffic in Women ana Children · Committee is 

· ·wamining carefully, in connection with Part I of 
the' experts' report, the problem of the relationship 

0 CJIJhich wists between the licensed house and the 
tfq,tfiC in women, requests the Traffic in Women 
and Children Committee to examine, as soon as 
possible, the question of the desirabilitY. . of 
recommending to all G011ernments the abohhon 
of the system of the licensed house ; 

Desires to express its warmest approval of the 
able ana courageous work of the Special Body of 
Experts ana earnestly recommends Part l of the 
report, ~na especially its conclusions, to the study 
of the Governments of all States Members and non· 
.Members ofthe League of Nations. 

56.- WORK OF THE CHILD WELFARE 
COJ\11\IITIEE: REPORT OF THE FIFTH 
COJ\11\IITIEE: RESOLUTION. 

The President : 
Translation : The next item on the agenda is the 

report of the Fifth Committee•on Child Welfare. 
(Annex 7, document .A..62.1927.IV.) 

(On the invitation of the President .M. Janson, 
Rapporteur, took his place on the platform.) 

The President : 
. Translation: M. Janson, Rapporteur, will address 

the ASsembly. 

JU. Janson (Belgiuml, Rapporteur: 
Transla'ion : Mr. President, Ladies and 

Gentlemen - The Fifth Committee of t~e .A.ssem~ly 
h asked me ~o report on the questwn of child 

aslfare and in particular ,on the work of the 
~hlrd Welfare Committee during its third year. 

Durin!f the past year this Committee hal! had an 
iiAp t t task to fulfil. It has earned out 
s ~~c and detailed investigations ~n a n~ber 
{ sub"ects such as the position of blind children 
~d oimegitimate children, the effects P!oduced on 
children by the cinematograph, ~r, m another 
conne~tion, by the system. of family allowances, 

and the effects of CE'rtain physiral and menta.J 
recreations on the welfare of l'hildren. 

Moreover, the Committee hns recorded certn.in 
results of previous invE'Sti!!llti"lls on the a~re of 
consent and the age of mnrriaJ:Il and their possihll'l 
consequenres in so far as they affect. child WE'lfnre. 

Lastly, the Committee has ·continued its work 
on the quE'stion of the repatriation of ehillheu and 
the execution of judgmE'nts relat-ing to the· 
enforcement of the obligation to provide for the 
maintenance of children. 

Such has been, in broad outline, the wo1·k of the 
Child Welfare Committee. 

Almost without discussion - for it. wns not 
difficult to reach unanimity - the l•'ifth Commit,tee · 
noted the work of the Child Welfn.ro Committl'o, 
expressed its appreciation of it and iustructl'd m~· 
to submit for your approval the follo..,.ing, 
resolution : 

The Assembly notes the report s·11b111ittt•tl b!/ the 
Child Welfare Co-mmitlt•e, eJ•pressrs it., appret>intion 
of the work it is doing ar1d rrq11ests it to continue 
on the li11rs i11dicated ill th6 report on its ll1ird 
sessi011. 

The President : 

Translation : If no one wishl's to spl•nk, I shnll 
regard the resolution of the Fifth Commlttt•e as 
adopted. 

The resolution was adopted. 

57.- PROTECTION OF \VO:UE:-.1 AXIl Cllli.IIREN 
IN THE NEAR EAST: REI'ORT IW THE 
FIFTH COlllliTIEE: RESOLUTI0:-.1. 

The Preshlent : 

Translation. : The next item on tho agondu. Is the 
examination of the report of the l~ifth Committee 
on the Protection of Women and Children In the 
Near East (.Annex 8, document .A..61.1927.1V.) 

(On the invitation of tl1e Presitlcnt Mlle. Forch· 
hammer, Rapporteur, took her place on the platform,) 

The President : 

Translation : Mlle. Forchhammer, Rapporteur, 
will address the .Assembly. 

1\Ule. Forchhnmmer (Denmark) : 

Mr President, Ladies and Gentlemen - The 
question of the protection of 'women and children 
in the Near East is on the agenda of the Assembly 
for the last time. .Already at the first session of the 
.Assembly this question waR raised : Could not the 
League of Nations do something for the women. and · 
children in the Near East, most of them Armemnns, 
who had been separated from their families during 
the war and were still detaine~ ~mong peol?le of a 
different raee, a _different religwn, and different 
customs from therr own f 

.A Commission was constituted consisting of two 
branches one at Constantinople and the other at 
Aleppo i~ Syria. The Constantinople branch came 
to an end last year, so that this report relates o~y 
to the work done at Aleppo by my compatnot 
Miss Jeppe. . . . h t 

In 1922 Miss Jeppe opened a rece1vmg ome a 
.Aleppo under the aWipices of the Lllagne and un~er 
the protection of the !'laudatory Power. Dunng 
the five years followmg she has rescued 1,600 
people, and before the end of this year, when the 
work will officially come to an end, she reckons 
that approximately 2,000 will have been rescued. 
.About 75 per cent of those rescued have been !lble 
to find relatives ; of the rest most have been tramed 

' 
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and have become self-supporting. For this work 
·Miss J eppe has had the whole hearted support of the 
mandatory Power - France. . . 

During the diSCl.'SSion in the Fifth c_ommittee, 
a tribute was paicJ.:by several representatives to the 
excellent work done by Miss J eppe, and among those 
who paid this tribute was the representative of the 
mandatory Power. I cannot do better than repeat 
the words spoken at the seventeenth plenl!'ry 
meeting of last year's Assembly by Dame Edith 
Lyttelton: "The bravery, courage and resource 
that she has shown are worthy of the highest praise". 
We are proud to have been associated with her in 
her good work. Although Miss Jeppe is sev~ring 
her official connection with the League of N atwns, 
as she feels that her work of rescue is comple_ted, · 
ohe is, it is understood, continuing, in a private 
cap!Wity, her efforts to restore th:ese unfortunat_e 
people to a normal life. She ~onsiders that, un~Il 
this task is completed, she Will have ~o remam 
responsible for at least 400 people. 

It is therefore to be hoped that the generous 
financial support which has been given by 
voluntary organisations will continue till the work 
has been brought to a satisfactory conclusion. The 
Committee considers that Miss Jeppe. should be 
allowed to retain the furniture and equipment of 
which she is at present making use until her work 
for the rescued is definitely at an end. 

The Fifth Committee proposes the following 
resolution to the Assembly : 

The Assembly approves Miss Jeppe's report 
and ea:presses its thanks and app1·eciation for the 
unselfish and admirable work which she has done 
for the protection of Women and Children in the 
Near Ea~. 

The Assembly hopes that the generous financial 
support given to Miss J eppe by voluntary 
organisations in the past will continue in order that 
she may be enabled to restore to a normal life those 
who have been rescued. 

Allow me in conclusion to read to you the following 
words with which Miss Jeppe concludes her final 
report : " And now nothing remains but to thank 
the League of Nations and the mandatory Power 
for Syria for their enduring sympathy and most 
valuable aid in this work . . . and our friends 
at home for their very generous contributions. 
It has been a light in the darkness and a source of 
h~piness to many people who have suffered 
terribly from those evils which it is the special 
aim of the Leage of Nations to root out or at least 
to Initigate". • 

The President : 

Translation : If no one wishes to speak, I shall 
regard the resolution of the Fifth Comlnittee .as' 
adopted. 

The resolution was adopted. 

58.- QUESTION OF ALCOHOLISJ\1 : LETTER 
FROll THE CHAIRliAN OF THE SECOND 
COlllliTTEE. 

The President : 

Translation : Before beginning the items on the 
agenda with which the Second Comlnittee has 
dealt, I will read to the Assembly a letter dated 
September 17th, which I have received fr~m the 
Chairman of the Second Committee : 

" I have the honour to inform you that the 
letter on the question of alcoholism addressed 
to the Secretary-General of the League by the 

... 

Ministers for Foreign Affairs '?f Finland, J?o~and, 
and Sweden - with the adhe_swn of the Ministers 
for Foreign Affairs of Belgmm, Denmark and 
Czechoslovakia - and referred to the Second 
Committee was the subject of the following 
resolutwn ~ubmitted on September 16th b_y the 
signatory delegations to the Second Comnnttee : 

" ' After an exhaustive debate wbjch has 
shown the complex nature of the pro_blem ; 
and considering the difficulties of _PrmcfPle · 
and procedure which hav:e bee~ ra~~d, the 
signatory delega:tions, _while mamtammg the 
principle of their motwn, declare that they 
propose to submit it in another form.' " 

You will remember that this ques~ion 'Yas 
included as Item 12 in the agenda of this sesswn 
of the Assembly and that it was referred to the 
Second Committee following a decision taken by the 
Assembly on the afternoon of SeptemJ;>er 5th. 

If there is no objection, I shall cons1der that the 
Assembly has noted the statement made by the 
Chairman of the Second Committee. 

The statement was noted. 

59.- WORK OF THE HEALTH ORGANISATION: 
REPORT OF THE SECOND COJ\11\IITTEE : 
RESOLUTIONS. 

The President : 
Translation-: The next -item <~n the agenda is 

the report of the Second Committee on the work of 
the Health Organisation (Annex 9, document A.69. 
1927 .III). . a> ~~; 

(On the invitation of the President Mr. Dandur~nd, 
Chairman of the Second Committee and Sir 
Ramaswami Ayyar, Rapporteur, took their places 
on the platform). 

The President : 
, Translation : Sir Ramaswami Ayyar, Rapporteur, 
will address the Assembly. 

Sir Ramaswami Ayyar (India) : 
Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen - I have 

been charged with . the task of presenting to the 
Assembly the report of the Second Committee on 
the work of the Health Organisation. The report 
is before you and, as has been already ruled, I do 
not propose to read it. 

I think, however, it would be useful and in many 
ways helpful if I placed before you certain 
considerations whi£h tend to demonstrate the 
nniversal.ty of the :work of the Health Organisation_ 
and the comprehensiveness of its labours. Allow 
me to divide the work of the Health Organisation 
into two categories, one, particular, and the other, 
general. . 

Dealing with the second aspect first, let me point 
out that the Health Organisation, in regard to the 
new Health Committee that has been appointed," 
has made a notable departure in appointing expert 
assessors from such countries ·as Australia and 
Japan, this procedure proving, if proof were wanted, 
that the League is anxious and willing to enlist 
support from every quarter of the globe and to 
invite co-operation from everywhere for the work 
it has to do. 
Th~ other aspect of the general work upon which 

I desire to dwell for a few minutes is thll system 
of the ~terchange of health personnel, which h<ts 
been maugurated. Persons occupied in the 
elucidation and solution of health problems from 
every . country have the opportunity to meet 
!tnd discuss questions of common import which 
mterest other· nations ; in fact, all nations alike . 
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This procedure has already been fruitful of great 
results. Speaking spec!all:Y !or my _country, I 
welcome a departure which will be of lllestimable 
value to such. distant countries as mine. 

The third general aspect of which I wish to speak 
for a moment is the system of international health 
courses, of studies and instruction in health 
problems, which are given to people of all countries 
m sele~ted centres. 
_ These are the general aspects of the work ; I now 

cofue to the particular. 
The Health Organisation, through its various 

bodies, has carried out valuable work in the matter 
of sleeping-sickness -the research into which 
is of especial benefit to vast tracts in Africa. It 
has conducted a Conference on Rabies, and this 
also will be of benefit to many lands. 

There are, however, two matters of which I wish 
· to speak with special emphasis. I will first refer to 
the malaria enquiry. Malaria is an almost universal 
disease. It has been pointed out that even in a 
country like England, where it is generally supposed 
that malaria does not exist, this disease has not 
been entirely eradicated. B_ut to a country like mine 
research into malaria is a matter of the greatest 
-import. 

The Malaria Commission has visited Europe, 
Syria, and Palestine, and hopes to visit India. 
On behalf of the- Government of India a very 
cordial invitation has been extended to the 
members of that Commission, and I trust that this 
useful work will be continued in India to the mutual 
benefit of that country and the rest of the world. 

. I now pass to the Singapore Bureau. I attach 
special importance to the work of that Bureau, not 

0 ody because it is efficacious in giving early 
inti!!D.ation of the spread of epidemics and serving 
as a centre for research, but because it is a visible 
link between the life of the tropics, the life of the 
Orient and the life of the League, as forming an 
invaluable liaison between the work done at Geneva 
and that carried out in far-off countries. 

The Singapore Bureau is not- only valuable 
in itself it is expressive of the ideals of the League, 
the ide~ls of universal service, of universal work. 

These problems do not loom very large in the 
public eye but they are as significant as the 
ostensibly ~eater problems which are the ~opics 
-of journalistic encounters and debates. It 18. not 
least through such organisations _as the Comnntt~e 
for Communications and Transtt, the Economtc 
Conference the Health Committee, and the Lea~e's 
other technical organisations _that wo!ld uruty, 
for which the League stands, WJll be achieve~. 

With your permission, therefore, Mr. Prestdent, 
· ladies and gentlemen, I will D}OVe on be~alf of the 
Second Committee the followmg resolut10n : 

" The Assembly : 
" Having taken note of the reports (documents 

A.9.1927.ID and A.13 A.13 (a) (Extract ~o. _1)) 
dealing with the work of the Health Orgarusatt?n 
f the League during the past year, expresses 1ts 

~atification at th~ ~~ntinued development of 
its international acttY_Ittes i 

" Notes with satlSfactton the growth and 
. increasing usefulness of. the work of the 
Epidemiological _ Intelligence Bureau at 
Singapore, due in large measure to _t~e sy~pa
thetic co-operation of all Eastern_AdminiStrattOns, 
in whose interest it ~as ~rimari!Y created ; 

"Netes with satisfaction the terms of the 
.Agreement concluded between the_ League of 
'1!1' ations and the Perman:ent Com!lltttee of the 
Office international d'hygtene publiqn~, whereby 
the services of the Singapore Bureau will-be m~de 

. available in the discharge, ?n be~alf of the Office, 
of certain of the obligations unposed by the 

International Sanitary Convention of Paris 1926 
and also the further agreement recently concluded . 
with the object of increasing the mutual co-

- operation in other directions between the Health 
Organisation and the O.fice internnt-ional 
d'hygiene publique ; 

" Expresses its appreciation of the work 
accomplished by the Malnrin Commission, the 
Sleeping-Sickness Commission, and the 
International Rttbies Confl'rence, and of t~o 
progress made in the investigations now being 
carried out with regard to infttnt mortnlit.y and 
health insurance. 

" Further, the Assembly, noting the 
recommendations whil'h have been mnde by the 
International Pacific Health Conft•renoo hold in ' 
Melbourne in December 19:?6 in relntion to thq 
work which might be undertnken by the ll~altt. 
Organisation for the study of health problems in 
the Pacific area, expresses its· hope that tho 
possibilities of action in this sf.'nse will rf.'ooi ve 
full and early consideration by the llllttlth 
Committee. 

"The Assembly records its unqualified approval 
and appreciation of the servicl's rendm·1•d to 
internntional public health by tho Health 
Committee and its expert CqmmiHsionij." 

The President : 

Translation : Major Elliot, delegate of tho 
British Empire, will address the Assemi.Jly. 

1\lnjor EUiot (British Empire) : 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen - I should 
not wish the occasion of the submission of the 
report of the Health Organisation to puss without 
one or two words of comment, becauHe these 
reports, though of great interest to .the peoples 
of the world, if they do not receive any discussion 
in this forum of the nations, are occasionally apt to 
fall and not receive full attention in the countries 
which will receive the greatest benefits from them. 

We have received in the past few weeks the report 
of the Economic Conference. Thnt has been 
canvassed discussed and considered in tho Press 
of the wh~le world. It has been considered here at 
length and the debates on it are not yet concluded. 
The report of the Malaria Commission, to which 
the Rapporteur has just referred, is a document of, 
it may be, even as great importance to t~e world. 

The economic disadvantages of malar1a are tiO 
great and this scourge is so universa! that _it may ~e 
no exaggeration to say that the cons1derat10n of th1s 
problem by the Health Section of the League may 
be as important to the prosperity of the world as 
the consideration of currency by the Conf11rence of 
Brussels or the consideration of tariff barriers by 
the Conlerence which was called on the happy 
initiative of the delegation of France, and in 
particular of M. Lonchenr. That may seem to be 
an exaggerated claim. But when we remember 
that historians have said that it may be that the 
civilisation of Greece and the civilisation of Ro~e 
were brought down by the tiny microbe of malana, 
that it was this disease that brought down those 
two great and ancient countries with the trei_Uendous 
cultural world which surrounded them, .we can see 
that even a disease may be of as great 11?-porta~ce 
to the prosperity of the world as a tariff barner 
or even a disordered currency. 

There are further points to which I want to refer. 
The work of the Health Organisation has been 
happily freed from many of the disadvantage which 
other sections of the League have ~to encoon~r. 
Nobody desires malaria, nobody desrres tnbe!culoslS. 
Some countries desire armies, some countries ev:en 
desire navies. I will not linger upon that pomt 
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because, if I did, I should get ~to th': regions of 
controven;y on the vexed questiOn of dJS_armament 

·and might even be led into the questiOn of the 
Protocol which as everybody knows, stops all 

' ' · I as other disetJSsions i:J Genevese circ es as soon 
it is raised ! c . . 

The main point ilj, that hPre we have a working 
model of what we de~ire in the future for t~e League 
organisations. We have the Health Secti~n of ~he 

· Leagne, we have its simple and ea~y r~lati_ons WI~h 
the old body, the Central OrganiSatiOn m Pans. 
We have the organisation in Paris acti!lg as the 
Advisory Committee to the Heal~h. SectiOn of ~he 
Leagne, acting as its or~an of liaJSon, g~the!m_g 
information and considermg problems which It IS 

'well for the Leagne of Nations to investigate. 
What is more, we have. by this means, succeeded 
k g!lining the co-operation of ~ll n!Ltions. The 
resolution to be proposed by Dr. LUIS Mackenna 
in relation to the recent visit of two representatives 
of the Leagne to South America is an example of 
this. 

We find that, not only is the Health Organisa
tion of the Leagne recognised as of the highest 
standard the world has to show to-day, but that its 
imprimatur on the standard of, let DB say, a powerful 
drug is taken as final, even more final tha~ the 
Leagne's pronouncement on an economic or 
political question. In fact, in view of the length 
of time spent on political questions which are 
discussed in the Leagne, I would say that, if we 
could receive the same universal consent for all its 
judgments as we have been able to obtain for its 
health judgments, our meetings here might be 
very considerably reduced in their duration. In 
statistiC!l, in surveys, in tours such as the Malaria 
Commission has carried out, the work of the League 
has been of the highest importance. 

These remarks bring me to the one point that we 
are here working out - the future possibilities of 
turning the attention of the younger generation to 
something morP fitted for our twentieth century 
than the activities of hostility, of war and of combat. 
The attraction of battle is not simply to be dismissed 
by a pious resolution. Those of ns who have 
experienced the terrific pressure of -national senti
ment which culminated in the Great War, those 
of DB who were combatants on one side or the 
other, know the enormons appeal which those 
things make to young people who are just growing 
up. We know that the sound of a military band, 
th<tt the sight of one's regiment, that the memory 
of the great achievements in battle of one's country, 
a.re not things which can be dismissed merely by a 
resolution of the Leagne of N a tiona to the effect 
that these things, are no longer worthy of our atten
tion. They must be supplemented; there must be 
something else, some nobler ideal, substituted for 
them. The ideal of science, the ideal of co-opera
tion, the ideal of battle with the forces of nature 
which is long enough and difficult enough to occupy 
all the attention of mankind - these are the ways 
bY: _w~ch we shal:l go beyond the difficulties of 
milita_rism and nation~! hostility rather than by the 
n~~tiv~ way of l!assmg resolutions against these 
difficulties or calling ~hame down upon them by 
people of more or less good intentions. 

On the whole we find, in the work of the Leagne 
of Nations, many hopeful aspects, many hopeful 
av~nues of co-operation between the nations in 
t~ se~se. The co-operation between the nations 
which IS offered by the Health- Section and by the 
work of the Health. Section is worthy of our best 
and closest attention, because I believe and 
believe firmly, with all the strength that 1' have 
t~t only by advance along the avenues which 
scJence reveals to DB shall we be able to escape from 
the merely negative attitnde which will never 

succeed in destroying the e~ of mili~arism and 
national hostility which this League lB here to 
prevent .• 

The President : . . 
Translation : If no one else WIShes to speak, I 

will put to the vote the resolution of the Second 
Committee which reads as follows : 

0 

The Assembly : o 

Having taken note of tke reports (documents 
A.9.1927 III and A.13 and A.l3 (a) (Extract 
No. ·1)) dealing with the work of the Health 
Organisation of the League dU1·ing the past year, 
expresses its gratification at the continued 
development of its international activities ; 

Notes with satisfaetion the growth and increasing 
usefulness of the work of the Epidemiological 
Intelligence Bureau at Singapore, due in large 
measure to the sympathetic co-operation of all 
Eastern Administrations, in whose interest it was 
primarily created ; . 

Notes with satisfaetion'the terms of the Agreement 
concluded between the League of Nations anij, the 
Permanent Committee of the Office international 
d'hygiene publique, whereby the services of the 
Ringapore Bureau will be made available in the 
di.Ycharge, on behalf of the Office, of certain of the 
obligations imposed by the International San-itary 
Convention of Paris 1926 and also the further 
agreement· recently conr.luded with the objeet of 
increasing the mutual co-operation in other direetions 
between the Health Organisation and the Office 
international d'hygiene publique; 

Expresses its appreciation of the w~k~ 
accomplished by the Malaria Commission,0 the 
Sleeping-Sickness Commission, and 'the 
International Rabies Conference, 11nd of the progress 
made in the investigations ncnv being carried out 
with regard to infant mortality and health insurance. 

Further, the Assembly, noting thP recommenda
tions· which have been made by the International 
Pacifi'J Health Conference held in Melbourne in 
December 1926 in relation to the work which might 
be undertakm by the Health Organi.Yation for the 
study. of health problems in the Pacific area, 
expresses its hope that the possibilities of action 
in this sense will receive full and early consideration 
by the Health Committee. 

The Asqembly records its unqualified approval 
and· appreciation 1 of the services - re.ndered to · 
international public health by the Health Committee 
and its expert Commissions. -

The resolution was adopted. 

60. - RESULTS OF TilE 1\IISSION CARRIED 
OUT IN CERTAIN LATL~-AMER1CAN 
COUNTRIES BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE 
HEALTH COJ\Il\IITTEE : REPORT OF THE 
SECOND COJ\11\IITTEE: RESOLUTION. 

The President : 

Tr~sl~tion: The next item on'the agenda is the 
e.xammat10n of the report of the Second Committee 
on the results of the Mission carried out in certain 
Latin-American countries by the President of the 
~}~th Co~mittee (Annex 10, document A.68.1927. 

(On the invitation of the President M. Mackenna, 
Rapporteur, took his place on the platform.) • 

e 

The President : 

Translation: M. Mackenna Rapporteur, will 
address the Assembly.. ' 
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M. Mackenna (Chile), Rapporteur: 

·Trans!ation_: Ladies and Gentlemen - In 
conformity With the President's recommendation 

· I shall co~e myself to submitting to the Assembly 
.the conclus1ona of the Second Committee'soreport. 
. I feel,, however, that I must emphasise the 
~xtreme liDportance of the League's participation 

.A.Ii
m the public health activities of South America. 

though a recent development, this participation 
has~ .a~ady produced promising results the 
benef1c1al effects of which may be felt even outside 
the domain of.public health. · 

I cannot now describe in detail the work of the 
mission carried out in certain countries of South 
America by the President of the Health Committee, 
Pr~fessor Madsen, and the Medical Director, Dr. 
RaJchman. The results obtained are mainly 
concerned with the campaign against infant 
mortality, for the principal aim of this mission was 
to define the work ·of the International Group of 
Experts in Child Welfare, which met at Monte-
video last June. · 

The members of thls mission were not able to 
extend their visit beyond the Argentine, Bra7.il 
and Uruguay, but it is abundantly clear that other 
countries are equally interested in and devoted 
to the health work of the League, and for that 
reason I think · that the plans proposed will be 

. widely accepted and will be e"l:tended in the near 
·future. · 
, ·The 'report emphasises the importance of the 
estabJiqhment and maintenance of tangible and 
organic links between the Health Organisations 
of Latin America and the Health Committee. 

Jl&,ving myself co-operated for nearly twenty yean 
m j-Jte campaign against infant mortality in my 
own country, I can, as representative of Chile, 
express my firm conviction that great benefits would 
result from closer co-operation between the vast 

- public health and social welfare organisations in 
Chile and the health work of the League. 

The resolutions "hich I have the hono•tr to 
submit to the Assembly on hehalf of the Second 
Committee ·read as follows : 

The .Assembly : 

(If Having taken note of the report of the 
PresidentoftheHealth Committee on the possibilities 
of technical co-operation with public health and 
medical authorities in Latin-American countries, 
.and also of the report on the work of the Conference . 
of Health Experts on Infant Welfare. held at 
Montevideo ; 

The Prt-sidl'nt. 

Translation : If no _one else wishtls to speak, I 
shall reg>"'d the resolution of the &cond Committee 
as adopted. i 

Th11 resolution was adopt~d. · • 

' 61.- ITALIAN PROPOSAL FOR TilE CREATION 
OF AN IXTERXATIOXAL ImllCATIONAL 
·ctXElUTOGRAPDIC IXSTITliTE AT nom~·: 
REPORT OF TilE SECOXU COlUIIITEfo~: 

The Prt-sitltmt. 

Translation : Thl' Mxt item on t.ho n<!\llltla is 
tho examination of the Second Conunitt~ot's rt•port 
on the Italian propos1ll for tho ort•lltion of an • 
International Educntionnl Chwmntogrnphi11 bsti-• 
tute at Rome (Annexll, do•~nmeut A. tll'i.lD27. XU).' 

(On· th11 int>itation of lhB Pr~sidtml M. Gt,ll<ll>l'~si, 
Rapporteur, took his place on the plotfrmn). ' 

l\1. Gnllavrrsi (Italy), Rapportour, rt'lltl his 
report. 

The Presidtlnt : 

Translation: The Committoo lu111 nut submlttetl 
a resolution, but tho Assembly is roquostt•d to note 
with gratitude the generous ofl'or of the Itnlinn 
Government under the conditinnM iudloatt•d In tho 
Second Committee's roport. 

If no one wishes to spo11k, I slmll CIIIIHidor tho 
report as adopted. . · 

The report was adopted. 

62. - WORK FOR TilE SETI'LEllENT OF 
BULGARIAN REFUGEES: UEIIOJIT OF TilE 
SECOND COllliiiTEE: UESOLUTIONS. 

The President : 

Translation : The next item on tbo agenda iH tho 
exnmiuation of tho report of the Sucoud Comrnittoo 
on the work for the settlomtmt of Bulgarian refugeeH 
(Annex 12, document A. 67.1927. II). 

(On the invitation of the PreRident Major Elliot, 
Rappmeur, took his place on the platform). 

The President : • 
Translation : 1\Jajor Elliot, Rapporteur, \1 ill 

address the Assombly. 

-(2l Notes with satisfaction that the activities l\lnjor Elliot (British F.mpirc), Rapportour: I 
of the Health Organisation of the League of Nations shall not take long in presenting this report, which 

·have eztended to several countries of Latin .America is a report of progress made in accordance with the 
and that fruitful co-operation may be anticipated desires of the Assembly of the Lcal,'lle. At the laHt 
lUi the result of the Health Committee's mission; . ordinary session of the .A.ssem bly the second 

Committee bad before it a rAcord of the initial 
· (3) Welcomes the practical suggestions for stage~ of the League's scheme for the settlement of 
continued co-operation which have been made by the Bulgarian refugees. Certain directionH were givPn 

· health authorities and experts of .Argentina, Brazil and agreed to by the ,\swm bly, and since then the 
and Uruguay; ! work baa fortunately I:H en uneventful. 

The loan haa been floated. ThA Commissioner 
·· · (4) Considers that t~e real~at~ of these for refugeea, M. Charron, baa been appointed and 
suggestions would result m creattng lmks between hls relationa with the Bulgarian Government are 
the health work of the League and the activities of ·of the happiest. He reports that he haa received 

. national health administrations in these countries the utmost lli!sistanoo from the Bulgarian 
·and would represent a good method of developing Government in every way. There is, in addition. 

· the work of the League's technical organisations the fact that in thi~ matter Bulgaria baa had the 
in Latm .America i co-operation of her neighbours, and that, in 

·,.: (5) _Req~t the Counct"l, !'fter having o~tained agreement with her neighbolll'll, she has been able 
the Health Committee's admee on these different to settle certain diffreult questiona which arosp on 
suggestions for co-operation with Latin-.Ameri~an such points aa, for example, how near to the 
countries, to consider how they may be put tnto frontier refugees might be settled. As yon can 
practice. imagine, that is ·a point which might very well raise 



difficulties These diffitmlties have been happily 
surmounted and the work of preparation i~ 
complete. · · f 

We are now at the beginning of the stage_ o 
accomplishment. · There has not so f~r been tune 
for great progres~ to have been made m the way of 
actual settlement.., ; 

The work however, iq no'l'l in hand and relatiOns 
have been e~tablished. The money has been found 

•· ,-- two and a quartor million pounds sterling- and 
therefore there is every reason to hope that ~he 
R-apporteur who takes my place at the next meetmg 
of the Assembly will be able to report, not merely 
that preparations have been made, as I am abl~ to 
tell you to-day, bnt that an actual serious 

... beginning of thE> work has been effected and that 
real steps have been taken towards .the sE>ttlement 

•. of this very difficult problem. ~ . 
· f have simply to propose the resolutiOns which 

you will find at the end of the report of the Second 
bommittee and which read as follows : · 

The Assembly, 
(1) Welcomes with great satisfaation the 

successful flotation of the Bulgarian Refugee loan, 
providing funds for the carrying out of the scheme 
approved by the Council ; 

(2) Takes note of the progress already. made in 
the work of making land and houses available 
for the occupation of the refugees ; 

(3) Expresses the hope that, during the coming 
year, it will be possible to record the completely 
satisfadory progress of the work of settlement; · 

(4) Desires to express its appreciation of the 
courage and resolution displayed by the Bulgarian 
Government and the Commissioner of the League 
of Nations in carrying out the scheme. 
The President : 
Translation : If no one wishes to speak, I shall 

regard the resolution of the Second Committee 
as adopted. 

The resolution was adopted. 

63. -WORK OF THE ECONOl\flC COI\UIITTEE: 
REPORT OF THE SECOND COI\Ii\IITTEE : 
1\ESOI.llTIONS. 

The President : 
Translation : The next item on the agenda is the 

examination of the report of the Second Committee 
~n the work of the Economic Committee (Annex 13, 
oocument A. 70. 1927. II). 

(On the invitation of the President M. Gliwic 
(Poland), Rapporteur, took his place on the platform). 

The Presidt>nt : 
Translation : M. Gliwic, Rapporteur, will address 

the Assembly. 

M. Gliwic (Poland), Rapporteur : 
Translation : The work accomplished in the 

domain of economi~s in the course o~ the last year by 
the League of Natwus, the Council, the Economic 
Organisation, under that eminent economist Sir 
Arthur Salter - a work of which the League of 
Nations has every right to be proud- was as you 
know, the preparation and groundwork of the 
International Econon.ic Conference. Of this 
Conference, our distinguished colleague, M. Lou
cheur, will speak to you with that authority which 
attaches _to all his pronouncements. Owing to the 
preparatiOns for the International Economic 
Co~erence1 this Committee has only held two 
8e881ons thiS year, one of which was devoted to the 
work entrusted to it by the Council and the other 
to th_e work d~volving upon it in consequence of 
certarn resolutwns of the International Economic 
Conference referred to it by the Council. . 

you have before you the summary of this work. 
I shall not, therefore, read the rep_ort, but, before 
submitting to you the <l;raft resoll;ltiOn on the work 
of the Economic Committee, I WISh to express my
admiration for the brilliant and assiduous work 
which ·has been so competently Ca!fied out by the 
Econorrrlc Section of the Secretariat - work the 
value and· extent of which I have had the good 
fortune to observe at close quarters. · o 

The Second Committee has the honour to submit 
to the Assembly the following draft resolutionS : 

The Assembly : 
(1) Reiterati?"g its convicti_on that the concl~~on 

of an internatwnal conventwn for the abolttton 
of import and export prohibitions and restrictions . 
would greatly facilitate the recovery and future 
development of world trade, . appeals to all 
Governments to send duly authorised representatives 
to "the Conference which will take place at Geneva 
on October 17th, 1927, and expresses the most 
earnest hope that no efforts will be spared to bring 
the work of the Conference to a successful ispue; 

(2) Notes with satisfadion that steps have already 
been tal•en by the Couneil to set in motion the , 
preparatory work connected with the exec11tion of 
certain urgent resolutions of the International 
Economic Conference, in particular those relating 
to tariffs and commercial treaties, to the unification 
of Customs nomenclature and to the treatment 
of foreign nationals and enterprises duly admitted 
to carry out their acJ;ivity on the territory of a foreign 
State; _ · 
_ (3) Takes note of the. ratifications of the 

I ntl!1·national Convention relating to the Simplifica
tion of Customs Formalities and of the Protocol 
of 1923 on Arbitration Clauses during the. 'Paw 
year, and expresses the hope that those States which 
have not yet found it possible to adhere to these two 
international Acts will do so at an early date ; 

( 4) Notes with satisfaction that it is proposed 
to convene a Conference in the . near future tcitli 
a view to achieving greater uniformity in economic 
statistics ; -

(5) Notes tcith approval that the recommendation 
that the Economic and )financial Section of the , 
Secretariat should issue a Statistical 'Y' ear book 
has now borne fruit, and recommend$ that this 
valuable volume should become one of the annual 
publications of the League ; · · _ · · 

(6) Observes with satisfaction the progress 
which the Economic Committee has made in the 
study of the question of false declarations .in 
Customs matters,· of the progressive .assimilation 
of laws relating to bills of exchange and .chequeB, 
and of economic barometers, and hopes that no 
~ffortwill be spared to bring t~is work to a successful 
tssue; · 

(7} Notes with satisfadion the progress made in 
t~e Econom_ic . Section's enquiries regarding the 
dtrect ~nd tndtrect m~ans pl~ed at the disposal 
of foretgn purchasers tn the dtfferent countries for 
the purpose of satisfying themselves of the quality 

. of the goods which they acquire in those countries ; 
Recommends that these enquiries should . be 

pursued on the lines indicated in the provisional 
pamphlet communicated to the Second -Committee 
and that the Governments should assist the 
Sec:retariat in order that a further publication, 
tphtch should be as complete as possible, may be 
usued at an early date. 

The President : e 

Translation : If no one wishes to speak I s!Jall 
consider the resolution proposed by the' Second 
Committee as adopted. 

The resolution was adopted. 
The Assembly rose at 1 p.m. 
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SET UP UNDER ITS AUTIIOIUTY: llllUT 
UESOLUTION PllOPOSED IIY TilE 
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THE AGEXIIA CO:\UIITTEE. • 

The Prtsident : 

. Tranalati011 : Before we begin the agenda, the 
Honourable Mrs. Alfred Lyttelton, delegate of tho 
British Empire, desires to submit a proposal to the 
Assembly on behalf of the British delegation. 

The Hon. lllrs. Alfred Lyttelton (British Empire) : 
Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen - The 

draft resolution whic~ I wish to m~v~ is a very' 
simple affair and, with your perllllllsiOn, I will 
read it to you at onoe. It is as follows : 

" The Assembly considers that th.e moment 
has arrived when tho general questiOn of the 
relations between the League of Nations and 
institutes or bodies set up under its authority, but 
not forming part of its organisation, should be 
studied, and the principles which should govern 
their acceptance by tho League be laid down by 
the Conneil. " 

As everyone .knows, there are already throe or 
four bodies of this kind affiliated to tho League, 
and there are many rumours that other generous 
offers are going to be made. It seemed to me to be 
important that the rules and conditions nnder 
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which such institutions should be placed under the 
" Learne should be studied by the Council. I desire 

ther~fore to move this draft resolution. 

The President ;( 
Translation : fn order to expedite matters, I 

suggest that the ?roposal made by the British 
delegation be referred immediately to the Agenda 

e Committee, which might meet as soon as possible. 
• If this were done, I might perhaps be able to 
place the Agenda Committee's proposals before the 
Assembly at this morning's meeting. 

If no one has any observations to make, this 
course will be adopted. (Assent.) 

• 65. - WORK OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
r COMliiTTEE ON INTELLECTUAL CO

OPERATION : REPORT OF THE SECOND 
COlUIITTEE: RESOLUTION. 

The President : 
Translation : The first item on the agenda is 

the examination of the Second Committee's report 
on the work of the International Committee on 
Intellectual Co-operation (Annex 14, document 
A.63.1927 .XII). 

(On the invitation of the President Mr. Dandurand, 
Chairman of the Second Committee, and Dr. 
Breitscl1eid, Rapporteur, took their places on the plat
form.) 

The President : 
Translation: Dr. Breitscheid, Rapporteur, will 

address the Assembly. _ 

Dr. Dreitseheid (Germany), Rapporteur : 
Translation : Mr. President, Ladies and 

Gentlemen - I have the honour, as Rapporteur 
to submit the report on the work of th~ 
International ·Committee on Intellectual Co
operation and to ask you to approve the resolutions 
proposed by the Second Committee, which I will 
now read: 

"The Assembly has noted with satisfaction the 
favour~ble reports presented by the International 
Comrmttee .on Intellectual Co-operation and 
the Governmg Body of the International 
Institute for Intellectual Co-operation. These 

• report~ s~~:ow that the Intellectual Co-operation 
Orgam~a~10n has now in hand a large number 
?f de~te and practical undertakings of 
m!-Crn~~IOnal. C?·operation in regard to various 
SCientifiC, artiStiC and literary activities and that 
results have already been obtained. ' 

" The Assembly observes that, during the past 
rear, se~eral nations, in response to the appeal 
It made Ill the previous year, have made a grant 
to the ~ternational Institute for Intellectual 
Co-operatiOn. The countries making such grants 
a~e at present as follows : Austria, Czechoslova
km1 France, Hungary, Italy, Monaco, Poland, 
SWitzerlan~. The Assembly hopes that their 
example will be followed by the other nations 
The reports now before it show clearly that it ~ 
onl,v the smallness of its financial resources 
whiCh .Preyents the Intellectual Co-operation 
Or~amsat10n from rendering all the services 
w~ch may now be ~xpected of it. 

The Assembly IS glad to see the increase in 
the number and activity of National Committees 
on In~~llectual Co-operation. .Xhe regular co
operat~on between well-organised National 
Comrmtte.es and. the International Committee is 
?f ever-mcreasmg utility to the work of 
mtellectual co-operation. The Assembly would 
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therefore refer to the recommendation it made iii 
1924 and invite tl:ie States Members of the League 
which have no.t already done so to consider the 
possibility of providing the necessary funds to 
meet the expenses of their respective National 
Committees. 

" The Assembly notes, as being particularly 
worthy of attention and encouragement, the 
proposals of the Committee on In&ellectual 
Co-operation in regard to the following points : 

0 

" 1. The . creation at the International 
Institute for Intellectual Co-operation of an 
international co-ordination service of information 
offices attached to libraries. The Assembly 
emphasises the importance in this connection 
·of national information offices, and trusts that 
such offices may be established iri those countries 
where they do not already exist. 

" 2. The proposals for co-ordination between 
the organs of bibliography for the various 
sciences drawn up by the Committees of experts 
under excellent technical conditions, in such a 
way as to give every satisfaction to the persons 
concerned. 

" 3. The recommendation· made ·by the 
International Committee 1in favour of the 
International Office for .Annual Tables of 
Constants and Mathematical Quantities. 
Governments, scholars and industrial 
organisations are' equally interested in the 
continuance 'Of this enterprise, which is at present 
in danger owing to lack of funds. An 
understanding between Governments is extremely 
desirable in order to ensure the regular publicatiou, 
of the Tables. o 

" 4. The steps taken with a view to : 

" Preparing for the Popular Arts Congress ; 
" An internatio_nal agreement with regard 

to casts ; 
" An extension of the work of museums as 

a means of artistic education, etc. 

" The Assembly· thanks the Czechoslovak 
Government for the. subsidy so generously 
granted in order to facilitate the holding of the 
Popular Arts Congress .. at Prague. It 
congratulates the Swiss Federal Government and 
more particularly the city of Berne, on' the 
initiative regarding an International Exhibition 
of Popular Arts to be held in that city. The 
Assembly requests the Secretary-General of the 
League of Nations and the Institute for 
Intellectual Co-operation to render every 
assistance in their power to the promoters of this 
enterprise. 

* * * 
" The Assembly has noted the remarkable 

r,eport presented by M. Jules Destree on behalf 
of the . Sub-Comn_Uttee of Experts for the 
Instruction of Children and Youth in the · 
Existence and Aims of the League of Nations. 
It approves the recommendations made by the 
experts, and instructs the Secretary-General to 
co=dnicate them to the Governments of the 0 
States .Members of the League of Nations, 
requ~stmg them, so far as may be possible in each 
particular case, to take the necessarv measures 
to· give effect to the recommendations. l'he 
Ass~mbly appro.ves the creation of Leagul! of 
Nat1ons EducatiOnal Information Centres under 
the conditions laid down by the Sub-Committee 
of Experts. It decides that the Sub-Committee 
of Experts shall continue its work on the lines 



suggested ~Y the French repres~ntative in his 
report approv~>d by the Council at its meeting 
of September 2nd, 1927. -?' · · 

Count Mensdorff, delegate of Austrla, has ;h-eady 
addressed the Assembly on the subject of this 
organisation in his eloquent speech during" the 

Ygeneral discussion, so that I need not, I think 
emphasise its importance now. ' 

Lee me say this, 'however : The League's work 
and aiVJ.s in this sphere form a necessarv corollary 
to its efforts towards a lasting peace. • 

Art and science are national in their origin but 
international in their effects. Each country may 
emphasise, and is in duty bound to emphasise, 
what it has done in this sphere. But we must try 
to collect what each one has to contribute in the 
interests of mankind. This, intellectual co-operation 
can do ; it can bring together scholars and artists, 
and teach them that, national frontiers notwith

. standing, they have a common field of action and 
are all servants of the same ideal. 

Again, in the education of the younger 
generation, intellectual co-operation has a part to 

~play. 
!'J. After the devastating catastrophe which overtook 
~the world, a number of countries have joined 

together to form the League. The new generation 
must learn from its earliest years to respect this 
institution and to realise how necessary and how 
natural its existence is. Intellectual co-operation 
must help in the work. It must strive to make the 
responsible elements in every country realise that 
the education of youth should be based not on 
national hatreds but on mutual understanding. 

Every country should be proud of it~! gr~at_men. 
E'fltlr?nation should have a natural pnde m 1tself, 
but without despising or underestimating_ other 
nations. No State should ever forget that disputes 
must be settled by some means other than violence 

''or armed force·. 
~- The older generation, it is tr~e, finds i_t h9o!d 

to accustom itself to these new 1deas, to VlSualise 
· moral disarmament ; but youth must be won over, 
and we shall win it over if we only persevere. 

I have said enough, I hope, to remind you of 
ihe importance . of intellectual co-ope!ation. 
Support it support it morally and -what lB very 
necessary~ support it materially. Open your 
hearts, and open your purses too. 

The President : 

TranalatW'n: Mlle.· Vacaresco, delegate of 
. Roumania, will address the Assembly. 

1\llle. Vacaresco (Roumania) : 

- Translation : Mr. President, Ladies and 
~ntlemen .., Every day we have to record fresh 

.triumphs won in the cause o~ peace. Peace ~es 
weapons hitherto unknown, m her battle aga!DBt 
war and the League, to its la<!ting glory, has realise~ 
that its magnificent work can ~ever_pro.sper until 
'ts ideal has taken hold of the llilagmatiO!l of the 
~eoples and materialise& in ever-increasmg and 
varying form!. . 

To-day the peace idea is marching to conquer 
the world, for peace bears a changed countenance. 
3he is ·no longer humble ; she has taken the 
offensive. Is this warlike tone a matter for alarm f 
Shall we 'blunt the edge of -our attack, or shall ~e 
rather empl~ in the service of our ideal the warlike 
legacy, of centuries ! 
Ris~g on all sides we behold around us. the 

arsenal of peace. Within that edifice ~e Comnu~ 
~on Intellectual Co-oper~tion and_ 1ts effectiye 
r · 'Instrument, the International Institute in ParlS, 

represent the League's supreme effort to penet;rnte 
to the in most core of international life. 

It is not my inhmtion now to dN<orihe to you 
the immense aotivitit.>s of the Paris Institut~. I sluill 
~ndeavour simply to conOt.'utrat.J 07 Ct>rtuin point& 
m the vast programme alrendy sp1~1d bl•fOI'e you. 

Like all fruitful idl'as, tho idea whil'h governs 
the activities of the Paris Institute •may bo sunuued 
up in a few words : the co-ordination of aU nwnus 
that may serve to promote culture, whothl'r of tho 
intellect, the consoience, or the ht't'rt. This 
seemingly arid formula possesses peculit'r force, 
and its application has enabled the Institute to 
ber,ome a centre of data, information, bulletins and 
catalogues, to develop iuto one of the most 
preguaut spots in the whole world, aud to form, liS 

it were, a depository of iutellL•ottml truths. 
Moreover, with the help of tho stt'ff rt'oruitl'll 

by M. Luchaire, its zetllous Dirt•otor, aud tht~ 
busy serviCt.'s housed in the Pnh1is Roy11lt rognh~ 
compilations have been made aud oontuot blls boon 
established between countries and betWllt•n itlm\8 
which it has undoubtedly never boon thought 
possible before to bring so closoly into touch with 
one another. 

Times have changed, and the day hua gono by 
when the scholar, the thinker or the Ntndnut, whou 
undertaking any work, wus obliged to con fine 
hinlself for his matorial to his owu country. Now 
that the materinl is scattered ovor ev1'ry quau·tcr 
of the globe, the needs of modorn soionco have 
increased. During the last thirty or forty you.rs the 
comparative method has gradually boN! ouq t.ing 
the so-called historical mothod. A hundred you.rs 
ago the historical mind hold undisputed poHsi!MHion 
of reality, of facts and thl•ir concatenation. Df a 
purely ingenuous effort, it couquored tho worl1 of 
phenomena 1\Ud established itHI'lf uncontust11d. 
Then came the comparative method and drovo it 
out - the comparative m1•tbod, whioh is tho 
outcome of the historical mind but whioh exteudod 
its horizon, developed the synthetic sonse and 
rendered it intelligible. · 

It was at once realiBed that iu the Vlll!t frescoes 
which he loved to trace, tho historinn of yestnrday 
- even great men like Augustin .Thierry, IIurno, 
Macaulay or Mommsen- missed th\l lll11in point, 
which was to indicate and elucidate tho direction 
towards which facts and events were tonding, and, 
firSt and foremost, the connecting linkH botwocn 
them. 

This can never happen again. From the midst 
of that national truth which · some flattered a 
themsPlves they held in the hollow of their hand, an 
international truth hll8 emerged, strong and 
imperious, but.how difficult to control! 

When we attempt to describe a fact, that fact1 
situated in its true and proper place ln tho worlu 
scheme reaches out and connects with countless 
other f:Wts and its very root-fibres are seen, as it 
were to b~ both universal and particular. This, 
hen~forth must be the chil'f care of science, of 
research and of the human intellect. • 

In response to thiB preoccupation, this 
fundamental emotion - the outcome of the real 
feelings and requirements of the peop~ - tho 
Paris Institute for Intellectual Co-operatiOn came 
into being at the crucial moment. It has had, on 
the one hand to follow movements and, on the 
other,·to seek' to gnide them. . . . 

Over thiB inllilense field, where famt gl~menngs 
were dimly soon it has poured a flood of light, and 
has become the ~ntre, the point to which the whole 
world turns for guidance. While in thill sense the 
Institute has done no more than wha~ the ~ge 
expects of it, there is anot~er sphere 11_1_ whro~, 
surpassing itself outrunning 1ts own ambitions, 1t 
has assumed a 'more creative function. Let me 
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as·k you to follow me for a few minutes while I 
explol'(' this other region. . 

We find in it three great portals, ~pemng upon 
the boundless aspirations of man~md. ; ye~ v:e 
find, too, that it.'!eeps those very aspll'at!Ons wxthin 
the bounds of prder. . 

The first portal is the InternatiOnal 1\fuseums 
Office. This Office makes it possi~le to catalogu~, 
as it were the nations in the domam of the arts ; It 
enabl~>s the nations to respond to one ano~her, by 

' making known their precious possessions ; It serves 
as a means of communication between museums, 
brings enquirers into touch . with on~ anoth~r, 
collects lists of private collectiOns and infuses life 
into the smallest work of art. 

The International Museums Office has many 
projects in vi<>w ; one of them hall alre~d:Y. taken 
concrete shape in the simultaneous exhi~Itlons of 
prints at Paris, Madrid and Rome, which. h~ve 
produced a great impression. Later, continumg 
this great cultural campaign, the Office. will be able 

· to place at the ·disposal of the public not only 
catalogues, of which I spoke just now, and 
publications, but also engravings and phot~graphs, 
for it intends to suggest exchanges. It will exe~t 
itself to arouse interest in foreign art, to recrrut 
art-lovers and to create a state of mind conducive 
to the diffusion of artistic interest~ and 
undertakings of every description 

We now pass to the Congress which has been 
arranged by the Paris Institute - the Popular Arts 
Congress to be held at Prague next year. Popular 
art ! There, ladies and gentlemen, we have the 
sphere par excellence in which the peoples can be 
brought together, in which their spirits come into 
contact and reach out and are most intimately 
intermingled. Popular art sprang from the very 
sources of national life. It accompanied the 
different races in all their wanderings, in song and 
in picture, even in the embroidery of the woman 

. who sits sewing by the hearth. 
Popular art attended the nations in their cradle, 

and accompanied them in all the vicissitudes of 
triumph and adversity. Popular art represents the 
very essence of the nation and yet something above 
and beyond the nation. The Congress will show its 
international character, for, as you know, the 
folklores of all countries ultimately go back to a 
common source. Their colouring varies in the lays 
which our ancestors in every country have handed 
down to us ; but they have all issued from the vast 
womb of the universe wherein the human ideal took 

·shape. They are all flowers sprung from one parent 
stock. They form, as it were, widespreading 
foliage, sheltering birds of one great family, though 
their notes and hues may vary with· climate, time 
and circumstances. The Popular Arts Congress 
will prove that henceforth the national and 
international can live in close communion when 
they realise one another, when it is found that they 
display barely dissimilar featuresi and that their 
vision is fixed upon the same idea . 

The Paris • Institute has taken up another 
important question : the cinema, whose world
output comes second after that of wheat ; the 
cinema, the ruler of the hour ; the cinema, that 
mute universal tongue, which, having ousted 
speech, now dominates it. 

The masses will one day be what the cinema 
may choose to make them - the masses,· With 
whom we must concern ourselves because they are, 
at one and the same time, ourselves and other 
people ; the masses whom we must not allow to 
injure either us or themselves; the masses, torwards 
whom the gaze of the elite is turning more and more, 
for the elite of the future-will be drawn from their 
midst ; the masses to whom we owe all and who 
in their turn, owe much to us. 

0 

The cinema has an extraordinary power over 
them and over youth. Just think, as one of .my 
French colleagues remarked the other day - J:USt 
think lfow, during a cinema perf~rmance, the film 
unwinds before the eyes of the c~d o~ the young.; 
and .the youthful spectator, YJeldmg up his 
personMity, drawn and held by t~e specta<;le ~efore 
him remains passively receptive to mstmcts, 
feellngs and thoughts which m~y Pt;rhaps nev~r 
leave him and will probably guide him m a'il his 
future life. . • 

The cinema is springing up at eyery_pomt of the 
earth; it is a very forest. of multiple ~ma!l'e~. We 
must remember, too, the I~uence whiCh It IS n.ow 
undoutedly exercising on li~rature. ~ter usmg 
literature, it now dominates It .. Just thm~ of some 
of those elliptical novels, and pwt_ures, which wo~d 
be unintelligible without the cmema to expl~m 
them. EveJ?. music, in its most fevered, puls~ng 
rhythms, owes much- at all events owes s?methin_g. 
_to the cinema. Nevertheless, the cm_ema Is 
determined to remain independent, to constitute 
a free art, to employ the yeapons it a~eady 
possesses ; it is for us to brmg _home to ~t . ~he 
influence of its subtle effects and Its responsibility 
for the wounds which those weapons may deal to~ 
future generations. · 

I am an admirer, though not an apostle, of the 
cinema. But I would have the League turn its 
attention to this problem,' just as it has to all the 
big. influential questions on which the future 
hangs. I would have the League associate itself 
with all the efforts of the International Institute 
in Paris which are designed to increase the 
influence of the cinema when good and to hinder it 
whenever it may seem harmful. · 

I think I have said enough in . favour cfl &e 
Institute to make yon realise in what esteem we 
hold it, and to make you realise - but this you 
already know, for nothing escapes your acute 
powers of observation - how essential it_ is to 
support it in its innumerable yet carefully directed 
efforts in every direction - efforts carefully 
calculated and estimated to a nicety. 

The Paris Institute is rich in ideas, desires, 
aspirations, acquisitions and victories, and already. 
rich in hopes. But it is not rich in material 
realities ; it is anything but rich, ·because, like 
so many others, it has felt the baneful influence of 
currency depreciation. Nevertheless, it enjoy~ gre~t 
prestige among the arts. We trust that this will 
work in its favour, and that after it has been told : 
Knock, and it shall be opened unto you - for 
every door will be thrown open to it - we in our 
turn shall be able to say : .Ask, and it shall be given 
you. .Ask : for the States, and after them the big 
donors, and after the big donors the anonymous 
donors, must realise that any assistance designed 
to aid the Paris Institute in impressing its already , . 
significant personality is a contribution ~owards thetJ" 
cause of peace, which will form the true foundations • 
of the glorious edifice already outlined on . the 
horizon. 

" We are in the throes of an intellectual crisis " 
- these words occur in one of the brilliant essays 
of the eminent French writer whom the Institute 
for Intellectual Co-operation is proud to number 
among its collaborators ; and we echo the words 
" intellectual crisis ", because we have reached a 
crisis in the evolution of dogmas. We are living in aP 
world the international realities of which escape 
us. Our vision has not yet succeeded in grasping 
its precise limits or its vast extent. 'rhe flood of 
modern phenomena is breaking around us, b~ting 
down the age-long barriers of categories and classes; 
these classes and categories it is for us to seize 
upon; it is for us to rescue them, and by the forceful " 
sway of circUlDStances these new dogmas will • 
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all eventually teaeh us the same lesson · 
solidarity of mankind as the creative· 
conservative force in world peace. • 

The President : • 

the 
and 

( Translation : M. Marcel Plaisant, delegate of 
Frai~&e, will address the Assembly. • 

-1\I. ~larcel Plaisant (France) : 

Translation : Mr. President. Ladies and 
Gentlemen - If the League's ·interest in th<> 
International Institute for Intellectual Co-operation 
were not already amply proved by the lengthy 
discussions in the Second Committee and the 
speeches delivered on the subject of the Institute's 
activitie~ by a number of delegates in the Assembly, 
the eloquent speech of our gifted colleague, Mlle. 
Vacaresco, would undoubtedly convince us. 

Mlle. Vacaresco displayed a profundity of thought 
in regard to those points which are of special 

_interest to us, and her remarks are certainly most 
~illuminating as an indication of the direction in 
-·which the Institute's future activities should lie. 

We may congratulate ourselves, too, upon the 
fact that the report on the International Institute 
wall entrusted· to Dr. Breitscheid, delegate of 
Germany. Germany is a country where culture is 
held in particular esteem and assumes profound 
and definite forms which constitute an indispensable 
contribution· to the intellectual development of 
mankind. 

Two conclusions may be deduced from Dr. 

The.n again - and here we appeal to all of you -
it must obtain the help and enlightent>d sympathy 
of all the States through the National Commit.tces, 
so as to prevent the formation of fr1.'.1h organisations, 
for this would mean a division of dabour and the 
dispersion of intellootunl enel'!rit•s which "nre 
individually well-nigh helpll'ss, ltut whose union 
demonstrntes thl" powl'r of the mind to owroomo 
force. 

It must be admitted thnt, if it plnys such a part 
and achieves this task in its entiroty, tho lnsHt.uhJ 
will be overstepping the limits ori~:innlly h"d down 
for it. Eloquent voiQI.'S have botlll ht>nrd on every 
side in this Assemhlv - 1111d tht'ir words still eQho 
here - proch"nling that morn! disarmament must. 
precede materinl rlisnrmament, nnd thnt only by 
disarmnment of the spirit can mntPritll dillarnmmt'l~t
be achieved in perfect sinct>rity nnd for all timo. 

Well,. the Institute is working to nohieve tlli.~ 
end ; it is working steadily to co-ordinate effm·ts 
in the domnin of science, litornture nnd art ; it ill 
seeking to promote intolleetunl eo-opt'mtion, t.o 
throw into relief and plnce at tho Bt'rvioo of Uw 
world all tlmt which is pur<'Rt and nnbltlst in t.l10 
minds of thinking ml'n, and to dt,stroy the lust. 
seeds of discord and bring to maturity the prt•oiuus 
fruits of peace. That is thu wurk of the lnh,rnalt.innnl 
Institute for Intcllectual Co-operation ; tlmt ill tho 
work we are all pursuing hero in the intorl'sf~ of 
peace. 

In this spirit, then, I•'ranc11 glndly IIHBIIOilltt'H 
herself v.ith what has boen snid in pml'o nf tho 
International Institute at Paris, firmly cnnvinood 
as· she is that the Institute h1111 it in its puwt'r to 
gather together the manifold llXprossinns of hunmn 
thought to form a truly h11rmoniouH wholo. 

Bali~heid's acceptance of this duty and from his 
observations. We have, on the one hand, a pledge 
orGermany's moral interest in th~ future w~rk of 
the Institute and, on the other - if I have rightly The Presidt>nt : 
understood the German delegate's speech - a 

~ pledge of the mate~a~'inter_est by which she proposes 
- to mark her assoCiation With that work. 

The French delegation is in a particularly delicate 
position. France is content simply to act as hostess 
to the International Institute for Inte~ectual 
cCo-operation ; and, rather than add the slightest 
enlogy .which might be interpreted a_s patronage, 
we shall confine ourselves to ~ecording_ here the 
outspoken praise of others, which co~stitute~ the 
best proof that the Institute has remamed faithful 

Translation : If no one else wlslws to sponk, I 
will put to the vote the resolutions propnHod by 
the Second Committee, which read as follows : 

to its original vocation. 
The International Institute for. Intellec~ual C?· 

operation, now housed in the Pal.a:IS Roya~ ~ Pai:'IS, 
has preserved intact the international spmt which 
governed its foundation. . 

This was affirmed by all the delegates m the 
Second Committee and has been stressed by more 
than one speaker 'in this Assembly~ ~~- D!lstree 

Hreferred very specifically to the s~me P?IDt m _the 
qreport to the Council and Dr. Breitscheld hB!I JUSt 
mentioned it again. France, then, .a~ ~ardia~. of 
the integrity of this international spmt! IS gr3:~ed 
to find that all the States are agreed m testifying 
to this most important fact. . 

The Institute has proved itself truly in_terna~onal; 
· "t has thrown open its doors to all nations ; _It ~as 
~arried out its investigations in a truly ob]e~tive 
spirit, always seeking the ~oundest solutio~~. 
solutions that may be of semce ~ every 1!-ation 

,. and play their part in the harmoruous working of 
the national life. 

What then, remains Y . 
' To r~pe:l:t what has already been sa1d - the 

Inst'itute must concentrate its efforts and apply 
them to more definite purposes. It_ mus~ first '1 

examine itself. frankly and ~ake l!-~ It:'J ~d h to \ 
tud problems within certam specific limits, t us 

0 ~chi!ving results_ '!'hich shall serve to promote the ~ 
international spmt. 

The Assembly hat1 noted with. sati•fantirm the 
favourable reporlll prllBented by the I nttrrnatirmal 
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation and the 
Governing Body of the International Imtitute far 
Intellectual Co-operation. 'l.'hese reports slww 
that the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation 
hall 11010 in hand a large number of definite and 
practical undertakings ~f int~na_li~al . c~- ' 
operation in regard to vanous smentlf,o, artMtlo 
and literary activilillB, and that rllBulls have already 
been obtained. 

The Assembly observllB that, during the paRt 
year several natiO'IIB, in response to the appeal it 
mad~ in the pre7!ious year, have made a grant to the 
International I nat it me for Intellectual Co-opera
tion. The countries making such. grants are at 
prllBent a11 foUuws: Austria, Czechoslovakia, France, 
Hungary Italy, Monaco, Poland. Switzerland. 
The Ass~mbly hopllB that their example will be 
foll011Jed by the other natiO'IIB. The reporlll 11010 
before it show clearly that it u only the smallness of 
its financial resources which prevents the ~ ntellectual 
Co-operation Organisatirm from render!ng all the 
sert'iCIJB which. may 11010 be expected of d. 

The Assembly u glad to see the increas.e in the 
number and activity of National Comm,UellB .on 
Intellectual Co-operation. Tlfe reg~r co-.operatwn 
between weU-organued N atumal Commdtees and 
the International CommiUee u of ever-increasing 
utility to the 100Tk of intellectual co-operation. 
The Al'embly would ~h.erefore refer_ '? the 
recommendation it made m 1924 and 'nrnte the 
States Members of the League which. have not 
already done 110 to consider the possibility of 



proriding the necessary funds to meet the 
expenses of their rP.spectir'e National Committees. 

The Assembly notes, as being particularly 
worthy of attenf'ion and encouragement, the proposal~ 
of the CommHtee on I ntellertual Co-operation in 
regard to the following point.¥ : . 

1. The creation at the International Institute 
for Intellectual Co-operation of an international 
co-ordination ser~ice of information offices attached 
to libraries. The A~sembly emphasises the 
imparlance in this connection of national informa
tion offices, and trusts that such offices may be 
established in those countries where they do not 
already exist. 

, 2. The proposals for co-ordination between 
the organs of bibliography for the various sciences 
drawn up by the Committees of experts · under 
excellent technical conditions, in such a way as to 
give every satisfaction to the persons concerned. 

3. The recommendation made by the Interna
tional Committee in favour of the International 
Office for Annual Tables of Constants and 
Mathematical Quantities. Governments, scholars 
l!na indust~ial organi.•ations are equally interested 
m the contmuance of thi.Y enterprise, which is at 
present in danger owi11g to lack of funds. An 
un~erRtan~ing between Governments is ea:tremely 
dBR~rable tn order to en.Yure the regular publication 
of the Tables. 

4. The steps taken with a view to : 

Preparing for the Pop11lar Arts Gongress; 
An international ag1·eement with regard to 

casta; . 
An ea:tension of the v:ork of museums as a 

means of artistic education, etc 

The As.•emb~y thanks the Czechoslovak Govern
ment for the subsidy so generously granted in order 
to facilitate the holding of the Popular Arts Congress 
at Prague. It congratualtes the Swiss Federal 
Government, and more particularly the city of 
Berne, on the initiative regarding an Internatio1uzl 
Exhibition of Pop1dar Arts to be held in that cit'J. 
The Assembly t•equests the Srcretary-General of the 
League of_ .V ations and the l nstitutef~r I ntellect1uzl 
Co-operah.on to render e1•ery assistance in their 
power to the promoters of this enterprise. 

* * • 
The Assembly has noted the remarkable repQTt 

presented by M. Jules Destree on behalf of the 
Sub-C;nmmittee. of Ea;perts for the Instruction 
of Chtldrtm and Youth in the Existence and Aims 
of the Leaf!ue of Nations. It approves the 
recommendattons made 1>11 the ea:perta, and instructs 
the Secretary-General to communicate them to 
the Governm61Jta of the States Members of the 
League ?f N~tions, reqttesting them, so far as may 
be poss1 ble m each particular case to take the 
116C68sa'JI measures to give effect lo the recom
mendatwns. The Assembly approves the creation 
of League of Nations Educational Information 
Ctmtrf.s 11nder the conditions laid down by th 
Sub-Comm~ttee of Experts. It decides that th: 
Sub-COJ?Imlttee of Ea;perta shall continue ita work 
~ t~e lmes suggested blJ the Frcn.ch representative 
m
1 
~~ rtemeporb t a

2
pproved by the Council at ita meeting 

o "'ep er nd, 1927. 

The rfsolutions 1oere adopted. 
~ 

66. - SETTLEl\1&'\fT OF GREEK REFUGEES 
AND FINANCIAL RECONSTRUCTION 
S(!liEME : REPORT OF THE SECOND 
COMl\IITTEE: RESOLUTION. 
' The •President : 

Translation : The next item on the agenda is 
the examination of the report of t;l:te S!tcond 
Committee on the settlement of Greek Refugees 
and the financial reconstruction scheme (Antiex 15, 
document A. 91.1927. II.). 

(On the invitation of the President M. Suvich, 
Rapporteur, took his place on the phxtform.)' 

The President : 
Translation: M. Suvich, Rapporteur, will 

address the .Assembly. · · 

M. Suvich (Italy), Rapporteur, read his report 
and the accompanying draft resolution. 

The Assembly : 
Has learned. with great interest of the succe.•sfu[l 

re~ult of. the negot!ations which have taken place 
wtth a vzew to the usue, under the auspices of the 
League of Nations, of a loan to enable the Greek 
Government to take mea~~ures of financial and 
monetary reorganisation, and to proceed 1oith the 
settlement of the refugePs ; 

· In pa;ticular, ea;presses its appremation of the 
plan whwh hal! been drawn up for the creation of a 
new bank of usue _and for the stabilisation of thP. 
Greek currency; · 

Ea;pre.~ses its appreciation to all those who hwe 
collaborated in these ·investigations, and edfJeciaJ.ly 
to the Greek Government and to the Financial 
Committee; 

Approves the progress made . in the refugee 
settlemtmt work and ea;presses the hope that this 
work will soon: be successfully brought to a close; 

l n concluswn, ea:presses the hope that the 
entire scheme whick has now been elaborated will 
be fully successful. · 

• 
The President : 
Translation : If no one wishes to speak I shall 

consider thf> resolution of the Second Co~mittee 
as adopted. 

The resolution was adopted. 

67. - SLAVERY COl\'VENTION : REPORT OF 
THE SIXTH COI\IMITTEE: RESOLUTION. 

The Presid~nt : 

'1 

Tr~ns"!tion : The next i~m on the agenda is the!) 
exammat10n of the report of the Sixth Committee 
on the Rlavery Convention (Annex 16 document • 
.A.74.1927 .VI). . ' ' 

(~n the invitati~ of the President M. Beck, 
C~~rman of the Sitcth Committee, and Sir Edward 
Htlton Young, Rapporteur, took their places on the 
platform.) . 

The President : . 

Tran~lation: Sir Edward Hilton Young, Rappo/ 
teur, will address the .Assembly. · 

Sir Edward Hilton Young (British Empire) : 

. Ladies 1!-nd Gentlemen - I feel it is not ;holly 
mapproprutte that the next report to be presented 
should ~e tha:t upon the work of the League in/ 
conn~ction With slavery. We have heard this 
mornmg most eloquent addresses upon what I 
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may call the activities of the League in their most 
develope~ aspects. The assistance of intellectual 
co-operat10n lS the work of the League lit the top 
end of the chain, and now I have, for a moment 
only, to call your attention to that other> kind of 
work whic~ i~ done by the League at the other end 

· of the cham, work on behalf of the lowliest of the 
mpst _defenceless, of hllii!-an beings. ' 

This, . as ":e know, lS work which is just as 
appropnate, if not more appropriate, to the great 
co~_mon: purposes of this organisation, because, in 
raJSmg up slaves and in protecting those '~'<ho were 
the ~asters of the slaves from the degradation 
resultmg from the imposition of that odious statns 
upon any of their fellow men, we are most parti
cularly furthering the object,s which we all have at 
heart. 

This year I have nothing to report but continued 
prosperity and a steady advance towards the 
fin_al achievement of our object when slavery shall 
exlSt no more throughout the world. Your 
Committee has received the most valuable 
information from many States. It has heard 
with interest and sympathy from some States 
that. th_ey will not be able year by y~ar to go on 
furnJShing long reports because thmr legislation 
is ali'eady in harmony with the principles up3eld 
by the League, and any further change which can 
take place as regards the situation of slavery in 
their territories can· only be very slow. 

There is one matter to which I should like to 
make particular reference to-day because it concern$ 

·my own country. In the year 1896 a new 
Protectorate wa,s found!'d in Sierra Leone. In that 

.J>wtectorate there existed, at the time of its 
fouQdation, a modified form of domestic servitude ' 

•which was, nevertheless, inconsistent with the 
principles of our British culture and civilisation. 
My Government had thought that the recognition 
of that status had been eliminated from the la'~'<s 
of the territory ; but, as sometimes happens, the 
judges of the senior Tribunal of the territory found 
a gap, a hiatus, in the legislation. Owing to that 
hiatus it appeared that it might be possible to say 
that there was some recognition of this status of 
domestic servitude in the legislation of the 
Protectorate. 

As I have already mentioned to the Committee 
and as is stated in our report, immediate and urgent 

, measures were taken to close this gap and I am 
now happy to be able to give the further news 
that the Legislative Assembly of the Protector.ate 
of Sierra Leone has already adopted at a first 
reading the Bill which will have the effect of 
abolishing absolutely a~~ finally, the leg~l 
recognition of that modified form of domestic 
servitude, as from the first of -!anu~ !!-ext :year. 
There is every prospect that this legiBlat10n will be 
brought to a successful issue, so that, even in this 
trifling matter, legislation will be brought into 
conformity with the great principles of our laws 
in Great Britain, namely,_ that as soon as a sla:ve 
treads British soil his chams at once fall from him 
and he becomes wholly and for ever free. 

One aspect to which constant attenti?n s~ould 
be called regarding the Slavery Convention lS the 
unfortunate delay in the ratificati~n of that 
Convention by, perhap~ one must ~till say,. the 
majority of States, particulars of which are g~.ven 
in the report which is now before you. I have _one 

atifyin~ circumstance to record - that smce 
fbe drafting of this report the number of the non
r3.iliying States has been diminished and th< 
number of the ratifying States incr.e~ed by one, 
the Convention having been ratified by the 
Kingdom of Norway. . . 

In conclusion, we must not md~e. merely m 
plea,sant congratulations, so long as it lS still to be 

admitted that the same high stnndards of prnotio!' 
have not yet been pursued all over the world, and ' 
canno_t yet be enforced, as l'l'gards the abolition 
of this most odious of humnt institutions. It 
remains only for your Rnppo~ur to emphasise 
that membership of the League imposes tho hi"h(lst 
obligations in this respect, alld that tho p~blio 
opinion of the League will ever demund thoir 
observance. 

I beg to move tho ndoption of the following 
resolution : 

The .Assembly tloles the reporl from the Council 
and the supplementary report.· regarding slavery 
·which co11tain communicatiom on this subject , 
from the Government of .Abyssinia, the Briti.vh 
Governmtmt, the Got•ernmmll of l11dia, thj' 
Governmtmt of Portugal tmd the Got•ernmmll o 
the Sudan, and, in t•ie1o of the limited tlltmbttr of 
ratifications of the Co11Vtn1tion of September 25th, 
1926, which have betm deposited up to tho 11restmt, 
expresses the hope that the Stales tt•hich have 
signed will ratify the C011vention as soon as 
possible. 

The President : 
Translation : If no one wishes to Rpenk, I shnll 

consider the resolution of the Sixth Committee 
as adopted. 

The resolution ·was adopted. 

68. - SYSTEM OF THE SINGLE TRi\NSFERA· 
BLE VOTF, A~D THE · I'RINCII'LE CW 
PROPORTIONAL REPUESENTATION IN 
GENERAL IN CONNECTION WITH TilE 

• PUODLE:\I OF TilE ELECTION OF TilE 
NON-PERliANEi~T l\IE:\IDERS OF TilE 
COUNCIL : REPORT OF TUE SIXTII 
COl\1:\liTIEE : RESOLUTION, 

The President : 
Translati011 : The next item on the agenda Is tho 

examination of the report of the Sixth ·committee 
on the system of the single transferable vote, and 
the principle of proportional representation In 
general,- in connection with the problem of tho 
election of the non-permanent members of tho 
Council. (Annex 17, document A.75.1927.VII). 

M. Bech, delegate of Luxemburg, Rapporteur, 
will address the Assembly. ' 

l\1. Bech (Luxemburg), Rapporteur, read his 
report and the accompanying resolution ; which 
reads as follows : 

The Assembly adopts the report of the Si:cth 
Committee. 

The President : 
Translati011 : If no one wishes to speak I shall 

consider the resolution of the Sixth Committee lUI 

adopted. 
The resolution was adopted. 

•69. - RESULTS OF THE COXFEREXCE OF 
PRESS EXPERTS: REPORT OF THE SIXTH 

. COlllliTIEE : RESOLUTIOS. 

The President : 
Translation : The next item on the agenda ill the 

examination of the report of the Sixth Committee 
on the work of the Conference of Press Experts 
(Annex 18, document A.77.1927). 

(On the incitation of the President M. de 
Brouckere, Rapporteur, took his place 011 the platform.) .. 
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The Presldent : 
Trarn~lation: M. de Brouckere, Rapporteur of the 

Sixth Committee, r,m address the Assembly. 

ll. de Brouekerll (Belgium), Rapporteur : 

Trarn~lation : :M:r. President, Ladies and 
Gentlemen - The conclusions of the Conference 

• of Press Experts were discussed at length in the 
Sixth Committee. 

You have before you the report, in which these 
discussions are summarised. I think that I. shall 
be meeting your views if in_ order to save t~me I 
confine myself to rea_dmg the . unanrr_nous 

' conclusions at which the S1xth Committee arrived. 
, I have the honour to propose the adoption of the 
follqwing resolution ' 

Tke Assembly, 
Noting tke success of tke Conference of Press 

Experts, and conveying its ~hanks to . tke 
representatives of tke Press for tketr collaboratwn ; 

Expresses its satisfaction that tke Council kas 
considered tke steps required for prompay gtvtng 
tke necessary effect to the resolutions of the 
Conference ; . • . . 

Trusts that tke technical organtsatwrn~ to wktck 
tke Council kas submitted a number of these 
resolutioM will undertake as soon as possible 
tke special enquiries relating, in particular, to tke 
questiorn~ of telegraphic and telephonic rates, the 
improvement of communications, tke conveyance 
of newspapers, identity cards for journalists and 
visas for journalists' passports ; 

Trusts that tke Council, at its December session, 
will take tke most suitable measures to enlist tke 
sympathetic attention of Governments for tke other 
resolutions adopted by tke Conference in order that 
effect may be given to them ; 

Notes with satisfaction that tk& Council, taking 
into account tke recommendation made by the 
Conference, kas declared that, should it at some 
future time appear necessary and · should 
developments in the technical international 
problems whick affect tke Press· make it seem desi
rable to those concerned, it will in principle be 
wiUing to lend tke assistance of the organisations 
of tke League for tke study of tkes.e questions, and 
to organise a corn~ultation or call a Conference for 
this purpose. · 

The President : 

Trarn~lat-ion : M. Serot, delegate of France, will 
address the Assembly. 

M. Serot (France·, : 

Trarn~lation : Mr. President, Ladies and 
Gentlemen - The French delegation desires to 
state briefly its reasons for accepting this admirable 
report, which sums up so concisely the work of the 
Conference of Press Experts. 

First, be it noted, the Press, in asking for 
fa~il!ties which would enab_le it to enlighten public 
opmwn and thus help to dispel misunderstandings 
is pursuing a purpose which, though it may seeU: 
merely technical, is really in the interests of peace. 

::lloreover, there is no question of special privi
leges, but rather of their abolition, since these 
measures are intended to apply to the Press as a 
y;hole ; _that is, to small papers as well as to 
~nfluent~l ones, and the facilities for obtaining 
Informatwn would be the same for all alike. 

The. L_eague. c.a~ gauge the gratifying interest 
taken tn Its actiVIties from the number and standing 
of the Press experts who attended this Conference 
at Geneva. Distinguished representatives came, 

" 

for example, from North .America, L_atin ~erica 
and distant Japan. We must m~ke It qmte clear 
in this Assembly how great'y thetr generous effort 
has been •appreciated. . 

At the same time the Conference gave ta~g~ble 
proof of th~ co~idence which the ~ress, so nghtly 
jealous of Its mdependence, feels m the League. 
Public opinion is a real power, but a power that 
will brook no restraint. This mutual confidence 
is a matter for general congratulation. • 

Now that the League has a list of the, require
ments of the Press,' it can take measures, through 
its technical organs and the Governments of the 
States Members, to give effect to t~em. 

Purely technical though these requrrements may 
seem they have. a far-reaching and important 
bea~g. The object is to pro~ote the cheap and 
rapid dissemination of news m every country. 

Rapidity and cheapness, it must be remembered, 
are the surest guarantee against false news and 
tendencious campaigns which Inight . one day 
endanger world peace. . 

It has often been suggested that news should 
be checked and that a central office should be set 
up to verify all information and, as it were, to 
stamp it as authenti~. S~ch a scheme, . I confess, 
appears to me impossible ;m actual prac~ICe. . How 
could a central office of this sort have at Its diSposal 
means so perfect or complete as to enable it to 
assume the eminently difficult and . dangerous 
rOle of censor ! 

Other methods must be employed to protect the 
public against erroneous, false or tendencious news. 
The best remedy for false news is to swamp it and 
publish other· news simultaneously that contra- . 
diets it. Hence the need for increased telephogic ~ 
and telegraphic facilities ; hence- the need c for .. 
reducing telegraph and telephone rates. 

In time of crisis public opinion is very apt to 
go astray, and it should not be necessary. to wait 
twenty-four hours before the truth can correct 
erroneous information. 

Between" big -centres, it is true, a misleading 
telegram is not likely to remain long uncorrected, 
but this is unfortunately not yet the case in many 
parts of the world. · 

I am glad to think that the Assembly has realised 
the political bearing and pacific sigrlificance of 
this Conference. Let us hope" that the League's 
technical organs will arrive at. prompt and 
satisfactory results. "\'Ve must not forget that by 
giving effect to the requirements of the Press we 
shall be working, as the Chilian delegation 
mentioned at the outset, for a better understanding 
between the peoples. 

The President : 

Translation : If no one else wishes to speak, I 
shall consider tht> resolution of the Sixth Committee, 
which has just been read, as adopted. 

Tke resolution was adopted. · 

70. - RESULTS OF THE CONFERENCE FOR 
THE CREATION OF AN INTERNATIONAL 
RELIEF l!NION: REPORT OF THE SECOND 
COMMIITEE. RESOLUTION. 

The President : 

· Translation: We will now consider the repQrt 
of the Second Committee on the results of the 
Conference for the Creation of an International 
Relief Union (Annex 19, document A.89.1927 .VIII.) 

( O_n tke im"ntation of tke President M. Da,;_durand, 
Ckatrman of tke Second Committee, and M. de 
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• 
Baranyai, Ilapprmeur took thtn"r plac~· ~ ~~platform.) ' ~ v•• ,.., 

M. de Baranyai (Hun ) R" 
report and the follo · garydr r' appor:teur', read his Wing a t ~olut10n : • 

The 1 .Assembly · . ' 
t ~lghg gr~ified at the sUccess of the c'onfiiTenre 
or

0 
e . r~ton of an Inti!Tnational Relief Union . 

the ~~~e:f t:t; bhefGo11ernmh ents, before which 
'll d 1. . l on IITence al/e now been laid 

'lf~Z e z_ntte y decide to co-opi!Tate in this work of' 
· ~nternatzonal solidarity : _ 
· Offers ita thanks to Senator Ciraolo, to the 
Pres~dent of the ConfiiTenC"e, and to the membi!T.t 
:JhJ:k tfr6arfatory pommiUee for the scheme 011 

~ on erence s work was baaed, and requests 
the Pres~dent of the Conference and the membi!Ts 
and experts of the Preparatmy CommiUee to hold 
themselves at the Council's disposal to propose to it 
all me~ures. that may be. calculated to facilitate 
the putt~ng ~nto force and the application of the 
Conventwn ooncludcd by th~ Confi!Tence. 

The President : 

T~anslation : If no one wishes to ~peak I shall 
cons1der the. resolution of the Second Co~mittee 
as adopted. 

The resolution was adopted. 

71.- WORK OF THE FINANCIAL COi\IMIITEE: 
REPORT OF THE SECOND COi\IMITTEE: 
RESOLUTION. 

o ~he President : 
() 

.. Tr~nsl~tion : The nPxt item on the a~enda is the 
exammation of the Second Committee s report on 
the work of the Financial Committee (Annex 20 
document .A.85.1927.11). ' 

·(On the invitation of the President M. Djouritch, 
Rapporteur, took his place on the platform.) 

• 
The President : 

Translation : M. Djouritch, Rapporteur, will 
address the .Assembly. 

M. Djouritch (Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and 
Slovenes) : -
· Gentlemen - I propose to give you a brief 

summary of my report on the work of the Financial 
Committee, the text of which has been distributed. 

The Financial Committee is one of the most 
active Committees of the League, and since its 
inception its work has been of outstanding 

· importance. 
.At the time of its formation it was not <'lear 

which direction its activities would take, and, 
curiouSly enough, it has often had to depart from 
the principles and ideas which prevailed at the 
time when it was set up. 

In fact, the distress and financial disorganisation 
in Europe were such that this Committee had to 
take measures which were quite unanticipated, 
but were nevertheless very successfuL The outward 
manifestation of this action was the conclusion of a 
series of loans issued under its auspices to different 
countries which were in financial difficulties. 

The total of these loans amounts to £70,000,000. 
They were intended to establish a solid financial 
basis for •the economic development of the various 
States for which they were issued. 

The fundamental ·principles for effecting the 
financial reconstruction of these countriPs are, 
firstly,· to stablilise the currency, and, secondly, to 
effect bud~t equilibrium. -

As 1\>gurds tht> stubili.•utiou of currenci!'s the 
phroposals and plans of tht> Finaucinl Comn;ittet> 

av:e b!'en concerned nminly with the cl\>nt.ion of 
national btmks,_entirely indl'pendt1nt of the Oowrn
ments, for the ~sue _of Iiduci~·!', curroncy. 
. Under the Finanoml Comnutt1e's phm orl-'1misa

tions have b!'~n s_et up which htn-e t.o-dtlY bocomo 
models of theu kind, and have imlt•t•d bt>t•n oopi!\d 
by ~ost of the Statl's which hnY!\ had to stnbili.•t' 
thou currency. , 

The. second problt>m with whioh tho l<'irumoitll 
Co~~ut~e hns h~d to dN~ l'OIION'ns bud!,"'•t 
equilibrmm .. In thiS _fit•!d also all the propnsnls 
m!'de have IUm!'d at 1nd10ating roa.•nnnblo t•oouo
nues ~n~ at incrensiu~ n•ct•ipt! with a view to 
establishing a sound fuumcinl position. 
T~e rPsults whioh tho Firumoinl Cornmittt'l' 

obt:uzred by means of tlws!l n•fnrrns (most of wl)ich : 
be 1t noted, were adopted by the liltnt••s conourrwd\ 
were so sati:lfactory that its nU1thnds hnvo bt•tHi 
followed even by States which did nnt nppNil to lt 
for help. 
. These meth~ds found tht•ir prlncipa\1 nppliontlnn 
m _the most ltnport.ant plans for mconstructlnn 
which we have s!\rn in l~uropo - thoso for tho 
re~onstruction ~f Oo!mamy. It nmy tlwrofnr'O ho 
Sllld that the Fmancu\1 Committee's inv11sti"tltlnns 
have led to the practionl rt•uli~ntinn of oo~nornlo 
principles which are to-day followed by tht• maJor·.ty 
o_f Sta:tes wh.oh ~ave hntl to t.nko In hnnu t-ho 
flllancml restornt10n of their finanoinl position. 

During tho financial year 1926-27, wit.h which 
we are prirrcipa11ly conct,rnod nnw, tho I<'lrmnrh11 
Committee dealt with Bulgnriun rofug•ws nnd t.ho 
financial reconstruction of Grm•co. As tho two 
special report.!! relating to the work don11 in thoso two 
fields have been circulntod to all the mombnrs of tho 
.Assembly, I shall not pauRo h11ro to dL~onss thtJHO 
fJUestions. 

I han now to desoribe briofly tho work of tlw 
Financial Committee as rognrds, first, the Frnl' 
City of Danzig and then Estonia. 
· The Financial Committ~e·s work in rpgard to 

the Free City of Danzig, hns beor partil'nla1rh• 
intercRt.iug ;. the Committee hu.11 had to dt>al with 
questions which were very cnmpllcutocl btlCUUHe 
they- involved negntil•.tinns with oth••r Stnt""• 
particularly Poland, and nlHo bt•cause cortain 
obligations ari~ing out of the Peace Trtaty hnd 
to be fulfilled. 
. All these negotiations Wf'ro carliotl out w·ry 
satisfactorily, and last .Juno a loan for the !•'roo 
City was atTaugod and Lisued. 

The stabilisation of EMtnniao currency ton, ill 
very interesting becaUBe, although the EHtnniun 
budget had already been stabilised in 1922, the 
financial situation of the country was, if not exactly 
difficult, at all eventll unsatisfactory. 

In its negotiatioUB with Estonia, the Financial 
Committee drew up a Protocol- which Wall adopted 
- establishing a gold monetary standard for 
Estonia. A loan was issued last year, which 
enabled the National Bank of Estonia to stabilise 
its position and to ensure the gold standard. 

The Financial Committee also dealt last year 
with general questions, such as double taxation, 
fiscal evasion and the question of counterfeiting 
currency. It was engaged in special activities in 
a hitherto untouched field, namely, the Finnish 
proposal for financial assistance to States victilllJI 
of agression, and the Committee succeeded in 
establishing a practical method of mobilising the 
financial resources of the States ~!embers of the 
League against a State guilty of aggression, thUB 
affording a striking demonatration of the solidarity 
of League opinion in itll opposition to such a State. 
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Lastly, I propose to the Assembly, on behalf 
of the Second Committee, the fo11owing resolution, 

~ which I will read : 
The Assembly takes note of the activities of 

the Financial Clmmittee and ea;presses its great 
satisfaction wiCk the highly WJeful work 
accomplished by i~ 

The President : 

' Tramlation : If no one wishes to speak, I shall 
consider the resolution of the Second Committee 
as a(}opted. 

The resolution was adopted. 

72.- CONTRIBUTIO:VS IN ARREARS: 
. OF THE FOURTH COMMITTEE 

"LUTJON. 

. The President : 

REPORT 
RESO-

Tramlation : The next item on the agenda is the 
examination of tho report of the Fourth Committee 
on Contributions in Arrears. (.Annex 21, document 
A.71.1927.X). 

(On thP invitation of the President M. van 
Eysinga, Chairman of the Fourth Committee, took 
his plaee on the platform). 

The Presi1lent : 

Tramlation: As M. Vennersten, delegate of 
Sweden, Rapporteur, who was to have submitted 
the report on behalf of the Fourth Committee, 
is unable to be present, M. van Eysinga, Chairman 
of the Fourth Committee, has kindly undertaken 
to submit this report. 

M. van Eysinga (Netherlands) read the report 
on Contributions in Arrears and the accompanying 
resolution : 

The Assembly requests the Seuretary- General : 

1. To eontinue negotiation~~ with the Ckine~~e 
Government with a view to arriving at some 
arrangement by which the contribution~~ in arrears 
may be liquidated ; 

2. To make further representation~~, through 
such channels as he may comider appropriate, to 
the other States at present in arrears ; 

3. To submit to the Council in due course a 
report showing the results of the action taken by 
him. 

M. van Eysinga then continued as follows : The 
words " in due course " in the third paragraph 

of the resolution mean {the Committee was 
unanimous- on this point). " before the nirith 
ordinary session of the Assembly". No mention 
was made'()f the June session of the Council, as the 
times of • the Council sessions may possibly be 
altered i.n the near future. . · 

The President : 

Tran~~lation : If no one wishes to speakp I sh:t:ll 
regard the resolution of the Fourth Committe~ ·as 
adopted. 

The resolution was adopted. 

73. --RELATIONS BETWEEN THE.LEAGUE OF 
NATIONS AND INSTITUTES OR BODIES SET 
UP UNDER ITS AUTHORITY: DRAFT 
RESOLUTION PROPOSED BY THE BRITISH 
DELEGATION: .REPORT OF THE AGENDA 
COMMITTEE. 

The President : 

Tramlation: You will remember that at the 
beginning of this meeting I suggested that, in order 
to expedite matters, the proposal submitted on 
behalf of the British delegation by the Honourable 
Mrs. Alfred Lyttelton should be referred at once 
to the Agenda Committee, in order that the latter 
might transmit its proposals to us as soon as 
possible. . 

I have just received the following letter from the 
Chairman of the Agenda Committee : 

IJI 4} 

" With reference' to your letter of to-d~y's ., 
.date, you were good enough to inform me that at 
your suggestion the AssPmbly decided to refer. 
to the Agenda Committee the draft resolution 
submitted to it by the Hon. Mrs. Alfred 
Lyttelton, delegate of the British Empire, on the 
subject of the :.:elations .between the League. of 
Nations and. institutes or bodies set up under fts 
authority but not forming part rf its organisation. 

" I have consulted my colleagues on this point, 
and have now to inform you that the Agenda· 
Committee, after a. preliminary examination of 
this draft resolution, proposes that it be placed 
on the agenda of the present session and referred 
to the Second Committee." 

If there is no objection, I shall consider that 
tho Assembly agrees to place this draft r~solution 
on this session's Agenda and to refer it to the Second 
Committee. (Assent). · 

The Assembly rose at' 12.30 p.m. 
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OF THE PER)IANENT COURT OF INTERNATIONAL 
JUSTICE. 

75. QuESTION OF ALCOHOLISM: •. 

Amended Proposal by the Delegations of 
Finland, Poland and Switzerland. 

. 76 •. MANDATES. 

77. ACCESSIONS TO INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS 
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CONFERENCE. ECONO:MIC ORGANISATION OF 
THE LEAGUE OF-NATIONS. 

President: M. GUANI 

ACCESSION OF GEIUIM'Y TO THE 
OPTIONAL CLAUSE RECOGNISING -THE 
COMPULSORY JURISDICTION OF THE 
PERl\fANENT COURT OF INTEIL'VATIONAI. 
JUSTICE. 

The President : 

Translation : Before beginning to-day's agenda, 
T ha.ve the honour to inform the Assembly that the 
German delegation, in conformity with the 

0 announcement made by the Minister for Foreign 
Affairs, has just signed th_e . o~ti~nal clau.<re 
recognising . the compulsory JUriSdiction of the 
Permanenl Court of International Justice. 

lethink I am voicing the feelings of all in tbe 
.Assembly in expressing our. great satisfaction at 
this action, which undoubtedly marks a big step 

• forward in the application of arb~tration . and 
conciliation in the settlement of mternational 
disputes. 

· Ml_IY I venture, on ~his occaHinn, tu offt~r my Vl•ry 
cordutl congratulutwns to tlw J.\liniKtl•r for 
Foreign Affairs of the Roich f 

Dr. Stresemann, Minister for Fnr1•l~n Afl'nh·s of 
the Reich, will addrcRs the Assemhly: 

Dr. Stresemnnn (Germany) : 

Translation: Mr. PrPsident. You havo lli'NI 
good enough, to refP-r to the fact that Oill'llliiiiV hnK 
just signed thP optional rlnns£> riJco~niRing the 
compulsory jurisdiction of the Pl'fmiWNit Court 
of International Justice. 

I desire to thank you most warmly for your 
cordial words both to G1•rmany and to myself. 

May I also thank the ASKI•mbly for it11 kind mcep: 
tion of this announcement ! 

75.- QUESTION OF AI,COIIOLISll: AliENDED • 
PROPOSAL BY THE DELEGATIOXS OF 
FINLAND, POLAND AND SWI'J.lEIILAXH. 

The Pre~ident : 

Translation: Ladies and Gentlllmen - I will 
now read a communication accompanying a draft 
resolution submitted by the d"IegationH of 
Finland, Poland and Sweden concerning the ques
tion of alcoholism. · 

The .Assembly will remember that, on September 
20th, 1927, it noted the statement or the Chairman 
of the Second Committee with reference to that 
Committee's diRcusMions on the question of alcoho-
lism. . 

The delegations signatories to the proposal 
which was placed on the agenda of the present 
session of the Assembly sib'llified their intention 
of submitting it in another form. 

Accordingly, the delegations of Finland, Poland 
and Sweden have now transmitted to me as 
President, the follo~g communication : 
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"At the seventh ordinary session of the Assembly 
of the League it wa<~ decided, at the suggestion of 
the first delegates of Finland, Poland and Sweden 
(see document A. C2. 1926), to include in the agenda 
of the eighth orOinary session of the Assembly the 
question whether the problem of alcoholism should 
be included in the League's programme of work. 

" A more detailed proposal on the same question, 
-1rawn up by the Governments of Finland, Poland 
and Sweden and supported by the Governments 
of Belgium, Denmark and Czechoslovakia, was 
submitted to the present Assembly (see document 
A. 19. 1927). During discussion in the Second 
Committee, however, it was realised that this 
detailed proposal could not be accepted in its 
entirety by every delegation. In these circumstan
ceS', the delegates of the Governments which had 
signed the proposal decided to withdraw it, while, 
however, adhering to the principle embodied in 
~t and reserving the right to submit it to the 
Assembly anew in another form. 

" With reference to the decision of the seventh 
ordinary session of the Assembly, the delegates 
venture to submit a fresh proposal. The object 
of this proposal is to co-ordinate and centralise 
international scientific and practical studies on 
the problem of alcoholism. 

''By 'alcoholism' is understood, for the purposes 
of this proposal, the abuse of alcoholic beverages 
and the harmful effects on the individual and 
sllciety resulting therefrom. In this sense, alcoho
lism is unanimously recog-nised to be a severe soc:al 
scourge, and several aspects of this question clearly 
call for international investigation and action. 

" The problem of alcoholism is so complex 
that the study and solution of its different aspects 
call for the assistance of experts in various fields : 
certain aspects come within the medical sphere, 
others fall within the domain of social economics 
and statistics, others again, such as smuggling, are 
essentially legal. The result is that hitherto the 
various problems relating to alcoholism have been 
partially dealt with by the various ol:'gans of the 
League, including the International Labour Office. 
To a certain extent, this method of work has proved 
to be fairly successful, and it is desirable to 
persevere in this direction and to leave the 
technical work to the services of the League. 

" The undersigned delegates, however, draw 
attention to the fact that these investigations have 
mostly been carried on independently of each other, 
without a general plan, and hence without a general 
view of the whole question of alcoholism. Closer 
co-ordination in the work relating to this problem 
is certainly very much to be desired. · 

" For this purpose, the co-operation of various 
experts is necessary for the successful study of so 
complex a question. The best method of providing 
for this co-operation would undoubtedlv be to set 
np a Committee of experts on alcoholism. This 
Committee would have to determine what work 
the various services of the League Secretariat and 
the International Labour Office could undertake. 

The u~dersigned delegates venture, therefore, 
to subnnt to the Assembly the following draft 
resolution : 

" 'Whereas it is desirable to co-ordinate tho 
work which thfl League of Nations has undertaken 
or will be called upon to undertake on the 
question of alcoholism, the Assembly, requests 
the Council : 

" ' 1. To appoint a Committee of Experts 
on alcoholism : 

" ' 2. To instruct this Committee to study 
the asp~c~ of the question of alcoholism which 
come Within the compete.,nce of the League of 

• 

Nations and which might be made the subject 
of s~ientific or practical work. ' 

" The• undersigned delegates have the honour 
to submit to the Assembly the above proposal and 
request that it should be placed on the agenda of the 
ninth ordinary session of the Assembly of the 
League. 

" Geneva, September 21st, 1927. • 
• 

(Signed} Vainii Voi01"rnAA. 
F. SOKAL. 
Eliel LOFGREN. 

" Desiring to join in the action already taken by· 
certain States to <>ombat alcoholism, and convinced 
that such action cannot be really effective unless 
developed on the widest possible basis, the Belgian 
Danish and Czechoslovak delegat.ions give the~ 
full adhesion to the request contained in the present 
note. 

(Signed} Dr. Eduard BENEs. 
Herluf ZAHLE. 
L. DE BROUCKERF.. " 

The Assembly will note that the three delegations 
originally associated with the proposal have been 
joined by the Belgian, Danish and Czechoslovak 
delegations. ~ · 

The Asse~bly there~ore has to consider a request 
from these SIX delegatiOns that the draft resolution 
which they have proposed may be placed on the 
agenda of the ninth ordinary session of the 
Assembly. . 

If. no one has any remarks to make, I §.hall 
consider that the Assembly approves this reefiest~ 
and the item in question will -accordingly be placeti
on the agenda of the ninth ordinary session of the 
Assembly in its present form. (Adopted.) 

76. - MANDATES. 

The Presidilnt : 

']!ranslation : The first item on the .agenda is the o 

examination of the report of the Sixth Committee 
on Mandates (Annex 22, document A.76.1927.VI). 

(On the invitation of the President M. Bech 
Chairman of the Sixth Committee, and Dr. Nansen' 
Rapporteu~, took their· places on the platform.) ' 

The President : 

Translation: Dr .. Nanseii., Rapporteur, will 
address the Assembly. . 

Dr. Nansen (Norway), Rapporteur: · . 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen - I do not ~ 
propose to read the report of the Sixth Committee • 
O';! t~e que~tion of mandates, as it has been 
distributed m both. French and English and is now 
before you. 

I do not know that there is any necessity for me 
t~ make any_particular comment on behalf of the 
SIXth Comnnttee. I may perhaps be permitted 
however, to ·make a few personal remarks which 
h.ave com~ to min~ as ~ look back over the period 

0 smc~ we first met m this hall, eight years ago, and 
con~Idered the task entrusted to the League by 
Article 22 of the Covenant. 

At that .tirn:e, none of the mandates uhder which 
thes~ territorie& are administered had even oeen 
co~med by the Council of the League ; while 
durmg_ t!Je past year the Permanent Mandates 
CommiSs~on has for t~e first time completed the • 
cycle of Its r~gular duties by examining the annual 
reports relatmg to all the fourteen territories to 
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0 

which .Article 22 of the Covenant applies. The 
. mandates system has now, therefore, passed through 

whl!'t I may perhaps term the introductory period 
of 1ts development, and during these eig-ht'years 
great progress has been made. .A. few examples will 
serve to illustrate this. , 

._,.., The annual reports of the mandatory Power&' have 
'til grown from. relatively short documents, in some 

cases not even printed, to volumes of considerable 
size amounC'mg, as a rule, to one to two hundred 
printed>pages, and the mandatory Powers have more 
and more adopted the practice of sending to the 
meetings of the Mandates Commission to collaborate 
with the Co=ission not only officiall! from their 
Colonial Officies but high administrators from the 
territories themse lve~. 

As the result of its work during this period the 
Permanent Mandates Commission has made a 
high place for itself in all circles which deal with 
colonial questions, and the Minutes of the meetings 
of the Co=ission, as the Sixth Committee has 
pointed out, bear witness to the increasing value 
of the work which is being done by the members of 
that Commission, who willingly devote in this 
~~ay s? much of their time to the service of the 
"'League. 

The Commission has of course had to deal with 
many difficult problems, some of which are still 
far from a solution, while others, such as the great 
increase in the importation of spirituous liquors 
into certain territories under B Mandate, to which 
the Sixth Committee also refers, show that there 
are weak spots which require urgent attention. 

The Mandates Commission has not only had_ the 
_ collaboration of the Mandatory Powers but also the 

SU,'QPOb'! of the Council in its work. In addition to 
giVing B;s continued approval to the normal work 
oFthe Mandates Commission in examining the 
annual- reports and ·a large number of petitions 
concerning conditions in the different territories, 
the Council has, at various times during this period, 

l. taken specific decisions on questions of a general 
character with regard to the execution of Article 
22 of. the Covenant. The importance of certain 
of these decisions which concern the legal relation
ship between the mandatory Powers and the 
mandated territories has just recently been 
emphasised in the report of the N etherlanll;s 
representative which was adopted by the Council 
on September 8th, 1927, and in whic~ the n~ture 
of this relationship, a new one to mternat10nal 
law, is explained in general terms. 

The record of these eight years is, I think, a very 
satisfactory one, and the continued interest and 
support of the Assembly in the work done by the 
mandatory Powers, the ??e;manent M~ndates 
Commission and the Council 19 clearly eVJde':lced 

· by the annual discussion in the Sixth Comm1ttee 
• ..-~whose report and resolution for 1927 I now have 
~he honour to submit for your apl?roval. . 
o The resolution proposed by the SJ.Xth Comm1ttee 
reads as follows : · 

The Assembly, ~aving tak~ note of the work 
accomplished since ds last sesswn by the man~~ 
Powers the .Permanent Mandates CommtSston 
and th~ Council in the execution of Article 22 of 
the Covenant, renews the expression . of confidef!Ce 
voted last year and ad?pts the followmg resolutwn 

o on certain specific pcnnts : 

, " 

1. ,Liquor Traffic. 

!a) Tie Assembly congr_atulates the _Perm~n~nt 
M®dates Commission on ds sucress ~n def~mng 
the important terms concerning the. liquor traffic 
used in the B and C Mandates and ln the Conven
tion of St. Germain of September lOth, 1919, and 
expresses the hope that all the mandatory Powers 

will soon be abie to indicate their acceptance of 
these definitions ; 

(b) It asks the Council to request the Permanent 
Mandates Commis.'lion, in collabn,ration with the 
mandatory Powers, to continue -~ qive serious 
consideration to the causes of · the increased 
importation of spirituous liqucr.s into certain 
territories under B mandate, and to the steps 
which have been taken to deal with this problem. 

2. Minutes of ,· the Permanent Mandates 
Commission. 

The Assembl?l expresses its appreciation of the 
value of the MinutPs of t11e meetings of the 
Permanent Mandates Commission, which 
constitute the record of the fulfilment by the 
Commission of its duties under Article 22 of the 
Covenant, and which are communicated at th6 
request of several of the mandatory Powers to a 
considerable number of their officials in the 
mandated territo;ries. 

The PresidPnt : 

Translation : If no one else wishes to speak, 
I shall consider the resolution of the Sixth Com
mittee as adopted. 

The resolution was adopted. 

77. - ACCESSIONS TO INTERNATIONAL 
· AGREEi\IENTS GIVEN SliDJECT TO 
RATIFICATION. 

The President : 

Translation : The next item on the agenda is 
the examination of the report of the First 
Committee on _the question of accessions to 
international agreements given ~ubject. to 
ratification (Annex 23, document .A..95.1927.V). 

(On the iniJitation of the President M. A ilatci, 
Chairman of the Ti'irst Committee, and M .. llfotta, 
Rapporteur, took their places on the platform.) 

The President : 

Translation: M. Motta, Rapporteur, will address 
the Assembly. 

M. Motta ("3witzerland), Rapporteur : 

Translation : Mr. President, Ladies and 
Gentlemen - The report of the First Committee 
is before you. · 

I shall now give you a few very short verbal 
explanations and shall endea,vour to make them 
even briefer than the Committee's technical report. 

International practice admits two procedures 'or, 
if you prefer it, two formalities, whereby States 
enter into undertakings with one another ; these 
are respectively signature and accession. Of the 
two, signature is, of course, more usual and more 
widely used ; it is adopted when a State 
participateH in an internation~l Co~eren~ l!'~d, 
on the conclusion of the deliberat10ns, s1gnif1es 
its acceptance of certain undertakings by signing 
the Act framed by that Conference. It has become 
customary, at the moment of signing a_ Conventi(;m, 
to allow States which cannot immediately dec1de 
upon this procedure a time-limit within -which they 
may still sign in due form. In the case of the 
League and the Conferences convened under it.s 
auspices, the time-limit is usually fixed at six and 
sometimes at nine months. 

If a. State has not participated in a. Conferen<'e 
or if, after having so participated, it ha.s not signed 
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Within the time-iimit specified . ln . the fin!ll 
Protocol the only method by which 1t can still 
become ~ party to the .Act, with the other States, 
is bv accession. 

'\\;hen a cou":ltry adopts the pr?cedure _of 
sianature it doag so on the understandmg that Its 
signature' is subject to ratific~~otion, since, before 
the executive 01• the head of the State. can 
definitively pledge the State; a whole sepes of 
internal constitutional formalities must first be 
complied with. Hence it is perfeotly reas?nable 
that a State should append its signature subJeCt to 
ratification. · . 

In the case of accession, the position is different, 
and the usual practice has hitherto. ~e!ln for a 
State acceding to an .Act to do so de0Ut1vely and 
not subject to ratification. The State lS not bound 
by any special time-limit, it is free to accede 
wlienever it thinks fit to do so, and can consequently 
choose the moment best suited for the application 
of its internal constitutional procedure. It appe!trs 
rea11onable enough, therefore, tha~ a State which 
has not adopted the procedure. of signature but 
desires to adopt that of accessiOn should, when 
signifying its accession, do so definitively. 

Latterly, however, a new practice has .crept 
into international usage. .A number of States 
have acceded to international conventions subject 
to ratification. The question has arisen whether 
this procedure is lawful and admissible. 

.At the Council's request the First Committee 
examined the question and arrived at the conclusion 
that States should not be encouraged to adopt the 
procedure of accession subject to ratification, 
though this should not be forbidden or discouraged. 

There may be cases when a Government which 
has not adopted or has been unable to adopt the 
procedure of signature and wishes to adopt that of 
accession, desires, before consulting the competent 
authorities from the point of view of its internal 
constitutional law, to m!tke a declarati?n ?f 
accession, to be accompamed by a reservation m 
regard to ratification. This sometimes places it in a 
stronger ·'position as regards its Parliament, for 
example, which is then called upon to approve a 
de facto declaration of accession. 

This delicate point, ·however, must be made 
perfectly clear, and the First Committee proposes 
that you should declare that accession, unless 
accompanied by an explicit reservation in ~egard 
to ratification, shall be regarded as defmitely 
binding on the State. 
- I do not think there is anything unusual in this 
procedure. I do not think that any States would 
have reason to complain of the conclusion now 
submitted to you by the First Committee. If a 
State which adopts the procedure of accession does 
not wish to bind itself definitively it has only to 
mention that its accession is subject to ratification, 
and it will then be bound as regards the 
international convention only when it supplements 
its declaration of a~cession, . by a declaration of 
ratification. 

I have endeavoured, ladies and gentlemen, to 
explain this delicate point of international law as 
clearly and simply as I could, and I may say, in 
conclusion, that in my opinion you need have no 
hesitation in adopting the First Committee's 
proposal. 

I therefore beg to submit the following resolution 
proposed by the First Committee : 

The procedure of acce.Ysion to international 
agreements given subject to ratification is an. 
admissible one which the League should neither 
discourage nor encourage. 

Nevertheless, if a State give.Y its accession, it 
8hould know that, if it does not expres8ly mention 

that this accession is subject to ratification, it shall 
be deemed to have undertaken a final obligation. 
If it desire.Y to prevent this consequence, it must 
expre§sly decl'!re at t~e time o~ f!CC~ssion that the 
acces~ion is gwen sub7ect to ratifwatwn. 

• 
The President : ' 

Translation : If no one wishes to speak, I shall 
consider the resolution of the First Coomittee as 
adopted. o 

The re8olution was adopted. 

78. -.RESULTS OF THE. INTERNATIONAL 
ECONOl\IIC CONFERENCE. ECONOJ\IIC 
ORGANISATION OF THE LEAGUE OF 
NATIONS. 

The President : · 

Translation : The next item on the agenda is 
the examination of the , report of the Second 
Committee on the International Economic Confer
ence and the Economic Organisation of the League 
of Nations. (.Annex-24, document A. 92.1927. II). 

(On the invitation of the President M. Dandurand, 
Chairman of the Second Committee, and M. Loucheur, 
Rapporteur, took their places on the~ platform.) 

The President : 

Translation : M. Loucheur, Rapporteur, will 
address the .Assembly. 

1\1. Loucheur (France) Rapporteur : 
0 

0 -
Translation : I do not think that I need read 

the report, which has already been distributed to 
the Assembly ; I shall simply give you a brief 
commentary on behalf of the Second Committee. 
In order that you may have all the facts before 
you, I might perhaps remind you first of the way 
in which the idea of the Conference originated. 
I shall then describe what the Conference did, 
say frankly-what it was not able to do and, lastly, 
sketch the League's future economic programme. 

.A proposal to convene an international economic 
conference was submitted to the sixth ordinary 
session of the .Assembly in 1925. "The reasons for 
that proposal, as stated from this platform, were 
the .unrest then prevalent in Europe and the 
economic ills resulting from the war-ills common to 
belligerent and non-belligerent States alike - and 
due perhaps also to some extent to pre-war causes, 
duch as over-industrialisation in certain countries. 

However this may be, the guiding principle at 
that time, a principle repeatedly propounded from 1 

this platform by speakers 'Of various nationalities 
was to strike at the root causes of war or, rather, 
one of the main causes of'war, namely, economic 
unrest. 

Last year, at the seventh ordinary session of the 
.Assembly, after a keen debate, you decided to 
leave the -matter to the Council, to let it convene 
the Preparatory Committee and to give it a perfectly 
free hand in fixing the actual date of the Conference. 

It is for us now to thank the Council for what • 
it has done. ·The Preparatory Committee was 
duly convened and got together a mass of docu
ments, all of them extremely important"and of the 
greatest assistance in the work of the Confer~ce. 
Finally, in May, the Conference itself met at Geneva. 
You are already aware of the chief results achieved 
by it ; its decisions, as you know, were received 
all over the world with the greatest satisfaction. 
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Are those results such that we too are entitled to 
congratulate ourselves ! That is the question 
before you to-day. 

F_ifty States met at Geneva ; Brazil w:.S there 
a_gam .- to our IP"eat satisfaction - and f9r the 
first trme the Uruonof Socialist Soviet R@ublics 
and Turkey were represented 
Wh~t did _the Conference ·do f M. Theunis, 

wh0o directe:d 1ts proceedings with such competence 
and aut~onty! summed up its work in his closing 
speec!J., ~n wh~~h he declared that the Conference 

·had achieved a real and permanent result". 
One and all_ came to cfu:cuss _the burning questions 

of the ho~ mthout wastmg trme over divero-encies 
of doctrme. ~ discus~ions that might" have 
~rought t_he different eXlSting economic systems 
mto conflict '!ere systematically avoided ; certain 
facts w~e reglStered and an attempt was made to 
harmomse them and to determine how their 
evolution could, , if necessary, be modified. 

The Conf~ence investigated three main fields : 
eommerce, mdustry and agriculture. 

I, propose now to give you a rapid survey of the 
results achieved in each of these. 

As regards commerce, the Conference proclaimed 
at the_ outset, the necessity not of free trade but .of 
rever~mg as soo~ a~ possible to liberty of trading : 
that . lS! of abolishing all the import and export 
restr1et10ns and prohibitions which are for the 
most part, the fruits of war and post-war iliruculties. 
The. Confer~nce requested the League to convene 
a d~plomat1c confere~c~ as soon as possible to 
abolish all such restrJCtwns and prohibitions. 

The Conference, further, framed a programme for 
the just economic and fiscal treatment of 
&~rei~ers and foreign enterprises. 
_.,.Afur these questions - undoubtedly important 
m the~selves, but not the main object of its ' 
proceedings - the Conference faced the question 
of Customs tariffs. I need hardly remind you 
what the position was. a year ago. A kind of 
t_ariff competition was in progress, something 
like the pre-war armaments competition. · 
· The Conference declared categorically that this 
competition must cease, and that even if tariff 

o reduction proved impossible - desirable as it was 
in certain cases - there must at all events be no 
further increase. Protectionists and free-traders 
alike agreed on this point, without abandoning 
their particular standpoint, simply because they 
all recognised that Europe could not be allowed to 
continue in the dangerous path she was treading. 

The Conference · also recommended the 
simplification of Customs tariffs and, above all, 
the unification of Customs nomenclature. I know 
that to many uninitiated minds this may appear a 
matter of minor importance. Its importance is,· 

. however;· very considerable. 
(j When we come to examine all the inter-State 

commercial negotiations of recent years, we find 
' difficulties everywhere in connection with the so

called most-favoured-nation. clause. Quite recently 
in the Second Committee the Swedish delegation 
was again urging the merits of this clause. But 
in almost every case its application is hampered by 
the complexity-or, may I use a somewhat unaca
demic expression and say, the "cooking" Y - of 
Customs nomenclature. 

0 Accordingly, if we wish to see this important and 
very popular clause applied, we must first settle 
the question of Customs nomenclature and get it 
uniform aiJ over the world. On this point the 
Con£erence passed specific and definite resolutions. 
It al:ilo recommended that Customs tariffs should 
remain stable for a time.· · · 

Customs tariffs have of late been continually 
changing, so that trade between two nations 
might, at a day's notice, become impossible. The 

Conference was of opinion that tariff stability 
should be t>stahlished for a time. and that 
commercial treaties should be concluded on more 
o~ less ~tereotYIJI'd lines in order to avoid lengthy 
discusSions and -more impor~nt still - what 
~e often _<'onsiderable difficultiel\ in regard to 
mterpretation. , 

As regards ~his very point- the interpretation 
o! such ~a ties - the Conference for· the first 
time enuncmted the principle of arbitration. It ' 
even recommended that, if need be, a special 
department of the Hague Court should deal with 
comm~rcial cases. As you see, the Commerce 
Co~m1~tee faced t~e prob.lem. squarely and aimed 
at fmdmg as practical a solution as possible. 

The agenda of the Industry Committee included 
two important questions. The first was what is 
called - barbarously enough, as Dr. Breitscheld 
very truly said - rationalisation ; the second was 
industrial agreements. 

As regards rationalisation - that is, the · 
r~duction _of t_he _number of existing types with a 
Vlew to srmplifymg and regularising manufacture 
- the Conference, it must be confessed, did not 
get very far. It did no more than note that in many 
cases rationalisation was necessary and desirable 
~nd indicated that in applying this principle, the 
mterests of the parties <1oncerned - in the main, 
the working class - must be borne in mind. The 
Conference then urged that every encouragement 
should be given to efforts designe'd to improve the 
distribution of production. 

This brings us to the vital question of industrial 
agreements, cartels and trusts. Here it was 
found impossible - for it is just as important 
to say what the ConfcrenCP did not succeed in doing 
- to arrive at very satisfactory conclusions in 
the matter of principle. 

Trusts, it was said, oould not be ignorea ; their 
existence was an established fact, and industrial 
agreements might be good or bad a<'oording to the 
mentality of those responsible for them and 
according to the ideas on which they were based. 
In any case, certain dangers had to be avoided. 
What dangers ! First, the artificial railling of 
·prices whioh often follows upon an industrial 
agreement ; next, the possibility of restricting the 
supply of materials to certain countries which, not 
possessing raw materials, might not be able to 
continue th!)ir transforming industries ; and. lastly, 
the perfectly reasonable demand of certain 
countries that the present situation should not be' 
allowed to become crystallised. 

Such was the work of the Committee on Industry. 
As regards the Agriculture Committee, let me draw 
your attention again to a fact of great significance 
in modern economic life, the fact that for the first 
time amculture was placed on the. Sanle footing 
as commerce and industry and that questions 
relating to it were discussed with equal vigour and 
authority. 

The Agriculture C-ommittee quite naturallv 
arrived at conclusions which were closely allied 
to those of the Committees on Industry and 
Commerce. It was universally recognised that the 
prices of agricultural products were in many casE's 
determined by those of industrial products and that 
the recent drop iu agricultural prices was not 
without danger to the future of production. 

This, very briefly, is what the Conference 
achieved. J.et me now tell you what, in my view, 
it failed to achieve. 

I have already pointed out that, as regards 
industrial agreement& and the actual Wllrk of 
rationalisation, the ConferencE' arrived at somewhat 
inadequate conclusions, and never really got to the · 
root of the problPm. 
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Rut in my view it is chlefly in another direction 
that the Confto>rt.'nce, although it did not actually 
fail, had no time to arrive at practical conclusions. 
I refer to the question of the workers' standard of 
living, or, to be ·more precise, the contrast between 
two systRms of- political economy -- the American 
system under 'fhich, as the result of adapting 
industry to som(\ extent, wages are high, but goodR 
are cheap, and what I might call t.he European 
svstRm, under which cheap prolluntion has been 
achieved by reducing Ralaries to the lowest minimum 
consi~tent v.ith tho requirements of the working 
population. 

The Committee did not have time to go 
thoroughly into the question whether it ,would be 
possitle to transpose as it were, certain parts nf the 
American system and graft them on to the European 
system. In my opinion, this should be made the 
object of future research, for the American system, 
i~ may be noted, )l:ts obvmted many socffil 
difficulties, and this can perhaps hardly be claimed 
for the European system. 

This is merely a passing glimpse into the future 
and its possibilities ; but it should make. us think, 
and it will, I trust, eventually lead to definite 
action. 

Now we have to consider what we are going to 
do. Has anything yet been done since the . 
Conference ended ! Here :tgain allow me to pay a 
tribute to the Council. which lost no time in acting. 
It first decided to convene a Diplomatic Conference 
to consider the abolition of import and expert 
restrictions and prohibitions. Thi~ Conference, as 
you know, is to meet in the middle of Oetober, 
and the Second Committee has asked me to express 
on its beha.Jf the hope that as man.v nations as 
pos•ible will send representativE's, in order that 
really sound and useful conclusions may be 
reached. 

Then, without waiting for this Conference to · 
meet, the Council appointed a Committee of 
Experts to engage in preparatory· researches into 
the unifkation of Customs nomenclature, and I am 
happy to· inform the Assembly that they have 
laboured to such purpose that more than half the 
work is already done, and it should soon be possible 
to submit to the technical Committee a model 
Customs nomEnclature which can then be 
transmitted to all the States. · 

We thus already have to record two important 
acts since the Conference met. . · 

You are asked to-day to accomplish yet another. 
Before ·adjourning, the Conference expressed a 
hope that the existing Economic Organisation of 
the Lea.gue might be modified. Some of our 
colleagues thought that the present Economic 
Committee should be kept as a nucleus and further 
devtlopPd with extended powers, and that the · 
Confer( nee's dEcisions might be ca.rried out by the 
Economic Committee as thus modified. 
· I have never thought this a very practical 
suggestion. After a most courteous exchange of 
views in the Second Committee, we unanimously 
agreed upon the scheme which is submitted to you 
to-day and which I will breifly summarise. · 

The present · Economic Committee will be 
maintained ; it will be composed of about fifteen 
members, with the same powers as it now possesses. 
In addition, a second Committee will be created, 
which will be known as " the Consultative 
Committee", and will be similar in composition 
to the Preparatory Committee of the Conference ; 
tha~ is to say, it will include persons competent in 
agnc~lture, commerce, industry, finance, labour 
ques~wns and questions relating to consumption. 
I~ Will be compo~ed of about thirty-five members, 
five o~ whom will be delegates of the Economic 
Com=ttee. It will report directly to the Council, 

and will receive its instructions from the latter, 
sending copies of its decisions to the other technical 
organs.. of the League ~ ord_er to keep them 
informed and to obviate discussion later. . 
. You have to decide to-day whether you approve 

this organisation. We, for. our part, submit· the. 
scheme unanimously, though, I repeat, after long"" 
discussion. 

You will note in the text before yl;lu that the 
International Labour Office is to be inytted to 
co-operate directly with the new organisation, and 
even to submit to the Council the names of three 
labour members, and · that the International 
Chamber of_ Commerce and the International 
Institute of Agriculture at Rome are also to be 
asked to assist. 

But there is one special point that I have been 
asked to stress, and that is the importance which 
all the members of the Committee attach to the 
representation of agriculture in this new 
organisation. We think, as the World Economic 
Conference had already demonstrated, that . it 
is essential that agriculture should be adequately 
represented on the new Consultative Committee. 

This, then, is the Assembly's task; and this is~ 
what will be the future task of the Council. 

In the meanwhile, what have the Governments 
done Y The Governments, which· are so fully 
represented here, have already niade known their 
entire agreement with the recommendations of the 
Conference, and will, I am certain, support them. 
I think, , however, that they have gone even 
further, for some of them have already taken steps 
to carry out these recommendations. Dr. 
Stresemann said in his speech here that, but for the 
Conference, it m,ight have been impossible to sign 
the Franco-German Treaty of CommeQce cliO 
quickly or under the terms actually agreed upon. 
I may say that that is our firm conviction also. The 
World Economic Conference had not only laid down 
principles, but had created an atmosphere, and I 
should like briefly to explain to the Assembly -
I would not say as an example to be followed, but 
as proof of what Dr. Stresemann said, and of what 
I have just repeated -what are the main features 
of the Franco-German Economic agreement, andc 
how ,it demol).strates that the recommendations of 

· the Economic Conference have already been 
followed on several points. · 

The Franco-German commercial agreement is 
remarkable, firstly, because it is concluded for a 
definite period - a period which can be 
considerably extended.' It provides for the abolition 
of import prohibitions, ·and - for the first time in 
any commercial treaty - for recourse to 
arbitration. 

As from a certain date, the most-favoured-nation 
clause will be applied to France and Germany ; in . 
this connection be it noted, France has accorded a> 
75 per cent reduction on certain items, while 
Germany, has made considerable reductions in her • 
tariff figures.-

Lastly, the Treaty contains a series of clauses 
rel~J:ting to commercial and industrial property, the 
reglffie of ports, . and maritime and inland 
navigation - questions which had already been 
the subject of deliberations at Geneva. 

Dr.· Stresemann was right, therefore, in saying 
that. the Franco-German agreement is practicallyv 
a direct consequence .of the World Economic 
Conference. 

After the Governments have decided, by adopting ' 
the resolutio~~:s which are before you, to accept the 
recommendatiOns of the Conference what" still 
remains for us to do Y · ' 

M. Theunis, in his closing speech, to which I ., 
cannot do better than. refer again, said that we " 
~ere perhaps not working for ourselves but for the 
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ge:11eration after us, and that while we ourselves 
nn&"ht perhaps see the first_ leaves of the tree, the 
fruits would be for our children. This, however 
was no reason why we should not resolutely folio~ 
the course so successfully mapped out by the 
League. ' 

I am. not _of those people who believe that 
everythmg will be settled once economic problems 
have Q.een solved, for economics and politics 
p~sue one ano~her in a vicious circle. · I think, 
however, that if these causes of embitterment 
cl!'n be rel?ov~d, there is every likelihood that 
diSputes will diSappear with them. 
. A ~encJ;t poet once wrote that our .real duty 
~es hidden m the shadow, awaiting the will to carry 
1t out. 

The League has in many cases pointed out our 
real duty, and the Economic Conference has helped 
it. to do so : it now remains for us to supply the 
Wlll. 

The President : 

· Translation: M. Suvich, delegate of Italy, will 
adress the Assembly. 

. M. Suvich (Italy) : 

Translation : Mr. President, Ladies and 
Gentlemen - There art> two facts which are clear 
from the discussion that took place in the Second 
Committee on the subject · of the Economic 
Conference, they are : 

1. That general agreement on the results of 
i~ Conference is becoming more and more 

., 'll'dent; .. 
2. That the different countries are showing 

a great spirit of conciliation and of mutual 
understanding in their efforts to achieve ends 
which are manifestly of great general value, such 
as the carrying out of the reco=endations of 
the Conference. 

As regards my own Government, I need only 
refer to the statements of the Minister of National 
Economy, which were communicated to all the 
Governments and which evince entire agreement 
with the principles laid down by the Conference. 

Indeed, I might say that my Government had 
already signified its approval of these 
reco=endations when in 1924 it submitted a 
proposal for an agreement to abolish import and 
export prohibitions, which I hope will be . the 
outcome of the Diplomatic Conference next 
October. 

·Having noted the agreement on the results 
of the Conference and on -the necessity of putting 
these results into practice, the Second Committee 
endeavoured to find a method which would help 
to promote this. 

Opinions differed on this subject ; some desired 
purely and simply to preserve the existing organs 
and employ them to apply the principles laid down 
by the Conference ; others wished the League's 
economic services to be entirely remoulded and 
adjusted to the new work. · · 

A middle way· was chosen which preserved the 
balance between well-intentioned impatience and 
legitimate caution. 

The solution contemplated and submitted to the 
Assemblf- as set forth by M. Loucheur in his 
masterly report - seems a desirable one because 
itutakes into account both the necessity of leaving 
untouched the present organisation, which has 
given such excellent results, .and also the advantage 
of enabling the Council to follow the work - which 
must needs be done stage by stage, but which we all 

hope will be as speedy as possible - of applying 
the principles laid down by the Conference. 

In order to help the Council here it was considered 
desirable to set up a Consultative Committee to 
include all the interests which were represented at 
the Conference. ·' 
. ~he duties of this Consultati'(e Committee will be 

limited and the time at its disposal will be short 
in_ com~arison with the task to be fulfilled, but it 
Will ~nJOY great authority, thanks to the hi~h' 
~tanding of its members ; and it will render 
mvaluable assistance to the Council by giving the 
latter ·a general view of the progress made in 
the work of carrying out the Conference's 
recommendations and by proposing the necessary 
measures for expediting this work. ' 

For these reasons we think that the solution 
submitted to the Assembly by the Committee,maj 
be regarded as an important step forward on tha 
road towards economic peace. 

The President : 

Translation: M. Veverka, delegate of Czecho
slovakia, will address the Assembly. 

1\1. Veverka (Czechoslovakia) : 

Translation : Mr. President, Ladies and Gentle
men - The great economic repercussions which 
followed upon the war, together with the 
underlying factors which existed before it, led to 
a state of affairs that insistently caU~d for joint 
deliberations followed by concerted action to apply 
remedies in keeping with the gravity of the situation. 

When the first step was taken towards this great 
achievement, the results of which we are discussing 
to-day, scepticism was freely expressed in certain 
cirrles. 

Czechoslovakia was from the outset among 
those who believed that it was possible to indicate 
and find the. remedies required, and primarily, to 
make a true analysis of the causes of the present 
unrest by a candid, frank and general exchange of 
views. · 

-I had the honour to say then how greatly the 
Czechoslovak delegation valued what might be 
ca-lled the diagnosis which the future Conference 
would have to make, and I nm especially glad to be · 
able to say that the hopes we placed in this diagnosis 
and analysis were amply justified. 

With a real appreciation of the work before it, 
the Conference set its! If the twofold task of defining 
and ma.king known the nature of the difficulties, 
and of indicating how they might be overcome or 
lessened by international economic co-operation. 

The conclusions of-the Conference, which we have 
before us, show definite success in both these fielils . 

.As regards the first part of the work, I welcome 
chiefly the constructive and scientific methods 
by which the Conference has been able to draw a. 
clear and definite picture of the position . as it is 
now ; my satisfaction is particularly great because 
different aspects are constantly being stressed by 
different interests, and as an inevitable consequence 
the real position has often been obscured. 

Propaganda, sometimes tendencious, has been 
carried on with the object of disseminating ideas, 
often wrong ideas, regarding economic unrest 
and its causes. However, the Economic Conference 
starting from premises which were scientifically 
defined and laid down, succeeded from the outset in 
laying bare, with unerring accuracy and precision, 
from among the mass of conflicting ideas and 
interests, the real origin of the unrest, in defining 
the existing causes of this unrest. and in reducing 
these causes to their proper proportions. The 
Conference will always enjoy the indisputable merit 
of having applied a corrective to these wrong a.nd 

) 
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sometimes confused ideas, and I feel it my bounden 
duty to offer it the sincere thanks of the countries 
concerned. 

As regards the Conference's method of work, 
I especially wish •'to draw atte~tion to i~ happy 
idea of securing <the co-operatiOn of agriCul.tnral 
circles, since agriculture takes such a pro=ent 
part in production, and of having consulted the 
workers, both as producers and as consumers. 

The second part of the work before the Confer
ence was to seek a method of mmedying the present 
position. Thanks to well-devised action, in which 
thP complexity of present conditions was kept in 
view, the Conference was able to reach agreement 
on a number of principles, the adoption of which 

' it considers to be a sure means of eliminating 
economic unrest. The fact that before long all 

',the,countries concerned will havP acceded to these 
oprinciples shows how just and appropriate the 
remedies werP. 
, On behalf of the Czechoslovak dekgation I 

desire to give my Government's unreser>ed acces
sion to all these conclusions, though indeed in 
doing so I am only repeating what the Czechoslovak 
representative on the Council. said at the June 
session. 

Dr. Stresemann, in one of his blilliant speeches, 
declared that it is for us to see that. these decision~ 
do not remain purely platonic but soon become 
realities . 

.As regards my o~n country; I may say that my 
Government has already bt>en able to bring its 
economic policy into linE' with the principles laid 
down by the Conference. In fact, the three 

·commercial agreements concluded by Czechoslo
vakia since the Economic Conferen<'e - with 
.Austria, Hnnl,!'ary, and Spaiu - are inspired bs 
t!JP. spirit of the resolution$ adopted by that 
Conference. 

CzPchoslovakia is prepared to continue this policv 
for she is firmly convinced of the need for ~>lose 
co-operation. between all nations, and espe<'ially 
between those political entities whose common 
economic interest is dictated by the common 
static forces of nature and by the dynamic forces 
of historical evolution. It considers, as it has 
always done, that the collective application of 
this principii' is the surest method of achieving 
world economic prosperity. And it is this pros
perity alone which can, in my opinion, give birth 
in the brain and heart of man to the desire of 
attaining the ultimate goal, the greatest blessing 
of humanity - peace. 

The President : 

Translation : M. J ouhaux, delegate of France, 
will address the .Assembly. 

!U. Jouhaux (France) : 

Translation : Mr. President, Ladies and 
Gentlemen - I must claim your indulgence for 
beginning my speech at such a late hour, but I wish 
to put before you a point of view which, though it 
may perhaps seem somewhat individual, is, in my 
opinion, of very great importance ; for without it 
there can be no full comprehension of the problems 
before us, no complete acceptance of the solutions 
demanded by these problems, and hence, the results 
may be less fruitful. 

On the conclusion of the work of the International 
Economic Conference, I came to this platform to 
announce our accession to the resolutions which 
were about to be passed. Not that we considered 
the resolutions submitted . to the International 
Econo.mic Conference to be wholly satisfactory to 
us - m fact I applauded the Rapporteur just now 
when he said that the Conference had perhaps 

lacked boldness. At the end of the Conference we 
especially emphasised this lack of boldness because 
we thougjlt it necessary to do so ; nevertheless, we 
gave ou~:c accession because the Conference had not 
finished its work, because it was asking for the 
institutlqn of a new organ to complete the work 
already begun, to go more deeply into the questions 
which had been raised and thereby ·reach more 
rational solutions of the problems submjtted ior 
general consideration. · 

Our attitude is the same to-day. We are gi~ing 
our accession to the resolutions of the Second 
Committee because these resolutions aim at creating 
the organ . which we thought, and still think, 
essential to bring to a successful conclusfon the work 
of the Economic Conference and of the League. 

I should like, in giving our accession, to express 
our confidence as well ; for though we agree that 
something has already been achieved we may 
certa.inly regret - and I for one deeply regret -· 
the slowness of its achievement. Yet, despite 
all, we must recognise that the work accomplished 
the results obtained, are full of promise for the 
future. 

A few years ago, immediately after the war, 
when we were facing the prospect of unemployment 
and industrial crises ; when we were pointing out 
economic difficulties which were bound to arise ; 
when,· in view of these very difficulties, we were 
asking for an economic organ . which could cope 
adequately with the new conditions, we were told 
that economic interests conflicted too sharply and 
were too varied ever to allow such an organisation 
to be established. 

Facts, however, have laid bare the weakness of 
these arguments, and peoples and Governmoots e 
have had to adopt the course which we pointed !!Out,.., 
in order to avoid the aggravation of the evils from 
which we are still suffering. . 

Thus, industrial agreements were formed ; the 
Franco-German Commercial Treaty was signed, in 
order, I believe, to meet these necessities .. I should 
like, in my turn, to welcome this treaty as marking 
a beginning, and I venture to think that it will be 
a lasting achievement_ 

One fact must be recognised :. the Governments 
have been obliged to accept the growth of the 
economic interdependence of nations side by side -
with the development of international solidarity, 
and in particular the development of European 
solidarity. But- though I say it with no ill 
intent - Governments or States may note these 
facts, hut they cannot as yet act. To enable them 
to act special machinery must be set up. 

A continent like Europe,. over-populated and 
over industrialised as compared with other 
continents, cannot possibly prosper unless it breaks 
with the old economic methods. Europe is still too 
much wedded to pre-war tradition and to the 
post-war economic policy. Dhrided as it is into 
some thirty States, it cannot exploit ·its wealth 
on a great scale ; it cannot rationalise its production; 
it~ _enormous market - a population of 400 
nnll10ns - cannot be thrown open. Methods 
must be changed, a way must be found. What is 
that way to be ! This, clearly, is the crux of the 
problem. befl!re us. The main problem lies in 
mtroducmg· m old Europe modern methods· of 
orga~ising work w~ich, while guaranteeing the 
wl!rkmg classes an e1~ht-hour day will enable cost 
pnces to be lowered m all branches of production. 

'Yhat. must be dl!ne to achieve this ! We must 
rat10nahse pr?duct10n, that is to say, divide it 
among_ the different. ~r~nches, in all countrills, 
accor~mg to potent.Ial!ties and needs ; improve 
machmery so as to ehmmate waste · liberate all the 
f?rces of production by lowering ta~iffs (this is the 
first stage towards Customs unity, which, we 
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admit, will not be brought about until the various 
countries are free from the fear. that their home 
industrial interests will be injured by freedom of 
trade) ; find suitable and gradual methods of 
eliminating all the parasitic industries which have 
sprung up in the periods of economic or financial 
disequlibrium. 

As we are all aware, this vast evolution can 
only be -~tccomplished with careful management if 
we Jtre · to avoid dangerous shocks during this 
transition period between two phases of Eurppean
production. In particular, we must prevent the 
rationalisation of production from ending in the 
formation of trusts,. the activities of which would 
conflict with the aim we have in view. 

This evolution must therefore be effected, as the 
Economic Conference recognised, under the 
supervision of national and international public 
opinion, which is the guarantee, indispensable for 
the general community, of that international 
economic peace which is indissolubly linked with 
political peace. 

International economic peace is indissolubly 
linked with political peace, which cannot exist 
for long without it. I go so far as to say that, if 
we examined to-day the underlying causes of all 
the difficulties in the way of security and 
disarmament, we should find that the policy of 
most countries is actuated by undisclosed motives 
of an economic character. 

I venture now to dwell for a moment upon 
another aspect of the same problem. 

The working classes undeniably play a most 
CllmP\:>Jtant part in the achievement of peace. 
~hey suffered cruelly from the consequences of 
the war, and from the chaos in production and in 
trade, caused by the many violent economic and 
financial crises which have shaken the- world. 
To give back to the working classes social security 
to enable them to benefit by the advantages of 
rationalisation, to ensure to the~·in every c?untry 
the wages to which they are ent1tled and wh1ch, by 
their general level and higher purchasing power, 
will increase their material prosperity and pO'Iyer 
of consumption, to free them from the hauntmg 
fear of unemployment - such is the ~eat work of 
peace which it is our duty to accomplish. 

• 

In order that' rationalisation, such as I have 
defined it very briefly and doubtless incompletely, 
may hav~ full eff~ct, in order t~at it may lead to a 
kind of rejuvenatlOn of all the Vltal forces of Europe, 
increased production must find a Europ~an outl~t 
through a general increase of consum_PtlOn. This 
cannot be attained unless the _consumm~ power of 
the peoples is ra~ed, an.d this . consummg po'Yer 
cannot be raised Wlthout mcre!lsmg the ~urcha.smg 
power of wages, ~t~o'!lt app:emably lowermg pnces. 
International equilibr1um will only be pl!lced on an 
unshakable foundation when the. wo~kmg class~s 
of every country feel in their daily life th~t this 
political peace which ~e . are en~eavourmg ~o 
make permanent and this mternat10nal econoffilc 
peace which we ~e endeavouring to_ bring about, 
give to them the social security to which they have 
a sacred right. 

What means are we offered to accomplish this 
task ¥ 

M. Loucheur has told us in his very full and lucid 
statement. 

1-he Consultative Coffilllitte~ is c~rtainly not the 
international economic council which 'Ye had khad 
. . In spite of all however, 1t mar s a 
~ 'Yle'Y. and the vario~s interests are to play. 
a ~'it which, though small at present, must 

necessarily increase as the work of the Consultative 
Committee proceeds. 

We could wish that the great corporate and 
therefore responsible interests , had occupied a 
larger place in this Consultative, Committee. We 
could wish that the different interests created by 
the Peace Treaty had been mOle fully represented 
on it ; we could wish that the League's technical 
organs had been associated more closely with the 
Committee's future work ; we could wish, too, for 
recognition of the important fact that the idea of the 
International Economic Conference sprang not 
only from ever-growing economic unrest, but was 
also the outcome of movements which had already 
begun in various countries and which in some had • 
called for the constitution of new bodies to study 
current economic questions - I refer to the national 
economic councils which are doing such admir<o~ble 
work in Germany and other countries, which are 
beginning to operate in France and which will, I 
hope, shortly be set up in other European countried 
as well. 

I could wish, for my part, that more heed had 
been paid to this social fact. and that the Consulta
tive Committee should somehow be so constituted 
as to enable the national economic committees of 
each country to become its correspondents and 
keep it informed, so that, in the light of these 
investigations and reports, it could more easily 
co-ordinate and harmonise the various national 
economic systems - for that, after all, is our real 
aim. 

It has been alleged that such harmonisation is 
Utopian. I will not repeat here what M. Theunis, 
the President of the world Economic Conference 
said when he condemned economic nationalism in 
such forcible terms. I will say this, however, that 
the clash of economic interests is much more 
apparent than real, and that if only the excessive 
individualism of national interests is curbed, a 
stage can be reache~ when _natio?al interests are 
fused in the general mternat10nal mterests. 

You will say that this is a 'Utopian id~al. 
My reply is that the Utopia of to-day will be the 

real world of to-morrow, just as the Utopia of 
yesterday is the reality of to-day ; and I add that 
no national solutions for the economic problems 
before us can be reached except within the frame
work of a general plan involving international 
co-operation. 

For all these reasons, therefore, we are fully 
confident, and also because the Council of the 
League woul~ not, we feel sl:ll'e, wish t~e Consul
tative Comffilttee to pass like a fleetmg com~t 
through the firmament of the Le~~e. It ~ 
wish it to be effective and stable both m 1ts constltu
tion and in the work entrusted to it. 

We accept the resolution submitted to us -
although we could have wished it to be clearer 
and bolder - because we are convinced that the 
will of the peoples, which remains the prime a~d 
ultimate moving force inall so cial progre~s, ~ 
take this feeble and skeleton body, clothe 1t Wlth 
flesh and breathe into it the breath of life. 

The President : 

Tranalation : The discussion will be continued 
at 10 a.m. to morrow. 

The .Assembly ros~ at 7.20 p.m. 
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The President : 

0 · Translation : The first item on the agenda is the 
continuation of the discussion on the report of t~e 
Second Committee on the World Economic 
Conferency and the Economic Organisation of the 

. Le91rue of Nations. (Annex 24, document A.92.1927. 
IQ~ . . 

(On the invitation of the Pres!dent Mr. Dandurand, 
'0 Chairman of the Second Comm~ttee, and M. Loucheur, 

Rapporteur, took their places on the platform.) 

The President : 

Translation :· His Excellency M. Neculcea 
delegate of Roumania, will address the Assembly. 

M. Neculeca (Roumania) : 

Translation : Mr. President, Ladies and 
Gentlemen- The results of the great World 
Economic Conference, consisting of experts 
summoned by the League to discuss economic 
phenomena due mainly to the post-war disturbance 
of financial and economic equilibrium, exceeded our 
most sanguine hopes. 

This was undoubtedly one of the most remarkable 
Conferences ever convened by the League, and will 
rightly be regarded as one of its chief claims to 
fame. 

It was, in fact, the first practical attempt to 
view the economic life of the peoples as a whole, 
with the object of determining how it can best be 
adjusted to post-war conditions. 

In other words, it denoted a realisation of the 
fact that economic phenomena can no longer be 
considered unilatPrally, within the geographical 
frontiers of each individual country, but must be 
viewed in relation to the economic life of all the 
civilised countries of the world. This is really a 
definite recognition of the economic interdependence 
of the nations. 

The task of the Economic Conference was, 
therefore, to determine and state ~ c~e~r a~d 
precise terms the nature of the econonnc difficulties 
from which the world is suffering, to isolate the 
factors and causes ot those difficulties, and to 
indicate how, by co-operation and mutual 
assistance- while taking duly into account the 
national requirements of each country- it might 
be possible to abolish or at all events to attenuate 
them. 

The economic phenomena resulting from the 
present ill-balancerl. conditions have often been 
likened to actual diseases. It was only natural, 
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tlwrefore, that the Conference should have been 
called upon to supply specific remedies. It replied 
franklv that economic science is not as far advanced 
as medicine, and that all it could do for the 
moment was to ,look after the patient's general 
health before Hperimenting with remedies, of 
which neither the exact powers ' nor the proper 
dose is yet know!i. 

The first thing is to restore world economic 
equilibrium. What a tremendous undertaking 

· that is, with all that it entails ! M. Theunis, the 
eminent President of the Economic Conference, 
rightly said that no machinery for the settlement of 
international disputes could be relied upon to 
maintain peace if the economic policies of the world 
were allowed to develop unilaterally, since economic 

.. disputes and varying economic interests were 
perhaps the most serious and most permanent 
dangers to world peace. 

An extremely interesting point has already been 
mentioned by III. Loucheur, the emipimt Rapporteur 
of the Second Committee, namely, that, in spite of 
the variety of questions raised, the diversity of 
theories and the legitimate· national sentiments 
of all who took part in the Conference, one definite 
fact emerged- the unanimous desire to make sure 
that international trade will successively overcome 
all obstacles in its path and resume the general · 
upward movement which is at once a sign of the 
world's economic health and the necessary 
condition for the development of civilisation. 

The findings of the Conference on the 
rationalisation of production, on industrial agree
ments - subject to CP-rtain conditions and 
guarantees - on the collection and exchange of 
information and on other subjects were also 
extremely important. Lastly, how significant it 
is that, for the first time, agriculture should have 
been placed on the same footing as industry and 
commerce in the general examination ot the world 
economi<' situation. 

Actually, the principal causes of the wodd 
economir. unrest are to be found mainly in the 
disorganisations caused by the 'l"ar, and not in the 
inadequacy of natural resources or the lack of 
human energ.v to exploit them. The potential 
economic 1'('80urces of the world are undiminished, 
but defective methods have prevented full use 
being made of the existing powers of, production. 

To contemplate the removal of the present 
economic difficulties, with the object of restoring 
world economic equilibrium, is of course to view 
the problem in its widest bearing,- but even the 
most optimistic and the most r.ourageous would 
undou'Qtedly be afraid of being :ridiculed if they 
attempted to maintain that a complete solution 
of this very complex and most difficult problem 
was likely to I?e immeq.iately forthcoming. ' 

Accordingly, we are obliged to consider the 
achievement .of world economic equilibrium 
thrl!~gh_ the JUXtaposition and superposition of 
equilibnum as achieved within national .limits. 

Each country must first regairi its own economic 
equilibrium - as determined by the economic 
factors peculiar to it - by appropriating the 
relevant resolutions and recommendations of the 
Conference. After this first stage all must co-operate 
~o the best of their ability and means in putting 
~to effect those resolutions which are international . 
1n character. . 

Bilateral agreements will facilitate the spread · 
of eco~omic equilibrium from country to country 
and wi!J. pave the way for negotiations and th~ 
con~lus10n of conventions, agreements and inter
natll!nal pro!ocols which will constitute as it were 
the mternat10nal economic charter recommended 
by the Conference. 

.. 
This cannot be accomplished in a day or even 

· in a year, but it will be accomplished, certainly and 
inevitably, to the greater glory of the League 
which faised the problem, placed it unde; 
exhaustive examination,. and .is even now bein 
entrusted with the application of the more genera~ 
recommendations for its solution. 

The International Economic Conference also 
indicated to the Council the main lines for the 
constitution of the body appointed to catty out" its 
recommendations so as to ensure their sut!cess. 

The Roumanian Government will make a point 
of going carefully into the important resolutions 
of the Conference and will devote to them the 
sympathetic attention which they deserve. It 
wishes to state, here and now, that the resolutions 
relating to agriculture, improved methods of 
work, the development of the co-operative system 
and the re-organisation of agricultural credit are 
in agreement with the essential principles of the 
policy which it has long followed and to which it 
fully intends to adhere. 

The President : 

Translation: His Excellency H~sein · Khan 
AHl., delegate of Persia, will address the Assembly. 

His Exeelleney Hussein Khan Ala (Persia) : 

Translation : Mr. · President, Ladies and 
Gentlemen - Having taken part in the important 
work of the Second Committee, I should like on 
behalf of the Persian delegation, to express our great 
appreciation of the spirit of justice, solidarity and 
practical co-operation which has characterised that 
Committee's deliberations. . 0 0 

I should like at the same time to pay a t~butlil. 
to M. Loucheur for his lucid and masterly report 
and for his clear, precise and very full statements. 

I have already had occasion in Committee to 
explain my · Government's attitude in regard 
to the results of the International Economic 
Conference. ' 

I should like to say again that. Persia cordially 
welcomes the principles adopted by that Conference 
which marks the beginning of a new era in the lif~ 
of nations. Persia, as much as any other country 
desires the stability and prosperity of the world 
wJ:Uch a better economic understanding will not 
fall to promote and regards the resolutions of that 
Conference as an ide~,tl which we must all endeavour 
to attain if we wish to assuage the ills of hunia,'l:i:ity. 
But in the general enthusiasm we must nofl"lose 
sight of the special circumstances of certain 
countries. such as my ·own, where industry is 
comparatively undeveloped, where tariffs are very 
low and whe~e. the economic situation is precarious 
and even cnt10aJ : such countries while desiring 
.to co-operate as far as possible with others must 
for a time do their best to foster their' home· 
industries. · 
~ . you know, Persia has consent~d to great 

sacrifices of revenue in her earnest desire to co
opera~ in the humanitarian scheme of the League 
of Nations; but on the other hand she clainls tariff 
autonomy,, and the Assembly reco.,.nises the justice 
of her clallli. o 

We are dee:ply gr~teful for this act of justice, and 
we have no mtentlon of abusing this autonomy. 

As ,YOU see, I have no wish to strike a discordant 
!lote m. the atmosphere of harmony and unanimity/ 
m which the Second Committee's r~~olutions 
should be welcomed. I simply wished to state 
cle~rly ~nd f~ankly my country's special situati0'n, 
WhiCh lS qmte different from that of European 
States, .and which obliges us to make certain 
reservatiOns .. We are sure, however, that all the 
Members of the League, with their spirit of 
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fi:a~rni~y and "co-operation, will understand our 
difficulties and help us to overcome them. 

The President : • 
Tra_nslatfon: Count Mensdorff, first delega~.of 

An~trta, will address the Assembly. 

J' Count .1\J;nsdorlf !Austria) : .. 
Trarwlation• : 1\fr. Presid<>nt, · Ladies and 

Gentlem«l'n - The Second Committ~e's report iR a 
further. proof of the great importance of the 
resolntu~ns adopted by the Economic Conference 
last sprmg. 

· I;'l spite of the vast and complex problems with 
~h~ch that C?nference was faced, it was able to 
mdicate practical methods by which international 
economic life, which was so rudely shaken b:v the 
war a;'ld its results, could be brought back to 
healthier and more normal conditions. 

The Economic Conference also snc(l('Eided in 
proving that international co-operation in the 
econo~c sphere is an absolute necessity for the 
e.cononnc development of nations, and hence for 
te maintenance of peace. 

. The unanimous desire expressed by air the 
-members of the Economic Conference to surmount 
economic obstacles in the common interest was the 
firs~ co_n~tion of snc_cess. and the unanimity of this 
destre m Itself constitutes an important success for 
the Conference. . 

The experts who composed · the Conference 
indicated what objects had to be achieved. It 
remains now to . carry out the Conference's 
recommendations ; this is the most important and 
per&aps0 the most difficult task before the 
Govt(fnlUilnts which we represent here. . 

ln the masterly statement which he made to the 
Second Committee, M. Thennis said that, when 
closing the Economic Conference last May, he 

tyecommended delegates to champion in their own 
countries the ideas which they had just adopted. 
There is no country for which international co
operation in the economic sphere is more important 
than for Austria. A vast territory which, in the 
cdllrse of centuries, had become·an economic nnit, 
was suddenly split up in such a manner that new 
methods, . new forms and new organisations had 
to be found in every field of economic life. 

Austria was one of the first countries which 
unhesitatingly and unconditionally acceded to the 
Conferen.ce~!!_ recommendations. In June last 
the. Feneral Chancellor, Monsignor Seipel, stated, 
before the competent Parliamentary Committee 
to which the work of the Economic Conference had 
been referred, that Austria adhered without 

• reservation to the reco=endations .and 
suggestions of the Conference, adding that he 
~nld endeavour to come to agreement with other 
Governments with a view to facilitating the 
I!'Ji:ecntion of these recommendations. 

He also said that Austria would have no difficulty 
in complying with the invitation to extend the 
system of tariff treaties, to refrain from introducing 
autonomous tariffs before negotiating with other 
States, and to grant the most-favoured-nation 
clause. 

Austria's co=ercial policy is wholly in 
conformity with these principles. 
~he Austrian Government will also take into 

accd\l.nt the reco=endation to diminish 
excessively high Customs duties and will make a 
beginning, even before any international action 
has ta"llen place, by reducing duties already 
established by reason of temporary abnormal 

~onditions following on the war. The departments 
l"'::<lncerned will be instructed to revise the whole 

Customs tariff in the light of these Pri?Ciples, 

As regards the conclusion ot conventions and 
the other resolutions of the Economic Conference 
the Federal Chancellor declared, on behalf of th~ 
Govern~ent, that the latter approves them without 
res~rvat10n. These !eso!utions give l)Oice to ideas 
Which ~ave always mspired the policy of Austria 
but WhiCh we were not in a position to effect single~ 
handed. . <> 

The Federal Government will enter into 
negotiations with the other Governments with 
a v_iew to puttin~ these resolutions into practice. 
~mce the Economic Conference, Austl'ia and the 

Uruted St~tes of ~erica have ill:itinlled a treaty, 
for a per1od of eight years, which contains the 
most-favoured-nation clause. A new Treaty of 
Commerce with Czechoslovakia has come into 
for?e. N e_gotill.~ions wi_th Hungary are proceeding 
satisfactorily wtth a VIew to the conclusion of a 
supplententary tariff treaty : this will be the first • 
long-term treaty of its kind, since, under present 
conditions, short-term treaties are unfortunately 
the general rule. 

The Austrian Government notes with keen 
satisfaction that the League has taken constructive 
measures to give effect to the recommendations 
·of the Economic Conference ; the League has 
convened an International Diplomatio Conference, 
which is to meet in October, to deal with import 
and export prohibitions and restrictions, and also 
a Diplomatic Conference to determine the criteria 
for defining the status of foreigners, to abolish 
unjust discrimination between foreigners and 
nationals, to prevent double taxation, and to deal 
with the unification of tariff nomenclature. 

Austria is prepared to co-operate in ·au these 
activities both through her Government and 
·through her principal economic organisations. · 

From the outset the Austrian National Committee 
of the International Chamber of Commerce exerted 
itself to assist in the preparatory work for the 
Economic Conference. 

For instance, the well-known scheme of the 
International Chamber of Commerce for the 
economic -and fiscal treatment of nationals and 
companies of one State admitted to settle in the 
territory of another was due largely to the efforts 
of the Austrian National Committee of the Inter
national Chamber of Commerce. 

The Conference noted the, essential interdepen
dence of industry, commerce and agriculture. 
Austria is an agricultural and industrial country 
and will do her best to ensure that the interests of 
agriculture are safeguarded as closely as those 
of industry and commerce, when the recommenda
tions of the Conference come to be put into practice. 
I am glad to note that the report makes special 
mention of the importance of agricultural interests. 

Austria gives her fnll adherence to the resolutions 
submitted by the Second Committee, and trusts 
most sincerely that all these proposals relating to 
economic co-operation will be crowned with success, 
and that the first step, as attested by the work of the 
Economic Conference, will be followed by further 
progress in this direction. 

· The President : 

Translation: Jonkheer Loudon, delegate of the 
Netherlands, will address the Assembly. 

Jonkheer London (Netherlands): 

Translation : Mr. President, Ladies and 
Gentlemen - I have only a short statement to 
make and a recommendation to offer you. 

At the beginning of the session, the first delegate 
of the Netherlands stated here that the Netherlands 
Government had given its fnll adherence to the 
conclusions · and resolutions of the Economic 
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C{)nference, on behalf both of the Netherlands 
and of the Dutch East Indies and West Indies. 
The Foreign Minister declared that the approval 
with which the resolutions of the Conference had 
been received on all sides angnred well for their 
future realis~ tion. 

Since then, further manifestations of approval 
have been fO:.thcoming. Several speakers have 
made similar announcements in the plenary meetings 
and, during the discussions on the subject in the 
Second Committee, the representatives of 
practically all the States llfem bers declared that 
their Governments desired to associate themselves 
with the resolutions of the Conference. 

These statements promise well for the prospects 
of economic disarmament - one of the essential· 
conditions for moral disarmament, witho]J.t which 
the limitation and reduction of mll.terial armaments 

'is impossible. I therefore regard it as an excellent 
sign that the Assembly should have shown so much 
interest in this vital question. 

One point I should especially like to stress, 
and that is the responsibility· entailed by these 
official statements. llfembers of the League must 
show that they realise the responsibility devolving 
upon them by reason of their unanimous approval 
of the Conference's decisions, for if, despite this 
general agreement, despite all these declarations 
of approval, despite all our mutual congratulations 
on the results of the Conference, economic policies 
still persist in the dangerous path they have 
hitherto followed, there is the danger that a wave 
of profound discouragement may spread throughout 
the world. llfurmurs will be heard : What good is 
the League if, in spite of all its declarations and 
resolutions, no ·practical resjl!ts are forthcoming Y 

Let lis do all in our power to prevent such 
disappointment, which would certainly react most 
unfavourably on the work of the League as a whole. 
No one, I am sure, in this Assembly will agree more 
heartily with what I am saying than 1\f. Loucheur, 
to whose initiative the Conference was due, and to 
whom T should like to pay a further tribute for the 
work which he has set on foot. 

Thanks to his initiative, the nations have fo the 
first time joined hands. The work is only just hegnn 
- it only represents the first step. But the road 
is marked out and we know now that the· different 
countries will always tend to co-operate even more 
closely, in order, as I said in 1925, in this very hall, 
to avoid the dangers of economic anarchy, which 
would constitute a me'nace to world security. 

The President : 

Translation : llfajor Elliot, delegate of the 
British Empire, will address the Assembly. 

Major Elliot (British Empire) : 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen- We 
are now in the closing stages of this discussion. 
It h~s been of such great importance to Europe, in 
particuJ:lr, and has raised such lively interest 
among 1ts peoples that I may be allowed in a few 
words to give the impressions of the British 
delegation. 

I cannot claim to speak on the matter .with the 
authority and experience of many present in this 
hall, and still less with the authority of those who 
took part in the great Conference, whose report we 
are now considering. But this .is a matter which 
touches us all and of which we must all be judges. 

We have seen in the pMt, in the case of the 
Brussels Conference, an example of the most 
successful working of the spirit of the League 
Without any coercion, without executive authority. 
the great wisdom of its pronouncements was such 
that they penetrated the minds of men and left 
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them spontaneously to follow the course that had 
been recommended. · 

In the present case we have another Conference 
whos'e judgments have equally been recognised 
as Wise, and it is to be hoped, and indeed 
co~fidently anticipated, that they will in their 
turn' form the basis of the public polic;y in futur~ 
to the same extent as the pr~nouncements of th~'. 
Brussels Conference have done m the past. 'fe have 
heard the speeches and read the re'}>orts on the 
decisions of that Conference, and I do not mtend to 
recapitulate what has been said or·what has been 
written in the reports which have been printed or 
circulated. 

I should like to say how strikingly has emerged 
from the report and from the discussions, the 
importance of agriculture in the economy of the 
world as a whole, and the British Empire, in 
particular, with its giant production of agricultural 
products, is interested in that aspect of the matter. 
The representative of India, during the discussions, 
said that, of the three hundred million inhabitants 
in his country not less than one hundred million 
live directly by work upon the soil - a colossal 
thought. 1\>Ioreover, our Empire as a whole suppor~ 
over two hundred million cattle and two hundre~ 
million sheep. These figrires serve to give some 
slight indication of the enormous. importance of 
agriculture, even in connection with the economy 
of the British Empire, of which agriculture is not 
always· considered as one of its primary interests. 

On the question of industry, the verdicts of the 
Conference are not those on which I wish to speak 
at any length, because the problem on which the 
Conference spoke with the clearest voice was that of 
commerce. I only wish again to repE).itt .;he 
fundamental fact that, of all the export~ wliich 
are sent out from any. country in .the world, ~ne
fifth are sent to the British market ; out of every 
five men working in the world for export one man 
is working on an article for the British market. This ,1 
shows how fundamentally Great Britain is interested'" 
in.the matters which are being raised here .. 

We repeat again our declaration that the British 
Government is wholeheartedly in . favour of the 
principles of the report, and willing and anxioliS 
to play its part in co-operating to secure the 
practical application of these principles. 

I would adhere to the declaration which has been 
made by the Netherlands Government, both in 
Committee and here from this tribune, that a grave 
responsibility falls on the signatories to this report 
and the Governments of the States to tak~ practical 
steps towards bringing about results which, in 
principle, we have accepted here. 

The delegate of the Netherlands emphasised in 
Com~tte~ the pressure felt by all low-tariff 
countnes JUSt now - the pressure of circumstances 
~n.d, even more, the pressure of example. The':)'~;. 
1s m every country a Protectionist school of thoughli:' 
~n .some c_ountries it is in power ; in other countrieg> 
1t _1s not m power ; but it is certainly enormously 
reinforced by the examples to which it can point 
throughout the world of great, enlightened yes 
and prosperous States, which hold rigidly' to ~ 
protectionist policy. 

It is undoubtedly difficult for the low -tariff 
countries to Jay their hands upon their hearts and 
say that in them is enshrined true wisdom and that 
the path they are following will not eventually 
lead them to ruin and degradation · although/ of 
co~rse, their paths have not yet l~d them to the 
rum and degradation which is so' confidently 
prophesied. ..,• · 

We find already that many practical steps have 
been. ~aken .. We find that the Conference on the .l'J, 
abolitw~~: of 1mport and export prohibitions is tif"'\ 
meet this autumn. Even at the present session 
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• 
of the Assembly you will have laid before you a 
Protocol dealing with the enforcement of arbitral 
awards throughout the world, which will be opened 
for signature. • 

It may be that we shall see M. Paul-Bonc9ur 

~
coming to the feet of M. Loucheur and supplicat.ing 

im to finl'l out how it is that he bas succeeded 
n getting England to approach a thing called a 

ProtocOl ; sto.ll more, to sign anything which 
agrees t~ sanctions for the enforcement of arbitral 
awards. This only shows that practical steps 
have already been taken and that more practical 
steps will follow. 

This is a parting of the ways. We have to make, 
and, more particularly, as the report itself says, 
Europe has to make (for it is a responsibility which 
especially rests upon Europe) a choice between the 
freeing of economic currents and the damming and 
the dy king and the barring up of economic c.mTents. 

Europe, which has solved so many problems, 
now has this problem to solve. The thirty 
frontiers, the thirty watertight compartments of 
which M. Jouhaux spoke in his powerful speech 
f;tom this tribune yesterday, the thirty watertight 
clllmpartments of small States which it is impossible 
to call in every case self-supporting, are one ideal 
which cannot be combined with the ideal of the 
wide and free play of the great economic currents 
of the world which has been adopted with such 
success in many other parts and particularly in the 
United States of America. 

We in Europe have our own problems and our 
own ideals. We do not in every case desire to see 
uniformity of mass poduction, even though it . 
produces that great material prosperity which is 
su~ a <llstriking feature of the economy of the 
New•W&ld. We have to find how to combine 
political questions with an economic co-operation. 
Such is the choice which is laid before Europe 

.,!low. It is a choice which each country in its turn 
was to make in its own way. But we must realise 

that a country cannot choose both. We cal).not 
at one and the same time choose a narrow economic 
and national particularism, and the enorm~ms 
lJ16tterial prosperity which flows from a thro~ng 
down of all barriers in the direction of a uniforrmty 
of standards and ideals. Europe has not yet chosen. 
It has now an opportunity of choosing, which will 
not for ever remain open. 
· I end my speech· as I began. There is a chance 
before us to follow a certain road, the road of the 
free play of economic forces. We see before us, on 
the other side of the Atlantic, the great results 
which have come from allowing the free play of 
economic forces, and I think that many nations, 

• particularly the WestRrn European nations, have 
decided to follow the way of material prosperity, 
w]lether for good or for evil, an!l they are· looking 
:£lij- some great economic synthesi~ into which to fit 

· jJ:Jems~:>lves. Well, Europe has. now the. chance of 
bringing about such an econormc synthesiS. It may 
be that she will decide against it. In that case a 
step will have been tak~n from which there can ~e 
no going back. At this moment,. great econormc 
combinations are being formed m one part or 
another of the world. Unless we make up our mind 
one way or the other, now, these economic 
combinations will be formed, and once they are 
fCJilmed it will be very difficult for their frontiers 
to be recast. 

Filially on the point of organisation, I would say 
that we h~ve ~ad many long debates in the Second 
CommJU;ee on that subject. I think we have come 
to a wise decision and I think that we have been 
able to meet the views of both parties. As 

~[. Loucheur has said, the discussions of the 
Economic Conference have not ended ; they have 
only begun. We have to find a forum in which 

can be discussed the great questions which still 
have to be discussed to which l\1. Loucheur referred 
in his lucid exposition of the matter in his 
introductory speech. A forum has been set up and 
an arena for discussion has been opeiled. I believe 
that organisation will be a good •) thing. But 
organisation is only a machine, and t-9e work of the 
Economic Conference will be judged not by the 
machine which it has set up but by the articles 
which the machine eventually produces. 

The President : 

Translaticm : M. Gliwic, del~gate of Poland, 
will address the Assembly. 

l\1. Gliwic (Poland) : 

Translation : Mr. Presidon t, Ladies and ~ 
Gentlemen- In his most int~>resting speech to the 
Second Committee, our Japttnese colleague stated 
emphatically that he regarded the International 
Economic Conference as marking an epoch in tho 
economic history of the world. 

Although my enthusiasm for the Economic 
Conference does not go as far as this, I must admit 
that it constitutes a considerable advance, a 
turning-point, a decisive step, in the new direction 
of world economic policy. . 

I shall not repeat here any technical terms, or 
quote any of the admirable resolutions adopted by 
the Conference, but I must strongly emphasise this 
salient point : the Conference has permanently 
established the axiom that tho prosperity of one 
nation cannot be founded on the destitution and 
ruin of another. It showed clearly that a return 
to pre-war tactics in international economic 
relations is impossible. It endeavoured to 
demonstrate, by its very constitution and 
composition, the principle of international economic 
equity and justice, and throughout its work took 
this idea as tho underlying basil! of its resolutions. 

In a word, the Economic Conference became the 
most striking, the most imposing, and the most 
effective manifestation of peace ; and that is why 
all the nations, even those which, for one reason 
or another, cannot for the moment carry out 
unreservedly all the recommendations of the 
Conference, welcome the principles underlying its 
resolutions. That is why the immediate 
realisation of these ideas is eagerly awaited, and 
why it is imperative that this splendid work, 
conceived by M. Loucheur, fostered by M. Theunis, 
t,he distinguished Pre~ident of the Conference, 
developeil by the efforts of· the Preparatory 
Committee and by the Economic Section of the 
Secretariat, and brought tl) perfection by the 
Conference itself, should be duly crowned with 
SUCCI'SS. 

The resolutions of the Economic Conference 
cannot remain a dead letter ; but, if they an• to be 
applied successfully, account muRt be taken of the 
differences, even slight differences, presented by 
the various national organisations. 

The organisation mPntioned in 1\I. Loucheur's 
draft resolution must thP.refore be set up with the 
utmost despatch. The Council must deal with the 
question as soon as possible. We must all give this 
.organisation our wholehe!l'rted suppo~t,. an~ the 
services of the most expenenced and distmgniShed 
experts mUBt be secured for it. 

This organ is not preci~ely that which many 
members of the Economic Conference had in mind. 
There is a wide difference betwePn the Consultative 
Committee now projected and the World 
Economic Council of which certain over-eager 
economists had dreamed. But this Consultative 
Committee is only a first tentative step, the 
outcome of a general compromise. \Ve must wish 

~ 
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it "ith all our hearts a fruitful and brilliant future. 
Poland has emerged Rafe and sound from her 

financial difficulties, and is marching with firm 
step towards_the great economic future which, she 
confidt•ntlv believes, lies before her. 

We, as 'much as other nations, realise that the 
interdependerwe of nations reigns supreme to-day 
in the world economic domain, and gnides· our 
destinies. · 

In anticipation, therefore, of her own economie 
development, .Poland is attaching herself <>losely 
to the new economic org•wiRation of the League, to 
'\vhich we give in advance all our faith and 
confidence. 

The President : 

Translation: Dr. Breitscheid, delegate of 
Germany, will address the Assembly. 

Dr. llreitseheid (Germany) : 

Translation : 1\fr. President, Ladies and 
GentlEmen - I do not. intend to examine now in 
detail all the quPstions which have been raised 
either by the deliberations and recommendations 
of the World Economic Conference or by the 
discussions in the Second Committee, or by the 
interesting speeches which we heard here yest,erday 
and to-day. 

Tirrie is short, and, moreover, M. Loucheur has 
given us so full a statement of what has passed that 
I should weaken the impression he made if I again 
reviewed in detail all the points with which we 
have dealt as regards this matter. 

Ndther do I wish to speak of the reorganisation 
of the League's economic services. 1\I. Jouhaux 
has made a number of irriportant and admirable 
suggEstions, not only in regard to the actual work 
of the two Committees, but also as regards their 
actual organisation. 

The time will come, I trust, when the League 
will be able to devote more attention to putting 
these suggestions into t>ffect. I also. hope that 
henceforth when Governments · submit to the 
Council proposals relating to the composition 
of the Consultative Committ,o>e, they will see to it 
that the interests and opinions of the working
classes and of labour are adequately ann 
sufficiently represented, as indeed is intended in 
the resolution submitted -to us. 

What I am instructed to say on behalf .of the 
German deleg!ttion refers especially to two points : 

The first is the oft-quoted recommendation of 
the Worli\ Economic Conference, namely, that the 
time has come to put a stop to the growth of 
Customs tariffs and to adopt a directly opposite 
economic policy in this connection. . 

We are about to embark upon a great enterprise, 
and in heginning any enterprise optinlism is needed· 
otherwise, success is jeopardised at the very 
outset. 

All the speeches which we have heard here have 
been marked by such optimism, and we Germans 
of course share this feeling. ·If I am apprehensive 
on certain points you may be sure that it is not · 
because I wish to dash our hope and zeal, but 
because I am anxious to remind you that at this 
gra\'e moment words must he· followed by deeds. 

Let us speak frankly. Let us openly recognise 
the fact that during the four months since the 
Economic Conference Customs policy has not 
~verywhere taken that opposite direction which 
lS recommended by the Conference. 

While ~ no way seeking special praise here, I 
would pomt out that when Germany signed the 
oft-quoted Treaty of Commerce with France 
she reduced many of her tariff duties, and that a~ 
you are aware, my Government has instructed 'the 

0 

Economic Council of the Reich to consider the 
possibilities of a further reduct:on of tariffs. 

I •only mention what my country has done
because I want to appeal to you all, as Dr. 

· StJresemann appealed to.the Governments at the last · 
session of the Council, to put into practice resolute~. 
no withstanding even the opposition of" the part~~ · 
concerned, this decision of the Economic Conference,· 
which is certainly its most irriportan9 one. • · 

You are here as ministers or deputies, and>you have 
the. power of carrying out the decisions of the 
Economic Conference. Do not forget that every 
country which, contrary to the recommendations 
of that Conference, proceeds to increase its tariffs 
will encourage further resistance on the part of 
all those countries which are opposed to the new 
principles recommended by the Conference. 

The second resolution to which I wish to draw 
your special attention recommends an enquiry, 
on the subject of collective action, to encourage 
the extension of international commerce on an 
equitable basis by removing or diminishing those 
barriers that excessively high Customs tariffs 
oppose to int.ernational trade. ~ 

This recommendation differs from the oth& 
resolutions of the Conference in that, in reality, 
the other recommendations only repeat old truths 
and reiterate previous· demands, whereas this 
one introduces a new feature - collective action. 

Let us consider, for example, France's position 
·after the . conclusion of the Franco-German 
Commercial Treaty. France is now obliged to 
negotiate with two or three other States on the same 
items of her Customs tariff and on the same ques
tions as she has previously discussed with ('lllrmany. 

Would it not have been more convenientlQnd,more 
practical to have discussed these questions and to 
have arrived at an agreement with five Powers 
in the first place t It is true that the tirrie has not 
yet come to make detailed proposals on thi!\11 
subject. For the moment, the Economic 
Conference olliy · contemplates an enquiry. I 
should now like to revert to a matter which will 
play an irriportant part in this enquiry, and to 
draw your attention to the differences whlch 
characterise economic development in the United 
States of America and in Europe. 

The chiet reason why the United States have 
been · able to. outstrip Europe in the economic 
sphere is because, in America, productiqn, trade 
and consumption do not encounter a J;li)W frontier 
every hundred kilometers ; there is, one great 
home market. On the other side of the Atlantic 
there is one single economic system ; in Europe, 
production and consumption are organised in a • 
thousand different ways. This is true of iron 
and coal and other products as well. For 
example, it would not, I think, be too mu~ 
to SaY: that Europe could supply all her own 
needs m bread cereals if these were raised in plac~s 
where natural conditions are best. 

4s regards iro~ and steel, collective private 
act10n has been lnaugurated under the auspices 
of ·the Governments of the States concerned. 
in Could not something sirriilar be done for coal and 
other branches of production, provided however -
and I _strong~y emphasise this point - that such 
collect1ve act10n should be in the general interest 
and should not be detrirriental to the interests 
of workers and consumers. I 

In what circumstances should S1;ates associate 
t~emsel:ves wi,th l?r~vate init~ative in takin,w collec
tive act10n ! ThlS 1s a quest10n which I recommend 
to the cons~deration of the League's economi~ 
organs. I Wlll merely express the hope that in t~\ 
near fut~e the Council will have an opportunity 
of studymg a report on the results of this enquiry. 
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. . 
. Let me, before concluding, add a general observa

tiOn. ": e must realis~ that economic problems 
h!l-ve an Important beanng on the supreme, political 
aims of the League. Economic activitJ> is not 
a· mere matter of profits and dividends. J3ehind 
th(l dry and dispassionate figures riJlatmg to 
produc~ion, trade, the yield of capital and wages, 
there are the men who run the economic machine 
and whQ, are always asking themselves the old 
bibJ..Wal question : " What shall we eat Y What 
shall we drink Y Wherewithal shall we be clothed Y" 

. Behind the figures there is the desire which 
· claims not only the satisfaction of daily needs but 

a share in .the material and spiritual wealth of 
civilisation. The happiness of the individual and 
of nations depends as much upon the solution of 
economic as upon that of purely political problems. 
We might even go_ so far as to say that a just 
equilibrium in meeting the needs of these millions 
of human beings who form the various nations is 
an essential condition of pacific international 
co-operation.· . 

We shall therefore be accomplishing a task in 
full accord with the League's ideals if "e approach 
the solution of economic problems resolutely and in II' 
spirit of, conciliation and mutual understanding. 

The President : 

Translation: M. Vennersten, delegate of Rweden, 
will address the Assembly. 

1\1. Vennersten (Rweden) : 

Translation : Mr. President, . Ladies and 
• GeDtlemen - In drawing up the. balance-sheet of 
<this 0 Assembly; no one can deny that its chief 
characteristics have been hard work and a keen 
interest in the tasks to be taken in hand ; but it 
must be recognised that, owing to the ·difficulties 
which· have had to be surmounted, the practical 
results have been somewhat meagre. 

The manifestation of the general desire to advance 
has been limited mainly to recommendations for 
the further study of various problems. Indeed, the 
respective Committees have consitiered studies 
which had a.lready been undertaken, or have 
initiated fresh studies with respect to the great 
problem of disarmrunent in its relation to questions 
of arbitration and security. . 

The· principles underlying military· disarmament 
are 77g1!ill the subject of controversy' but the 
principles of economic di~armament ~re . now 
established and recognise-!. All that remruns to be 
done in this field is to find methods of applica.tion, 
and I venture to express the hope that the 
Assembly's recommendation ~nd the· decision_s _of 
the Economic Conference will produce definite 
results in the near future. 

A proposal submitted by t~e Swedish d~legation 
to the Second · Comlll!ttee contamed a 
recommendation even more definite than that 
proposed by the Committee. I am glad, however, 
to find that the draft resolution submitted to us 
indicates the necessity of abandoning the policy 

. of excessively high tariffs and o~ enco_uraging a 
more equitable and freer commerCial policy. 

The Second Committee did not see its way to 
accept the Swedish pr~posal, which_ underlined the 
extreme importance, if sue~ a policy were. to be 

'\;endered possible, of agreemg upon a uruversal 
definitioa and a general and uniform application 
of. the most-favoured-nation clause. I thank the 
Rlpporteur, however, fo~ having recognise~ the 
special importance of th!B clause, and I W!Bh to 
point out that the chief reason advanced by those 
members of the Committee who could not support 
the Swedish proposal on this point was that they 

desired to include all the resolutions of the 
Economic C{lnference in a single recommendation, 
without making special mention of any particular 
resolution. I bow to this argument, and, referring 
to a remark made by the R.J.pporteur in his 
admirable statement, I would pt.1nt out that our 
proposal was in no way int~mde~ to interrupt the 
preparatory work of unifying tariff nomenclature, 
which is already well advanced. 

What we wished to emphasise, however, is the" 
vital importance, in carrying out the programme of 
the Economic Conference, of a clear dt•finition and 
uniform application of tho principle of the most
favoured-nation clause. In this connection, 
therefore, I venture to stress my Government's 
hope that this question will receive special attention 
during the investigations which !He to be made in , 
the matter. · 1 o 

The present period is one of commercial, 
negotiations between many European countries 
and also between Europettn countries and. th" 
United States of America. We hope that during 
these negotiations the new comm!.'rchtl policy, which 
has already been recomm()nded by tho Economic 
Conference and which will, I hope, be recommended 
to-day by the Assembly will be loyally put into 
practice. 

, The Assembly will shortly be called upon not 
only to approve the bases of future ·economic 
policy, but also to set up the technical organs 
to carry out this programme. This fact in itself 
shows that the League at any rate is resolved to 
fulfil the task it has undertaken. Afterwards the 
various States will also have to act. 

Let me add that I entirely slmre the opinion of 
certain former speakers as to the urgency of our 
task. We must set to work at once if we wish to 
achieve the general restoration of tho world's 
economic position. 

Finally, if you will allow me a personal reflection, 
I would remind you that I took part two years ago 
in the work of the Second Committee aQd that I then 
saw the admirable work of our Rapporteur. I know 
that he has already accompliRhed miracles, and 
I am fully convinced that he will do so again in the 
future. 

The President : 

Translation : Ladies and Gentlemen - The 
delegate of Sweden was the last speaker on the list. 
I, persoaally, have nothing to add to what has bePJl 
said on the subject of the Second Committee's 
valuable work with' refereqce to the results of the 
Economic Conference or the work of the Economic 
Organisation of the League. I should like, 
however, · to add my congratulations to those 
already addressed to M. Loucheur, whose a?tivity, 
high ability and bold initiative have unquestiOnably 
contributed very largely to the success of the 
work which the Assembly has just been 
discussing. · 

If no one else wishes to speak, I will put to the 
vote the resolutions of the Second Committee 
which read as follows : 

I. International Economic Conference. 

The Assembly : 
Takes note of the report of the Economic Con

ference held in May last, in accordance with the 
initiative taken by the Assembly at its sixth 
ordinary session ; 

. Congratulates sincerely the President and the 
members of the Conference appointed by the 
Governments of fifty countries upon the fact that, 
comprising so many q11alifications, and 
representing every variety of responsible opinion, 
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the)t tcere able to agree unanimously upon 
recommetrdatio?UI at once definite in chara<:ter and 
tcide in range, whase. adoption would effect a 
substantial improvement in the present economic 
policies of the ~?orld; 

Notes with utisfaction that many Governments 
have already 'f!lade declarations accepting the 
principles laid down by the Conference and stating 
thet"r intention of co-operating in their application, 
U'hile no declaration in the contrary sense has been 
made: 

Believes, therefore, that there is every reason 
to hape for universal approval when the public 
opinion of nU rountrie.s h!•s been sufficiently 
instructed : · 

Recommends the resolutions of the Conference, 
as the Council did in June 1927, to the favourable 
consideration of all Governmentli, and trusts that 
those Governments which have not yet declared 
their s11pport will shortly be able to do so ; 

Invites the Economic Organisation of the League 
of Nations to prepare as soon as possible a summary 
of the replies of the various Governments as to 
their attitude to the recommendations of the Inter
national Economic Conference, and to make known 
the action that the various Governments have taken 
or may take in purs~tance of the recommendations 
of the Economic Conference ; . 

Trusts that the economic policies of all countries 
may develop in accordance with the principles laid 
down by the Conference and desires that the Eco
nomic Organisation of the League shauld take 
these recommendations as the basis of its work ; 

Trusts, in particular, that the recommendations 
of the Conference relating to tariffs and co1nmercial 
policy will be put into effect, not only by national 
action and bilateral agreements but also, whenever 
practicable, by collective conventions reached by 
means of international conferences of accredited 
representatives with the aim of gradually evolving 
among the trading nations of the world, and 
particularly among thase of Europe, common lines 
of policy beneficial to all and not subject to the 
uncertainties of purely bilateral bargaining, careful 
attention being given to the special conditions 
existing at any moment and to the necessity of 
realising this policy blf stages and withaut undue 
disturbance; 

Expects the Council of the League .of Nations 
and the Economic Organisation -to devote their 
untiring efforts to the realisation of this urgent 
task and hapes that the Governments will give 
to it their cordial support and active collaboration. 

II. Economic Organisation of the League of 
Nations. 

Whereas, in addition to the economic tasks 
hitherto undertaken by the League, much important 
and e.rtensive work will result from the recommenda
tions of the Economic Conference ; and 

Whereas it is essential that the different interests 
and organisations which collaborated in the . 
preparation of the Conference shauld continue to 
give their support and advice in the work of securing 
effect to its recommendations ; and 
Wh~eas the Conference took th~ following 

resolutwn: 

"The Conference wishes in the first instance 
to express its high appreciation of the work of 
_the Economic Committee and the Secretariat 
of the League. 

"The Conference is of opinion that the success 
of its work will depend upon the execution of the 
principles laid down. 

"With regard to the action to be taken on its 
recommenil?tions, the Conference, while offering· 
no suggestwn as to a permanent organisation 

~ 

cannot do better than draw the Council's 
attention to the well-balanced composition of the 
Preparatory Committee, which has yielded 
exc!J!lent results in the preparatory work oj the 
Conference" : 

0 

Tl11! Assembly considers : 

(a) That the Economic Committee shauld 
continue to be, as at present, the organ thro'Ugh 

·which the Council deals with economic ~fairs 
and that it should be constituted -'- under such 
rules as the Council may consider appropriate 
for its effective functioning - 'so as to be best 
suited for its principal work which, in the near 
future at least, will lie within the sphere of the 
economic relations between States and their 
economic policies so far as thay have international 
aspects ; it should consist. . of not more than 
fifteen members. · 

(b) That the Economic Committee should 
have the power to appoint temporary sub
committees of experts for preparatory work and, 
subject to Council approval and in consultation 
with the States in question, to name economic 
correspondents in countries which have no 
rr,tember on the Committee. • 

(c) That a "Consultative Committee", the 
obieet of which is to follow the application of the 
Economic Conference recommendations, shauld 
be constituted by the Council. 

It might be composed of about thirty-five 
members, as was the Preparatory Committee, 
and the conditions of equilibrium attained in the 
latter between the various elements shoul% be 
maintained as far as possible. • 0 

It shauld therefore include, among others~ 
persons competent in industr.lf, commerce, 
agriculture, finance, transport, labour questions, · 
and questions reltrtit·p to ron.•umpthm. 

The International Labour Office should be 
invited to submit the names of three labour 
members for this Committee .. 

The Council will doubtless also wish to secure 
for the Committee the co-operation of the 
International Institute of .Agriculture and of the 
International Chamber of Commerce. 

Five members . chosen by the Economic 
Committee should take part in the work ofthe 
Consultative Committee with the same rights as 
the other members. 

The Consultative Committee should submit 
its report directly to the Council of the- League 
of Nations. .At the same time, it would forward 
a copy to the Economic Committee and to the 
other technical organisations concerned. , 

The resolutions were adopted. 

80. - DECLARATION CONCERNING WARS 
OF AGGRESSION: RESOLUTION OF THE 
TIDRD COI\11\IITTEE. 

The President : 

Tr~nsl~tion ·: The next item on the agenda is the 
ex;ammat10n of the Third Committee's resolution 
With reference to the declaration concerning wars 
of aggression (document .A.109. 1927. IX). 

(~n the invitation of the President M. Benes( 
Cha~rman of the Third Committee, and M. Sokal, 
Rapporteur, took their places on the platform). 

0
<> 

The President : 

Translation : M. Sokal, Rapporteur, will address 
the Assembly. 

_Q_ 



M. Sokal (Poland), Rapporteur : ·-_ · 

· Traml~tion: Mr. President, Ladies and 
Gentlemen .....,.. The draft resolution which I had 
the honour to submit to the Assembly on 
September 9th was referred to the Third Co~mittee 

· · a~d Wll§ unanil_nously adopted by the Committee, 
With :tcclamat10n, on September 19th. The 
Co:rmmt~e has done me the honour of asking me 
to :tct as ~apporteur to the Assembly on the 
~UbJe'ct of this draft resolution, to which it has given 

· 1ts full adherence. 
The <;Jommittee. was of opinion . that, at the 

present Juncture, _a solemn resolution: passed. by the 
Assembly, declaring that wars of aggression must 
never be employed as a means of settling disputes 
between States, and that such wars constitute 
an inter~atio~a~ crinle, would have a salutary effect 
on public opnnon, and would help to create an 
:ttmosphere favourable to the League's future work 
m the matter of security and disarmament. 

· While recognising that the draft resolution does 
not ·constitute a regular legal instrun!ent which 
would be adequate in itself and represent a ~oncrete 
contr!-bution towards security, the Third Committee 
unanimously agreed· as to its great moral and 
educative value. · 

·Being convinced that the League's work in the 
matter, of security and disarmament can never 
prove successful or result in the establishment of a 
complete system of organised security, until 
all mutual suspicion and fear of aggression are 
removed, your Committee decided to recommend 
the adoption of this draft resolution, which testifies 
to the desire of the States Members of the League 

dio mmounce. all wars of aggression and which is 
O!i,lcuQated to impress on public opinion a further 
desire for international . conciliation. I have 
accordingly the honour to ask you. to adopt the 
draft resolution now before you which reads as 
follows:.·· 

The .Assembly, . 
Recognising .the solidarity which unites the 

community of nations ; 
Being impired by a firm desire for the 

maintenance of general peace ; . 
Being convinced that a war ·of. aggression can 

.never serve as a meam of settling international 
··disputes and is, in comeg:uence, an international 
crime; · 

· Considering that a solemn renunciation of all 
wars of · aggression . would tend to create an 
atmosphere .of •general confidence calculated to 
facilitate the. progress of the work undertaken with 
a view to disarmamen~ : 

IJeclares: 

(1) That all wars of aggression are, and shall 
always be, prohibited. 

. (2) That ooery pacific meam must be 
employed to settle disputes, of ooery description, 
which may arise between States. 

The .Assembly d~lares that the States Members 
of- the League are under an obligation to conform to 
these principles. 

' The, President : 
0 

Xramlation : The Assembly is _asked to give an 
opi&.on on the -draft res6lution submitted by 
M. Sokal on behalf of the Third Committee. 

The General .Committee of the Assembly, being' 
anxious that the importance of this declaration 
should be fittingly marked, decided, at its last 

meetiJ;ig, that the proper procedure for its 
adoptiOn would be a .vote by roll-call. 

Accordingly, if the Assembly a.,o-rees, the vote 
will be taken by roll-call. (.Assent). 

In conformity with Rule 20, ·~aragraph (a) of 
the Rules of Procedure, the name of each 
delegation shall be called and o'l.e of its members 
~hall reply from his place in the hall " Yes " if 
m favour of the declaration, " No " if opposed to 
it, or " Not voting ". ~ 

The result of the voting will be recorded and 
announced to the Assembly. · 

(The vote was then taken.) 

The President : 
' . Tramlation : All the delegations hav5ng o 

pronounced in favour of the declaration submitted ., 
, by the Third Committee I declare it unanimously 
adopted. · . , 

The resolution was adopted. 

81. PRIVATE MANUFACTURE AND 
PUBLICITY OF THE MANUFACTURE OF 
ARI\IS AND Al\11\IUNITION AND OF 
11\IPLEl\IENTS OF WAR. REPORT OF THE 
THIRD COMMITTEE •: RESOLUTION. 

The President : 

Tramlation : The next item on the agenda is the 
examination of the report of the Third Committee 
on the supervision of the private manufacture of 
arms and ammunition and of implements of war 
(.An.!J.ex _25, document A.104.1927.IX). 

(On the invitation of the President M. Guerrero, 
Rapporteur, took his place on the platform.) 

1\f. Gnerrero (Salvador) read his report and the 
accompanying resolution : 

• I 

· The Assembly, 
Having noted the report of the Special Committee 

appointed by the Council to draft a Convention 
on the supervision of the private manufacture and 
the ·publicity regarding the manufacture of arms 
and ammunition and of implements of war ; , 

Realfirming the importance it attaches to the 
establishment of a Convention which would enable 
non-producing and producing countries to be placed 
on an · equal footing, as contemplated in the 
declaration embodied in the Final Act of the 
Conference for the Supervision of the International 
Trade in Arms and Ammunition and in Imple-
ments of War; . 

Convinced that the establishment of a Convention 
for the supervision of private manufacture and the 
publicity regarding manufacture is of the highest 
importance for the putting into force of the 
Convention on the International Trade ; 

Requests the Council to convey its vi.ews to the 
Special Committee, in order that the latter may agree 
upon a single te:rt which will enable the Council 
to convene an international Conference as speedily 
as possible. · • 

The President : 

Tramlation : If no one wishes to speak on this 
report I shall consider the resolution proposed bv 
the Third Committee as adopted. • 

The resolution. was adopted. 
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82.- . .\RBITRATION, SEClTRITY, DISARi\IA-
11&\T Al\"D THE WORK OF THE 
PREPARATORY COlll\IISSION FOR THE 
DISARliAl\~T COl\'FEREl\'CE. REPORT 
OF THE TR.'iRD COllliiTTEE: RESOLUTION. 

The President f' 

Tram;lation : The next item on the agenda is the 
examination of the report of the Third Committee 
on arbitration, security, disarmament and the work 
of the Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament 
Conference (Annex 26, document A.108.1927.IX). 

(On the invitation of the PresidP.nt llf. de 
Brouekere, Rapporteur, took his plaee on the 
platform.) 

'the President : 
Tram;lation: M. de Brouck~rt>, Rapporteur, will 

adrlress the Assem bl~·. 

i\1. de Brouckere (J>.elgium), Rapporteur : 
Tram;lation : lli. President, Ladies and 

Gentlemen - The work of the Third Committee 
is always of a very special character. I do not 
mean that it is necessarily pre-eminent, but that it is 
special because it goes straight td the goal towards 
which other Committees travel by indirect roads. 
Whether we consider the First Committee and its 
legal work, the Sixth Committee and the political 
resolutions which it adopts, the humanitarian work 
of the Fifth Committee, the great organisations 
controlled by the Second Committee, or even the 
work of the Budget Committee to ensure the 
satisfactory working of this institution - always, 
by indirect methods - the aim in view is to 
bring the nations closPr togPther and to consolidate 
peace. 

In the Third Committee, however, thiS aim iq 
avowed and direct ; and the earnest desire of 11s all, 
to attain the actual ideal of peace, a peace firmly 
and finally established, is more manifest. 

The Third Committee is for the eighth time 
presenting a report on the various nroble~ which 
may be merged into one single problem, that of 

~-- . ·I think of some of my predecessors -I was going 
to say, refer more especially to some of them -
I think of my splPndid predPCPssors. What noble 
thoughts they expressed ! ·What !n'eat hopes they 
awakened in all hearts ! What lofty, elaborate and 
clear schemes they reported upon here ! 

In thinking of these things, some of us cannot 
perhaps help fPeling somewhat sceptical. They will 
Ray to themselves : " What great hopes - and 
what great il~usio!JR ! " I do,not agree that these 
hopes were illusions, and I shall endeavour in a 
moment to show how far they have been fulfilled. 

I should like to begin my statement to-day on a 
new note of hope. I will not say that peace is now 
assured ; I will not even say that it is better assured 
than it was a few yearR ago ; I will not say that in · 
this vast forest from which mankind has not yet 
emergt>d the wild beast of war has ceased to howl. 
What can ~e said, however, is that here, a-round us, 
~nder the influence of the League or in the League 
1tself, forces are being mobilised which ultimately 
will penetrate into the forest and slav the beast. 

But we do not live by hope alone.· Some if not 
all, of our great aspirations have been r~alised. 

It has often been said that thP first condition 
of peace is moral disarmament. This has not yet 
been achieved ; nevertheless, every year the 
number of men of good will increases and it may 
he said that the most valuable result' of each and 
a~ of our ~essions is that some of the 
nusunderstandwgs amongst nations, have been 

dispelled,. · that good feeling between us is 
strengthened, and that through us and through 
peaee, good will is strengthened between all the 
nations. 

It ij true that the idea of international jnstice, 
the idea of entrusting to a tribunal the settlement 
of all justiciable disputes has not yet been <realised. "' 

-Yesterday, ·however, , seventeen nations had 
formally bound themselves by Article oil6 of• the 
Permanent Court of· International Justil'e,. and, 
since then, their number has l'een increased to 
eighteen by the addition of a great Power. 

It is true that we have not yet fulfilled our dream 
of compulsory arbitration between all nations, but 
every year the number of arbitration treaties 
increases. . 

It is true that the Protocol is as yet only a hope, 
but already Locarno is a reality. · . 

We must be relninded of these things because' 
they are directly and immediately connected "'ith 
the subject of our deliberations. We have achieved 
progress in the way of mutual understanding, we 
have achieved progress in the field of arbitration, 

· we have reached a higher degree of security. 
According to the actual letter of the Covenant, 

according to Article 8, · progress· in the· sphere of 
disarmament should result, and, at least in regions 
where a greater degree of security has been 
attainE>d, the meaning of paragraph 1 of Article 8, 
by which the .3tates undertakE> to reduce their 
armaments to the lowest point consistent with 
national safety, acquires·.a new force. · 

And b.ere it must be clearly stated that the 
JJeague has always been most ~tnxious to respect the 
imperative obligation fixed by Article 8. A few 
facts will demonstrate this. In 1924, the yoo,r olll 
great hope, when we thought we had succ~edeci, 
when, in a great wave of enthusiasm, the Protocol 
was acclaimed here, one of its chief results "·as that 
it led to a Di~armament Conference in the following 
July. 

The following year, circumstances were less 
favourable : the Protocol had not been ratified ; 
Locarno had not yet been achieved·; but in spite 
of that, in spite of the set back to our work, in 
spite of the fact that the hopes of Locarno had not 
yet been realised, the Assembly made it a point of 
honour not to abandon the idea of a Disarmament 
Conference. Without further delay it set up the 
Preparatory Commission to undertake the technical 
work which was necessary before the Conference 
could be held. 

Shortly after. the 1925 session of the Assembly, 
the Locarno Agreements materialised, and, carrying 
out the will of its predecessor, the Assembly, 
during its ordinary session in 1926 affirmed in its· 
turn the necessity of completing the preparatory 
w?rk and · · of convening without . delay a 

. Disa~D?-ament Conference, under the then existing 
conditwns as regards security, and - unless 
material d~culties ·prevented it - before the 
present sesswn of the Assembly. ·I would point 
out that the only condition attached to the 
meeting of the Conference was the material 
accomplishment of the technical work required 
to render it possible. · 

This tee~nical work ha~ not been completed -
a fact which should claw -our attention for a 
moment. The third Committee also considered , 
this point when dealing with the part of thi 
Secretariat's report relating thereto. · ' 

The technical work, as I say, has. not been 
C?mpleted. Why ! It would perhaps be preS\}IDP: 
~1on on my part to seek a reason, and in any' case 
1t would be premature ; what I wish to emphasise 
howeve!, is that we have at any rate done· 
something. We have carried out investigations 
and thereby rendered the idea of disarmament 
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more concrete. Certain points stand out very 
clearly and, in particular, the fact that armaments 
are. of different types and vary from nation to 
nation, and that, whatever our wishes in the 
matter may be, this is a fact which mu!'t be taken 
into account. , · 
. Ob.e fact has clearly emerged, namely, the 
Importance, at any rate in countrie~ where con

•scri!1tion is in force, of shortening the period of 
somce, and the considerable reduction of 
armaments which would result therefrom. We 
have been able to give concrete form to the idea 
of re~ucing military expenditure, thanks" to the 
technical work of the Commission which discovered 
a method . of drawing up the military budgets 
of. the various countries, I do not say on an 
identical plan, but at any rate on a comparable 
plan. We have learned to recognise clearly the 
importance of the question of material and of 
construction and the daily increasing value of the 
new idea which is called industrial mobilisation. 

· Certainly, the views of the various members 
?f th~ Commission have not yet been brought 
mto line, but all those who have attentively 
followed the work know that they have drawn 
closer together and that the columns separating 
the various texts no longer form insuperable 
barriers. It has been said : What meagre results 
after so much effort ! The Commission has only 
brought forth a three-headed monster which will 
never survive. This proves at least one thing -
that the Commission is not sterile. One more 
effort and it. will bring forth a fine, healthy child 
that will live. 

The great result obtained is that public opinion 
Otow no longer thinks of disarmament as something 
~gue and indefinite. Its features have become 
plain ; it has become, as it were, incarnate. The 
nations know what their aim should be. They 
have a clear idea of what disarmament really 
is. 

This result is, if I may say so, sufficient in itself. 
When once the idea of disarmament becomes clear 
the nations will achieve 'disarmament. 

Something, therefore, has been done ; but we 
must now know what we are to do in the future. 
I do not wish to add a fresh command to those 
already proposed. I think, however, I am voicing 
the general feeling in saying that, after this partial, 
this very partial, success which we have attained, 
in spite of resistance, in spite of difficulties, our 
duty is to persevere. 

We must persevere, and I will now put before 
you the concrete proposals submitted to you by 
the Third Committee with a view to indicating 
how we can persevere in the work of security, 
arbitration and disarmament .. 
. We have just heard one of these concrete 

proposals eloquently explained by M. Sokal. The 
Third Committee wished to detach it from the other 
proposals in order to throw it into relief and make 
its true character clear .. It was M. Politis, I 
think, who said the other day that this proposal has 
the value of a statement of principle ; it has the 
value of those declarations of right which are placed 
at the head of certain Constitutions. It represents, 
in fact, an act of faith. 

The Third Committee thought, however, that the 
time had come to remember that, despite the 
importance of faith, despite the moral value of an 
affirmation, ·faith without works is a dead faith, 
and tllat, having affirmed our faith, we must, at 

o once and without delay, set ourselves to act. 
., Before this .Assembly met we hoped to achieve 
much. What hopes we had ! The work of 
disarmament was to have been finished. The 
Conference was to have taken place. The Rapporteur 
was to have come here bringing to the .Assembly 

the text of a disarmament treaty, which would 
finally give practical effect to .Article 8. -

We expected an abundant harvest. Yet I am 
here before you, I will not say with empty hands, 
but at any rate bearing only, ,a fe_w poor ears of 
wheat. 

I am, however, neither ash~ed nor discouraged. 
I am not ashamed because we can do no more than 
our best ; and when, after an effort into which we 
have thrown all our heart to achieve defllii.te 
success, difficulties have proved too much for us, 
we may remember the proverb : "Do your duty, 
come what may". I am not discomaged, because 
I tell myself that if these poor ears of wheat will 
not suffice to assuage our hunger they will at lea~t 
serve as seed for future harvest. 

We are like a farmer whose crops have bt>en 
spoiled by the weather, but who, with th l s!l'.ne 
hope and courage as he displayed a year before, 
sets himself anew to fertilise his field, knowing 
that his determination will c.onquer, and that ·one 
day he will fill his granary. 

In the meanwhile, these few ears of wheat that 
I bring you are, I repeat, poor meugre things ; 
but they must be devoutly and carefully kept,· 
for in such a matter small things mount up, and 
nothing must be wasted. 

Some of the resolutions submitted to you by the 
Third Committee show that, even in the realm of 
facts, the work of the Preparatory Commission has 
not been altogether fruitless ; if it has not done 
much it has at least done something. J 

The first resolution to which I wish to draw 
your attention concerns the important, I might 
say the burning, question of civil av. ation. . 

This question engaged the close attention of the 
Preparatory Commission for the Dism·mament 
Conference ; it was said that it would be extremely 
difficult to limit military aviation forces unless 
some method were found of preventing all the forces . 
of civil aviation from being used to supplement 
fighting squadrons at the time of mobilisation. 
Experts on civil aviation were asked to study this 
problem, and their work clearly showed that, by 
the natural force of events, types of civil aviation 
wo'iud develop along increasingly dissimilar lines u 
from those of military aviation if civil aviation 
were allowed to develop freely and without military 
r.ontrol. It has always been apparent that the 
danger to peace which might arise from the 
existence of great civil aviation undertakings 
would progressively decrease as the links bet ween 
undertakings in different countries were strengthened 
and if aviation, like other industries, became 
international. · 

These were theoretical conclusions. Those 
whose opinion was asked were, however, business 
men, men of action, who do not care to waste 
their time in drawing up mere resolutions, and 
who, once their discussions were completed, set 
to work to endeavour to put those resolutions into 
practice. 

The first resolution is intended to place the 
help of the League Transit Organisation at the 
disposal of aviation undertakings, in order that an 
initial result may be achieved on this definite, 
minor, limited, but very real point. 

Another resolution concerns a secondary, 
relatively unimportant, but likewise very real 
aspect of the problem of security. 
· In the League, the ·whole organisation of security 

depends on the decisions taken on the Council's 
initiative. I use this cautious expression in ord~.>r 
to avoid raising any question of principle. This 
organisation of security depends upon the meetings 
of the Council, which may be summoned at times 
of emergency. These meetings can only achieve 
their aim, the desired result, if they are prompt ; 
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and experience proves that in one case at least, 
;:;hen the League acted at extraordinarily short 
notice, it did so none too soon, since an hour later 
war would have broken out. 

It is therefore hidly important that the League 
should be able to a~ quickly. 

Methods have beer. studied for enabling this to 
' be done, and certain results have been obtained. 
On this subject also you will find a resolution in the 
report, which I think I need not read now. · 

.A third question relates to the application of 
certain artirles of the Covenant - in particular, 
.Articles 16 and 11. 

The work of the Committee of the Council, in 
Q'>njunction with that of the Preparatory Commission 
for the Disarmament Conference, elucidated a 
cel"tain number of important points, and showed 
th'dt .Jlrticle 11 afforded many more resources 
fo'r the settlement of disputes and the assurance 
of peace than had at first been thought : it was 
believed that these resources could be systematised, 
and a form of procedure created. a system by 
which better and more effective use might 
henceforth be made of all the instruments of peace 

· contained in the Covenant. 
Here let me point out another result closely 

' connected with the investigations on the subject 
of .Article 16. This article, as you know, refers 
to the material and economic assistance which 
States are called upon to supply if one of their 
number should be the victim of an act of aggression. 
' In the opinion of a delegation whose views are 
particularly sound, and whose suggestions have 
often assisted us-Irefer to the Finnish delegation 
- this provision should not be left in its present 
vague form. It should be defined in concrete 
terms, and the assistance referred to thus 
generally should be translated into francs and 
centimes - into hard ca.sh. 

Thanks to the Finnish proposal, which has 
already been submitted for examination to various 
organs of the League, we now have a carefully 
considered scheme which has been favourably 
received by a great many of the delegations. Some 
delegations, it is true, have submitted reservations, 
but the scheme is such that we have real grounds 
for hoping that we may soon arrive at concrete 
results. 

This, then, is the outcome of our work of last 
year. From hope, I repeat, we are now 
proceeding to achievement. 
W~ had to consider another proposal, quite 

independent of last year's work, the proposal 
submitted by Dr. Nansen on behalf of the Nor· 
wegian delegation. You are familiar with this 
text and with its object ; it i~volves a most impor
tant legal problPm, on the principle of which I 
think we are all agreed, but which calls for lengthy 
and exhaustive study. 

The Third Committee requested the First 
Committee to undertake this task. For various 
reasons, the First Committee was unable to complete 
the work, and could only give the Third Committee 
a summary opinion recummendin~ further . 
cousideration of the matter. Let me say, however, 
that this need not involve any great delay, a« the 
study can be continued by a new Committee about 
which I shall ha>e to say a few words. 

In addition to these proposals, the Committee 
had to consider the Netherlands proposal. While 
this was under discussion, two further proposals 
were submitted to the Committee by the French 
and German delegation~ respectively. · 

Fortunately, from the very outset, the Committee 
realised that the three proposals - Netherlands, 
French and German - were not in the least 
contradictiJry, but supplemented one another in a 
most satisfactory way, had many useful features in ., 

common, and when combined, resulted _in a fusion 
of ideas producing a perfectly harmomous whole. 
The Committee decided, therefore, that, instead 
of drawing'up separate reports it would be better 
to merge these three proposals and thus br~ng out 
the prevailing unity of views on the subJect. T 
now have to report to you on this matter. • 

Let me first emphasise two fundamental points : 
the first is that we have to keep strictly to too 1926" 
resolution, which, as I have already reminded yoo, 
provides explicitly that the Disarmament 
Conference is now to be convened - under 
existing conditions as regards security ·"'- as soon 
as the preliminary work can be completed. 

We unanimously agreed that the terms of this 
resolution must be adhered to and that the technical 
preliminaries must be continued. . . 

The date fixed for the meeting of the Preparatory 
Commission is November 17th. The President of 
the Preparatory Commission, M. Loudon, delegate 
of the Netherlands, alone has power to decide 
whether or not it shall be altered. I think, however, 
that I am voicing the general feeling, probably 
the unanimous feeling, of my colleagues in urging 
that the meeting of the Commission should not be 
too long delayed ·and that, in order to demonstrate 
the strength of our purpose before the world, we 
should meet again and make a fresh effort this year. 

But a further point on which we were 
unanimously agreed was that, supposing the 
Disarmament Conference could actually meet now, 
even in the existing circumstances, its chances of 
real appreciable success would be all the greater 
if security were on a sounder basis. 

.Ah ! ladies and gentlemen, if only, when the 
Conference meets, we could somehow, by somll 
means, succeed in creating in this unhappy worl:'d 
a feeling of greater security ! If we can by some 
conceivable means do something, however little, 
to improve conditions of security, then, beyond 
all manner of doubt, every State will be prepared 
to accept a lower limit for its armaments and the 
success of the Conference will be proportionately 
enhanced. 

Then, however great our. optimism, while we may 
not have to wait long before taking what has so 
often been called the first step, yet after that first 
step, as every one of us knows quite well, other 
steps, many other steps, will have to follow. 
Would not each one be simpler, more effective and 
more rapid if conditions of security also could be 
improved! . 

.An exchange of views has once again revealed 
the truth, that indisputable truth which has forced 
itself upon eight .Assemblies in succession, that 
security, arbitration and disarmament are closely 
and indissolubly linked together, that they form, 
as it were, three avenues of approach and that no 
real progress can be made in any one of them unless 
we keep abreast in the other two. · 

.And here, if I might venture to employ a simile 
borrowed from war - and this we shall always do 
even when talking of peace ! - experience has 
proved that no offensive against war stands any 
chance of success unless it is on a front that embraces 
all three avenues at once. 

We wondered what could be done then in each 
of .thes~ directi~ns to extend the principle 'of 
arbitratiOn and mcrease the factor of security. 
Many p~ssibilities at once presented themselves. 
Why did we not think of beginning with 
agreements on the .lines of the Locarno T~aty ! 
The very fact that we are discussing these question\~ 
to-day, and that the convening of the Disarmament 
~on~erence has now become a burning question 
iS drrectly. due to Locarno and to the unanimous 
recognition that Locarno has somehow changed 
the whole situation in Western Europe . 
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Surely it was only natural that we should think 
of ~xtending to other parts of the world, to ther 
regrons, the procedure adopted on the Rhine and 
thus reinforce security and add to the number of 
nations willing to reduce their armaments ! 

First, th~n, we have to consider the iJossibility 
of concludmg further treaties of arbitration and 
security. 
o There is another way open to us. It has been 
realiseil- and to this we shall constantly have to 
re:l>"e~t. -:-.that ~he Covenant itself offers many 
possibilities which have not yet been sufficiently 
exploited. 

!- do no~, mean that we should begin to 
" mterpret the Covenant ; we have no right to 
do so. Nor do I mean that we should arbitrarily 
increase the obligations to be made incumbent on 
the States. Nothing short of an amendment to the 
Covenant ratified by all the States could make this 
possible. 

But side by side with the obligations of the 
individual States, there are the obligations of the 
League itself, the innumerable acts which the 
League has to perform to set the whole mechanism 
in motion. 

The League is young, and life brings it face to 
face· with fresh 'problems every day. It is still too 
young to have put its house in order. Its spiritual 
temple is still unfinished, like the earthly mansion 
which is one day to be its dwelling-place. This 
spiritual dwelling must be built up according 
to the rules of the Covenant and by dint of persistent 
endeavour. 

Every one of the articles of the Covenant offers 
possibilities that have not yet been fully exploited. 
If we can explore them all we are bound to achieve 
s\l,J;IIething worth while. 

0 'To quote one case closely connected with the 
idea of arbitration, to which I referred a moment 
ago : Article 13 provides that the League shall take 
measures to ensure the carrying out of arbitral 
awards. Is not this an obligation which the League 
should bear in mind and make preparations to 
fulfil ! · 

There is a third possibility, perhaps somewhat 
difficult to define. I shall endeavour to explain 
it very briefly. -

The last paragraph of the resolution really 
contains two distinct proposals, the first of general 
application, formulating a general principle, and 
the second of special application. 

What am I to say of this general principle Y I 
am afraid of using words that people may be tired 
of hearing, and yet, . though the word " Protocol" 
has disappeared from the text, we cannot help 
reading it between the lines. 

Something very closely related to the Protocol 
is present here - not the Protocol as we adopted 
it, in its rigid form, with not a single provision, not 
a comma missing, but what has often been called 
the common spirit of the Protocol, the spirit of 
arbitration, organised security and disarmament, 
the spirit of the Protocol which gave birth to 
Locarno. 

Here I wish to avoid all misunderstanding. When 
we allude to the great hopes awakened by the 
Protocol we none of us have any idea of trying to 
force it, even indir~ctly, on any nation tha~ is 
unwilling to accept rt. Not one of us but realises 
the tremendous sacrifices which certain great 

't nations have made in the interests of world 
solidarity. 

Sir Ailsten Chamberlain reminded us of this the 
&;her day. He told us what Great Britain has done, 
what the British Empire has done. We all listened 
to him with a sense of profound gratitude and with 
a desire to understand the position of the British 
Empire. 

The idea of forcing the hand of the British 
Empire or manreuvr:ng it by underhand methodR 
to take action which it does not wish to take is quite 
foreign to our intentions. We thought, however, 
that there might be individustl groups of nations 
prepared to apply among theuselves not only the 
principle of Locarno but, in a wider sense, the 
actual principles of the Protocol, and that it would 
be wrong to neglect the opportunity thus offered 
of creating between such nations ties which wonla 
lead to the consolidation of peace. 

After. making this general affirmation of 
principle, we tried to define a special case 
of application, and put forward a suggestion 
which has a considerable bearing on it, 
namely, that a systematic study should be 
undertaken in order that the Council might 
ascertain what assistance any given State could 
expect from other States prepared to enter into 
undertakings and to assume commitments without 
constraint or pressure. A clear definition of 
commitments would obviously add enormously 
to the sense of security because, when the 
Disarmament Conference does finally meet and 
every State has to declare what armaments it 
requires for purposes of security, we call point out 
that, side by side with the security resulting from 
the individual armaments, additional security 
exists in the assistance formally promised to the 
individual State. 

I must not take up too much of your time, but 
there is one question on which I should like to say . 
a few words. 

You will have realised, when I was describing the 
work we have in view, that it will be a lengthy, 
I might almost say, a permanent undertaking. We 
said to ourselves that we should need time and 
persistent effort to achieve our final goal by means 
of arbitration, security and disarmament. It must 
be clearly understood, however, that when we said 
that the task would take time, we did not mean 
that there should be any delay in setting to work. 

Although some time mustelapsebeforeacomplete 
system of arbitration or absolute security can be 
established, as the principle of arbitration comes to 
be further extended and security gradually 
increases, a further measure of disarmament will 
become feasible. 

But with disarmament, as with security and 
arbitration, we must begin at once. Systematic 
studies will have to be carried out, and for this we 
must have the necessary organisation. . 

It is a somewhat thankless task, just when the 
world is looking for great achievements, to have to 
come forward with a suggestion for a Committee, 
a new organisation, but I am not so discouraged as 
others might be, for I know the value of 
organisation. · If we can organise peace we shall 
one day bring it to pass. 

If I might forget for a moment that I am here 
simply ar. your Rapporteur and turn to my ordinary 
activities and duties in connection with social 
work, I should be tempted to dwell on the posit-ion 
of the working classes all over the world ; fifty 
years ago they "ere a negligible quantity, but to-day 
they are a tremendous factor in the political and 
economic scale. They owe their progress to the 
slow development of their institutions ; and, jiL~t 
as Labour has become a force b\· means uf 
organisation so organisation will make of peace a 
veritable power in the world. 

I have said that, despite the relatively unimpor
tant results achieved, I do not despair. We must 
be optimistic if only for the reason that optimism 
i~ the mainspring of action. Our optimism, however, 
must be enlightened and reasonahle - not the 
optimism of the ostrich which hides its head in tht' 
sand so as to avoid facing facts. 
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For we are progressing, though slowly, so ~lowly 
as to arouse amazement and perhaps anger m our 
j)eopll's. They ask : "Why ! " I hea.r it 
whispered round ml' in ·every country .I go th~oug~, 
and in my own couf.try the sound lB growmg xn 
volume. If 

l\Iy countrymen ask "Why Y" and they are 
right, for they know<what war is. For well ~ver 
two centuries war has been perpetually recurrmg. 
~h~·Y have lost their riches; they have been drained 
of their life's blood. They have lost more. Under 
the destructive influence of war their intellectual 
treasures have become exhausted and the warmth 
of their soul has died down in their breasts. 
Suddenly, they became afraid when, looking round 
oiJ. their cathedrals and museums, they thought 
of the heights they had once attained and of the 
al)yss jnto which war had plunged them. 

<For a hundred and twenty-five years during a 
period of peace which was singularly unsettled 
and. frequently broken by disastrous storms, they 
made an almost superhuman, sometimes an almost 
despairing effort, to raise thelllSelves ,again to their 
normal stature. But whenever a fresh war 
threatens, you can well undertsand that the 
ineffa<'eable memory of that far-off past comes 

, back to them. They ask why peace should be so 
slow in coming. 

I would ask the same question. Why is peace 
. so slow in comine- Y What are the obstacles in its 

way Y -
' How is it that every time we set foot on what 
appears to be a broad, 'clearly marked track, 
after the first few steps we suddenly become 
entangled in the undergrowth and cannot advance Y 

Is it because man is still a primitive brutish 
cave-dweller Y No! The mere sight of a stranger 

• no longer makes us wish to fly at his throat .. We 
are civilised and can have civilised relations with 
men of all countries. Then is it because our 
national sentiments are in opposition and because, 
in order to save our own soul, we feel it necessary 
to crush or to stunt our neighbour's soul Y But, 
gentlemen, at all events as regards the European 
peoples, when we study our distant past, when we 

« examine our origins and seek the sources of life 
from which we spring, are they not the same for 
all of us Y Did not Rome and .Athens hand down 
to all of \18 the treasures of the civilisations of what 
we now call the near East ~ Is there to-day a man 
of learning, a thinker, a scholar, who could pursue 
his ~tudies without th~ work that has been done by 
all the other nation& Y Is there even an artist who 
could express the national soul without borrowing 
something from the soul of other nations ~ 

.As Dr. Breitscheid so eloquently expressed it the 
other day, art and science are national in their 

origin, but international in their aims. 01lr souls 
have all drunk deep of the same source. 

Then does the reason lie in the economic 
differences 15etween us f Here it behoves us to 
stop andthink. Undoubtedly economicantagonism· 
can be ve~ acute and has often led to war. But,· 
I might almost speak of it in the past tense, cand 
surely the discussion which has just been concluded 
proves that economic solidarity is gatheringo 
strength. It shows production being carried fm, on 
a vast scale, embracing a whole group of State~!, 
while economic interests. are drawing the peoples 
together instead of dividing them. 

Is it because there are insoluble political 
difficulties between us ? Every statesman to-day 
knows that the most successful war can ouly lead 
to disaster, so that he cannot hope to exalt his 
country's prestige by waging war on a neighbouring 
State. . 

My own hope is derived from the fact that all 
the forces that still make for war appear to be 
survivals of the past, old habits of mind, which are 
fast disappearing. Yes, the greatest obstacle of all 
is that, in inter-State relations, the old tenacious 
idea of force still survives in many cases, and we 
have not yet got into the habit of treating all 
peoples alike, or learned to respect the dignity of 
every nation. But this method of solving problems 
is growing here at Geneva, and its true name ·is 
international democracy. 

Now, may I say, in conclusion, that 
international democracy is only conceivable 
between nations in which the principle of 
democracy is already firmly established Y In the 
last resort democracy is what counts,· and on 
it I set my hopes. The other day in his eloquenw 
speech M. Briand expressed a very· similar idea +
if not the same 'idea - when he spoke of the 
irreparable harm resulting from a policy of prestige. 

·.A policy of prestige is neither more nor less than 
a policy of force, the policy of nations who think 
themselves , superior to other nations, the 
aristocratic policy which is radically opposed to the 
spirit of democracy. · 

.And now, having recalled M. Briand's vivid 
utterance, may I in conclusion remind you of a 
great Belgian, perhaps the greatest artist and poet 

·that Belgium has eyer produced, who expressed 
this same idea in the magnificent line : " Tout sera 
simple et grand quand l' argueil sera mort ". · 

The President : 

Translation : The discussion· will be adjourned 
until this afternoon, at 3.30 p.m . 

\ 
The Assembly rose at 1.20 p.m. 
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The President-: 

Tra'lllllation : The first item on the agenda 
is the continuation of the discussion on the Third 
Committee's report on arbitration, security, 
disarmament and the work of the Preparatory 
Commission for the Disarmament Conference. 

0
(_Qn the in-vitation of the President M. Benell, 

Oh~man of the Third Committee, and M. de 
BrO'Uckere, Jf.apporteur, took their places on the 
platfOT'QI-· • 

• 
The President : 

} · Tra'lllllation: ·Jonkheer Loudon, delegate of 
the Netherlands, will address the Assembly. 

J_onkheer Loudon (Netherlands): 

Tra'lllllation : Mr. President, Ladies and Gentle
men- The welcome which the Assembly accorded 

. to the proposal of the Netherlands delegation, 
which was referred to the Third Committee, entitles 
me, I think, to say a few words on the work which 
has been done. 
, It was necessary, on the one hand, to give a 
stimulus to the work of the Preparatory 
Commission. Public opinion, especially after 
the unfortunate outcome of the Three-Power 
Naval Conference, had become accustomed to 
regard the preparations for disarmament as having 
broken down, and some were even wondering 
whether it were worth while to go on with work 
which, as they wrongly said, had failed utterly. 

Moreover, the debates in the Preparatory 
Commission seemed to show that as regards 
disarmament no satisfactory result could be 
expected so long as other factors, which would 
increase the sense of security, were left untouched. 

There were sound reasons for believing that 
an examination of the three principles of arbitration, 
security and disarmament _ as a whole - an 
examination which had been dropped since 1924 -
might facilitate the technical work of the 
Preparatory Commission. In the view of the 
Netherlands Government, the developments which 
had taken place in the field of arbitration and 
security since the drawing up of the Protocol 
justified the hope that a fresh study of these 
principles would enable a further step to be taken 
'in the organisation of international co-operation, 
without the need to reopen the discussion on the 
Protocol or to attempt to convert those States 
which were not disposed to accept it. 

Thus the wishes of the partisans of the Protocol 
would largely be met, while the objections of its 
opponents would also be taken into account. 

The question we put- whether. it would be 
desirable to examine afresh the three great principles 
of the Covenant which dominated the whole 
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discussion of the Geneva Protocol -received a 
definitely affirmative answer from the Third 
Committee. 

How should this investigation be begun f The 
Third Commijtee unanimously agreed at once 
that the Pr~aratory Commission itself, as our 
eloquent Rapporteur has t~ld us, should be entJ;usted 
with this taskf and that It could not carry It out 
without the help of a special Committee composed 
of political persons, appointed by the States Me_m~ers 
havin" seats on the Preparatory CommiSSIOn, 
to whlch jurists could also be attached if necessary. 
This Committee would deal with the questions 
of arbitration and security. 

The Council, which had set up the Preparatory 
Commission, would, of course, be free to increase 
the number of its members. 

Should any non-Member States decide to take 
«part in these fresh discussions, they would be very 
welcome, and we should be glad of their valuable 
co-operation. I said "States non-Members ", 
and I see no reason for not specifying in so many 
words the United States. 

This Committee on Arbitration and Security· 
would first of all study every aspect of arbitration 
and more especjally the concrete proposal which 
the Norwegian delegation has submitted to us. 

I wish, on behalf of the Netherlands Government, 
to second the general idea of this proposal, whilst 
reserving our opinion on the exact. contents· of 
the Protocol as contemplated in the Norwegian 
proposal. The Netherlands delegation is of !Jpinion . 
that such an instrument would widen the scope 
of compulsory arbitration, especially if it could 
be stipulated that it would not bind each signatory 
with respect to all the others, but that two States 
would be able to sign it on such terms that _they 
would only be bound as between themselves. 

As regards security, Finland has submitted a 
very special question, that of financial assistance 
to be given to States victims of aggression. · 

Referring to a statement which I made on this 
subject before the Third Committee, I am happy 
to repeat here that in principle the Netherlands 
Government supports the Finnish proposal. 

As regards security, we are faced by still further 
possibilities. If any States so desired, they could 
tell the Council how far they were ready to parti
cipate in common action taken by the League. 
Other Members not wishing to specify exactly 
how far they would participate in measures ·of 

o force against an act of aggression, of which they 
would remain the sole judges,. would not need to 
make .any such statement to the Council. · 

In this vast field of possibilities I venture to 
point out a special kind of Convention which does 
not figure explicitly in the draft resolution 
submitted, although it accords with one of the 
ideas expressed in the preamble. I refer to treaties 
for the outlawry of war, treaties of non-aggression, 
which ipso facto exclude all resort to war. 

The eighth session of the Assembly, which is taking 
such vigorous steps to affirm its desire for peace, 
cam10t but commend the conclusion of such 
Conventions, especially between Members of the 
League and non-Members. The American idea 
of the "outlawry of war", therefore, merits the 
warmest welcome on the part of the Assembly, 

The Polish proposal is already one important 
step in this direction, but it has in the main a moral 
value. This first step necessitates a second, the 
forbidding of all war, since it is clear that in certain 
cases resort to arms, in fulfilment of the duty of 
the League itself, as, for example, in the exceptional 
cases provided for in the Locarno Treaty, cannot 
be regarded as a resort to war in the strict sense 
of the term. 

• • It would therefore be advisable for the new 
Committee to give close attention to the evolution 
of this idea in Europe and elsewhere, and to h;tvite 
State• to put it into practice. ' . · 

Tl:!e study of arbitration and security m'b.st not 
be made a pretext to defer either the continuation 
of tl:!e technical work of the Preparatory Commissioh
or the summoning of the Disarmament tJonference: 
itself. • 

The Preparatory Commission al1'd its new 
Committee will work simultaneously. We :maintain 
the view, adopted by the Assembly of 1926, that 
a first step towards disarmament could be effected 
on the present basis of security and under the 
present system. 

Nevertheless, constant progress along the road 
to arbitration and security will :Qiake the 
succeeding stages easier. It is indeed essential if 
subsequent developments are to take place. 
Thus there can be no question of only one Disarma
ment Conference ; after the first a second must 
follow, and then a third. After the first Conference, 
therefore, new disarmament agreements must be 
prepared either by the Preparatory .Commission 
or by some other organisation. · <r, 

At the last session of the Preparatory Commission~ 
my oolleagues were kind enough to· allow me, as 
President, a certain latitude in fixing the date of 
the next session. At that time, I contemplated 
the middle of November. At first, realising the 
anxiety which was felt on the subject of disarma
ment, this date appeared to me to be too near. 
To-day, however, I feel that our work and the draft 
resolution which summarises it have· given a fresh 
impetus to the Preparatory Commission. · 

M. de Brouckere, .. our eloquent Rapporteur, 
confirmed me in this opinion in his clear anQ viAJ.e 
speech this morning. . · .. . • 

I have no hesitation in saying therefore that if the 
Council which is now sitting would be good enough 
to give the Preparatory. Commission the necessary 
instructions to form a new Committee, I should ' 
like to summon my colleagues towards the end of 
November for a short session, at which we woul.d 
appoint the Committee of Arbitration and Securipy, 
so as to enable it to -begin work at;.on,ile. : ·. · • 

At the same time we could consider what points 
in the text adopted at the first reading are ·ripe 
for fresh examination.· ·we ·might perhaps even 
begin the second reading of these points and fix 
·a date for a session when the second reading might 
be undertaken as a whole. · 

· . I think it my duty to repeat here what I have 
already stated more than once, that it is for the 
Governments whose views were the most divergent 
during our last session to come to an agreement 
beforehand in order that the success of. the work· 
we are about to undertake may be ensured. 
· . That the move made by the Netherlands deleg::~t~ 
tion has borne fruit, that the resolution proposeJt: 

. by M. Paul-Boncour, which reflects and elaborates. 
the idea of our own delegation, has been unani
mously accepted, is due to the co-operation of the 
members of the Third Committee who held opposite 
views on certain important points, and also largely 
to the great tactfulness of M. BeneA in his office of · 
Chairman of the Committee. 

We all feel that the Preparatory Commission 
has received the new impetus it. needed, When 
we separate, the League of Nations will have placed 
the three great problems of arbitration, secll,!jty 
and disarmament in the very ·forefront. of its ~ork 

·as a group of questions which will rtUD.ain on· the 
agenda of many future sessions. • " · . · 
T~e outco_me of our discussion _will stre~gthen 

confidence m the League's future, and this :j 
c~nfi~ence is of capital importance for the org~.' 
~atlon of peace. · . 
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• 
· I repeat, in conclusion, that· the .limitation and 

reductwn of armaments will be a very lengthy 
task. Many obstacles stand in the way. Do not 
let us fo~get th~t. But, once the determimtion to 
succl!ed IS manifest, no one need despair 'bf final 
success; . . • 

• 
The Yresident : 

franslation : Dr. Stresemann, German. Minister 
of l<'~eign .Affairs, will address the Assembly. 

Dr .. Stresemaim (Germany): 

_Translation : _When I had the honour to address 
thiS. Assembly m the opening days of the present 
~esswn, I drew your attention to the very great 
rmportaJ!-Ce of the problem of disarmament. I 
agree With what other speakers have said here 
namely, that this is one of the fundamental problem~ 
which the League of Nations has to solve. 

It has been solenmly announced to the world 
that .the disarmament brought about by the world 
w:tr m the ca~~ of those States which complied 
With the conditwns of peace laid down by their 

~ a~versaries would be followed by voluntary 
disarmament on the· part of other nations ; that 
thus the peoples of the world would be freed from 
the nightmare of fear, hate and mistrust and 
that the foundations would be laid fo; the 

· development of the highest faculties of mankind 
through peaceful emulation. World public opinion 
will judge the League according to its method 
of approaching this problem and of putting into 
practical effect the solution it proposes. -
. lt is therefore very natural that at this session 
QW: c;liscussions should have been concerned with 
ajj;ar~ament and security. They have plainly 
shown that the Assembly feels that with this 
problem the League has come to a critical stage 
in its development and must determine whether 

·it is really on the road to ultimate success. 
There would appear · to be two conflicting 

principles. Germany has emphatically declared 
'that the beginning of general disarmament 
·need- not wait for fresh guarantees of security. 

"'rh!l-t; too, was clearly the standpoint taken up 
by. the Assembly .in the resolution it -adopted 
last year. On the other hand, the view which 
would .of late appear to be held is that fresh 
guarantees of security must precede the beginning 

, of disarmament. It is only natural, therefore, 
that the public should have received the impression 
that the disarmament problem has led the League 
into a dangerous cul de sac. · 

Accordingly, I am most .happy to find that 
since then, after most "difficult negotiations, it 
has been possible to prepare the way for practical 
work. ·I do not at all regret that in these l qiscussions differences of opinion have arisen, 

• 6r that, instead of wasting time in compliments, 
we have, by clear statements of the policies of 
the various countries, eventually arrived at an _ 
agreement after long discussion and controversy. 
I am convinced that the more :the very natural 
differences of opinion which are inevitable from 
the very composition of the League find expression 
and are openly and publicly voiced, the more 
the. practical value of the League's work will 
~e enhanced. · · 
0 We have now before ns, in 1;he resolution moved 
· . fil' the Rapporteur, a programme in which the 

principles of disarmament and -of security are 
placed in 'their true relation to each other. The 
menaod 'which ha~ been deyised of extending 
the already existing guarantees of security seems 
to me likely to be highly successful. I need hardly 
say that it is the desire and intention of Germany 
to collaborate actively in the . work contemplated. 

The J?rinciples put into practice in the Locarno 
Treat1es as regards both West and East will 
~o be· ~pplied, in th~ same or a similar form, 
With swtable adaptatwns to tht"" special cir
cumstances of each case to the C($Uditions existing 
in other regions. • 

The discussions in · the various Committees 
have once more shown the imp01\ant part played 
b:f the idea of arbitration. Let us hope that Locarno 
WI!l beco_me the symbol of the security of 
ne1ghbouru~g peoples and of the ideal of friendly • 
understanding and mutual confidence hetween 
nations. 

But however wide the possibilities before 
us in this field, we must not lose si<>ht of 
the immediate task of the League. I ·a~ very 
glad to see that this task is clearly set before us 
in this resolution. Whatever developments take · • 
place i_n our work in the spher~ of security, the : 
resolution lays down that the f1rst Disarmament 
Conference shall be convened as soon as the 
preparatory work of a purely technical nature • 
which is. still necessary has been completed. If 
as I am sure, the decision which the Assembly 
now takes is carried out both in letter and in spirit, 
we shall have gone far on the road towards our 
goal. · 

As soon as general disarmament has I'eaiTy 
begUJI in all fields, fewer difficulties will be 
encountered in making further progress, and every 
step forward will itself prov1de fresh elements 
of security for the whole wol'ld. We shall thus 
realise the fundamental principle of the Covenant, 
namely,. th!l.t the reduction of armaments is 
essential for the maintenance of peace. 

Security cannot and must not be based on 
armaments. They are not even the most effective 
form of protection, and they inevitably constitute 
a threat to neighbouring countries. This is an 
absolutely certain outcome ; it cannot be entirely 
avoided even by the most peaceable dispositions 
on the part of the Governments. We in Germany 
to-day are often tempted to say to our neighbours 
what was once said in the forum of ancient Rome 
to a citizen of that city. Wben he appeared armed 
to the teeth in the midst of a peaceful crowd and 
tried to justify his arms on the ground that he feared 
to be attacked, he was simply asked : " Quis tibi 
sic timere pPrmisit 1 " " Who gave you leave 
to be so afraid ' " 

I am perfectly well aware of the inevitable 
obstacles that stand in the way of disarmament. 
I recall the words pronounced not long ago by" 
M. Briand, who observed how arms and battle 
are celebrated in poetry and find expression in 
heroic sentiments, and how much more difficult 
it is to enshrine the idea of peace in any comparable 
form. 

For this reason, it will readily be understood 
how the idea of disarmament must have affected 
the sonl of a people like the German people, with 
a military tradition dating back five centuries, 
particularly when we remember the condition of 
coercion to which I referred in my speech during 
the general discussion. Germany surmounted 
these psychological obstacles under inconceivably 
difficult circumstances. That she ultimately 
succeeded in doing so was due to the fact that 
she was fully imbued with the conviction that 
this disarmament did not connote an antithesis 
between militarism and disarmament, but was in 
reality no more than the application of a principle 
which would introduce new methods and a new 
morality into international life. 

The faith of mankind in a better future after the 
dark days of the present constitutes a power and 
a force the value of which the League is best 
qualified to appreciate. Do not, I beg of you, do 
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anything to shake that faith. The country which 
was formerly regarded as the greatest military 
Power in the world is now disarmed, and it should 
therefore be all the easier for other countries to 
follow suit. . 

We are facedJ;y an iillperative duty; and serious 
consequences wquld result if that duty were not 
discharged. We have no choice. The institution 
of the League itself cannot live, cannot be really 
effective, until the obligation of general disarma
ment has been discharged and until, - in 
consequence, the conditions necessary to create the 
atmosphere required for a common and collective 
guarantee of peace - a guarantee to which all 
the peoples represented in the League subscribe -
have been fulfilled. 

The President : 

Translatinn : Lord Onslow, delegate of the 
British Empire, will address the .Assembly. 

Lord On~low (British Empire) : 

I do not propose to occupy the time of the 
.Assembly by inflicting upon you a lengthy speech, 
but I feel that I cannot allow this occasion to pass 
Vlii.thout saying a few words, especially as I had 
the honour of representing my delegation on the 
Third Committee. 

This bas been a notable session, and we have 
been engaged in the consideration of very important 
matters, such as the general economic situation, 
which occupied our attention this morning, and 
many others. But among all these questions I 
do not think there is one which can compete in 
importance with that which we are discussing now, 
namely, the question of disarmament. 

I think the .Assembly can well claim that distinct 
progress bas been made towards the objects which 
the League bas in view. I am glad to say that I 
have been confirmed in that opinion by the eloquent 
words which have just been spoken by the distin
guished statesman who preceded me on this 
platform. Not only have we made a distinct and 
an important step forward, but we have cleared 
our minds regarding what we wish to do, and we 
have put forward a careful and well-thought-out 
plan of action. 

Before I venture to touch for a few moments 
upon that plan, I hope you will allow me to refer 
to the resolution proposed by the delegate for 
Poland. My country welcomes that resolution -
not, indeed, that its terms are new : far from it. 
The ~~s are famil~ar ~o us, ~ut it restates clearly 
and distillctly the prmCipal obJect which the League 
has before it, namely, the maintenance of peace. 
The very solemn and emphatic manner and the 
well-chosen -Words in which M. Sokal has couched 
his resolution fittingly re-echo the feelings of this 
.Assembly. 

I come now to the fifth resolution of the Third 
Committee. Under this resolution, the .Assembly 
will lay down a regular course of procedure for the 
furthe~ I_Jrogress of the work of the Preparatory 
ComllliSswn for the Disarmament Conference. 
~~n ~hat Commission meets - which its 
distill~he~ Chairman, M. Loudon, told us just 
now Will be ill a few weeks' time - it will at once 
pro~ed t? put these proposals into effect, but 
nothillg will be done to negative the decision of the 
Assembly of last year. Indeed, the. resolution 
of ~st year is ~mbodied again textually in this 
particular resolutiOn, and the Council is again asked 
to urge . the Prepa~tory Commission to press 
fo~~rd 1ts work w1th all its energies so as to 
facilitate the• imeeting of the Disarmament 
Conf':rence as soon as the technical work is done. 

This year, however, the reeo.mmendations of the 

• 
Committee go considerably further than those 
put forward by the same Committee last year. 
During the discussion this year the view was 
stronglf held and ably sustained that it was 
necessary to widen the powers of the Prepar!ttory 
Comrflission - that the work of that Commission 
had r~ached the stage where further .effective 
progress would not· be made unless some steps 
were taken to develop international security.. It 
was held that unless guarantees in tltat respect 
were developed it would be impossible for 'States 
to fix the lowest possible figure ·for their arma
ments. To meet these views it was decided to 
attach a new body to the Preparatory Commission; 
in fact, this new body is to be a creation . of the 
Preparatory Commission- done by .action of the 
Council, it is true, but still a creation of the 
Preparatory Commission. 

The new body will be a Committee entrusted 
with the duty of examining the question of security 
and offering advice and guidance to the Preparatory 
Commission on that subject. It would, however, 
serve but very little purpose to constitute a body 
of this nature and to entrust it with duties of this 
kind unless the .Assembly were prepared to give 
it a direction in regard to the methods by which . 
these guarantees of security can be obtained. 

Therefore in the last paragraph of the resolution 
- and this is a paragraph which to my mind is 
a most important one - the .Assembly is invited 
to establish these methods. The resolution 
recommends three : first, action by the League ; 
secondly, systematic preparation of the League's 
machinery ; and, thirdly, action by individual 
States. 

May I be allowed for a moment to explain_ how() 
in my opinion at least, these three steps ~y· be 
usefully taken in accordance with the terms of tlie 
resolution. First, as regards action by the League. 
The League is asked to use its influence in promotin:g 
and co-ordinating agreements regarding arbitration 
and -security. Well, I do not think I need discuss 
th~t l>.Oint at length. It is an old principle and one 
which, .has always had the support and good will' 
of t)le Government -of my country. 

I come next to the systematic preparation of th~P 
League's machinery, preparation with a view to 

· ena_bling. th~ Members of the League to perform 
t~?-err o~liga~wns und.er the Co-yenant. During the · 
discussiOns m the Third Comrmttee when this point 
was raised, fear was expressed in some quarters lest 
steps of this kind might lead to a review of the 
obligations of the Covenant, and consequently to a 
possible increase in them. I had no such fears 
and I think that after the discussions in the Third 
Committee no member of' the Committee has now 
!illY such fears. Moreover, it was put very plainly 
ill the report of M. de Brouckere, who says quite 
clearly - -~nd the Committee endorsed his state- f.: 
ment unawmol;LSlY - that the obligations of the)\ 
!Jovenant remaill unaltered, neither diminished nor 
mcreased. 

Th~re is, however, room for improvement in the 
machinery of the League. Indeed, we have 
another. resolution ~efore us, the third, which 
deals. mth the machinery for facilitating the rapid 
meetillg of the Council in the case of emergency. 

Lastly, I come to the ~etiQn which it is suggesteQ..,. 
may be taken by individual States. ln the Iirslr" 
place - because this paragraph is divided as ,. 
M. de Broucke~e ~!early explained, into two p~ri« 
- States ~re. lllVIted to consider the conclusion, 
where possible, of agreements among t'h~mselves. 
M. de Brouckere has described in his report the<f.ind 
of a~eements which the Committee had in mind· 
I m1ght perhaps describe them myself as furthe; 
pacts on the model of the Locarno Treaty. H is 
also suggested that the various ·nations should be 
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invited to inform the Council of the measures they 
wo~lt;l be prepared to take to support the Council's 
deCls~ons or ~eco=~ndations in the eve11t of a 
conflict breakmg out m a particular region iD which 
they may be specially concerned. To put .it in 
perhaps more concise language, ·more colloquial 
language; the States are to tell the Council that in 
such a case _their forces would be available to support 
the ~ounc1l's recommendations or decisions. Of 
cours~ States will have all possible liberty as reaards 
their reply. This is made very plain. They "need 
not reply at all unless they wish. But as regards 
~he cases in which States may be prepared to act 
m support of the Council, it will not be the Council 
but the States themselves that will formulate 
these cases. Again, there is, I understand, the 
contemplation of further agreements on the lines 
of the Treaty of Locarno. 

I feel that no inconsiderable step has been taken 
this year, and under this resolution we have come 
to a . unanimous agreement on our future lines 
of policy, on the manner in which that policy is to 
be carried out. But, if I may say so, there is a 
more notable fact still. Our discussions began 
by the presentation of .draft resolutions from the 
Dutch, French and German delegations, and there 
were others - my own delegation included -
who put forward suggestions, counter-suggestions 
and IPOdifications of the suggestions of others. 

At first sight it seemed as though there were wide 
differences of opinion, wide divergencies of view 
among us, that perhaps we should have great 
difficulty in arriving at a solution agreeable to 
us all. I have had several years' experience of 
Geneva and of negotiations conducted under the 
a~:~spitcs of the League of Nations, and I am bound 
t0osa~never have I seen an agreement so quickly 
reached. It was not because any delegation 
surrendered entirely its point of view. By no 
means, and. I think that the- view which all the 
delegations held, perhaps not in every detail but 
in the main and in principle, is correctly represented 
tn the findings of the Third Committee an4. the 
resolution which is before you. The discussions 
showed that we were all imbued with the same idea. 

"we might, indeed, have clothed it in ~erent words; 
we did ; . but at the back of our mmds the same 
opinion existed, and we found out that such was 
the case very soon after we had begun to discuss 
the matter. 

We may now hope that the Preparatory 
Commission will begin its work with fresh heart 
and fresh vigour ; we may hope and hope with 
confidence that this time next year, when the 
.Assembly meets again, a great stride will have been 
made in the progress of disarmament, and a real 
and important contribution added to the League's 
first duty, the maintenance of peace. l) . 

· The President : 

· Translation: M: Paul-Boneour, delegate of 
France, will address the .Assembly. 

l\1. Paul-Boneour (France): 

Translatinn : Mr. President, Ladies and 
Gentlemen - It was the privilege of the French 

• ~legation to place befo.re the Third <?ommittee 
.a draft resolution to which the delegatiOn of the 
~etherlands, finding that it _incorpor~ted its own 
vRlws immediately gave 1ts cordial support. 
This draft-resolution was subsequently combined 
wit~ the -German proposal and the British sugges
tions, and now forms the basis of the final resolution 
on which you will be asked to vote. 

~ In judging .this resolution I shall try to beware 
of all self-delusion and to give you, as it were, an 
under-estimate of what I conceive to be its 

re~ value. Too many Assemblies have ended with 
triumphant acclamations, out of all proportion 
to their achievements. 

Those whom we must always bear in mind, 
those who have waged war and n\ver wish to see 
it again, know that the work of peace cannot be 
achieved. simply by exchangin~ compliments, 
by mutual congratulations or fictitious enthusiasm. 
Peace, like war itself, is a loQg and difficult 
undertaking, which calls for patience and unre
mitting endeavour. 

The proceedings of this Assembly are· drawing 
to a close, and we now have to consider the I'esolu
tion which sums up !IS it were the problems 
entrusted to the Third Committee- the problems 
which form your chief preoccupation. The position, 
in my view, is precisely this. We were in an 
impasse, the horizon seemed hidden from ottr 
sight ; now we have issued forth, the road lies clear 
before us. That is what we have done, neither 
more nor less, but it represents no mean ' 
achievement. 

The road lies clear before us ; who is ready to 
follow it ! The number of nations that engage 
upon this enterprise and the definite contributions 
they are able to offer will determine the conditions 
for the final success of what is still the League's 

· most vital problem, a problem of which the real 
' and symbolic value is of such magnitude that, if 

the League were to succeed in every oth~>r respect 
and be found wanting in this, world opinion -
unjust though this might be - would say that 
it had failed to meet its obligations. 

Those of you whose special duty it is to find a 
solution for the problem of disarmament have 
certainly a thankless task before you. The 
problem is such that the nations do not appear 
to realise how difficult it is for us to solve it. At 
the same time its solution presupposes a develop
ment of the League, an extension of its powers, 
and progress which, as the first delegate of Franrle 
said with his philosophic serenity, we must beware 
of precipitating lest we endanger it. But it is 
not within our power to evade the issue. We 
are bound in virtue of an explicit provision in 
the Covenant . 

.A certain group of nations in this Assembly, 
those who have already been subjected to a limita
tion and reduction of armaments under the 

, Treaties of Peace, are perfectly justified in insisting, 
as we are justified in repeating, that those limita
tions and reductions and their maintenance must be • 
the starting-point of general limitation and reduc-

. tion ; and we are equally justified in repeating 
that it is the duty of every State to co-operate in 

. ensuring favourable conditions with a view to 
the success of the Conference towards which our 
work is directed. 

There is no possible doubt on this point : in 1926 
the .Assembly passed a formal resolution, which 
is embodied in the resolution now before you. The 
work must be carried on. The Conference must 
be convened. Where are we now ! 

May I repeat precisely what I said in the T~d 
Committee f It so exactly expresses my VIew 
that I cannot put it in any other way. 

There has been talk of failure, of partial failure. 
I cannot accept either the original exp~ession or the 
qualification. There has been no fa1lure. There 
are stages ; the first we have already completed, 
and we are now entering upon the second. 

The one we have completed is represented by 
our long study of technical conditions. · The 
Rapporteur, M. de Brouckere, was quite right this 
morning when he maintained the importance 
of determining these technical conditions -
long as the process might be - as being the 
essential condition for the limitation and reduction 
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• 
of armaments, and said that the League was · -formed the main preoccupation of the Third 
simply fulfilling its obligations in drawing up and Committee, whose task at times, as Lord Onslow 
stating precisely the results of its lengthy researches. very ri~tly said, was a most difficult and thankless 

That is the stage we have completed. one. • • \ 
Then, after ~~he technical experts, political Th difficulty was this : on the one hand there 

experts met together, men who were empowered was tt.e necessit:v of solving the prohlem, "the 
to speak in thel'name of their Governmepts and formal undertaking, which no one can 'lli~avow, " 
to accept commitments for th~ir countrie~ ; me_n to proceed with the work and convene the 
who, consequently, were more Circumspect m their Conference. ·-We are all agreed ; that point mu8t be 
method of approaching a subject which_ it had quite clear, so that there shall be no m~sundeDiltand
hitherto been customary to discuss exclusively ing as regards our future collaboratiOn. 
in terms· of national sovereignty. They did not But if the Conference is to be a success, if the 
merely attempt to draw up a programme a!!d plan peoples are not to be most cruelly disillusioned, and 
for the proposed Conference to be held in virtue if, around the table where politicians and 
of the 1926 resolution. They did more : they tried diplomats, generals and admirals are to meet, 
to frame a preliminary draft Convention to serve something approaching mockery or righteous 
as a basis for the deliberations of the Conference, indignation is not to take shape, we must realise 
sc that the latter would simply be left with the that a state o~ mind very different from t)lat 
task - certainly a difficult and by no means which prevailed at our discussions ·in March and 
negligible one- of filling in the figures for effectives · .April is absolutely essential. 

· and material in the spaces left blank in our Those attending the Conference must come with 
Convention. Can anyone wonder, then, that the a feeling not of perfect security - in this, of all 
Preparatory Commission should have encountered matters, the absolute is out· of the question - but 
difficulties which the Conference itself would have with the feeling that general organised security 
encountered had not the Commission endeavoured due to the very existence of the League justifies 
to settle them for it beforehand ? the relinquishment by the States concerned of a 

That is why I will not hear ·of-failure or partial certain proportion of their individual security. 
failure, for in the framing of this preliminary draft There you have the problem. That is how it 
Convention - as all who co-operated in the work presents itself, that is how it has always presented 
are well aware- agreement was reached on a large itself, and the difficulties that emerged in March 
number of points. The reservations to be found on and .April were due not to forgetfulness of that 
certain pages have a diplomatic significance. It is indissoluble bond but to the fact that political 
simply a matter of precaution. We have many conditions had not progressed as rapidly as technical 
diplomats on our Commission, and as long as the conditions. 
scheme is incomplete and it is uncertain what will What then ¥ 
be decided in regard to this or that important You already know the word that rises irres~tibl!f' 
section, they insist on being free to reconsider to my lips, because that word is the expresBlcin •<>f 
decisions which everyone can regard as virtually my profound conviction, because with my last 
adopted already. breath I shall fight for it, because I truly believe 

It is fair to say that for practically all the ques- that· it. is the only condition for true peace and true. 
tions - most important questions - concerning disarmament : the Protocol. 
land forces, and for most of the air questions, real Not that the -Protocol· constitutes in itself a 
agreement, even if not yet incorporated in the sacred text that must remain inviolate, not that it~t 
enacting clauses, is now in sight and will soon be title is of such incomparable value that no other. 
placed on paper. .. can take its place, but simply because, as th~to 

I said that I ha.d no intention of hiding the truth result of our joint work in tliat year which M. de 
behind mere forms or compliments. Undoubtedly, Brouckere so truly called the year of great hopes, 
fundamental differences do exist at present on other we succeeded in framing a series of provisions 
points -most serious points - such as the limita- sufficiently comprehensive, exhaustive and precise 
tion of budgetary expenditure, arrangements for the to ensure the organisation and application of what 

· application of the Convention and the necessary I may call a system of general a,rbitration with 
·factor of supervision. Lastly, and this is the most guarantees. 
import~t point of all, there is the rock, the_ reef For the principles laid down in the Protocol are 
on which our hope-laden vessels has temporarily these : general arbitration, so that no manner of 
come to grief - the naval programme. doubt shall exist as to who is attacked or who is the 

I quite agree with the President of the aggressor ; guaranteed arbitration, for general 
Preparatory Commission, the delegate of the arbitration without sanctions might perhaps create 
Netherlands, that diplomatic conversations and an at_mosph~re but could never create the perfect~<) 
inter-governmental negotiations may serve to security which every State will require when ity. 
reconcile divergent points of view, and that it is comes to take its bearings and make its reductions. 
essential to have recourse to this procedure. Some So~e States had serious and fundamental reasons 
of the difficulties encountered, however, lay outside of whi~h they alone are entitled to judge, for not 
the scope of purely technical considerations ; they acceptmg the Protocol, at all events "in its present 
were due to the fact that, when these various form. · 
standpoints were under discussion, what we had What, then, are we to do now y .Are we to wait y 
in mind_ wl!-a the actual Conference, when we should Gen.tl~men, the world cannot wait. --It cannot wait, 
a_ll be Sittmg round the table and submitting our for It IS shatter~d by the repercussions of war. The 
fi~es and fixing the limits. It became clear at new. world _which arose from the ruins 18· still r;~
this stage · of our discussions that while our fr 1 t d · 
technical achievement had already rea~hed a de!!l'ee agi e erec Ion, an some of the more recent edifice 

~ of p~~ection neve~ ~efo~e attained, the political unless. the;v can be insured under a general pacJt' 
conditiOns for the limitatiOn and general reduction ~~tan~J.:~;~bly constitute a real_ cause of dangi'Jr 
of armaments were not yet such that every State Th " · 
could take its place at the Conference table entirely . e first delegate of Germany quoted ojus~now 
free f:om care and with a sufficiently open mind. a. J?assage from a Latin author describing liow a 

ThiS fact .emerged at the very beginning of_ the c~t~zen appeared armed among his unarmed fellow
P,resent sessiOn of the Assembly and explains the c~tiZ~ns m the Forum and was asked : "Quis tibi .
Netherlands proposal. This essential consideration ~~ s~~fi:~iG'Piisit Y" "Who gave you leave to 
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Well, I .see many reasons for fear in Europe 
to-day_: ~his _was what hampered the work of the 
CominiSSion m March and .April. • 
•.These re!l'~ons must be removed a1o all costs, 
Witho~t wrutmg for the t~xts in which we all place 
our fruth to be drawn up ; we must stoi' the gaps, 
we. must b~d dykes and throw up barriers. 
ThiS, surely, IS _Just what the resolution proposes, first 
&f all by carrymg on the work past the point reached 
!JJe the. gr~at achievement of Locarno, which is 
Itself a reg~~nal application of the Protocol. .And 
I may say this, that none of the Locarno negotiators 
to whom peace owes such a debt of gratitude o~ 

· that account, none of them however eminent 
~espite their U!l~eniable . go~d will, despite th~ 
IIDJ?Ortant preliminary diplomatic conver~ations 
whi~h took place, can deny that Locarno was only 
possible because the Protocol itself and the ideal 
set in motion by it in 1924, had created the political 
an~ moral atmosphere necessary for such an 
achievement. 

We must repeat that achievement. We mn-st 
re-examine those ideas and reaffirm our faith in 
them, and so enable the Governments concerned 
wherever other similar daiiger-points exist t~ 

-·frame agreement~ like those of Locarno, that ~. to 
enforce the partial· application of the principles 
of the Protocol. · 
. There is another way - to employ the League 
Itself as a means of promoting and co-ordinating 
such agreements. We felt- and this is embodied 
in the resolution - that the League should not be 
content to fold its arms aiid simply register agree
ments when concluded and pigeon-hole them 
indiscriminately. When the League sees that 
"C!f:'tain misunderstandings, whether brought before 

' th~ Council under the Covenant or not, are con
stantly occurring, so that in some part of Europe 
or of other regions of the globe permanent 
possibilities of conflict exist, it should be its duty 
- in a form to be determined hereafter- to invite 
the States in question to conclude agreements on 
similar lines. The multiplicity of these agreements, 
with the risk of confusion which they involve, 
must somehow be co-ordinated, so as to make them 
perfectly clear and simple ; then if a dispute should 
arise, it can be stopped at the outset, or, if this 
prove impossible, the whole system of agreements 
will at all events make it easy for the Council or 
some arbitral body to deter'mine the aggressor. 

.And now, if I speak in hypothetical tel1lls, it is 
because here, again,· it is not for us to settle the 
programme ; that will have to be drawn up by the 
Preparatory Commission for its Committee. I am 
simply describing the possibilities and trying to 
give concrete examples, so that you may see the 
realities with which we have to grapple, the 
realities which lie behind the text submitted to you. 
It is quite possible, in my view, that .Article 18 has 
a very definite meaning, and that the authors of the 
Covenant never meant that .the League should 
simply register, as an act of purely moral signifi
cance, agreements. of any aiid every kind. some of 
which may be only very remotely connected with 
the Locarno agreements and the principles of the 
Protocol. 

That is one of the roads open to us. A second is 
the . one specially urged by our Rapporteur in 
the Third Co=ittee - to study the means for the 
systematic application of the articles of the 

' Covenant. Not - as he emphasised in his- speech 
this marning - a fresh interpretation ; that would 
~ chUdish, and if we tried this method we should 
once more be faced with precisely· the same 
difficulties as we encountered in regard to the 
application of the Protocol. For the Protocol 
itself simply amounted to a general interpretation 
.of the Covenaiit. But we Caii seek practical and 

!ap_id means for putting the Covenant into effect 
m Its present form and enforcing the obligations> 
of the Covenant as understood by the various 
Members of the LE-ague. 

Lastly, there is a third way.~ This, frankly, is to 
my mind the most difficult and at the same time 
the most hopE'_ful of all. Let t!te League itself take 
up the questiOn of security, let it take up this 
fi:agment of . th~ Protocol without trying either. 
dir~ctl~ or mdrrectly to impose more definite 
obhgatwns, !Paving it to the individual States to 
decide whether they will or will not accept them 
This means that States which feel drawn to on~ 
another by closer t.ies would be free to conclude 
agreements ; but -let us proclaim this aloud to th• 
world - these ugrel'ments must have nothing 
whatsoever to do wit,h the old alliances, the old 
systems of influence, the old coalitions of intftres~. 

Thus, parts of the Protocol could be adhered to 
freely, in the true Protocol spirit and in application 
of its principles, if certnin nations feel moved bS' a 
sense of solidu,rity to conlude such agr~.ements. 
The contracting parties would be perfectly free, but 
would at the same time come under one compre
hensive scheme. In a word, the Covenant would be 
more closely defined and would be brought into 
operation through the intermediary of the League's 
organs. 

1 have, of course, tmced no more than the bare 
outlin~J of the scheme: It will be left to the 
Committee appointed by the Preparatory Com
mission to lay down the exaet procedure to be ' 
followed and the means to be adopted - a most 
complex task 

Obligations such as those we have in view 
serious commitments entered into beforehand 
with the Council, commitments which would 
constitute an important, indeed a decisive, factor 
in this statement of security - and nothing but 
such a balance-sheet will enable the nations to come 
before the Disarmament Conference with large
scale proposals for the reduction of their armaments 
- these obligations, I say, must obviously be so 
framed as to avoid wounding national suscepti
bilities or interfering in any way with the freedom 
of StatE's which prefer to stand aside. That is 
the task that lies before the Committee. 

In fact, the Committee, if I might so phrase it, 
is to set the seal on the resolution and - I think 
our Rapporteur agrees with me here - is really 
what give~ the resolution its full significance . 
The force of an idea depends upon the institurion · 
which carries it into effect. This, in the main, 
constitutes the fresh step to which the British 
delegate referred just now- and I welcomed his 
words - this represents the progress achieved by 
the present .Assembly, and in estimating it I have, 
as you may see, proceeded with studied caution. 

.Arbitration, security, disarmament - these 
are inseparable, and progress in all three must be 
simultaneous. We must not wait for complete 
achievement in regard to one before beginning 
on the other two. The three terms react upon one 
another - disarmament upon security, security 
upon disarmament, security confirming arbitration, 
arbitration in itself helping to· reinforce security. 
.All these terms, I repeat, are inseparable, both in 
their nature and in time. 

.At the moment when you adopt our resolution, a 
body will be created which will give concrete form 
to this interdependence. There, in my opinion, 
lies the chief value of the resolution we are asking 
you to adopt. This new body will not be distinct 
from the Preparatory Commission. I think people 
have been under some misapprehension on that 
point ; and the public, which does not always regard 
us with an entirely. friendly eye, is inclined to 
ridicule our accumulation of committees, sub-
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committ~es drafting committees, and back again 
'i:o sub-com;rutt~es and committees. 

We claim to have obviated this danger. 
According to the Sl\heme, the Pre_Paratory Co!D
mission: itself will ~ntinue, and WI~ also ap:pomt 
from among its own members this Comm~~tee, 
which is to make llt special study of questiOns 

,- relating to security. The Committee, however, 
<will simply be the Commission in another f?rm1 so 
that there can be no complication or dup~I?atwn, 
still less anv inconsistency in the poliCies or 
instructions of the Governments. . 

That, then, is how we propose to :wmd up the 
present session, which, as regards thi_s :prob!em at 
1..1l events might have encountered diffiCulties. 

I have kore than once used a simile whicJ;I s~ems 
tc me a very apt one, and with your permiSsiOn I 
will :t;,peat it now. We were stopped by a wall, 
but now we have found a door. In fact, there 
are three doors, and our aim has been that the three 
paths now open to us shall not be alternative but 
shall be used simultaneously, since we do not know 
which will prove the best or lead the farthest, and 
only experience can really teach us. We must 
take all three paths together. . 

Who is ready to set out T I repeat what I said 
at the begimling of my speech. Upon the reply 
to my question will depend not the holding of the 
Conference - that must meet - but. the success 
of the Conference, for which ·we must all be prepared 
to work together. . . · . 

To those nations whiCn are mterested m the 
problem of disarmament, not so much on account 
of reductions that they themselves might effect 
as they are exempt by their geographical situation 
or historical evolution from a consideration of the 
problem- at all events in this form- but because 
they are naturally liberal-minded, have very small 
armaments, and are quite rightly averse to seeing 
citizens like Dr. Stresemann's Roman in the 
Forum straying about Europe - to those nations 
I would venture to suggest - in an undertone, of 
course, and most discretely as becomes me in 
giving a delicate hint of this sort - I would venture 
to suggest that the success of the Conference, bound 
up as it is with guarantees of security, will depend 
very largely on what they themselves may be 
prepared to do. 

The international spirit can be expressed in 
two very different ways, both of which, however, 
are very necessary and serve as it were to 
·supplement one another. On the one hand, 
States which are prepared to reduce their 
armaments might do so, knowing that henceforth 
they need not rely solely on their own national 
resources but can also count on the League's 
collective organised system of security. The 
second way is to provide these guarantees of security 
to swell the credit column, and unless this is done, 
unless every individual State exerts itself to do 
what it can - no more, but all it can - to help a 
State which is the victim of aggression and has been 
declared such beyond a doubt by arbitral award 
or by a decision of the Council, then the resolution 
which we are preparing to adopt will simply be 
one mo!e added to the existing scrap-heap of sterile 
resolutiOns. 

I ask you, as my last word, not to let this happen. 
A wall once blocked our way ; now we have 

found a door. "The Door in the Wall" - that is 
t~e title of one of the finest examples of English 
literature. A great English writer tells the story 
of a little boy, quite young - about the age of the 
League and just as frail - who passed every day 
beside a high wall which shut out the horizon from 
his child's eyes. One day a door in the wall stood 
open. He saw a wonderful garden where every 
flower that grows was to be found, where all the 

0 

birds were singing, and the most beautiful trees 
in the world reached upward towards the sky. He 
passed on Qll his way to work or play._ The do~r 
closed : and then in the course . of his youth )t 

·opened oace more, and once agam .. The calls of 
everyday •life kept him from passrng: that . way 
again ; and all his life he weNt about filled m~h a 
hopeless longing for the wonderful garden mto 
which he had never decided to penetrat11. Le~ 
us take. care not to do the same. • 

The President : 

Translation : Sir George Pearce, delegate of 
.Australia, will address the .Assembly. 

Sir George Foster Pearce (.Australia) : 

Ladies and Gentlemen - We have listened to 
some very interesting and informative speech~s 
delivered by representatives of Great ·Powers m 
Europe whose frontiers march with those of each 
other and where the feelings engendered by the 
late war yet have their echo .. Those older nations 
speak from centuries of experience of the afte:mat_h 
of the greatest disaster that human nature IS heir 
to, that of war ; but this .Assembly speaks with a 
composite voice, and I speak as representative of 
a young country which has no land frontiers with 
other nations, and which can therefore look at these 
questions with perhaps a more detached mind than 
the older countries. 

It is indeed reassuring to hear the statesmen 
who represent the countries to which I ha':e referred 
speaking in appreciative and encouragmg terms 
of the resolution that is presented to you for yo()r 
acceptance. I wish to express our _pleasure at tfue • 
prominence given in this report to the ~eat value 
of conciliation as an important factor which should 
be studied and further developed as a means of 
settling international · dispute~. Such met~ods, 
I may remind you, need no sanctiOns or compulsiOns, 
and, under the guidance and direction of the League, 
should play a much more important part in the 
future than even compulsory arbitration. Concilia
-tion is, in my opinion, much more in accord with 
the spirit that should animate the League than any 
method which must derive its effectiveness 
from compulsion and sanctions. 

I am glad to be able to associate my delegation 
with the acceptance by the League of the series 
of resolutions now before us. They constitute, in 
·our opinion, a successful reconciliation of different 
methods of attaining the one great goal we are all 
seeking, that of a stable and lasting peace. It may 
be that they do not fully satisfy everybody, but 
they do embody and co-ordinate the practical and 
the possible. The definition of principles and of the 
methods by which it is proposed they should be 
attained will be of great value to the League and 
to the world to the League, by enabling it to 
settle down and work out by practical and definite 
proposals the necessary agreements and ·under
takings under the three headings by which we hope 
to translate our ideals into action; to the world the 
resolutions will be of great educational value, 
because they constitute a comprehensive survey 
of this great problem with which the League has to 
deal. They set out in general terms its complexity, 
and they give some idea of the vastness of the issues 
to be dealt with. The sober, practical nature of the 
resolutions will temper and steady undue aJ:Wi over
enthusiastic optimism, but at the same time th~ 
constitute an effective reply to that despondel!t 
pessi~sm ~hat has in recent months begun to 
assert Itself rn the world. The resolutions will give 
a much-needed stimulus to the League in this, its 
most important field. · 
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• 
As representing one of the young nat" f 

world, and one that has already felt the %ns off the
of war and which. desires above all things t re~ ects 
the cause of peace, we hail the resolut" 0 a vance 
unportant and practical step in that d'~ont~ as an uec Ion. • 

generalising and co:ordinating special agreements, 
snd agreements which may be concluded between., 
ta~es l\Iemh_ers of the League with a view to making 

theu . comnutments - to employ the felicitous 
phra~g o! the draft - propor.'ionate to the degree 
of. s~hdar1ty of a geographic;u or other nature 
exiStmg between them and other States. 

· Th~ Pres!d1mt: • 
• Tra?"slatio_n : His Excellency M. Iniguez dele ate 
ol • Ch.i.ltl, will address the Assembly. ' g 

i\1 .. liiiguez (Chile) : 

·a Ttrlamslation I: Mr. ~resident, Ladies and 
en emen -;-- ~hould .like quite briefly to define 

~ny country s attitude before the close of this most 
Important ~nd comprehensive debate which like 
the resolut1_ons now before us, should be of the 
;;-rea test ~ssiStance to the League in its future work 
m the twm spheres of disarmament and securit! 
_ My country. has always been ready to sec~nd 

~ us~ful or practical efforts designed to promote th 
obJect we hav~ all had in view for so many years~ 
Our c?llaborat10n has known no other limits than 
those Imposed by our geographical situation or the 
!Lb~ence from Geneva of the majority of Chile's 
neighbours. 

On the wise initiative of the French German and 
Netherlands ~elegations, the Third Committee 
has. now subnutted to us the text of a resolution in 
which all the aspects of this most complex 
problem are prese~ted .. We find encouragement 
to pursue the work m whwh by no means negligible 
reiults have already been obtained approval of 
method_s which have already bee-d tested, and 
suggestiOns for the establishment of a new 
machanism, of which the need was so much felt 

o in ~ur work in the Preparatory Commission. 
On examining . Resolution V we find in the 

very first recommendation a confirmation of the 
policy which my country has always followed. even 
before the advent of the League. Chile, as the 
Assembly knows, has furnished in the course ~f 
her independent existence innumerable : proofs 
of her faith in the principle of arbitration, rand has 
often had resort to that procedure, agreeing at 
times to sacrifices which came near to endangering 
the vital interests of the country. . .. 

Chile, it need hardly be said, also approves the 
second paragraph of the resolution, for she has not 
only lent her support but has co-operated whole
heartedly in the technical preparations for the 
Conference on the Limitation and Reduction of 
Armaments, while emphasising the special aspect 
of the problem from her standpoint as compared 
with that of the .other· American States. Our 
armaments are arready below the level of require

•ments for purposes of national security, so that for 
us, I need hardly say, the only real point at issue is 

, to come to an agreement with our neighbours 
with a view to preventing compe~ition in 
armaments. 

The 1926 resolution mentioned in paragraph 2 
of Resolution V provides that the programme of the 
Conference for the Limitation and Reduction of 
Armaments shall correspond "to existing conditions 
in regard to regional and general security". 

I attach great importance to paragraph 3 of the 
same draft resolution, suggesting the creation of 

! this Committee on security, which would work side 
by side with the Preparatory Commission and whose 

Wuty it would be to show what guarantees of 
arbitrat~n and security are neces~ary - indeed 
in,_disp~sable - to enable all States to fix the level 
ol"'their armaments at the lowest possible figures 
in an international agreement. 

Two of the measures recommended in 
par_agraph 3 of Resolution V concern, respectively," 
action by the League with a view to promoting, 

~ order to ~how exact.ly what we mean by the 
Chihan dele~at10n's acceptance of this part of the 
draft resolut10n, I cannot do better than I"efer to tlte · 
~emo~~dum w~oh I submitte~ to the Preparatory 

omllllSsion urgmg the followmg conclusions : 

1. To recommend a system of re«ional 
agreements designed to prevent resort to" war :· 

~ 

2. To subordinate the limitation of arma
ments _to the requirements of see~uity whic\i 
may differ as between America and Eti:l'ope~; 

3. _To let geo_graphical and political factors 
o_utwe~gh economic and demographical conside~a
tions m the case of under-populated countries 
whose exploitation is still proceeding. 

. The l~st sentence in Resolution V concerns 
informatiOn as to the measures that the Stat.es 
woul~ be prepared to take in the event of a conflict 
breakmg ~ut in a given region. Here we desire 
to ~mphasiSe the explanations given in the report 
whic~ we regard as the authorised interprct.atio~ 
~f t_his text. ~~he resolution, as we understand jt, 
IS s~ply r~fer:mg to one of the subjects suitablo 
for. m_vest1gat10n by the Committee, without 
preJudi~e to the other enquiries already arranged 
for, which would be of value when estimating the 
degree of regional security necessary to facilitate the 
acceptance of commitments. 

Having placed our views before you, I beg to 
support the resolutions now submitted to the 
Assembly in the sense which I have just indicated. 

No nation in the world can be inaifferent to the 
problem of the limitation and reduction of 
armaments. . The extent of their direct interest in 
t~is problem may vary, as may the attendant 
cucnmstances and methods of application but it 
is essential to bear in mind that even the c~untries 
least touched by the burden of armaments must be 
desperately anxious to find a regional and gl'neral 
solution. Moreover, the growing inter-dependence 
of interests between countries all over the world 
is becoming more eyident every day, chiefly as the 
result of economic factors, and unsuspected 
conseq~ences, disastrous or the reverse, may ensue 
accordmg to whether our efforts prove sterile or 
lead to the conclusion of the series of agreements 
which the League is striving to bring about. 

I am convinced that these resolutions, which we 
shall certainly adopt, will be a powerful lever in 
our hands and give a fresh impulse to our efforts. 

The )'resident : 

Translation : M. Erich, delegatil of Finland, 
will address the Assembly. 

i\1. Erieh (Finland) : 

Translation : Mr. President, Ladies and 
Gentlemen - I wish to thank the Rapporteur, 
M. de Brouckere, for the very detailed, exhaustive 
and well-documented report which he has just 
submitted to us with such eloquence and authority. 
I desire to thank him especially for his favourable 
view of the Finnish proposal concerning financial 
assistance, to which I shall have to refer again 
later. 

The Rapporteur's views and conclusions are 
identical with those which Finland has always 
advocated. Our delegates have supported them 
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consistently in the Assembly and the vaJ:ious 
cLearue orcranisations, as may be seen, for 
exa~ple, fr;m the official publ!cati-m.of th~ Finnish 
Ministry for Foreign Affairs concerrung the 
problem of securit:l" . 

The firm inten~on expressed in ResolutiOn V 
of pushing. forwMd, the ~ork of the Preparatory 
Commission for the Disarmament Conference 

. and entrusting to it duties which ~ll not be 
confined exclusively to the prepaJ:atiOns for the 
future Conference for the Limitation and R~duct!on 
of Armaments will afford the greatest satiSfactiOn 
to those States which have urged the necessity of 
.continuing the us~ul !Ind. necessary work of this 
~mportant League mstitutiOn. 

Resolution V very rightly goes on to empha
f\ise the importance of bringing about political 
conditions calculated to assure the success of the 
work of disarmament. . 

The Finnish delegation would urge the importance 
of• Resolution IV, not because this idea of 
specifyfug beforehand the extent of the financial 
assistance to be relied on- within the· bounds of 
possibility - in a crisis was first brought forward 
and worked out on the initiative of the Finnish 
Governnient, but rather because of the general 

c utility of the scheme, which aims, in accordance 
with the terms of Resolution V, "chiefly at 
forestalling or arresting any resort to war and if 
need be at effectively protecting any State victim 
of an aggression". · 

c The observations and declarations of various 
Governnients on this point, as incorporated in the 
findings of the Third Committee, are viewed 
with the greatest satisfaction by the Finnish 
Government, which is firmly convinced that the 
League will carry to a successful conclusion the 
work begun under such happy auspices. 

The favourable reception given to the Finnish 
proposal in the Third Committee and again to-day 
proves conclusively that the Members of th'} League 
understand and appreciate the purely pacific and 
constructive intentions by which the authors of 
this proposal were governed. 

Further - and this is an additional matter for 
satisfaction - from the very outset of the discus
sions on financial assistance, experts belonging 
to various big economic and financial Powers have 
consistently admitted the practical value of this 
proposal. · 

It seems fair to say that, of all the suggestions 
am proposals put forward in regard to the mainte

. nance of peace and guarantees of security, our own 
proposal concerning financial assistance is perhaps· 
the most satisfactory and the easiest to put into 
effect. · 

On the whole we may congratulate ourselves on 
the favourable reception given to the various 
ideas of this kind by the present session of the 
Assembly. The happy suggestion put forward 
by M. Sokal has received the unanimous approval 
of the Assembly, and the resolution just adopted 
augurs favourably for the success of other sugges
tions and proposals of the same kind. 

The Finnish delegation ·regards the formation 
of a special Committee to study the measures 
capable of giving the States adequate guarantees 
of arbitration and security as conclusive proof of the 
good will of Members of the League and of their 
firm intention to surmount all difficulties and to 
co~olidate our vast international and well-nigh 
uruversal community, a community established on· 
the solid foundations of the Covenant. 
~ow, _this . wo:d "universal" recalls the gaps 

which st•ll exiSt m the League as regards its mem
bership. When we speak of non-Members of the 
League, we would hardly care to apply the term 
to those great States which, to our intense regret, 

• 
have notified their decision to withdraw from the 
Lea.,.ue but whose tendencies and sympathies will 
und~ubtedly soon lead. them back. We mean 
rather the'States which have not yet taken any 
part in th~ work of the League as actual Membeh ' 
of that JJ'pdy. . · 

The Third Committee rightly drew our at~ntion 
to the importance, as one of the essential guarantees 
of pE>aC'e, of security agreements betwE>en Sta~ 
Members and States non-Members of the !,eague. 
In so doing, it touched upon an incontestable :!nd 
indestructible principle of the Covenant, a principle 
inherent in it, in virtue of which the Jfeague 
cannot remain indifferent to the n•lations between· 
its own Ml'mbers and States non-Members in so far 
a~ those relations are liable to affect the peace of 
the world. 

The Assembly ha~~ juet reminded Ull of thr> forcE~ 
of this principle. We have jlll)t passed a resobition 
forbidding all WMS of alfgression. Now, this 
principle, by its very natlll'e, iR of universal impliC'a· 
tion, that is to say it implies universal recol!"nition ~
ann applicatinn, for it woulli itself b!' incompl11t.e 
and even_inpffective if its application fE>ll short of the 
terms ~o plainly specified in this morning'R resolu-. 
tion. 

If this, then, is the scope· of-the resolution, it is 
only natural that the Leajple should endeavour, 
ns provided in the Third .cnmmittce 's report, to 
bring about political condit-ions favourable to thE> 
enforcement of this principle - in other words, 
it should encourage in time of peace agreements 
calculated to prevent war. . · 

As a corollary, then, to this prohibition of wa.rs 
of aggression, the Committee recommends to 
Members of the J,eague the conclusion of sE>curity: 
agreemr>nts between Members and non-Mem~rs 
a.s being of the first importance for the maintenance 
of peace. . · 

_If these efforts are crowned with success, there is 
every reason to hope that the States non-Members 
will realise, to their own advantage, what valuahle 
services the J,eague is capable of rendering to 
hmnanity, and that their expenE>nce will subse
quently assist in .making of the League what its 
inherent purpose and our common desire wouid 
have it be - a univergal institution. 

The Prl'sident : 

· Translation: M. Comni'ne, delegate of Roumania, 
v.ill address the Assembly . 

1\1. Comnene (Roumania) : 

Translation : Mr. :Presioent, LadiE>s and 
Gentlemen - In weighing up the League 'R actj vitiP-s. 
historians of the future will surely declare that the 
<>ighth ordinary session· of the Assembly ranks 
with that .of 1924, the year of the Protocol, as one 
of the mo~t significant from the point of view of the 
organisation of peat>e. 

In actual fact, in a magnificent impnl~e of 
idealism, the Assembly of the Protocol went far 
beyond the most optimi.~tic propheci<.>s. The 
world apparently was not yet ready. The evolution 
of the political prineiples by which it is governeo 
rarely proceeds by leaps and bounds. After those 
days of enthusia.~m came deep discouragement. & 
The Assemblies which followed, if not actually a 
reversion to earlier condition~, only marked time._, 

Yet the seed sown in 1924 did not fall on barren · 
ground but· took root and lived. Many of Mle ideas 
incorporated in our work have filtere(i little Jly 
littlP- into the conscience of the world. "One of 
these creative ideas, the keystone of the whole 
edifice, has nov. begun to make it.~elf emphatically 
felt and is receiving growing recognition. I refer 
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4o .the ~nterdependen~.e, the indissoluble unity 
/ whicJ: e::nsts hetween disarmament and security. 
. 'rbis fact hM stood 011t even more clearly even 
1 more s~a~ply to those w.ao, like myself., ha;e had 

1 t:he p~rv~egl' of wor)ting on the ~paratory 
Comnuss10n for the DISarmament Confl'aenr.e. 

• We realised perfeetlv how impossible IIJ.t was to 
arriv~ at positive results, results which should be 
something more than au attempt to deceive the 
Jtationsy unless we were prepared to offer some 
eq•ivalent for SPcurity to certain countries in a 
particularly exposed position, "'hich were 'being 
called upo!l to disarm. · 

:J'his fact, which was heyond dispute, led certain 
dl'legations to submit suggestions, not that the 
Protoco! should be rt>vived but that ,the problem 
of secunt.y should be taken up again and gone into 
more fully. · 

We rcalis!'d that we had pl'rhaps been too 
precipitate in l!l24, that various constitutional 
questions arising out of this grave problem in oortain 

· States had not been taken into consideration, that 
certain psychological factors in the different nations 
which composed the League had been somewhat 
under-estimated. · 

Now that some experience has been gained iD 
the matter, the Third Committee thinks that the 
time has come to set on foot a fresh 8cheme for 
security · which _will enable the Preparatory 
Commission to make really definitE' progress. 

At the meeting of Sept.ember 14th, I suggested 
that a. body should be created to study the prohlem 
of security side by side - I said, at the time, 
silrlnltaneously or on parallel lines - with the 
Preparatory Co=ission. The Third Co=itte!', 
I am happy to say, was unanimoUsly in favour of 

• -f(J'ming a Co=ittee to consider the measures 
• caflable of giving all States the necessary 

guarantees of arbitration and security. 
Together with the Polish proposal, which we 

unanimously voted this morning, and ·the Finni•h 
proposal, which W<' shall presently adopt. the 
constitution of this Committee is, in my opinion, 
the first effective step towards the solution of the 
disarmament problem. That is why I venture to 
say just now that this Assembly would prove to 
be one of the mopt significant from the point of 
view of peace, which is our ultimate aim. 

I venture to declare that we have now found a 
method which will enable Governments and peoples 
alike to see r.learly at last. and to und!'n:tand what 
is asked of them and what is offered in exchange. 
I think I may safely say that the problem with 
which we are dealing is at length ll'aving the 
empirical to eriter upon the scientific stage. We 
are now within measurable distance of the time 
when we shall be able to submit to the world 
a scheme based neither on unwarranted claims 
nor on self-delusion. 

The discussion was adjourned to the ne:r.t meeting. 

r:, • 

80. - DECLARATt'>N CONCER..'VING WARS 
OF, AGGRESSI(-'N: ACCEPTA.'\'CE BV., 
BULGARI_,,\ OF jifHE POLISH PROPOSAL. 

. I • J \I 
The ~.· csident : ,v · ._ e .' 

\ l> . • .. 
TramlatiOft. :-.. Bef~~e adjoPrnina the meeting, 

I have two communi~ ations to m~e .. ' . ...;• ... •. 
The first is a ~Mteb from 1\1:. Wladin1ir MolloJJ, • 

delegate of Bulgaria, l'.jated September 24th 1927 
which reads as follow(': ' ' 

':: . \~ . 
"I was en~d, tbis morning in a discussion at. 

the Secretariat &nd I was therefore unable to tak~ 
part in the vote on tine Polish proposal concerning 
wars of, aggressionJ I should be most gratef1U 
if you would be g~d enough to announce to tim 
Assembly of the Le gue of Nation.~ that Bul!rru'm 
gives her unqualifi .d n.ssent to that propos~!~ __ 

(Signed) W. MOLLOFF, 
1llinister of Finance, 

f Deleg~o of Bulgaria." 
. -

•. .. . l 
81. SETTLE~IE~ OF# AmiENIAN REFU-

GEES: REQU~ST BY Dr. NANSEl~ TO 
AIAKE A STATEl\IENT ON TillS QUES
TION BEFORE THE ASSEMBLY. 

The President : • 

"' Tranalatian : I . 
Dr. Nansen, which 

"' ave ~eceived a letter from 
•ads as follows : 

"In agreement · 1e Council of the League, 
I should be grateful ~opportunity could be 
given me befo~e the clos~~f the present ses~ion 
of the Assembly to makelo~>.._b~;tmment. 
in my capacity as High Comm~itiller for Refugees, 
on the situation regarding the proposal for 
a settlement of Armenian refugees in the region 
of Erivan. 

_ (Signed) Fridt.jof NANSEN, 
High Commissioner 

fM Refugees." 

The Assembly w~ certainly desire to hear 
Dr. Nansen's co=unication, and. I propose 
therefore to call upon him at the next meeting. 
(Assent.) 

The Assembl!J rosr at 7.15 p.m. 
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